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Iijdiai? Historical Quarterly

Vol. VII MARCH, 1931 No. 1

On Foreign Element in the Tantra

i

The Tantra still remains an enigma to us. Very little work has

been done in this domain and very little attempt has been made in

the interpretation of its doctrines. But the fact remains that

a vast literature has been written on it—a literature which is mostly

found in manuscripts. The Tantras can be broadly divided into

two classes—orthodox and heterodox. The orthodox Tantras arc

mainly represented by the Agamas, the Yarnalas and their supple-

ments. The heterodox Tantras are both Buddhist and Brahmanical

and are represented by the texts of a number of Tantrik schools

like Kulacara, Vamacara, Sahajayana, Vajrayana etc. In the present

article 1 will deal with a number of indications contained in the

Tantrik literature which definitely points out that mystic practices of

foreign origin crept into the heterodox class of Indian Tantras at a

very early date.

Mm. H. P. Sastri in his Catalogue of the Palm-Leaf Mss. of the

Darbar Library ,
Nepal (1905, p. Ixxix) quotes a very significant

stanza from the Kubjika-tantra which points out that the Kubjika

School of Tantras is probably of foreign origin :

I The Substance of this paper was read at the Anthropological

Section of the 6th AlMndia Oriental Conference held at Patna,

December, 1930.

I.H.Q., MAUCII, 1931 I



2 ON FOREIGN ELEMENT IN THE TaNTRA

Gaccha tvam bharate varqe* dhikaraya sarvatah j

Plthopaplthakqetrequ kuru srqfor anekadha //

“Go to India to establish yourself in the whole country and

make manifold creations in the sacred places of primary and secondary

importance.”

In another place in the same Tantra the Tantras of this school

are said to have originated among the potters, a low class Hindu,

and this is why they are said to have belonged to the Kulalikamnaya.

It is prescribed there that the Goddess Kubjika should be worshipped

in the house of a potter.

A certain number of Tantrik practices styled Cinacaras have

been much discussed by scholars. The Tara-Tantra adopted by

both Hinduism and Buddhism says that the cult of Clna-Tara came

from the country of Maha-Clna. Vasistha, one of the greatest sages

of Brahmanism, is said to have gone to the country of Maha-Clna to

meet Buddha, who was to be found at that time neither in India

nor in Tibet. Vasistha was initiated there by Buddha to the secret

doctrines of Clnacara and subsequently came back to India to propa-

gate them. In this Clnacara Prof. Sylvain Levi finds distant echo

of the secret societies which existed in China (Le Nepal
,

I, pp. 346L).

On my part while discussing one of the Sadhanas published

by Dr. Binayatosh Bhattacharya (no. 127 of the Sadi?aftantala) I

have tried to establish the identity of Maha-Clna-Tara with Ekajata,

whose cult is said to have been recovered by Siddha Nagai juna in

Tibet (I. H. Q. #
vol, VI, pp. 5,848*.). The Sadhana of the Goddess

Ekajata was discovered by him in the country of Bhofea (Arya-

Nogarjunapadaih Bhotequ uddhrtam). The description of Ekajata

is found in six different Sadhanas (1 23-128). It closely agrees with

that of Mahaclnakrama-Tara as found in Sadhanas 100 and 101. A
comparison of these two goddesses show that they are essentially

identical, the only difference being in the Bija-mantra $
in the case

of Clnakrama-Tara, it is composed of three letters, and in the case

of Ekajaja, it is sometimes composed of 4 and sometimes of 5 letters.

Corresponding to these goddesses we find in the Hindu Pantheon

TarS, Ugrataia, Kkajata, and Maha-Nllasarasvatl. The dhyanas of

these goddesses as found in the Hindu Tantras literally correspond

with those found in the Buddhist Sadhanas. In my article already

referred to I have also quoted from the Sammoha Tantra found

by me in Nepal the following significant passage about the origin

of this goddess
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,4Tlie MaheSvara said unto Brahma, hear from me about Mahfi

Nllasarasvatl with attention. It is through her favour that you will

narrate the four Vedas. There is a lake called Cola on the western

side of the Meru. The mother, goddess Nllogratara was born there...

the light issuing from my upper eye fell into the lake Cola and took

a blue colour. There was a sage called Aksobhya, who was Siva himself

in the form of a muni% on the northern side of the Meru, It was he

who meditated first on the goddess (?), who was Parvatl herself

reincarnating in Clnadesa at the time of the great deluge.”

According to this text Nllasarasvatl or Ugratara was born in a

lake called Cola on the western side of the Meru- which was included

in the Cina-deSa. I suggested that Cola is probably to be connected

with the common word for lake, kult kol, which is found with the

names of so many lakes to the west and north of the Tien shan that

is in the pure Mongolian zone.

There are ample evidences to prove that the zone of heterodox

Tantras went far beyond the natural limits of India. Some of the

Tantras divide the Tantrik world into three krantas or regions,

Visnukranta, A-svakranta and Rathakranta. Visnukranta compri-

ses the region from the Vindhyas to Chattala (Chittagong), Asva-

kranta, the region from the Vindhya to Mahaclna including Nepal,

and Rathakranta from the Vindhya to the great ocean including

Kamboj and Java (see Avalon, Principles of the Tantra, vol. II, Introd.),

In the Sammoha Tantra (fol, 7 a-b) we find a similar enumera-

tion of Tantrik zones. The zones are here fixed according to two

different Tantrik modes, known as Kadi and Hadi. The countries

in which the Kadi mode is in vogue are the following :

—

Ariga, Vanga, Kalinga, Kerala, Ka&mira, Kamrupa, Maharasjra,

Saurastra, Dravida, Tailinga, Malayadri, Karnafca, Avanti, Vaidarbha,

Abhira, Malava, Caula, Cola, Kamboja, Videha, Balhika , Kirata,

Kaikata, Airaka
%
Bhota t Clna % Mahaclna

,
Nepala, Silahatta, Gauda,

KoSala, Magadha, Snotkala (PUtkala), Kuntala, Huna
t
Kofikana,

Kekaya, Surasena, Kaurava, Sinihala, Pulinda% Kaccha, Madra,

Sauvira, Lata, Barbara, Matsya and Sindhu.

The countries in which the Hadi mode is in vogue are the

following :

—

Anga, Vanga, Kalitiga, Suviraka, Kadmira, Kamboja, Sauraafra,

Magadha, Mahara§tra, Malava, Nepala, Kerala, Cola, Cala, Gauda,

Malaya, Simhala, Vonka(?), Vido (?), Vyonda(?), Karnaja, Lafa, Malata,

Panata, Andhaka, Pulindaka, HTina
,

Kaura, Gandhara, Vidarbha,
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Videha, Balhika,,
Barbara, Kekaya, Kosala, Kuntala, Kirata, fSurasena,

Sevara, ( ? Sauvlra), Banata, Tatikana, Konkana, Matsya, Madra,

Maida
,

Saindhava, Parbvakika , Dyorjala, Yavana, Jala, Jalandhara,

Salva (? Salva), Sindhu.

Two points are noteworthy about the zones described above.

A number of countries beyond India are enumerated and described

as the centres of Tantrik culture. These are—Balhika (Balkh),

Kirata (the hill tribes of the Himalayan zone), Bhofca (Tibet), Clna

(China), Mahaclna (Mongolia?), Maida (Media ?), Parsvakika (? Para-

sTka—Persia), Airaka (Irak ?), Kainboja, Hfina. Yavana, Gandhara

and Nepala, It is not to be literally believed that Tantrik culture

ever spread to all those distant countries. The truth is perhaps

that some heterodox schools of Tantras associated themselves with

those countries either through tradition or through the community

of some mystic beliefs, of which the history is lost to us. We should

further note in this connection that even within the limits of India

some non-Aryan groups of people like Pulinda, Kirata, Barbara,

Tankana, Abhira, Kuntala etc. are connected with that paticular

culture.

Another important point to be noted is that within the limits

of India the countries of the outer zone only are enumerated. The

Mid-Land (Madhyadesa), the country of the orthodox Brahmanical

culture, is practically excluded except the doubtful reference to Kaura

or Kaurava and Kosala which may very well be Southern Kosala.

In an article published in the Indian Historical Quarterly (Vol. VI,

pp, 98ff.) I have tried to establish that the Mid-Land was the

country of the orthodox Tantrik culture of which the 18 Agamas
and their supplements formed the sacred literature. But the

countries around it like Kamarupa, Kasmira, Kalinga, Konkana,

KaficI, KoSala etc. were not fit places for its cultivation. The
Brahmins of those countries were unfit to be priests according to the

orthodox Tantras. So it is evident that in these countries on the

outer zone grew later on a sort of Tantrik culture which was of a

different inspiration.

The unknown compiler of the Sammoha Tantra does not remain

contented by simply enumerating the different countries. He pre-

tends to possess some knowledge of the Tantras current in some
of these countries. Thus on fol, 27b while referring to the Tantras

of different schools, he says that the country of Cina possesses 100

primary and 7 subsidiary Tantras (satarp tantrani cine tu upatantrani
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sapta ca\ Dravida has 20 primary and 25 subsidiary Tantras, Kerala

has 60 subsidiary Tantras and so on.

The sacred centres (plthasthanas) of primary importance, as

found in the heterodox Hindu Tantras and the Buddhist Tantras

are four in number, Kamarupa, Piirnagiri, Oddiyana and Jalandhara.

Piirnagiri lias not yet been definitely identified. But there is no

doubt that Udcjiyana corresponds to the Swat valley, of which the

people used to make “the acquisition of magical formulae their

occupation*' (Watters, On Yuan Chwang

,

r, p. 225) already in the

time of Hiuen Tsang in the beginning of the seventh century A.I).

Jalandhara and Kamrupa have not changed their names since ancient

times. All these three places are situated on the high roads leading

to countries outside India—Ucldiyana situated in the valley of

the Swat river, easily accessible to the Upper valley of the Indus,

has been the meeting place of the peoples of different origin. It is

situated on the high road that connects the Upper valley of the Indus

with Balkh, Samarcatid etc. on the one hand and the Pamirs, Khotan,

Kashgar etc. on the other by the valley of the Gilgit. Jalandhara

is situated on another highway that connects Tibet with India through

the Shipki pass, and Kamrupa has to a great extent been the centre

of activities of foreign peoples who have been coming down from

the Northern and the North-eastern hills since very ancient times.

It is probably not without significance that Bhaskaravarman who

was the king of Kamrupa told a Chinese envoy to India that his

forefathers had come to India from the country of Mahaclna and

requested him to send a Sanskrit translation of Tao te-king,

the sacred text of Taoism and a portrait of Lao tzu, its founder.

In ancient times a land route connected Assam with Western and

Southern China through the Patkoi hills and Upper Burma, and this

route was generally followed by the invaders and immigrants from

the North-East.

II

i will now proceed to deal with particular Tantrik texts that

contain direct references to practices of decidedly foreign origin. The

Jayadratha Yamala % which I have elsewhere proved to be a compila-

tion of the 8th century A.D., while discussing the special doctrines

of different Tantrik schools, mentions amongst others the practices
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of the Lamas (LamZvarga }, Sakinis and Yoginls {Jayadratha

Yamala, Sa^ka III, folia 187a, 193b). The texts in which these

practices are described are sometimes very obscure. Following is

roughly the substance :

—

The special doctrine of the Lam3s is conducive to spiritual success

(siddhi). According to it one should not cultivate the company of

other gods except £iva (?). The words of the Guru as embodied

in the Tantras may or may not be followed. One should have all

worldly desires and need not follow the strict discipline. He should

not have satisfaction in (current) religious doctrines and practices.

He should think that it is his self that is alone present everywhere

and practise self-control in the company of women. He should

perform religious acts on particular auspicious days according to

the prescribed discipline. He should not be angry even at the

gravest provocation. Such is the practice of the group of

Lamas.

According to the special doctrine of the Sakinls the adept should

never divulge the mantras to others. He should practise samodhi

in company of all women, should always meditate on the nada
t

take

his meals at night and worship Siva. He should not violate the

discipline of his sect during the Dakwnayana ,
should practise self-

control by all means, should maintain his own Kula and should

avoid the intermixture of Kulas . He should have himself undis-

turbed with respect to body, speech and mind either in his own Kula

or in that of others. He should have his meals in company of

the Yogins. Those who follow the doctrines of the Sakinis do not

uselessly kill animals for the sake of sacrifice.

Now who are the Lamas and Sakinls, of whom the special prac-

tices are just described ? The dakinls, rakinis, lakinls, Sakinls

and hakims are mentioned as the female energies (Saktis) of the

Tantrik deities respectively called tfaineSvaranatha, rameSvaranatha,

lamesvaranatha, kakeSvaranatha, Samesvaranatha, and hameSvara-

natha who together with their sakties, form mystic groups designated

under the mnemonic da ra la ka xa ha . The Lord of Lama is

here called LameSvara. Lama is not the commonly known Tibetan

word B\a-ma meaning ‘scholar’, but something different. The Lamas
are mentioned in the Jayadratha Yamala on two other occasions in

the same context (192a) :

—

Durlabha KaSyaplvarge paflcamrtavivardhita /

RUpika Cumbikfi LaraS paravrttatha palika //
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Anivarta ca^'dvesi janmantara-samudbhava /

Vikhyati raktamadau tu bhrubhangah kurute tatah //

Etastu samgamenaiva param siddhim dadanti ca /

Samhrtyarthadaya pascacca punarinarSayet //

alapenapi cumbati

Cumbika sa’nuvijfieya yoginlbaladarpita

NiSvasai bhairavaista stu Lamanam tu vinirdiaet //

The Lamas otherwise called Riipika and Cumbika flourish among

the rare group of the KaSyapIs. Association with them is conducive

to spiritual success. They are called Rupika because they assume

different shapes during their intercourse with others. They are called

Cumbika because they kiss at the very first introduction.

In the Hevajra Tantra (Patala III fol. 6a) the Lamas are referred

to in the company of the dakinls and called Khandaro/ta and

RUpinl.

Dakinl tu talka Lama Khandaroku tu Rupini /

The Lamas therefore constituted a mystic group of female Tantrik

adepts who had their special practices. The Sammoha Tantra,

(fol. 39b) in another place distinctly refers to a Tantrik practice

(vidya) called Lamayamnaya i. e. the amnaya of the Lamas or Lamas.

Tne Lamas are also known from other sources. Waddell in his

Lamaism (p.364) describes in detail a goddess called in Tibetan Lha-mo.

She is also called pal Idan Lha mo (Skt. Devi or Sri Devi). She is the

‘‘goddess or the queen of the warring weapons''. She ‘‘like her great

prototype the goddess Durga of Brahmanism is perhaps the most

malignant and powerful of all the demons, and the most dreaded.

She is credited with letting loose the demons of disease and her name
is scarcely ever mentioned and only then with bated breath and

under the title of the great queen. In her pictures she is pictured

as surrounded by flame and riding on a white-faced mule, upon a saddle

of her own son's skin flayed by herself. She is clad in human skins

and is eating human brains and blood from a skull and she wields

in her right hand a trident rod. She is publicly worshipped for

seven days by the Lamas of all sects, specially at the end of the 12th

month in connection with the prevention of disease for the incoming

year. And in the cake offered are added amongst other ingredients

the fat of a black goat, blood, wine, dough, and butter and these

are placed in a bowl made from a human skuir. In Western Tibet

Lha-mos and cjakinls are represented as beautiful young women but
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more often with fearful faces etc. to signify their power “to destroy

demons whom it is their mission to combat.” First in rank stands

Lha-mo (Mahakall), "mother of the gods.* She is represented in 15

different forms, but specially as a woman of frightful aspect holding

a club with a dead man's head at its end and a skull for cap.

It the district of Kanaur Buddhists believe in (i) Paldan Lamo,

the supreme goddess equivalent to Mahakali, (ii) Sai Lamo or the

goddess Devi Bhagavatl, (iii) Sai Lamo or Ba$uka Bhairva ( The

Punjab Castes and Tribes ,
I, pp. 82, 83, 91 etc.).

We thus see that in Tibet in modern times the Lamas who are

certainly the same as the Lamos are conceived as goddesses of the

type of Kali and worshipped according to rites that can be called

Tantrik. It seems that in more ancient times these Lamfis, like

many other goddesses of the Tantrik pantheon, were female Tantrik

adepts who later on came to be worshipped. It is the practice

of these adepts of Tibetan mysticism that is referred to in the

Tantrik texts mentioned before. That these Lamos were in the

habit of kissing people at their first meeting with them seems to be

a direct reference to the Tibetan mode of greeting by showing the

tongue.

In this connection I may be permitted to make a few suggestions

about the other groups of female adepts of Tantrik mysticism, e.g.,

the lakinls, the dakinls, the sakinls. In Western Tibet, the

land of sorcerers and witches, there is a class of sorcerers called

Lha-ka (probably Lha-k'a) or god’s mouthpiece (also called Ku T’em

ba). They “are frequently found in Western Tibet and may be

females and in which case the woman may marry without hindrance

to her profession. These wizards are especially resorted to for

relief of pain* (Ibid., pp. 482 ffl). Lakinls seem to have been the

name adopted in the Tantrik literature for these wizards. Similar

types of witches distantly connected with the Dags (the people of

Dagistan)and Sakas were probably referred to in the Tantras as

<jakinls and sakinls respectively. Evidence is not wanting to

prove that women still have a great r6!e in the spiritual life of diffe-

rent peoples of this zone as well as that of Central Asia and Mongo-

lia. 1

i Mahamahopadhyaya H. P. f§astri told me one day that the

worship of Lamadevl is prevalent in some parts of Midnapur. But

I have not been ahlc to collect any other information on it. I am
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III

I have elsewhere tried to prove that the Tantrik doctrines were

usually garbed in a mystic language. In the Buddhist Tantras it

is called Sandhabhasa or Sandhavacana. It is sometimes very diffi-

cult to penetrate into that language and arrive at the real interpreta-

tion of the doctrines.

The Jayadratha Yamala while describing the special practices of

the Lamas mentions the special language to be used with them.

This language is described as monosyllabic (Ekakxara*samullapa

)

and may thus be considered to have belonged to the Sino-Tibetan

family as the Lamas themselves belonged to the Tibetan group of

mystics. The Lamas, according to this language, had 24 different

names :—Yogim, Rupinl, Lama, Sakini, NalinI, Khagl, Cull, Bila,

Trikhagaga, PesinI, Dehinl, Jala, Revatl, Bedhani, LukT, Padabhl,

RaktinI, Hisa (?), Karothl, Kalusl, Bhadra, Dundubhi, Mukhara, and

Atura. We have already seen that the Lamas were Rupika as they

were capable of assuming different shapes. Some of the 24 names enu-

merated are descriptive of such shapes which they could assume.

A number of words belonging to the language of the Lamas is

mentioned in the Jayadratha Yamala. A comparison of these words

with Tibetan and with other allied languages of the Himalayan

zone clearly shows that they were culled from some dialect of

that family. There are only two difficulties in establishing the

identity of these words. As I have to depend on a single manus-

cript of the text preserved in the Darbar Library of Nepal and as

that ms. also is in parts corrupt on account of the negligence of

the copyists, I have not always been able to determine the real

forms of the words. The words as transcribed in the text always

possess a vowel ending though we are told at the outest that the

language is a monosyllabic one. We have to remember that

the compiler of the text could not always faithfully transcribe the

words as they belonged to a foreign tongue. Besides we are not

yet in a position to determine the real forms of the words in question

as they were in the 8th century A.D., when the text was compiled,

also informed that a goddess called Rankinl is worshipped at Ghat*

sila in the Santal Perganas. This goddess may have some connec-

tion with our Rcikini,

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1931 2
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Our knowledge of the Tibetan dialects of that period is still very

limited. A few such words are given below :

abkivadatta—bimsa ? Tibetan—gdon-bsu—greeting,

svagatam—warisl, bibi
;

in the Sammoha Tantra (28*) NariSa is said

to be the word for pranava according to the traditions

of some Tantrik schools {urdhvamnaye^^narisa pranava

pariklrtita ). bibi-*bib cf. Tibetan phibs-bsu meaning

'welcome*.

mala—Lasabha = *lasabh cf. Ma*i tshabs meaning ‘mother* in Tibetan.

Lba as in Lha-mo means devl, The word, therefore, may

be connected with Lha tshabs.

bha%in\~bhagin! ?

duhita—& uhinl i

svakrU— bhih samanl

cf. Tib pha, a-pha meaning ‘lather’,

bhratrjyti—nimi simi ?

patni—gusu naye, there may be three different words here, gu su,

naye
;
for the last two cf. Tib. clnui ma and Chinese niu.

viatula—matr^va ?

pita—pidimistho ?

napti—trimini ?

pitantaha— balusi ? for 'grandfather* cf. Tib. po-bo, po-*o-lags

;

Sikimese—jo-jo-o.

inatamaha—pilapite nunoni ?

for ‘grandmother*—Tib. mo’o lafc, a phyi lat, Sikimese

—

a nogs, a nab.

sura bhakta—-airisam ?

pakfjjiram—apis I ?

dadhi—divl ?

ajya— limatn ?

bhojatia—dekaram, the real word seems to be *de for which cf. Lepca,

zo, tha, and Magar jeu, Tib. za-ba.

gudha—duma
svainirii—japain = *jap cf. Tib. zab meaning ‘husbanding.*

pibami—barise ?

agatah— enire *eni cf. Newar-wone, Tib. ’on ba etc. meaning ‘to come.*

gacckamt niganitesi
;

the correct form probably was . tniganire

which may contain two words ni, ga and the suffix re t cft

Tib. gyo, gyok
;
Lepca non

;
Murmi, nyu etc,
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supta—suraitam-*surot? cf. Lepca-da, Limbu-ipse, Kiranti-imsa,

Gurung-rod,

upta blja—nlbinaka, vulg, nilinltigi ?

samudra—andhakayo ?

prthivl—ananl cf. Sokpa—wonnish.

parvata—uruka*=*uruk cf. Tibetan— ri, Lepca—rok, Bhutanese ^rong.

sapta—dveyasinl ?

nagarastridaha—adhena susura ?

sadhya—piSitala ?

svabhuja—pasabara

.

pakfpi—urba noga, for bird cf. Tib. byu, Bhutanese bhya, Lepca—pho,
Limbu-bu. Newar jhango, jha-ngo, Thochu—marwo.

Horpa—gyo.
hasti—tifcila ?

asva—nuka jaba— *nuk jab cf, Lepca—on*, Limbu—oh* ,
Tib,

chibs.

aja—anlda= *anid cf. Tib.—ra, Bhutanese-^rah, Magar-rha, Gurungra
;

gardabha—kharag ?

gava—6rota jaban ?

cf. Tib. ba, Lepca—bik, Limbu—bit, Newar—sa, Thochu

—

sa-lo
;
Chepang—yo shya (a bull)

tftahi%a—anujapa - *anujap

cf. Limbu—sawet, Kiranti—sanwa.

uqtra—mlna dvira ?

vyaghra—puranyasa ?

for ‘tiger* cf. Sokpa—par,

tnrga= Sira kolo, probably mistake for *slba kol ?

cf. Chepang—kosya, Tib. 6a ba„ Tib. (spoken>§a*p*o
;

Ladaki-Sa-po.

sarpa—sahint ?

vijataydh—kahi£esa ?

Besides these rapprochements another important fact is to be

noted. The few verbs that are mentioned in the list

—

enire, barire

\

niganire etc. end in re. Hodgson in his Comparative Vocabulary 1

of these languages notes that in Limbu the suffix ri is usually

found with the verbs, cf. pari—to give, phiri—to come,//r<f—to give,

tiri—to take away, serf—to kill etc.

i For the comparison I have mostly depended on this Voca-

bulary of Hodgson.
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The words belonging to the language of the Lamos discussed

above therefore further corroborate the fact that these yogitns belonged

to some Tibetan race and that the compiler of the Hindu and Buddh-

ist Tantras had a real knowledge of their practices. For facilitating

intercourse with them a selection of some common words of their

language was also made by them. The mystics* both female and

male of India, really used to have regular intercourse with those

of other contiguous countries in ancient times, and through this

intercourse, exchange of ideas and practices were made. It is for

that reason that we still find in the Tantras vestiges of mystic doc-

trines foreign to India.

THE TEXTS*

I

( fa/. iSja
) I

gwro’ ^ ii

fqq^s f* i

'imti qrfircqfoTTft*: i

qfojfqtf i

II

itawft 3q flrorotad i

aim fofirci II

* From the Jayadratha Yamala , §ataka, III, paper ms. no, 375 of

the Nepal Darbar Library. I have printed the text as it is without

proposing any emendation.

1 The underlined passages are supposed to be the eleven questions

to be put to the Yoginls while meeting them in deep dark nights. The

language in which they are garbed is characterised as Paisaca

Samskf/a i.e. the Sanskrit of the PiSacas. Nothing could be made out

of these questions, though their explanation is g iven in the verses

that follow.
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II

/«/. iSgk ) nwslv i

’fifirot 't umi ii

Trfrjfrroir, ?tfa «^fg *rcu i

»wt ^ro fwta: tjfotftftV. n

rg‘ ftgrfqftfa ijlWT -g tjflggf i

W>t ^"1% frlT^ fry; ||

qf^rcnwisii*!' wggtTft ^ i

gwt ira' «j»?t ii

(/ol. igo«) nwiw«iift gtrea qftgftftt'n: i

qTtororcW gl»nf»t q?m: n

ns aHfmrgfaq i

ffg 5»rsr. mft wfa 11

fcftasrfrnfa gfruforat i

JTHstfa »T^ gfa: <JT; ||

fqptkyr »iKTfg SfrKretgm i

^Trqfrf'n ?*fhi mtfNrafa ^ w 11

gw wtstf TOT i

^SSSSZISS-SSISE-JHLI1

nirwiilffl ?rai »wtg«wt *mir*: i

wroft ?»ini swi gtgu

gteww^sW mi« ^ i

«iw' fwftw?n*ra fWfcret nws% ii

fa^r^ro g*ifif v 5*fr«rei fafcgtf i

ntoiwit «mi RfafTOfa gs?t ii

wg$w g ftfa Sgw qftgftfng' i

st^ivragre wt 'mmwtew: it

wtoittoj qriRi wn5h

roreftramg fasta' gfgfwi n

TOtt wwftwt itwt wmfa«if<i wpw: i

«rofat% *vrx€\* g n

gan g wiggregr grafaoifg i
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atto fwtftoreS w.

«

g*rei$ »inifl?r n*i1nTnflflfli g i

HArarei^ n?t wnt to g <W4 it

Jiftar to tito TProtfllflTO g i

*ft UTlftAlfl fltfnfl'lflt flfltflfl II

jfiftmt aa ftfa grig gwro: att: h

tRitoto tffl i7'j*n<n faTOfli

rfflAigg fi'ftfg fltftfa ftft gtura' 11

"ireRi tfn *nnr g flifflflt fltfipft wnr i

gfAflt gfiptmifl: nr fir. flflft ftg: u

fltWffitffl fliasflt Aft ggnt nm i

flre«T fltgfl; iftwt tftftfrot fqnr nm 11

ftfWtffl to »rai fltifl'ffit famfl* i

fltmflT fflrfAft gfltfn: flftflftfflfli:

«

gtflwt Npftffl q^trigTfl i

fWt nfa trj flflt w

Jfl ^5^! ft^Ft nrafltfiffl flflfflift i

Aftr ^ffl thh: ii

fnflift»ft flflitfit J2*' gngrtti

TflfflSfl ^IftflTT flTAI flflt II

TOTTljt flgro flfltft lWt«
t
fltl

TflTT fl&TI tffl flflflfltffl^t flflt II

flvifli girmt fliwifaiAAt <s m i

fgtiwTO flr«u -ggri^i qiroi

tun <rflt feftn ^ftiflTfli i

gr to flfli flflt riftgsg r* ft«: i

flRw: flgro ffn gfr i

fl^fll Ann: flirt flifl: fltflTOfl flflt

BTOifliflim aira‘ fltwtrt flflflrai i

nnt flv rfflftfl fflflttra: ii

flfTOTflt flwtt sartflflfli w tf i

ATOTfitfftfl flflt AA flfltfl^ »
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gmmiwunfa g n

Blftift «lfq<5t StlRI Hlfiltft ftalfspft rjaft i

gfafasti sWmtr Sftpft srar i

3vnft gw) ifwfi fw i

^Tt3l WST 33p?t g^HgK I

(Jol. igia
) ^gi^Nfwrorfsi sromt vfiwreqr 11

fafoi <R3nq RHP# IT33HI«dl

3i«i qfag' g*i*i mfnisi fwWii
3* fafasrar mw sreta’tani’iw' i

ni <?W nm 33 3»rt attftrt « ft 11

3rre' ini wi gst' 3d«irt ftmimsf 1

smunwinl 3 ftgw' if<W3*i 1

3*1
' ^JTHg^IT^f #331# 3W 3 I

HTOW3 *313 W ^WB3 1

m«if its * 33rf*r 33 3Wrf»r anit 1

« 3raa awfti Jjmnf fnfai«ro' 1

g®ifaiSM 3<5irTOm 1

3^33 33 WT3 * 3=33111 <ffitg3i3 II

«ri»ir3T# amfafg scnaftfa wwra 1

ftirera g 3?^ *irot»r gftnftfn 3 1

gnm gwfpr *w' fsfj'snm 3

1

snggnftfaqT 3ft 33i 33 3 «3<tf 1

3r«mi^3 wfa 3# 33 ftraf w?i 1

ifl«i fist trar is' gtnf jj'rft giartg 1

3tfa?i 3 33T iti) asmraHtftfrrcfWt 1

13 infaaft 3?ffl 3W g#33Tg3 I

3t 3Rtt 1 fTOT gft fi$33fW313313 I

331^1 3g3WT 3?t 3T33<TO g II

Additional Note—While examining some Mss. in the Asiatic

Society of Bengal for other studies, I have recently come upon another

text concerning the Lamas. It is found in the Buddhist compendium

called Abhidhanottara

,

preserved in the Government collection (see also

H. P. Sastri, Catalogue of the Government Collection of Buddhist Mss,

1917, No, 10759,). The Ms. was copied in 1298 a.d. One of the sec-
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tions (patala) is called the Lamalaksariapalala (fol. 836 ff.). The Lamas

are conceived here as female ascetics of different types. One of

the types is described as possessed with well proportioned limbs

(samVagahgavayava ,), and round face (mukham yasyus tu dybyaie

parimandalam). They have long eye-lashes, and are well-dressed

(suvaslra), beautiful and truthful (saurnya ,
satyavadinX), They are

faithful to their true religion and brave sisters (saddharmarata nityam

vlrabhaglnyah ). The dharma and karma mudras are to be used with

them. Another type of Lamas has long lips (lambodhl)
l

red

grey eyes (rakta-piixgaladocario), auspicious looks and are fair like

the Campaka flowers (subhagd dhanyd gaurl campaka-sannibha). They

are tall (dlrgha), have fearful faces (karala

)

and are fond of

coloured dresses (vicitra-vasana-priya ). They laugh and play and

stand obstructing the route (hasate ramate caiva margam akrainya

tinthati). The aula mudra is to be used with them.

A third type of Lamas is red and fair (rakta-gaura

)

and has

red, grey eyes (rakla-pingala-locam). They have wavy hairs and

put on a sort of head-dtess {kuncita ca tatha keba paUabandha sire

tatha) and they have one wrinkle on their forehead (lallte drsyate

caiva ekarckhd ). They are long necked, and fond of singing. They

are particularly restless and save in quarrels (calaccittd vibebena

kalahequ ca rak*ate), The bakti mudra is to be used with them.

The last type of Lamas is short statured and is fond of yellow

cloths (hrasva sthUla-jahghd pitavastrapriyd)
;
they have dark grey

eyes (kfqnapingalalccana) and are dreadful looking {karalavikytaghora

stkUld sydt sthUlavaktrajx
fJamhosthi kr$navarna ca kotardknl rugna -

msika //). They are fond of dancing, have dark colour and are

charming (n i tya-gandharvaku >ala meghavarna manohara). The Naga-

mudra, is to be used with them Such Lamas are called Herukalamds

(BriHerukanani ca lamdndm etadbhavati laksnain).

The text further speaks of the dakirns and the symbolic

language to be used with them. 1 will deal with this symbolic lan-

guage along with other similar Tantric devices in my next article.

During my stay in Nepal I did not succeed in getting any infor

mation either about the Lamos or Lamodevl. I am however

informed by some Nepalese of Nayakot that there are temples of

Lamo devls in the interior of Nepal. The Tibetan Bla-mas only are

entitled to enter the temples for worshipping them. It is currently

believed also that if any body enters the temple he is sure to die.

P. C. Bagchi







Dhorail Inscription of the Reign of Mahmud

Shah : Saka 1455

The inscribed stone under notice was discovered by Kumar Sarat

Kumar Ray, at the village of Dhorail, in the district of Dinajpur, in

course of one of his early tours in North Bengal for investigation

and collection of antiquities of old Varendra. It is now being

exhibited in the Museum of the Varendra Research Society.

The inscription is cut on a sand-stone slab pointed at the top,

measuring 39" high x 15^" broad x 5" thick. The writing covers

a space of 25" X 14", and is arranged in 10 lines on one side of the

stone. The reverse side is rough. The letters are raised and clear,

and vary in size from 1 y
i"

to 2". Thcharacters are Bengali. Especially

noteworthy are 1, c,j\ r> s and h which changed from Proto-Bengali

to Bengali after the Muslim conquest. Thus, the 5-shaped i of the

Bodh Gaya inscription of Asokacalla of L. S. 51 (Cunningham, Malta-

Bodhi
,

PI. xxviii
; Ep. Ind, t vol. xii, pp. 27 ff. and plates) gains two

slanting strokes at the top and the bottom (cf. ///, I. 10), the lower

curve of j is extended to the left, and its angular adjunct to the right

is lengthened too (cf.

—

va/a 1. 7), the arrow shaped r yields to a

triangle with a dot inside (cf. farasa, 1. 9), s acquires its double

loops (cf.—dasa, 1. 4), and h its present from (cf. inah?i t
I. 5). C retains

its cursive form, m is either looped or non-looped (cf. man, 1. 5, and

samaye

,

1. 6), sub script r is marked by a wedge at the bottom, and

visarga by a triangle with a hook at the top (cf. nrpatehy 1. 6).

To the student of Paleography the inscription is, therefore, of im-

portance as supplying an epigraphic landmark for the fully developed

Bengali alphabet. The language is Sanskrit. The orthography

calls for no special remark, except that consonants following a super-

script r are doubled. The final t between Bri-ina and farasa ( 1 . 9)

was first omitted through oversight, but subsequently inserted below fa.

The inscription is dated in the SaICA YEAR FOURTEEN HUNDRED

AND FIFTY-FIVE, and refers itself to the reign of Mahamuda Saha

(Mahmud Shah). It records the construction of a bridge in the

spring time of that year by a minister of the king (mahapatradhipatra )

Pharasa Khana (Faras Khan), son of Npravaja Khana (Nurbaj

Khan).

The date of the inscriprion, Saka 1455 corresponds to a.d. 1533

I.U.Q., MARCH, 1931 3
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and a.h. 940, the year following that of the accession of Ghiyasu-d-

din Mahmud Shah to the throne of the kingdom of Gaur. His

coins show that he had enjoyed a partial sovereignty from A.H. 933
to A.H. 939, when he succeeded in seizing the entire kingdom by

murdering his nephew Ala-ud-din Firoz Shah [Catalogue of the Coins

in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, vol. II, p, 179). Mahmud was one

of the eighteen sons of Husen Shah, and also the last of the indepen-

dent Sultans of Bengal. The present record is also worthy of note

as a Sanskrit epigraph of a Muhammadan minister of a Muhammadan
king. It is the earliest known inscription of Mahmud's reign, and
is perhaps the earliest Sanskrit inscription of Bengal of the Muhamma-
dan period. Two more inscriptions of the same reign are known,

but they are in Arabic. Both of them are of the Malda district ; one

records the construction of a mosque in a.h. 941 (/. A . S, Z>,

vol. Ixiv, pt. I, p. 226), and the other, that of a gateway in a.ii.

943 p. 214).

Text

Srir-astu,

Sake pafica-pahca-

sad-adhikacaturdda-

sa-sat=ankite madhau

srIn§rlman-Mahrimudasa-

ha-nrpateh samaye Nr-

ravaja-khana-putrama-

hapa trad h ipa tra-srlm a-

t-Pharasa-khanena Samkra-

moyam vinirmmita iti.

Tran station

“May you be prosperous !”

"This bridge was caused to be built by the illustrious Pharasa-Khana,
minister of ministers, son of Njravaja-khana, i n the time of the doubly
auspicious Mahamuda Saha, in the spring, marked by Saka (year)

fourteen hundred increased by fifty-five.’'

Niuaduandhu Sanyal



Cultivation in Ancient India

ii

IV Preparation and Application of Manure

i

n\< mm $ wt: ii

ParOlara on *** |

Manure. „

qa*5% qfatqit anr' fttrq^ u

qqq^ret g I

fw *r qra»ifq n
1

‘'In the month of Magha
}
a dung-heap is raised by a spade, dried

in the sun and made into smaller balls. In the month of PhSlguna
,

these are placed into holes dug for the purpose, and afterwards

scattered on the field at the time of sowing. The paddy-plant only

grows without manure, it does not bear fruit.” 107, 108, 109.

The value of manure in cultivation was appreciated in India as

early as the time of the Rgveda. 2 ParaSara also wants to point out the

importance of manure by the sentence :

"ftm mr*i *r q^aifq 1”

The ancient Indians did not apparently know the use of chemicals

as artificial fertilisers
;
they have come into use only about hundred

years ago. Besides bones, flesh of animals, fish-washings, vegetable

and animal products etc., the manure that they primarily used con-

sisted of the excreta of various animals mixed with litter which

absorbed the urine and kept the animals clean. Whether they

knew the exact chemical composition of the yard-manure is not

known, but they certainly appreciated its fertilising property and

also its physical effects upon the texture and water-holding power

of the soil. It is only a modern discovery that the farm-yard-manure

contains all that is necessarylfor the nutrition of plants, viz,, nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash, Nitrogen compounds, are the chief

fertilising elements in the manure, but the nitrogen is inevitably

Kr$i-5arpgraha % p. 24, 2 Vide Ante,
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lost to a certain extent. The logs can be minimised only if the dung-
heap is not disturbed

;
for any disturbance causes rapid fermentation

of the liquid portion of the manure, viz., urine, with a consequent in-

crease in the evaporation of ammonia. The direction of Parasara

to keep the dung-heap undisturbed up to the month of Magha
,
i.e.,

for ten months of the year is thus significant. Again, the sentence,

—

grai ^ is also significant, for if any easily

fermentable material still remained in the active form, it should

be got rid of by drying. This process also reduces ammonia which

would otherwise be injurious to the seeds and the tender roots

of plants. The direction “iro* ” is also very important

inasmuch as the manure, as it decomposes under the earth, increases

the stock of humus which oxidises and tends to decrease in the

open air, so that when the manure is scattered over the field, it is

comparatively rich in humus that contributes greatly to the fertility

of the soil. Knowledge of manuring at the time was probably a

result of extensive practical and not scientific observations.

There are also many other writers who speak of manure. Varaha-

mihira in the Bphat Samhita 1 says, ‘‘To promote

Sanih^tafthe
inflorescence and fructification, a mixture of one adhaka

Agnipurfina & (64 palas) of sesame, 2 adhakas of excreta of goats or
the Arthaalstra

t ^ t f

etc. on manure, sheep, one prastha (16 palas) of barely powder, one

tula of beef thrown into one drona (256 palas) of water

and standing over for seven nights should be poured round the roots

of the plant” (ij, 18). He further prescribes that the seeds before

sowing should be treated as follows :—They should be taken up in the

palm greased with ghee and thrown into milk
;
on the following day

the seeds should be taken out of the milk with greased fingers and the

mass separated into single seeds. This process is to be repeated for 10

successive days. Then, the seeds are to be carefully rubbed with

cow-dung and steamed in a vessel containing pork or veuison. Then
the seeds are to be sown with the above mentioned fiesh and lard

in a soil where previously sesame was sown and dug up, or trodden
down and then sprinkled daily with water mixed with Ks%ra

, (19, 20)
“To ensure the growth of Ballarts (i.e., sprouting and the growth

of luxurious stem and foliage), the seeds should be properly soaked
in an infusion of powdered paddy, m$$a (bean), sesame and barley

JirhatsayiAifa edited by Dr. Kern, chapter 55, p, 304.
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mixed with decomposing flesh and then steamed with Haridra (turme-
ric). This process will succeed even with TintiiVi (tamarindus
indica). For the KapiUha (Feronia elephantum) the seeds should
be soaked for about 2 minutes (literally, such length of time as it

would take one to make a hundred rhythmic claps with the palms

( *TTSi*re: )
in a decoction of 8 xoo\s^Asphota (Jasmine), Amalakl

(Phyllanthus embellicus), Dhava (Grislea tomentosa), Vasika (Tustica

guarderussa), Vetula (calamus rotung), Snryavalll (Gynandropsis

pentaphyla), Syama (Echites fructescens) and Atimuktaka (Aganosma
caryophyllata) boiled in milk. The seeds then should be dried in

the sun. This process should be repeated for 30 days, A circular

hole should be dug in the ground, a cubit in diameter and 2 cubits

deep, and this should be filled with the milky decoction. When
the hole dries up, it should be burnt with fire and then pasted

over with ashes mixed with ghee and honey. Three inches of soil

should now be thrown in, then the powder of bean, sesame and barley,

and then again three inches of soil. Finally washings of fish should

be sprinkled and the mud should be beaten and reduced to a thick

consistency
;
then the seeds previously prepared should be placed

in the hole under three inches of the soil and fish washings (with

fish). This will lead to luxuriant ramification and foliage which
will excite wonder (21-26).

The Agnipurana2 gives the following directions :

4<A tree becomes laden with flowers and fruits by manuring the

soil with powdered barley, scsamum and the offal matter of a goat
mixed together and soaked in washings of beef for seven consecutive

nights. A good growth of trees is secured by sprinkling them
with the washings of fish”. While Khanii advises the cultivators

thus :

“O worthy cultivator, for a vigorous growth of bamboo, give an
infusion of powdered paddy to its roots, for the growth of Arum,
ash, and for that of cocoanuts, salt.

In the Arthasastra it is stated that :

“The seeds of grains are to be exposed to mist and heat (tu$ara-

1 Translation of these verses from the Brhatsamhita are taken
from Dr. Seal's Positive Sciences of the Hindus.

3 Translation by M. N. Dutt, vol. II, p. 1038,

THt KAMAKR-SHNA MISSION
INSHTuU Oh v. ULTUhfc

UBkARV
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payanatn uznarii ca) for seven nights
;
the seeds of Kohl such as Mudga ,

tna§a etc. are treated similarly for 3 nights
;
the shoots of sugar-

cane and the like (kandablja

)

are plastered at the cut with the

mitxure of honey, clarified butter, the fat of hogs and cow-dung, the bul-

bous roots (kanda) with honey and clarified butter, cotton-seeds with cow-

dung
;
and water pits at the root of trees are to be burnt and manured

with bones and cow-dung at proper sea sons. The sprouts of seed?

when grown are to be manured with a fresh haul of very small

fish and irrigated with the milk of snuhi (Euphorbia antiquorum)V

V Colltdion and Treatment of seeds

About the collection and treatment of seeds. ParaSara says,

—

“All kinds of seed should be collected in the month of Magha

or Phalguna. They are then to be well dried in the sun and exposed

to dew at night". “The Putikas (small receptacles) are afterwards

made and the seeds kept in them". “Different kinds cf seed must be

kept separate, for mixed seeds are not good". “After the seeds have

been placed, in the Putika must be well closed
$
grass that may grow

out of it must be up-rooted or when the seeds sprout, the field will

be full of grass". 2

VI Construction of Agricultural Implements

ParaSara describes the plough and its accessories thus :

The Plough.
, . . tl . t r

“The plough consi sts essentially of the following 8

parts : ha (the pole of the plough), Yuga (the yoke), Niryola (the rod

of the plough exclusive of the pole and the share), Niryolapahika (iron

plates that fix the share to the Niryola). (There are two pairs of Pasika) %

Halasthanu ( a strong piece of wood that is fixed to the Niryola

at the end opposite to which the plough-share is fixed
;

this is

held by the cultivator while ploughing the field), Ad^acalla (the pins

of the yoke where the bullocks are tied), Saula (an extra piece of wood

that tightly fixes the Niryola to the pole) and Paccanx (goad)’\

*'/§« is 5 cubits long, stkanv, 2y£ cubits, niryola 1*4 cubits, yuga

(?)• niryola-pahika and addacalla (i.e., about 9 inches,

taking the breadth of a finger to be approximately | inch) and haula

1 Shyama Sastrl’s translation, 2nd ed„ p. 141,

2 Kfp 8amgrahah t 148-151.
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an (nearly a cubit). Pacanl is made of bamboo with iron-top and

(srtaTWjfe^i about 3 or 4^ feet long, (taking the transverse

length of a fist ( flftr ) to be approximately 4 inches).”

“Abatidha (a rod of iron which prevents the niryola from getting

out of the pole) must be cyclindrical and (q^nryst) about one foot

long. Yoktra (the tie of the yoke) 4 cubits in length, a rope 5 cubits

long and P/tala (ploughshare) 1 cubit or v«t) I cubit

and 4 inches, Pdsika is (nearly 7 inches) and looks like a leaf

of Arka (calotropis gigantca). Viddkaka (a big hoeing instrument)

has twenty-one spikes and the harrow is 9 cubits long.” 1

Besides the plough and its accessories as enumerated by Parasara,

there were also the following agricultural implements :

Srni (sicklp), Khanitra (hoe), MUsala (pestle), VdUkhala (mortar),

Surfia (winnowing basket), Dh'lnyakrt (winnowing fan), Calanl

(sieve), Sthivi (granary), Methi (the post of the threshing floor round

which cattle turn to thresh out the grains), etc.

V 1

1

Plo ughing the Land

“In order that the crops may have a luxuriant growth”, Khana says,

“the cultivator should plough the land under the auspices

Prohibitions

and ^ie asterisms known as, Svati, Uttaraphalgam,
Uttara-

sad/ta
, Uttarabhadrapada % Mrgasira

,
Alula, Punarvasu

,

Pu$ya, Sravana or Hasta and on Fridays, Mondays and Wednesdays/ 1

“It is unwise to begin ploughing on the day of the full moon or

the new moon”, “The land should be ploughed 16 times for radish,

half the number of times for cotton, half of that for paddy and none

for betel.
0 “The soil for radish must be as soft as cotton and for

sugarcane, the soil must be ploughed to dust,”

General.

VIII Sowing
,
Planting

,
Treatment of Plants, etc,

"Aman paddy, jute, ginger, arum, turmeric, mango, pumpkin,

gourd, cucumber etc. are to be sown in the month of

Vaiaakha
;
and sugarcane, plantain and betel are also

to be planted in this month if they have not been planted in Caitra

T

“The field is manured generally towards the end of Jyai^tha. In

this month Jyaidhik paddy ripens.0 “The month of A$a4ha Is the best

for planting autumn paddy (i.e,, for transplanting the ainan paddy that

1 JLoc, cit,, verses nc-117 and 96, 97.
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is sown in Vaisakka), and also for planting mango, Jichis, cocoanut,

flower plants, betel etc. In this month, Aus paddy begins to ripen,”

“Pepper, tobacco, kalai and kaluttha (dolichos biflorus) are to be

sown in Sravana. Old trees will surely bear fruits if the soil at their

roots is turned up in this month and fresh soil dumped there in the

month of Agrahdyana “Turnip, sesamum, mudga (mungo) and

pepper are to be sown towards the end of Bkadra, In this month,

Aus paddy fully ripens
;
and hoeing is done and water drained off

from the field (in which dinan paddy had been sown) leaving just

enough for only the roots to be under water.

“In the month of Ahvina
x the ground must be prepared for the

winter crops. GodhTima (wheat), mustard, kalai%
cabbage, potato,

radish, beet etc. are to be sown in this month and arrange-

ments made to preserve water in paddy-fields .

1

h

“Barley, peas, cori-

ander, water-melon, cucumber and gourd are to be sown in the month

of Kartika” “In Agrahdyana, dmxn paddy ripens and pumpkin is

sown/1 “In Phdlguna
,
winter crops ripen, and if it rains sufficiently,

Aus paddy is sown.”

Now-a-days, Aus is mostly sown in the month of Vaimklia . In

Phalguna, fyainlhik paddy is sown. There is usually a scarcity of rain

in the months of Phalguna and Cailra. That is why JyaHhik paddy

requires a marshy land for its growth.

Rotation of crops was known early in India. Aus paddy

crops> and winter crops are thus sown in the same field by

rotation—the former in spring and the latter in Autumn.

“Khana says, “my worthy cultivator, plant radish towards the

end of the 3rd season of the year, sow mustard towards the end of

Autumn. And if you mind to make money, sow maze in the

following month of Caitra *

In the Kautillya Arthasastra (Eng. trans. 2nd ed., pp. 139 f.) the

directions are given about sowing.

“$fl/«(akind of (rice), vrihi (rice), kodrava (paspalum scorbiculatum),

hla (sesamum), priyangu (panic seeds), daraka (?) and varaka (phaseolus

triboius) are to be sown at the commencement (purva-

llstra^

r*ha* vapa) of the rainy season, Mudga (phaseolus mungo),

niasa (ph, radiatus) and saibya (?) are to be sown in

The Artha-

sSstra.

the middle of the season. Kusumbha (safflower), masura (Ervum
hirsutum), kulattha (dolichos biflorus) java (barley), godhuma (wheat)

kaliya (leguminous seeds), atasl (linseed) and sar§apa (mustard) are

to be sown last”.
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The following directions are given in the Brhatsamhita (chap. 55)

and the Agni-purana about the planting of trees :

Brhatsamhita : “It is best to plant trees at intervals
The Brhitsam- * ... . . ,

hit<i and the of 20 cubits, next at 16, and i 2 cubits interval is the
A^u'.'pufiina. minimum that can be prescribed”. 12.

Agni-purana : ‘‘Trees planted in rows twenty cubits apart should be

deemed as the best planted, while those having an intervening space of

16 or 10 cubits between them should be deemed as ranking

second best in respect of fruitfulness, Trees should be transplanted 12

times, they should not be planted too close or adjoining each other,

in which case, the branches that touch one another should be lopped

off with a chopper, as otherwise, they would bear no fruit. Should

barrenness be apprehended, the leaves and branches of a tree

ought be sprinkled over with a solution of cold water

saturated with Vidanga ,
clarified butter, pulverised Mudga %

Masa

and Kaluttha pulse. Similarly, a tree sprinkled with cold water

and clarified butter becomes laden with abundant fruits and blo-

ssoms.

The method of propagation by cuttings and graftings was also

known to India from very early times. The following

lines from the Brhatsamhita (chapter 55) will be illus-

trative : “Kanthal (Jack-fruit tree), A 'so7ca, Kadali

(plantain), Jambu ,
Lakucci , Dadimba ,

Dra?cs~i> Palibata
, BljapXira

(Matulafiga) Atimnktaka—these are the plants to be propagated by

means of cuttings besmeared with cow-dung” (4-5). “Better than

this method is the method of propagation by graftings. This can

be done in two ways,— the cuttings of one plant is either inserted

in the root of another plant or on the stem of another plant

faptas ). Grafts should be smeared with cow-

dung. For transplanting ff
)

the plants should be

smeared from root to the top
( ) with ghee (clarified but-

ter), sesame oil, honey of the k&udra variety of bees of the

Usiro (Andropogon Laniger or Andropogon Chitrarum), the Vidan$a

(Embelica ribes) milk and cow-dung”. (6-7) “The most suitable

ground for planting is soft soil that has been sown with sesamum

indicum and dug up and trodden with sesame in flower”.

Directions for sowing paddy are elaborately given

Sowing
* °n ^ ParaSara in his Kj-si-samgraha thus

“Sowing in the month of Vaimkha is best, in the month

of Jyaistha is tolerable, A^udha bad and Sravana worst. Transplanting

I.II.Q., MARCH, I93I 4
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On planting

the Faddy.

should best be done in Anadha, It is bad to do it in Sravana and

worst in Bhadra .

“After the seeds have beep sown, the field is to be harrow-

ed, otherwise the seeds are not distributed uniformly over the

field/* 169.

“The seeds are of two kinds—one for sowing and the other for

planting. Only healthy seeds are used for sowing. Unhealthy seeds

are for planting (i.e., the seeds are sown and when

they sprout, the shoots are transplanted). Full-grown

plants should not be raised
;

transplanting is to be

done while the plants are young. If planting is done in the month

of Srdvana

,

there must remain one cubit of ground between any

two plants
;

if in Bhadra
, ]/2 cubit, and if in Alvina,

^y^(i.e., about

3 inches), (170, 171, 172).

ParaSara says, “tot? sjm wmrarctfrl”* We have already said that

the seeds are of two kinds. In the case of those for which trans

planting is not necessary, the field is ploughed for a second time

in the month of A$adha or tiravana, after the seeds grow

into plants. This destroys some of them but they subse-

quently turn into manure and give the rest a heal-

thier growth, “For want of sufficient timely rains, the second

ploughing may be done in the month of Bhadra
,
but in that case,

the produce will only be half. If the second ploughing is not done

before Awinat the prospect of harvest is little.** (174). “Planting or

the second ploughing should not be done in marshy land neither

should manure be given
;
only the grass is to be cleared out.** (175),

“If after planting, the field is not hoed, the crops cannot grow in

abundance, nor yield a good harvest. If hoeing is done
Hoeing.

jn the month of tiravana or Bhadra

,

the harvest is

doubled thereby, even if grass may again grow. If another hoeing

is done in the month of Alvina, corns grow as plentifully as

Ma§a.n (176-178).

“So that the paddy may not get diseased ( ),

Drainage and the water in the field is to be drained off in the month
provision for

-

water. of Bhddra % leaving just enou gh for only the roots to

be under water.** (180),

“The fool who does not make arrangements in Alvina and Kdrtika

to preserve water should not expect a harvest.** (183).

On Second
Ploughing.
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IX Reaping and Storing

“In the month of Pauqa (after the Pu9ya-yatra\ the wise cultivator

reaps the full harvest and after threshing the corns,
Harvesting.

measure the grains with Adhaka? The measured grains are

then stored and are never spent in Pauna even erroneously.” (217,218).

Khana says : “The corns ripen 30 days after the appearance of

flowers and 13 days after the ears bend low.” “The corns ripen in

the month of Agrahayana. They should be reaped in Patina, threshed

in Magka and husked in Phllguna "

Conclusion

Thus beginning at the time of the Rg-veda, the science and

method of cultivation steadily developed and attained a high stage

of perfection by the 4th century B.C. In the Vedic age, agriculture

was the general occupation
;

each family possessed a number of

corn fields in well marked holdings measured off according to the

standard of measurement prevailing in those days. The occupation

was then considered noble and each respectable householder was

eager to possess a number of cattle and fertile corn-fields. By the

time of the Yajurveda, caste-system became fully established and

agriculture became the occupation of Vaibyas. In the age of the

Brahmanas we find that industrial workers were gradually sinking in

estimation, yet agriculture being the staple industry of the country

went on developing in the Sutra and the Epic periods. After the

disruption of the Maurya empire, the political history of India

became full of vicissitudes and under inimical political circumstances,

agriculture instead of being a concern of the state and a matter of

expert knowledge, was relegated to the lowest strata of population.

The wisdom that grew in the course of ages remained buried in

literature not easily accessible to the mass. Thus neglected and

uncared for, the art of cultivation gradually decayed in India.'2

R. Ganguli

1 Here Adhaka is a unit of measure for grains. It is a vessel

having a volume of 216 cubic inches.

2 I am thankful to Dr. B, M. Barua of the Calcutta University for

many suggestions.



Silaparikatha

This short treatise by Vasubandhu is found twice in the Tanjur,

once in the gi section and a second time in the ne section of the

indo portion of that collection. It treats of the greater efficacy

of 'alia than that of datta.

That it was regarded as an important work, though short, is

evident from the presence of a fairly elaborate commentary on it

occurring in the same collection. This commentary is by Prakaaa-

klrtti.

Slla may be explained as moral vows or observances. The allas^ ten

(or sometimes five) in number, had to be observed by all desiring

emancipation. The whole of Buddhist eithics is based on these

observances. 1

It is not possible to ascertain who this Vasubandhu was. If

he is the famous Vasubandhu, the Buddhist philosopher, his date

will be circa 410490 A.D. lie was the brother of Asaiiga, the famous

teacher of the Yogacara school of the Mahayana. Vasubandhu

was the author of a large number of valuable works, some of which

are available in Sanskrit and the rest in Chinese and Tibetan transla-

tions. The present work is one whose original has so far not yet

been traced. There is nothing in this work which can either prove

or disprove this identification of the author of this short treatise

with the famous Buddhist philospher of the same name.

As has been mentioned, this work occurs in two sections of the

mdo i.e., sutra portion of the Tanjur (see Cordier’s Catalogue

du Fonds tibetain % vol. Ill, pp. 423 and 436). In editing the text

both these readings have been compared. The xylograph used

is of the Visvabharati Library. We have not tried to give verse- restora-

tion of the Sanskrit original but have given only a prose reconstruc-

tion with an Euglish translation.

From the text it would appear that two different metres were

used in the original—each had four lines but one had seven syllables

and the other nine in each line.

The work contains only eleven verses and the Tibetan transla-

For details see Visuddhimagga
, P.T.S., pp, 6-58.
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tion is fairly clear except in one or two places. In editing and

translating it, the commentary mentioned before lias been utilised.

In some cases the commentary (Com.) gives a different receding;

these readings are noted in the footnotes. Nothing is known

about Prakasaklrtti, the author of this commentary.

Tibetan Text

rgya gar skad du |
si la pa ri ka tha |

bod du
|
tshul khrims kyi gtam I

dkon mchog gsum ia phyag htshal lo 11

1

rgya mtsho dan ni glah rjes kyi i

khyad par dag ni gan yin pa |

sbyin pa dan tshul khrims kyi
|

khyad par dag ni de yin no fl

2

gan zig dog pahl sems kyis ni 1

lo brgya 1 sbyin pa by in pa pas |

gah zig fiin cig 2 tshul khrims m
bsurh ba de las khyad par hphage

3

sbyin pa 6an pa runams dan ni f

rigs nan dag 3 kyaii sbyin 4 par byed 1

gah yah run bas tshul khrims ni 1

yohs su bsrun bar mi nus so II

4

sbyin par 5 rab tu hbyor gyur kyan
|

de ni sbyin bdag chen po min I

tshul khrims rnzm par dag pa yis
1

sbyin bdag chen po yin par b§ad n

5

mgo bo® bregs paham gtsug phud Idan pa r rgyu
|

khrus kyi 8 elm yis ral pa kbyab par hchan 1

x Com. brgyar. 2 Com. gcig 3 Com. warns .

4 Com. ster bar. 5 Com, pa.

6 Original omits this bo 7 Com. par
8 Com. tshnl khrims
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cha lugs sna tshogs dag gis spyod gyur kyaii |

gal te tshul khrims med na sgyu spyod yin 1
L

II

6

gahga bgrod paham 2 chu bo na der soft baham \

dbyans can chu ham rdzin bur sou ba ham |

ne le sar 3 ni brten 4 par bved pa yah
|

gal te tshul khrims kyis rgud la don med r

7

jt Itar tshul khrims bla med ldan pahi dri \

dam pa mtho ris hdi na mi zad ldan |

de ltar phren bahi dri ni khyab min cih |

de bzin byug pahi dri yan hbyun 5 mi hyur II

8

hdi ni bdag hgah gzan du hgro ba bde |

grags daii dgah ziii
c kun gyis bkur pa ste (I

chos ldan hbras bu de de man po mthon |

tshul khrims hbras bu drah sroh chen pos gsuns ii

• 9

tshul khrims nad pa sman pahi mchog yin zin
|

7

mun pahi sgron me ham thag la skyabs daii I

hjigs pa bsruh dan phohs la he du dan l

nebi bahi rgya mtsho mthah med gdzihs gyur yin r

10

gah zig hdul bahi tshul khrims mams hjig tshe I

skrag zugs tshul khrims ldan pa yod ma yin I

de bas hjig rten gzan mthah rgal sems kyis |

gah zig B hgro hdod des ni tshul khrims bsruhs II

9

11

tshul khrims dri med ma lus ji bzin bzag
|

l °

ses rab zi bas y id ni yohs smin hgyur I

i Com. gal te tshul khrims med na gyo sgyus spyod

Com. pa

Com. ston

Com. Kid

Com. zag

sfii

3 Com. na le sa

5 Com. khyab

7 Original has tshul khrims mchOg la

9 Com, sruits
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de bas rga &i' nad hjigs mam thar pa I

gaii zig tliob hdod des ni2 tshul khrims sruns n

Sanskrit Reconstruction

ii *rat iswra n

1

crfq ii

2

asfaaa at q^aa ?pt ssifa awt? at fsaafq tf# a qfafqfiwl n

3

atfaqfi: ssj-Rtara amrct sr# ??fa a qa: fqfaar at# qfttfag' asiitffl ii

4

qr%a aaftsfa maqfaa wafa ftata atSaa -rraqfW a?ftgjaift n

5

fsKtg«s%a at faawntfa --si anaa#a qi anaaziaKRta ai fafaaRaaaiii atfq aa#t

aq? af? #t# a aim II

(5

>ijpt aat at aqtgqammt ar s<wjt m arqf at mit—aim aas afa areti atafaqs:

II

7

amg'matetma: qaa^iasaimnsm maamat a as <ra qaag#qaa*itsfa a waft n

8

i? areifamaiatsaia am i «a nn\ qtrma taaf i mfaata? eras qi# aj s?sa i

#t<sq># g nfigfaar aifei<m ii

!>

at# atfaar. qrat a?r., uafa atq:, ara« sR<J»t, wa aa#, faqfq w., aaararaam

a*ft: n

10

aifa? ftamftwr# wmfaal a ifl«ai»i vrafn t arfa* ?ta atanqtufumrfaan attiwn

at# cafa ii

1 Original has de bas »it si and Com. has de bas rga hchi,

2 Com, la.
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11

*w«rfMwii5i»i m«iiwfiairawtroiwit ^ *pt. i

ifl fan'll rih f*ref*i ^ s?H reifn ii

n 'm^m^ajarar iftsrafatm *«n<ri n

’HA W SKWHRlfalW

English Translation

Salutation to the Three Precious Gems

1

There is as much difference between gifts and moral observances

(sita) as there is between the sea and the foot-prints of a cow.

2

lie who observes the moral observances even for a day is superior

to one, who with a pure heart, bestows gifts for a hundred years.

3

Even the butchers and the low-born people, can become donors

by making gifts
;
but one is not able to observe inla properly.

4

Giving rich gifts one does not beeome a great giver, but by pure

moral observances does one beeome a great donor.

5

Even after shaving the head, or keeping a crest on the crown

(ktkka ), or possessing big clotted hair washed with water of ablu-

tion, or using various dresses a man is a cheat if he is devoid of

6

Whether going to the Ganges or to a river, or to the waters of

the river Sarasvatl or of a well, or teaching Nelesa (V)— all these

become fruitless if a man be devoid of *ila.

7

The supreme fragrance of blla is imperishable even in the upper-

most heaven, Even the garlands do not spread such fragrance nor

even the pomades.

8

Here there are some persons who desire happiness in the other

world. Every one worships happiness and fame. These results in the
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case of religious men are seen very often. The results of slla have,

however, been spoken of by the great sage.

9

Slla is like the best doctor in diseases. It is like the lamp in

darkness, the refuge of the distressed, the protection in (times of)

fear, like a friend in danger and a boat in this endless ocean of death.

io

There are some persons, who being afraid of the breach of vinaya-

slla do not observe them. There are some others who, desiring in

their minds to go to the other end of this world, observe it.

ii

With entirely pure slla and well-kept wisdom and peace the mind

becomes mature. So he, who wants liberation from the dread of old

age, death, and diseases, should observe slla.

Notes

i. 1 have used art*15 for glan rfes which literally means imprint of

bull.

3. In the second line of this stanza the commentary of Prakasa-

klrtti uses the word ster for sbyin; but that does not alter the meaning

as both the words mean the same thing.

5. This is the first verse with nine syllables in each line and the

rest are like this. The second line in the Com. begins as tshul khritns

chu yis
t
which means “water of sila* This is not clear and khrus

kyi chu yis is a better reading. The last line of this verse in the

Commentary reads as gal te tshul khrims vied na gyo sgyus spyod. The

words gyo sgyus means the same as simply sgyu.

6. In the third line occurs the word tie le bar in the original and

nal e ba in the Com. What it means I have not been able to ascertain ;

hrten means to adhere or to hold but the Com. has slon for it
;

ston

means to show or to teach. So according to the Com. na le sa indi-

cates some subject, whereas in the original tie le bar may be a place

and any such thing,

9. In the first line of this verse we have accepted the reading of

the Com. The original reads as follows : tshul khrims tnchog la sman

pahi mchog yin sin which means that fwith best bila the best results

accrue/ But in consideration of what follows the reading of the Com.

seems better.

Anathnath Basu

UI.Q., MARCH, 1931 5



Inscriptions of Govindacandra Raricandan

in the Fort of Langalaveni

Govinda Haricandan Jagdev was the 21st king of the Boghale

dynasty of the Atagada rulers, lie ruled his kingdom from 6. 1683

to 1710 (1716-1788 A. D.). His father Jagannath or Jagabandhu Hari-

candan acted as the Viceroy of the Musalman Nawab in the District

of Ganjam. Jagabandhu had two sons. The elder Madhusudan

succeeded his father and ruled from 1758 to 1761 A.D. As he died

without any son, his younger brother Govindacandra ascended

the throne of Atagada. Govindacandra was an able ruler. He made

his subjects happy by his good and wise administration and kept

his estate unmolested by foreign enemies. It is this king, about

whom these inscriptions speak in glowing terms. On the lotus seat of

the deity Gopalasvaml at Langalaveni fort, the following inscrip-

tion is found. It is in one sloka written in Oriya characters

and Sanskrit language, and reads thus :

—

frtf^^TRT *iu?r 5 wErto: 1

N

[Netra 2 Anka 9 sat 6 Candra ^ As Aiikanain vamato gatih

is the rule, it must be 1692 (1770 A.D.). Raja Govindacandra Hari-

candan had got the idol of the Goddess “Srlmatl” or Radha prepar-

ed with great devotion and reverence.]

The inscriptions exist in the mutt of Gopalasvaml in the fort of

Langalaveni even now along with the deities of Gopalasvaml and

Srlmatl. It is said that Govindacandra Haricandan installed the

idol of “Srlmatl” or Radha by the side of Gopalasvaml, and prior to

this, the deity Gopalasvaml alone was worshipped at that place. As

this inscription support the tradition, there is no room for doubting

the establishment of goddess "Srlmatl” or Radha by Raja Govinda-

candra Haricandan Jagadev.

The second inscription written in Oriya characters and language

is on the lotus seat of Radha-Govinda deity made of stone in

the Jagannatha temple of Atagada. It reads thus

[Govinda Haricandana Jagaddeva, Sakabda 1693 (1771 A.D.) J
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This shows that it was made by Govindacandra Haricandan Jagadev

in the very next year after the first inscription. Hence he was the

founder of the two idols Radha and Govinda.

The third inscription is inscribed in a circle under the lotus seat

on which the deity Dola-Govinda is seated. This inscription is in one

6'oka written in Oriya characters but Sanskrit language.

The reading is as follows

f^nf to qffadfa

mU
to ’ftwufaiT: faqfas w

[May this god Govinda bless Sri Vanamall Deva, in whose heart

sits always Lord Jagannatha, the destroyer of all evils, whose fame

has spread from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, whose sole duty is

the maintenance of the Brahmins and whose work is based on religion.]

On Vasanta Pancaml and Dolapfirnima (holy), the festive occa-

sions of god Jagannatha at the foot of Langalaveni, the custom

was and even now is that the idol of Dola-Govinda is taken out

instead of that of Jagannatha. This image of Dola-Govinda

is nicely executed on metal. The exact date of this inscription

is not known, but from the genealogy of the ancient royal family

of Atagada, it may be said that this king was known by two names,

namely, Govinda and Vanamall. So it may safely be concluded that

the third inscription also belongs to the reign of Govindacandra

Haricandan and that he was the founder of the image of Dola-

Govinda.

As the history of Govindacandra Haricandan of those days

will be interesting to the readers, it is given below :

When Govindacandra Haricandan was ruling over Atagada,

Navyab Kumbhila Ananda Raj attacked the gates of Jagannath

Prasad of Langalaveni fort at Bovrani or Boirani. But the Nawab
was repulsed. Thirty of the enemies' party were imprisoned and

beheaded by the order of the Raja.

In the reign of Madhusudan Haricandan, Krsna Bhufija, the

Raja of Gumsoor had captured the Hattiutto mutt of Atagada.

To avenge this, Govindacandra sent his large army to attack

Bhufija after the death of his brother Madhusudan. This expedi-

tion was led by commander Srlkaran Patnaik. The Atagada

army attacked the Bhufija Fort of Kakarsali, where the Raja
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was defeated and was compelled to retreat* The victorious army
took possession of the Hathiutto mutt and built a new fort named
Mandaragad, the walls of which were made of mud (i8x 25 cubits),

and made 3C0 soldiers guard the fort. These soldiers who guarded
the newly built fort were granted lands at those places free of

taxes and their descendants are enjoying the same till now.
Another fortress named Balabahdra Palace was constructed at a
place called Biripura. Two years later K^sna Bhufija concluded
a treaty with the Raja of Atagada at a village of Kanachai. The
successor of Kr$na Bhufija by name Laksmana having been driven
out from Gumsoor by his brother Trivikrama took refuge in Atagada.

Govinda Haricandan had powerful allies such as Harihara
Narendra of Mohuri, Vinayaka MandhatS of Nayagarh, Marda Gopala-
d$va of Khallikote and Jagaddeva of Tekkali.

Vlrakedarideva of Orissa, having been captured and imprisoned
by Rajaram Pa$<jit Subedar of the Maliarattas, died and left Divya-

rimhadeva, his grandson as his only heir. At that time the Maha-
rattas had been a source of great trouble. Divyasimha arrived

at the village of Pamtiamba via Banapur. Having come to know
tbe pitiable state of the Orissa king, Govinda Haricandan had a

fprt built at Usta Agency and kept him with his 2000 followers,

5 elephants and 5° horses as his guest for one year. During
this time was born his first son Mukundadeva the great Oriya king.

Govinda got back certain conquered territories from Gajapati,

Jagannatha Narayana Deva, king of Parlakimedi. He then attacked

and defeated the Maharattas who attacked the Puri temple and restored

Divyasirahadeva at his old palace of Bali. The fort of Khurda
was also released from the hands of the Mahrattas.

Mr. Catsford of the Ea^t India Company came to know this

fact, and besiezed LaugalvenI Fort through Jagannath Prasad Gate
in 1768. A treaty was then concluded between the Raja of Atagada
and the East India Company to the effect that the RajS of Atagada
should pay an annual revenue of Rs. 47,000 to the East India

Company. Since then the independence of the Raja of Atagada
came to an end. Some time before the above incident, Colonel Peach
waged war against the Raja of Parlakimedi at Jalumur, and as the

Raja of Parlakimedi was defeated, his estate was taken by the East
India Company, In the same year, Resident Catsford went with a

large army and attacked and captured the fort of Ganjam.

Lakshmi Narayan Haricandan Jagade*



The Candra Dynasty of Arakan

We know of several Candra dynasties of Bengal, from the accounts

of Taranatha, songs of Mayanamatl and the copper-plate grants

of Sri Candra deva, but nothing of the Candra dynasty of Arakan,

except what can be made out from the few coins of Arakan

described by Sir A. P. Phayre in his ‘Numismata Orientalia\ Recently

some interesting accounts have been published of a dynasty

of Candra kings of Arakan in the Annual Report for 1925-26

of the Archaeological Survey of India (pp. 146-48). This is

the result of a preliminary examination of some inscriptions on

a stone-pillar found on the platform of the Sitthaung temple at

Mrohaung in Arakan by Forchhammer in the early eighties. For

some reasons or other they remained so long undeciphered. Mr.

Hirananda Sastrl, the Government Epigraphist for India, who exa-

mined them, says that the oldest of the inscriptions is written in

characters resembling those of the late Gupta script. The others

are in Nagarl characters. Their major portion is practically

obliterated. A preliminary decipherment has been made of the

best preserved portion. The following is a summary of its reading

as supplied by Mr. Sastri :

“The first twenty lines are illegible on the impression. LI. 2141

give an account of the numerous kings of the Srl-Dharmarajanuja-vam-

sa, preceding Anandacandra, to whose rule the inscription belongs.

The kings are stated in order with a period of reign assigned to

each.

Y eais. Years.

I. Balacandra reigned 10. Nlticandra ?

for 11. Mahavlra N a r e s-

2. Devacandra 22 vara 12

3. Yajfiacandra 7 12. ? 12

4* 13 - ? ••• 12

micandra ? 14. Dharmasura 3

5. 15. ? 8

candra ••• 24 16. Srl-Dharmavijaya ?

6. 17. Narendravijaya, the

candra •••
55 son of Dharmavijaya 2

7- Dipacandra ? 18. Narendracandra ... 8

8. Prlticandra 22 19. Anandacandra

9- ?
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“LI, 41-62 enumerate in detail the numerous benevolent deeds

of Anandacandra. He was like Kama in charity
;
like Yu dhisfchira

in speaking truth. He resembled Kama in beauty and in splendour

was like the sun. He built many viharas and attached to them a

large extent of land, cows and buffaloes. He erected many Buddhist

temples and set up in them beautiful images of copper, etc. He

gave everyday linen cloths to the monks coming from different parts

of the country. He also granted land with servants to fifty Brahmans.

Various dwellings and roads in different parts were constructed for

the use of Arya-sarngha.

"LI. 63-71 probably state that a subordinate (of Anandacandra)

gave his daughter, a ‘gem among women* to Anandacandra, the

king of Tamrapattana, together with a dowry of a town called Srl-

pattana after having constructed in it a tank and a vihara.

“The inscribed stone does not itself appear to have belonged

originally to the temple, where it is now serving the purpose of a

gate-post at the entrance to the temple. The latter was built by

Minbin, the 12th of the Myauk-u dynasty, who reigned over Arakan

from 1531 to 1533 A.D., while the former is said to have been set up

by Anandacandra, a king of Tamrapattana and a descendant, accor-

ding to the chronological table given in the inscription, of Balacandra

of the SrI-Dharmavajanuja-vatn$a. Who this Anandacandra was

and how that Tamrapattana is to be identified still remain to be

worked out
;

on palaeographical grounds alone, the inscription stone

is older than the temple by many centuries. Moreover, the names

mentioned therein are altogether new to us, and it is quite possible

that we are now on the threshold of an important discovery and are

about to resuscitate to life a dynasty of kings, which was in exis-

tence in the mediaeval period, but which has now become extinct.

However, mention may be made of some of the names, probably

of kings, which are also preserved on old coins of Arakan. For this

purpose reference may be made to the coins Nos, 1-12 on plate

II of Phayre’s Coins of Arakan. Coin No. 2 has the name Priticandra

above the bull, while coin No, 3 probably has Dharmavijaya and

No. 8, Vlracar.dra. The name on coin No. 9 figured in plate XXXI
of the Catalogue of the Coins in the Indian Museum (Calcutta,

Volume l) should certainly be read as Nlticandra, although Vincent

Smith read it as $rl $ivasya or Givasya. The cabinet of the Phayre

Provincial Museum has another coin of the same name stamped on

it, but it is a better specimen, and on palaeographical grounds, it
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may be older than the coin in the Indian Museum. That is to

say, we have two coins both bearing the same name Nlticandra,

but belonging to two different periods. There are other coins bear-

ing names not mentioned in the list of kings given in our inscriptions.

But the above will suffice at least to allow us to conjecture that the

names of kings mentioned in the inscription are no others than those

of Arakati. But on the other hand, none of these names can be

identified with any of those that are mentioned in the lists of

the kings of Arakan as given by the native chroniclers, although

there were kings in Arakan with names ending in Candra

and Taing-candra. At the same time, Tamrapattana, the name of

the country, over which Anandacandra was king is not known to

chroniclers. Srlpattana is equally unknown. Again, Anandacandra is

said to be a descendant of Balacandra of the SrI-Dharmarajanuja-

vamsa. One Balacandra, son of Simhacandra who reigned in Bengal,

is known to have extended his power to Tirhut and Kamarupa at a

time when Magadha was ruled by the elder son of king Harsa. Bala-

candra was succeeded by his son Virrialacandra followed by Gopl-

candra. During the latter’s reign the seat of Government was at

Catigrama (Cittagong), and the kingdom of Rakhan or Arakan

was just to its south/'

We shall try to give here some facts and suggestions, with the

hope that they may help in editing the inscriptions.

It appears that king Anandacandra, though a Buddhist, patronis-

ed Brahmanas. We find in the Kulaji books of the Varendra Brah-

manas of Bengal that king Vallalasena of Bengal sent Brahmanas

to Mauranga or Maudanga and to Rasanga or Rabhanga (Arakan ?)

:

“Gaude satam nrpatina pancasan Magadhe tatha/

Bhdte sasfcih samakhyatah Maurange ca tathavidhah//

Utkale dvavimsatis ca Rasange ca tathavidhah/

cvam stbitir Brahmananani sarvadesa-nivasinam//
,,

(Varendra-kulapanji)

Ag ain :— f#dvi ^at = adhika-pancasad-Varendranam dvi-janmanam/

pancasan Magadhe sasfcir Bhote aasti Rabhangake//

catvarimSad-Utkale ca Maudaiige'pi tath = ahkakah/

datta nrpatina harsam Vallalena Inahatmana//
,,

(Gaude Brahmana, p. 88)

Can these be the Brahmanas, to whom Anandacandra gave away
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lands with servants ? If so he becomes a contemporary of king

Vallalasena in the first half of the twelfth century A.D.

There are names of nineteen kings in the list. If the first and

the last are excluded, there remains seventeen only. 0* these, the

periods of reign of 12 only have been decipheied. They reigned

for 187 years, each about 16 years on an average. The remaining

five, at this rate, might have reigned 80 years. Or assuming three

generations a century, their reign comes to 166 at the highest. So

Bfdacandra was earlier than Anandacandra by about 267-353 years.

Assuming Anandacandra to have ascended the throne on t ICO A.D.,

Baktcandra’s reign must have terminated some time between 747*833

A.D. i.e. he reigned some time between the eighth and tile ninth

century. It is said that in the ninth century the country around

Chittagong was conquered by a Buddhist king of Arakan, who erect-

ed a pillar at Chittagong (Chittagong District Gazetteer, p. 20). It

may be that this pillar was subsequently removed to Mrohaung.

This dynasty of kings is said to be of the Dharmarajanujavamsa.

Yama is Dharmaraja. Who is his anuja or younger ? It may

be Citragupta, the mythical forefather of the Kayasthas, for he

is said to be a twin brother of Dharma-ra}a :

—

Vayuh sarvagatah srstah Suryas tejovivrddhiman /

Dharmarajas tatah srstas Citraguptena samyutah /”

(Garuda-Purana, VangavasI Edition, 1314 li.S., p. 676)

I may also mean his another brother Vicitra :

—

prayati Citranagaram Vicitro yatra parthiv&h //

Yatnasy — aiv — anujah saurir yatra rajyam praSasti ha/ (Ibid., p.622).

In the Kulaji books of the Kayasthas of Bengal, we find that Citra-

gupta, Vicitra and Citrasena are three brothers. Of them Citragupta

lived in heaven, Vicitra among the Nagas and Citrasena on earth :

Citragupto gatah svarge Vicitro naga-sannidhau// Citrasenah prthivyam

(Sabda-kalpadruma, see under ‘Kayastha’).

Among the many surnames of the Bengal Kayasthas, ^ndra*

is one. So this Candra dynasty of Arakan may be of the Kayastha

caste. If Balacandra of Bengal be identical with Balacandra of

Arakan, then the Candra dynasty of Bengal was also of the

Kayastha caste.

Jogendra Chandra Guosu
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Pre-Mughal Period

ii

Land Revenue

Land revenue formed the principal source of income to the State

in the pre-Mughal period. India was then, as is still now, an agri-

cultural country. From a perusal of the contemporary records we

find that the demand of the state varied in different times. During

this period, the revenue was generally assessed by “guess or com-

putation,
w and it was Alauddin who first devised the scheme

of jarib and tried to improve the system of assessment then

prevalent in the country, but it appears that his system did not

long survive his death. His standard of taxation was extremely

exorbitant and it was “equal to half the gross annual produce of the

lands, to be levied throughout the kingdom, and to be regularly

transmitted to the Exchequer” (Brigg’s Ferishta, vol. I, pp. 346 f.).

“Cultivation whether on a small or large scale was to be carried on by

measurement at a certain rate for every biswa 1

' (one twentieth

part of a bigha—Elliot, vol. Ill, p. 182), “and the headmen and

Chowdhuris and all other rayyats were placed on the same footing
;

so that the burden of the strong was not thrown on the weak.

He also ordered that what used to be the perquisites of the Chow-

dhuris should be collected and paid into the treasury, and that

grazing fees for each head of cow and buffalo and sheep should

also be realized
5

’ (De, Tabaqati Akbari, pp. 169, 170, Persian text, p.

153), ‘‘The scrutiny into the conduct of the ministerial officers

and scribes was carried to such an extreme, that they were not

able to misappropriate even one jital. If any one took anything in

addition to his fixed salary, it at once appeared against him in

the papers of the patwari (the village accountant) and was immediate-

ly exacted from him with the greatest rigour and contumely 0

(De, Tabaqati Akbari, p. 169-170). But as has already been said,

Alauddin's system of assessment did not long survive his death. On
the accession of Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq to the throne, the old system

of assessment by “guess or computation*' was revived by that mon-

arch, “In the generosity oi his nature, he ordered that the land

UI.Q„ MARCH, 1931 6
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revenues of the country should be settled upon just principles,

with reference to the produce. The officers of the Exchequer were

ordered to assess either by guess or computation, whether upon

the reports of informers or the statements of valuers. They were to

see that cultivation increased year by year. The Hindus were

to be raxed so that they might not be blinded by wealth and

so become discontented and rebellious, nor, on the other hand, be so

reduced to poverty and destitution as to be unable to pursue their

husbandry*’ (Elliot, vol. Ill, pp, 230 f.).

*Tn fixing the revenue of the various territories, he acted with

moderation
;
and did not listen to the words of those who made

high offers. K any one forcinly realized from his jagir more than

that was fixed, the Sultan objected to, and cancelled, the transaction.

If any one deducted any amount from the revenue payable by him,

on account of payments to his retainers, and the amount die] not

reach the latter, he was punished, and the amount was recovered

from him” (De, Tabaqati Akbari, pp. 209, 210
3
Persian text p. 192).

Thus from the above writings of Zia Barni and Nizainuddin Ahmed,

we get a good account of the principle of taxation, and its working

during the reign of Ghlyasuddin Tughlaq.

The demand of the State reached its climax during the reign of

Muhammad Tughlaq, when he increased it in the Doab “out of all

proportion to the income of the people**—as Zia Barm' has described.

The same author proceeds on to say that the tax was raised from

ten or twenty times which rather seems to us to be an exaggeration.

However, that the rate of taxation was extremely exorbitant and

that “it operated to the ruin of the country and the decay of the

people” is admitted by all historians. Ferishta, who came much

later and who derived his materials mainly from the contemporary

historians, says, “the duties, levied on the necessaries of life and realis-

ed with the utmost rigour, were too great for the power of industry to

cope with
;
the country in consequence, became involved in poverty

and distress” (Brigg’s Ferishta, vol. I, p. 414). Along with his

heavy taxation some abwabs were also levied which was an addi-

tional horror to the people (De, Tabaqati Akbari, p. 218
;
see also

in this connection Zia Barnes Tarikhi-Ferozshahi).

After the death of Muhammad Tughlaq and the accession of

Feroz Tughlaq to the throne, the storm passed away, and India again

showed signs of prosperity and happiness
;
taxes were levied accord-

ing to just principles and many illegal exactions (abwabs) were
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done away with. The revenue was imposed after a proper enquiry

about the condition of the land and the facilities of irrigation

provided by the construction of canals for improved agriculture.

Feroj, in his Fatuhati-Ferozshahi says that he abolished twenty

three illegal and vexatious taxes. About the steps that Feroz

took to suppress these illegal imports, the following quotation may
be cited from Ferishta : ‘Tt is hereby proclaimed that the small

and vexatious taxes, under the denomination of cottwaly, etc., payable

to the public servants of Government as perquisites of offices by

small traders, licenses from shepherds for the right of pasturage

on waste lands belonging to the crown, fees from flower-sellers, fish-

mongers, cotton-cleaners, silk-sellers, and cooks, and the precari-

ous and the fluctuating taxes on shop-keepers and vintners, shall

henceforth cease throughout the realm
;

for It is better to relinquish

this portion of the revenue than realize it causing so much

distress occasioned by the discretionary power that has to be

vested on tax-gatherers and officers of authority
;

noi will any

tax hereafter be levied contrary to the written law of the book”

(Brigg's Ferishta, vol. I, p. 463).

However, much may be said in support of the benign policy

of the sovereigns like Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq and Feroz Tughlaq

in regard to revenue matters and their nobie aspirations to do good

to the peasantry, corruptions could not be totally stamped out of

the country and old order of things revived as soon as any one of

them had made their exit from the royal stage. Even during their

life time oppression of the moqaddams on the one hand and high

handedness of the fief-holders on the other, could not be checked

properly, because of the fact that very few cases could reach the

ears of the sovereign.

Provincial Administration

The Delhi empire in the pre-Mughal period was divided

into provinces and the number of provinces sometimes increased

and sometimes decreased according to the extent of the empire.

In the early days of the Muhammadan rule the number of provinces

was smaller than those of the reign of Alauddin Khilji or Muhammad
Tughlaq when the Muhammadan empire rose to the meridian

of its glory. But when the noon-tide splendour of the meridian

sun had begun to wane, the number of provinces again decreased.

From the writings of Zia Barni we get references to twelve pro-
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vinces of the Delhi Empire at the beginning of the reign of Muham-

mad Tughlaq which are as follows (i) Delhi, (2) Gujrat, (3) Malwa,

(4) Deogir, (5) Tilang, (6) Kampila, (

7

) Dwara Samudra, (8) Ma’bar,

(9) Tirhut, (10) Lakhnauti, (ii) Satgaon, (12) Sonargaon. But

afterwards Muhammad Tughlaq increased the number of provinces

for the better administration of the empire. Shahabuddin, the

author of the Masalik-al-absar, who was a native of Damascus,

and whose source of information on this subject was Sirajuddin

Abul Fath Aumar, (“a lawyer and a native of the province of Oudh,

who had lived long at the court of the Sultan of Delhi”), gives a

list of twenty-three provinces into which the Delhi empire was then

divided. These were as follows “(f) Delhi, (2) Deogir. (3) Multan,

(4) Kahran, (Kuhram) (5) Samana, (6) Siwistan, (7) Uch, (8) Hasi,

(Hansi), (9) Sirsuti, (Sirsah) (10) Maabar, (11) Tilank (Telingana),

(12) Gujrat, (13) Badaon, (14) Oudh, (15) Kanauj, (16) Lakhnauti,

(17) Bihar, (18) Karra, (10) Malwa, (20) Lahore, (21) Kalanor, (Gow-

alior), (2 2) Jajnagar, (23) Tilanj, Darusamand (Telingana (?) and Dwara-

samudra” (Elliot, vol. Ill, pp. 574-575 )- Over each of the provin-

ces there was a Governor who was responsible for its administration

and proper management. This increment of the number of provinces

by Muhammad Tughlaq was, no doubt, judicious and calculated to

ensure better administration in the provinces.

From the above account of Shahabuddin we hear of only one

province of Bengal, namely, Lakhnauti, whereas from the account of

Zia Barni we find
1

that Bengal was divided into three provinces, Lakh-

nauti, Satgaon, and Sonargaon. This fact is also corroborated by Feii-

slita (Brigg’s Ferishta, vol. I, p. 423). So, on the whole, we get

twenty-five provinces. The administration of the distant places

like Bengal, the North-Western provinces and the Deccan was

somewhat different from that of the other places. Bengal as we have

just seen, was divided into three provinces with a Governor over each of

them
;
above these three Governors, there was one Viceroy at their head

to look into the affairs of Bengal as a whole and to supervise the act-

ions of the provincial Governors. The distant provinces of the Deccan

and the Punjab were similarly administered. From the account of

Shahabuddin which agrees with that of Ferishta (Brigg's Ferishta vol. I,

p. 432), it is seen that the Deccan was divided into four provinces,

namely, Deogir, Malabar, Telingana, and Dwara-Samudra with a

Governor over each
;
above these four governors there was similarly

one Viceroy with his capital at Deogir as the head of all the provincial
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governors of the Deccan. The Punjab was similarly divided into

several provinces with a governor over each, but above them a

Viceroy with similar powers as stated in the case of Bengal and

the Deccan. These small divisions of the three distant places en-

sured better government in those places, and each provincial gover-

nor served as a check upon the other and a sudden combination on

their part against the Central Government was rendered difficult.

But so far as the administration of the provinces was concerned,

there were some serious defects in the machinary of the govern-

ment itself. Each of these provinces was, as Mr. Smith described

them, “miniature replica of a State
1

'. The governors had a very

slender tie of allegiance to the Central Government, and all of

them were leaders of large armies, recruited and paid by them

direct. They generally appointed all their subordinate officers,

whose promotion and dismissal as well depended on them alone.

In short, in regard to internal affairs of a province, the governor

was practically his own master. Provincial revenue was under

his control, forts were garrisoned by him and soldiers were under

his command. If a governor was ambitious enough he could,

on the slightest negligence on the part of the Central Govern-

ment, cut off every connection from it. Moreover, want of good

communication in the absence of steamship or telegraphs only faci-

litated their projects. Had there been any better means of commu-

nication, much of the trouble might have been overcome and

timely information and intervention might have nipped in the bud

the aggression of these provincial governors. Balban, Alauddin

Khilji, Muhammad Tughlaq and Feroz Tughlaq were all, for

some time or other, provincial governors and they knew fully well

how in such a state of affairs, it was easy for a provincial governor

to throw off the mask and aspire to the royal dignity, but still

none of them made any attempt whatsoever to bring the provincial

governors into a closer and more rigid control of the Central Govern-

ment and thus lay the foundation of the empire on a stronger basis.

In the provincial head quarters there was a Oazi for the adminis-

tration of justice to which I have already given reference. 1 There

I In the I.H.Q. of June, 1930, p, 270, in speaking of pro-

vincial Qazis, I told that there was a Qazi in Bengal and another in

the Deccan, but they referred to the Qazis of the Viceroy's

courts. Besides the Qazis for Viceroy s courts, there were Qazis in
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was also certainly a provincial Dewan without which the management

of the revenue was not possible.

Army

The governmental organization was on military lines and every

official had to be emolled in the army list. In those rough and

stormy days strong and well-disciplined army was of imperative necess-

ity for the stability of every kingdom. The provincial Governors

were ambitious, rebellion was rife, and the mode of communication

extremely difficult, and in such a state of affairs, the only means to

overawe the provincial Governors and to chefck their disruptive

tendencies was the formation of a well-trained and well-disciplined

standing army. But in those days the kings generally depended upon

the provincial Governors and fief-holders for the supply of troops

in times of necessity. This was an extremely cumbrous and irksome

process. It revealed the weakness of the central Government in

case the Governors or fief-holders could not come forward in time

with their levies. Moreover, the provincial Government and fief-

holders were well aware of the weakness of such a system, and they

might, if they had only the inclination to do it, put the central

Government in an utter helpless condition in times of crisis by wil-

ful negligence of the royal mandate.

Even a king like Balban had to depend mainly upon this practice.

He had no doubt, a well-drilled and well-organized army and he

kept up the efficiency of the army by constant exercise “by leading

them out twice every week to hunt for forty or fifty miles round

the (capital) city
,>

(Brigg’s Ferishta, vol. I, p. 255), but however

strong and efficient his army might be, a politician and a statesman

like him should have more thoroughly realised the weakness of the

above practice and should have taken steps to curb the power of

the Governors and fief-holders and thereby remodel the militia

on a sound basis.

It was Alauddin who first conceived the idea of organizing the

Indian army on a stronger and more solid basis. He was confronted

with two great difficulties— firstly, high-handedness and discontent

of the great nobles which must be checked, secondly, the frequent

incursions of the Mongols on the North-western Frontier which seem-

each of the head quarters of the Governors’ provinces* into which

those countries were divided.
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ed to threaten the very existence of the Delhi Empire. Now, in

order to cope with these difficulties, the most important thing that

was necessary was the formation of a strong and well-disciplined

standing army under the direct control of the central governments.

With this purpose in view, he appointed worthy men to act as com-

manders and lieutenants and the army was directly recruited by the

Anz-i-Mamalik (muster-master of the kingdom). The pay of the

soldiers was fixed and they were paid by the central government in

cash from the royal treasury and the corruption was checked by-

means of the branding system. In this connection Fcrishta says :

“He (Alauddin) settled the pay of every horseman for himself and

his horse. The first class had 234 tankas, the second class 156 and

the third class 88 tankas annually, according to the goodness of the

horse, and upon a muster, he found his cavalry to consist of 475000”

(Hrigg,s Ferishta, vol. I, p. 360). The military commanders and

lieutenants were also paid in cash and not by grants of lands which

had hitherto been the practice under the previous Sultans. The rigi-

dity of the discipline in the army, which he maintained, may be

clearly understood from the following words of Alauddin himself

—

“I am in the habit of stopping one month’s pay for three successive

years, from every soldier who neglects to appear at muster
”

(Brigg’s Ferishta, vol. I, p. 352).

After the death of Alauddin, the efficiency of the army was greatly

impaired and abuses slowly crept into the military organization. But with

the accession of Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq many of the abuses were remedied.

In this connection Nizamuddi.i Ahmed, the author of the Tabaqati

Akbari says : “He (Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq) adopted the methods intro-

duced by Sultan Alauddin in respect of the descriptive rolls of the

troopers, "and the branding of horses and the prices and examination

of the latter, and of the maintenance of the retainers’' (De, Tabaqati

Akbari, p. 210 3
Persian text, 193).

During the reign of Muhammad Tughlaq the Delhi emperor had

at one time, an enormous cavalry numbering 370,000 (Brigg's Ferishta,

vol. I, p. 414), but the efficiency of the army was greatly impaired

due to his whims and caprices.

During the reign of Feroz Tughlaq the efficiency of the army

was maintained through the efforts of Malik Razi, the Deputy-

Ariz-i-mamalik. Shams-i-Afif says : “In the reign of Feroz Shah

there was an army of 80,000 and sometimes 90,000 horses, exclusive

of slaves. Thete men remained on service all the year in those
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days Malik Razi, a very venerable and righteous man, was the Deputy-

Ariz and administered the business of the army in a very proper

manner” (Elliot, vol. Ill, pp. 347 f.).

But however efficient Feroz’s army might have been, he displayed

lack of political foresight and statesmanship, as he again resorted

to the old method of granting fiefs to the nobles and military com-

manders in lieu of cash payment. Herein Feroz laid the germs for

the future dissolution of the Delhi empire by increasing the power

of the nobles at the expense of the central government. After his

retirement from the political arena of Hindusthan, Delhi empire showed

signs of speedy decay, whereas the barons grew richer and more

powerful. As the power of the central government decreased, the

power of these fief-holders increased and, by and by, almost the

whole of Hindusthan was divided into innumerable tribal chieftaincies.

In some places the Farmuli tribe was predominant, at another place

the Lohani tribe, and at others the Serwani tribe and so on.

Waqiati-i-Mushtaqi has given a very graphic picture of the condi-

tion of Hindusthan during the reign of Sikandar Lodi which runs as

follows :

—

“One-half of the whole country was assigned in jagir to the Far-

mulis, and the other half to the other Afghan tribes. At this time

the Lohanis and Farmulis predominated. The chief of the Serwanis

was Azam Humayun and the principal chieftains of the Lodis were

four :—Mahmud Khan who had Kalpi in jagir ; Mian Alam,

to whom Etawah and Chandwa were assigned
;

Mubarak Khan

whose jagir was Lucknow; and Daulat Khan who held Lahore. Among

the Sahu Khails, the chiefs were Husain Khan and Khan Jahan,

both from the same ancestor as Sultan Bahlol, Husain Khan, son

of Feroz Khan, and Qutb Khan Lcdi Sahu Khail, who flourished in

the time of Sultan Bahlol.

“The districts of Saran and Champaran were held by Mian Husain,

Oudh, Arabala and Hodhana by Mian Muhammad Kala Pahar,

Kanauj by Mian Gadai, Shamsabad, Thaneswar and Shahabad by

Mian I mad.”

“Among the great nobles of Sultan Sikandar's time was Saif Khan

Acha-Khail, He had 6,000 horse under him, and was the deputy of

Azam Humayun, jagirdar of Karra, who used to buy 2,000 copies of

the Quran every year, had 45,000 horses under his command, and

700 elephants. There were also Daulat Khan-Khani who had

4,000 cavalry, Ali Khan Ushi who had 4,000, and also : Feroz Khan
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Serwani who had 6,000. Amongst other nobles, there were 25,000

more distributed. Ahmad Khan also, the son of Jumal Khan
Lodi Sarang Khani, when he was appointed to Janupur, had 20,000

cavalry under him” (Elliot, voh IV, pp. 545, 547 f ( ).

If we go through the above accounts carefully and at the same

time remember how Sikandar had to strive hard to maintain his

position, we can realise the pitiable condition of the Delhi empire.

The system was unsound at the core ami its fall was inevitable

and it was only a question of time.

Kotwal

The lunction of a Kotwal in media: val India was very important

inasmuch as public peace, tranquillity and safety of the urban people

mainly depended upon him. He was the chief of the city police

and was entrusted with the protection of the city against all

offences. During the Mughal period, we get a very good picture of

tlie duties and functions of a Kotwal from the Aini-Akbari of Abul-

Fazl as well as from Storia-dc-Mogor of Manucci. But about the period

of which we are speaking only some casual references to his duties

may be found here and there in the pages of some of the histories

of the period. Brings in his translation of the Tarikhd-Ferishta says,

4 *The office of Kotwal embraces the regulation of the town police,

and the public market. The Kotwal also regulates the hire of cattle,

and provides carriages for the Government and for travellers” (Brigg’s

Ferishta, vol. I, p. 288
;

see also Tabaqati Akbari, p. 158, Persian

text, 143).

As his position was that of the Superintendent of Police (De,

Tabaqati Akbari, p. 154) there were certainly other officers below

him like the Inspectors or sub-inspectors of the present day, and

we find that in the administration of the capital city, Darogha was

appointed under him (Tabaqati-Akbari, Persian text, p. 139) but we

do not know what were their exact functions.

Dak-Chauki

The institution of Dak-Chauki was first inaugurated during the reign

of Alauddin Khilji who "whenever sent an army to any place, arrang-

ed a horse dak-chauki (relay) from Delhi to the place of destination

and posted at each Karoh a fast runner, who is called Paik in Hindi

;

and he appointed a scribe at each town or city, on the way, who

MARCH, 1931 7
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reported every day what happened there” (De, Tabaqati-Akbari,

p. 183). The above system has been more vividly described by Zia-

Barni in the following language :

“It was the practice of the Sultan, when he sent an army on/x-

pedition, to establish posts on the road, wherever posts could

be maintained, beginning from Tilpat, which was the first stage. At

every post relays of horses were stationed and at every half or quarter

kos runners were posted and in every town or place where horses

were posted, officers and report-writers were appointed. Every day,

or every two or three days, news used to come to the Sultan report-

ing the progress of the army and intelligence of the health of the

sovereign was carried to the army. False news was thus prevent-

ed from being circulated in the city or in the army. The securing

of accurate intelligence from the court on one side and the

army on the other was a great public benefit” (Elliot, vol. Ill,

p. 203).

But during the reign of his unworthy successors the services of

this valuable department seemed to have been lost to the empire,

and again Tughlaq Shah made endeavours to revive this old depart-

ment established by Alauddin, when during his Deccan expedition

he made arrangements that “messengers should come from Delhi,

twice a week, by Dak-Chauki, and should bring intelligence of every-

thing being safe” (De, Tabnqati-i-Akbari, p. 211).

The following description of the Dak-Chauki as was prevalent

during the reign of Muhammad Tughlaq has been given by the

Moorish traveller, Ibn Batuta—“The barid or post in India is of two

kinds. The horse-post is called ulak

,

and is carried on by means

of horses belonging to the Sultan stationed at every four miles.

The foot-post is thus arranged. Each mile is divided into three

equal parts, called dawah, which signifies one-third of a mile. Among
the Indians, mile is called kos. At each third of a mile there

is a village well populated
;
outside of which are three tents, in which

are men ready to depart. These men gird up their loins and take

in their hands a whip about two-cubits long, tipped with brass bells.

When the runner leaves the village, he holds the letter in one hand

and in the other the whip with the bells. He runs with all his

strength and when the men in the tents hear the sound of the bells

they prepare to receive him. When he arrives, one of them takes

the letter and sets off with all speed. He keeps on cracking his

whip until he reaches the next dawah , Thus, these couriers pro-
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ceed until the letter reaches its destination, This kind of post is

quicker than the horse-post" (Elliot, vol. Ill, pp. 587 f.).

The department subsequently fell into disuse and it was revived

after a long time by Sikandar Lodi who improved upon the old

system and extended its operation to all parts of his kingdom as

is evident from the accounts of Ferishta, who says—“He established

horse-posts throughout his country and received accounts daily from

every military detachment of his army in motion” (Brigg's Ferishta,

vol. I, p. 587). The department seemed to have been utilised

both for civil and military purposes and with its help he

kept himself in constant touch with all the important parts of the

dominion.

Such was the administrative machinery which prevailed in the

Delhi empire during the pre-Mughal period. As is apparent from

the machinery of government which has been described above,

there were some serious defects in the system as well as in its work-

ing which not only marred the efficiency of the government, but

also exposed it to the worst kinds of casualties leading to the ulti-

mate dismemberment of the empire.
f
They pointed out undoubtedly

that the germs of its destruction could be found in the system itself

and when the final crash came, although it came from outside; it

would have certainly come, even, if no Tamarlane or Babar would

have invaded India. By the middle of the 14th century the Delhi

empire exhibited unmistakeable signs of decay and destruction ;

the empire was worn out and it bore the appearance of a spent-b.ullet

deprived of all its strength and vitality. There could not be any

further doubt about its fall, and it is rather strange that the end

came so late.

The first characteristic defect of the system was that it had no

balanced constitution. No political machinery was ever devised

to checkmate the whims and caprices of the sovereigns, and, as a

matter of fact, they did whatever they liked, without any fear of

opposition or hindrance from any duly organized constitutional body.

The people could not device or organize any constitutional body

as the people of England did to extort any charter or right of liberty

and thereby put a stop to the despotic actions. The advisory council

which existed, as we have already seen, was no check upon the auto-

cratic action of the sovereign. It was the creation of the king himself

and it depended wholly on his mercy for its existence. Had there been

any constitutional check udoii the despotic actions of the sovereign,
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much of the unrest and lawlessness that prevailed during the reigns of

Kaiklnisru, Kaiqubad, Mubarak Shah, Tughlaq Shah II etc. on ac-

count of their negligence and incompetence, might have been averted

and much of the energy of the State which was thus frittered away in

unnecessary commotions might have added strength and vitality to

the kingdom. The loss of moral prestige which it ultimately suffered

owing to the follies and unstatesmanlike actions of Muhammad
Tughlaq, which hastened the downfall of the empire, could also have

been averted.

The second defect was that there was no proper machinery of

government for the administration of the provinces. Each province,

as has already been said, was “a miniature replica of a state.” With

vast resources at his back, “the provincial governorship often proved

a stepping-stone” to the imperial authority, as were the cases with

Jalaluddin Khilji, Alauddin Khilji, Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq and Bahlol

Lodi, but none of them made any attempt to bring the provinces

into a closer connection with the central government by putting

salutary checks upon their actions. Moreover, the provinces should

have been further divided into smallers units, like Sarkars and Par-

ganas, for their better administration as were done in later times.

The third characteristic defect was that there was no attempt to

connect the outlying provinces of the empire with the central govern-

ment by means of roads, bridges, and other facilities of communica-

tion. In those days when there was no steamship or telegraphy,

the only means by which the central government might keep in

touch with the different parts of the empire was by the construction

of good roads connecting all the important parts of the empire. But

this the pre-Mughal emperors did not do.

Fourthly, in regard to law and justice in rural areas and in smaller

places, the people were left to themselves and the government was

satisfied only with the collection of revenue. The maintenance of

peace and security in those areas were left to the village commu-

nities and no officer seemed to have been appointed to look into

their actions and thus ensure proper administration and at the same

time keep itself in closer touch with the masses. This indifference

of the government towards the rural areas, also engendered a corres-

ponding indifference on the part of the people towards the govern-

ment.

Fifthly, the military character of the government was maintained

from the beginning to the end. There was no attempt on the part
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of the sovereigns to create a national Government or a homogeneous

State and thereby merge the differences of the conqueror and the

conquered. As a matter of fact, all the feelings of the conqueror

and the conquered were allowed to remain and this “social inequality

producing bitterness ended in rebellion .
’* Even Fcroz Tughlaq who

has been described by the contemporary historians as “full of the

milk of human kindness," and who posed himself as the champion

of justice and humanity proved no exception.

Sixthly, “the Islamic State fostered luxury among the members

of the ruling class. The highest offices in the State were held by

Muslims and elevation to positions of honour was generally deter-

mined by Royal will and not by merit. The easy acquisition of

enormous wealth and participation in the festivities of the court

led to great vices, and the Muslims towards the close of the 14th

century lost their old vigour and manliness. The early Muslims who
served Altamash, Balban and Alauddin were soldier martyrs who
cheerfully braved risks for the glory of Islam, but their descendants,

who had no inducement to work, degenerated into mediocres, who
had neither the ability nor the enthusiasm of their ancestors’^Mediajval

India, Iswari Prosad, p. 470).

Seventhly, absence of the law of primogeniture was one of the

most important causes which undermined the strength, vigour and

prestige of the empire and paved the way for its ultimate extinction.

In the absence of the law of primogeniture, every son, brother or other

near relations of the preceding emperor considered himself to be

the best fitted to wear the crown and would not give up his claim

before suffirient trial of strength, and it meant chaos, unrest and

disorder in the empire with consequent loss of prestige of the royal

power. Taking advantage of such internal strife or weakness of

the central government, the provincial governors did, as a matter

of fact, often raise the standard of rebellion and some of the

more ambitious of them even aspired to the throne of Delhi,

as for instance, Jalaluddin Khilji, Ghiyasiuldin Tughlaq and

Ilahlol Lodi. Ilad there been any recognized law of succession, or,

in absence of it, had there been any duly authorised constitutional,

body like the Parliament of England, whose decision might be final

in regard to these affairs, much of unnecessary bloodshed and com-

motion might have been avoided. But in the absence of both of them

the country suffered a great deal from so much court intrigue, wars

of succession, rebellion, murder of sovereigns, and other heinous
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acta that the onward march of the Empire was very often retar*

ded.

Inspite of the defects in the organization of the government or in

its works, as described above, the Muslims during the pre-Mughal

period brought Northern India for a very long time and the greater

part of the Deccan for about half a century under one Imperial unity in

place of petty hostile states, hitherto fighting with one another for

suzerainty. There was enough of chivalry in the Rajput blood, their

patriotism was proverbial and their valour was universally acknow-

ledged, but what was wanting in them was the idea of national union,

The Muslim State again taught the Indian people how to become a

single power—a power having youthful vigour and a stiong militia

at its back. The new power imparted a new vigour and freshness to

the Indian soil, which has lost much of its strength and power by

petty strifes and internecine struggles.

f,The military system of the Hindus was” also “out of date and

old fashioned,'
1 They used to depend too much upon elephants,

but that elephant was dangerous against well trained cavalry had

been proved on many occasions, but still they would cling to this

old method of warfare and even bitter experience could not make

them change their minds. The Muhammadans, on the other hand,

had excellent cavalry which was constantly recruited from beyond

the Afghan hills.

Another important thing which the Muhammadans gave to India

was better discipline and organization. The caste system of the

Hindus worked as a hindrance in the way of their governmental

organization. Even at times of national crisis they often refused

to make a common cause for their own deliverance by merging

the differences of their creeds or clans and thus put forth a concer-

ted action under a common leader. The Muslims, on the other hand,

had no caste barrier, and they could offer a united front against

their enemies. No artificial barrier divided them in their actions

and they stood shoulder to shoulder for their national cause.

Jogindra Nath Chowdhury



Persian Inscriptions in the Gwalior State
1

The royal order under notice is engraved in a panel on a stone post.

It has been recently discovered at Bhilsa by the Gwalior State

Archaeological Department. It is being published, by the courtesy

of the said department, from a photograph of the inscription.

Bhilsa has been explored by the archaeologists as early as 1874,

but this inscription does not appear to have been noticed so far.

Bhilsa is a railway station on the Bombay-Delhi main line

of G. I. P. Railway and is 535 miles from Bombay. At present

it is a growing town, being the head-quarters of a district of the

same name in the Gwalior state.

It is one of the biggest centres of monuments of archaeological

and historical interest in the State and the earliest monument

discovered so far in the state belongs to Bhilsa.

Bhilsa is famous for its ancient site 2 which lies two miles

N. W. of the present town called Bes or Besnagar identified

with the Vesenagara, or Caityagiri of the Pali works and the Vidiba of

the Puranast and was once the capital of a gieat kingdom. The

city was of marked importance since many important relics

dating between the 3rd century D C. and the first century A.D. were

unearthed from the site 3 and many others are still to be found in

its close vicinity. The most important of these are the remains

of Buddhist stupas and shrines at Sanchi

4

and the inscribed Garuda

pillar of a Vaisnava Temple at Bes, called Khamb Baba locally

known to the archaeologists as Jieliodoros pillar. 6

Bhilsa first appears in Muhammadan writings as Muhabalistan

in Albcruni'sG description of India written about 1030 A. I). In

1235 A.D. Bhilsa was attacked and sacked by Altamash, 7 who is

1 See I. H, Q., Vol. Ill, no. 4.

2 See C. A. S. R., Vol. X, 34-146.

3 See Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Reports 1913-14,

1914-15, pp. 186-226 and 23,-36.

4 Sancht lies 5 miles S.YV. of this site. It is now included in the

Bhopal State.

5 J.R.A, S. f
October 1919, pp. 1053-1093.

6 E. M. H, I. 59. 7 MJ., II, 3^3 and R. T., 622.
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said to have destroyed a great temple here. In 1290 A.D. Ala-ud-din 1
re-

duced the size of the town. He completely subjugated Malvva. Bhilsa,

being on the borders of Malwa, was therefore attached to this province.

The inscription reproduced here 2
is inscribed on a stone-post

fixed in the ground in front of the Gandhi Gate in the city wall

of the present Bhilsa. The portion of the post above ground is about

two feet and the top has been chamferred into a sort of conical

shape. The inscribed panel measures 9^" X13 The inscrip-

tion consisting of five lines of Persian prose in Nastaliq characters

contains a royal warrant exempting the Kolis (the Hindu weaver class)

from Begar (forced labour or compulsory service without wages).

It does not contain any date, name of a king or any other person,

and cannot therefore be assigned to any particular ruler of the

Muhammadan period to which it evidently belongs. Locally it is

ascribed to the time of Alamgir ( Aurangzeb) who ravaged Bhilsa

in A.D. 1682, 3 and changed its name into Alamgirpur—a name which

did not become popular.

Considering the general intolerence, which Aurangzeb had towards

non-Moslems, it appears quite improbable that Aurangzeb Alamgir

would have at all extended this concession to the Kolis. Be that

as it may, on pakeographical grounds and keeping in view the

foregoing tradition, I feel inclined to assign it to the later Mughal

period preferably to Alamgir II (a.D. 1754*1773), by whose time the

Mughal rule has almost declined.

The Kolis of Bhilsa enjoy the privilege even to-day hardly

knowing of this royal decree.

The Begar system continues even now and has been more or less

in vogue throughout India. A reference to this system may be

traced back to 3,000 B.C. or to the olden days of the Egyptian and

Babylonian civilization. The mention of Begar is found in tale xvn,

chapter I of the Gulistan
,
of Shekh Sade of Shiraz (Persia), written

in AH. 656 (
= A.D. 1258). Later on this system is mentioned in most

of the Mussalman chronicles. It is therefore probable that this system

developed and came to be widely practised during the rule of the

Muhammadans though they may not necessarily be the originators.

Ramsingii Saksena

1 E.M.H., III, 148 and 543.

3 E.M.H., VIII, 283.

2 See annexed plate.
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V
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5. * * * * •

TRANSLATK )N.

From the threshold of Imperial Majesty.

And dignity (the tiat is hereby deereed).

lvolis (Hindu weaver class) are (henceforward) exemp-
ted from Begar (forced labour or compu’sory service

without wages) -

None should run counter to it ^i. e. attempt to exact

Begar from the Kolis).

* * * * *

March, 1931.





Dandin’s Conception of the Gunas

Dancjin is one of the eailiest known writers who treat of the

Gunas in connection with the Rtti, although the term Rtti itself, stand-

ardised by Vamana, is never employed by him. The professed object

of his work 1 is to describe what he calls ‘the body of poetry and
the embellishments thereof.’ These embellishments consist of certain

external modes of expressions and are covered by the general term

Alamkara (which is described as kavya-kobhakara dharma\ applicable

as much to the technical Gunas that form the essence of his postu-

lated “ways of speech’* (giravt wargah, which is equivalent to the

Rlti of other writers) as to the so-called alamkaras or poetic figures.

Whatever enhances poetic beauty (kavya-sobku

)

is its Alamkara, and

in this view Dandin’s position is not fundamentally different from

that of Vamana who explains the term alamkara broadly as beauty

(saundarya) in a non-technical sense.

In the first chapter of his work Dancjin defines and classifies

poetry and discusses at some length the special characteristics

of the two extreme modes of composition (
tnarga), viz., the Vaidar-

bha and the Gauda, explaining the application or otherwise of the

ten standard excellences or Gunas which form all the while the cri-

terion for their distinction, and giving throughout a preferential treat-

ment to the Vaidarbha. In the beginning of the second chapter he

first offers a general definition of alamkara as embellishment per

se, and then goes on to remark that in the previous chapter he has

spoken of alamkriyah in connection with the classification of the

margas. The term alamkriyah in this passage has thus a clear refer-

ence to the ten standard excellences which he has already dealt

i Our references throughout are to the edition of Rarigaccirya,

with the commentary of Tarunavacaspati and the anonymous Hrda-

yangama commentary (Madras, 1910), unless otherwise indicated. The

editions of Premacandra TarkavagtSa with his own commentary

(Calcutta, Saka 1803), and of Belvalkar and Reddi (with a new Sans-

krit commentary and English notes) in the Bombay Sanskrit Series

(1920), as well as Belvalkar*s English translation (Poona 1924) have

also been consulted. It is rarely that Bohtlingk’s edition has been

of use ; its text follows generally that of the Calcutta edition.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1 93

1

8
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with as the essence of the Vaidarbha-marga. Next, he says that he

would now deal with the general {sadkarana) alamkaras, which

term obviously refers to the poetic figures that he is proceeding to

discuss in the chapter under discussion. Thus, the Gunas are generally

laid down as eka-marga-gata
,

pertaining to the excellent diction

Vaidarbha, and therefore visisla alamkaras, while the so-called poetic

figures or alamkaras in the narrow sense are marga-dvaya-gata or

sadkarana

,

because both the margas abound in such decorations as the

upama, rvpaka etc. Tarunavacaspati comments on this : kobkakaratvam

hi alanikaradaksanatn
,
tallaksana-yogZit tdpi [sle^ddayo dasa guna api\

alamkdrdh guna alamklra eva ity dearyah.

From this we are not to understand, with P, V. Kane, that “Dan<jin’s

work makes no distinction between the Gunas and the Alamkaras/’

for while to Dandin every Guna is an Alamkara, he nowhere states

that every Alamkara is a Guna. What is meant is not that the Gunas

and the Alamkaras are identical, but that the embellishments like slesa

etc., which are technically called Gunas, form the sine qua non of a

diction par excellence
,
which cannot go without them

;
whereas the

figures of speech or Alamkaras like upama etc. are not the special

characteristics of a specific diction but they may reside in all kinds of

diction. From this we may conclude that so far as a good compo-

sition is concerned Dandin makes the Gunas (but not the poetic figures)

its absolute condition, a position approximating that of Vamana who,

however, commits himself to the clear statement that the Gunas

constitute an inseparable attribute of poetry, 1 implying thereby

that it can do without Alamkaras or poetic figures. Thus, when the

technical excellence and the poetic figure are both termed alamkara

in a non-technicnl sense, and yet a technical distinction is implied

between them as characteristics of a diction, we may well hold that

Dandin as S. K. De remarks 2
‘ practically fore-shadows, if he does not

theoretically develop the rigid differentiation between the Guna and

the Alamkara of the Riti school”.

We have seen that Dandin treats of the Gunas in connection with

his conception of the tnarga, which is equivalent to the Riti, and not

in relation to rasa (as writers on Rasa and Dhvani theories do), the

fundamental importance of which had not yet been recognised in

theory, Proceeding to describe the distinctive characteristics of the

1 Kavyalanikara-sulra-vrtti, iii, 2, 1-3.

2 Sanskrit Poetics , II, p, 106,
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two (among many) extreme ways of speech (marga or vartman),

Dandin lays down :
T

sleaah prasadah samata madhuryam sukumarata/

arthavyaktir udaratvam ojahrkanti -satnadhayahU

iti vaidarbha-tnargasya praiyx dasa gunah svirtahj

e§am viparyayali prayo drsyate gau&a-vartmani//

It will be well to bear in mind here that Dandin, like his prede-

cessors, does not give a general definition of the Guna
;
but he des-

cribes it broadly in connection with the doaas (iv, i)2 by the state-

ment that doqas mar the poetic effect just as the gunas heighten

it. In the verses cited above Dancjin mentions ten gunas, which

follow those of Bharata in their number and nomenclature but differ

in their content. They are described as the very ‘‘life-breath* of

the Vaidarbha-marga. If we accept the term vaidarbha-marga to

be an upa/aksaruz, standing for a standard good diction, as S. P.

Bhattacharyya has suggested, 3 Dandin's position is that the excel-

lences just mentioned are essential in any good composition. But

the Gauda-vnrtman often (prUyali) presents a different aspect, the

conception of the Gaudas about the essentials of a diction being

apparently different from that of the Vaidarbhas. Some controversy

exists over the meaning of the term viparyaya in this verse.

Those who accept Tarunavacaspati's interpretation would take it

to mean vaiparitya
,

i. e., opposition or contrariety, while 'others

following the Hrdayaiigama mean by it anyathatva, i. e., differ-

ence or divergence. The ten fixed excellences, viz., hlesa etc., are

said to constitute the essential characteristics of the Vaidar-

bha-marga, but if it is asked what constitutes the essential charac-

teristics of the Gauda-marga we cannot reasonably answer that the

opposites of these excellences (which would really be dosas or faults)

do it
;

i.e, if “eqam" in i, 42 is taken to refer to the essentials

(prandh), then the term viparyaya should mean anyathUtva instead of

vaiparitya .

1 Kavyadarsa ,
i, 41-42.

2 [This verse is missing in the Calcutta (Premcandra) and Bombay

(Reddi and Belvalkar) editions, as well as in the edition of Bohtlingk.

It is also missing in the Tibetan version (/tR,A,S.i 1903* p. 349)- As

this extra verse is found in the Madras edition only, it would not be

profitable to deduce any definite conclusion therefrom.— S. K. D.].

3 The Gaudi Rlti in Theory and Practice in the IJLQ. , June, 1927.
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The point requires some explanation. If, in this case, viparyaya

is interpreted to imply ‘the reverse” or “the opposite’*, the fundamen-

tal characteristics of the Gauda-marga are relegated to the position

of something like dosas and would correspond to such dosas as are

actually defined as arxtimat by Bhoja, 1 We cannot, however, hold

that the Gauda-marga could have been defined as something marked

by the opposites of the excellences constituting the Vaidarbha-marga,

for these would be devoid of all charm and would hardly constitute

a poetic diction. Dandin presents to us the type of the Gauda-marga

i Sarasvatl-kantkabharana (K. M. edition) p. 24. In the enume-

ration of this set of negative guna-viparyaya-do$as, besides the techni-

cally defined positive dosas
,

Bhoja was, perhaps, influenced by

Vamana’s dictum guna-viparyayatiriano dosak—ii, I, I (where, how-

ever, the term viparyaya can rightly be taken to mean “the opposite,**

since dosas in Vamana’s theory bear characteristics opposite to those

of the gunas
;
that is, if the gunas create poetic charm the dosas destroy

it) as well as by the treatment of Dandin’s viparyayas. Bhoja's viparyayas

mean certainly vaipafiiya
,
since each of a set of nine out of twenty-

four of his gunas has on principle been shown to have a particular

dosa corresponding to it
;
and the dosas which thus arise do not

attach themselves to a particular Rni, so that by reason of these

viparyayas the Gaudi Riti, or for the matter of that, any other Riti

does not unnecessarily suffer from deficiency. But while Bhoja

was partially influenced by Dandin in evolving such a set of faults,

he does not appear to have followed any fixed tradition. Some

of these gunas which have been shewn to have a set of corresponding

dosas are defined after Vamana, and some after Dandin. Besides,

Bhoja, on principle, invents a viparyaya of each of the ten Gunas

(excepting Samadhi) of Vamana or of Dandin, while Dandin names

or characterises the viparyayas of only some of them, the other

Gunas being common to both the Margas. Bhoja calls the viparyayas

distinct dosas
,
and as such they are not the characteristics of a

particular Riti, whereas Dandin’s viparyayas are sometimes the charac-

teristics of the Gauda-marga, and he never uses the term dosa

in their connection, excepting once in i, 69. Thus Bhoja’s viparyayas

are negative entities, being always the exact opposites of some

corresponding gunas, whereas Dandin's viparyayas are partly

the characteristics of his Gauda-marga, and as such, they constitute

positive entities.
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1

which is not, really speaking, devoid of charm, nor condemned out-

right. In spite of his decided partiality for the Vaidarbha and a

mild aversion for the Gauda manner, we are not convinced that

he meant to deprive the latter of the recognition that was its due.

S. P. Bhattacharyya has already shewn

1

that even long before the

time of Dandin the Gaud! Rlti had, side by side with the widely

accepted VaidarbhT, an established tradition of its own, which Dandin

himself could not ignore.

On the other hand, if viparyaya is taken to mean anyathatva
, the

utmost we can hold against the Gauda-marga is that its standard

of a poetical composition differs from that prevalent in the very widely

recognised Vaidarbha
;
and that in their attempt to attain that

standard the propounders of the Gauda diction did not mind if they

sometimes deviated from the practice prevalent in the other mode. 9

The controversy about the exact meaning of viparyaya really

raises distinctions without much difference, and the ultimate conclu-

sion derivable from the different views is almost the same. Thus,

we may distinguish three different views :

(1) The Gau(}a*marga generally presents a different aspect as

regards the essentials of a diction. The word esdtn in this

case would refer to the essentials (pranah) and viparyaya

would mean anyathatva or a different aspect.

(2) Far-fetchedness, unevenness etc. which are themselves the oppo-

sites of excellences like lucidity (prasada), evenness (samatd)

etc. are sometimes noticed as existing in the Gau<Ja*marga.

The word esdm in this case would refer to slesdcilndm

gundndtn and viparayaya would mean vaiparltya or opposite.

(3) The conception of the Gaudas regarding the excellences of

composition generally differs from that of the Vaidarbha.

1 Loc. cit.

2 Tarunavacaspati, who explains viparyaya as ‘opposite' (i, 42),

remarks in connection with i. 88 ;
kdnti-viparyayam atyukti-nama

gunam gaud'tbhimatam darhayati. This statement confirms our

belief that the Gaudas could not have taken the viparyayas as posi-

tive blemishes since they were supposed to add charm to their

composition, and that the Gaudas had possibly a tradition of

their own, which though sometimes different from that of the Vaidar-

bhas, was equally appreciated by a class of writers and theorists.
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Tins view may be arrived at from the hint given in the

Hrdayahgamd
, where emrn has been taken to refer to

dlniim gunanam and viparyaya to mean anyathdtva .

All these interpretations, though seemingly divergent so far

as the terms esdm and viparyaya are concerned, lead us to

some important conclusions on which there appears to be general

agreement. No one would perhaps deny that (i) the ideals of com-

position differ generally in these two types of poetry, i.e. if the Vai-

darbha-kavya demands compactness of structure, clarity of express-

ion, a sense of proportion, evenness of syllable-structure etc., the Gautjas

are satisfied with hyperbole and verbosity, alliteration and bombastic

expressions, and such other characteristics, (ii) In order to attain

this standard the Gaudas do not care if they have sometimes to have

recourse to xaithilya
, vai&amya etc. But it must not be understood on

that account that looseness, harshness, unevenness of syllable-struc-

ture etc., which are deviations from or even opposites of qualities

like Mesa
t
snkumdratd and samatd

,
form the inseparable characteristics

(pranuli) of the Gauda-marga, as the excellences like sUsa
,
prasada

etc. are of the Vaidarbha-marga. (iii) Far-fetchedness, exaggeration,

looseness etc. are looked upon as positive excellences by the Gaudas,

who sometimes entertain them in poetry for a particular purpose, viz,

the achievement of their standard of poetry which differs 1 funda-

mentally from that of the Vaidarbhas,—the one emphasising the

chaste and classical manner and the other preferring the fervid and

the bombastic. That Dandin meant to imply all this will be clear

as we proceed with his treatment of the individual Gunas, which we

now propose to take up in detail.

(i) &LE9 A. It is found in a composition which is free from loose-

ness (ihaithilya), and this looseness consists in the use of alpa prana

syllables, i.e. syllables containing unaspirated letters which require

little effort in pronouncing, or more technically the first and third

I The word prayas in i, 41 is important in this connection.

The characteristics of these two types of poetry often differ but some-

times they agree. The Gauda marga sometimes presents opposites

of and deviations from the excellences prevailing in the Vaidarbha,

but qualities such as samadhi,
arthavyakti, auddrya ,

mddhurya and

ojas are more or less common to both the tndrgas
,
as we shall see

hereafter.
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(non-conjunct) letters of each varga
t
and the semi-vowels and nasals,

the rest being mahaprann-syllables. 1 The Vaidarbhas are fond of

compactness of syllabic binding {bandha-gaurava), which is illustrated

by examples like mu lati-mala lahghitam bhramaraih, where, though

soft syllables like ma and la are present, the effect of looseness or

baithilya has been removed by the use of mahaprana syllables and

conjunct consonants, and as such the passage illustrates the excell-

ence slew. A fondness for alliteration inclines the Gaudas to accept

instead a composition like malatlniala lolaiikalila , though it contains

alpaprana syllables and consequently involves mithilya . It is, how-

ever, not meant that mithilya 2 in itself is a blemish. From the

point of view of the Vaidarbhas it may appear so, and Dandin else-

where says that all soft syllables constitute a blemish of looseness

(baudha-baithilya-doHo hi darsitah sarvakomale
,

i, 69). But to the Gau-

das it is a preferable excellence of diction inasmuch as it gives more

scope to alliteration.

(2) PitASaDA. It is the excellence which conveys a sense which is

well-known (prau'ddfiartha) and easily comprehended ( prafiti-subhaga).

Theorists, old and new, define and emphasise this special excellence

almost in the same way. Too much strain required to arrive at a mean-

ing spoils the charm of poetry. The illustration given by Dandin

is indor indivara-dyuti lakyna lak-ynim tanoti “the moon’s spot

resembling the glow of a blue lotus increases its beauty,” Here the

words indtty iudlvara, lak§ml and iaksma are so well-known that the

expression conveys its sense without any effort. Here, as elsewhere,

Dandin speaks of the characteristics of the Gauda-marga side by side

with the excellences attached to the Vaidarbha. The Gaudas who

aim at learned expressions prefer even what is not conventional {riati*

radha). Since their idea of poetic excellence differs from that of

the Vaidarbhas they hold that poets can achieve distinction only

when they have mastered etymologies and vocabularies and can use

difficult words and round-about expressions, while the Vaidarbhas aim

1 Ayugtna vargayamaga yanabcalpasavah samrtah, quoted by

Bhatfojl Dlkgita under Panini, viii, 2, 1. On these technical terms,

see Belvalkar’s notes on Kavyadarba (Bombay edition), pp. 55 f.

2 We do not think that baithilya is exactly the opposite of

bUya, which is an admixture of alpaprana and mahaprana syllables .

A composition consisting exclusively of mahaprana syllables would

constitute the exact opposite of baithilya %
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at making their composition lucid and easily intelligible to every

reader by the use of well-understood expressions. Here we would like

to maintain that the term vyutpanna is not the name of the

viparyaya corresponding to the prasada
,
but that we follow the Hfda•

p
yangama in interpreting it as vyutpannam iti (hetoh), i.e., by reason

of its being learned.

1

The example given 3 of the Gautja mode con-

tains difficult expressions, the meanings of which are not clear on

the surface. Arjuna generally means the third Pandava and it is not

rudha in the sense of 'white' : the expressions valakqagn (white-rayed,

i.e. moon) and anatyarjuna (<anati-dhavala

)

are round-about and unusual.

(3) Samata. It consists in the absence of unevenness 3 in sylla-

bic structure, or rather in the arrangement of letters (varruz-vinyasa).

There must be an evenness between the beginning and ending of a

stanza as regards the arrangement of letters or syllables, i.e. if a

passage begins with soft vocables it must end similarly. There are

three kinds of such structure (bandha), namely, (i) soft {mrdu)

(ii) harsh (sphutn) and (iii) temperate or mixed (madhyama), arising

from the grouping together of soft, harsh or mixed letters. The

examples of samata consisting of three structures (bandhas) and that

of the uneven structure (vai§atnya) are given in two verses (i, 48-49).

Each half-verse is supposed to consist of the example of a particular

bandha

,

whereas the latter half of the second verse illustrates vaisamya 4

1 [This is quite plausible. But in spite of this strict stress on a

dubious grammatical construction, there appears also the implication

that the viparyaya
,
as described in i, 42, of Prasada can perhaps be

designated as vyutpanna . Compare, for instance, Sithila which is a

viparyaya of Slesa, but which is not expressly designated as such. But

this does not affect the general argument and is merely academic so

long as viparyaya is not taken to connote a direct opposite or a positive

blemish. The same remark applies also to d\pta below—S. K. DJ.
2 anatyarjuna'bjanma-sadrkqahko valaksaguh.

3 On the variant reading samam bandhequ visamam (Bombay ed.),

see Belvalkar’s note3 in his edition at pp. 45 f.

4 Belvalkar and Rangacarya reasonably suggest that to avoid

syntactical difficulties these two verses should be taken as separate

examples of vai§amya9 whereas "the halves are by themselves examples

of Samata." Thus we should connect the word iti in the begin-

ning of i, 50 with the two previous verses, and not with the latter half

of the second verse only.
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The Gaudas, vve are told, admit such compositions (even though

they lack uniformity ot syllable structure) for the sake of richness

of ideas and alamkaras
,
which being their specific aim, they do not

care whether they find it in an even or and uneven structure. Taruna-

vacaspati suggests that, even though each half-verse contains an ex-

ample of samata t
the soft (inrdu

)

and harsh (sphuta) bandhas are not

accepted by the Vaidarbhas, for the soft structure is devoid of dis-

tinction and the harsh one of agreeableness, implying thereby that

the Gaudas would sometimes like the samata displayed in soft and

harsh structures, and hence they would not have recourse to vai^amya

as a matter of principle. In certain cases, however, they would sacri-

fice evenness for the sake of artha-dambara and alamkara-datnbaraP

(4) MaDHURYA. It consists in the establishment of rasa in the

word and in the theme * (vaci vastuny api rasa-sthitih> i, 51). S. K.

De has already shown 8 that the term rasa as found in Dandin's

treatment does not involve the technical sense in which it is used by

the rasa and dhvani-theorists, but should be taken in the non-technical

sense of pleasing poetic flavour generally. But in Dand in’s Madhurya,

as S. K. De further points out, 4 the term rasa seems to bear another

distinct technical connotation which is different from that given by

the Rasa and Dhvani schools
;
and this is implied in the special mean-

ing attached by Dandin to the vag-rasa and vastu-iasa involved in

his Madhurya, the former consisting of repetition of sounds belonging

to the same bruti (brutyanuprasa) and the latter connoting absence of

vulgarity (agruniyatva). Tarunavacaspati rightly gives them the names

o i babda-madhurya (i, 52) and artha-madhurya (i, 62) respectively,

1 [The terms artha-dambara and alamkara-dambara should be

explained as indicating a partiality for excessive ornamentation

and for exaggerated conceptions, which latter cannot be strictly called

ornamentation. The aksaradambara (i.e„ babda-dambara\ which

Bana refers to as a characteristic of the Gaudas, must mean a certain

leaning towards verbal bombast, while artha-dambarc is not exactly

verbal bombast ’ ^t has also an implication of what may be called

'mental bombast/—S. II. DJ.

2 or sense (artha, i. 62).

3 Sanskrit Poetics ,
ii, p. 137. fn.

4 The Theory of Rasa in Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee

Volume (Orientalia, vol. Ill), p. 212, where the subject has been fully

treated.

MARCH, I93’ 9
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suggesting thereby a two-fold characteristic of this special excellence.

Dancjin himself recognised the two-fold aspect of this particular guna>

as will be understood from his remark vibhaktam iti tnddhuryam in

i, 68. It is noteworthy that he has nowhere else made any distinc-

tion between a sabda-guna and an artha guna as Vamana has done
;

nor, like Bharata, does he expressly state that he looked upon any

guna as relating either to sabda or to artha . The standard of distinc-

tion between a sabda-guna and an artha-gnna
, which the later writers

describe as dsraydsrayi-bhdva and which we find first fully establish-

ed in Vamana's work 1 leads us to judge that some of the Gunas of

Bharata and Dandin belong to sabda
}
some to artha and others again

to both.

The vag-rasa or sabda-madhurya is said to consist of what is call-

ed srutyanuprdsa . This is not alliteration consisting of repetition of

the same or similar syllables, but it is the name given to the specific

grouping of similar sounds 2 (sruti-sdmya) which exists in letters be-

longing to the same sthdna or place of utterance and effort (e.g., kaniha ,

tdlu , danta } etc.), or homogenous letters to which Panini (i, i, 9) gives

the name savarna and which is defined as tulydsya-prayatna. The

example given in this connection is esa rafa yadd lak.p/nm prdptavdn

brdhmana-priyah
,
where the use of $ and r, y and /, t and d as well

as p and b produces srutyanuprasa
,

which, involving an economy of

effort in articulation, gives a special pleasure to the Vaidarbhas, who

avoid, for fear of incurring monotony, mere varndnuprdsa or the

alliteration consisting of repetition of similat letters. 3 The Gaudas,

1 The KdmaJhenu calls it sabdarthopahlesa-vahat bkedah (p. 84

V. V. Series),

2 S, K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, ii, p. 101, fn, 8. The yatnaka is

excluded expressly (i, 61) as being not conducive to madhurya.

3 [The respective effects produced by the two kinds of anu~

prpa are described in i, 52 and 1,55. When within any group of

vocables is experienced a similarity of sounds, a juxtaposition of

words {padasatti
)

exhibiting that kind of similarity apparently pro-

duces the specific kind of alliteration called 'srutyanuprasa

,

which

involves an economy of effort due to a restriction to the same sthana

of articulation. The varmvrjtiy on the other hand, is contiguity

(adftratd) which awakens latent impressions from the immediately

earlier cognition of the same sound produced by the same letters

(purvanubhava-sairiskdra-bodhini). Here also there is an economy
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however, are fond of varrutnuprasa displayed in examples 1 like earn

candramasam bhlru bimbam pasyaitad atnbare/ matimano manmatha-

krantam nirdayam hantum udyatam\(
s where the repetition of ca

t
ba,

ma , and na in the words produce the desired alliteration. Here the

Gaudas take special care to see that too many syllables do not

intervene the repetition of similar letters (adnrat<&
}

i, 58), for that

would destroy the immediateness of the effect.

Hemacandra and Manikyacandra remark that the vag-rasa (or

the sabda-madhurya as Tarunavacaspati calls it) consists both of

srutyanuprasa and vanilnuprasa
,
and a^ such it will be clear that

madhurya y
which as a mbda-guna com !sts of the repetition of sounds

or syllables, is admitted in both the Vaidarbha and Gauda modes,

the only difference being that the character of alliteration slightly

differs in the two Margas, the one emphasising hruti and the other

varna . Tarunavacaspati suggests (i, 60) that the word prayah in

h 54 signifies that hrulyanuprasa and varnanuprtisa are both accept-

ed in both the margas : only in i, 59-60 it has been stated that the

Vaidarbhas do not admit specific kinds of alliteration, like smarah

khalah etc., where the alliteration is not accepted on account of its

harsh structure in the first half and on account of its loose structure

in the second half.

Coming to vaslu-rr<sa or artha -m .1dh itrya Dandin appears to im-

ply that since embellishment is the general source of poetic charm

and since all gunas and alamkaras go to embellish poetry, it may
be granted generally that all embellishment imbues the sense with

vastu-rasa or artha-imdhurya
;
yet what specially does this is the

absence of gnimyata s
in which is also included the idea of abhla-

tva 3 of later writers, and which belongs both to mbda and to

of effort, but since one and the same letter is repeated the economy

is supposed to decline into a weariness caused by the employment

in the same way of the same organs of articulation.—S. K. D.].

1 [Two kinds of varnUnupras 1 appear to be distinguished in

the two examples (given in i, 57), viz., in metrical feet ipdda) or in

word (pada). They must be of sufficient contiguity to awaken the

impression.— S. K. D.j

2 [It is rather curious that Dandin should bring in the idea

of ablllatva or indecency in this Guna. This apparently shows that

the rasa in this Guna is taken not in the technical sense of the Rasa*

theorists, but in the general sense of pleasing poetic effect produced
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artka.* This vastu-rasa or artha-madhurya which can be induced

by all embellishment but which is specially marked by the absence

of coarseness and vulgarity is accepted both by the Vaidarbhas and

and by the Gaudas. Indecorous and vulgar expressions and ideas

are rejected by both, for Dandin clearly lays down : evaniadi na mm-
santi margayor ubhayor api (i, 67).

12

by a certain arrangement of word (vac) or matter {vastu). Such

pleasing effect in the mind of the Sahrdaya is apt to be marred by

anything which is gfamva . The gramya is not vulgar in the res-

tricted sense, but Dandin brings under its connotation the ahhla

(both in word and sense, and not in sense alone) which equally

disturbs a good and pleasing sense. Bharata appears to comprehend the

ablila in an aspect of the fault bhinnartha
i
while Bharnaha includes it

under dustafa (in sruti and artha
)
in his first list of general dos.is . This

first list of Bhamaha's ten donas appears from the context to mention

those which concern the inner nature of poetry, for it is dealt with

in connection with the classification and general characteristics

of poetry; while the second list of another ten dosas includes faults

which are more or less external. This second list of Bharnaha

is accepted and verbally repeated by Dandin, but he does not mention

the first list of ten dosas, as well as most of Bharata’s original ten

doqas, which includes the idea of the astxlu . In treating the Gunas

taken as essential characteristics of good poetry, Dandin could not

very well avoid referring to some of the essential doqas (e.g. neyatva

in arthavyakti) although he does not define and distinguish them

properly
;
and in madhurya it was natural for him to bring in the

idea of the avoidance of the asllla.—S, K. D.]

1 In < 63-64 and i, 66 67 two kinds of indecorous expression are

distinguished. The proposal in i, 63 is direct and therefore vulgar
;

in

i, 64 it is reached by implication and therefore taken as quite decorous.

In i, 66 words are used which, if united together, give rise to a new

word in Sanskrit by combination, which conveys a vulgar meaning.

In i, 67 the words used, possessing more than one meaning, give

rise to an undesirable and indecorous suggestion,

2 Hemacandra and Manikyacandra remark that Dandin estab-

lishes this definition of madhurya by rejecting the one given by

Vamana (prthak-padatvam), since this excellence consists in allitera-

tion (in its verbal aspect) and as such it may as well be present
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(5) SUKUMXRATI. It consists in the absence of harshness due

to the use of mostly soft syllables. But it has been remarked in

connection with Slesa that the presence of all soft syllables in a com-

position makes it hithila
,
and as such it ceases to be excellent with the

Vaidarbhas. What is implied here is that soft syllables must

remain mixed up with slightly harsh ones and conjuct consonants,

and that the total effect must be a certain elegance. It might

be argued that such an admixture is not a distinctive criterion :

Sukumarata might have a chance of being confused with Slesa. To
this TarkavagTsa remarks that the admixture of alpa-prana and

tnahaprana syllables constitutes whereas Sukumarata consists

in tenderness as a total effect arising from the admixture of soft

(kontala

)

and harsh (parusa

)

letters. Nor should we understand

that what is alpaprana is necessarily komala and what is ntahaprana
,

parusa . Even unaspirated letters may give rise to harshness by

reason of a specific admixture (
alpapranasyapi varna-visesa-samyog a-

tvena parusatoa-sambhavat
t p. 69). Similarly aspirated letters too

may give rise to komalatva as a total effect under special circum-

stances. Thus, it is the general effect that forms the critertion of

parusatva or komalatva syllables. In a sithila-bandha the syllable

are all alpaprana and the general effect is 'loose
1

. In slesa this

looseness is overcome by the presence of inahaprana syllables,

appearing side by side with the alpaprana ones and making the

general effect compact. In the example malatidama lahghitani

bhramaraih the conjunct consonants shine prominently and seem

to make the structure generally compact, But the example ntandll-

krtya varhant etc. (of Sukumarata) consists of an admixture of alpa-

prana syllables slightly with ntahaprana ones, as well as conjunct

consonants, but the general effect is not harsh or inelegant. The

conjunct consonants do not shine prominently and consequently

there is no such touch of cohesiveness or compactness as in

the expression : langhitam bhramaraih ,

Here too Dandin presents the Gauda ideal side by side. Where-

as the Vaidarbhas accept Sukumarata in which expressions consist-

ing of unharsh vocables generally predominate, the Gaudas have

an eye to a 'glaring composition', and consequently they do not

in compound words. But this unhistorical statement ignores the

chronological relation between Dancjin and Vamana* and therefore

possesses little value.
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mind if their poetry involves harsh vocables requiring much strain

for pronouncing them. The example given here nyakqena kqapitah

paksah etc. consists of harsh vocables, but to achieve a glaring or

grand effect, as well as an exuberance of alliteration, the Gaudas

do not care if they have to sacrifice the general tenderness of struc-

ture so welcomed in the Vaidarbha-marga. We would like to interpret

the words diptam iti as diptam iti (kelok)t
following the Hfdayhnga-

mas indication with reference to vyutpanna in i, 46. These terms

1

vyutpanna ,
dipta etc. give us some of the standard characteristics which

the Gaudas aim at, and they also serve as an apology for the

Gauda poet’s deviations from some of the gunas prevailing in the

Vaidarbha mode. Such an interpretation will not be out of place

here, since Dandin has all along been presenting the fundamental

characteristics that distinguish the two types of poetry.

(6) ArtiiavyaktI. It is the explicitness of sense which consists

in the absence of neyatva* that is, in the absence of extraneous

matter to be brought over for the completion of the sense. In other

words, it is that excellence in which the idea of a passage is quite

clear from the words actually used, and no implication is necessary

for the completion of the sens *. The example given here harinod-

dhrtTi b/iuh etc. (i, 73) contains Arthavyakti since the redness of

the occean has been explictly stated to be due to the blood of the

snakes that were crushed by Mari’s claws. 'Hie neyatva? is illustrated

in the next verse where the reader requires an implication to be

1 [They are all the same called viparyaya in i, 42. It does

not really matter whether these are the actual names of the viparyaya$ %

or generally describe what is understood by viparyaya in the Gauda-

marga, so long as the very likely interpretation which the writer

puts on the word viparyaya is accepted.—S. K. D.J.

2 Dandin does not recognise neyatva and gramyatva in his

treatment of ten technical dows. The Post-dhvani writers enumerate

a fault called neyartha where a secondary (indicated) sense is had

recourse to without any established usage ( rudhi

)

or special

motive (prayojana), one of which is absolutely necessary in Indication.

The verse which illustrates neyatva here would be an example

of the technical fault nirhetuta in the treatment of Fost-dhvani

writers.

3 This must be distinguished from the technical faults nyHya -

virodhi which Dandin deals with in iv, 51-54.
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understood as to why the ocean was reddened. The Vaidarbhas

and the Gaudas both reject it : nedrsam bahu manyante mdrgayor

ubhayor api (i, 75), because the sense is not apprehensible where

the habda-nydya* (i.e the law of the expressive power of the words)

has been violated. Thus Arthavyakti as an excellence is admitted

in both the margas. [t will be clear, therefore, that if there were

anything which' the Vaidarbhas would reject and which could be

recognised as a technical blemish, it would be equally rejected by

the Gaudas. In other words, a veritable do*a the Gaudas would

avoid just like the Vaidarbhas.

We must not think that since Dandin’s Prasada and Arthavyakti

both involve explicitness of sense, these two gunas should be identi-

cal. A distinction, though very subtle, can be made in this respect

between these gunas . J, Nobel rightly points out that in Prasada

the sense must not be too unusual, words should be used in their

obvious or generally understood senses
;

whereas in Arthavyakti

the connection of ideas must be apprehended from the words

actually used, there must not be any expectation (dkdiiksa

)

of

further word or words to complete the sense.

(7) UdXrata. It implies an elevation consisting of the expression

of some high merit
$

2 literally, upon the utterance of which (yasmin

ukte) is suggested (pratlyate

)

some excellence possessing elevation

(utkarmvdn gunah kancit). The Udarata is said to be present in all

the Margas. 3

In the example given of this excellence (i, 77) is implied the

eminence of the king’s liberality (tydgasya utkarsah), which is not

directly expressed in so many words. It is not clear 4 what Dandin

1 The Ilrdayangama explains the sabda-nydya thus : ydvad

arlho ' bhiniatas tdvac chabdena bhavitavyam
, mbdasydpi ydvad artha-

fratipddatia-hak tis tdvad arthena bhavitavyam iti habda-mstra-nyayah .

2 Sanskrit Poetics ,
ii, p. ioi.

3 Una sandthd sarva-paddhatih (Madras cd,). The other

editions read kdvya in place of sarva : yet we can take it that this

guna is entertained in both types of poetry in the absence of the

mention of the corresponding characteristic prevalent in the Gau<ja*

kavya.

4 [It does not certainly refer to any elevated way of expression

but to some implied high merit or utkar^avdn dharma of the subject-

matter described. Thus, it is not equivalent to the uttdnapadatd of
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really means by this definition. The use of the expression prafiyate

in the definition reminds us of the partxyamana artha of the Dhvani

theorists.* But we are not certain if the concept of Dhvani as

such was at all recognised so early.

Dandin mentions an alternative definition of udarata in deference

to the view of “some” (kaiscit), which is “something characterised

by commendable or eulogistic epithets'* (hlaghyair viseqanair yuktam)

such as titambuja ,
krlda-saras etc. Tarunavacaspati interprets Uaghya

as vaihiqlya-pratlti-krt, i.e., bringing into comprehension its pecula-

rity or distinctive character, and this is supported apparently by

Dandin’s examples. But we need not take it in this restricted

significance alone.

(8) OjaS. It consists in the super-abundance (bhuyastva

)

of

compound words, and it appears to be accepted in both the Margas.

In the Vaidarbha-marga it is the soul of prose
$
even in verse this

is the sole resort of the Gaudas. It is said to be of manifold

variety according as there is a profusion or paucity of heavy (guru

)

or light (lagku) syllables or an equal mixture of both. This apparent-

ly refers to the prosodic long and short syllables. It is further

added that this excellence is met with in compositions like akhyayika.

But since the fine distinctions between the katha and the akhyayika

are not favoured by Dandin, we may presume that Ojas of manifold

the Agni-purana (34,69). It must, however, be distinguished from

the poetic figure udatta in ii, 300, where the greatness, high merit

or prosperity of a personage is directly expressed or described
;

and in this light the use of the word prafiyate in the definition

of the guna is important. As the illustration shows, Dandin appears

to think that the varnaria-bhaiigl is essential : otherwise, the udarata

could hardly be an excellence of diction. But it need not mean

any technical suggestiveness or praflyamanata of the Dhvani-theorists,

although the word prafiyate is actually used. The alternative

definition of the guna cited by Dandin speaks of praiseworthy

epithets (Uaghya viseqana) : but this, as the example shows, only

refers to epitheta ornatia of a distinguishing character, like ‘toy-lotus’,

etc. The pregnancy of meaning implied in the first as well as the

second definition must therefore be taken in an extremely narrow

sense
;
and the udarata is a guy,a in so far as it depends upon a

particular way of description or varxyx na-bhaiigl.—S. K. D.],

1 Fremcandra interprets in this definite sense.
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variety is acceptable as the life of prose (gadyasya jvuitam ) in all

kinds of prose composition. The employment of compounds 1

was probably meant to add force or energy to the diction.

The Gaudas, we are told, like long compounds even in metrical

composition.- The Vaidarbhas, too, use compounds in verses,

but whereas the Gaudas are indiscriminately fond of long com-
pounds, the Vaidarbhas would admit them in verses only when
they serve to afford charm without much strain, and do not produce

confusion
(anakulavt ). Thus, in brief, Ojas, is particularly a

characteristic excellence with the Gauda poets, who use it to any

degree in any composition, while the Vaidarbhas apply it with greater

discretion and with certain restrictions.*

(9) KXNTr. It is said to predominate in a composition which

is agreeable to the whole world on account of its not transgressing

the general usage or ordinary possibilities. Briefly, it is the absence

of the unnatural. This excellence, we are told, is generally found

1 In the treatment of Anandavnrdhana (p. 141) compound words

constitute the criteiion of sanig 'latau'd and not of guua, The primacy

of Rasa having been admitted, Amanda could not maintain that any

amount or variety of compound words might be used in any kind of

prose composition. Long and middling compounds may be employed

in the dkkydyikd
,

but since the depiction of sentiment, particularly

srngara
,
predominates in the kathd> the compounds must be used

with an eye to its awakening, and too many long compounds would

be detrimental.

2 Ojas and, for the matter of that, long compounds have all

along been accepted as the sine qua non of the Gaudi Riti, and even

in the twelfth century Srlhar§a regaled the scholarly Indian with his

brilliant and sonorous verses. See S. P. Bhattacharyya, op % cit.

3 Heinacandra and Manikyacandra reier to the view of one

Mangala along with Vamana, and remark that they reject Dandin's

definition of Ojas on the ground that long compounds cannot be

the special characteristic of Ojas, since this excellence resides in all

the three Ritis (whereas long compounds are met with only in the

Gaucjl Riti). We must not, however, place much reliance on these

remarks of later writers. About Mangala we know nothing except

what we get in such references : but all the three Ritis of Vamana

do not contain Ojas, for his Pahcall has not been defined as possessing

it.

MAKCH, 1931 10
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in Vartta and Vaniana. The meaning of the term vartta is not

clear
;
but the Ilrdayaiigama explains it as anyonya-kathanam> and

varliana as prammsa-vacanam. Premacandra TarkavaglSa quotes

a definition of Vartta : anamaya-priyalapo varti vartta, ca kathyate
,

and explains it thus
; firiyalape hi loka-prasicLiha-vastvabhidhanam

evocitam . He further refers to another explanation of varitabhi-

dhanesu viz., itihasa-varnanem i.e., legendary accounts. Bhamaha
uses the term vartta in cases where vakrokti is absent, and it falls

short even of Dandin's svabhavokti
;

it consists of such bald and

matter of fact expressions as gato'stam arko bhatlndur yanti vasaya

pak§inah etc. It is rejected by Bhamaha as an alam/cara , and there

is no indication for supposing that it is accepted by Dandin, whose

svabhavokti too involves at least some amount of charm. So far as

Dantjin's treatment is concerned, the meaning anatnayapriyalapa may
well serve our purpose. The Varnana may be taken to mean vastu-

svarUpa-nirtipana
, but even in that case it would be different from

Dandins Svabhavokti .
1

It must be noted here that though the illustra-

tions of Kanti given by Dandin are theoretically said to conform to

general usage, they are yet tinged with a slight touch of exaggeration
;

but this is
.

probably necessary for the sake of a certain heightened

expression without which a dry svarupa-varnana (such as involved in

Bhamaha’s vartta) might become an example of Kanti. It is thus a

heightened expression in the shape of a slight exaggeration that

makes Dandin's vartta fundamentally different from that of Bhamaha.

The Gaudas2 however, are satisfied with exaggerated ideas trans-

cending ordinary possibilities , These highly exaggerated descrip-

tions are called atynkti

,

which, Tarunavacaspati remarks, is not a

blemish but an excellence pleasing the Gaudas, The examples

contain indeed highly exaggerated statements, since (i) the dust from

the feet of a great man cannot really wash away the sins committed,

and (2) to say that the creator created the aerial space as small, be-

cause he was mindful of the extensive expansion of the heroine's

1 Compare the illustrations in i, 87 and ii, 10.

2 We would accept the order of verses as in the text in the

Bombay and Calcutta editions (i.e., place i, 91 of the Madras edition

immediately after i, 87 and not after i, 90).

3 In i, 88 the Vidagdha is a reference to the Gaucjas, implying a

certain love of learned display, as opposed to the general simplicity

aimed at by the Vaidarbhas.
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breasts is certainly a flattering but an excessive statement. This is

not merely a heightened expression, but indicates a preference for

the exaggerated and the unnatural. Yet the Gaudas are said to make
much of such descriptions, and this is really due to the difference of

ideals aimed at itl the two types of poetry.

(io) SaMaDHI. It consists in the transference of the qualities of

one thing to another. The transference may be manifold, and five

different cases are distinguished by Gopendra Tippa Bhupala in his

commentary on Vamana iv, 3, 8, viz., abhidheya-sambandha
% sadrhya

,

samavaya, vaiparitya and kriya-yoga . But Dandin speaks of three

cases : (i) superimposition (ad/iydsa

)

of the action of one object on

another, (ii) transference of the original sense of a word, which may
not in itself be very pleasing (e.g. spitting, vomitting, etc), to a

secondary sense for the sake of some pleasing effect, and (iii) simul-

taneous super-imposition of many qualities.

It is worthy of note that since transference is at the root of this

particular guna t it is very difficult to distinguish it from poetic figures

like rupaka etc. which also are based on similar transference of an

object or its functions to another object. As suggested by S. K. De,

the distinction may be explained by supposing “that in the guna there

is a transference only of the qualities or actions of one thing to another

while in the alamkara either one dharmin itself is substituted for

another, or the new dharma entirely supplants the existing dharmaP

“But the process of poetic transference” hq goes on, fl
is essentially a

mode of figurative expression, resting finally on laksana , and Vamana
would (partially) regard Dandin’s definition of the samadhi-guna as

constituting the figure vakrokti> which, in his opinion, consists in a

similar transference based on resemblance”.

This excellence is said to be followed by all poets, by which

Dandin probably means that it is accepted in both types of poetry,

Vaidarbha and Gauda. But he may also imply that such a mode of

figurative expression is the basis of all poetic expression, and no poet

(whatever be his ideal of poetry) can do without it.

From the above sketch it will be clear that in spite of Dandin's

professed partiality for the Vaidarbha-marga, he gives the Gauda its

due recognition as a marga of a different type, which might not have

been totally acceptable to himself, but which must have had an

established tradition of its own, differing in many respects from

the widely preferred Vaidarbha. To him the Vaidarbha represents

the mode of the standard good kavya, but he also accepts Gauda
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as a Marga. If the fixed excellences are required to be essential

in standard good poetry, the Gaucja does contain some five or six of

them. The samadhi and udarata are accepted in both the Margas.

The neyntva and gramyatva as defects of poetry are rejected by

both
;
and as a corollary, both cherish an equal amount of regard

for arthavyakti and artham 7dhurya which consist in the avoidance

of these faults. The Uabdamadliurya consisting of alliteration finds

a place in both these types—only the ideas about alliteration

differ. Hemacandra finds vag-rasa (or s\abdamadhnrya) in srutya-

nuprasa and varnanuprasa which are accepted in Dan^in's opinion, by

the Vaidarbhas and the Gaiulas 1 respectively. The ojas is accepted

by both, with this difference that it is the sine qua non of the

Gauda-marga where it is indiscriminately practised, but the Vaidar-

bhas use it with some restrictions. Of the three kinds of sain *

bandhas the Vaidarbhas practise only the mixed or middle type,

the other two extreme types, viz., inrdu and sphuta being practised

by the Gaudas. Hence the latter do not accept vaisamya on principle,

but if it Is cometimes found in their composition we are to

understand that It is the-? for the purpose of attaining a different

ideal. Similarly, if the Gauda deviates from other excellences

prescribed for the Vaidarbha as the standard good composition,

it is done for the achievement of the same purpose, viz., for attaining

a different poetic standard, which had independently developed

even long before Dandin expounded his theory.

Judging independently, the treatment oi Danilin’s Gunas does

not seem to be quite clear and consistent. Some of his Gunas

are somewhat obscure in their conception or definition. “The
definition of udarata 99 remarks S. K, De “is rather vague, so also

is that of kantif in both of whHi Dandin apparently admits subjec-

tive valuations not clearly indicated/* The distinction between

certain Gunas is again too subtle (e.g. slew and sukumarata
, kanti

and udarata ). The ten excellences shown above, having been

described as the life breath of a standard diction
,

it is natural to

expect that they would all present a positive aspect and should

not be defined in negative terms. Butin the case of certain Gunas,

viz., artha-vyakti and artha-madhurya

,

the fault to be avoided is

first characterised, wherefrom the character of the corresponding

Guna is to be comprehended by implication. Thus, so far as these

SSrutwarnanuprasabhyain vag-rasah ( p. 198, N. S. P, Edn.).
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two excellences are concerned they are negatively conceived (while

others present a definite positive meaning) and consequently

give rise to a lack of uniformity in Dandies conception of the

Gunas.

We have already noticed that the splitting up of each Guna
as relating to jSabda or to artha respectively did not, as a theory,

develop till the time of Vamana. For the first time Vamana
offers us such a standard for distinction (viz., anrayastayi-bhava)

which was later on utilised by writers like the author of the’ Agni-

purana
}
Bhoja and PrakaSavarsa who added a third variety of

Guna, namely, the Guna appertaining to both the word and the

sense. Dandin, like Bharata, is not explicit on this distinction. Now
that this standard of distinction came to be definitely established

since Vamana's time up to the systematic development of the

Rasa-dhvani theory, we can apply it to ascertain whether the Gunas

as characterised by Bharata and Dandin can be taken as belonging

to the word or to the sense or to both. This procedure leads us

to conclude that Dandin’s $/ena samata % ojas and sukumarata are

prominently what are called mbda^gunas
;

his prasada
t arthavyakti,

nddrata ,
kanti and samddhi belong to * artha

,
whereas his madhurya

has an implication of both hihda and artha . The two fold aspect

which Dandin imparts to his madhurya is a more direct evidence

justifying the conclusion that this is a Guna having a double character.

Vamana’s was an original move on this direction, and with the

eye of a novel theorist he read a new aspect in the Gunas of his

predecessors from which he shaped a system of his own. What

was naively treated in the works of Bharata and Dandin received

a systematic development at the hands of this earliest known expoun-

der of the Rlti school, properly so called .

1

Prakas Chandra Laiiiri

i I am indebted to Dr. S. K. De for helping me in diverse ways

in the writing of this article.



Origin of Madhava-Vidyaranya Theory

We have seen

1

that the theory of identity of Madhavacarya with

Viclyaranya finds no support in any of the inscriptions, literary works

or traditional narratives either of the contemporary period or of even

later times down to the end of the 17th century. On the contrary, we

find the testimony of the above sources distinctly hostile to the

theory, flow then did the theory arise and when ?

Now the earliest inscriptions relating to Vidyaranya are of

the reign of Ilatihara II (1377-1404) and show him to be a spiritual

guide of the king, and a few grants of land are recorded to have

been made in his presence and by his orders to gods and Brahmins.

Thus a copper-plate grant of the Sringeri Mutt of 1384 a.d. says,

“By the grace of Vidyaranya-muni he acquired the empire of

knowledge unattainable by other kings0 , (Mysore Arch. Rep., 1916,

p, 58). Another copper-plate grant of the same Mutt of 1386 thus,

praises him : “The learned have come to the conclusion that Vidya-

ranya is the supreme light incarnate The swan Bukka sports

happily near the lotus BharatltTrtha which expands by the rays

of the sun Vidyiiranya” (ibid., 5 8-9),
3 This record also refers to his

death and the creation of an agrahara named Vidyaranyapura near

Sringeri in his memory by Harihara II. But none of them show

any connection between him and the building of the capital city of

the Vijayanagara empire and in fact in the first of the grants quoted

above the capital is called Vijayanagara and not Vidyanagara. Nor is

any political importance attached to him in these records. The

earliest record on stone that connects him with the capital and

Harihararaya is an inscription in the village Gunbanur (Cliitaldroog

Taluk 45, Ep. Carn. XI) of 1487 Raktaksi Magha §u. 15 Wednes-

day and lunar eclipse (January 1 6, 1565 A.D. is the equivalent of

the tithi, but it is a Tuesday and no lunar eclipse occurred on the

date) of the reign of Acyutaraya which refers to him as the king

1 See I.H.Q., vol. VI, no. 4, pp. 701-717.

2 Another record of the same Mutt of 1382 A.D. (ibid., p. 57) tells

us that some time after 1356 a.d. king Bukka wrote a letter to Vidya-

ranya who was at Benares asking him to return to Vijayanagara.
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seated on the throne in Vidyanagarl built by Hariharamaharaya in

the name of Vulyaranya-tiripada. (see also Challakere 51 of S. 1481).

The story of Nuniz about the building of the capital by Deorao

named after the sage Vydiajuna who directed him to choose the

particular spot for the creation of the city is well-known and is of

nearly the same period (1535-3 7).
1 But he is not described as

connected with the establishment of Vijayanagara kingdom nor does

he appear as a great author in any of the inscriptions or literary

works for a long time. The earliest record (which is not clearly

spurious like the Kapalapur plates etc. referred to in I. A., 38, p. 89-91)

that gives Vidyaranya the credit for the establishment of Vijayanagara

empire is a copper plate at Sringeri (E. C. VI Srngeri 13) of 1574

Nandana Sam. Bhadra £§u. 15, Tuesday lunar eclipse = 7th September,

1652 a.d. of the reign of the Kejadi chief Sivappanayaka. By this

time the Vijayanagara kingdom had become extinct. The inscription

states that Vidyaranyamuni, the spiritual ancestor of the then pontiff

of the Sringeri Mutt, Saccidanandabharatl had created Vidyanagara

(city) by the favour of god Virupaksa and the merit of tapas, and

placed Harihara (I) on the throne and that out of gratitude Iiarihara

created two agraharas Sriigapura aad Vidyaranyapura for the use of

the pontifical seat set up by ^ankaracarya at Sringeri and bestowed

them on Vidyaranya. Vidyaranya is also spoken of as Vedabhasya-

pravartaka (promoter of the commentaries on the Vedas). I he

writer of the grant evidently tried to glorify Vidyaranya and he

attributed to Harihara I not only the grant of Sriigapura-agrahara

which was made by him for the use of Bharatitlrtha (E, C., VI

Srugeri), but even the creation of Vidyaranyapura-agrahara which

was the work of Iiarihara II and which was done after the death

of Vidyaranya (see Mys, Arch. Eep„ 1916, p. 59) was also attributed

to Harihara 1 , Similarly it is Vidyatlrtha who must be considered

as the chief promoter of the Vedic commentaries since he is praised

by Sayana in the opening stanzas of his Vedic commentaries as one

whose breath is the Vedas and in the concluding stanzas as a Mahe*

Svara who might be pleased with his interpretation of the Veda,

Of course there were other people who promoted or helped to bring

1 Vijayanagara, "the city of victory”, is sometimes called Vidya-

nagara, "the city of learning”. The first syllable of this word occurs

also in the names Vidyatlrtha and Vidyaranya,
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about the commentaries such as Madhava, the elder brother of Sayana,

who delegated the work to him, kings Bukka I and Harihara ll

who ordered the production of the work, and several scholars like

Pandari-dlkgita (Mys. Arch. Rep. 1908, p. 14) who might have

helped in the interpretation of certain passages of the Vedas. Vidyaranya

is nowhere praised as having had anything to do with the Vedic

commentaries but the inscription attributes to him the credit due

to Vidyatlrtha for the promotion of the Vedic commentaries.

But even here Vidyaranya is not spoken of as the author of Veda-

bhasya but only as its promoter. Blit in Vidyaranyakalajfiana composed

after the extinction of the Vijayanagara kingdom (circa 1664) and before

the compilation of Sivatativaratnakara (1709) Sayana and Madhava

are said to be nominal authors of the works named after them

while to Vidyaranya comes the real credit of composing them.

The work Guruvamsa of the 1 8th century a.d, follows this but ascribes

to Vidyaranya the sole authorship of Vedabhasya and the other

works in the name of Madhava and Sayana are stated to be written

by them practically to his dictation. 1 The succession list or Guru-

pllige in the Sringeri Mutt also agrees with the above as regards

Vedabhasya. Another small work containing the praise of Vidyaranya

and composed in recent times is Vidyaranyastottara-satanamavah

which contains the praises of Vidyaranya as a great yog in that revived

Vijayanagara city, created a shower of gold in Hampe and wrote a

commentary on the three Vedas, lord of the Karnataka throne,

anointer of Bukka as king, writer of commentaries on all the Upani§ads

and the obtainer of birudas including the cross palankin (Avadhani’s

Vidyaranya, Telugu work, pp. 180*83).

Thus we can see that from the inspirer of Vedabhasya, Vidya-

ragya began to be looked upon as its sole author and all the works

of Sayana and Madhava were pointed out as written by them under

his instructions or composed by him in their name. The creation of

the city of Vijayanagara, the establishment of the kingdom of Vijaya-

nagara with the rain of gold obtained by his mystic power and the

setting up of Harihara I and of Bukka I on the throne were also

attributed to him but he was kept quite distinct from Madhava.

Once this glorification of Vidyaranya began, not only were the

1 See the Introduction to GuruvamSa published in Srirangam

Series,
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works of Madhavacarya and his brother Sayanacarya fathered upon
him (against the internal evidence of the works themselves), but he
was also identified with Madhavacarya, the elder of the brothers.

Thus Manimafijarlbhedini, a Sanskrit poem of modern times written

to extol the Sringeri Mutt and Vidyaranya and as a rejoinder to the

hostile attacks of the Madhva sect (the founder of which is called

in the work an incarnation of anger and for which belief it quotes

Kedarakhanda) identifies Madhavacarya with Vidyaranya before lie

became an ascetic, in this work Madhava is described as a poor

man unable to marry on account of his indigence. He prayed to

goddess LaksmI for wealth and was promised that he would get it in his

next birth. This was interpreted to mean sannyasa. Madhava took san-

nyasa from Bharatlkrsnatlrtha and was named Vidyaranya. After becom-

ing a sannyasin he composed the commentaries on all the Vedas.

Before this he had written a treatise on Dharmasastra, two vrttis on

all the sutras, Sangatiratnainula and others not named (vi, io). The

story of the raining of gold and setting up the king (whom it wrongly

calls Acyuta (VI, 50 & 53) on the throne of 'Karnataka and the

building of Vidyanagarl city are next described. Then comes the dis-

putation between Vidyaranya and Aksobhyatirtha, a guru of the

Madhva sect, Vedantadesika of the Ramanuja sect acting as arbitrator.

Vidyaranya is described as victorious. No date is given in the

work nor is the genealogy of the author described. The author calls

himself a Paramahamsa-pariviajakacarya and is named Ramayogin, Be-

cause of the ignorance and confusion displayed in the work as regards

king Acyuta whom it calls the founder of the Karnatakarajya, the work

seems to have been written long after the Vijayanagar empire came

to an end and the author's attacks on the Madhva sect tend to show

that lie was writing at a time when that sect was all-powerful in

Karnataka. It is probable that it was composed at the time of

Purnaiya, the Dewan of Mysore State (1799-1812), who was a follower

of Madhva sect.

The confusion of Madhavacarya with Vidyaranya is clearly seen

in the work Manimanjaiibhedinl
;
but in his attempt to glorify Vidya-

ranya the writer states that Vedabha§ya was composed by Madhava-

carya after he became a sannyasi under the new name Vidyaranya,

though the other works, namely, Dharma&astra, evidently, ParaSarasmrti-

vyakhya etc., are said to have been written by him after sannyasa
;
but

the statement is directly opposed to the evidence of the vedic com-

mentaries where Sayana appears as the author and the name Vidya-

MARCH, I93I 11
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ranya does not occur and Madhava appears as a minister or scholar

at the bidding of king Pukka. We must also note that Madhava-

ciirya is described in the work as one who never entered the married

state while he is shown as a performer of sacrifices in the works of

his brother and of himself 1
, which is only possible in the case of a

married man. Further, Agrahara Baceyahahi plates (published in

Mys. Arch. Rep. 1915 p. 42) of 1377 refer to Mayanna, son of

Madhavacarya. Sivatattvaratnakara too describes Madhava as having

several sons and grandsons. Hence the statements made in Mani-

manjarlbhedim are opposed both to the evidence furnished by

inscriptions and literary works and even tradition, and the work

deserves to be rejected as entirely worthless.

This process of ascribing to Vidyaranya not only the establish-

ment of the Vijayanagara kingdom but the authorship of all the works

of Madhava reaches its culmination in the Anegondi Bakhire, purport-

ing to be a history of Vijayanagara (Anegondi) kings, in the possession

of the purohita of the late Raja of Anegondi and noticed in p. 16 of

the Telugu work Vidyaranyacaritramu by Avadhani. Here Virlya-

ranya is said to have built the city of Vijayanagara named Vidya-

nagara in 5 . 1258 and to have sat on the throne and ruled

the kingdom for 26 years and left in 3. 1284 (1362 A.n.)

placing Bukka on the throne and died in the year Yuva. Vidya-

ranya is described as Mudhavabhatta before lie became an

ascetic in 3 . 1244 and as having composed the works Parasara-

madhavlya, Kalamadhavlya, Vidyamadhavlya, Nidanamadhavlya and

a commentary on the three Vedas. Thus Vidyaranya is not only identi-

fied with Madhavlicarya, brother of Sayana, but also with other

Madhavas, among whom is Vidyamadhava, son of Narayanapiijya-

pada of Vasisthagotra who composed Vidyfunadhavlya (an astro-

nomical work published in the Mysore Oriental Library Series) and

also Madhava, son of Indukara, the author of the medical work

M&dhavanidana of the 16th century a,d. Evidently the Bakhire is a

modern production embodying conflicting traditions of doubtful

value.

Some of the modern writers and editors have gone one step further

still in confusing Vidyaranya with Madhava, author of Sarvadar-

fianasangraha and Madhavamatya, author of Tatparyadlpika without

even a traditional tasis. In the introductory stanzas of the first

I Ops cits
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b{ these vl2„ Sarvadarianasafigraha we find it distinctly stated that

its author Sayana-Madhava is a Kaustubha jewel to the Milky ocean,

Sayana and can never be confused with the elder Madhava-

carya, brother of Sayana. Nor is there any evidence traditional or

literary 1 to identify him with Vidyaranya. As regards Madhava-

mStya we know from inscriptions that he was the governor of Candra-

gutti and Banavase from 1347 (Ep. Carn. VIII Sorab 375) to

1391 A.D. and that he captured Goa from the Turks. Now Vidyaranya

was already an ascetic and the head of the Sringeri Mutt in 1 377*78

(E.C. VI Koppa 19 & 31) and could not therefore have been governing

Candragutti and fighting with the Turks during the period. Further

Vidyaranya was dead in 1386 A.D. according to the second Sringeri

Mutt copper-plate (Mys. Arch. Rep., 1916, page 59). Madhavamatya

was of Angirasa-gotra and son of the Brahmin Chavunda and a staunch

Saiva, being a disciple of the &aiva priest Kriyasakti (E.C. VII Shikar-

pur 281), while Madhavacarya was of Bharadvajagotra and son of May-

ana and a disciple of Vidyatlrtha and of Bharatltlrtha as acknowledged

in his works. Further the Srngeri Kadita and GuruvamSa distinctly de-

scribe Madhavamatya as distinct from Vidyaranya (Mys, Arch. llep.»

1916, p. 58 ;
GuruvamSa, VII, 23). The question has been very

ably discussed by Mr. Narasimhachar in his article in the Indian

Antiquary for 1916 and he has proved convincingly that Madhava-

matya is quite different from Vidyaranya.

We may also notice here the tradition regarding the Sankaracarya

Mat or Kaficha Kamakoti pltha now located in Kumbakonam, Tanjore

District in the south. The earliest work giving an account of its

gurus is a Sanskrit poem Punyafilokamafijarl by SarvajanasadaSivabo-

dha, 56th pontiff of the mutt (1524 to 1 5 39)- Here we are told that

the yati Vidyatlrtha, disciple of Candracuda, ruled in Kaficl mutt

for 73 years from 1297 to 1370 and retired to the Himalayas with his

disciple Sankarananda, where he died in 1385 A.D. He is said to have

been surrounded and revered by Madhava, Bukka and Bharatltlrtha

and to have set up 8 gurus to look after his mutt during the absence

of Sankarananda and himself in the Himalayas. 2 No mention is

made of Vidyaranya. The name given to Vidyatlrtha before he be-

1 The only exception is the commentary Su :nma of 1720 A.D.

to be noticed Jater in this paper.

2 tfivf
j
e: w
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came a sannyasin is Sarvajfiavisiju, son of Saratigapani of Bilvaianya

and his guru Candracucja is called Gangesa before sannyasa. The next

work of the mutt regarding the subject is Gururatnamalika by Sada-

Sivabrahmendra, co-disciple of Atmabodhendra (1586 to 1638), 58th

pontiff of the mutt. From this we learn that Vidyatlrtha was the

teacher of Sayana and Madhava and was skilled in disputations. 1 No
mention is made of Vidyaranya here also

;
nor is he identified with

Madhavacarya.

But a later production regarding the gurus of the Kancl mutt

named Susama composed in 1720 as a commentary to the above Guru-

ratnamalika speaks of Sayana and Madhava as the composer (kartr)

and the reviser (pariskartp) of Vedabhasya and Vidyatlrtha as their

guru praised in Vedabhasya and in Jaiminlyanyayamalavistara respect-

ively. As regards Bharatltlrtha, it is stated that he was also a disciple

of Vidyatlrtha and in his work Vaiyasikanyayamala Vidyatlrtha is in-

voked in the opening verse. Bharatltirtha is represented in Susama as

also a guru of Madhava, the order of seniority among his gurus being

Jahnavltlrtha (GarigeSa alias Candracuda), Vidyatlrtha and Bharatl-

tirtha as stated in the opening stanza of FaraSaravyakhya. With re-

gard to Sayana-Madhava, the author of SarvadarSana-sarigraha who in-

vokes Sarvajfiavisnu in the introductory verses of his work, the com-

mentator (the author of Susama) tries to explain the name Sayana

as the name of a family and Sayana-Madhava as Madhava born in

the family of Sayana. The praise of Saiikarananda by Vidyaranya in

Fancadafil and Vivaranaprameyasahgraha is explained by saying

that Sankarananda, disciple of Vidyatlrtha, was a senior cl?ss-mate

and a junior guru of Madhavacarya who is here identified with

Vidyaranya, the chief guru being Vidyatlrtha. It is further stated

that Madhava was given the name Vidyaranya by Sankarananda and

that with eight of his co-disciples including Saccidananda he set up

eight mutts and himself stopped at the mutt near Virupaksesvara on

the banks of the Tungabhadra to stem the growing tide of the

Madhva religion (see the commentary under stanza 76).

In the next stanza giving the names of the co-disciples of

Vidyaranya, viz., Saccidananda, Advaita Brahmananda etc., the com-

mentator tells that one of the disciples of Vidyatlrtha who was placed

11
c* H .
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In charge of Sringeri mutt was Advaita Brahmananda alias Anandft-

tman also called Bharatitlrtha and quotes a stanza from Brhadaranyako-

panisaddipika of &ankarananda in which he praises after Vidyatlrtha,

his disciple Advayabrahmananda calling him also Bharatyananda stat-

ing that he lived at Virupaksa (Hampe) and set up eight mutts

appointing as their heads Madhava and others to combat the Dvaita

religion. VVe next learn from the commentary Susama that seeing

the Sringeri mutt in ruins for 800 years after the nth guru beginning

from Sankara, and the Saiva and Madhva religions growing power-

ful, Vidyaranya is stated to have defeated Akaobhya and receiv-

ing sannyasa from Vidyatlrtha and Saukarananda, set up his co-dis-

ciples Saccidananda and others in eight places in the Karnataka in-

cluding Sringeri in newly established mutts and himself stopped at a

mutt in Virupaksaksetra (Hampe) where he remained as minister and

that he issued bulls with the seal of VidyaSankara (combined name

of Vidyatlrtha and Saiikarananda) and that king Vfrabukka and the

succeeding kings of Vijayanagara, respected in spite'of the proximity

of the newly set up mutt in their own capital, the pontiffs of Kaftcl

mutt as jagadgurus (world teachers) and granted them lands as

mentioned in copper-plate Sfisanas of Vfra-Narasimha Krsnaraya etc. in

that mutt (see also Venkataraman's Sahkaracarya and his successors

in Kaftcl).

It will be seen from a study of the above that the early tradition

of Kaftcl mutt refers to Madhavacarya, Sayan a, Bukka and Bharatt-

tlrtha as disciples of Vidyatlrtha, a fact which is already known to

us from the works and inscriptions relating to them. It is to be

observed that no mention is made here of Vidyaranya or of his mis-

taken identity with Madhavacarya. The later tradition of the mutt

represented by the commentary Susama of the 18th century tells

us that Sringeri mutt was in ruins for a long time until it was revived

by Bharatitlrtha and Vidyaranya under the orders of their guru

Vidyatlrtha, pontiff of the Kaftcl mutt and of Saukarananda and that

eight other branch mutts of Kaftcl were also set up with the disciples

of Vidyatlrtha presiding over them, including the mutt at Hampe

where Vidyaranya is said to have resided. But the Kaftcl tradi-

tion cannot be relied upon except for contemporary events. It

is no doubt true that there is no inscriptional evidence to prove the

existence of Sringeri mutt before the 14th century a.d. But the

same can be said of the Kaftcl mutt. There is no proof that Vidya-

tlrtha belonged to the KaficT mutt. The VaglSvarl Gaiiapati temple
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inscription at Sringeri of 1356 a.d. (Mys. Arch. Rep. 19 16, p. 56)

refers to the visit of king Bukka to Sringeri to pay his respects to

Vidyatlrtha and to the gift of some lands for the expenses of his

mutt. The other copper-plate grants that eulogise Vidyatlrtha and

his intimate relations with Bukka are found to belong to Sringeri or

places not far from Sringeri. Neither Kanci nor its neighbourhood

has produced so far any inscription on stone or copper relating to

VidyatTrtha. The list of the pontiffs of this mutt prior to Vidyatlrtha

given in Punyaslokamanjarl and other records of the mutt appears

to contain the names of many of the rulers or ministers of Kashmir

taken from Kalhana's Rajatarariginl (12th century). It is too

much to believe that the pontiffs of the mutt were connected with

the rulers of Kashmir or that their influence extended so far off.

As for Susama, it merely reproduces the mistaken tradi-

tion of the identity of Vidyaranya with Madhava and exaggerates

the importance of the Katie! mutt at the expense of Sringeri and other

mutts in Southern India. Naturally the writer's statements are full

of inconsistencies and errors. Thus he tells us in one place that the

statement made in some works that Vidyasankara is the same as

Vidyatlrtha praised by Sayana etc., is quite wrong as Sayana was

not wanting in vocabulary .
1 But elsewhere while trying to attribute to

Vidyatlrtha, the connection with the seal of Vidyasankara found in

the Sringeri mutt (in honour of god Vidyasankara, the linga set up
in memory of Vidyatlrtha in the samadhi-temple at Sringeri known
as Vidyasankara temple) he is ready to say that Vidyasankara, Vidya-

tlrtha and Vidyanatha are one and the same .

2 Similarly in trying

to identify Vidyaranya with the author of SarvadarSanasaugraha he
says that the name of the author Sayana-Madhava simply means
Madhava born of Sayana family .

3 Now we know that this work

qra ?! II

faqfam 1 fm* u” sfu wtrwnnw
ajwajy, n Elsewhere in the same page Susama

explains the phrase as meaning Sayana and Madhava.
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was composed very late in the reign of Bukka II as it refers to the

work of Jayatlrtha (circa 1365-88). How could the author (if lie is

to be equated with Vidyaranya) call himself in his old age by the

name he had before sannyasa and call his guru Vidyatlrtha also in

the same way by the name he had before sannyasa ? Neither Madhava-

carya nor Sayanacarya ever refers to Sayana as a family name in

any one of their works. Surely such an important detail could not

have been left out by Sayana in his Alaiikarasudhanidhi nor has

any writer referred to Madhavacarya the elder as Sayana-Madhava.

What were the 8 mutts established by Vidyaranya (or Bharatitirtha ?)

under iSankarananda’s orders and when did they ever acknowledge

the Kane! pontiff as their founder ? The Kaficl mutt has not a single

record of the Vijayanagara kings till the reign of Vlra Narasimha,

more than 150 years after the establishment of the kingdom. More-

over, the statement that Vidyaranya received sannyasa from Vidya-

tirtha and not from Bharatitirtha is opposed to what is given in

Manimanjarlbhedmi. Neither the Sringeri nor Keladi tradition nor

Manimanjarlbhedim ever refers to any connection between Vidyaranya

or Vidyatlrtha with Kancl mutt. We may therefore dismiss this later

tradition of Kaficl mutt as a mere glorification of Vidyaranya in

such a manner as to bring greater glory to Kahcl mutt whose pontiff

Vidyatlrtha is represented as his guru.

It is thus clear that in trying to eulogise Vidyaranya and his

work, political and literary, his admirers naturally gave him the

credit for the authorship of some of the best literary works of his

period which were composed by Sayanacarya and his elder brother

Madhavacarya. Most of such narratives were composed towards the

close of the 17th century. Some of the writers of the 18th and 19th

centuries have gone one step further and boldly identified him with

Madhavacarya. 1 Modern editors and writers have in many cases

ascribed the writings of other Madhavas of the period to Vidyaranya

and identified him with them all,

1 Thus Kejadinrpavijaya by Lirigaiina written towards the close

of the 18th century and BhuvanapradTpika of 1808 of Ramakrsna, both

of Mysore State, speak of Madhavabhatta or Madluivarya becoming

a sannyasin under the name of Vidyaranya.
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Arguments for the identification of Vidyaranya with

Madhavacarya answered

What then are the reasons advanced by scholars in support of

the identification assumed between Madhava and Vidyaranya ?

(l) In a copper-plate grant (Inam office copper-plate grant notic-

ed in Mys. Arch. Rep, 1908, p. 14) dated 1386 A.D. (&. 1308 Ksaya

Sam. Dvitiyasadha su 2 Tuesday, Karkafcakasarikianti day) a grant

of lands is recorded to have been made by Harihara II in lieu of a

money grant bestowed previously in the year Durmati by the prince

Cikkaraya of Araga to Naraynna-vajapeyayajin, Narahari-somayajin

and Pandari-Dlksita, promoters of the commentary on the four vedas

(Catur-veda-bhasya-pravartaka). The new grant is stated to have

been made by the king in the presence of Paramahaipsa-parivrajaka-

carya Vidyaranya. From this it is argued that “Madhavacarya had

a great deal to do with the composition of the commentaries on the

Vedas and it is likely that the grant was made at his instance to the

above scholars for their co-operation in writing these monumental
works. If Vidyaranya had been a different person altogether, there

would have been no necessity (o make the grant in his presence.

1 his inscription makes it quite clear that Madhavacarya was a sannya*

sin under the name of Vidyaranya in A.D. 1386*' (Indian Antiquary,

1916, p. 19).

Unfortunately for the above argument the dating of the grant

is irregular as the tithi quoted falls on a Thursday (June 28, 1386 A.D.)

and not on Tuesday as stated in the grant and moreover we find

that in another copper-plate grant of 1386 (noticed in Mys, Arch.
Rep., 1916, p. 59) Vidyaranya is said to have died previous to that

date, viz., in S. 1309 Ksaya sam. Jyesh. ba. 13th Saturday correspond-
ing to May 26, 1386 a.d. (a Saturday if we take the year K§aya,
& 1308, as correct). Thus the genuineness of the grant is doubtful.

Further, the mere mention of a grant made to certain vedic scholars
(who might have helped in the interpretation of certain passages
and been thus called promoters of the vedic commentaries) in the
presence of Vidyaranya does not prove that he was the author or

promoter of the vedic commentaries. The presence of the guru was
availed of to give additional sanctity to the gift made by the king.
Moreover the grant recorded in the sasana was not a new one but
merely consisted of a gift of lands in lieu of a grant of money made
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previously by a scion of the royal family. There are also seve-

ral other inscriptions (E. C. VI Koppa 19 of 1378 ? E. C. VI Koppa

30 of 1378). in which lands are recorded to have been granted to

certain individuals or temples in the presence of or under the orders

of Vidyaranya. In these cases a similar identity or motive should

have to be accepted. It is quite possible that the donees in the

Inam office grant were the disciples of Vidyaranya and a grant of

land was made to them in appreciation of their services in the cause

of Vedic learning by the king in the presence of their guru. This

seems to be the most natural interpretation. Anyway there is no

ground for concluding from the evidence of the above grant that

Vidyaranya and Madhavacarya were one and the same person.

2. The second argument used to support the theory of identity

rests upon the evidence of a work on Telugu grammar known as

Ahoballya by Ahobalapandita said to be a nephew of a Madhava-

carya. Now in this work we find a stanza in which Vidyaranya is

praised as the author of the Veda-bhasya, and Dhatuvrtti, and the

bestower of kingship on Harihara in Vidvanagarl and master of the

goddesses of learning and of wealth. From this it is concluded that

Madhavacarya is Vidyaranya. (Ind. Ant., 1916, p. 18).

But it has been distinctly stated in the works Vedabhasya and

Dhatuvrtti that Sayana was their author and Madhavlya was a

name given by him to these works (see also p. 71 1, vol. VI, I.H.Q.).

Hence on the authority of this stanza it is Sayana that has to be

identified with Vidyaranya. The testimony of the work, however,

has to be rejected as worthless as it belongs to a recent date, and

is based on a legend which glorifies Vidyaranya by fathering on him

the achievements and writings of others, Ahobalapandita was not

a relation of the famous Madhavacarya, because his work purports

to be a review of Kakanuri Appakavi’s Telugu commentary 011

grammar called Appakavlyam the date of which is £. 1578 (gaja-

Saila-sara-sudhakara) or a.D. 1656 and hence could not be a contem-

porary or relation of our Madhavacarya, 1 His work may have been

composed in about 1700 a.D. and cannot therefore carry any autho-

rity for its statements regarding Vidy&ranya.

3. Similarly two more works are cited to prove the identity of

Madhavacarya with Vidyaranya, viz, Tithipradlpika by Nrsiinhasuri,

1 For this information I am indebted to Mr. Jayanti Ramayya

Pantalu.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1931 12
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svami of the Kudali Mutt of S. 1591 whose guru is named Vidya-

ranya

1

and there are several gurus of the Avani Mutt who are called

by the name of Vidyaranya, It is not possible to determine who
this Vidyaranya was that composed PaficadaS!, But nothing how-

ever is to be found in the work of PaficadaSl to support the identity

of Vidyaranya with Madhavacarya.

Conclusion

It is now clear that Vidyaranya, the ascetic head of Srngerl Mutt,
could not be the same person as Madhavacarya, the minister of

Bukka, and the writer of works on Dharinafiastra and allied subjects.

There is not a single inscription or literary work of the period which
ever tries to connect the two. The tradition of the Srngerl mutt

distinctly shows him to be different from Madhavacarya. The only

narratives or works which seem to point to a connection between

the two are of later times which make hopeless confusion between

Vidyaranya, Madhavacarya, and Sayana. Their unreliability is

patent from the gross ignorance of the colophons of the works and

of the political history of the period displayed in them. Even these

do not explicitly state that Vidyaranya’s father was Mayana or his

brother was Sayana as is the case with Madhavacarya. Modern writers

have fallen into the same error and try somehow or other to show
Vidyaranya as the author of all the works of Sayana, his brother

Madhava and other Madhavas (one writer has even identified him
with Madhvacarya, the founder of- the Dvaita school of thought in

southern India).* The rejection of the theory of identity between
Madhavacarya and Vidyaranya and distinguishing the achievements
of the great scholars who wrote under the early Vijayanagar kings,

from those of each other would greatly help the proper understanding

of the history of the period.

R. Rama Rao

1 E.C. VII, Shimoga, 81.

2 See History of India by Prothero and SatTSa Candra Vidya-
bhusana.



Early Visnuism and Narayaniya Worship

Our enquiry in the previous articles lias indicated

1

that theistic

tendencies, bordering on the devout, manifest themselves more or

less throughout the whole course of Upanisadic
Development of theis- speculation : but they emerge in a clear and defi-
tic devotional ism and 1 7 J °

inchoatesectarianis.il iiite form in some texts of the younger group of

S'ZffSFJSS? major Upanisads. This gradual evolution of the

theistic sense resulted ultimately in the vivid con-

ception of a personal god
$
and all the elements of the devotional

attitude, which one of these Upanisads directly characterises as bhaktit

centre round a somewhat inchoate sectarianism, which does not indeed

reject the impersonal Atman but identifies it with new great gods

like Rudra-Siva, derived partially from brahmanism and created parti-

ally by popular faith. This presumably indicates

promise between high a compromise between the high speculation of

speculation and popu- the Upan iSads which was never discredited and
lar faiths. 4

the popular faiths which now demanded recogni-

tion. It is indeed difficult to ascertain whether the beliefs and obser-

vances of the J)rah manic and Upanisadic religion was a matter of actual

practice beyond a restricted circle. They must have, to a certain

extent, filtered down to the common people
;

for their undoubted

influence on the comparatively modern developments of Hinduism,

as well as upon sects and cults, precludes any hypothesis of their

having been the Exclusive possession of a parti-

Fusion of races and cular class or caste, but the common people
cultures as a factor of r r

popular faiths. must have had their peculiar faiths and practices,

originating from independent sources and profound-

ly varied and modified by the cultural ideas of the Non-Aryan people

in the Gangctic plain. We have as yet no means to determine the

exact nature and extent of the influence which contact with Non-

Aryan people exerted on the Aryan world
;
but it is now generally

l See 1HQ, vol. vi, 1930, pp. 4Q6f. In the writing of this article

I must renew my grateful acknowledgments to my Professor, Dr. S. K.

De, who has taken the trouble not only of supervising and revising

it but also of enriching it with some notes of his own. But the opinions

expressed in the essay are my own.
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recognised that the fusion or absorption of races and cultures, which

was apparently going on from Vedic times, must have been a potent

factor in determining the general current of Indian thought and be-

lief. The ancient popular records are lost or have not been preserv-

ed
;
hut there can be no doubt, as recent research has amply establish-

ed, that the so-called popular element, as distinguished from the

hieratic, must have been a strange fusion of polygenous ideas. In

course of time, however, a mutual reaction between the two, the

popular and hieratic, was inevitable, and the barrier slowly broke

down. An exclusive ritual and a highly philosophical creed had to

be relaxed so far, even for their own self-existence, as to adopt

deities and countenance practices to which heterodox popular religion

inclined
;
while the mass of the people, having little time or interest

in elaborate ritual and philosophical abstraction, allowed their larger

religious emotions and sentiments to be recognised and re-interpre-

ted by the intellectual aristocracy, and thereby obtain the stamp of

orthodox authority.

Thus, about the time when the formal heresies, which came to a

head in Buddhism and Jainism, were assailing the very core of the

£rauta religion, the orthodox ritual and creed were faced with the

no less difficult task of remodelling themselves

popul al'

V

faiths on°or- by assimilating and moulding the current beliefs

thodox creed and and widespread religious practices of their new

environment. These popular faiths, centring

round the worship of Rudra-Siva, Visnu-Narayana, or Krsna Vasu-

deva, were strongly marked by a tendency towards devotional-

ism which must have had a disintegrating and even disruptive

effect on the older ceremonial or theosophic religion. All this

led, on the one hand, to a practical codification of older tradition

and stricter regulation of daily life and conduct in the Srauta-,

Gfhya-, and Dharma-Sutras
;

on the other hand, it resulted in

a renewed and systematic philosophical activity, sometimes

keeping more faithfully to the old Upanisadic spirit (Vedanta), but

sometimes starting from a different point and

Readjustment and re- diverging more widely (Samkhya). But all- this
shaping of the older , . , , e

Srauta religion, and old not prove enough for preventing an entire
enewai and re-m- reshaping of the older religion. Sectarian popular
terpretation of popu- & r *

riar faiths. faiths had been gradually gaining ground, and

they must have been more in rapport with ordi-

nary life than the mystic ritual of the priest or the profound specula-

Readjustment and re

shaping of the older

Srauta religion, and
enewai and re- in-

terpretation of popu-

rlar faiths.
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tion of the philosopher. It is true that some of the Upani^ads, if

not the Brahamanas, were in a way popular, or intended for a wider
public

; but the inherited ritual and creed could be accepted only
by the initiated, and generally speaking, they never seemed to have
formed the actual faith of the people. The elasticity of orthodox
philosophy, however, admitted a whole world of gods as a temporary
reality into its idealistic scheme

;
and the older placid theology,

already disturbed by the newer worship of sectaries, had to read-
just itself, even for its own prestige and continuance, to the changing
order of things. A new (and yet not entirely new) feeling, the
spirit of emotional religious devotion or bhakti as it came to be called,

was gradually developing round new personal gods or old gods
conceived anew as wielding power of love and grace

;
and this,

having already found its way into the heart, had to be justified also
in the intellect. All this may not have been accomplished by any

deliberate theological attempt, but the result of

ultimate compromise is seen not only in the

fully developed sectarianism of the MahabhZrata in

general, but also in particular in the syncretic

theism of the Bhagavadgita
,

which cannot be

satisfactorily explained as an isolated phenomenon.
If there was a strain, original or developed, of theism in the Upani-

sads, it is only natural that it could in the end easily, if not perfec-

tly, mingle with the best theistic elements of the popular cults.

If the one was predominantly reflective and the other essentially

emotional, both the theistic streams had their source in the same

hopes and longings of the human heart
;
and this fact could partially

reconcile, if not fully obliterate, the incongruities of an alliance

between philosophy and devotional faith.

Our sources of information about these ob *Ke religious move-

ments are, however, scanty and unsatisfactory. The problem of

the origin and development of a religious movement is in itself a

difficult one, but the difficulty is enhanced in

of' historical "record!

C 1

S

this particular case by a hopeless insufficiency of

historical data. Here and there we come across

isolated facts or ideas, but the connecting links, sometimes stretching

over centuries, have to be supplied by inferences from such meagre

premises. We have to depend almost entirely on what is contained

in the epic poetry, supplemented to a certain extent, by additional

information from inscriptions and doubtful literary sources. It

The resuit of the com-
promise in the deve-

loped sectarianism cf

the Mah&bhSrata and
in the syncretic philo-

sophy of the Bhaga-
vadglta.
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would be highly interesting indeed if it were possible to trace histori-

cally and consecutively the train of ideas whereby

a formal or philosophical religion, living by ordi-

nance and dogma, could adapt itself to the free-

dom and unconventionality of popular beliefs,

which in their turn allowed themselves to be renewed and transform-

ed. Apart from the general failure of sober historical material

in India, the fact that sectarian religions, handed down by floating

and indefinite tradition, were originally the possession of the people

dissociated them from the sympathy of the orthodox creed 1
;
and

l These popular faiths could not have been “anti-Brfihmanist”

in the sense in which Grierson takes the term (Ind. Ant., 1908,

p. 252 and elsewhere)
;
at best we can call them non-Brahmanist or

rather non-orthodox. There could not have been any sense of sharp

antithesis, and their easy ultimate 4CBrahmanisation , ' would in itself

be a proof of their freedom from any direct antithetical attitude.

Even Grierson’s dubious theory of the Ksatriya origin of one of these

cults, if admitted, can hardly be adduced as a proof of its alleged

anti-Brahmanist tendency. There are passages indeed in the Malta-

bharata (e.g. xii, 269, 9) which may be taken to indicate that the

doctrine of Bhagavatism was recognised as opposed to the pure teach-

ing of the Vedas, but these probably bear testimony to the non-

orthodox and popular character of the faith or its independent origin,

and nothing more. It may be conceded that Bhagavatism was
not strictly Brahmanic, and could not have been evolved within

the fold of orthodoxy which clung to Vedr rites and Vedtc

gods. But, as Hopkins ( Ethics of India, 1924, p. 172) rightly

points out, it was also not anti-Brahmanic, for it did not reject

Brahmanic authority and institution, as the Buddhists did. There
is no open denunciation of the orthodox religion, but there is,

on the other hand, a distinct anxiety for as much reconciliation as

possible. The trend of the Bha^avadgita itself would shew this. In

the Narayanlya section also, the orthodoxy of the Narayanlya or

Paflcaratra theology is insisted upon by the legend that the supreme
scripture of this religion was uttered by the seven CitraSikhandin

sages (Marlci, Atri etc.) and Manu Svayambhuva, and was appro-
ved by Narayana himself as according well with the four Vedas.
There is also the legend of Narada receiving at Svetadvlpa the doc-
trine directly from Narayana

; while its conservatism is expressed

Sectarian religions as

the possession of peo-
pie left no early re*

cords.
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they received, until they could not be safely ignored, little recognition

and justice, even if they swayed the lives of a larger population

and had been of greater living force.

One of the most important sectarian movements referred to above

is what is known as the cult of Vi§nu, to which we shall confine our

attention in this enquiry. H. Ray Choudhuri 1 is undoubtedly right in

characterising Visnuism, in its general acceptation,

in

h

thc

W
Epic

P ° f Vl?’* U as a £reat federation of religions bound together

by certain fundamental doctrines
;
but the earliest

and the most important of its many phases is the worship of Visnu

as Narayana-Kfsna-Vasudeva, which forms the leading motive of the

MahabJuirata in general and of the Bhagavadgxta in particular. But

it is a long step indeed from the theistic speculation of the Upani§ads

to the full-blooded sectarianism of the great Epic.

Strictly speaking, this cult, as we find it developed in the Epic,

is hardly yet known by the special appellation of Vaisnavism,* but

by its belief in yajiia, tapas and other traits of the iSrauta religion.

It would be a hasty generalisation also to state that certain charac-

teristic features of the faith, like the Ahirnsfi doctrine, are proofs

(as H. Ray Choudhuri in Early History of the Vaimava Sect
, Calcutta,

1920, p vii, presumes) that “Bhagavatism, like the religions of

Mahavlra and Buddha, was the expression of a natural reaction from

the sacrifice-ridden religion of the Brahmanic period”. The super-

ficial analogy suggested to Buddhism and Jainism ^
which though

heterodox or heretical, can scarcely be described as popular) is

misleading for more reasons than one
;
and Ray Choudhuri seems

to have overlooked the fact that there was an intervening Upanisadic

period in which the formal sacrificial religion of the Brahmanas was

being gradually replaced by a more intellectual theosophy, and that

within this intellectual theosophy not only theistic but devotional

tendencies were developing.

1 Op. cit. t p. vii.

2 The word attaches itself peculiarly and prominently to the

cult in the later phase of its history, but probably not so in its

earlier
;
and there is scarcely any evidence of a Vai^nava cult in

early times. [The sectarian name Vaisnava as a worshipper of

Visnu is to be found nearly at the end in the latest portion of the

epic, but that only three times. In Mbh t% xviii, 6, 97, for instance,

we are told :

I.U.Q., MARCH, 1931 '

. ^
13
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is characterised by various names, not intrinsically connected with

each other. This fact can be satisfactorily explained only by the

supposition that sources of these names and there-

!ts different appelia- fore G f tjie cu jt itself were many and varied. Al-
tions, indicating many

# #

J

and varied source*. though it identifies its deity apparently with the

Vedic Vi§nu, it is seldom directly called Vaisnava
;

and the Vedic Visnu can hardly be recognised in the deity it wor-

ships. It is sometimes called the religion of the Bhagavatas, the

worshippers of Bhagavat, the Lord, the Blessed or the Adorable

One, 1 its earliest religious text-book being the BhagavadgMa . In

as$adasa purananain Sravanad yat phalam bhavet /

tat phalam samavapnoti vaisnavo natra samfiayah //

The mention of the eighteen furanas raises a doubt as to the

earliness of the passage. The other two passages occur in the same

context and speak of vaiqnavam padam (xviii, 6, 98 ; 6, 103) and

vaisnavam ya§ah (xviii, 6, 98) in the same strain. In some other

passages the word is used more in the sense of “relating to or belong-

ing to Visnu" than “worshipping Visnu". Thus, Duryodhana in

one passage (ill, 254, 15-20) is advised to perform a vaisnava yajha

or sacrifice to Visnu as a substitute for the Rajasuya. In the

same way, Narayana as Mahapurusa advises the gods to perform

a vaisnava kratu (xii, 340, 55). Phrases like vaisnava astra
y
vaisnava

tejasy
or vaisnava sthana arc common enough, but they have apparent-

ly no sectarian significance.—S. K. D.].

1 Grierson (JRAS , 1910, pp. 159-162
;
“Bhakti-marga" in ERE,,

p. 539 ;
also cf. A. Govindacarya Svamin, JRASt 1910, pp. 861-62)

derives the term bhagavat from root bhaj (to which the sense “to

adore*' is given) and connects it with bhakli

,

which is also derived

from the same verbal root. The word bhagavat
y

in his opinion,

mean “the Adorable One/' V. V. Sovani [JRAS, 19:0, pp. 863 f.)

would derive the term (more accurately) from root bhaj, “to divide/’

“to share," but give to it the sense of “the possessor of all merit ov

quality,” so that the word, in his opinion, could be best translated

by the expression “the Perfect/' F. Otto Schrader (JRAS% 1911,

p, 194) would prefer the phrase “the Holy One." Hopkins, after an

elaborate review of the Vedic and Epic use of the term, would con-

clude
(JRAS % 1911, pp. 727*38) that it would be best to retain the

expression "the Blessed One," indicating the deity who is blessed

with all good attributes and by implication blesses his devotee.
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the somewhat mythical Narayanlya section (ch. 334-351) of the

&5ntiparvan, again, the supreme god is named Narayana or Hari, and

From the point of view of the faith itself the etymological discussion

is rather futile
;

for, to the devotee, the word expresses much more

than its mere radical or historical meaning, and it is therefore un-

translatable. It must be noted that the word is applied in the Epic,

as elsewhere, to various gods and demi-gods, to priests, saints, and

sages, possessing high merit, especially religious merit, as well as to

the Supreme Being. It is also a familiar designation of the Buddha.

Sometimes a mere form of polite address (“venerable sir"), the word

has also the restricted connotation of reverence to the possessor of

attributes, holy or divine
;
while in the derivative word bhagavata

its denotation is still more restricted to a particular divinity, whose

name obviously (like that of the Buddha) was originally an epithet.

Whether the word bhagavat has a direct connexion to the still earlier

bhaga
,

the name of a Vedic deity, of which there are corresponding

words in other Indo-European languages (see Schrader, Reallexicon d%

lndo-Gcrman . Alterth. 2nd Ed. i, p. 406 ; JRAS y 1911, p. 194) is

extremely doubtful
;

but it is most likely that the Vedic Bhaga

was conceived, as his name would indicate, as the apportioner of

good luck or giver of good things—a sense which apparently survives,

probably through the radical connexion, in the word bhagavat. There

is no justification for Macnicol's opinion (Indian Theism
, p. 32') that

tlie Bhagavat “traces his descent from the ancient Sun -god Bhaga, one

of the Adityas” except the accidental similarity of the name due to

derivation from the same verbal root. Hopkins (loc. cit) is perhaps

right in suggesting that the word bhaga itself (apart from its being

a proper name) means in Vedic ,, fortune
,,

or “good luck" (root bhaj,

to share), so that the original Vedic significance of the word bhagavat

would be “one who is fortunate or blessed,'
1

without any strong reli-

gious implication. [The Vedic ‘bhaga’ is interpreted in the sense of

bhagadheya or ‘good fortune* in Airukta ix, 31, (cf. xii, 3 ;
iii, 16

in the sense of sexual enjoyment)
;
and the word is apparently de-

rived from the root bhaj\ ‘to distribute/ ‘to apportion* (i, 7), which is

also implied in the name of the deity Bhaga as the distributor or the

apportioner. The word subhaga in the sense of 'auspicious' is a common

enough epithet of Vedic deities. The root does not occur in the list

of 44 roots in Nighantu iii, 14, signifying Vedic worship, and it could

not have meant ‘to adore/ But it is noteworthy that the word is
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his unceremonious worship appears to be still bearing traces of the
older sacrificial religion. The so-called Narayaijlya system, though
connected with Bhagavat and Vasudeva, is said to have originated

from Narayana, who is indeed identified here with Hari, Visnu, Hara
and Krsna (besides other gods), but to whom we have the earliest

reference in the Satapatha-Brahmana as Purusa-Narayana in connex-
ion with the mythical performance of a paficaratra sattra or series of

sacrifices lasting over five days. Hence this system is sometimes
known as the religion of the NarayanTyas (i.e. followers of Narayana),

and is also called the Panca-ratra (or Pafica-ratra) system, about the

origin and meaning of which term, however, there is considerable

uncertainty. The religious system, again, connects itself prominent-

ly with Krma-Vasudeva, whose name can be split up and traced

separately back to Vedic literature, but who, spoken of as Bhagavat,

figures as its promulgator in the Bhagavadgita, thus lending his

name to the worship. His tribal name Satvata (or less correctly

Sattvata), to which fanciful etymologies are given 1 but which has

been taken as conterminous with the family name Vrsni, occurs in

the fSantiparvan as a synonym of Bhagavata (as well as of Bhagavat
himself) without any ethnic significance. It is also a designation of the

religion itself. From the monotheistic character ot the faith, more-

over, the devotee is called Ekantin or Ekantika
,
and the religion is

often designated as Ekanta- (or Ekantika-) dharma.® Each of

apparently used in the sense of (sexual) enjoyment in Nirukta iii, 16

in connexion with the word fara,—S. K. D.]

1 See fRAS , 1911, p. 939, f. n. 1 ;
also Mbh xii, 342, jjl.

2 All the four designations, Bhagavata, Satvata, Ekantin and

Paficaratra occur in the NarayanTya section
(Mbh ,

xii, 337, I
;

xii,

335 » l9 ]
xii, 348, 1-4 ;

xii, 235, 25). [The term 'Ekayana* (‘The Way
of the One/ or ‘Fixing one’s thought on one object* *» Monotheism)

is applied to the system in la fer Paficaratra Agamas (e.g. Padma-
tantra

, ,
18) : but the word is not found in the Narayanlya. An

Ekayara doctrine
( 61 . 30) is taught in Mbh., xii, 217, but it appears

to be a variation of the Brahma-doctrine (so Nllakantha)
;
although

N«r.i,ana (si. 2) is associated with it, it has nothing to do with the

Ekin.'.n dnarma of the Narayanlya. In Bri-Prasna Samhita (quoted

in RA 3, 1911, p. 937, n. i) the word is vaguely used to denote a
ved:.* pos-'ojy a Ifpanisad, or the crown of ail Upanisads, of which
+
* later Paficaratra literature is supposed to be a vast com-
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these terms possesses a history behind it, and the ultimate Bhagavata

religion , as revealed in the Epic, appears to be
History behind these r . . r

appellations. the final meeting place or many currents of

ideas and sentiments. The original records of the

school are now lost, and how the different currents met is a puzzle
;

but an historical examination of the terms, so far as available mater-

ials permit, would form a profitable preliminary to the understanding

of the main lines of the conjectural development of the religious

system and of the bhakti-vuda it expounds.

Vianu possesses a fairly long history, which gives him, as a deity,

different values for mythology, ritualism, philosophy and religion.

Judged by the number of hymns addressed to

of

h

Vi?nu.

,n ai>d h,story
him in the Rg~veda, he does not appear to possess

as much importance as his subsequent position

in Indian religious history would indicate. We have only five entire

hymns addressed to him, but in the somewhat puzzling character given

to him by these hymns one can hardly recognise the Visnu who became

the centre of worship of the bhakti religion which goes by his name. 1

mentary. Is it in this sense (i.e. Upanisad) that the word is used

in Chandogya Up., vii, i, 2, where Narada gives Sanatkumara a list

of sSstras he has studied, though he makes it clear that he is a mantravtt

and not an atmavit (or Aupanisada) ? Colebrooke (Essays, i, p. 414,

Madras ed. 1871), however, expresses his legitimate doubt about the

meaning of Ekayana as a Sakha of the Veda. Or, does it really

refer to a traditional early Paficaratra system, with which Narada's

name is associated in the Epic ? Different explanations of the word

in Ch . Up. have been suggested, e.g., Nitisastra (Sankara), Ethics

(Max Muller) etc.
;
but none is satisfactory. The word is also used

in Chandogya Up vii, 5, 2 (cittam hy evaisam ekayanam) apparently in

the same sense as employed in Brhad-Ar, Up. ii, 4, II and iv, 5, 12,

viz. The sole object/ 'the centre of union/ 'the meeting place'
; but

this obvious connotation does net help us in fixing its denotation of

a particular iastra.— S. K. D.],

1 The main features of Visnu\s character have already been

fully analysed and discussed by writers on Vedic mythology and

religion, and we need not give detailed references here. Most of the

relevant Rg-vedic texts in original and in translation will be found

conveniently collected together in Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts

(London. 1863), vol. iv, ch. 2, pp. 54-83.
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Conceived as a beneficent young giant 1 of unknown parentage, 2 his

characteristic attributes are his close association

vijnu in the %-veda with Indra 3 and his three mystic strides. 4

ance witMifd^a!
^

The first of these attributes naturally resulted

in a transference to him of some of the titles

and heroic deeds of Indra, as well as giving him even in Rg-

vcdic times a certain reality and importance among the great gods
;
but

it also tended to obscure his distinctive character. All his great-

ness, however, was not due to Indra, even if he does shine in Indra’s

reflected glory. 5 He has his own definite and

famous feat which elicits enthusiastic praise, and

this consists of the three mighty strides with

which he measures the universe. The first two strides are earthly,

discernible to men, but the third, the highest (parama pada ) is inscrut-

able, known only to the wise. In the highest step

parama
h

pada!
CP ^

°f the wide-strider, which is also called his highest

abode or domain, those devoted to the gods

(,devayu), as well as the gods themselves, rejoice; 6
it is like an eye

and his three mighty
strides.

1 Brhacchar~ira> ynvan, knmara ,
i, 155,6.

2 He is not one of the Adityas in the Kg-vcda. Rut he is already

becoming an Aditya in Vatapallia Br xiv, i, 1,6. It is in the Malta-

bha rata and the Purtioas that we find him established in this role,

his original solar character probably suggesting this new relation,

3 The references are numerous. One entire hymn (i, 155) is

devoted to the pair. He is Indra’s worthy or intimate friend (indra-

sya yufyah sahln i, 2 2, 19) and is addressed as friend or colleague

by Indra himself in many a hymn, the friendship arising from Visnu's

aid to Indra in his heroic deeds. In his supreme feat of slaying

Vitra, Indra implores Visnu to step out more widely (viii, 89, 12 ;

iv, iS, 11 ; see also 1 , 1 56, 5 ;
vi, 20, 2 ;

vi, 69 ;
vii, 99, 4 f.).

4 Referred to in almost every hymn to Visnu.

5 inspite of one of the hymns (viii, 12, 27) which tells us that

it by indra’s power that Visnu took hi* three strides. On the

contrary, the myth seems to be established enough that Indra is power-

T'S without Visnu's mystic aid,

<: Horderns’ interpretation (Religions of India, p. 56 followed

by G bwo.d, Religion of the Rg-vcda, p. 194 and Ray Chaudlniri,

op. at
. p. y) based chiefly on i, 154, that it is the abode of the departed

spirits o hardly ho- ,ie out by the passage itself. The stanza referred
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fixed shiningly in heaven, and in it there is a well of mead. Although

the origin and etymology of the name Visnu are puzzling, 1 both anci-

ent and modern scholars* agree in assigning an original solar character

to this deity, his leading attribute of the three strides sj mbolising

the passage of the swiftly moving luminary through the three divisions

of the universe (earth, air and heaven), or (a view

which is less likely) representing its rise, clumina-

tion and setting. Inspite of the Let that Visnu,

in one of the hymns (i, 156, 3), is called the ancient germ of rta :i

R^-vedic Vi £*nu—

a

solar -jod,

to only speaks poetically of the seet’s wish to attain that path or

domain ( pathas) of Visnu, where men devoted to the gods rejoice,

referring to the paravia pada or the highest step where there is a

well of mead, although in the immediately preceding stanza all the

three steps are described as unfailing, filled with mead and rejoicing

in bliss. There is no reference here or elsewhere to any “realm of de-

parted spirits”. Neither the funeral hymns nor the hymns to the fathers

contain any alluston to Visnu. The Ug-veda, x, 15, 3 cited by Hopkins

(op. cit.
t p. 144) does not appear to be conclusive on this point. At

least, such frankly uncertain and meagre data should not be made

the basis of such generalisation of Visnu's connexion with the spii its

of the dead as Macnicol (o/> . cit., p. 31) indulges in
;

nor is there

any definite idea of a “Min-home of souls’’ such as Griswold imagines.

Oldenberg (Religion dcs Veda, p. 232) and Keith (Philosophy and Reli-

gion of the pediiy p. 109, note 6) appear to negative the idea of Visnu's

connexion with the spirits of the dead.

1 Various etymologies are suggested. Besides the orthodox

ones of '/vis, to pervade (DhaInputha> iii, 13), vi-f/as, to attain

(Dh. iii, 18 or ix, Si), / vis to enter (Dh . iv, 130), vi-f /si to let loose,

(Dh. v, 2. or ix, 5), we have also the generally accepted derivation

/vis, ‘to be active’ (Bohtlingk and Roth, Macdonell, Keith etc.),

or ‘to stimulate' or ‘inspire’ (Barnett), vi + snu (akin to sZimi) 'crossing

the back of the earth’ (Bloomfield), vi (bird) + affix snu, designating

the Sun-bird (Bloch), and vi (fly)-fsnu (on the analogy of ji*nn) ‘ the

heavenly bird" (Hopkins).

2 With the notable exception of Oldenberg (op t cit . p. 2291.)

who thinks that there is no definite trace of solar character in Visnu,

that he represents an abstract conception merely as a traverser ot

wide space, and that nothing concerete corresponds to his three steps,

3 /Ita here may or may nut mean sacrificial order
,

it probably
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and not the god of

sacrifice.

(purvyam rtasya garbham), there is nothing to warrant the view inge-

niously maintained by Barnett 1 that this solar interpretation is

an after-thought or a subsequent mythologisation, that the Vedic Visnu

is not the Sun, and that we must emphasise those

passages of the younger Vedas and Brahmanas which

present Visnu as the spirit of Brah manic sacrifice

Even leaving open the question whether there is in the Rg-veda

any advanced ritualistic theory which would make such a suggestion

plausible, it is difficult to accept Barnett's contention as applying to

Rg-vedic Visnu. It is not enough to explain all the Rg-vedic mytho-

logical characteristics and epithets of Visnu and displace the generally

accepted theory of solar origin, of which traces persist throughout the

history of the deity
;
but the point is important for understanding

the process of Vignu’s elevation in subsquent literature. Following

R. G. Bhandarkar 2 the general opinion has been that Vi^nu's later

popularity and rise in importance were chiefly due to the reverence

for the third step, the mysterious highest abode where he dwells.

This is probably true, but it cannot be the whole explanation.

The passages from the younger Vedas and Brahmanas emphasised

by Barnett establish without doubt that in the Brahmanic period,

if not in the Rg-vedic times. Visnu was connceived more or less

as the embodied spirit of sacrifice, whose inspiring power was an

aid to Indra
;
and that his three steps embracing the earth, air

and sky were perhaps expressed symbolically in the common ritual

formula bhur bhuvah svah (earth, air and sky), 3 which apparently

refers to the all-pervading power of sacrifice. It is not clear by

refers to cosmic order. This word indicates no connexion with

Varuna and his Rta, and Keith is undoubtedly right {op, cit., p. 112,

note) in stating that Visnu’s connexion with Varuna is slight and

artificial.

1 Hindu Gods and Heroes (London, 1922), pp. 38L

2 Vaisnavism, Saivism and other Minor Religious Systems

(Strassburg 1913), pp. 33L

3 This is Barnett’s explanation
;

but the ritual formula, which

may conceivably refer to the three forms or three abodes of the pre-

eminently ritualistic god Agni, need not be directly connected with

Visnu. The sacrificers taking three strides in the ritual in imitation

of the three strides of Visnu (Satapatha Br, t
i, 9, 3, 9-10 and IS) is,

however, more significant (Keith, Taitt, Sam,, i. p. cxxvii).
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what train of thought this conception of Vi§nu as sacrifice was

reached in the Brahmanas, but it is clear that by this identification,

beginning from the time of the Yajur-Veda, Visnu came to possess

an added importance in Brahmanic theory and ritual, even if he

was not yet' the * supreme god nor the god of a devotional faith. He
was perhaps already a great god in Rg-vedic times, but this constant

identification with sacrifice, as Keith points out, 1 probably increased

that greatness and made it permanent and abiding.

Another Rg-vedic attribute, which Visnu shares with Varuna and

other gods but which must have moulded his character in epic times

, . ,
as a sectarian god, is his good thought or bene-

Vijnu s benevolence
. . .

and his exertions on volence (sumati), which embraces all mankind and

Rg
n

vlda.

half 10
through which he traverses the universe with his

wide steps (1,156,3; vii, 100, 2). Among the

motives variously given for the three strides are mentioned Visnu's

concern for men in distress (iv, 49, 13) and his desire to bestow the

earth as dwelling for man (vii, 69, 5-6
j

vii, 100, 4). It was Visnu

who made fast the earth, propped up the lofty sky, enveloped the

world in light, and by his three steps maintained the steadfast ordi-

nances
;
hence he is called the Protector, gopa (1, 22, 18-19

; 1,154,

1-2
;

vi, 69, 5 ;
vii, 99, 2-4

;
etc). No doubt, some of these cosmic

acts and attributes Visnu possesses in common with other gods • and

his mythological alliance with Indra may be partially responsible for

his magnanimous and munificent qualities
;
but benevolence is one

of the traits which is unmistakeable and which, surviving in the

mythological conception of the Epic, must have helped the process

of his later elevation in popular sectarianism.

Whatever may have been the process of his translation and eleva-

tion in epic times, there can be no doubt that

Uon°of
a
««'fi

P
cVi“

n

the Visnu, is already a more important deity in Rg-

younger Vedas and vedic times than the comparative paucity of
Br&hmanas. r r

.

references in the hymns would seem to indicate. 2

He comes to figure more prominently and definitely as the persona-

1 Philosophy and Religion of the Veda
, p. til.

2 See Keith, op. cit.
} p. 109. Although only five entire hymns

are addressed to Visnu in the Rg-veda, lie is referred to about a little

over hundred times
;
and Rg-veda i,#22, i6f„ i, 154-6, vii, 99, 1, vii, 100

would, inspite of the usual tendency to henotheism, show that he

was not such an insignificant god in the Vedic pantheon as he is

l.II.Q.i MARCH, 193 1 H
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tion of sacrifice in the younger Vedas and Brahmanas.1 In the Taitti-

rlya-Samkita (i, 7, 4) we are told that “Visnu is verily the sacrifice”

—

a sentiment which is accepted implicitly in the Maitrdyanl Samhitd

i, 4,14 and seems to be fairly well established in post-Vedic literature,

In the Vdfasaneyi-Samhztd (
ii, 25 and xii, 5), Visnu, presumably as *yaffia

*

or sacrifice (as commentators explain) is mentioned as dispelling evil-

minded enemies, and the three strides are now definitely located in the

earth, air and space.One significant passage of the Hatapatha-Bni hwarm

(i, 9, 3, 9) relates the details of the legend regarding the three steps

and furnishes a symbolical meaning to it in terms of the ritual. 2

The miraculous power of Vamana-Visnu, the Sacrifice, of enlarging

himself (in his artifice to defeat the Asuras) to such an extent as

to encompass the whole universe, 3 is referred to in another

passage of the same Brahmana (i, 2, 5, I f.), which gives perhaps the

germs of the later myth of the dwarf incarnation
;

while yet another

passage of the same text (xiv, i, i, 1 f.) contains the legend of a conten-

tion among the gods at a sacrificial session, in which Visnu, the

Sacrifice itself, comes off victorious and is therefore dubbed “the

most excellent (vreHha) of the gods”. The sentiment is anticipated

often thought to be. Ilis name occurs 59 and 66 times in the Yajur

and Atharva-Vcda respectively. That he was an old deity even

in Rg^vcda seems probable from the reference to him as parva.

1 Some of the Brahmana passages in original and in transla-

tion will be found collected together in Muir, op. cit., iv, pp. 107-114.

2 We are told in this passage that Visnu by his strides obtained

for the gods all pervading power (
vikrdnti), and that the same perva-

ding power Visnu, as sacrifice, obtains by his strides for the sacrificer.

For this reason the sacrificer strides the Visnu strides, referring to

the three strides which the sacrificer takes in the ritual in imitation

of Visnu himself. Identification with sacrifice also occurs in Ratapatha

Br i, I, I, 2 ;
xiv, I, I, 6 ;

Ait. Br . i, 1 5 ;
Taitt. Br. i, 2, 5, i, etc.

It is noteworthy that ‘yajria* or sacrifice is an “incarnation” of Visnu

in the B/iagava ta Parana (i, 3, 1 f.).

3 In this passage the three strides arc not mentioned. Ct. Rg-

vtda %
i, 155, 6 where Visnil’s gigantic form (brhaccharira

)

is mentioned.

On an explanation of the origin ui the myth of the dwarf form, see

Keith, op. cit„ p. in, which also refers to the Brahmana and Sarnhita

passages relating to the cosmogonic Boar and Fish forms (see

Macdonell, Vc.iic Mythology
,
Strassburg 1897, p. 41).
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in the Aitareya-Brahmana (i, i) which calls Visnu, as a ritualistic

deity, paramadeva , in contradistinction to Agni, who is called

avamadtva ,

l although the same Brahmana elsewhere (i, 30) gives

to Visnu the doubtful compliment of making him the door-keeper

of the gods (devanam dvcirapalah)* A curious legend is also told

in the Satapatka Brahmana (xiv, 1, i, 7-10) 3 of the accidental sever-

ing of Visnu’s head from his body and of the head being transformed

into the Sun— a recollection perhaps of his original solar character.

On the mythological side, as distinguised from

iogica*protector*from
the merely ritualistic,* the three strides of Visiiu

Asuras. become important in the Brahmanas for the part

they play in the protection of the world from the

Asuras, who are now conceived definitely as evil beings perpetually

hostile to the gods. Thus, in the Aitareya-Brahinana\(v\, 15) the Asuras

having agreed to assign to the gods so much as could be covered by

Visnu with three strides, he is said to have appropriated by his

famous strides the world, the Vedas and speech.

In the earlier Upanisads, Visnu does not figure much*; but the

1 This apparently refers to their respective order of invocation

in the Soma sacrifice (Agni being invoked first and Visnu last), and

not, as Max Miiller pointed out, proves anything as to their rela-

tive dignity or place in the hierarchy of gods. Keith suggests that

the passage may refer to the physical situation of the gods, viz. the

celestial Sun and the terrestrial Fire.

2 Quoting Rg-veda (i, 1 56, 4) (vraf&m ca visnuh sakkiium apor«

nute), where Visnu with his friends is described opening the enclo-

sure (of Vrtra ?).

3 The story is repeated in Taitt, Aranyaka
}

v, 1,1-7. l n Par7ica~

viinsa Br vii, 5, 6 f. the same tale is told of Makha (
= sacrifice ?).

See Weber, Hist, of Ind. Lit,, English Trs,, 4th ed. (London 1904),

pp. 126-7.

4 ^ is important to note, as R, G. Bhandarkar points out (op,

cit., p. 34), that not only in the sacrificial ceremony, but also in the

ritual of domestic life, specially in the marriage ritual, Visnu came

to play a part. Visnu as the protector of the embryo and promoter-

of conception is already a Rg-vedic idea (vii i, 36, 9 ;
x, ?$4).

5 Vi§nu is mentioned in Brhad-Ar. Up., iv, 4, 21 (visnur yonini

kalpayatu) in the course of a symbolical description of the sexual rite
;

but the passage hardly signifies much, unless one supposes that
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Katka Upaniqad, in a well-known passage (i, 3, 9) gives a philoso-

phical significance to Visnu 's Parama pada as the
Vignu in the , , . , . , . ,

r
t „

-

Upanigads. end of the path which man traverses, the final

goal of existence. With an undoubted reference

to the older Rg-vedic myth, the highest step of Vifnu is used (as

the preceding stanzas show) almost synonymously with the state of

Brahma (tatpada), so that Visnu is apparently mentioned here as

an empirical manifestation or form of Brahman. It must be borne

in mind that in the Rg*vedic scheme the upper heaven, which is

spoken of as the highest step and abode of Visnu, is not his exclu-

sive dwelling, but belongs to all celestial {dyu-sthana) deities, as

well as to the terrestrial Agni and Soma
;

but when it became

peculiar to Visnu as his paratna pada
, this expression presumably help-

ed in raising the deity to his higher post-Vedic dignity.

It is clear from the brief sketch given above that the Vedic and

Brahmanic Visnu has little inner connexion with the Narayantya or

Bhagavata religion, which apperently did not owe

of the Vedic and its origin to Vedic literature, and that early Visnu-

Br&hrnanic Vignu with
jSm, if it ever independently existed, was neither

bhakti religion. r J

Narayana-Krsna-Vasudeva worship, nor the bhakti-

religion which came to be known under the generic name of Vaisnav-

ism. No doubt, Visnu's benevolence is a characteristic trait, but it has

Visnu here symbolises the source of fertility, in accordance with the

Rg-vedic idea of Vi§nu as the promoter of conception. In Taitt. Up .

i, 1, 1 Visnu is apparently nothing more than the wide-striding

(viqnur urukramah) Vedic deity. Among later Upanisads the Mai-

trayanl distinctly brings in sectarian ideas and refers to the three

aspects of the Supreme Being as Brahma, Rudra and Vigr.u (iv, 5 ;

vi, 5). It is not necessary to refer here to the much later neo-Upa-

nisads where Vi§nu figures abundantly as the Supreme Being, for these

must have been composed under professedly Vaignavite influence.

Barnett's statement (/RAS , 1929, p. 129) that the chief doctrines of

a Vi§nuite Church are preserved in Chandogya Up. iii, 17, 6 is not

supported by anything in the text itself, unless of course one presumes

the identity of Krsna-Devakiputra of this passage with Vasudeva-

Kr§na of the epic (which question may now be left out of discussion).

Still less are any Visnuite doctrines preserved, as he alleges, in certain

parts of the Katha Up.
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little direct relation to the idea of a god of grace, 1 which' s funda-

mental to the later faiths
;
and the cosmic and ritualistic attributes

fade away*in the later vivid and devout conception of a personal and

loveable god. The process whereby the comparatively inferior Vedic

Vi§QU was in post-Vedic literature transformed into the supreme

Epic Visnu isj not altogether difficult to understand, for the latter

still retains some of the characteristics of his earlier prototype
* but

it is not clear how Visnu, whether Vedic or Brah-

manic, could be connected with an entirely new

system of theistic devotion for a personal god

and identified with Narayana or Krsna-Vasudeva.

One may presume that this was due merely to the fortuitous

circumstance that Visnu, Narayana and Vasudeva-Kysna were inde-

How he was connected
and identified with

popular devotionalism.

I Macnicors statements (op. cit., p. 39) that Visnu from Vedic

times “was recognised as a god of grace” or that he was “too highly

personalised a deity” are too hasty generalisations. It is also alleged

(op. tit* p. 34) that Visnu “was connected from earliest Vedic times with

a work of deliverance for mankind” and that this was one of the ele-

ments which inspired the thought of ‘‘salvation* and elevated Visnu

to the highest place in Indian theistic devotion. But Rg-veda, vi, 49,

13, which is cited in support, only speaks in general terms of Visnu's

feat of measuring the universe by his three strides for the good of

mankind and praises his bountifulness. The verse cannot be speci-

fically construed as giving any idea of a god of grace connected

with the work of deliverance or salvation, but it merely refers, gene-

rally, to bis benevolence and munificence, of which we have spoken

above. If deeds of deliverance were any test, then Indra, more than

Visnu, should have claimed more attention. If, in the Brahmana,

Vignu is associated with protection of the world from the Asuras, it must

have been due to his alliance with Indra and the Vrtra-myth or to

his new role as the personification of sacrifice. Macnicol’s further

generalisation (p. 30) that the Brahmana identification of Visnu with

sacrifice is an indication that Visnu was “already on his way to

his place as the god of the worship of men’s hearts” is not only

unwarranted but betrays an entire misunderstanding of the Brah-

mana notion of sacrifice. See Keith's effective criticism of this point

in [RAS, 1915, p. 839,
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pendently raised to the supreme dignity and were (despite their

difference as types) as a matter of course equalised by a mysterious

process of religious syncretism. Mutual compromise may be suggest-

ed. But all this cannot be the whole explanation. The connecting links

are unfortunately missing • only surmise but no definite solution of

the problem is possible.

In the obscurity of the early ages it is not easy to discern the

causes which set Visnu apart for this particular role and raised him

to the place of eminence which he came to occupy

Jf

h

v;:nIrs

r

hi’story!

eeS
in P°st-Vedic religious literature; but from the

account given above the different stages can be

dimly distinguished. When we find that the Brahmanas already

identify Visnu with the sacrifice and exalt him as an excellent deity,

we can guess that he is already on the way of becoming one of the

central figures of the sacrificial religion. This is the first stage : but

how this was accomplished is not clear. There is

His identification no evidence to support Barnett’s thesis that tlrs
with sacrifice— its

1 r

cause and effect. was the natural working out of an older hieratic

tradition which regarded Visnu not as a solar

character but from the beginning, as the personification of sacrifice.

It appears more plausible, on the other hand, to regard Visnu’s ins-

piring mythological connexion with India in the latter's heroic deeds

as one of the factors working towards this identification with sacrifice,

especially if we bear in mind the Vedic theory of the inspiring power

of sacrifice, which is supposed to strengthen the gods in the perfor-

mance of their divine functions, lndra is declared in mythology to

gain in power by Visnu’s mystic aid, in the same way as lndra is

said in ritual theory to acquire divine energy by the mystic aid of

sacrifice. An original mythological trait, of which an analogy was

found in the ritual dogma, might have led to the ultimate mystical

equalisation
$
but we must not press the analogy so far as to suppose

with Barnett that in Visnu's three all-embracing strides was found the

symbol of the power of sacrifice to pervade the three worlds.

At any rate, in one of the younger Upanisads we find not only a

confirmation of Visnu's rising significance in Brahmanical circle, but

also the hint of a temporary philosophical per-

vi?nu as a temporary sonification of Visnu as Brahman. In the declara-

Hc»don
P
of

C

Bra
>

hina

>

n.

1

that the end of man’s long journey, the goal

of wisdom, is the highest place of Visnu, we mark

a further definite stage in the process of Visnu’s elevation,
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There is some probability in R. G. Bhandarkar's suggestion that

Factors which
the °kscurity surrounding Vi^nu's inscrutable

helped his elevation third step 1 helped to give him an association of
m lat€f lsmeSs

divine mystery necessary for a supreme god.

This sentiment finds expression even in the heightened statement

of one hymn (vii, 99, 2) in which the seer declares

that Visnu, more than any other god, is beyond

mortal comprehension. Vi^nu^ intimate alliance

with the great Indra whose quality he absorbs to himself, and the

trait of benevolence in his character must also be

emphasised, for here we have a transference to

him of the vivid reality of Indra's charac-

ter, as well as the Vedic germs of Vignu’s love

for man “and his exertions on the world's behalf. To all this

must be added the fact that Visnu was originally a sun-god

with the sun-god’s tremendous cosmic attributes, as well as his

Reverence for his

mysterious highest

step,

His intimate associa-

tion with the great
Indra and the trait of
benevolence in his

character.

association of light and life and blessedness,2 especially as

a study of comparative religion assures us that

His original solar cha-
]las been a potent factor in elevating some

racter and association r
.

of light and life. deities of other nations to a place ot eminence.

It is not difficult to understand that as Visnu

was originally a kindly yet active sun-god, the source of life and

light, he was found to be the best possible god to identify with the

loveable yet energetic supreme deity of a popular cult. But in

this connexion the question naturally arises as to why Vignu, and

not the other solar deities, Mitra, Pusan, Surya and Savitr, should

be found to possess the enduring theogonic capacity of attracting

the special devotion of worshippers and becoming later the centre

of a devotional faith. To this question there is no precise solution.

Perhaps Mitra, surviving from a much earlier period, had already

lost his individuality or merged it in that of Varuna, and could not

attain the eminence which his Iranian double Mithra did
;
perhaps

Pugan, who almost disappears in later Vedic and post-Vedic litera-

ture, was too much of an insignificant pastoral god
;
perhaps Surya,

symbolising the luminary itself, was too obvious and concrete a

t Reverence for the wide steps appears especially in lig-veda,

i, i2, 16-21 r, 154.

2 Macnicol, op, cit„ pp. 31-32, 34-
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deity 1
; but it is somewhat surprising that the golden deity

Savitr, the stimulator, should be brushed aside in favour of Viflju.

The only plausible explanation of the ignoring of Savitr appears to be

the comparative lack of heroic traditions and legends and a certain want

of reality, the presence of which might be demanded in the central

figure of a popular cult.

All these conjectures may be hazarded and they may be justly

pronounced problematical
$

but it does net follow that these ideas

were not at present all in the history of the transformation of Visnu.

They are, however, not sufficient to explain the last step by which

a vivid personal god was moulded out of uncertain

All these explain his figures of mythology or speculation. The springs
elevation to the dign- ..... « , a
ity of a supreme dei- of religious devotion are always obscure, and it is

ion’and* identification
difficU,t t0 eXPIain^ SOme S°ds*

more than the

with popular cults—
0thers, can specially attract the intimate devotion

how to be explained. , , .

Df his worshippers
j

but there can be no doubt

that obscure sectarian sentiments of love and reverence for a real and

personal god had the ultimate influence in affecting the older pantheon

and completing the transformation of Visnu, as also Rudra and Praja-

pati. It betrays as much willingness on the part of orthodoxy

(for Visnu until now was an orthodox deity) to lend its not-insigni-

ficant god, as an eagerness on the part of sectarianism to borrow,

remodel and identify him with its own loveable gods or deini-gods
$

and the procedure, even if not deliberate, must have been for mutual

benefit. 2 By this process the semi-divine character of popular

1 [The Saura sect is an exception difficult to explain. Foreign

influence has been conjectured, but the antiquity and indigenous

form of the worship cannot be denied. This is perhaps a survival

of the ancient worship of a sun-god as a sun-god, conceived also as

a symbol of the supreme deity. In the Epic cult Visnu is no longer

an obvious sun-god.—S. K. D.]

2 Barth’s suggestion {Religions of India , Eng. Tr., p. t66) of

the foisting of a sectarian god (Vasudeva-Krsna) upon a dummy

Visnu, and Hopkins* view {Religions of India
, p. 388) that it was *'an

attempt to foist upon Vedic believers a sectarian god by identifying

the latter with a Vedic divinity/* are really one-sided generalisations.

The Brahmanisation of Bhagavatism, on which Grierson puts so much

emphasis, must be understood in the sense that it was the result of a

compromise on both sides. If the non-Brahmanic popular cult
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heroes and demi-gods of tradition, was on the one hand, enhanced

by their identification with an old deity of orthodox mythology

and speculation
$
while on the other hand, the latter became heir to

the regard and affection in which the popular heroes and demi-gods

were traditionally held. The process is still traceable in a vague way
in the Epic, 1 but by what precise train of thought the ultimate

identifications were reached will remain uncertain.

The many-sidedness of Vi§nu*s character in the Epic is remark-

able, and as a figure of popular devotion he is strangely elusive.

Mythology and philosophy, superstition and the
Vi«nu »n the Epic.

practice of piety combine to give him ever-chang-

ing forms and mystical identifications. But in the midst of the ex-

traordinary variety of deities in the Epic, Visnu’s vivid personality

cannot be mistaken. In the Epic 2 Visnu figures pre-eminently as an

independent full-blooded supreme deity, or is conceived in the philo-

sophical term of All-Soul, or identified with All-god, as well as with

Narayana, Vasudeva or Kr§na
;
but he retains through all the multi-

farious mythological, theological or legendary embellishment a shadow

of the older Rg-vedic traditions. There is indeed hardly any obvi-

ous trace in the Epic of the older views regarding

Visnu
;
but his solar origin is not altogether obli-

terated. It reappears in his direct identification with

the sun* in some passages, as well as in the many solar epithets

Traces of his solar

origin.

was Brahmanised, the Brahmanic religion in its turn was entirely

transformed by the popular cult, so that in the end what remained

is as much Brahmanic as popular. It is in this character that we

find the religion in the Epic.

1 See Hopkins’ Epic Mythology
» p- 77 *

2 All the references to relevant epic passages will be found in

Hopkins* op. cit . sections 1 43-1 57 j
Sorensen, Index of the Names in

the Mahabharata (London 1904), as well as in Muir, op. cit. % iv,

pp. 1 14 f., 131 f. Detailed references, therefore, are not given here.

Our references to the Mahabhnrata throughout are to the Calcutta

edition (Bangabasi Press, 1908, with Nllakantha's commentary), which

substantially agrees with the Bombay edition, unless otherwise

indicated.

3 This point can hardly be made the ground of the hypothesis

of the solar origin of Vai§navism such as Grierson wants to make

out in his article on “The Narayanlya and the BLagavatas/’ in !nd%

15l,H.Q„ MARCH, 193 1
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he bears and adventures he accomplishes. He is golden-coloured

(suvarna-varna), the shining (rocamana) sun-bird (suparna), who

traverses the sky, or rises like a mare's head (haya*griva
9
asva4irast

etc,) from the sea 1
;
he is thousand-rayed (sahasrarcis), possesses the

seven steeds of the sun (saptasva) and his disc (cakra), having the

sun itself for his eye and the diadem of solar glory (kiritin
) ;

he is

govinda
,
gohita % gopati and goptr like the sun, and has the bird Garucja

{who must be traced to a different Rg-vedic myth) as his sign (suparna*

ketUy garuda-dhvaja) and his vehicle
;

he is tawny-haired (hart-

bntahiu) and connected with spring time (tnadkava)
;
he is the golden

germ (htranya-garbha, vasu-retas
) ;

and his three strides (tri-vikrama)

encompasses the three worlds. The original mythological subordina-

tion and association with Indra is scarcely concealed. The three

steps and Vignu’s connexion with Vptra-myth are expressly stated

in the epic story of Indra’s fight with the demon Vytra in iii, id,

where Visnu promises to aid Indra by entering into his thunderbolt.

He is the youngest of the Adityas, last in birth, we are told, but

best in excellence
;
but even if he is younger than Indra (Upendra)

he soon rises above him (Atlndra)
;
and Indra’s titles and fighting

character, passing into this junior Aditya, he typifies prowess and

and becomes pre-eminently the lord of hosts (ganesvara) and the

slayer of demons (daityari), If grandeur is sometimes imparted to

his appearance by giving him a terrible form (ghora tanu\ he is con-

ceived as fair, beautiful and lovely, not dark, but white
;
and his

benevolence, love for man and munificence are not forgotten.

But new characteristics and new legends, which we need not

catalogue here in detail, gather round Visnu and transform him into

a new mythological being, 2 conceived as the supreme personal god.

He is no longer a sun god, nor is the religion of which he is the

Ant.y Sept. 1908, as well as in his article “Bhakti-JVIarga* in ERE%

p. 540. The solar origin of Vignu does not indicate the origin of

Vaignavism as sun-worship. See S. K, De in BSOS ,
vi (1930).

1 A mythical story of the haya-biras form is told, with philo-

sophical explanations, in xii, 347, and this form with the horse’s head

is said to be the primeval (purana) form.

2 This in itself would show the implausibility of any suggestion

that the epic sectarian faith connected with VigQu is a form of solar

worship, or had any original connexion with such worship.
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centre connected in any way to sun-worship. He is also not the

impersonal Brahmanic principle of sacrifice, although traces of this

idea linger in his connexion with sacrifice. Nor again is he the

temporary Upanisadic embodiment of the metaphysical Brahman,

although philosophically his unmanifest and unconditioned being is

acknowledged. In spite of the divergent secta-

rian zeal, which sometimes exalts Brahma and

Siva, with whom also he is identified as one of

the Trinity, Visnu in the Epic is undoubtedly the

dominating and supreme god of a personal faitht

either in his own vivid form or as identified with Narayana-

Krsna-Vateudeva. The curious syncretism involved in the Indian

theory of Incarnation, as well as the convenient philosophical doc-

trine which believed in one supreme reality but admitted temporary

personifications of the same, is responsible for attracting to him

old myths attributed to Prajapati and other gods, 'and giving him a

new, but living, mythological personality. He is soon identified, as

the supreme deity, with many other gods, orthodox and sectarian,

or with deified beings claiming that honour, especially with Narayana,

an independent Brahmanic as well as legendary conception, whose

titles and attributes are also absorbed. Visnu's four forms (cattir-

murti), four arms (caturbhuja\ four lights
(
caturbhanu ), guardianship

of the four quarters (caturmaharajika),* all seems to be the mytho-

logical result of the theological vyTiha doctrine of the Paftcaratra

worshippers of Narayana, which speaks of four successive presenta-

tions or emanations (caturvyuha

)

of the supreme deity, as Vasu-

deva (or K^etrajfiaathe pure knowing self), Samkarsana (jlva), Pra-

dyumna (mind) and Aniruddha (self-consciousness)2 ,—who are also

His transformation
into a new mythologi-
cal character as a
supreme sectarian

god in the Epic.

1 Cf. the Maharajas of the Buddhists, who were also Loka-

palas.

2 Narayana, we are told (xii, 344, 15 f.), remains mystically

in the disc of the Sun, and cleansed souls enter the sun-door into

him, thence pass into Aniruddha, and thence becoming pure mind

go to Pradyumna, thence to Samkarsana and finally into Vasudeva

or K§etrajfia. This mystical vyTiha doctrine, to which we shall return

later, plays an important part in the later development of the cult

;

but its anticipations are to be found in the Epic itself. The doctrine

in its philosophical aspect is discussed in the commentaries on Brahma -
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mythologically conceived as belonging to the same family ! Apart

from this, Vi$nu as the supreme god is also conceived as the supreme

phiiosonhical principle, the highest Atman or Brahman or Furusa of

philosophical speculation. 1 He is, however, not

a mere philosophical abstraction, but a living,

powerful and real god, who is the lord and ruler

as well as the creator and the destroyer. From
our point of view, however, the most interesting

points are his absorption of Narayana and his identification with

Krsna-Vasudeva, to which we should now turn our enquiry.

( To be continued)

His identification with

sectarian deities of

independent origin,

esp. with NftrSyana

and Vusudeva-Krsna.

Mkinai. Das Gupta

sutra, ii, 2, 42. It is to be noted that this theory of vynhas or emana-

tions is absent in the Bhagavadglta, but is developed in the Nara-

yanlya episode of the Epic.

1 It is not clear what Hopkins (Religions of India% p. 461)

means by the remark that “it is with the philosophical (and not the

ritualistic) Visnu that Krsna is identified,“ unless he has the philoso-

phical Bhagavadglta especially in view
;

for, the epic Vifnu is more

a mythological than a philosophical creation. Fhilosophy does not

appear to have done much for Visnu, philosophy in the epic concep-

tion being more an outward accretion than an inward principle. The

ab< ve remark of Hopkins is also hard to reconcile with another

which he makes in his Epic Mythology (p. 203, note), where he says :

• Visnu is first a philosopher's god/* which he further explains by

the qualification “i.e., priestly god.** And yet he would not admit

• ritualistic” Vijnu, who was also presumably “priestly.”
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and the Andhras

ii

The Nasik cave inscriptions have been studied very carefully by

Biihler (A.S.W.I., vol. iv) and Senart (E.I., vol. viii, p. 59 ff.). We
shall first of all examine the panegyric of Queen Balasri. We have

observed before that the first epigraphic record of Gautamiputra at

Nasik is dated in the year 18. It is generally believed by scholars

that Gautamiputra extended his territories after this date and probably

exterminated the Ksaharatas in that year. I cannot understand exactly

what Sir R. G. Bhandarkar meant by conjoint rule . My impression

after a study of his Early History of the Deccan is that accord-

ing to him Pulumayi was associated with his father even from the

start. If this impression is correct, it would appear that Gautamiputra

had already conquered all those extensive territories by the i3th

year of his reign, as they have been mentioned in the inscription

of the 19th year of Pulumayi (19th year of Gautamiputra, according

to those who maintain the theory of conjoint rule). In any case the

recounting of the exploits of Gautamiputra in Balasrl's inscription

was made soon after the conquests of Gautamiputra. But then

the style of the language of the inscription leaves the impression

that these conquests took place some time ago and was not

certainly recent. As a matter of fact, all the translators always

use the past tense. This significant fact shows that Pulumayi

and Gautamiputra cannot have ruled together. Again, towards the

end of the same inscription, vve find that Pulumayi makes over “the

merit of the gift to his father”. This making over of the merit

implies that the donee is dead. M. Senart too expresses this view

though with much hesitation. Another fact strongly militates against

the theory of joint rule, viz., that Queen Bala-SrI who so elaborately

extols the exploits of her son should fail to date the record in the regnal

years of her son even though her son was alive. Besides, it is certainly

very astonishing that kings who were supposed to be ruling together

should never have been mentioned together. The relevant inscriptions

come from the same place and are even found in the same cave. If the
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kings"were really reigning conjointly/ certainly their names would

have been mentioned together. Again, the solicitude of Pulumayi for

the maintenance of the ascetics living in the Queen's cave also point

to the fact that the latter was ruling alone (E.I., VIII, p. 65).

We may for the present leave the Satavahanas alone and turn

our attention to Nahapana whose dates, as we have shown,

cannot be referred to the Saka era. When could he have reign-

ed ? Here, however, some of the scholars refer his date to the

Vikrama era, a suggestion made long ago by Cunningham (vide

also Sastrl, J, R. A. S., 1926, p. 655). while R. D. Banerji

suggests that the dates of Nahapana are to be referred to his regnal

years. If we refer the dates of Nahapana to the Vikrama era, we

find that he must have been ruling about 7 to 12 u.c. But this

ascription of the dates of Nahapana to the Vikrama era presents

insuperable difficulties which cannot be removed on any hypo-

thesis. The Periplus is our authority for this period. Un-

fortunately we cannot ascertain the date of the Periplus with

precision. McCrindle dates it between A. D.. 80 and 89. Kennedy

considers it to have been written c. 70 A.D. (J. R. A. S., 1918

p. 1 12). Schofif originally thought the date of the work to have

been 60 A.D., but later on changed his view. But we can find out its

terminus ante quern with certainty. The author of the Periplus

speaks of contemporary king Malichas, the king of the Nabateans.

We know that this kingdom was annexed by Trajan in ic6 A.D.

to the Roman empire. So the book must have been written before

106 A.D. But the king mentioned seems to be Maliku III who

flourished between 39 and 70 A.D. The series of Nabatean inscriptions

too abruptly end at about 95 A.D. As a matter of fact, we

cannot be far from wrong if we hold that the work was finished

before 90 A. D. Now in the Periplus (Art. 41) we find a reference to

a king Mambaros (McCrindle) or Nambanus (Schoff). The careful

study of Abbe Boyer and other scholars make it certain (vide

Journal Asiatique, 1897. Nahapana et Pera £aka) that Mambaros-

Nambanus of the Periplus is to be identified with the great K§aharata

satrap Nahapana. So it is apparent that Nahapana was ruling before

the Periplus was written. We cannot definitely say when he came

to the throne and how long he was on it. All that can legiti-

mately be inferred is that he must have been on the throne some

time before 90 a.d. About the territories of Nahapana, the

Periplus furnishes us with the particulars that they included
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Barygaza, and Minnagar (? Mandasor), near Ujjain. But how far did it

extend towards Konkan and Maharasfcra ? The surmise of Boyer

that the territory next to his was that of Keprobotes, king of

Limurike, is probably correct. What the Peripius actually tells us

is contained in Art. 50. From Barugaza the coast immediately adjoin-

ing stretches from the north directly to the south, and the country

is therefore called Dakhinabades (51). Among the marts in the south

country there are two of more importance, Paithana, which lies

south from Barugaza a distance of twenty days, and Tagara ten days

east of Paithana, the greatest city in the country (52). The local marts

which occur in order along-* the coast after Barugaza are Akabarou,

Souppara, and Kalliena, a city which was raised to the rank of a regu-

lar mart in the time of the elder Saraganes, but after Sandanes became

its master its regular trade was put under the severest restrictions
$

for if Greek vessels, even by accident, entered its ports, a guard was put

on board and they were taken to Barugaza (53). After Kalliena other

local marts are mentioned. Then follows Naoura and Tundis, the first

marts of the Limurike, and after these Mouziris and Nelkunda, the

seats of Government. So from this account of the Peripius it would

appear that the kingdom of Nahapana stretched for some length

below Kalliena (Kalyan). The powerful elder Saraganes and the

weak Sandanes may or may not be Satavahana. The context and

the language of the Greek passage show that they were not contem-

porary rulers. Now this is exactly the territories of Nahapana, as we
find from the place-names in the inscriptions of Usavadata and

Ayama. The Nasik region, however, is not included. But from

the way in which Paithana and Tagara (? Junnar) has been mentioned

in the Peripius it can be inferred that they too lay within Nahapana's

dominions. And this would show the inclusion of N. Maharasfcra

within his territories. Thus it is clear that some time before 90 A.D.

Nahapana’s territories included those regions which scholars generally

place under his sway about the year 40 (Ayama’s Junnar inscription),

which they also consider to be the closing year of his reign.

This is important and strongly supports our date of Gautamlputra

on entirely different grounds. According to cur chronological arrange-

ment the defeat of the Ksaharatas took place in c, 96 A.D, But Naha-

pana himself might have reigned a few years earlier and closed his

reign at about 70 A.D, There is nothing in the Peripius to contradict it,

while there is much to be said in favour of this date. I would refer

to Kennedy’s article in J. R. A, S., 1918, and to Schoff’s introduction
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to his translation of the Periplus. This explains the wear and tear

in the coins of Nahapana, both before and after their being restruck

by Gautamlputra (noticed by Rev. Scott).

There is an interesting note on Ujjain in the Periplus which

throws some light on the vexed history of this period. The

Periplus informs (Art 45) that “in the same region eastward is a

city called Ozene, formerly the capital wherein the king resided”. The

context and the language of the Greek passage leave the impression

that Ozene was the capital of Nahapana, but who for reasons

not known to us transferred it to Minnagar (Mandasor), near

Ujjain. About the period described by the Periplus, Ujjain was

included in Nahapana’s dominions. Would not this change of his

capital from such a famous pk.ee to a city comparatively unknown

mean that he had lost hold of Ujjain ? This is possible and would

show that about the time of the Periplus the power of Nahapana

was on decline. And this probably was due to the attack of the

other line of the Ksatrapas and of the Satavahanas.

That Nahapana was defeated by Gautamlputra seems a priori

possible on account of the fact that in the great Joghaltembhi hoard

there is not a single coin of any other king after Nahapana. But

on other considerations this view seems to be incorrect We have

already given the arguments of Rev. Scott. A careful study of

Queen BalaSri’s inscription too confirms this impression. There the

great king Gautamlputra is described as “one who destroyed the iSakas,

Yavanas and Palhavas
;
who rooted out the Khaharata race

;
who

restored the glory of the Satavahanas.. Now the main argument

in favour of the theory of the defeat of Nahapana by Gautamlputra

is based on the fact that in this inscription he is described as having

rooted out the Khaharata race coupled with a doubtful passage in a

Nasik inscription (No, 4, E.I., VIII, p. 71) which is translated differ-

ently by Buhler and Senart. Bidder took the passage to mean

“the field which has been possessed by Bsabhadalta up to the present

time”, while Senart took the crucial word “Ajakalakiyam* to be

the name of the field. The interpretation of Senart is quite plausible.

So this inscription cannot definitely be taken to imply that the

field came to Gautamiputra's possession immediately after R§abha-

datta's, Again, is it not very strange that the name of so great

a king as Nahapana (who it is alleged was defeated and killed

by Gautamlputra) should not be mentioned in an eulogistic

pratasti ? This reticence should have led scholars to conclude
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otherwise. But it is rather strange that scholars who have built

their theories on the strength of the phrase khakharatavasaniravasesa-

karasa
,
should have utterly neglected the preceding phrase sakayavatta

palhavanisudanasa . It is rather unfortunate that we do not know

exactly the extent of the dominions of Nahapana. The place-

names in the inscriptions of U§avadata and Ayama show that his

sway extended over a large territory from Prabhasa in S. Gujrat,

from Broach to Surparaka, the Nasik district, Pu§kara near Ajmer,

Ujjain region, Karle and Junnar. This is what we find from the

inscriptions. But Prof. Rapson assures us without giving any

weighty reason that “Nahapana’s territory must have extended

much farther north. The place-names in the inscription of Queen

Bala-6rl seem undoubtedly to indicate the provinces which her

son Gautamiputra wrested from the K$aharatas, and these

included Surasfcra (Kathiawar). Kukura (probably some portion

of Rajputana), Akara (East Malwa), and Avanti (West Malwa).*

There is nothing whatsoever in the praSasti of Bala-srl which can

show that all the provinces mentioned there (unless specifically men-

tioned as belonging to others) should be taken to mean to have

been wrested from the Ksaharatas. On the other hand, we are told

in the prasasti that Gautamiputra destroyed the Sakas, Yavanas and

Palhavas. Now should we not seek, in some of these territories which

the inscriptions of Usavadata and Ayama indicate to have been in

the possession of Nahapana, the names of the territories of the Sakas,

Yavanas and PahlaVas ? Another statement of Prof. Rapson is still

more open to criticism. It has been held by scholars that Gautami-

putra exterminated the Ksaharatas and annexed their territories.

Prof. Rapson endorses this view, but again he observes : “Even

after these provinces had been conquered by the Andhras, the

districts still further north may have remained, since Puskara in

Ajmer, the place of pilgrimage to which Bsabhadatta resorted for

consecration (abhi§eka) after his victory over the Malayas, may be

supposed to have lain within the dominions of his lord (bhatfcaraka)/*

Thus we find that the current hypothesis of complete extermination

of the K§aharatas is negatived even in the very record which is

regarded to prove it. As a matter of fact, such expressions have

to be taken in a qualified sense.

In view of these facts we can legitimately hold that Nahapana

himself was not defeated by Gautamiputra. He must have been a

successor, may be his son in-law Usavadata. In any way the

I.H.Q.j MARCH, I93I 16
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interval between his death and the complete defeat of the Kgaha-

ratas is small. The explicit mention of Nahapana as a reigning

monarch in the Periplus does not allow us to formulate any theory

which would take him towards the very beginning of the Christian

era or even before it.

To close this account of Ksatrapa and Andhra chronology one

more knotty point has to be tackled. Who is really Satakarni, the

lord of Daksinapatha, who was twice defeated in fair fight by Rudra-

daman and yet was not exterminated by him because of the non-

remoteness of their connection.

According to Prof. Rapson and others this Satakarni must be

Pulumayi himself and in support of this view a Kanheri inscription is

cited. We quote in extenso Prof. Rapson’s remarks : “This inscription

is fragmentary, and its exact purport is uncertain. The queen’s

name is missing, but she is described as ‘the queen of Vasi^thl-putra

Srl-Satakarni, descended from the family of Kardamaka kings. She

was almost certainly described as (the daughter) of the Mahak§atrapa

Rudra.” There can be little doubt that the Vasisthl-putra here men-

tioned is Pulumayi, and that the Mahaksatrapa Rudra is Rudra-

daman. This donation was recorded by the minister Sateraka.” In

the inscription, however, only Mahaksatrapa- Ru * putrya (h) is found.

Biihler thought that the name of the great ksatrapa was Rudra

(Indian Antiquary, 1883, p. 272). This suggestion of Biihler may

after all be correct. But the two important inferences that Prof.

Rapson makes from the inscription, viz,, that the Vasisthlputra here

mentioned is Pulumayi, and that the mahaksatrapa Rudra is Rudra-

daman himself is purely conjectural. There is nothing in the record

to sustain it and as a matter of fact Prof. Rapson himself confesses

the record to be uncertain in purport. Again is it not rather sur-

prising that one should call his son-indaw as being non-remote in

connection ? As a matter of fact, Sir R. G. Bhandark^r thought that

the reading is not correct, and translated the passage as ‘remote-

ness of connection.’ His translation has much to commend itself.

It is in accordance with Sanskrit idiom and usage. The one

singular passage cited in the lexicon of Roth and Bohtlingk is not

sufficient to outweigh common construction . But even conceding that

the expression means what Biihler understood by it, the premise will

not certainly hold the weight of Prof. Rapson’s inference. The expres-

sion in the Kanheri inscription may stand for Mahak§atrapa Rudra-

daman and Mahaksatrapa Rudrasimha. So here is a difficulty at
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the outset. But again there is the difficulty in identifying Vasi^hl-

putra SrI-Satakarni with VasisthTputra f§rI-Pulumayi. The metronymic

is doubtless the same in both. But in the inscriptions of Pulumayi

nowhere eise we have got the form Satakarni. This is rather

strange. Moreover we have to remember that the inscription was

set up by the queen with the help of the confidential minister

who, it can be conceded, must have known the name of his royal

master. The suggestion of Prof. Rapson is not, however, impossible.

It will be methodologically wrong to make a statement like that. But

if because it might not be impossible, we hold that it is likely, then

at this rate we can build any historical edifice we like. The new

chronological order proposed by us raises no such difficulty. We
cannot, however, in view of the vagueness and meagreness of the data

at our disposal definitely say who was the husband of the daughter of

the mahak$atrapa Rudra who is called Vasi^hlputra Satakarni in the

inscription of his queen. That he is not Sri Yajfia is certain, but

from the peculiar way in which their relationship is expressed it is

probable that he was in some way connected with Sri Yajfia and

may possibly be his brother and connected in his rule. It is tempt-

ing, however, to identify him with Vasiathlputra Catarapana 6ata*

karni, of whom we have an inscription at Nanaghat dated in his 13th

year. Pandit Bhagavanlal supposed this king to be the father of

Gautamlputra £rl Yajfia. But Prof. Rapson is almost certain that

this cannot be. He however, observes, “The Pandit was, no doubt,

correct in his estimate of the period to which the inscriptional cha-

racters belong
;
but it is impossible to determine whether this king

Vasiathlputra Catarapana Satakarni is a member of a dynasty other-

wise unknown 99

GautamTputra Sri Yajfia seems to be the last great king of the

Satavahana family. The reverses whicli he suffered at the hands of

the W. Ksatrapas prove fatal to them and they could not any more

recover from the shock fully. His inscriptions are found in Andhra-

de$a, at China (Clna), in the Kistna district (year 27), in Mahara^tra,

at Nasik (year 7), and at Kanheri (undated and year 16). It is not open

to question that he ruled over both Maharastra and the Andhra

country. It is noteworthy that he issued coins in imitation of the Sakas

of Ujjain. This fact, according to Vincent Smith, probably points

to his victories over the latter and this inference of Smith is further,

strengthened by the fact that his coins are found in Gujrat, Kathiawar,

East Malwa, Aparanta, the Central Provinces and the Krona district.
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But it should be noted that the large distribution of his coins does

not conclusively prove any territorial sovereignty. The find-places

of his inscriptions should alone be regarded as the regions over which

he certainly held sway.

I should like to notice here one fact which had inadvertently

been omitted in course of my discussion. This fact is cited to prove

that the dates of Nahapana should be referred to the £aka era. Dr.

H. C. Raichaudhuri sums up the argument thus : “The theory of those

who refer Nahapana's dates to the Saka era, is confirmed by the fact

pointed out by Prof. Bhandarkar and others that a Nasik inscription

of Nahapana refers to the gold currency of the Kuaanas who could

not have ruled in India before the first century a.d ” This inter-

pretation of the word ‘kuBana* occurring in the Nasik inscription is

exceedingly doubtful. M. Senart and others deny that the word

can mean the KuSanas. And even if it be taken to refer to the

Kusana coinage, it certainly does not affect the date of Nahapana

which we have proposed. It is well known that Vima Kadphises

issued an extensive gold coinage and if Kaniska's dates be referred

to the Saka era, there can be no difficulty in assigning Nahapana to

the period c. 60 a.D.

Hari Charan Ghosh



The Lokayatikas and the Kapalikas

In old works the Lokayatikas are mentioned as a sect distinct

from the Kapalikas, Gunaratna, a fourteenth century commentator,

however, identifies the Kapalikas with the Lokayatikas. We shall

see how these two sects were gradually amalgamated.

The Visnupurana refers to a class of people of ancient origin

who were free to live wherever they liked unworried by conventions,

pure at heart and blameless in action. Virtue or vice they had

none. They lived in an atmosphere of perfect freedom in which

man can move without the fear of conventional dogmas of religion

and social usage.
11 These people were probably the forefathers of

the Lokayatikas. The vedicists were the unquestioning followers of the

vedic injunctions. These two extreme schools of thought flourished side

by side, one always opposing the other. Along with these two we

find another sect which was neither avowedly religious like the vedi-

cists nor absolutely non-religious like the free men. The followers of

this sect observed religious practices not for the purification of the self

as a step to Moksa but for attaining objects of the senses—enjoyment

being their sole end. They were the Sisnadevas and the Vamadevas.

We cannot say with certainty who these Sisnadevas or the Vama-

devas originally were. Some maintain that they owe their origin

to the barbarous tribes of the non-Aryan group. We can, however,

go so far as to say that they did not possess the spirit of the true

Aryans, They adopted the religious practices of the vedicists as a

means to the realisation of their end— sensualism, which was all that

they stood for. The Aryan spirit on the other hand was bold and

direct.

The dirinadevas were those who worshipped the Phallus. Being

Vtfivu/wriiya, 1. 6. 12 & II. i, 26.
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fond of sensual enjoyment alone they had no real faith in the Vedas. 1

The Chandogyopanisad mentions a particular form of worship,

the Varaadevavrata, according to which the devotee could enter into

sex-relationship with any woman and with any number of them.*

He who is initiated into the Vamadeva Saman need have no restraint

in the matter cf sexual intercourse. These Vfimadevavratins, if not

the SiSnadevas, were probably the forefathers of the Kapalikas. Sen-

sualism in connection with religious rites was the main characteristic

of this school, which later on came to be known as a sect of the Saivas

of the left hand order. Much as their names and practices resemble

one another we are not sure if the SiSnadevas and the worshippers of

the Liuga had any distinct connection with each other. Nor are

we quite sure if any such connection actually existed between the

Vamadevas and the V&macarins who indulged in sexual pleasure

under cover of religion.

There is evidence to show that the non-religionists passed through

five distinct stages of development in the course of their evolution.

In the initial stage they were pure at heart, blameless in action and

free from all conventions, having neither virtue nor vice. In the second

stage they developed a spirit of intolerance and opposition accepting

the authority of none, yet having no positive problem of their own

to solve.3 The third stage revealed some positive theories— Svabhava-

vada/ recognition of perception as a source of knowledge* and the
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theory of Dehatmavada, 1 It was at this stage that they came to be

known as the Lokayatas. In the fourth stage an extreme form

of hedonism which was due perhaps to the corruption brought

about by their unchartered freedom formed the most important

feature of this school. Gross sensual pleasure superseded pure

bliss which the Lokayatikas enjoyed so long. License replaced

liberty. It was now that they got the designation of Carvaka and

preached the gospel of—'‘Eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we
may die”.2 From this time forward the non-religionists leaned gradu-

ally towards spiritualism. Being severely attacked by the spiritua-

lists, they developed the theory of DehStma-vada and tried gradually

to identify the sense-organs, breath, and the organ of thought as well

with the self.* At this stage they even accepted inference, though

in a restricted sense, as a source of knowledge, 4 and did not deny
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the existence of Akasa or ether as the fifth element .
1 In the fifth

stage they came to be at one with the Buddhists and the Jains in

opposing the vedicists and got the common designation of Nastika.

At this last stage all anti-vedic schools came under one head—

the Lokayata.

The sect which allowed enjoyment of women for religious pur-

poses introduced gradually the drinking of spirituous liquor and

eating of meat, into their religious rites. In course of time the advo-

cates of this school became the worshippers of Rudra, the terrible god,

and began to carry one half of a human skull as a cup from which

to eat food and drink wine. A garland of skulls formed an invariable

decoration of the members of this sect. They used to dance about

with a long chain of the bones of the dead flung round their neck

and thus assumed a fierce appearance.

The earliest references to the KapaJins, or the skull-bearers, are

to be found in the MaitrayanI Upanisad .
2 Here the vedicists use

freely such abusive epithets as thieves with regard to them. They

are called—‘Taskaras\ This is due, most probably, to the fact that

the real purpose of the Kapalins was not to practise religion but to

enjoy sensual pleasure under the mask of religion. They are mention

ed here along with the Barhaspatyas who also are similarly condemned.

Next we meet them as the Saivas
,

3 worshipping Bhairava

and Camunda in their terrific forms wearing a garland of human

skulls and requiring human sacrifices and offerings of wine for their

propitiation
;

4 or as the Buddhists worshipping Buddhakapala (a

1 Gunaratna— twjjtwwr
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Buddhist deity) associated with his aakti, Citrasena, held in close

embrace. The figure of Buddhakapala presents a fierce appearance

with three blood-shot-eyes rolling in anger, a distorted face, canine

teeth, ornaments made of bones, a garland of severed heads and in

an attitude of menacing dance. The hair on his head rises upwards

like flames of fire. The god is four-armed. In his hands are shown

the Kartrl, the Kapala, the Damaru, and the Khatfcafiga .
1 At this

stage we meet another Kapalika leader named Kapila-pada who was

a Sudra by caste and whose followers were all yogins bearing

skulls.

The images of the deities are the creation of their devotees, and

the devotees imitate their deities as closely as they can. Thus there

is a close agreement between the characteristics of the deities and their

devotees. The Kapalikas bear skulls as their deities do.

Huen Tsang, Mahendravikrama, Bhavabhuti, Sankara, Krsna Mi§ra,

Madhavacaryya and Anandagiri, have all left accounts of Kapalikas

as a horrible and demoniacal sect feared by all. Being condemned

and feared by the villagers, the members of this sect preferred

to renounce the world, bear matted hair, use tiger's skin as

garment and bed, besmear their bodies with the ashes of burnt

up corpses and live in caves or rocky places. After fasting they
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drank liquor from the skulls of Brahmans. Their sacrificial fires

were fed with the brains of human beings ;
and the lungs of

human victims covered with fresh blood gushing out of the deadly

wounds in their throats were the offerings by which, they appeased

the terrible god Mahabhairava. They practised yoga and were

supposed to possess supernatural powers. For example, they

could control Harihara and the other great and ancient gods, stop

the course of the planets in the heavens, submerge in water the

earth with its mountains and cities, and drink up the waters of the

oceans in a moment. They had the power to move about in the

air. 1 They possessed also the eight siddhis. 2

The Kapalikas strive to attain various supernatural powers as their

aim is to attain sensuous pleasure. According to some philosophers

the state of salvation is no better than that of a piece of inanimate

and insensible stone. The Kapalikas in opposition to this view

maintain that a state of salvation in which there is no sense

of pleasure should not be aimed at.
3 Exactly the same view is

attributed to the Carvakas by the author of the Nai§adha Kavya. 4 The

difference between the Lokayatikas and the Kapalikas lies in the

means and not in the end. The Kapalikas suggest some religious

rites for attaining pleasure. They hold that pleasure exists in the

objects of desire. The founder of the Kapalika school assures that

a devotee having attained salvation, becomes a £iva and enjoys

I fasfa WTt *WTT<Ut Wftl I

Prabodhacandrudaya, III, 14.

a wPmr sifiwi arcfir: tfiw’ qfast' qunmifimr kiwi*’ 1

3 Prabodhacandrodaya, III, 16 :

*nW: nfirwrr fpr. tftffir
11

4 Naisadhacarita, XVII, 75.

ifftn w&m ipn fast flltq \\

The man who has prescribed the iSastras to show the way to salva-

tion as one calculated to make animate beings inanimate and insensible

like stones is surely Gotama—the most bovine.
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the pleasure arising from the company of excellent beauties like

Parvatl, Their aim is Kamasadhana—they are the hedonists. 1

Next we come across in the Srlbhasya of Ramanuja a peculiar class

of KSpalikas bearing no Kapala. Probably as a reaction against the

cruelty and ugliness of their own practices, the Kapalikas, through

the influence of the Vedicists became divided into two sections. One
section stepped back and brought a more healthy tone to their school.

They gave up the horrible and demoniacal aspects of their rituals, and

discarded the very Kapala, from which the term Kapalika is derived. In

Ramanuja's account we find that a man who knows the essence of the

six marks and who is skilful in the use thereof attains the highest bliss

by concentrating his mind on the soul as seated on the female organ.

These Kapalikas, according to Ramanuja, are an anti-vedic sect.*

They differed from the skull-bearers only in the means. They still

agreed as regards the end, viz., Kamasadhana.

The other section of the Kapalikas who did not approve of this

retrograde step continued to bear skulls with their horrible and demo-

niacal practices. But they were no longer called the Kapalikas,

They got by this time a more hated name Kalamukha or Kalava-

dana. The Kapalikas lost their Kapalas but continued to hold the

old designation. The Kalamukhas continued to hold the skull but

lost their old designation of Kapalika. 3

1 Brhaspati Sutra, 11,6. qnqtfaqiffa qimntf 1

2 Srlbhasya, II, 2. 35-38.

fafaqrercqrei 1 fare srcisiwtfq wr. w,-
gftqrr qqjqTftnnre: 1

«JT<qT faqfw^fa 11

1

irifaffare irq^m h

rerfMfiiretfqj n h? r* wfai

3 Srlbha^ya, II, 2. 35-38 :

reft

I qSTWS* TO re<CT re TO* I qrqT^



*3* THE LOKIYATIKAS AND THE KXPILIKAS

We have seen that in the fourth and the fifth stages of develop-

ment of the Lokayatikas, the Lokayatika or non-religionist sect be-

came very licentious. They lost their purity of heart and an anti-

vedic attitude became their main characteristic. All oppositionists

of the Vedas were known as the Nastikas, and the Nastikas were

identified with the Lok5yatika$. T They were against vedic sacrifices

of animals but they lost strength gradually and leaned towards

spiritualism.

The new dispensation mentioned by Ramanuja avoided all cruel

and abominable rites. It is, therefore, an anti-vedic sect with sensual

pleasure as the end of life. The members of the sect used to meet

like the Lokayatikas once a year at a particular place and to enjoy

to their heart’s content all sorts of pleasures without any let or hindra-

nce. Like the Vamdevavratins of old the KapSlikas of this stage

used to come in sensual contact with any woman irrespective of rank

and nearness of kin. The Lokayatikas who were in their primitive

stages pure at heart and blameless in action now became degraded.

Thus with the degradation of the Lokayatikas and the partial puri-

fication of the Kapalikas these two scots were brought almost to the

same level and identified themselves with each other. Gunaratna, the

wu wrnfwtft i fwfUnwfa wntwifk-

flWOTRTftw. i OmHmf

*

wni*t i mvm imww aftfafa 11

VamanapUraxia—wfot
i

i Manu II, i

Darsanafikura—

ifh fan i mftrarrif «

nTftntr: h

Vidvanmodatarafiginl—

i ifw:

^lokavartika

—
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commentator of the Saddarsanasamuccaya, refers to this identifica-

tion.1

In the time of Brhaspati of ArthaSastra fame these two sects were

clearly distinct. The Lokayatikas were Ahetuvadins or Akriyavaclins*

the followers of the doctrine of non-causation. According to this

doctrine which was propounded by Brahmanaspati or Brhaspati,

something comes out of nothing—the caused comes out of the

uncaused—wr. wurafl. This leads to the supposition that the self is

Niskriya, or passive, and therefore remains unaffected by actions, good

or bad—Nasti sukrtaduskrtakarmanam phalam vipakah,® the universe

is self caused and self generated, and there is no retribution of action.

But the Kapalikas are not so. They are not the Akriyavadins. They

practise religion as a means to an end. According to them Siva

is free from stain and is the supreme agent. No action however

repugnant to the moral standard of the world or of the Vedas really

clings to Him. The besmearing of His body with the ashes of burnt

up corpses together with similar other practices is certainly antivedic.

But inspite of this he is free from demerit. On those who have

discovered the actual presence of Siva, the divine spirit, in themselves,

the god Siva confers the power to move in the sky and to have other

miraculous powers. According to them Prakrti is Upadana karana and

Siva is Nimitta karana. This view of the Kapalikas shows that they

were not Ahetuvadins. Religious practices were no end in themselves

but merely means. When they gave up Kriya and became engaged

in sensualism they became at one with the Lokayatikas.

The ugly side of the Kalamukhas when further developed took

a distinct shape and came to be called the Aghorins, the Aghora-panthis

or the Keraris, to whom the human brain was the most delicious

morsel and who were considered as Epicurean cannibals. Their

predecessors, the skull-bearing Kapalikas were not apparently as

ntfapffT wPn 1 n ^ i airorol i n ^

i 33 qtfamfa *3 1

n t

2 Sutrakrtartga

—
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shameless and abominable as these Aghorins. The skull-bearers

used to eat flesh and drink wine but always refrained from eating

dead carcasses. The Aghorins on the other hand used to take delight

in eating dead carcasses and surrounding themselves with filth and

foul things of the most ugly and revolting nature.

On the basis of these antivedic practices of the school which is

indifferent to VarnaSramadharma and is looked down upon by the

members cf the Brahmanical schools in all the stages of its career

as Sisnadevas, Kapalikas, Saivas, and Aghorins, some are very much

inclined to infer that the sect sprang from the uncivilised people of

the non-Aryan group.

It was possibly due to the influence of the Buddhists and the Jains

that the skull-less Kapalikas became more and more refined and gave

up wine and meat, but still continued in their original habit of sensua-

lism. This sensualism, too, in course of time, either through the

influence of the primitive Bauddhas or the Vaisnavas, was purged

o£ its grosser aspect so prevalent among the skull-bearers and

took a more refined shape, the end of which was much Ivgher

than mere sexual pleasures. The refined body utilised Kama as a

means to some higher end. These people did not care for the tem-

porary and incomplete pleasure mixed with pain as did their prede-

cessors or the Carvakas. They aimed at the pleasure which is

eternal, supreme and pure. These people were the Sahajiyas. They

sacrificed Kama for Prema, They agree with the Lokayatikas in

this that their end is pleasure, that they are antivedics, and that they

believe that the material human body is all that should be cared

for ,
1 They agree with the skull-bearers in this that they employ

women for religious purposes. Love for a woman with whom one is

not bound by the tie of wedlock is their essential feature. Here

Nigudharthaprakasa vali.

Amrtarasuvali,

wjfa fTO Vf, Utrt fafa

Bnuddha Gan 0 Doha .

aw vq i **nfar* fossr*-

Bauddha Gan 0 Doha .
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they agree with the Vamadevas, the Vamacarins and the Kapali-

kas.

The Tantrikas, who are according to some a very modern sect,

came into being as a class probably as the result of an effort to

modify the Kapalika mould of thought. They are perhaps a class

of people of the Brahmanical school who with a view to counter-

acting the evils of Kapfilikism sanctioned and adopted the populai

doctrines regarding indulgence, paying no heed to Varnasrama-

dharma, and were thus able to influence the vedic doctrines to

some extent. Thus, although the enjoyment of the senses may be

recommended by the Tantrikas along with the skull-bearers and the

non-religionists, the Tantrikas differ from them in their end. The end

of the Kapalikas and the Lokayatikas is Kama or gross sensual

pleasures, but the end of Tantrikism is to become Vlra, to attain full

control over one's passions and to attain final liberation of the soul. It

accepts Kama as a means to an end which is much higher than sen-

sual pleasures.

Buddha by his Tancakama-guna-dittha-dhammanibbanavada* refers

almost to the same doctrine. Vatsyayana of Kamasastra fame also

differs from the Lokayatikas and the Kapalikas as regards the end.

The ultimate aim of his work according to him is to teach the

subjugation of senses.

Thus it appears that the Lokayatikas, the Vamadevas, the Sisna-

devas, the Kapalikas, the Kalamukhas, the Aghorins, the Vama-
carins, the Sahajiyas and the Tantrikas all walk along the same track

with slight differences.

Bright joy of everlasting sunshine was the creed perpetually present

before the eyes of the Lokayatikas, The year to them was a busy

round of gay and pleasant festivals. In course of time through the

influence of the vedicists who were chiefly pessimists the Lokayatikas

made it a rule to meet only twice a year for enjoying all sorts of

pleasures with full freedom without any restrictions whatsoever. The

Lokayatikas being the organisers there was no touch of religion in

these festivals. The festivals were known as the spring festival

or and the autumnal festival or ^g^^gs*,2

1 Ratnaval! of Srlharsa, Abhijnanafekuntala etc.

2 Mudraraksasa, Kaumudlmahotsava nafaka (recently published

in the Dakgigabharatl Sanskrit Series) etc,
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In course of time, however, there was a further reduction of their

festivals and the entertainment in spring alone survived. In this

festival dance and song, flower and the red ochre, swimming and

playing contributed to the creation of an atmosphere of gaiety and

frivolity from which all sterner laws of sexual ethics were banished

for the time being and men and women mixed together indiscrimin-.

ately. In the next stage the vedicists tried to avail themselves of

this festival in their own way. They introduced the worship of

Madana and began to call it Madanotsava in which a mere touch of

religion was introduced. As soon as the worship of Madana was

introduced, the Lokayatikas, who were the non-religionists, ceased to

join this festival. Enjoyment they did want. But freedom was

the thing which they loved. They did not like to be circumscribed

by any religious feeling. The vedicists in their turn gradually trans-

formed this festival into a religious observance. The Bhavi^ya-

purana mentions a like observance in which Siva and Parvatl are

concerned. Later on the Vaignavas gave it a new shape and a

name. They placed Madanamohana in place of Madana. This

is the Dolotsava of the Vaisnavas.

The Lokayatikas, however, did not join any religious festival but

pursued their own course undeterred by all obstacles. They became

at one with the Kapalikas and continued to meet once a year at a

place where extreme forms of lincentiousness prevailed. This idea

of licentiousness, as we have already seen, does not owe its origin

to the Lokayatikas. It was the peculiar possession of the Kapalikas.

Similarly the circles or the Cakras of the Tantrikas, particularly of

the lefthand order, and the Manilas of the Sahajiyas, owe their

origin most probably to the annual meetings of the Kapalikas with

whom the Lokayatikas joined later on. In Gunaratna's time these

annual meetings of the Kapalikas became the common festivals of

both the sects—the Lokayatikas and the Kapalikas.

Now let us conclude this topic. We have seen that the Kapalikas

agreed with the Lokayatikas in anti-vedic practices
;
they agreed in

lincentiousness. They had common annual festivals. They gave

more importance to than to They were the heretics

Lokayata— imum etc.

Kapalika— Mattavilasa.
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or P5?an<3as condemned by the orthodox schools .
1 And for these

reasons these two schools were identified with each other.

Daksiiina Ranjan Shastri

A Short Chronology of Indian Astronomy

The ancient Indian astronomy had for its basis the religious

ceremonies of the Hindus. In the early Vedic period each heavenly

body represented; a Divinity and so the study of Astronomy originated

in the doctrine that the Supreme Being had assigned to the heavenly

bodies some duties by which they became rulers of the affairs of the

world, and' that a knowledge of the Divine Will could be had by

observing the order of their motions and the recurrence of times and

seasons. The Hindus therefore watched with care all the phenomena

of the heavens in order to perfect their calendar of festivals, etc. The
Vedic sacrificial rites had a close connection with astronomical

calculations, and so some amount of astronomical knowledge was

obtained in India at the time when the Vedas and the Brahmanas

were composed. It is from astronomical premises that scholars like

I Brhaspati Sutra

—
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Tilak, Dik§it and Jacobi argue a great antiquity for the vedic

writings.

The vedic year was twelve months of 30 days each, with an occa-

sional intercalary month, “the thirteenth month fabricated of days

and nights, having thirty members." (Atharva * Veda xiii, 3, 8),

There is no indication of any definite cycle, the five year cycle

having appeared later. The year was also divided into two equal

courses or ayanas, a northern course or Uttarayana beginning at the

winter solstice and a southern course or Dak§inayana beginning at

the summer solstice. In the Kg-veda two asterisms only are mention-

ed, viz., Magha and Phalguni
;
but in later vedic texts (A. V. xix,

7, 1-5) a complete list of the twenty-eight naksatras or asterisms is

given. The list is headed by Krttikas or the Pleiades, which marked

the vernal equinox of the vedic year. Jacobi proved that the vedic

year commenced with the summer solstice. His arguments are based

on the following rendering of a verse of the “Frog Hymn” :

—

“Those leaders of rites observe the institutes of the gods, and

disregard not the season of the twelfth month as the year revolves

and the rains return, then scorched and heated they obtain freedom.”

Dik^it, 1 from a passage of the Brahmanas,

2

fixes the age of the

Vedas at 3000 b.c. The words “they (the Krttikas) do not move from

the eastern quarter while the other asterisms do move from the eastern

quarter’* are taken by him to mean, definitely, that the asterism

Krttikas (Pleiades), and no other asterism, was on the equator. He
writes, “in my opinion the statement conclusively proves that the

passage was composed not later than 3000 B.c.** In vedic texts no

definite mention is made of the planets, but some oriental scholars

bold that the people of the Vedic age 8 had knowledge of the planets.

Vedic astronomical facts are not accurate as it was not the intention

of the Vedic writers to deal with astronomy directly and that it was

only when religious rites demanded it, that they referred to astro-

nomical (acts.

The earliest formal Hindu astronomical work was the Jyotisa

Vedanga. It is the name of certain works or classes of works, regard-

1 Indian Antiquary, 1895, xxiv, p. 245.

2 Satapafcha Brahmana, II, 1. 2. 2-4.

3 Bharatiya Jyotih jSastra by S. B, Diksit
;
Our Astronomy and

Astronomers by Joge^h Chandra Roy.
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ed as an auxiliary to the Vedas. The Jyotisa Vedanga 1
is a small

metrical treatise containing a statement regarding the place of the

winter solstice at some ancient date which gave rise to a good deal

of comment and speculation. Its author intended to propound the

doctrine of the cycle consisting of five years of 1830 apparent solar

days. The year was tropical and began with the white half of the

month Magha and terminated with the dark half of the month Pausa

(verse 5). The year which is the fifth part of the yuga contains three

hundred and sixty-six days, six seasons, two ayanas (the northern

and southern progress of the sun), twelve solar months (verse 28) ;

while the sun accomplishes five tropical revolutions, the moon accom-

plishes sixty-two synodical and sixty seven periodical revolutions

and the whole period comprises sixty-one savana months of 30 natu-

ral days each (verse 31); the yuga begins with the winter solstice

at the new moon of Magha, the new moon taking place in the

first point of Sravi§tha. This indicates that the Vedanga Jyoti?a was

composed in the twelfth century B.C., a conclusion which has also

been confirmed by the internal evidence from Bodhayana Srauta

sutra. The Vedanga Jyotisa does not teach much of astronomy

and it does not claim to do so. Max Miiller remarks in this connec-

tion that “the object of this small tract is not to teach astronomy. It

has a practical object which is to convey such knowledge of the

heavenly bodies as is necessary for fixing the days and hours of the

Vedic sacrifice.” 2

Jyotisa Vedanga is followed by the astronomy of the Jainas. The

only work on Jaina astronomy, now available, is Suryaprajfiapti.

There is however evidence that two more works on Jaina astronomy

were written, one called Candraprajfiapti and the other Bhadra-

bahavlya Samhita of Bhadrabahu. These two works are mainly

known from quotations by later astronomers. Jacobi in his preface

to the translation of the Kalpasutra, remarks that the Bhadrabahavlya

Samhita was mainly an astrological work. Bhadrabahu was the

religious preceptor of Candragupta and died in 298 B,C. Bhadrabahu

also wrote a commentary on Suryaprajfiapti and this is believed

to be the first commentary on the work. The exact date of com-

1 The text is given in Thibaut’s article on Jyotisa Vedanga

(J.A.S.B., 1877) ;
Yaju$a Jyotisa by Dvivedi and Jyotisa Vedafiga by

Lala Chotelal.

2 Asiatic Researches, vol, ix, p, 321,
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position of Sfiryaprajflapti is not known. Thibaut says that this

book must have been written before the Greeks came to India,

as there is no trace of Greek influence in this work. Its

authorship is attributed to Mahavlra. The traditional date of

Mahavira’s death is 527 b. C., but Jacobi says that Mahavlra

died in 462 B.c, Therefore, it is certain th^t Suryaprajfiapti must

have been written in about 500 B.C. Weber points out that

the doctrine propounded in the Suryaprajfiapti shows in many

points an unmistakable resemblance with that contained in the

Jyoti§a Vedanga and it thus became manifest that the astronomical

books of the Jainas do not only furnish information about the

opinions held by a religious sect, but may, if rightly interro-

gated, yield valuable material for the general history of Indian

ideas. According to the Suryaprajfiapti, the yuga begins with the

summer solstice, at the moment when the moon is full in the beginn-

ing of Abhijit and the sun consequently stands at Pu§ya. The distinct-

ive doctrine of the Jainas is the assumption of t\fco different suns,

two moons and two sets of constellations. In this connection, Cole-

brooke remarks, 1 “they (the Jainas) conceive the setting and rising

of stars and planets to be caused by the mountain Sumeru and

suppose three times the period of a planet's appearance to be requi-

site for it to pass round Sumeru and return to the place wherefrom it

emerges. Accordingly they allot two suns, as many moons, and

an equal number of each planet, star and constellation to Jambu-

dvlpa
;
and imagine that these appear on alternate days, south and

north of Mem." This doctrine has been controverted by all later astro-

nomers. Here also the yuga comprises five years of 360 days each,

each year in its turn being divided into twelve months of 30 days each;

in the Suryaprajfiapti this kind of year—commonly known as the

savana year—is called the karma year or I’tu year. The six days

by which this year is shorter than the solar year are called atiratras.

The one important point in which Suryaprajfiapti differs from the

statement in the Jyotiga Vedanga is this that according to the Jyotiga

Vedanga the yuga begins with the winter solstice, at the moment
when it is new moon, sun and moon being in conjunction in the

beginning of the naksatra Dhanistha, while according to the Surya-

prajfiapti the yuga begins with the summer solstice, at the moment
when the moon u full in the beginning of Abhijit and the sun conse-

1 Max Muller's History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature.
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quently stands at Pui?ya. In his paper on Suryaprajfiapti, Thibaut
in conclusion draws attention to the striking resemblance which the

cosmological and astronomical conceptions of an old Chinese book

called Tcheon-Pei (of which a complete translation was published

by E. Biot in the Journal Asiatique, 1841, pp. 592-639) bear to the

ideas on the sanfe subject as expounded in the Suryaprajfiapti.

The history of Hindu Astronomy of the period from 500 B.c. (i.e.,

the approximate date of composition of Suryaprajfiapti) to 500 a.c. (i.e.

the approximate date of Aryabhata's writing) is generally called the

dark age of Hindu Astronomy. Any work written during this period

of 1000 years is not available to us. But it is not probable that

this period was barren of any astronomical improvement and this

science remained in a static condition in this country. References

of astronomical knowledge prevailing in this period are found here

and there in literary and philosophical works of that period. During

this period of 1000 years probably the astronomical Samhitas and

the older Siddhantas were composed. Astronomy was stated

to be one of the principal accomplishments of the Jaina priest

in the Bhagavati sutra.

1

The date of the Bhagavatl sutra is

about 300 B.C. It is noteworthy that the knowledge of astronomy

is considered necesssary for the Jaina priest for exactly the same

purpose as it was for the Vedic priest, viz., to find the right time and

place for the religious ceremonies. It is also observed by Santi-

candra gcna (1595 a. c.) in the preface to his commentary on the

Jambudvlpa prajfiapti. The Buddhist monks were at first advised to

refrain trom the study of astronomy 3 which was condemned as a

low art (tiracchana vijja) as far as bhiksus were concerned. Later on

Buddha relaxed his opinion and made it a rule of conduct of the

bhiksus living in the woods that they must learn elementary astro-

nomy. The incident which compelled him to change his mind is

this : Once upon a time some robbers approached certain bhiksus

living in the forest and asked them, "with what constellation is the

moon now in conjunction ?'* The bhiksus could give no reply as they

were ignorant of astronomy, being forbidden by religious injunction

to learn astronomy. This incensed the robbers who beat the bhik§us

and went away. When Buddha came to know of this unfortunate

incident, he made the following rule : “They (the bhiksus living in

1 Bhagavatl-sQtra, 90 ;
Uttaradhyayana sutra, xxv, 7, 8, 38.

3 Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, vol, II, pp. 2off.
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forests) should learn the stations of the constellations, either in whole

or in parts, and they should know the directions of the sky.” 1 These

instances prove beyond doubt that the science of astronomy was not

in a static condition but was progressive during the period of xooo

years from 500 B.c. to 500 A C. This is the period, therefore, when

the astronomical Samhitas and the older Siddhantas were written.

The Jyotisa Samhitas are no longer extant, though Dr. Kern was

known to have possessed a fragmentary manuscript of Garga Samhita

They are mainly known from citations by later astronomers. The
authors of the two Samhitas, generally mentioned in the writings of

later Hindu astronomers, are Faragara and Garga. The precise period

in which they lived is a vexed question. Parasara’s sayings have

been quoted by Varahamihira in his Brhat Samhita and also by his

commentator Bhattotpala. According to the Nirukta, Parasara was

the son of Vaslstha and according to the Mahabharata and the

Visnupurana Parafiara was the grandson of Vasistha, and Para§ara,

was the father of Vyasa, the compiler of the Mahabharata. Paragara,

therefore, must have lived just before the Mahabharata was composed.

Diksit and Jacobi from astronomical evidence have fixed the date

of the Mahabharata as 450 B. c. It has, for this reason, been asserted

that Parasara lived about 500 n.C. Garga, the writer of Garga Samhita

whose sayings have been cited by Varahamihira in his Brhat samhita

is mentioned in the Mahabharata 2 as a well-known astronomer. The

description, which is given in the Mahabharata of astronomer Garga,

leaves no doubt as to the identification of the writer of Garga Samhita

with the Garga mentioned in the Mahabharata. 8 Therefore, Garga

also lived about 500 B,C. There is mention of two other Samhitas

by Devala and Kagyapa in the ^ukracaradhyaya of Brhat Samhita,

but these works seem to have been written much later than the

Samhitas of Paragara and Garga. Next comes the works on the Sid-

dhantas. Of the eighteen or twenty ancient astronomical works

referred to by ancient Hindu writers, under the name of Siddhantas,

or ^Established conclusions” nine are mentioned by Abul Fazel in

the Institutes of Akbar, namely :—(1) Brahma Siddhanta, (2) Surya

Siddhanta, (3) Soma Siddhanta, (4) Brhaspati Siddhanta, (5) Garga

Siddhanta, (6) Navada Siddhanta. (7) Parasara Siddhanta, (8) Pulastya

1 Cullavagga, viii, 6, 3, in Vinaya Texts. Sacred Books of the

East, xx, pp. 292*4.

2 Gadaparva, 8, 1 4, 3 Salva parva, 38.
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Siddhanta and (9) Vasistha Siddhanta. Other Siddhantas mentioned

are the works of (10) Vyasa, (11) Atri, ( 1

2

)
KaSyapa, (13) Marlci,

(14) Manu, (15) Angiras, (16) Lomasa, (17) PuliSa, (18) Yavana

(19) Bhrgu and (20) Cyavana. The first is supposed to have

been revealed by Brahma the second by the sun, the third by

the moon and the fourth by Brhaspati (Jupiter). All the other

texts are supposed to have been composed by mortals, and of

these few arc now extant, they being principally known from citations

ot mathematical writers of later date. It is impossible to say

with certainty which of the two principal astronomical works,

the Brahma Siddhanta or the Surynsiddhanta (Saurasiddhanta),

is the more ancient, though ttie former is supposed to have

been the earlier. Both of these works have undergone revision

at different periods. Brahmagupta based his Brahmasphufcasiddhanta

(628 A.C.) on a revised edition of Brahmasiddhanta. Nrsimha,

the commentator of the Surya Siddhanta, affirms that Brahma-

gupta's rules are framed from the Visnudharmottara Purana,

in which the Brahmasiddhanta is contained. Various other

works of the same name are referred to as being anterior to

the work of Brahmagupta
;

such as the Brahma Siddhanta of

Sakalya, which is regarded as one of the five systems from which

Varahamihira compiled his Paficasiddhantika. The five Siddhantas

forming Varahamihira' s Paficasiddhantika are the Paitamaha

(Brahma), Vasistha, Romaka, Pan lisa, and Saura Siddhantas,

Varahamihira there also states his view as to their order in import-

ance and accuracy, assigning the first place to the Surya Siddhanta,

placing next the Romaka and Pan lisa Siddhantas as about equally

correct, and declaring the two remaining works to be greatly in-

ferior to the three mentioned. In no case Varahamihira has obli-

terated the characteristic features of the Siddhantas he had to deal

with, and that whatever distinguishes those works from one another

in the text of the Paficasiddhantika actually distinguished them also in

their original form. The Surya Siddhanta of Varahamihira is the

only one of the five Siddhantas, which has come down to our time,

and therefore allows us to compare it with what Varahamihira tells us

about the Surya Siddhanta as known to him. A cursory survey of

those chapters of the Panchasiddhantika, which treat of the Surya

Siddhanta, shows at once that the treatise of that name known to

Varahamihira agreed with the modern Suryasiddhanta in its funda-

mental features. The methods of the two treatises are essentially
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the same and on the other hand, sufficiently different from those of

the other Siddhantas summarised by Varahamihira, to ensure to the

Suryasiddhanta in its two-fold form a distinct position of its own. 1

Of the Paitamaha Siddhanta Thibaut says, 2 “that the Paitamaha

Siddhanta, known to Varfihamihira, represents Hindu astronomy as

not yet affected by Greek influences, and thus belongs to the same

category as the Jyotisa Vedanga, the Garga Samhita, the Surya-

prajnapti and similar works. From what Varahamihira says about

its contents it might be identified with the Jyotisa Vedanga.” The

Romaka Siddhanta, as the name suggests, must have been an adapa-

tion from some Greek or Roman astronomical work. The author of

the Romaka borrowed his fundamental period from the west
;
the

year of the Romaka, down to seconds, is the tropical year of Hippar-

chus or of Ptolemy who accepted the determination by his great

predecessor. Thibaut has proved that there were issued several re-

casts of the original Romaka Siddhanta epitomised by Varahamihira. 3

It, therefore, continued to be held in esteem which prompted its

remodelling in order to make it harmonize with the altered state of

opinion. Hut the Romaka Siddhanta was referred to by Brahma-

gupta in a decrying spirit and its followers were censured by him.

The Paulisa Siddhanta resembles in many respects the current

Siddhantas of the Hindus. Some European scholars believe that

the Paulisa Siddhanta is an adaptation of some work of Paulus

Alexandrinus. Dr. Kern in his preface to the Brhat Samhita says,

“We have no right, whatever, to infer that Paulus Alexandrinus and

Pauliaa are one and the same, for identity of name is too slender a

ground specially when the name happens to be a common one.”

Further, the Paulisa Siddhanta is an astronomical work based on

mathematical calculations, whereas the work of Paulus Alexandrinus

is mainly an astrological one, Thibaut says that it appears that the

Paulisa Siddhanta was a work following the same general methods

as the Surya Siddhanta, Aryabhata and all the later astronomers
;

at any rate it agreed with the great majority of Hindu astronomical

works in establishing a mahayuga which contains an integral number

of Savana days, etc. and of revolution of the planets. 4 He further

1 Thibaut, Introduction to Paficasiddhantika, p. xii.

2 Ibid,, p. xx.

3 Ibid., p. xxv fif. 4 Ibid,, p. xxxviii.
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says that in this work the new knowledge imported from the west

was embodied. About the Vasistha Siddhanta the Pancasiddhantika

gives only very scanty information. Varahamihira places the Vasistha

Siddhanta, together with the Paitamaha Siddhanta, in the lowest

rank of the works whose tenets he reproduces. Thibaut says “that

the methods in the Vasistha Siddhanta are so crude and they so

completely omit to distinguish between mean and true astronomical

quantities that the Vasistha Siddhanta can hardly be included within

scientific Hindu astronomy .”

The last and the most important period of Hindu astronomy

beginning with Aryabhata (b. 476 a.C.) was a real advance in mathe-

matical astronomy. Aryabhata wrote two works on astronomy

of which one—Aryabhatlya is now available. He based his work

on the main principles laid down in the old Surya Siddhanta. He
was profusely quoted by Brahmagupta and other subsequent astro-

nomers. Aryabhata believed in the diurnal motion of the earth.

He was also the first among Hindu astronomers to explain thorough-

ly the planetary motions by means of epicycles. The father of

Indian epicyclic astronomy, 1 as he is called, ascribed to the epi-

cycles, by which motion of a planet was represented, a form varying

from the circle to nearly an eclipse. Next came Varahamihira who

lived in the sixth contury A C. He is mainly known as a compiler

His astronomical works now in existence are lirhat Samhita and

Paiicasiddhantika. Brhat Samhita is an astronomical as well as an

astrological work and is supposed to be based on some ancient

Samhita. Paficasiddhantika belongs to the class of the so-called

Karanagranthas i.e. compendious astronomical treatises which do not

set forth the theory of the subject at a comparative length as the

Siddhantas do, but merely supply a set of concise and often only

approximately correct rules which suffice for the speedy performance

of all the more important astronomical calculations.2 Varahamihira

was the only one among Hindu writers on astronomy who thought

it worth while to give an exposition of all the more important forms

of astronomical doctrines current at his time and he gave them in

1 P. C. Sen Gupta, Aryabhata—the father of Indian Epicyclic

Astronomy, Journal of the Department of Letters, Calcutta Univer-

sity, voL xviii,

2 Thibaut, Introduction to Pancasiddhantika, p. viii.

l.ll.Q.i MARCH, 1931 19
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the order of importance the five Siddhantas whose teaching he sum-

marizes are to be arnnged. In the Paftcasiddhantika Varahamihira

remarks, “when the return of the sun took place in the middle of

A6Ie$5 , the tropic was then correct. It now takes place from Punar-

vasu*\ The Vedanga Jyotisa made the year begin with the Winter

solstice and this was in vogue at the time of Varahamihira, He intro-

duced a change in the year-beginning and made the list of Naksatras

commence with ASvinl, This modified year-beginning has since

then been current in India. Another astronomer was Lalla who

was probably a contemporary of Varahamihira. 1 He wrote ^isyadhl-

Vfddhida, an astronomical work based on the writings of Aryabhata.

Though he declares himself to be a disciple of Aryabhata, he did

not subscribe to his master’s theory of earth’s rotation and in its

refutation he said, “If the earth is moving at a very rapid speed, why

does not an arrow projected upwards fall on the western side of the

projection ? Why do not the clouds appear to move only towards

the west ? You cannot say that the earth is moving at a less speed,

as it has to complete one revolution round its axis in 24 hours”. Al-

most contemporary with Varahamihira was an astronomer called Bhas-

kara. He was not the great astronomer Bhaskaracarya, the writer

of Siddhanta Siromani. This Bhaskara wrote two astronomical

works, called Brhat Bhaskarlya and Laghu BhaskarTya, based on

the teachings of Aryabhata. He took 444 f§aka year for the karana

year and must have, therefore, lived about 500 Saka or about 578 A.C.

He was at least anterior to Brahmagupta who censures Aryabhata

for some of the omissions in the latter's methods. Prthudakasvamin,

the commentator of Brahmagupta, remarks in this connection that

Brahmagupta was not just in censuring Aryabhata as it was not his

omission, but au omission of his disciples, Bhaskara and others (BhSs-

karadlnam bhavatu). 2 The great Bhaskaracarya also mentions some
Aryabhata's disciples, naming Prabhakara and others (Aryabhata-

sisyah Prabhakaradayah). This Prabhakara is no other than the

above named Bhaskara. The second Bhaskara did not call the first

one Bhaskara as that might lead to confusion and therefore gave

1 Lalla took 420 Saka as his karana year and as such he must

have lived within 500 Saka at the latest. But Dikshit says that Lalla

was born in 638 A.C. or 560 Saka
$
his argument are not convincing.

2 Vide a paper by Dr, B. B, Datta on the two Bhaskaras, Indian

Historical Quarterly, Dec. 1930.
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the synonym Prabhfikara for Bhaskara. This was also a common
practice in Sanskrit works. The next astronomer who came into

prominence was Brahmagupta who wrote his famous work, Brahma-

sphutasiddhanta in 550 Saka or 628 A.C., when he was thirty years

old. Nrsimha, the commentator of Surya Siddhanta, affirms that

Brahmagupta's rules are framed from the Visnudharmottra Bunina,

in which the Brahmasiddhanta is contained. The above assertion

is also confirmed by Pythudakasvamin, Brahmagupta's commentator,

and Alberunl. Brahmasphutasiddhanta was translated into Arabic

by Mohammed Ibn Ibrahim Al-Fazari in 773 A.C. and the translation

was known by the name of Sindhind. Another work of Brahma-

gupta, a Karanagrantha of the name of Khandakhadyaka, was

translated into Arabic and goes by the name of Alarkand. It is neces-

sary to mention in this connection that Brahmagupta maintained his

karana to be founded on Aryabhata, or at any rate to give results

equal to those to be derived from Aryabhata; but it is curious that

the dimensions of the epicycles and the positions of the apogees

assumed in the Khandakhadyaka differ, all of them more or less,

from those recorded in the Aryabhatiya, It is hence probable that

the Aryabhata whom Brahmagupta is supposed to have followed

is a person entirely different from the famous Aryabhata. He can-

not be Aryabhata II, the writer of Mahasiddhanta, who was much
posterior to Brahmagupta. Therefore it is probable that this Arya-

bhata whom Brahmagupta followed must have been a third Arya-

bhata anterior to Brahmagupta and posterior to Aryabhata I.

Brahmagupta refuted the theory of earth’s rotation of Aryabhata I

and put forward as an argument that “if the earth moves a minute

in a prana, then whence and in what route does it proceed If it

revolves, then why do not lofty objects fall ?" After Brahmagupta

there was for some time dearth of eminent astronomers. The next

astronomer of importance was Mufijala living in the beginning of

the tenth century A.C. He wrote his Karanagrantha, Laghu manasa

In 932 A.C. He must have been a very celebrated astronomer as

he was mentioned by name and even in some points (specially in

his methods of finding the precessional rate) followed by the great

astronomer and mathematician Bhaskara. In the Laghu-manasa

Muftjala states that the annual precession was 599007 seconds

cf arc. The next astronomer was Srlpati. He also wrote an astro-

logical treatise. His astronomical works are Dhlkoti, a Karnagrantha,

and a siddhanta called Siddhantasekhara, His exact date is no*
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yet known, but this much is known that he was anterior to Bhaskara-

carya and wrote his Siddhantasekhara about 962 Saka or 1040 A.C.

He gave an account of the peculiar doctrine of the Jaina astronomers

who assumed two suns, two moons, two sets of stars and planets

and the Meru to be of pyramidial shape. Just following Sripati

was Bhojaraja, another astronomer not very much known. Dr.

Bhaudaji says that Bhojaraja wrote a Karanagrantha called Raja-

mrganka, from which it is known that Bhojaraja who was the

king of Dhara, was born in 964 $aka or 1042 A. C. The next

astronomer was iSatananda, who was prominent and popular with

the Indian calendar makers. His work, Bhasvatl based on the

Suryasiddhanta of Varahamihira is a karana grantha, a compendium,

and is made much use of by the calendar makers. Its popular-

ity with them is known by the saying "Bhasvatigrahane dhanyah.’’

Bhasvati was written in 1021 §aka or 1099 A.C. But the most

celebrated among Indian astronomers was Bhaskara who lived

in the twelfth century A.C., having been born in 1114 A.C, At the

age of 36 he wrote his great work, Siddhanta Siromani, divided into

two parts, Goladhyaya and Grahaganitadhyaya. Besides this, he

wrote at a much later period a Karanagrantha called Karanakutu-

hala, when he was 69 years old. Recently an astronomical work,

a short treatise on the corrections of the moon's place called

Bljopatiaya 3 has been stated as a distinct astronomical

work of Bhaskara. But from a perusal of the contents one

may doubt if the work can at all be attributed to Bhaskara.

There are passages in the Vasanabhasya of the work which lead to

this doubt. If this work is at all written by Bhaskara, it was never

meant to be a separate treatise. It must be an appendix to Bhas-

kara's Siddhanta Siromani to which his well known Bljaganita and

Patiganita are also appendices. Pandit Bapudeva Sastrl has given a brief

account of Bhaskara’s genius in J.A.S.B. of 1893, About Bhaskara

Spottiswoode remarks— '‘That the penetration shown by Bhaskara

in his analysis is in the highest degree remarkable
;
that the formula

which he establishes and his method of establishing it, bear more than

a mere resemblance to the corresponding process in modern mathe-

matical astronomy
;
and that the majority of scientific persons will

learn with surprise the existence of such a method in the writings of

so distant a period and so remote a region/
1

In conclusion, a few words are necessary to deal with the question

of the foreign influence on Indian astronomy. This is a long disputed
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question and has been discussed thread-bare by the oriental scholars.

Many scholars tacitly assume a Greek basis for the Hindu

scientific astronomy. Thibaut in his Introduction lo the Pafica

Siddhantika has discussed this question at a considerable length

and concludes that ‘’the later Siddhantas fall under one category,

all of them, however much they differ in details, representing

the modern phase of Hindu astronomy which is completely

under the influence of Greek teaching.” AlberunI, Rodest, Weber,

Colebrooke, Whitney and various Arab scholars have also dealt

with this question from different points of view. The general hypo-

thesis is the dependence of Hindu scientific astronomy on Greek

teachings. Various facts have since then been found against this

pre-conceived hypothesis and discussed at a great length. But the

fundamental belief of the pro-Greek school has not yet been shaken.

Some of the Arab writers, especially A1 Fazari, the writer of Sind,

hind, have expressed the view that the Greek and Hindu mathe-

maticians drew their inspiration from a common source. It is, in this

connection, worth while to consider the great Hebrew cabalist (Caba-

la, gabbalah) compendium, the Zahar
% passages from which have

been discussed by Gunther
;
since it is the opinion of many Hebrew

scholars that the authors of the Zahar were influenced by Hindu

writers, this fact may throw some light upon Hindu originality in

astronomy. Bishop Severus Sebokht of Nisibtis (c. 6jo A.C.) who

would naturally have been expected to favour Greek claims, took

up a quite contrary position and believed in the original and indepen-

dent growth of Hindu Spherical astronomy. Since he was almost

a contemporary of Brahmagupta, his testimony might have some

special significance regarding this question of foreign influence on

Indian astronomy. However, the final seal has not yet been put and

it will require further researches on this subject to arrive at a conclu-

sive decision regarding this question of Greek influence.

SUKUMAR RANJAN DaS



Taranatha’s Bistory of Buddhism in India

{Translatedfrom the German version of A. Schiefner)

VII

EVENTS CONTEMPORANEOUS WITH

KING ASOKA

Before handing over the charge of teaching to the Venerable

Kala,1 the Venerable Dhitika while dwelling in Kausambl in the

land of Malava and suffering from sickness, imparted various instruc-

tions to the four classes of persons. The bhiksus of VaiSall thought

that perfect instruction could not be obtained from an ailing Sthavira,

so they did not betake themselves to him, and held that the

ten improper measures, 3 practised by them, were according to the

1 Tib, Nag-po, in Buston is found Kahnava, which can be traced

back to Kj’sna.

2 I.e. monks, nuns, lay disciples and female devotees
;

cf. Pali,

catasso parisa.—Tr.

3 In the Tibetan text of Vinayaktudraka the ten improper acts

are mentioned thus :

(1) the exclamation of surprise K Aho' ;

(2) to incite the bhiksus to frivolities
;

(3) to dig with one's own hand and to ]~t others dig
;

(4) to mix and cat the salt consecrated for life whenever

needed
;

(5) to go away one Yojana or a half, assemble there and eat,

alleging it to be a journey
;

(6) to eat with two fingers the food which is (so small as)

not to be left over
;

(7) to sip in intoxicating drink in the manner of a leech

and seek excuse on the ground of sickness
;

(8) to mix one drona of sweet milk and one drona of sour

milk and drink it out of time
;

(9) to make a new cushion without patching or mending

an old and strong pillow of the size of Sugata*span (?)

;

(10)

to place on the head of a Sramana at the cross roads
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Law, the Vinaya and the Doctrines of the Teacher. The Arahant

Yafia and 700 other arahants denounced them and arranged for the

second collection of words (i.e. the Second Council) in the Vihara of

Kusumpurl, 1 of which king Nandin, who came of the family of the

Licchavis, was the patron (danapati). At the time of determination

of the boundaries of the six cities, 2 700 arahants, all of whom belong-

ed to the region of Vai&ilt, had obtained the two sanctificatory stages

of emancipation and were vastly learned, 3 The collection therefore

is surely a partial one. As the essentials of this history may be very

fully known from the Vinayaktudraka 1 it has not been here des-

cribed. That this collection took place at the time has been told by

Bhataghafl and K^emendrabhadra, In the Vinaya which is still existing

in Tibetan, it is stated that no years after the demise of the Teacher

the second collection, according to the tradition, took place and that

the collection was made suited to one school. In the Vinaya of

another school it is seen that the second collection was arranged

210 or 220 years after the demise of the Teacher. In order to ascer-

tain here the right mean, one must take into consideration the fact

that in some of the extant Indian historical works the Venerable

one round begging bowl, filled with fragrant essence

and sweet smelling incense, decorated with flowers,

and to invite people to give gold, silver and jewels,

felling them that great reward awaits such givers. Cf.

Lassen, II, 84, Koppen, Religion des Buddlia> p. no. 7.

Cf. Rockhill’s Life of Buddha
, pp. I73ff.

j
for the Pfdi version

of these ten breaches of the rules of discipline see Dutt's

Eatly History of the Spread of Buddhism and Buddhist

Schools
, pp. 226-7 »' La Valleu Poussin, Le Musion ,

N.S., vi (1905 )

\

Ind. Ant. 37 (1908); Mahavamsa (transl.)

pp. 19-20,—Tr.

1 In the text Kusma-puri. The name of the Vihara is different

in the Mahavamsa , see Lassen II, 86. (The name is Valikarama—Tr.)

2 It seems that this passage is not quite incorrupt. There were

six cities besides VaisalT, from which places the A r hats assembled

to take up the task of expulsion of bhiksus.

3 Schiefner has taken it be the proper name of BahuSrutiya

School. The Tib. is man-du-thos-pa, meaning 'vastly learned
1
. While

the Tib. name for the School is man-thos.—Tr.

4 Kanjur, vol. n, leaves 323-330,
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Dhitlka and the others have been made contemporaries of Asoka,

and that after Sudarfiana had passed out of existence and Asoka

died, the second collection was to have taken place. It (this discre-

pancy) is due to the faulty interpretation of the words of Ksudragama :

“When he gave over the teaching to Sudarsana, the elephants (i.e.

the great beings) had entirely vanished out of existence, at that

time 160 years had passed since the Nirvana, etc. In Sanskrit

ya dacit through the power of word-combination can as well mean

“at which time” as also “and at the time.”1 This passage one must

have translated as “at which time.” The Guru Pandita said that

if it is put as 20n v^r.s, etc. then a half-year has been calculated

as a full-year and it should therefore be taken as 100 years. Accord-

ing to the adjusted 2 report of Pancjita Indradatta, it is said that

Upagupta appeared 50 years after the Nirvana of the victorious (One),

but Iio years after the Nirvana the hierarchical succession came to

an end. 3 Then while speaking of the appearance of Asoka, etc. he

says obviously that as this is in contradiction with the prophecy

and the sources of the adjusted tradition of Aryadesa, although

everything appears to have been properly mentioned, yet it is not

credible.

In the east in the land of Ahga lived a wise and very well-to-do

householder, and in his house grew through the power of his deeds

a tree from which fell jewel- fruits. As he was without any child,

he used to bring offerings continually to the great god Visnu in

the form of Kr$na, in consequence whereof the self-same Krsna

was born as his son. When lie had grown up he became desirous

of going out to sea. He then with 500 merchants, taking all equip-

ments of a ship, went to the jewel-land and filled the ship with

goods. In this way as he had gone to the sea six times and returned

quickly with loaded ship without any difficulty, all regions were

filled up with fame of the merchant as being endowed with great

merits. At the time when his parents were dead and he had be-

come a faithful devotee of the Venerable Dhitlka many merchants

came to him from the far north and requested him to go again

1 So Taranatha thinks to be the cause
;
one notices therefrom

how differently he uses from the Sanskrit in Sanskrit. Yadacit is

primarily a Tibetan fabrication.

2 Tib. gtam. gyi, sbyor. wa : German : Geschictsharmonie.—Tr.

3 Tib. gtad. rabs. rdsogs. zin.-*-Tr.
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to the sea. Although at first he declined saying that he would not go
as he did not hear of anybody having loaded a ship for the

seventh time, but on their persistent request he at last sailed and
reached the jewel-island, loaded the ship with treasures and returned

home. On an island of the ocean the merchants saw a green grove

existing and so they went there to recuperate themselves. Hut they

were caught there by Kraufica Kumarl, the foremost Raksas! of the

Raksasl family dwelling in the sea. They then took refuge in the Vene-

rable Dhltika. At that time the gods, who were their friends, informed

the Venerable Dhltika, who came to the island through supernatural

power. The Rak?as!s, not being able to endure his glory, ran way,

and the merchants returned happily to Jambudvlpa. At this place

the merchants supplied the clergy of the four regions for three

years with all requisites, and at last entered into the pristhood.

They were ordained by the Venerable Dhltika and all of them soon

attained the grade of Arhatship. Then on the passing away of

Dhltika, the venerable Kr§na, who belonged to the family of

of merchants joining the priesthood, took charge of the teaching
;

he delivered instructions to the four groups, and the acquisition of

the four fruits suffered no interruption.

At this time appeared Bhikgu Vatsa 1 of Kasmira, of Brahmana

caste, very wicked, but learned. He took pleasure at the Atmaka

theory, travelled over all regions, and turned the simple people into

his bad teaching and thus raised a little dissension in the saugha.

Therefore Dhltika collected the clergy of the four regions In Vihara

Puskarinl, a part of the Maru land, the yaksa Kapila pro* iding them

with the necessary sustenance, corrected the errors, and re-aerated the

Anatmaka theory in the assembly of the monks. As three months pass-

ed, all the bhik§us who were earlier converted by the Sthavira Vatsa to

the Atmaka theory, were compeletely purified, beheld the truth and at

last, Sthavira Vatsa himself was converted to the unshakeable teaching.

Far off in the island of Simhala was the king Asana-SimhakoSa

(Tib. khri-ldan-sen-gehi. mtsod—Tr.). Once when he was in an assembly,

a merchant of Jambudvlpa made over to him a wooden image of the

teacher. As he asked what it was, the merchant recounted to him

(the events) beginning from the Teacher up to the Venerable

Kfsna of the dignitaries. Then the king wished to see the Venerable

i Tib. gnas. pa. cf. Wassiljew, Der Buddhismus, p. 62 of the

German translation

MARCH, 193 * 20
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Kr§na as also to hear the excellent teaching and so sent a messenger.

When this (messenger) came near the Venerable, the latter set out with

a following of five hundred through the air by means of his super-

natural power, whereupon the messenger held himself fast to the corner

of the holy robe and let himself down on the border of Simhaladvlpa.

As he sent the messenger before, the king came to meet him with

others. He entered the chief city, where he diffused differently coloured

rays of lights, shone forth and showed other wonders. On this island

he preached the Law for three months, filled it with viharas and

clergymen, and made many partakers of the four fruits. Although the

Teacher formerly had trodden over this island with his feet, the

teaching after his death gradually disappeared, the Venerable

Kf$na, however, greatly spread it afresh. After handing over the

teaching to the Venerable SudarSana, who came of the royal family,

he vanished to the country of KuSavana in the north. Now follows

(the story of) SudarSana.

In the west in the land of Bharukaccha, there was a ksatriya DarSana,

sprung of the Pandu line. He had extraordinary riches; his son was

called SudarSana. As he grew up, he became possessed of prosperity

like that of the gods : he had 50 pleasure gardens, 50 picked women,

each of whom had 5 maid-servants and each of them again had five

female playmates. He spent daily 5000 gold panas on flowers alone,

not to speak of his other riches. Once when he had gone to the

pleasure-garden, surrounded by that group, he saw the Arhant Sukayana

going on the way with numerous followers, became exceedingly

faithful and bowed before him, and took his seat by his side. When
the Arhant had taught him the Law, he obtained on that very seat the

grade of an Arhant. When he asked for reception into the clerical order,

the Arhant explained to him that that was not possible for one living as

a householder, that the circumstances were not suitable and that he

should inform his father beforehand. As he requested his father for

permission to enter into the priesthood, his father flew into rage and

wanted to put him in iron-fetters, but just at that moment he raised

himself in the air, displayed the stream of light and showed other

wonders. Thus he converted his father, who said :
‘ O son, as

you have attained such a high grade of virtue, enter into the

priesthood and thereby give me pleasure/ After he had entered the

priesthood, he delivered the teaching to his father, who then realised

the truth. Then he chose Ky$na as his Acarya, and he lived in

his company for a long time. Then Kpsna died and Maha-
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sudar§ana began to discipline the four groups by means of his

teaching.

At that time there lived, in the west in the country of Sindhu, a

yaksint HingalaksI of great strength and supernatural power. She was

spreading epidemics in different regions. She obstructed the way of

those who wanted to go away somewhere else. She appeared in a

dreadful form, whereupon the people offered her daily a wagon-load of

food drawn by six bullocks, one excellent horse, one man and one

woman.

1

When Sudarsana came to know of this and also of the fact

that the time to subdue her had come, he came to his place of resi-

dence after he had collected his alms in the city of Sindhu, and

ate his food. She took him to be a Sramana who had lost his way.

When at last he poured out the water, with which he had washed his

bowl in her house, she flew into rage and sent a shower of stone

and weapon, which, however on account of his being absorbed in

compassionate meditation (maitribhavana—Tr.), he turned into a show-

er of flowers. Then through the power of the wish of the Venerable,

all sides were set on fire and the yaksinl herself was greatly terrified

and sought for refuge to the Venerable. He taught her the Law,

initiated her into the precepts, and from that time up to the present

day no offering of flesh and blood was made to her. Further, SudarSana

knew that later on there would be no subduer, so he converted to the

teaching 500 unbelieving Nagas and Yaksas. Thereafter the Venerable

visited all the towns in the south, provided them with viharas and

monks. On many small islands he established the Buddha's teaching,

and afterwards in Mahacina and other lands he spread the teaching

gradually and led innumerable living beings into bliss, and at last

he vanished from existence into the “niravasesa-nirvanadhatu.^ 8

It is to be observed that the time of youth of king Asoka

corresponded to the last portion of the life of the Venerable Dhltika
;

the time of his sinful way of living with the time of the Venerable

Krsna
;

the time when he became Dharmaraja was the time when

the Venerable Sudars'ana protected the teaching
;
when Mahasudar-

sana vanished out of existence, King Asoka also died. From the Vene-

1 A similar yakfa-offering is mentioned in the biography o

&akyamuni, p. 298 (68).

2 As restored from Tibetan. Schiefner renders it by ,,in dew

restlosen Stoffe der VerdienstanhRufung\—Tr.
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rable Ananda up to Sudarsana there are wellknown avadanas ;

their contents Ksemendrabhadra had collected and described. This

series (of teachers) protected the teaching perfectly and their teaching

agreed with that of the teacher, the Buddha himself. Thereafter

appeared, it is true, many Arhants but they did not perform things

which fully agreed with Buddha’s teachings. The seventh section, the

events contemporaneous with king ASoka.

VIII

THE EVENTS AT THE TIME OF KING VIGATAf§OKA

Of the eleven sons of king Asoka, the most excellent was Kunala,

1

whom a risi had given this name on account of the similarity which

his eyes had with those of the bird (named) Kunala dwelling in the

Himalayas. At the time when he had become master of all sciences,

Tisyaraksita, the wife of king ASoka, fell in love, with him and wanted

to seduce him artfully. But as he was pure and would not

agree to it (her proposals), Tisyaraksita flew into rage. Later on when

King Asoka was suffering from diarrhoea and vomitting excrements,

Tisyaraksita heard that just the same (illness) had happened to a com-

mon man of a mountain-village. She ordered his death, and when the

stomach was cut open and examined, it was found out that a many-

limbed ugly worm by going up and down caused the diarrhoea

and vomitting. This worm did not perish by any medicine

except when treated with a white garlic. Thereupon Tisyaraksita

gave the king a white garlic as the remedy. Although the K§atriyas

cannot eat white garlic, he was however allowed to take 3 for

healing the sickness, and he soon recovered. At this the king

vowed to grant her an excellent (boon). She said that she would

ask for it not then but at some other time. Once upon a time in the

1 See liurnouf, Introduction, p. 403 f.

vol, I, p. 154 f.

2 Burnouf, loc. cit. t p. 150,

Hiouen Tsang, Memoirs,
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north west in the A£maparanta country lying far off, king Gokarna re-

v olted and the king’s son Kunala was sent there with an army for his

subjugation. When he had subjugated the king, Tisyarakgita said to

Asoka :
'*0 king, the time to grant me the boon has come now, give

me the rulership for seven days,” When he had granted her the

same, she wrote an order to extract the eyes of Kunala, sealed it with

the stolen seal of the king and sent a messenger to Asmaparanta. 1

Although the king of that place read the letter, he did not dare

extract the eyes of Kunala. When however Kunala himself read the

letter and became aware of the command of the king as also of the

fact that one was ready to extract the eyes, he ordered accordingly

the man to take out one eye and place it in his hand. What
happened was made known to him before by an Arhant (that

it would so come to pass). He had been many times initiated

into the teaching which hail the doctrine of impermanence as its begin-

ning and which also brought firmness to his mind, As a result thereof,

he became a Srotapanna as soon as he saw the eye. After dismissing

his servant, he took a lyre and wandered through different countries, and

at last came to the Elephant controller at Pataliputra. There the elephant

gifted with insight recognised him and showed him respects. The men
could not recognise him

;
on the daybreak the elephant guards asked

him to play on the lyre. And as he had played the melody Gamaka

on the lyre the king came to know from the top of his palace that

the voice was similar to the voice of his son
;
on the morning he had

enquiries made and learnt the actual state of things. When he had

found out the cause, the king flew into rage, ordered Tisyarakaita to

be locked up and burnt in the Laksa house. But Kunala dissuaded him

from it and he declared the true-wish : ‘If I who love Tisyaraksita and

my son in equal manner, and have no hatred in my mind, then let the

eyes be as before’
;

and Kunala obtained his eyes better than before.

He than entered into the priestly office and obtumed the Arhant

grade.2 Therefore the rulership could not devolve on him but his son

Vigatasoka was selected for the rulership. At this time appeared in

the kingdom Odivisa, the brahmana Raghava having great wealth

1 In the other recensions of this story, it is known as Taksasda

which is restored from Tibetan rdo. hdsog (stone-accumulation).

2 This story of Kunala with slight variations is found also in

the Divyavadana (27), AsokavadUna and . Ivadiuiakalpalata (59).—Tr #
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he acknowledged the three treasures (ratnas) as his teaching. He
was informed beforehand by a god in a dream that on the

following day a bhiksu would come to his house to beg for alms, and

that as his supernatua! power was great, he would be able to collect

the Venerables of all regions and so he should ask him (to do

that). When another morning the Arhant Posadha came to his house

he implored him. He maintained for 3 years the congregation of

80,000 Venerables. The gods being greatly delighted at the

teaching let fall down in his house a rain of flowers. He satiated

ioo.oco bhikghus daily up to the end of his life. The eighth section :

the events at the time of king Vigatasoka.

IX

EVENTS OF THE TIME OF SECOND KAgYAPA

After him the Arhant Kafiyapa, who was born in the North, in

the land of Gandhara, worked for the salvation of living beings

through three kinds of religious works. At that time there

lived, the son of Vigatasoka, Virasena,* who through the favour

of VaiSravana's wife, the goddess LaksmI, possessed inex-

haustible riches without doing even the least harm to living beings.

He supported bhikgus of the four quarters for three years, and offered

a hundred kinds of sacrificial requisities to all caityas existing on the

face of the earth. At that time in MathurS, the Brahmana Ya$a

2

who was very much devoted to the teaching, erected the Vihara

Saravatl,* and maintained 100,000 monks
;

in that Vihara the Arhat

1 Tib. dbah. wohi. sde with it variant dban-pohi. sde (Indrasena)
;

is it not a corruption of Vrsasena ? See Lassen II, 27, the MafijuSrl-

mulatantra (leaf 323) attributes to him a reign of 70 years, and to

his predecessor 76 years.

2 Text : Yafiika (gragsddan),

3 The river Saravat! is mentioned in the Divyavadana (p. 21) as

one of the boundaries of the Madhyama Janapada of the Buddhists
;
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Slanavasa (Sanavasika or Sanavasa) 1 taught the Dharama to a

large number of bhiksus of all regions gathered there. At that time

there lived, in a region of the kingdom of Maruta,2 the son of a

merchant, Mahadeva, who had committed the three unpardonable

(anantarya) sins,* viz., particide, matricide and murder of an Arhant.

Tormented by his conscience he went to Kasmira. 4 After concealing

his ways of life he became a bhiksu. With his sharp intellect he

became very learned in the three Pitakas, felt strong repentance,

and practised samadhi in solitude, Thereafter, by the power of Mara,

all took him to be an Arhant, and this greatly increased his gain

and fame
;
he them came to Saravatl with a group of bhiksus

;
the

the bhiksus recited the Pratimoksasutra by turn, and when the turn

came to Mahadeva, he said at the end of his recitation that “gods are

deluded through ignorance, the path proceeds out of the sound-

stream, the sceptics are possessed by others' (wrong views).* —this is the

teaching of Buddha." When he had taught this, the Venerable ones

and the old bhiksus said that these were not the words of the sutras
;

but the majority of the young bhiksus sided with Mahadeva, and

thus there appeared a division. After Mahadeva had explained

falsely the sense of many other words of the text and had passed

away, the bhiksu Bhadra, whom men took to be a reincarnation of

Mara Paplya, also succeeded in introducing many contradictions and

doubts regarding the sense of the scriptures, and he anounced five

facts, viz., (i) the answer, (2) ignorance (3) doubt, (4) temptation (5)

the restoration of individuality and he gave these out to be the

see S. N. Mazumdar’s edition of Cunningham’s Geography, p, xliii

;

Vinaya, Mv,, I, p. 197.—Tr.

1 Yul. slan. pa. Cf. Mahavamsa, p. 22 : Sambhuuta Sanavasi.—Tr.

2 The kingbom was probably named alter the ruler and he is

Marund ? See Bohtlingk and Roth, Sanskrit Dtctianary s. v.

3 In the Abhidharma-maha-vibhasa-6astra and other works

Mahadeva’s life is related. Watters has summarised it in his Yuan

Chwangt vol. I, pp. 267-9.—Tr.

4 In the Chinese sources Pa^aliputra is mentioned instead of

Kasmira. See Watters, op . ci/n p. 268.—Tr.

5 Lha. rnams. ma. rig. pa. yis. bslus. Lam. ni. sgra. yi. rgyun,

las. byun. , The. tsom. can, rnams. gzan. gyis, hjug.~ Tr.
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teaching of Buddha. 1 Different ways of explaining the word appeared

in consequence of the many special opinions, and on account of

doubts and misunderstandings the division became manifold, and also

on account of the fact, that the teachers of the different sutras in the

language of different regions changed a little the succession of letters

and connection of words, and introduced many different long and

short word-beginnings.

Although the Arhants and many learned people tried to reconcile

this division, the ordinary bhiksus were overpowered by the Demon

and the division did not cease. When Mahadeva and Bhadra died, the

bhiksus came to know their character. After Kasyapa II had vanished

from the present, the Venerable Mahaloma took charge of the land

of Mathura and the Venerable Nandin, the affairs concerning the

teaching. The ninth section, the events of the time of KaSyapa II.

i See Dutt's Early History etc., p. 229, for the interpretation of

Mahadeva’s five tenets.



MISCELLANY

Yage&vara

In the I.tTQ. ot June, 1929, Dr. Venkatasubbiah wrote an article

on Yagesvara, a rare word occurring in Purnabhadra’s Paficatantra.

Me pointed out that Dr. Ilertel was wrong in taking the word in the

sense of ‘gold'. He referred also to the fact that the word occurred

in the Naisadha of Srlharsa (12. 38', and Mallinatha and Narayana

took it to mean ‘a crystal phallus of Siva*.

I wish here to add that the word occurs in Skanda-purana

(MaheSvara-khanda, 11.6 of Kuinarika-khanda), and there it is used

in the sense of a Sivalinga made of stone. The word, however, is

found there in the form of Jageavara.

rfrf fasT I

11

There is no critical edition of Skanda-purana, but it is probable that

Is a variant for The form is, in fact, found even in

Narayana7
s commentary (vide the 4th N. S. edition)

;
and in a correct

and well written manuscript of the commentary of Jinaraja, preserved

in the Bhandarkar Institute, both the forms and are found.

It is no doubt difficult to derive the word in its latter form, unless

we assume it to be a contraction of which seems to be

another Sivalihga mentioned in Skanda-purana (9. 22 of the above-

mentioned khandas).

There is, however, no doubt that Srlharsa himself wrote gpfar.

Vidyadhara, the earliest known commentator on Naisadha, gives

the word in this form. But he explains SPm as a crystal water-

deity, and does not say that it is a Sivaliuga. He contrasts Yages-

vara with Narayana. The latter, too, he says, is a water-deity

resorting as he does to the ocean
;

but he sleeps in the ocean,

while Yagesvara ‘keeps awake’ (atrirf^) as stated in the Naisadha verse

referred to above.

Cancjupandita, the next commentator after Vidyadhara, 1 does

l VidyiSdhara and Candupandita wrote in the latter half of

the 13th century. Their commentaries are still unpublished, but

extensive extracts trom them have been given in the lieges appended

to my English translation of Naisadha, now in the Press.

MARCH, 1931 21
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not recognise the word at all
^
for he construes it as

an interpretation found in Narayana also. He connects, however,

Yage§vara with the natural ocean, from which 'the ocean of fame*

described in the verse is to be distinguished
,
and in the case of the

ocean, he explains it as.*rss^» who, he says, lives invisible in the

ocean. Candu is a learned commentator, but his explanation of this

word is ambiguous.

Among later commentators, Mallinutha, Jinaraja and Narayana

rely on some current tradition* and take the word to mean a

crystal phallus of Siva
( siifesrfair SRhsrc sfa ). Skanda-purana, too,

as we have seen, refers to Yagesvara as a Shaliriga, though not made

of crystal.

There is another reason which makes the connection between

Yagesvara and Siva probable. Srlharsa describes YageSvara as living

'invisible, having entered the waters' (

^

). It is here important to note that we know of a

^iva idol, which, too, is described as living in the midst of waters.

Mahkhaka, in his SnkanUui-carita 3, 14, refers to tlie wooden Kapaic-

svara Siva and says that he 'sleeps* (i. c. lives hidden) in water in

Satlsaras, which is a name ot Kasmlra (3.1).

wj; «
1

From this it is clear that certain forms of Siva are described as

abiding in water, and Srlharsa attributes the same characteristic 10

Yagesvara. This lends lurtiier support to the belief that Yagesvara

as described by Srihar^a is a form of Siv^. Besides, the tact that

the name Yagesvara ends in ‘isvara,* while the deity is described as

being ot crystal, is an indication that the reference is to a Sivaliiiga.

For practically all the names of Sivalihgas mentioned in the Furanas

end 111 ‘isvara,* while references to crystal Sivalihgas are not rare

even 111 the lvavya literature. A crystal phallus ot Siva is referred

to in Dasakumaracarita (1.2;, and in Nava-sahasaukacarita (18.51).

I have here confined myself to the word Yagesvara, but may point

out that, in the Nai§adha verse referred to above, the earlier com-

mentators read for and make it qualify mKmi.

Krishna K. Handiqui

x For details see Rajanaka Jayaratha’s Haracarita-cintamani,

ch, 14.
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While editing a Kannada version of the Mudraraksasa, I was

strongly impressed that the Sanskrit work should be ascribed to the

Gupta period and not to the eighth or the ninth century and that

Dr. Jacobi [W.Z.K.M, (1888), pp. 212-6] has wrongly arrived at

the year 860 A.D. as the date of composition of the drama, The last

verse of the play is as follows :

m Jt^rcrefnraT fijftil q7wft 1

^V^firaWWT *jfa<TT

* nff w

The variants of the last word in this poem that occur in the manu-

scripts are Dantivarman, Rantivarman and Avautivarman. Now
there are two Avantivarmans to be found, one being a contemporary

of Ila'rsa (c. 640) and the other a king of Kashmir (855-83 A.D.).

Jacobi believes that the latter is the one referred to and that his

minister Sura had the play enacted at his court. According to him,

the eclipse that is referred to in the play took place on the 2nd

December, 860.

This is unsatisfactory for several reasons. For the sake of

argument we may equally assert that it is Dantivarman who is

alluded to. We have three kings of the name, two of the Raafcrakuta

lineage and the other a Pallava who succeeded Nandivarman Pallava-

malla. The first Raafcrakuta Dantivarman (c. 600) was probably a

contemporary of Pulakesin II (cf. Ind. Ant., voi. XI). The second

Dantivarman or Dautidurga who had the titles of Vaira-mcgJia, and

Khadgavaloka lived in 754 A.D. and conquered Sandubhupa, the Lord

of KaiicI (Nandivarman), Kalinga, Kosala, Sri Saila, the Sesas,

Malava Lata and Tanka after crossing the rivers such as Mahanadi

and Reva (Ind. Ant„ vol. XII). The Pallava king Dantivarman was

the son of Nandivarman Pallavamalla and seemed to have ruled from

779 to 830 A.D. Between his 21st and 59th year, Rastrakuta Govinda

III defeated him and took Kafici,

Any of these kings might with equal propriety be referred

to in the drama. But a careful study reveals the fact that the author

was a resident of Northern India and knew very well the topographical

details of the city of Pafcaliputra. In all probability he lived in the
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city long before it was destroyed. In the drama, the king of Kashmir

and that of Malaya are referred to as Mlecchas or barbarians. If

we locate Malaya in South India and opine that the drama was

enacted before a Dantivarman, or even suppose that Avantivarman of

Kashmir is alluded to, it is not conceivable how the author could refer

to the country of his patrons as Mleccha-desa with impunity. Mleccha-

deha was the general term applied to all countries beyond the confines

of Aryavarta—the country between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas.

( ). In this drama $akas, Cinas, Hfinas, Para-

slkas, Yavanas, Khasas, and even Kasmiras, and Kulutas are referred to

as barbarians. Moreover, among the varieties of Prakrt employed in

the drama, the Ksapanaka Jivasiddhi and the Candalas employ

Magadhl instead of the ordinary Sauraseni. All this cumulative

evidence leads us to suppose that the author was a native of the

country bounded on the north-east by the Khasia hills, in the south by

the Vindhyas and in the west by Kuluta which Yuan Clnvang tells

us was the country between Jalandhara and the Satadru.

Turning now to the time of composition of the drama, we find that

at the outset a lunar eclipse takes place. This must have been in Bhadra-

pada, for the Kaumudi-mahotsava is referred to immediately afterwards.

This surely occurred on the day of Asvayuja purnima when Kojagarl-

vrata is observed and India and LaksmI are worshipped. Soon after

this, while Candragupta is taking Canakya to task for having stopped

Kaumu ii-mahotsava ,
the attendants sing of Sarad-rtu and the waking

of Visnu from his snake-bed i.e. on the occasion of the Utthanadvadawi

or Probodhotsava (Kardka £u 12), The estrangement between Canakya

and Candragupta is immediately reported to Kakgasa and on Kartika %

huddhapTLrnima
,

Raksasa asks the Ksapanaka to name an auspicious

day for marching on Kusumapura. Jivasiddhi says that after

sunset the Budha-lagna is auspicious.

The eclipse that according to Jacobi took place on the 2nd Decem-

ber, 860 a.P. is thus not the one that is alluded to, because firstly, it

occurs on the full-moon day of the Margahirna month. But, as we

have seen, the whole action must have been concluded by the Kartika

Purnima. Probably Jacobi relies on Dhundiraja and thinks that

nearly two months of inactivity elapsed after the estrangement

between Canakya and Candragupta. But Raksasa's words show

that as soon as the message from P.itaJiputra came, immediate efforts

were made to march on the city. At the most a delay of three or

four days (from utthanadvadahl to Purnttna) is all that is possible.
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Secondly, there was no lunar ecli pse at all on the 2nd December,

860 A.D. 1 ViSakhadatta must have 1 ad an actual eclipse in his mind,

which for the purpose of his drama he presents as imminent, and

it must have been generally believed that it was actually going to

take place as indicated by the preparations made to observe it with

due ceremonies.

The last verse of the BharatavTikya is assigned in some manu-

scripts to the actor of the part of Candragupta himself. In that case,

it is almost certain that the Candragupta alluded to must have

been a king at whose court the drama was acted. The use of the

word adhum supports this idea.

Visfikhadatta was familiar with Kusumapura and probably lived

there before it was destroyed by the Ganges. We have the record

of at least three such innundations. The latest was probably in

1472 A.D. after which Sher Shah re-built the fortress and the town. 2

This is also referred to in the Jain a work KarpUraprakara.

W. gTcffaftram:

One thousand and nine hundred and fourteen years after the Nirvana of

Mahavira, the Ganges once again destroyed Pataliputra. Before

this in about 750 A.D., according to a version of Kang-Juyen, there

was another submergence of the city. But the earliest of all seems

to be the one at the time of the death of Kalkin which event Jaina

accounts place in 472 A.D. The Trilokasara says

<rai?[

1 <m tram arirt 1

Similarly the Jaina Ilarivamxa , Trailokyad%pik~i ,
Uttarapurana

,
and

the Trilokasara are all unanimous in placing Kalkin 394 years and five

months after Saka era {My. At. Rep., 1928). May we not therefore,

he justified in concluding that in the year 472 a.D., Pataliputra was

destroyed by the Ganges. Visakhadatta must have lived prior to

this date and in the days of Candragupta Vikramaditya.

Vififikhadatta himself gives us the clue in a verse (Act IV, 41.

Here the Gupta lineage is compared with that of the gods,

1 Indian Ephemeris, vol. I, pt. I, p. 233.

2 Lassen, L A vol. II.
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and Malayaketu is referred to as an ordinary king (ft?anu*ya
)9

Kalyiinakula seems to be the same as Srlkula and in an inscription

of Gupta era 61, the Gupta family is referred to as

and the Deva is no other than Candragupta himself whose titles

on the coins are (i) Avikrama, (2) Ajitavikrcnna
, (3) Narendracandra

(t) Dcvaraja
, (5) Simhavikrama> etc. Moreover, the «§akas who are

mentioned in the drama are probably the Western Ksatrapas whose

line came to an end in 388 a,d. at the hands of Candragupta. It is

unlikely that if no Saka is found after 400 A.D., a writer recording

long after should refer to them. The destruction of Sakas is referred to

by Buna and in the drama Devicandragupta quoted in the Brnga ra-

rUpa/ca. So the drama Mudriirfiksasa must have been written

some time after 38S A,D. and before 415 A.D. the latest date for

Candragupta Vikramaditya. Thus Visiikluidatta becomes the younger

contemporary of Kalidasa. Dr. J. J. Modi is of opinion that the

Hunas were to be found on the Indian borders as early as the

second century A.D. and the argument that Ilunas came to India

only after 475 A.D. is not valid. They became a menace only in

the time of Toramana and Mihirakula and harassed Skandagupta.

But until then they seem to have been contented with sporadic

expeditions for the purposes of pillage and robbery. The use

of the phrase in the Bliaratavakya shows that

a sort of guerilla warfare was being carried on and that the Hunas

were not yet as powerful as they were to become under Toramana

or Mihirakula.

There is nothing in the internal evidence that militates against

our view. Some of the stanzas that occur in this drama are also to be

found in the Paiicatantra ^ etc.) and in Bhartrhari's

Nltisataka etc,). Of Bhartrhari's Satakas only the ^rrigara-

sataka seems to have been his own composition, the other two

being collections of Su/dijs/tas. Paficatantra or TantrakhyUyika

cannot be placed later than the middle of the third century A.D.

Perhaps Visakhadatta borrowed the verse from Paiicatantra

,

or as

is more probable, he introduced into \n< work some of the floating

literature of his time. So there is no sufficient reason for placing

him after Bhartrhari.

In the first Act, Canakya says that Indusarman is well-versed

in the science of polity of Ausanasa school. This does not necessarily

mean that this drama is posterior to Sukrariiti. Kalidasa mentions

the Ausanasa-nlti thus :
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^«flfq?rataireTfq

TO I

fa'^fazrita ^ R0i: 11

(KumUrasambhava, III 6).

Kautalya in the Arthasastra criticizes the opinions of his predecessors

like Munava
,

Barhaspatya, Amanasa , Paravara and AmbJnya,

Nor is there sufficient justification for placing Visakhadatta after

Varahamihira. Kalidasa knows that the Moon is the friend of Budha

and Guru (cf. Raghuvaniaa
,
XIII, 76). The notion that Ketu influen-

ces the fortunes of men (according to Ballalasena's Adbhutasagara )

originated with Pulisa or Paulas of Alexandria. Hence we can only

conclude that the drama was composed after the third century a.d.

The allusions to the selflessness of the Buddhas or Bodhisattvas

and to the story of Sibi show that Buddhism was an honoured reli-

gion at this time, though due to the Briihmanical revival it was gra-

dually losing ground. The fact that Canakya sent Indusarman to

the court of Malayaketu as a Ksapanaka of the Lokottaravadin. school

instead of as a Brahmin Parivrajaka, shows that the Buddhist monks

had been in the habit of conducting political intrigues under the pro-

tective cloak of their Akrama . The nuns in the Kathasaritsagara and

i:i the Dakakumavacanta engage themselves in even more repre-

hensible acts. It is not surprising that an author with Brahmanical

leanings like Visakhadatta, depicts Jlvasiddhi as a spy and a betrayer.

Coming to the style, a single glance is enough to show that

Visakhadatta writes clearly and forcibly as befits the narrative.

His style shows none of the elaborate ornateness of Miigha and

Bhavabhuti or Ratnakara or Bharavi. At the same time, since

in the first stanza he employs Vakrokti, it is possible that lie is later

than Bhamaha. Bhamaha must certainly be prior to Bharavi, the

arguments about the former being posterior to Dandiu or Dharmaktrti

being manifestly absurd, Bharavi must have been the contemporary

ot Durvmlta (c. 450), Simhavarinan or Simhavisnu of RaiicI (Saka 30O

or A.D. 458 according to SiinhasurPs Lokavibhuga) and Vuvainaiiaraja

Visnuvardhana. The attempt to place Bharavi between 615 A.D.

(accession of Visnuvardhana of the Eastern Calukyas) and 634 a.d.

(the date of the Aihole inscription composed by Raviklrti) would

lead us to the ridiculous conclusion that during the space ot fifteen

years Bharavi became so famous that a Jaina poet ot such merit
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as Raviklrti classed him with Kalidasa. Bharavi must be placed in

about 450 A.D. Thus there is nothing contrary to our view that

Visakhadatta might have followed the school of Bhamaha.

Some minor points might be noticed. Vatesvaradatta is spoken

of as merely a Samanta, while his son Prthu perhaps obtained the

title of Maharaja (which cannot mean a minister) and Visakhadatta

has the title of neither ft!manta, nor Kumara nor Yuvaraja . And
the use of the phrase ftr'imadbandhubhrtya in the Bharatavakya indi-

cates that the members of the family of Vi&ikhadatta was included

among the relatives and servants of Candragupta. Probably Prthu

tried to make himself independent during the reign of Samudragupta

who deprived him and his son of all their power.

The designation of the offices that occur in the drama like Kala-

pa'xaka, dandapHa/ca
,
sarvanagara* in ,

durgapalaka
,
ktimara ,

adhi-

raja
,
vijayapalaka

,

etc. also occur in the Basra seals and other contem-

porary Gupta records as uparikamaharaja
,
inaliapr<.itiharin ,

mahadanda

•

nayaka, nagarasrerthin
,
dandapasadhikarana

,
etc. Visakhadatta evident-

ly employs the terminology of his own time instead of that of the

Arlha-sastra.

Thus having fixed the time of the composition of the play, we

shall see if in any year about the beginning of the fifth century A.D.

the astronomical conditions mentioned in the play are fulfilled. It

has already been indicated that the balance of probability is that

Visakhadatta while writing the play had a definite time-scheme

starting with a lunar eclipse on a Bhadrapada full-moon day and end-

ing with the Kartika full-moon day in accordance with the pUrnimanta

reckoning. The year 397 A.D. satisfies these conditions. 1

Lunar eclipse, Bhadrapada S. 15, Monday, 24th August, 397 A.D.

Kaumudimahotsava, Asvina S. 15, Wednesday, 23rd Sept., „

Prabodhotsava, Kartika S. 12, Monday, 19th October, „

March on Pataliputra, Kartika & 15, Thursday, 22nd Oct., „

On Thursdays travelling is foi bidden till 3 P.M. (22 ghatikas

after sunrise) and because of Paurnilna and Krttikanaksatra travelling

1 The year A.D. 388, in which Candragupta destroyed the

oakas, seems also to fit the data :—Bhadrapada 6. 1 5 Lunar eclipse

ou 2nd September
;

ASvina, kaumudl mahotsava on October 2nd,

Monday
;
Prabodhotsava on Kartika 12, Saturday, October 28th

*
and

the full*moon of Kartika falls on Tuesday, 31 October.
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from north to south is also tabooed. It is further enjoined that prin-

ces must start in a dvisvabhavalagna like that of Budha when engag-

ed in war. Jivasiddhi opines that the Lagna is strong enough to over-

come the evil results of nakmtra
,
tithi and vara . Independent of the

accepted belief that the drama Devi-candragupta is a work of

ViSakhadatta and cannot have been composed prior to 388 A.D.,

the last date of the Ksatrapas, we have arrived at the conclusion

that Murdaraksasa must have been composed during the time of

Candragupta II, by our process of reasoning. I am not aware of

Dr. Sten Konow's arguments for placing ViSakhadatta in the reign

of Candragupta, but the facts adduced above serve to show that this

theory cannot be dismissed, as Dr. Keith does, as a mere “fantasy.*

S. Srikantha Sastri

Characteristic Features of the Sattaka form of Drama 4

The word ‘Sattaka* is fairly well-known to students of Sanskrit

dramaturgy as the name of a minor form of drama. But the literal

and exact sense of the word or its characteristic features are not quite

welhknown. Originally it seems to have referred to a form of dance.

The word Sadi/ca is found in a Bharhut inscription where it

refers to music or dance. According to Dr. Hoernle it is a some-

what irregularly formed equivalent of the Sanskrit Siitaka applicable

to the dancing of the Apsarases.*2

That dancing formed an essential part in the staging of Sajtakas

is gathered from statements found in the prologues of the two

Sabtakas

—

KarpTirama nfarl and Rambhamafifarl, The PariparSvika

in the first work expressly states that the Sattaka has to be

danced. 3 In the second work the expression ‘Oh, the dancers have

already begun' 4 has been used to refer to the fact that the play has

already begun. This would also be quite clear from a definition

1 Read before the Sixth All-India Oriental Conference at Patna

in December, 1930.

2 Ind. Ant., vol. XX, p. 257 ; Hultzsch, Z.D.M.G., vol. XL, 1886,

p. 66, No. 50.

3 SWT l 4 I

MARCH, 193 1 22
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of the Sattaka as given in the Bkavaprakakana according to which

Sattaka is a form of dance. 1

Uses like *rrfw, and in the

Rambhamafijarl would seem to point to a kind of metre or raga as

the meaning of the word.

It is not known when the Sattaka as a form of drama—as apart

from a kind of music or dance—came to be introduced. Neither

we have many surviving specimens of this kind of drama. Earlier

works like the Natyakastra of Bharata and the Dakarupaka of

Dhananjaya do not mention Sattaka. The section of the Agnipurana

(338, 2) dealing with dramaturgy refers to Sattaka but the time of

the composition of the Purana is not yet definitely known. And the

KarpUramanjarl of Rajasekhara seems to be one of the earliest,

if not the earliest, available specimen of a Sattaka. But even at the

time of Rajasekhara, Sattaka as a form of drama does not seem to

have been widely known and this necessitated a definition of the form

in the prologue. 2 It should be noted that the prologue is not found

elsewhere to define or explain the form of the drama.

There was a good deal of controversy with regard to the exact

nature of Sattaka. According to some it is a type of Tolaka 3
;

according to others it is a form of Natika*

But the greatest amount of controversy appears to have centred

round the language of a Sattaka. Thus a characteristic feature of

the Satfaka as noted by Visvanatha in his Sahityadarpana (and as is

the general impression among students of Sanskrit) is the exclusive

use of Frakrt. 1 But this does not seem to have been the case origi-

nally or even later on generally. The definition of this form of drama

as given by Rajasekhara in the prologue of his Karparamanjari

does not refer to this important feature. Had it required the ex-

clusive use of Prakrt, the verse that explains it would not have

omitted to mention this vital point. On the other hand subsequent

1 faq (p, 269).

2 But Prof. Sten Konow thinks otherwise. According to him the

definition of Sattaka as given in the work itself suggests that the

KarpUrama Tijari was not the first composition of its kind.—KarpTira-
maftfari (II. O. S.), p. 195,

3 Bhavoprakahana (G. O. S.), p. 180. 4 Ibid., p. 244.

5 wi mjfflftsRT&r VI.284.
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query, why Prakrt has been used to the exclusion of Sanskrit may
be regarded as an indication that Sattakas were composed in

Sanskrit as well.

The Bhavaprakasana of Saradutanaya, ‘a compendium of all acti-

vities of the writers on literary criticism from ]3harata down to

Ksemendra in the nth century' (as the work is described in the in-

troduction to its edition in the Gaekivad's Oriental Series) actually

refers to people who were definitely of opinion that at least the king

in a Satfcaka should not speak Prakrt ,
1 In the same breath the view

of others according to whom the king should speak MagadhI or

SaurasenI form of Prakrt is also referred to .
2 It is stated in another

place of the same work that a Sattaka should be Prakritaprakrta-

inaya ,

3 But the meaning of the word is not quite clear. It seems

to refer to the use of high class Prakrt alone in a Sattaka. For

it is definitely laid down that a Sattaka should be couched in the

languages spoken in Siirasena and Maharastra .

4 It may not unlikely

also mean that a Sattaka should be mainly— if not exclusively—in

Prakrt, thereby hinting at the possibility of the existence of Sattakas

in Sanskrit.

The definition of the Sattaka as given by the author of the

Natyadarpana is extremely obscure. He is expressly of opinion that

a Sattaka should be in one language. But it is difficult to make

out anything from his statement to the effect that it should neither

be in Sanskrit nor in Prakrt .

8 Does it indicate that Sattakas were

originally in spoken dialects which were different alike from Sanskrit

and literary Prakrt ?

Whatever might have been the case originally it is clear from the

references of Saradatanaya that there were Sattakas in which the king

1 *r wit (p. 269).

2 unroll (loc.de).

3 (p* 244)-

4 (p. 269).

5
WWII «nfcT 1

*—Natyadarpana (G. O. S.), vol. I, p. 213.
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at least spoke Sanskrit. The silence in RajaSekhara's definition as

to the language to be used in a Sattaka as also his excuse for using

Prakrt instead of Sanskrit would naturally lead one to suspect the

existence of Saffcakas in Sanskrit.

As a matter of fact we have a work the Rambhama^nfari of the

Jain poet Nayacandra (author of the Hammlramahakavya) which is

styled Sattaka and is written in imitation of the KarpTiramaftjarv,

The work is partly in Sanskrit. Here the king speaks Sanskrit • the

Sutradhara speaks Sanskrit and Prakrt. The plot of the work agrees

very closely with that of the KarpUramalijarl. The use of Sanskrit

by our author cannot be supposed to be a fresh adventure as its use

in earlier works can be inferred from the statements of &arad fitanaya

and RajaSekhara,

One more notable feature of the work
.
is that it is complete in

three yavanikas or acts whereas according to the consensus of opinion

of all authors of works on dramaturgy it should have four. 1

It will not be out of place here if an attempt were made to

hazard a suggestion to explain this confusion with regard to the exact

nature of a Sattaka. Originally it seems to have been—as its name

appears to indicate and as has been supposed by scholars like Sten

Konow 2 and Keith 3—a form of popular operatic representation abound-

ing in music and dancing. It was possibly the practice at that time

to use in it popular dialects which were neither literary Prakrt nor

Sanskrit. This seems to be the significance—as has already been con*

jectursd—of the definition of the Natyadarpana . When introduced in a

Sanskrit garb or even when it was in popular dialects it docs not seem

to have appealed to the cultured Sanskrilist audience. This is probab-

ly hinted by the Natyadarpana when it refers to its comparative un-

popularity. 4 RajaSekhara might have made an attempt to restore the

1 The work as edited by Pandit Ramcandra Dlnanatha Sastr!

was printed at the Nirnaya Sagara Press, Bombay in 1889. Curiously

it is styled a natika on the cover. It deals with the story of king

Jaitra-Siinha, the Pangu, of Benares and Rambha, the daughter of

Madanavarman of the Kirmira dynasty of Lata (Gujrat). The subject-

matter and historical data of the work will be dealt with in detail

in a separate paper.

2 Karpuramanjarl (H. O. S.), p. 195.

3 Sanskrit Drama> p. 350.

4 ^ (p. 215).
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popular character of this form of drama by his composition of a

Sajtaka in literary Prakrt. It should be noted that Rajasekhara

makes use of high class Prakrt alone (e.g, Saurasejil and Maharastrl).

The preponderance of de§l and local element in his work may
possibly be due to his desire to make it popular.

Originating, as it did, from so famous and great a poet as Raja-

Sekhara the KarpTiramaRiat\ soon came to occupy the position of

an ideal Safctaka. And not only later poets but also rhetoricians

did not hesitate to accept it as the type. And some, at least, of

the rhetoricians like Visvanatha appear to have adapted their defini-

tions of this form of drama to the KarparamaTxjarl .

CllINTAHARAN ClIAKUAVAKTY

On Manimekhala ‘'the guardian deity of the sea*
1

(a Cambodian document)

In the last number of the Indian Historical Quarterly, I have

drawn attention to Manimekhala, a goddess of the sea, whose

name appears in the Pali Jataka and in a celebrated epic of the

Tamil literature, associated in both of them, with the same tale —
the rescue of a holy man about to be drowned after a shipwreck.

I have suggested that this deity belongs to Southern India and that

her place of worship may have been Kancl or Kaverlpatbana. Now

I have quite unexpectedly and by mere chance come across another

reference to Manimekhala not in India proper, but in Further India,

in that kingdom of Cambodia (Kamvuja, Kamboja), where much of

old India can still be detected, not only in ancient temples, but also

in current life and daily practices.

The Cambodian Ramfiyana has the following episode. Its transla-

tion has been prepared through the kindness of Mademoiselle Suzanne

Karpeles, the keeper of the King’s library and the secretary of the

Buddhist Institute at Pnom-Penh.

“At the settled time, the gods and goddesses went to the meeting

place where they used to go every year for the pleasure of dancing.

A very powerful god, Varjun by name, having heard that all were

already present at the place, dressed himself and went there in order

to take part in the dance along with the other gods.

At that time, a goddess of the sea, Manimekhala, who had also
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heard of that meeting, left her abode, holding in her hand a blazing

jewel, and went to the place where all had to gather. At the same

time, it happened that a king of the Giants, llamas lira or Rama
p'arusa (Parana Rama) by name, very wicked and very powerful,

left his heavenly mansion to enjoy a walk. In the course of his

walk he perceived from afar the blazing fires of the jewel that Mani-

mekhala tossed in her hand while playing with it. Wishing to take

hold of that precious jewel, Ramasura proceeded straight to her. The

gods who were then dancing fled away and hastened to their home

at the sight of the wicked Ramasura. Manimekhala, left alone on

the spot, hid herself in the clouds, tossing her jewel. The Giant

followed on her steps. Seeing him, she behaved as if she would

give her jewel up to her foe. But, as he was nearing, she tossed

the jewel up, and Ramasura dazzling at the blaze, drew back, She

stepped further, he pursued her. In a fit of anger, he advanced

again in order to catch hold of her, but Manimekhala again escaped

the threatening hand. At last, the Giant threw his axe, hoping to

kill the mistress of the jewel, but, lo ! the axe did not touch her.

Ramasura exclaimed : ‘Mekhala, will you give me your jewel ? If

not, you will be killed by my own hands' and he went on pursuing her.

At this moment the god Varjun, a sword in his hand, came to

pass along. Ramasura then left her aside, and full of anger, address-

ed the god Varjun with these words : ‘Who are you ? How are

you so bold as to pass along before my eyes ? Do you not know

that 1 am the most powerful in the three worlds ? Varjun answered :

Well, rascal, my name is Varjun, well-known in the three worlds.

While passing through the air, 1 did not trample on your head. Why
do you get across against me ? Why do you want to emulate me ?

Have you not heard from the gods the extent of my divine power ?

Well be aware of this, Ravana himself, with ten heads and twenty

arms, yields to myself ?

Listening to these harsh words of Varjun, Ramasura enraged turn-

ed his axe round and began to fight. They exchanged such blows

that the earth quaked. At last Ramasura succeeded in catching

Varjun's feet, and he struck him against mount Meru so hard that

Varjun died. The three worlds quaked, the Meru leaned on one

side under Ramasura’s heavy blow.

After that fight, Ramasura returned home victorious. As for

Manimekhala, she sat back to the sea, where she is still going on

acting as a guardian.”
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This is the tale from which a ballet has been drawn, still perform-

ed at the court of Cambodia. It was given once more, a few months

ago at the festival held at Pnom-Penh on the opening of the new

Buddhist Institute (May 1930) ; it had been performed a little earlier

(December 1929) before the maharaja of Kapurthala on the occasion

of his visit to the royal court of Cambodia. The Programme distri-

buted to the guests is as follows :

1. Welcoming dance of the angels.

2. The archangel Vorchun join the angels and dances with them,

3. The goddess of the sea, Mekhala, holding a- blazing stone,

enters and dances with others. The archangel Vorchun requests her

in vain to give him the stone.

4 The demon Ream-Eysor, dazzled by the blaze of the jewel

thrown by Mekhala, breaks out into a fit of fury, and pursues the

angels. He attempts to obtain from the goddess of the sea her

wonderful jewel, but to no purpose
;
he pursues her and engages him-

self in a light with the archangel Vorchun who tries to stand in his way.

Now it is clear at once that the compiler of the Cambodian

Ramayana was familiar with the same Manimekhala, “the guardian

of the sea”, the owner of a wonderful jewel, who appears both in

Pali and Tamil literature, and that he was, moreover, acquainted with

some features of her legend which we could only guess or presuppose

from Indian sources. I had in my previous paper dwelt on a passage

of the Mahajanakajataka where the author explains why the goddess

neglected for full seven days to inspect the sea
;

after giving his

own explanation, he adds . “some people say (keci vadanti) that she

had been attending a meeting of the gods’*. And again, after be-

coming conscious of her negligence, Manimekhala exclaims: '‘If

Mahfijanaka had perished in the sea, I could not hereafter be admit-

ted into the meeting of the gods/’ What that meeting was is now

told expressly in the Cambodian Ramayana : the gods used to meet

once a year in a fixed place for the pleasure of dancing. Now,

Manimekhala’s struggle with ParaSu Rama is not likely to be a

spontaneous fancy of the Cambodian epic
;

it was probably borrowed

from some old cycle of Indian legends in which Manimekhala was

playing the chief part. It is no wonder that legends originating

from the South-Eastern coast of India reached Cambodia
;
there are

ample evidences of regular intercourse between this kingdom and

the Southern dynasties, the Pallavas and the Colas. I hope l can later

trace another evidence of the same kind, but in a converse direction.

Sylvain Levi



Notes on Dravidian

Tiie k-sounds of Dravidian -

I General

The sound r can, in very general terms, be described as being

produced by the vibration of the tip of the tongue raised up to some

point between the teeth-ridge and the middle-palate on the mouthrroof.

The sounds so produced are of different varieties, depending upon the

point of articulation and the amount of vibratory movement involved.

So far as the point of articulation is concerned, it may be anywhere 1

between the teeth ridge and the middle-palate. Vibratory move-

ments of the tongue tip become impossible when the point of articida-

tion is taken beyond the middle-palate
;

and they are reduced

to a minimum when the tongue-tip is on the teeth-ridge. From the

supra-dental region to the mid-palatal area, the tongue-tip retains

sufficient elastic power to be set in varying degrees of vibration. The

more forward the position of the tongue-tip, the greater is the ten-

dency shown by the sound to assume a fricative character
;
as the

tongue-tip moves more and more backward on the mouth-roof, the

vibratory movements become easier, till a particular position is rea-

ched beyond which no vibratory movements are possible.

As the tip of the tongue could vary its point of contact on

the mouth-roof, one should naturally expect variations in the

character of the sounds produced not only among the different dia-

lectal varieties of the same language but also among individual

speakers of the same dialect and even among the different enuncia-

tions of the same speaker. This is actually the case in Dravidian.

Further, the tendency of Dravidian to push up the tongue-tip towards

the dome or apex of the mouth-roof (cf, the enunciation of the charac-

teristic 'cerebral’ sounds t,
t
d

,
n

}
of Dravidian) has led to the production

in Dravidian of as many r sounds as there are points of articulation

from the teeth-ridge up till the mid-palatal region. To adopt the

scientific classification of Jespersen, we may say that the Dravidian

varieties may be produced anywhere between /SR* ^ and . We need

only note the value of southern English r [= I, P. A. ‘T] is absent

in Dravidian.

bee Jespersen’s Lehrbuck der Phcnetik
, pp. 38, 39.
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For practical purposes, however, we shall recognise here only three

main varieties. These three varieties are represented in Tamil :

—

(a) the so-called “light” r which is post-drntal and produced in the

region covered by ARe to /JR^
;
all the southern dialects possess a distinct

symbol for this sound, which symbol is usually equated to its actual

phonetic value. The vibratory movements of the tongue-tip are very

few here and the muscular tension is very low.

(b) An ‘alveolar* 1 r produced at the position denoted by AR* to AR*
;

this sound has no separate symbol in any of the southern Dravidian

speeches. The sound itself exists as such in a fixed form in Tamil

only in the consonant groups nd'r and /'/V where d

'

and /'/' represent

alveolar plosives. In the other dialects the sound crops up only

as an impermanent peculiarity in the enunciation of certain speakers

or dialectal sub varieties.

(c) The so-called ‘cerebral* or ‘cacuminal* or ‘hard* r is produced

iu the region of /SR* to ARh and termed variously in the south by

native grammarians as hakata rlphat bandi-ra
,

etc. The vibratory

movements of the tongue-tip are largest in the production of this

variety. Tamil, Tclugu and Kannada possess symbols for this

sound, but in modern enumeration Tamil alone gives it its true

value.

In the production of all these three vaiieties, the lips remain

slightly open, the tongue-tip immediately behind the tip-region is slight-

ly drawn backwards so that the tongue-tip is allowed free play during

vibration. The vibratory movements in all cases are in contact

with the mouth-roof. These vibratory movements increase in number

as the point of articulation proceeds higher and higher on the

mouth roof from AR* to ARh
. The post-dental r involves only very

few vibratory movements, while the post-alveolar r is quite distinctly

‘rolled* or ‘trilled/ Generally speaking, the most forward variety ARe

and the most backward ARh are not heard in Dravidian.

The fact that the vibratory movements become easier as the

tongue-tip takes up higher and higher positions on the mouth-roof

is of particular significance 2 in Dravidian inasmuch as in certain

1 Alveolar d' in ttd*r is produced at a slightly more forward posi-

tion than /V in *7V. The point of articulation for the voiced alveolar

df
is the region of the fore-gums ,

while t’t
f
is produced at the back-gums.

2 What I have termed ‘alveolar* r in a previous article of mine

in these columns includes the true as well as the post-dental variety.

MARCH, 193 X
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dialects the ‘lighter’ varieties of r tend to become rolled r cither in

combinative positions or under the influence of mechanical or

semantic accent. Indeed, any attempt on the part of a speaker to

‘trill’ his r gives rise to the production of r.

II. The description of r sounds in Tamil Grammars

I have described above the values of the main varieties of r as

they are brought out in present-day enunciation. It would be

interesting to consider here the views of old Tamil grammarians

with a view to finding out, if possible, the values attached to these

sounds in the enunciation of a more ancient period.

The oldest extant Tamil grammar Tolkappiyam (ist century

B. C. ?) describes the production of the ‘light’ r thus

Sutra ''Nunifia-VHznari-y-annam varuda

Rakara lakaram ay Irandum pirakkum".

€iR and l are produced by the tip of the tongue being raised and

allowed to rub against the hard palate”.

The same grammar describes the ‘hard’ r thus :

—

nAnari nunina v-annam ot'
t'
r

a

lia/iga nahgamyirandum pit althum"

,

"ft and n are produced by the tip of the tongue being raised and

made to come in contact with the palate”.

It may be observed that the Tolleappiyam doer, not describe any

other variety. The Nannxil\ another grammar, which is later than the

Tolkappiyam describes similarly these two varieties only :

—

‘Light’ r :

—

“Anna nunina varuda ra la varum 9
%

“R and l are produced by the rubbing of the tip of the tongue

against the palate”.

Minute observation reveals that the symbol for ‘light’ r in Tamil

is usually given to-day the value of the post-dental only. The Tamil

alphabet thus possesses symbols only for the post-dental r and the

‘hard’ or post-alveolar r
t the purely alveolar variety having been

from early times associated in symbol and in sound with the

post-alveolar or retroflex f.
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‘II arc? r :
~

“Anna nuninl nani-y-uril ra na varum *\

“R and n are produced when the tongue-tip is closely attached to

the pal ate’ \

It would be useless to expect in these descriptions the scientific

precision such as we are accustomed to in modern phonetic treatises.

On an examination of the above definitions of the Tamil grammars
the following points deserve to be singled out

(0 So far as r is concerned, it is clubbed with the continuative

It merely on the ground that the tip of the tongue comes into play

against the palate in both cases, l in modern Tamil is distinctly post-

alveolar, and ‘light' r is post-denial. It could certainly not be

that in ancient Tamil the r described here had the same point

of articulation as that of modern l, l may indeed have been produced

in the post-dental or alveolar regions but the definitions themselves

do not suggest anything to warrant an inference of this kind. It is

possible that the difference in the points of articulation was not

considered by the old grammarians to be sufficiently important to

be noted, probably because for r and l the points of articulation

varied greatly among different speakers and different enunciations

were current in an older period,

(2 )
As for the other r which corresponds in symbol to that,

representing modern r, the old grammarians class it among plosives

and define it as being similar in point of production to the alveolar

This view of the Tamil grammarians calls for a few comments.

Evidently, the sound referred to here is an alveolar r (j3r/ ), as we

see from the fact that it is described as having the same point of

production as n and, further, as the classificatory lists show the

relationship of this r to n
> just as dental / is shown to be parallel

to dental n\ Between the alveolar r and the post-alveolar r, the only

difference that is easily observable, is the amount of vibration of the

tongue-tip, Among individual speakers themselves, the values of the

alveolar and the cerebral r’s are interchanged to-day. It was therefore

probably felt by the grammarians that the symbol standing for

modern r need be described only as representing an alveolar sound

and that no separate mention need be made of the cerebral.

Yet another factor also should have contributed to the confusion

of the alveolar and the cerebral values of r in these definitions. This

point has to be considered in close connection with the grammarians*

classification of y as an alveolar plosive ,
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Why did they class f as an alveolar plosive ? Was it because

originally it had only the value of alveolar /' or cC J Did the sound

originally have none of those vibratory movements which we associ-

ate with modern r ? In other words, could we consider that the

modern value of f is a later development from t ? The answer to

these questions is unequivocally in the negative when we note (a)

that /' (as we find it in Tamil Malayajam today) has no distinct

individuality of its own and shows itself to be a secondarily derived

sound
;

(b) that phonetically t’ can never give rise to r under any

circumstances
;
and (c) that the independence and individuality of

p as an ancient Dravidian phoneme with a definite phonetic value

and with clear semantic differentiations in those forms, possessing

this sound as distinct from forms having ‘light' r, are unquestionable

as shown by the occurrence of the symbol and the sound (in some

instances) in the southern Dravidian dialects.

When once we note that r is ancient and that /' has no indivi-

duality of its own, the view (expressed by some scholars) that the

symbol for f originally had only the value of a plosive becomes un-

likely. Why then have these two sounds been confused in the classi-

fication adopted by Tamil grammarians ? And why does the symbol

for modern Tamil f stand for /' or d also in those few consonant

groups where these alveolars occur ?

I have indicated the answer to these questions already in my dis-

cussion of the origin of alveolar plosives d' in the I.H.Q. (1929).

In a large number of instances, the production of or d! occurs in

close connection with the vibratory 'rolling' of the alveolar or cere-

bral r, and thereupon the alveolar plosive was associated with r in

symbol and in sound, (Cf. for this association of / or d' with r the

Tamil groups n<tr and t(r, the latter of which is produced not only

when an original f is involved but also as the result of combinative

changes of alveolar l ox n plus dental t). Though t* or cC was recog-

nised as possessing no separate individuality of its own except largely

in connection with alveolar or cerebral r, it was singled out as the

first element in the emphatic enunciation of r (alveolar and cere*

bral). When the sound r (alveolar and cerebral) was recognised

(especially in accented positions) as being constituted of f or d’ and
’

r (alveolar or cerebral), the symbol originally standing for r by a

natural confusion came to stand for t' also in the consonant

groups like fk (</ or n+k) and tp (</ or n+p) where no r was

involved,
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1

The process of association may therefore be represented to have

taken the following course •

(i) Alveolar and cerebral r (with trilling) existed as original

sounds in Dravidian and were correctly represented by the modern

symbol for r
;
no attempt was made to distinguish these two, because

they shared common features in their enunciation.

f2) The alveolar plosive element f or <T was incorporated by these

sounds initially, when they were ‘rolled* particularly under the influ-

ence of accent arising from mechanical or semantic causes.

(3) This plosive element came to be intimately associated with

r which latter was thereupon also classified as a plosive especially

because the plosive element underwent changes parallel to those

undergone by the other plosives />, t, k and their voiced varieties

(4) Further, the symbol standing for r also came to stand for

the single sound /' or d' when it cropped up even in contexts where

no original r was involved, i.e., when it cropped up as an assimila-

tive result of the combination of l or n+k or / or w+/\ (in which

cases no original r was involved).

The mixing*up of the symbols for r and /' or d' and the classifica-

tion by the Tamil grammarians of r as an alveolar plosive should there-

fore be traced to the peculiar phonetic value of Tamil alveolar or

cerebral r which in accented or certain combinative positions had the

value of t* or d’ + r.

Ifl Occurrence of the Sounds

(a) In initial positions, no one of the r- sounds is found in native

words in the different Dravidian dialects except in Telugu, Tuju, Kui

and Gondi where the initially occuring r- is the result of Aph^eresis

consequent on accent-shifting :
—

Telugu : rolu (mortar)—cf. Tamil ural (mortar)

Id (inside)—cf. ul (inside)

rdyu (to rub)—cf. oral (to rub)

etc. etc.

Tulu : lamb-{to wash)—cf. Tam. alamhu

refifu-(to dissolve)—'cf. Tam. karat

randu\to crave)—cf. Tam- era-kku

etc, etc.
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Kui : rak-(to rub)—cf. southern or*ai
t
etc.

rls (to set in position)—cf. southern irutt-(to place)

ri (to burn)— cf. eri (to burn)

etc. etc,

Gundi : ragga{to descend)— cf. Tamil irangu
;

r~‘hg (to be open)—cf. Tamil fur (to be open)

etc. etc.

(6) Intervocally, both r and r occur in Tamil and Malayalam

and are given their correct values, e.g., paravai (bird), irangu (to des-

cend), urai (to settle, coagulate), etc.

There exist separate symbols for r and /* in Kannada and Telugu

also but the modern value of both these symbols is only a post-dental

r (see below for instances).

(c )
In final positions, r when preceded by a long vowel appears

without any enunciatory vowel in Tamil, e.g., ur, wr, etc., but final

r takes 1 always a slight enunciatory vowel, e.g., karu (cloud), saru

(essence), etc.

In Malayalam, final r may also appear alone, e.g., kayar (rope),

vayar etc.

No attempt has been made in the above analysis to distinguish

between the alveolar and the post-alveolar varieties both of which have

in this essay been denoted by r, As vibratory movements of the

tongue-tip exist in the production of both these sounds, they could

not usually be easily marked off one from the other, but we may

note here that r in the Tamil consonant groups ncVr and ft'r is alveo-

lar. The post-dental variety is in Tamil represented by a different

symbol and it possesses a distinct individuality of its own, as it

ordinarily fails to undergo any of those changes which r (alveolar

and cerebral) appears to have undergone (see below).

Other general features about the occurrence of r and T may be

noted below :

—

1 This difference is easily explained. Post-dental r involves

very few vibratory movements and therefore no enunciatory vowel

was recognised
;
while the larger number of vibratory movements

entailed in the production of the 'hard* r naturally brought into pro-

minence a slight vocalic element. Such a vocalic element is also

associated in Dravidian with the enunciation of/, t, k%
immediately

after explosion.
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(t) r and r are used alternatively in a few instances which denote

basically the same meanings :

—

karu~, karu (black)
; turuva, tirappu

(opening) etc.

This alternance of r and r in the bases probably points to a period

when the different varieties of r alternated with one another and no

fixity of sound had arisen
;
but instances of such alternance are few

in the extant word-stock.

(/V) In the large majority of cases, r and r are distinct and sepa-

rate phonemes in Tamil today, eg.,

r (post-dental) r
(alveolar or cerebral)

ir (to sit, to exist) ir- (to go down, etc.)

par (to see) par (to fly)

ar- (nearness) rtf- (to cut)

etc. etc,

(ill) In dialectal varieties of Tamil, r and r are freely inter-

changed. In the colloquial of the Coimbatore district, the sound uni-

formly used for both r's approximates to R* in character, e.g., t~ru

(car) for tVr, perai for perai (roof), ari (to cut) for art, etc.

In the colloquial of Madras city (probably owing to the influence

of Telugu, for which vide infra) all r's are given the value of the

post-dental r [/3R/], e.g., para for para (to fly), kari for kari (curry) etc.

(iv) We have already referred to the peculiarity in the enun-

ciation of r in the Tamil country, viz., the production of a slight

alveolar t before the rolling or vibration of the tongue-tip com-

mences. Its presence can be detected on careful observation.

The alveolar plosive t’ (or d') is the sound resulting from the

tongue-tip forming an initial stoppage
j
just before the breath-current,

necessary for the production of the vibratory movements of the tongue-

tip, begins to issue, the tongue-tip will have formed this stoppage

and the first force of the current explodes the stoppage and produces

alveolar /. The alveolar plosive in tr-r-r could be heard conspicuously

when r is rolled with some stress deliberately. If the r is produced

higher up in the mid-palatal region itself, the plosive incorporated may

be the cerebral
{ ;

but usually the alveolar t alone is heard.

(z/) Malayalam r is very much more “rolled
,,

than Tamil r, e.g.,

ariyttka (to know), purame (besides) etc.

Post-dental r in consonant groups 1 sometimes becomes r in

i Sanskrit consonant groups formed of voiceless plosives and r

are given in Mai. the values of pr %
kr, tr% e.g., prakara ,

kranti
,
tfasam %
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Malayalam e.g., avar (they)+dative ending-^ —avarku (to them),

etc.

Final r of words, sounded as a uchit* (cille-) often becomes e.g.,

kayar (rope), payar (grain), vayar (belly) etc,

R and r occur as separate phonemes as in Tamil {Vide above).

Again, Skt. rv and tit are also pronounced as yv and rn in Malaya*

jam, but ry (as in katya) retains its value in Malayajam.

(vi) Telttgu.

The modern dialect observes no distinction between r and r
% and

uses r throughout in sound. The grammatical dialect or the sadhu

bha$a which represents an ancient stage of Telugu, shows r and

employs a separate symbol for it, e.g., andayu (all), tiuru (hundred),

ayu (six), guyyatnu 1 (horse), karri (black), tnayyi (change), etc.

In some instances where Tamil uses r» even literary Telugu uses

the symbol r only :

karu—karu (Saltness)

(vii) Kannada keeps fairly close to Tamil in preserving r in the

symbols of the literary dialect, but the value given to it in modern

spoken Kannada is everywhere that of the post-dental r.

( viii) Tulu and Kodagu have eliminated r throughout in native

words, e.g., ar (to grow cool)
*
mar (to change) etc.

There is reason to think that in a large number of Tulu instances

this elimination was caused not only by the mere replacement of r by r,

but also to the change of r to d or dj in certain positions, e.g., madepu

to forget), a/i (six), kudi (term ),pide (to be born), madcs (screen), kajct

(stain) etc.

etc., but if the first constituent of the group is voiced, the r is retained

griha, brahmana, etc, before other plosives voiced or voiceless,,

generally shows a tendency in Mai. to become r
t e.g., vajga, markata

etc.

1 It is interesting to note that double r in old Telugu is represen-

ted by ry and not rr. This shows how the “rolling” of the sound

was recognised as greater in degree when the accent-influenced doub-

ling became necessary. Conversely, when the ancient y combined

with other sounds in Telugu Samasas, the “rolling/ was reduced,

and the sound was represented by r, e.g., ayu (six)+garu (persons =
arguru

, etc.
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(it) Kui • shows r in rare instances like the following, e.g., aypa to

hide), vrisa (to write) etc. Most of these cases of r appear to be

peculiar to Kui, developed from r or 4, t
% etc.

But in a number of cases r seems to have changed to j\

e.g., aji (six], pan/a (to fly), tonja (to appear
;
cf. tor cf. Kann.), tija (to

turn), etc.

(x) Gon<ji speakers very freely interchange r and r
;
the ancient

r seems to have undergone changes, while the new r is developed

from t,
%
dt etc

bappor (when), mUr (to close—cf. South mudu) etc.

The change of f to s (through an intermediate ‘aydamMike h ?) may

be postulated in the following instances: ask (to cut, <ark), pesk (to

pick,<pirakk).

r+k (plural ending) has given rise to hk in a few instances like

the following :

kor (horn)

—

kohk (horns)

nar (village)

—

tiahk (villages) etc.

Compare the production of the minute glottal fricative called cyctcnn

in Tamil e.g. kal+Fidu<kaht’ldu (the stone is bad), where /+/> ht\

just as Gontji r+k>hk.

(xi) The sound represented by the symbol r in Kurukh and

Brahui grammars as occurring in these dialects, is really the North

Indian flapped r.

The influence of the neighbouring Indo-Aryan has levelled down

older native fs to r, as illustrated by the following instances

Brahui parra (wing)—cf. Southern par—(to fly)

Kurukh ara (sawing instrument)— cf. the southern base ar *to cut/

IV Combinative Changes

A few of these have already been referred to. Certain others

in which r is involved, occur in some of the southern dialects. They

are indicated below

(i) r changes into t't’r in the inflexional endings of Tamil nouns

with final r., e g., ar (river), at'

t

f
rai% etc. This change does not appear

to be represented in Kannada or Tuju. Malaya]am shows the same

development as Tamil while Telugu and Gondi show t or t in similar

contexts arising from rt e.g., Vru (river), ft/, etc.

(ii) $ appearing finally in the first constituents of Tamil samasas

changes into t't'r% e*g., kalift'ru-yanau at't’ru-t-tannir, etc.

I.U.Q., MARCH, 1931 24
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No similar change is generally observable in the other dialects

except Malayajam. Telugu, however, shows a few forms like

citteluka where -ft- is probably from t’f’t,

(iii) Final r of certain passive verb-bases becomes t't’r in their

corresponding transitives and causatives, e.g., mlt’t'ru (to change)

from mar (to become changed) etc.

Traces of these exist in Kannada and Malayajam where the r of

the consonant group has been eliminated. Kannada shows th,e dental

/while Malayajam shows the alveolar, e.g., Kannada mattu and Mai.

inaft’u,

(iv) A few derivative nouns from bases with final r show t’t’r as

a development of r, e.g., kut’t’ram from kur, net’t'ri from ner, etc.

Corresponding forms in Kannada show dental tt while Malayajam

retains alveolar t’t’

,

There are a few Telugu instances like vMu
(to be dried) where t probably goes back to an original alveolar.

(v) In a number of other instances, forms with nd’r appear to be

developments from bases with alveolar r or cerebral r, e.g., oru (one),

ond’ru
;
fur, tund’ral etc. While Telugu shows no correspondences

answering to this particular development, Kannada parallels show

n
fdiox nd’r (cf. on’du, etc.) and Malayajam (ot ms show mV (cf. on’n’u

etc.)

(vi) Certain combinative changes appear to be clearly represented

in Tamil
;
these are the following :

—

(a) Final r of verb-bases combining with the Past Tense affix

/ become Hr, e.g
,
pet’t’ran (he obtained) from per (to obtain)

etc.

(b) L or n combining with C change into 1 1 r, as in vit’t’ran

(vrf+iu), etc. Cf, here the production of when Kui final l

of verb bases like sol- (to enter), combine with the dental

tense-particle -/
;
probably the intermediate stage represen-

ted the alveolar t’, Cf, Winfield’s observations on page

75 of his Grammar, Note also the production of -/«- in the

inflexional endings of Tel “irregular nouns” with finai -»

and -r.

xc) L or n combining with p or k changes into the alveolar

plosive as in nal+pu-nat’pu, nil+ku-nit'ku etc.

L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar



Bharatavakya and the Bhagavadajjukam

1

In view of the recent discussions 3 about the nature of Bharata-

vakya and PraSasti, the following observations will be found interest-

ing, All'the extant dramas have a Bharatavakya, which is generally

introduced with expressions like W ^ ijjr. fW i and rtf famftr I

mnfq i

But Bhasa has no such thing, It is true that there occurs a stanza

at the end in Bhasa-dramas, the subject-matter of which is similar to

our usual Bharatavakya, but it is a matter of grave doubt whether the

stanza was designated by the author as Bharatavakya or as PraSasti.

Bharata's N&tyaSastra or for the matter of that so late a treatise as

the Dafiarupaka does not theoretically recognise Bharatavakya
;

they

only know PraSasti. Moreover, the term Bharatavakya devoid

of expressions like ftf n fW qrftfa i etc., seen within brackets in our

present printed copies of Bhasa, might have been inserted by some

later scribe. Yet Bhasa-dramas do possess this PraSasti. But curi-

ously enough, a prahasana named Bhagavadajjuka.n, 3 a very refresh-

ing comedy, has neither a PraSasti nor a Bharatavakya, though one

of the Mss. mentions 4 a Bharatavakya which is identical with Naga-

nanda’s Bh. • and which should be for that very reason, rejected,

as is done by the editor. The Prahasana ends with a simple and

impressive description of sun-set.

The stanza runs thus

It will at once be noticed that the verse is neither a 'nrpadeva-

praSasti/ nor a 'devadvijanrpatlnam prasamsanam/ This total absence

of Bharatavakya or PraSasti is seen in no other extant Sanskrit drama*

1 The title, I think, should be as put by me above and not as

printed by Mr. Anujan Achan, for Sancjilya’s remark, “Bhagavada-

jjukam nama samvuttam,” (p. 87) corroborates my contention,

2 I.H.Q., vol. I, p. 175 ;
vol. Ill, pp. 48$ ff.

3 Ed. by Bannerji Sastrl in Bihar and Orissa Research Journal,

and by P. Anujan Achan.

4 Bhag.,p. 97.
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This deviation from the usual convention is very bold, if deviation

it is. Otherwise there can be two possible conjectures for the nature

of the verse, viz., either the drama is incomplete (which it is evident-

ly not), or else it was composed at a time when the dramaturgical

rules of the extant Bharata-NatyaSastra were not binding on this

author. 1 But Winternitz does not find 2 the latter suggestion very

satisfactory. I, however, think it plausible that this small prahasana

was written before the time of the present Bharata-Natyafiastra or at

least before it acquired such a Sristric authority. My reasons for so

thinking are these :

—

(i) The fact is already noted by Winternitz 3 that the prologue

to this Prahasana knows a classification of the types of

plays considerably different from our present treatise on

dramaturgy.

The portion runs thus :

—

uwnftl swifts *TP5H%S Wrfrt 1

1

This evidently shows some distinct principle of division as Na(aka

and Prakarana. They are taken here as the basis of the other ten

species, while according to our present theory, they themselves form

the first two species. Out of the ten types counted above Sallapa,

Utsrsfcikanka and Vara, as main species of drama, are unknown to

any o! the present theorists. Samllapaka, however, appears as an

uparfipaka in the Sahityadarpana
;
Utsp^ikank a, though nowhere seen

in that form, seems to be a variety of Anka, which is recognised by all,

while Vara does not appear anywhere in the extent literature.®

1 This absence of Prasasti or BHaratavSkya lends support to

M. Ghosh’s suggestion that PraSasti did not form a part of the drama,

which formally ended with Kavyasamhara. Yet Bharata enjoins

PraSasti, the absence of which in the present play would uphold the

view propounded above. Moreover Kavyasamhara is technically

the conclusion of the plot by showing Varapti, which also is not

done in this drama, thus showing its lose adherence to theory.

2 Bhag., Preface. 3 Bhag., Preface.

4 Ashokanath Bhattacharya seems to think that this passage

refers to twelve Rupakas, (I.H.Q., vol. II, 414). The tradition about

twelve Rupakas is to be seen only in one other place. C. D.

Dalai in his Introduction to the Parthaparakrama gives a list of the
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This I think indicates a time when the theory was not finally

fixed. The very presence of Sallapa and Uts^tikaAka in the enu-

meration of the main types, shows that as yet the later main rupakas

and uparSpakas were not properly settled.

(2) The absence of the mention of the author's name and the play's

title in the prologue, which feature is also shared by Bhasa-dramas,

may also indicate an earlier origin, though I confess that by itself,

it would not be sufficient to prove its pre-Bhasa composition.

(3) Death of Vasantasena on the stage, which violates the usual

theory (though as late and staunch a drama as Nagananda betrays

the same feature), is a characteristic which is also shared by Bhasa-

dramas,

(4) Vasantasena at two places, where she recites the Aryas,

resorts to Sanskrit without any stage-direction which goes against

the conventional practice of all our existing dramas.

(5) Lastly is this omission of Bharatavakya or PraSasti. I

think that all the above features, which militate against Bharata's

rules, taken together may indicate that our play was composed at

a time when the present stereo-typed rules of Dramaturgy as enjoined

by Bharata and others were not supreme.

I take this opportunity of showing that the play as printed is

considerably mutilated. At two places, at least, the printed prose

portions show a probable verse form. On page 26 there is a quota-

tion which forms two Padas of an anusfubh :

dramatic works of Gujrat. He incidentally points out that as regards

the famous Prabandhasata of Ramacandra, ,r
the following note is

found in an old paper leaf containing notes on mss. 'twrol swtf

f*,* from which quotation he inferred that

the Prabandhasata was one single work not 100 different works as

hitherto believed. But for our purpose the mention of 12 Rupakas has

a new interest in view of the above passage of the Bh. The same quota-

tion about the PrabandhaSata was pointed out in the Gujrati quarterly

Puratattva (vol. II, p. 42 £), where it was further remarked that Rama-

candra might have developed the 12 Rupakas mentioned by his

Guru Hemacandra in his KavyanuSasana, If this Prabandhasata

discussed only these 12 Rupakas, it must have been a very erudite

discussion, as its length is computed at 5000 Slokas,
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And on page 90 one whole verse seems to have been printed in prose

form :

*r rtrIW sifa arrqrfctfo a

I do, however, note that the metrical precision in the above lines is

loose, which may be restored by proper textual-collation.

D. R. MANKAD

A Further note on Bharatavakya

Mr. Vibhutinath Jha has set forth his objections against my
“Note on Bharatavakya {IHQ

%
vol. V, pp. 549 ff.) in the form of another

note (IHQ , vol. VI, pp. 175 ff.).

But unfortunately his objections betray the unpleasant fact *of his

failure to catch my point. And the hollowness of the statements of

Mr. Jha was laid bare by Mr. Manomohan Ghosh in his paper

Bharatvakya {IHQ, vol. VI, pp. 485 f.) which indirectly lends support

to my thesis.

Far from citing a passage in any work on dramaturgy having

reference to the Bharatavakya, Mr. Jha vaguely proceeds to say that

'‘the earliest works on dramaturgy seem to make referance to

Bharatavakya 9

\ But we frankly confess our inability to realise how

and where such a reference is made. Nor are we able to understand

how the question of ‘seeming* comes in.

And we may here point to some more authorities, not mentioned

in my original paper, who are also found not to have made any

reference to the Bharatavakya . Abliinavagupta, the celebrated author

of a commentary on the Natyasastra of Bharata does not mention

anything like Bharatavakya when commenting on a verse (XIX, 95) of

Bharata which tells of the Prasasti. Saradatanaya (I2th-i3th cent.) in

his Bhavaprakabana (a compendium of all activities of the writers on

literary criticism from Bharata down to Kfemendra' (as it is

described in the preface to the work published in the Gaekwad’s

Oriental series) has no reference to the Bharatavakya . Neither do

Ramacandra, author of the Natyadarfana or Nafl/ara/ayabobhuQana

make any mention of it.

This conspiracy of silence may be accounted for by the supposition

that the designation Bharatavakya was meant only as a stage-direction
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to indicate the way of application of the Pra£asti even on the supposi-

tion of its identity with BV which was however a fact at least later

on. But even in that case it is not possible for us to say when the

term came to be used for the first time.

Mr. Jha has, on the otherhand, made on attempt, influenced by

preconeived notions, to show that the Pra§asti (and as a consequence

the BV) formed an integral part of the drama. He seeks to point

out that a clear connecting link between the drama and the verses

under the name of BV has been preserved by expressions like tatha -

pidam astu. But a critical eye will notice that the subject-matter of the

verse in question, viz. praising the king, scarcely fits in with the

character of a king. It was also pointed out that such expressions

are not founded in all works.

The real nature of the application of the verse has been made

clear not only by Commentators like Prthvldhara and Raghavabhat^a,

but also authors of rhetorical works like Rasarnavasudhakara . It is

however curious that Mr. Jha definitely suspects the accuracy of the

the statement of Prthvldhara (p. 176) without adducing any evidence

for his doing so, and finds fault with me for having been led away by

this old commentator. I plead guilty to his charge, for in these

cases, in the absence of any cogent proof to the contrary, we have no

other course left than to be guided by the statements of old writers

which are based on older tradition.

Mr. Jha is perplexed (p. 177) by the possibility of existence of

separate BVs belonging to different parties. But does that possibility

involve any inconsistency ? If a party and not a poet was responsible

for the nandl or the initial benedictory verse (as is stated in the

Sakityadarpana), 1 do not see any reason why the same thing will not

be true in the case of the concluding benedictory verse as well.

Chintaharan Ciiakravarti

A Note on Meherunnisa and Jehangir

According to Dr. Beni Prasad, the chief biographer of the 4th

great Mughal emperor, the story of Jehangir's amour with Meher-

unnisa, later on the celebrated empress Nurjehan, has to be rejec-

ted, because while it is found ‘nowhere in the earlier half of the

seventeenth century/ we find it everywhere in the record of the
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subsequent generations. But while reaching this conclusion,

Dr. Beni Prasad seems to have lost sight of the fact that the Rajput

record, which vouches for its truth, belongs not to the latter, but

to the earlier half of the seventeenth century. The Phalodi Khyat

which was written when Raja Sura Singha (1622-31) ruled at

Bikaner states explicitly that the emperor had been in love with

Nurjehan before her marriage with Slier Afgan. The passage

dealing with this question has been translated by Dr. L. P, Tessitori

as follows

“The emperor Jehangir, when still a prince, had an amour with

Nur Mahal, a daughter of Itmad Dola and sister of Asaf Khan.

After becoming emperor, he put her husband to death and took

her into his harem, and gave her the name of Nur Mahal, and

raised her above all the concubines in the harem. (Not only this

but) he placed the whole empire into her handstand he became her

slave*'.

Further we might add to this the testimony of Joannes De Laet,

whose ‘De Imperio Magni Mogalis, sive India vera commentarius. E

varijs auctoribus congestus' was first published in 1631 A.D., and

cannot therefore be said to belong to the latter half of the century.

He writes that Jehangir had been in love with Nurjehan while she

was still a maiden during the life-time of Akbar, but as she had

been already betrothed to the Turk Slier Afgan, the emperor

did not allow Selim to marry the girl, although he (Selim) never

lost his love for her.

These two independent sources of testimony,—the one, an extract

from a contemporary Rajput record, and the other, the substance

of the remarks of a contemporary foreign traveller should, I think,

lead one to suspect the existence of such a love-affair even if no other

sources of evidence were available. But when we find everyone

in the latter half of the seventeenth century repeating this story,

and when we take the peculiar circumstances of the case into

consideration, the suspicion turns almost into certainty. As

for the non-mention of the matter by the court historians of

Jehangir and Shahjehan, this can be, as surmised by Dr. Beni Prasad

himself, best explained by the fact that ‘no court historian would

dare to refer to a scandal dishonourable to the whole dynasty'.

Dasuakatua &1AKMA



Notes on Asoka Rescripts

ALAM CAPALAM SAMaDAPayitave.—P. E. I. Capalam has been

taken to mean “fickle (persons)” by Hultzsch
(
Corpus

, p. 120) and “the

fickle-minded” by Bhandarkar (Anoka, 1925, p. 306). There is, however,

nothing in the context to warrant this sense. In the Pali canon we
meet with a verb samadapeti in the sense of inducing or urging

others to a particular course, in contra distinction co one’s following

it oneself\ Thus, in Ahg, II, pp. 253-256, we have a series of expres-

sions, such as attana ca panatipitl hoti paraft ca panatipate sarna -

dapeti side by side with attana ca pim tipata pativirato hoti paraa

ca panatipita veramaniya samadapeti, and so forth. Buddha himself

is known in the canon as a samadapeta
, ‘arouser/ ‘instructor' of people,

and it seems that Asoka had become another such in his own time.

The same force is present again in the Pali expression ekaccc attana

deti paranca samadapeti (DhA., 111
, p. 17), which means ‘some not

only themselves bestow gifts but urge others to do the same'. Wishing

others to perform meritorious deeds is an attitude of mind which

appeals also to Asoka, as is evident from the general tenour of his

Rescripts, e. g«, R.E.v : tatham ca me praja anuvatalu (Mansehra).

See also the concluding portion of R.E,VI. The idea of pa ra-samada-

pana or janasamldapana is also latent in what is known in Pali litera-

ture as "dhammaghosakakamma’', eg., DhA. Ill, pp. 81-82

%<mahajanam samadapetvx punfiani karo mi, uposathadivasesu uposatham

samadiyami, danam deitti, dhammam sunantt, Buddharatanadlhi

sadisam ratanam nama n’atthi tinnam ratananain sakkaram karotha

ti ugghosento carami.” It is interesting to note that Asoka also

speaks of ‘dhammaghoso' in R. E. IV., and when we find that the

deeds implied by the Pali quotation, especially those contemplated

in the italicised expressions, have also been recommended and, in some

cases, actually performed by Asoka himself, it becomes easy to under-

stand the sort of dhammaghosa which was his. Mahajana-sama *

dafiajia
,

if we may be allowed to call it so, was, therefore, one

of the sacred tasks Asoka had set for himself. If that is so, then

we had better read Alam ca palam samadapayitave instead of com-

bining ca and palam into capalam as has
4
been done hitherto, and

translate the expression “And (my pulisas are) able to urge others (to

do it/' viz., to conform to and practise morality).

EtaDATUa.—P. E. VII. 1 . 24. Hultzsch (Corpus , p. 135, n. 5 )

equates atha with athaya and refers for comparison to the expres*

MARCH, 1931 ‘5
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sion etaya atha in R. E. xtl (Girnar), 11 . 8-9, where atha is dative,

and also to a parallel
(bhofanattha ) in Muller's Pali Grammar,

p. 67. Although in the Asoka Rescripts we come across such

separate words as etaya athaya (R. E. iv, v, VI, xil, XIII), etaye athaye

(R. E, ill, iv, v, ix, xiii, etc,), or such sandhi-]oitiod expressions

as etayathaye (R. E. xil, Kalsi), e[t]ayathaya (M. R. E. I,

Brahmagiri), eta\y]ethaye (R. E, VI, Kalsi), nowhere do we find

the rawiaja-formed word etadath

a

except in the present instance,

WA, P. E. VII, 1 , 24. Of such a samasa form I have met with an

exact counterpart in Ang. I, p. r98, from which I would quote

at some length :

“Kathasampayogena bhikkhave puggalo veditabbo yadi

va sa upaniso yadi va anupaniso ti.

Anohitasoto bhikkhave anupaniso Jioti ohitasoto sa-upa-

niso lioti. So sa-upaniso satnano abhijanati ekam dhammam
parijanati ekam dhammam pajahati ekam dhammam sacchi-

karoti ekam dhammarn. So abliijananto ekam dhammam...

sammavimuttirp phusati. Etadattha bhikkhave katha

etadattha mantana etadattha upanisa etadattham sotavadhanam

yadidam anupada cittassa vimokho.”

And the gloss on the italicised words is as follows :

“Bhikkhave ya esa ‘kathasampayogena* ti katha dassita

sa etadattha, ayam tassa kathaya bhfimi, ayam patifctha, idam
vatthum, yadidam anupada cittassa vimokho ti evam sabba-

padesu yojana veditabba'* (ManorathapuranI, Siamese edition),

which may be rendered : *0 bhikkhus, what has been said

here in the words “Kathasampayogena etc/* (of the text)

has this for its root purpose

,

namely, complete emancipation

of the citta, that is to say, it is the plane, the basis, the

ground of that saying/

It is clear that etadattha or etadattham of the Anguttara passage

is an adjective, a compound of eta and attha % meaning 'fraught with

this intent*, which is not different from the sense 'for . this purpose*

or /on this account*, hitherto read into the inscriptional term

etadatha , taken as dative substantive by Hultzsch, But however

justified and acceptable Hultzsch's interpretation may be, may not the

term, on account of its close rapprochement, be derived in the same

way as its Pali counterpart 'etadattha', being regarded as an adjective

qualifying esa in “esa kaje" ? If so, the final S of of etadatha will

have to be regarded as due to the usual lengthening of finals in
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Topra, as Woolner points out (Asoka Glossary
, p, 75, sub voce). The

whole expression

—

Imam cu dhammanupatlpati anupatlpajawfilu

ti etadatha me esa kate of P, £, vil, may thus be rendered “By

me this has been instilled with this purpose viz, that people

might also conform to this consistent practice oi Dhamma,
\

As a matter of fact, we find Asoka extremely anxious for “anulupa

dhammava4hi
M towards the commencement of P.E. vil, and this was

the foundational purpose for which he inaugurated his ‘dhammanusa-

thini* (to which end he instituted the 'dhammathambhani*, which

were to bear his moral instructions, and the SJharpma-mahamata*,

who were to give effect to them) and 'dhammasavanani* (the moral

instructions themselves and proclamation thereof), a purpose which

could only be fulfilled through 'dhammapadana* (inculcation of

morals, admonition) on his own part and ‘dhammanupatipati'

(conforming to it) on that of the people for whom it was meant.

Sailendranath Mitra



REVIEWS

HISTORY OF FRE-MUSALMAN INDIA, Vol. I, Pre-historic

India : by V. Rangacharya, M.A., Professor of Indian History,

Presidency College, Madras. Huxley Press, 1929, 229 pp. with an

index.

Prof. Rangacharya has set himself to a most arduous and ambi-

tious task. He has designed to write a History of India in nine

volumes from the earliest times to the Muhammadan conquest—

a programme that, in fact, requires the combined efforts of a number

of scholars' than of a single individual. Whosoever has worked

in the field of Indology knows too well how complex and

perplexing is the web of Indian history, but Prof. Rangacharya

has the courage, and it seems, the equipment as well to dash through

it and work it out single-handed to a complete and successful issue.

Even in the first volume, which is under review, he has given evidence

of his capacity, more so of his historical outlook
;
and let us assure

him at the very outset that he has begun well.

The present volume purports to give *a succinct picture of the

evolution of India and her races and culture in the ages which pre-

ceded the Vedic era*, and ends very fittingly with the advent of the

Aryans. The whole volume thus provides the background in which

the Vedic period of Indian history had its setting. A list of the

main headings of its contents would convince the reader of the exten-

sive ground it covers. In the first chapter, our author traces the

geographical evolution of India, in course of which he discusses the

different geological epochs, and the formation of Indian geographical

configuration. This is proved by a general discussion of the various

theories about the origin of man and his birth-place which very

naturally leads to the subject of the general features of the Eolithic

age, the diffusion of Eolithic culture and India's part in it. The third

chapter is devoted to a survey of the Paleolithic age and its general

characteristics. In this connection the Paleolithic sites in South India

and the Dekkan have been examined in detail, and a very interesting

comparative study has been made of Paleolithic drawings and paint-

ings. The next two chapters are devoted to the study of the

ethnological basis of transition from the Paleolithic to the Neolithic

age. In this connection a general account has been given of the
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Negritos, Pre-Dravidians and Mundas
;
and the different theories with

regard to the Dravidians have been examined in detail. The Aryan
and Dravidian problem has received due attention

;
the different

ethnological groups in relation to the Dekkan and North-lndia have
been carefully studied and the bearings of anthropology on this

important problem discussed. The sixth chapter is concerned with a

study of the neolithic age in connection with which the author

discusses among others the nature of Indian neolithic settlements,

neolithic sites in India, the world-unity of neolithic culture, * life, art,

religion and culture of neolithic time, survivals of neolithic life,

neolithic elements in modern culture, and what is more important, he

traces the germs of caste-system in the regional communities of neoli-

thic times. The advent of metals forms the subject-matter of the next

chapter. With the two concluding chapters which deal with the

Indus Valley civilisation and the Aryans respectively, the author

launches into what we may now designate as the beginning of the

historical period of Indian history. A very succinct picture has

been given of the Indus Valley Civilisation, in course of which he has

rightly discussed the importance of the Indus Valley finds, the

relative antiquity of the Egyptian, Mesopotamian and Indus civi-

lisations, and the ethnology of the Harappa and Mohen-jo-daro

people. He has described the archaeological remains, the cities,

horses and temples of Harappa and Mohen-jo-daro, their pottery,

seals and other minor antiquities, and the religious faith and funeral

custom of the people. In the last chapter he discusses almost all

the important theories about the Aryan home, and the date of the

beginning of Aryan culture
;

but more important is his discussion of

the bearing of the Sindh discoveries on the question.

It is evident that the author has traversed an extensive ground

where every step requires more or less cautiously to be laid. The

chapters are, therefore, more or less hypothetical in character, and

there have cropped up a number of contending theories with regard

to each individual matter and problem. Moreover, an almost be-

wildering mass of materials in the field of geology and pre-historic

archaeology, ethnology and anthropology, as well as studies and con-

tributions by different authorities on the subject have been made

available in recent years. All these had to be reckoned, studied and

analysed in the preparation of this volume which is undoubtedly a

difficult task. But Prof. Rangacharya has done it successfully. There

is, however, hardly any outstanding original contribution towards
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the elucidation of the many knotty problems with which the

present volume deals,—the author hardly claims to have any

such—, nor does he hazard any new theory with regard to them
;

he has certainly done well in not adding to the already bewil«

dering number of contending theories. But he has studied

all materials and authorities thoroughly, summarised all important

findings and theories, and have criticised them whenever required,

and, what is most required, has successfully attempted to correlate

the results of his almost exhaustive studies of all these findings and

materials into a well-connected and well-presented historical narrative.

That this volume has had to be printed in a hurry which, how-

ever, is unaccounted for, is evident from a number of typographical

errors as well as from traces of hasty composition. But the defects are

negligible when the merits are compared. Almost all sources and

source* materials have been referred to and discussed, and the biblio-

graphy at the end of each chapter is on the whole exhaustive. Prof.

Rangacharya has certainly been successful 'to leave in the mind cf the

reader a picture of what India was before the commencement of the

Vedic age of her history.* This volume would be useful to all students

and scholars interested in the study of ancient Indian history and

culture. VVe congratulate our author on vvliat he has done, but more

for what he is going to do. We shall eagerly await the publication

of the future volumes of the series.

Nihar Ranjan Roy

NOTES ON SHRI MAHA-LAKSHMI TEMPLE, KOLHA-
PUR by K. G. Kundangar, Rajaram College, Kolhapur. Foreword

by Rev. H. Heras, S. J.
of the St. Xavier's College, Bombay, 43 pp„

16 plates.

This short monograph is concerned, as its title indicates, with a

concise and systematic account of the famous Sri Maha-Laksml or

Ambabai temple cf the city of Kolhapur. It deals with the tradi-

tions and mythological accounts with regard to the temple, the history

and general description of the people, its religious importance, its.

sculptures and decorative embellishments, its architecture, in fact,

everything important that is to be said in'connection with it. It is

thus *a valuable contribution* as Rev. Heras puts it, ‘to the archaeo-

logical studies of Southern India*
;
and certainly facilitates the work

of the future historian of the Silharas.
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In the first chapter of the Monograph, the . author narrates the

mythological accounts in connection with the goddess Mah£-Lakgml 9

and gives an explanatory list of temples that were built from time

to time round about the famous shrine. The second chapter deals

with the history of the building of the temple which is, as usual,

shrouded in a cloud of incredible legends and traditions. Relying

on the mythological account as given in the Karavlra-Mahatmya,

Mr. Kundangar seems to conclude that it was by about the 3rd

century B.C. that the original image of the goddess 6rl Maha-

Laksml had been set up for public-worship. This is, however, doubt-

ful to the extreme
;

for we have hardly any archaeological

evidence as to the setting up of any anthropomorphic re-

presentation of a divinity for public worship as early as the

3rd century B.C. It is all the more incredible in view of the fact that

the very conception of Sri Maha-Lakgml is a complete one and

could not have possibly originated at so early a date. Like most

of the brahmanica! gods and goddesses Maha-Laksml must have been

a conception of the Puranic pantheon
;

the story in the Karavlra-

Mahatmya reads undoubtedly like a Puranic one, as it refers to the

traditional enmity of the Naga and Garuda, as also to the demon

Mahigasura. It is evident that the whole story is a later creation

of the highly imaginative writers of the Puranas. But it is a reason-

able hypothesis of the author that the present image of Maha-Laksml

in the Ambabai temple was set up early in the 13th century from

a small temple near Kapila-tlrtha. The temple, in fact, was originally

built much earlier than the 13th century
;
and is associated with one

Karna. a Calukya king, as recorded in a spurious inscription (Ind.

Ant., XXX, p, 201). Mr. Kundangar seems to hold that Karna

was a real historical personage and that he was a king of the

early Calukya dynasty
;

the temple was, therefore, built by king

Karna, according to our author, some time in the 7th century A.D.

This is again a doubtful assertion
;

for, apart from the question

if Karnadeva was really a historical personage, or if he really belonged

to the early Calukya dynasty, the temple, judged by its architectural

style and sculptural and decorative embellishments, cannot in

any way be dated so early as the 7th century A.D. The architecture

of the temple is purely Calukyan as our author contends, and not

Dravidian
$ but that is hardly any argument for ascribing it to so

early a date. In fact, the temple cannot be dated in our opinion

earlier than the eleventh century A.D. when a later Calukya dynasty
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had already wrested Kolhapur from the Ra§trakufcas (c. 973 A.D.).

The architectural style is a local variation of what is ordinarily

known as the later Calukyan styles
;
the pillars and pilasters, the

cornice and parapet moulding?, the ground plan and the general form

as well as the sculptures and decorative embellishment and last

of all though not the least, the material which is fine grained black stone

may favourably be compared with similar elements of contem-

porary monuments in Western India. Karnadeva, then, if he was

really a historical personage, should belong to the main or branch

line of the later Calukya dynasty, and be ascribed to a date not

earlier than the nth century A.D. The adjoining temples of Maha-

Kall and Maha-Sarasvatl were, however, built not until about two

centuries later, i.e., by the beginning of the 13th century A.D. Ori-

ginally the main temple was undoubtedly a Hindu one dedicated

as it had been to Maha-LaksmT, but later vicissitudes had transformed

it into a Jain Basadi, so much so that the Jains assert that not only

the temple but the image itself originally belonged to them. Mr.

Kundangar has, however, shown good grounds to show that such a

claim has no historical justification. The third chapter is devoted to

a description of the temple, its plan, pillars, parapets, cornices, griezes,

sculptures and other architectural and decorative motifs which are

themselves proof enough against our author's contention as to the

early dating of the temple. The fourth chapter describes the image

of Sr! Maha-Laksml itself and discusses its iconographic and reli-

gious importance.

This small brochure is not without drawbacks, but is neverthe-

less useful. We may, therefore, safely commend it to all students

of South Indian history and archaeology. But we would like to

request our author to be a bit more Historical, and exhaustive in

his references. He would also do well to follow a systematic and

generally accepted method of transliteration, as also to use diacritical

marks. To write Sr! Maha-Lakamt, (or Lak§m!) as Shri Maha-

Lakshmi in a book concerned with historical and archaeological

studies is indeed a drawback that cannot and should not be easily

overlooked.

Nihaf Ranjan Rov
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HISTORY OF KERALA by K. P. Padmanabha Menon, B.A.,

B.L.i M.R.A.S., Edited by T, K. Krishna Menon, vol. II, 1929. Printed

at the Cochin Government Press, Ernaculam.

Thanks to the untiring efforts of Indologists extending over a

period of more than a century, the rough outline of the history of

India is now practically settled from about 600 B.c. to the modern

period. But no comprehensive and detailed history of India can

really be undertaken unless all the important sources of Indian

history are edited and published in convenient form and thus

made accessible to the general historian. By publishing the

second volume of Mr. K. P. Fadmanabha Menon’s History of Kerala^

the editor has made available much valuable material for the history

of Malabar (the ancient Kerala) of the early 18th century. The

title would, however, disappoint those who would expect in the

work an effort to furnish a connected history of the land. For, as

has been pointed out by the reviewers of vol. I, what the late Mr.

P. Menon has really done is to reprint with copious notes the English

translation of a group of nineteen letters which Visscher, a Dutch

missionary, wrote to his friends and relatives in Europe from Mala-

bar. The volume under notice contains eleven letters from IX to

XIX.

1

Jacobus Canter Visscher was born in Harlingen in Holland.

“From his youth upwards he took delight in reading accounts of

travels and was filled by them by a desire to visit distant lands and

nations, and to ascertain the truth or falsehood of other writers.

This desire grew so irresistible that though not without hope of

promotion in his native country, he accepted ?n appointment from the

East India Company". 8 Visscher arrived in Batavia in 1716. He then

served as chaplain at Cochin from 1717 to 1723. In 1725 he went back

to Batavia as a “Minister of God’s word”. Visscher was “induced

to write these Memoirs by the desire to relate the various circumstances

1 Major Heber Drury’s English Translation contains eight more

letters (XX—XXVI l) : Letter XX (Nairs), XXI (Chegos and other

lower castes), XXII (Account of Tattares, Jogis, etc.), XXIII (Malabar

temples), XIV (Superstitions of the Natives), XXV (Feast-days of Mala-

bar, etc.), XX 1

1

(Account of peper, turmeric, cardamon and areca

of Malabar), XXVI (Description of Cocoa-palm, Malabar cinnamon,

sanctity of cows and snakes, etc.) : An account of Travancore,

2 Extract from the Dutch editor’s Dedication, I6th August, 1743 *

UI.Q., MARCH, 1931
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of which I have either been an eye witness or which I have heard

from trustworthy persons My observations will bear only upon

the manners and customs of the people, their laws, rites and ceremo-

nies, description of their kingdoms, as well as their origin and their

modes of government, and other similar subjects.”

1

Visscher pub-

lished his Memoirs under the title Malabar Letters in Leeuwarden,

in Holland in 1743. His work Jay in comparative obscurity till

a copy of his book “accidentally” fell into the hands Major Heber

Drury, when the latter was at Cochin in 1S60. He took it to Eng-

land and had the entire work translated “with the exception of one

or two chapters, relating to Java and the Dutch dependencies of

the Eastern Archipelago." These were omitted as they had no connec-

tions with the Malabar coast. Drury published his English transla-

tion in June 1862.® In his preface Drury pointed out the existence

of numerous valuable Dutch chronicles 3 “though but little known

to us, chiefly of course from the fact of their being sealed up in a

tongue which few care to acquire in the present day.” Many of the

Dutch and Portuguese chronicles appear to have been destroyed in

Cochin in the first half of the nineteenth century. But many per-

haps still remain in “dishonoured obscurity".

The letters of Visscher throw a flood of light on the political

social, religious and economic history of Malabar of the early 18th

century, when the Portuguese, the Dutch, the English and the Danes

were struggling for controlling the trade with India and the Far-East.

In Letter IX he gives an account of the four “royal houses in Malabar,

those of Travancore, Cochin, the Zamorin (Calicut) and Colastiri'*

and their various feudatories. Anyone going through this letter would

at once feel that the usefulness of the work would have been greatly

enhanced if there had been a map of Malabar in the volume,

with the ancient and mediaeval names printed in red* Letter X

1 Extract from the author’s (Visscher's) preface.

2 Printed by Gantz Brothers, at the Adelphi Press, 21 Kendall's

Road, Vepery 1862. Drury's work contains in addition to Viss-

cher’s letters an account of Travancore and Fra Bartolomeos travels

in that country,

3 Drury advances the theory that persons bearing the name
‘Canterfischer* in the Coromandel coast were probably descendants

of this Dutch author.
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deals with some of the laws and customs of the people of

Malabar. The most interesting part of this letter deals with

the institution of '‘laying the property of another in arrest”

and trial by ordeals. We are told that "when a Rajah owes
money to a Brahmin who can adduce satisfactory proof of the

debt, the creditor can demand the money of the Rajah, three

distinct times, and if the Rajah still delays payment, the

Brahmin brings a rama from a pagoda (temple), when the Rajah

may neither eat, sleep or bathe till the dispute is settled and the

rama removed*' (p. 12). For cases where the king commits an offence

compare Manu (VIII, 336) and Kaufilya's Arthamstra (Mysore

ed # , 1919, p. 236). “Dubious cases in which no proof could be

obtained” were decided by various ordeals. One of these ordeals

took place “in a river or tank in which crocodiles are found. The

Cayman's (alligators) pagoda on the river Cranganur close to Paliporte

is especially famous for this process. A small heathen temple

stands on the bank of a river, in which two crocodiles have for a

long time been supplied, their daily food being thrown into the

water, so that they were indeed by the bait to remain there. To
undergo this ordeal, the accused is compelled, after solemn profession

of innocence in presence of the Brahmins and nobles and of a great

concourse of people to swim across the river and back, or if he cannot

do this he must be dragged through holding on with his hand to a

boat. If the crocodile put him tinder, it is a sign of his guilt, other-

wise, he is released as innocent”. It is interesting to note that

something like this crocodile ordeal existed until quite recent times

amongst the natives of Africa. Letter XI deals among other things

with the national assemblies of Malabar which used to act as a

check on the "arbitray power” of the Kerala kings. But unfortunately

these were not held very often and used to meet only in emer-

gencies. In giving a list of the sources of the revenue of the

Cochin Rajah, Visscher makes the following interesting state-

ment : “No one may wear whisker, except by his (king’s) permis-

sion, for which a fine of acknowledgement must be paid, and then

a great banquet must be celebrated in honour of those whiskers'*

(p. 19). Letter XI l deals elaborately with the coins prevalent

in Malabar such as Moorish Rupees ,
Hindu Pagodas ,

Japanese

Kobang and Itseboo,
European "rix dollars, ducatoons

,
Spanish

matter and ducats Visscher mentions "our Malabar specie”

separately, “It has a good deal of variety” but the gold and silver
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Fannms and the copper or lead Doeserokken appear to have been the

most important. But the most interesting was probably “a kind of

money cowries/ which was used ‘ not only in Bengal, but also

exported in quantities to the West Indies.” It may be mentioned

that Yuan Chwang (Watters, vol I, p. 178) as early as the middle

of the 7th century a.d. notices “cowries” as “media of exchange” in

the “commerce” of India. Visscher claims to have seen Muslim

coins bearing the “twelve signs at the Zodiac” 1 and “the likeness of a

man.” Letter XIII deals with the ecclesiastical and temporal grandees

in Malabar” and the “customary salutations between the higher and

lower orders in their daily intercourse” while letter XLV which was

written to Visscher's mother gives an account of the “description of

the costume, habits, etc of the women of this country,” That early

marriage was prevalent in Malabar in the 18th century is clear

from the following : “A girl is considered marriageable when she

has attained her 13th year
;
and then all the suitors begin to flock

around her. As she attains womanhood earlier, so her bloom is

proportionately sooner over than our country.” The Dutch writer

approves and prasies the system of management of the children by

the native woman of Malabar and ascribes to this reason “why so

few men of dwarfish stature are found in India, whereas they abound

in Europe” (p. 34). Letter XV is devoted to an account of the religion

and customs of the Topases, a Christian community of Malabar,

the greater part of which were “offspring of a great number

of enfranchised Portuguese slaves”, “They like to class themselves

with the Portuguese whom they call our people (Tcur nossa

genti), though these, owing to their native pride, despise them even

more than we do, always styling them Negroes or blacks. The Topa-

ses however are not a whit discouraged by this treatment and not

only give themselves Portuguese names, but are in the habit of

choosing those that belong to the nobelest Portuguese and Spanish

families. They affect very haughty airs, and teacli their children

always to address them as '*My Lordt my father (Senhor mei pai).

The ignorance of the priests of this Christian community would be

clear from the following : “One ot the Dominican parish priests, a

1 Cf. ‘Zodiacal gold mohurs ,

of the Tlmfirid Jahangir (1605-27),

Stanley Lane Poole, Mediaeval India (Story of the Nations

Series), p. 319.
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white European, being advanced in years was waited on by our

visitors of the sick, who, knowing no other language, began to con-

verse with him in Dutch. The priest remarked : ‘I understand the

Latin you are speaking very well, but I don't know quite well enough

to make answer in it' ." Another priest when asked “who first existed,

Christ or the Christians ? in his simplicity made answer ‘the

latter*."

Letter XVI gives a description of the St. Thomas or Syrian

Christians, their origin, early history and religion. Mr. Menon's

note on the Traditions of St. Thomas is useful, for in it the

author has collected most of the arguments for and against the

genuineness of the tradition that the "Apostle St. Thomas landed

at Malankara near Cranganur, founded seven churches and finally

suffered martyrdom at Mylapore near Madras". Commenting on the

apocryphal Acts of Judas Thomas the Apostle, according to which

St. Thomas visited the court of the Indo-Parthian king Gudnaphar

(Gondopliarnes), Prof. Rapson has remarked : “The legend of St.

Thomas lias thus been furnished with an historical setting which

is chronologically possible”. 1 As there was regular maritime

communication between Barbaricum (on the Indus Delta), in

the empire of Gondopliarnes and Muziris (Cranganur) in the

first century A.D .

2 there is no inherent impossibilty in the

acceptance of the tradition. Another apocryphal work, the

Evangelium Ioanis de ohitu Mariae gives the name of Mazdai,

“whom St. Thomas also visited and under whom he suffered

Martyrdom”. 3 Is it possible that Mazdai was the king of the Mylapore

region? Letter XVII is devoted to an account of the "Roman

Catholic priests in Malabar and their converts among the heathen”.

Referring to the Josiut Archbishop and Bishop in Cochin and its

neighbourhood, who were appointed by the King of Portugal to look

after the Christians -“of the Romish persuasion,” Visscher remarks :

"they are the craftiest spies of the Portuguese monarch, prying into

the affairs of the company, and imbuing the natives with deep aver-

sion to the Dutch.” We are not sure that native patriotism and

1 Cambridge History of India, vol. I, 1922, p. 579,

2 Schoff, Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
, pp. 37, 4

4

>
l65

and 205.

3 Cambridge History of India
,
vol. I, pp. 579^
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narrow sectarianism were not getting the better of him here over

his veracity and Christian conscience. Our suspicion finds support

when we find Visscher censuring commandant Ketel because he

allowed ‘'Romish priests” not only to visit the condemned criminals

of their persuasion in Cochin, but even to accompany them to the

scaffold”
;
and praising the present commandant Hertenberg, *whO

is a man of noble character”, for having “done away with these

irregularities/' The following observation of Visscher however is

interesting : “Except the St, Thomas' Christians all those who

are converted by the Roman Catholics are either the slave

children of Christians, like most of the Topasses or of the lowest

sort of Heathens, none being higher than the Chegos. Few Brah-

mins, Chetriahs {Kqatriyas) or Sudras adopt their religion
;
indeed,

we might suppose that low castes do so generally, in order to escape

the contempt in which they are held by nation,” These remarks

of the Dutch missionary on the spread of Christianity among the

Indian masses are largely true even after the lapse of more than

two hundred years. Letters XVIII and XIX are devoted to the

“Jews, black and white” and the Moors (Muslims) of Malabar. Viss-

cher clearly indicates the reason why the Moors, the friends of the

Zamorin of Calicut “nourish a rooted hatred0 towards the Portuguese.

The commerce of these coasts had remained with the Moors probably

from the time of the Rasfcrakutas (Balhaai

)

of Manyakhetaka 1 (Manklr)

If not earlier. The arrival of Vasco da Gama in the 15th century threa-

tened this monopoly. “They disputed any share of it being usurped by

the newcomers.” The most interesting thing about the Jews and Mus-

lims is however the fact that these non-Hindu communities lived and

prospered under the rule of orthodox Hiudu rulers for hundreds of

years without apparently any serious religious persecution. Atten-

tion may be drawn in this connection to the Veraved grant of the

Calukya Arjunadeva (c. 126275), king of Kathiawar and Gujarat,

which also bears witness to tolerance in religious matters of Hindu

monarchs in Mediaeval India. Nobody can fail to be struck by the

generous statesmanship of the Hindu States which allowed Muslim

communities to thrive and to build and endow mosques in the most

sacred cities and places of India for it forms a remarkable contrast

to the policy of plunder and desecration practised by the early Turkish

conquerors of India. The latter gave up the liberal and tolerant

l He ruled in the Deccan from c, 753 to 970 A.D,
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policy of the Arab conquerors 1 and were thus largely instrumental

in introducing into the complicated socio-religious structure of the

Indian peoples a problem which remains unsolved even to this

day.

In conclusion I beg to add that in addition to a map of Malabar, an

introduction giving a short account of Visscher’s life, and the previous

publications of his letters, and a brief discussion of the history of Mala-

bar and the Far East in the 2nd half of the 17th and the first half

of the 1 8th century would greatly enhance the usefulness of the

work.

H. C. Ray

1 See my Dynastic History of Northern India,
vol. I, pp 22 fn. 2,

94 etc.
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Asia Major* vol, VIII, fasc. i, ii

Siegfrid BehrsING—Das Chung-tsi-king des Chinesischen Dlrgha-

garna .—Mr. Behrsing presents here a translation of the Sanglti-

stitra of the Dxrghagatna as preserved in Chinese versions. Wher-

ever he has found the Pali text of the Saiigiti Suttanta of the

Dlgha Nikaya corresponding to the Chinese version, he has repro-

duced it, and gave German translation of the portions which do

not correspond with the Pali text. To the translation (24 pages) he

has appended exhaustive notes (90 pages) and a comparative

table of the technical terms as found in the different versions of the

Sanglti Suttanta
,
the Maliavyutpatti and the Pali texts.

L. D. Barnett—Index to the Section 'mDo' of Kanjur Manuscripts in

the British Museum . Dr. Barnett has given the Tibetan titles along

with their Sanskrit restorations. He has also alphabetically

arranged the Sanskrit titles.

Indian Antiquary, January, 1931

R. B. HaLDAR—Chittor and its Sieges.

C. E. A. W. Oldham—Sidi Ali Shebbi in India , 155 4-1556 A.D.

Jogendra Chandra Ghosh— Where was Tarkkari v The note

supports the view that the village named Tarkkari men-

tioned in the Silimpur stone inscription found in the district

of Bogra in Bengal was situated in Pundra or Gauda and should

be identified with the city of the same name mentioned in the

Matsya- and the Kurina Puranas.

Ibid , March, 1931

R. V. Jahagirdar—A Note on the Ten Plays of Bhasa, Basing his

arguments on some internal evidences in the dramas ascribed to

Bhasa, the writer classifies them into several groups. As the Svapna -

vasavadatta ,
Pratij fia-yaugatidharayana and PafUaratra have been

found to resemble each other constituting one group and differing

from the rest of the plays, the conclusion is drawn that all the

plays cannot be the production of one and the same poet.
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Lily Dexter Greene.

—

Nature Study in the Sanskrit Drama Bakun•

tala.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the»Royal Asiatic Society,

vol. vi, nos. i and 2

GANGANATHA J lla.-—Kumarila and Vedanta . The points of contact

between Rumania's Mimamsa and Sankara’s Vedanta in regard

to some essentials such as the nature of Atman, the sutnmum

bonum of life, have been pointed out here.

D. R. BhaNDaRKAR.— The Antiquity of the Poona District.

K. B. Pathak.—On the Date of Sakatayana-cintamani. It has been

shown here that materials from the Bdkdidyanacintdmani of Yak?a-

varman were taken by Hemacandra for his grammatical works

Brhadvftti and Laghuv^tti proving that Yaksavarman was an-

terior to Hemacandra who lived in the twelfth century a.C.

S. K. BELVALKAR.—An Authentic but Unpublished Work of Saiikard-

cdrya . Attention of scholars has been drawn to the fact that

Sankara commented on the whole of the 2nd and the 3rd Aranya-

kas of the Aitareya Aranyaka, and not on the last four chapters

of the 2nd Aranyaka (II, 4-7) only as found in the extant editions

of the Aitareya Upani*ad Bhdsya . The point is proved by

Sayana’s statement at the beginning of his commentary on the

2nd Ar. of the Ait. At. as also by the existence of the commentary

of the two Aranyakas in the Mss, deposited in some of the Oriental

Libraries in Europe.

S. K. HodivaLA .—Parsi Viceroy and Governors of Kathiawar.

F. B. Tyabji.—Social Life in 1804. and 192$, amongst Muslims in

Bombay .

K. G. Kundangar .—Development of the Kannada Drama .

Journal of Indian History, vol IX, pt. iii, Dec. 1930

ABDUL Aziz.^History of the Reign of Shah fahdn (Book II,

Ch. II). This chapter treats of the Mughal Army. The writer,

following Abul Fazl’s classification of the army, divides this

chapter into the following sub-sections :

I Man*abddrs and their followers corresponding to the cavalry

of the present day. In this sub-section, the writer gives

in detail the qualifications for the post of a Mansabdar and

his duties.

MI.Q., MARCH, 1931 27
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II Ahutis were a special class of horsemen appointed to guard

the Emperor’s person, they possessed qualifications higher

than those of Man^abdars,

III Piadagan, though usually translated by ‘Infantry*, includes

also (i) Bunduqr//Is (Matchlock-bearers), (ii) Darbaus

(Porters); (iii) Khidmatiya
;

(iv) Mewras (couriers); (v)

5//amrAerbaz (experts in feats of arms)
;

(vi) wrestlers
;

(vii) Che,las (slaves)
;

(viii) Kahars (letter-bearers) and

Dakhite (foot-soldiers).

The writer gives also an account of the artillery of Humayun,

Akbar and others and completes his paper by giving an “esti-

mate of the total strength of the Army 1
’.

H. N. SlNHA—The Genesis of the Din-i llahi. Mr. Sinha prefaces

his article by a reference to the dominant note in the awakening of

India in the 16th century, viz., Love and Liberalism. He also gives

a survey of the then political condition of India. He regards

the faith—Din-i-Ilahl^-as the outcome of Akbar’s eclecticism
;

he gives an outline of Akbar’s lineage and environment,

dwells on Sufism, Vaisnavism, and the Mahdavi and Roshni

movements. He has shown clearly how Akbar was influenced, or

rather, allowed himself to be influenced by the contemporaneous

religious and political events, and constituted out of many faiths

the Divine Faith (Din-i-Ilahi). It contains an accurate study of

the character of Akbar and the causes of his greatness.

S. S. SURYA NaRaYANA SaSTRI— Buddhist Logic in the Mani-

ntekhalai. The object of this paper is to refute the contention

that the account of Buddhist logic given in the 29th chapter

of the Manimekhalai is posterior to Dinnaga. The writer gives

a translation of the relevant portion of the Manimekhalai up to

the account of the fallacies and gives his reasons for attributing

an early date to the composition of the Manimekhalai.

C. S. SRINIVASACHARI- The Historical Material in the Private

Diary of Ananda Ranga Pillai (1736-1761). The following topics

are treated in this paper :—Events after the battle of Ambur—The

victors at Pondicherry— English occupation of San Thome

—

Chanda Sahib’s expedition to Tanjore—*Operation at Tanjore—

The coming of Nasir Jang into the Carnatic and the retreat of

Chanda Sahib—First encounter with Nasir Jang.
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T

Journal of Oriental Research vol. v, pt. i

L. V. RAMASWAMI Aiyar.—Dravidic Forms for *Betel leaf'

T. R. CfUNTAMANl.—Amarakhandana of Sri ffar§a. This short

Sanskrit text covering only eleven pages of the Journal is a criti-

cism of the well-known lexicon of Amarasimha. Its importance

lies in the fact that a number of authors and works hitherto un-

known has been quoted here. This Harsa was, as has been in-

ferred by Mr. Chintamani from a piece of internal evidence, a

son of Parthasarathi Mi§ra, and therefore should not be identified

either with the author of the Ratm vail, or with that of the

Naisadhlyacarita.

D. T. TATACHARYA SlROMANI.—Santa—the Ninth Raw. The dis-

cussion centres round the controversy in the works of Poetics

as to the propriety of the acceptance of Santa rasa as a separate

poetic sentiment.

S. S. Suryanarayan a SaSTRI— The Chinese Suvarnasaptati

and the Matharavrtti. Suvarnasaptati is the Sanskrit equivalent

of the Chinese name of Paramartha’s Chinese translation of the

Sankhyakarika and its commentary. As the Gaudafada bha*ya

and the Matharavrtti
,
two Sanskrit commentaries on the Sankkya-

karika have various points of resemblance to Paramartha's

translation, some sort of relation among the three works is na-

turally sought to be established. The Matharavrtti, having a

closer affinity with the Chinese work, is taken by some scholars

to be the original commentary. The writer of this article, how-

ever, points out some fundamental differences between Mathara

and Paramartha regarding both their doctrines and expositions,

as shows that Paramartha agrees more with Gaudapada than with

Mathara. In some places, Paramartha is fuller and clearer than

either of the two Sanskrit commentators.

N. AYYASWAMI SaSTRI.—Madhyatmirthasamgraha of Bhavavivtka.

The short Sanskrit treatise containing II anustubh stanzas “on the

nature of the Double Truth as accepted in the Madhyamika

system of Buddhist Philosophy” has been restored from the

Tibetan version and translated into English.

A. PadmaNabhayya.—'Ancient Bhrgus. The writer amplifies in this

first instalment of his article the theme that the Dra vidas, Asuras

and Bhrgus are identical. "The amplified equation will be Asura-
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Bhrgu- Dravida- Pelasgian- Phrygian- Hittite-Phcenician Greek-Etru-

sean-Latin-Frank.”

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,

January, 1931

O. G. VON YVesendonk— The Kalavada and the Zervanite System .

The speculations as to time as prevalent in ancient India, Iran,

Mesopotamia and the Hellenistic world have been compared

in this paper. It has been shown that the Indian conception

of Kala has very little in common with the Zervanite theology of

Iran, the former being a well-founded philosophical doctrine and

the latter a religious dogma associated with various myths

and legends.

Review of Philosophy and Religion,

vol. II, No. 1

B. N. KkishnamURTI SARMA—New Light on the Gaudapada-harihas.

The opinion that the karikas of Gaudapada on the Mandukya

Upani^ad have been mistakenly taken as part of the original

Upaniqad
,
by Madhvacarya is opposed by the writer on the ground

of the reasonableness of Madhva's view, which was shared by many

prominent writers of old.

Vivsabharati Quarterly,

vol. 8, pts. I & II

VlDHUSHEKHARA BHATTACHARYA— Vimhaka of Nagarjuna.

This is a short Mahayana treatise representing the views of

both the Vijiianavadins and the MSdhyamikas with a particular

stress on the idealistic theory. The Sanskrit original of the

karikas, which is no longer extant, has been reconstructed from

the available Tibetan and Chinese translations. An introduction

and English translation with notes, as also the Tibetan and the

Chinese versions are given here.

Amulya Charan Sen—Schools and Sects in Jain Literature .

Printed and published by Mr. Raghunath Seal, b.a., at the Calcutta Oriental Preaa,

45B, Mechuabaxar Street (Southern Block), Calcutta.
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Origin of the Bell-Capital

In his note on the origin of the Lotus Capital (I.H.Q., VI,

pp. 373-375 & pi.) Dr. Ananda K. Coomarasvvamy states the case for

the Indian origin and symbolism of the lower member of the Mauryan
Capital and its derivation from the Lotus symbol, which he traces

in the Vedic literature. 1 Similar views have been held for the last

half a century. They derive their plausibility from the resemblance

of the bell capital to the calyx of a flower reversed, to which also its

supposed Persian prototype has much similarity. Of *the drooping

foliations of the Capitals/ Dr. Rajendralala Mitra wrote as early

as 1875 that, **to an Indian they appear very like the pendant fila-

ments of the lotus after the petals have been removed from the

receptacle, or the reverted petals of a lotus bud,—forms which are

peculiarly ornamental and beautiful, and which have been employed

in India as ornaments in a variety of ways and in different

places.” 32 That was why he did not admit the supposed simili-

tudes between the Asoka and the Assyrian (?) pillars to be con-

clusive. It is noteworthy that his conjecture involves only the

decorative theme of the capital and not its solid shape, which have been

confused in recent mystic interpretations of the motif. The distinc-

tion seems to have been maintained by Mr. Purna Chandra Moo-

1 A. K. Coomaraswamy ,—A History of Indian and Indonesian

Art
x pp. 8, 13-14, and 17 \

Eastern Art,
vol, I, no. 3, p. 179.

2 R, L. Mitra,—Antiquities of Orissa t
vol. I, p. 17.

JUNE, 1931 z
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kerjee 1 who described the ‘bell-shaped’ Rumindei capital as exhibit-

ing ‘the usual festoons in the face of the big cyma,’ the last-named

moulding being translated by him as “Padma "

Dr. Coomaraswamy's interpretation of the capital as the mystic

lotus support is founded firstly, upon the occurrence of certain lotus

supports in the chamfer reliefs of the Bharhut rails, secondly, on the

morphological affinities between the Mauryan capitals and the said

lotus supports, and thirdly, on the significance attached to the lotus

symbol in the Vedic literature. We proceed to discuss these in the

following paragraphs.

I

The Lotus Symbol in the Bharhut Reliefs

That the Indians attached some sort of mystic significance to the

lotus is implied by certain legends according to which the flower

is said to have sprung up at the feet of Siddhartha when he walked

seven steps after his birth.2 The flower is also represented on the

soles of a Buddha image at Sarnath, 3 dating from the Ku§ana period.

The design of a lotus springing up from another in the chamfer

reliefs of the Bharhut rails, recalls the representation of the SravastI

miracle in Gupta art. From the absence of differentiating emblems

on figures of Indra, Agni and Brahma in the coins and monuments
of the Sunga period, it would appear that the iconography of Sri

usually appearing on a lotus was probably of non-Brahmanical origin. 4

The representation of ‘Sirima Devatd * on the Bharhut rails without

the flower indicates that this mark of Sri was not rigidly adhered to.

That she was not the only deity associated with the flower is proved

by the figure of the girl with a lyre, standing upon it, on one of the

1 P. C. Mookerjee,

—

A Report on a Tour of Exploration of the

Antiquities in the Tarait Nepal, Feb. and March t i8pp, pp. 32 34.

2 Sahni,

—

Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at Sarnath ,

Calcutta, 1914, pi. xx. Lefmann,

—

Lalitavistara
,
Adhyaya Jt p. 83 :

19-21 ; p. 84: 1819 ; p. 93 : 12-13-

3 Sahni,

—

op . cit. t p. 38, B (a) 6.

4 Ramaprasad Chanda,-Murti-0-Mandirt pp. 4-5. Coomara-

swamy,

—

History of Indian and Indonesian Art
, p, 31 ;

Eastern Art,

vol. 1, no, 3, pp. 175-89 and plates.
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pillars (unpublished). The man and the woman riders, appearing

on lotus-supports on either side of a medallion, and again at other

places carrying the Garudadhvajas without that appendage, taken

together, denote that the lotus seat or pedestal was not an invari-

able attribute of divine figures in Sunga art. Following is the list

of figures on the lotus-supports in the chamfer reliefs of the Bharhut

rails :

—

1. Anthropomorphic figures The man and the woman on horse-

back : the man with hands in an attitude of adoration and the woman
grasping a branch of the mango tree, disposed in pairs to the right

and left of the same medallion
(
Mithuna

) ;
women raising a hand

to grasp a flower or a necklace hanging from a flower placed above
;

or holding a ball-like object or a flywhisk in the uplifted hand ;
the

other hand descending to the girdle or pointing to the breasts, or

holding lotuses.

2. Beasts :—Winged horses and elephants.

3. Birds Swans craning their neck : peacocks with expanded

plumes : the parrot pecking at the mango.

4. Flowers :—Two lotuses, one springing from the other.

If the lotus supports of Bharhut had been meant to represent

pillars like the Mauryan and Suuga 'SiLastambhas/ we should expect

to find all the foregoing figures on contemporary columns. This is,

however, not the case. The custom of setting up anthropomorphic

figures on the top of columns did not, in fact, begin till a much later

date. A tripartite lion in the Bharhut reliefs, supporting an anthro-

pomorphic figure of which only the feet survive,

1

i9 to be explained

as a carrier (vahana). And if not of totemistic origin, the birds and

animals on the lotus supports must have been designed with decora*

tive intent on the lines of the Srls and the Mithunas in which the

lotus may have an iconographic significance. The elephant on the

lotus is probably derived from the 'Abhiqeka' type of Sri, wherein

its decorative significance is obvious. „ The swan found on the vase

and lotus (Bhadraghata) medallions of Bharhut and also in the

*Abhi§eha* type of Sri, as represented in the Orissa caves, have no

more import than its association with the lotus pool. 3 The lotus in the

hands of some of the figures need not necessarily have been an icono-

1 Archaeological Survey of India
,

Annual Report (henceforth

abbreviated as A'S.I.R.) for 1925-26, p. 15 1, pi, lvii, fig. (a).

2 Cf. 1 Meghadnta ,
11

, 3.
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graphical attribute. 1 The significance of the flower being thus

proved to be indeterminate and the decorative character of some

of the figures on the lotus supports being obvious, the latter cannot

be held to represent the supposed symbolic Mauryan bell-capitals

carrying animal figures.

II

The Morphology of the Lotus Supports and the Bell Capitals

The morphological similitudes between the lotus supports of

Bharhut and the campaniform capitals of the Mauryan pillars sugges-

ted by Dr. Coomaraswamy can be hardly reconciled to facts.

The fillet moulding in the lowermost part of the Gutiva,2 Rumindei 3

and Allahabad 4 capitals, as well as the cable and the bead and

reel mouldings below the Basarh, 8 Sankissa 0 and Nandangarh T

capitals cannot be derived from the lotus supports. In shape as

well as in the form of the petals, the bulb-shaped lotuses of the

chamfer reliefs of Bharhut do not resemble the campaniform

1 Smith,— The Jatna Stupa and other Antiquities of Mathura
,

pp. 12-13, plate VI. Herringham,

—

Ajanta Frescoes
,
plate II, fig. 3 ;

plate XI, fig. 13 ;
plate XIV, fig. 16 ; plate XVII.

Cf.

qtawrorar qrouwA 1

A *

v?roiit faflq

Meghaduta, II, 2.

O. M, Dalton,— The Treasure of the Oxus, 2nd edition, gold

plaques, nos. 49, 74, £9, 92, 93. Plates XIV, XV, no. 103, pp. 26 27,

plate XVI.

2 Mookerjee,—<?/>. cit., plate XVI, fig. 2.

3 Id., Plate XVI, fig. 3.

4 Fergusson,

—

History of Indian and Eastern Architecture (London,

1876), fig. 3, p. 53.

5 Dr. Ludwig Bachhofer,—/Tnr/y Indian Sculpture (Paris, 1929),

vcl. I, pi. III.

6 Id., pi. VIII. 7 Id, pi. IV,
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capitals with their characteristic ornamentation. In the lion capitals

of Sarnath 1 and Rampurva, 2 the transition between the bell and

the abacus is partly effected by the undecorated torus, which has

its precedent in the Achaemenian pillar-base and cannot be derived

from the stamens of the lotus. In the Safichi, Sahkissa and Rampurva

(bull)3 capitals its place is taken by a corded torus or cable moulding,

the history of the ornament going back to much earlier times and

having nothing to do with the said stamens. Its occurrence below

the Basarh, Sahkissa and Nandangarh capitals cannot be otherwise

explained. That the corded torus does not represent the stamens

of the lotus is demonstrated by the simultaneous appearance of the

two forms on the lotus capitals of the
*torana 9

of Bharhut (Fig. i),

the former intervening between the bell and the lotus-shaped

abacus, and the latter falling on the shoulder of the bell, respectively.

The fillet appearing above the torus in the Safichi, Sarnath and

Rampurva (lion) capitals has no counterpart in the lotus growing

in nature or as represented in the chamfer reliefs of Bharhut. No
resemblance can be imagined between the thalamus of the lotus and

the square abaci of the Basarh lion capital, the Mathura elephant

capital of the reign of Huviska,

4

the 1Makara'* and 1KalfiavrksaM

capitals of Besnagar and the lotus capitals of the Garuda poles

7

in the Bharhut reliefs, as well as the abaci of the Gatuda 9 and the

fan-palm capitals of Besnagar, • which are square above, and round

and octagonal, respectively, below.

The other type of lotus supports occurring in two instances in the

Bharhut reliefs, not described by Dr. Coomaraswamy, comprise a

cup-shaped flower with petals rising upwards and supporting an

1 Bachhofer,—Early Indian Sculpture
,
vol. I, pi. V,

2 Chanda,—'The Beginnings of Art in Eastern India/ (Memoirs

of the A.SJ. no. 30, pi. 11 (b).

3 Id,, pi. 1 1

1

(a).

4 Cunningham, A.S,R,
}
vol. Ill, p. 20, pi. V.

5 Id., vol. X, pp. 42-43, pi. XIV,; A . S, /. R., 1913-14,

pp. 189-90, pi. LIV, figs, (a) and (b).

6 Cunningham, A,S.R
,
vol. X, pp. 43-44, pi. xv.

7 Cunningham,— The Stupa of Bharhut, pi. xxxii, figs, 5 and

6 ;
A,S%I%R %, 1925-26, pi. iviii,

8 A . 5. /. R., 1913-14, p. 188, pi. Hi (a) and liii.

9 A, S. R„ vol, X, pi. XIV, p. 42.
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abacus decorated with beads, or with beads and the cable moulding

(Figs. 2 & 3). The juxtaposition of these ornaments with the lotus

owes its inspiration to the artists* familiarity with the lotus capital

which appears twice on the Gatufya-dhvajas and twice

1

on isolated

columns supporting the elephant as well as on structural pillars in

the pseudo architecture of the Bharhut reliefs. The dissimilarity

between the bell capital and the second type of lotus support is too

obvious to need further comment,

III

7he Vedir. Lotus Symbol

Before postulating a connection between the Vedic lotus symbol

and the bell capitals, of which our earliest specimens come from

the Mauryan tbilastambkas\ it is necessary to ascertain whether the

said symbol can have any bearing on the significance of the pillars.

Dr. Rajendralala Mitra was of opinion that the Mauryan pillars

“were used as mere monuments erected singly in distant places to

bear only inscriptions'
9

.
9 The presence of stupas and temples in

the vicinity of some of the columns led Fergusson to surmise their

association with religious edifices. 3 This was rightly contested by

Dr. Mitra who pointed out that “the Tirhut pillars, which are still

in situ, have no mound or ruin of any kind in their close proximity

to bear out this supposition/* Fergusson, nevertheless, appears to

to have guessed the religious significance of the pillars. In the

Abokavadana of the Divyavadana
,

the memorial monuments erected

by ASoka on the sacred sites of Buddhist history are described

as *cihncCs or emblems.

4

The Rumindei pillar inscription, in enu-

merating the erection of a pillar on the birthplace of Buddha

as one of the royal acts of Asoka,® indicates that the columns are

included among the *cihna's. But the Safichi column, standing at a

place not connected with rthe personal history of Buddha, proves

1 Cunningham %
—Mahabodhi% pi. III.

2 Mitra,

—

op. cit
, p. 1 5 and footnote.

3 Fergusson,

—

op . cit.
t p. 55.

4 Cowell & Neil,

—

Divyavadana
, p 389 and footnote,

5 Hultzsch,—Inscriptions of Aboka (Corp , Ins. Ind.)% vol. I,

pp, 16465,
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that all of these columns are not commemorative in character. Its

capital has the same design as that of the Sarnath column. The

symbolic character of the lions which crown the latter has been long

recognised. 1

In my paper on Mauryan Art, I attempted a chronology of the

Mauryan bell capitals on morphological grounds, 2 and this has been

since corroborated by Prof. Chanda on the strength of certain passa-

ges in the edicts of Asoka mentioning columns standing at the time

of their promulgation.3 This implies that not all of these columns

did appertain to Buddhism. That one at least belonged to another

cult is shown by the pillar of Lauriya-Araraj, which had been crown-

ed with a Garuda capital. Prof. Chanda is thus justified in conclud-

ing that these columns are animal standards intended for worship,

the crowning animals being emblems of different gods. As the carrier

system does not appear in a standardised form in the Bharhut reliefs

dating a century after A6oka, the interpretation of the animals* figures

as symbols of divine beings with whom they came to be associated

later in Brahmanical mythology as suggested by him, is however

open to question.

4

Nevertheless, the association of Garuda with

Vianu in the second century B.C. is established by the inscription

mentioning Vasudeva on the Heliodoros column. 8 The capitals of

the Sanchi and Sarnath columns (B C. 242-31) were evidently caused

to be designed by Asoka when he had already become a Buddhist,

as fitting emblems for the founder of his religion, on the analogy of

animal crowned pillars already existing at that date.

In its portable form, the animal standard is represented by two

Garuda dhvafas carried by two riding figures on the Bharhut reliefs.

1 Sahni, op . cit., p. 16. 2 I, H. £?., Ill, pp. 548 53.

3 Chanda,— The Beginnings of Att in Eastern India (Memoirs

of the A.SJ%% No. 30), pp. 31-33,

4 In the Mbh., I, 3, A iravata, the Naga king, appears as a Bull

of extraordinary size, whose excreta is Amrta. It is ridden by a

man of uncommon stature. Also Agni appears as a Horse with Indra

as rider.

5 In Jaina iconography Garuda is a Yaksa having the Boar as

its mount. It is also the mount of the Yaksa Tumburu and of

the YakfinI CakreSvari.—Puran Chand Nahar, Jaina Murtitattver

Samkqipta Vivaran, a paper read at the Radhanagar Vanglya Sahitya

Sammilan (Sam. 1331), pp. 6, 5, 8.
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The Garuda pole appears on the obverse of a rectangular copper

coin of the second century B.C. (Nahar Collection, Calcutta) with the

legend on the right top corner of the field and 'Senapatisa

Nitahaso* on the reverse
;
as well as on certain types of Gupta coins. 1

A standard surmounted by a crouching bull facing left, appears on

the coins of Narendraditya. 2 Similar standards are known to have

featured in the religion of the Indus Valley civilisation. A three-

sided prism of faience discovered at Mohenjodaro 3 shows a precess-

ion of four men carrying as many standards of different types. One
of these is crowned by a featherlike emblem, while another is sur-

mounted by the figure of a bull facing right and standing on a hori-

zontal member supported on a rod. It is significant that the bull,

the elephant and the tree represented on the Indus Valley seals

appear also on the Mauryan and Sunga pillars. So it is probable

that some connection might have existed between the cults of the

animal-standard in the Indus Valley culture aud the Mauryan and

Sunga pillar cults as suggested by Prof. Chanda. 4 The Vedic lotus

symbol cannot possibly have any bearing on these cult objects. 5 It

f J, Allan ,—Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta Dynasties in the

British Museum . London, 1914.

Standard type...pp. 1-5, pis. i, ii (1*5),

...pp. 6-7, pi. iv(l-7).

...pp. 24-33, P 1 * vi (i-7, 10 18),

pi. vii.

61-67, pi. xii (1-12),

87, pi. xv (15) (15-18).

114-19, pis. xix, xx (1 2).

~ ~ . stanaar
Samudra Gupta—

j Archef

Candra Gupta II. — Archer

Kumar Gupta I.-

Skanda Gupta—

>>

.pp.

. p.

pp.

Archer
Pratapa

Archer
King & LaksrnI

Pura Gupta (pp. 134-35, pi* xxi. 23- 26).

Prakasaditya (pp. 135-36, pi. xxii, 1-4). Narasirnha Haladitya

(PP* * 37-39, pl- xxii, 7-12). Kramaditya (p. 140 43, pi. xxii, 13-15,

xxiii 1-5). Ghatotkaca (149. xxiv. 3).

2 Id' t p. 149, pl. xxiv, no. 4.

3 A.SJ.R., for 1925-26, p. 87, pl. xlv, fig. 22.

4 Chanda,—Survival of the Prehistoric Civilisation of the Indus

Valley (.Memoirs of the A.8J. , no. 41), pp. 34-35.

5 The use of the yupa emblem on one of the chariot standards

mentioned in the Mahabharata (see Appendix) apparently controverts

this view. It should be borne in mind, however, that the above

standards, emblems of power and victory, are mostly connected with



l,otus-support, Bharhut, Pillar No. 41 (8) a

Indian Museum

Lotus- support, Bharhut, Pillar No. 5(17) h

Indian Museum

/. //. Q.,Jinie 1931
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is, therefore, unwarranted to assume that the campaniform capital

of these animal pillars represents the Lotus of the Vedic ritual.

IV

The Composite Mauryan Capital

The composite Mauryan capital from Pataliputra, a recent dis-

covery made by Mr. Ramlal Sinha of Bankipore, which I am
permitted to announce, affords light on the origin and significance

of the Bell capital (Fig. 4). It is now only 1*2" high, polished and

made of buff coloured Chunar sandstone. Its lower portion has dis-

appeared and the carvings survive only in part. It is said to have

been originally discovered in course of some diggings at Lohanipur,

but was found lying near a Bania’s shop, not far off Govind Mitra

Road, Moradpur. Its abacus, 5 high, has the form of a lotus with

its petals turned downwards, the stamens being represented on its

upper edge, at the foot of the moulding at the top (ht. 1
"). This

type of lotus-shaped abacus is found on the clustered capitals of

the 'Torana' pillars of Bharhut (Fig. 1). Below the abacus is a bead

and reel moulding which cannot be derived from the stamens of the

lotus. The bell proper, now only 6 l/2
"
high, differs from the standard

Mauryan type in having flat ribs decorated with the spiral and seve-

ral leaf patterns, disposed between the arrises, so that each arris appears

between a pair of ribs decorated with the same ornament. Another

polished Mauryan bell with ribs decorated in much the same manner

has been discovered by Mr. Hargreaves at Sarnath (Fig. 5),
1

kings or men of the ruling caste and that the yupa standard in the

Epic is compared to the yupa of the RajasQya rite, a royal

ceremony. Both the yupa and the standard entail the use of a pole

or post, and in that Ramayana I, 14, 22-27, the worship of yupas

having gold decorations, with garments, flowers and scents is des-

cribed (cf. Indradhvaja i:i the Appendix). Evidently because of

their sharing such a common feature the two could combine happily.

Similar conditions do not appear in the case of a Vedic lotus symbol.

•There is no hint of a parallel feature in the standards of the Maha*

bhfirata so far as I am aware,

x A.S.I.Ro for 1914-15, p. 11 7 s no. 105.

I.U.Q., JUNE, 1931
2
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The morphological differences between the lotus shaped abacus

and the lower member of the composite capital indicates that the

architects of the Mauryan school recognised the difference between

the lotus form and the form of the lower member, to which most

modern archaeologists give the name 'bell* in consideration of its

solid shape. This composite capital with its upper member designed on the

model of a lotus, controverts the theory of the lotus origin of its lower

member and reduces the application of the term 'lotus' thereto to an absur-

dity.

The difference between the lotus shaped abacus and the lower

member is further accentuated by the emblishment of the so-called

bell, the form and decorative theme of which have no resemblance

to a lotus, and which by its divergence from the standard design

clearly shows that to the Mauryan architects the capital was merely

a decorative and architectural element.

The Significance of the Bell-Capital

An analysis of the various uses of the capital in early Indian

architecture confirms the above conclusion regarding its significance.

In the Mauryan silastambkas it happens to be carved on the same
block of stone as the crowning animals, so that it is not a true capital

and its purpose is only decorative. Its peculiar shape conveys the

impression of carrying down the superincumbent weight instead of

propping it up from below. Nor can its crowning animals conveniently

accommodate ths beams of the superstructure. The capital is, there-

fore, ill-suited to structural purposes. If it were employed at all

in the hypostile hall at Kumrahr and the palaces of Asoka at

Pafcaliputra described by Fa Hien, 1 we do not know what devices

had been adopted by the architect to remedy its defects. The
architects' of the subsequent times tried to appropriate it to structural

purposes (i) by placing on its top a rectangular animal capital

i Ltggct—Travel9 of Fa Hien
, p. 77.
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surmounted by a cubical block/ an impost9 or a volute capital 3 on

which to place the beams (Northern India)
;

(ii) by adding short prop9,

curved or perpendicular, rising from its shoulder to the corners of

the rectangular capital above (Safichi)

4

; and by supplementing

it with a double capital having an upper row of volutes

(Bharhut). 4 They also created an altogether new order by enclosing

the corded torus above the bell in a rectangular frame, the vertical

lines of which create the impression of effectively supporting the

abacus comprising tiers of projecting slabs and the crowning figure

sculptures (Western India).0 None of these devices have any

mystic significance, so that none is necessarily implied in the

campaniform lower member which serves in a purely architectural

capacity.

Various monuments may be cited to show that like the Mauryan

architects who had designed the above mentioned capitals from

Sarnftth and Pafaliputra, those of post-Mauryan times were fully

alive to the decorative significance of the bell capital. The unde-

corated capitals of the baluster pillars of the 'Torana* of Bharhut/

of those in the reliefs of Saiichi * Toranas’* and in the Nasik* and

Kanheri 10 caves are instances in which the campaniform member has

1 A. S. /. Annual Report
,
Eastern Circle, 1918-19, p. 45 and

pi. • Smith, V. A.— op. cit, pi. xlv, L. (fig. 1).

2 Id., pis. xliii, xliv and xlvi (fig. 1); Cunningham,— The Stupa

of Bharhut,
pi. x.

3 Waddel,—Report on the Excavations of PbXaliputra
, pp. 17 40,

pi. ii. * Sahni,

—

op . cit., p. 246, (D^), pi. v
;
A. S. /. R . for 1914-15,

p.117, no. 104, pi. Ixvii (nos. 12, 14 and 21-29) $
Cunningham—

Mahabodhi
,
pi, iv, p. 9. ;

Mitra,—Buddha Gaya .
pi. L.

4 K, de B. Cordrington,

—

Ancient India
, p. 32, fig. 10 C, p. 34;

Bacchofer,—Early Indian Sculpture
,
vol. I, pi. 59 (right).

5 Cunningham,— The Stupa of Bharhut

\

pis, xxx, fig. 3 &

xxxi.

6 Bacchofer,— op. cit., vol. ii, pis. 66, 69, 70.

7 Cunningham,

—

A. 5 . R ti vol. v, pi, xlvi.

8 Bacchofer,—op. cit.
%
vol. 1, pis. 49, 50, etc.

9 Fergusson & Burgess,

—

Cave Temples of India%
pis. xxii,

xxiii (figs. 3 and 4).

10 Id., p. 350, fig, 62,
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been treated as an abstract shape and divested of all ornament

according to necessity. The type is noted also at Amaravatl.

1

In

the pilasters of the Pitalkhora Vihara cave* and the Kankali Tila

pillars, 3 the solid shape of the capital has been modified according

to exigencies of design or limitations of the quarry. The fluted

capitals of the Caitya cave at Karle

4

indicate that the decoration

of the capital could be intelligently subdued in subordination to the

entire design.

The Lotus capitals of the 'Torana* pillars of Bharhut (Fig. i)

illustrate the invention of new themes of decoration, though the scheme

is still vertical. Some of the lotus capitals of the Bharhut reliefs,

on the other hand, are set off with lotus petals and festoons in two

parallel rows, which shows that the scheme of decoration was already

changing from the vertical to the horizontal during the second

century B. C. In the Ksatrapa Kuaana pillars of Mathura,® in those

of the Amaravatl reliefs

6

and in the pilasters of the Ananta Gumpha 1

and the Pitalkhora Vihara cave, the new scheme of decoration appears

perfected by the division of the surface into parallel horizontally

disposed zones, and by the introduction of diverse new motifs of

ornament, including the acanthus leaf,

VI

The Problem of Origin

Except for the Indus Valley standards described above, our

knowledge of the morphological character of the prc*Mauryan animal

1 A. S. 1 . R . for 1908-09, pi, xxix, figs, (c) and (e).

2 Fergusson & Burgess,—op, cit pp. 244-45, pi. xvi.

3 Smith,

—

op. cit., pis, xliii, xliv, xlv.

4 Fergusson & Burgess,

—

op. cit p. 234, pi. xii, fig. 1.

5 Smith,—cp. cit.) pis. xliv, xlvi (i), li (fig. 2),

6 A . S. /. R . for 1905-06, pi. xlvi i, figs. 1-3 ;
for 1908 09, pi.

xxix, fig. (d). Fergusson,— Tree and Serpent Worship
,

pi. Jxxxix,

no 3, pi, lxxxviii
3

fig, 2. Cod rington cit.) p, 37, fig, 12/C
;

pi. 25, fig. (b).

7 Mitra,

—

op. cit vol, ii, pi, xxiv.
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standard is derived from references in the Mahabharata, etc. so that

it cannot be taken for granted that the Mauryan and Suftga animal

standards, monumental or otherwise, do accurately preserve the

pre-Maury an forms. No bell or lotus capital appears on the Indus

Valley standard. None are mentioned in connection with the

chariot standards of the Mahabharata. Nor can any be recognized

on the Garuda and Bull standards of the Gupta coins, and this

is all the more remarkable, as the capital was fairly popular

with the Gupta architects, appearing, as it did, also on the Dhvaja

stambhas of the period. On the other hand the square abacus of

the Basarh capital 1
lias its parallel in the horizontal member of

the Indus Valley standard, This type of abacus is ill-suited to

its place on the top of the campaniform capital of the Mauryan

columns which finally appear with the circular form. So that it is

doubtful whether the said capital had any place in the original pre-

Mauryan standard. The above consideration lead to the conclusion

that the campaniform capital was an intrusive element and its

adoption was but an incident in the long history of the animal

standards.

Poles and standards of wood, bamboo and metals are known to have

featured in the battles and the religious observances of the Indian

peoples from ancient times.* In translating such cult objects into

lithic and monumental forms, the architect must have felt the neces-

sity of adding appropriate decorative features, and there was nothing

to hinder him from borrowing the themes from foreign sources. But

such borrowings must be substantiated.

1 The type persists in the square abaci mentioned above,

2 For battle standards, etc., see Appendix. Their forms could

have been hardly monumental.

The Marhia pole of the Khonds, with its crowning elephant, which

featured in human sacrifices, and the Marliai poles of the Ahirs (C.P.

& Berar), one with peacock's feathers (probably representing a peacock)

and another with a white cock tied to the top as well as a pole crowned

by a clay image of a parrot, which are worshipped with ceremonial

dances, are some modern examples.

See J. G. Frazer,— The GoUett Dough, part V, vol. I, pp. 246-48

(Spirits of the Corn and of the Wild). R. V. Russell,— The Tribes and

Castes of the Central Provinces of India ,
vol. tl, pp. 3

2

'33 »
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The Diffusionist Theory

For the diffusionist theory it is claimed that the chain of evidence

for the Persian origin of the Mauryan campaniform capital is complete.

In its latest form,

1

the theory rests upon the resemblances between

the shape and decoration of the Mauryan capital and the Achseme-

nian pillar base* as it occurs at Susa and Persepolis, supported by

a mass of historical facts.

The Assyrian Origin

None of the above are accounted for in Dr. Bhandarkar’s thesis*

that the features of the Mauryan column 'such as the bell shaped

capital, smooth unfluted shafts and lustrous polish are all adopted

from the Assyrians, but directly, and not through the Persians/

In fact except for Dr. Rajendralala Mitra’s statement that ‘'the

drooping foliations of the capitals .... certainly belong in

common both to the A6oka and the Assyrian pillars,” 4 a statement

not supported by citation of specimens, there is nothing to support

Dr. Bhandarkar's thesis on the Assyrian origin of the Bell Capital.

The whole trend of Dr. Mitra’s argument is to refute an imaginary

thesis of Assyrian influence on early Indian architecture. But

beyond making anthropological speculations as to the Vedic Asuras

being the Assyrians Dr. Bhandarkar neither adduces evidence nor

cites parallel features from Assyrian architecture, such as might

have led him to this conclusion.

The Persian Origin

The affinities of form and technique noticeable between Mauryan

and Achaemenian architecture have to be considered, first, in the

1 A. K. Mitra,—‘Mauryan Art’, (/. II. Q., vol. Ill), No. 3,

pp. 544-45, 48-49 ; Chanda, 'The Beginnings of Art in Eastern India*.

(Memoirs of the A , 5. no. 30.) pp. 29-30.

2 Von Friedrich Sarre,

—

Die Kunst Des Alien Persien
t plate 36.

Von Heinrich Gluck, Ernst Diez,

—

Die Kunst des Islam
,

plate 118.

3 Bhandarkar,—A8okat pp, 212-15.

4 Mitra,—op. cit.
%
vol, I, pp, 17-18,
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background of the cultural relations existing between India and

her western neighbours during the 4th and 3rd centuries B. C.

Perrot and Chipiez were of opinion that the said affinities were

due to the migration of Persian forms into India during the Achae-

menian occupation of the Indus Valley.

1

A scaraboid of steatite,

'exhibiting a winged stag, in the cutting of which the drill has

been freely used/ and which recalls similar works of Achaemenian

art, has been found in the pre-Hellenistic strata of the Bhir mound

at Taxila.

3

More evidence of the same character may be expected

from further excavations of the Bhir mound and the ruins of other

cities of the Punjab and the Indus Valley raided by Alexander.

‘The Indian punch-marked silver coinage struck on the Persian

standard perhaps represented the Achaemenian coinage for

India\# But the penetration of Achcemenian art beyond the Punjab

at this period has yet to be proved. So that references to pre-existing

stone columns in the edicts of ASoka cannot be interpreted as

denoting their existence ‘much earlier than the reign of Afioka

or the Mauryan periodV though some of them may be assigned to

the two preceding reigns.

India and the Hellenistic Orient

On the other hand, under the Mauryan empire, there existed

considerable facilities for a more intimate cultural intercourse

between India and the West. Parapanisadai, Aria, Arachosia and

Gedrosia came to be included in the Mauryan empire as the result

of Candragupta's treaty 'jus contiubii' with Seleucus. During the

third century B.c. the caravan route from India* reached Seleukeia

1 Georges Perrot & Charles Chipiez,— History of Art in Persia,

PP- 339-40-

2 A . /?. /. part l, 1919-20, p. 23, plate XI, fig, 2.

3 Cambridge Ancient History
,

vol. VI, 1927, p. 402 ;
Cambridge

History of India, vol. I, 1922, pp. 319-41.

4 Codrington,—op. cit., p. 18.

5 W. W. Tarn,

—

Hellenistic Civilisation

,

chap. VII, pp. 193-214;

Pierre Jouguet,—-Macedonian Imperialism
, pp. 93-107, 353, 358.
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on the Tigris via Candahar, Persepolis and Susa, while another,

'an old main road* ran via Candahar, Herat, Hecatompylos, Ecbatana,

Seleukeia, and was joined by the Taxila-Cabul-Bactria road*. Taxila

was then the seat of Mauryan province and communicated with

Pa(aliputra by a great highway. The Aramaic inscription of

Taxila 1 which refers twice to 'imrana Priyadars
9

is accounted for

by the above relations with the old Achaemenian provinces. The

Indian sea-borne trade was carried to Seleukeia along the Persian

gulf and up the Tigris and also to Egypt through Arabian inter-

mediaries. The opening up of these trade routes appears to have

resulted in arousing and increasing interest in India and in the

Hellenistic world about each other, Candragupta is said to have

been accustomed to offer sacrifices upon Alexander’s altars on the

Hyphasis in Hellenic fashion. 2 A few drugs were also sent by him

to Seleucus,* The Rock Edict XI II of his grandson Asoka betrays

his knowledge of the Greeks. 4 From the Rock Edict II we learn

that Asoka, who evidently felt drawn to the Hellenistic world, arranged

for the medical treatment of men and cattle in the dominions of

Antiochus Theos and his neighbours. 5 His description of himself as

'Priyadarsi* the beloved of the gods, recalls the deification of kings

prevailing amongst the successors of Alexander the Great in the

Orient. The world that he claims to have conquered by 'Dharma*

was mainly the Hellenistic world® and he seems to have been inspired

by Alexander's vision of Eurasiatic empire r based on a union of hearts

(homonoia) and a joint Commonwealth of Macedonians and Persians,

no less than by Aclucmenian imperialism. His appointment of

Tusaspha, a Yavana (Persian?) to the governorship of an imperial

1 Marshall, A Guide to Taxila, pp. 9, 77*78, pi. XIII (a);

Herzfeld, E. /., vol. X.IX, pt. VI, April, 1928, pp. 251-53 and

plates.

2 Perrin Bernadotte, Plutarch's Lives , vol. VII, pp. 40103.

Smith, Early History of India, 4th ed., pp. 80-82 & fn.

3 Cambridge History of India, vol. I, 1922, p. 431.

4 Hultzsch, Inscriptions cf Asoka ( Corpus Ins. Ind., vol. I),

PP. 44*47 .

5 Id., pp. 2-4.

6 Id., pp. 66-70.

7 Tarn, op. cit. % pp, 69 ff.
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province, 1 has numerous parallels in the history of Alexander,2 whose

policy in this respect was imitated by Antigonus I and the Seleucids,3

though but sparingly. Like the Macedonian Conqueror who

stood in the magnificently appointed tent of Darius and wondered,

“this, as it would seem, is to be a king !

M
,

4

both Candragupta and

Asoka appear to have been impressed by the dignity and splendour

of Achaemenian imperialism, as indicated by the Persian ceremonies

prevailing in the Court of the former 8 and by the forms of the edicts

of the latter resembling those of Darius.

Achaittenian art and Indian Antiquities oj the

Mauryan Period

The said affinities have to be considered, secondly, in relation to

the history of Indian art and architecture of this period, which reflects

the results of the above cultural intercourse in diverse ways. An
authentic case of the importation of Achaemenian objects of art into

India is recorded in 326 B.C. It is stated by Quintus Curtius, Diodorus

and Arrian that Alexander's presents to the king of Taxila included

many vessels of gold and silver and a vast quantity of Babylonian

and Persian embroideries from the store house of the old Persian

kings.6 The upper strata of the Bhir mound (4th or 3rd century B.C.)

at Taxila has yielded *a scaraboid of Chalcedony 7 graved mainly with

the drill in the Ach aemenian fashion’, which is ‘probably of Persian

provenance’ (depth 2' below surface). A few minor antiquities found

in the same strata reflect the influence of Achaemenian art. Among
these are four bangles 8 of thin beaten gold shaped on a core of

1 /?./., vol. VIII, pp. 36-49; vol. X, Appendix (Luders), p. 99,

No. 965, Tusaspa is credited with the construction of certain sluices

in the dam of the SudarSana lake at Girnar.

2 Pierre Jouguet, op . cit.
t pp. 8081.

3 Tarn, op. cit. % pp. 110-1 r.

4 Perrin,-—Plutarch's Lives, Vol. VII, pp. 281-83.

5 Smith, Persian influence on Mauryan India

—

I.A., 1925, pp. 201-3.

6 Cambridge History of India> vol. I, 1922, p. 359 ;
Smith, Early

History of India, 4th ed., pp. 65-66.

7 A. S. /. R part I, 1920-21, pp. 1718, 20, pi. XVII, fig. 1.

H Id,, p. 20, pi. XVII, fig. 27.

X.H.Q., JUNE, X93X 3
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shellac with their ends terminating in lions’ heads (depth 9" below

surface), which recall Achaemenian gold armlets from Susa and in the

‘Treasure of the Oxu$\ l Of special interest is a fragment of pottery

from the side of a vase, 8 decorated with 'the conventional leaf design

(Fig, 6) reminiscent of the capitals ot the well-known ASoka

pillars'(depth 1'3" below surface sq.25 X 51). Another vase from the same

mound ‘shaped like a modern martban, is 'stamped round the shoulder

with bead and reel mouldings and bands of floral patterning', among

which is the ring of leaves enclosed between festoons (cf. the Quasi-

Ionic Capital of Pataliputra) of Persian design. 8

From Sarnath, about 800 miles S. E. from Taxila as the crow

flies, comes a polished sandstone head weari ng a crenellated crown 4

which recalls the one on the figure of Darius above the Behistun

inscription.* The Tytler statues from Patna* have on their hands

coiled armlets decorated spirally and terminating in dragons' heads

which recall Achannenian ornaments. 1 Their waist-cloth, which

is worn without the usual Indian *kaccha
9

is reminiscent of the

Persian garb* and also recalls Alexander’s experiments with the

Persian dress. All these point to the source from which the

Mauryan architect was likely to borrow his themes.

Mauryan Architecture

The Mauryan architect" would appear to have been indebted to

Medo-Persian sources, too, for certain architectural features from

as early as the reign of Candragupta. The latter’s palace at Pafcali-

putra comprised halls, their gilded pillars being adorned with golden

vines and silver birds. Fragmentary remains of golden vines have

1 O. M. Dalton, op, cit p. xiv, fig. 1 ; p. xv, fig. 2 ; p. xvii, fig. 3 ;

and pp. 32-39 with plates.

2 A , S, L /?., part I, 1920-21, p. 20, plate XVI, fig. I.

3 A , S, /. /?., 1924-25, p. 48, pi. viii, fig. (d),

4 Bachhofer,

—

op, cit%} vol. I, pi. 13.

5 Dalton,—op, cit, % p, 1
,
fig, 4a

6 Chanda,— The Beginnings of Art in Eastern India (Memoirs of

A. S. A, No. 30), p. 34, pi, iv.

7 Dalton,

—

op, cit,, nos. ri8, 138, pi, xvii, no. 132, plate xx.

8 Id., p. xlvi, fig. 28.
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been discovered in the excavations of Kumrahr at Patna. 1 Polybius

(x, 27, 9-10) mentions a temple at Aena which was surrounded by
porticoes having entirely gilt columns. 2 The golden vines of the

pillars 'recall the one overshadowing the royal couch of Darius 1

, a

gift of the Lydian Pythias and the product probably of some Ionian

workshop.3 The halls of Sandracottus may be compared in descrip-

tions with those of Ecbatana, which were constructed of cedar and

cypress and sheathed in silver and gold. “Neither Memnonian Susa

with all its costly splendour*
1

, says Aelian, “nor Ecbatana with all its

magnificence can vie (with them), for methinks only the well known

vanity of the Persians could prompt such a comparison.*' 4

From consideration of the bull capitals of the columns in the

portico of the Sanctuary at Delos, Perrot and Chipiez arrived at the

conclusion that “drawings of the oriental buildings eulogised by the

companions of the Macedonian may have existed and were handed

about in the days of the Ptolemies and the Seleucidje.1,# This is

borne out by the fact ‘that the tablets dating from as late as the

reigns of Antiochus the Great, Seleucus Philopater, etc. found by

Loftus at Warka are sealed with rings engraved with Persepolitan

subjects/® A similar ring engraved with the Persepolitan bull capital

(addorsed) which ‘should probably be assigned to the 5th century

B. C/» has been obtained at Rawalpindi. The fragment from the side

of terracotta vase from Taxila, described above, which is decorated

with arrises and festoons in the manner of the Persian pillar base and

the Mauryan capital, points to the eastward migration of Persepolitan

designs, in the same manner, during the 4th and 3rd centuries B. c.

The restored ground plan of the hypostile hall at Kumrahr shows

the distribution of pillars in square bays according to the Persian

design. 7 Its pillars had been set up ten cubits apart from centre to

1 A. S. Annual Report, Eastern Circle, 1913-14, p. 71.

2 Perrot and Chipiez,

—

op % ctt,
} pp. 99-100.

3 id pp. 26-27.

4 McCrindle,—Ancient India as described in Classical LiUtature,

pp, 141*42.

5 Perrot and Chipiez,—-a/. cit. t pp. 56-57.

6 Dalton,—op. cit.} pp. xlvi» 29 ;
No. 106, fig. 55, pi. xvi.

7 A t S. /. R. % 1912-13, pp. 53*86 and plates. A. S. /., Annual

Report, Eastern Circle, 1912-13, pt. II, chap. II, pp. 55'6 i
#

I9 i 3
*
f4 t

PP* 4574 *
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centre measured by the Indian cubit of 18", whereas in Darius’ Hall

of hundred columns they are 21' or nearly ten cubits apart measured

by the Persian unit of 25,1/3". A mason’s mark at the bottom of

one of these pillars which has luckily escaped destruction from the

conflagration which devastated the building, strongly resembles a

similar mark from Persepolis. Dr. Spooner’s explorations of the site

disclosed the existence of an elevated platform (of earthwork) resembl-

ing that at Persepolis. Further excavation only can show whether

the mounds at Kumrahr actually contain ruins corresponding in their

relative positions to the complex of structure.at Persepolis.

The silicious varnish appearing on the Mauryan monuments, for

which Mr. K. P. Jayaswal advocates a prehistoric origin on the

evidence of a polished neolith, 1 had been applied to the Bchistun

rock inscription, “apparently to give a finish and durability to the

writing ..to give a clear outline to each letter, and to protect the

surface against the elements” (Rawlinson).

Evidence is, therefore, not wanting to show not only the migration

of Achaemenian arts including Persepolitan designs to India during

the Mauryan period, but also the popularity of plans of Persepolitan

buildings and characteristic Persian techniques in the capital city of

of the empire. The Persepolitan capitals of some of the pillars in the

Yusufzai reliefs and of Gandharan pillars of masonry work as the

Surkh Minar and the Minar Chakri 2 denote that motifs of Achae-

menian architecture continued to be a persistent source of inspiration

to the Indian architect long after the downfall of that dynasty.

The Campanifotm Moulding in Persia

Thirdly, the antecedents of the campaniform moulding are well-

known in Persia and render it impossible that the Indian bell capital

could have originated elsewhere, bo far, no moulding corresponding

to it is known to have been discovered in Mesopotamia or the Indus

Valley. A short ring of pendant leaves terminating in a festooned

border, bulging in outline, and distributed over Western Asia and

Mesopotamia with marked local differences, appears to have inspired

1 /. B. 0. R 5*., vol. v, pp. 104-05 ; /. R. A . S.> 1847, pp. 192*3.

2 Cunningham,

—

A . 5 . vol. v, pp. 185-89, pi. xlv
;
Fergusson,*—

History of Indian and Eastern Architects

e

% 1876, p, 56,
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the design of the lower member of the second order of Persian

capitals. 1 But the Persian base, though decorated with petals disposed

between festoons like the said member, differs from it in its charac-

teristic shape and in the design of its petals, consisting in each case of a

sharp ridge or arris enclosed between the usual festoons. It is held

to be an indigenous product of Persia, 2 ‘suggested to the architect by

the rude stone block the rustic constructor was driven to employ, so

as to save the wooden post of his humble house from coming in

contact with the clamp earth The form maintains a physiognomy

which is neither Assyrian nor Egyptian nor yet Greek. Nowhere

else are the component parts exactly adjusted as these, and above all,

turned in the direction we find them here. The decorative theme,

the solid shape to which it is applied, every feature is original/

The Mauryan Capital and the Persian Base Compared

The Mauryan bell has the same type of petals as the Persian base,

the resemblance extending to the short leaves occurring between

the festoons at their lower end. It differs mainly in not having a

ring of leaves falling on its shoulder, the enrichment being obviously

considered unnecessary at a height whence it could not be grasped

by the eye. The Sunga architect, who must have been aware of the

transposition of the Persian pillar base to the top of the Mauryan

column, obviously lacked the judgment which made the Mauryan

architect eliminate the ring of leaves and revert to the original

Persian design, e.g., on the capital of the Heiiodoros column. Another

difference is in the higher accentuation of the curves of its outline,

which it owes to its decorative function on the top of a pillar carrying

no superincumbent weight. Its broader festoons and the bold exe-

cution of its petals must have been intended to throw the whole

design into relief in the blazing Indian light, by inviting shadows

in the hollows between the arrises and festoons. The resemblances

between the Indian and the Persian mouldings, therefore, conclusive-

ly establish the indebtedness of Mauryan art to the Achaemenian.

The divergences are only due to the fresh and living inspiration of

Mauryan art, which deliberately adapted the Persian motif to Indian

climate and purpose.

1 Perrot & Chipiez,—op. c/f.
t pp, 1 14-15.

2 Ibid pp. 88-90, 118-19.
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Hellenistic Influence

Finally* the Hellenistic treatment of some of the sculptures crown-

ing the Mauryan columns constitutes a sort of birth mark for the

capital themselves, For, as denoted by the fragmentary handle 1 of

the above-mentioned vase from Taxila (depth i'3" below surface,

sq. 25x51'), which is decorated with the head of Alexander the

Great in the lion*s skin (Fig. 7) and also by the laurel wreath repre-

sented below the mural crown on the Sfirnath head, the traditions

of Hellenistic and Achaemenian arts had been migrating to India,

during the Mauryan epoch, in the same current 2 along trade

routes which started from Hellenistic cities as Ephesus, Antioch

and Seleukeia on the Tigris and passed through Susa, Ecbatana and

Persepolis to India,

Evidence for the presence of Hellenistic influences in the art

of the Ganges Valley at this period is afforded by two terracotta

heads from Sarnath 3 and Basarh 4 respectively, of distinctively Greek

appearance. But in view of Nearchus* statement that ‘the Indians

quickly learnt to make Greek articles such as the scrapers and oil-

flasks used by atheletes, 5
it may not be warranted to trace such

minor works of art to actual Graeco-Bactrian artists. Two terracotta

heads representing smiling children with quaint head-gears, done in

a realistic manner, from Patna 6 and Basarh 7 evidently belong to

the same class. The laurel wreath and rams 1 horns which decorate

the Mauryan heads discovered by Mr. Hargreaves at Sarnath

(19 14-15) are also Greek motifs. The chief contribution of Hellen-

istic art in the formation of that of the Mauryan lay in the ‘advanced

power of visualizing,’ must have been acquired through the study

of western plastic works by the Mauryan artists (Bachhofer).

To such study is due the plurifaciality attempted in the sculp-

tures. The animal figures of Mauryan art convey a sense of

internal structure of bones and muscles, which is unmistakably

Hellenistic. This applies also to the figures on the abacus of the

1 A.SJ'R, % pt. I, 1920-21, p. 2C, pi. xvi, fig. 2.

2 Elliot Smith,—Human History
, pp. 474-80.

3 & 4 Bachhofer,

—

op. citt) vol. I, p, 12, pi. 13.

5 Cambridge History of India
,
vol. I, 1922, p. 418.

6 A.StLR t) pt. I, 1917-18, p. 2 7, pi, xvi, fig. 2.

7 Id:, 1913-14. P- 182, no. 791, pi. xliii, fig. (h).
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Sarnath capital,

1

which appear sloping off into the background

without casting strong shadows so that their style can hardly be

taken as 'purely Indian/ as supposed by Dr. Vincent Smith. 4 Dr.

Bachhofer points out Hellenistic influences in the treatment of cer-

tain details of form, viz., the cheekbones, moustaches and the deeply

imbedded eyes of the lions. The comparative freedom in the render-

ing of the manes of the Sarnath lions as compared to the totally

schematic and conventional representation of the same feature in

the Safichi and Rampurva lions is also significant. The most con-

vincing proof of Hellenistic treatment is the entasis characterising

the shaft of the Safichi column, 3 a distinctive feature of Greek archi-

tecture. A sandstone capital carved in low relief with the acanthus

leaf is stated to have been discovered at Bankipore. 4

Hellenistic tradition, affected no doubt later Achuemenian works

as indicated by the Susa frieze of lions
;
but the Mauryan lions differ

from the Persian in their comparatively restrained naturalism, and

in the suave treatment of their surface, which denote a fresh Hellen-

istic inspiration at work. On the other hand, a certain lifelessness

is common to them and the Mauryan lions generally have their

manes rendered in schematic and conventional manner. Again, the

sense of volume and linear composition of the Safichi and Sarnath

capitals may be considered to be Indian traits. As the ratios of

these columns differ from those of the Greek orders, they would

seem to constitute an independent order by themselves. The varia-

tions noticeable in the said ratios and in the arrangements of the

mouldings of the capitals imply that the 'style’ cannot have ‘taken

centuries before it was brought to the state of perfection in which

we find it at the time of Asoka/ as maintained by Dr. Rajcndralala.

The conclusion is irresistible that Mauryan art and architecture re-

present a fusion of the Persian, Hellenistic and Indian traditions which

1 Bachhofer,—0/. cit,
y
vol. I, pp. 6-7, 12-13, pi. 6.

2 Smith,

—

A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon ,
2nd Edn,

(Codrington), p. 19.

3 Cunningham,

—

The Uhilsa Topes of Buddhist Monuments of

Central India
, pp. 193-95.

4 Smith,—Imperial Gazetteer of India
,

‘The Indian Empire/

vol. II, p. 109. Cf. R. Mitra,—op % cit.
t

vol. I, p. 16 ;
Bhandarkar,—

Aboka , 1925, p. 214.
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dates from the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C. I have elsewhere tried

to show that this original synthesis took place in the Gangetic plains. 1

Hence, if no monuments like the above have been as yet discovered

on Bactrian soil, 51
it does not necessarily follow that Hellenistic in-

fluences had not been independently operating on the origins of the

Mauryan art in the Ganges Valley. The latter, indeed, do not

appear to have been virile enough to stamp out the Persian and

Indian forms flourishing by their side. Their simultaneous presence

in the same art and archtecture is, nevertheless, indicative of their

correlation. Therefore, the undoubtedly Indian elements being left

out of account, if the Hellenistic touches in Mauryan art are admitt-

ed to be imported features, 3 the same admission has to be made

for the campaniform capital, due regard being had to the cultural

relations existing between India and Persia at the time, to the

Actuemenian influence generally noticeable in the Indian arts and

architecture of those days, as well as the close affinities between the

capital and the Persian base, the latter being a characteristic product

of Persia (54.9-330 B. C.).

The Theory 0/ Collateral Origin

When in 1875 *he theory of the lotus origin of the bell capital was

first formulated by Dr. Rajendralala Mitra, he simply rejected the

supposed similitudes between the so called Asokan and Assyrian

capitals as inconclusive in character. Since then our knowledge of

Mauryan art and architecture has been considerably enriched by

various archaeological discoveries and the resemblances between the

Persian and Mauryan forms are obviously too close to be ignored.

Hence, while claiming a non-Iranian origin for the bell capital,

traceable to the Vedic lotus symbol, Dr. Coomaraswamy has tried

to explain away the said resemblances as due to their collateral

origin. 4 According to him the two forms are cognate, ‘parallel deriva-

tivesfrom olderforms current in Western Asia • Northern India having

1 I.H.Q . , Vol. Ill, p. 548 ;
vol. V, pp. 697 99.

2 Bhandarkar,

—

op, cit„ p. 2T4-

3 Cf. A. W. Lawrence,

—

Later Greek Sculpture and its Influence on

East & West
, pp. 77-79.

4 Cf. Codrington,

—

of,cit.
t p. 19.
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long formed a part of the Western Asiatic Culture complex* : or

‘common inheritances from an Ancient Eastern Culture that extend-

ed from the Mediterranean to the Ganges Valley which may
well have had a continuous history extending upwards from the

stone age.* The moulding being thus admitted to be of W. Asiatic

origin, the learned critic only arbitrarily rejects the data for its Achae-

menian derivation and antedates its diffusion to India on totally inade-

quate grounds.

The above theories of the independent and collateral origins of

the bell-capital are apparently supported on the plea of continuity of

tradition in art. It is maintained rightly by Dr. Cootnaraswamy that the

whole group of motifs of Western-Asiatic aspect appearing in early

Indian art need not be supposod to have been introduced by A§oka*s

Persian craftsmen en bloc . Indeed, it is not improbable that these

motifs were introduced in Indian art at different points of time and

through different agencies. Hence the converse proposition that the

whole group of the said motifs is derived from a common Eastern

culture once distributed ove 4 India and Western Asia is equally open

to objection. Consequently, each case of similitude between Indian,

Persian and Western Asiatic motifs has to be considered individually

and by itself, as well as in relation to the entire group of such motifs.

The survival of wooden forms and techniques in early Indian

architecture certainly points to the existence of a contemporary or

older wooden architecture. But until specimens have been discovered

it is premature to maintain that it resembled Mauryan and Suhga

architecture in every detail. Strictly speaking, archaeology is neither

in a position to define what was the state of pre-Mauryan arts,

nor to enumerate the exact repertory of their decorative themes. The

previous existence of decorated wooden rails, deduced by Prof. Chanda

1

from the ancient Indian Tree and Stupa cults, is rendered doubtful

by the absence of ornament on the earliest railings of stone construc-

tion,* such as the monolithic rail of Sarnath,3 the ground balustrades

of the Great Stupa of Sanchi, 4 as well as those surrounding the open

court or hall no. 36 at Sarnath, which have come down in some frag-

1 Chanda,

—

4The Beginnings of Art in Eastern India,* Memoirs

of the A . 5. /., No. 30, pp. 3-8.

2 Cunningham,—A> S. R., vol. Ill (1871-72), pp. 23 ff.

3 Salmi,

—

op . cit p. 3.

4 Sir John Marshall,

—

A Guide to SaUchi^ p. 34, Plates I & II.

JUNE, 193 1 4
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ments bearing inscriptions in characters of the second century B.C. 1

In these circumstances Dr. Coomaraswamy's assumption that ‘‘the

bell-capital must have been a common element of the craftsman's

repertory under the Nandas as in the time oi A6oka,” is hardly

justified.

APPENDIX

Standards in the Mahabharata and Their Significance

The standards described in the Mahabharata are distinctive, and are

chiefly of the war chariots (III, 173, 37 ;
VI, 19. 27 ;

VII. 105, 1-29

etc.) 2
;
they are also mentioned in connection with the battle elephants 8

(VIII. 22, 14-15 ; 77. 8 ;
81. 14, 34 etc.) and the horsemen 4 (VIII.

19, 45 etc.). In the war chariots, the standard consisted of a pole

hoisted on the "upastha

”

part of the vehicles, crowned by an

emblem or emblems of gold, silver, or inlaid work. Lower down

were hung bells, garlands and flags of variegated colours, also bear-

ing various emblems.

The standard was set up in position on the chariot on the eve

of a battle (IV. 31, 18-22
; 37, 25-26

; 46, 1-7 ;
V. 47, 102

;
1 <1, 3-5 ;

VII. 2, 25 etc.), or of a journey (II. 24,21-26; V. 82, 20). As in

r Sahni,

—

op. cit., pp. 3, 2 1012, 214 15, Nos. D/a 13-20, 39.

2 Mahabharata edited by Pratap Chandra Ray, Calcutta, Sakabda

T809-11. Cf, Rainayamii II. 67, 30 etc,; Matsya Turana
, 173, 1-6;

a 74 » 9 *

3 Fergusson,— Tree and Serpent Worships pis. xxxiii, xxxiv,

xxxviii, and x!.
;
Sahni,-^Sarnath Museum Catalogue

,
pi. v

;
Hamid,

Kak and Chanda,

—

Sanchi Museum Catalogue
, 1922, pi. x.

; Coomara-

swamy,

—

Indian and Indonesian Art
,
pis. viii, xiii, fig. 48, xvi, fig. 54 ;

O. M. Dalton,— The Treasure of the Oxus
, 1926, pp. 52-53, pi. xxviii,

figs. 199-200
;
Herringham,—Ajanta Frescoes

,
pi. xviii.

4 The riders carrying the Garu(ia-dhvajas on the Bharhut

rails are examples. For ordinary standards, see Coomaraswamy,—

.

op. cit* pis. xii, fig, 42 and xix, fig. 70 ; Cunningham,

—

Mahabodhi,

pi, viii, 3.
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the Rg-veda (VII. 85, 2 ;
X. 103, n),1

it was a part of the warfare to

pierce or cut down the enemy standards.2 It is interesting to note

that the Kauthemi grant of Vikramaditya V of the Saka Samvat

930 (a.d. 1008-9), mentions 'ranastambhas 9
set up by the RasJrakufca

king Kakka III which were cut asunder in battle by the Western

Calukya king Taila II. 3

The following are some of the standards :

—

I. Ofgods and goddesses :

—

Vaijayanta (=lndra), of bamboo (?) with golden decorations and of

the colour of the blue lotus (III. 42. 8). Bull (
= £iva, VIII. 34. 41)/

Cock (
= Skanda, III. 228. 32). Peacock’s feathers (

= Durga, IV. 6. 14).

The hoisting of the Indradhvaja (1. 63. 17-29) constituted an important

cult stated to have originated in the kingdom of Cedi. According to

the Mahabharata it consisted in planting a bamboo pole on the ground

‘for the celebration of Indra’s worship. The next day it was

decked with golden cloth, scents and garlands 6 and various ornaments.

1 Macdonell and Keith,— Vedic Index, vol. I, p. 406.

2 Mahabharata
,
IV. 57. 39 ; 58. 59, 78 ;

61. 31 ; 64. 6-7
;
VI. 54.

25, 62 ;
80. 13-15 ; 93. 39 J 96. 75 ;

120. 23, 50 ;
VII. 14. 4*. 5 * ; 92. 31,

37» 64 ; 97. 30 ;
107. 31 ;

108
• 9 i 123. 16, 32-33 ; 125. 21, 70 ; 146. 56 ;

156. 82, 157 ;
162. 18

;
168. 5, 22 ; 169. 6, 40 ; 170. 14 ;

189. 18-21 • 192,

14 ; 201. 42 ;
VIII. 15. 38 ;

16. 7, 12
;
20. 8 ;

21. 18; 22. 1 5 ; 24.40; 25.

6 8, 2
1 ; 30. 22 ; 48. 27 ; 53 7 ; 5 6. 3536 ;

61. 20, 45-46, 5 1, 55 ; 77 * 65 :

73 . 21, 22 ; 79. 71, 77 . 73 ;
81. 5 ;

82, 12, IS
;
89. 25-26, 64 ; 91. 33-38 ;

IX. 10. 31 ; 12. 56-58 ;
16. 38-39, 63 J

17. 61
;
21, 21 ; 28. 53-54, etc.

3 Fleet,

—

C. I. vol. Ill, p. 18.

4 Cf. Matsya Parana, 133, 6r,

5 This feature may be noted in connection with the yupa worship

described in the Ramayana (see ante). Possibly herein we have a clue

to the significance of the rosettes, palmettes, honeysuckles etc., carved

on the abaci of the capitals of the Mauryan Lats, unless they were of

purely decorative character, The worship of pillars with garlands is

represented on some bas-reliefs of the Stupa II at Sanchi (Fergusson,

Tree and Serpent Worship
,

PI, XLIIl) and some railing pillars at

Sarnath (Salmi, Sarnath Museum Catalogue

,

Pl.Vi). Garlands are carved

on certain fragmentary shafts of pillars, of late Mauryan date, from

Sarnath (A . S. L Rti 19/4 fj> pi. Ixviii, nos. 16, 21). Cf. Bas-reliefs on

the gateways and corner pillars of the Mahabodhi rails
;

also A<SJ.R. f

I914-15.pl. lxvii, nos. ii, 12, and Mudraraksasa, act III, para 3.
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and the god came himself, accepting the worship thus

offered, in the form of a swan/ Kings celebrating this festival were

said to secure happiness, prosperity and victory for their kingdoms.

The celebration took place in the autumn and the Visnu Purana V.

10-13 seems to show its connection with the harvest festival.

1

In the

Kalika Purana the pole is a trunk of the Arjjuna, Asvakarna, Priyaka,

Dhava, Audumbara, Deodar or the Sal tree, selected by the priest

with elaborate ceremonies, and set up by the king, properly coloured,

clothed and embellished with bells, flywhisks, gems, garlands, flowers,

scents, etc. 3 According to the Matsya Purana it is an evil omen to

dream of the Sakradhvaja falling down (242. 9). Dreams about

embracing the same dhvaja foretells victory in quarrels, at dice and in

battle (242. 24 25).

If. With effigies of gods and other emblems'. Dharma, Marti ta,

•Sakra and the ASvins (=5 sons of Draupadi by her five

consorts, respectively, said to be descended from the above gods,

VII, 23, 85). The Sacrificial Post ( = Saumadatti, VII, 105, 22-24,

compared to the post erected in the Rajasuya ceremony). Kamandalu

(
= Drona, IV, 55, 45). Altar ( = Drona, IV, 57,2; 58,3-4, VI, 17.

24-25). Fire (
= King of Kalinga, VI, 17. 35). The Moon with

planets and two drums (
= Yudhisthira, VII, 23, 81-82). Malaya

(
* Pundya, VII, 20, 20). Plough ( = £alya, king of the Madras, VII,

105, 18-20).

III. With trees'. Palm and the sun and stars ( = Blnsma, IV,

55, 56-60
j
VI, 16, 23 j 17, 18 ; 46, 50). Palm ( « Baladeva, IX, 37, 20

XVI 3, 6). Karnikara (
= Abhimanyu, VI, 47, 7-8;.

IV. With birdsy animals ,
etc. : Garutla (-Krsna, I, 33, 13-18;

II, 2, 15 ; 24, 22-23, V, 82, 20, VII, 79, 36-37 ;
VIII, 40, 14 ;

X, 13,

4-5 ;
XII, 46, 34 ;

XVJ, 3, 6). Vulture ( = Ghatotkaca, VII, 23, 87 ;

AlambuSa, VII, 168, 18). Peacock (
= Vrsasena, VII, 105, 17-18).

Swan (
= Sahadeva, VII, 23, 84). Sarnga

(
= Abhimanyu, VII, 23, 86).

Saranga ( —Pandya, VII, 23, 69). Sarabha («Nakula, VII, 23,83 .

Elephant and peacocks (=Salya, VII, 105, 24-25). Elephant
(
= Dur-

yodhana, IV, 55, 51-52 ;
VI, 17, 26 ;

VII, 105, 26-27; VIII, 56, 35-36).

1 Visnu Purana, Wilson (Edited by F. Hall), 4, 308-9.

2 Radhakanta Bahadur,

—

Habdakalpadruma
,
Kantja VII, Calcutta,

Sam, 1934, pp, 4699-4701, quoting Kalika Purana t chap. 88, See also

pp. 4696-4698, quoting Devi Purana
,
chap, 21.
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Elephant's rope(=Karna, IV, 55, 545$; VII, 2, 25; 105, 12-13;

VIII, 12, 1 7 ; 56, 87 88 ; 86, 5 ; 87, 87-93). Bull (“King of Magadha

VI, 17, 28 ;
Gautama, VII, 105, 14-16). Lion ( = Uttara, IV, 37, 25-26),

46, 2 ; 67, 13 i
Bhlma, VII, 23, 80 ;

Satyaki, VII, 112, 57-58), Lion's

tail ( = Asvatthama, VI, 17, 21 ;
VII, 105, 1012). Boar ( = Jayadratha,

king of the Sindhus, VI, 17, 30 ; 93, 39 ;
VII, 105, 20-21). Monkey

1

( = Arjjuna, I, 227, 1-17
;
III, 151 15-18 ; VI, 46, 3-6

; 53, 4.5,27}

661 28 ; 67, 13 ; V, 47, 102 ; 53, 13 ; 55, 7-12 ; 137, 5-6 * 141, 3-5 ;
VI,

50, 43-44 } 71, 24; monkey with lion's tail, VII, 88, 26 ; 100, 36

;

105, 8-IO
;
VIII, 40, 14 ; 46, 51-55 ;

flags with bells, the sun, the moon

and stars, 53, 7-9 ; 76, 27 ; 87, 8893 ;
IX, 4, 16 ; 62, 12).* Jackals

(
= Alayudha, VII, 177, 19).

Various beliefs relating to the Standard : The standard appears

to have been regarded as an auspicious emblem (V, 85, 18 $
XIV, JO,

15, etc.).
3 Blil^ina refuses to fight at the sight of an inauspicious

standard (VI, 108. 79). The falling down of standards forebodes

evil unto the Bharatas (II. 80. 24). The imminent death of kings

is prognosticated when the standards tremble and give off smoke and

when crows perch on them (VI, 3. 42-45). The trembling of the stand-

ards when Karna goes out to battle is evidently an evil omen (VIII,

37 . 8).
4

Some of the chariots and standards are stated to have been gifts

from the gods or else made by the celestial craftsman, e.g. the chariot

of Vasu and the Indradhvaja worshipped by him (I, 63. 13-29) ; of

Arjjuna (I, 227. 1-17, etc.); of Jarasaudha (IT, 24. uff,), and the

standards of Skanda (III, 228. 32) % and Krsna (X, 13.4-5). On the

termination of the battle of Kuruksetra, Arjuna's chariot is mysterious-

ly consumed by flames and the Monkey with the standard disappears

(IX, 62. 12). The chariot of Krsna vanishes when the doom of the

Yadavas is imminent. The standards of Krsna and Baladeva

are also removed by the Apsaras at that time (XVI. 3. 5-6).

1 Cf. Monkey Pillar from Konarak, Mitra, Antiquities of Orissa
t

vol. II, pp, 1 13-14.

2 Matsya Parana, cb. 281-82, describes the ‘Ahvaratha
9

and
4Hastiratha9 rites in which the dedication of chariots having the lion

and the Ganuja standards is enjoined for propitiating Divakara and

Madhava respectively. Cf. Legge, Travels of Fa-Ilien, pp. 18-19, 79.

3 Cf. Ramayana, ll, 6, 13 ; J, 3.

4 Cf. Matsya Puratya, 230, 3 ; 243, 11-12.
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Arjjuna's standard is the most powerful of all and Yudhigthira is consi-

dered the stronger for its possession (V, 53. 13 ; 137. 5-6
;
VI, 19,-29).

The circumambulation of the chariot and the standard (l, 227. 17 ;

IV, 46, 6, etc.) recalls the similar worship of the Buddhist Stupas.

The Palm and the Garucja standards were worshipped by Baladeva

and Krsna respectively (XVI, 3. 6). The latter, about to perform a

journey in the car of Jarasandha, reflects on Garuda which appears

at once with the Spirits that dwell in the standard and takes its usual

place on the flagstaff (II, 24. 22-23^. Arjjuna will not fight under the

standard of Uttara
;
but by pursuing the magical rites formulated by

Visvakarman invokes the Monkey and propitiates the Firegod, who at

once bids the Spirits to their place on the standard (IV. 46, 3-6). The

Monkey appears on the flagstaff, only to disappear with the spirits

after the battle is over (IV. 67, 13). The standard urges Arjjuna on to

war (V. 47, 102). The Monkey with its host of Spirits, gaping and of

fierce mien, setting up terrific roars, is time and again described as

overawing the enemies. 1 The standard emblems of Kama and Arjjuna

combat each other when their owners engage in battle (VIII. 87, 87-93).

The legend associating Hanumat with the Monkey standard is rather

unskilfully woven into the context and might be a later accretion

(III, 151, 1518).

The standards mentioned in the Mahabharta are thus not only

associated in some cases with the cults of Siva, Skanda and Durga,

with tree worship and the harvest festival, but also appear independent-

ly with a characteristic body of beliefs, which point to the prevalence

of their independent worship as some period of antiquity.

The inclusion of the Yupa or sacrificial post (compared in the text

to that of the Rajasuya ceremony, among the standard emblems, the

occurrence of the Dhvaja in the Rg-veda in the sense of banners used

in battle as stated above, as well as the mythical association of some

of the chariots and standards with Vedic gods, viz., Indra and Agni,

indicate that the Vedic people might have been a factor in the diffusion

or the elaboration of the trait, Further, its minor importance in the

1 Fa Hien records a legend about how the lion on the SankaSya

pillar once frightened the Brahminical opponents of the Buddhists by

giving a great roar.—Legge, Travels of Fa Hien
l pp. 5051. The

function of the Spirits is clearly defined in the Mahabhlrala
,
v, 14 1.4.

f 11
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lig-veda as denoted by the small number of references, considered

together with its existence in the Indus Valley culture, would make
it appear that the Vedic people had imbibed the trait from among
their neighbours. 1 The animal standards mentioned in the Maha-

bharata, not subordinated to other cults, are best explained as

ultimately derived from an older culture, surviving in a modified form,

in that of the Kuru-Pancala country.

It is noteworthy that the distribution of the early Indian monu-

mental pillars considerably overlies that of the chariot standards of

the Great Epic and a connection between them may be reasonably

postulated. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that during

the Gupta period when the •Dhvaja-stambha ’ 2 had been long in the

services of Buddhism, Jainism and Brahminism, something of the old

significance of the standards appears to persist in the custom of

recording 'Prasastis ’ of kings who had won fame and victory in arms,

1 For standards used by the princes of the Sindhu and the Madia

kingdoms of the Epic which lay in the zone of the Indus Valley culture,

see ante. Though domesticated, the elehpant does not appear on the

few Indus Valley standards, so far known. On the other hand, the

domestication of the animal is noted only in later Vedic literature.

See Cambridge History of India
,

vol. I, 1922, pp. 100137 ;
Macdonell

& Keith,— Vedic Index, 1912, vol. I, ‘Naga*, p. 440 ;
vol. II, •Hastin’,

p. 501. But the people of the Gangetic plains must have been acquaint-

ed with the animal from much earlier times. A rock painting

depicting the elephant at Mirzapore and a terracotta elephant and

rider toy discovered at Bhita in the Allahabad District, dateable at

the circa 8th century B. C., are noteworthy in this connetion. See,

Mitra,

—

Prehistoric India
,

plate facing p. 154 ;
and A. S.I.R., 1911*12,

pp. 71-72, no. 1, pi. xxii, fig. 1. The accredited origin of the Indra-

dhvaja in the Cedi country shows how the worship of new 'dhvajas'

had been springing up.

The palm and the Karnikara standards of the Mahabharata and the

palm and the Kalpa Vyksa capitals of Pawaia and Besnagar offer

interesting parallels to the prehistoric tree ensigns and the noine

emblems of Egypt, the XXth and XXIst nomes being represented by

the Palm tree. Moret,— The Nile and Egyptian Civilisation, pp. 4059.

2 The Eran pillar of Budhagupta is described as uDhvafastambha

fanarddanasya” in line 9 of the record on the shaft.—no. 19 of Fleet,

—

CJJ.
t
vol. III.
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on the shafts of the pillars, e.g., the Allahabad pillar of Samudra

Gupta, 1 the Bhitari pillar of Skanda Gupta, the Eran pillar of Budha

Gupta, the Meherauli pillar of Candra, the Mandasor Lion pillars of

Yasodharman and the Pahladpur pillar. 2 The lines nos. 29-30 of the

Allahabad pillar inscription and no. 9 of the Mandasor pillar inscrip-

tion leave no room for doubt that the pillars were intended as emblems

of victory gained in war.

It is the standards mentioned in the Epic, therefore, and not the

Vedic Lotus symbol nor the Lotus supports of Bharhut, that can throw

any light on the morphology and significance of the *Dhvajastambhas'.

So far our knowledge goes, the lotus is not mentioned in connection

with any of the above standards. Due regard being had to the case

for the migration of the campaniform moulding from Persia to India,

the probability lies, therefore, that the said moulding was not of Indian

origin and was taken over for enhancing the decorative effect of the

dhvajas and the structural pillars which had all been assuming lithi

and monumental forms with the rise of early Indian art and architec-

ture. The morphological and functional divergences of the moulding

from the Acheemenian design, as well as the many variations in form

and decoration that appear during its long history as an element of

ancient Indian architecture, are explained as due to the natural

modification of a trait in course of diffusion.*

Achyuta Kumar Mitra

1 It was originally a Mauryan pillar, but was re-used for incis-

ing inscription.

2 Fleet,— op, cit%% no?, i, 13, 19, 32, 33, 34 and 57.

* I am indebted to Mr. Bajra Kumar Bhattacherjee, M. Sc. for his

kind help in preparing this appendix and to Prof. Panchanan Mitra,

m.a., PB.D. of the University of Calcutta and Dr. Provash Chandra

Basu m. Sc., m.b. of the Bose Institute for many useful suggestions.

My thanks are also due to Mr. Matimohan Gupta for the drawings

accompanying this paper.



Topography in the Puranas

Venkatacala

In the Caitanya Caritamrta (ii. 9) it is said that Caitanya after

visiting Purl crossed the river Godavari, passed through various

tlrthas, and subsequently, arrived at Venkatacala. Venkatacala

appears to have been a very sacred place
;

it is worth while, therefore,

to see what information the Skanda Purana furnishes us with,

regarding the location of that tlrtha. The first canto of the second

volume (Visnu Khanda) of the Skanda Purana describes the mahatmya
of Venkatacala. The identification of the hill, however,

not very difficult if the inaccuracies which

Purana. have crept into the passages concerned are eliminated,

but considerable difficulties seem to lie in the task of

reconciling the present position of Venkatacala with the position

given in our Purana. Thus in ii, i, i, 43-44, 46 is given the

topograhical details of Venkatacala as follows »

Hastisailaduttaratah pancayojanamatratah,

Suvarnamukharl nama nadinam pravara nadi, 43

Tasya evottare tire Kamalakhyam sarovarain,

Tattlre Bhagavanaste Sukasya varado Harih. 44

Kamalakhya sarasa uttare kananottame,

KroSadvayarddhamatre tu haricandana-sobhite,

Srlvenkatacalo nama Vasudevalayo mahan. 46

Here it is said that there is a §aila called Hasti§aila, on the north

of which is a river called Suvarnamukharl. On the north of that

river is a sarovara called Kamala, on the north of which

stands *§ri Venkafacala, seven yojanas in length and one yojana

in height. That Venkatacala lay on the north of Kamala

sarovara,, on the south of which the river Suvarnamukharl was flow-

ing is made further clear in ii. 19 where it is said that one Ranga-

dasa, wishing to visit Venkatacala from Pandya country, arrived

on the bank of the river Suvarnamukharl where he bathed. Me then

crossed it (19) and came to the sacred Kamala sarovara where he

again bathed and performed pujfis. He crossed it (20-21) and gradually

advanced towards Venkatacala, All these clearly show that

I.1I.Q., JUNK, 1931
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Veukajacala was situated on the north of Kamala sarovara,

by the south of which flowed the river Suvarnamukharl, keeping

Hasti$aila on the south.

HastiSaila is perhaps still to be found in modern Kalahasti, a small

range of hills, an off-shoot of the Nagari hills, spreading from Kala-

hasti on the north to Candragiri on the south-west in the North

Arcot district (Ep. Ind., vol. I, p. 368 ;
vol. Ill, pp. 116, 240) of the

Madras Presidency, On the north of this range of hills from Kala-hasti

to Candragiri still flows a river called Svarnamukhi, which is

undoubtedly the river Suvarnamukharl of our Purana (ii, i. 113).

It can, therefore, be said that the Puranic HastiSaila and Suvarna-

mukhar! are occupying the same position with regard to each other

as they possibly occupied at the time of the Purana. The river

Suvarnamukharl rising from the Velikond range (southern spurs)

of the Madras Presidency flows in a north-eastern direction and

falls into the Bay of Bengal. But somewhere at a place on the north

of the modern Kala hasti railway station of the M. & S. M Ry., it

bifurcates and one branch flows first southwards by the western

side of the Kala-hasti railway station and then takes a south-

western course by the northern side of the off-shoots of the Nagari

Hills. Thus we see that the river Suvarnamukharl or Svarna-

mukhi flows by the north ol Hastisaila as stated in the Purana.

But there are some inaccuracies regarding the course of the

river. In ii. 1, 22, 33-4 of the Skanda Purana it is said that

Agastya Asrama was on the bank of the river Suvarnamukharl.

Again in ii. I, 33, 18 & 31 it is stated that the river origi-

nating from Agastya-Saila falls in Daksinasagara. Daksinasagara

refers to the Bay of Bengal as has been found in many cases, and

so the river Suvarnamukharl falls in the Bay of Bengal. The other

statements of the Purana, however, are highly improbable. There were

many Agastya-Aarainas, but if it was the Asrama of the Nasik division

of the Bombay Presidency, it is not possible that the river

Suvarnamukharl flowed as the far as Bombay Presidency to meet

the Agastya Asrama. The river in question does not reach

the western part of the North Arcot district, not to speak of

the far western part of the Bombay Presidency. Agastya-A§rama

may also probably be the Agastya-Saila, wherefrom the river

originated as stated above. But Agastya-Saila is the Agastya-

kitya mountain of the Tinnevelly district in the Madras

Presidency. But this is also highly improbable for the river Suvarna-
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mukhari does not flow even beyond the Madras Presidency.

These inaccuracies, which have crept into the Parana, either

through textual corruption or on account of the ignoiance of the

compilers, must be eliminated in order to find out the true position

of the river. A similar mistake occurs again in ii, 1, 30, 24
where it is said that Bharadvaja-ASrama was on the bank of

Suvarnamukhari. Evidently the river could not have flowed

northwards up to Prayag where the AiSrama was situated (Rama-
yana, Ayodhya k., ch. 54). Again in ii. I, 34, 2$f. it is said

that the river Suvarnamukhari after its confluence with the

river Vena flowed northwards with great force by the side of

many tirthas, through many dense forests and through the Udakhala
country, until its confluence with the river Vyagrapada after

which it flowed towards Vrsabhficala. There are various VenSs

but taking it to be the river Krana which is nearest to

Svarnamukhl, no such confluence can be found. The river (Svarna-

inukhl) has not even joined the various southern branches of the

river Penner which flows on the immediate north of it, not to

speak of the far more northern river Krana and also the river Kalindl,

with which a confluence of the river Suvarnamukhari is also des-

cribed (ch. 25). These are some of the inaccurancies which must
be eliminated to find out the real course of the river. It is

impossible to think of a river, which flowed through Tinnevelly,

Nasik and Madras and at the same time extended up to the United

Provinces to meet the river Yamuna.

So the statement of the Purana that Suvarnamukhari flows by the

north of Kalahasti is a geographical fact. It is said that on the north

of the river Suvarnamukhari was a sarovara called Kamala
sarovara, About 3 miles to the north of the Suvarnamukhari there

is a town called Tirpadi or Tirpati or Tripati in the district

of North*Arcot, 72 miles north-west of Madras, and at a short

distance from the Renigunta Railway station of the M. & S. M. Ry.

Between Tripati and the river Svarnamukhl there are still about

32 ponds and large tanks, the most famous of which is Svami

puskarinl. It is therefore probable that one of these ponds was

called Kamala in those days. It is said that on the north of

that Sarovara lay Venkatacala. On the east of Tripati at a distance

of about six miles there stands a range of mountains called

Tirumala giri consisting of seven ranges, running from north to south

and the northern range is called Venkafcagiri. The Padma
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Purana (Uttara kh., ch. 90) also mentions Venkata hill. But it gives

no topographical details. Venkafagiri is also called Sesacala in the

Puranas and nowadays it is also known as &esadri (Ep. Ind.,

vol. Ill, p. 240). In the Skanda Purana (ii, 1, 51 f.) it is said

that there are many tTrthas in Venkatacaia such as AkaSaganga,

Papanasana, Kumaradharika, Pandava tlrtha. The Tlrthas are

all to be found more or less near the Venkafcagiri i.e. the first

(north) range of the Tirumali hill, although AkaSaganga and
Kumaradharika are now called Viradgariga and Kumaravarika. On
the top of the Venkatagiri there is the celebrated image of

Narayana called Venkatesvara or Bala ji Visvanath. It was also

visited by Caitanya (Cai. Carita. ii. 1) so it can be safely

established that the first (northern) range of the Tirumali hill

which is still called Venkatagiri is the Venkatacaia of our Purana

situated on the north of Kamala sarovara. On the south of this hill is

the river Svarnamukhl (Suvarnamukliar!), flowing by the northern side

of Kfda-hasti. So we see that the position of Venkatacaia as described

in the Purana exactly coincides with the present position of the same
hill; on the north of Venkatacaia therefore flowed the river Penner which

was known in ancient times as the river PinakinI (Sewell’s Arch. Surv.

of S. India, vol. 1, pp. 123, 129). That in ancient times it occupied

the very same position is corroborated by the following description

of the journey of Arjuna from Indraprastha to Ven-

piUgrfmatfe. katacala (Skandapitrana, ii. i. 29) : Arjuna first

arrived at the river Bhagirathl, and then pursuing a

cour.se along her bank gradually passed through Gangadvaia,

Prayag and Ka§ika, and arrived at the Daksinasagara (39-40).

He gradually advanced and by crossing on his way the famous river

Mahanadl he came to the sacred place Purusottama and thence to

Sirnhacala (41). Afterwards he came to the bank of the river Goda-

vari, crossed it and after seeing the river Malapaha on his way, arrived

at the bank of the liver Krsna-Veni (42-44). He then came to Sri-

parvata (45). After passing that Parvata lie crossed the river

PinakinI and arrived at Venkatacaia, the abode of Narayana. After

alighting from the highest peak of Veukatagiri, he advanced towards

the river Suvarnamukliar! (48).

This survey of the position of Venkatacaia from the north exactly

coincides with the position of the same as surveyed from the south by

the route of pilgrimage of Rangadasa, Arjuna, it seems, started from

Indraprastha i.e
,
modern Delhi and came to Gangadvara i.e., Mayapurl,
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which included Hard war (Mbh., Vana, 84). The Kur-P. also says (ii,

42) that Gangadvara and Haridvara are identical. The Vamana (4&34)

and Linga Puranas also seem to testify to this (e.g. i, ioo). So from

Haridvara, Arjuna pursued a course along the banks of the Ganges and

came to Prayag i.e., Allahabad and then came to Kafiika i.e., Benares.

From Kafiika it is said that he arrived at a place close to Daksinasagara,

i.e. the the Bay of Bengal. 1 Travelling southwards from that corner of

India Arjuna crossed the river Mahanadi and came to Purusottama

Ksetra i.e. Purl. 2 From Purl he came to Siinhacala, a place (hill) which

still now bears that ancient name. 3 To come to Veiikatacala from

Siinhacala, he had to cross the river Godavari. Then it is said that he

crossed one river Malapaha and then the river Krsna-Venl. Krsna-Venl,

must be the river Krsna itself, which flows by the south of Godavari,

and as such it must have intervened Arjuna’s way. It appears

therefore that the river Malapaha lay between Godavari and Krsna. It

is probable that the river Muner which meets Krsna at Kondapalli is

the same as Malapaha. It should be noticed that from Bezwada to the

Sea, Krsna becomes wider and wider, and so perhaps Arjuna had to

abandon the coastal route and go further up the river Krsna to cross it

which he could not do without crossing the river Muner which lies bet-

ween Godavari and Krsna. After crossing the river;Muner or Malapaha,

he crossed the river Krsna-Vena i.e. Krsna, and then came to Srlparvata

and subsequently to the river Pinakinl. The river Pinakinl is the

river Penner on the south of which Nellore is situated. Srlparvata,

therefore might be a mountain on the north of Penner and south

of Krsna. On the immediate south side of the river Krsna there

is a $ai!a called $rl Saila in the Karnal Country in the Balaghat

ceded districts (De, Diet,, p. 193). This Srisaila is also called Srl-

parvata and Panvattam. Caitanya visited that hill (Ca-Ca, ii. 9). It

was perhaps a sacred place and it is but natural that Arjuna would

visit that hill, and more so because the parvata lay almost on his

way to Veiikatacala from the river Krsna. Thus he passed through

the ^rlparvata and then crossed the river Pinakinl or Penner. After

1 Daksina Prayaga means the Trivenl on the north of Hugli

in Bengal (Br-Dharina-P
,

i, 6 ;
A.S.B, vol. VI, 19 10, p. 613).

2 For a detailed topographical description of Purl, see Indian

Historical Quarterly, Dec. 1929, p. 059.

3 A railway station of the B. N. Ry, some five mile.1
- to the north

of Waltair, also bears this name,
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that he arrived at Venkafeacala which as shown above was on the

south of the river Pinakinl. It thus clearly follows that the topo-

graphical records contained in the description of Arjuna’s pilgrimage

evince a fairly good geographical knowledge of the compilers of

the Skandapurana,

We have further evidences regarding the corroboration of the

present position of Venkatacala, In chapter 79 of the tenth canto

of the Bhagavata-purana, is described a journey of

Biiadeva’* Baladeva. It is said that Baladeva first arrived on
pilgrimage to

VeAkatacaia. the bank of the river KauSiki and then went to that

Sarovara wherefrom the river Sarayu has sprung.

He then travelled along the banks of Sarayu and subsequently

arrived at Prayag. There he visited the Pulaha Afirama. From that

place he continued his journey, bathing on his way in the rivers Gomatl,

Gandakl, VipaSa and Sona, till he arrived at Gaya where he performed

Pitr worship. From Gaya he came to Ganga Sagara Saiigama, whence

he travelled southward and reached the Mahendra Parvata, From

Mahendra Parvata he respectively passed through the rivers Sapta

Godavari, Ven;i, Parnpa and BhimarathT and then arrived at Srisaila.

Travelling south from Srlsaila he arrived at Venkatagiri.

The river Kausikl is perhaps the river Kufii or KauSaki mentioned

in the Ramayana (Adi, 34) and also in Var. P. (140). All the Puranas

agree that the river has taken its rise from the Himfdayas and so pro-

bably had a course through the United Provinces. It can be supposed

therefore that the river Kausikl of Baladeva was the river KoSi,

which now flows through the Rampur state of the United Provinces.

So from the Ko§i river of Rampur, Baladeva started and arrived

at the Sarovara, wherefrom the river Sarayu originates. The river

rises in the mountain of Kumaun, but the traditional belief is that

the river issues from the Manasa Sarovara (Mbh,, AnuSa., 155). So

it seems that Baladeva went straight north from the river KoSi

and arrived at the Manasa Sarovara. From that lake he followed

a course along the bank of Sarayu or Gogra as it is called nowa-

days, and then came to Prayag i.e. modern Allahabad. It is said that

there he visited PulahaSrama. The Var. P. says (143) that Pulahn-

Srama and Salagrama are one and the same place. According

to Pad. P. (Patala. kh. 78) and Bhag. P. (v. 7) Sfilagrama is placed

near the source of the river Gandak where r§i Pulaha performed

asceticism. It is not reasonable to think that Baladeva travelled

northwards as far as the slopes of the Himalayas from Prayag and
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then again descended southwards to bathe in the river Gomati which

was his next halting station from the Pulaha§rama. The inclusion of

PulahaSramain the list is therefore a textual corruption which should be

eliminated. So it stands that from Allahabad, Baladeva marched along

the northern bank of the river Ganges, and then reached probably

Bhitri where the river Gomati joins the Ganges, and crossed it

after bathing there. From that place he continued his march for

Gandakl. Gandakl is the present river Ganclak which joins the

Ganges flowing from the north, at Sonepur in the district of Muzaffar-

pur in Bihar. And so when it is said that Baladeva bathed in that

river, it follows that after crossing the river Gomati near Bhitri he

journeyed through Ballia and Saran and then came to Sonepur,

which seems to be the shortest way from Gomati to Gandak.

Probably, at Sonepur, Baladeva bathed in the river Gandak.

It is said that he also bathed at Vipa§a. Vipasa or the Boas or the

llyphasis of the Greeks is in the Punjab. This inclusion of Vipasa in

the list is therefore essentially a textual corruption like the Pulaha-

sraina which is placed near Allahabad. So if we omit Vipasa

from the list it stands that Baladeva after bathing in the river

Gandak, bathed at Sona, which was regarded as a sacred liver and

then marched straight east to Gaya. From Gaya he went to Ganga

Sagara Sangama, which probably meant a place somewhere near the

confluence of the Ganges with the sea, like Arjuna’s Daksina Sagara.

So from Gaya, Baladeva probably marched southwest and arrived

somewhere near the mouth of the Ganges in the Bay of Bengal

and then followed a coastal route and reached the Mahendra Parvata.

Mahendra Parvata was used by the ancient Indiana as a sort of

generic term denoting the whole range of hills extending from

Orissa to the district of Madura. It probably meant the hill

of Kaliuga (see Raghuvamsa, vi, 54) and the Uttara-Naisadha-

carita (canto XII, 24) also supports it. However, Baladeva arrived

at Kalinga and then came to Sapta Godavari. It was a place

of pilgrimage and is mentioned often in the Puranas (
: ad., Svarga,

19). According to the RajataranginI, (bk. viii, s. 34449, Dr. Stein’s

trails., vol. ii, p. 271) it meant the modern Dowlaishvverani 6 miles

to the south of Rajahmundry. We have seen Baladeva following a

coastal route and so it is but natural that he would come to the mouth

of Godavari, and cross it at Sapta Godavari or Dowlaishewerani

as it was considered a sacred place. After crossing the river Goda-

vari, it would have been the easiest route for Baladeva to cross
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the river Krsna and come directly to Srlsaila which was to the

immediate south of the river. But we have seen that Arjuna,

after crossing the river Godavari, avoided a strictly coastal route and so

was entangled in the crossing of the river Malapaha or the river Mener,

before he could cross the river Krsna. Baladeva also avoided a coastal

route after crossing the river Godavari and came across the rivers Vena,

Pampa, Bhlmarathl before he could reach ^risaila. It appears

therefore that Baladeva was entangled in a South-western route

instead of following a strictly southern route. There are many

Venas, one is VenI, a branch of the Krsna itself (Padma, U tiara, 74)

which rises in the Western Ghats. Blit it is impossible to think

that Baladeva went as far as the Western Ghats to cross it in

view of the fact that there are other Venas which lay near him.

There is another river called Vena or Venva or Vefiga or Veni-gahga

which is identified with the river Wain-Ganga of Central Provinces,

being a tributary of the river Godavari (Mbh., Vann, 85 ;
Padma, Adi,

3). It rises from the Vindhyapada range. But we have seen that

Baladeva arrived at the mouth of the Godavari and probably crossed

it. So no longer perhaps it was possible for him to retrace his steps

north-west up to the northern border of the Hyderabad State to

meet the river Wain-Ganga. Vena of Baladeva was therefore the Krsna

itself. Pampa has still retained that ancient name being a tributary

of the river Tungabhadra, It flows by the side of Kampli in the

district of Bellary (Bom. Gaz., vol. I, pt, 11
, p. 369). The river Bhitna

rath! is the river Bhlma of the Hyderabad State which joins Krsna

near about the Kistna railway station of the G. I, P. Ry. But it

appears that the rivers are not placed in proper setting so far as

their geographical position is concerned. For once Baladeva crosses

the Vena, i.e., Krsna and Pampa, than he comes to the Bellary district

and then again reverts northwards as far as Kistna to cross Bhlma in

the Hyderabad State, seems improbable specially in view of the fact

that after crossing the river Pampa his aim was to go to Srlsaila.

Ihe rivers might therefore be placed in this order, Bhlmarathl, Vena

and Pampa. So it appears very certain that after crossing the river

Godavari, Baladeva instead of following a strictly southern route

journeyed westward through the Hyderabad State and arrived at

the confluence of the rivcis Bhlma and Krsna or Vena. Then lie

continued his march in a south-western direction through the

Madras Presidency, by crossing the river Tungabhadra, which of

course is not mentioned, and perhaps by the western side of the
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Anagundi hills. This took him to the Bellary district, and he was thus

face to face with the river Tampa in order to go to Srisaila. Natu-

rally, therefore, Baladeva crossed the river Pampa and probably took

a direct eastern course which took him to &i§aiJa standing, as we
have pointed out, on the south of the river Krsna. Thus we see

that Baladeva was entangled in a very round about course, only

because he abandoned the coastal route. It is said that from &T-

6aila he arrived at Vehkatagiri and so from $rl6aila Baladeva

took a direct southern route and arrived at the first (northern)

range of the Tirumalagiri which is called Vehkatagiri. It thus clearly

follows that the topographical records contained in this description

of the journey of Baladeva. with the exception of some few textual

corruptions, and the literary evidences adduced in this paper to

locate Vehkatacala from Hard war on the one hand and Pandya

on the other evince the fairly good geographical knowledge of the

Hindus regarding the upper and middle portion of India.

SASHI BllUSAN CllAUDUURl

Dvaidhibhava in the KaufcilTya

When a king takes to dvaidhibhava, he enters into sandhi with

one hostile power, and proceeds to meet another. The sandhi may

be a hlna-sandhi, i.e
,
by which the hostilities are ended

;
it may

also be an alliance which takes place before any war is waged between

the king and the enemy. The hlna-sandhi is humiliating to the

weaker party proposing the peace. But if the king be powerful and

be attacked by two enemies simultaneously, he can defeat one of them

causing him to enter into a humiliating hlna-sandhi, and turn his

energies against the other enemy. The mere cessation of hostilities

on one side, be it through hlna-sandhi or an alliance, is a source of

of relief and the removal of a handicap in his operations against the

other hostile power. The alliance however may be of such a form

that the enemy is won over not merely to stop his hostile activities

but to render positive help by giving him army and bearing losses of

various descriptions. All this assistance may be rendered in exchange

for a material gain present or future. The ways in which this alliance

may take place and the means by which one party may take advantage

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931
6
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over the other party, and such other topics, will now be dealt with.

The sambhuyayana mentioned by K. has resemblance to an aspect

of dvaidhibhava. In the former, a sandhi precedes the joining of the

combination by a king invited to do so on terms settled by him

and the convener of the combination. In the latter also, sandhi

takes place between the king and the dvitiya prakrti

1

(the second

rajaprakrti i.e., a king in the zone next to the kingdom of the

king who makes the sandhi)
;

this sovereign in the first zone is,

according to the Kautillya, a ‘natural enemy* of the former, and hence*

one of the features distinguishing dvaidhibhava from sambhu-

yayana is the presence of at least two hostile kings attacking a third

king, while in sambhuyayana, there may be only one enemy, and

the king making the combination enters into an alliance with another

king who need not necessarily be an enemy. In sambhuyayana again,

active help of the party to the sandhi is in the forefront, while in

dvaidhibhava, the cessation of hostility between a king and one of

his enemies is most wanted, no matter whether or not the latter

actively co-operates with him in facing the onrush of the other enemy.

Some of the advantages, one or more of which can be had by a

sovereign, who wants to have recourse to dvaidhibhava, from a sandhi

with a neighbouring king as mentioned already, are : The king entering

into the sandhi will be prevented thereby from attack-

fa^, of

v

a
an

ing the sovereign's kingdom from the rear; will resist

dvaidhibhava
a° *nVaC*er *r0rn rear

>
not j°*n ot^er enemy

of the sovereign
;
the strength of the sovereign will be

doubled by the sandhi
;
the transport of supplies and the receipt of

help will be facilitated, while those of the enemy will be obstructed
;

the party to the sandhi will overcome the various obstacles on the

way
;
will guard, with his own army, the army of the sovereign while

marching from one fort to another or through forests
;
will facilitate

the conclusion of a treaty of peace with the enemy in case anything

unexpected and detrimental to the interest of the sovereign comes to

pass
j

or will, at the conclusion of the operations when he has received

his share in the gain, or his remuneraton for the labours undergone by

him, speak well of the sovereign and thereby enlist in his favour the

confidence of other neighbouring kings.®

1 For the definition, see K. t XV. ch, i, p, 430.

2 if,, VII. ch. 7. I have here followed the text of the Kautillya

as settled in the Trivandrum edition. The explanations of Mm. T.
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If, however, the sovereign, wanting to have dvaidhlbhava, has any
reason for suspecting that a sandhi, by which an army

iormoney'^r caa be bad *or money» or money in exchange for an

sandhi*”*
by army» will work better with a king than his personal

co-operation, he should have recourse to same.

In this connexion, the Kautillya speaks of sama-sandhi, vi§ama-sandhi

and ati-sandhi. When a king superior in power (jyayas) gets a con-

sideration that is deserved by one who is equal to or

remune^atio n s
inferior in power to the sovereign taking to dvaidhlbhava,

or share! in it is called visama-sandhi, It is also visama-sandhi
the gains.

when a king equal in power to the aforesaid sovereign

gets the share deserved by a superior or an inferior power, as also

when an inferior power happens to receive a remuneration or a share

in the gain proper for a king of equal or superior strength. The

sandhi is called sama when the remuneration or the share in the gain

allotted to a party to the sandhi is commensurate with his status as a

power. When a party to the sandhi gets an advantage in his remu-

neration or share in the gain, not noticed by the other party to the

alliance, it is called ati-sandhi.

A king of inferior strength intending to adopt dvaidhlbhava can

offer different shares in the gains or different remunerations to the

parties to the alliance according to their status, and

offering

k
sama also acc°rding to the circumstances in which each of

gain to a them may happen to be at the moment. He can,
jyayas. . .

for instance, offer a sovereign of superior power a

consideration deserved only by one of equal power for entering into

the sandhi, if the sovereign of superior power be in calamities, too

much addicated to hunting, drinking, etc. jeopardising his health

and life, and has acquired such wealth as has created enemies and for

these reasons weaker than what he should be normally.

If, on the other hand, the king of inferior strength finds that he is

almost sure to have the expected gain, and that for recuperating his

lost power and increasing his influence or for protecting

offeiing
k,nff

the rear bis kingci°m » a sandhi with a king of superior

viSij&a gain to strength is needed with the offer of a vi$i§ta (special)
a jytlyas.

. , , . ,

consideration i.e., more than sama (commensurate with

the power of the party invited into the alliance), he should do so.

Ganapati Sastri have thrown much light on the intricacies involved in

the inter-state relations comtemplated in the text,
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The king of inferior strength should offer a king of superior power,

for entering into a sandhi, a consideration less than what is commen-

surate with the latter's power if it be found, on the one
A hlna king

offering hlna

gain to a

jyayas.

hand, that he is in calamities and his subjects have grown

disaffected and disloyal, while, on the other, the king

himself is well- circumstanced so far as fortresses and

friendly kings are concerned, will have to march only a short distance

to fight the enemy, and is sure to have complete victory over him.

In the sets of circumstances described above, the party to the sandhi

to whom terms are offered being an amitra, he can accept them if he

thinks them advantageous, or reject them carrying on the hostility

(vikrameta) if he thinks otherwise, and at the same time, be powerful

enough to do so.

A king taking to dvaidhlbhava should offer a remuneration or

share in the gain proportionate to the power of a

A king offering king of equal status, when he finds that the latter is

sama Idng.
0 a

able to cope with the army of the enemy or that of

the ally of the enemy, or with the enemy's troops

recruited from among wild tribes, and is well acquainted with the

topography of the region which is difficult to negotiate, and through

which the army will have to pass or upon which the fight is likely

to take place, or can guard the rear of his kingdom during his

absence.

When a king finds that in adopting dvaidhlbhava, he has to enter

into a sandhi with another king of equal power, who is in calamities

and whose subjects have grown disaffected, then he can

A king offering offer a remuneration or a share in the gain less than

sama^king.
0 *

what would have been otherwise commensurate with

his status.

If, however, the king having recourse to dvaidhlbhava be himself

in calamities and with subjects grown disloyal but has

a king ©ffering to increase his military strength to avert the present
visista gain to

asama king. danger, which cannot be accomplished without the help

of an ally, then he should offer a special remuneration

or a share in the gain to a king of a status equal to his to utilize his

co-operation.

In the three cases mentioned above, the offers of the king should

be accepted by the other parties who are of course amitras, if he be

found to be well-meaning
;

otherwise, the hostile actions may be

continued (vikrameta) if strength permits.
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An offer of a special gain may be made by a superior king adopting

dvaidhlbhava to an inferior king to attract him into a sandhi with him

with the ostensible object of facing the former's enemy.
A j vityas king . . . . , „ .

offering a There may be a sinister motive on the part of the king of

a* hina king
t0 superior strength to bring to book the inimical king of

inferior power by crushing him after defeating his

enemy or by realizing from him what he has given away as considera-

tion after the victory over the enemy is achieved. The Kautiliya

cautions the king of inferior rank against such a contingency, and

asks him to continue his hostile operations (vikrameta) as an amitra

if he finds himself strong enough to do him harm and at the same

time feels that the sinister motive is at the back of the offer made to

him. Otherwise he may accept the terms. Other alternatives open

to him in the former case are either to join the powerful king's

enemy against whom the preparations are being made or to send to

the powerful king in return for the consideration only the portion of

the army that is recalcitrant or is composed of men captured or obtain-

ed from an enemy and therefore unsubmissive.

A king of superior power taking to dvaidhlbhava can offer to

a king of inferior strength a remuneration or a share

in the gain commensurate witli the latter's status as

a power, if the former be in calamities and his subjects

be recalcitrant.

If a king of superior power adopting dvaidhlbhava finds that the

king of inferior strength whom he wants to enter into
A jyayas kint

a sancjhi with him is in calamities and has to deal with
ottering nina

gain to a hina recalcitrant subjects, he can offer the latter a remu-

neration less than what his rank deserves.

The kings in the last two cases, amitras as they are, were advis*ed

to continue their hostile operations (vikrameta), if they find themselves

strong enough to do so. Otherwise, the offers are to be accepted.

There may be occasions when it is advisable for a well-meaning

and peace-loving superior king to accept a share in the gain (offered

by a hina king) less than his position demands. Such occasions are :

(1) When the superior king, whose subjects are not disloyal and

who is not addicted to drinking, etc., wishes to involve his enemy

(who also happens to be the enemy of the him offerer), engaged in

ill-commenced works, in further losses of men and money, (2) when

he wishes to send away the recalcitrant portion of his army, (3) when

he wishes to bring to his side the recalcitrant portion of the army of his

A jyffyas king

offering sama
gain to a hina

king.
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enemy, (4) when he wishes to cause trouble to his pldanlya (oppressive)

and ucchedatilya (exterminable) enemy with the help of the hltta offerer.

There may also be occasions when irrespective of the relative posi-

tions of the king taking to dvaidhlbhava and the king to whom offer is

made by the former to enter into a sandhi with him, the latter may
demand a very large remuneration or share in the gain for the help

rendered. One or more of the reasons that actuate the latter to demand
a very large consideration or to enter into the alliance are : (1) the

offerer is in calamities with his subjects grown disloyal, and therefore

this is the opportunity for ruining him, (2) the well-commenced works

of the offerer sure to be crowned with success can be destroyed, (3) the

latter can be attacked within his kingdom or during march towards

the enemy, when the king accepting the offer comes near unsuspected,

and (4) there is the chance of having a large gain from the offerer's

enemy (yatavya) to be attacked immediately. The offering party

is also advised to accede to the aforesaid demand to have a very large

consideration for the military help in view of (1) the protection of his

army from annihilation, (2) the prospect of destroying the

impregnable fortress of the enemy, and crushing the forces sent to the

enemy by his ally for his assistance as also the enemy's forces

composed of wild tribes, (3) the chance of the loss and expenditure

that will have to be borne by the party to the sandhi on account of

the long distance to be traversed and the long time that will be

required for the various purposes, (4) the acquisition of the help of the

yatavya (the enemy against whom he is now about to march) after

he is subdued, enabling the offering king to bring to book the party

who is demanding such a large consideration for rendering him

assistance, and (5) the prospect of capturing the troops of the enemy

with the help of the party to the sandhi. 1

Narendra Nath Law

1 For the passages relating to the sandhi in dvaidhlbhava

followed by vikrama, see AT., VII, ch. 7. Here vikrama is not the

component of dvaidhlbhava called vigraha
;

it is the vikrama (i.e„

prakasa-yuddha, kuta-yuddha, or tu^nlniyuddha) of the party invited

to help the king taking to dvaidhlbhava. It should be borne in mind

that the party so invited is an amitra who carries on the hostility if he

does not accept the terms of an alliance, (See also AT., VII, ch. 6,

pp. 280, 283).
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Pratimokfiiisutra of the Hlnayanists

The Pratimok$asutra forms the keystone of the disciplinary

literature of the Buddhists. It is fortunate that not only the

Patimokkhasutta of the Theravadins in Pali but al$o the Pratimoksa-

sutra of the Sarvastivadins in Sanskrit are available for study. The
latter has been discovered by the Pelliot mission in the ruins of

Douldour-&quor at Koutcha, and edited and published by Monsieur E.

Huber in the Journal Asiatique (1913) along with a French translation

of Kumarajiva's Chinese version of the work. This has been supple-

mented by Prof. La Vallee Poussin and Herr E. Waldschmidt. Prof.

Poussin has published a fragment of the Pratimoksa manuscript and

the Sanskrit “Kammavaca'

1

belonging to the Stein Collection, as

also a fragment of the Sanskrit Bhi^sunl Kannavacana (Oxford Sans-

krit Ms. 1442) in collaboration with Miss C.M. Ridding, while Mr.

Waldschmidt has brought out with ample philological and comparative

notes the BhiksunVPrdtimoksa and Bhik*urfi- Vibhanga of the Sarvasti-

vadins from the fragmentary manuscripts discovered and collected by

the Prussian Turfan-expedition. The manuscripts of the BhiksunV

Pratimoksa were found in Qyzil and Sangiin, while those of the

Bkiksuni- Vibhanga were traced in the collection of paper manuscripts

at Murtuq. The Chinese and Tibetan sources have also furnished

us with ample materials for an exhaustive study of the Pratimoksa -

sutra , and therefore, of the Vinaya of the various Hlnayanic schools.

Waldschmidt has fully utilised the Chinese and Tibetan versions of

the BhiksunVPratimoksa and Bhiksunl- Vibhanga in his work men-

tioned above. ( The editions of the Pratimoksa-sutras have greatly

advanced our knowledge inasmuch as they have thrown light on the

question of the probable form and language of the original Pratimoksa-

sutra of the 4th or 3rd century B. C„ and have thus served to

suggest a solution of the knotty problem as to the language of the

original Tripifaka.*
'}

1 JRAS, % 1913, p. 843 ff : Nouveaux fragments de la collection

Stein.

2 See Sylvain Levi, JA. % 1912 ;
Hoernle, Manuscript Remains of

Buddhist Literature in Eastern Turkestan
, pp. 173*

5 *
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Pratiniok^asutra of the. Mahayanista

Though our knowledge of the Hinayanic Pratimoksasutras has

made a fair progress, we are yet in the dark about the Pratimok$asutra

of the Mahayanists. It is only through the citations made by

Santideva in his Sik§osatnuccaya and Bodhicaryavatara that we are

aware of the existence of a Bodhisattva-Pratimokqa-sutra . Very likely

it is this Sutra that corresponds to the Chinese Sutra no. 1500

(Pu-sa-chieh-pen) of the Taisho edition of the Chinese Tripitaka

(vol. xxiv) which treats of Parajika and such other offences falling

within the scope of a Pratimoksa-sutra. The only other Mahayanic

book that can be treated as a Pratimoksa-sutra is the Chinese Brahma-

jala Sutra % of which we have a French translation (Le code du Maha-

yana en Chine

)

by De Groot. 1

At the Library of the Cambridge University, there is a manuscript

entitled Bodhisattva Pratimoksa Sutra in the collection made by

Bend all from Nepal. Through the courtesy of Dr. E. J. Thomas

1 have been able to take a rotograph of the manuscript. It contains

only ten leaves with six lines in each page. The size of the leaves is

10 inches by 2 inches. The right-hand end of almost every leaf

is so much damaged that the last word of almost each line is either

lost or illegible. In the appended edition I have supplied the words

as far as possible in the light of their Chinese translations where

available as also of their context, and the manner of wording usual in

the Buddhist Sanskrit texts.

In line 1 of the last leaf (obverse side) of the ms., we find “Iti

Bodhisattva Pratimoksah *

(see the attached plate) showing that the

writer wanted to call the work a Bodhisattva Pratimoksa SUtra,

Whatever may be the writer’s intention, it is evident from the contents

that the present manuscript has very little to do with the Bodhisattva

Pratimoksa Sutra cited in the works of Santideva.

The Present Manuscript

This manuscript is divided into two parts, of which the first is

intended to serve as a manual for the initiation of devotees, lay or

recluse, into the Mahayanic rules of discipline, and the second is a

dissertation on the apattis (offences) and anapattis (non-offences) of a

1 For further particulars, sec my Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism

etc ppf 293-5.
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Bodhisattva, The whole manuscript is really a compilation of

extracts from different works, two of which evidently are the

Bodhisattvabhumi and the Upalipariprcchasutra. The citations from

the Bodhisattvabhnmi appear in the first part and have been marked

in the appended text. The Upalipariprcchasutra commences from

leaf 5 (reverse side—see the attached plate). Judging by the contents,

the first part should be called a Karmavakya
,
corresponding to the

Kammavacam of the Burmese and Ceylonese Buddhists, and not a

Pratimok§a Sutra, the second part being a supplement to it. The first

part corresponds roughly to the first chapter (Ordination service) of the

Kammavacam ,
detailing the formalities through which a candidate

is to pass to undertake the discipline of a Bodhisattva. In the

Bodhicaryavatara we have an account of the ceremony of initiation of

a Bodhisattva but it is written not in the characteristic form and style of

a manual of initiation—the form and style in which the present ms. is

written. It is in this manuscript that we for the first time come across

the formal requests and announcements necessary for the initation of a

devotee into the Maliayanic rules of discipline, and 1 think, this is the

earliest book of its kind so far discovered.
}

Probable age of the Ms.

The ms. is written, as will be seen from the attached plates, in

Ranja character, a very old script prevalent in Nepal about the nth or

1 2th century A.D, Prof. Bendall has rendered easy our task of fixing

the dates of Nepalese manuscripts by furnishing us with the tables of

letters and numerals from dated mss. of various times from the 9th to

the 18th century A.D. 1 If the present manuscript be placed by the

side of this table, it will be apparent that its letters and numerals

are similar to those of the Cambridge University Library Mss. Nos.

Add. 1693 and 16S6, both of which have been dated by Bendall to be

1165 A.D. Of the letters, the following may be particularly mentioned

as bearing the closest resemblance to those of Ms. No. 1686 e t ja ,

tha , dha, ka> *a and sa. Of the numerals, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 are exactly

similar to those of Ms, No. Add, 1693, and 5 and 6 to those of Ms. No.

Add. 1644. The date of the former ms., according to Bendall, is

1165 A. D. and that of the latter is 1139 A.D. Hence, we shall not

,be wide of the mark if we put the date of the present manuscript as

I Benda! J, Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts

JUNE, 1931
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the 12th century A.D. and its composition, say, about a century or

two earlier, i.e., about the 10th or nth century A.D.

The Ceremony of Initiation in Some of the Late Works

The ceremony of initiation is described incidentally not only in

the Bodhicaryavatara but also in two other late works, viz., the

Advayavajrasangraha and the Kriyasaihgrahapailjika .

In the Kudratinirghatana
,

a section of the Advayavajrasangraha

recently edited by Mm. H. P. Sastrl, there is a reference to the

ceremony of Po^adha (Uposatha) performed by a lay-devotee. It is

exactly similar to the practice still current among the Hlnayana

Buddhists in Chittagong, Burma and Ceylon. On some Uposatha

days, a lay-devotee, after taking Triiarana, takes the vow of

observing eight of the ten sllas for one day or more.

1

Usually a

lay-devotee of the Hlnayana school is required to observe only five

Silas. The Advayavajrasangraha * also prescribes the same* for

Grhapati Bodhisattvas

.

To this it, however, adds the mantric rituals

which included among other things not only a reference to the practice

of Maitrl (Love), Karuna (Compassion), Mudita (Joy), and Uptksa

(Indifference), but also to Papadekana
,
Anumodana and Bodhicittad

It is this additional ritual that gives a Mahayanic or Mahayana-Tantric

garb to the Hlnayanic ceremony.

In the Kriyasangrahapafijika (A. S. B. ms.) there are not only

directions for the selection of building sites for monasteries, etc. but

also an account of the duties of the Acarya and the Upadhyaya

towards their disciple and vice versa, and of the formalities for receiv-

ing a candidate into the clerical order. Mm. H. P. Sastrl has facilitated

our work by reproducing in full in his Catalouge of Buddhist Manus-

cripts (pp. 123-6) the passage containing the rules of ordination. The

passage may be summarised as follows :

—

Pravrajya and Upasampada ordinations are to be given by an

Acarya and an Upadhyaya

.

The bhiksus did not know how to confer

1 Advayavajrasangraha , p. 4.

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid.— MHUfiPMBI ***1*1*11*

ggfiwmw wnmiq m ’m*vt faw i

4 ibid.
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an ordination, so they enquired of Buddha, who gave the following

directions

(i) The candidate should be first questioned as to whether he

had any of the disqualifications debarring him from reception

into the Buddhist Order.

(ii) If he is found fit, he is to be imparted the Upasakasartfivaras

(disciplines meant for lay-devotees), viz., Trisaranagantana

and five Mksiipadas.

(iii) He is then to choose his Acarya and Upadhyaya.

(iv) Next he is shaved (leaving a tuft of hair) and asked whether

he is still resolute to retire from household life,

(v) He is then given a new name after the school (:nikaya) to

which he belongs and made to take again the Tribaranas

in his new name.

(vi) He is now to take the vow of observing the ten Sik&padas.

(vii) He then takes the robe, bowl and the student’s waterpot by

uttering suitable mantras. And

(viii) Lastly he promises to observe the Uposathas and attain

the five groups of acquirements, viz., Slla, samadhi, prafM,

vimukti% and vimuktij'hanadarsana ,*

Mm. H. P. Sastrl is of opinion that this was the form of ordination

followed by the Mahayanists," his supposition being based on the fact

that the manuscript belongs to one of the last developed schools of

Mahayffna, The ceremony summarised above is, in fact, Hlnayanic

without any indication which would give it a Mahayanic tinge except

that a Mahayanic school has adopted it as its own. The absence of

mention of ‘Sarvabuddhas* and *Bodhisattvas\ not to speak of the high

sounding promises and aspirations of a Bodhisattva, leads us to the

belief that the work may have belonged to the later Mahayanic period,

but the rules of initiation given in it are taken in toto from some

Hlnayanic book of rituals, probably a Sanskrit Karmavakya ,
3

1 For the meaning of these terms, see Visuddhimagga , p. 234

;

MHindu
y p. 98 ;

Madkyamikavrtti> p. 433.

2 H. P. Sastrl, op. cit., p. 126.

3 Cf. Bhik^unikarmavacana , a fragment of which has been publish-

ed by Miss M. Ridding and L. de la VallGe Poussin
,

for the Pali

Kammavacam, see fRAS. t
vol, VII (Ns.), pp. if.
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In the manuscript of the Kriyasangraha 1 (leaf 36b

=

Pafijikusah-

graha, leaf 198b) preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale, there is a

passage containing a description of Samvaragrahana written in the

same style as that in the present manuscript. It runs as follows :

m f4J!lfdSHK<**)lfH: HHWT'TH 3T|cHFi | 3TPTR

fotfadH I Hi Hgjwfiw HTO

HH fSRBJiji =$4^1 mHrHf: m-

hIh §37 HHH?fl1 HH?§ HdrWi: I

3HlH ^icVi cfHon H^4 H M^i 551% <.*$4 H7H

hH*W 4-Mh | fHcHIJjTTOHl HfolRHlH II

5% II HTH

(Translation : After worshipping all Tatlragatas in twenty differ

ent ways, one should offer himself up, saying ‘T dedicate myself to

all Buddhas and Bodliisattvas. Accept me always and for all times,

O Merciful Lords, and give me the Mahasamayasiddhi (lit. perfection

in the great doctrine).®

He should wish that the merits thus acquired be shared by all

beings, and thereby may all beings be free from their calamities,

worldly or transcendental, and be possessed of prosperity, worldly

or transcendental, and may they, easily and happily, become Buddhas,

the Blessed Ones, the best of men.

By this good action may I become a Buddha, and soon preach

the doctrine for the benefit of the world, and rescue beings from

their many sufferings. Thus he should always direct his merits

to the iucomparable highest knowledge. This is called the ‘Deve-

lopment of Bodhicitta*. This is acquiring ‘Bodhisattva-discipUne

1

.

This passage is preceded by a formulary ending with the remark

wftxRT and is followed by a description of the ceremony with

the ending

1 It is a part of the Pafijikasangraha
,
commencing at leaf 163.

2 There is a Tibetan text called Mahasatnayamtra
,
for details

of which see Wassiljew, Der Buddkismns, p. 176.
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In this description, the rituals for Samvarograhana occur in the

following order

-

(1) Papadefena,

(2) Piljana and Vandana,

(3) Parinamana,

(4) Bodhicittotpada and

(5) Acaryabhiseka.

In the Bodhicaryavatara also, Santideva treats of the formalities

to be undergone by a Bodhisattva for initiation. As they have been

dealt with at length in my book, Aspects of Mahavana Buddhism

(pp. 302-;), I shall mention here only the rites composing the

ceremony *

(1) Vandana and Pujana (worshipping Buddhas and Caitvas)
;

(2) Saranagamana (taking refuge in Buddha, Dharma and

Safigha),

(3) Anumodana or Punyanumodana (expressions of sincere

approval of others* good deeds),

(4) Adhyesana or Yacana (entreating Buddha to be the guide

of all beings ignorant as they are),

(5) Parinamana (offering up one’s merits to all beings for the

sake of bodhi) 1 and then

(6) Bodhicittotpada (development of Bodhicittn).

First Part of the Ms.

The contents of the first part, in short, are as follows An adept

approaches a qualified Bodhisattva, and entreats him in set words

for initiation into the disciplinary rules of a Bodhisattva. Then he

confesses his sins (pratideSana) formally and takes refuge in the

Triratna by uttering the TriSarana formulae. He now develops Bodhi-

citta, and transfers (parinamana) the merits so far acquired by

the above rites to all beings of the world and takes the vow of looking

upon all beings as his very near kith and kin. He then formally

chooses (acaryadhiseha) his Acarya who presents him to all the

Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas and announces before them that

so and so has been ordained by him called so and so.

I Cf. Sutriilahkzra, p 147 :
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It adds that if an adept cannot find a qualified Bodhisattva to

give him the initiation, he should present himself before the image-of

a Tathagata and declare his intention. He should then proceed with

the ceremonies described above.

From this account it is apparent that the present manuscript served

only as a manual if ordination, containing as it does, the formulae

for the rites mentioned in the Mahayana works noticed before. The

rites mentioned above an arranged thus

(1) Yacana (entreating a Bodhisattva for initiation),

(2) PapadedanS,

(3) Saranagamana,

(4) Parinftmana,

(5) Bodhicittotpada,

(6) Acaryabhiseka, and

(7) Vijftapti
(
= PaIi : Ratti — Announcement).

The Second Part of the Ms.

The second part, as stated above, is made up of extracts from the

UpalipariprcckasTitra , from which citations are found in the Madhya-

mikavrtti
%
Siksixsaniuccaya and Bodhicaryuvatara .

In leaf 5b, line 5, it is stated that Upali had some doubts in his

mind regarding the Vinaya of the Mahayanists and wanted to have

them removed by the Teacher. His request to Buddha uvyakarotu

tathagato vinayavinihcayam" leads us to identify the work with the

Chinese translation Yiu-po li-hwui or Fo-shwo-chu t-tiiirphi-ni-kin restor-

ed by Nanjio as Vinayavinihcaya Upali Pariprcch

a

[Nanjio, nos, 23

(24) & 36].
1 These two Chinese translations correspond to the Sutra no.

325 [no. 310 (24)] of the Taisho edition of the Chinese Tripitaka, vol.

XI If pp. 37*42—Fo-shuichueh-ting-phi-ni-king. On a comparison of the

Sanskrit text as given in the present manuscript with the Chinese

translation (Taisho ed,, XII, no. 325), we notice that it corresponds to

the Chinese translation not from the beginning but from page 39,

sec. iii, line 15 up to page 40, sec. iii, line 16, including the inquiry

of MafijuSrlkuraarabhuta. This comparison reveals that the present

ms. gives only extracts from the UpalipariprcchasUtra and not the

I Cf. Tib, Vinayavinihcaya Upalipariprcchanama (f. ^20-243) of

the Narthang edition of Kaftjur (Ratnakuta section), vol, XXIV,
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whole of it. The original was larger and contained a versified portion,

from which quotations are found in the Madhyainikavrtti (pp. 53,

121,155,191,234,256,408). The last portion (Taisho ed., vol. XII,

p. 41, sec. 2 to p. 42, sec. 3) of the Chinese version clearly shows that

there were many verses in the original Sutra towards its end. The

quotations given in the Madhyamikavrtti from the Sutra are authentic

because the Sanskrit verses agree with those of the Chinese, e.g., in

page 155, the verse : Ilia sasani suramanlye etc. agrees literally with

its Chinese version (p. 42, sec. i, last line & fol ).

Now, if we take into consideration the quotations found in the

Siksasainuccaya and the Bodhicaryavatura
,
we cannot have any room

for doubt as to our manuscript presenting us only with extracts from

the original UpUipariprcchTisutra . In three places, the Siksasamuccaya

has quoted the SUtra . Two (pp. 164,* 178) of the three passages

appear in the present manuscript. On comparison it becomes evi-

dent that in the Siknasamuccaya there is an attempt to put the quota*

tions in an abridged form. The passage cited on pp. 168-9 of the

Siknasatnuccava 1 when compared with its Chinese version (p. 38, sec.

iii, II. 4 ff.) shows also that the quotation is given in a very concise

form
;
so also is the citation 2 at p. 1 78.

The main object of the second part of the manuscript is to point

out the two standpoints, from which the disciplinary rules were viewed

by the Hlnayanists and the Mahayanists. 3 In short, the pith of

the disciplinary rules of the Mahayanists lay in service to all beings,

while that of the Hlnayanists was self-purification. This has been

clearly brought out in the second portion of the manuscript, where

we find the following comparisons :

1. That which is meritorious for a Bodhisattva is demeritorious for

a Sravaka, and vice versa : To wit, a Bodhisattva desires for repeated

births in order to be able to render service to all beings while a Sravaka

cannot even for a moment cherish thoughts for rebirths.

2. The aim of a Bodhisattva is to work for the good of other beings

( T fafT ) but this is not necessary for a Sravaka ( fwjW fiffT )

,

* Cf. Bodhicaryavatura, p. 139.

1 Cf. Bodhicaryavatata, pp. 153-4*

2 See text, leaf 7a, 1 . 5 f.n.

3 For further elucidation, see my Aspects of Mahayana Budd/iistn ,

etc., ch. V,
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3. If a Bodhisattva, after committing an offence, strives for a while

to develop and maintain the BoJhicitta (* sarvaj&atacitta), he can

absolve himself from the ofTence finm but this is not

possible for a Sravaka (Rr^RfTTT fWT 1

,
for the latter should always

be on the alert to get rid of klems (afflictions) like a man whose head-

dress is bnrning.

4. A Bodhisattva may partake of worldly enjoyments but he

should at the same time maintain the Bodhicitta , and try to get rid

of his klehas (afflictions) by undergoing many births and not one

(
JfCTgsrfro’ ftpgT ). A Sravaka, however, should acquire all the

kusalamUlas (merit-roots) and be always vigilant like the man with a

burning headdress ( *TT^a[RT ffTOT ).

5. If a Bodhisattva be guilty of actions done through raga

(attachment) and dvesa (hatred), he is exonerated from sin in

regard to those done through raga but not in regard to those done

through dve$a, because raga makes him attached to his fellow beings

( while dveqa makes him dissociated i

from them, for a Sravaka, however, offences committed eiilier through

raga or through dve*a are equally blamable.

The Third Part of the Ms,

We are at present unable to give any particulars about the third

part of the manuscript as there are only a few lines of it on the last

leaf. From these few lines, it is however clear that the writer wanted to

explain here the Bodhicitta , Dharmanairatmya
,

etc. by commenting

upon some texts. It is rather striking that in fhe manuscript of the

Kriyasaiigraha belonging to the Bibliotheque Nationale, there appears

also a dissertation on &Qnya as similar to Akasa and so forth just after

the ceremony of Samvaragrahana . Other scholars will, I hope, take

up this clue in future and complete the work by tracing the missing

pages at least its contents. 1

1 A photoprint of the leaf where the comment is found is attached

hereto.



TEXT

Leaf lb & TO | ^ ^ a sMvrcrcsTO TO *Jte**Rn

* «[2]

^r: i qwriBwwtol 1 ^ &]s

* The passages within brackets
[ ] have been supplied by me as

the ms. is either broken or illegible at these places.

I The passage, marked a-d (see leaf 2b), occurs almost verbatim

in the EodhisattvabhUmi (edition of Wogihara—Tokyo 1930), pp. 152-3,

where it is preceded by a detailed explanation of the three 8\la*

skandhas, which, in short, are as follows t—

(i) WTOTtern are all those disciplinary (Pratimok^a) rules given

in the seven (?) nikdyas and meant for the Bodhisattvas
;
they

are to be practised by monks and nuns, male and female

novices and lay-devotees.

(ii) are all those good deeds performed by

a Bodhisattva, physically or verbally, for attaining the

highest wisdom (mahabodhi) after taking the sllasamvaras

(disciplines). To wit : a Bodhisattva after being well-

established in 6ilas, applies himself, to study and contem-

plation* meditation (
wnfo - Bodhic

p. 287) and insight \ JTIJT—Ibid,

)

and finds pleasure in loneliness
;
shows respects to his guru

in time and so forth.

(iii) HrctriJilTfWtal J—These silas or good deeds are of eleven

kinds, as follows :

—

(1) rendering friendly help (sahaylbhavah) to beings in

their various useful works
;

(2) rendering friendly help to beings suffering from disease

and so forth
;

(3) giving just admonition to persons through religious

discourses, or discourses on ways and means in their

mundane or supraraundane objects
;

JUNE* 1931 8
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[3]

*w4^ 3
1 <raii fsgsngpwi,

(4) not only remaining grateful to a benefactor but also

giving him a suitable return ;

(5) protecting persons from various causes of fear, e.g.,

lions, tigers, kings, thieves, fire, etc.

(6) consoling persons suffering on account of loss of pro-

perty or relatives
;

(7) offering justly (HjnrofOT:) all the necessary means of

livelihood to persons who have been deprived of

them
;

(8) correcting a body of persons by means of proper

gifts and religious discourses (CIH!$£i*KI4 l3!Vt WHIT

n*TTftWTT)

(9) pleasing others by conversations,exchange of greetings,

timely visits, acceptance of others' invitations to food

and drink, joining, if invited, the people’s worldly

celebrations, in short, to avoid all actions which

might displease others and to gladden them by one’s

own qualities
;

(10) subduing, fatiguing, punishing and exiling people

in order to turn them from evil to good actions by

making patent to them things manifest or unmanifest

and by good and tender inner will

;

(11) frightening people from evils and establishing them

in Buddha's doctrine by showing them hells through

supernatural power and thereby causing astonish-

ment.

1 B> Bh.
% p, 152 reads fwfalTOWT fiWCT triwflPB TOJ-I

2 Cf. Bodhic., p, 72 l Wl-

fafe I

3 B. Bh.t p. j 53 wist* r*ri**w 1
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[4]

1 wjitei-

ggR 715 11 qqfa-

[ 5 ]

3^raw* wn fe^^^RinfinrgfWRi g$Ri wm\ nm-

•JjfirafsiSRt
4 R s qtfWrqRT ^ml-41 $eqT ipiRlg^^q

[
6]

[sR]?3t tfiR^8
jftR5rtgq®^rf|qR qi fwqi

^UMpRi |p?T: #|$q 3?^^qq | 3?g-

[']
.

~ "

Leaf 2aw it sagsngaH WRftft 3T ^fW<iig^<3W ISMftPi I

m 7 ^m\
[2]

’{P5R I R fiprefrpft

jRn^nrfqvn^q smjrifeRtft 1
*qq.

[3]

r|OJTt RfsRoq^l ?R grrfMsjR q“Hvra^R

it fr«n jrffrq^r %rar fe#r ?n f?ra<rota qj

[4]

I >;jg cq^rai[jR *|
,H

r /’, /?//., [). 15'! :—^WTOTT 3’4T ^4!^ Swrl^i f'd'.ltt I

2 Ibid. ty*4)T3> I 3 /WV. HIIJh |

4 evidently refers to the last of the ten bh funis. Other

names of this bhTwii are :—WifsiTU, faswsR, cWFTcHjfif,

*jfin

5 B. Blu t p. 153 adds here JTfT^HJfvrTWT^T^f l

6 Ibid. adds qffa* 3T «PR* 3T ^ S fo&T ^ l

7 2?. 5/;., p. 155 : F^T t * >

9 Ms. sng**ffl 1

10 B. Bh.
t p. 153: *$ •TW 55T33 'snroafwftfe ^r i
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^ ^ froftwTR: i ?ta artftft jrfwuwwf i r\

[5] b

3^^ ttf **ns[*i3to:i] fggaignM .

C

vs^n *t ^rar^tsfe^ ^raf&rarat
1
mntNnn?i,a«iffoi $ift-

[6]

*R*ftRST[g#r] tfrofa scwaifrwu.

[1]

Leaf 2b l] ^533Prei?ri vfozfa ?nft ’ar ftra?T-

q#ri q»3flg4ta% ?*ig % qfgcWRi ^foregHt [vr^t

[2]

q# ^ fasna^rfa 1 ^3] ^ ftra?i^i ^3 ^l^pfis'n: asfc?rf*rcRsn:

I 3ftKm: SsN^WtSTC I ^g[c<?»n:

[3] £
aj^rc 1 sf^ratfa afasrasi

1
u 11

*rt ^ife^WI^HfwPwi f5T wsft qtfir-

W
t

[g^n: 1 I*4<*tWRfts5+l4VW

I

1 B. Bh„ p. 153 omits b-c,

2 B. Bh. t p. 154 here has the following few lines : »$ fjflfa fiRfa fa

* fafa alfawfa «w»wfi fa w wnqrcfat vtfiHrefa arog Ifafa nfanw*

^hb 1 15* ff fa fasfa vtfamfa aw qftinf^w *Hfamw qrag ffaft vtfwm-

tftewtawwn*!* *wt irffat n wfvju *gf?*raT^ affa (sic.) qffaifa; atffarfa

SWTm WIHWWlfaW- and then as given in this text leaf 4a, line 4 up

3 For almost a verbatim correspondence of certain portions of

this passage, see Sikfasawuccaya, p. 170,
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fpr^iH ?n stsih m
C5]

[awrfj^S *raror4 frf qafawgRfflfl 3T ^ ^fa^-wfadfSpr

„ [6]

^l]fr?3^gWT

VFH*H irf^FPn "STFPI TO tj 1
II

fsfanu 3

[I]

Leaf 3a ?4 feragqi^r

35 >TOF?f w.iwfin to5?i‘ ?Pr*f*R Tmigsw-

[2]

frro^iFresiq safari wv »
~

F«ifa %tjtjw^ii 3rgr-

Jrsf^TJTT P.cfe.fiwiriH ?4 %^pTTTPT ^fa^faq^TJ 3

[3]
. ^

JTOlft *TRT ftiHIMi SRT^I ^ts^HTOI P3T^ftpjR*PT SIT

^ [4]

fiWfftn aTi^^Pm^ i^dfM^i^raTgi^T *TT<jf

nonoti^s^* 11 fsfa^ii*

1 Ms. Mfiwil^SMlfil t

2 These few lines, omitted in the B. Bh.
t
speak of the mode

of confession (papade§ana) adopted by the Bodhisattvas. See my
Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism etc,, pp. 304-5 ;

Bodhic., p. 15a
;

Sik*a, t

pp. I ooff. ;
168-9 ;

SvayambhU P, % pp. 116-8,

3 Ms. \

4 For a parallel passage, see Kriyasahgraha pafijika, an extract

from which is given in Mm. H. P. SastrPs Catalogue of Buddhist

Manuscripts
,
p. 123.

5 Here we find the formula for Tribaranagamana of the Bodhi-

sattvas. Cf. Bodhicaryavatara
, p. 58 :

§*• Jrsflrfir TRJjf i

<(jt irwjrfir vraf ifH^wroraf twt ii
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[5 ]

[«ipt] qfhirora *rsfain?t afignwn 1 w

srisnro^T **
1 w qgtfgisaprcfrr fggnfri fg-

„
[*]

Leaf 3b ^gqi sirafct 3*n qwmit [ftssroraum (?)] 1

1

ftfSpn amM^im Trsf^n^ arepfenfci^ qaifg^fr-

M
*ren*rt * acfo^nrat ^5^^ 11

5? rfPw fflijBjg-

l'3]

HgrTCPri qft?lTOl[fa 3
q^ir] 3WTTT 3T55®(^

1 I am indebted to Mr. D. A. Dharmacarya for helping me in the

decipherment of the first three leaves! before I received Mr. Wogihara’s

edition of the BodhisattvabhUmi.

2 After TriSaranagamana, a Bodhisattva utters this formula for

developing Bodhicitta . The commentator of the Bodhic. (p. 4) remarks

that the «ft(w<W faqi IWTT^l^ precedes I

The Bodhicitta consists in the candidate's taking the vow that he

will attain bodhi not so much to save himself as to save the wordly

beings from their wordly miseries and lead them ultimately to

Huddhahood. See Bodhicti ch. 1 ; Sik*a. t pp. $ff. Cf. Bodhic ., p. 14 :

flwVrmrfo fsfonr: 1

*foi>*m* fafont ft wfr u

3 By Parinamana a Bodhisattva transfers the merits acquired by

him to all living beings
;

he should wish it from his inmost heart

and not by words alone. See Bodhic p. 79, quoting Va/radhvajasUtra

and Sikqa., pp. 29f. WIWTO! qfNpnfil I

qftfPWfel qo l etc.
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wt TRif «roqui gtft «s&raisi

[4]

qfrfascir#njj isrtfq 11

[53

qtetefami «rar flrar-

[i
a

sr^RJU ^ 3%u4firt> qsiras ^SIHTH

3

flJTRTqqifo |

sh: s»jfo ^ mvfa ^fta tfaiwnfa

[0
Lent 4a fl'qi^fawilft sfajqKWT C?IR flqWW) 3|PII siftqiai* gqpf-

^ItrM 3n %fopT ^ giqpt ||

5

[2l

[^]rr ^ w»4«HH^fvmiT»i aqt jr^pjftrogpn

1 Ms. *R*a I

2 Cf. Bodhic. p. 72 : i.e. 3IRTf*T q»fllf*l (op. cit).

One of the essential conditions for becoming a Bodhisattva is that

he mast not distinguish himself or his relatives from the other wordly

beings, i. e. he must think himself as one with all the beings of the

world, Just as one takes care of the various limbs of his body and do

not distinguish the limbs from the body, so also a Bodhisattva must

look upon all the beings as parts and parcels of his body and hence

any of their sufferings is his suffering. See Bodhic., pp. 326 ff.
;
Siksa.,

p. 19. : ita tot tot tot totto STO*ngroT totoiTO I

3 Ms. TOramRI 4 Ms. ttHTOHfw I

S The formula of Parinamam ends here. In the Kriyasangraha

(see Intro.) it will be observed that this is one of the many declara-

tions necessary for developing Bodhicitta.
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flTfa#^p*5nfiT 1 ^[uarTtr]

. „ . f4l

ffcHtMMK4U| fR?n: !jratmn: a
5^ [fjspfrfa-

ftgrri f&Ri 3mm; f^n twn^-

[sl

#a*wsnwraT stfwr^r *r|Njn?ft sftfaFR*-

^ifrri^in ^^7 fodq flhwrcnn

_ . „
[6]

%nk ^nRjvp irai[^J 4 s
3R5f=RT5ft

MiHl^Wit f^I^STl'JIwfa ^o^Rr^HT 9[?I

[I]

Leaf 4.b
| 3?]fopj

wn^^ii^rr^n

^ 3^: WTrii ?f?

W
*?ig %3Wti![q?3bFf3 sfejsngg ftgfri fiw<iit qjwri

^ ^TVWrTTfli rf?
c
q fafari' aigfoft fWW[it

1 Here we find the formula for ^raitarffvm: | Cf. KriyasaugniAa

(Bibl. Nat, ms.), leaf 44.

2 from here, the B, B/t., (pi>, 154*
5 )

again corresponds up to

Wn^Hf WTHllillfl in the next page.

3 Omitted in B. BA., p. 154.

4 Omitted in B. BA., p. 154, 5 B. BA., p. 1 54 ;
<





our
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L3]" b

[4]

AfflcW^KiHUiaM ^wfijfrl II
s ^ II

s

*rfsf SjpN^P: ?rat sftftrarfo

t5 ]

?wFT?ra^RPn: grri: ^wft wtftwT=kFl
[
5flFfaT]<-m 131A 3^fap^i

¥ ^ ^agtrcrerf'

'

[6]

»FTcRt ^[gfajsrfgsw; ^ ^rar^TRT SuHf

3TI«JH®53 31 55 )?n55^l 31^^
[i]

Leaf 5a ?*ig |gsfa]*iFreiTg *i£i+£fanfasfes[ I

aqi $13: SFstffa ^foR#p?#^ =3 sftfcwrwte smi^] 1

[=]

Wteftr^Tf? 57FRT 3t%If^ sftfaflT* ffe I Jnftrf:

3*i% fgl Mnsirft 3tftRR3li9 3TC3f??3fa II O II

t B. Bh %) p. 155 drops this line a-b,

2 Correspondence with the 5 . Bh,
t p. 155 ends here.

3 The directions given in the following few lines are intended for

one who cannot find a suitable Bodhisattva preceptor to give him

formal initiation into the disciplinary conduct of a Bodhisattva,

4 See before leaf 2b line 1 up to *fTftws in leaf 4a 1
. 3.

I.H.Q,, JUNE, 1931 9
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t fowfa frara gqifffqftyeiT * ]

«wt II ^ sp:
5*. Mfa«a*EWl

UTJ

spire 1 3TOsp[;ri aijrrew: q$ ftrr^ifc-

‘fin srol^i i qqsiJ^qinwig'reTgqife

[5]

1 w wr[?*t]^w%^ future nfirassta-

f^^wil^vHdra %i:qficfire4 ^nfi[ 1 mfimtossfart wrai

qHvRRsraifiwHi § wsRTi *^fifrrqfeqTdsfq 8
ftra?r[«ra qft-

[«]

Leaf 5b fil%I I rl^ Wm: qfrfil??TFl fiigat 3T ?fflW§Wli

M
refiratar^farr qtf>re: 1 qre nr^^qrfirapHi^i «p[«i q^Fn]^-

JEwferawl qtfiwFiffl aifimtos^rett aretfre: 1 3?$ w&m finre-

[3] ^
wiraafr fis%: 1 rTR it *preq re[*nqq<j^]q«bW<re ararercrag

*pm, m ware: wsrore *ran afiroo wra-

[4]

jnq: q'feg rowi^i m $ wzm i£imw

qfiwstew^vMrify %i:qftfopfc spret WFRig^$[wt]

* This heading has been supplied by me
;

it is not given in the

ms. See the attached plate.

I Ms. fa for fat 2 Ms, ifow 3 Ms. faWTT
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[5]

fowfcftspi 1 ^ sqp^ wiirat

[6]

iTaig^ d^wfg 3P%T

[I]

Leaf 6a Sl4tf)uil* <t|'W4RK|3 [f?Kn]qfL(j[ii q? | 3T?^^

jratiteilr^Tran^ n5WR*fofewRi %OTqfr^ *F? I ?PT

W
4><m£at: 1

3^ u<n% ^p[?n]^Fn spMs?qtswn?ra: l

1 3Fqf

q^WR^Mf^Wpn qtfefRRl J^nts^Ssqwq: I rWtoki qi

[3]

qfr^ftern ht w.wrf^wi

[4]

qTrr^:5^r*9 1 qi MswRtfqfeRrcq qfVg^^ft^n m

^Mq>q ifa4>^iqR^fll!ll3dl | ?T^ «M4l£dh 1

t5]

tpfaqfd'* ?tqf^i|i^t & wm-

mfoqrer qftggfltern sr q5Fnfo$PT qH^^RnqftgspiftefiT

[6]

t 4id»^q# qgrcrafaferaw qflyvj-

10

Leaf cb m yM4>qiPi4»«iqf<:gswh3rri TW^:?Tter*9 I

MgPflfr US.WT^ H, VRtq-

[
2]

qf% qfagfifa 3Tqfrfe?rf%^tsqftfeWRR«: I

» Ms. qregww: 2 Ms. wqfcqfa'
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[3]

^raftC [csgtn]^ snipji ftraji ^ww^nfewHt sftfa-

I qsfcgKi ftrajt^T=IHi ^ I

W
*lS^l^]llfeWRi ahftarJFlt ^ i fenfi^rci fo$i

is)

3? I ffgufogt ftrajt nsrairwtafewRi ^tfswRRt ^ 1 qre^Rt

ftrajt sjiwnfawit ^ 1

^1% ^ngrsn ftrai wsRFrcrafeRiFtf ^otrhI

[6]
1 1 ,\ \ _ _———_* ,f^_ A. , \ p> *L

J H^raTTORWJl 3TWTW

^ * 3* «TR'?[?nft%5T] I

[,]
. .

Leal 7a 3T^fal% W<^1 ftlOT WRlPraiMi fog-

*SJT

[2]

m ^tqi% wfej[Ti ftrai tffifaR^sfosRRi snfaqytRi fo-

a

vffsm ftraji * vn^piT^TOn^i 3#tr H$ r-t(H<&Rq# #ftra[T?tsft

[3]

S%T <3°stf]pR*r «mfcwwT'W HWJW5 4

1 Cf. SUlralaftkSra, p. 1 30 : qfoptSurfotrt ^RIQ I

2 Ms. omits it.

3 The passage marked a - b is cited in the Sik^asamuccaya, p, 178,

4 Stk$Z., p. 178 : ITf^ throughout,
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[4]

3nqfcrcwra?i qw i^ia

[s]

’TE^rf: 1 ^ 5R5rar^[nft«i]riFi ^aw:
1

1

3T iMf^*mi^n rrf^T: gfbroiii

[
6]

| ^ qgRRffafeiR^ 3l)<^vq: I TO.
[1]

Leaf 7b trot gfluqti 3TN%nq)qn tretw h^tootI ^^[f^Ht-

forM I
T® qtfsRfv3FPI I

[2]

trett nwnraiit 3n^mr[q]^?! trots [qfarcfoft w4gRi-

fafRlfarfaft ftgfrjqrfcrJ: I ttf JTg^RHiffepTPT sfrfagr^ tfte-

[3]

1 ^ qqi% [«q]fi:?nT ftnjr TOOTHtafeftRl

qtfaq-HH IHJ ^ sM«ra#T aOTI $#cOT'WjcqRiPFl‘ JTT%fer%-

W
JTlftun yrfqqsqi^l rTsfa# 3 4 iPw g* gJUiqfrWITO *

[ 5 ]

Jflj: I® ^ q>CTI#qt: l arf^fl-

fg JfflOTRlft&T wfOTsq Ssff^IUjJMFT I
tTef ffj:-

[6]

qRgm fojr «jR^rf^f5Fq (i|qi$
sq]fdWoi^R^ 1

1 A'/tal., p. 1 78 abridges the remaining few lines by saying <#qri>

qt*f ftfirws: 1

2 Fik*a., p. 173 : •Tffil 3 Omitted in St'kfS., p. 178.

4 FtfaS., p. 178 : OTWtHfq: SfRT:

. 5 Sit#., p. 178 : OTW*q Sf5RR
6 Here e ids the citation of the Si'ciii., p. 178. 7 Ms. fagT

8 Ms. qfrfqsqrsR
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apsr f*R?T

[I]

Loaf 8a gw^Mi fgaji JTffiTKtisrferct ^grft

<t«rVW.T«rfii: qffijpfc 5^%«n Tf*R31 MfwtV-

[
2]

fen 1 ^dj3.<HRi i [arqg^ gfcmifldHfawreq s’lforgrei

ftisn ^«i i i a?r wi^: i
gfafcifg^ g s writ

[3]

sflfagjr^&i sisiRfc-

TRtsfq gMi&f seirfr^ i atiq ^ gffingtinfctito ^fag#i

[4]

[%fa?]«H *T5#m: W<tf3w«TT: I 3T«fj4ai ^fag^f

§gi: WRf I ^ %n«W4lP»<fHI<(l[R-

[s] _ ^ ^
ftljw^tv^r fe. “rR'ajftr^fsf^

3
I m+JHW

[6]

ftrajr jnp^R^fsrfewRl ^fagr^if^ti gRjffin ftrajr

yW«WI&WU^ I

rWrurefs fsigqi^ rn?pjT wfczm fn^nfogi fsrajt

[|]

Leaf 8b JTffiirctinfemJti [^ i ^rcg]Ta?1 foqfaiio

graffiti fffiji mwiTfgffiti 3pt i f^r i flfttigro

W
iwi^rci ggrfw^R <w«gfg[l4^3] gffinwdafeiftg

^g^wforctefcn^^Gr'ra, starcfati tigftpfj ^ s*itai§stf-

i Ms. mIwSw

3 Ms. elmfffiwu

a Ms. asirfipit
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[3]

apri
1 WR,’ ?Wl[iRT: stfsRTRFri

wife 3«w«wlJ|ii-

W
[w]*if?r 1 3rfer § sp: sftfaw fl#aragwn?-

wsigwii «R*ra%i
8 nwfamsHsgi ^ fe[^fwi1]

iwraft 1 fe^siFwit wrffe 1 arqywqiaKon ^www*ri

[6]

Wlfa I rl f»n ^c^Tsfw^rn: wngi *

^ftrawnr** 1

31*1 gppnjpfo w^A^^ri 1 *n m wwtutrra:

[i]

Leaf 9a «blfy£l*l[3gTffl: ^if^] I cR ^rWI

^RR^nftsirl^l sjtfatfRFl 3TTOtR: \* f%

M
TFretoffii 1 ^33#

a

hm^vi^ 5 n^RiR^tafemt

1 Ms, Rt 2 Ms. ftlW*

3 Cf. the corresponding Hlnayanic expression in Vimya, I, p.

IS ;
Dlgha Nikaya, I, p. 141 ;

*PR*t «r>W*t +IHMWUft*wiM>l*

wfefeft %wnit *iifatwjw3lfe 1 wj jt jg-pri uiyHifuwi ft

wi&fci, jwt femtf unj^ 1

4 iSiksCt, p. 164 : m gsnW jpnrfa: it «ror»itreg fwta' 1 ««£1R etc.

5 The portion marked a - b appears in the 8ik$&., p. 164 with the

undernoted variant readings.
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[3]

<in*iHj^f>T
l 3n^*wf?r

[4]

^rivrar^iR swpjftf^ 3 si[wit *js]to

3TNf%^T S^H^Thi | ijq[ 'fct+HI'Rolsi^ 3^s ^R^fe^TRl

[5]

Tin: tranintN # 1 asft^ fa] iro

b

*N# ?r <i 35! <i w*hjj *r: 5?i;

f6]

MrWliWWra ^13333*3 Wl^j I
arfq

?ijn% ijsgira tftY
4
spvif^rrntsF^Eneja^r gq: f^nfatUTt

JT^rai^q: 1 33bTT% at swrf^PTtev'TCim: 3#*r: [*...'.
]

[‘I

Leaf 9b aftfoTrSW I 3: %tf*ro»rt
6 3gM3?j: §W S 7 sHsfSr^I

C

ffaf 5?p: | rlWlrlf? ?3g3# ^Wr^Wt8
«TC

W
3»l[fsig, TT^Itin^Thi aflMrW y«CKjifl 3T3TOt13 g% 3TC3 I

fH^nargi# otct^biwi arNffcnft fajwjfa 3 ?<t-

1 Sikaa., p. 164—silfw^tW TmafwfcftfT I

2 Ibid. ?e*ni^iirti

3 Ibid. ?fgw 1 «its4 g <» sqm I

4 I was feeling tempted to read it as dandha as opposed to k*ipr«%

but as the Chinese translation supports the reading bandha , I have

retained it.

5 f? may supply the sense here,

6 Ms. *n I 7 Ms. tT I

8 Sikfa, p. 164 omits the portion marked b - c by putting k \
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1 amfowit

^

[4]
^

fowrfd 3 1 am [jjl^ dj'Wlita

«f5Nf?ratS*$^ I 3 fj^roi:

,
[S]

^M'WHlwi [^FT] fsR3: |
P33# SPT3H

3fa^l RS&TOH. 5TRtg-

[
6
]

[^fa] H 3JJK3*IFT3t fe*l: I £Tr31 3 jfluiPd
1 d«4dd 331-

3^S53?3f33t3l3T 31313 T333 4lfa*|i£-

[1]

Leaf 10a qi?13 II o II ffa gfrfa^T^W lfdtf)^: || 0 ||

Here ends this book, and another commences. The scribe wrote

only on one side of this leaf and then probably found out that it was

a different book altogether. A photoprint of the leaf is attached hereto.

I am giving below the reading as far as it has been possible for me to

read, hoping that it will give clue to some other manuscript.

33V jjgRi 11 sfrfafdTifeiai 11 farrisraron: wwt
[2]

33331 1 1 f% 1 335 1
333-

^Hfvra*

hi
fdTWRyfNJ^i 5^31*3313 fa fd |. «Md<*ii4: 'H,*i3ldfa3d-

[4]

fafd l MH«E%3 STRUTS l ^3^8 .]3T1cMI^^3-

aftrf 3 33f3 i %

I Ms.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 10
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[5 ]

#n?n ^ f£isF% siFta i wr: asfcirafana

[6]

[...]?R 5WHJ farf | FJ^MW^MWWI^f&a

»raf?ni *rarafari»T#ii[ ].

Naljnaksha Dutt



The First Saka of O'itod

Tradition informs us that Cltocj, the mediaeval capital of the

Rajput principality of Mevad, was sacked by its Moslem enemies

‘three and a half times.* In 1567, the Mughal Emperor Akbar

captured this stronghold after a brief investment which was accom-

panied by circumstances unhappily not experienced for the first time

in the life of this citadel. While its brave defenders died fighting

against the enemy, their women and children immolated themselves

into the fire, in accordance with the age-long custom of Juhar% to

save themselyes from dishonour. A still worse fate awaited those

that survived, for, Akbar ordered a general massacre of those

that were left. This incident is the traditional ‘third saka* of Clto<j.

Prior to this, in 1534-35. Bahadur Shah, Sultan of Guzrat, had also

taken possession of the same fort, after a heroic resistance on the

part of its defenders and the inevitable holocaust of men, women as

well as children, which is therefore known as the ‘second saka/ Just

a year before this, in the winter of 1533-34, the same Sultan had

attacked the place which had, however, saved itself at the cost of

some of its most prominent heroes, so that Rajputs came to look

upon this as the half ‘saka/ Exactly 130 years before this incident,

again, it had undergone the experience of another blockade and its

concomitant slaughter of fighters and non-fighters at the hands

of Sultan ’Alauddln Khiljl. This, being the first occasion when the

Moslems were victorious over Cltod, is regarded as the ‘first Saka/

1

Around the history of the first Moslem conquest of Cltod has

developed in course of centuries a mass of romance which till quite

recent times was looked upon as sober history. Quite recently,

Rai Bahadur Pandit Gaurisankar Ojha of the Raiputana Museum,

Ajmere, has tried to examine critically and unravel the truth under-

lying the traditions.3 Two other writers, Messrs. Haidar 3 and

1 Col. Tod gives a slightly different version.

2 Udayapur Rafya Ka Itihasa in Hindi by Mahamahopadhyaya

Rai Bahadur Gaurisankar Hirachand Ojha.

3 Indian Antiquary % 1929 and 1930.
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Qanungo

1

have followed in the footsteps of that eminent scholar and

lent— the former fully and the latter partly—their support to his

findings. But the matter cannot be said to have been settled beyond

all doubt as the divergence in the views of Messrs. Ojha and

Qanungo shows. Besides, an examination of the whole episode with

reference to the original sources makes it clear that even in matters

in which the above writers agree, they have not followed the earliest

evidence faithfully.

Our earliest information of the incident is furnished by two Moslem

writers—Amir Khusrau and Ziyauddln Barani. The former, 'the

greatest of all the poets of India who had written in Persian/ died

in 1325 A.D. Two of his works, so far as they are known now, supply

information on the subject—the Khazainul Futuh 2 (also known as

Tdrlkh-i-Aldi') written after 1310 A.D., and the Ashikii

3

(otherwise

known as Dewal Rani), written apparently after 1318 A.D. Ziyauddln

Barani finished his Turikh-i-Flruz-Shuhi4 about 1357 A.D. Both of

them were contemporary writers, and what is more, Amir Khusrau

accompanied 'Alauddin Khilji in the expedition concerned, while

Ziyauddln Barani, in the course of his narrative, says, 8 'the events and

affairs of the reign of Jalaluddin (Khilji) and from that period until

the end of the work, all occurred under his own eyes and observation.'

The accounts given by these two writers must therefore be accorded

the foremost place of consideration in any attempt to reconstruct

the history of this episode.

It is rather unfortunate that from the point of view of the Rajputs,

the other and more important party in this affair, no account has

so far been unearthed that can be placed in the ?ame category with

the above. The earliest Hindu version of the incident is that which

can be gathered from the Kumbhalgadh Pra6asti G of 1460 A.I). that

1 Vide the Bengali monthly magazine, Prabdsl, Phalgun, 1337 B.S.

2 For a correct translation of the relevant parts of this work see

the Journal of Indian History, December, 1929, pp. 369-373. Elliot's

rendering is extremely misleading. Elliot, History of India, vol. Ill,

pp. 67, 68.

3 Ibid. Also, Elliot, History of India, vol. Ill, p. 550.

4 Elliot, History of India

,

vol. Ill, p. 265. Also, JASB,, vol.

XXXIX. 5 Md., p. 135 .

6 (page 3). This is still unpublished. I secured a copy of it through
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is more than 150 years later. But, besides being the earliest Hindu

reference, it deserves our serious consideration due to the fact that

it was written at the instance of Rana Kumbha of Mevad (1433-69)

in whose time a careful investigation into the records of the state

seems to have been made with a view to rectify the current inaccuracies

in the early chronology of the family to which this prince himself

belonged.

There are of course references to the same event in other and

later works—such as the Padumavat x the Aind-AkbarV* , the Tarlkh-

i-Firishta* the Khyata of Muhanote Nensi, 4 the Rajaprahasti • and

the Annals of Rafasthanaf But it is admitted on all hands that

these later records are based, more or less, upon traditions current

in the time of the respective authors, and that, in the interval of 240

years, as in the case of the Padumavat% and more, in that of others,

popular imagination tampered considerably with the original account,

so much so indeed, that, truth has been thrown far into the shade.

In spite of this defect, no one will deny that there is a kernel of

fact in these later accounts, and the problem, therefore, is, how

much of these latter we are to rely upon as authentic. Obviously,

we cannot accept any portion of the later stories as historical if it

is not corroborated directly or indirectly by the evidence furnished

by the contemporary writers such as Amir Khusrau and Zlyauddln

BaranI, or the earliest Hindu record on the episode, viz., the

Kumbhalgadh PraSasti.

The vast difference between later tradition and early history will

be evident to all, if a comparison be made between the version of

the incident as contained in the Annals of Rdjasthana and that of

the same as gathered from the epigraphic records which are con-

temporary, or nearly so, of the event they deal with. Fortunately,

since Col. Tod wrote nearly a century ago, Indian epigraphy has

made considerable progress and it is no longer possible to fall into

the errors to which Tod was misled by the uncritical annals on which

the courtesy of Pandit Ram Kama of Jodhpur. The relevant verses

are also quoted in the footnotes at pages 180, 81 of Ojha's Udayapur

Rajya Ka Itihasa ,

I Written in 1540 A. D. 2 About 1590 A.D.

3 About 1612 A.D. 4 C. 1650 A.D.

5 Composed about 1675 a,d, 6 1829-32 a.d.
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he relied. Nobody will now maintain with Tod that Laksmanasiniha,

a minor, was the Rana of Mevad, and BhTmasimha his uncle, regent,

at the time when 'Alauddln Khiljl attacked Cltod. It has now been

definitely established with the help of inscriptions, supported by

records earlier than the annals on which Tod relied that Samarasimha

(i273 l-i302a ) died leaving the state to his son Ratnasimha in whose

reign the invasion of 'Alauddin took place.

Even the circumstances that induced 'Alauddln to undertake the

Cltod expedition have been misrepresented in the later records.

Traditions current in Tod's time and even as early as the middle of

the sixteenth century 9
attribute it to ’Alauddin’s desire to secure

Padminl, reports of whose extraordinary beauty had reached the

ears of the Sultan. But, it should be noted that the contemporary

writers like Amir Khusrau and Ziyauddin Barani do not refer to any

such consideration as having at all influenced the determination of

\Alauddln. It is possible to argue that argumentum ex silentio is

no conclusive proof. There is, however, independent evidence to

show that other and contradictory causes prompted 'Alauddln to

undertake the expedition. Ziyauddin Barani mentions that some time

in 1297 A.D., the Sultan urged on by his ambition of world conquest

sought the advice of his Kotwal when the latter replied that the

conquest of Hindusthan, ‘of such places as Ranthambhor, Cilor,

Canderi, Malwa, Dhar, and L/jjain' ‘ought to receive attention before

all others/

4

It is clear that the idea of the conquest of CltotJ had

been formed more than five years before the expedition took place,

and, as we know from the inscriptions, at a time when Samarasimha,

father of Ratnasimha, was ruling ever the principality. This precludes

the possibility of the PadminI episode as having effected 'Alauddln's

determination which is stated by this contemporary writer to have

been actuated solely by his overwhelming ambition,

The Sultan did not sleep over his scheme of conquest. By the

year 1302, the whole of North India, except Mevad acknowledged

1 Cirwa Inscription of Guhila Samarasimha, Vienna Oriental

Journal, 1907.

2 Unpublished Cltod inscription quoted by Pandit G. H. Ojha

in his work. Vide p. 1 78, fn. I.

3 The Padumavat and the Altt-i-Akbari.

4 Tar\kh-i-FlruZ'Shah\< Elliot, History of India ,
vol. III, p. 17* #

also, /A SB., vol. XXXVIII, p. 207,
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the supremacy of the Sultan and that state itself was surrounded by a

ring of states subject to his authority when one by one Malwa,

Canderi, Marwar, Guzrat, Jalor, Nagor etc. had been conquered. The
Sultan was now casting his ambitious looks upon the virgin lands of

South India. Here, it must have been apparent to him that before

his army could be sent to that quarter, Mevad, which had so long defied

attacks, must be crushed lest it afforded to others the example of

defiance and created troubles in the rear of his army. Accordingly,

in 1303, 'Alauddin, says Firishta, 1 ‘sent an army by way of Bengal

to reduce Warungole while he himself marched towards Chittoor.*

Moreover, the rulers of Mevad seem to have furnished him with

causes of grievance. While the Rajput states were crumbling before

*Alauddln*s attacks, refugees from them as well as other refractory

subjects sought shelter at Citod which still remained independent.

Thus, a tradition preserved by the bards of Rajputana mentions that

after the capture of Ranthambhor by *Alauddln, the son of the Hindu

Raja of that place fled for protection to Mevad.

2

Thus ambition was primarily responsible for the expedition. It

is possible that political necessity and the desire of crushing a party

which gave shelter to his enemies might also have induced 9Alauddln

to make up his determination.

Having thus resolved on the conquest of Citod, the Sultan started

with his army from Delhi on January 28, 1303, and after some time

reached ‘the confines of Citod*. The imperial pavilion was pitched

up in that territory between the two rivers*, probably the Berach and

1 Briggs, Rise of the Muhammadan Power in India , vol. I, p. 353.

2 Mdharanayasaprafcava
, pp. 14, 15. The collector and editor

of these old bardic poems regarding the rulers of Mevad is unwilling

to accept the accuracy of the information contained in the piece

referred to. But there is no reason to discredit it. On one occasion

in reply to
9Alauddln KhiljI's question, what gratitude would he

evince if the King should command his wounds to be immediately

healed to a rebel Mughal who had been captured after the fall of

Ranthambhor, the Sultan was told, T will put you to death and raise

the son of Hammir Deo to the throne*. This shows that Hammir

Deo’s son was still alive and apparently had taken shelter somewhere,

most likely at Cltocj according to the tradition. JIH. t I9*9> P*

365 n.
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the Gambhlrl. 1 The fort itself stood on the further side of the latter

river. It is clear that the rivers presented no obstacles to the invading

army, for, Amir Khusrau clearly indicates that both of them were

‘fordable*—it being the end of the winter. ’Alauddln now sent ‘the

two wings of the army which were ordered to pitch their tents on the

two sides of the fort.*

The first plan of the Sultan was clearly to overpower the defence

and wrest the place by direct attack. This policy was persisted in for

two months without success. ‘For two months' says Amir Khusrau,

who accompained the expedition, ‘the flood of the swords went up to

the waist of the hill but could not rise any higher/ The strength of

the fort and the gallant defence offered by the garrison evoked the

praise of this eye-witness of the incident. ‘Wonderful was the fort

which even hailstones were unable to strike*. Allowing one month

for the march of the army from Delhi to Cltod and two months for the

unsuccessful direct assault, we may assume that the first stage of the

operations was over by the end of April, 1303.

The failure of the direct attack led ’Alauddln to revise his policy

and adopt a new plan which consisted in a regular investment of the

place. Catapults were raised so that stones and other missiles might

be thrown at the besieged. No detailed account of the progress of the

siege during the last four months is, however, given in the Khazaitiul

Futuh . Amir Khusrau after referring to the construction of the

catapults says abruptly that on August 26, 1303, the Sultan accom-

panied by the author ‘went into the fort*. ‘It was the rainy season when

the white cloud of the ruler of land and sea appeared on the summit

of this high hill. The Rai struck with the lightning of the

Emperor*s wrath and burnt from hand to foot, sprang out of the stone

gate
$ he threw himself into the water and flew towards the imperial

pavilion, thus protecting himself from the lightning of the sword’. 2

1 The quotations, except where otherwise stated, are all taken

from the Khazainul Futuh % for which see the Journal of Indian History,

1929, pp. 369^.

2 Sir H. Elliot puts it as ‘the R.ai fted
}
but afterwards surrendered

himself

\

and was secured against the lightning of the scimitar*. The
original has been entirely misunderstood. Ojha, having followed

the inaccurate translation by Elliot, has fallen into a great blunder as

is shown later on. Messrs, Haidar and Qanungo have only reiterated

Ojha’s mistake.
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On the day the Rai sought refuge in the red canopy from fear of the

swords, the great Emperor was still crimson with rage. But though

the Rai was a rebel*, ‘royal mercy* was conferred upon him. ‘The
storm of the emperor's wrath vented itself against the other rebels.

He ordered that wherever a Hindu was found, he was to be cut down
like dry grass. Owing to this stern order, thirty thousand Hindus

were slain in one day.*

Although the name of the Raya who surrendered to *AlauddIn

is not mentioned by Amir Khusrau, it will be clear from what

follows that he was none other than the ruling prince Ratnasimha.

The Khasainul Futuh clearly indicates that the person who surrendered

was the Raya or ruler of Cltod who had been defending himself against

‘Alauddln. Now, all our relevant authorities agree in saying that

the hostilities commenced when Ratnasimha was the ruling prince

and that they continued till the time of Laksmanasimha who main-

tained the defence of the fort after Ratnasimha. Apparently, there’

fore, the person who surrendered must have been either of these

two princes. But since the Kumbhalgadh PraSasti distinctly states

that Laksmanasimha died along with seven of his sons at the hands

of the Moslems, it must have been the latter who tendered his sub-

mission to 'Alauddin Khiljl. Curiously enough, while the above

inscription applies the clause ‘departed for heaven* to indicate the

termination of Laksmanasimha’s career, regarding Ratnasimha the

same authority uses the phrase *tasmin gate/ which should therefore

be understood in the literal sense of ‘after he had gone* and not ‘after

he had died.
11

1 Ojha has translated the words *tasmin gate' as ‘after he had

died/ and Haidar and Qanungo have accepted his translation. Al-

though in inscriptions the verb ‘gam* is sometimes used in the sense

of ‘to die,* yet, under the circumstances mentioned above, it must

be taken to have been used in the literal sense. Ojha seems to

have been misled by the incorrect translation of the Khasainul

Futuh by Elliot. Qanungo, following Ojha, opines that the

Raya who fled (?) was Ajayasimha, who alone of the several sons of

Lakgamanasimha is said to have escaped the sack of Cltod* and,

supports his contention by saying that Amir Khusrau must have

committed a mistake* But are we justified in finding fault with the

evidence of the contemporary writer in the absence of other stronger

JUNE, 1931 XI
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But here we are faced with a great difficulty. In Amir Khusrau’s

version of the story, the Raya (who, as we have just seen, was Ratna-

simha) surrendered, after the Sultan had ‘appeared on the summit

of the hill/ that is to say, after the fort had been practically won.

But, the inscription of 1460 clearly indicates that even after the

departure of Ratnasimha, Laksmanasimha maintained the defence and

that he died fighting against the Moslems
;
after which, presumably

the fort was captured. Thus the chronology of the events that took

place in Cltod might appear to be differently given in the two records.

There is however no real difficulty in reconciling the two versions.

We must remember that Amir Khusrau wrote his Khazainul Futuh

at least seven years (if not more) after the incident and it is only

reasonable to infer that when he wrote he did so from his memory.

It is very likely, therefore, that though all the facts are there, yet,

writing from his memory, he failed to observe the exact chronological

sequence of the events. Hence, the surrender of Ratnasimha which

really took place during the course of the siege is inadvertently put

as having taken place after the capture of the fort itself. That al-

though a contemporary writer, such mistakes were not only possible

but actually committed by him will be clear from a comparison

between the account of the conquest of Cltod as given in the Khazainul

Futuh and that in his other work, namely, the Dewal Rani or the

Ashika. In the latter work 1 the author says, ‘the Emperor did not

waste much time
;
the fort was reduced in two months/ whereas

in the former we are told that it took him at least six months to

capture the fort. 2

Besides, there is evidence in the Khazainul Futuh itself to show

that there was a confusion of chronology in Amir Khusrau’s mind.

The Raya is said to have ‘flown' ‘towards the imperial pavilion/ after

‘springing out of the stone-gate*. The reference to the imperial pavilion

clearly points to the camp from which Alauddiu was directing the

blockade. Again, we are also told that the Raya himself was pardoned,

reasons ? As pointed above, the Raya who surrendered was the person

who led the hostilities against the Sultan.

1
,
Journal of Indian History

, 1929, p. 372, f.n. 2 ;
Elliot, History

of India % vol. Ill, p. 550.

2 The Sultan started on his expedition on Monday, the 8th

Jamadussani, 702 A.H. (January 28, 1303) and captured it on Monday,

II Muharranrt, 703 A, H. (August 26, 1303).
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but the other rebels, ‘thirty thousand in number’ (who must have

been the Raya’s followers), were ordered to be put to the sword. To
accept this version of the story is to be drawn into the rather illogical

conclusion, viz., that the arch-culprit secured pardon but the rank

and file of his followers were punished.’ 1

On the above considerations, it is clear that we must rearrange

the chronology of the expedition as it is recounted in the Khazainul

Futuh . Otherwise, we cannot possibly explain the inconsistencies

of Amir Khusrau himself and reconcile the Hindu version of the

story with that of the Moslem.

The most probable account of the operations would therefore

be as follows. When attacks had failed, ’Alauddln, by the end of

April 1303, ordered the place to be put under blockade. Catapults

were accordingly raised. This new development dismayed Ratna-

siniha, the ruling prince, and coming ‘out of the stone-gate’, he

‘flew towards the Imperial pavilion’ and surrendered himself to the

Sultan. This of course meant submission of that Rajput prince and,

consequently, a cessation of hostilities That there was a temporary

cessation of hostilities is also indicated by Amir Khusrau. After describ-

ing the futile attacks of the first two months, the author says :

‘Nevertheless the fort would have bowed to the ground at the

strokes of the Maghrabi stones. But Jesus from Baitul Ma’mar sent

the good news of the building of Mohammad’s faith
;
consequently,

the stones remained intact/

The learned tianslator of the above piece explains it as follows :

‘Though the attack sword in hand had failed, it still lay in

’Alauddin’s power to knock down the fort with his Maghrabis. But

he refrained from the step owing to a spiritual message that the

building would turn Muslim later’.

This truce following upon the surrender of Ratnasimha no doubt

implies the commencement of negotiations for a lasting peace. What

the terms, dictated by ’Alauddln to his erstwhile foe, were, contem-

porary evidence does nut, it must be admitted, tell us distinctly. But

I As will be shown later, what really took place seems to

have been this. The garrison continued to withstand Alauddln

even after the surrender of Ratnasimha. Hence the Sultan’s anger

was aroused and he passed a general order for their slaughter after

the capture of the place.
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the inscription of 1460 a.d. throws an interesting clue which has

been entirely overlooked by Ojha (and, following him, Haidar

and Qanungo), While mentioning that after Ratnasimha had

departed (surrendered), Laksmanasimha of the Khumana family

maintained the citadal, the inscription relates the reason, namely

that ‘considerate men do not abandon family honour when it is

forsaken by cowards'. 1 Clearly enough, therefore, Ratnasimha had

done something for which one of his successors on the throne of

Mevad could find no better epithet than ‘coward* to be applied

to him. Besides, he is said to have distinctly thrown away the

•family prestige* which was held so dear by the Rajputs. No
doubt his surrender to the enemy earned him a notoriety, but the

very strong epithets used indicate that he had done something much

more heinous than mere surrender to the enemy in face of great

difficulties.

Here the question necessarily suggests itself, is it possible to

find out from our records any idea of the nefarious action which

brought upon him this lasting opprobrium 7 I think it is possible

to do so. The Tat ikh-i-Firishta says 2
:

—

“After the Raja had been in jail for some time, it came to the

Emperor's ears that among the Raja’s women there was one

PadminT, a woman of fine stature, with dark eyes and moonlike

face, and adorned with all the accomplishments of beauty. The

Emperor sent the Raja a message that his release would depend on

his presenting her (to the Sultan). The Raja consented and sent

messengers But the Raja's relatives were shocked at the message.

They reproached him severely and wished to mix a little poison

in some food and send it to him
;
he would take it and withdraw

into the world of the dead without becoming notorious for his

dishonour

Neither does Ferishta's account stand alone
;
for a critical examina-

tion of the Khazainul Futuh shows that there is a distinct echo

of the siege of Cltod, after the surrender of Ratnasimha, being

1 Kulasthitim kapuru?air vimuktarn na jatu dhlrah purujas tya-

janti—Verse 177. See Ojha, vol. I, p. 180, f.n. 2,

2 For a corrected translation of the piece in question
9
see /•///.,

19291 P- 3 7Z f. n.
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persisted in on account of a woman, possibly Pad mini. AmTr

Khusrau observes

“The army of Solomon dealt strokes, like those of David, on the

fort that reminded them of Seba'*.

Here 'Alauddin is compared with Solomon and his attack on

Cltod, with Solomon's attempt on Seba. Going further on, Amir

Khusrau compares himself with the bird ‘hudhud* which formed one

of the vast retinue of Solomon.

This analogy, coming as it does from the pen of Amir Khusrau,

the most learned of the Indian poets, must be taken to be pregnant

with significance for a clear appreciation of which the reference should

be closely followed.

The story 2 relates how Solomon, son of David, set out in an

expedition accompanied 'by a vast retinue including soldiers, animals

and birds of which ‘hudhud' was one. While he was encamped near

a desert, he missed the 'hudhud' and declared that he would punish

it severely unless the bird could explain his absence satisfactorily.

'Hudhud* 3 appeared immediately and informed that he brought in

the news of the land of Seba and its queen Balquis who worshipped

the Sun. Solomon at once sent 'hudhud' with a letter asking Balquis

to submit to himself. She assembled her advisers and sent an envoy

with presents to Solomon who, however, declared that he would not

be satisfied with anything else than the personal submission of Balquis.

The analogy between 'Alauddln's operations against Cltod and

Solomon's expedition against the land of Seba would be justifiable

only if Balquis of Seba had a prototype in Cltod. Apparently,

therefore, Amir Khusrau implies that 'Alauddlti insisted on the

surrender o f a woman, possibly PadminI, of the ruling family at

1 Here it is necessary to remember what Elliot writes about

the mode of composition of the book in question. ‘The style in

which it is composed is, for the most part, difficult as the whole is

constructed of a series of fanciful analogies —But we can forgive that

for the solid information we are occasionally able to extract from it.”

Elliot, History of India
,
vol. Ill, pp. 67, 68.

2 Hughes, Dictionary of Island sub voce Solomon, pp. 601 fif.

3 Amir Khusrau’s comparison of himself with the bird ‘hudhud’

apparently took, in the later romantic accounts, the shape of Hiraman

Tota.
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Cltocl. What, ic may be asked, was the real desire behind this demand

for the surrender of Patlminl ? Was it due to the lustful desiie of

’Alauddln or anything else ? No definite answers are possible. But

the balance of the evidence at our disposal would seem to attribute

this demand to a political motive. We have seen already that the

expedition was launched with the object of bringing Mevad under

the subjection of Delhi and that, in origin, it had nothing to do with

’Alfiuddin's desii e to secure Pad mini. From this point of view, the

Sultan’s purpose was virtually achieved when Ratnasiinha submitted

to him. But at this stage the situation was again clouded by

’Alauddln who brought in the question of Padminl in the course of

the negotiations with that Rajput prince. It is possible that thereby

’Alauddln aimed at humiliating this arrogant Rajput state which had

so long defied the Sultan of Delhi. 1

Whatever may have been the motive, it is almost sure that

’Alauddin's demand which was forwarded to the besieged through

Ratnasiinha, now a prisoner in the Sultan’s hands, was refused by the

latter. Thereupon the truce came to an end and hostilities weie

resumed.

Meanwhile, ‘Laksmanasimha of the Khumfma family’ had succeed-

ed or been raised to the throne of the baleagured city after the vvith-

drawl of Ratnasiinha. 2 The new ruler continued to uphold the

1 An examination of Akbm’s relationship with the Rajput

princes shows that this Mughal Emperor insisted upon the Rajput

families which accepted submission to his authority sending a bride

to the imperial harem. Did 'Alauddln anticipate Akbar’s policy ?

2 Kumbhalgadha Prasasti, verse, 177 ;
vide op, cit p. 180 f.n. 2.

Ojha is unwilling to accept the view that Laksmanasimha was

raised to the throne. But the epithet fNrpa' applied to him in the

PraSasti in question 011 several occasions leaves no room for doubt

{Indian Historical Quarterly
,

192S). Besides Ojha’s chronology

is open to serious objections on other considerations as well. It

is admitted that Clto <3 fell into Moslem hands in 1303 and conti-

nued to be ruled by officers on behalf of the Sultans of Delhi for

about 25 years. But what happened to the freedom-loving Guhi-

lotes who had fled to the Aravallis and taken shelter there to save

themselves from subjection to the Moslem power ? Tradition tells

us that they continued to defy the Moslem power under their leaders
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•family prestige* and defy the renewed Moslem attacks. But all in

vain. Along with seven of his sons, he died in the conflict and

’Alauddfn captured the citadel. There can be no room for doubt

that the stubborness of the defence, after the negotiations for peace

had fallen through, infuriated the Sultan. This circumstance alone

enables us to understand why, while ‘royal mercy did not allow any

hot wind to blow upon’ Ratnasimha, ‘all the storm of the Emperor’s

wrath vented itself against the other rebels/ so that, ‘lie ordered that

wherever a Hindu was found he was to be cut down like dry grass/

and, ‘owing to this stern order thirty thousand Hindus were slain in

one day.

From what has been said above it will be clear that the causes

of the expedition were ambition and political necessity. The opera-

tions which continued for more than six months passed through

three distinct stage*. The first stage was one of direct attack which

was persisted in for two months, but failed to achieve the object.

The intermediate stage consisted of preparation for siege followed

by the surrender of Ratnasimha, the ruling prince, and negotiations

for a permanent peace. This also failed owing to the Rajputs in the

garrison not accepting the ignominous term of surrendering a princess

of the royal family. The last stage of renewed attack culminated

in the defeat of the defenders and the consequent occupation of the

fort by ’Alauddln.

A comparison of the above account with what we gather from the

later records affords an interesting study.

Thus, in the Padumavat
,
the cause of the expedition is said to

be ftie lustful demand for PadminI by ’Alauddin. The first stage of

the attack continued for eight years. During the intermediate period,

Ratnasimha is said to have been captured by the Moslems through

a stratagem and his release was made conditional upon the surrender

of PadminI which, of course, was refused. ’Alauddln marched off

with his prisoner to Delhi from which place he was rescued by a

Ajayasimha, son of Laksmanasimha, and his nephew Hammlra. This

is the most logical account we have and there is no reason to dis-

credit it. Ojha’s view would lead to the conclusion that there was

an interrugnum in the Mevad gadi after Lak§manasimha’s death.

But is it possible that people who were fighting for their indepen-

dence were without any leader ? Whoever that leader might have

been was no doubt the lawful ruler of the clan.
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counter ruse adopted by the Rajputs only to die shortly at the hands

of a personal enemy. 'Alauddln renewed his attack on Clto<J which

was immediately captured.

In the Aini-Akbarl the cause is the same as in the Padumavat.

The first stage of futile attacks was followed by the capture of Ratna-

siinha as well as his rescue by the Rajputs as before. A further period

of war followed till the fort was captured. No idea of the time spent

in three stages of the expedition is given. 1

Ferishta does not explicitly state the reason but conveys the

idea that the expedition was undertaken in pursuance with ’Alauddln’s

idea of conquest. After six months the fort is said to have been

captured and Ratnasimha taken prisoner. In the following year,

the Rajput prince whose release was made conditional upon the

surrender of Fadmini, was rescued by a stratagem, 2

In the Annals of Rajasthana
,
Padminfs beauty is said to have

aroused the passion of ’Alauddin so that he invested the fort but to

no effect. Thereupon, he played a stratagem and captured Bhlma-

sirnha, the husband of PadminI and regent at Cltod on behalf of his

nephew, the minor ruler Laksmanasimha. The period of negotiations

followed and the Rajputs rescued their leader by a counter stratagem.

*Alauddln pursued the Rajput prince and again invested Cltod and

after Laksmanasimha and his twelve sons had died in the conflict the

fort was captured.

Subimal Chandra Datta

1 A comparison of the A\n-i-Akbari version with the Padumavat

will make clear that the former was indebted immensely to the latter.

In fact, Abul Fazal’s reference to ‘ancient chroniclers* from whom he

took the story probably points to the same conclusion, Alnd^Akbarl,

vol. II, p, 269.

2 Firishta seems to have followed Amir Khusrau in his account.



Mandana, Suresvara and Bhavabbuti the

Problem of their Identity

In Canto VII of the Sahkara-digvifaya of /^«<i<?-Madhava it is

recorded that the famous Mandanami§ra had a second name ViSvarupa

and yet a third “vulgar” name Umbeka and after his conversion by
Sankara came to be known as SureSvara. This tradition has been

generally accepted by modern scholars who have been freely

exchanging the two names Mancjana and SureSvara for a long time

past Credit is due to Prof. Hiriyanna of Mysore who disputed

the identity for the first time in the J.R.A.S., 1923 (pp. 259-263),

almost simultaneously, it seems, with Dr. Jha's declaration that “there

are no reasons for disputing its historical foundation” (Intr. to

BhavanTwiveka
,
pt. II, 1923). Prof. Hiriyanna notes three points of

doctrinal divergence between the two great thinkers. Before we
discuss them it is necessary to ascertain the authorship of one

important work on the Vedanta, viz., the Brahmasiddhi which has not

yet seen the light inspite of the assurances of Prof. Kuppuswami Sastri

(Proc. of the 3rd Orien. Conf. at Madras, p. 480). While eagerly

awaiting the publication of this important work, we may be pardoned

for offering the following notes on the external evidence regarding

its authorship. It is well known that after his conversion by Sankara,

SureSvara wrote a number of works on the Vedanta—the five Vartikas

and the Nai$karmya-siddhi
;
but the Brahmasiddhi is not one of them

(
Saiikara-digviji1ya , XIII. 63). On the other hand, Citsukhamuni,

who quotes SureSvara and Mandana separately (vide Citsuklu, Corny.,

Nirn. ed., pp. 9, 112 & 340 for SureSvaracarya, and pp. 155, l64ff. for

Mandanami6ra), ascribes the Brahmasiddhi to MancJanamiSra (p. 140).

In his commentary on the Nyayamakaranda there are frequent

references to MandanamiSra or the Brahmasiddhi-kara (pp. 35, 52,

74-5, 225, 290, etc.) but none to SureSvara. Vidhiviveka is professedly

a work of Maticjana, and Vacaspatimisra in his commentary thereon

refers to the Brahmasiddhi as apparently a work of the same

sampradaya (pp. 80,281) and it is known that Vacaspati wrote a

commentary on the Brahmasiddhi

\

It can, therefore, be safely

concluded that Mancjana and not SureSvara was the author of the

Brahmasiddhi .

12JUNE, 1931
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* (/) The first point of difference between Mam}ana and Sure&vara

noted by Prof. Hiriyanna is that according to Mandana asraya (seat)

of avidya is the Jlva (cf. Nyayamakaranda, p. 312 “Brahmasiddhikara-

matam utthapayati” : also Citsukhi, pp. 361-2 (corny.)—“mandana-

miSroktim anuvadati")
;
while according to Suresvara and most other

followers of Sankara, it is Brahma itself (Naiskarmyasiddhi, pp. 157-

162). Prof. Hiriyanna is, however, wrong in his second point. For,

avidya-nivrtti
, according to Mandana also, is identical with Brahma

itself. Thus in the Siddhanta-leha-saiigraka (chap. IV) we read

—

“keyam avidya-nivrttih, brahmaiveti Brahmasiddhi-karah". In the

Citsukhi (p. 381) there is the actual quotation of the Brahtnasiddhi

(“vidyaiva vadvaya santa tadastamaya ucyate”) which identifies

avidya-nivrtti with Brahma-jfiana. Either way, it is not according to

Mandana an abhava and Prof. Hiriyanna is misled by quite a

modern work on the point.

(ii) The second point of difference, therefore, is that SureSvara main-

tains immediate knowledge of Brahma acquired directly through verbal

statements (sabdasya aparoksa-jnana-janakata : cf. Naiskarmyasiddhi,

chap. Ill, p. 280). Among the opponents of the theory, the com-

mentator on the Citsukhi
( p. 32 )

expressly mentions “Mandana-

mi6ra-prabhrtayah
,,

,
whose theory is explained by the analogy of ratna-

tattvadhigama (‘upadesasahitam pratyaksam eva saksatkarahetuh na

kevalahsabdah*). We have given additional references on these two

points to show that Prof. Hiriyanna is substantially correct when he

opposes the current view about Mandana’s identity. Two other points

of difference are noted below.

{Hi) Sankara and his host of followers generally favours Ekajxva-

vada . In the Citsukhi (p. 375) this theory is discussed with reference

to a passage of the htasiddhi-kara (‘Brahmaiva svavidyaya samsarati

sva-vidyaya ca vimucyate ,

) p. 363 ;
‘iti ekavidyapakse na kaScit dosah’

p. 375 >
c Vivarana prameyasangraha

% p. 225). The original source

of the theory is, however, clearly indicated in the Siddhantadeba

•

sangraha (Viz. ed., p. 20) where both Sankara and Sure§vara are quoted

(‘Brahmaiva svavidyaya &c. iti Brhadarnyaka-bha§ye pratipadanat.

rajasunoh smrtipraptau vyadhabhavo nivartate I tathaivam atmano

’jfiasya tattvam asyadi-vakyatali 11 iti VartikokteS ca*). Against this

universally accepted theory stands the Nanajlvavada which is

expressly identified with the names Magana and Vacaspati (Citsukhi,

p. 380 : Corny.
c

Man(Janami6ra•Vacaspatimi6ra•matavalambiI^iab
,

). This
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vada has been partly quoted in the Vivarana-prameya-sahgraha (p. 224)
under the name of Brahmasiddhi-karah.

(tv) A set of Vedanta thinkers does not accept Jlvanmukti. In

the Siddhanta-leha-sahgraha (p. 107), the theory is found to be opposed

by Sarvajfiatma-guravah i.e. Suresvara himself. As a matter of fact

SureSvara disproves the existence of avidyalesa (the cause of

jlvanmukti) in the Naitkannyasiddhi (chap. IV, p. 216 ‘avidyayah

pradhvastattvan na kincid avasisyate’). Against this sadyomukti of

Suresvara, the existence of avidyaleha and jivanmukti of Mandanamisra

stands in bold opposition. For, in the CitsukhDtlka (p. 385) the

explanation of avidyalesa as a samskara on the analogy of ‘the

continuity of fear etc. even after the snake is gone' is regarded as

peculiar to Mandanamisra. This very analogy is referred to in the

Nai§kannyasiddhi (chap. IV, verse 60) as “aparah sampradayikah”.

This is therefore a decisive point to show that Mandana is not only

different from Suresvara but belongs to an (earlier) school of the

Advaita-vedanta other than that of Sankara.

This differentiation of Mandana and Suresvara happily derives

‘orthodox* support from the recently published Guruvamsa-kavyam

(Srirangam Ed.) where Sankara met both Mandana (Canto II, v. 47)

and Vi^varupa (lb., vv. 5060). Though the work was written only

3 or 4 generations ago its authenticity is greatly ensured by its being

written under the auspices of the Sringeri Mutt and by the fact that

the succession list of Gurus of the Sringeri Mutt given in this work

substantially agrees with that given in a Tantrik work named

Gadyavallari written in 1435 ^aka (Notices of Sans . Mss.—R. L. Mitra,

No. 2261),

11

The publication of the Bhavamviveka
,
a recognised work of Mandana

“renders another part of the tradition untenable, viz., the identity of

Umbeka and Mandana 1

' (cf. Prof. K. Sastrl : Proc. 3rd Or. Con.,

pp. 480-81). Umbeka in several places notes different readings in the text

of Mandana (cf. pp. 1 7, 28, 63, 77,81 and 82) and attempts alternative

interpretations of single passages (pp. 7 and 18). In one place he clearly

disagrees with Mandana (p, 92 'ato na vidmah katham audasinyavi-

cchedah karoter artha iti') and in another he adds an argument of

his own in support of Mamjana and shows a peculiar humility in

doing so by the interesting remark ‘tad astam tavad idam balabha§itam'

(p. no). So, clearly, Umbeka was not identical with Mandana.
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A second tradition makes Umbeka one of the four pupils of

Kumarila recorded in the following couplet—

‘Umbekah karikam vetti tantrarn vetti Prabhakarah |

Vamanas tubhayam vetti na kincidapi Revanah II*

In one reading the third name is Mandana who quotes Kumarila

but seems to have little regard for him (Dr. Jha : Intr. to the

Bhavamv*'veka,pt. II. p. 2), Thus Mandana is found to criticise ad-

versely a view of Kumarila without mentioning the latter's name in the

Bhavanavivika (pp. 22-23, cf. Tantravartika
, p. 351), On the strength

of a single passage in the SJstraciipika (on l(. i. i) Mandana had been

credited with the authorship of a commentary on the Tantravartika.
But the assumption proves to be wrong, as the passage refers to the

Bhavanaviveka (pp. 80 8 1). Umbeka's pupilage under Kumarila is

amply supported by other evidences. His lost commentary on the Stoka-

vartika is cited by Bhatta Ramakrsna on the Sastradxpika several times.

In the corny, on the Bhavanaviveka also Kumarila is referred to as

Bhatfcapada (pp. 42, 75 and 92) and in one place Umbeka actually

mentions him as his Guru (p. 43, cf. T'antravartika
, p. 351). Umbeka,

therefore, on his own admission claims Kumarila as one of his

teachers and this raises the question of his identity with Bhavabhuti.

For, the late Mr. S. P. Pandit first announced the discovery of a

Ms. of the Malaflmadhava ,
ascribing the play to ‘a pupil of Bhatta

Kumarila* (Act III) and again to one ‘Umbekacarya, a pupil

of Kumarilasvamin
1

(Act VI), though Bhavabhuti is also named as

the author at the end. The authenticity of this unique Ms. is

definitely supported by the independent evidence of a passage in the

Citsukhf (J.A.S.B., 1918, p. 243). The corny, there clearly identified

Umbeka with Bhavabhuti. But the identity though subsequently

accepted by a large number of scholars is so unexpected that it

is still generally regarded with suspicion. In the passage of

the CitsukhI under discussion (0. 265) the great exponent of the

Advaita school seeks to refute the logician's definition of Verbal*

testimony (viz. aptavakyam) as wrongly extending to purely literary

works of a (philosophical) authority (apta), if there be any, and as a

typical instance mentions Bhavabhuti’s literary works, in a manner

meant clearly to convince even his opponents. Bhavabhuti's creden-

tails as a philosophical scholar must, therefore, have been of sufficient

celebrity and value to be almost universally recognised even in

Citsukha's times (middle of the 13th cent A. D.) f Citsukha’s citation

of a rare passage from Umbeka, i.e„ BhavabhQti himself in his r61e
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as a philosopher lends a peculiar grace to his argument instead of

contradicting it. It is clear from Citsukha's manner of quoting Bhava-

bhuti that he has to be identified with a philosophical scholar of repute

hence, it would be unsound to question his veracity without any

positive evidence to the contrary. One scholar had contended

(Modern Rev., May, 1924, p. 587) that Bhavabhuti betrays sympathy

for Buddhism. This is hardly true. For, Kamandakl is deliberately

assigned to the r61e of a negotiator of marriage—a most un-Buddhistic

function for a Buddhist nun and is found to quote a passage in favour

of courtship before marriage (gltaS cayam artho higirasa ‘yasyam

manascaksusSm anubandhas tasyam rddhih, Act II). Similarly, the

duty of warning a young husband with original quotations from the

Kamasutra (Act VIII) is deliberately given to Kamandakl's assistant

Buddharaksita, a really Buddhist name. So, Bhavabhuti’s feelings

towards Buddhism cannot be mistaken.

Bhavabhuti was proud of his attainments and has left in the

Malat\m2dhava , a magnificent bravado (‘ye nama kecit &c/) that

earned for him a place among the few ‘arrogant\uddhatd) poets of India

(Rasarnavasudhafcara p. 268). The same spirit of pride and arrogance

is also found in a passage of Umbeka's corny, to the Blokavartika

(preserved by Bhatta Ramakrsna on &astradlpika, Tarkapada,

Chowkh. Ed. p. 82 ‘idam tu vartikakariyam dusanam samarthanail ca

sarvam evaluna-vi§lrnam &c.*) where after a most scathing criticism

of the Bhhqyakara and the Vartikakata
,
his own teacher, he proudly

concludes by reciting ‘guror apy avaliptasya karyakaryam ajanatah/

utpatha-pratipannasya parityago vidhfyate ii.*

Ill

The remaining factor of the tradition, viz., the identity of Umbeka
(i.e. Bhavabhuti) and ViSvarupa (i.e, Sure§vara) seems to have been

left out of consideration by all scholars as apparently baseless. The

publication of a commentary by Visvarupa on the Yafawalkya-samhita

(Triv. Sans. Series), which seems to have escaped the attention of

scholars, raises and answers this question in a most remarkable way.

It appears from the learned introduction of the late Dr. Ganapati Sastri

that quite a literature grew up over this commentary of ViSvarupa named

Balakrida, which was first commented upon by one Yatlsvara Vedat-

man, the sub-corny, being called the Vibhavana. This latter also

came to be adorned with another sub-comy. (Yativyakhya-tika—as
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the passage of the Vacanamala seems to mean : Dr. Sastri gives a

different meaning— the Tllka being that on the original BSlakrlda).

The second corny, on the Balakrida was the Amrtasyandint by

Somayajin and yet a third was named Vacanamala whose author is

unknown. Dr. Sastri procured fragments of the last named work and

another which he thinks to be same as the Vibhavana. The

Vibhavana “salutes the original author ViSvarupa” in these words :

“Yatprasadad ayam loko dharma-marga-sthitah sukhi |

Bhavabhuti-Suresakhyam ViSvarupam pranamya tam li”

This means that the world is ha ppy in the right path of virtue

through the grace of Visvarupa, whose other names are Bhavabhuti and

Suresa, i.e., Suresvara. The identity of the poet with the giant scholar

SureSvara is, once more, so unexpected that Dr. Sastri does not even

suspect that the poet Bhavabhuti is meant here as it cannot but be,

and attempts an impossible explanation of the word put before

the name SureSvara, indicating the devotion of the author towards

Siva’ (p. iii). The ‘name* (akhyj,) of Visvarupa was not certainly

'BhavabhutisureSa' but Bhavabhuti and SureSa. This is the third

independent evidence bearing on the question of the identity of the

poet Bhavabhuti definitely supporting the two previous ones discussed

before (i.e. the Malatl. Ms. and the corny, on Citsukhl). The Balakrlcjfi

bears in several respects the affinity of the author with Bhavabhuti.

It is replete with quotations from Vedic texts, indicating his predilec-

tion towards the Veda as is also in evidence in the dramas. Bhava-

bhuti's Vedic scholarship is mainly responsible for that unique scene

at the beginning of Act IV of the Uttaracarita where he attempts what

must have been a bold challenge to the Brahmanic aristocracy of his

days by justifying in the language of ritual the taking of beef (by

Vasistha). Similarly, the Bfdakrlda alone among the host of Smrti

writers, seeks to justify govadha (cow-killing) in Srauta rites even

though expressly prohibited in the Smrti. Tart of this interesting

passage is given below for ready reference
(BalakrulZ ,

vol. 1, pp. 25-

26) :—‘na khalu smrti-viruddhain srutyuktam api adriyamana drfcyante |

tatha hi govadham nanumanyante srutyuktam api tadvidah |

maivain, na khalu Sistanani kvacit smrti-virodhatah | Srutyukta-

rthananusthanain drdham-alpiyasam api smiirto *pi govadho*

styarghyam arhayet prathamam gava R* He repeats his opinion again

in this connection on p. 115 below while commenting on the well-

known line ‘asvantarn lokavidvistam &c.' thus “lokavidvistam

sarvajanfinabhyupagataiii govadhad\ti kecit. Tat tv ayuktam, vidha-
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nanarthakyat &c.” Under Yajn. I. 178 1 Pranatyaye tatha sraddhe &c/

the comment of Vtevarupa is almost in the very words of Bhavabhiiti :

“Dvijaih kamyamanatvad dvijakamya atithipuja, tayopanltam

Mahoksadi bhak$ayato na dosah” (vol. I p. 126). It should be noted

in this connection that the standard commentary Mitaksara and all

later Smrti works entirely differ in their interpretation here as in

many other places. The commentary of ViSvarupa is therefore of the

greatest value as preserving a tradition on the Yajfiavalkya-smrti

quite different from the existing one.

In his commentary on the Yatidharma-prakarana of the

Pniyascittadhyaya Vtevariipa indulges in philosophical speculations of a

remarkable nature. There are quotations from previous writers one

of which is traced to the Gaudapada-karikas (‘yathaikasmin etc/ p. 53).

The other two quotations we are unable to trace (pp. 44 and 54 of

vol. II). He proves himself yet free from the influence of Sankara.

We would refer to only one of his original passages (pp. 67-68 of

vol. II) where he attempts a most curious compromise between the

Mlmamsa and the Vedanta by reading into a well-known passage of

the f5abara-bhasya (codana hi bhutarn &c.) the necessary authority of

the Veda in Atmajfiana also against all ‘orthodox' Mlmamsa scholars.

None of his speculations seem to have survived in later literature.

The name of the commentary seems to suggest that it was written in

his early life in a youthful but immature stage, proof of which is

lying broadcast in his entire work. The following references found

in this work to certain localities may furnish some clue to his own

native place : (i) ‘gramayajako vaisvadevika iti Malavanam prasiddhah'

p, 1 17 of vol. I, (ii) ‘khaiijaritakhyo dlrghapucchah pnrvade'aa-

prasiddhah lb. p. 122, (iii) grnjanani palandu-sadrsam udxcyadeUa -

prasiddham* p. 123. These references do not conflict with the

tradition recorded in the Guruvam'sakavya that the historic debate of

of Sankara and Visvarupa took place at Magadha (Canto II, vv. 43 &

50). This again does not conflict with the life history of the poet

Bhavabhuti who was in the court of King YaSovarman according to the

Rajataranginl . Yasovarman's dominions included at least Western

Magadha and in one of the inscriptions of the Pala period (the

Ghosrawa inscr. of the reign of Devapala : 11. 9*10) there is a reference

to a Ya90varma pura in Magadha, which must have been named after

this monarch. Bhavabhuti^ actual connection with Eastern India is

also evident from an interesting reference in the Uttaracarita which

seems to have escaped the notice of scholars. In Act IV King Janaka
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is stated to have left Mithila grieved by Slta*s exile and spent some

years in practising penances in the hermitage of Candradvlpa,

(Tathasya katipayc samvatsaraS*Ctftf^r0dfo$/<i-tapovane tapastapya-

manasya). Bhavabhuti was only slightly removed from the time of

It-sing and there is no evidence that there was any place of that name

elsewhere in India other than Candradvlpa (mentioned by It-sing)

in Eastern Bengal. Candradvlpa must have been at that time a

celebrated seat for Brahmanic culture also to be selected by Bhava*

bhuti for Janaka*s penance.

A reconstruction of the history of Bhavabhuti’s life is now neces*

sary in view of these numerous identifications. It would appear, on

the strength of the £aiikara-vijaya and the GuruvamSakavya, rejecting

the Mandana element in the former, that Vifivarupa was the real name

of this giant scholar and Umbeka was either his ‘vulgar* name

(‘lokair abhihitasya*) or was assumed in his rfile as a Mlmamsaka. Both

these names, however, represent only the earlier part of his extra-

ordinary career as the name BalakrTda and exclamation like ‘astarn

balabhasitam* would indicate. Bhavabhuti was the name assumed in

his poetic achievements and this is supported by a well-known

tradition that the name was given him after a happy use of the word

‘bhavabhuti* in a verse composed by him just as in the case of

Ghafcakarpara. His conversion by Sankara and taking Sannydsa under

the name of Suresvara are well-known in history. According to the

Guruvamsa-kavya it was this Visvarupa and not Mandana whom the

goddess Sarasvatl cursed by Durvasa wooed after assuming a human

form under the name of Ubhayabharatl. The commentary on the

Kavya cites this tradition under II. 46 and refers to a work named

Sankardbhyudaya for authority. One would be tempted to cite in

support of this tradition the well-known verse in the Uttaracarita

where the poet states that the goddess Sarasvatl attends him like a

slave (yam brahmanam iyam devl Vag vasycvanuvartate’). The

life-history of the great Mandana becomes now almost an absolute

blank
;
he is described in the 5arikara-vijaya of pseudo-Anandagivi

as the sister's husband of Kumarila (‘madbhaginlbharta*—Jib, Ed,

p. 181). The problem of chronology involved in these identifications

deserves to be treated in a separate paper.

Dinesii Chandra Bhattacharyya



Some Notes on Skanda-Rarttikeya

The earliest mention of Skanda is found in the CJiandogya Upani-

) where Sanatkumara is identified with Skanda. In the

Brahmanic literature Sanatkumara is a phifos »pher and is regarded as

the son of Dharma and Ahimsa or of Brahman. In the Pali literature

Sanatpkumara is the Brahman himself.' In the D\gha Nikaya Sanam-
kumara is said to have uttered the verse which means that though

the ksatriyas take precedence among all those that trust in lineage,

he that is perfect in wisdom takes precedence over all.2 This hints

that Sanatkumara preferred wisdom to martial spirit. Sanat-

kumara of the Upan't*ad\s also a philosopher and teacher of Nar.ida.

But who was the Upanisadic Skanda ? Two answers are possible,

viz., (i) this Skanda was either a philosopher deified or a divine being,

or ^ii) he was, according to the earliest Upanisads, the divine

warrior. The writer of the Chandogya might have identified the

philosopher Sanatkumara with the divine philosopher Skanda in

order to increase the greatness of the former, if the latter had

been a great “philosopher” god of that age. But Skanda as such

is nowhere found in the early literature, on the other hand,

he was characterised as the “warrior’* god.

3

In the post-vedic

literature and in the plastic representations, Skanda is depicted

as a religious teacher. The MahabMrata* ascribes to him the exposi-

tion of a Dhartna-rahasya and in a few passages 5 calls him Sanat-

kurn3ra—the son of Brahman. The Puranic references of this

kind are many. Even a plastic corroboration of it is found

in a relief at Ellora where Skanda is represented as
“Sivadevasya

deUkamf the teacher of Siva (see the Agamas). 6 But all these

philosophic touches in the character of Skanda seem to be only

secondary. In the Epics, the Puranas and later works, Skanda as

1 Dialogues of Buddha %
vol. II, p. 244*

2 Ibid. , vol. I, p. 12 1. 3 Bhagavadglta, x, 24.

4 XIII, 134 5 IX, 46, 96; XII, 37, 12

6 Gopinath Rao, Hindu Iconography,
vol. II, part I, plates no,

CV, p. 350 ;
also vol. II, part II.

I.II.Q., JUNE, 1931
13
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the warrior god is given prominence. Hence, we may say that

the philosophic touches given to his character in the later literature

were secondary while the militaristic features of his character were

primary, and that Skanda of the Chandogya was not a ^philosopher”

god. The identification of Skanda with Sanatkumara therefore

remains unexplained.

If m that early age Skanda was conceived as the "general”

of the gods, then the reason why Sanatkumara was identified

with Skanda becomes somewhat explicable. In the Upanisads

we find many ksatriya chiefs teaching the secret knowledge of

the Upanisads to the Brahmanic sages. Thus in the BrJtadaranyaka %

the ksatriya king Janaka-Vaideha teaches a Brahmana named
AfivataraSvi Budila, and another king AjataSatru destroys the pride

of the Brahmana Balaki. In the Brhadaranyaka and the Chandogya

a ksatriya king Pravahana Jaivali is described as teaching the

Brahmanas the doctrine of transmigration and rebirth. In the

Chandogya^ again, Asvapati Kaikeya, a ksatriya king, is seen to

teach the doctrine of the universal soul to the five brahmanas.

In the Kausltakl another ksatriya, Citra by name, teaches Svetaketu,

the son of Gautama. From all these facts it is not improbable

to conclude that Sanatkumara, whatever might have been his caste

and function, was identified with a divine ksatriya chief, furnishing

another illustration to show ksatriya influences in the formulation of

the fundamental Upanisadic doctrines. Even if the ksatriya references

in the Upanisads be due to the brahmanic policy of drawing

ksatriya sympathy,

1

our explanation stands good. Our evidences

regarding the Upanisadic Skanda being the ".Yarnor” god may not be

conclusive, but the balance of probabilities seems to favour our sugges-

tion. There is no special reason why this Skanda should be identified

with the ‘'warrior” god. 8

Let us now take into consideration the circumstances that usher-

ed in the conception of a divine general. Kings and generals of heaven

are only prototypes of earthly kings and generals. In the Kg-vedic

times the king was the general par excellence . The Senani, the leader of

the army, who appears in a few hymns of the Kg-veda, was a general

appointed by the king to lead an expedition of too little impor-

1 See Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, p. 495.

2 See Keith, op . p. 493.
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tance to require his own intervention. 1 But with the growth of

complexities the functions of the king and the general were being

clearly distinguished and in the great Epic we read of generals

being in charge of the king’s army, A similar process went on in

regard to the conception of heaven. In the Rg-vedic times Indra,

the king of gods, was the war-god of the Aryans.

2

But slowly

like the terrestrial king, lie lost the position of being pre-

eminently the Aryan war-god and in the Epics and the Puranas,

came to be distinguished as Devaraja. So the necessity of a

general was felt and the conception of Skanda was ushered

in. Now as on the earth the functions of the king and the

general were separated before the times of the Mahabharata,

it is only natural that the necessity for the conception of a

divine general was felt at about that time. In the Aitareya

Brakmana z Sena is described as the wife of Indra, indicating

thereby that Indra still held the army. The Mahabharata 4 gives

the story which says that Indra rescued Devasena from the hand

of a demon and subsequently gave her to Skanda in marriage. The

story signifies the transference of generalship from Indra to Skanda.

It seems not quite improbable, that the conception of the general

god first arose among the ksatriyas as early as the period

of the Chandogya Upanisad. This accounts for the absence

of the name of the god from the Samhitas and Brahmanas,

The Brahmanas at first did not accept the innovation and went

ou with their own ‘‘general" Indra. Later on, probably with the

increase of Ksatriya influence, the conception of Skanda as the

general obtained recognition in the Epics and the Puranas.

The next reference to Skanda is found in the Gita and in the com-

mentary of Pataujali. In the Gita Vasudeva declares himself as

(he was Skanda among the generals). It is evident

that Skanda had become by this time a figure of emulations. He

was of as much celebrity among the warriors as Visnu was among

the Adityas and Sankara among the Rudras. 6 So it seems that

he was holding his military position among the people from a

time previous to the composition of the Gita. The date of its

1 Cambridge History of India
,
vol. I, p. 95.

2 Vedic Mythology
, p. 62.

4 Vanaparva, 221 and 222.

6 Bhagavad Gita, X, 21 ;
X, 23.

3 I”, 22,7.

5 X, 24,
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composition is yet unsettled, some 1 ascribing to it a period earlier

than the 4th century B.C. and others 2 a date in the 3rd century

B.C, or even later. Whatever may be the correct date it is clear

that Skanda was conceived as the divine general long before Vasudeva

sang his divine song.

Patafijali writes 3
oftfqquir ^rq$i 1 *jqqj ?nfi * firafin fam: wqt

1

This clearly suggests that images of Skanda and

ViSakha were very popular and were showed in public in Patanjali’s

time and some people used to earn their livelihood by this profession.

Bharadvaja grhya sutra iii, 9 also mentions Skanda.

Taking all these evidencces from the Upanisad, the Glta t Patafi-

jali’s commentary, etc. into consideration, it may be stated that the

conception of Skanda came into existence before the invasion of

Alexander.

Curiously enough the great general of heaven is often connected

with infants and infant diseases. He is the lord of many uncouth

figures who regulate the life of the infants. The Vanaparva of

the Mahabharata associates Skanda with fierce qtftq^s, and

qpqrs who destory even the foetus. 4 In this Parva* also Skanda

orders the Matrgana belonging to his retinue to take under their care

life of those people who are within sixteen years of age. This

tradition is echoed in the Susruta In the Uttara Tantra of the

Susruta II, which is assigned to the 2nd century A D. 8
,

Skanda is

described as the “divine general, the husband of Devascna and

the destroyer of the enemy of DevasenaV But the divine general

of the Susruta is also connected with infant diseases. 8 So striking

is the similarity between the Mahabharata and the Susruta in this

respect that the name of the nine grahas of whom Skanda is

the lord in the Susruta 9 are the same as the Parisadas of Skanda
in the Mahabharata

.

,0

1 R. G. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism
, Saivism, etc. p. 13.

2 Winternitz, Indian Literature
, p. 453 and footnote (i).

3 Keilhorn's edition, vol, II, p, 429,

4 Mbh.y 227, i-2.
5 Mbhtt 229, 22

6 Hoernle, Studies in the Medicine of Ancient India
, p. 10

7 XXVIII, 5. 8 XXVII, 3.

9 Uttara Tantra, xxvii. 10 III, 129, 25-31.
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In course of the excavation of some mounds at Mathura a stone-

slab was found on the obverse of whicli is a goat-headed deity

curved in relief labelled *Bhagava Nemeso' in Brahmi characters

of the Saka-kushana period
;

to the right are three standing female

figures and a male child.

1

It has been suggested by Biihlera

that the relief bears the legend described in the Kalpasutra of the

transfer of the foetus of Mahavlra from Brahmanl Devananda to

KsatriyanI Trisala by Harinegamesi. So the word Nemeso is

nothing but a variant of Harinegamesi of the Kalpasutra , Naigame-

si of the Nemimthacarita and Negamesa of the Brahmanical sutra

literature. That he is none but the divine general Skanda may be

inferred from the fact that Harinegamesi of the Kalpasutra is

not only the transferer of the foetus but also the divine commander

of infantry.

3

Skanda of the Mahabharata 4 like Harinegamesi

of ihe relief is goat-headed (chagamukha). The Epic also has

Naigameya as a title of Skanda. So it seems in all probabilities

that Nemeso of the Mathura relief is only another variant of Naigameya

of the Epic i.e., is another name of Skanda. This Mathura inscription

is dated by European scholars* from about the beginning of the

Christian era or earlier. Skanda's connection with the infants

may be taken back still earlier. In the Paraskaragrhya-sutra 6

it is said in connection with the Medhajanana and Ayusya ceremonies

that “Kumara attacks the boy newly born”. The Mahasena of the

Manavagrhya sutra who with others is referred to as the remover

of possession by evil spirits is none but Skanda. 7 These facts

combine to show that Skanda-Karttikeya's connection with infant

diseases and other malevolent spirits was established before the

Christian era. The process how the great general of heaven came to

be associated with such evil things is not far to seek. Rudra in the

Rg-veda was believed to cause diseases. He is invoked to keep

all free from illness® and he is prayed not to afflict children with

diseases. 9 In the subsequent literature Kudra became predominantly

1 Smith, Antiquities of Mathura ,
plate no. xviii, p. 25.

2 Epigraphia Indica ,
vol. II, p. 314.

3 Kalpa~Sutra
% 2, 22. 4 III, 225, 29.

5 Smith, Antiquities of Mathura , p. 25.

6 i, 16, 24 •, Keith, Religion an l Philosophy of the Veda
, p. 242.

7 II, 14 ;
Keith, op . c/7., p. 242. 8 Rv. 1, I '4, 1.

9 Rv. viii, 462.
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Siva and he was slowly being raised to the position of the supreme
God. A god was therefore sought out and Skanda the divine general

whose another name was Kumara and who was the son of Rudra
was thought to be the fittest one to be given the charge of the

infants (Kumaras) and diseases. It should be noted that in the

Samhzias and the Sutras 1 Rudra is called Dhurta which is also a

title of Skanda in the Atharva-veda Parisista, XX.
It may be argued that Skanda, Kumara, Mahasena and ViSakha

were different gods originally. Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar thinks 2 that

Skanda, Kumara, Visakha and Mahasena were in older days names
of four different gods. His conclusion is based on (i) Patanjali’s

reference to both Skanda and ViSakha at the same time, (2) mention
of the names of Skanda, Kumara, ViSakha and Mahasena in the

Huviska coins each with a figure corresponding to the names and

(3) Amarasimha's mention of only one of the former four names
in each of the four lines of his two verses concerning Karttikeya.

Prof, Bhandarkar's arguments, however, do not seem to be con-

clusive. Mahasena seems originally to have been only an attribute

of the Senanl Skanda. Kumara might have been originally a different

god. But in that case also there is no evidence to show that he

was a separate god till the time of the Huviska coins. The coins,

as will be shown later on, have been wrongly interpreted.

In the Epics, Skanda . and Kumiira are identical.

3

The
earliest reference to Kumara is found in the Satapatha Brahma-

ria,* where Kumara is called the ninth form of Agni as well as

the son of Agni Grhapati. Skanda also was the son of Agni and

he was in a very early age identified with Sanatkumara who is some
times called simply Kumara. 1

It seems that through these connec-

tions Skanda and Kumara became identified with one another at

a time earlier than that of the Huviska coins. The Susruta* a book
almost contemporaneous with the. Kushans of the Kaniska line,describes

Skanda and Kumara as the same deity. The Huviska coins, in

(act, do not contain four figures of four different deities. One coin

contains two figures and three names, and another coin has three

1 Ms. i, 8, 5 ;
Ass vi, 2, 3 3 Hss. iii, 18.

2 Carmichael Lectures t 1921, pp. 22-23.

3 Mbh.XXX, 37, 12 ;
IX, 46, 96 ; Ram . i, 26.

4 VI, 1, 3, 18. 5 Sabda Kalpadruma
, m, Sanatkumara.

6 Uttara Tantta
l xxxvii, i.
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figures and four names. 1 So it is clear that the die-engravers

have not given as many figures as there are names. In both

the coins only one of the figures seems to have a halo and other

figures represent only attendant deities, which are female figures. So

with all our diffidence in numismatic knowledge we cannot accept Prof.

Bhandarkar's opinion. As for three or four names we may quote

Sir. R, G, Bhandarkar 2 who taking Mahasena to be an attribute

of Skanda says ‘'looking to the fact that there are two names of a

Buddha on the coins, the above three may have been the names

of one single deity. While the figures on the coins are doubtful, the

names in the Amarakosa seem to be only accidental. As for ViSakha,

however, there is not the slightest clue to show that he was made

one with Skanda in times earlier than that of the Mahabkarata .

Patanjali differentiates between the images of the two deities. Susruta

3

identifies Skandapasmara with Visakha and extols him as the friend

of Skanda. The Ramayana 1 mentions referring thereby

to Skanda and ViSakha. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar* adds that

“the Mahabharata story of Visakha’s having arisen from the right

side of Skanda is indicative of the tendency of making two gods

as one,
\ These all tend to show that Skanda and ViSakha were

two different gods from the time of Patanjali to that of the Epics.

It should be noted, however, that the evidence from Patanjali is

not quite decisive and the absence of Visakha’s name as a deity

in early or late literature is quite significant.

In the Epics and the Puranas the parentage of Skanda-Kartti-

keya is attributed either to Rudra and Parvatl or to Agni and

Ganga or Svaha. In the Epics he is connected with Rudra and

Agni. In the Vedic literature6 Agni figures largely as the

typical leader of the vanguard of army. A special army-fire—Sena-

gni—is mentioned in some of the later Sanskrit works. We have

already seen that the 8'atapatha calls Kumara as the son of Agni*

Grhapati. On the other hand, the ManavagrJtya Sutra, referred to

before, connects Skanda with Siva and ^aivite gods, In later litera*

1 Gardner, Catalogue of Coins in the British Museum
,
plate no.

xviii, pp. 149-15 1.

2 Vaisnavism , Saivtsm ,
etc., p. 1 51.

3 Uttara Tantra
%
xxix, 2 ;

xxxvii; 1

4 I, 26 5 Vaisnavism , ISaivism etc., p. 151.

6 Rv. x, 84, 2 ;
Av. iii, 1. 1, Hi, 2, 1; Ts, 1, 8, 9; Tb. 1, 7, 3, 4.
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ture, including the Epics, Skanda's connection with Rudra-&iva

is the most predominant. It seems, therefore, that the war god

Kumara is in reality one of the manifestations of Agni-Rudra-Siva.

Agni and Rudra were often identified with each other in the Vedic

texts.

1

In the Epic also Agni is called Rudragarbha 51 and

Siva.5 Owing to this identification from the earliest times Skanda

was connected sometimes with Agni and other times with Rudra.

It seems that the former connection was the earliest.

Skanda is often associated in the Epics with “mothers*'. .He is

called matrnandana . Of him it is written that he was worshipped

by Indra along with the “mothers". 4 The mothers suckled him, 1

The gods sent the “mothers" of the universe to kill him, 6 The gods

and terrible dwellers of heaven attended him with the “mothers". 7

Of the Parivara devatas to be set up in a svayampradhana temple

of Subrahmanya, Kumara Tantra prescribes Saptamatrka as one. 9

This idea of mothers as connected with Skanda seems to come

from latter’s connection with Agni. In the Vedic literature Agni is

called Matarisvan meaning thereby as the Rg-veda poets meant “he

who is found in his mother or growing in his mothers”. 9 Most probably

the idea of “growing in mothers ,, was in course of time transfered

from the father Agni to the son Skanda. But who these “mothers”

were and how their worship came in vogue is a question yet unsolved,

though it is a fact that the “mother” worship was amalgamated

with Skanda worship. Images of “mothers" are mentioned by

Varaha Mihira 10 who says thc.t the images of “mothers" should be

made Svanama-devanurupa-krtacihna. In the Dravidian reli-

gion, however, there is prevalent the worship of seven mothers

and one brother. When we read the suggestion of Dr. Keith 1

1

that there is little evidence or probability of mother worship as

Aryan or Indo-European the question naturally arises whether

the “mother” worship has to do anything for its origin with the

1 Rv. II, i
;
Sb. vi, 1,3, 18 ;

Av. viii, 8, 17 18, etc.

2 Mbit . II, 31, 44. 3 Mbh. II), 225, 26.

4 Mbh. Ill, 225, 25. 5 Mbh . Ill, 226.

6 Ibid. 7 Ibid.

8 Gopinath Rao, vol. II, part II, p. 423.

9 Vedic Mythology
, p. 72. 10 58, 56.

1 1 Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas
, p. 149.
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1

7

Dravidian religion or not If Mr. Arbman* is right in establishing

the connection of “mother-worship with the Vedic Rudra, then

it should be noted that Skanda’s connection with "mothers” might

have come through that channel.

Then there is the Krttika question so inseparably connected

with Skanda-Karttikeya. All of the three names Karttikeya, Vifiakha

and Bahuleya connect Skanda with the stars. In the Maha-

bharata* there is a passage which clearly establishes the connec-

tion of Skanda with Krttika and other stars. The name Bahuleya

is derived from Bahula which means Krttika. The name ViSakha

also must have some connection with the ViSakha or ViSakha naksatra.

In the Epic

3

Skanda is attended by followers like Unmatha,

Pramatha, Subhraja, Jvala, Jihva, Jyotis, Dahati, Dahana, etc.,

all of whom suggest fever and fire. It seems that star-wor-

ship was mixed up with okanda-worship. Krttika from an

early time was connected wtth Agni. Kalidasa speaks of it as

. The Mahabharata 5 calls it Agnidaivata .

Varahamihira 6 calls it as Agneya and Visakha as Indragnidaivata.

Through the common relation of Skanda and Krttika with Agni,

the Krttikas were most probably connected with Skanda while the

idea of MatariSvan as connected with Agni gave them the mother-

ship of Skanda. Prof. Hopkins T justly remarks that Karttikeya

is a very composite god and we have seen how Karttikeya is related

to Agni, Rudra, the “mothers’* and the stars.

From the study of the above evidences it seems probable

that the sectarian Skanda-Karttikeya-worship was well estab-

lished in our country before the 4th century A.D. There are un-

mistakable sectarian traces in the great Epic. In it Karttikeya is

given a very high position. When he was born, the gods were frighten-

ed by his prowess and asked Indra, their king, to kill the boy. But

Indra replied that this boy could kill even the creator of the world

in battle. 8 Even once Indra, the king of Heaven, took refuge under

1 Rudra, pp. 269 ff
;
Hopkins, Epic Mythology

, p. 226.

2 III, 229, 8-1 1. 3 Hopkins, op. cit. % p. 230.

4 See Sabdakalpadruma sv. Krttika.

5 III, 229, 10. 6 15, 2 ; 15, 14.

7 Epic Mythology
, p. 229. 8 111

, 126, 10.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 H
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Skanda with folded hands. 1 Sometimes even the Viraj form of

Vasudeva is transferred to Karttikeya. 2 Even a separate world—the

Skandaloka—which a devotee of Karttikeya is expected to attain is

spoken of. In the Anmabanapatva there is a particular religious

canon which is ascribed to Skanda, and Hopkins 8 finds therein that

even Krsna and Hari are spoken of as servants of Skanda. It is

probable that the sectarian worship of Skanda became popular at that

time. The Epic testimony of the tendency towards Karttikeya worship

seems to be supported by numismatic evidences. Many Yaudheya

coins 4 contain a six headed god on it and the mutilated inscriptions

on them seem to read as follows : wwr: . The real

meaning of the name Brahmanyadeva is suggested to be the name of

the Yaudheya king to which, as Rapson* thinks, the type of six-headed

god (Sadanana , Brahmanya or Karttikeya) also alludes. There is

another coin 6 of the ?ame type which contains the figure of the six-

headed god with the transcription gwcs . Smith suggests ‘Kumara* to

be a chief, different from "Brahmanyadeva.” It may be the case
;
but

here also the name Kumara refers to Karttikeya. These numismatic

evidences show that the Yaudheyas worshipped Karttikeya in six-

headed form. As to the date of these coins Smith 1 remarks that

“the big rude pieces of the chief who calls himself Svami Brahmanya

Yaudheya” may be assigned to the 2nd century A.D. So Skanda-

worship may go as far back as the 2nd century A.D. and the traces

of its subsequent growth are left in the Mahabharata as shown above,

in many later Tantras and in some of the Calukya inscriptions (5th

and 6th century A.D.).*

Manmatha Mukhopadhyay

1 III, 126, 18. 2 III, 231, 12-16.

3 Epic Mythology
, p. 231.

4 Smith, Catalogue of Coins in Indian Museum
, p. 182, f.n. 1.

5 /HAS, 1903, p. 291.

6 Smith, Catalogue of Coins etc. p. 192; R. D. Banerjee, Praclna

nmdra

,

p. 119. 7 Catalogue of Coins etc., p. 165.

* For some suggestions I am indebted to my Professor Mr. J. N.

Banerjee, M,a.



Kulasekhara of Kerala

Keraja has come to occupy an important place in the field of

oriental research. She gave to the world a number of dramas of

an apparently new dramatic technique, which led to the postulation

of the Bhasa theory , and though this theory has now been generally

discarded, this has no doubt ushered in a large amount of original

papers on the subject of what may be correctly called the Kerala-

nataka-cakra. Her Sanskrit theatre is a subject of absorbing

interest, for here alone, are found in living form the ancient Sanskrit

stage and the indigenous type of acting.

1

No less important

is the script in which the so-called Bhasa's dramas are preserved,

and a careful study of the same is ushering in new problems of Prakrtic

study.* These dramas do not exhaust her wonderful manuscript

wealth : other works equally important are being discovered and

announced. Again, she has made her own contribution to the make-up

of the wonderful Sanskrit literature : her numerous works and her

brilliant authors form an altogether untrodden field for research.

And Hie history of her Sanskrit literature has yet to be written. 3

My study of the subject has suggested a few interesting problems

of literary history, such for instance as the problems of Kulasekhara,

of Vasudeva, 4 of LllaSuka and Narayana. There are indeed a number

of other problems
;

but these appear to me to be the most important

as much on account of their intrinsic confusion as on account of

their extrinsic importance. A study of these problems is interest-

1 Vide my paper ‘Acting in Kerala’ published in the Mythic

Society Journal, Bangalore, vol. XII, pt. II pp. 183-295.

2 Vide my paper on ‘Sanskrit and 1’rakrt in Arya Eluttu’

published in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, London

vol. V, part II, pp. 307-11.

3 The writer gave a course of lectures on this subject under the

auspices of the Madras University and these lectures are being

published in the Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta,

4 An aspect of this is referred to in my paper ‘Ramakatha

Study’, published in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,

vol. V, part IV, pp. 797-80 1,
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ing not meiely from the literary, but also from the historical point

of view. No systematic attempt has yet been made to tackle any

of these problems comprehensively and this has led to the postulation

of a number of theories, more or less contradictory, regarding Kerala

history and chronology. 1 It is proposed to consider in the course

of this paper in some detail one of these problems, viz., the problem

of KulaSekhara, which is the oldest and the most important.

Kerala knows many KulaSekharas, about half a dozen in number so

far as we now know. 2 There is first and foremost the Vaisnavite

devotee, the author of the Mukundamala. There is another

KulaSekhara who figures as the dramatist, the author of the two

dramas, Dhanafijaya and Samvarana. A third KulaSekhara greets

us as the patron of Vasudeva, the author of the Yamaka-Kavya,

Yudhisfchira-Vijaya, a fourth as the patron of Prabhakara and a fifth

again as the patron of LilaSuka. A sixth KuIaSekhara also is met with

as the founder of the temple at TrikkulaSekharapuram, a suburb at

Cranganore, from which is founded an era, the KulaSekhara Era.

One document at least is available dated in this era. 3 All these

Kulafiekharas were kings of Kerala, though there are some divergent

views on this subject also. Another fact about them that we may

accept is that all these Kulasekharas could be taken to have lived

before the loth century.

4

For the rest we are faced with a serious

blank. We do not, for instance, know how many Kulasekharas

there actually were, when they lived and what exactly each one did.

Some work has indeed been clone regarding the author of the Mukunda-

mala 4 and so also of the dramas, 8 but the results achieved do not

1 Vide the last paragraph in my paper on “Ramakatha—a study”
;

also ‘Kerala Cultural Antiquities’ published in the Madras Presidency

College Magazine, December, 1928.

2 See my paper on ‘The Bhf«?a Theory again,' published in the

vol. V, no. 3, pp. 552 -558 .

3 The Annual Report on Archeological Researches in Cochin

State, for the year 'ico M. E.

4 A different date is suggested only for the dramatist and this

view cannot be accepted, see my paper in I.H.Q
, , vol. V, pp. 552-558.

5 Vide Early History of Vaisnavism by Prof. S. K. Ayyangar,

Lecture II.

6 Vide Mm. T. G, Sastrl’s Introduction to the Dramas.
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show that the final word has yet been said on the subject. 1 feel

that the conclusions arrived at by the scholars who have worked
on this topic have been vitiated to a certain extent by the fact that

they were concerned with one KulaSekhara at a time and were trying

to introduce an imaginary interpretation. And secondly they were

strangers to the local traditions. These two facts have taken away
much of the value of their speculations. 1 In this paper it is my object

to show that the date of KulSekharas is yet an open question, which

deserves to be reconsidered.

One KulaSekhara figures as the author of the sweet devotional

lyric, the Mukundamala. Regarding its authorship, there can indeed

be no two opinions, for the last verse explicitly says who its author

was :

yasya priyau Srutidharau kavilokavirau

mitre dvijanmavaraparaSavavabhutam /

tenambujaksacaranambujasatpadena

rajna krta krtir iyam Kulasekharena //

The Tamil scholars identify this KulaSekhara with the Kulasekhara

Alvar
;

for both are Vaisnavites and have sung songs of devotion

and both hail from royal families, Cera or Keraja. It is not indeed

inconceivable that the same poet sang songs both in Sanskrit

and Tamil, only it is not usually the case, especially in old days.

Again there has been a lot of confusion between the terms Cera, and

Kera]a. True it was that at one time the two terms might have been

used as denoting the same country, for Keraja formed a part of the

Cera Kingdom. But it was not always the case, and we know

that Keraja is never correctly called the Cera after the 8th century.

Consequently, when a poet says that he hailed from the Cera royal

family, it need not necessarily mean that he was a Malayali. In other

words, no convincing evidence has so far been adduced to prove the

identity of the Kulasekhara Alvar and the author of the devotional

lyric.2 From the lyric itself we get the information that he was a king

1 There is confusion in the consideration of the subject

by Dr. S. K. Ayyangar, see his Early History of Vai^navism, p. 41.

2 The following is a summary of Mr. M. R. R. Ayyangar's view

of tHis subject, kindly furnished me by my colleague Mr. Ramanuja

Achariar : ‘From his own words we gather that Kulasekhara Alvar

was a Cera king (early half of the 8th century a.d.) ruling over Kon*
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named Kulasekhara, and if we may accept one of its earliest commen-

tators, Raghavananda, vve can also come to the conclusion that he was a

king of Kerala. This work does not give us any further information

of a historical character. It is, however, clear that the sweetness of

the devotional fervour running through it and the high temporal

position of the author gave the work a phenomenal popularity, and

the Vai^navites still look upon this work' as a very sacred book.

One more legitimate inference the work yields and that is that Sans-

krit studies were very popular in Kerala at that time and that our

land even then produced two distinguished poets who the poet-king

thought were well known enough to be remembered by the posterity,

even if he did not mention them by name. So far we can naturally

infer, but anything over and above this gets within the realm of

speculation. 1

gunatu from his capital town of Kollinagar. Evidence does not warr-

ant his being identified with a Kerala prince and it is quite significant

that he has not sung in praise of any Kerala shrine/

I The concluding verse we have quoted above offers a number

of interesting variant readings. Instead of Kavilokavirau , we have

also Kavilokavirau and Araralokavirau . Of these two readings the

latter does not yield any sense, except that both were very honoured

in the world. The first of these does convey a specific meaning : it

may be taken to mean that ‘leaders of Raviloka* and Raviloka is

identified with the territory round Trippunittura in the Cochin State.

In other words, the acceptance of this reading would yield the idea

that the fihakta king was holding his court at this town. In the

absence of any information regarding the kingdom, such an inter-

pretation cannot be accepted for the time being. We would accept

the reading given above, which means the ‘leaders of the world

of poetry* and this is quite suited to the context. For the king was

mentioning them as his friends so that he might ensure some respect

for his work. Though we have no means of definitely deciding who

these poets were, the statement is a clear indication of the fact that

at the king’s court there were two eminent poets, association with

whom was in itself, the king believed, a sufficient hall mark of poetic

merit. This also yields the suggestion that Sanskrit studies were

then very popular in Keraja. Unfortunately there is no means of

deciding which is the correct reading, and any inference based mainly

upon an interpretation of the verse must necessarily be tentative,
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Coming to the work itself, one is forced to the conclusion that

it does not come to the high literary standard that a pious progeny

has always been assigning to it. It must be conceded that the work

is pervaded by a natural simplicity and an intense devotion which

are possibly unrivalled. These two qualities, by themselves, cannot give

it the high position that has been accorded to it by the South Indian

Vai^navites. What then is the reason that has given it this high posi-

tion ? The spiritual and temporal position of the author may be one

reason. Possibly this Kulasekhara, we incline to think, was the first

royal convert to the Vaisnavaite faith 1 and the first South Indian to

write a religious lyric in Sanskrit. Such a view may go a long way to

explain the great popularity of the work and the position it occupies in

religious literature. It is interesting to note that the Mukundatnala is

more popular among the Vaisnavite Tamils than among others, probab-

ly because in it may be discerned the seeds of that qualified monism

which it was given to Sr! Ramanuja to expound. In other words,

unless it is supported by other evidence. In the second para also

there is difference in the reading : some read as 4padmaharavabhutam .*

Evidently this reading does not give any sound sense. Another

variant is
\
parsava Caravabhutam\ This is quite good. As per

reading we have accepted, the term, Para'aava means warrier

>

one

of the many , varieties of Ambalav asis
%
and this would suggest that

the king had two friends, one a brahmin and the other a warrier.

One difficulty may be raised against this interpretation, the inter-

pretation of the term Srutidharau. A warrier is not allowed to study

the Vedas, and as such he could not be termed such. In answer

we have only to say that we may either assume that at that time

there was not the taboo or accept a hle*a in this expression : Sruti may

be understood in the sense of the Vedas and it could also be taken

to mean music. The Brahmin friend of the king was well-versed in

Vedas while the warrier friend, in music. The acceptance of this

reading would raise one more question : Have Ambalavasis such a high

antiquity ? This appears to be a serious objection, but if we may

take our stand on tradition, we may accept a sufficiently high anti-

quity for them, because our traditions make the Yamaka poet, Vasu-

deva, a Nambiar, another sect of Ambalavasis. It will be clear from

what has been said that whatever readings we may accept, this last

verse does not give anything historical.

1 Vide verses 39, 40 and 43 of the Mukundamala.
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this work formed the sacred text in Sanskrit on which to propound

a new school of thought. If this view has any semblance to correct-

ness or acceptance, the author of the Mukundamala is the first of

the Vaisnavite Perumajs who actively patronised the Vai$navite

faith to check Buddhism and Jainism in Kera]a. This assertion of

the orthodox religion on the part of the Emperor led the Buddhists

to mobilise their forces, which in its turn led to the blooming forth

of the genius of Prabhakara and the elaboration of the Guru school

of Mlmamsa. 1 This view necessarily makes us put the author of

the Mukundamala to the period anterior to Prabhakara.

The traditions of our religious history have preserved for us two

dates, as expressed in the Kali chronogram, Yajftasthanaw sarpr

rak§yam and Cittacalanam . The former of these which works out

about the close of the 4th century is reported to be the date of

Melattol Agnikotri
, the staunch supporter of the Vedic cult, and

the Kalivakya itself suggests that even then the Vedic religion stood

in need of protection. In other words, Buddhism silently advancing

over the time honoured Vedic religion, came to be perceptibly felt

as its serious rival towards the close of the fourth century. The
second Kalivacaka which works out to about the middle of the

6th century, records the destruction of the premier temple at Payyannur

dedicated to Varahamurti. The destruction, our traditions narrate,

was the result of a religious schism, and it led to the dispersal

of the orthodox brahmins from that stronghold to the southern

banks of CurnikZ, the modern Periyar or Alwaye river, where in

due course were born the great pillars of Vedic religion and

Hindu philosophy, Prabhakara Bhatta and Sankaracarya.

Our traditions will have it that the fundamental cause which brought

about this calamity was the introduction of foreigners, but they

are not very clear who these foreigners were and where they

were introduced. In the absence of anything definite, I incline

to believe that they are the foreigners to our religion and

their introduction is to our centres of worship. In other

words, the whole quarrel might have resulted in the introduction

of Buddhists into the temple or religious service. In the light

of the preceding chronogram such an interpretation does not seem

1 Vide the author's paper on ‘The Three Great Philosophers of

Kerala
1

, published in IHQ.
% vol. V, no, iv, pp. 676*693.
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to be implausible. The silent spread of Buddhism and the popular

appeal it always made to the masses gave it a great impetus so

that by about the middle of the sixth century, it got a crowning

victory, when it brought about a cleavage in the orthodox fold. From
this period, till about the time of the Vaisnavite Kula&ekhara,

Hinduism appears to have been in eclipse. As a matter of fact

Hinduism got its first victory only just before the time of PrabhS-

kara, who, as we shall show later, may be assigned to the

early half of the 8th century. The intensive spread of Buddhism

led the orthodox party to invite from outside a number of

scholars, six in number, to fight their Buddhistic antagonists.

All these were Bhatfcas and this is an indication that they were

the disciples of Kumarila Bha$ta, The result of their work was

to wean gradually the masses from falling away from the brahmanic

fold. These scholars met the Buddhists in argument and defeated

them during the time of a Kuladekhara. And their most eminent

disciple was the famous Prabhakara. In other words, this Kula-

fiekhara appears to have been the first royal convert back to Hinduism

and the first to actively espouse the Hindu cause. It is worth

while to point out that Prabhakara was a Vaisnavite, and it is

possible that his patron also was a Vaisnavite. This probably

was then the most popular cult, thanks to the popularity given to

it through the work of the Alwars. As a result of the conversion

of the Perumal and his ardent partiality for Vaisnavite Hinduism,

his new faith, this Perumal lavished his patronage on Prabhakara

and his school and at the same time founded at least one temple,

the Sri KulaSekhara temple in a suburb of Cranganore. In other

words, a consideration of the religious traditions of the period

leads one to the legitimate conclusion that the new cult underwent

three distinct stages ; the first was the transference of the Emperor’s

sympathy from Buddhism to Hinduism, by converting him into

an ardent Vaisnavite
;

the second, the popularisation of the cult

and the founding of the numerous Vaisnavite temples, the earliest

of such temples being apparently the shrine of 'Trikulasekharapuram ;

and the last but not the least, the founding of the mutt at

Kumblam for the study of the Vedas and Sastras. The first

President of this mutt was Prabhakara who acclaims a KulaSekhara

as his patron and when we know that Prabhakara precedes

Sankara and is not far separated from him, we are safe

when we say that our Kulasekhara must have lived during

JUNE, 1931
15
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the closing decades of the 7th century and the first half of the

eighth century. This date is also borne out by the fact that some

time at this period there were come into the land some Buddhists

from China : in case we assign this period to the KulaSekhara,

these pilgrims may be identified with It-sing and Hiuen Tsang.

In other words, we shall not be wrong if we assume that with

the close of the 7th century there began a revival of Vedic studies

under the lead of the newly introduced Vai§navite cult which in

its turn led before long to the complete overthrow of the Buddhistic

cult, thanks to the founding of numerous Visnu temples and the

famous Mutt at Kumblam for the study of the Mlmanisa

Sastra. The author of the Mukundamala, we believe, was the father

of the revival of Hinduism. He was the first king to write the

devotional lyric in Sanskrit and to actively espouse the Hindu

cause, and probably the first to build a number of Vignu temples

and to found the Mimamsic Mutt at Kumblam under the presidency

of Prabhakara for the furtherance of the exegetical ritualistic

studies.

Prabhakara is one of the most elusive figures in the whole range

of Sanskrit literature, Scholars who have tried to fix has date are

sharply divided into two camps, some assigning him to the pre-

Kumarila period and others to the post-Kumarila period. Our tra-

ditions are unanimous in maintaing that Prabhakara was the disciple

of the six Bhat^as invited in Kerala to check the advance of Buddh*

ism. These Bhattas were the disciples of Kumarila, and these were

the first founders of the Kumarila system of Mimamsic philosophy,

one eminent follower of which school was ^aktibhadra, the author

of Cudamani, and contemporary of Sri Sankara. If our traditions

may be believed one more direct disciple of Kumarila lived to be

the direct disciple of Sri Sankara, I mean Mandana Misra, the later

SurcSvara. A reconciliation of these is not impossible, if we suppose

that Kumarila lived to a long age and that Mandana was the last

of his disciples. This is a very fairly feasible position and it explains

also why Prabhakara could expound a new system. In other words,

Prabhakara was able to expound the new creed, because even

Kumarila and his first batch of students had not yet been able to

establish their new view. That one is the disciplfe of another does not

necessarily mean that the disciple must be younger ; thus Padmapada

and Suresvara and Saktibhadraare necessarily older than Saftkara him-

self. It is, therefore, quite possible that Prabhakara and Kumarila
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were almost of the same age, and both of them died before Sankara

must have come up to the arena. Not only that, if we may attach

any weight to the remarks of Sankara, it is also reasonable to suppose

that Kumarila must have died before Prabhakara, because Sri Sankara

is more wroth with Prabhakara than with Kumarila. He is un-

sparing so far as Prabhakara is concerned, probably because he was

as good as his contemporary and also hailed from the same gramam.

The date of Sri Sankara has been fixed with a fair degree of

certainty at the close of the 8th century and that means we
may assign Prabhakara to the opening years of the same century.

Kumarila might have passed away about the middle of the period

and Mandana, a latter day disciple, could have lived to become the

disciple of Sankara and to live even after him, especially because

the latter had but a short span of life. The same view is further

borne out by the fact that Saktibhadra, a disciple of Sankara, was

a follower of Kumarila and this means that he must also have been

connected with the original Bhattas who came and introduced the

Mimarnsa philosophy into Kerala. If he had come after Prabhakara,

we would naturally expect to find him following the tenet of Prabha-

kara. I would therefore believe that Saktibhadra was the last of

the disciples of the Bhattas, while Prabhakara belonged to the first

batch. In other words, Prabhakara was an older contemporary of

Sankara, And this view again suggests the middle of 8th century

as the date of Prabhakara.

Now to sum up : the Vaisnavite Perumal of Kerala, the author of

the Mukuudamala was the first to assert himself against the rise

of Buddhism : he espoused the Vaisnavite cult, composed a sweet

lyric, built Vaisnavite temples and patronised the revival of

Sanskrit studies in the land which led to the discovery of the genius

of Prabhakara and this Perumal must have graced the throne in

the early decades of the 8th century.

Now we shall proceed to the consideration of the other Kula-

Sekhara. Vasudeva mentions a Kulasekhara as his patron, aTid tradi-

tions make LllaSuka a contemporary of KulaSekhara. The date of

LllaSuka can with some of certainty be fixed, for our traditions make

him the contemporary of Sri Sankara and the successor of SureSvara on

the pontifical throne at Tekke Madham at Trichur. In other words,

he may be assigned to the latter half of the 8th and the first half of

the 9th century. The opening words of his Karnamrtam suggest

that he was the disciple of Vasudeva : compare
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cintamanirjayati somagirirgururme

SiksaguruSca bhagavan flikhipiflcainaulih/

The second pada has a Slesa and here one may find a veiled reference

to Vasudeva, from whom Lllasuka learnt his wordly lore, dikgaguru

refers to the teachers who taught him worldly lore
;
and so the Guru

referred to in the first Pada must be the spiritual Guru. If

such an interpretation may be accepted, it would mean that Vasu-

deva and Lllasuka stand in the relation of Guru and disciple and

this would suggest that the KulaSekhara who is the patron of Vasu-

deva and LllaSuka are one and the same and that this Kula&khara

must have lived in the middle of the 8th century so that

Lllasuka may continue to live in the beginning of the 9th century.

And be it noted that this Kula§ekhara cannot come down to the

eighties of this century for at the time of the birth of the seer, the

king of the country was Raja Raja, as mentioned in the iSafikaracarya-

caritam, and during the heyday of his greatness the king was Raja-

sekhara, a great poet and dramatist. This would mean that the

patron of Vasudeva and LllaSuka must be put down to the middle

of the seventh century.

It would be interesting to inquire if the patron of Vasudeva and

the author of the Mukundamala could be identical. The necessary

inter-relation between the various authors we have mentioned makes

this identification rather difficult. That would again suggest that

the country was ruled by the same king for more than half a century,

a thing that is very improbable. We would therefore keep the

author and the patron of Mukundamala separate, assigning the ear-

lier to the earlier, and the latter to the middle, decades of the century.

There is also one more argument which necessitates such an assump-

tion, as we shall presently show.

We ha e tried to locate five KulaSekharas and these have re-

solved themselves Into two n.onarchs. We shall now proceed to

locate the dramatist KulaSekhara. He has been the subject of a

lot of discussion and various dates have been assigned to him, rang-

ing from the 10th to the 12th century. The 10th century-and-

after view was first suggested by the late lamented Mm. G. Sastri,

and this view has been amply supported by the acceptance of same

by Prof. Keith. 1 In the light of the internal evidence furnished by

the works themselves, this date cannot be accepted, and, not only

I 1HQ.
%
vol. V, p. 553 : Note 6.
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that, Mm. Sastrl's date has no conclusive arguments to support it

except his fondness for his own Bha$a theory.

From the Prologue of KulaSekhara’s dramas it will be found that

the poets then familiar and popular in Kerala were Sudraka, KalidaSa,

Har?a and Dan<Jin, while the poets Bhasa, Bhavabhuti and Sakti-

bhadra were unknown to him. The absence of reference to Bhasa

is inexcusable if his works were known to him, and these works

were popular on our stage. The absence of reference to Bhavabhuti

gives us the latest limit to this author, all the more so because

there was some sort of intellectual intercourse between the North

and South of India after the time of the great seer. In view of the

reference to Dandin and Harsa, the absence of reference to Bhavabhuti

gives us the latest limit to the date of the dramatist Kulasekhara. Simi-

larly the absence of all reference to Saktibhadra gives us the earliest

limit, Saktibhadra claims that he was the first South Indian to

write a Sanskrit drama, and his drama, Cudamani, has been very

popular on our stage. If KulaSekliara lived after the time of

Saktibhadra, surely he should have referred to the first Sanskrit

dramatist of Kerala—a dramatist not the least important even when

we regard him from the purely aesthetic point of view. This absence

of reference to him can therefore mean only one thing, namely, that

Kulasekhara lived before the fame of Saktibhadra became well known.

It is also very strange that Saktibhadra should have claimed him-

self to be the first S. Indian dramatist, if Kulasekhara lived before

him. Himself a Malayali, he could not have said like that, if when

he wrote his drama, the dramas of Kulasekhara were popular. The

only possible method of reconciling the two positions would be to

assume that the two dramatists were contemporaries, Kulasekhara the

older and Saktibhadra the younger. And they may have written their

dramas almost at the same time, Possibly Saktibhadra, being diffident

of his own merits, did not care to announce his work—that had to be

done by the great Sankara. We know that Saktibhadra lived to

be a disciple of Sankara and that gives us his date. And since during

the time of Sankara the sovereigns were Raja Raja and Rajasekhara,

KulaSekhara must be anterior to him. In other words, we assign

the dramatist Kulasekhara to the middle of the 8th century and he

must have lived before 788 A.D* As regards the argument that the

dramatist KulaSekhara’s contemporary quotes from DaSariipaka, the

answer is that it is a myth invented by Mm. G. Sastrl to support

his Bhasa theory.
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Now that we have to assign the dramatist to the middle of the 8th

century, it is but reasonable to identify him with the patron of Vasu-

deva. And as for the identification of this Kula£ekhara with the

author of the Mukundamala, it will be seen that the style of the two

writers presents an insurmountable difficulty in the way. There is

absolutely nothing in common between the natural simplicity of the

lyric and the chaste elegance of the dramas. The two reveal two

distinct hands.

The discipline that we have introduced into the problem of the

Kulasekharas from the traditional and the literary points of view

resolves the six Kulasekharas into two: the author of devotional

lyric and the dramatist, who come one after another with or without

an interregnum, but more or less close upon one another. Both

were devout Vaisnavites and both tried to give an impetus to the

Hindu revival which, springing from the greatest Bhaktayogin of

Kula§ekhara and passing through the hands of the Karmayogin of

Prabhakara, reached its climax in the hands of Sri Sankaracarya,

the greatest Jftanayogin that the world has ever produced.

Enough has been said in the course of the paper to show this

was a century of great literary revival. Both the Kulasekharas

were great patrons of literature. The regal munificence of the for-

mer was enjoyed by the Bhattas and Prabhakara, while at the court

of the latter lived Somagiri, Vasudeva and Lllasuka. Besides the

royal prot£g6s, there were at least two great poets : Laksmi-

dasa and Saktibhadra. And the latter days of the century ushered

in the great master-mind of India, the venerable Sankara and his

disciples. It would thus be seen that the 8th century is a great

century for us, so far as the development jf Sanskrit literature is con-

cerned.

K. Rama Pisharoti



A Siirya Icon from a Dasavatara Temple, Pagan

The Nat-hlaung Kyaung is a Visnu temple, in fact, the only ancient

Brahmanical temple that is still now extant in Burma. 1
It is a Visnu

temple which enshrines in the niches of its walls as well as

in those of the central square obelisk images of the different

incarnations of Visnu, and of Visnu himself. The principal deity

of the temple, an image of Visnu seated on his vahana Garuda,

is placed in the main sanctum formed by a large deep niche

in the middle of the east face of the central obelisk which

supports the crowning Uikhara of the temple. In plan the

Nat-hlaung temple is a square raised on a plinth about five feet high

above the ground. Like all similar temples of Pagan, the interior of

the square is occupied by the usual perambulatory corridor running

all round a central huge square masonry structure on the three faces

of which were originally figures of Visnu standing in niches each

adorned with slender pilasters. These figures are all very badly

damaged. On the side facing east there is the sanctum wherein was

placed the main deity referred to above, and which found its way some

time in the last quarter of the nineteenth century to the Berlin

Museum. On the outer walls of the square basement there were on a 11

sides arched niches each of which originally contained one stone sculp-

ture. Some of these sculptures cannot now be traced
;
others that are

still in situ are more or less badly damaged. Of the outer sculptures

representing the ten avataras of Visnu, seven only remain
;
“three of

the four niches on the east side are empty, the sculptures having

apparently been removed from there and destroyed by iconoclasts
;

the figures that .remain bear visible traces of wilful disfiguration.” 2 Of

these seven images that remain, six have been identified as six avataras

of Visnu, namely, Varahavatara, Narasimhavatara, Ramavatara,

1 For an elaborate study of the Nat-hlaung temple and its gods,

see my paper on the subject to be shortly published in the Indian

Antiquary
, 1931*

2 Duroiselle, An. Rep . A. S. Mia , 1912-13, p. 136 ff.
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Parasuramavatara, Vamanavatara and Kalki-avatara, 1 The seventh

image which is one of the best preserved images of the Nat-hlaung

Kyaung has not yet yielded to any definite identification. An attempt

is, therefore, made here to ascertain its identity.

It would surprise anybody at the first instance to know that it is

not an image of Vi$nu, nor any of his different avataras. It is sheltered

in the niche close to the entrance, just to the proper left. The image

can easily be described, but it is better to quote Mon. Charles

Duroiselle, Superintendent, Archaeological Survey, Burma, who sought

to identify it in one of his very valuable and interesting Annual

Reports ( A . R. y A . S, /., 1912-13). “It is standing on a lotus flower

from which two other smaller ones spring
;
the arms are placed close

to the body bent upward at the elbows, and each hand holds a lotus-

bud on a level with the shoulders
;

it wears a crown
;

the distended

earlobes hang down and touch the shoulder under the weight of large

ear ornaments. It has bracelets, armlets and anklets
;

the lower

garment is tucked up and reaches as far as the knees, lines showing

folds are visible.” Mon. Duroiselle was not able to identify it, but he

added, “the number of the niches would lead one to suppose that this

also represents one of Visriu's avataras
;
but it has none of the distinc-

tive attributes of any of these.” And precisely for this reason it is

not any of the avataras of Visnu, nor is Visnu himself. In all likeli-

hood it is an image of Surya of the South Indian variety. The

position of the two hands as well as the lotus-buds held in one line

with the shoulder are significant
;
no less significant is the number of

the hands, namely two, and the strictly erect attitude of standing.

All these are features that are particulary noticeable in the South

Indian variety of the Surya icon. The high boots covering the two

legs and feet, and the horse-drawn chariot with Usa and Pratyusa

shooting arrows on the two sides of Surya are, no doubt, missing from

the present example
;

but this need not surprise us in the least, for

1 See my forthcoming paper, “The Nat-hlaung Temple and

its Gods” in the Ind’ Ant
x 1931. We have besides these six avataras%

a seventh one, namely, an image of Buddhavatara which is enshrined

not in one of the outer niches but inside the temple in one of the two

small niches over the two capitals on the two sides of the main sanctum.

It can, therefore, safely be assumed that the three niches that are now

empty must have once sheltered images of the Matsya, Kurma, and

Kr§na avatatas of Vi§nu.



Fk;. i

The Nat-hlaung Kyaung, Pagan

{ East face )

Fk;. 2

Surya standing in a niche ot the Nat-hlaung temple

/ // () .June, injt
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these are exactly the features that we miss in the South Indian variety

of the Surya icon. And when we compare our present icon with

a Surya image from South India,

1

the iconographic affinities seem to

be so striking that it is simply impossible to exclude the possibility

of its being designated as Surya image. It is surprising, one must

admit, to find a Surya icon where we would very naturally seek for an

avatara of Vi§nu. But the fact can easily be reconciled if we would only

care to bear in mind the very intimate relation of Visnu with the

Vedic Surya. For, there in the Vedas, he is never a supreme God,

but is on the contrary always identified with the Sun, and is said to

have stridden over the seven regions and to have covered the whole

universe by means of his three steps, a story in which the germ of the

later Trivikranta incarnation story is so often traced. The idea under-

lying this solar explanation is obviously incorporated in the dhyatia

slok't : “dhyeyassad2 savitr-mandala-madhyavartl Narayana ssarasi-

jasanasannivi$tah keyUravan makara-kundalavan kirltl hari hiranmaya

-

vapur dhrlasamkha cakrah” wherein Visnu as Narayana is described

as residing in the orb of the Sun. The idea that Visnu is the Sun

appears still to be maintained in the worship of the Sun as Surya-

Narayana,,
.
s We can, therefore, safely identify the present image as

Surya whose presence in a Da£avatara temple, though uncommon, is

not altogether an impossible proposition.

Nuiarranjan Ray

1 Cf. plates LXXXVI, XCIV (fig. 2) and XCVI (fig. 2) in G.

Rao's Elements of Hindu Iconography, vol. I, part II.

2 Ibid., p. 74 ;
see also Ind. Ant vol. L1V, 1925, p. 161,

I.U.Q., JUNE, I931 16



Vilvamangalam Sva miyars

One of the most intricate problems confronting the students

of early Kerala History is the absence of a settled chronology

for many of her rulers and men of letters. Kera}a is said to

have had more than one KulaSekhara, Rajaraja, Kotai Ravi and

Bhaskara Ravi among her sovereigns, and more than one Vasudeva,

Safikara, Narayana Pancjita and Vilvamangalam Sv&miyar among

her'talented scholars, writers and saints. In the absence of definite

historical data, it is very difficult to assign a work or event to a

particular writer and to fix his date. In the elucidation and solution

of these problems, adequate attention has to be paid to traditions.

An attempt therefore may be made here to utilise the available literary

and traditional evidences, and to see whether there were not more

than one devout soul called Vilvamangalam Svamiyar, whose saintly

personality has been connected with many important temples of

Kerala, and whose devotional fervour has found lasting expression

in many literary compositions.

According to Mr. Ullur S. Paramesvara Ayyar, there is only one

Vilvamangalam Svamiyar and he is known as Sri Krsna Llla§uka

and Kodandamangalam. A native of Conjevaram or of one of the

villages of Andhradefia, who had resided for long in Keraja, he is

considered by Mr. Ayyar as the author of the Purusakaram, Gopika -

bhisekam and other works, besides the well-known Sri Krsna

Karnamrtain. He is stated to have lived about the end of the 12th

century or the beginning of the 13th century a.C. He, therefore,

concludes he could not have been a friend of Manaveda Raja of

Calicut, who introduced the devotional form of entertainment known

as Krqnlttam Kali in the 17th century A.C./ and that the tradition

which makes them contemporaries has to be rejected.

The question of the date and identity of the Vilvamangalam Sva-

miyars is, in itself, of considerable interest and importance, and

1 So far as the writer is aware, this view, expressed by him about

five years ago, has not since been revised. See his article ‘Agastya

Bhalfca,' in the Sadgurn (Malayajam monthly), vol. III, pp, 479-81.
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deserves careful consideration by students of cultural history and

especially, of the history of literature, religion and philosophy, not

merely because of the intrinsic value of their productions, but also

because of the salutary influence exerted by them on subsequent

generations. As considerable difference of opinion is possible with

regard to the above position of Mr. Paramesvara Ayyar, it is pro-

posed to examine some aspects of the question, with a view to

provoke further discussion and ultimately to arrive at the truth.

Vilvamangolam Svantiyar I (Lltahuka

)

We will first try to fix, as roughly as possible, the date of Sri

Kr§na LllaSuka. We get a clue to his date from the fact that, in a

commentary of his on one of the works of Sri Sankaracarya, he admits

that his tutor is Padmapadacarya, himself a disciple of the Acarya-

svamin. 1 As the age of the great Advaitin philosopher is generally

held to be from 788 to 820 A.C., LilaSuka may be considered to have

flourished in the early half of the 9th century A.c. This fact also well

fits in with Kerala tradition. For, Surefivaracarya, and Padmapada-

carya, the disciples of Sri Sankara, are the traditional founders of the

Natuvile Madhom and the Tekka Madhom, two of the Satinyasl

Mafykoms which exist at Trichur. The heads of the former institution

claim continuity of spiritual succession from Vilvamangalam Svamiy&r

also, and, in view of the fact that no other mutt in Kerala claims

him or his namesakes, whatever be their dates, we are naturally led

to infer that the tradition which assigns all the Vilvamaftgalam

Svamiyars to the Natuvile Ma<Jhom may be accepted as genuine.

It may also be stated that it is on account of this fact that members

of this institution even now retain the coveted privilege of perfor-

ming PuQpafiflali (worship with offerings of flowers) to God Padma-

nabhasvamin at Trivandrum, to whom, according to tradition, it

was Vilvamangalam Svamiyar who offered Nivedya % for the first

time. Besides these, as both the Madhoms are situated very close

to each other, it would have been very easy for LHaSuka, a

Sannyasin of one Madhom (Natuvile Madhom), to have become

a literary disciple also of Padmapadacarya, the president of the

neighbouring Madhom .

t For this reference, I am indebted to Prof. K. R. Pisharoti,
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Vilvamangalam Svamiyar II

The question now arises : Is this Lllasuka identical with the

Vilvamangalasvamin, who is acknowledged to be the author of the

grammatical treatise, Puru^akaram ? The internal evidence provided

by this work itself helps us to suggest an answer. Reference is

made therein to the Vyakarana of the 12th century A.c. Madhava-

carya, who was the chief minister of the founders of the Vijaya-

nagara kingdom, and who flourished in the 14th century A.C.,

refers in his Dhatuvrtti to the Putuqakaram as an important and

authoritative work on the subject. From this it will be clear that

the Purusakaram was composed roughly after the first half of

the 1 2th and before the 14th century A.c. (1150- 1300 A.C.),

If we follow tradition, we may arrive at the date of this Vilva-

mangalasvamin, a little more approximately. According to local

tradition, there was a Vilvamahgalam Svamiyar, who was

a contemporary of Talakkujattnr Bhatfcatiri, the greatest astrologer

of Keraja, whom he is said to have consulted with regard to some

predictions. The date of Bhatfcatiri, probably that of his death,

is preserved by the Kali cryptogram “Rakseit Govindamarkka”

which works out to about 1238 A.C. Besides this, there are some

Kali chronograms relating to the founding of certain temples by

the Svamiyar, which lead us to the same conclusion. 1 We believe

that this Vilvamangalam Svamiyar and the author of the Puruqa-

fcaraw may well be identified and assigned to the 13th century A.C.

Vilvamangalam Svamiyar III

From what has been said above, it will be noted that the evidence

of tradition agrees more or less with that of literature in that there

1 I am not prepared to hold that this Svamiyar alone is the

“Vilvamangalam Svamiyar" who is connected with many of the

temples of Keraja, It was a practice with the earlier generations of

tradition-makers to ascribe the founding of most of the pagodas of

Keraja, large or small, important or unimportant, to a Vilva-

mangalam Svamiyar, irrespective of their actual age, so as to assign

to these institutions a long-standing pedigree and to enhance their

sanctity and prestige by their association with such a devout saint,

just as we find many of the forts scattered in different parts of

Keraja attributed to an eponymous Ceraman PerumaJ, the hero of

popular tradition.
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were more than one Vilvamangalam SvSmiyar, and that they belong-

ed to different ages. We do not see why, then, we should discredit

the traditional view that there were, at least, three of these Sannya-

sinsK and that one of them, the last, met Manaveda Raja of Calicut,

the author of the Krsnattam Kali,

1

who flourished in the 17th cen-

tury a.C. Of qourse, some may be sceptic about the possibility of

the Svamiyar being able to vouchsafe to the pious prince a vision

of God Krsna, and they need not credit that part of the story.

A reference to the known events of the period would show that

such a meeting between the saint and the prince is not improbable.

For, Manaveda, the author of the Krsnattam Kali, completed the

work about 1657 A.C. as seen from the Kali chronogram Grcihyastutir-

gathakai, which occurs in its last verse. 3 He was a devout recluse,

and while he was the Eralpad Raja or heir-apparent, his uncle,

the Zamorin Manavikraman Saktan Tampuran, waged his wars

in Cochin, occupied the northern part of it and resided at Trichur,

where he died only in 1658 a.C. It would have been thus very

easy for Prince Manaveda to form an acquaintance with Vilvamanga-

lam Svamiyar, a Sannyasin of the Natuvile Madhom, even at

Trichur. And if tradition is to be believed, it was after his

meeting with the Svamiyar and his vision of the god that he

resolved to write the poem. Thus the anecdote might really have

had some basis in fact.

It has been stated that this Vilvamangalam Svamiyar has

written a Sanskrit work called the Keralacaradxpika
,

3 at the

request of one of the Rajas of Cirakkal (Kdlattiri) in North Malabar.

But this work, or rather the first part of it, viz., Kerala Ksetra

Mahatmyam, which has been published last year, seems to be a

1 Believed to be an adaptation of the now defunct A^taMv
Attain .

2 sphayadbhaktibharena nunnatnanasa & iManavedabhidha-

ksonlndrena krta nirakrtakaligrahya stutir gathakaih/

laksmlvallabha “KrsnagUi” riti vikhyata tavanugrahad

esa puskaralocaneha bhajatilm pusnatu moksasriyam.//

(Kr§nanattam, Svarga rohanam, V. 32).

This shows that the work was completed on the 1, 736, 612th

day of Kali (or 20th Dhanu 829 M.E.).

3 This work has been recently published by the Jftana Sagaram

Book Depot, Trichur, 1929*
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spurious production of the early half of the 19th century, and can

hardly be attributed to the Svamiyar. Yet, the tradition that he

is connected with the Raja’s court in his earlier years (?) might

after all turn out to be true. 1 We are, however, unfortuuajtely,

not in a position to say which are the works that may rightly be

attributed to him.

The Author of the Sri Krsna Karnamrtam

Having fixed with some approximation to certainty the dates

of the three Vilvamangalam Svamiyars, we may proceed to

examine whether we can assign to each of them any of the other

works attributed by Mr. ParameSwara Ayyar to the Paramahamsa

of that name, who flourished about the beginning of the 13th century

A.C. The Sri Kr^na Karnamrtam
,

the most popular of the

devotional pieces of lyrical composition attributed to the Vilva-

maftgalam Svamiyar is written by a LllaSuka as seen from

the concluding verse of its first Sarga .

2 This Lllasuka is identified with

Vilvamangalam Svamiyar by Sarangadhara in his Paddhati
,
written

in the 14th century A.C .
3 That this Lllasuka alias Vilvamangalam

Svamiyar lived prior to the 14th century is also shown by the

Madhura Vijayam of GangadevI, which was produced in the same

century. GangadevI was the wife of the Vijayanagara prince, Vlra

Kampana, and was one of the literary gems of his father's court.

In her Madhura Vijayam ,

4 after paying her due homage to Valmlki,

1 Cf. Kavi Sarvabhauman VaHattoj Narayana Menon's Introduc-

tion to 'Kaustubham*

,

No. 7 of Rama Varma Granthavali
,
issued from

the Cirakkal Palace, 1926.

2 ISanadeva caranabharanena nlvl-

DamodarasthirayaSastavakolgamena/

Lilamkena racitam tava deva Krqna

Karnamrtam vahatu kalpafiatantare ’pi.

(Sarga I, verse 1 10).

3 He quotes some passages from the Sri Krzna Karnamrtam t

and then acknowledges his indebtedness thus “iti Vilvamangalam Sri

carananam.*’

MandaramafijarTsyandimakarandarasabdhayah/

Kasyanahladanayalam Karnamftakaver gtrahl
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Vyasa, Kalidasa, Bhatta Bana, Bharavi and Dan<jin, who lived many
centuries previous to her, she recalls the names of later poets

like the Kaf^amrtakavi (VUakuka), Tikkaya, Agastya, Ganga-
dhara and Vidvanatha. The poet that is first mentioned after

the Kargamftakavi is Tikkaya, who may be identified with the

distinguished Tikkanria Somayaji who graced the court of the

Telugu-Co^a chief, Manmasiddhi, about the end of the 13th

century A.C. Agastya was the uncle of ViSvanatha, both of whom
were courtiers of the Kakatlya king Prataparudra of Warangal

(1267-1323 A.C.), while Gahgadhara was the father of Visvanatha.

It would thus be seen that LllaSuka comes after Dancjin and before

Tikkaya, say, between the 8th and the 13th century A.C. This, by

itself, is not however, a sufficient ground for identifying him with the

second of the Vilvamangalam Svamiyars.

In this connection, it has to be pointed out that it is unlikely

that all the three Sannyasins had the name Llladuka, there is also

no evidence to show that it was a common title and if we turn

to the evidence which the Sri Kr$na Karnamrtam itself affords with

regard to the cult of its author, it would appear that he was originally

a Saivite. 1 His conversion to the Vaignavite cult was quite

possible in an age of religious revival, when the disciples of &rl

Sankaracarya himself founded the mutts at Trichur, dedicated to

God Vignu in his manifestation of Parthasarathi and Narasiniha.

I, therefore, incline to the view that the Sri Krsna Karjyimrtam

may be assigned to Lllasuka, the first Vilvamangalam Svamiyar,

who lived in the ninth century A.C.

7ikkayasya kaveh suktih Kaumudlyakalahidheh/

Satfsnalh kavibhih svairam cakorair iva sevyate//

Catussaptatikavyoktivyaktavaidugyasampade/

Agastyaya jagaty asmin sprhayet ko na kovidah ?

Stumas tam aparam Vyasani Gaiigadharamdfodkwiml

Nafakacchadmana drgfcam yas cakre Bharatlip katham//

Ciratn sa vijayi bhuyad f^a^waMakavi^varah/

Yasya prasadat sarvajfiyam labhante madrfiegv api//

Saiva vayam na khalu tatra vicaraiilyam

Pancakgarljapapara nitaram tathapi/

Ceto madlyam ataslkusumavabhasam

Smerananam smarati Gopavadhukisoram//

Sarga II, verse 24.
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The Authcr of the Goptkabhiqekam

The position with regard to the Gopikdbhisekam is, however,

a little more difficult. This work constitutes Svamivar's portion

of the Frakit poem Sri Cinha Kdvya . The latter comprises 12 sargas,

of which eight were composed by ,*Vilvamaiigalasvamin,

\ the

Svamiyar himself, and the rest by Durgaprasad Yati, a Kashmirian

Brahman who was on a pilgrimage to Ramesvaram and who
had become his disciple. Gopikabhi^ekam speaks of the holy deeds

of Sr! Kysna, the verses being dexterously chosen as illustrations

of the Sutras of Traivikrama’s Prakrt Grammar. One notable

feature of the poem is that the Prakrt word “Siri" (Sanskrit

:

Sri) occurs in the last stanza of every sarga. At once a devotional

piece of composition and a grammatical treatise, it may, for a prima

facie reason, be assigned to the author of the Purmakaram

;

for,

it has to be noted that all the three Sannydsins called Vilvamanga-

lam are traditionally believed to have been steeped in their devo-

tion to God Krsna who appeared to them at their behest.

The birth-place of the Svdmiydrs

Another question of importance relates to the birth-place of the

Vilvamangalam Svamiyars. Mr. Parame^vara Ayyar is disposed

to think that LilaSuka was a native of Conjeveram or of some
neighbouring place in the Telugu country, and that he immigrated

into Kera]a, where he settled down. No one would envy our friends

of the Andhradesa for her having been gifted with such a pious

poetic soul, the intensity of whose devotion broke forth in raptures

on being privileged to see with their mortal eyes God in his

manifestation of Balagopala
;

i,e„ if, indeed, they were Telugu
brahmanas. But, as it is, we do not know why, in the absence of

reliable evidence of their Telugu extraction or connection, it should

be suggested that they were non-Malayalis. It has to be admitted

that there is nothing in Kerala tradition which supports it
;
in fact,

the traditions of the Sannydsi Madhoms are against it. Few instances

-of the grant of Sannydsatn to non-Nambutiris and most of all, to

Paradefti brahmanas have been recorded. According to the imme-

morial custom, Sannydsi succession in these mutts has been confined

to members of some sections of the Nam but iris of particular

Grdmams
t consisting of the purest descendants of the early brahmana
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settlers. This is a fact which could easily be known by one who
has studied the traditions and practices of these institutions. In

the face of these facts, it would seem rather strange that a Paraded!

(outside) brahmana should have been allowed to become a Sannyastn of

the Madhotn .

There are also some ancient traditions, which show that one of

the Vilvamafigalam Svamiyars was originally known as Mangalam
Nambutiri. 1 This connects him with the Sabha Yogam at Trk-

kannamafcilakam and with the places adjacent to Cranganur. While

he was a distinguished alumni of the Sabha Madhom at Trkkanna-

matilakam, he is stated to have become an ascetic, the turn in his life

being taken when he was persuaded by his lady-love to exhibit the

same constancy of purpose in his devotion to God and to concentrate

his energies for the attainment of a higher object, viz., Mok$a, The

incident is said to have occurred at Kakkatturutti near TykkannS-

mafcilakam, on a stormy night, when he braved the dangers of the

flood and forded the narrow sheet of backwater lying between Cetwai

and Cranganur, all for the sake of meeting the damsel who was, till

then, the object of his profound veneration. The fact that the Sabha,

Yogam was then very powerful, and was in a position to chastise the

wayward youth for his wanderings suggests for the anecdote an ear-

lier period than the 13th century, by whicli time the Sabha Yogam

appears to have lost much of its pov r ind influence, if not already

driven by adverse circumstances to eek fresh asylums at Trichur

and Tirun&vaya. It would seem, therefore, that the tradition noticed

above might, with some justification, be referred to the first of these

Pujyapadas known as Vilvamangalam, the rather fanciful title of

Lllasuka being, probably, assumed by him subsequently.

It will be seen from the above that we are, to some extent, justi-

fied, on the basis of the available evidence, to assume, for tentative

purposes, that there were more than one Vilvamangalam Svamiyar,

that the first of these, known as LAaSuka, was a contemporary of

Padmapadacarya, a'direct disciple of Sri Sankaracarya, that the second,

the accredited author of the Puru$akaram t
lived about the 13th cen-

tury A.C.
;
and that the last, if there was one such, was the contem-

porary of Manaveda Raja of Calicut, and might have lived in the

17th century, as held by Kera|a tradition. The first Sannyastn pro-

1 It is not known whether this is a contraction for Kodantja*

mangalam or Vilvamangalam or Villumangalam.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 17
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bably composed the Sri Ktw* Karnamrtam ; the second might

have produced also the Gopikabhiqekam, while there are avail*

able, at present, few works that can definitely be attributed to the last.

Nothing final can now be said as to the place of birth of each of

them, though local traditions seem to be against the view that they

are non-Malayans. In any case, there is no gainsaying the fact that

they spent the winter of their life amidst Malayans, and have won
for themselves a permanent place in the hearts of the pious Mala-

yans.

Whether they be natives of Kerala or of the Eastern coast, it

has to be admitted also that their activities, literary and religious,

contributed, to a great extent, towards the fulfilment of the object

of the Sannyasl Ma$hom over which they presided, viz., the affording

of ample facilities for "spiritual instruction, the acquisition of spiri-

tual knowledge to promote the Hindu religion and to represent to

the laity the true nature of God, according to the Hindu religion/*

Well may these great and venerable Vaignava saints be entitled

to adoration at the hands of the people of Kerala, and in as full a

measure as the great Kulasekhara A'var aroused the spiritual fervour

and commanded the homage of non-Malayilis, and yet, has been un-

doubtedly acknowledged to be one of the greatest souls Keraja ever

produced.

A. Govinda Wariyar



Early Visnuism and Narayaniya Worship*

ii

Before taking up the question of Vi^nu^ relation to Narayana we
propose to describe briefly the general character of early Vifnuism in

the Epic. It must be noted at the outset that Vi$nuism as a sectarian

doctrine is not found in an isolated and definite form in the Epic, as

we find, for instance, the Narayaniya worship ; but it

^"ofvijnuUm Pcrvades thc whole Epic in an imperceptible and elusive

in the Epic. manner. The difficulty is also enhanced by the rather

elastic epic attitude which indiscriminately identifies its

sectarian gods, who not only absorb one another's deeds and attributes

but also the characteristic theological conceptions and traits of wor-

ship. Visnu is, in turn, identified with Siva, Brahmfi and a host

of other deities, and the identification, though sometimes formal,

helps to obliterate the distinctive sectarian worship which pertains

to the deity. In xii, 349, 64-69, five current systems are mentioned,

viz, Samkhya, Yoga, Pancaratra, Vedaranyaka («=Vedah) and

JPasupata ;
but in all these systems Vi$nu is declared to be the niqbha

or the chief object of worship. I11 another passage (xii, 338, 4)

where the god is addressed as Palicamahakalpa, the commentator

gives the names of five sects, viz., Saura, Sakta, GaneSa, Saiva and

Vai^nava. These passages really furnish a clue to the understanding

of Epic Vi$nuism in general. It may be regarded as the general

name given to the all-inclusive and dominating sectarianism of

the Epic, appearing in an ever-shifting and somewhat colourless

form. In the huge conglomeration of adventure, legend, myth,

history, and superstition and of complex bodies of custom, sentiment,

belief and philosophy, this Vi?nui$m is fully blended and cannot

be separated as such. It is only when it is directly identified, for

instance, with the Narayaniya or Krsna-Vasudeva worship that

it becomes full-blooded and distinctive ;
but the connexion is hardly

organic and helps us very little in understanding the character of

Visnuism itself.

# Continued from IHQ% vol, VII, no. i, p. 93 t.
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The Visnuite, as a sect or as indicating a definite form of wor-

ship, hardly exists in the Epic, and the term Vaisnava, in the sense

of sectarian worshipper of Vignu is never used in the

sect*
wor^» exceP* at the end where by way of addendum,

in the Epic. the benefits of reciting or listening to the narratives

are detailed for an obviously pious purpose. There

\s no Vignuite or Vaignava : as a matter of fact, all in the Epic are

Vigruiite3 or Vaignavas.

At the same time Vignu is not merely a dummy god for the

sustaining of a colourless religion or for the hoisting of varied secta-

rian beliefs of a more or less definite character. That he has a

vivid personality which makes him stand out of the extraordinary

variety of deities has already been made clear
;
and that he is the

supreme deity, the all-god, is acknowledged throughout in the Epic.

Vignu is practically the personal embodiment of the

Character of complex mass of epic beliefs, both orthodox and
Vi*nu at the r r t

centre of a popular, and as such, he has a real personality. Hopkins
popular faith. -

n stat jngi that the ultimate emphasis is

not on trinity, nor on multifariousness, but on unity
;
and Vignu is

the vivid personification of that unity. He i9 therefore the supreme

externalisation of the philosophical 3 as well as the religious idea

of the unity of the godhead
;
he is also the supreme unifying fact

of divergent and bizzare epic faiths and beliefs. He is the summit

of its f ological conception, to whom alone (whether in his own

person ... m diverse forms) not only the knowledge and activity of

the worshipper but also his highest sentiment of religious devotion

called bhakti
,
should be directed. Conceived in the most vivid terms

of personality, he is the centre of gravity towards which the bhakti

conception of the epic religion moves with its complex theological

1 Religions of India, p. 41 3,

2 The philosophical shape which was given to Vignuism, when

it came in the hands of the philosophers, is as indefinite as its

purely religious or theological aspect
;

for Hopkins has very ably

shown in his Great Epic that the philosophical views of the Epic

represent every shade of opinion from Vedic theism to Upanigadic

monism as well as various forms of early philosophical speculations,

styh generally in the Epic as Samkhya-Yoga. Vignu as a god was

naturally interpreted according to these philosophical views, old

and new.
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ideas of a personal god and his grace. Though the doctrines of

the faith, unless definitely shaped in Krsnaism or Narayanism, are

often philosophically incongruous and incoherent, its foundation

is a true religious feeling, broad-based on the fancies and instincts

as well as on the simple hopes and yearnings of large masses. Vigmt-

ism must be described in terms of this large and mystic religious

feeling of loving worship in an epic setting. To identify itself with

gods and godly heroes was therefore easy
j
but its confused appearance

is not an accident but an essence of its being. It is monotheism, but

monotheism in which the worship is directed to the “one god of

various forms*' (viii, 33, 49).

The characterisation of this religious feeling of bhakti takes a

more tangible form in the definite aspects of epic Visnuism, known
as the Narayanlya and the Krsna-Vasudeva worship. The list of

Vi^nu's thousand names (xiii, 149) would itself indicate his Protean

character : but in the Epic his principal incarnation is Kp?na-Vasudeva.

It is here that Visnuism takes a distinct shape. But

it may be worth while to indicate here briefly the

general conception of bhakti in the Epic, without any

reference to its particular developments, although it

must be admitted that the fundamental conception is the same

throughout. The epic use of the term bhakti has been analysed

very ably by Hopkins 1 in its general as well as in its religious

sense. It is clear that bhakti is not always monotheistic
;
for, though

directed chiefly to one god, it is often found accompanied by a similar

feeling for other gods, and each god is the object of bhakti as need

arises. But “other gods'* are really conceived as forms of the one

god, and in this sense the attitude is monotheistic. When directed

towards the one god, it is the devotion directed solely towards him

as the special object of worship. When the question is formally

put to Safijaya, “What is this bhakti you bear towards Janardana" ?

his reply is interesting (v, 69, 4)

:

mayam na seve, bhadram te, na vrthadharmatn acare /

Suddha-bhavam gato bhaktya sastrad vedmi Janardanam. //

The idea of

••bhakti” in

the Epic.

This reply lays stress on the renouncing oi delusive attachments

and wrong practices, and prescribes purity of heart and study of

scriptures which would give knowledge of god. Although exclusive

1 JRAS, 1911, pp. 727
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concentration, moral purity and knowledge or belief are admitted
as preliminary to bhakti, they are not identical with it

;
the reply

really evades the question. The conception of bhakti

lards "ewe-
0 throughout, whether directed towards a god, or to a

devotion and woman, or to the king, connotes deep personal affection,
erotic mysti- . . -

r r *

cism. typified by the love of a wife for her husband, and is

the word interchangeable with priti>bhava> raga or sneha

as term of fervent and endearing love. It is an emotional and ethical

passion, rather than an impersonal intellectual conviction adduced
by mere knowledge. The deity is conceived as the beloved, and
the worship is essentially loving and intimate adoration (puja). As
such, bhakti borders upon sense-devotion and leans perceptibly

towards the erotic passion. It is usually of the pure sort, and implies a

kind of erotic mysticism, which conceives religious longings in terms

of earthly passion,—a quasi-amorous attitude of self-surrender to

the person or image of the beloved deity, such as characterise not

a little of that Christian literature for which the song of Solomon

—

“I am my Beloved's and my Beloved is mine** is the sacred archetype.

But its top ardent tendency has the danger of lapsing

pras9da\nd
hi to sensuousness or sensual passion, such as is appa-

"bhaktr
in rent *n some of the mediaeval expressions of this emo-

tion. The feeling results in an exclusive concentration

and complete surrender of self
;

the bhakta acknowledges himself

as prapanna (suppliant or submissive), and resorts to his god as the

only refuge (sarana

)

for divine grace (prasada ), without which he

can never work out his salvation alone. There is no direct exposi-

tion of the di ''trine of grace (prasada) and surrender (prapatti) in the

Epic, but the ideas are fully acknowledged as involved in an attitude

of bhakti. These religious conceptions find full expression in the

worship of Narayana and Krsna, who are completely identified with

Visnu, and to this we now turn our attention.

Narayana is not such an ancient god as Visnu, having been men-

tioned for the first time in the Hatapatha-Brahma^a and in a dubious

section of the Taittinya-Aranvaka
;
but his origin and

history o

"^ earty history are somewhat obscure. He appears to

Nartyana : two have been originally a deity of a different kind. Two
traditions. . ... .

ancient traditions about him seem to exist. The first,

recorded in a Brahmarja fairly early, gives us in ritual language a

mysterious and elusive figure, apparently identified with the Bgvedic

Purufa or Cosmic Man as the symbol of creation by sacrifice
;
and
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Earliest refer-

ence as Puruja-
Narayana in

Satapatha-

Brahmana.

the second, recorded in the Epic, gives us a hint (and nothing more)

of his character as a legendary saint, divine or deified, although here

also he is regarded as a pTirva-deva or ancient god.

The earliest reference 1 to Narayana in a highly mystical passage

in the Satapatha-Brahmana (xii. 3.4) calls him Purusa-Narayana,

vyho, under the instructions of Prajapati, the impersonal

cosmic principle in Brahmana literature, places in a

pantheistic mood all the world and all the gods in

his own self and his own self in all the worlds and all

the gods, thus becoming, by the power of sacrifice, the

Universe itself. In a subsequent passage in the same Brahmana

(xiii, 6, 1, i) we are told that Purusa-Narayana in his desire to surpass

all things performed a palica-ratra sattra or a series, of sacrifice

lasting over five nights, and became omnipresent and supreme by a

sacrifice. The sacrifice is designated putu^amedha

or immolation of the Purusa, 2 and apparently refers

to the tremendous symbolical sacrifice, described in

the famous Puruija-hymn of the Rg-veda (x, 90) as con-

sisting of the mystical immolation of the cosmic Man
for the purpose of creation 3

;
for, a little later, another passage

(xlii, 6, 2, 12) of the Brahmana refers distinctly to the Rgvedic hymn
(x, 90) with an apparent allusion to a tradition that Narayana was

the author of the hymn, which came to be known as his litany.

The Purusa-Narayaiu tradition of the Brahmana appears to

survive in the strange account given of Narayana in the Mahabharata

(xii. 338, 4) where he is praised by Narada in a long

tradition In
tJl S

Prose hymn as the Puru§a, Mahapuru^a and Puru§ot-

Epic literature, tama, 4 as well as by the epithet Paftcaratrika. In

Mbh . xii, 350, 5 (cf. also xii, 20 7, 5, 9-10), the nature

of Narayana, who is of course equated with Visnu and Krsna, is

His perfor-

mance of a
Panca-ratra

nattra and
Puru*a-medha.

1 In MaitrayaniSamhita (ii, 9) Narayana is mentioned as

Visnu and Kellava, but this passage, also naming some later deities,

has been regarded as an obvious interpolation.

2 And not human sacrifice, as Muir, op . cit
. p. 25, explains.

3 In Batapatha Br. (xiii, 7, I, 1) the self-existent Brahma is re

presented as sacrificing himself (attnanam hutvl) in a similar manner.

4 These epithets as well as Uttama Purusa (xii, 335) are

common enough for Narayana (or Vitjnu or Kf§na) in the Epic. It

is also possible that the preponderatingly Samkhya-Yoga theology
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described by the all pervading, all-generating and eternal character-

istics of the supreme and one Puruga or Purugottama, with whom he

is directly identified as the Primeval Man (xii, 350, 14), and as bearing

par excellence the name of Mahapuruga (xii, 350, 9). Indeed in the Epic

the identity of Visnu-Narayana as the Puruga or Mahapuruga is in

general an acknowledged fact. In the vision which Narayana vouch-

safes to Narada (as the Bhagavat does to Arjuna) Narayana 1
is

described (xii, 339, 6f), after the Rgvedic hymn, as having a thousand

heads, thousand eyes, a thousand arms and feet as well as a hundred

(xii, 43 : xii,335) or even a thousand (xiii,i49) names, with the addition

that he is golden coloured— a phrase which is Vedic but which some

of the Upanigads* apply to the description of the supreme Puruga

who shines beyond darkness. The Puruga-sukta of the Rg-veda itself

is referred to in the Narayanlya, xii, 350, 5, and its undisputed

authority is cited in maintaing the thesis that although

explanation of many puru^as are acknowledged in Sanikhya-Yoga,

Nirsyana
there is only one puruga who is the sole source {yoni) of

all purusas. Is it possible that this early identification

of Narayana with the Primeval Man lingers behind the puzzling ety-

of this (Narayaniya) section of the Epic suggested the epithet Puru^a,

cf„ for instance, Mbk . xii, 340, 28-29. But Puruga is conceived here

more as an active principle connected with creation, as well as with

preservation and destruction. On Buddha as Mahapuruga, see $enart,

Essai sur la legends du Buddha
, pp. 87f., p. 123 and Carpenter, Theism

in Mediaeval India (Hibbert Lectures), 1921, p. 45. In the account

of creation given by Manu (i, n), Brahma is called the Puruga. This

may be due to the common connexion with tne notion of creation,

but it is not unusual for Brahma or Prajapati to absorb the function

of the supreme god, characterised generally as Puruga. Cf. Viynu-

Purana
,

i, 2, 45f. So also Rudra-Siva is called the Puruga in Svetawa-

tara Up,
}

iii, 14 (quoting the Puru?a-hymn\ The Puruga idea appears

to have been well established in the post-Brahmanic literature and

applied indiscriminately to all the great gods.

1 Like Visnu, for instance, in v. iii, 7.

2 Chandogya Up . i. 6, 6 ;
S\vetasvatara % iii, 8 and 14 etc. The

Bvetabvatara passage is obviously imitated in xii, 340, 57. The
purufia is a hackneyed enough expression in the (Jpanigads to desig-

nate the Supreme Self, and we have also the symbols Puruga-in-the-

sun
;
Puruga-in-the-right-eye, etc.
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mology of the name itself 1 which literally signifies ‘man’, as also

behind that of his mysterious double Nara ?•

1 [The invention of the name appears to us to be somewhat

similar to the eponymous process. Barnett explains (op. cit. p. 76)

that Nara in the word Narayana is a proper name, and that Narayana

signifies “a man of the Nara family” (Narayana in his view having

been originally a divine or deified saint
) ;

but this explanation is

partial, and connects itself with the second tradition about Narayana

mentioned above, to which alone Barnett would give importance to

the exclusion of the first, and apparently earlier, Brahmanic tradition

of Purusa-Narayana, But Narayanans inseparable twin Nara raises

a difficulty. Apparently Nara is also “a man of the Nara family,**

being Narayana*s double
;
but it is strange that of the twins one

should be called by the gotra-name Nara and the other by the deri-

vative name Narayana. But Barnett is undoubtedly justified in

rejecting the somewhat artificial etymology of the name (referred to

by R. G. Bhandarkar, section 32) which would derive the word

Narayana from narah (waters) and ayana (going), “one who has the

waters as his resting place**, connecting the conception with that of

primeval waters
;
or from narah (men) and ayana (goal or resting

place), “one who is the goal or resting place of men.” (Naras are also

spirits as well as gods of heroic prowess in the Epic). The

conception of primeval waters goes back to the Rg-veda and is trace-

able in the Epic and Purana conception of Narayana
;
but the inter-

pretations appear to be later concoctions of misconceived etymology.

Both the derivations, however, appear to be accepted in the Epic. In iii,

189, 3 (also in iii, 271, 42) it is said that Narayana is so called because

in days of yore he named the waters narah and made them his resting

place (ayana) in xii, 341, 39-40 (
= Manu-Samhita t i, 10) the same

derivation of the name is given with the addition that the waters

bore that name because they were the offspring of nara (apo nara

itiprokta apo vat nara-sUnavah) f It is not clear if nara in the phrase

nara-sUnavah is a proper name or simply means man/ but it is clear

that Narayana here declares himself to be “the resting place or goal

of man” (naranam ayanam khyatam akam ekdh sanatanah\—S.K.D.]

2 [Nara, except as identified with Arjuna, appears to possess

no direct activity or importance, but only remains as a mysterious

shadow of Narayana, His origin and association cannot be traced

in the earlier train of ideas
;
but R. G. Bhandarkar gives the some*

I.H.Q,, JUNE, 1931 *8
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A later

reference in

Taittiriya-

Aranyaka.

It is not until we come to the fourth prapathaka of the Taittirlya-

Aranyaka (x, i, 6) that we find again the mention of Narayana 1
;
but

this section, which is also known as the Maho^Narayayia

Upani^ad and which refers to many late sectarian deities,

is described as a khila or supplement, and is therefore

presumably a later addition. 2 It is not surprising,

therefore, that the mention of Narayana is made here in connexion

with Vasudeva and Vi§nu apparently as three phases of the same

Supreme Being (NarayanHya vidmahe % Vasudevaya dhltnaht\ tanno

Vtsnuh pracodayat).

In the Mahabliarata 3 (as well as in the Puranas) the identifica-

tion of Narayana as the supreme god (deva-devah sanatanah) with

Visnu and Vasudeva (and as a corollary, with every

MaMWmratt
1^ ot^er great god) is complete. It may be suggested

that the early identification of Visnu with sacrifice and

Narayana’s symbolical connexion with sacrifice had something to do

with their ultimate equalisation
;

for it is significant that Vi§nu

as the essence of sacrifice is still worshipped under the name of Yajfia-

what artificial explanation (op. cit. sec. 34) that the origin of the idea

of Nara and Narayana is to be sought in the Upanisadic parable of

two birds dwelling in the same tree, one looking on, and the other

actively engaged in eating the fruit thereof. The connexion suggest-

ed is hardly convincing, and the description of Nara as actively eating

the fruit does not apply. The association of deities in pair, or the

tradition of legendary twins is ancient. Is it too fanciful to presume

that the original Brahmana conception of Purusa-Nfirayana was for

some mysterious reasons split up, according to this ancient tradition

of pairing deities, into Nara (-Purusa), and Nar5yana (also- Puru?a)

who is an afterthought or an obvious derivative therefrom ? Does

not the tradition refer to a duplication into Nara and Narayana

(sattvam ckarp dvidha krtam
,
see Mbh,> v, 49, 21), the quadruplicate

being the result of an obviously later addition ?—S.K.D.].
r Cf. Weber, lndische Studien

,
i, 78 ;

xiii, 353.

2 Keith (JRAS 9 1908, p. 171, fn.) thinks, however, that the date

of the passage can hardly be later than the 3rd century b.C.

3 Hopkins, Epic Mythology
, p. 206. The phrase quoted is taken

from a reference to Narayana in i, 67, 90 (BORI. ed. Poona 1930)^

I, 67, 15 1
(Bombay *d.). It also occurs in xii, 336, 24 and 29 etc.

Also deva-devah puratanah in xii, 336, 12 etc.
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(Sacrifice) Narayana 1
. Mythological accounts in the Epic connect

Narayaria with creation and with the ancient conception of primeval

waters. 9 He is still called Puru$a, Mahapurufa, Uttama-puru^a, or

and PuruQottama, and probably from this connexion Vignu derives

his well-known epithet of Uttama-Purufa or Purufottama. 9

It is in this character as the supreme deity and as identified with

Vignu and Vasudeva that Narayana appears as the originator of a

devotional religion (which however appears to have have had a tradi-

tion independent of Visnuism or Vasudevism) in the

th^N&r&ya^iya somewhat confused and mythical account of the Nara-

Satiparva?
8 yanlya episode of the twelfth book of the Mahabharata *.

We shall consider the details of the Narayandya theo-

logy of Ekanta-dharma and its independent character hereafter
;
but

what concerns us most at present is the tradition, which appears to

survive here, of the early character of Narayana himself. The tale

relates (xii, 334) that the one original form of Narayana took

birth in the Kyta age in the quadruple form of Nara, NarSyana,

Hari and Kr?na as the four sons of Dharma or Righteousness, 8

1 Narayana's connexion with sacrifice (ya;Ha) is indicated in

the epithets given to him throughout the Nar&yaniya section, such

as ya;1ia t
mahayajOa

,
yajliapati

,
yafna-hrdaya etc. (xii, 338, 4 ;

xii,

339, 10 etc.)
;
and it is significant that he is also called Parama-

yajfuka by Narada. Yajiia is also the name of an avatara of Visnu-

Narayana in the Bhagavata Parana list of incarnations (i, 3, I f.).

2 See the story of the Roy and the Nyagrodha tree in Mbit

.

iii, 188, 89. The primeval waters were regarded from Rg-vedic times

as the original seat of the generating power of the universe,

3 What appears more or less as a title or description in the

Epic becomes a definite manifestation (pradurbhava or avatara
)

in the

Puranas. Thus Purusa is given as a pradurbhava in the list of 22 Ava

-

taras in the Bhagavata-Purana (i, 3, I f) where Nara and Nariyana

are also Avataras.

4 xii, 334-3SI (Bombay Edition). An analysis of the episode

is given by Grierson in Ind. Ant., Sept. 1908, p. 263 f. and by R. G.

Bhandarkar, op. cit. sec. 4-5. Also in Sorensen, Index
, pp. 512-16.

5 In vii, 20O1 57 also we are to fd that Narayaqa for the purpose

of action (haryartham) took birth as the son of Dharma and perform-

ed austerities. The birth from Dharma is also referred to in xii, 342,

106-7, 127 j xii, 347, 1 ;
xii, 343, 51 ;

xii, 344, 20, In some of the

Puranas Ahirasa is said to be the mother.
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The first two, Nara and Narayana, took up their abode in the hermi-

tage of Badarl and practised penances there. 1 They were still there

when the ever inquisitive Narada came to visit them
;
but Hari and

Krsna who dwelt there formerly were no longer present at the time of

Narada's visit. To Narada’s question as to whom they could be

worshipping when they themselves were the supreme deities, Narayana

informed his amazed enquirer that he was worshipping his own original

form (prakrti
),
the all-pervading and eternal, which embraced both the

existent and the non-existent. After this philosophical conversation,

Narada made up his mind, with Narayana’s permission, to go and see

the original form of Narayana
;
and by means of mystical Yoga-powers

he soared into the sky and reached the summit of Mount Meru from

which place he obtained in the northwest direction a Pisgah-sight

of the mythical godland and abode of Narayana, the mysterious

Svetadvfpa* 2 surrounded by the Milk ocean.

There can be no doubt about the extremely mythical character of

this account, but it is possible that this strange story
which records a ... . , . . .. .

second tradition preserves even in its mythical garb an ancient tradition

Of his early

character as an
ancient deified

sage or rji.

about Narayana and the Narayanlya sect. Although

indistinguishable from the supreme diety, there is a hint

that both Nara and Narayana were originally ancient

saints of legend. While the description fsi (sage) is common (e.g.xii, 339,

10O
i
xii, 343 ,

IO and xii, 346, 7-8 ;
v, 96, 14 ;

v, 97, 2 ;
iii, 47, n), they

1 This performance of austerities at Badarl (at Gandhamadana in

v, 96, 15) by Nara and Narayana is also referred to in other places, e.g.,

in iii, 40, I
;

iii, 141, 23 (Gandhamadana is also mentioned), iii, 156, 10

etc, and seems to be an established tradition. See also v, Hi, 4, where

it is said that in the hermitage of Badarl, Narayana, Kr§na and Brahma

reside. In r, 70, 29 the hermitage is described as gaiigaya upobobhitam
;

in iii, 145, 40 as bhaglrathyupasobhitam .

2 Attempts at a geographical localisation of the place, as Barnett

rightly emphasises (op, cit.
} p. 84, note), have been wholly misdirected.

The question gained importance from the hypothesis, put forward by

some scholars, of points of contact between Christianity and early

bhakti religion
;
the so-called “white-landers” in their opinion, re-

presenting a Christian community, probably Nestorian, in the noith.

This is not the place to discuss the question in detail
;
but the theory

of early Christain influence from the north, with which we are im-

mediately concerned, may now be taken to have been discredited.
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are expressly mentioned in xii, 335, 6, and xii, 343, 34, as puranau rifl

or ancient sages, 1 performing austerities. The epithet also occurs in

iii, 47, 10 ;
vi, 66, .11 ;

viii, 87, 74, where Nara and Narayana are not

only great ancient sages (puranau fqlsattamau\ but are also the

prototypes of the close epic association of Arjuna and Vasudeva-Krsna

respectively. Again, in iii, 12,46, Janardana (=* Vasudeva-Krsna) is said

to have addressed Arjuna and declared that “thou art. Nara and I am
Narayana-Hari, and we, the two sages (rdl) Nara-Narayana, have come

to this world at the proper time." The same sentiment is repeated

in the rather long digression in the Narayantya (vii, 341, 37) on the

etymology of the various names of the supreme deity of the cult.

Indeed, this idea of Arjuna and Vasudeva-Krsna as incarnations of Nara

and NarSyana respectively (inspite of the many declarations that

Arjuna is also an amsa of Indra) appears to be fairly ./ell established

in the epic ;* but the tradition also is important that originally Nara

and Narayana were ancient sages, just as Arjuna and Vasudeva were

considered as human incarnations. Their traditional deification is

also expressed by the description that Nara and Narayana were ‘tradi-

1 The epic Nara and Narayana, as well r.s Hari and Krsna, occur

also as the sublimated forms of Lokapalas (see Hopkins, Epic

Mythology
, p. 152, f.n.).

2 Also in i, 67, no ;
i, 218, 5 ;

iii, 86, 6 ;
vi, 23, 26 etc. Tadpa-

trikar (B.O.R, Institute Annals% x, p. 331) computes 26 references to

this combined identification in the Epic, and rightly reminds us that

the joint-worship of Vasudeva and Arjuna is referred to in Panini, iv, 3,

98. With regard to Arjuna*s godhead, which is proclaimed to him in

iii, 41, 35 and 43 ;
iii, 47, 7f., Hopkins remarks (Great Epic of India

,

New Haven, 1920, p. 184) : “Arjuna is a form of Visnu. He is taught

this with wonder and great amaze in the sixth book. Put our amaze-

ment at his amazement is still greater, for this doctrine, apparently

so new to him, was revealed to him long before, in the third book,

and on that earlier occasion he appeared fully to appreciate the fact

that he was divine and identical with Krsna, which facts in the sixth

book he has totally forgotten." (It seems that Arjuna's godhead and

identification with Nara was an afterthought (the 26 references are

comparatively much too little) arising out of his friendship with Krsna-

Vasudeva who was perhaps long ago identified with Narayana. The
way in which this godhead is protected would also indicate its compara-

tively recent origin.—S. K, D.J
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tionally two old gods" 1 (nara-narayanau devau purva-devaviti hrutih
,

v, 49> 19 ;
also v, 49, 5f.).

It is also curious that this tradition of Naiayana as an ancient sage

vaguely allies itself with the earlier recorded Puruga-conception of

Narayana by means of the other tradition mentioned above, which

alleges that he was the or sage who composed the Puruga-sukty

of Rg-vedat x, 90.

This composite origin of the epic Narayana is interesting as

affording a striking instance of the moulding of a personal god out

of ancient figures of myth and legend. On the one hand, we have

the euhemeristic view which indicates that NarSyana

was originally a divine or deified saint
;
on the other

hand, the old symbolical-ritualistic idea of Puruga-

Narayana, connected with creation, contributes to make

the conception complete. But in whatever way we

trace the obscure origin and history of Narayana, it

is clear that in the Epic the equation Vignu = Narayana

=sVasudeva-Krsna-the supreme deity is fully established. A precise

solution of the equation is not possible, but it may be suggested

that, on the one hand, Narayana’s Brahmanic connexion with sacrifice

as Puruga-Narayana probably helped his equalisation with Visnu,

Significance 0!

his composite
origin as an
explanation of

his identifica-

tion with Vi?nu
and Vffsudeva-

rffAna respec-

tivcly.

i [In this interesting passage (as well as in v, 96) warlike

attributes are also ascribed to them so that their incarnations as Arjuna

and Vfcsudeva-Krsna may not be unfitting. Brahma informs Brhaspati

(v, 49) that the ascetics (tapasu )
Nara and Narayana exist for the

destruction of Asuras (asuranam vinasaya) and that they are repeatedly

born in times of war. The story of the obtaining of the Narayana-

weapon (vii, 1 9 5 f») is based on this legend. The pharse pUrva^deva

occurs in i, 224, 3 : nara-mrayanau yau tau putva-devau vibhavasau\

sampraptau manure loke (i.e. = Arjuna and Vasudeva) karyartham hi

divaukasamjl ;
in i, 228, 18 : vasudevarjunavetau / nara-naraya^ave

tau pUrva-devau divi hrutauj/ • in viii, 10, 41 (purvardevau mahatmanau

=A and V) etc. In viii, 2CO, S8f. Narayana is said to have performed

austerities for 66,000 years, and then for twice that period at the

Himavat. He thus became Brahman (brahma-bhutah) t beheld the

supreme deity Siva, to whom he recited a hymn and obtained boons.

From the austerities, we are told, was born a great sage, Nara, who

was equal to Narayana himself and who is none other than Arjuna.

In iii, 41, 35, Arjuna himself is called pUrva-deva.—S.KJD.]
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the Brahmanic personation of Sacrifice
;

while on the other hand, the

the tradition of his euhemeristic origin probably made it easy to

approximate him to Vasudeva-Krsna, in whose legendary history

also an euhemeristic element must be admitted.

On the origin of the name Paftcaratra 1 given to the devotional

religion of the Narayantya, the suggestion is tempting that it connects

itself with the paftcarZitra sattra
,

lasting over five days, which the

mythical Purusa-Natayana is reported in the Batapatha-

Brahmana (xiii, 6, i) to have performed for obtaining

exclusive supremacy
;

but it must be admitted that

there is no direct evidence to support this connexion.

In the Epic we are told (xii, 339, I io f.) that the Pancaratras only

intensified the cult introduced by Narada, which must be the doc-

trine explained by Narayana to him; 2 and in this view the Panca-

Origin of the

name Paflca-

ratra, given to

the system.

1 The system is called Pancaratra and its followers Pancaratrin

or Pancaratrika, but sometimes botli the system and followers are

known as Paficaratra. In the Epic, the word, usually in the form

Pancaratra, is almost exclusively used for the system or doctrine

(xii, 218, 11 ; 335, 25; 339, Hi; 349> 1; 349, 645349,68:349,

72).

2 The other statement that the Pancaratras derive their doctrine

from the sun need not seriously affect this tradition. The same thing

is also said of the Bhagavatas. The statement, however, is qualified

in the Epic itself by the other statements that the sun, in the form

of Surya or VivaSvat, was, like Narada, only one of the many recipients

and communicators of the religion, but that it came ultimately

from Narayana himself. This view about the sun being the recipient

of the religion may have come in after Visnu, originally a Vedic

solar god, was accepted in the cult as the supreme deity, or it may

have been due to the influence of the Saura sects or solar cylts,

whose independent existence is mentioned in the Epic. The com-

plex Epic sectarianism was elastic enough, and did not disdain

conscious or unconscious contamination, for even Siva becomes a form

of Visnu or Narayana and plays a part in the mythology of the

Narayanas or Pa&caratras. That the intrusion of solar myths does

not prove that the religion itself was originally or at any

time a form of sun-worship has already been emphasised by us

above.
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ratras would be identical with the Narayaniyas or Ekantins. In the

list of names which Narada utters in praise of Narayana (xii, 338, 4),

the latter is called inter alia PaUcaratrika ,
f

But the origin as well as the precise meaning of the term is

really obscure. Various strange etymologies* have been suggested ;

but they are not only instances of misplaced etymological ingenuity

but are also obviously late concoctiors to explain the actually obscure

or forgotten origin of the name. F. Otto Schrader, who has made

a special study of the later Fancaratra Agamas, mentions 8 what he

thinks to be a more reliable explanation (though given in the apo-

cryphal Narada-PaUcaratra) that the expression Paiicaratra refers to

the five (pafica) principal topics o: kinds of knowledge (ratra)*

treated in the system or the texts, viz., reality (tattva), liberation

(tnukii), devotion (bhakti), yoga (yaugika) and the objects of sense

(vaisayika\ although none of the accepted texts of the school strictly

conforms to this ideal division. But the explanation, though less

fanciful, is obviously a suitable afterthought. Schrader, on the other

hand, seems to support our suggestion that the term is to be ulti-

1 Nllakantha explains the phrase as "one who is attainable by

the scriptures of the Pancaratras {paiicardtragarna-gamya). On the

epithet panca-lzala-kartrp. 7ti employed in this connexion see S, K.

De,JRAS, 197. r, p. 415 who maintains that Panca-kala= Fancaratra

as the designation of the cult.

3 Such a .
(i) the night (riitra) = obscuration of five (panca

)

great Sastras, viz,, Yoga, Samkhya, Bauddha, Arhata and Kapfila or

Pa£upata, (ii) the sastra which puts to death (pahcatva) other Sastras,

just as the sun makes the night
(ratri

)

die, (iii) the system of cooking c*

destroying (pane, from root pac, to cook) the night {ratri) = ignorance,

(iv) the system which takes its name from the five sacraments (brand-

ing etc.) or five daily observances [abhigamana etc.). See A. Govinda-

carya Svamin in JRAS, 1911, p. 940f
;

Schrader, Introduction to

Paficaratra , Adyar (Madras), 1916, pp. 22, 24.

3 Op. cit., pp. 24f.
;
also quoted in /RAS, 1911, p. 941.

4 The word ratra (or more correctly ratri) here, as Schrader

explains, which originally meant ‘night', came by some mysterious

train of thought (or is it because the doctrine was thought to be

esoteric and secret ?) to mean both a cardinal doctrine of the system

and a chapter or work dealing with the doctrine.
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Probable connex<
ion with the

mythical Puruja-

Naray ana’s
Paficaratra-

sattra.

mately connected with the passage in the Batapatha-Brahtnana (xiii,

6, i) where the word paficaratra occurs with reference

to Purusa-Narayana’s continuous sacrifice for five days. 1

This would also explain the epic connexion or syno-

nymity between the Paficaratras and the Narayaniya

Ekantins, as well as the name Paficaratrika given to

Narayana himself in the Epic and the Puranas. But

Schrader would like to give a more doctrinal trend to the interpreta-

tion by connecting it with the theory of “Manifestation,” and suggest-

ing (chiefly on the authority of Ahirbudlinya Samhita) that “the sect

took its name from its central dogma, which was the Paficaratra sattra

of Narayana interpreted philosophically as the fivefold manifestation

of God by means of His Para, Vyuha, Vibhava, Antaryamin and

Area forms.*’ This suggestion accords well with the doctrines that

prevailed in the later development of the school,2 but unfortunately

we possess no early texts to confirm it.

Who were the Ekantins or Paficaratras, and what was the charac-

ter of their theology, said to have been promulgated by Narayana

himself as an expression of a Ma&a-religion ? Even

if their origin which is lost in obscurity may have

been different, it is clear that the equation Paficaratra =

Ekantin is established without question in the Epic. 3

Whether these names are conterminous with Satvata and Bhagavata we

need not discuss at present • but there are passages mainly at the

end of the Narayaniya section (xii, 348, 29 and 34) which say twice

that the religion is followed by the Satvata, and another which says

that Uparicara-vasu, Narayana's early devotee, followed the Satvata

rule (xii, 335, 19) ;
while the term Bhagavat and direct reference

The religious

system of the

EkAntin or

PaficarAtra,

1 Cf. Barnett, op. cit.
y p, 86.

2 The Vyfiha doctrine, however, is old and is found in the

Narayaniya.

3 The connexion with Kapileya or the epic Samkhya-Yoga

doctrine and the declaration that Paficasikha was a teacher of the

Paficaratra system (xii, 218, 11) only emphasise the close alliance

of the two systems on the philosophical side, and nothing more. The

so-called Samkhya-Yoga or the PaficaSikha scheme, as set forth in

the Epic, has little inner connexion with the Narayaniya faith
; on

the contrary, they are contrasted in many points, inspite of mutual

contamination.

JUNE, 1931 19
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apparently to the BhagavadgUa are also not absent in the account.

The original records or scriptures, consisting of “a hundred thousand

excellent slokas" of the Ekantins or Paficaratras, referred to in xii,

335> 27 f- and in xii. 339* no f., if they ever existed, are not available.

Our knowledge of the cult is derived chiefly from the Epic, but the

Epic account is greatly overlaid with mythical, legendary and adven-

titious theosophical matters. There is also the possibility of this

account being a somewhat later “Brahmanised” version of an originally

independent popular faith. It is difficult to disentangle the pristine

form of the cult from these embellishments, but it is highly probable

that the cult in its origin was non-Vedic, and that the

iwjss'biy form jn which it is set forth in the Narayanfya would

earlier tradition indicate that, compared with the more or less syste-

r BhggaVat
nnatic doctrine of the BhagavadgUa

,
it represents a

less developed and less coherent form of the religion,

which has not yet emerged from its mythical and legendary surround-

ings. The teachings of the two texts, however independently they may
have originated, ultimately formed, as emphasised in the Epic itself,

the doctrine of one religious body (xii, 346, n ;
xii, 348, 8 and 53);

but they possibly belonged to different sections of the same church,

or perhaps represented an earlier and a later tradition respectively of

one popular religious movement, diverging in many particulars but

agreeing at least in one essential.

( To he continued )

Mrinal Dasgupta



MISCELLANY

“Ganga” in Ceylon and India

In connection with the definition of “the boundary marks” “of

waterlogged waste lands, pertaining to the right of entrance” of

the “Afirama-Vihara” “dedicated to Arya Avalokitesvara,” the recently

discovered Gunaighar Grant of Vainyagupta 1 refers to the Ha*(?)

catagamga. The words “pascimena Ha-(?)-catagamga” signify

that the river Ha-(?)-cata formed the western boundary. The editor,

Mr. Bhattacharya, renders it by “stream” and points out that this

sense is still conveyed by the word “gang* (gang ?) in Eastern Bengal.

I may note that it is not the only epigraphical instance of Ganga

meaning a stream. The inscription of Vainyagupta is dated 188 G. E.

(current)/2 In the Partabgarh Inscription of Mahendrapala II who

belonged to the Pratihara Dynasty,

3

we find that at least seven

grants to different deities by several personages are consolidated in

one record.* All of these, however, are “in favour of the shrine attached

to the monastery of Hariralsvara.” The Partabgarh Inscription

bears the date 1003,® t,e. 946 a. C. The notable point for our

present purpose occurs in the eleventh line of this inscription.

The words “Ka-(him)kyam Gangayam snatva” cannot but

mean “having bathed in the “Ka(him)ki* or “Ka(him) ki” river.

The average North Indian, however, means by the “Ganga* the

particular river Ganges which waters his homeland. The Bengali

Hindu however alters his interpretation when the Ganga enters his

own province. To him the Ganges at Benares, for example, is certain-

ly the Sacred River, but he usually attaches no great sanctity to the

Padma in Eastern Bengal. The Hughli, or the Bhagirathi is the

Ganga, so far as he is concerned. But the Adiganga which waters

1 ULQ. ,
March, 1930, pp. 53-56.

2 The editor accepts the views of Mr. Pathak who takes it to

be equivalent to 506 A.c. (p. 47 )*

3 E. /., XIV, pp. 182-184.

4 There is a similar instance in the Va£is$ha Temple inscrip-

tion on Mount Abu (/. A,
t
II, p. 256).

5 E. p. 184,1, 13.
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a part of Calcutta is also believed at least locally, to possess a

high degree of sanctity. The word means ‘The earlier Ganges.”

This North Indian interpretation can also be supported by epigra-

phic passages. The verse of Ya§odharman*s Mandasor Inscription 1

runs as follows :

—

A Lauhityopakanthat talavanagahanopatyakad a Mahendrad

A Gangadlistasanos tuhinafiikharinah paScimad a payodeh /

Samantair yasya bahudravinahrtamadaih padayor anamadbhiS

CudaratnamSurajivyatikarasabala bhumibhagah kriyante
/

The Ganga in this verse refers unmistakably to the particular

river. In the Untikavatika Grant of Abhimanyu who belonged to

that Rasfcrakuta House, which did not use the Garuda, but had the

Lion with open jaws and a protruding tongue as their crest,2 we

find another verse which runs as follows :

—

yasyanyabhumipatibhir vvijita (bh) imanair-

ucchrayivamSanihitas svayaSahpataka/

df§ta ciram pratidinain nanu drfiyate ca

gangeva punyasalila puratah pravrddhah// 3

The ‘‘yasya*’ refers to the grandfather of the reigning king Abhi-

manyu. The Ganga here again undoubtedly stands for the river of

Northern India. The inscription is assigned “on palaeographical

grounds to approximately the seventh century A.D,”

In the Hindol Plate of Paramabhat^araka Maharajadhiraja Parame-

svara §rl Subhakaradeva, 4 we find “Gangefcijotaraddhasrotasa**

etc.* in connection with the definition of the boundaries of the

grama called NoddiJo which was conveyed to the use of Vaidya-

nathabhattaraka.* Pandit Binayka Misra has recently edited that

inscription. Pandit Misra is of opinion that Ncddilo is ‘‘distinctly

identical with the village Nandelo now lying in the Hindol State**. The

1 £/./., vol. Ill, no. 33.

2 E. VIII, p, 165 and 166. The lion, as shown in the plate

facing p, 164, is indistinct. Indraji however took it to be such in

1883 A.D. (J.R.A.S., vol. XVI, p. 90).

3 The last visarga is wrong.

4 fBORS,
March 1930, pp. 77 to 80.

5 L. 40. 6' LI. 18 to 21,
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modern principality lies to the north of the Mahanadl and the town

of Hindol lies close to the south-eastern border of Angul between

the Mahanadl and the Brahmanl rivers. The village of Noddiio

therefore does not seem to have been situated anywhere near the

sacred river of Northern India. The stream is very probably a local

one. Orissa is a “massif-block”, and it is not probable that the

course of the Ganga stretched so far south, only a thousand years

back.

Several rivers in Ceylon have “ganga” (pronounced gauga) as

parts of their names. One of these is the Kehinigahg& (pronounced

Kelyaniganga) about eightyfour miles long, from its source to its

mouth. It takes its name from the district of Kelaniya by which

it flows, and gains its importance from its proximity to the modern

seat of government, Colombo. There is a local tradition that the

Buddha came to the town of Kelaniya where a large stupa dedicat-

ed to him exists to this day. A certain sanctity is associated with

this river, because the Buddha is supposed to have bathed in it.

The Kiilugangii is another river which flows through the Western

Province. It meets the sea where the town of Kalutara (commonly

pronounced Kalcura), which gives it its name, stands. The Ginganga

which waters the Southern Province, takes its rise from the Goongala

Range, and after a course of fifty-nine miles meets the sea close to

the modern port of Gaile. The Nilwalagangft which comes from

Urubokka mountain, situated about four miles to the south-east of

Dehiyaya, the Walawegangd which joins the sea at Ambalanota,

the Magamaganga and the Kataragamaganga which lie to the east

of the Walawe are the other notable rivers of the Southern Province.

The Mahawaligangd is the longest of the rivers of the island. It

meets the Ambangaiiga which rises close to Matale, and flows by the

town bearing the historic name of Nalanda.

It divides itself into two streams the Kurugalagauga and the

Virugalagarigtf, when it enters into the Eastern Province. No sanctity

is attributed to the waters of the Mahawaliganga. The Menikgang&

which is about eighty-one miles long, has for its source the Namunu-

kula Range. Its mouth lies to the east of Hambantota.

It is evident from the above that “gang^” in Ceylon means a river.
1

I Kalid&sa, uses Ganga in the sense of the sacred river in many

passages. See Raghuvamha, canto XIII, verses 9, 10 and 57; canto

IV, verses 32 and 36,
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It is not my purpose to come to any definite conclusion here,

beyond pointing out that North Indian cpigraphical instances from the

period beginning with the fourth, and ending in the tenth century

A.C. favour both the interpretations of the word “Ganga”, and that

another evidence of the intimate cultural contact of Simhalese

Ceylon with North India lies in the geographical use of that word in

this Island,

J. C. De

An early supporter of Shivaji

Kanhoji Jgdhe, deshmukh of Bhor, in the Puna district, came over

to Shivaji’s side during the latter’s contest with Afzal Khan (*659}

and with his own contingent fought the Maratha king's battles right

manfully in various places for many years afterwards. 1 The chrono-

logy (shakavali

)

kept by this family is one of the most valuable

sources of early Maratha history. Their home is the village of Kart

some ten miles from the town of Bhor, in the territory of the Sachiv

one of the sardars of the Puna district. During a visit to the place

in January 1930, I discovered the following farman of Muhammad
‘Adil Shah, sultan of Bijapur, issued to Kanhoji Jedhe on 7th Jamadi-

us-sani 1054 A.H. (=ist August 1644).

Kati is situated in the heart of the Maval country. This tract

was in one sense a frontier district of the Nizam-Shahi kingdom of

Ahmadnagar. When that dynasty was extinguished, it passed into

the hands of 'Adil Shah of Bijapur (about 1636), but it was long before

the new sovereign's authority was fully recognised there. The Jgdhes

had been originally retainers of Randaula Khan, and continued to

find in him their master and protector after the district came under

‘Adil Shah’s sway. At first the new sovereign gave the fief of the

Jedbus to a Muhammadan female (of Kalian ?\ but on appeal the

Jedhes got it back, evidently through the mediation of Randaula Khan
(about 1637-8).

From Randaula’s service they were transferred to the contingent

of Shabji Bhonsle, who was a lifelong friend of Randaula.

1 See J6dh6 Chronology as tr. by me in Shivaji Souvenir
,
ed, by

Sardesai (1927), pp. 1—44.
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The present farman is of great importance as throwing contem-

porary light on the activities of Dadaji Kond-dev and giving the exact

dates of the Maratha acquisition of Kondana (Singh-garh) and Shahji’s

rupture with Bijapur.

TEXT OF THE FARMAN 1
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Translation

This auspicious rescript
[ is issued in the name of Kanhoji Nayak

Jedhe ], in the Shahut san 1044. As Shahji Bhonslehas become one

1. The paper has cracked in some places, but the missing

words can be easily supplied. They are enclosed within square

brackets.

2, oJb
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of the enemies [ lit., rejected, reprobated ] of this august Court, and

Dadaji Kond-dev, his supreme agent, is [campaigning] in the region

of KondSna,—therefore, for the purpose of putting a stop to [his]

activity and gaining possession of that country, [long titles] Khandoji

and Baji KhopdS have been appointed to accompany [our] grand

nobles. It is proper that he [/>., Kanhoji Jedhe, also with] his

contingent (ahsham) should go to the aforesaid persons, and with

their co-operation [/*/., advice] punish and reduce to nothing the said

Dadaji Kond-dev and the associates of that base fellow [lit., eater of

unclean food],—and bring that region into possession,—so that it may
result in his [= Jedhe's] being exalted. Know it to be urgent. Written

on 7th Jamadi-us-sani, year 1054.

In the name of the Most High. 1

Parwanah of his honoured and sacred Majesty.

Jadunatii Sarkar

1 May be an error for “In the name of ‘Ali,
,>—whose name was

cut on the seals of the Bijapur sultans.



The '‘Webbed finger'* of Buddh*

Discussing this subject in I.H.Q. for December 1930, Mr. Banerjea

defends the view of Foucher, that the jalalakkhana originally referred

to lines on the pahns of the hands and soles of the feet, and that

through the misinterpretation of a technical device of the sculptors

(intended to prevent the fractures of the fingers of stone images),

it later came to be regarded as implying a webbing or membrane
connecting the digits. There is much to be said for this view, but

against it may be cited the facts (1) that the palms and soles of the

Buddha, as Mahapuru§a, were said to have been marked with a cakka %

and are so represented in very many sculptures of an early date,

and it is not likely that another lakkhana referred to other lines in

the same places, and (2) as pointed out by Stutterheim, in a discuss-

ion on the problem in Acta Orientalia, VII, 232 ff., (overlooked by

Mr. Banerjea), the word Jala is employed by Kalidasa in the Sakun-

tala
,

l with unmistakable reference to the thin lines of rosy light

which may be seen between the fingers when they are in contact,

and the hand is held up against the light. These two objections

make it very difficult to accept the Foucher-Banerjea interpretation

in toto.

My solution would be to accept the definite statement of Buddha-

ghosa, that the jalalakkhana did not refer to a webbing between the

figures (and Mr. Banerjea is probably right in saying that Buddha-

ghosa deliberately begins with this statement, having in view the

already existing images with this physical peculiarity indicated),

but that the fingers were “of one measure" {ekappamana) “like the

latticed window made by carpenter * (yaddhakina-yojitajala-vatapand), in

other words, that the fingers were straight and regularly formed ;

another lakkhana tells us that they were long.

Buddhaghosa's reliability has already been demonstrated in so

many cases once considered unintelligible or mistaken (e.g. in the

matters of the hatthinakhakam alinda
,
or that of the officiating of the

king’s eldest son as Parinayaka, where his interpretations have been

I Incidentally, it may be noted, that the “hand” described by

Kalidasa is evidently the padmakoaa hasta of the works on Abhinaya

,

and that this padmakosa hand would certainly have been employed

by the actor at this point in playing the part.

i.h.q., juins, 1931 20
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shown to be correct. In the present case, his explanation gains

plausibility from the fact of its correspondence with the usage of

jala in the £akuntala
;
in the simile of the window we meet with the

same idea of lines of light seen between parallel opaque bands,

fingers or wooden rods as the case may be. The jala
,
then, does not

imply “webbing” or any abnormality, but simply a perfection of

form demonstrated by the appearance of the reddish lines of light

that may be seen between the parallel fingers when the hand is held

up to the light. But observe that such lines are only in fact regularly

disposed (like the spaces between window bars) and evidently seen

when the fingers are regular {ekappamana) as well as delicate and long

(which other lakkhanas require)
;

if the joints are swollen, there will

be places where the fingers are too closely pressed together to allow

of the passage of any light at all, and other spaces where the fingers

are not quite in contact, and only clear daylight can be seen between

the fingers. Hence the jalalakkhana implies after all nothing but a

perfection of form of the fingers, such as might be looked

for in the hand of the Mahapurusa. If, as seems probable, a later

misinterpretation arose, originating in the sculptor’s device, this is

only a parallel to what happened in the case of unklsa sisa which

originally meant “destined to wear a royal turban”, and later came

to be regarded (perhaps also by misinterpretation of images) as “having

a cranial protuberance”. It is not altogether surprising that a later

age should have thus interpreted as miraculous abnormalities what

had once been simple and intelligible matters
;

for the tendency

to develope the miraculous elements in the Buddha legend is a well-

recognised one in the corresponding literature.

Thus, I am on the side of Foucher and Banerjea as to the fact

of misinterpretation based on the sculptor’s device
;
but on the

side of Stutterheim as to the original meaning of the word jala as

used in the lakkkana lists.

Ananda Coomaraswamy



A few Evidences on the Age of the Kethavatthu

(i) Tradition

We have to depend mainly on the Ceylonese tradition for ascer-

taining the time of composition of the Kathavatthu
,
one of the seven

treatises of the Abhidhamma Pifcaka. The tradition

1

tells us that

the controversies embodied in the K. V. took place at the Third

Buddhist Council, convened in the 17th regnal year of king Asoka.

The compilation of the book too, was, it is said, made at the same

time by the Thera Moggaliputta Tissa, and was included in the

Canon among the seven Abhidhamma treatises. Buddhaghosa

in discussing the authority of the K. V. makes a statement in

his Atthasalinl9 to the effect that Buddha himself laid down the

table of contents (matika) of the K. V. t and while doing it he

foresaw that more than 218 years after his demise (mama parinibbl-

nato attharasavassadhikanam dvinnam vassasatanam matthake
)

Tissa,

son of Moggall, being seated in the midst of one thousand bhiksus,

would elaborate the K. V. to the extent of the Digha Nikaya
%

bringing together 500 orthodox and 500 heterodox suttas. The
tradition further informs us that Moggaliputta Tissa persuaded

king ASoka to despatch Buddhist Missions after the conclusion of

the Council.

3

This statement refers, therefore, to a time when the

1 MaJtavamsa% (P.T.S. edition), ch. V, p. 55 ; also Maliabodhi-

vamsa, p. no.

2 Atthasalinl (P.T.S. edition), p. 8.

3 The Mahabodhivamsa (p. 1
1 3) corroborates this tradition and

further tells us that soon after the close of the Third Buddhist

Council under the presidentship of Moggaliputta Tissa it was found

necessary to select those places in the border countries (paccantimesu

janapadesu) where the teachings of the Master, if promulgated,

were expected to endure long. Tissa, accordingly, selected nine

centres to each of which he despatched a leading member of the order

to establish the doctrine. The monks who were entrusted with the task

were :—Majjhantika for Kasmira and Gandhara ;
Mahadeva for

Mahimsakaraandala j
Rakkhita for Vanavasi

;
Yonakadhammarakkhita

for the AparSntaka ;
Mahadhammarakkhita for the Maharafctha

;

Maharakkhita for the country of the Yonakas ;
the thera Majjhima
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Buddhist Missions were not yet organised under any royal

patronage for the dissemination of the truths of Buddhism in regions

outside the Middle Country.

(ii) Geographical extent of Buddhism

Here we shall try to examine whether the above traditional account

can be corroborated by any internal evidence. In Book I, the 3rd

point of controversy is that there was no holy life among the gods

(N’atthi devesu brahmacariyavaso'ti). In course of the controversy the

opponent of the orthodox school maintains that among the gods there

is no Buddhist mode of holy life, the form of life which is regarded

holy by the Buddhist recluses, because it is not till then introduced

among the inhabitants, godly or otherwise, in the regions outside

the limit of the Middle Country, i.e., in the Taccantima-janapadas\

He contends that as yet there can be no initiation or Pabbajjd
, in

places lying beyond the geographical limits of the Middle Country

(Majjhima-janapada), referring thereby to the godly inhabitants of

Uttarakuru and the Mlecchas of other places. From this it is

evident that Buddhist missionary work was restricted up till the

time of the K.V. within the territorial limits of the Middle Country,

i.e. to say Buddhism was not yet propagated in India outside the

Middle Country as defined in Buddhist literature.

(iii) Attempts to check Schism

The fact of the disruption of the Buddhist Church into various

schools also affords some evidence for ascertaining the time of com-

position of the V. According to the commentator of the AT. V.

the Buddhist Order in India had been, in course of the 2nd

century after Buddha's demise, divided into 18 schools. This is

confirmed by both the Ceylonese chronicles, the Dlpavaysa 1 and

for the regions lying near the Himalayas
;
and Sona and Uttara for the

Suvannabhumi. Not long after Tissa found in Mahinda, the son

of Asoka, a young and worthy disciple capable of carrying the

doctrine to Lanka. It is interesting to note how each of these

theras succeeded to turn the minds of the people in their respective

localities and convert them into Buddhism.

I D\pavar\xsa
9 ch. V.
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the Mahavamsa ,
1 Prof. Rhys Davids 2 has discussed this matter at

some length and is inclined to believe that the number of schools was

not eighteen but six or seven on the ground that the Kathavatthu Cy.

and the inscriptions on Buddhist topes as well as the records of

Yuan Chwang furnish us with six or seven names. We cannot

dismiss the traditional account as to the number of Buddhist schools

prevalent in the 2nd century after Buddha's demise as unreliable

on the ground that the AT. V. and the Buddhist topes noted

above are lacking in mentioning the names of the 18 schools, as it

is not a sufficient proof of the non-existence of those schools.

It is not strange that Yuan Chwang while giving an account of the

7th century a.C. should state the names of a few Buddhist schools, be-

cause the different schools which arose in the course of the 2nd century

after Buddha's demise might afterwards have been either swallowed

up, one by the other, or some of them disappeared being unable to

withstand the opposition from rival schools. So in the absence of

any better evidence to prove the contrary, we cannot disbelieve the

traditional account of the Ceylonese chronicles. Here our point,

however, is to show that though scholars may not agree as to

the number of schools, there is no doubt that the Buddhist Church was

divided into a few schools during the period under consideration.

This fact is corroborated by ASoka's Schism Pillar Edict

engraved in his 21st regnal year. The task of the AT. V. being main-

ly to state the various theses put forward by the leading opponents

of the Theravada School, and to refute each of them from the

view-point of the latter, it is evident that its purpose in view was

indirectly the same as that of the Schism Pillar Edict of king ASoka,

viz., to put an end to the disruptive elements which threatened

the orthodox school at that time. Jn view of the common object

of the two writings, the P. E. and the AT. F., it may be said that

they were productions of about the same period.

(iv) Traces of Mahayante Influence

There are, no doubt, in the K% V. a few topics (e,g„ iv, 1,7;

xviii, 1-4; xx, 2; xxi, 4-6; xxii, 1-3, etc.), which prove that

1 Mahavamsa (P.T.S. edition), ch. V, p. 29.

2 Buddhism, pp. 195 fF.
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some of the early Mahayanic doctrines were known to the compiler.

This, however, should not lead us to put the date back, because long

before the growth of Mahayana, the Mahayanic ideas and doctrines

were already current among some of the early Buddhists, especially,

the MahasaAghikas and their offshoots.

Thus an examination of some of the materials of the K\ V .

and the ASokan edicts shows that the compilation of the K. V.

was made, at least in part, somewhere in the reign of king Adoka.

Dwijendra Lal Barua

The Age of the Visnu Purana
* • .

The evidence of the Manimekalai

V, A, Smith has examined the views of Wilson, Pargiter and

others about the age of the Puranas in general and the Vi^u
Purana in particular.

1

He has shown that independent testimony

assigns a much higher antiquity to the Puranas, which is earlier than

the 4th century B.C.

Independent proof of the existence of the Viqnu Purana in the

early centuries of the Christian era is supplied to us by the Tamil

classic the Manimekalai
,
the composition of which is generally

assigned to the second century after Christ. 3 In a discourse at the

assemblage of Vafiji with teachers of different persuasions, Mani-

mekalai was addressed in turn by the Vedantin, the Saivavadin,

Brahmavadin, Visnuvadin, the Ajlvaka teacher, the Nirgrantha,

the Sarakhya philosopher, the VaiSesika expounder, and lastly by

the Bhutavadin. In this content we come across a line in which

‘one versed in the Vai?nava Buraia’ (Kafyalvanan Puranamodinan %

ibid., II, 98-99) is mentioned.

Traditionally the Bhagavata, the Naradlya, the Garu^a and

the Vi$nu are regarded as Vaisnava Puranas. It seems to

me that the reference here is only to the Vianu Purana. The

expression Kadalvanan is an epithet of Visnu, meaning literally ‘the

1 See Early History of India, 4th edition, pp. 22-23.

2 See author’s Studies in Tamil Literature and History

,

pp. 73-76.
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god having the colour of the sea\ It may be pointed out in

passing that the word Visnu is foreign to the Sangatn literature,

and whenever that God is mentioned, the epithets employed are

Tirumal,
Kadalvanyian^ etc. Therefore it is reasonable to assume

that the term here stands for Visnu and the whole phrase

for the Viqnu Purina, It points to the practice in vogue in the

ancient Tamil land when the traditional Furanas, considered to

be the fifth Veda, were read and expounded. For a Purana

to be read and expounded it must have been popular for a consider-

able time. As the Manimekalai is a composition of the second

century A.D., it can be reasonably assumed that the major portion

of the Visnu Purana existed perhaps in its present form from

the commencement of the Christian era at the latest.

V. R. Ramachandka Dikshitak

More on Manimekhala

I

Siam

On my request H. R. H. Prince Damrong of Siam, whose work

in the field of archeology ought to be known by every scholar interes-

ted in Buddhism, had an inquiry made in Siam about the goddess

Manimekhala. Here is the important note he compiled, as it reads

in its original English form. It will be seen that, as it could be

expected, Siam and Cambodia agree perfectly well on this subject
;

Cambodian Buddhism has been for several centuries under the pre-

dominant influence of Siam.

“Manimekhala 1
is known to the Siamese both through the Pali

Jatakas and the indigenous literature.

In the Mahajanaka Jataka (Mahanipata) and Sankha Jataka

(Dasanipata) she is represented as the goddess of the sea appointed

by the gods to rescue good men who may be shipwrecked.

The Siamese Ramayana, composed anew 2 in the reign of king

Rama I (1783-1809 A.D.), says that Manimekhala is the goddess of

1 '‘Manimekhala* is also shortened in usage into “Mekhala”.

2 Archaeological finds show that the stor * of Ramayana must

have come to Siam not less than five hundred years ago.
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the sea and lives in a place studded with gems, and relates a story

about her which may be summarised as follows .—
Once at the advent of the rainy season, the gods and goddesses

were dancing together. At the time a Yaksa named Ramasur,

armed with axe and bow and living in the clouds, passed by where

they were dancing. When he saw Manimekhala's gem, he wished

to have it and chased her. Mekhala eluded him after dazzling

his eyes by directing the rays of her gem into them and leaving

him grope in the dark, and mocked at him, Ramasur got enraged

and threw his axe at her. But it^vas averted from her by the super-

natural power possessed by the gem. Meanwhile Arjuna who lived

upon the Cakravala mountain came flying between Mekhala and

Ramasur. Ramasur got enraged, saying Arjuna crossed his path, and

killed him by dashing him against the Suineru mountain. Sumeru was

thus made to lean on one side and Siva had it set upright by Sugrlva.

The Siamese Ramayani also helps us to identify Ramasur and

Arjuna mentioned above by narrating other incidents of their lives,

namely, (i) Ramasur fought with Rama when the latter was return-

ing home after marrying Slta. Ramasur was defeated and forced to

surrender his bow. (2) While DaSakantha (Ravana) was staying with

Rsi Goputra as the latter's pupil, Arjuna had a quarrel with him.

So Arjuna carried DaSakantha off as prisoner and flew around exhibi-

ting his victim's helplessness before the world, but released him later

on at the request of Goputra. So, in his book On the sources of the

Siamese Ratnayana, H. M. the late king, Rama VI. identified Rama-

sur with Rama ParaSu (ParaSurama of the Puranas) and Arjuna with

Arjuna-Kartavirya, a king of the Haihayas, who was slain by Para§u-

rama, and explained that the Siamese call Para§urama an “asura” by

confusing the word “nyaksa" (meaning “low,” an epithet given to

Paraiurama because, although a Brahmin, he was irate and fierce)

with the word “yaksa.” Thus the episode in the Siamese Ramayana

summarised above, appears to be a fusion of a story from the

Jatakas and the Puranas.

There is, however, a tradition current among the people even now
that Mekhala creates lightning by swinging her gem about and that

Ramasur creates thunder with his roars and the thunder-stroke by

hurling his axe. This gives rise to the theory that Mekhala and

Ramasur are merely lightning and thunder personified. The history

of the word “Arjuna” as the designation conferred on men holding

a particular office of state, serves to explain why there is an Arjuna
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associated with the deities of thunder and lightning. Formerly

the designation was Phya Deba Varajun. Later it was changed

into Phya Deba Prajun and then again into Phya Deba Arjun, Thus
it will be seen that there has been a confusion between “Arjuna'*

(Pali “Ajjuna") and Pajjuna (Skt. “Parjanya, god of rain) after they

have been transplanted in a foreign country. Probably Mekhala,

Ramasur and Arjuna are old Siamese deities connected with the

rain who formerly had Siamese names but were renamed when the

Siamese were converted to Buddhism and came under Indian influence.

Failing to meet any Indian tradition that explains the phenomena of

rain in the same terms as the folklore of Siam, the aim in renaming

would have been restricted to equating the old Siamese deities of

the rain with gods or heroes of India bearing some amount of re-

semblance to the former. It must have been thus that the story

of Mekhala of the Siamese Ramayana has come to look like a piece

of patch work.

The close relationship between Mekhala, Ramasur and Arjuna

and the rain is made further clear by these three personages forming

the characters of the “Ra-bam.'* The Siamese ballet called “Ra-bam”

is an ancient form of entertainment at which, ten men on one side

and ten women on the other, dance to the accompaniment of music.

Formerly it must have been a society diversion like the balls and

dances of Europe. Afterwards it became the practice to employ prey

fessionals to dance at night when there are religious rites. Since in Siam

agriculture forms the chief occupation of the people, religious rites

are performed before the rainy season in order to ensure good rain-

fall and the story of Mekhala and Ramasur has been adapted to

the dances usual in these rites.

Mons. Nicolas, who has given a summary of the ManimekhaU

episode (Ramasura and Manimekhala
;
Arjuna’s death

;
Mount Meru

set upright again ;
Bali’s perjury) in his complete analysis of the

Siamese Ramayana (Extr6me-Asie, Saigon, no. 19, Jan. 1928, p. 301),

has also collected in Siam some pictures of Mekhala which will be

shortly published in Revue des Arts Asiatiques,
Paris.

II

Ceylon and Burma

Mr. S. Paranavitana, Epigraphical Assistant to the Archaeological

Commissioner, Ceylon, who had contributed a very important paper,

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 21
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Mahayattism in Ciylon
%

to the Ceylon Journal of Science II, i, De-

cember 1928, has lately published in the Ceylon Literary Register,

third series, I, i, January 1931, a short, b«:t substantial paper on the

goddess, Manimekhala (p. 37-38), which he has kindly sent me. He
notices there two references to Manimekhala that escaped me:
one is found in the Rajavaliya

, a Sinhalese historical work of the

17th century (Mr. Ananda Coomaraswamy, Boston Museum, has also

drawn my attention in a private letter to the same reference). It is told

there how ViharadevT, the mother of the Sinhalese national hero Duttha-

gaminl, was offered by her father as a sacrifice to appease the wrath

of the sea-gods, and how she was safely brought by the goddess Mani-

mekhala across the sea to Magama where she found her future

husband.”

“The other reference is contained in a non-canonical Pali work

entitled Chakesadhatuvamsa. This book, in its present form, is of

no distant date
;
but there is reason to believe that the legends it

contains are very old. Most probably they are of South-Indian

origin, for one of the six stupas (referred to) is said to have been

founded by Tamil (Damila) merchants.” So far Mr. Paranavitana ;

but the editor of this booklet, Prof. Minayeff says expressly (Journ.

Pali Text Soc. 1885) that this Chakesa “is a work by a modern

Burmese author, of unknown name and date”; the two mss. used

by the editor were Burmese. The Chakesa relates how Buddha

gave over to six of his disciples Anuruddha, Sobhita, Padumuttara,

Gunasagara, ISanapandita, and Revata six hair-relics which they brought

to Southern lands and had them enshrined in six stupas. One of

those was erected by Manimekhala. Here is a translation of the chapter

(JPTS., pp. io-ii) concerning this stupa :

“There is a place on the sea-shore, all covered with Asoka-trees,

and the western side of this is surrounded by a glen. Seeing this,

all these (six) holy men reflected : Well, how shall we find in such a

place a person to look after the relic ? Then the venerable Padumuttara

said to the other five holy men \ 1 shall look for a maintainer of the

relic/ He formed a resolution with the following stanza relating to

Buddha’s virtues :

‘If you, the first in all the worlds, have been an ascetic in order

to save the beings, let my prayer be successful through your power l

May I find today a donor for a thupa of the hair of the Jina !’

While he was praying in these words, a guardian of the sea, Mani-

mekhala by name, daughter of a god, appeared owing to Buddha’s
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power, with all her ornaments, surrounded by many attendants.

She came out of the sea in a perceivable form. And the theras

told her : ‘It is fitting, o lay female-devotee, to have a thupa built for the

relic. If you are able, then be the maintainer of the relic of the ‘bull

among the men, the incomparable one’ V Then she thought : ‘I belong

to the female sex
;

how can I obtain knowledge of the plann-

ing of the thupa ? He said : If you, O lay-female-devotee, can give

wages to the neighbouring people, they will quickly build a cetiya.

‘All right/ she said, and in disguise she went thither, and she gave

wages and had a cetiya erected. Those people made on this

spot a dagoba eighty feet deep. The daughter of the god then made

a heap of the jewels collected from various places by her supernatural

power ; and then she brought from the VepuIIa mountain one block of

jewel, shining like a lamp and similar to the jewel of a Cakkavatti,

and placed it within the relic chamber made of jewels, putting the

relic-casket on the top of the jewel. While it was being placed, the

earth quaked, lightenings flashed out of season, and there was a

pleasant rainfall All gods cheered. Manimekhala, having paid her

homage to Bhagava’s relic, had the cetiya closed. After closing it,

the cetiya being completed, she uttered the following stanza expressing

her wish :

May the dagoba of the Jina endure five hundred years,

Through your power, may beings know the place of No-death !

Having spoken thus, Manimekhala set and erected the thupa of

the hair. Then the goddess, bowing to the feet of the Arahantas, with

a pious mind went away and entered her own palace.

Ill

French Indo-China

A French lady, Madame Marcel Pascalis, living at Hanoi (Tong-

king), has prepared a paper on- Manimekhala, specially in Indo-

chinese lore, in which she has collected some more information

about the goddess
;
she has secured a Cambodian drawing, represen-

ting Manimekhala as well as a photograph of Manimekhala’s dance.

The paper will appear next autumn in Revue des Arts Asiatiques.

All these new documents go to show that Manimekhala's own

domain is, as I had stated in my first paper, “that region of the

ocean which extends from Cape Comorin to the marvellous El Dorado

of the Far East”. While the Tamil country, Ceylon, Burma, Siam,
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and Cambodia afforu so many evidences of her long notoriety there,

nothing has come as yet to be found concerning her beyond this

zone of earth and water. My dear P. C. Bagchi, whom I have to

thank for translating, and so well, my first paper from the French

original, has pointed out to me an interesting counter-proof. The

Mahavastu
,
which was certainly compiled in the Northern part of

India, has a tale of a shipwreck (III, 353-356) where are found several

features appearing also in the Pali jatakas I have quoted. A satnudra

devata here also comes to the rescue of the Bodhisattva and his

fellow-merchants about to be drowned
;
she repents that she has

so long neglected her duty of watching over the sea (tnayarp

pramattavihara in the prose redaction, p. 355, 1. 1 ;
mamedam na

viditam pratnattaye% 365, 1. 5 )

;

but the sea-deity remains anonymous.

The compiler is writing beyond the pale of the goddess Mani-

mekhala.

Sylvain Levi

Manimekhala

In the folk-lore of Ceylon the Sea-goddess is called Mudu Mani-

mekhalava. A ballad relates “that Devel Devi was born in the Vadiga

land whence he sailed for Ceylon with followers of many races in seven

ships laden with various things, especially bangles. The ships being

wrecked they drifted about for seven days
;

then a stone raft was made

which carried them swiftly to Ceylon, aided by the sea-goddess Mudu
Manimekhalava and the four guardian gods*, Another ballad narrates

that when Ananga escaped in the form of a bee, Siva with his

third eye in the centre of his forehead burned Uma to ashes, which he

threw into the ocean, repented and ordered the goddess of the sea

Mudu Manimekhalava to restore her. She feigned inability
;
and

to punish her Siva drank up the sea. Again he bade her restore Uma.
She promised to obey if he would again fill the ocean which he did.

She then created an image of Uma which he rejected. At length she

took the* ashes of Uma which she had kept in a vase, shaped them

into a figure of Uma upon a banana leaf and brought it to life. Thus

Um£ was restored to Siva'
1

.
1

Arthur A. Pereira

I Alphabetical Guide to Sinhalese Folk lore from Ballad Sources
,

Supplement to the Indian Antiquary
,
vol. 45, pp, 20, 6i and 99,



Derivation of Pali

Though the texts of the Buddhist Canon known as "Pali** have

been fully studied and utilised for purposes of history, it is some-

what worthy of note that the meaning of the word ‘Pali* is not yet

clear and its derivation is obscure. Recently Dr. Thomas makes

the observation in regard to the subject, '‘let us have some evidence

one way or the other, and we shall be all the better able to do justice

to the other matters in this important essay/* commenting on a

theory of interpretation proposed by Dr. Walleser.

1

The term as it is ordinarily understood is "P51 i and means

a '.series/ 'row* or 'line/9 Based on this general meaning Childers

gives in his Dictionary the rendering of the word as a "series

of texts/' Where "Pali-bha§a" is mentioned, it is taken by him

to mean "the language of the (Buddhist) sacred texts** and not as

"Pali language/* Thus a language known as "Pali** is not so far

recognised.

Dr. Walleser going against accepted authority points out that

there was a language known as "Pali** which he says belonged to

Magadha from where it was taken to Ceylon. He derives the word

in an indirect way from Patali or Pataligrama where "the bhikkhus

assembled soon after the death of Buddha.**
8

‘Tali'* is, according

to him, the language of Pataliputra. He finds further that the mean-

ing of the word "Pali** as given by Childers has to be rejected as

"there is a spelling in Ceylon Mss. with cerebral ], which makes the

derivation highly improbable,**

4

The question to be answered is, what is the original word—"Pali

or Pali/* The current view is that "Pali** is more closely allied to the

"Prakrt** of Ceylon but the discovery by Dr. Walleser of "Paji”

1 Indian Historical Quarterly
,
Dec., 1928, pp, 773 ff.

2 It has also the meaning "dyke* (ditch, pit or cave). Vide

Prof. Macdonell*s Dictionary under "Pali".

3 This along with a few other points raised by Dr. Walleser

has been questioned by Dr. Thomas.

4 The sense of "line'* or "row** is not precluded however merely

by the fact of the word being "Pair* instead of "Pali", for "Pali**

persisted in the Malayajam language in the sense of "line** or "row**,

e.g„ kidakkayil pali(pcili=* rows or compartments of a kidaHa—bed),
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in some Ceylon Mss. raises the presumption that this may be the

original term. It is worthy of note that the cerebral
]
is commonly

met with only in the Dravidian languages of South India
;
and it

is therefore not very surprising to find the form “Pali” as a variant

of “Pali* only in Ceylon. It appears in Tamil in another form “Pali,”

which in the old Tamil lexcon, the Pihgalandi Nighantu is rendered

as “munivar vasam” (dwelling place of munis).'1 It may be also

equated with the word “palli” one of the synonyms given in the

Nighantu itself, which is met with in expressions like “paUi-arai”

(bed-chamber),
<f
pa]U-konda Perumal” (the deity in the recumbent

i Instances are quite common where 1 is used in Dravidian

languages for 1 which is found only in Tamil. A few examples may

here be given :

—

Tamil-Malayalam Kannada

Pula (river) liuje.

paj.aya (old) halaya.

Slu (seven) elu.

malai (rain) maje.

pa lu (waste) haju.

The interchange of j and 1 in Tamil may be found in examples

like:

Cola—Cola. Ilam or Ilam—Ceylon.

Tamil—Tamij. palam or pajam—fruit.

pugal or pugal—fame. ke.I or k6l—hear.

pavalam or pavalam— coral. ulundu or ujundu—pulse,

Instances where cerebral l appears in South Indian vernaculars

for 1 in Sanskrit may be noted in the following, among others :

kala becomes kaja -dark.

phala „ pala or paja— fruit.

kalabha „ kajapa (old Tamil,)—young elephant,

dhavala „ tavala ( do. )—white.

valaya „ vajai—bangle or ring.

pravala „ pavaja or pavala—coral.

sthala „ ta]a or daja—place.

khila „ kilai—branch,

sthali „ taji—pot,
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posture) and in the “pajli” (mosque) of the Mussalmans (particularly

the Moplahs of Malabar) in South India, 1

It is interesting to find that the word “Pali” occurs in the early

Brahml inscriptions of South India, 2 written in characters similar to

those found in the Brahml inscriptions of Ceylon, assigned by Buhler

to at least the 3rd century I3.C, These inscriptions arc met with

either on the natural walls of caves or on the rocky beds found in

them. No other meaning of the word ‘‘Pali” seems possible in these

cases than “residence of munis” (monks) or ‘‘beds for them to rest

on.” “Pali” would therefore mean a cave, and this interpretation

does not militate against the meaning “dyke” given to the term

“Pali” by Macdonell. The conclusion seems warranted that the name
“Pali” may have been derived from the South and originally used

to denote the language met with in these caves or the beds in them.

“Pali” is probably only a variant of the South Indian forms “Pah,”

“Pali” or “Pajli
* 8

It is hoped that this short note may answer the query raised by

Dr. E. J. Thomas, “what does the spelling with cerebral 1 prove?

'

It will also indicate that the spelling “Pali” may have been the

original one, as found in the early Prakrt of South India and Ceylon,

The meaning here given might set at rest also any necessity for a

theory of a possible confusion of the word “Pali” with “Pali”

meaning line, as conceived by Dr. Thomas in his note.

S. V. VlSWANATHA

1 In these cases “palU” either means “bed for lying on” or a “place

for prayers”,

2 The word “pali” occurs thrice in these inscriptions and has

perhaps to be distinguished from “kavi” and “lena” which are other

words met with in them to denote a “cavern”. One point of difference

between the caves in Ceylon and those in South India is that in

the latter are found beds, while the former do not contain any.

Perhaps this fact may lead to the conclusion that “pali" meant “a

cave with a bed in it”.

3 The original and better form of the word would appear to

be “Pali”.



Problems of the Natyasastr*

I read with interest Mr. M. Ghose's note on “Problems of the

NafcyaSastra* in the issue of March, 1930 (vol. 6, No. 1) of this Journal.

I wish to put forward a doubt in accepting his views. He upholds

that (i) "the NatyaSastra legend about the origin of Nafcya is palpably

a badly made table fitted to the text in a still worse manner,

(ii) the word Bharata meaning natj. has not been derived from any

person of the same name and an enquiry seems to point to a reverse

process, (iii) the disappearance of the Nafcasutras of Silalin and

KrSa&va was probably due to socio-political circumstances of the age

that followed Panini, and (iv) Silaiin and KrSasva were the earliest

known writers of any Natya§astra or the text book for the natas,”

Though in Panini (iv, 3, no and iii) we find mention of the

Nafcasutras or text-books for natas, ascribed to Silalin and KrsaSva,

the mere mention of the term naja does not lead us to any conclusion,

because Panini, in his exhaustive works, is silent as to the definite

significance of the term nafca, nor any effective evidence as to the

existence of drama in his time is found. We are, therefore, according

to Dr. Keith's opinion, "in no position to establish the meaning of

the term nata*', as it might have existed then. In like manner, the

mere mention of the ‘curious* name*, without any external support,

is far from being sufficient to prove their authorship of the NatyaSastra.

Mr. R. N. Sastr!, in this connection, remarks :

—

"Panini, in his works, has not made any intentional or avowed

attempt to reflect the whole human society and its institutions as

they existed in his days or were known to Him. But he has made

occasional observations only in course of the relevancy, rather under the

necessity warranted by his subject. Therefore, even his silence about

Bharata’s fiastra, or, for the matter of that, the mention of the Na$a-

sfitras of the two particular teachers made by the way, can hardly

count or be adduced as a cogent reason to prove or disprove anything

in connection with the tradition that Bharata was the first writer on

dramaturgy.*'

His third argument seems to make a reasonable justification for the

disappearance of the alleged Na^asutras of &ilalin and Kfdalva. "Should

we wonder then”, the writer remarks, "if under these circumstances

Nafcyasutras of Silalin and KfiaSva did, owing to a sheer disuse for a

long time, go out of existence at a time when the earliest version of
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the NatyaSastra was made. ? To justify this “disuse for a long time”

Mr. Ghose suggests that after Silalin and KrSaSva (whom he places

about a century earlier than Panini ?) there came the reign of the

Maurya emperors who deliberately made their best attempts to

disparage such performances. Kautilya, as is clear from his Artha-

sastra, was deadly against encouraging natas and similar people,

and often called them as “objects of constant suspicion on the part

of the statesmen, who exploited them as spies and tolerated them

as ugly tools”. This is true, no doubt
;
but the Arthafiastra was

written specially for a prince, and we find, therein, no record of the

attitude with which it was received by the people in general
$
nor,

in any of the extant contemporary works, do we find anything regard-

ing the feelings with which the Artha§astra was looked upon by the

public
;
and to think, therefore, that the disparagement of dramatic and

parallel performances was “a natural outcome of Kautilya’s writings”,

can be said to be no more than mere conjecture. On the other hand,

it may be tentatively suggested that Kautilya, being averse to such

performances, might have made deliberate efforts to suppress them.

Thus it seems plausible that the drama, in some form or other, might

have attracted people in general, so much so that it began to horrify

Kautilya, a wise minister, who looked upon it as an impediment to

enforce stability to his patron’s reign. This is sufficient to show that

it had attained—not only a definite form, but also a universal appre-

ciation in those times.

The drama seems to have existed even in Buddha’s time. 1 The

Lalitavistara also refers to this art.

Afivagho§a*s dramatic fragments are enough to bear testimony,

not only to its mere existence, but also to its wide-spread popularity ;

so much so that with a view to promote Buddhism and to bring down

the Brahmanical sway, he betook himself to the measure of writing

dramas. The use of Sanskrit, as opposed to PrSkrit, in his dramas

is sufficient to warrant an establishment of its definite form in his

time, for ASvaghosa himself, being a strong Buddhist, would never

have thought of deliberately introducing Sanskrit. The Buddhists

always encouraged the use of vernaculars, as opposed to Sanskrit, for

a universal appreciation of their religion and ideas. But Ativagfioga

had to write his dramas in Sanskrit to gain popularity. This was

the stage achieved by the drama in the time of Kanigka, All these

1 See Sanskrit Drama by Dr. A. B. Keith, pp. 43, 44.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 22
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arguments are sufficient to enable us to trace a continuous and constant

development of the drama in the Mauryan times and thereafter.

Mr. Ghose has a kind of support from the terms such as nacca, dassana

and pekkha
;

their mention strengthens his conclusion that the

primitive Buddhists were averse to arts like naccagitavaditSni. No

drama, therefore, in his opinion, seems to have existed then. But

as Dr. Keith has already shown, this argument Is far from being

sound. -“We see, however,” he says, “that the objection of the

sacred Canon to monks engaging in the amusement of watching

these shows, whatever their nature, was gradually overcome, and it is

an important fact that the earliest dramas known to us by fragments

are the Buddhist dramas of ASvaghoga.’’ Moreover, the very mention

of such terms leads us to decide that the drama was extant in that

age (for other arguments, see Keith's Sanskrit Dtama). Further-

more, we may say that the Buddhists of that time did not form the

entire society, i.e., there were people who took interest in the drama.

Mr. Ghose takes it to be a well-known fact “that the natas who

belonged to the Sudra-class were to the orthodox society a much

despised people” Those people, who appreciated this art, are, in the

main, according to his views, responsible for having made the untrust-

worthy legend which makes Bharata the eponymous hero of the drama.

Bharata was a famous legendary name, and it made the business of

the legend-maker easier. This seems to have been deliberately done,

in his opinion, to give it an air of antiquity.

But this argument is not sound. If the appreciation of dramatic

performances is mainly to be ascribed to the heterodox society,

the orthodox people of that time would have raised strong objections

with a view to bring down the attempts of those who wanted to

glorify it to the level of the Vedas (e.g. Natyaveda). The opinion

of the Dharmasutras and the Dharmasastras, if recorded at all

which Mr. Ghose does not do, may be proved to have gained ground

in a different time far from that in which the Natyamstra originated.

The strong oppositions of the primitive Buddhists and Jains are

sufficient to testify the attributions of its origin to the orthodox religi-

ous society
$
and, therefore, the legend seems not to have been deliber-

ately made to promote its level as the heterodox people could not have

had any connection with it.

The plausible view, with regard to the contradictory opinions

found in the Buddhist books, is this. In the beginning the Buddhists

seem to have raised strong objections against it, but a9 it began to
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invoke wide appreciation and attract the attention of the entire society,

the Buddhists betook themselves to write dramas with a view to pro-

pagate their religion. Thus ASvaghofa's plays make their appearance.

In the S&riputraprakarana of A$vagho§a we find a remarkable

peculiarity
;

its close accordance with the rules of the NatyaSastra

in all the points, rarely to be found in any other of the extant dramas,

leads us to decide that the rules, as given in the NafcyaSastra,

must have been definitely established in his time. The upper

limit that can be allowed to the Natyafiastra is the second century B. C.

This is sufficient to show that the drama might have obtained definite

form and the necessity for its rules might have been felt then.

This gave rise to the appearance of the NatyaSastra, and thus a due

limit to the precedence of the drama should be at least a century, or

even two, before the time when the Natyafiastra was written. Thus

also we can trace its existence in the Mauryan and Kusana times, and

thus no break in the continuity of its existence seems reasonable.

There is not the slightest possibility, then, to see “the disuse for a long

time,” as Mr. Ghose observes.

I hesitate to believe with Dr. Keith that the drama must have

come into being so late as in the second century B.C. or about that

time. L am convinced that the age of the origin of drama should

go earlier by at least a century, or even two, than this time. Thus

it receives a striking accordance with the Mauryan times, and there

are sufficient positive proofs of its existence then. Since then we

are able to trace a continuous developments in its performances, and

no explicit mention of the influence of Kautilya's writings is recorded.

Silalin and KrSaSva might have been the ancient writers of some

Nafcasutras, but as no such writings have reached us, besides their

mere mention, and as any definite information regarding their author-

ship is lacking, they are, to us, no more than mythical names. Conse-

quently we are left to no other alternative but to attribute the

origin of the drama to Bharata. The Natyasastra is, of course, of a later

origin, but the legend seems to have gained ground since earlier

times.

Harihar V. Trivedi



On a Few Technical Terms in the “Hindu Revenue System"

In the course of his review of my Contributions to the History of

the Hindu Revenue System in the January number of ihe/.tf.^.S.,

(pp. 165-166), Dr. L. D. Barnett, while expressing his general appre-

ciation of the work, has thought fit to differ from my interpretation

of a number of technical terms and a couple of passages from the

classical authors. In view of the difficulty of the subject it seems desir-

able to consider these criticisms with some care,

I

Uparikara

The two terms udranga and uparikara signifying as many distinct

kinds of revenue are found side by side in scores of Ancient Indian

land-grants, but they have hitherto baffled any satisfactory explana-

tion. In my work under notice I had suggested for them the mean-

ings ‘tax on permanent and temporary tenants respectively.' Dr.

Barnett disagrees with these explanations, but overlooks the three-

fold argument which I adduced ( H.R.S. , pp. 210-21 1) in favour of

the same. He identifies uparikara
,
curiously enough, with the Tamil

melvaratn
,

i.e., ‘the Crown's share of [the] produce' while he is un-

accountably silent about the meaning of udranga . Admitting it to have

the merit of novelty, Dr, Barnett’s explanation of uparikara may

be shown to be wrong on the following grounds :

—

(1) The Ancient Indian land-grants Lave other and distinct

terms to signify ‘the Crown’s share of the produce.' The most com-

mon of these are bhagabhogakara and hiranya
%
which I have shown

in my work to mean the king's share of the produce in kind and in

cash respectively. Very often the bhagabhogakara and hiranya are

included with the udranga and uparikara in the list of privileges

assigned to the donees by the authors of the grants (cf. HR.S. t pp. 218,

235, 238, 240 241, etc,).

(2) A grant of Balavarman (one of the old kings of Assam who

has been approximately assigned to 990 A.c.) couples the officers

charged with collection of the uparikara and those charged with the

utkhetana impost in a list of oppressors who are forbidden to enter

the donated land. Two grants of Ratnapala (10101050 A.C. ?) and

one of Indrapala (1060 A.C. ?)—both of whom belong likewise to the old
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royal dynasties of Assam—similarly include the uparikara and the

utkhetana in a list of 'oppressions
1

from which the land in question

is to be exempted (H,R tS., pp. 247-248). Other instances of the

same kind mentioned in these three records are concerned with the

royal princes and favourites, the persons fastening elephants and

mooring boats (evidently in the State service), the officers charged

With tracking thieves and the arrest of criminals. Evidently,

then, the uparikara was not a regular item of revenue, like "the

Crown’s share of the produce,” but was an irregular tax which bore

harshly upon the cultivators.

II

Setu

Dr. Barnett writes, “His [GhoshaPs] rendering of setu as 'gardens

and fields owned by the king’ seems unlikely : may not setu rather

be a sort of water-rate levied in payment for the use of reservoirs ?
M

This statement is unsatisfactory for more reasons than one. In

the first place it is not a fact that setu as such was 'rendered* by me
into the 'gardens and fields owned by the king*. What I wrote

with reference to this term in the passage to which Dr. Barnett refers

(H. R . &, p. 108) was as follows. '‘It is called embanked reservoir

which is defined [by Kautilya] as consisting of flower-gardens, fruit-

gardens, vegetable gardens, rice-fields and fields producing other

crops. Evidently the term was used in a technical sense to indicate

the gardens and fields owned by the king*. It will be seen that my
'rendering* of the term is in precise accordance with the definition as

given in the ArthaSastra itself. Dr. Barnett has forgotten to notice

the difference between the ordinary and the technical sense of setu

in the Arthasastra. Coming to Dr. Barnett's own rendering of

setu
,
we have to observe that it is contradicted not only by the

definition of Kautilya to which reference has been made above,

but also by his use of a distinct revenue-term udakabhZiga for "the

water-rate levied in payment for the use of reservoirs” (see H. R. S,,

PP- 3 i» 33 > 290).

Ill

BkUmicchidranyaya

Yadavaprakafia’s definition of bknmicchidra as krwayogya bhuh

has hitherto been held to prove that the clause bhumicchidranyaya
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of the Ancient Indian land-grants implied the gift of the full right

of ownership such as is acquired by a person making barren land

cultivable for the first time (Cf. Biihler, Ep. Ind. t vol. I, p. 74 ;
Jolly,

Richt und Sitte, p. 90). In dealing with the latter term, I followed this

current explanation which I held best to suit the sense. Dr. Barnett

now suggests a fundamentally different interpretation making it

mean 'with reservation of the king’s right to eject [the tenants]

at his will*. This would make the grantees holding lands according

to the bhUmicchidranyaya not proprietors but merely tenants-at-will.

Dr. Barnett’s explanation may be shown to be unsound on the

following grounds

(1) Neither the definition in Yadavaprakasa’s Vaifayantl nor the

Bhutnicchidra-vidkana section of the Arthasastra tends ‘naturally*

to prove the correctness of Dr. Barnett’s rendering. The former

gives only the general meaning of bhUmicchidra
,
but fails to throw

any light upon the significance of the maxim relating thereto.

The latter, while doubtless describing “the royal conversion of

forests and wildernesses into grazing grounds, retreats for Brahmanas,

royal parks and the like
,,

# contains nothing to show that the

Brahmanas or the occupiers of grazing grounds e.g, were liable to

ejection at the king’s will. The true meaning of the maxim can

be found out by comparing (as Biihler and Jolly have done)

YadavaprakaSa’s definiton with the rules and maxims of the Smrtis

relating to the right of the first clearer, and the seizure of unclaimed

property.

(2) The clause bhUmicchidranyaya is attached to the endowments

granted by kings and ruling chiefs in favou* of Brahmanas, temples

and the like. Very often these grants contain another clause, viz.

that they are to last as long as the sun and the moon shall endure,

with the most solemn appeals of the donor to later kings to respect

the gift. Frequently such appeals are fortified by quotations from

the Mahabharata (the so-called “imprecatory verses’*), of which the

following may serve as specimens :
—“Whoever confiscates land

that has been given, whether by himself or another, incurs the

guilt of the slayer of a hundred thousand cows. The giver of land

enjoys happiness in heaven for sixty thousand years, but the confisca-

tor (of a grant) and he who assents (to an act of confiscation) shall

dwell for the same number of years in heir (Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions,

p. 242). Indeed the Smrtis again and again set forth the sinfulness of

resuming the gifts to Brahmanas, A unique example of a land-grant
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made to Brahmaras in effect on the conditions of loyalty and good
conduct is the Chammak grant of the V&kataka Pravarasena II (ff.R.S.%

p. 195), but even there the donor is careful to include the clause

that the king will not be guilty of theft in the event of his resuming

the grant for violation of the conditions by the donees.

IV

The question of ownership of the soil

Dr, Barnett with genuine pleasure claims to have found in me
a whole hearted supporter of his long-cherished view that “in ancient

India the Crown owned the land” In doing this he has done scant

justice to myself. Not only did I expressly mention in the Preface

my intention of reserving a full consideration of this difficult question

for my forthcoming Calcutta University Readership Lectures, but

I also indicated in the body of my present work whenever the

topic came up for mention, the limitations with which the

doctrine of the ownership of the king could be accepted. (See

If.R.S., pp. 169-170, 192,226). Thus in connexion with Megasthenes*

statement about the royal ownership of all lands, after indicating

the evidence for and against it, I wrote the following words {Ibid.,

p. 170). “On the whole we are inclined to think that the comprehen-

sive statement of Megasthenes was a rash generalisation from certain

tendencies of development of the land-tenures that had already

begun to manifest themselves". 1

V

The land-revenue passages in Strabo and Diodorus

Megasthenes' account of the land-revenue conditions in Maurya

India, which is given in connexion with his description of the

caste of husbandmen, has come down to us principally in two parallel

versions, those of Strabo and Diodorus. The first of these versions,

according to the very recent rendering of Monahan {Early History of

Bengal
, p, 142) whom I followed in my work, stands thus: “The whole

I Dr. Barnett’s opinion on the point under notice is on a par with

his characterization of a printing-mistake (duly corrected in the

list of additions and corrections in my work) as “very unhappy”.
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of the land is the property of the king, and the husbandmen till it on

condition of receiving one-fourth of the produce.” Dr. Barnett con-

fidently asserts this to be an “ancient blunder," and proposes to correct

the last clause as follows : they till it on condition of paying one-

fourth of the produce as rent.’
1

Unfortunately for Dr. Barnett’s self-

complacence his version is at complete variance with that of other

recent scholars whose rendering agrees with that of Monahan. We may

instance Bernhard Breloer, the author of an interesting series of

Kautalya-studies, who translates the clause as follows : “Als Lohn

bearbeiten Sie es um den vierten Teil der Fiirchte" {JCau\ahya~Studien %

I, p t 52). In the most up-to-date and authoritative English version of

Strabo’s Geography in the Locb Classical Library series, the passage in

question is translated as follows (Ibid, vol. VII, p. 69) : “The whole

of the country is of royal ownership and the fanners cultivate it for a

rental in addition to paying a fourth part of the produce.” Here we

have a fresh alternative translation which agrees only in part with Dr.

Barnett's version. But in the footnote to the above the translator

writes, “Perhaps the more natural interpretation of the Greek would

be ‘the farmers cultivate it for wages on condition of receiving a fourth

part of the produce’, whether 'wages' and ‘fourth part' are appositional,

or ‘on condition of* means, as it might, ‘in addition to’. But

Diodorus Siculus says, ‘The rentals of the country they pay to the

king...but apart from the rental they pay a fourth part into the royal

treasury," Here we have the important admission that the translation

in the foot-note (which, it will be observed, agrees completely with

Monahan's version) is the more natural one, while that given in the

text (which, as before observed, partly supports Dr. Barnett's rendering)

is wholly due to the assimilation of the corresponding passage of Diodo-

rus. In any case it follows from the above quotations that the extract of

Strabo is capable of being translated in a variety of ways. Till the

meaning of this extract is clearly established by discussion among

competent scholars, it is obviousiy premature to hold with Dr. Barnett

that Monahan's version is “absolutely wrong.”

With regard to the corresponding extract from Diodorus, Dr.

Barnett comments as follows, “Diodorus is also misunderstood by

Messrs. Monahan and Ghoshal
;
the true meaning is very skilfully

explained by Dr. Breloer in his Gtundeigentum in Indien
,

a

work which throws some valuable light on the subject." Now this

criticism is no doubt justified with regard to Monahan's writing. But

it is altogether contrary to the truth in my own case, for I not only
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quoted but commented on Breloer‘s improved translation in the context

just mentioned (H\ R. S. 9 pp. 168-169) immediately after giving the

version of Monahan. Comment is superfluous.

VI

Slta, k$ara, kalyayiadhana

The first two terms occur in the Arthasilstra as technical titles for

as many items of revenue. In the Hindu Revenue System (pp. 274 ff.

and p. 90) reasons were shown for translating the first as ‘produce of

the king’s farms* and as 'sugar* respectively. Dr. Barnett declares his

dissatisfaction with these interpretations, but as he neither gives his

reasons nor suggests any alternative explanation, it is impossible

to meet his objections. For the present it will be sufficient to state in

my favour that Ks\t*' is defined in the Arthasastra itself as comprising

all kinds of crops that are brought in by the s\tadhyak*a
y
an officer

whose functions practically make him equivalent to the royal steward

(for references see H. R. S pp; 29*32). The rendering of k$ara as

‘sugar* is supported by the explanation of Ganapati Sastri (kaxrah

gudavikrayl) and J. ]. Meyer's translation ‘Zucker.* As to the term

kolyanadhana which occurs in the land grants of the Haihayas of

Cedi and the Paramaras of Malwa, I left its meaning unexplained

for want of evidence. Dr. Barnett now suggests for it the meaning

'marriage-tax*, but his argument which is based ‘on the analogy of the

South-Indian inscriptions* is too vague to be depended upon.

U. N. Ghoshal

The English Translation of the Kautiliya

The publication of the third edition of Dr. R. Shamashastry's

English translation of the Kautiliya ArthaKistra is an index to the

great demand of the reading public for an acquaintance with the

contents of one of the most important documents brought to l’ght in

recent years. The existence of this demand as well as the importance

of the document itself makes the task of the translator all the more

onerous, because the creeping in of errors can mislead thousands of

readers. It becomes specially regrettable, if the blemishes be of such

JUNE, 1931 «3
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a nature as could have been avoided by the application of a little more

energy and labour. When the translation first came out in the Mysore

Review (1906*1908) and in the Indian Antiquary (1909-1910) in instal-

ments, and was published in book-form in 1915, the scholars

appreciated the industry with which the pioneering work was done by

the learned translator, removing many great difficulties which could

have been encountered by any one who would have attempted to

understand the text unaided. The readers in their eagerness to have

a translation in their hand were then ready to make a large allowance

for the inaccuracies that could not be removed. A perusal of Dr. S/s

prefaces to the 1st and 2nd editions of the translation shows that

he was well aware of the existence of inaccuracies and obscurities

which he could not remove but which he had a mind to eliminate by

consulting the available commentaries discovered since the publication

of the 1st edition of the translation. When the 3rd edition of the

translation came out in 1929, Dr. T. Ganapati Shastri’s illuminating

Sanskrit exegesis written with the aid of three old commentaries was

available. Moreover, since 1909 when the text of the Kautillya was
first published, scholars began to apply their minds to the interpreta-

tion of the text and bring out books and dissertations treating of the

various aspects of the subject-matter of the treatise. In all these

publications, light has been thrown on many passages which had been

misinterpreted in the translation. Dr. S. does not appear to have taken

the pains to avail himself of the results of the labours of these scholars,

lie has even ignored suggestions for correction made for instance by

Dr. Ganapati Sastri in his Preface (p. 2) to the first Part of his edition

of the Kautillya . Says he, “I obtained a copy of it (Dr.

Shamasastry’s English translation) in order to see whether it would be
of any use to my edition. But it seemed to me that many passages

were not correctly translated. For example :

^
1 (1. 7)

After giving general instruction in regard to some of the duties of

Kings, Kautalya mentions in the above passage the supreme duty

of making Acaryas and Ministers a barrier, as it were, of the Kings.

The meaning of the passage is that a King should appoint, as a

barrier, either Acaryas or Ministers who would boldly and effective-

ly check him whenever he shows inclination to stray away from the

path of righteousness. Here, Kau|alya gives expression to a noble
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conception of Government, the summum bonum of the subjects, name-

ly, a King, though he has control over all his subjects, should appoint

certain persons who would keep him under control. Mr. Shaina

Sastri has taken the passage in quite a different sense. He renders

it thus : ‘those teachers and ministers who keep him from falling a

prey to dangers, and who, by striking the hours of the day as

determined by measuring shadows warn him of his careless pro-

ceedings even *n secret shall invariably be respected’. I do not

see how this meaning was made out. If the word is taken

as meaning ‘respect’ in Sanskrit as it does colloquially in Tamil,

Telugu, and Canarese, those who study the ArlhaKistra will not grasp

the real meaning and perceive the noble conception of Acarya

Kaufcalya.”

There are many such blemishes in the translation, some of which

will be pointed out in this note. There are such errors as have not only

vitiated detached passages, but have rendered useless whole chapters.

Such errors could have been avoided, if, as already stated, Dr. S. had

undergone the necessary labours of making his translation correct

by taking due note of the light that could be forthcoming on many

portions of the Arthawstra from the writings of scholars who are

engaged in the investigations regarding the KauHtlya and the ancient

Hindu administrative system.

I take up the Seventh Book in view of its importance as the portion

of the treatise where inter-state relations have been dealt with.

Sometimes, the misinterpretation of a term which occurs several

times in one or more chapters has led to the repetition of

the errors vitiating whole passages and sometimes whole chapters.

I shall now point out some of these errors in the older of the chapters

of the Vllth Book

Bk. VII, 1. At page 263 (text, 2nd cd.), K. points out only the most

important conditions that should influence the decision of a

sovereign in the adoption of one or more of the six courses of

actions, viz., sandhi, vigraha, asana, yana, samsraya, and dvaidhl-

bhilva. Dr. S. has translated the passages enumerating these

chief conditions in such a way as to mislead an unwary reader

into thinking that each condition is the only determining factor

in regard to the connected course of action. For instance, he

has translated ab/iyucciyamuno vigrhniyat into ‘whoever is supe-

rior in power shall wage war.’ The emphasis laid on the
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term ‘whoever* leads one to have the impression that whenever a

sovereign acquires power, he must wage war with a weak sove-

reign to bring him under submission whether there be any cause

for conflict with him or not That such an impression is wrong

can well be seen by a reference to such passages as hxno'pi vigthnl

•

yat (one should enter into hostility even if he be inferior in strength

—AT., p. 269), lilno 'py abhiyayat (one, though inferior in strength,

should march against the enemy

—

K„ 270) and also by such

passages as “ jyayatt api sandhxyeta"{ even a strong king

should enter into a sandhi—K.
t p. 269),

11 fydyan api sam»

hrayeta” ( even a strong king should take to sambraya—K%%

p. 270). It is much to be regretted that Mr. V, A. Smith in his Early

History of India (4th ed., pp. 146, 147) bases his conclusions

regarding inter-state relations of the time of Candragupta Maurya

on the misleading translations of passages like the one cited above

without caring to draw correct inferences after taking into account

the combined effect of all the passages in the Kautihya bearing

on the points. 1

VII, 2, p. 267. Chidresu praharet has been translated as “he may murder

the enemy when opportunity affords itself/
1 Here the utilisation

of the opportunity need not necessarily be murder.

VII, 3, p. 268. 'GunabhiniveSa’ in the heading of the chapter cannot

be taken to mean ‘character/ It means the adoption of the Gunas

or courses of action,

VII, 4, p. 272. In the first paragraph of the Ch., K. explains the

variants of Asana viz. sthana ,
asana and nfiektana. Asana is usually

resorted to in cases of equality of strength between two conflicting

sovereigns. But it may happen that though the two sovereigns ap-

proximate to each other in strength, one may be slightly inferior or

superior to the other. In the case of such slight inferiority, the form

of asana is called sthdna, while in the other case it is called upekqana.

K. has gunaikadese sthdnam . Here gunaikadeSa means that the

requisite circumstances demanding a resort to the particular guna

(asana) exist partially. In such circumstances, the form of asana

to be adopted is called sthana , Dr. S. translates the passage

as '‘keeping quiet, maintaining a particular kind of policy, is

I See Sahitya Pariqat Patrihd, vol. XXXI (1924), p, 71,
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sthana.** Here I think, it has been contemplated by Dr. S. that guna

refers to a course of action other than asana which is* not the

case.

VII, 4. p. 273. The translation of the last passage in the paragraph

delineating the circumstances in which vigrhyasana is to be resorted

to has been made as follows by Dr. S. : “Since no friend would

neglect the opportunity of acquiring a fertile land and a prosperous

friend like myself ” The situation contemplated in the passage

has been misunderstood. The meaning conveyed by it may be

put thus : when the enemy is about to march with all his forces

to take away from another enemy a fertile region easily acquir-

able
,

slighting the existence of the king who is being advised

to adopt vigrhyasana, then the latter should take to that course

of action.

VII, 5, p. 278. The passage krtartha jyayaso (which should be

krtartkaf fyayaso )
gudhah sapadesam apasrjet should not

be made a part of the paragraph in prose, but should

be tagged on to the following verses. This misplacement

of the verse is also found in Dr. Jolly's edition, but has

been rectified in the Trivandrum edition. I think, the

misunderstanding of the meaning of the passages is responsible

for this error. Dr. S.'s translation is : (p. 307) “when the desired

end is achieved, the inferior king will quietly retire after the

satisfaction of his superior. Till his discharge, the good con-

duct of an ally of usually bad character should be closely scruti-

nised*. The passage forms part of the suggestion meant for a

king who responds to a call for combination. He should be

careful in regard to certain points at the time of the division of

the spoils and acquisitions after a successful completion of the

operations. The passage in question mentions one such point,

viz
,

if the king, who has called him, be of superior strength and

shows symptoms of an inclination to deal unfairly with him

at this stage, the latter should come away from him secretly

(gudhah) on some pretext or other (sapadesam)
;
should the for-

mer be just in his dealings (3ucivrttat tu), the latter may wait up

to the last to have his share of gains finally made over to him.

VII, 6, p. 280. Sandhi has been translated by the word 'peace* not only

here, but also in a large number of other passages wherever the
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term occurs. In the AT., however, the term has been used in two

senses viz., (i) alliance which may not have any connection with

war and (ii) treaty of peace after the settlement of a conflict.

Hence the use of the word ‘peace* without any regard to the dis-

tinctions in the implications of the word sandhi in the particular

cases has given rise to many inappropriate interpretations. In

the passage which, for instance, enumerates the four features of

the activities in regard to sandhis (text p. 280) such as akrta-

cildrsa, krtaSlesana, the term sandhi has been translated as

'peace/ But this sandhi may be an alliance concluded at a time

when there is no necessity to enter into any treaty of peace to

avert a disturbance of same. Moreover akrtacildrsa has been

translated as 'with no specific end/ The translation should be

‘desire to form a new (akrta) agreement/ The translation of the ex-

pression krtaSlesanam should be 'strengthening the agreement

already made* instead of 'peace with binding terms/ In regard

to the translation of the next terms krtavidfisanam and apaslrna-

kriya as 'the breaking of peace* and 'restoration of peace* respect-

ively, the use of the word ‘peace* is inappropriate, because in

the former case it is unduly restricted to the treaties of peace

only, while in the latter, the use of the term 'peace* is out of place

in view of the fact that relations with court-officials and servants

are involved.

In chapter X, the heading Bhumisandhi has been translated

as ‘agreement of peace for the acquisition of land,’ Here the

use of the word ‘agreement’ only would have sufficed, as other-

wise the impression is created that the sandhi has something

to do with war in all cases. In the translation of Bk. VII, ch. 7, para-

graph 3, the passage ‘when the kings of superior, equal or inferior

power make peace with the conqueror* is extreamely misleading,

because the use of the term ‘conqueror* for vijiglsu creates the

impression as if the sovereign in question has conquered a king

of superior, equal or inferior strengtli and that a treaty of peace

is being concluded. As a matter of fact only the question of

alliance for strengthening the position of the king (vijigi§u) in diffi-

culty is being treated and therefore the uses of both the words

'conqueror* and ‘peace* are inappropiiate. Vijiglsu literally means

a sovereign 'bent on conquest*. But as this desire for conquest was

not peculiar to any particular king, the word should be translated

by some term of colourless signification, 1 have used the expression
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'central sovereign or state* for the purpose, because we find in the

Kautitiya that the sovereign with reference to whom a particular

piece of advice is being given, or with reference to whom a

Mandala (circle of states) is being taken into account in a parti-

cular context is looked upon as the vijiguju (see Inter-state Rela-

tions in Ancient India, 1920, pp. 2, 3).

VII, 7. In the second paragraph of the translation (p. 312), the

reference to 'the enemy suing peace* is out of place, because in

the circumstances contemplated, there is no enemy suing for

peace. Hence the application of the terms ‘even peace* and

‘uneven peace* is also wide of the mark.

VII, 7 (transl., p. 314). In the paragraph, two classes of circumstances

have been contemplated in the K% But the translation does

not take note of these two classes of circumstances, interpreting

the whole paragraph as speaking of one class of circumstances

only. In the first portion of the paragraph, mention is made

of the situations in which the king who has been asked by

another king to help the latter is advised by K. to demand

a large consideration tor the help to be rendered without

any reference to his position as a hlna, sama, or jyayas king. In

the second portion, the king who is in need of help is advised

by K. to accede to the demand for a large consideration men-

tioned above in the detailed circumstances. The mixing up of

the two classes of circumstances in the translation has created

a confusion. 1 Moreover, the passage 'one though frequently

getting immense (subsidy) from an assailable enemy of equal,

inferior, or superior power, sends demands to him again and again*

is meaningless. The word bhUyah in two places in the text has

been taken by Dr. S„ to signify ‘frequently* and 'again and

again*, while it means here ‘Jarge*.

The beginning of the next paragraph in the translation (p. 314)

)ields no cogent meaning, because it speaks of an inferior king

trying to keep a superior power under him as an assailable enemy,

though there is nothing in the passage to show that the superior

king has become really inferior in strength on account of his

1 See my article on Dvaidhlbhava in this number of the I. H.Q.,

pp. 257, 258.
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difficulties. I think the text upon which this translation is

based is defective and should be as that adopted by Dr. Ganapati

Sastri. The first word in the passage should be jyayan and

not jyayamsam. The reference to the sending of a 'proposal

of peace to another* is also without any support of the text. The

passage on the basis of the correction would mean that an offer

of a special gain may be made by a king of superior strength

adopting dvaidhlbhava to a king of inferior power to attract

him into a sandhi with him with the ostensible object of facing

the former's enemy (yatavyapade§ena). There may be a sinister

motive on the part of the king of superior strength to bring

to book the inimical king of inferior power by crushing him

after defeating his enemy, or realising from him what he has

given away as consideration after the victory over the enemy

is achieved.

VII, 8, p. 286. In the first paragraph of the translation (p. 315),

paropakara lias been translated by the word misery, while

the reference is to reminding a king helping the enemy of the

fact that the king is really helping his own enemy (paropakara)

and not advancing his own interest at all. It is not clear from the

last portion of the sentence in the translation whether the disunion

that takes place is between the king making the offer of wealth and

one of the allies of the invader, or, between the invader and one of

his allies. The latter meaning is the one supported by the

text.

For the reading svarabdham va yatrasiddham vigha tayitukamah

in the second paragraph of the text, the Trivandrum edition

has svarabdhayain va yatrayam siddhim vighatayitukamdh which

yields a good meaning, viz., 'with a view to frustrate the

success in his well-commenced march*, instead of Dr. $/s transla-

tion *to frustrate the latter in the attempt of achieving large

profit from well-begun undertakings*. The variant reading

of siddhim for siddham in footnote 2 in Dr. S*s. text suggests

a partial improvement of the reading. But it has not been

accepted in the body of the text.

At p. 316 of the translation, sambandhavek&i (expecting to have

a matrimonial connection) has not at all been translated.

The translation constituting the third paragraph of p. 316 is

obscure. The situation contemplated is as follows : If a king
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who has entered into an alliance with another king (marching

against a yfttavya) wants to recede from the alliance either to

help the yatavya, or to refrain from increasing the strength of

the other king who may attack him (parabhiyogac chankamanah)

after the operations are ended successfully, he can demand an

immediate payment of his dues, or can demand a larger sum

as his remuneration, which will serve to put a financial pressure

upon the subjects (prakrtikarfiana), or invite other parties (mitra-

mitra) to alliances with the king to rescind their agreements follow-

ing the example.

In the paragraph after next, the translation of Hakyarambhi

is faulty.

Text S/s Translation. Suggested Transl.

Sakyarambhin Whoever undertakes One who is engaged
tolerable work is the in an operation, the

beginner of possible completion of which is

work. within the limits of his

ability.

In the same paragraph, the translation ‘without losing anything

in the form of favour' is not at all faithful to the text (alpenapy

anugrahena karyam sadhayati). The translation should be ‘accom-

plishes his work even with small help'.

The circumstances delineated in the next passage have been

misunderstood by Dr. S.

Text

tayor ekapuru-
§anugrahe yo mi-

train mitrataram
va 'nugrhnati so

'tisandhattc.

er
;

and of the two
kings, each helping an-

other king, one friendly

and the other friendly

in a special degree,

the king who assists

the king friendly to him
in a special degree
(mitratara) becomes a

greater gainer.

Dr. S.’s Transl.

Of the two, conqueror
and his enemy, both of

whom may happen to

have a friend in the

same person, he who
helps a true or truer

friend over-reaches the

other.

Suggested Transl.

Of the two kings,

each helping another
king, one an enemy
(but now an ally) and
the other a friend, the

king who happens to

render assistance to the

friend becomes a gain-

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1931 24
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destroy a large mass of effete persons, whose slaughter brings

about the destruction of the entire army of their master. Not

so, says Kaufcilya, a large number of effete persons is better, in-

asmuch as they can be employed to do other kinds of works

in the camp : to serve the soldiers in the battle fields, and to

terrify the enemy by its number. It is also possible to infuse spirit

and enthusiasm in the timid by means of discipline and training.
1 *

VII, 13. In order to bring out the various factors that should be

taken into consideration in deciding whether an attack upon the

rear of an enemy should be made, two sets of three kings have

been supposed and in each set one king is out for an attack upon

another and a third king in each set is to attack the rear of the

king out on the invasion. These rear invaders have been taken

to be neighbours and therefore natural enemies, but they are for

the time being in alliance for mutual benefit. The object of the

chapter is the comparison of advantages derived from the rear

attacks upon the kings who in their turn are invading their ene-

mies. These advantages may not always be palpable and hence

in the choice of the state against which the hostile operations

are to be directed, one has more chances of acquisition of gain

than the other.

In the first paragraph of the translation (p. 329) the term samr

hatya has been rendered by the word ‘simultaneously’ which does

not bring out the real meaning. The VijigTsu (central state) and

the Ari (enemy) have been taken to be in alliance aud hence the

word samhatya has been used. In the later portion of the para-

graph, the passage ‘has to put down the rear only after doing

away with one’s frontal enemy already attacked’ misinterprets

the situation. The vidhilih form ucchindyut in the text here

as well as in the next parr graph has been taken to convey the

sense of vidhi (for which 'has to put down’ has been used), while

it should be taken in the sense of sambhavanZi. The use of 'only*

is out of place. The situation contemplated is this : If there

be two kings, one strong and the other weak, and if both are out

on expedition against their respective enemies, then of the two

kings who are enemies (of the invading kings) in alliance in the

rear, the one who attacks the strong king becomes the gainer,

because the strong king after defeating his enemy in front would

have grown stronger, and consequently could have brought about
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the ruin of his rear enemy, if he had not been thwarted during

his expedition against the frontaJ enemy
$
while the other rear

enemy who attacks the weak king during his operation against the

enemy in front does not make any gain, because left to himself,

these operations alone would have weakened him further, leaving

in him no desire to make an attack upon the rear enemy.

As a variant reading to labdhalabha in the text, alabdhalabha

has been put in the foot-note by Dr. S. But as a matter of fact he

has translated the latter word because of its appropriateness for

which it should have been adopted in the text itself.

Cakra in the second paragraph of the text has been translated

as the 'circle of states', while it means 'army'.

Transl. p. 330. The renderings of calamitra and sthitamitra are

rather unhappy. They have been translated as ‘wandering enemy*

and ‘entrenched enemy*. Enemies with or without forts are meant.

The terms mulahara
%
tadatvika and kadarya have been explained

in the AT., Bk. II, ch. 9. p. 69. They are explained as (i) spend-thrift

in regard to patrimony (ii) squandering wealth soon after acquisi-

tion, and (ii) accumulating wealth by oppressing the officials and

relations. But Dr. S. does not take any note of these explanations.

He has translated the terms as ‘extravagant, living from hand to

mouth and niggardly. 1

Dr. S.’s translation of the next passage, viz., ‘the same reasons

hold good in the case of those who have marched against their own
friends’ is likely to create the impression that a king used to attack

his friends* territory, though the friendship continued. That this

was not the case will be evident from what has been said by K. in

connection with the mitrabhlivin
,

ucchedariiya or karbariiya

mitras in Bk. VII, ch. 18. The next paragraph in the translation

should also be taken with the limitation mentioned above.

At p. 302 of the text, in the last paragraph, mitra has been put

instead of amitra in coddharator yo initroddharinah . In the 1st

edition of the ICautUlya the right term appeared in the list of

corrections. But in the 2nd edition the incorrect word has crept

in. The translation (p. 331) has become self-contradictory, because

it has been stated that ‘he who attacks the rear of the former

(referring to the friend - mitra
)

gains more advantages’ which is

just the reverse of what is meant.

In the second paragraph of the translation at p. 331 alabdhalabha-
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vagamane has been rendered as 'to enforce the payment of what

is not due to them’, which is altogether wide of the mark. The

correct rendering is *in the case of returning unsuccessful/

The sentence in the text (p. 303) beginning with yasya va

yatavyah up to sairor vigrahapakarasamarthah syat is related to

the previous sentence, because it describes a situation alternative

to the preceding one. It has no connection with the succeeding

sentence to which it has been tagged. The resulting meaning as

understood by Dr. S. and evidenced in his translation is very much
confused. Two sets of circumstances contemplated in the two

sentences are : (i) Of the two Parsnigrahas of two other kings out

on invasion against their respective enemies, the parsnigraha of the

king whose enemy is able to cause him much harm becomes a

gainer as compared with the other par§nigraha who does not have

this advantage, (ii) Of the two parsnigrahas themselves, the one

who possesses a larger and more efficient army, and is fighting with

a fort as his base of operations (sthita§atruh) or has his kingdom

situated on either side of that of the king attacked (parfivasthayin)

and is therefore near the yatavya (i.e. the yatavya of the king

whose territory is invaded from the rear) becomes a gainer. The

advantages enjoyed by a parsvasthayin rear-invader is that being

near the aforesaid yatavya, he can easily combine with him and

can make a raid upon the capital of the king whose rear has been

attacked. The second set of circumstances described above has a

direct bearing upon the parsnigrahas themselves, while in the

preceding sets of circumstances, the kings attacked constituted the

principal subject-matter for consideration.

In the succeeding Sloka (p. 303) samantut should be samantah

a variant which has been relegated by Dr. S. to the foot-note.

This word has been left untranslated. Though the text mentions

t
three classes of parsnigrahas, viz., samanta, p^thatovarga and

prative§a, Dr. S. has tried to make up these three by the second

and the third, taking the latter to constitute two classes, one being

on each side of the king attacked, though as a matter of fact

they constitute only one class,

The misleading translation of the term udasina as already

pointed out has been repeated here (transl. p. 33 1).

Dr. S. translates parsnigrakanabhiyanayos tu mantrayuddhad

abhyuccayah as follows : Of attacks from the rear and front, that
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which affords opportunities of carrying on a treacherous fight

(mantrayuddha) is preferable*. The translation ought to be ‘In

rear as well as frontal attack Mantrayuddha brings about increase

of strength.
1

In the text the next two sentences have been put

within inverted commas as the opinion of the Acaryas. The

opinion should, however, include the sentence referred to above.

This sentence makes a statement in support of which the next two

sentences put forward the reasons.

VII, 13, p.304. Dr. S.’s translation of the second paragraph is incorrect.

It should be as follows : ‘When in war, the expenditure in men and

money is apparently the same,, the king who first of all engages the

recalcitrant portion of his army in the fight by which its destruction

takes place, and next, i.e., when the likely source of internal trouble

viz. the recalcitrant portion of his army is destroyed, utilises the

submissive portion of his army in the fight, he becomes a gainer

(as compared with the king who does not do so).

The next sentence also is wrong. It seems that he has taken

dUsyabala and vasyabala of the text for ‘frontal enemy 1 and ‘rear

enemy*.

The translation of the si ok a that comes next is utterly wrong.

It runs thus : ‘when an enemy in the rear and in the front, and

an assailable enemy to be marched against happen together, then

the conqueror should adopt the following policy’.

It should be : ‘when the VijigTsu happens to be in the position

of either the rear-invader (parsnigraha), or the invader (abhiyoktr),

or the king invaded (5 atavya), he should thus conduct the oper-

ations (naitram etat samacaret/. The misconception about VijigTsu

is, I think, responsible for the mistranslation. VijigTsu should not

be translated as conqueror. 1 prefer the expression ‘central king*

(or the central state), because he (or it) forms the central point

with reference to which deliberations are carried on in the particular

context. Here the fact that the Vijigisu can be supposed in the

positions of the rear-invader etc. corroborates this view.

Dr. S. misses the real point in the first verse of the following

filoka upon which the meaning of the Sloka depends. His translation

is this : ‘The rear enemy would usually lead the conqueror's

frontal enemy to attack the conqueror's friend*. The correct

rendering would be : The Netf (here the vijigisu) should attack

the rear of the enemy who invades the friend (of the vijig^u).
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Transl., p. 332. The word ‘them' in the first line of the translation

of the Sloka commencing with akrandenabhiyuftjanah refers to

Akranda and Parsnigrahabhisarin mentioned in the latter portion

of the translation of the previous sloka, but as a matter of fact

advice has been given in the text to check Pargnigraha (and not

Parsnigrahasara) by Akranda.

The sloka commencing with mitre'na is meant for the king

attacked (abhiyukta or yatavya)
;
hence, the use of the word 'he/

which stands for the conqueror in the translations of the preced-

ing Slokas, also implies ‘conqueror* in this Sloka and is therefore

inappropriate. Instead of ‘he should with his friends* help hold

his rear-enemy at bay* the translation should be ‘the king attack-

ed (abhiyukta) should cause his friend (mitra) to attack the rear of

his enemy.' The translation of the next portion of the 61oka is

also wrong. In the place of ‘with the help of his friend*s friend he

should prevent his rear-enemy attacking the Akranda (his rear

ally)/ the rendering should be ‘the king ’ attacked (abhiyukta)

should prevent the Akranda (here the rear-ally of the invader)

from obstructing the rear-invader (of the invader) with the help

of his (yatavya’s) mitra-mitra’.

The next verse evam ?nandalam atmartham vijigi^ur nivehayet

has been translated by Dr. S. as 'thus the conqueror should,

through the aid of his friends, bring the circle of States under

his own sway.* The question of ‘bringing under sway* does not

arise in this context. Only the utilisation of the services of the

kings of the Mandala is the subject dealt with in the text.

VII, 13, p. 305. In the last sloka but one of the chapter, the transla-

tion of the last verse is defective. It should be 'killing (the

enemies) secretly under the guise of their friend* and not ‘having

again and again destroyed the strength of his enemies, he should

keep his counsels concealed, being friendly with his friends.*

VII, 14, p.305, last 2 lines. Dr. S. translates '‘Then the recipients

of salaries from two States, exhibiting the acquisition of large

profits (to the leader) may satirize the kings, saying, “you are all

very well combined.’* The rendering should be : •‘The ubhaya-

vetanas (i.e. spies drawing salary from the attacked king but osteiv

sibly in the pay of the minor allies of the enemy) should con-

demn the action of the allies by saying ‘you have been outwitted
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(by the leader)”.* Atisarphitdh in the text means that a secret

gain has been made by the leader at the cost of the allies. The
word atisandhana or the verb ati—sam—dha has been used in

this sense in various places in the Kautilxya.

VII, 14. At p. 306, 1. 1 the word dmta in the sentence du$te$u

sandhim du$ayet should not be translated as ‘wicked' having re-

gard to the context. The reference is to the alienation of the

allies from their leader by the suggestion made above that they

have been outwitted.

PUrvanyatarabhave
1

kanyddanayauvandbhydm and krtasandhi-

hxnam at p. 306 should be rectified. The existence of these ex-

pressions in the text has vitiated the translation. The right

forms would be purvdn uttarabhave, kanydddna-ydpambhydm and

krtasandhir hxnam (see Trivandrum edition).

VII, 15. The heading of this chapter has been written as ‘Measures

Conducive to Peace with a Strong and Provoked Enemy
;
and

the Attitude of a Conquered Enemy.' The Sanskrit heading is

'balavatd vigrhyoparodhahetavah dandopanitavrttarn ca\ the meaning

of which has not been faithfully reflected in the English heading.

The first part of the heading should be rendered as ‘the reasons

for shutting oneself (in a fort) while waging war with a powerful

enemy.' This meaning finds support in the contents of the

chapter. As regards the second portion of the heading, 'dando-

panata" cannot properly be rendered by ‘a conquered enemy/ be-

cause conquered enemy, as the Kautitlya itself will show, is not

always a dandopanata. I have used the expression ‘self-submitter’

for the purpose (Inter-state Relations, pt. 1
, pp. 61 f.).

The translation (p. 336) of tnlyadurgdnu ni nicayupasaralo

visesah [of two or more forts of similar advantages, the superiority

lies in the one from which the supply of necessaries of life (nicaya)

can be maintained, and which affords a means of escape (apasara)]

is wrong, because the right significance of tulyadurgandm and

apasdra has been missed. Dr. S’s. translation runs thus : ‘When

there are many forts, difference should be sought in their affording

facility for the collection of 9tores and supplies'.

VII, 16. The heading of this chapter is daniopamyivfttam which

has been rendered as ‘the attitude of a conqueredVvcig*% This oblitera-

l.H.Q,, JUNE, 1931 *5
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tes the distinction between dandopanayin and dandopanata, the

latter being treated in the previous chapter under the heading ‘the

attitude of a conquered enemy*. In fact the position of the dandopa-

nayin is just the reverse of dandopanata who is under the domina-

tion of the other. I have styled him ‘dominator* in my Inter-state

Relations
,
pt. 1. The palpable mistake of putting this wrong heading

should not have been repeated through all the three editions of the

translation. The impression that the chapter is dealing with

the ‘conquered king’ has given rise to mistaken translations in

several places.

The opening paragraph reflects the confusion of ideas as to

the difference between the dominator and the self-submitter. Dr.

S. writes : ‘In view of causing financial trouble to his protector,

a powerful vassal king, desirous of making conquests, may under

the permission of his protector, march on countries \ The

rendering should be ‘when a powerful king (i.e. the dominator)

intends to subdue one who, after making a promise (to pay),

causes anxiety in regard to the payment of the money, he should

march. \

Dr. S. in his translation speaks of ‘a powerful vassal king*

who goes out to make conquest with the permission of his

protector intending to subdue other kings by the application

of sama, dana, bheda and danda, This is absurd because the

dominator is the central figure in the chapter and his relation

to the weak king is explained in it. The dominator is to apply

sama, dana, etc. in regard to the weak king according to the

particular circumstances of each case. The misunderstanding of

the basic object of the chapter has vitiated it altogether.

VII, 16, p. 31 1. The sentence which begins with evam utsahavato

has been made to end after sthapayet
,

but as a matter of fact it

should be linked up with the next line which should come to a

stop after blitimyupakarinali . The translation (p. 339) speaks

of the reinstatement of kings by the ‘powerful vassal king*, while

in fact it deals with the question as to how the dominator

will utilise the services of the self-submitters of various descrip-

tions.

The last paragraph at p. 311 of the text which has been

continued to the next page describes six kinds of helping kings,

the first set of three kings rendering their help to the dominator
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directly, and the second set of three giving their assistance indirect-

ly by causing harm to the dominator’s enemy. In vie.v of this

fact the text (p. 312J yad amitram asaram copakaroti tad ubhayato-

bhogi as well as its translation (p. 339) ‘whoever helps also his

enemy and his enemy's allies is a friend affording enjoyment to

both sides’ is incorrect and self-contradictory in its meaning.

The correct reading is yad amitram asaram capakaroti (see Tri-

vandrum ed.), of which the translation would be ‘he who harms

the enemy as well as the enemy’s ally is one who helps in two

ways *.

In the rendering (p. 340) of the last sentence of the text (p. 312)

pareruittadhivasyaya svayavt eva bhartaram upagrahayet
t the

word parena remains untranslated, while the rest of the sentence

has been translated wrongly. The translation runs thus
: (he

should provide) ‘his own protector with an uninhabitable piece

of land'. As the advice contained in the whole paragraph is

meant for the dandopanayin and not for the dandopanata, the

translation has become the reverse of the actual meaning which

is ‘(the dandopanayin) should conciliate (the dandopanata) by

giving the (former) holder (i.e., the dandopanata) himself a piece

of land which cannot be occupied except by him\

The first word (tesam) of the next paragraph refers to the

various descriptions of the dandopanatas mentioned in the preceding

lines and the nominative of the sentence is evidently the dandopa-

nayin and not the vassal king desirous of making conquests

as pointed out by Dr. S. This wrong impression pervades the

whole paragraph and has vitiated its correct import. The last

three lines of the paragraph cannot appropriately be taken to

refer to what should be done by a ‘vassal king* 'to the protector’

(dandopanayin). On the other hand, they speak of the line of

action to be taken by the dandopanayin towards the dandopanata,

The sentence (p. 313) evam asya dandopanatah putrapautran anu-

vartante [thus (i.e, by the line of action mentioned in the preceding

lines) the danclopanatas will follow loyally his (dandopanayin’s)

sons and grandsons] explains the situation.

In view of the errors shown above the translation of the whole

chapter should be re-written.

VI 1
, 18. The opening sentence of the chapter should be madhya-

masya atma trtlya pahcaml ca prakrfl prakrtayah (Trivandrum ed.)
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instead of madhyamasyaiinatrtlya palicamx ca prakrtl prakrtayah ,

as otherwise the use of the word prakrtayah in bahuvacana would

not be justified as there will be only two prakjtis viz,, atmatrflya

and paUcaml.

The translation which has been based on the wrong text is

therefore incorrect Here in the first two sentences of the chapter

a grouping of certain States has been made with reference to the

dealings of the king under our consideration, viz., the Vijiglsu

(the central king or state) with the madhyama. The madhyama

(medium power) and the third and the fifth states from him are

prakftist i.e., natural friends, while the second, fourth and the sixth

states from the same are vikrtis
,

i.e., natural enemies.

The situation contemplated in the next two sentences of the

first paragraph of the chapter has been misunderstood.

It is stated in the text that if the Madhyama be friendly to both

the sets of kings (prakrtis and vikrtis), the Central State should be

friendly to him. Should the Madhyama show no leaning to

any of these two sets of kings, the Central State should take the

side of his own prakrtis (i.e. friends). But Dr. S. translates

(p. 344) the last sentence thus : 'If he does not favour them, the

conqueror should be friendly with those states.* Here ‘those states'

evidently refer to both prakrtis and vikrtis
,
while the text speaks

only of the prakrtis, implying thereby the prakrtis with reference

to the Vijiglsu (cf. vijiglsur mitram mitramitram va *sya prakrtayah

— AT., VI, 2, p. 261).

VII, 18 (transl. p. 344). The first sentence of the second paragraph

of the translation should be “if the Madhyama wants to bring under

sway a really friendly king (mitrabhavin mitra) of the sovereign

of the 'Central State’, the latter should save him”, instead of “if the

Madhyama king is desirous of securing the friendship of the conquer-

or's would-be friend, the conqueror should preserve his own

friend” as translated by Dr. S,

VII* 18 (transl. p. 346). The rendering of the term udasxna by

neutral is, as already pointed out, extremly misleading. A reader

who does not consult the text will be puzzled to find that a

‘neutral* king is coming into conflict inspite of his ‘neutrality.*

The udaslna, as a matter of fact, has a technical signification

attached to it in the Kautihya as also the term madhyama which
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lias been translated by Dr. S. as mediatory (transl. 290). The
name mediatory would prima facie convey the impression that the

sovereign so called mediates between two other kings, but according

to the description of the Madhyama found in the text, the name

has a reference to the amount of strength possessed by a sovereign

situated in the neighbourhood. The name Udaslna has also a

similar implication as to the amount of strength of the sovereign

so called. The Madhyama is situated within the first zone of both

the Vijiglsu and the Ari (arivijiglsvor bhumya[na]ntarah.—vi, 2, p.

261) and is therefore within the zone of enmity to each of them.

The text (vi, 2, p. 261) lays down that the Madhyama is capable of

subduing each of the Ari and Vijiglsu when they are not combined,

but can help them whether they are combined or not i.e. when they

are allied, he is able only to help them and not to subdue them.

It follows from this that the strength of the Madhyama is greater

than that of either the Ari or the Vijiglsu, but less than the

combined strength of the two powers.

The Udaslna (ut= urdhvam aslnah i.e. seated on a height) is the

strongest power supposed to exist within the first zone of the

'Central State/ It is stated in the text (vi, 2, p. 261) that besides

Ari, Vijiglsu and Madhyama, there is another sovereign capable

of subduing each of them when they are combined, but can help

them whether they are combind or not i.e., when they are allied, he

is able only to help them and cannot subdue them. The inference

should therefore be that the strength of the Udaslna is greater than

that of the Madhyama and necessarily much greater than that of

either the Ari or the Vijiglsu taken separately, but less than the

combined strength of the three taken together.

VII, 18, p, 320. The translation of the versc nopakurytt amitram va

gacched yad atikarbitam has been made as follows : ‘The conqueror

should never help his friend when the latter is more and more

deteriorating/ It should however be : ‘The Vijiglsu should not

help one (referring to mitra mentioned in the second verse) who,

much reduced in strength (atikarSita), goes over to the enemy

(amitram gacchet)/

There is also a defect in the translation of the following Sloka.

The words calam mitram should be rendered as 'an unstable

friend* instead of as ‘a wandering friend (i.e. a nomadic king)/

Nivesya purvain tatranyani dandu nugrahaheta nix . as been trail-
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slated by Dr. S. thus : ‘having made some previous arrangements

to punish or favour the friend/ This should be : “having pre-

viously stationed (nivesya) there another person for rendering

military help (dandanugrahahetuna).”

The first portion of the next Sloka afakuryat samartham va has

been wrongly translated. It has been rendered as ‘the conqueror

may harm him when he has grown powerful/ while it should be

translated as {the mitra) ‘who does harm (to the Central State)

when powerful*.

Dr. S/s translation of the last sloka at p. 320 of the text is

altogether wide of the mark. His translation runs thus : ‘when a

friend keeps quiet after rising against an enemy under troubles, that

friend will be subdued by the enemy himself after getting rid of

his troubles/ The rendering should be as follows : ‘if a Mitra

after growing in power (utthitam) owing to the vyasanas (cala-

mities) of his enemy becomes disaffected (towards the Vijigisu),

then by the removal of the vyasanas of the enemy (of the Mitra),

he (the Mitra) is brought under control through the enemy (of

the Mitra).

I refrain from pointing out the blemishes from the other Hooks

in the translation of the Kautillya as I think that those shown

above arc sufficiently illustrative of the nature and number of

the errors to be found more or less in other portions of the trea-

tise, I hope the learned translator will try to remove them

when the opportunity presents itself, while in the mean time, I

caution the readers against relying on the translation alone for

arriving at correct meanings of the passages of the Kautillya .

Narendra Nath Law

An Inscription dated in the reign of Emperor
Muhammad Shah

There is a stone (1008, )ai inscribed with Devanagarl characters,

in the gallery of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. It is marked “Not

Read'
1

. From the label attached thereto it appears that neither the

provenance of the inscription nor the name of the donor is known. The

language seems to be a Sanskritised form of the “Khatola Bundel! of

Damoh/* illustrated in the Linguistic Survey of India

,

IX, pt. I,

p. 464. The epigraph was probably discovered in the Damoh region.
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The inscription records the erection of a funeral pillar in honour

of a private individual. Its importance lies in its form of dating.

It is dated not only in both the Vikrama and the Saka eras, but also

in the “gati-varsa
1
’ (current regnal year) of the Emperor Muhammad

Shah, the Mughal emperor of Delhi, who ruled from 1719-1748 A.D.

Another interesting thing is that it contains more than one instance

of that philological fact, about which M. Sylvain Levi has said, ‘‘les

deux lettres ‘sa* et ‘kha* s'emploient constamment Pune pour l’autre,

et les theoriciens posent en principe leur identite absolue dans les

jeux de mots." (Le Nepal
,
II. p. 145).

The inscription contains fourteen lines, which we read as follows ;

1 Sidhi (l!) Sri-Ganesaya namah | $ri-Sarasvati

2 namah (®) Dhrttesvara-nama (?) samvatsare Sri

3 Vikramadittyarajye Samvat 1803 ( , ) Sa-

4 ke 1668 l§rl-surya utrayane vasa-

5 tti * * £rl Pattisahi Mahammada Sahi-gativarsa

6 28 vaisasamase krasnapakse trayodasl 13 caindravasare

7 vadi nemalia uttipakaraje (?) nijabagamadhye Udeyapura-

8 nagrc Subha astliane (11) Suve Malava * * -nivasabava-

9 li isthitticharl (?) Vaisyavarane pannadharmahma Sn-Cauh Ca

painta

10 Raijl-laghubhrata Jasavamta Raiji (11) Tinanai nivahai—Mira

11 Sri Cauh-Capamta Raiji ( ,) tasya putra Sn-Cauh AmanaU
Rai-

12 ji tasya putra Cih ( ? ) Sn-Cauh-Varajora Simgha (ilj Dighayu-

rastu

1 3 lesaka (11) Subham bhavatu maiugalam (||)

14 Karigara Cainduva Simghamana (II)

Translation

‘‘Success. Adoration to Sil-Ganesa, Adoration to £rl Surasvatl.

In the year 1803 according to the era founded in the reign of Sri-

Vikramaditya, in Saka 1668, when the illustrious Sun is in the Utta-

rayana (Northern course), in the current year 28 of the illustrious

emperor Mahammada Saha, in the thirteenth 13 lunar day of the

black fortnight of the month of Vaisakha in an auspicious place

in (their) own garden at the town of Udeyapura. Jasavanta Raiji,

the younger brother of Sn Caudhuri (?) Capamta Raiji, a very pious

man of the Vaisya sect, who is an inhabitant of the Malava Suva.
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(These) three perform (it)—Mira Sri Caudhuri Capamta Raljl, his

son Sr! Caudhuri Amanata Ralji, (and) his son Sri Caudhuri Varajora

Simgha. May the writer live long. Let it be auspicious and prosperous.

The scribe (is) Cainduva Simghamana,

Notes

1. Muhammad Shah (1719*48) is the Mughal emperor of Delhi.

The 28th year of his reign was 1719 + 27— 1746 A.D. The Vikrama

and Saka years referred to in the inscription (1803 V.E.—57 =» 1746

A.D.
;
1668 S.E.+ 78 = 1746 A.D.) also give the same date.

2. Udayapura-nagara appears to be an unimportant town in

Malava.

3. The omission of the word ‘Sri’* before the name of Jasavarnta

shows that he was dead. We have left this word untranslated except

in two places for the sake of avoiding awkwardness.

Dinesh Chandra Sircar

“Camdaftutanam” in the Nanaghat Cave Inscription
• •

In the Nanaghat Cave Inscription No. I, edited by G. Biihler in

the Archceological Survey of Western India
,
vol. V, the passage “Narno

Samkasana-Vasudevanam camdasutanam mahimavatanam catumnam

ca lokapalanam Yama-Varuna-Kuvera-Vasavanam,,
(line 1) has been

translated as “Adoration to Samkarsana and Vasudeva, the descen-

dants of the Moon, who are endowed with majesty, and to the four

guardians of the world, Yama, Varuna, Kuvera and Vasava.”

Biihler translates ‘'Camdasutanam” as the descendants of Camda

and takes it as an epithet of “Samkasana-Vasudeva.” I, however,

differ from him on the following grounds :

The vowel-mark in "s,” the third letter of the word “camdasuta-

nam,w is distinctly “u,” and there is hardly any instance of Sanskrit

lo»g“u” being changed into short “u" in Prakrit. Then the next

letter, of which the lower part is lost, seems to me to be “ra” and not

*ta.* The word therefore is “Candasuranam,” (
= candrasuryayoh) and

the epithet “mahimavatanam” then suits it excellently.

Dinesh Chandra Sircar
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The name Bhagavrtti occurs fairly frequently in commentaries on

grammar and lexicons but we know practically next to nothing about the

work and its author. The late Prof. Sris Chandra Chakravarti in his high-

ly erudite introduction to the qrrfTOft*TqrefTO inclines to the view that

Bhartrhari is the author of the Bhagavrtti. Prof. Chakravarti writes :—
‘It-sing in a part of his book makes the author of a commen-

tary on qiflofa. He calls it
upei-naM which is surmised by the Japanese

translator (Mr. J. Takakusu) to be the Veda-vftti or %?refrr.

Now this “pei-na” is probably the which is a commentary on

the 9

(pp. 13*14'. In a foot-note Prof. Chakravarti asks : “May

not the Vedav^tti as well be a corruption of the word *1 or i.e.,

wreftr ?’* This argument need not be seriously considered. By turning

and twisting the vowels and consonants in a word we can prove

anything, but that is not scientific.

Prof. Chakravarti's second argument is that Bhartrhari is mentioned

as the author of the Bhagavrtti in several grammatical treatises. He

says :
—“As to its authorship the following statement is found in

the TOff^ta by Aaqrfafi on the Sutra VIII, 3, 21, viz.,

—

1 to ^ TOrfnro to TO^fafa i

1— says in his gwaifa on the Sutra VIII, 3, 37

—

m 1 the author of

the a commentary on the by remarks in

the end of his book—wrefros tfro fatfTO 1”

Prof, Chakravarti evidently thought that the three passages quoted

above pointed to the same conclusion, but the fact is just the

reverse. In the quotation from who certainly was most inti-

mately acquainted with the TO^ means ‘similarly*, so the

passage contains the views of three grammarians, viz., wrefViWfy

vnrVc and In the second passage quoted distinctly

says—‘it has been said by Bhartrhari as also the author of the WTFfn*

I.H.Q., JUNE, I931 26
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( «rf ). As regards the statement of ^fwc» it is clear

that confuses Hnrcfa with vf? . Asa matter of fact the author of

the Bhagavrtti was quite distinct from Bhartrhari as in numerous

passages in commentaries on grammar the opinions of both have been

quoted side by side.

In a learned preface to the Descriptive Catalogue of the Sans-

krit Manuscripts in the Collections of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

(vol. VI), Mm. Haraprasada SastrT does not offer any suggestion of

his own but contents himself with showing the unreliable character of

the facts and arguments put forward by Mr. Chakravarti. Says

Mm. Sastri :
,cNo reliance can be placed on any historical statements

of Sretidharacarya as he belongs to the 17th century and to North

Bengat. In this very quotation he confounds Bhatti and Bhartr-

hari, for Sridharasena was the patron of Bhatti the poet, and not of

Bhartrhari the grammarian”.

I shall now try to glean some information about the author

of the Bhagavrtti and his approximate date from the references to the

work I have come across in the course of my studies in Sanskrit

grammar.

Though and wrafVigm are pretty frequently referred to in Sans-

krit grammatical literature, in only one passage have l found the

name of the author mentioned. In his Katantra-Parisista ( 1 . 142).

fSrTpatidatta says : sfHWw 1 gsjfa fc*?

It would appear from the above extract that Vimalamati is the

author of the Bhagavrtti. One Vimalamati is mentioned by Eggeling

as the author of a commentary on the Candravyakarana. Trilocana-

dasa in his Katantravrttipaucika on Katantra, Samasapada r, quotes

the following verse from Vimalamati :

1

wrarei irf* * 11

In our present state of knowledge it is difficult to say whether all these

three Vimalamatis refer to one and the same person or not.
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That the Nhagavrtti was not among the early on Panini

would be clear from the following remarks of Srlpati {Ibid,, II, 16):

HTroftrerarr wth m* topi 1 n TOtrororof ifHircr *r i.e., the author

of the Bhagavrtti holds that the dictum is applicable to the Vedas

alone
;
but that is not the view of the early Vrttikaras nor of Candra.

The early Vfttikaras refer, of course, to Kuni, Jayaditya, Vamana

and others.

That the author of the vrurefa could not have been Bhartrhari

is evident from the following :

1—Goyicandra on Sahksiptasara, I. 328.

f sft vfcMvmt ] **rr* RrRrqRrirr^n^rf^Hfiri?

l> 1 * 1 u] *** *r 1 mifcrn u:

a Aya gipnwnt 1 w w t\a ^

s*rrt a <&[ srefa* a zntitmfofh 1—Slradeva

on Paribhasa, 4.

<fa wrffa: 1 ifa w? *ft: i—Durghafcavrtti on

TW3<TFss?ta ffa swam i

wursfH&m (Ibid., VII. 3, 31).

That it was posterior to the Kasika is clear from the fact that

it discusses quotations from as also the fact that in many cases it

seems to controvert the views of the Kasika.

Thus—

*w:” ffa [t° 1 \t] witn ffh

'Ujjvaladatta on ^r^uifer * 1 *•<?.

Prawn [ * 1 n ] 1 ^ RI* wrefa

( <^'z?fn: on 7. 2. 36). “firoprar” ffif qahn *fa

HPT?fa;—Goyicandra on Sahksiptasara, 1097.

A [t I \ 1
^ IRT^*

qiaiifrft 1 imnpiftwRWT w. aM^ t — Slradeva on Pari-

bha$a, 29.

unwifiwftfii 5WTft*r. 1 HPTift: ( tfroriftr; $• *• I 3 2)*
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»qft $Nf %*ralf3 HtwraiM: t snftfn «msf*r. ( wnsfn on fqn?q

w: 7. 2. 7p).

Commenting on Panini VI. I, 9 the Kafiika remarks qw«ireS;t«iq 1

spjfaqH 1 qftqrfim 1 On this the Padamaftjari remarks : HiHifttqrrriar*—

'jjiqp “qrat:” “wwa" tfH vatmre HrsnfHqi

wgawftfh, sqitrefafa hr: i 3 n rmtiratofii wr

Hqtftfa HnaafHWifHHiat srem, with Hfanaiftei 1

Hprefaqrrc: hh: «rs—stfaTtfaiSt mnspt qrqst qH'HTqr?rqi*M Hqfh 1 *w?t 1

tHTa‘ qrarc^tM: 1 hiht srfkww^qinTqfaaii;*. qrcqPtu atrnjn 1—( <psqqiK

on $q cxxxii). Here the last sentence seems to be a hit at Jayaditya

who explains as qrnr HffcnisSsHj 1

Sometimes it has a fling at the Nyasakara also. Cf. qsw srqriifi.-

31hh: ifli HHft: 1 wit vftrct HtHwn^fH *iw. 1
* * * HTOfnirat

‘ “h^th” iftt

si’t’Sbir^ 1 arrant wnw.’ qfa 1 Durghafcavrtti, II, 2, 6.

sfnsrai *N5l, HTJreftnn^H fa«iil ( vol. I, p. 25 r. 1. 2).

Instances could be multiplied to any extent to show that on

many important points of grammar the Bhagavrtti differed from the

Kasika. It would appear also that it followed the Bhaaya much more

closely than Jayaditya or Vamana.

qiwbirei [ sfircrfaro^btt f%fs ] fH«r3»pim. HnrefwRHT 3 hhihshi bwh (Goyi-

candra on Sanksiptasara II. 1709).

HTgsftt^HlfiiaiWStraftfHWItr, HTWaTfaHriilH * ftawl HIH-

ifnstm 1 {Ibid., Taddhitapada, 47).

Hr^RTtr^rtn jyriitr?v-it5t q q<lHi*t qq tsf 3 3 *i?r Hqfa, sm: qw jq Hfonaifafei

HHraftratat HWI l {Ibid. Karakapada, 177).

Bhagavrtti’s view on sinre fqqHfq-sftqqHt q'?: [ fqtTin t* 1 <q] has been

quoted or referred to by all subsequent commentators. Unlike most

grammarians the author of the Bhagavrtti takes the bull by the horns

and pronounces the form wnf in the line incorrect. He suggests the

emendation for qtwf. Vide Jumaranandt and Goyicandra on

Saiikgiptasara, 504.

Bhagavftti often discusses the peculiar forms occurring in the Bhafti-

k5vya. Cf. BhSgavjtti, 4. 1, 178. qrtnT^%qnfWt qmnwiftq
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wtivm wt rffyifii wrefti: i ( See also Ramatarka-

vagiSa on Mugdhabodha, 429). Cf. also ^
^retire Psra^ftfir HFrefafKfr ^frfci^ (Goylcandra on Sanksiptasara

Karakapada, 1641).

One important point on which the Bhagavrtti appears to differ from

most grammarians is that according to it a transitive root can be

conjugated in the vrrara. Says Goylcandra (Krdantapada, 180) : qrrfM

wsfafo qrafroftsfir «nt flap?; fcqfaffl fasten

flflT % fl^fl flrt fmf^flirafa vnt Wflif^flfaifl i SNpfar i Similarly

Ramatarkavagisa on Mugdhabodha 308 : hi sffl turofa'.

1

Its views on flfflffispspnflare have not generally been followed by later

grammarians. Strictly following the Bhasya it restricts w in the case

of these roots to the and holds that such uses as m] ’STTfl* flflT

*fafl*. are wrong. ** W K[*m fl v&ifm flTCflfamifl flfl flflT *fafl rarq-

fafinprfflffl Bhasavrtti, 3, 2, 188. qroarcr *ffl wrifn:—Dur-

ghatavrtti 3, 2, 188. On Jumaranar.din's line arm ’SJTflt flflT tira f«iflTflftffl

wrcfa; , Goylcandra remarks : ffrtlfipwlSI * qfl flit fl 3

^ treffl ; *m: uftflaifaffl mt{ \ w
(Karakapada 177). Haradatta (following Kaiyata) steers a middle

course in his Padamafijarl on 2. 2, 12 and says : tfsrrfwfl iffl 1

fir Hsk:—rtcn? a ^romsfl: sraRTfaffljflfl *tf%fl 1 qrfw* 1

flrer^ flfli **fl nwra vnft *raffl, to qfiiflt m

S^qtffl iren: W ssat R^faffl ^ura; 1 nft flit sw; 1 tow flfamiw-

flT*tit »ifiTgfii5ii5«ra firWnft qreflit mfir, to ^ atoat rtw ihirS mat ^
flfltsqsrai foitafljqai wftfii toiRi, *rt ^ ^fimt a:

tnflt to *ifl sffl g ATOfroit ^tota *ffl fa^Aifl 1 Sripatidatta in his

Katantraparisista taking strong exception to the view of the Bhaga-

Vfttikara holds there can be no wrwrwwr here because the two have

been prescribed for different times, and then quotes a host of examples

from well-known authors to show that m is used with irRrjRujlrtv roots

to denote past time* the nominative taking the instrumental case.

The author of the simply extends the wwr to all cases saying

TOTOPN Tliqqi^ 1 This appears to be the view of all later grammarians,
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It would appear that the name Bhagavrtti had its origin in the fact

that it divided the of Panini into two parts—the first part

dealing with classical Sanskrit ( ) and the second with Vedic Sans*

krit (sps:). Cf. Goyicandra on Sanksiptasara II. 1729—

wrRrarafWAfem*{> aaaa

a and on 1, 190 wr^rrfa* tfir 1 aawa Akm)^. ST3-

mfarart *r 1 AWA* VRCTOHl 1 wrath wuwt nrSirct 1

As regards the date of the Bhagavrttikara it is difficult to be very

definite until further data are forthcoming. But since the Bhagavrtti-

kara quotes or refers to Kalidasa, Bhatti, Bharavi, KaSika, Nyasa

and Magha and has been referred to by KramadlSvara (in his rule

afar a$\ tfa wraftr: (*pwrqis, 101) and Maitreya Raksita, we shall not be

very far wrong if we put him between A.D. 850 and 1050.

Kshitis Chandra Chatterji

The Authorship of the Anunyasa

Prof. Sriscandra Chakravarti in the introduction to his edition of

the KaSikavivaranapaiicika remarks : “Some say that this is

probably identical with the or *rni}fihT 1" This opinion is clearly

untenable. From quotations in various works on grammar, we can

easily make out that the Tantrapradipa by Maitreya Raksita is quite a

different work from the Anunyasa. The following extract from

Stradeva's Paribhasavrtti (Benares edition, p. 79) settles the question

of the authorship of the Anunyasa :

vlaTw a\%j Tat) a: i mAAA s^wnmc sn&wt—

*

aTa aaa; i 1 <jfa a: ffa *i * ffir i aa a:

3*tto—gfa Am? aa i vet W& asAa i

a a wfifirmrfewwt 1 a* wfiniw: aa-

From the above it is clear that (often referred to in commen-

taries as ) is the author of the Anunyasa, In the Durghaja-
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vjtti (3, 3, 58) we read : ^ 1
1 "w" *fh

vmn{i 1 “qrr«mfairtqrafa” sfa wtzr ** wrf*m:, riHfa ‘Vra” tfh tot,

dm irewftfwi jptt gi?, ?ret *iftfh 1 «*fh "miregiPf^TOs

qr^^qfqfwWV’fir 1 mr wragi?! vftr jttutttjs "qrV* jtto n tfir 1

rfeihr g totw »r mj rzffa: 1 twn

Ksuitis Chandra Chatterji

1 The reference is evidently to the introductory verse of theKaSilca

which runs thus

:

fvft ht^i n«n wanroroiTOTfira 1

tow firw srcdq*: 11
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THE HISTORY OF RAJPUTANA (in Hindi)-(FascicuIus m),
by Mahamahopadhyava, Rai Bahadur Gaurishankar Ilirachand

Ojha, (pp. 737-1 136b

The present fasciculus continues the history of the state of Udayapur
or Mevar for nearly 300 years— from about the third quarter of the

sixteenth century to that of the nineteenth. It begins with an

account of the reign of the celebrated Rana Pratap and closes with

that of Maharana Sajjanasimha who was still ruling when this

fasciculus went for publication.

As in the case of the earlier ones, the author has made use of

all possible materials in the preparation of this volume. The careful

student comparing the contents of the earlier volumes with those

in the present one will, however, notice that whereas in the former

ones references to inscriptions loom large in the eyes, in the present

volume literary evidence has been laid much more in debt. Historical

(?) poems like Rajavilas, Bhlmavilas, Rajaprasasti, Mahakavya,

Amarasimhabhiseka Kavya etc. or later works written on the

authority of such compositions like the VamSabhaskar and the

Vlravinoda etc. will be found referred to at almost every page in the

present volume. The reason is not far to seek. As we enter into

the history of Rajaputana of the sixteenth century—we seem to

enter into a new world. Dr. Tessitori has shown that the Rajput

princes when they came in contact with the Mughal emperors sought

to imitate them in every possible way and especially in their patronage

of historical literature. But unlike the historical works written under

the patronage of the Mughal emperors, those written under the

auspices of the Rajput princes were very crude in their form and

matter. Their value as historical evidence has been very carefully

examined by that distinguished scholar, and those who are interested

in Rajasthani literature as a source of Rajput history must go through

the most illuminating articles contributed by him to the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The fact is that no one, who is not

conversant with the western scientific method, can be expected to

extract the truth out of this mixture of fact and fancy. It is easy

for a student who has an idea of how European scholars have dealt,

for example, with the traditions relating to early Roman history
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contained in the pages of Polybius or Livy, to appreciate the amount
of credence to be put upon the Rajasthani literature professing to

be historical in character.

The present writer has his own views regarding the value to be

attached to the Rajasthani literature and it is quite permissible to

differ from him in this matter. If therefore any person may dis-

agree here and there with him, it is because there is the funda-

mental difference in the outlook of their respective estimation of

the Rajasthani literature as a source of history. To take an example
out of many, in his account of the early history of Rana Pratap

the author has given preference to Rajput tradition over the evidence

of the contemporary Moslem records.

One could not expect—and the author, it is hoped, did not

also entertain the idea that the views expressed in this work would

be universally accepted. To do so is to lose sight of the scientific

character of historical studies. Leaving, therefore, questions of differ-

ence of opinion aside every person going through the volumes on the

history of Mevar will agree that here is a really monumental work

second only to Tod's famous Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan.

Subimal Chandra Datta

DIE KULTER UM DEN PERSISCHEN GOLF UND IHRE
AUSBREiTUNG. Von Amelia Hertz, Kiio, Beiheft XX. Leipzig,

1930. Pp. 140, and 8 plates.

Recent discoveries in Mesopotamia and India have made it clear

that the essential elements of “civilisation” were already in being

in the fourth millennium B.C.
;
upon these foundations of the modern

world all else has been elaboration rather than discovery. These

beginnings are to be connected with the first great development of

agriculture, and antedate that of organised empires and warfare.

The present work is an initial synthesis, arguing that the Persian

Gulf culture (a term practically equivalent to “Early Asiatic”) sur-

vives recognizably, with further evolution, in the later Indian, Greek

and Hebrew civilisations. Above all in the Indian not as the result

of later influences but as a tendency inherited from a common

source or closely related sources the authoress regards it as certain

that the Mesopotamian and the Indus Valley cultures were both of

Elamite origin. The ultimate debt of existing civilisations to the

JUNE, I93I 27
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period and it is not improbable that much of the doctrines and philo-

sophy of Mahayana Buddhism was contributed by the Southern

Indian thinkers. So the information collected in this book about

the religious thinkers and their productions is very valuable for the

religious history of India.

The fourth chapter is devoted to an examination of the life and

times of the author of the Ttrukkural (1st or 2nd centurv B.C.), which

abounds in Nlti maxims similar to those found in the Hitopadesat

Kantandaklya Nltisara, Kautatiya Arthasastra, etc. Mr. Dikshitar

analyses this treatise under the three heads : dharma {aram) t artha

(porul) and kama (imbam) and shows by citations from Sanskrit

Nlti works that the Tamil conception of Muppal ( Trivarga) was not

different from that of Aryan India, whence it percolated into Tamil

India at a very early date.

So far the author of the present work has been cautious in draw-

ing his conclusions, but when he comes to the chapters on the “Ad-

ministrative Institutions'* and the 11Art of War,” his patriotic instinct

seems to dominate his critical sense, the scanty materials scattered

here and there in one or two Sangam works, supplemented by

materials collected from some of the later Tamil works and inscrip-

tions he infers the existence of “a wonderful system of polity, having

very much in common with the North Indian polity, though in some

respects strikingly original" (p. 177).

In the last chapter the author treats of “Social Life in Tamil

Land." The information about life in towns and villages is scanty,

but it has been partially recompensed by the interesting and well-

written sections on marriage and marriage customs, dancing, music,

amusements, festivals and superstitions.

We quite appreciate the remark of the author that it is not an

easy task to present a complete picture of the ancient Tamil society

within the small compass of 50 pages. The task undertaken by him

viz., to present us with not only a social picture of the ancient

Tamils but also a fairly comprehensive picture of their political

institutions, religious and literary activities is really onerous. He
has enlivened the book by biographical accounts of the personages

who have contributed to the culture which makes Dravida what

it is today. The value of the work has been much enhanced by the

accounts of the Sangam works, their probable dates and the nature

of the historical materials that can be found in them.

N. D,
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AN ACCOUNT OF THE DISTRICT OF PURNEA—by
Francis Buchanan—Edited by V. H. Jackson M.A., I. E.S.—1928 (Bihar

and Orisa Research Society).

The Bihar and Orissa Research Society has done considerable

service by undertaking the gradual publication of those portions of the

Buchanan Mss. which relate to the districts of Bihar. The Journals

of Francis Buchanan kept during the survey of the districts of Patna

and Gaya in 1811-12, and the district of Shahbad in 1812-13 were

published by the Society in 1925 and 1926 respectively. These volumes

were enriched by valuable editorial introductions and notes by two

well-known scholars—the Patna report being edited by Mr. V. H.

Jackson and the Shahbad report being edited by Mr. C.E.A.W. Oldham.

The volume under notice is not the Journal, but the Report of the

survey of the Purnea district made in 1809-10. The Journal kept by

Buchanan during the survey appears to have been lost, which enhances

the value of the Report. In the Buchanan Mss. the Journals are quite

distinct from the Reports on the corresponding districts. Buchanan

used to keep a daily journal, not intended for publication, record-

ing the information which he received and his own observations

on the day’s march, The matter recorded in the Journal together

with a large amount of supplementary information was at the end of

the survey of each district rearranged and put under the appropriate

sections for publication as a Report. The Reports are therefore

carefully finished works following in their arrangement the actual

order of Buchanan’s instructions.

When in January 1807 the Court of Directors selected Dr. Francis

Buchanan to carry out a “statistical survey” of the Bengal presidency,

their choice fell upon a person who was eminently qualified for that

kind of work. Dr. Buchanan came to India in 1/94 as a surgeon on

the Bengal establishment. From the first, the scientific turn of his

mind inclined him towards Botanical and Zoological enquiries. He

was sent on a mission to the Court of Ava in course of which he

acquired knowledge of the plants of the Andamans, Pegu and Ava.

On his return he was stationed at Luckipore, where he wrote a descrip-

tion of the fishes of the Brahmaputra. He was then sent by the Board

of Trade at Calcutta to Chittagong and its neighbourhood to conduct

investigations. In 1800, after the conquest of Mysore, Lord Wellesley

selected Buchanan to make investigations which were to extend

•‘throughout the dominions of the present Raja of Mysore, and the

country acquired by the Company in the late war from the Sultan, as
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well as to that part of Malabar which the Company annexed to their

own territories in the former war under Marquis Cornwallis/

”

directing

that “the first great and essential object of your attention should be the

agriculture of the country under which your enquiries «hould include

the following points esculent vegetables, cattle, farms, cotton,

pepper, sandal wood and cardamums, mines, quarries, minerals and

mineral springs, manufactures and manufacturers, climate and seasons

and inhabitants of Mysore/* These inquiries carried on during the

years i8ooi resulted in a daily journal entitled “A Journey from

Madras through the countries of Mysore, Canara aud Malabar’* and

was published in 1807 by order of the Court of Directors. In 1802

again Buchanan accompanied the embassy of Capt. Knox to Nepal

and made collections of rare plants. It was to such a man that the

statistical survey of the Bengal presidency was entrusted in 1807.

“The subjects of more particular inquiry were as follows : 1. A
full topographical account of each district

;
its climate and meteoro-

logy ;
its history and antiquities. 2. The number and condition of

the inhabitants
;

their food, habits, diseases etc,
;

education and

resources for the indigent. 3. Religion
;

the different sects or tribes
;

the emoluments and power of their priests and chiefs
;

their feeling

towards our Government. 4. Natural productions, animal, vegetable

and mineral
;

fisheries, forests, mines and quarries. 5. Agriculture,

in the most comprehensive sense of the term, including the state of

the landed property and tenures, 6. The progress made by the

natives in the fine arts, the common art*, and manufactures.

7. Commerce/*

This work was carried on from 1807-14 during which time the

districts of Gaya and Patna, Shahbad, Bhagalpur, Monghyr, Purnea,

Dinajpur, Rangpur, Jalpaiguri, part of Bogra, Malda and Assam were

surveyed at a cost of about Rs. 3 lakhs. The materials thus collected

were forwarded by the Bengal Government to London in 1816 and

did not see the light of day until published in abridged form in 1838

(nine years after Buchanan's death) in Montgomery Martin's “Eastern

India.” Martin’s abridgement was unfortunately defective, having

omitted matters of considerable value. The Bihar and Orissa Research

Society has therefore undertaken a very useful task in gradually

publishing in full the Journals and Reports relating to the districts of

Bihar, So far as the publication in extenso of the Mss. relating to the

Bengal districts are concerned, only the Dinajpur Report appears

to have been published in 1833, It will be a great boon to the
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students of the economic and social condition of eastern India in the

early years of the 19th century, if these reports too are made available

in print.

Apart from the historical portions, there cannot be any word as to

the great value of the Report under notice. The scientific bent of

Buchanan’s mind, his careful methods of investigation, his unflagging

zeal which enabled him to surmount the difficulties of poineer work,

—a!l these have gone to make his mss. a reliable source of information.

An introduction to the Purnea Report from the pen of Mr. Jackson
would have enhanced the value of the present publication.
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P RANNATH.— The Date of the Compilation of Kautalya's Arthab'dsira,

In support of the writer’s view that the author of the Arthabastra

could not have been the minister of Candragupta Maurya and

that the work was compiled at a time between 480 and 510 A.D.,

the following reasons have been put forward in this article conti-

nued to the next issue of the Journal :

(1) The references in the Arthasastra to seaports, ships sailing

for pearl fishery and pirate vessels show that the author lived

in a country situated somewhere near the sea coast. (2) The

chapter dealing with the management of crown lands (svabhiimi)

indicates that the king contemplated therein possessed landed

properties near the Western sea, forming a political unit including

Korikana, Kaccha, Surastra, Sindh etc. with its capital at Ujjain

in Malwa. (3) Historical evidences point to the existence of a

Malwa empire answering to the conditions of the supposed ‘poli-

tical unit' in Western India during the early centuries of the

Christian era (from 126 a.d. to 5 10 A.D.). (4) The author’s refer-

ences to a law punishing offences against the Hilnas show that

his work was written at a time when his country occupied a

dependent position and was afraid of the Hunas. This was in

fact the position of the Malwa empire during the last part of the

5th century.

A. VenkatasUBBIA.—A Buddhist Parallel to the Avimaraka Story .

Parallelism between a story iri the Kunalajataka and the main

facts of the drama Avimaraka has been pointed out in this paper.

Different versions of the story have also been shown to exist in the

Kathdsaritsdgara as well as in the Jayamahgald commentary on

the Kamasutra.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society

vol. xvi, pta. iii and iv.

K. P. Jayaswal.—Problems of Saka Satavahana History .—Mr.

Jayaswal first states the conclusions of Dr. Sten Konow, with which
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he agrees, e.g., ayasa, the date (year 1) on the Peshawar casket of

Kanigka Khalastse Inscription, identification of Kuyula Kaphasa,

arrangement of the Kharo^hl Inscriptions, and Kamboja. The
writer then states the points, on which he differs from Dr.

Sten Konow and gives his own views. They are

Re. £aka History :—Bhumaka—The two Saka Eras and the

Founder of the Era of 78 A.D.—The Date of the earlier Saka

Conquest—Date of the earlier Saka Era—Years of Gondophares—
Chinese date for Ku§ana Kadphiscs and W'ima—Date of Sodasa

—

Patika —Nahapana—Vikrama era—Kusanas.

Re. Satavahana History :—Struggle of the Satavahana dynasty

with the Sungas and the 6akas—Chronology of Satakarni II and his

son Pulumavi—Early Satavahana or Andhra kings—Fixed Points

in the Satavahana Chronology—Order of the Kings—Puranas and

Nahapana—New Light on Nahapana— Identification of the Nanaghat

Statues—Dynasties contemporary with the Andhras—Appendix A :

Extracts from Avasyakasutra (uttarardha purvabhaga) and Abhi-

dhana-rajendra—The last Kanvayana and his Satavahana Con-

queror— Identification of Gunacjhya's and Somadeva’s Vikramaditya

and the Satavahana of 78 A.D.—Course of events after 83 A.D.

—

Identification of the Dynasties contemporary with the Andhras—
Their Reign-Periods—Verification of the numbers of kings and

reign-periods in the contemporary dynasties—The S.ikas of the

Puranas—Traikuta Era—The Puranas and the so-called Dark

Period.

L. V. RamaSWaMI Aiyar.

—

Linguistic Analysis anI Dravidian

Names denoting *Peacock * and 'Bat?—*The object of the writer

is to substantiate the theory propounded by Prof. J. Przyiuski that

there were in pre-Aryan India not only Dravidians but also a large

population of Austrics by showing that there were mutual loans

of words between Dravidians and Austrics. In this paper, the

writer proposes *‘to discuss purely from the standpoint of the

Dravidist, the possibilities of Dravido-Austric relationship" in

connection with certain Dravidian forms denoting the names of

(i) Peacock and (ii) Bat.

Sved Mohammad.

—

Old Muslim Inscriptions at Patna .—The writer

has edited and translated 112 inscriptions dating from 916 to

1276 (Hijri era). He classifies them into four sections, the first

section includes those which “refer to the royalties, governors,

their deputies and other servants” and fall within the time

JUNE, 193I 28
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of Aurangzeb
;
the second contains the inscriptions of the weak

rulers who followed Aurangzeb within 50 years (i.e. up to 17S7

—

the date of the battle of Plassey)
;
the third speaks of the ins-

criptions on mosques and tombs (1757-1807) and the fourth of

mosques built by barbers, drum-makers and the like (1807*1857).

There is also an index to names in the above mentioned inscrip-

tions.

N. Tripathi.—Two Sulki Plates . These records were published by

Mm. H. P. *3astrl in vol. II, pt. iv of this journal (JBORS.). The

present writer identifies the following geographical names and

titles : Kodalo
,
Stambha and Stambhebvarl

,
and Gondrama . He

gives the readings, in which he differs from those of Mm. H. P.

Sast r

.

N, TRIPATHI.—Jayapura Copper-plate grant of Dhruvananda Deva .

The writer gives a revised reading of this inscription first publish-

ed by Dr. A. Banerji Sastrl in the JBORS. 1929 with a free

translation of the text and notes on the script, date, language

and the identification of Jayapura and Gondrama. He has append-

ed a note on the words. Nanda
,
Varnacatudayak

,
Godha

i
Parama

Saugata
,
Samadhigata-pahcamahahabda and Rajanaka r

March, 1931

BlNAYAK MlsRA .—Narasinghpur Charter of Uddyotakesan Maha -

bhavagupta IV. This inscription has been edited with translation

and ample historical notes. It was a grant issued from Yayati-

nagara (-Binka in the Sonepur State), the donor of the grant

was UddyotakeSarT, son of Yayati II, whose reign falls between

960-70 A.C« The date of UddyotakeSarl is placed at the nth

century A.c.

TARAPADA CHOWDHURY.—On the Interpretation of some Doubtful

Words in the Atharua-veda . The writer deals with the following

words dksu, aksya, &druk§na, fulroghavita, aparaparanah, ara^akl,

p.Jaji, Mpasayu, &varjusTnam, asvaksabha, asamsuktagila, fiharjata,

arwjlka, aSunga, asravft, uttaradrau, rdantu, eru, kakutsala, kanak-

naka, kamala, kalmali, kumba, kurlra, kurutinl, khatjura, khfgala,

galunt&h, ghrtastavas, clti, jabhya, tard6, tayadar&m, tiritin,

turmiSam, taimattf, taula, duradabhija, diir&i, nya, paturfi, parusa,

parSana, pavasta, prsfi, pestra, prartha, bhpnala, man(n)au,

madhyamaSir, mura,muradeva, vra, samiujpala, su§lma.
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HlRANANDA Sastri.— Were Ragamalas painted by the Artists of

Kangara . The object of this paper is to refute the contention

of Coomarasvvamy that the “Karigra painters never painted Raga-

malas.’ He comments also on the sense of the nomenclature

'Kangra School’ or ‘Paharl School/

BlNAYAK MlSRA.

—

Copperplate Grant of Netiabhalxja . “The grant

records the gift of the village Sthambakaralaundaka of the Ola-

srnga District.” The gift was made in memory of the merit of

BasafcadevT, the deceased queen of the donor. In the introduc-

tion the writer deals with the history of the Bhafija family of

Mayurabhanja.

Sudhakar Patnaik,

—

Sobhane'svar Inscription of Sri Vaidyanath .

This inscription contains a PraSasti and was found on the &obha-

nefivar temple (near Puri). The temple was built by King Vaidha-

nath.

Paramatma &VRAN.—Shir Shah's Revenue System . The object of

the writer is to examine the conclusions already arrived at by

Qanungo and Moreland in the light of evidences supplied by

the original works. He takes up three main questions : “(1) the

mode of assessment, (2) the form of payment, (3) the proportion

or amount of the state share,” and studies them "in respect of

the two periods of Slier Shah’s administration, viz., the period

of his governorship of his fathers jagir, and second, the period

of his kingship.”

MaTHURALAL SHARMA.—Magical Beliefs and Superstitions in Buddh-

ism . The writer has collected the beliefs and superstitions referred

to in the early Buddhist literature as well as in the works of

later Buddhism,

Journal of Oriental Research} vol. V, pt. ii

A. PADMANABHAYYA.—Ancient Bhrgus. In continuation of the

article amplifying the theme that the Dravicjas, Asuras and Bhr-

gus are identical, an account of the chief Bhrgu leaders mention-

ed in literature has been given here as also of their original home

and their relation with the outside world.

N. AlYASWAMI SaSTRI.—References to Ancient Stories in the Rama-

yana.

T. N. RamaciiANDRA.—Madras Museum Plates of Bhaktiraja. These

dated plates of the 14th century record the grant of a village called
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Kandvakolnu to Visvanatha, a Saiva teacher at Sri Parvata by

Bhaktiraja Coda who was also known by the name Kamaraja

belonging to the Suryavamsa. The importance of the inscription

lies in the fact that it gives the genealogy of an unknown line

of local chiefs, who call themselves Codas of the solar race.

Journal of the Poyal Asiatic Society.

G. TUCCI .—Notes on the Nyayopraveha by Snhkarasvatnitt . Prof.

Tucci has studied the commentary of Kuei chi on the Nyaya-

pra^esa recently published in the Gaekwnd’s Oriental Series. Kuei-

chi was a disciple of Yuan Chvvang and had a wide knowledge

of the Indian philosophy. Prof. Tucci presents in this article

only those discussions which seemed to him to have elucidated

the problems tackled in the Nyayapravesa in greater details.

S. K. De .—A Ncte on Paucakala in connection with Pancaratra.
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VVe have been requested by the well-known firm of Messrs D. B.

Taraporevala Sons & Co., to announce that an annotated bibliography

of books and manuscripts relating to the Mughals in India on Art,

Science, Biography, History, Geography, Travels, Literature, Philo-

sophy, Religion, Economics, Sport, etc
,

etc,, is now being prepared
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possible. Authors desirous, of having their works included in the

Bibliography are requested to send particulars of their books or

articles to the Editor of the “Indian Literary Review/' 190,

Hornby Road, Bombay, as early as possible. The full title,

author's name, number of pages and illustrations, year and place

of publication should be clearly mentioned. If possible, a very short

summary of the contents also should be given. If any person or

Institution happens to have any unique manuscript, full particulars
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Finger-posts of Bengal History*

In Bengal, many historical land-marks have been completely effac-

ed
;
the identity of famous cities like Paundravardhana or Karna-

suvarna is now a matter of conjecture, and contradictory opinions

prevail about the conquest of Nadia where, according to Minhaj

(1260 A.D.), the king of Bengal was residing when Ikhtiar-ud-din

took it about 1200 A.D. The existence of the Hindu king GaneSa, who
for a short time ousted the Pathans from the throne of Gaur, is

also a matter of conjecture. In fact, till Akbar came, and with

the Mongolian instinct (evidence of which we see in the chronicles

of the Chinese and the A horns) had the Ain-i-Akbari (1558 A.D.)

compiled, we possess no contemporary chronicles of Bengal. We
have indeed the Ramacarita , a 12th century work brought from

Nepal by MM. Haraprasad Sastrl and the comparatively modern

KulapaUjis of several sections of the Brahmanas and the Kayasthas,

but the former is a dvyartha-kavya
,
for nearly two thirds of which

again, no authoritative key is available, while the latter are of a more

recent date and are in conflict with certain known facts of history.

Another factor, from which the other parts of India are comparatively

free, has confused the history of Bengal. Four rivers of entirely different

Read at the Literary Conference of the Varendra Research

Society, March 1931.

The following abbreviations have been used : I.H.Q*=Indtan

Historical Quarterly. Fleet ~ Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions. Allans Allan's

Gupta Coins .

SEPTEMBER! 1931
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characters have been at work in its bosom for ages, viz., the snow fed

Ganges from the north-west, the hill torrents of the Damodar and the

Rupnarayana bringing down heavy loads of sand in the monsoons from

the hills of the west, the mighty Brahmaputra with its tributary, the

Surma on the east, and the smaller and clear streams of North-Bengal,

such as the Karatoya, which is represented now by the Atreyl and is

realistically described in the verse sarvl raktava/ui nadyali KaratoyZi-

inbuvakini (V. R. S. Monographs No. 2, p. 27, v. 41). The working of

this hydrographical factor may be detected, even in the present days

of unification, in the speech and culture of the four divisions of Bengal,

viz., Varendra, Radha, Vanga and Bagri (Pravasl,
Bhadra, 1335.

p. 692 ;
Bharatavorsa, 1338, p. 236', the divisions of the Bengalee

Brahmanas into the four sections, Varendra, RadliT, Pascatya-

Vaidika and Daksinitya-Vaidika and of the Bengalee Kayasthas into

the four sections, Varendra, Uttara-Radhl, Daksina-Radhl and

Vangaja and possibly in the predominence of the Muslim population

in Varendra and Vanga. These rivers again have changed their

spheres of action from time to time effacing old land-marks, so

that it is hard to trace even comparatively recent changes, e.g„ the

birth of the Padma {f.A.S.B., 1924, Art. 8 and Adams Williams,

Gangetic Delta
, p. 1), not to speak of older land-marks, e.g., the conflu-

ence of the Karatoya and the Ganges, where Ramapala founded

Ramavatl (Rdmacariia, II
1, 10 and 31). The present hydrographical

condition of Bengal has given rise to much discussions among

scholars from Sir Arthur Cotton’s time to that of Sir William William

Willcocks,

Thus several factors have obscured our sncient history. Bankim

Chandra referred in his woks to many historical incidents (of the

Mughal and early British periods and of North, West and South

Bengal, which he personally knew) and at places he paid glowing

eulogies to ancient Hindu monuments, e.g., the Mairka images on the

Lalitagiri hill (S tarama, ch. 13) which are attracting the attention of

archaeologistis now, after forty years (Chakladar, Modern Review
,

August, 1928, p. 217, and Chanda, Arch . S, L Memoir, No. 44).

Since Bankings time much work has been pul in, in Bengal, by the

publication of Bengali histories of many districts and several Kulapaftjis,

and some parts of Mr. Nagendranath Basu’s comprehensive work on

the ‘Castes and Sects of Bengal’, and by articles and discussions in

the vernacular monthlies, few of which are issued now-a days without

one or more contributions of this class. Articles of a more scholarly
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nature find place in the learned journals, while the two parts of

Rakhaldas BanerjPs Bahglar Itihasa are a veritable mine of information

on Bengal history down to the 16th century A.D.

But the real advance in our knowledge has been due to the

discovery of numerous important inscriptions during the last 20 years

or so, which has pushed back our documented history to the

Gupta period (cf. Monahan, Early History of Be?igal with the corres-

ponding chapters of BanerjPs Itihasa), Our literary evidences

are poor, while images and sculptures throw but an uncertain

light even on art and religious movements, and the find of coins is

insufficient, a few being of the Guptas and none of the Palas

or Senas. Of the Pathan Suita’ 3, many coins have come

down to us, but by themselves they do not yield history. So for

1200 years from 350 to 1550 A.D., corresponding roughly to the

Middle Ages of Europe but divided in our history into the four

periods, Gupta, Pala, Sena and Pathan (i.e,, Pre-Mughal Muslim), the

inscriptions are the real finger-posts of history for Bengal.

Of the Gupta period some 30 inscriptions are jiow available, inclu-

ding those found in Magadha (Bihar) and Kamarupa (Assam) with

which in this as in the next period, Bengal was linked up. The recent

notable find is a plate of
. Samudragupta discovered at Nalanda in

1928. Some sixty inscriptions and manuscripts refer to the

Palas themselves and some twenty to their contemporaries,

and they are being discovered even now
;

a recent addition is

a copper-plate of Dharmapala found at Nalanda in 1928.

Again, one plate, the long lost Munger plate of Devapala has

been recovered in curious circumstances, ‘hidden away between a

beam and the roof of Kenwood house’
(
E.l XVI II, p, 304). Of the

Senas who wielded a shorter sway, and of their contemporaries

a much smaller number is available, all of which have been brought

together in the inscriptions of Bengal, vol. Ill, except the one f.om

Saktipur, Mursidabad District recently deposited in, and published bv,

the Vaugiya Saliitya Parisat (S. P . Patrtka ,
Saka 1837, p. 216).

Of the Pathan period, some 180 inscriptions have come to light,

including one recently found near the Bhawanipur shrine (south of

Bogra). For an authentic history of Bengal it is essential to have

these 'finger-posts* presented in a connected and properly edited form.

This task the Varendra Research Society began some years ago when

they published in Bengali the principal Pala inscriptions then known as

Gaudalekha-inala,\o\, I, edited by the well-known scholar, the late Mr,
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Akshay Kumar Maitra. The task has since vastly increased, and at the

instance mainly of Mr. Nani Gopal Majumdar, sometime Curator of

their Museum, the Society have decided to publish a work named

the Inscriptions of Bengal in English, in four volumes for the four

periods, of whichVol. Ill is the first issue. We are shortly expecting

a corpus of the Assam ‘inscriptions of the Gupta and Pala periods

entitled Kamarupabasanavali from the pen of the erudite scholar MM.
Padmanatha Vidyavinoda who has made a life-long study of them.

But even in their present state, these inscriptions point to several

striking facts, one of which is that although some of them, such as the

copper-plates, are portable, they are seldom found far removed from the

localities to which they relate. Again, copper-plate grants and deeds

are peculiar to Hindu India. They are all of oblong shape, but

their, size and seals vary. The only plate of any Gupta

emperor published so far is the Gaya plate of Samudragupta,

which, however, was issued by an akqapataladhikrta and is said

to be spurious (Fieet, p. 254), though the Nalanda plate of the same

Emperor may possibly upset this opinion. Its seal bears the figure

of Garucja. The other plates of the period are mostly deeds of land-

transfer issued by governors (ufatika or samanta) except the

Nidhanpur grant of king Bhaskaravarman. Their sizes vary from

about 7" X
5"

.to io"X7\ Only one seal of a Gupta uparika

is legible. It bears the figure of a trident and the name of

thQ'.bhukti. Of the plates of the uparikas of other kings, several bear

the
: ‘Gaja-Laksml* seal and a few the 'Couchant bulP seal. The

grants of the Pala kings measure 16* x 1
1" or more, and all bear the

•dharmacakra* seal with the king’s name. the contemporaries,

Srlctuidra's plates measure and have the 'dharma-cakra*

seal, Kintideva’s plate measures 7" x 7" and its seal bears the figure

of a lion en fact below a trifoil arch, and Bhojavarman’s one measures

io"x 10" and has a ‘Visnu-cakra* seal. The plates of the Sena kings mea-

sure about 13" x 12" pud bear the SadaSiva* seal. Of their successors,

the Adavadi plate of DaSaratha is and its seal bears the figure

of a 'Caturbhuja VisrnP and the Chittagong plate of Damodara

measures 7" X 7* and is surmounted by the figure of 4Visnu riding on

.Gafu^a*. Regarding Kamarupa, all the plates found from the. time of

.Bhaskaravarman to that of Yaidyadcva are about lo"x7" and their

Bear the same figure of an elephant en face inspite of all the

of rcgimfc
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The Gupta Period c. 350-750 A.D.

About the year 1910, a copper-plate of 433 A.D., referring to

Kumaragupta and the Khata-pa<Ja visaya was found at Dhanaioaha

(7 miles north of Ishurdi Ry. Stn., and near Santail) where a Kali image

is said to have preserved the memory of the Sanyals, who dominated

this tract in the seventeenth century and whose line is continued

in the present Puthia house. Connecting this with other Gupta

inscriptions and literature then known. Prof. Radhagovinda Basak

made a sketch of the condition of Bengal in the Gupta age

(Mattasl of Afiidh, 132 2), Since then many more antiquities

of that age have come to light, enabling us to develop that

sketch. Thus five copper-plates (of dates between 444 and 544

A.D.) have been discovered at Damodarpur, a Jaina copper-plate of

479 A.D. and several stone images at Paharpur (see Modern Review,

1928, p.502 and Arch. Survey Ind. Ann. Rep., 1925-26, p. no),

and several coins, bronze images and stone carvings in and around

Mahasthana, which some writers identify with the ancient city of

Paundravardhana ( V. R. S. Monograph No. 2). A sand-stone image

of Buddha of the Sarnath type has been found at a place bearing the

significant name of Bihar- 11 . All these places are in Varendra.

As for other parts of Bengal, the finds reported are : a hoard

of 200 Gupta coins at Kal’ghat in Warren Hastings’ time and lesser

hoards near Hughli, Tanda and Muhammadpur (Allan, Catalogue,

p. xccv) ; a copper plate referring to a king Jayanaga in the Mallia

Indigo estate (probably near Tanda) ;
four similar plates of

Samacaradeva and others in the Kotalipara tract ;
a similar copper-

plate of Lokanatha in the Tippera state, a plate of 508 a.d., of Vainya-

gupta at Gunaighar, near Chittagong (/. H. Q. , 1930, p. 45) ;
inscrip-

tions referring to king SaSahka in Rhotas-garh and Ganjam
;
a bronze

caitya (Banerji, ltihata, pi. 8) ;
two grants of the Khadga kings at

Asrafpur
;
and imitations of Gupta coins in the ruins at Sabhar.

In Bihar, to the inscriptions published by Fleet, there have been

some important additions, such as an inscribed image of Neminatha

on the Vaibhara hill of Rajagir, which is ascribed to the reign

of Candragupta II (
Annual Report A. S. I., 1925-26, p. 125), a

copper-plate grant of Saraudragupta discovered at Nalanda in 1928,

the seals, found at the same place some years before, which are

ascribed to certain Maukhari and Vais kings and king Bhaskaravarman

s4 Kamarapa (/, B. 0
,
R, S,t 1919, ft 3°*)> and the ^alanda stone
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inscription referring to Baladitya and YaSovarraan
(E. XX, p, 37 ;

Modern Review
, 191, p. 306).

As regards Assam, besides the above seal and reference to

Bh3skaravarman’$ father in the Aphsad Inscripi.on (Fleet, p. 206) we
have his Nidhanpur grant. It is significant that all the copper-plate

grants discovered in the province dating from Bhaskaravarman’s to

Vaidyadeva’s time are invariably of the Gupta type, and the Gupta

era was in use as late as 830 A.D., as seen in king Ilarjara’s rock

inscription at Tezpur (/. B . 0 . R . S.
t 19 1 7, p. 508).

Some scholars are of opinion that it is really the Guptas who
under the poetic disguise of the Raghus form the theme of Kalidasa's

RagAuvarrisa, and that Canto IV of the poem is a disguised version

of the conquering tour of Samudragupta, a record of whose conquest

is inscribed on the pillar now in Allahabad fort (but originally at

Kaufiamb!, 30 miles westward on the Jumna), With regard to the

eastern powers of the age, this inscription describes Samudra-

gupta as Samatata-Davaka-Kamarupa-IVepiila-Karttrpuradi-pratya nta-

nypatibhih *

•
franamagamana parito^ita praca ncj,a-sasanasya (Fleet,

p, 8). It may be noted, incidentally that Karttipnra is identified with

present Kumaoti (V. Smith, /. R. A. ft., 1897, P* 881).

Raghu’s progress through Bengal is thus described by Kalidasa

(Canto IV, verses 34 to 38).

fltarn wren* 1 m 11

sfiwn'wTq foyrerfc* 1 tfcfar: gV Surety 11

1 f*m^ar»T •niswpr w, 11

fwt w % ^ 1 w. 11

There is little agreement between the two versions. It is signi-

ficant of the hydrographical condition of the time that the poet—always

very accurate in his geographic?! details—makes the conqueror reach

first the seacoast and then cro$9 Suhma and then Vafiga. The

Hadaha inscription of 553 A.D., of Isanavarma of the Maukhari dynasty

which dominated the MadhyadeSa after the Guptas also calls the

Gannas samudrusrayas (Banerji, Itihasa
y

I, p. 94). This is the earliest

record which mentions Gaucja. It is interesting to note that different

degrees of martial spirit are attributed to the three peoples by Kalidasa

who describes the Suhmas and Utkalas as tamely submitting to

Raghu. and the Vafigas putting up a tough fight. Regarding the

omission pf their times In Canto. VI >t may be said that before
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the herald reached any of their chiefs her task was cut short by

Indumatl accepting Aja, as was the case with the king of KamarGpa

who is omitted in Canto VI but mentioned as Aja’s best man in verse

17 of Canto VII.

From the fact that the plates found in west Varendra refer to

Gupta emperors while those found elsewhere in Bengal refer to

kings of other lines, it appears that the Gupta sway in Bengal was

confined to west Varendra or what was afterwards known as the king-

dom of Gauda, while the rest of Bengal and Kamarupa merely adopted

the Gupta script and the Gupta system of administration but were

not under their sway. From the fact that none of these inscription!

go beyond Kumaragupta’s time we may conclude that Bengal was

included in the Gupta empire when it reached its palmy days under

that emperor, as the poet Vatsa-Bhat$i puts it in the verse catuh-

samudranta etc. (Fleet, p. 82).

We also find that even in the Gupta age Nalanda in Magadha and

Paharpur in Varendra were important religious centres—the latter being

a Jaina one. The importance of Nalanda even in that age can be judged

from the fact that about 539 a.d., a mission came there from China and

after several years* stay left with a collection of Buddhist manuscripts

along with the learned scholar Paramartha (Guide to Nalanda, p. 9). In

Samudragupta's Nalanda plate, Skandagupta's inscribed pillar at Bibar

town, the Aplisad inscription of Adityasena,
(
c. 672) and the Maukhari,

Vais and Bhaskaravarma seals and the inscription referring to

Baladitya (c. 530) and YaSovarman of Kanauj (728740) found at

Nalanda, we have an almost unbroken chain of evidence of the political

importance of the Nalanda-Bihar tract throughout the Gupta period.

It is difficult to say exactly which faith was professed by the Guptas

or where was the capital of their vast empire. From Gariuja standard

and Laksml figures on their coins some scholars infer that they

were Vai§navas,—a view confirmed by the Garucja seal of the

Gaya plate. Their capital is said by some to have been Patna. But

Kalidasa refers to that city (or Pu§papura—Raghu % VI, 24) as the capital

of Parantapa, king of Magadha, and places the capital of the Raghus

ite.s the Guptas at Saketa or Ayodhya (Raghu
t
XIII, 61 and 99).

According to Rhys Davids the two places were close to each other

( Buddhist India
, p. 39). The latter name is confirmed by the Gay$ plate

(though V. Smith questions it, /. R. A. 5., 1897, p. 24). Some scholars

think that Bhittri, near Ghazipur, was the capital of the Guptas as several

insciibed pillars and other relics of their sway have been found in its
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vicinity, and probably it was there that the Sarayu joined the Ganges

in those days (Raghu^Vlll. 95). We look to the Nalanda plate of

Samudragupta to throw decisive light on the above two points as also

on the antiquity of Nalanda and the authenticity of the Gaya plate.

The art of bronze-casting and stone sculpture were carried to

excellence in the Gupta age, as is proved by the few samples that

have survived in Bengal. The gilt bronze Bodhisattva in the V. R. S.

Museum is remarkable not only as a work of art but also for the

skill in bronze-casting which it exhibits
(
Modern Review

, 1926, p, 426).

The engraver of the Aphsad inscription was a Gauda artizan (Fleet,

p. 201).

Transitionfrom Gupta to Pdla Period

It is not known which power rose in Gauda when the Gupta power fell

before the Huns about the middle of the 6th century, A.D. The Mallia

plates suggest the name of a king Jaya-naga at Karnasuvarna, as

will be discussed later. Early in the seventh century, however, the

kingdom of Gauda with its capital at Karnasuvarna was under the sway

of Sadanka. His name occurs in a seal matrix, in several coins and in the

Ganjam grant of his S*manta Madhava-Varman (one piece of whose Puri

plate is in the V. R. S. Museum, Sdhitya
% 1319, p. 889) as well as in

Bana's Har$ i-carita, and Hiuen Tsang’s Records . He probably

succeeded king Jaya-naga at Karnasuvarna. According to Mr. Allan,

he reigned from c. 600 to 625 A.D. (Catalague> p. Ixiv). No viruia of

his is known but his coins as well as the seal on his Famanta's copper-

plate bear the figure of a bull, though an image of Laksinl figures on

the reverse of the coins. He is said to have been a &aiva and a persecu-

tor of Buddhism. He was a powerful ruler exercising his sway as far as

Rhot isgarh in the west and Ganjam in the south, and though his

attempt on Kanauj failed, he held his own against Harsa-vardhana,

whose sway never reached Bengal. Kanauj, it may be noted, was

made a capital by the Maukharis in the 6th century, and thereafter

for 600 years, until the Muslim conquest, with various names

(KuSasthail, Mahodaya, Gadhipura), and under various dynasties

(Har$a, Yafiovarma, the Ayudha, Gurjjara and Gahacjavala kings)

it was the principal province of the MadhyadeSa (Pravdsi, 1336,

JBhadra p. 705).

After Sa&lnka's death his kingdom probably passed to Bhaskara-

Yarma of Kamarupa% as the latter's Nidhanpur grant was
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issued from Karnasuvarna, and he appears, from H, Tsang’s

account to have controlled the sea-route from Bengal (Beal's

Hiuen Tsang, p. l88), while the discovery of his seal at Nalanda and

the reference to his father in the Aphsad inscription prove that there

was a close contact between Magadha and Kamarupa in those days.

It is to he noted also that, the inscriptions so ably edited now in the

Kamarupa hasa^avall show that it was the Kamarupa kings,—both before

and after Bhaskara, e.g„ Bhutivarma (5th century A.D.) and Vanamala

(9th century A.D.),—who held the Bengal Duar between the Tista and

the Karatoya, calling it the Candrapurl visaya . At the time of

Hiuen Tsang's visit (643 A.D., Eastern Varendra or rundravardhana

formed a separate principality, but it is not known under which ruler.

On Bhaskaravarma’s death about 630 A.D. (Gait, Assam
, p. 363), or

on the overthrow of some successor of his by Ya§ovarma of Kanauj

(c. 740 A.D*,) as commemorated in the poem of Gauda-vaho, anarchy

ensued in Gaud, II is name occurs in an inscription found at Nalanda,

and YaSovarmapura close to it
(
Gaudalekhamala

, p. 52) was very

likely named after him. It was probably at this time that Sri-harsa of

Kamarupa overran Gaud-Odradi-Kalinga-Ko'xala as recorded in the

inscription (a.d. 748) of his son-in-law, king Jayadeva, at PaSupati-

nath (Nepal) (Ind\ Ant., IX, p. 178).

During the transition period as in the early Gupta age, other parts

of Bengal pursued different courses of history. Ot the early period we

have the doubtful Sisunia hill inscription near Bankura town and

the Travels of Fa Hien (405-41 1 A.D.) who mentions Tainluk as the

capital of Suhma. Hiuen Tsang ( 630-645 A.D.) mentions also

Samatafa and four principalities to the east of it, which are identified

with Sylhet, Comiila, Tippera and Manipur by Mm. Padmanath

Vidyavinod {I.H.Q., 1928, p. 169). In the 6th and 7th centuries there

were at least three principalities in Southern Bengal which though so

far apart as Tanda, Kotalipada and Tippera, yet had, as evidenced

in the use of their Samantas, the same type of seal consisting of

an image of Lak$ml with an elephant on either side pouring water on

her. It may be noted that tins figure occurs in ancient Buddhist

architecture, e.g., on a gate at Sand (Buddhist India, p. 279), a Barhut

pillar and a Bodh-Gaya railing.

One copper-plate with this seal, found about the year 1854 in the indigo

estate of Mallia and deposited in the Museum of Perth, has recently been

published (£,/., XVIII, p. 60). It refers to king Jayanaga of Karna-

suvarna, a Bhagavata and records the grant of a village in the Auduin-

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER 1 93

1

2
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barika visaya by hi 3 samanta Narayana-bhadra. Mr. Banerji identified

this viqaya with sarkar Audambar or Tanda of later days (/?./., XIX,

p. 286). The term gan^inika occurs in this as in two other grants

viz
,

the Nidhanpur grant which was issued from Karnasuvarna

and the Khalimpur grant which was found near Tanda. Another term

yanaka
,
meaning a channel, also occurs in the Mallia and Khalimpur

grants. From these and the find of Gupta coins at Tanda, it appears

that the kingdom of Karnasuvarna or Gaud, as it was also called,

centred round Tanda, and it is in that locality that we should look

for the lost site of its capital. Kansat near Gaud suggests a clue. To

this king Jayanaga Mr. Allan attributes certain coins which he left

unattributed on p. 150*51 of his Catalogue
,
and which bear the word

Jaya on obverse and prakada yasali on reverse. One is tempted to

go further and suggest that the same king is referred to by Jaya on the

obverse of Sa&mka’s coins (Allan, Catalogue, p. 147-48) and that it was

under him that Sisauka was a mahasTim inla, as refened to in the

Rhotasgarh seal matrix (Fleet, p. 284), before he became king himself

as recorded in the Ganjam plate of 620 A.D. of Madhavavarma (£./.»

VI, p. 144 )•

In the Kotalipada tract four inscriptions with the Gaja-LaksmI

seal have been found, two of which refer to king Dharmaditya and

uparikas Sthanudalta and Nagadeva, one to king Gupacandra and

uparika Nagadeva and the fourth one to king SamfiCaradeva and

uparika Jlva-daita (l.A.
t 1910, p. 193 ; /. A. S. B 1911, p. 475 and

E.I., XVI II, p. 47). The order of succession of these kings is uncertain:

but Mr. Bhatfcasali attributes to the last named king two coins (Allan,

Catalogue, p. 147-150) which bear the words Samacha on obverse and

Narendraditya on reverse (£/., XVIII, p. 80). One of these coins

was found with a coin of Sasanka at Mubammadpur, 30 miles west of

Kotalipada and is pronounced to be of an earlier date, probably end of

the 6th century A. D. All the four grants were issued by Uparikas of

Varaka mandala of which Navyav^kaSika was the capital and they give

no indication of either the capital or the faith of the kings over them.

One of the coins, however, bears a ‘bull’ standard on its obverse and

both of them, the figure of LaksmI on their reverse. Varaka mandala

may be identified with the present Ko^alipatja tract, where many Gupta

coins as well as a Sena copper-plate have been found.

In the Tippera tract only one plate with the Gaja-Lakgml seal has

been discovered, viz., that of year 44 of Lokanatha found in the

Tippera State (£. /., XV, p, 301). The seal, however, is 4" in diameter,
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while that of each of the other plates is 3", and in its middle the word

Lokanlthasya is stamped in character; of probably the 7th century,

while the original legend Kmmramlxtyldhykaranasya is of the early

Gupta age. No overlord is referred to, nor has any coin been found

which can be connected with this grant. There is mention, how-

ever, of a suzerain Jlvadharana who apparently relinquished his

authority over Lokanatha and there is also mention of the latter's

fight with one Jayatufiga varsa. The grant begins with an invocation

to Siva and records the genealogy of Lokanatha for six generations

down to his son Laksmlnatha, and a grant of land in the ‘forest

region
1

of Suvvunga viqaya to the mahasltnatita PradeSa Sarman for a

temple of Ananta Narayana, Incidentally it indicates the setting of

over IOO families of Brahmanas in this forest region and speaks

of their mixed marriages.

In (British) Tippera a plate with a different seal and of an earlier

date has been found at Gunaighar, about 18 miles N. W. of Comilla

town. It is a grant of Vainya-gupta of 188 G. E. or 507 A. D.

(/. //. Q , , 1930, p. 45). Th- seal is oval, 4" x 5" containing the figure

of a couchant bull (an emblem also of the Maitrakas of Valabhi,

Fleet, p. 164) with the king's name below it. The grant was

issued from Krfpura and conveyed land to a vihara of Mahayana

Buddhists. Prof. Dines Chandra Bhattacharya who has published the

grant traces in it several non-Sanskrit words which are in use in

modern Bengali.

Two plates of the same size and with 'bull* seal but of a later date

and different dynasty, the Khadgas, were found along with a small

bronze caitya (Bansrji, I/ihls, I, pi. 8) at Ashrafptir, in the N. E. corner

of the Dacca Dist. (A. S. 3 , Memoirs , Vol. I, pi. 85). Both of them

record the grant of land for a Buddhist vihara
,
and were issued from

Karmanta. They tell us of four generations of the line, viz., Khacjgo-

dyama, Jata-Kha<Jga, Deva-Khadga (whose queen Prabhavatfs name

was read on an inscribed image which has again disappeared) and

Raja-raja. Mr. Bhattasali identifies Karmanta with Kanta (12 miles W.

of Comilla town and some 50 miles S. of Asrafpur) and the last named

king with King Rajabhatfca of Samatata mentioned by I-sting ( 673-

687 A. D.) ( /. A . S. B> % 1914, p. 86) and connects Sfla-bhadra, the

Abbot of Nalaida, the teacher of Hiuen Tsang \fi40 A. D.),

with this dynasty.

About the same time probably another dynasty ruled at Sabhar

N, W. of Dacca town. Of it, however, the only evidence are the ruins
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there from which several ‘imitation* Gupta coins (one of which is now
in the V. R. S. Museum) have been discovered (.Modern Review

,

January, 1929, p. 42). Some scholars hold that the renowned

abbot Padmasambhava, who went from Nalanda to Tibet in 747 A. D.

and initiated Lamaism there
(
Guide to Nalandat p. 7), and his relative

f§anta-rak§ita, author of the Tattvasamgraha
,
were connected with

Sabhar {Proceedings , Oriental Conference^ 1924, p. 132).

From this time until about the end of the Pala period, about 1000

A, D., the history of South and East Bengal is almost a blank.

Pala Period c. 750-1050

It was to end the anarchy that had ensued in Bengal ^bout the end

of the seventh century that Gopala was made king. After him,

however, the succession to the throne was hereditary, as was also that

to the office of minister for the first four generations.

The history of the Falas falls into two halves, which differ

not only in time but in their character and location. The first half

which ended with king Narayanipala was a glorious one when the Pala

power was in the ascendant, During this period their sway was

over Eastern Magadha to which practically all their inscriptions

of the time relate, except notably the Khalimpur grant of year 32 of

Dharmapala's reign, granting land in tiie Mahantaprakas vimya

(probably present Manda) in Vvaghratati mandala of Paundravardhana

bliuktiy and the Sri Somapure Sri Dharmapdladeva mahaviharlya seals

at Paharpur. Somapura vihara
t

it may be noted, is mentioned in an

inscription on a Buddha image at Bodh-Gaya and by Taranatha as well

as in the Pag-saM-jon-xang% where it is said that king Devapala

founded it after conquering Varendra (Majumdar, Sahitya Pari^t

Patrikai, XX l II, p. 69 and p, 72). The Pala headquarters of the

period were in Magadha,first at Patna, from which the Khalimpur grant

was issued and later at Munger, from which Devapala and Narayana-

pfila issued their grants, and which was invaded by the Gurjara chief

Kakka (Banerji, ltihas, I, p. 223). The second plate of Dharmapala

found at Nalanda will, it is hoped, further elucidate this point.

During this half, in king Devapala’s reign, Nalanda reached its

palmy days as a Buddhist centre, drawing votaries from far and near.

King Balaputra of Sumatra erected there a vihara for life subjects

(F. R . S, Monographs
,
No. 1, p. 31) in the ruins of which Devapala’s

plate and a number of bronze images have been found (4. 5, Z„
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Annual Reportt 1926-27, p. 133). Vlradeva repaired here from Nagarhar

(modern Jelalabad) and became, the abbot erecting shrines at

Ghosvvara (ancient Yasovarmapur) near by* Ttye attraction of

Nalancla continued in N;?rayanapala's time, as we find from the

inscription of Dharinamitra of AndhradeSa, and even later.

The Palas came into conflict with thejr neighbours at the very

outset of their sway. Their first opponents were the Rastrakutas

who contested their westward expansion. It was the Gurjjaras,

however, who pressed the Palas home and eventually their king

Mahendrapala (890-908 A. D., 1909, p. 265), whose

inscriptions have been found in the Gaya-Hazaribagh tract, dispossessed

the Palas of Magadha and penetrated into Varendra, as indicated by a

stone pillar inscription of year 5 of his reign turned up in the

Paharpur mound by the ‘magic* spade of late Rakhaldas Banerji

{London Nezvs
,
29th January, 1927, p. 160). This reversion to Tala

sway occurred probably at the end of Narayanapala's reign. The old

line of ministers, who claimed to have been the power behind the Pala

throne, in the Badal inscription, probably died at this time with Gurava

Misra. According to the inscription on the Laksmana temple at

Srlpur (Raipur Dt. C, P) ascribed to the 9th century A. D.. there ruled

in Magadha at that time a Varman dynasty to which belonged

Surya-Varma whose daughter Vasata married the Srlpur king and

built the temple (E

.

/., IV, p. 196).

Then commenced the second half of the Pala history, which

witnessed a decline of their power and its final extinction and during

which their dominions shrank to west Varendra or Gaud, to which all

their three grants of the period relate. Their head-quarters too must

have been in this tract and we can clearly see the precarious condition

of their rule in the frequent change and obscurity of the headquarters.

Mahlpala's Bangarh grant was issued from Vilasapura : Vigrahapala

Ill's Amgachi grant from Haradhama (E. XV, p. 295) while

Ramapala overthrowing the Kaivarttas founded a new capital at

Ramavatl, from which Madanapaia issued his Manahali grant. Between

Narayanapala and Mahlpala, an interval, according to Prof. Dines

Chandra Bhattacharyya, of 90 years (/. H. Q., 1930, p. 167), no Pala

inscription has come to light. The Pala power was evidently in an

eclipse under the Gurjjaras. It reappeared with Mahlpala who, accord-

ing to his own and his successors* grants, recovered the anadhikrta-

vilupta rafya of his fathers (1. 13 of Bangarh, 1. 15 of Amgachi and 1.

14 of Manahali grant)—probably, only Gaud or west Varendra. It is
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significant that in his Sarnatli inscription of 1025 A, D., Mahrpala is

called 'Gaudadhipa* the only instance of a Pala king being definitely so

called, and it is in west Varendra that his memory is still

cherished in such sayings as dhatt bhante Mahlfiller git

>

though ins*

eruptions referring to him have been found at Sarnath, Nalanda,

Bodh-Gaya and even at Baghaura (in Tippera Dt.), the last (E. /., XVII,

4>. 355) being the only Pala inscription found in Bengal outside Gaud.

Even of the whole of Gaud, the Palas did not have undisturbed

possesion, for an inscribed pillar—the date of which is uncertain-

records the erectic \ of a temple to Siva at Bangarh by a king of the

Kamboja race, who claims to be 'Gaudapati*. But what gave the death

blow to the Pala power wis a rising of the Kaivarttas, which

drove Vig-ahapala III from the throne. Certain drammas

are ascribed to Vigrahapala (V. Smith, Catalogue of Indian

Museum coins, I, pp. 223. 239) with but little probability.

After a generation of Kaivartta rule, the Pala sway was

revived by Ramapala and even extended to Kamariipa under his

son Kumarapala, as we learn from the Kamauli plates of Vaidyadeva.

This grant indicates that the power of the Kamarupa kings, who, as not-

ed before, held the Bengal Duar in the later Gupta age, had disappeared.

In this grant we find the first mention of a Bengalee Brahmana in the

r61e of a king and the earliest mention of Varendri. Of KumarapaJa’s

son and successor, Gopala III, little is known beyond a mere mention

in 1 . 24 of the Manahali grant and probably also in a cryptic stone

inscription discovered at Nimdighi, 12 miles N. W. of Manda (Sahitya

Patimat Patrika, 1319, p. 155). With his successor Madanapala the

line came to an end, Lakfmanasena probably succeeding to the

throne of Gaud, as will be seen later.

A contemporary history of the last phase of Pala rule (Ramapala to

Madanapala) is contained in the cryptic poem of Rlmacarila and

an effort is being made by the Varenda Research Society to publish a

fully annotated edition of it, but in the absenceof any authoritative key

to nearly two-thirds of the poem, it is defying the attempts of scholars

to unlock its meaning fully.

In this second period a monastery grew up at Vikramasila, the

site of which is identified with present Patharghata, 24 miles east of

Bhagalpur and 6 miles north of Colgong. It is from this monastery

that Dipaiikara is said to have carried the torch of Indian culture

to Tibet.

At this time the monastery at Nalanda appears to have declin-
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ed and it is doubtful if the Palas had any temporal authority over this

tract though inscriptions referring to MahTpala, Ramapala and even

Madanapala have been found there. Some scholars hold that a branch

of the family continued to rule at Udantapur (subsequently named

Bihar by the P&thans) until about 1200 A. D, when it was wiped off bv

Ikhtiar-ud-din.

Gaya, unlike Nalanda, was never a popular Buddhist centre, at

any rate after the 7th century A.D., for the Buddhist inscriptions even

at Bodh-Gaya are of earlier dates (/.//,Q 1930, p. 26^ Even in

Dharmapala’s reign a eatunnukha Mahadeva with a Trimurti slab

was set up there and the Vandadeva inscription of year 7 of Narayana-

pala's reign, near the Visnupada temple at Gaya records the erection

of a monastery for Brahmanical ascetics (Banerji, Palas
,

p. 60) and

later—probably as a result of the Gurjjara occupation— Gaya became a

Vedic or Vaisnava centre—to which eloquent testimony is borne by

ViSvaditya's Visnupada temple and Kranadvaiika temple inscriptions of

year 15 of Mahlpala’s son, Nayapala's reign (Banerji, Itihas
,

1
, p. 262).

All the grants of the Pala kings bear the dharinacakra seal and

begin with an invocation to Buddha, and all of them record the

samkalpa in Buddha’s name with the single exception of Narayanapala,

who in his Bhagalpur plate records it in diva’s name. He is credited

with having erected and endowed several temples to Siva and was

probably a Saiva, while all other Pala kings— before and after him —

were Buddhist-. But they evidently tolerated other faiths, for, besides

the inscriptions at Gaya noted before we find Dharmapala in his

Khalimpur plate granting land for a Nara-Narayana temple and

among the inscribed bronzes of Devapala's reign found at Nalanda is

an image of Balarama (Annual Report A tSJ. , 1927-28, p. I32fn.) while

the family of their minister, Gurava MiSra, appears from theBalal

inscription to have been ardent Vaisnavas.

The Pala kings were married into several Cedi and Rastrakuta

families. Dharmapala married Ranna-devI, daughter of the Rast»akuta

chief Paravfila, Vigrahapala I mairied a Ilaihaya or Cedi princess

LajjadevI, Riiyapfda married BhagyadevI, daughter of the Rfistrakuta

chief Tunga. Vigrahapala III had two queens. One was the sister of

Mahana, a Rfistrakuta chief of Ariga, whose daughters daughter,

Kumaradevi was married to the Galiadavala king Govindacandra as

recorded in her Sarnath Buddha image inscription
(
D,l.

%
IX, p, 324).

Ihe other was YauvanasrI, daughter of the Cedi king Karna, whose

other daughter Vlrasrl was married to Jatavarma, who hailed from
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bura^tra. The Gahatjavalas and the Varmans were Vaisnavas. So

these matrimonial unions indicate that a strange mingling of races

and creeds prevailed at that time. It is to be noted that uiese unions

were restricted to races indigenous to India and were not extended to

tiie Gurjjara outlanders or the Colas of the south, though they tOQ

came in contact with the Palas. It appears that many Rastrakuta

families were settled in Kanauj (/.A.S.B., 1935 p. 106). Auga, Nepal

(Inscriptions of Bengal, III, p. 44) and other places in north India and

it was in some of these families and not those in the Deccan that the

Palas married.

Another evidence of the great impression that the Palas made on

their age k is furnished by the fact that their family name was borrowed

by other royal families, e.g., the Gurjjara king Mahendrapala and his

successors, the dynasty of Brahmapala in Kamarupa and that of

Jayapala in the Punjab,

Under the Palas, image making in Bengal as well as in

Magadha assumed a new character, which it retained in the

Sena period. Some examples of Bengal sculpture of this age are

illustrated in the Calcutta Sdhitya Pari^at Handbook , Mr. French’s

Pula Art

\

Mr. Bhatta-ali’s Iconography and Dr. Kramrisch's article

in the RUpatn of October, 1929. The study of the technical side of

the art is yet an untrodden field. Magadha artizens had probably a

hand in the erection of the Laksmana temple at Sripur (EJ„ XI. p. 188)

and one is clearly mentioned as the engraver of the Silimpur inscrip-

tion (EJ. %
XII l, p. 295). The neighbourhood of Gaya, probably

present Patharkati, was an image-making centre in this age, as Mathura

had been in the Gupta age. The art of bronze casting also thrived in

Magadha as proved by the hoards discovered at Nalanda (Arch, Survey

Report
, 19:829, p. 132) and recently at Kurkihar, where some 160

bronze images of great variety and sizes, varying from 2 in. to 4 ft, in

height have come to light. It flourished also on the environs of Pala

sway as indicated by a hoard consisting of a miniature temple of

Ndgara type studded with gems, and 63 images of Buddha varying in

height from 2" to 15" ascribed to the period, from 7th to 10th

century A.D. found at Thewri village, near Chittagong town,

and the beautiful Jaina bronzes recently brought to the Patna Museum

from Chausa.

Transitionfrom Pala to Sena Period

When the Pala power was hastening to its end in Gaud, the western
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part of Magaiha was a ider the sway of the Gahadavfilas who had

succeeded the Gurjjaras on the throne of Kanauj. This is indicated

by Govindacandra’s Maner grant of 1124 A.D., and Lar grant of 1144

A.n. (/./4 .S.ZL, 1929, p. 81 and EJ,
%
VII, p. 98) and Jayacandra’s

Bodh-Gaya inscriptions of about 1190 A.D. (/.//.0 ., 1929, p- 18). Auga

or Eastern Magadha north of the Nalanda tract was held by the

Rastrakfifa family of IMahana, which was the chief support of Ramapala

and Madanapala (A//.Q., 1929, p. 46) and the Yadava family of

Jatavarman, which migrated afterwards to East Bengal.

In Bengal, Pala sway being confined to Gaud, the rest of the country

must have pursued different courses of history, of which, however, the

records relating to this period are meagre and uncertain. The
Silimpur inscription of Prahasa (/?./., XIII, p. 290) mentions a king

'ayapfila of Kamariipa. which indicates that the Bengal Duar came

under Kfunarfipa sway. In Paundravardhana, a Nandi family

appears to have risen to power as recorded in the fragmentary

Mahilsthangarh inscription (f.A.S.B., 1922, p. 439).

Radh or south west Bengal appears to have been invaded succes-

sively by the Candels, Colas and Cedis. In his Khajuraho inscriptions

of 951 A.D., a Candel king named Yasovarma claims to have defeated

the king of Gaud (Banerji, Itihas, I, p. 231). It is interesting to note

that certain Brahmin families near Kandi in Uttara Radh, of which

the late Ramendrasundar Trivedi was a prominent member, claim to

have migrated from the Khajuraho tract, and that Krsna MiSra who

composed the play of Prabodhacandrodaya to celebrate the victory of

the Candel king Klrtivarma
(
c, 1098 A.D.) over the Cedi king Karna

(Ibid, p. 260) belonged to Radh—probably Uttara-Radh as in Act 2

of the play he flings many cutting remarks against Dak^ina-

Racjhl Brahmana whom he personifies as Ahamkara and Datnbha .

The passage Gaudam ra strata anuttamam tiirupama tatrapi Radhopurl

BhxLribresthiku ri&ma dhama indicates that at that time

Radii was included in the kingdom of Gaud. BhuriSresthika

is present Bhursut, south of Tarakesvar and the birth place of the

poet Bharatcandra ( 1 8tli century). There Sridhara composed his

Nyayakandali commentary on Vai§esika Philosophy in 991 a.d.

(Benares 1897, ed. p. 13).

Bhursut was evidently the centre of a flourshing settlement of

BrShmanas and Kayasthas who probably migrated from the Madhya-

defia and settled in the valley of the Sarasvatl (which river as well as

Triveni are named after their North Indian prototypes). Ny&ya

ZJZ.Q't SEPTEMBER, 1 93 1 3
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philosophy was cultivated here (culminating much later in the founda-

tion of the school of Navya-nyaya at Navadvfp). Bhatta-Narayan.

author of the Veni-Bamhara probably belonged to this tract.

From this age probably dates the hydrographical change by which

Tamluk ceased to be a port and Triveni or Sapta-gram took its

place* and drew to it the influential Suvama-vanik community. The

Gupta coins found there (Allan, CXXVIII) as well as the Buddhist

and Jaina relics, scenes from the Ratnayana and Mahobharata and

other Hindu relics which occur in the Mu dim structures there (f A.S.B.,

1909, p. 245) testify to the antiquity of the locality. Similar

remains occur at Pandua (Bengal Past and Present ,
Oct. 190S,

P- 43i).

It is significant that in the Prabodhacandrodaya as well as in

the Maner and certain other grants of the Gahadavalas the word

Turusba occurs. After the Candcls came the Cola king Rajenora

who, according to his Terumalai inscription of 1023 a.D.» overran

Uttara and Daksina Radii (Banerji, Itihas, I, p. 247) but there is

no other evidence of this raid, unless we take it that the Senas came in

his train. Then came the Cedi king Kama (c. 1042 A.D.,), as a pillar

bearing his name is seen at Palkor in Uttara Radii (Ibid., p. 265) along

with one of Vijayasena (Ins. of Bengal
,
III, p. 168). The daughters of

this Cedi king married king Vigrahapala III and the Anga chief

Jatavarma.

About this time probably occurred a migiation of people from West

to East Bengal, and in the Belava plate (Ins. of Bengal, III, p. 14)

we find Jatavarma's grandson, Bhojnvarma ruling at Vikramapura.

He came there evidently after Sri-candra (whose grants also are issued

from Vikramapura, as will be seen later) a nd ruled over a smaller aiea

in the east part of Dacca district. The plate tells us that the family

which professed the Vaisnava faith came origirally from Simhapura,

where one of its members led 1 Yadava army to victory. This points

to Surastra as their original home, Simhapura being modern Sihor.

Such distant migrations appear to have been common in olden days

g., Brahmanas from Lata (modern Gujrat) were settled in Varendra

Xhailmpur grant) and according to Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar, Nftgara

Brahmanas migrated to Sylhet, the very name of which is derived by

Prof, Kisorimohan Gupta from Srl-Hatake§vara, their patron deity

(IM.Q., 1930, p. 60).

Another record which is connected with the Belava plate is an

inscription in the Ananta-Vasudeva temple at Bhuvanefivar in Orissa
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recording the erection of that temple and the excavation of a

tank for it, by a remarkable man of the age, Bhatta Bhavadeva (Ins. of

Bengal^ III, p. 25). The tank must be the present Vindu-sagar, for

though situated in a Siva-kzetra and so close to the Lingaraja temple,

the ministry here is vested in Brahmanas of a different order, and the

Samkalpa is made in Vasucleva’s name. The Bhatta was vastly

learned and composed several treatises, some of which are extant

(unlike those of Prahasa and his ancestors referred to in the Silimpur

inscription). He was a Vai§nava and is described metaphorically as

having 'swallowed up the Buddhists.’

The inscription tells us of the existence of Savarna and Vandya-

ghatlya Brahmanas in Radh where they are numerous even now. Read

with the Belava plate it indicates further their emigration from

MadhayadeSa to Radh (which is dignified by inclusion in Aryavarta

probably for this very reason) and thence to East Bengal. This

affinity is still recognised by intermarriage among the Radh! Brahmanas

of East and West Bengal. According to Mr. A. K. Ray, Siddhala of

Uttara-Ra'Jh, the original settlement of the Savarnas was near Ganga-

1am on the Ajai river, in Burdwan District (Lasmikant, p. 12' and

that it was a Savarna Caudhur! who, with the patronage of the

Bansbaria family, founded the Kallghat shrine, in Akbar's time

(Ibid., p, 28)—which, if true, would indicate a change from his

ancestral Vaisnava faith to Saktaism.

The descent of the Bhatta is traced through six generations from

Bhavadeva, a Savarna Brahmana of Siddhala, who received the village

of Hastinlbhitta from a Gauda nrpa . Fourth in descent from him was

Adideva, who- was the chief minister of a Vafigara/a, and whose

grandson was Bhatta Bhavadeva who was the minister of a king Hari-

varma and his son. Unfortunately there is no indication as to where

this llarivarma ruled. Two manuscripts merely dated in year 19 and

39 of his reign were found in Nepal and so are of little help on this

point. But Mr. Nagcndra Nath Bam has published a copper-plate

which was found at Samantasar (near Idilpur) and appears to have been

of the same type and seal as (lie Belava plate and was issued by king

Harivarma, son of king Jyotivarma from Vikramapura (Ins. of Bengali

HI, p. 28 and p. 168). We may take it that all these four records

refer to the same king and that he ruled in East Bengal, after Bhoja-

varma, who was probably the Vanga-raja, whom Bha(ta Bhavadeva 's

grand-father served as minister. The Gau^nfpa belonged probably

to an earlier generation (that is, before the migration from West Bengal
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which tract, as wc have seen in the Prabodha-candrodaya
t

was

included in Gaucj.

To this age also belongs two local chiefs of Buddhist persuasion

who held sway in East Bengal. One was Kantideva, of whom a draft

grant with a ‘lion* seal issued from Vardhamana in Harikela, was found

at Chittagong (Modern Review , 1922 , November p. 612) and is now in

the Dacca Museum. Prof. Dines Chandra Bhattacharyya who edited

the plate has ascertained that it came from the ruins at Italia village,

2 miles N.E. of Comilla town. He has further drawn attention to the

ruins on the Lalmai and Mainamati hills, 5 miles west of the town,

in which another plate, that of Ranavankamalla of 1219 A.D., has

been found, and which he identifies as the centre of ancient Harikela.

Tlie other was 2§il-candra, whose family had migrated from

Rohita giri to Candradvlp, in Harikela, and four of whose grants—all

issued from Vikramapura have been found (Ins. of Bengal%
III, p. 2),

From these grants it is concluded that &T-candra ruled over the

western part of the Dacca District, from Dliulla in the north to

Idilpur (now in Faridpur District) in the south. It was Sri-candra's

grand-father who turned Buddhist (though we find v5rl-candra himself

offering homo). It is to these Buddhist families and the Kha^gas of

Karmanta (and not the Palas who never ruled this tract) that the spread

of Buddhism in this part of Bengal was clue.

In fact, in the Pala period, as in the later Gupta, Samatata was

a noted Buddhist centre, and it was to its ruling family that the great

saint Dipaukara, the abbot of the VikramaSila vi/iara who conveyed

the Buddhist faith to Tibet, and Vlryendra-bhadra, who helped

Ksemendra in composing the Bodhisattvavadana-kalpalata belonged

(6\ P. Patrffi, XXIII, p. 73).

These Varman inscriptions and the Srl-candra grants indicate that

a close connection existed in this age between West and East Bengal

and that Vikramapura became the political centre of the whole of

Southern Bengal from Radii to Vanga. This is probably how the way
was made for the spread of Sena power and why Vikramapura

figures as the capital in practically all the grants of the earlier

Senas.

The Sena Period c. 1050*1200 A,Dt

The founder of the dynasty was Vijayasena, whose grand-father

}s s^id to haye <?ome from Kanj^aka, the identity of which is uncertain,
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So also Is the caste of the Sena kings, but following Rai Bahadur

Kalicharan Sen (B/tZratavar§a, Bhadra, 13 37, p. 419) we may class

them as Vaidyas, of which term ‘Sena* is almost a synonym in Bengal.

Vijayasena’s queen Vilasadevl belonged to a Sara-family, which one is

tempted to connect with Rana-$ura of Rajendra Cola’s Tirumalai

inscription (£./., LX, p. 231) and with AdiSura who, as tradition goes,

imported the ancestors of the RadhI Brahmanas and Kayasthas.

Vallalasena married a Calukya princess, Ramadevi. The Sena kings

were Saivas. Their seal bore an image of Sadasiva and as the Gupta

emperors had virudas ending with ~iditya
%
they had vitudas ending with

Sankara: thus Vijayasena was Vrsabha-Saukara, Vallalasena was

Nihsauka-^aukara and so on. It is curious to note that some Vaidya

families of Bengal affect this sort of name even at the present day.

No evidence has been found of Sena sway in the whole of

South Bengal from Basirhat to Tippera and the history of the Senas like

that of the Palas falls into two distinct halves. The sway of the first

three kings of the line, Vijayasena, Vallalasena and Laksmanasena was

apparently confined to Western Bengal, as all their inscriptions except

one (see specially Vijavasena’s Paikor pillar inscription and the

Barrackpur grant of year 62) relates to this tract and are mostly found

in this neighbourhood of the Ganges along its present course from

Murshidabad to Calcutta and then along the Adigauga through the

Sundarvan, where the explorations of Mr. Kaiidas Dutt have revealed

a vast number of antiquities of this age (V.R.S. Monographs

,

No, 3&
4). A Candl image of year 3 of Laksmanasena’s reign is the only relic

of Sena sway of this period found in East Bengal, yet all the grants,

except one, are issued from Vikramapura,— which naturally raises a

doubt about its identity with the East Bengal city of that name.

Laksmanasena's inscriptions introduce us to a new bhukti
,
Vardha-

mana which lay west of the Bhaglrathl, and extended from Salar in the

north to Baruipur in the south. North of it probably was the Kanka-

gram bhukti of the Saktipur grant (Sahitya Parisat Patrik<x
y 1337,

p. 219). The Senas made little headway into Varendra. Deopada (where

stdod Vijayasena's lofty temple) as well as Laksmanavati or Gaud (said

to have been founded by Laksmanasena—though it occurs in no Sena

inscription) is on the southern fringe of Varendra. The only grant

found in the interior of it is the Tapandighi one. The Madhainagar

grant which is probably the last grant of Laksmanasena refers to the

Sena king as Gaudeavara for the first time and from the passages

Gaudiivara-Siirhata-harana-kala yasya kaumara-keti app-ied to him in
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verse II of the grant and Gaudetidram adravat to his grand father

in verse 20 of the Deopada inscription, it is clear that the title belonged

till late in Laksinanasena’s reign to king:; of some other line, possibly

the Palas. It seems that when the Madhainagar grant was issued

Lak§mansena had lost Laksmanavatl to the Fathans and retreated

eastwards to the Doab between the Karatoya and the Calan bit (the

Ravana lake of the grant), besides this grant (and a Patbau inscrip-

tion) stone images, ruined tanks and buildings of the age have been

brought to light in clearing the jungle in this tract and it is significant

that Dharyagram from which this grant was issued is without the

epithet of jayaskandavara .

The sway of the last two Sena kings, Kesava and Visvarfipa was

confined to East Bengal as all their grants are found in the Kotalipada,

Idilpur and Vikramapura areas, but strangely enough none of them

were issued from Vikramapura. They were issued instead from

Phalgugram which is styled jayaskandavar. Both the kings bear the

epithet Garga- Yavanauvaya-pralaya-fcala-rudra which probably means

that they kept the Pathans out of Eastern Bengal—as we find that

even in 1283 A.D., when the emperor Balban went there in pursuit of his

fugitive governor Tughril Khan, he met a Hindu Raja of Sonargaon,

Danuja Rai, who has been indentified with Dasaratha of the Adavadi

inscription who claimed to have obtained the Gauda rajya (Ins. of

Bengal^ III, p. 182).

The ministers of the first three Sena kings, viz., Vijayasena
#
s

Saladda Naga, Vallalasena's Hari Ghosh and Laksmariasena's Narayanua

Datta were probably Kayasthas. Vallalasena is said to have introduced

Kulinism or gradation of the various families of RadhI Brahmanas

and Kayasthas. There is no reference either to this or to the Adisura

tradition in any inscription, but it may well be that with the growth of

Hinduism there was a reconstruction of society under the Senas. To

this period probably is to be ascribed the setting of religious faiths in

Bengal, Radii or South-West Bengal adopting $iva and Krsna worship,

and Varendra or North-East Bengal developing the Tantrik faith (which

lives now in Kali and Durga worship), Chittagong alone retaining

Buddhism.

The art of image-making in stone was much patronised in this age,

and to it are to be attributed the numerous Calur-bhuja Visnu images

which occur all over Bengal—even in the wilds of Sundarban—as well

as the ‘Mother and Child' images (F*R. S. Monographs
, 3, p. 19) and

probably the combined icons like Visniu with dhyanl figure
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Monographs, 3, p, 48) or Marttanda-Bhairava (T.H.Q , , 1930, p. 465^.

The architectural pieces and other sculptures of Vijayarena's temple

found at Deopada show that a class of artizans grew up in Bengal in

this age and the engraver of the inscription on that temple is styled

Varendraka 8ilpigo*ll-cudamail i. Though stone carving is no longer

practised in Bengal (except on a very modest scale at Dainhata, near

Navadvlp) the art survives in the modelling of clay images for worship,

which is peculiar in Bengal.

Sanskrit literature also flourished in this age, Radh (S. W. Bengal)

leading in Kavya and Darsana and Varendra (N, E. Bengal) in Tantrik

literature and Vyakarana .

Laksmanasena himself is said to he the auther of two learned

treatise? and his minister, Halayudha of the Bru/nnanasarvasva ,
the

Abliidhana*ratna-malZi and other works and a verse is current naming

the five poets who adorned his court. Of their works, the Pavana-

dTitam of Dhoyl is a poetic sketch of the east coast of India and the

Glta-Govinda of Jayadeva presents the Radha-Krsna cult (which was

given a new turn by Caitanya in a later age). The Bengali script took

its present shape in this age, as we gather from the inscriptions in

early Bengali characters on the Ramayana and MahZibharata scenes in

Jafar khan Ghazi’s tomb at Triveni (J.A.S>B.> 1909, p.246 and pi. II).,

Laksmanasena is credited with introducing a new eia (Ins. of Bengal

III, p. 192).

But soon a foreign element—the Muslims entered Bengal and gave

a shock to the system we saw growing on the soil for more than 800

years, and the government, the administrative division, the social

structure, the culture and even the names of persons and places and

the language of the people were thrown into confusion.

(To be continue l)

Bijoy Nath Sarkar



The ‘Queen’s Donation' Edict

This edict on the AIlahabad-Kosam pillar, which has hitherto been

known as ‘the Queen’s Edict*, should more properly be called the Edict

on the Queen's Donation
,
so as to guard against its being taken as

issued by Asoka’s queen. Verily, it is the king's edict, for it com-

mences with the authority of his word and contains some specific

direction to his Mahamatras, viz., the direction as to how to reckon,

or rather, re-reckon the gifts of his second queen. It is important to

note that the words Devanampiyashu vacoticm
, with which the edict

begins, are as peremptory as the opening words of the Separate Rock

Edicts (Dhauli), and that, like the latter, the edict is meant

for his Mahamatras (savata Mahamnta vataviya).

The record is, as is well known, inscribed on the same (AIlahabad-

Kosam) pillar as bears the Kosambl text

1

of the Schism Edict as well

as a version of the first six Pillar Edicts. It spreads over five lines
;

and, “with the other edicts, found on the same monument, it agrees

only in not arranging the words in groups or separating them. Its

characters show a number of cursive and otherwise peculiar forms,

which are not very common in Asoka’s inscriptions.”* Some of these

peculiarities can be traced in the Jaugada version of the Separate

Rock Edicts, while such use of the letter sh as occurs in piyasha (1. i)

and she (1. 4) is also observable in the Kalsi version of the Rock Edicts,

with which it also agrees in respect of some grammatical forms 3
. In

the circumstances, it will be advisable, when making restoration, to

adhere first to the evidence of the edict itself and then, if need be, to

such records as may be allied to it in form or matter.

Although the pillar is disfigured here and there by later scribblings

and incisions, the letters of our i nsciiption fortunately for the most

part remain unimpaired. In spite of the mutilation of a few letters

towards the end of line 3, the words represented by them have been

satisfactorily restored 1
. But ASokan scholars have not been equally

fortunate in respect of the lacuna of effaced letters at the end of line 4.

1 The other texts are on the Samel and Sarnath pillars,

2 Bidder, /.A., vol. jcix, p. 123. 3 Ibid

\

4 Ibid., p. 123 ;
Ilultzsch, Inscriptions of Asoha, p. 159.
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The lacuna after [he]vam is, according to Hultzsch, one of three

letters, of which the middle one he read na, tentatively completing the

whole as vinati, ‘request*. The reading n \ seems to be all right, but

vinati is doubtful, as he himself believed 1
.

With this restoration, he proceeded to construct the concluding

clause as : hevam vinati dutiyaye devlye ti Tlvala-matu KaluvTikiye,

rendering it : “This (is) [the request] of the second queen, the mother
of Tlvala, the Kaluvakl.** Now, what is the request ? The request

is, as Hultzscli would have it, that “whatever gifts have been made
by the second queen, etc., these shall (?) be registered in the name
of that queen.** It is to be noted that the word which he has

been forced to render ‘(shall) be registered* is gamyati, which is clearly

in the Present and not in the Future, and, therefore, means ‘is

reckoned*. It is evident, and important at the same time to note, that

Hultzscli had his doubts from the very nature of the text and could

not avoid thinking that some idea of injunction was involved in

the ‘request*, or else he would not have used the word shall

within brackets, understanding gatfiyati anyhow in the future

sense, even though it was grammatically unwarranted. The
restoration vinati is at the root of this difficulty. It gives rise to

another anomaly. The donor, occupying as she did the exalted

rank of a queen,—the queen of an emperor such as ASoka was, and

being, as we understand her to have been, quite free under the

authority of the emperor’s sanction to bestow gifts*, had in all

probability no need of making vinati to the Mahamatras to have her

gifts ‘registered*, and consequently, vinati seems to be too ill chosen a

a word to be attributed to her. As a matter of fact, making vinati,

sounds like ‘imploring’, ‘petitioning*, and does not tally with the

tone of the opening words of the inscription, where the gravity of the

royal word is patent (Devanampiyasha vacanena savata Mahamata

vataviya). To put it clearly, the term vinati does not possess that

force of expression which is required to give to the concluding clause

a tone of injunction compatible with the authoritative bearing of the

edict.

The difficulty, however, disappears if we follow the procedure sug-

gested by Biihler. According to him, there is, after she nani ( 1 . 4), a

1 Hultzsch, op. cit. % p. 159, n. 4.

2 See R. E. v, and P. E. Vll, where Afioka's relatives are men-

tioned as having their own alms-houses and blowing gifts.
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lacuna of five or six letters, which “must have contained the word want-

ed to complete the chief clause which begins with she natti
9' 1

, Hultzsch

practically dealt with five letters, including hevam (e.g. [he]vam vinati),

of which the second letter had already been read va by Biihler). But

his restoration is, as we have seen, untenable. Now, if we turn to the

alternative of six letters, we get virtually four in all to deal with,

excluding hevam, which is fairly established by Hultzsch. Of these

four, the first, which he doubtfully restored vi (viz. the vi of vinati),

seems to be the traces of a ga, resembling the initial letter of ganlyali
,

which occurs in this very inscription earlier in the same line.

The next letter, which he read na
,

is, as we have noted, all right.

The last two, it must be admitted, cannot be made out at ail.

Thus, out of four letters, the first two, viz,, ga and na are fairly

certain. What about the remaining two ? If we remember Buhler’s

suggestion that the word wanted to complete the chief clause must be

found among these letters, and, if, according to him, we take the

clause to begin with she natti
,
we cannot resist the conclusion that this

lacuna of four letters can only be filled by a verbal form

,

to complete

the sense. And the sense is somewhat like this : “whatever gifts have

hitherto been reckoned ( ganiyati), as of the second queen, all those

(she nani) .... thus (hevam) : ‘from the second queen*,—i.e., ‘the mother

of Tlvala, the Kaluvakl’. " Reading between the lines, there can

be no doubt that the word of four letters which -is wanted to fill

up the gap means ‘must or should be reckoned/ or, 'you

must or should reckon*. Half our difficulty vanishes through

our acquaintance with the word ganiyati, which means 'is reckoned’,

and we think that a verbal form derived from V*gan will fit very

well here. The task is further rendered easy by the happy coinci-

dence of our restoration, the incomplete gana— . Now, taking our

cue from P. E. vil, I. 22 (vide Hultzsch), where occurs the mandatory

expression hevam ca paliyovadatha
,
addressed to the Lajukas, and, again,

from the Sarnath inscription, where occur the words nikhipUtha (1. 7)„

vivasayatha (I. 10) and vivasapayatha (1. 11), similarly addressed in all

probability to the Mahamatras, the presumption arises that here, too,

in the present inscription which is also addressed to the Mahamatras,

we have to do with a similar verbal form in order to complete the sense.

And the only way in which gana- can be completed into the required

verbal form of four letters is by making it gana(yalha), ‘reckon ye',

1 Op. citti p, 124.
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on the analogy of the examples just referred to, regard being also had

to the fact that Sk. gan belongs to the Curadi or the tenth class of

conjugation. In the light of this restoration, we understand the edict

as follows :

—

Text

r Devanampiyasha v[a]canena savata Mahamata
2 vataviya (:) e heta dutiyaye deviye dane (,)

3 amba-vadika va alame va dana-[gah]e [va (,) e va pi a]mne

4 klchi ganlyati taye deviye (,) she nani [he]vam [ga]na(yatha) (:)

5 dutiyaye deviye ti Tlvala-matu Kaluvakiye (.)

Translation

1 In the name 1
(lit. by the word) of Dcvanampriya, the

Mahamatras have everywhere to be told :

2 what(ever) gift (has been given) here by the second queen,—

3 (whether) mango-garden, or pleasure-ground, or alms house, or

whatever

4 else is reckoned as of that queen, those reckon ye thus :

5 ‘'Of the second queen”, i.e.,
lc
of Tlvala’s mother,2 the Kaluvakl”

1 There is a sense of ‘keenness* coupled with 'injunction* in this

expression, which imparts a peremptory character to the direction that

follows. For the weighty tone of the expression, cf. Pali mama
vacanena , Dlgha, ii. 72 ;

Ang. ii. 144 ; Mil. 14 ;
PvA. 53 ;

and also the

opening words of the Separate Rock Edicts (Dhauli) and of Minor

Rock Edict I (Brahmagiri and Siddapura). I am thankful to Prof.

Kshitischandra Chatterji for referring me to Raghu. XIY, 6i, where

occurs the forceful expression viadvacanat .

2 With Txvala^mtu cf. Pali Rahula-mata
t the familiar name of

Yasodhara, and JIvaputaye in Ya§amata*s brick-tablet inscription (ed.

J. Ph, Vogel, fRAS, 1921, which Barua also notices, Old Brahtnl

Inscriptions, p.« 160). It is interesting to note that teknonymy, or the

practice of naming parents after their children, is very old and wide-

spread also amongst primitive tribes. I am indebted to my colleague.

Dr. Panchanan Mitra, for drawing my attention to its reference in

Tylor*s paper, On a Method of Investigating the development of

Institutions {Journal of the Anthropological Institute
,
vol. xviii. p, 248)

and in Lowie*s Primitive Society (1921), p. 102,
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The restoration infinitely improves the sense. In the first place,

it gives us a better substitute for Hu ltzsch’s vinati% the incongruity

of which has been pointed out above. Next, it does away with

the compulsion under which he was driven to render gamyati
,

doubtfully though, into ‘(shall) (?) be registered'. Moreover, it subs-

tantiates the peremptory tone of the edict by means of a suitable word

of injunction, like the one occurring in P. E. vil and the Sarnath

record, just referred to. Lastly, it further establishes by its mandatory

connotation that our edict is not the queen's, but out and out the

king's.

Thus it appears that the purpose of the address to the Mahamatras

was not, as understood by Hultzsch, to have the second queen's gifts

‘registered (in the name) of that queen*,—for these gifts are stated in

the edict to have been already registered as such (ganlyati\—but

to have them reckoned anew
(
ganayatha

)

by a fuller statement of

the name of the donor-queen—a statement that would represent her

not only as ‘the second queen* as previously, but also as ‘the mother

of (prince) Tlvala, together with her personal designation ‘KaluvakI/

Such an alteration of epithet at the time of issuing the edict could

only have been necessary if the second queen had already given

birth to a child and thereby attained to the much coveted

glory of motherhood. The very pith and substance of womanhood

lay, in those ancient times, in becoming a mother and being known

preferably by the child's name when one was born (cf. the epithet

Rukula-matV) t
and especially as the mother of living children (cf. flva-

putaye rajabhariyaye Brhasvltimiiadhitu Yahamataye karitam l
); and the

birth of a child certainly invested the mother with incomparable rank

and renown, especially among womankind, even as it does to the

present day. In India, even today, the gift from a woman, not blessed

with a child, hardly commends itself to the acceptance of the donee. It

seems that ASoka could not miss the blissful occasion of sharing with

his second queen the merit and pride of parenthood, so that the new

position the queen had acquired was thought proper to be reflected in

an appropriate change of the donor's title. Evidently, Asoka sought

to attach a special importance not only to her exalted rank as his

queen, but also to the glory of her personal name which had become

hallowed by the birth of Tlvala, and to her relation, as mother, to a

prince who, too, was his son.

I See p. 461, n. 2,
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The edict further shows that the gifts of the second queen were

many. They must have been scattered, at least, over the jurisdiction

of the Mahamatras of Kosamb!. If at all, as is quite possible,

these donations were severally recorded (as we understand by gamyati)

and re-recorded (as we similarly understand by ganayatha)% e.g., by

suitable labels inscribed on enduring materials, it is not unthinkable

that we may be fortunate enough some day to come across at least a

few, if not all, of them. That gifts were given by the members of the

royal household, both in Pataliputra as well as in the cities outside,

which the Dharma-mahamatras were required to deliver, will be

evident from R.E.V. (Patalipute ca bahirasu ca [nagarasu]—Girnar).

The same R.E. further informs us that it was also the function

of the Dharma-mahamatras to be occupied with the donations

from the family-establishments of the king's brothers, sisters and

other relatives {b/iltuiam me bhagin\na\\\ va amnesu v~i natisu —
Dhauli). Again, in P. E. VII the king has specifically mentioned,

among others of his family, himself, his queens in the different royal

households, and the princes of the royal blood as the persons whose

grants the Dharma-mahamatras were required to deal with, both in the

capital and outside it (hida ceva dis'isu ca N
. Further, P. E. vil

makes it clear that there were queens more than one, and the ‘Queen's

Donation* Edict at any rate proves by the expression dullyaye deviye

that queens there were at least two, if not more. Now, if all these

various donations of the king, the queens, the princes and princesses

were, as we have suggested, severally recorded by appropriate inscrip-

tions, it is not at all difficult to understand how large the number of

such donations and inscriptions would be. Put the fact remains that

these votive records have yet to be discovered.

Sailendranatii Mitra



Studies in the Kautiliya

i

The Methods of Self-defence in the Kautiliya
(FOR AN INVADED WEAK KING)

When a Yatavya 1
is being attacked by another king assisted by

one or more allies (samavayika), he should try to extricate himself

from the difficulty by persuading one or more

Y&ta™ya"or
Ie

hia

t0 the
aH‘es of the invader to join the Yatavya after

rescue. seceding from the alliance and thus ceasing to help

the Yatavya’s enemy. The means by which this

is likely to be effected is by offering to one or more of the allies of

the invader twice the amount of consideration which has been

promised to them by the invader. At the same time, it should be

made clear to the parties that if they secede from the alliance, they

will not have to suffer the troubles of sojourn, losses and expenditure,

and incur the sin involved in the operations connected with the war.

Further, it should be explained to them that the alliance is only

benefiting the other party and causing them discomfort.

Another alternative left to the Yatavya is to cause dissension

among the parties to the alliance made against himself.

The measures suggested in the preceding paragraphs for adoption

by a weak king when attacked contemplate combinations of kings

on one or both the sides of the conflicting parties. The measures

are directed principally to create a breach in the camps of the

i From an examination of the passages in K„ VI, ch. i, p. 259 ;

ch. 2, p.258 and VII, ch. 5, pp. 2/sf., a Yatavya appears to be a

sovereign whose resources have become so much handicapped that he

cannot himself recover his normal strength within a short time.

The term implies that with reference to another king, the sovereign

mentioned above has incurred the former’s displeasure somehow or

other, but happens to be very weak at the time. This Yatavya

may, of course, be helped by a king whose condition is not so

hopeless as that of a Yatavya, Either for this reason or because his

feeling of enmity is greater, he maintains a stiffer attitude towards

the invading king even if he be afflicted with calamities.
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opponents or to draw away the allies by offers of wealth and other

inducements. Next comes the case of a powerful king who is

supposed to be attacking a weak king without entering into combina-

tion with any ally for the purpose of the attack. The steps to be

taken by the weak king have been delineated in the Kautillya,

with a special reference to the circumstances in which he can take

his position in a fort for opposing the force of the invasion. As the

enemy is without any allies, the course of action suggested previously

for adoption by the weak king for bringing about a disunion among

them, winning over one or more of the allies to his side, or neutraliz-

ing one or more of them by various means has been left out of account,

The steps that are suggested in this connection 1 for adoption by the

weak king comprise

(i) Combination with one or more allies,

(ii) Fighting by making a fort the principal centre of his

operations,

(iii) Suing for a treaty of peace, which may or may not be

accepted. In the former case, the weak king may be

reduced to the position of a dandopanata. In the latter,

the weak king should either come out of the fort and enter

into a face to face war with the enemy, or escape from

the fort.

Re. (i). This line of action may consist in

(rt) Taking to samsraya with a king more powerful than the

invader in military strength and mantra-Sakti 2 (strength of wisdom).

If there be two or more kings of equal military strength and mantra*

sakti, then the one who possesses faithful or experienced counsellors

should be preferred.

Should a king superior to the invading power be not available,

the assistance of two or more kings equal to the latter in strength, or at

least in regard to the size of the army should be utilized, brom

among two or more kings equal to one another in mantra sakti and

prabhu-sakti, the one who has the capacity to make preparations for

war on a larger scale is to be preferred.

If no king equal to the invader be available for help, an effort

1 See AT., VII, ch. 15.

2 Mantra-kakti means janabalam . Cf, K* ,
VI, ch. 2, p. 261, and

IX, ch. 1, p. 340.
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should be made for a combination with those who though inferior

to the invader in strength are his opponents and are sincere and

possessed of utsaha-Sakti (energy). This combination should be conti-

nued till the invaded king can overreach the invader by the applica-

tion of the combined strength of mantra-, prabhu-, and utsaha*6akti.

Should two or more kings of equal utsaha-Sakti be there to choose

from, the one whose territory can provide lands that can constitute

suitable battle-fields for the invaded king should be preferred. In

case there be two or more kings whose States can provide battle-

fields advantageous to the invaded king, the one whose State can

be reached in a season suitable for a war should be resorted to .

1 If

there be two or more kings having equally suitable lands that can

be used as battle-fields in suitable seasons, the one who has draught

animals, weapons, and armours in plenty should be taken as supe-

rior.

Re. (ii). In the absence of help from others, the weak king should

take shelter in a fort, from which the powerful enemy cannot cut off

supplies of food, grass, fuel and water, but which by its position will

involve him in great loss and expense in his attempt to bring it

down.

In comparing between two or more forts of similar advantages,

the one, from which the supply of the necessaries of life can be

maintained, and which affords a means of escape when necessary, is

the best. The fort must of course be a Manuxya-durga, i.e., provided

with an adequate number of brave soldiers belonging to the four

sections of the army .
2

A fort may also be resorted to by a w^ak king if he finds that

in any one of the following situations, lie will have an advantage

by fixing his station in the fort •

He (i) can have the help of parsnigrahn, asara (i.e., pfirsnigraha-

sara), madhyama, or udaslna
;

(2) can have the help of a neighbouring king, a chief of a wild

tribe, or, any member of the family of the enemy hostile to him 3
;

1 The months of MargaSIrsa, Caitra and Jyalstha are the seasons

suitable for war.

—

K. % IX, 1.

2 The speciality of a manu§ya-durga lies in the numerical strength

of the qualified soldiers contained in it.

3 in the text has, l think, been converted into

by a slip of the copyist’s pen. With the latter
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(3) can create disaffection among the enemy's people in his

kingdom, fort, or camp
;

(4) can kill those who come near through secret agents using
weapons, fire and poison, (mentioned in AT., Hook. XII : Abahyasam)
or, through the secret means mentioned in Book XIV : Aupani$adikam
of the Kautiliya

;

(5) can cause the enemy loss of men and money through spies

resorting to means other than those mentioned in (4).

(6) Can gradually cause through spies disaffection among allies

or soldiers when they are worried by sojourn and losses of men and
money

;

(7) can cut off the enemy's supply of the necessaries of life and
help, and thus subject the people in the camp to privations

;

(8) can create a vulnerable point in the arrangements made by

the enemy for the war by first sending some soldiers to his camp
and then attacking him with all the forces

;

(9) can conclude a treaty of peace with the enemy on satisfactory

terms by chilling his courage
;

(10) can rouse up the surrounding kings against the enemy for

making the attack
;

(11) can attack the capital of the enemy's kingdom with the

help of the allies and the wild tribes at a time when it is not likely

to receive any help from outside ;

(12) can effect the acquisition and preservation of wealth within

his own large kingdom from within the fort
;

(13) can bring together his own scattered forces and those of

his allies by stationing himself in the fort, and can make them un-

conquerable by the enemy by this union
;

(14) can enable his soldiers expert in fighting on low grounds

or trenches, or during night to shake off their fatigue by taking shelter

in the fort and then commence the fight at the required time
;

(15) can inflict loss of men and money on the enemy without

any effort on his own part by reason of the former having to come

reading, the meaning would be ‘a member of the family of the enemy

confined in a prison/ To be able to render help to the weak king,

he ought to be at large and hence we have to assume that he was im-

prisoned at some time in the past and was continuing hostile to the

enemy
;

or, we may assume that he is ‘interned* in a particular

place in the kingdom.

SEPTEMBER, I93I s
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near the fort at an unfavourable time and occupy an unfavourable

position
;

(|6) can continue in a position of vantage by taking his station

in the fort as it can be approached by the enemy only after much
loss of men and money, the surrounding region being difficult to

negotiate on account of the existence of several forts and forests

affording means of escape, or, the surrounding region being unhealthy

may cause diseases among the soldiers of the enemy, who will also be

handicapped by being unable to get proper grounds for the exercise

of his troops, and if by some means he enters into the place, he is not

likely to come out safely.

If by reason of his occupation of a foi t the invaded king does

not get any of the advantages mentioned above and if the forces of

the enemy be very powerful then he should, according to the Acaryas,

escape from the fort or nish into a war with the enemy. As a flame,

into which a moth rushes, may be extinguished by chance, so suc-

cess may be achieved by the desperate king as a chance result of

his daring. Kautilya differs from the Acaryas only in regard to

this point that the escape from the fort or entrance into the war should

be preceded by an offer of a treaty of peace which if rejected should

be followed by either of the steps mentioned by the Acaryas. If

neither of these two courses succeeds, he has to surrender every-

thing to the enemy and accept the position of the dandopanata (self-

submitter), 1

II

Considerations about an Attack upon a Yatavya

If a defeated weak king, who has entered into a treaty of peace

With a powerful enemy, disregards the terms of the treaty relating

to the payment of wealth, the aim of the powerful enemy would be

to reduce him to the position of a Dandopanata. He will try to

march against the recalcitrant king, over lands favourable for march
or fight, at a time suitable for the soldier^ activities, and in a part

of the country where the enemy has no fort or means of escape. The
powerful king should also take precaution that at the time of the

I For details about the relation of a dandopanata to the dand°*
panayin, su I. S.

t pp. 62-64 and 66-68,
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march or the fight, no rear enemy is likely to invade his territorty

from the rear, and that his enemy does not receive assistance from

an ally. But as all these opportunities may not be available simul-

taneously, the invader should adopt the necessary measures calculat-

ed to make his position secure inspite of the absence of one or more

of these opportunities. These remedies consist principally in the

application of one or more of the means called samat datia
, bheda %

and danda to the strong or weak opponents in the first and second

zones around the kingdom of the invader. Saina may be put into

effect in his dealings with a weak king through the protection of

the latter’s cattle in villages and forests, the prevention of obstruc-

tions in the free use of his land-routes and waterways, and the cap*

ture of seditious or unfaithful officers and other persons who have

absconded after causing him harm 5?. Dana (gift) may include lands,

girls (in marriage), and abhaya (assurance of safety) in danger.

Bheda may consist in inciting a neighbouring king, a wild tribe,

a kinsman of the enemy, or a prince interned by the enemy

to demand wealth, army, land, or family properties from him. Darula

signifies capturing the enemy through prakaSayuddha, kujjayayuddha.

tusmmyuddha, or by adopting the measures mentioned in the

Kautiliya in connection with the methods of storming a fort.

Just as before making a yana, the drawing of powers to one's

side for material consideration is a problem, so it is also at the sa ne

time a problem as to which of the two kings, one

a yatavya and another an amitra (i.e., usually

a king whose kingdom is in the zone next to the

dominion of the king, of whom we are speaking)

should be first attacked, should they form the

simultaneously. The solution of this problem faci-

the invader a good deal. The Kautiliya has dealt

in detail, which may be conveniently put in a

tabular form. The reasons why a particular time of action is preferred

to another are also stated.

Which of the two
enemies, one a

Yatavya and another

an Amitra should be

first attacked ?

objects of attack

litates the task of

with the subject
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Causes that alienate

the sympathy of the

people from the sove
reign and make him
ill able to resist

attacks.

It is evident from the statements 1 in the appended Table that

the discontent and disaffection of the subjects in a kingdom were

recognized as a factor that exposed it to invasions, because the aliena*

tion of active sympathy of the citizens from their king was a cause

for great weakness in the body politic. The Kautillya lays a great

emphasis on the need for the application of the

causes that bring about this state of affairs. The
two main causes that should be specially guarded

against are the acute economic stringency, and

the oppression of the people. Some other causes

that operate to alienate the people from the sovereign are also men-

tioned. The list is of interest not merely from the historical stand-

point but also as containing advice and warning, the widsom of which

has not diminished by the lapse of centuries. These are disregarding

the good and favouring the wicked
;
unrighteous and unprecedented

slaughter of animals
;
prohibition of salutary customs

;
doing impro-

per and unrighteous acts, and neglecting to do the proper and

righteous ones
;
non-payment of grants and dues to the people

and exaction of illegal impositions
;

inflicting punishments more

severe than what is deserved, and not punishing the culprits
;

recruiting the incompetent for appointment and rejecting the com-

petent
;
doing works detrimental to the interests of the kingdom

and ruining those that are beneficial
;

not protecting the people

against thieves and depriving them of their possessions
;

not doing

works requiring enterprise and chilling the enterprise of others
;

injuring the leaders of the people and insulting the worthy ;
oppressing

the elders and incurring their displeasure by impropriety and untruth-

fulness
;
not rewarding the services rendered to him and not observing

the established usages
$
and carelessness and indolence in regard to

the acquisition and preservation of wealth. 2

Ill

Considerations about helping other kings

In inter-state dealings, the rendering of help to a king doe3 not

always mean loss of men and money to the helper. It has also

I AT., VII, ch. 5, pp, 274-276, 2 AT,, VaI, ch. 5, p. 276.
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another aspect, viz

,

that the helping king can become also a

gainer in the long run by having as his ally a
Ultimate gain inspite . . . . < , .

of ioases in a pruden- king who raay more than compensate nun for the

party
C

to

C

be°heip€d
e expenditure and losses incurred. The considera-

tions for which help should be extended with a

view to have the ultimate gain ate :

(a) that the ally is sakyarambhin i. e., engaged in an operation,

the completion of which is well within the limits of his ability
;

(
3 ) that he is Kalyarambhin (i. e. whose undertaking is not

fraught with danger in a special degree)
;

(6') that he is Bhavyfirambhin (engaged in an undertaking which

is sure to yield a good result)
;

(d) that he is Sthirakarman (steady in the pursuit of his aim i. e.

will not give up a work until it is completed)
;

(e

)

that he is Anuraktaprakrti i. e. he has his officials and

subjects devoted to him. This implies that the helper will not be

put to much loss of men and money in rendering the assistance.

Kings of these descriptions are likely to be successful in the

opera‘ions for which the assistance is given and are expected to

compensate the helper by giving him men and money in the

latter’s need.

Other considerations that may come in connection with this

subject are :

A. (i) Of the two kings each helping one other king, the one who

helps a natural friend gains more than the one who helps a natural

enemy (now an ally by virtue of the alliance). The reason is that

the natural enemy rarely continues the friendship brought about by the

alliance, after the need for help ceases. Hence the losses of the helper

are not compensated.

(ii) Of the two kings, each helping one other king, friendly to

them, the one who happens to render assistance to the king friendly

to him in a special degree (mitratara), becomes a gainer,

B. (i) Of the two kings each helping a madhyama 1 (medium).

(ii) Of the two kings, each helping a madhyama, friendly to him,

the one who happens to help a madhyama, friendly to him in a

special degree, becomes a greater gainer than the other,

C. Similarly there may be two cases in regard to the help

i For the meanings of madhyama and udaslna, see /. pt, i,

pp. ii ff,
; A"., VI, ch, 2, p. 261.
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extended to the udasina (superpower) in the mandala of each helping

king. The one who helps a friendly, or a specially friendly udasina

becomes a greater gainer .
1

If both the madhyamas helped by the two kings turn false to

their respective helpers, the king who had helped the inimical

madhyama (temporarily in alliance with him), becomes a gainer.

The two helpers now face to face with their madhyamas turning

false enter into alliance with each other in their common interest.

But the one who loses the alliance with his inimical madhyamas loses

less than the other who is bereft of his friendly madhyama.

Just as there may be a greater gain or a greater loss on the part of

one king as compared with that of another in regard to the help

rendered by each to either of two other kings selected by him, similarly

there may be a greater gain or a greater loss to the side of one king

in comparison with that of another in respect of the manner in which

the help is rendered. As for instance, a king may have to suffer loss

if in extending his help to a medium (madhyama) or a superpower,

(udasina) he sends brave, hardy, and loyal troops well equipped with

weapons instead of those of an inferior sort. The king who does not

do so may stand on a better footing so far as loss is concerned.

Where, of course, troop of an inferior efficiency can be of no avail in

achieving the purpose for which they are sent, then he can lend out

those belonging to any one of these classes viz., maula (hereditary),

blirta (salaried) SrenI (recruited from military clans), mitra (ally), atavi

(recruited from wild tribes). Should there be reason for the suspi-

cion that the army sent out to help either the madhyama or the

udasina will not be received back, or will be stationed on lands

belonging to an inimical king or inhabited by wild tribes, or unfit

habitation, or will be made to take the field during unfavourable

seasons, or will not be allowed to appropriate to themselves their

share in the booty, then he should avoid lending the army on some

pretext or other. When no such pretext can achieve his object, he

should lend an army inured to the kind of hardships to which it will

be subjected and allow it to stay outside his dominion and fight up

to the end of the operations for which it is taken. He will however

remain watchful against any calamity befalling the army, and bring

it back as soon as the need for its stay outside comes to an end. One

other alternative is left to him viz., not to send any help, and strengthen

i K.t VII, cli. 2.
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his position of entering into an alliance with the Yatavya of the king

seeking such help.

Four cases are mentioned by way of illustration for guiding the

kings who are approached by the Yatavya for help

against a strong enemy :

(i) If the third king be diffident about the

receipt of his remuneration from another king, who

is invading a Yatavya and wants to break away

from the alliance into which he had entered under the pressure

of a need for money, and if he wishes to help the Yatavya expect-

ing to have a large consideration from him in future, he can do

so for a small one for the present expecting to cause loss of men and

money to the invader of the Yatavya, to obstruct the march of his army

towards the Yatavya, or to attack him within the kingdom during a

march.

When a Yatavya is

about to be invaded
by a king, the con-

siderations that should
guide a third king
approached for help.

(2) When the third king finds that by joining the particular side

he will be rendering a service to a friend and causing harm to an

enemy or will be securing help from one who had helped him in

the past, he should agree to render help for a lesser gain, rejecting an

offer of a larger consideration.

(3) Should a king be attacked by an enemy working in collusion

with the former’s traitorous subjects, or by a very powerful king threa-

tening the ruin of the former's kingdom, then a neighbouring king can

help him without any stipulation for remuneration, present or future,

if he has in view that he may be similarly helped in future by the

king now in distress, or if he has the hope of establishing a matri-

monial connection with the latter’s family.

{4) If a king who has entered into an alliance with another king

(marching against a Yatavya) wants to recede from the alliance,

either to help the Yatavya, or to refrain from increasing the strength

of the other king who may attack him after the operations are ended

successfully, he can demand an immediate payment of his dues, or

can demand a larger sum as his remuneration, which will serve to

put a financial pressure upon the subjects (prakrtikarsana), or incite

other parties to alliances with the king to rescind their agreements

following the example.

Narendra Nath Law



The Economic Conditions of Bengal during the Years

1793-1858

The most revolutionary change brought about in the economic

system of Bengal and India during the Nineteenth Century was the

new attitude towards the ownership of the soil. This new attitude

was due to certain economic theories which were sharply in conflict

with those of the Muhammadan and early British period.

In the Permanent Settlement of 1793, the new rulers of the country

for the first time committed themselves to a definite understanding

and agreement as regards the economic conditions and institutions

of the country. This famous settlement, a real land-mark in Indian

history, introduced factors, subtle but sure, which were to change the

economic structure of large portions of India, changes which in due

time made land a marketable article .

There had been sales of land also in the 1 8th century, even if

the actual terms of buying and selling had been avoided in the

documents of conveyance, but it remained for the 19th century

to include land in the list of things that can be bought and sold

in the open market. This makes a clear brake with all previous

Indian conditions.

In earlier times, before the coming of the Muhammadans, the

land had often been communal property, or at least property belong-

ing to clans, families and other consanguine groups. Later on

the Muhammadan rulers had claimed to be the owners of all the

land in the realm, de jure or de facto .

In addition to what I have said in my two former papers, on

the Muhammadan theories and their practice in land-holding, I

should like to subjoin what Bernier, the great French traveller

of the 18th century, had to say on that subject :—
•‘Those three states of Turkey, Persia and Indostan, for as much

as they have, all three, taken away the meum and tuurn as to land

and propriety of possessions, cannot but very near resemble one

another
;

they have the same defect, they must at last, sooner or

later, needs fall into the same inconvenience which is the necessary

consequence of it, namely tyranny, ruin and desolation. Far be

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, IJtfl
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it therefore, that our monarchs of Europe should thus be proprietors

of all the lands which their subjects possess". 1

Now land in Muhammadan times was, strictly speaking, not

transferable any more than in Hindu times, vyith this exception,

that the crown, or the state, for non-payment of land-tax, could

take away land from defaulters, and grant it or lease it out to other

middlemen, Zemindars, farmers and other tax collectors. But

as far as these middlemen or the tenents were concerned land was

not transferable property any more than in Hindu times. Just

as a new Zemindar succeeding his deceased father needed a special

sanad to establish him in the rights and privileges that his father

had enjoyed, so probably also the tenancy of every new generation

of tenants was hedged in sufficiently with restrictions to remind

all concerned that the land was not their property. Land always,

actually or nominally, reverted back, in the final analysis, to the state,

and the state only could effect or sanction any transfer of land.

The sale of land in ancient India would have seemed as strange

and impossible as the sale of air, or the sale of the water of the

rivers.

By the time of British rule in Bengal we discover the first sales

of Zemindari rights, the family of the Birbhum Rajahs, selling

several of their parganas to the Bose Family of Sutanuti in Calcutta,

This transaction took place in 1796 a.d., involving a purchase price

of Rupees 120,000 (Mitra’s Types of Early Bengali Prose).

Since that time lands have changed hands in Bengal freely and

frequently. Land holding has become a profession, a business

like every other business. What is actually sold, legally and techni-

cally, are still only certain rights pertaining to the holding, sub-letting

and leasing of that land, yet, ipso facto land has become a personal

property. Like every other possession, it is transferable, no matter

by how many safeguards the transaction may be hedged in, or

hidden
;
it is a real and actual sale. That is to say, the economic

life of India in this matter has been going through a process of

complete transformation during the British period, and the end is

not yet.

Of course, the old is still with us in the form of joint family proper-

ties; there is perhaps little property that is not held in some joint family

ownership relation. But private ownership once recognised by law,

1 Bernier's Travels, Bangabasi Reprint, p. 21 J, 1904 .
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the whole tendency during the 19th century has been towards that

goal, and away from the restrictions of the older theories of property

holding.

One important and disturbing factor in this devolution of property

rights in the soil is the large and still growing number of really

unproductive middlemen, patnidars of various degrees, that stand

between the really large land owners and the tenants, living off the

system and off the land, without making valuable contributions to

the common stock of wealth in the economic system of the country*

Sir George Campbell says :

—

“At the Permanent Settlement Government by abdicating its

position as exclusive possessor of the soil, and contenting itself with

a permanent rent-charge on the land, escaped thenceforward all

the labour and risk attendant upon detailed mofussil management.

The Zemindars of Bengal proper were not slow to follow the example

set before them, and immediately began to dispose of their Zemindaries,

in a similiar manner. Permanent under-tenures, known as putnee

tenures, were created in large numbers,and extensive tracts were leased

out on long terms. By the year 1819, permanent alienations of the kind

described had been so extensively effected, that they were formally

legalized by Regulation VIII of that year, and means afforded to the

Zemindar of recovering arrears of rents from the patnidars almost

identical with those by which the demands of Government were en-

forced against himself. The practice of granting such under-tenures

has steadily continued, until at the present day with the putnee and

subordinate tenures in Bengal proper and the farming system of

Behar, but a small proportion of the whole permanently settled

area remains in the direct possession of the Zemindars/ 11

Relation of Land-rent to Government Revenue

The Permanent Settlement provided x/io of the gross amounts

of land-rent collected to go to the Zemindar as his* share, while 9/*°

of it was to go to the Government, (In the Statutory Commission

Report, i/ll and 10/11 are given as the respective shares).

The assessment fixed on the land was declared to be unalterable

for ever, and the government specifically undertook not to make any

1 Quoted by Phillips, Land Tenutes of Lower Bengal
,
Calcutta,

1876 pp. 3667,
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demand on Zemindars, or their heirs or successors “for augmentation

of the public assessment in consequence of the improvement of their

estates/*

This brings us face to face with a rather interesting question

. namely the relation of originally tithes of the produce of the land

on one hand, and a regularly fixed and settled land-rent on the

other.

Since Muhammadan times, and earlier, there had been two ways

in which government, could raise their revenue, either in kind as their

share of the yearly produce of the land, or as a fixed amount of

annual ground-rent, or land-rent, in money, regardless of crops.

The Muhammadans distinguished these two totally different kinds

of revenue by these terms :

mUkasumah Kiraf, or the share of the produce of the land

and wuzeefa Khiraj, or regular land-rent.

“The obligation to pay the (latter) class of Khiraj was considered

a personal liability on account of a definite portion of land, depend-

ing on its actual capability, and not on its actual produce,

“It was consequently the wuzeega Khiraj, which was imposed

on conquered unbelievers/* (p. 45, Arthur Phillips, Land Tenures of

Lower Bengal).

Now what was the actual share which the state could or did

receive of the produce of the land j> In Hindu times it must have

been much smaller than in Muhammadan times, when the State

sometimes claimed as high as three- fifths of the income of the land

(Phillips, p. 221). The question, of course, does not touch the por-

tions of India settled by the Permanent Settlement, except as to

the theory which was underlying the settlements which were made

in Muhammadan, and early British, times.

Romesh Ch. Dutt states as follows :
—

“In Bengal the Land Tax was fixed at over 90 per cent, of the

rental (?)—and in North India at over 80 per cent, of the rental,

between 1793 and 1822. It is true that the British Government only

followed the precedent of the previous Mohammadan rulers, who

also claimed an enormous Land Tax. But the difference was this,

that what the Mohammadan rulers claimed they could never fully

realize
;
what the ' British rulers claimed they realized with rigour.

The last Mohammadan ruler of Bengal, in the last year of his adminis*

tration (1764), realized a land revenue of £817,553; within thirty
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years the British rulers realized a land revenue of £2,680,000 in

the same province." 1

I have not been able to verify the two figures given in this state-

ment
;
from another source, however, the “Musnud of Murshidabadf

1 got the assessment of Mir Kasim, the last ruler of Bengal, for the

year 1763, amounting, with abwabs (imposts) to Rs. 25,624,223.

Another set of figures, taken from Ramesh Ch. Dutt’s book, (p. 85)

gives the following amounts of land revenue, actually collected
.

(He

quotes from Shore) :

1762 63 ... Rs. 6,456,198

1763-

64 ... „ 7.618,407

1764-

65 ... „ 8,175,553

1765-

66 ...
}> 14,704,875

It will be seen that there is a wide divergency between the amounts

assessed and the sums actually realized. That even the Permanent

Settlement did not always insure a permanent revenue approximately

equal every year, is shown by the following facts.

In a list given by Romesh Ch. Dutt, of the years 1793-1837, the

land revenue realized in Bengal, varies from some 3c Million Rupees

in 1813*14, to over Rupees 70 Million in 1814-15. It then keeps on

a high level till 1832-3, after which it drops down again in 1834-35

to a little over 30 Millions.

In figures published in 1854 by M. Wylie, a judge of the Calcutta

Court of Small Causes, we find the figure of Rs. 37,596,998 as the

total revenue of Bengal Presidency as it stood then, comprising

Bihar, Orissa and Assam (also included in the previous figures).

Deducting the outlying districts, which form separate provinces

now, we get for Bengal people, as it is today, a total of Rs. 22,424,876

for that year. Compare with this the Rs, 32,700,000 of land-rent raised

from the same area in 19289 according to the Bengal budget pub-

lished in the Report of the Statutory Commissioner. (In all these

figures the changing value of the rupee must be taken into account,

of course).

In 1833 another important change took place in the history of

British India. The trading business of the Company was abolished,

and from now till the end of its history in 1858, the East India

Company was a pure landholding stock company, but with practically

Economic History of British India
i
Preface, p, ix, London 1903.
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sovereign power, controling the whole sub-continent of India, the

former great empire of the Mughals. Speaking of this latter event,

the total abolition of the East India Company in 1858, Dutt says

(Preface p. xiii) :

“Their capital was paid off by loans, which were made into an

Indian debt, on which interest is paid from Indian taxes. The empire

was transferred from the Company to the Crown, but the people of

India paid the purchase-money. The Indian Debt, which was

£51,000,000 in 1857, rose to £97,000,000 in 1862. Within the forty

years of peace which have succeeded, the Indian Debt has increased

continuously, and now (1901) amounts to £200,000,000. ‘The Home
Charges* remitted out of Indian revenues to Great Britain have in-

creased to sixteen millions/*

In a subsequent paper I hope to deal with the industrial and com-

mercial aspects of this period—aspects which were of the utmost signi-

ficance in the economic life of the country. The year 1833, when

the East India Company abolished its own trading system, is the

turning point of that development.

G. L. SCHANZIJN



The Frontier Problem of the Mughals

The frontier problem of the Indian Mughals was no less compli-

cated than that of the British. In fact the Mughals were more vitally

concerned with the people and provinces of North-Western frontier,

and to them, in a much greater degree, the frontier problem was the

pivot of their political existence. Their home was beyond the frontier,

and their ambition fondly cherished an empire in which the transfrontier

provinces, once their ancestral dominions, should form a part. That

was not all. The conquest of Hindustan had been achieved from a

transfrontier kingdom, and throughout the existence of their empire

they recruited their soldiers from those regions. Thus the love of

motherland, the pride of possessing ancestral dominions, and the

military needs of the empire had combined to make the frontier

problem extremely consequential for the Mughals. As new tribes

rose to power and endangered these interests, the Mughal empire grew

nerveless and decayed. The satisfactory solution of the frontier

problem in a way controlled the existence or extinction of the Mughal

sway in Northern India, and hence it demands much more attention

at the hands of the historian, trying to explain the downfall of the

Mughal empire, than it has hitherto received.

The causes that were responsible for the flight of Babar from his

ancestral dominions, for his unsuccessful attempts at their recovery,

and for the foundation of the Mughal empire in India were also the

deciding factors in the frontier policy of the Mughals. The steady

rise of the Uzbegs under Shaibani Khan, and their gradual conquest of

the whole Timurid kingdom compelled Babar to run away to Kabul,

and to endeavour from there, to recover his lost dominions with the help

of the Persians. Since he failed in his attempts and his powerful allies,

the Persians, occupied Khorasan and Bokhara he had to remain content

with the poor principality of Kabul, and when opportunity arrived,

turned eastward to India for fresh conquests. Thus the neighbour-

hood of two powerful nations, the Persians and the Uzbegs set

Babar's foot on the road to India
;

for, Babar’s relations

with the former were none too friendly and the latter were his

hereditary enemies, Kabul, hemmed in between the dominions

of these two hostile nations, would have fallen an easy prey
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to either, had it not been for the fact that they were themselves

mortal enemies of each other. In their mutual enmity they overlooked

B&bar, who thus had a quiet time for himself to consolidate his

kingdom, and to prepare for the conquest of Hindustan. Babar

handed down to his successors his transfrontier possessions, and

therefore, ruling from India, they had to face the very same problems

and had to come into conflict with the very same peoples—the

Persians and the Uzbegs. The diplomatic relations subsisting between

the Indian Mughals, and the Uzbegs and Persians, form the founda-

tion of the Mughal frontier problem. The course, these relations took,

depended, upon the comparative strength of the parties, and varied

from time to time. Under Babar's successors, from Akbar to

Shahjahan, the Persians were evenly matched, and the Uzbegs,

overpowered
;
while before Akbar, both the Persians and the Uzbegs

were overpowering. Hence the policy of the Mughals before Akbar

was one of respectful but defensive vigilance towards the Persians and

Uzbegs
$
while, after Akbar it assumed a pronounced form of aggres-

sion.

The nature of the problem was also determined by the geographical

situations of these nations. The physical configuration of Central Asia

necessitates the mastery of Badakshan, Balkh and Kandahar for the

ruler of Kabul. Otherwise there is no scientific frontier and

Kabul is exposed. In the north Kabul is bounded by the

lofty walls of the Hindukush penetrated by several passes, the

most famous of them being the Iliudukush, “This has indeed

been a veritable gateway of nations. This way came Alexander

with his Greek following, and it would take a chapter to record the

successive tides of human migration (Scythian and Mughal) which have

swept through those frozen gateways to the noith of Kabul’' 1 To
guard this gateway of the north, Balkh and Badakshan, situated

between the mountain and the Oxus iiver flowing westwards, should be

strongly held, and to hold these two provinces the line of the Oxus

must be secured. In the south Kabul is equally exposed. The

magnificent heights of the Hindukush as they run in a southwesterly

direction sink into lower altitudes, and “the western borders of the

country maintain a general average of about 3000 ft. from Herat to

Kandahar” 2 From Kandahar to Herat, the country is also traversed

1 Imperial Gazetteer, vol. I, p. 19,

2 Ibid., p. 11.
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by a number of rivers like the Helmand, the Harirud and the

Khasurd, which make it fruitful. South-east of Kandahar is the

desert, but north of it, as far as Ghazni and Kabul, the country is

fertile, full of irrigated fields and green pastures. Once Kandahar is

taken, Kabul is in a precarious position, for the distance between

Herat and Kandahar is only 360 miles and takes ten days for the

cavalry to cover it. "Herat was but the gateway to Kandahar and

Kabul in the days when Kabul was India.'* 1 Hence the two river

lines, the Oxus in the north, and the Helmand in the south, were of

supreme importance to the Indian Mughals, and so long as the

Uzbegs were established on the former, and the Persians on the latter,

they could not rest in peace at ail.

But this was only a part of the problem. Behind this outer frontier

there was another the inner frontier, and the Mughals were equally

concerned to hold it in strength. It lay between Kabul and the

Punjab formed by a rugged stretch of mountainous country from

Baluchistan to Kashmere. This is inhabited by wild uncivilized tribes

and through it run the chief passes to Afghanistan— the Gomal, the

Tochi, Kurram and the Khyber in succession from the south. To the

north of the Khyber, there are the valleys of the Swat, Bajaur and

Panjkora, affording facilities for human habitation. Still further north

lies the Kashmere state, with its fascinating landscape and salubrious

climate. The communication between the two parts of the Mughal

empire—Kabul aud Hindustan—was maintained through the passes,

and their security was of as great a consequence to the internal peace

of the empire, as that of the outer frontier, for the perfect mastery of

the inner frontier meant the security of Kabul and sure supply of

recruits for the army of the Indian Mughals.

Hence the Mughals had to tackle three problems in order to

maintain their frontier defence intact. The first was to establish

themselves in Balkh and Badakshan to the prejudice of the CJzbegs ;

the second was to establish themselves in Kandahar to the prejudice

of the Persians ;
and the third was to keep the tribes on the North-

western border of India under control, so as to keep the line of

communication between Kabul and Hindustan open at all times.

With the expulsion of Babar from his ancestral dominions, and

with his conquest of Kabul in 1504 began the frontier problem. Till

he conquered Hindustan more than twenty years later, the line of

1 Holdich, Gates of India, p, 5 *9 .

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 193*
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Badakshan, Balkh, and Kandahar was of supreme importance. In 1505

Nasir Mirza took possession of Badakshan, only to be expelled by

Shaibani Khan soon after. Shaibani not only conquered Badakshan,

but Khorasan also. It was only after he was killed at the battle

of Merv, that Shah Ismail occupied the latter province, and com-

pelled, by his immense prestige, the Argluins of Kandahar to

recognize his suzerainty. If the death of Shaibani profited the Shah

of Persia, it did Babar no less. With the help of the Shah he

recovered almost all his ancestral dominions. But his triumph was

short-lived, and he was once again expelled from those dominions,

which were the glory of his youth, the dream of his life, and the

mission of all Indian Mughals.

This expulsion, however, did not mean the loss of all. During those

memorable days, when for the last time he ruled from the capital of

Taimur, he had bestowed upon his cousin Wais Mirza, the provinces of

Badakshan along with Shadman and Khutlan 1

,
and these remained to

the Mughals yet. Safe from the direction of Badakshan, which he

acquired after the death of Wais Mirza in 1520 and fully aware of the

futility of all attempts to recover Balkh, then under the Uzbegs, be

turned his attention to Kandahar. I11 1522, after much worry and

vigilance he conquered it from the Argh uns, who retired into Sindh.

Thus of the whole line one patch had slipped off his hands, and the

rest remained under his control. But Babar was not satisfied. Six years

later, when he had become the emperor of Hindustan he attempted to

recover Balkh from the Uzbegs and used Badakshan as his base. Huma-
yun had been placed in charge of the campaigns. His sudden departure

for Agra, to counteract the conspiracy hatched by Khalifa and Mahdi
Khwaja, to exclude him from the throne, spoiled the projects of

Babar, and caused much annoyance to him. Babar asked his

experienced minister Khalifa to take the place of Humayun. in

Badakshan, but he objected to go. Humayun also showed his

reluctance to eturn to his post, and therefore, in the last resort, he

deputed Suleiman Mirza, the heir-apparent, to take possession of his

father's kingdom. Babar still considered that the retention of the

province was of great importance for the recovery of his lost

ancestral dominions 2
. But he did not live to realize his ambition,

and he was laid in the grave before a year was out.

1 An Empire Buildet of the 16th Century
, p. 104,

2 Ibid., p. 1 73.
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Oil Humayun fell the burden of maintaining the double line of

defence—the inner and outer frontiers, besides a kingdom, whose

stability was extremely precarious. He lost the empire of Hindustan

by his own faults, and the most outstanding of them was his leniency

towards his brothers. Out of that leniency he divided his dominions

among his brothers, and Kamran received the whole of the trans-

frontier possessions of Babar. Hence so long as Humayun was ruling

over Hindustan, as well as after his expulsion from India Kamran
was concerned about the frontier defence. After 1540, he was required

to maintain the outer frontier line alone. For five years more till

1545, he ruled Kabul, Kandahar and Badakshan, and successfully held

his own against the Uzbegs and the Persians. He had deprived

Suleiman Mirza of his hereditary principality of Badakshan, and had

brought it under his direct control. When in 1544 Humayun came

with Persian auxiliaries to wrest his kingdom from Kamran, he had

made an agreement with the friendly Shah of Persia, that Kandahar,

after its conquest, would be surrendered to him. Whether it was due

to the offensive attitude of the Persians or to the strategic importance of

Kandahar, whatever it be, Humayun took possession of it and broke

faith with the friendly Shah. Shortly after, he recovered Kabul from

Kamran, who fled away to Sindh. In the meanwhile Mirza Suleiman,

who had been released by Kamran at the time of Humayun’s invasion

in order that he might be of some help to him, had established his

independence and taking advantage of the unsettled condition of

Humayun’s affairs, had annexed the districts of Quiuluz, Khost and

Anderab. These were the dependencies of Kabul under Kamran,

and when Humayun demanded them Suleiman would not part with

them. In 1547 Humayun led an army into Badakshan, and defeated

Suleiman Mirza, who fled from his country. Though for some time

the districts were annexed, Badakshan and Qundnz were bestowed

upon Hindal, Khost upon Munim Beg, and Talikan upon Bapus,

yet, political expediency dictated the restoration of the country

to Mirza Suleiman, who thenceforth remained a faithful ally of

Humayun.

But if secure from the side of Badakshan, he was not so from the

side of Balkh. It was under the Uzbegs, and they had given offence

to him by helping Kamran against him in 1 54^. In the spring of 1549*

therefore, he marched into Balkh, and commanded Suleiman, and

Kamran, who had in the meanwhile submitted to Humayun, to join

him with their forces. Suleiman did, and Kamran did not. In 155°
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he "wandered about the country with bad intentions**, 1 and because

of these bad intentions Humayun achieved nothing. On the other

hand he was severly wounded in a dastardly attack by Kamran, and

thus ended the Balkh expedition never to be repeated till the time of

Shahjahan.

Until Kamran was blinded and sent away to Mecca ( 1

5

5

3

)»

Humayun’s position in Kabul was very unsafe. Hindal had been

killed (iSSO ar|d Askari, taken prisoner, was also sent to Mecca,

where he died in 1557. Kandahar and Badakshan did not give him

any trouble. Suleiman remained loyal to Humayun, who sealed this

goodwill by giving his daughter Bakshni Banu to Suleiman's son

Ibrahim. Thus free from his brothers and all frontier troubles, he

invaded Hindustan, and recovered it with comparative ease. On 23rd

July 1555 he sat on the throne of Delhi for the second time, and

before six months were over he died by a fall from his library (27th

January 1556).

Humayun left for Akbar the legacy of a contested succession in a

nascent state. His minority and insecurity gave rise to all sorts of

trouble on the frontier. Kandahar fell into the hands of the Persians

in 1558, and Prince Suleiman assumed airs of independence. The

latter went so far as to invade Kabul, owing to extreme young age of

Muhammad Hakim Mirza, who was only five at the time, and retired

because his own kingdom was threatened by the Uzbegs on the

north west. In 1561 Munim Khan the regent for Muhammad Hakim

was called to the Court, and then began a rerlly troublous time in

Kabul. Munim Khan, had been succeeded by his son Ghani Khan,

but the government was seized by Mahachuchak Begum, Hakim's

mother with the help of three nobles, Shah Wali Afgan, Fazal Beg and

Abul Fath Beg, When Akbar sent Munim Khan to set things right,

he was defeated by the Begum, In the meanwhile she had put to

death the three nobles, who had helped her in usurping power, and had

taken one Haidar Kasim Kohbar, as her adviser whom she had

intended to marry. At this juncture arrived ‘the fugitive Abul Maali

from India, wormed into her favour, married her daughter, and ulti-

mately put her to death. Upon her lover also fell the same fate,

and then Abul Maali seized power, and ruled like a tyrant over Kabul.

Poor Muhammad Hakim fled away to the shelter of Prince Suleiman,

Mrs. Beveridge, Introduction to Humayun Nama } p, 45.
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who took up his cause, defeated and captured Abul Maali, and handed

him over to Muhammad Hakim, who had him strangled to death in

May 1564. This friendliness was cemented by the marriage of Prince

Muhammad with the daughter of Prince Suleiman. On this occasion

the ruler of Badakshan was given a part of Kabul in recognition of

his services, but it offended the Kabulis, and there was an insurrection.

In 1566 therefore, the Badakshan prince invaded Kabul with the

intention of seizing his son-in-law, but failed. Shortly after died his

(Suleiman’s) wife, the spirited Haram Begum, and her death landed him

into all sorts of troubles. He fell out with his grandson, and successor,

Prince Shah Rukh, and was driven out of the kingdom. He wandered

a good deal, seeking shelter first with the Uzbeg ruler of Balkh and

then with the sovereign of Bokhara, Iskandar Khan, the father of

Abdulla Khan Uzbeg.

But the unsettled condition of Badakshan, and the loss of Kandahar

did not stand alone. Kabul went its own way, and actually became

instrumental in jeopardising the safety of Akbar's empire in

Hindustan. Instead of being a bulwork of Hindustan, her ruler tried

to imitate Mahmud of Ghazni or Muhammad Ghori, in attacking

Hindustan when Akbar was in a critical situation. Muhammad
Hakim twice invaded the Punjab, once in 1567 when Akbar was

exerting to crush the rebellion of the Uzbegs and the Mirzas, and

again in 1581, when Akbar had, by his religious speculations, raised a

whirlwind in Hindustan. Be it said to the credit of Akbar, that he

repulsed his brother both the times and in 1581, actually marched

into Kabul. Muhammad Hakim had fled away before him and had

retired into the hills, leaving the capital to be occupied by Akbar.

Though Akbar punished Muhammad Hakim by bestowing the king-

dom on his sister, the wife of Khwaja Hasan, yet he realized quite well,

how very dangerous it was to be deprived of the control of the frontier.

For, a less capable monarch than Akbar would have collapsed in the

crisis of 1 581, and its dreadful nature was due to the attack of

Muhammad Hakim, when the Muslims of Northern India were

seething in discontent. Whatever was the result of the triumphant

return of Akbar from Kabul, he became painfully aware of the fact

that unless Kabul came under his control, his empire of Hindustan

would be threatened from behind the frontier, the moment there was

some commotion here.

Akbar's invasions of Kabul synchronised with a very dark period

in Badakshan. Owing to the continuous strifes between Suleiman and
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Shahrukh ‘ the country was now in the most lamentable confusion, the

soldiery was discontented, the rayats without justice, the garrisons

dismantled, and the whole country desolate.’’ 1 That was the opportunity

of the Uzbegs. The days were long past when they were drifting along

the current like atoms of sand. Now they were thoroughly organized

under their powerful leader Abdulla Khan, Born in 1533, and the son

of a petty chief Iskandar Khan, he had conquered Bokhara at twenty-

four, and had proclaimed his father as the Khakan of the Uzbeg

tribes at twenty-eight (1561). Then followed a series of victories,

when Balkh, Samarkand, Taskand, Turkestan, Farghana and Andijan

were conquered, and the glories of Shaibani again returned to the

Uzbegs. In 1583 his father died, and he succeeded to Khakanship.

He had watched with a keen interest the civil war between the grand-

father and grandson in Badakshan, and hardly a year was out (1584)

when he invaded the kingdom and "without a blow struck seized the

country.” Fleeing for life Prince Shahrukh met his grandfather on

his way to Kabul, and the foes in prosperity became friends in

adversity. They found a refuge first at Kabul, and then at the court

Akbar.

The fall of Badakshan completed the loss of the whole line of the

outer frontier and it was fraught with consequences for the Mughals.

Kabul immediately, and Hindustan remotely, were exposed. For a

moment therefore it brought about a harmony of interests between

Akbar, and Muhammad Hakim. The latter applied for help to Akbar,

in 1384; and Akbar promised “in the first place to despatch an

embassy to Badakshan, manifestly hoping to set a bound to

Abdullah's conquest by diplomacy, and if tiiis should fail, to follow

it by an army to Kabul fully equipped and with a sum of treasure

under an able general.” 2 Akbar in fact thought, he could for the time

being treat Kabul, as a buffer state, and wanted to strengthen it, so

that it may be used as an outwork for Hindustan. But before any

definite steps could be taken in this direction came the news of

Muhammad Hakim's death in July, 1583. This changed the attitude

of Akbar, and the relative importance of Kabul. It could no more

be treated as a buffer
;

it had to be taken under direct control at once.

“No question of formal annexation arose, because the territory ruled

1 Von Noer, Akbar
,
vol. II, p. 124,

2 Ibid* pp. 128-29.
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by the Mirza, although in practice long administered as an independent

state, bad always been regarded in theory as dependency on the

crown of India.” 1 Akbar, therefore sent Man Singh with some

troops so that he might maintain order till his arrival. Man Singh

came not a moment too late, for '‘there was in Kabul a Turanian party

amongst the nobles, which sought to subverse the ambitious designs

by means of the young princes Kaiqubad and Afrasiab,” 2 at the

instigation of Abdulla Khan, and Man Singh's arrival frustrated

their move. A general amnesty was proclaimed and it created a

favourable atmosphere for the Emperor's rule. Having thus pacified

Kabui by politic clemency Akbar started northwards, and early in

December, 1585 pitched his tents at Rawalpindi. There or in its

neighbourhood lie lived for full thirteen years, watching the affairs

of the Uzbcgs and of the Persians, and conqueting the countries that

formed the inner frontier of Hindustan. It is a glorious period in

Akbar's career of conquest and empire-building. It reveals Akbar’s

insight into the importance of frontier defence, as also his consummate

ability to plan extensive campaigns in one of the most difficult regions

of the world, and to control each minutae thereof. It is doubtful

whether there is any other epoch in his life when he showed in a more

brilliant waj' that lie had the head to plan and the hand to execute,

that his originality of conception and boldness of design were on a par

with his eye for strategy.

Hardly a week had passed, when Akbar’s ideas took definite shape.

The whole of the fiontier line formed by Kashmere, the tribal territory

and Baluchistan must be brought under his control—Kashmere

because it was of great strategic importance for controlling all the

hinterland between the last offshoots of the Himalayas and the Hindu-

kush forming the south-eastern frontier of Badakshan ;~the tribal

territory because inhabited by the most fierce and fickle Yusufzai tribes,

it lay betw'een the Khyber Pass and the Hindukusb, between Chitral

on the north of Kabul and Kashmere, and on its control depended

the security of the pass which was the line of communication between

Kabul and Northern India;—and Baluchistan, because it controlled

the strategic pass and its conquest was necessary either as a precaution

against the Persian at Kandahar »or as a preliminary for the subjugation

of Kandahar. At a time when Abdulla Khan Uzbeg held the un-

1 Smith, Akbar
, pp. 230-31.

2 Von Noer, Akbar, vol. II, p. 130.
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disputed sway over Central Asia, and threatened Kabul, it was

certainly inexpedient to have the Yusufzais in open rebellion inspired by

their religious zeal, and Yusuf Khan the Sultan of Kashmere in a sulky

mood at the demand of the emperor to submit and pay homage in

person. Hence from Rawalpindi Akbar moved to Attock and thence

sent two expeditions into the Yusufzai country and Kashmere (1586).

Ilis motive in moving from Rawalpindi to Attock was to ‘‘occupy a

position favourable for control of the operations against Kashmere

and also against the Afghans of the Yusufzai and Mandar tribes*” 1

The expedition against the tribesmen was held by Zain Khan
Kokaltash, against the. Yusufzais of the Bijaur country, while other

officers entered the Samah plateau, the home of the Mandar tribes.

Zain Khan was reinforced later by Raja Bir Bal and Hakim Abul Fath,

but the three commanders fell out, and could not decide upon a

common plan of operation. While retreating in despair they were cut

off by the tribesmen, and lost about half their army. Raja Bir Bal

was killed on this occassion. Then Raja Todar Mall was commissioned

to proceed against the tribesmen, and retrieved the lost prestige of the

imperial arms. “Here and there he built forts and harried and

plundered continually, so that he reduced the Afghans to great

straits.*' 2 Man Singh subsequently won a great victory over their leader

Jalal in the Khyber Pass. On the whole, the expeditions had a

salutary effect on the disloyalty of the tribesmen, and they proved less

troublesome, though they were never conquered. Jalal, their spiritual

leader kept up the fight till 1600, when he captured Ghazni, but he was

killed soon after.

As regards Kashmere Akbar had better success. Kasim Khan and

Raja Bhagwan Das with some other officers, had been entrusted with

the task of conquering that state. Their first contact with the

Kashmiris ended in a treaty that was not approved by Akbar. Soon

after the Sultan and his son surrendered, but being ill-treated the young

prince Yakub Khan, the son of Sultan, made his escape from the

imperial camp, and made warlike preparations in his state. Again

Kasim Khan was sent at the head of an army, and entered Srinagar

after overcoming the resistance of Yakub Khan. Kashmere was then

definitely annexed, and formed a Sarkar of the Subah of Kabul (1587-

88). Thus Akbar became comparatively free from anxiety by the year

1 Smith, Akbar t p. 233.

2 Elliot and Dawson, vol. V, p. 45 1.
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1581, and the next year he started to visit Kabul and Kashmere, at

this time Akbar must have felt immense satisfaction to think that

Kabul and Kashmere could no more afford an opportunity for the

ambition of the Uzbegs, and that they now, formed integral parts of

the empire.

Thus far onty half the frontier line had been secured. There

remained Sind and Baluchistan. Akbar left Kabul in November, 1589,

in order to take in hand the conquest of Sind, and deputed in 1590,

Abdur Rahim, Khanikhana for the purpose. Ever since 1574 the

island fortress of Bakhar, had remained under imperial control. Now
the Khanikhana was appointed Subedar of Multan, and directed to

annex the kingdom of Thattah then under Mirza Jani, the Tarkhan.

The latter was defeated at two places, and surrendered in 1591. With

his surrender, his kingdom was annexed. Four years later in

February, 1595, the fort of Siwi, to the south-east of Quetta fell to the

imperialists, led by Mir Masum, the soldier and the historian. The
Parni Afghans, who stubbornly defended the fort, were defeated and

after their defeat, “all Baluchistan, as far as the frontiers of the Kanda-

har province, and including Makran, the region near the coast, passed

under the imperial sceptre/’

1

Akbar had considered the conquest of

Sind and Baluchistan as a necessary prelude to the recovery of Kandahar,

or to an effectual warding off of any attack from there. Here he was

more fortunate than his expectations, and without a blow struck he

acquired Kandahar. In April, 1595, its Persian Governor Muzaffar

Husian Mirza handed over the fortress to Akbar’s officers, and thus

one of the vital problems of the frontier defence was solved for Akbar.

The conquest of Kashmere, Sind, Baluchistan, the punishment of

the tribesmen, and the surrender of Kandahar were great triumphs,

and revealed the mighty strength of Akbar. By 1595 the inner

frontier had been perfectly secured, as also the south-western part of

outer frontier. These grand achievements highly impressed the

contemporaries of Akbar, and specially Abdulla Khan. Now he could

never entertain the idea of meddling in the affairs of Akbar’s empire.

He “must rather have felt relief that Akbar did not make a common

cause against him with Shah Abbas.” 8 But that was out of the

question, so long as Kandahar remained under Akbar. Abdulla

khan’s apprehensions were rooted in his enmity with Shah Abbas to

1 Smith, Akbaty p. 258.

2 Von Noer, Akbar, vol. II, p. 226.
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whom he had lost Mashad, Merv, Herat and most of Trans-oxiana

before his death. 1 Therefore he showed a good deal of concern to

win the friendship of Akbar and actually proposed a matrimonial

alliance between his son, and a daughter of Akbar. Akbar treated his

overtures with scant attention and wrote a diplomatic letter in 1596

emphasising his great power, enormous resources and vast dominions,

perhaps to convey that it was beneath his dignity to accord to his

proposal. Two years later (he powerful Khakan died, and thus

departed the greatest enemy of Akbar. Other affairs awaited his

attention, and relieved from all anxiety in the north, he returned to

Agra the very same year. He had achieved much, but even with

his great talents and vast resources he had not risked an invasion of

I3alkh and Badakshan. Perhaps even after the death of Abdulla

Khan, the Uzbegs were sufficiently strong in those two provinces, and

Akbar considered that a campaign would have extremely indifferent

results. For a long time to come, they remained a decisive factor in

the problem of the frontier defence of the Mughals.

Akbar left a powerful and progressive empire to his son Jahangir

(1605) with a strong frontier and organized system of defence.

Kandahar had been strengthened, and the tribal territories controlled

by fortresses, built at strategic points. The Uzbegs, after the death of

their leader, had become disunited, and their chiefs were fighting

among themselves for supremacy. Hence Jahangir could afford to

neglect them. Hut far otherwise was the case of the Persians. Their

king Shah Abbas (1587-1629) was one of the greatest monarchs of the

age. Shrewd and capable he excelled in tortuous diplomacy no less

than the art of war. He had utterly humiliated Abdulla Khan, and

had taken the easy Mughal acquisition of Kandahar very much to

heart. He began to cast about for plans to recover it, shortly after

Jahangir’s accession, and did not cease until he had achieved it.

Early in Jahangir’s reign he secretly ordered his officers in the districts

of Herat, Farra, Seistan, and Khorasan to make a surprised attack on

Kandahar. But because the governor of Kandahar, constantly on

the alert, had got timely imformation of his designs and was

prepared to stand a siege, the Persians did not succeed (1607). The

Shah, whose designs had thus been revealed, feigned indignation at

the so-called unauthorized proceedings of his unruly officers, and sent

an ambassador to Jahangir to explain and apologise. Jahangir, of

Smith, Akbar, p. 271.
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course, took it with good grace, but adequately reinforced the garrison

at Kandahar, so that it might not be taken unawares again.

But the precautionary measures of Jahangir did not escape the eye

of Shah Abbas, and he sedulously set to soothe his suspicions about

Kandahar. His embassies to Jahangir came pretty frequently, and

conveyed professions of friendship mingled with fulsome flattery.

Costly and handsome presents were also not wanting. Between

l6u and 1620, there came four embassies, all of which assured

the Emperor that the Shah bore sincerest regards and warmest

affection for him. Deceived by these empty shows Jahangir slackened

his vigilauce and reduced the garrison at Kandahar. Nothing could

be more welcome to Shah Abbas. He secretly prepared a strong

army, besieged Kandahar in March 1622 and took it after a siege of

forty days. Prince Shahjahan, who had been ordered to repulse the

enemy revolted,and for the rest of Jahangir’s reign the Mughal court had

neither leisure nor inclination to wrest Kandahar from the Persians.

Thus Jahangir lost what Akbar had gained on the outer frontier, and

Kabul became exposed again on the south west.

But Kandahar was not lost for ever. In February 1638 it was again

betrayed to Shahjahan, by its Persian Governor All Mardan Khan.

Emboldened by this freak of fortune Shahjahan thought, that he might

undertake the recovery of Balkh and Badakshan. Nor were the

circumstances unfavourable for such a project. Imam Kuli of the

Astrakhanide dynasty died in 1642 after a prosperous rule of thirty-

two years, and his vast kingdom comprising Samarkand, Bokhara,

Balkh and Badakshan plunged into confusion. His son Nazar

Mahammad had succeeded him, but lie proved a failure, and owing

to his high-handed proceedings, the Uzbeg generals deposed him and

set up his eldest son Abdul Aziz in April, 1645. The deposed father

was assigned only a portion of the kingdom comprising Balkh and

Badakshan. This civil strife resulting in the division of Uzbeg

dominions was the opportunity for Shahjahan, and he planned an

expedition promptly into Badakshan. In June, 1645 the fort of

Kahmard was occupied, but was abondoncd soon after. In

October another expedition was led by Raja Jagat Singh, and it

resulted in the occupation of the Khost district. After these two

pioneer expeditions Prince Murad was sent at the head of an immense

army, fiifty-thousand strong in June 1646. Qunduz was occupied on

the 22nd June, and the city of Balkh entered on the 2nd July.

Nazar Mahamad fled away towards Persia leaving his treasures
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to the invaders, arc! it aj pence! as if the country was conquer-

ed.

But troubles started soon enough. Prince Murad hated the hilly

country and its rustic inhabitants, and longed for Hindustan,

Shahjahan failed to impress upon him the necessity of remaining there,

He abandoned his charge without caring for his father’s wishes, and

came away. Terrible was the fate of the people of the country and

their new conquerors after his departure. The Uzbegs made their

life miserable and the government of the Mugiials fell into disorder.

It was only when Aurangzeb came, defeated the Uzbegs and occupied

the city of Balkh (May, 1647) that the situation was relieved. But the

period of trouble had not come to an end for the Mughals. Hardly

had Balkh been occupied when an army of Abdul Aziz appeared

within forty miles of it. Aurangzeb repulsed it and advanced up to

Timurabad amidst incessant fighting. The following week was a

period of the most strenuous struggle, when the Mughal army covered

itself with glory and the Mughal prince showed those sterling qualities

of dogged resolution, cool courage and consummate generalship, for

which he became famous later on. The king of Bokhara impressed by

the bravery and skill of Aurangzeb, opened negotiation for peace. He

proposed that Balkh should be bestowed upon his own brother, while

Shahjahan had already promised it to Nazar Mahammad, In the mean-

while the Mughals sick of the terrible warfare, sterile country and the

barbarous ways of the people, clamoured to return home. They cons-

tantly thwarted Aurangzeb’s schemes for conquest, because they

thought if he determined to conquer the whole of Transoxiana, of

which he was not incapable, they would not return home for years.

Circumstances however favoured their purpose, and by September a

settlement was arranged with Nazar Mahammad, who got back the

province on his recognizing the suzerainty of Shahjahan. Aurangzeb

returned to Kabul by October and was followed by the whole army.

The latter suffered untold hardships because of the severe winter, and

lost five-thousand men. Besides these losses, the Indian tieasury had

spent four crores of rupees for no gains whatever. “Not an inch of

territory was annexed, no dynasty changed, and no enemy replaced by

an ally on the throne of Balkh.” 1 The frontier line formed by Balkh

and Badakshan was not recovered, and never afterwards did the Mughal

emperors indulge in the vain attempt of recovering these provinces.

I Sarkar, Aurangzeb, vol. I, p, 113.
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Equally unfortunate was Shahjahati with regard to Kandahar.

After Ali Mardan Khan betrayed it into the hands of the Mughals,

Shahjahan had spared no pains to strengthen it. Nevertheless, Shah

Abbas II determined to take it and made a vigorous preparation

secretly. The news however leaked out, and Shahjahan began to

show some concern. It had been intimated that the Shah wanted to

besiege the fortress in the winter. This unnerved the carpet-knights

of the Mughal court, for they defeated a campaign in the bitter cold

of the frontier regions. They therefore advised that it was not likely

that the Shah would choose the cold weather for a siege, and Shahjahan

listened to them. He remained content after sending a reinforcement,

but the Shah was not deterred from his task by the cold weather. He
attacked Kandahar about the middle of December, 1648.. and took it on

the nth February, 1649.

The news of the commencement of the siege came to the court on

the 16th January, 1649 as an eye-opener, and Shahjahan issued

immediate orders, to Aurangzeb and Sadulla Khan to proceed to

Kandahar with a relieving force. Before the commanders reached

Kabul, Kandahar had capitulated, and there they were detained owing

to a heavy snow-fall. Consequently they reached Kandahar on the

14th May. The relieving force was employed as a besieging army,

and the lack of siege-guns seriously hampered their operations. After

months of futile work, they were ordered to give up the attempt

and to retire 15th September, 1649), and thus ended the first

Mughal effort to recover Kandahar, in cloud and smoke.

Shajahan could not rest in peace, but neither could he rush to

recover Kandahar from a foe whose strength he knew only too well,

lie took two years to prepare, and ordered Aurangzeb with an army

of fifty to sixty thousand men and a fine park of artillery to take it.

With great vigour the siege began on the 2nd May, 1652, but by the

end of June it was iealized that the Mughal guns would never breach

the walls. Once again Shahjahan had to eat his humble pie, and

order a retreat.

A year later Dara was directed to undertake the task. With a

vast army seventy thousand strong, and huge field-pieces, as also with

a good deal of conceit, he commenced the siege on the 28th April,

and continued it till the 27th September. In spite of his equipments

and unflagging zeal he failed to make an irnpresssion on the Persians,

and was therefore ordered to retire. That was the third time that

Shahjahan, and the last time that any Mughal Emperor attempted to

recover Kandahar from the Persians,
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Thus in the heyday of Mughal rule, in the regime of

the glorious Shahjahan, the outer frontier of the empire could

not be recovered. It betokened ill for the future safety of the

Mughal rule both in Kabul and Hindustan. It was specially so

when the empire was expanding southwards, and new kingdoms were

being brought under the Mughal sway. It was in fact getting

unwieldy, and the effects were felt during the reign of Aurangzeb.

The unwieldy size undermined the efficiency of frontier defence, and

soon after Aurangzeb’s succession there arose troubles on the inner

frontier.

In 1667 the Yusufzais started trouble. At a time they were rapidly

expanding they found a leader in Bhagu, who organized them, and

sent them to attack the Mughal terrritory. They crossed the Indus,

invaded the plain of Pakhali, and captured several Mughal outposts.

The Emperor therefore planned a grand campaign, and ordered three

divisions to attack the enemy one from Attock, another from Kabul

and the third from the court. The last two divisions took time to

arrive on the scene and therefore the Foujdar of Attock led his own

division against the Yusufzais. A battle was fought on the south

bank of the Indus in which the rebels were defeated, and then they

evacuated the imperial territory on this side of the river. Not ventur-

ing to enter the enemy’s country all alone, the Foujdar awaited

reinforcements, and when they came, Shamshir Khan of Kabul took

over the supreme command. He won many victories, and made a

fair headway into their country. In the meanwhile came Mahammad

Amin Khan from the court with nine thousand troops, and joining

Shamshir Khan, took over the supreme command from him. Under

his able leadership the Mughals entered the Swat Valley, and forced the

inhabitants to keep peace for some time. Strong Mughal garrisons were

stationed at different points, and they kept the country under control.

“ In 1672, however, began a formidable danger. The tactless

action of the Foujdar of Jalalabad bred discontent among the

Khyber clans. The Afridis rose under their chieftain Acmal Khan***
” l To suppress them Mahammad Amin Khan was sent in

the spring of 1672, and suffered a severe defeat and heavy losses at

Ali Masjid in April. It is said, forty thousand Mughals were cut to

pieces, and many, including the commander, had to leave their families

as prisoners in the hands of the barbarians. The disaster was aggra-

Sarkar's Aurangzeb
,
vol. III, p, 260.
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vated at the news that Khush-hal Khan of the Khatak clan had also

taken arms against the Emperor. It was a national rising and the

whole Pathan land from Kandahar to Attock was seething in rebellion.

The Emperor deputed Mahabat Khan but he proved a failure. Then
Shuja’at Khan was ordered to punish the Afghans (14th November,

1673), in co-operation with Jaswant Singh. He failed even more

ignominously than Mahabat Khan, being severely defeated and killed

at the Karapa pass (21st February, 1674).

The repetition of these disasters compelled Aurangzeb to come to

the spot and direct the operations himself. In June, 1674 he arrived

at Hasan Abdal, and remained there for a year and a half. With his

arrival ‘‘imperial diplomacy, no less than imperial arms began to have

effect. Many clans were won over by the grant of presents,

pensions, jagirs and posts in the Mughal army to their headmen. As

for the irreconcilables, whom neither the concentration of imperial

force could overawe, nor the treasures of India could buy, their valleys

were penetrated by detachments from Peshwar. Thus in a short time

the Gholai, Ghalzai, Shirrani and Yusufzai clans were defeated and

ousted from their villages. A Mughal outpost held Bazarak, the

Shirrani capital. At this the Daudzai, Tarakzai and Tirahi tribes

made their submission. Muhammad Asharf, the son of Khush-hal

entered the imperial service Similarly the son of Bhagu,

the Yusufzai ringleader, offered to wait on the Emperor on receiving

an assurance of safety. Darya Khan Afridi’s followers promised to bring

the head of Acmal, the Afridi pretender, if their past misdeeds were

forgotton, (end of August).” 1

In the meanwhile the imperial armies were closing round the

Mohmand tribe and their allies. They were defeated with heavy

slaughter at Ali Masjid and Gandamak, but not crushed, Early in

1675 they recovered their lost ground by inflicting two defeats on the

imperialists. Towards the end of the year 1675, however, the situation

had considerably improved, and the Mughal outposts had been pushed

forward. The Emperor returned to Delhi (March, 1676) with an easy

heart. Throughout the year 1677 peace reigned, because the Mughals

and the Afghans suffered from a seven months* drought and famine.

In 1678 Amir Khan, a very able man, was appointed Governor of

Kabul and retained the office for twenty years till 1698. He excelled

in diplomacy no less than in the art of war, and he followed a policy

1 Sarkar’s Aurangzcbt vol. Ill, pp. 271-72.
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of “divide and rule.” “Under his astute management they ceased to

trouble the Imperial Government, and spent their energies in inter-

necine quarrels.” 1 The Yusufzais submitted, though the Afridis

remained in arms longer.

On the whole, the frontier became quiet for some time. The war

had cost much to the empire. Apart from the financial loss, the

political effect was grievous. “It made the employment of the Afghans

in the ensuing Rajput war impossible, though the Afghans were just

the class of soldiers who could have won victory for the imperialists in

that rugged and barren country. Moreover it relieved the pressure

on Shivaji by draining the Deccan of the best Mughal troops for

service on the N. W. frontier.” 2 Thus the frontier trouble adversely

reacted upon the stability of the empire. Already the outer frontier

had been lo^t, and now the inner frontier became the source of all

sorts of trouble for the Mughals. The cumulative effect began to be

felt after the death of Aurangzcb. Hardly thirty years had passed

after the frontier defence entirely collapsed, when taking advantage of

it came Nadir Shah like a whirlwind, and swept off the last vestiges of

the imperial prestige. His invasion resulted in the annexation of the

whole country to the west of the Sutlej. The inner and outer lines of

frontier were thus lost, and that was the death-knell of the Mughal

empire. Loss of the Rajput adherence would have meant nothing had

the frontier provinces, the prolific land of soldiers, remained to the

Mughals. The loss of the frontiers was a double danger
;

it exposed

the kingdom of Hindustan to external attack, and it weakened the

kingdom in warlike resources. The rapid expansion of the empire

southwards, made it unwieldy, and also weakened the frontier defence

to a degree unknown before.

II, N. SlNlIA

1 Sarkar's Aurangzeb
,
vol, III, p. 278.

2 Ibid. ,
vol. III, pp. 281-82.
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Relief showing two Yaksini hu^ts, in the Mathura
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TJsnisa-siraskata (a mahapurusa-laksana) in the

early Buddha Images of India

* The Mahapadana and the Lakkhana Suttantas of the Dxgha Nikaya
(vols. II and III) refer to one of the 32 signs 1 of the Buddha’s person as

unhxsaslsa
;
in later Buddhist Sanskrit works such as the Lalitavistara

t

Mahavyutpatti% it is referred to as ugnlqa-airaskala. The correct

interpretation of this peculiarity of a Buddha, especially in connec-

tion with its representation in Buddhist iconoplastic art of different

periods, has engaged the attention of many a scholar. „ Long ago,

Burnouf, after a careful examination of this question, wrote, “I

propose to translate the term standing for the first of the characteristic

signs of a great man, as the Tibetans did and as the Buddha statues

testify : ‘his head is crowned by a cranial protuberance
V' a Remusat,

however, some time before Burnouf, interpreted this physical peculiarity,

partly after the Tibetan manner, supplying in addition a detail

relating to the arrangement of the hair : “He has the hair gathered

together in a knot upon a fleshy tubercle placed on the summit of

his head”.* The exact significance of this lah$ana has since then

been discussed by various scholars such as Foucher, 4 Waddell,*

1 Senart pointed out long ago that the Indian conception about

these Mahapuru$a-laksanas ‘went far beyond the confines of Buddhism,

having taken root in older Brahmanic myths'; Essai sur la legende

du Buddha , Paris, 1882, pp. 28f. The bearer of these marks on his

body was destined to be either a CakravartX monarch or a Buddha.

2 Lotus de la Bonne Loi
, p. 560. 3 Mel. Asiat., I, p. 168.

4 Mart Graeco-Bouddhique du Gandhara ,
II, p, 295.

5 Ost Asiatische Zeitschrift, 1914, ‘Buddha's Diadem or U$nl$a\

It is very difficult to accept Waddell's conclusions on account of the

fact that the premises on which he bases them do not bear scrutiny.

His identification of cakravaka ,
the Nagaraja at Bharhut as Varuria,

the god of sky and ocean, is not established on solid data. Again,

the six-headed figure of Mahasena (Skanda-karttikeya) in the Yuan

Kwang grottos, who can be correctly described as such from the

attributes which are in his hands, viz., a Sakti and a cock, and his

peacock vehicle, has been wrongly designated by him as Varuna.

9SEPTEMBER, 193*
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and Coomaraswami 1 and different explanations have been given by

them.

For determining the real sense of this term, one will have to take

into careful consideration the original meaning of the word Usnlsa ,

the interpretation of this laksana by the celebrated commentator

Buddhaghosa (C. $th century A.D.), its presence or absence in the

list of the Puru$a-lak$anas in Brahmanical literature; such as the Brhat

•

samhita of Varahamihira and last, but not the least, the important

testimony of the Buddha images of different periods, especially the

early Gandhara and Mathura ones.
/
From its etymological sense,

"a protection from the sun, sunshade", the term Usnlsa is interpreted

as “a turban”, usually “a royal turban", e.g. King Milinda names it

among the royal insignia. 2 The head-dress of a Erahmacarin is also

referred to as Usnlsa .
3 But, this usual sense of a turban can hardly

be accepted to explain this physical pecularity of a Buddha ,
for

the Bodhisattvas, when they left the world to attain Buddhatva %
dis-

carded, according to tradition, their head dress and other ornaments, v

Buddhaghosa, in his Sumaiigalavilasini
,
explains the laksana Unhx-

saslsa as referring to the well-developed forehead (paripunnanalata

)

and

the well-developed head
(Paripunnaslsa

)

of the Mahaputuqa . He

develops the first part of his explanation, thus, Mahapurisassa hi

dakkhi^a-kannaculikato paithaya mamsapatalam ulthahitva sakala

nalatam chadiyatnanam purayamatiam ganlva Vatnakanna-culikaya

patitthitam rafiho bandha unhlsapatto viya virocati, So, according

to him, this refers to the mass of flesh which rises from the root of

the right ear, extends over and thus covers the whole of the forehead

Moreover, there is no justification for assuming that the 7 hoods of

the AdiSesa on whose coils Narayana Visnu is depicted in a recum-

bent pose, is the umlsa of the same god. Other objections can be

raised, which make it impossible for one to accept his solution of

the u§nlsa problem*

1 /. R . A , 5,, 1928., Buddha!$ cuda, hair and usnlsa, crown,

2 Milinda Paftha, p. 330: pubbakanav». Khattiyanam anubhutani

paribhogabhandani ieyyath'idam : setacchattam un/tisaijh paduka vala-

vijani khaggaratanam maharahani ca sayanani,

3 Agnipurana, ch. 90, v. 10-11:
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and ends near the root of the left ear, resembling the tied turban-folds

of kings
j

i.e. this fleshy growth is uniformly distributed over the whole

of the forehead and shines forth like the front plait of the royal

turban. He goes out of his way to remark that kings modelled

the folds of their turban
( Unhisapatta )

on this characteristic

of the great men. As regards the second part, the learned commentator

refers to various kinds of undeveloped heads resembling those of a

monkey, in shape like a fruit, and extremely bony or pitcher-like in

appearance, or of the rapidly sloping type
;
whereas the great man's

head is fully developed and rotund everywhere (sabbattha pariman-

data) like a water bubble ( maluipurisassa pana araggena vaUetva

thapitam viya suparipunnam ndakabubbulasadisam slsam hoti). Dr.

Rhys Davids remarks about Hie explanation of Buddhaghosa, “In

either case, the rounded highly developed appearance is meant,

giving to the unadorned head the decorative dignified effect of a

crested turban and the smooth symmetry of a water bubble”,

1

We
should point out here that both these senses of the word were not

Buddhaghosa’s own invention but were current in his time. But the

most important point here is that 'the bony protuberance on the top

of the Buddha’s skull’- a sense which is established beyond doubt in

later tradition, both literary and plastic, is not referred to here,

We may enquire now about the characteristic feature of the

heads of great men, as recorded in Brahmanical literature. It must

be observed here that the word u$nj#a$ir$a does not occur in the

Brahmanical texts among the Mahapurusadaksanas , so far known

to me. But the inherent sense of the word might be referred

to there in a different manner. Thus, the great inhabitants

of tivetadvipa, where Narada went in quest of the Bhagavat%

are said to have heads like
4an umbrella, 3 (chatrakrtisirm not

chatrakoli
%
as Waddell and Cootnaiaswamy have put it). The great

gods Nara and Nar.lyana, visited by Narada in the VadarikaSrama

are characterised with heads like umbrellas, a feature described

1 Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha
s

II, p. 16, fn. 4. Dr. B. M,

Barua, informs me that the force of the word e'eva in the commentary

should be taken into account. Both the senses of Paripunnanalatafail

and Paripunnaslso are comprised in the term unhisaslso .

2 Mahabharata,x\i, 334, 11.
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as a Mahapuru%a-lak§ana?' Varahamihira describes the heads of

kings (cakravarttins) as resembling the shape of an umbrella.* Utpala

comments on this passage that this umbrella-like shape refers to the

high broad expanse of the upper part of the head. The S&mudrikahastra

tells us that he whose head resembles an open umbrella or the breast

of a young lady is destined to be a sarvabhauma (cakravartti)

monarch.3 Thus, the Brahman ical traditions about the hirolakqana

of gods, great men and kings are unanimous in laying down that

the outline of the head would resemble that of an expanded

umbrella
;

l
i. e. here also we find a reference to ‘the rounded highly

developed appearance* of the head as is alluded to by Buddhaghosa

in the term *

udakabubbulasadisa

\

As regards the first part of

Buddhaghosa's explanation (viz. Paripunnanalatata), if we refer to

the section op the Sankhalatiitalaksanas of human beings in the Brhat-

samhifa* we can understand what our author means here : thus, those

1 Mahabharata ,
xii, 343. 38 :

2 BrhatsmrJiita
,
ch. 67, v. 76 :

firctfwritar: 1

Utpala \

3 Samudrikasastra
,
VerikateSvara Press, Bombay, p. 78 :

to firct qsfogrcfiw i

B btWW fro *T to b wt«r. 11

4 It may be objected that the umbrellas as represented in early

Indian art is flat in shape and so do not show the gently rising carved

out line which is necessary for the confirmation of our hypothesis.

But it should be remembered that all the umbrellas are not of the

flat type which is usually shown over stupas and on Bodhi trees
;

partially dome-shaped umbrellas are also known (cf. HUA, pi. XIII,

fig. 48—a Bharhut rail medallion) and these were usually spread over

honoured beings.

5 Ch. 67, v. 30-2 ; (Utpala— nKfan

vrafa ) 1 mfa (Utpala—

^

topt

iro ) 1 (Utpala—sfiffftjrTsr: ^ptito

*nrf*r 1 vrm: ) i
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with high and broad aankhas (the bone on the forehead) are (destined

to be) rich (great) men
;

the rich (great) are characterised by a fore-

head like a half-moon in appearance
;
men with broad buktis (front

portion of the skull) are instructors of persons. The Samudrihasastra

tells us also the same thing. 1 Thus, it appears, from all this that

the parallel evidence of the early as well as the later Brahmanical texts

proves that the early Buddhist writers did not mean by the term

Unhlsaslsa 'the bony protuberance of the head* and Buddhaghosa

was quite correct in giving us the full technical sense of the term,

current in his time. It is universally accepted by scholars that the

Buddhists adopted these signs of the Mahiipurusas from the Brah-

mins and applied them to the person of the Buddha
;
so it will be

natural for us to seek for their proper significance among the Brah-

marucal literature. Thus we must; accept Senart's statement that

‘this particular lakmna is not in the list of the signs of a Great Man
in Brahmanical writings such as the %iBrhat Samhita * ’ 2 with some

modification.

But then the question may arise when did this term come to mean

a ‘bony protuberance ?' That this sense had already come into exis-

tence when Yuan Chwang visited India in the 7th century A.D, is

proved by the fact that he went on pilgrimage to the shrine of

Buddha's Usmsa-bone in Hilo, near Gandhara. Two centuries

earlier, the same temple enshrining the precious relic, viz., “Sakya

Julai’s skull-top bone
1

' was seen and described by Fa-hien. It is true

that this relic ‘in shape like a wasp's nest or the back of the arched

hand, shown to believing pilgrims in Hilo' was an imposture
;
but, it

is interesting to note that this peculiarity of Buddha's head was

understood in different manners by the two famous Buddhists of

the 5th century A.D., viz., the Chinese traveller Fa-hien and the

Indian commentator Buddhaghosa. This can be explained, however,

by suggesting that Buddhaghosa who wrote his commentaries in

Ceylon has offered us the original meaning of the term, which

as has been shown by us, is borne out by the evidence of the

Brahmanical texts, whereas, these Chinese pilgrims refer to the

1 Satnudrika-S., p. 74 :

—

^ftcflcupsf Hwtii

2 Senart, Essai sur la legende du Buddha
, p. m.
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popular superstition about this supposed ‘skull-top bone relic’ with

which Buddhism was at first little concerned. Watters remarks :

“It is interesting to observe that we do not find mention

of any Buddhist monks as being concerned in any way with this

precious relic.”
1 Again, it seems that there was some confusion in

the minds of the Chinese regarding the exact nature of the l/§nl§a.

“Some, like Yuan Chwang, regarded it as a separate formation on,

but not a part of, the top of the skull .” 2 Yuan Chwang and the other

pilgrims use the Chinese word ting-ku (bone of the top of the head)

for Unniqa
;

several other Chinese translations of it are ting-fou

chi
,

i.e., “the flesh top-knot on the top of the head” and jtichi-ku

or “the bone of the flesh top-knot.” Other Chinese methods of des-

cribing this laksaria are : “On the top of the head the U^nisa like

a deva sunshade (a reference no doubt in a round about manner to the

Chatrakrtia'irsa of the Brahmanica! texts)
;

or as having “on the top

of his head the Usnlaa golden skull-top bone/
1

Lastly, it is said that

“on the top of the Buddha’s head is manifested the mnlsa
i
i.e„ mani-

fested occasionally as a miraculous phenomenon
;
and it is not visible

to the eyes of ordinary beings.” 3

But whence came this adventitious sense of this term Umtya, in

the Indian literature ? Here, fortunately, the Buddha figures belonging

to different ancient and mediaeval art-centres of India will come

to our aid. The Indian Buddha types of Mathura belonging to the

early Kusana period and the early Hellenistic ones from Gandhara

supply us with much useful data regarding the solution of our problem.

But, in order to utilise the evidence of the early Kusana Buddha-

heads of Mathura, we must first answer the question whether these

are actually depicted bald except for the central snail-shell (kapardda )

coil of hair on the top
;

because the hair-question is intimately

connected with the Usnlya one. The head, reproduced in pi. i, fig. I,

shows a smooth highly developed cranium which rises up from the

1 On Yuan Chwang
,
vol. I, p, 197,

2 Watters, Ibid., p. 196 : 'this protuberance was supposed to be

a sort of abnormal development of the upper surface of the skull

into a small truncated cone covered with flesh and skin and hair*

a very satisfactory description of the later adventitious sense.

3 Watters, Ibid., p. 197 *
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hairline (kemrekha ) with the central hair-coil on the top.

1

The
smoothness of the raised cranium led scholars to think that the heads

were shaven. But, there is no question that there were doubts in the

minds of some of them with regard to this point. Dr. Vogel, while

discussing the iconography of the sculptural specimens in the Mathura

Museum, refers to the Katra Bod hi sattva-Buddha and another standing

Buddha (Nos. Ai & A4 in the Museum) and remarks, 'that these are

indeed Buddha images of the Kusana period in which the head

is shaven.* But while describing the images themselves, in the

case of A 1, he observes : "the treatment of the hair deserves

special notice. It is not carved in curls, but it is only indicated

by a line over the forehead, so as to give the impression that the

head is shaven*’

*

In the case of no. A4, his remark is “the hair

is treated so as to simulate the shaven head of a monk**’.* But, in his

recent publication on Mathura sculptures, he is definite : “La tete

rase porte un u$nl$a en forme de colimacon {kapardd)”

,

i.e, the shaven

head bears an uzntya in the form of a snail-shell. # It was Mons.

Foucher, however, who first definitely pointed out that the early

Mathura heads were not shaved, in these words “we want to point out

this mode of stopping rigorously on the forehead the line of the hair

of which the mass is indicated only by a perfectly compact smooth

modelling : so well that in keeping altogether the silhouette

characteristic of the chignon, the head appears entirely shaven”.*

Dr. Codrington refers to this feature in these words : “the usntsa is

represented as a colled protuberance something like a snail-shell, the

head itself being smooth, but with the line of the forehead clearly

marked.** 7 Later, his positive statement about the umisa as a

protuberance and further remark that 'no attempt is made to dis-

guise it, as in Gandhara* are not based on the correct interpretation

1 Mathura Museum Catalogue
, p. A 27; Vogel : “Shaven head".

This may be regarded as a good representative of the early Ku§ana

Buddha heads of Mathura
;

cf. the Katra Buddha : Coomaraswamy

says about this head type : “rarely seen after the 2nd cent. A.D. and

never after the fifth”.

2 Mathura Museum Catalogue
, p, 35.

3 Ibid,, p. 47 •, italics are ours.

4 Ibid p. 49. 5 Ars Asiatica, vol. XV, p. 36.

6 Foucher, VArt Graeco-BouJdhique ,
etc., p. 700,

7 Codrington, Ancient India
, p, 44.
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of these features. A little later, in the same publication, he definite-

ly asserts that
r
at least in the early part of the Kushan century

it is certain the head was left bare/ Dr. Coomaraswamy, on

the other hand, was at first of opinion that the early Kugana

Buddha and Bodhisattva type of Mathura was characterised

by the shaven head’.

1

That he changed his opinion some

what later is proved by this observation of his about the early

Kusana type : ‘the head smooth, with a conical, spirally twisted projec-

tion on the crown of the head
;

let us not take it for granted that the

head is shaved

\

or that the projection is an Usnisa’.* Ludwig Bachhofer,

however, in criticising Mons, Foucher's conclusion, observes : “There'

is no valid reason why in one place of the head, the hair should

unmistakably be represented as such, while close by it should only

be indicated by quite other means/* 5
Biit Mons. Foucher’s con-

clusion can be justified on the following grounds. If these heads

were represented as shaved at all, what could have been the explana-

tion of this distinct swell on the skull above, the hair-line ? Shaven

headed monks are depicted in Indian plastic art
;
but these do not

show this distinct cranial division into two planes just near the

kesarekha. That the Mathura aitists of this period were in the habit

of indicating the hair in this manner can be proved, if we carefully

1 Hist. of Ind. & Indonesian Art
, p. 56-7. In his Origin of the

Buddha Image (M. F, A. Bulletin, vol. IX, no. 4, p. 23) however, he

seems to have already changed his opinion. Referring to the great

differences that are to be found in the treatment of the hair on Buddha-

heads, in Gandhara and Mathura, he remarks : “in Mathura, however,

both Buddha and Jina images are represented at first with a spiral

protuberance which is a lock of hair and not an uqnlqa
;

later the

whole head and hair are covered with small short curls, and this type

after the second century becomes the almost universal rule, the only

example of the smooth head dating from the Gupta period being the

Mankuwar image, 448 9 A.D/’

2 J.R.A.S.t 1928, p.817. He further adds in Ibid,, p. 827, “that

the remainder of the head is smooth does not mean that it is shaved

but simply that all the long hair was drawn up close and tight over

the scalp into the single stress, The thickness of this smooth hair

is always clearly indicated in the sculptures.
1 *

3 Early Indian Sculpture
, p. 95.





( By the lonrtesy of the Museum authorities \

/. //. 0 ,
September,
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observe the treatment of the same in some Yaksinl heads (cf. pi. I,

fig. 2 : the hair is treated here in a smooth compact mass shown tightly

drawn upwards, without the least striation on the surface which would
indicate that the raised surface consists of hair

;
but the raised hair-

line is divided here into several sections in order to give a beautifying

effect to the heads of these females). Pi. II shows that, in very
rare instances, the hair on the cranium is treated in a slightly different

manner showing six distinct layers, beginning from the root of the ear

and ending below the Kapardda hair-coil
;
that these are nothing but

stratified arrangement of the hair 1
is proved by the distinct striation

of these layers. BachhofePs objection can be further answered by
suggesting that ‘the unmistakable representation of the hair as such*

on the topmost coil only, in the majority of the Buddha heads of this

type, probably shows an ingenious attempt on the part of the artist

just to suggest that the raised mass above the forehead also was hair
;

had there been no striation on the former, then there might have been

a greater chance for misinterpreting the whole thing (as it is, the

peculiar plastic form of a head with compact smooth hair has been

misread
;
the beautiful Yaksinls cited above were not certainly depic-

ted with shaven heads
! ). In any case, Bachhofer himself has not

given us any reasonable explanation of this ‘rising* near the hair-

line. 2 To the artists of Mathura as in the case of those of other

localities, the Buddha was not shaven headed like his monks. 3

1 Did the artist intend to show here in a conventional manner

the downward continuation of the matted spiral coil on the top ?

2 It cannot be suggested that this was perhaps the mamsapatala

of Buddhagliosa, for he describes the latter as coverittg the whole

of the forehead and we have already tried to explain the term with

the evidence of the Biahmanical texts
;
by the way, the ‘open umbrella*

like outline of these heads should be noted. The treatment of the

hair of the Patna Yaksa (P. 2, in the Indian Museum, Calcutta) should

be observed. All the hair is gathered en masse upwards—the hair-

ends abruptly ending near the nape. The distinct swell above the

hair-line and striation (clear in the relief) preserved near the hair-

ends, should be especially marked in this connection.

3 The head of the Buddha image of Mankuwar (5th century A.D.)

is sut generis
;

it is an exception to the general rule adopted in the case

of both early Ku§ana on the one hand and the late Kusana and the

Gupta Buddha heads, on the other; the hair is treated here in an all

l.U.Qo SEPTEMBER, 1931 10
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Once we accept this solution of the hair-problem of the early

Kugana Buddha type of Mathura, the determination of the question

whether the Kapardda coil is to be regarded as the Usnlqa ot

these Buddhas is easy. 1 There is no contemporary authority which

justifies us in describing this as U$nl$a $ so we should be careful in

using such expression as ‘Spiral U§ni$a*- or Usnlua in the form of a

Kapardda .
3 If there were any plastic representation of the lak*a\ia

t

Uqnl^asiraskatd here, and we think it was there, we ought to find it in the

well rounded (sabbathaparitnandala) umbrella-like (chatrdkrti) outline

of the cranium and the high broad (suktivisala

)

shape of the fore-

head. Dr. Coomaraswamy, however, after a minute study of the ear-

liest Indian images of Buddha entertains no doubt about the fact

that ‘they do not attempt to represent the Utjnlsa, either as a

turban, or until later, as a bony protuberance. 4

Nor does the evidence of the earliest of the Gandhara Buddhas prove

that these bear the abnormal cranial protuberance. There exists,

still, a great deal of difference of opinion among scholars regarding

the dating of the Gandhara sculptures. 5 But there is some sort

of unanimity among them about the relievo-representation of Buddha

compact smooth mass with neither a single coil in the centre, nor short

curls all over the head, but with a slight swell on the centre of the head.

' I We can refer here to the interesting manner in which this

spiral hair-coil is shown along with the folds of a turban on the head

of a standing Bodhisattva (Codrington, Ancient India
,
pi. 22c.). It

seems that the artist means to show that the hair is drawn up to-

gether in a mass and turned round in a single coil on the top and

wound up with the folds of the turban. Rudra (Siva) is described as

Kaparddi in Vedic texts on account of his identification with Agni

whose flames waving upward are likened to the snail-shell-like coils

gathered upward on an ascetic's head and ‘the hair of the true

Kapardin is long’
j

the attribute U^lqitt was also applied to him in

early and late texts : Vdj . S. t
XVI, 22 ;

Mahdbhdrata , 13. 1 7» 44 i

Kddambar%
s 220. U»nlsin both in the Vdfasaneyl Samhitd and the

Mbh> passages is explained by the commentators as uirovegtanavan.

2 Coomaraswamy, HIIA t p. 5 7 ;
but he does not describe

now this Kapardda as U?ni§a
;

cf /RAS. t 1928, p. 817; M,F,A.

Bulletin
,
vol. IX, no. 4, p. 23.

3 Ars Asiatica , vol. XV, p. 36. 4 JRAS. % 1928, p. 833.

5 See Sir John Marshall, A Guide to Taxila
% p. 31.
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... the Bimaran reliquary,—this being one of the earliest figures of the

Master so far known, if not the earliest one. Bachhofer thus describes

the hair on its head : “There are no spiral locks. The thick hair

covering the heal is twisted on the crown of the head into a large knott

which produces the effect of a loose structure (italics are ours).

1

The coiffure of the figure of the flask-carrying Maitreya on the

socle of the Buddha statue from Charsada 3 should be studied

in this connection
;

the hair is gathered up and tied round by a

string (of hair ?) at the bottom of the so-called l/snwa bump. As a

matter of fact, a very close observation of tlie early Hellenistic

Gandhara Buddhas in the Peshawar rnd Lahore Museums convinces

one that the luxuriant hair of the Master is really tied up, upon the

crown of the head. Mr. Hargreaves referring to the exhibit No, 1921

in the Peshawar Museum, remarks that The artist untrammelled by

tradition, has ventured to bind the base of the Uxnlza by a jewelled

band*. 8 But what he fails to observe is that this pearl or usually

the string band is present at the base of the so-called [fsni§a bump

in a large majority of the early Buddha heads of this art centre. 4 Nor

is this feature of the top-knots of hair confined to the heads of

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas alone
;

Mons. Foucher pointed out long

ago that a number of reliefs show that even ordinary mortals have

such a hair-dress beneath their turban?.

5

Semi-divine Yaksas are

also depicted with this peculiar arrangement of the hair -

9
thus most

of the children of Haritl and Pahcika in a Gandhara relief are shown

with these top-knots. 0 It is no use multiplying cases
$

a close

1 Early Indian Sculpture, vol. I, p. 94.

2 “Ilastnagar Socle” dated in the year 384, Sel. E, or A.D. 72 ;

cf., Ludwig Bachhofer, ibid., vol. II, fig. 143* But the dating is open

to doubt
;
Konow dates it in 300 A.D.

3 Handbook to the Sculptures in the Peshawar Museum
, p. 52.

4 Exhibit no. 227 in the Peshawar Museum shows the topmost

hair-knot tied together by a string of pearls
;

similar is the case

with fragmentary heads Nos. 232 and 293. In Nos. 223, 231 and

233 (all the last 5 are moustached heads) the upper knob consists of

wavy curls strung together in their middle by a stringlike thin

woven hair. In No. 231, this hair knob is elongated in shape.

5 Foucher, Art Graeco-Bouddhiquc dti Gandhara, tome I, fig. 234.

6 Exhibit no. 241, Peshawar Museum
;
Hargreaves, Handbook

etc,, plate 7.
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study of the reliefs alone will convince us of the truth of this statement.

Now, this top-knot does not really cover any abnormal swelling of

the central cranium
;

in its. plastic form, it could not but appear

as something solid with waving locks upon it. The misunderstanding

of this feature was certainly the root-cause in the change of the

meaning of the term iJsriiaa ,
and once this wrong interpreta-

tion came into existence, the artists of Gandhara began to make

Buddha-heads with this topknot having the appearance of the

central bump. But even then, the procedure was certainly not

uniform. With the introduction of the short-curls, turned towards

the right covering the head and the bump on it, a conventional

stereotyping is no doubt apparent
;

but cases are not wanting

where the old formula was resorted to. Hargreaves remarks, <(a less

naturalistic but still pleasing treatment of the hair is seen in Nos. 1430

(pi. 9a, pi. Ill, fig. 1), 1424, 1425 where the Usnlm is treated schemati-

cally in little loose curls”. 1 The evidence of the beautiful stucco heads

of late Gandhara period (c. $th century A.D.) is specially interesting in

this connection
;

in many of these, the so-called Usnlqa is dis-

proportionately small and is shown sometimes in front and at

other times in the centre of the cranium. One of these, 'of

the conventionalised* type- leaves no doubt in our mind about the

artist’s intention (pi. ill, fig. 2).

Our acceptance of this solution of the origin of the so-called

Usnlsa on later Buddha heads will be facilitated further, if we bear

in mind that the wearing of long hair in different modes was a

common custom among the males of the various social orders

of the Indo-Aryans, especially of the higher ones. They not only

carried these luxurious locks on their own heads in different shapes,

but endowed their gods with this same characteristic. Thus, the vari-

ous gods depicted in the early Indian monuments of the pre-Christian

period—very few of which can however be regarded as distinct ico-

nographic types—are shown with luxuriant hair dressed in various

ways and the u$rn$a i.e„ the turban is one of their most prominent

1 Handbook etc., p. 52 ;
but where is the authority for using the

word U§nl?a here ? It is simply an arrangement of the locks in

several tiers narrowing upwards.

2 Marshall, Guide to Taxila
} p. 48, pi, VI ; here the top-knot

is not disproportionate,
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adornment which also is worn in different m anners. But, if we refer

to the plastic representation of seme we cannot but be struck with

the idea that there could have been always the chance of misinter-

preting the big knot of hair which was shown like a rounded object

on the centre of the top of the cranium, A reference may be

made here to the bottom row of the divine figures (whose back-view is

only shown) worshipping the Master in the Trayastrimka heaven

in the scene of the Master's descent at Sankisa, at Barhut. 1 The

big top-knots of these gods could very justifiably have been inter-

preted as the so-called l/snlsa bump, if we were not sure that this

sense of the term was unknown in early literature. Very few reliefs

of Brahmanical deities like &va, Visnu and others are known, which

can be definitely dated back to the pre-Christian era. But, even in the

few early specimens, various elaborate modes of dressing the hair

are shown
;
thus Siva on the Gudimallam Liiigam

2

has a thick be-

jewelled plait, half-moon like in shape sheltering as it were the whole

head of the god
;
the same god (here four-handed) on the Mathura

Liiigam s shows all the hair tightly drawn up on the cranium as

in the early Kusana Buddha-heads of Mathura, but unlike the latter

the single fata ends in two sections, one resting upon the other, the

lowermost of which smaller and thinner in shape is immediately on

the top of the central part of the cranium, while the uppermost one

bigger and thicker in size is depicted like a cup which is caught

hold of by the two back hands of the divinity. Some interesting

information is also furnished in this connection by some Ujjain,

Audumbara and Kusana coins where the god Siva is figured,

either as an obverse or a reverse type. A careful study of

fig. 2, plate X, (Ujjain), fig. r, plate IV, (Audumbara) in Cunning-

ham’s Coins of Ancient India and figs. 33, 36, 65, pi. XVII, (Vima

Kadphises and Kaniska), figs. 209 and 21 1
(Vasudeva) in White-

head’s Punjab Museum Catalogue , vol, I, will show how the luxuriant

hair was worn by the divinity. 4 We all know that long before the

first appearance of the Buddha figure in art, he was being worshipped

1 Cunningham, Stupa of Bharhut%
pi. XVJ, AjataSatru pillar.

2 T. A. G. Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography , vol II, part I,

p. 66, pi. Ill, fig. 9.

3 Coomaraswamy, HllA ., pi. XVII I, 68 ;
date 2nd century a.d.

4 Note the little hair-knots on the centre of the cranium which

can easily be interpreted as the so-called Umi?a bump.
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as the highest god by his pious devotees. And in the anthropomor-

phic representation of the Bhagavat, the depiction of the flowing

tresses was quite natural. So, there cannot arise here the question

of utilising this hair-motif for the purpose of concealing ‘the disfigure-

ment of the bump of intelligence/ There was also the authority of the

texts that Buddha was to have his hair of a certain uniform length on

his head throughout his life (of. the Nidanakatha , etc.). The early indi-

genous artists also endowed Buddha with long locks in their own way.

The Gandhara artists did not introduce any new iconograph ic motif in

this case
;
what difference there was at first, was the difference in

technique alone. Here with the Gandhara as well as the Mathura artists,

the all important question was whether the Buddha-head was to be

shown with hair or not. When they found that the tradition ex-

plicitly laid down that Buddha carried locks of hair of uniform length

on his head, all throughout his life, it was immaterial to them

whether the hair was to be shown 2 or io aiigulas in length. Again,

they were not representing Sakya Simha, the man but the divine

Tathagata Sammasambuddha the object of their piety and devotion

Lastly, the evidence of a few of the lesser signs referring to Buddha's

hair, such as ciiake'na (hair piled up), asamlulitakesa (hair not dis-

hevelled) aparusakesa (smooth hair) etc. should be taken into account

in this connection. The Mahapadana and Lakkhana suttantas do not

give us detailed list of these lesser signs
$
but they are found in the

early works like the Lalitavistara and the Mahavastu , hence it is quite

reasonable to assume that the tradition about the hair was a fairly

authoritative one.

That the plastic form of this top knot of hah' could be easily mis-

construed as covering something abnormal on the top of Buddha’s skull

and that in this misconstruction lay the origin of the Usm*a bump of

later age was long ago conjectured by Mons. Foucher. My close observa-

tion of the early Buddha figures in the Peshawar, Lahore and

Mathura Museums confirms my idea about the origin of this important

iconographic peculiarity. Dr, Coomaraswamy also supports the main

part of this conclusion in his article on ‘Buddha's Cuda, hair,

U§nl$at crown/

1

I differ from Foucher when he says that the early

i /RAS 1928, p. 833. He incidentally remarks while noticing

my article on ‘the Webbed fingers of Buddha'
(l,H.Q December,

1930), that uphlsaslsa which originally meant "destined to wear a royal

turban'
7

, and later came, to be regarded {through misinterpretation
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Gandhara artists avoided the representation of a protuberance tor

aesthetic reasons. Again, the blame for misinterpreting the Gandhara

chignon as covering a cranial bump should not be laid at the door

of the ‘Indian i faitators*
;

for, as we have seen some (not all, com-

pare the evidence of some stucco heads) of the Gandhara artists,

themselves misinterpreted the whole thing. When, however, the con-

vention of the short spiral curls, turning from left to right was intro-

duced, the raised centre of the cranium was nothing but the pro-

tuberance covered with these
;
but even then, an unconscious refer-

ence to the original character of this abnormality is to be seen in

those cases where this bump with these small spiral curls is encircled

at its base by a string, 1

Now, to raise the question of interpretation again. What was the

old meaning of the term Unhisa-slsa ? Dr. Coomaraswamy suggests

that it originally meant “destined to wear a royal turban
0

as calvu-

rimkatdanta" would mean ‘‘destined to have 40 teeth.” But where is

the necessity of our having to suggest this explanation, when its

original sense has been so explicitly put forward by Buddhaghosa ? It

is true that he ‘writes long after the practical problem of iconographic

representation had been settled and had the Buddha figures

with a protuberant Usnfya no less than the old texts before him.”

But, as we have shown before that he was relying mainly on the old

orthodox and technical sense of the term unhisa-slsa— it should be

noted that the word is taken as a whole here— and his authority was

certainly the older Brahmr.ical texts (unhisa-slsa=chatrii/crti8rir8a+
Huktivivalabhala). In commenting fully on this word, he does not find

himself in difficulties and I differ from Drs. Rhys Davids and Coomara-

swamy, when they say that 'B uddhaghosa's interpretation is not at all

satisfactory.*

A brief reference ought to be made to ‘the figure of Indra in

the form of the Brahman &;nti* carved in high relief on a railing pillar

at Bodh Gaya (c. ICO B.C,). Many scholars hold that there is a distinct

protuberance on its head which is covered with short curls and they

originating m the sculptor's device and perhaps also due to misinterpreta-

tion of images) as “having a cranial protuberance (lJLQ
t

June,

193 1,)*

1 Cf. the seated Buddha, Indian Museum, Gandhara room,

No. 3936.
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are of opinion that it served as the prototype of the later mnisa.^

Dr. Coomaraswamy once observed about it, “the figure of 6anti

affords the earliest known example of the Uyniqa in sculpture/’ 3

But, there is no justification for describing this cranial feature of the

Bodh Gaya relief in this manner and he is now o'* opinion that it

is not an u§ni§a, Bachhofer himself tells us that Indra is not here

represented as a takravarttin and so the question of the representation

of the lak*anas does not arise in this connection. 3

In fine, it would be interesting to refer to the technical sense in

which the term C/snlia was used in Brahmanical iconometric texts

of a comparatively late period. The context, in which this term is

used there, justifies us in understanding it as signifying the central

part of the cranium. Referring to the measurement of the U$nl§a
t

the Vaikhanasagama says that it should be I aih . and 3 yavas.
4

The text is a Paficaratra one and mentions this fact while describing

the Uttamadasatala measure of the image of Devesa (evidently

Visnu).® Similar other passages in the above text lead us also to the

same conclusion.®

Jitendra Natii Banerjea

1 BachhoJer% Ein Pfeilerfigur aus Eodh-Gaya
,
Jahrbuch as.

Kunst, II, 1925 • Kramrisch, Grundzuge der indiscken Kunst, p. 83.

Reference to this figure was first made by Sir John Marshall in

fRAS.i 1908, p. 1065, where he described it as an undoubted uynlfia.

2 HIIA„ p. 32, fn. 9.

3 But, is it really a protuberance ? The swell, it should be

observed is not exactly on the centre of the cranium and it has got

a distinct tilt backwards, which might or might not have been due to

the position of the head. Compare the head of Vessantara in a

fragmentary Gandhara relief (HiIA ,
pi. XXVI, fig. 93) with it. Dr.

Coomaraswamy describes the former as ‘the Bodhisattva nimbate

with thick curly hair etc/, but does not use the word protuberance. Both

these heads, however, give me the impression that they bear on

them the wig-like massed arrangement of hair in two sections, the hair

ending in curls.

4 1 T.A.G. Rao, op. dt., vol, I, pt. II, Uttama-

dahatalavidhi
, p. 64.

5 W 1 Ibid., p. 64.

6 irart nn 1 ; or >

or 1 Ibid, p. 33-34.
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Two Tantri Stories

Dr. C. Hooykaas lias, in his dissertation 1 cn the Tantri
,
given a

detailed account of the Javanese version of the Pancatantra that is

known as Candapingala t
Tantri

,
Tantri Kamandaka

}
TantravTikya

and Tantri-carita. Excluding the frame-story (Esvaryapala and his

marriage with Dyah Tantri), this version contains thirty-one stories

(see App. II, op. cit.), of which twenty-two

2

are found in one or more

of the various Indian versions cf the Pancatantra. Of the remaining

nine stories, too, it has been pointed out by Hooykaas himself (op. cit.,

pp. 36 and 1 14.) that one, namely, no. 28 (
Dispute beizveen Jungle and

Lion) is based on a Sanskrit stanza current in India (Ind. Spriicke
i

no. 5766 or 4844). And I propose now to show that two other stories

also, namely, nos. 6 (The Floating Rock and Dancing Apes) and 19

(No Milk without Milking

)

are likewise derived from Indian sources.

For this purpose, I give here below two stories contained in

Amitagati's D/iarmapariksa and in Vrttavilasa’s Kannada rendering

of ihat book together with the above-mentioned Tantri stories and

the corresponding stories of the Laotian version of the Pancatantra,

(The stories are lacking in the Siamese Tautrai).

1 Tantri, de M«ddel-javaanschc Paucatantra-bewerking. (Leiden.

A. Vros, 1929).

2 Hooykaas, in op. cit., App. Vi, gives the correspondences in

the case of twenty-one Tantri stories only, in addition, however, it

must be noted that Tantri 110.24 (Language of Animals) corresponds

to N i rma 1 a -pathak a IV. 10 ;
sec HertePs Das Pancatantra . Seine

Geschichte uni Verbrettung , p. 284.

3 In respect of the Tantri stories, I give here a translation of

Hooykaas’s Dutch resume (in op. cit.) of the Javanese original, and

in respect of the Laotian stories, a translation of Prof. Finot’s French

resume (given in the Bulletin de V Ecole Francaise d’ Extreme-Orient,

17, 1917,' p. 84 ff.) of the Laotian original. The stories of Vrtta-

vilasa’s Dharmaparlkza too are similarly retold here briefly in English.

This work is not printed, but the stories in question are found on pp.

463 and 503 of the Trak-Bwamaliki or “Canarese Poetical Anthology

of Selections from the Standard Poetical Works of Ancient Canarese

Literature” published by J. 1\ Garrett at Bangalore in 1868.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1931
It
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The Dharmaparlkqa published in 1917 by the Jaina Atmananda-

sabha of Bhavanagar, it may be pointed out, is quite a different book.

It was written by Jinamandanaganin, who lived much later than

Amitagati, and is concerned with the exposition of Jaina dharma

whereas Amitagati’s book is more concerned with showing the false-

ness of Brahmanical beliefs.

1

1

Tantri 6 (p. 88) : King Sewantara goes hunting with a single

servant named Sewanggara. He feels thirsty and sends the servant

to search for water and fruits. The latter does not find them but sees

plainly some apes dancing in the sea upon floating rocks. With this

story 3
, instead of water and fruits, he returns to the king who

thereupon becomes impatient. Together they go to the place but

fail to see the spectacle
; for it was only an illusive representation

made by the Vidyadharas, Because the servant has no witness to

bear him out in this improbable story, the king's impatience turns into

anger and he kills the servant 3
.

Laotian Pancatantra II. 6 (pp. 99-100) : Mulakavi and his son,

going for the purpose of trade to Majjhimapadesa, see a rock floating

in the sea. On their return, the son relates this everywhere. People

refuse to believe it : bets are made, and it is resolved that the case

should be laid before the king and that the loser should forfeit all his

wealth to the exchequer.

The king invites the young man to prove the truth of what he

relates and the latter calls on his father to bear witness. But Mulakavi,

fearing that he would be accused of complicity with his son, denies it,

and the son is sentenced to forfeit all his property.

While he is in despair, Mulakavi engages himself in endeavouring

that justice be done to him. He goes to the forest, sees a troop of

monkeys and teaches them to dance and perform various feats at a

1 The passages from Amitagati’s Dharmaparlksa are taken from

the edition of that work by Pannalala Bakalivala Digambarl Jaina with

his own tlka in Hindi published by the Jainahitaif! Pustakalaya at

Bombay in 1901.

2 The Tantri versions written in verse make the servant say to

the king, “you may put me to death if this is not true."

3 The story is, in the Tantri, followed by the (corrupt) verse

:

asakpyaticakagatva pratyaksatainbayan bhavet / wanarah nasti sasatih

bilatale madhya dalem in which Basuwarga sums up the story and
moralises. See op. cit., pp, 88, 124.
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sign from him. The king, going hunting, pursues a stag and arrives

alone at the place where Mulakavi dwells. The latter gives the

signal and all the apes begin to dance before the king who forgets

himself in looking at them. His suite arriving, the apes dis-

appear. The chief officers inquire of the king what he was doing

there. On his replying that he was looking at the dancing of the

proficient apes, they think him mad. The next day, he goes again to

the same place
;
the scene of the day before is repeated and again

the chief officers find the king all alone but strongly affirming that he

has seen the dancing of apes. Quite convinced this time of his

madness, they put him in chains. The king protests and in support

of his words calls for the testimony of Mfdakavi. The latter confirms

the story of the king and adds that now he could confirm another

surprising story, that which his son had related of the floating rock.

The king rewards him and returns to his son all his property.

Amitagati's Dharmaparik*a
,
XII, 63 ff. (p. 167 ff.):

fastT wr m qiftfa 11 11

m w i

qraw; ^ vn ii * a «

imsro: sufa Prefab i

qfa ii 11

Ofan: w 11 ii II

m: 1

*rw. fafanrr w' snfaai 11 h

mm i

xwnfarc: u 11

mm ^6^ otiSww; ( ? ) i

imira ftfat 11 «

m qpfamfa <?rf*k i

HIT ftftmfaOTSU WIRTO <T II
'0 ® 11

^ m\ qflsfq qifaq: i

ii ^ 11

rim i

imft sfa§ sr fa*nfq iror h
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sf mm' i

9imH: wtfWt: H ** ii

Vrttavilasa's Dharmaparlksa (Prak-kavya-maitka , pp. 463-4) : In

the town Campaka-pura there ruled the king Gunavarman. His senior

minister once saw a rock that was lodged on a log of light wood

floating in water and told it to the king. The king thought, “He

must be mad/' and had him bound when the minister finding in

how difficult a position he was, thought of a ruse, pretended that

he was possessed by a brahina-rukxasa (an evil spirit) and cried out,

"I am a brahma-rakaasa ;
I cannot hold out any longer, I shall go."

His bonds were thereupon unloosed.

Bearing this indignity in mind, the minister taught some apes

in the park to play on musical instruments, sing and dance as soon

as they caught sight of human beings. The king happening to go

there once, the apes played on musical instruments, sang and danced
;

and the king, much surprised, told it to the minister. lie cried out

then, “the king is possessed by an evil spirit” and had him fumigated 1

with the smoke of various things, asking in the meanwhile, “what

will make you go and leave the king ?”

The king after this experience, once said to the minister, “I did

really see with my own eyes the apes play on musical instruments,

sing and dance. Why did you then without reason have me ill-

treated ?” The minister replied, “akraddheyam na vaklavyam pratya -

k*am opi yad bhavetj yatha vanara-saingltam tathaiva piavate Mia//*' 2

2 Tantri 19 (p. 102) : A hunter sees n Brahmana eating with

so much relish that he asks what it is. The Brahmana replies that

it is milk and butter and gives him some to eat and judge for him-

self. The hunter, liking their taste, buys the cow from the Brahmana

who then goes away. The hunter then begs of the cow milk and

butter. The cow does nothing and the hunter does not milk her

udder.

Laotian Pahcatantra I. 16 (p. 94) : A cunning Brahmana, wanting

to give a high value to his cow, pretends that she gives milk every

1 Fumigation with smoke of certain substances is held to be

one of the means for casting out evil spirits.

2
<fOne should not relate what is unbelievable even though one

has actually perceived it through one’s senses. As there can be

the music of the apes, in the same way does the rock float/’
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day in a different form—as ghee (sarpis), curd (dadhi), buttermilk

(
takra), butter (mvariita) and milk (ksira ) ;

and in support of his

statement, he showed all these different products of milk. A simple

Brahmana bought this marvellous cow for a thousand gold pieces.

But when he milked her, she gave nothing but milk. The Brah-

mana persisted, and the cow being exhausted, died.

Amitagati's Dharmapar\ksa
%
VII, 63ff, (p. QSf.) :
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VrttaviJasa's Dharmaparik$a (Prak-kavya-malika p. 504) : A mer-

chant named Sagaradatta once took some milch-cows to the Nalikera

island. 1 A person named Tomara asked Him what they were. He
replied, “These, when asked, give rasayanas ” 2 Tomara then said, “Let

us see what they are like,” whereupon the merchant put before him

fragrant fresh-drawn milk, curd, fresh clarified ghee and buttermilk

all which Tomara ate till he was satiated. He then asked Sagara-

datta “Who gave you these’*? Sagaradatta replied “My family-

goddess
(
kuladevata )*\ Tomara then requested the merchant to give

the cows and gave him much money and took them home* When
the time came for him to take food, he brought a pot, placed it

before a cow, and said, “O cow, please give rasayana \ The cow

stood still. He did thus for two or three days, and getting no

ra$ayana from the cows, drove them off.

Of the above-mentioned four books, Amitagati’s Dharmapariksa

was written in Sarnvat 1070 or A.D. 1013 (or 1012) as stated by the

author in the verse : samvatsaran~tm vigate sahasre sa-saptatau Vikra -

ma-parthivasya / iciam nixidhyanya-matam samaptam Jinendradharma -

mitayukti mstrain // that occurs at the end of the prahasti with which

the work concludes, Vrttavilasa wrote his work in about 1345 A.D.

1 Or ‘to the island resplendent with cocoanut trees*
;
the text

has n&likera-vilasad-dvlpam which can be interpreted in both ways.

2 rasayana = elixir ot life
;
that which destroys old age and

keeps one ever young.
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as I have shown elsewhere 1
;
and the Javanese Tantri was written

in about 1200 A.D. (Ilooykaas, op, cit., p. 132). Nothing is known

about the date of the Laotian Pancatantra.

Now it is plain from the above resumes that Vrttavilasa's versions

of the two stories differ considerably in detail from those of Amitagati.

In fact, his whole work, though professing to be a Kannada rendering

of Amitagati*s original, differs widely from it : the arrangement of

the matter is different, new stories are introduced and some ones found

in AmitagatPs book are omitted
j
and even in the stories that are

common, there is much difference in details. All this indicates that

Vrttavilasa, though following AmitagatPs Dharmapariksa, based his

book not so much on that work as on the sources of that work.

And this is the reason, I conceive, why we find fresh-drawn milk,

curd, butler-milk and fresh clarified ghee, mentioned (in the

story of ‘No milk without milking*) in Vrttavilasa’s work while

there is no mention of them in AmitagatPs, and why in the former

we find the kathasamgraha verse : asraddheyam na vaktavyam...that

is not found in the latter. This kathasamgraha verse, it will be noted,

occurs in the Tantri also (see n. 5 above) though in a very corrupt

form.

Secondly, it is also evident from the foregoing that the

four versions of the story of 'The floating rock and dancing

apes’ and of the story of 'No milk without milking* are all derived

from the same source. In other words, it is plain that the Tantri

stories 6 and 19 and the stories II. 6 and l. 16 of the Laotian

I In the Kannada journal Prabuddha-karriataka
,

no. 3 7 A
(1928), p. 212 ff. Vrttavilasa mentions in the beginning of his work

that he was the disciple of the Jaina guru Amarakirti and, gives

the following lineage of his guru : Kesavendu of the Balatkara-gana,

Carukfrti, Abhayaklrti, Vasantaklrti, Visalaklrti, Subhaklrti, Dliarma-

bhusana, Amarakirti. Of these, the gurus Vasantakirti, Subhaklrti,

Dharmabhusana and Amarakirti are mentioned in an inscription

at Sravana-Belgola (Epigraphia Carnatica , vol. 1 1, 2nd ed., no. 274, p.

137) which says that Vardhamana, disciple of Dharmabhusana,

who was the disciple of the above-mentioned Amarakirti, set up

a tablet to the memory of his guru Dharmabhusana [II] on 5th

May 1373 A.D, Vrttavilasa was thus a contemporary of the second

Dharmabhusana who died shortly before May 1373.
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Pancatantra are derived from an Indian source. Amitagati’s work

cannot be this source
;

for though this was written in 1013 a.d. (or

1012), it does not contain the verse asraddheyam ita vaktavyam

which occurs in the Tantri. Nor can Vrttavilasa’s work be the source
;

for though this work does contain the above verse, it was written

,

as said above, in about 1345 A.D. and is thus later than the Tantri.

It follows hence that, like the stories in Vrttavilasa’s work, the

Tantri stories 6 and 19 and the corresponding stories of the Laotian

Fahcatantra are derived from the same source from which Amita-

gati’s work is derived. That this source was a written book is shown

by the fact that it was available to Vritaviiasa who wrote more than

three hundred years after Amitagati.

For the rest, in respect of the story of ‘No milk without milking’

though all the four versions given above preserve the essence of it,

the versions of the Tantri and Amitagati do not seem to me to be

so faithful to the original as those of the Laotian Pancatantra and

Vrttavilasa. These two versions are closely allied and make explicit

mention of sarpis
,

d'ldhi
,
takra and kfirn, a feature which seems to

me therefore to be common to them and to the original
;
but of these

two, too, I am inclined to believe that Vrttavilasa’s version is the

more faithful.

In respect of the other story, the Tantri version has not preserved

the essence of it though it contains the kathasamgraha verse
;
and

of the other three versions, it seems to me, again, that Vrttavilasa’s

version is more faithful to the original than the other two.

A. VENKATASU3BIAII



The Samrajya of Yudhisthira

I have deliberately refrained from using an English equivalent for

the term ‘Samrajya*. Like the English word “Empire" it stands for a

variety of concepts. The basic feature of all these is the combina-

tion, whether optional or forced, of a number of states under the

suzerainty of a sovereign kingdom. To-day the term ‘‘Empire”

has an Implication of a use, actual or possible, of force. Imperialism

is a doctrine which contains a strong disagreeable odour of love of

conquest, of a desire to hold nations and countries in subjection.

Simultaneously with the idea that the constituent kingdoms voluntarily

enter into a confederation and that they have a right, if they

choose, to secede, the word “commonwealth** has of late begun

to come into vogue. The idea underlying this word is not that

of submission to force, but of deliberate choice on the part of the

constituent states to remain in a Union.

Samrajya based both on force andfree ivill

In the Samrajya of Yudhisthira the two elements, namely, sub-

mission to superior force and free choice, were combined. The

larger kingdoms of Pragjyoti§a (Assam), 1 Cedi (Bundelkhand),2

Vidarbha (extending over what at present are Berar, Khandesa.

Tinnevelly, and Madura), 3 Kunti (Malvva), 4 Harivar^a (Tibet).*

Sakala situated between the Ravi and the Chenab, 6 Mahismati

(Mahabaleswar), 7 and the federation of Anarta with its capital at

Dvaravatl® joined it voluntarily, while other states, most of which

were of smaller size and presumably commanded less influence, had

to be brought within the Samrajya forcibly. I shall enumerate all

these, when indicating the boundaries of the Samrajya of Yudhisthira.

Forms of Samrajya

In answer to Yudhisthira*s proposal to hold Rajasuya, by which

he should become Samrat, &I Krsna enumerated to him the various

I Sabha Parva, 26, 16. 2 Ibid., 29, 14.

3 Ibid., 31,63. 4 Ibid., $1,6. 5 Ibid.,28,15.

6 7^,32,13, 14. 7 Ibid., 32, 14. 8 Ibid,, 31, 59 *

SEPTEMBER. I93 1
12
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forms of Samrajya, known to have been established till that time, of

each of which he gave an example. YauvanaSvi
,

1 he said, became

Samrafc by remitting taxes, Bhaglratha by giving protection (to

subject states), Karfcavlrya by dint of austere life, Bharata by sheer

force, and Marutta by advancing the prosperity |bf the states which

acknowledged him as their overlord). This distinction of varieties

will give the reader an insight into the motives which led to the

establishment of a Samrajya in those days. A common policy of

frugality in the government that will lighten the burden of the

tax-payer, security against foreign invasion, exemplary character

of the overlord of which self-restraint is the basic feature, the necessity

of submission to superior force, and economic prosperity of the

combining states—these are the five objects which bind kingdoms

together under a Samrafc. Yudhisthira's aim was to establish a

Samrajya that should at once achieve all these five purposes. ,J

The Samrajya ofJarasandha

Jarasandha, the monarch of Magadha, who was, continued Sri

Krsna, Samr&t at that time, based his suzerainty on sheer force.

None of the hundred and one rajas of the Aila and AikSvakava

dynasties who had acknowledged him as their overlord found pleasure

in submitting to him .

3 His policy was to accept the homage

of powerful monarchs, whose sway extended over large terri-

tories, and to root out smaller states. For forms of government other

than monarchies there appears to have been no place in his

imperialistic policy. Among vassal kings whose states formed part

of the empire of Jarasandha, are mentioned t§i£upala of Cedi,

Vakra of Karusa, Bhagadatta of Pragjyotisa, Kuntibhoja of Malava,
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Vasudeva of Pundra and Bhismaka of Vidarbha. 1 These states,

it will be seen, are, with the single exception of Karu§a under

Vakra, who did not voluntarily recognise the overlordship of

Yudhisthira, but whose place we find filled by the powerful federation

of the Vrsnis and the Andhakas of Anarta and other states of the

same order which joined the new Samrajya of their own free will,

the states which abstained from offering opposition to the Pandavas

in the course of their campaign of Digvijaya . They, it appears,

were glad to organise themselves into a new union, as soon as the

empire of Jarasandha was brought to an end by his death at the

hands of Bluma. Eighteen tribes of the Bhojas who lived originally

in the north were expatriated by Jarasandha. They had to fly

from their original homes and seek shelter in the West. 2The Surasenas,

Bhadrakaras, Bodhas, halvas, Pataccaras, Susthalas, Muku$tas,

Kulindas, Kuntis, Sallvayanas, Southern Paficalas, Eastern Kosalas

and Matsyas were expelled from their former territories.*

Whether these were included among the eighteen Bhoja Hulas
,
above

referred to, or were additional to them and whether the seventeen

Kulas of Muttra who voluntarily went into exile were distinct from

either of these groups has been left to be guessed by the reader.

At Muttra, instead of the Samgha (oligarchic federation) of the

Vrsnis and Andhakas, he established a monarchy under Kamsa,

whom he gave two of his daughters in marriage. $ri Krsna who

had just finished his education and had returned home a Sndtaha
%

restored unity among Bhojas and Vrsnis by arranging the marriage

of Akrura, who was leading one faction, with the daughter of Ahuka,

the chief of the other party. He then killed Kamsa and re-established

the Samgha. Then ensued the invasions of Jarasandha whom Vrsnis

and Andhakas repulsed seventeen times but finding their existence

at Muttra unsafe had to shift their capital to Dvaraka. 4

The Samrajya of Yudhisthira

After Jarasandha^ death the Pandavas set out on their career

of Digvijaya or all-round conquest. Among the states either won
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over or brought under control are named the following 1
:—Kulinda

(Saharanpur and Garhvval)
;

Anarta
;
Kalakufa

;
Sakala (Sialkot)

;

Prativindhya
i

Pragjyotisa (Assam)
;
Uluka

;
Five republics (Ganas)

in the mountainous tract of the North
;
Utsavasanketa republics

;

Darbhas ;
Kokanada

;
Abhisart (Rajauri)

;
Uraga (Hazara)

;
Simhapura

(Pindadankhan) ;
Balhlka (Jhang) ;

Darada (Dardistan)
;
Kimpuruga

(Nepal)
;
Hajaka (near Manasa Sarovara) Uttara Harivar§a (Tibet)

;

Pahcala (Rohilkhand)
;
Videha (Tirhut)

;
Dasarna (Chattisgarh)

j

Pulindanagara (Bundelkhand and Sagar)
;
Srenlman

j
Malla (Malva) ;

Bballafa on the Suktiman Mt.
;

Malada (Shahabad Dist. and

Berar.) ;
Vatsabhumi (Kau&imbl)

;
Ni^ada (Marwar)

;
Sarmaka

;

Varmaka ; Barbaras -

9
Seven Kings of the Kiratas

;
Magadha (Behar);

Purtcjra ; Kaufiikaccha (Purnea); Tamralipta (Tamluk)
;
Suhma (Racjha)

and Lauhitya (on the Brahmaputra). These states, as it will be

seen, cover the whole of the present India, to which they add

Afganistan, Tibet and presumably a part of China.

Its Collapse and Revival

After the digvijaya the RajasTLya was performed, A part of the cere-

mony was the offering of Argha (worship) of which Sri Krsna was

considered among the chiefs present the most worthy. This roused in-

dignation among a number of Rajas who saw their deep humiliation in

the adoration of a non-raja—one who had killed a monarch himself,and

for the murder of another made himself directly responsible, and who

further presumably on account of his revolutionary propaganda against,

and by his disrespectful attitude towards, the persons and crowns of rul-

ing .potentates had made himself and his Samgha, federation, a body of

Vt&tyas, outcastes in their eyes.*The murder of Si§upala who gave vocal

expression to his feeling of resentment simply confirmed that discon-

tent. They swallowed their rage at the time, but as Duryodhana

after his return to Hastinapura remarked to his father that tragical

conclusion of the RafasUya had simply made manifest the common
danger to which the persons of Rafos, till that time considered

z wi; ^it, B
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sacred, were in that new regime subject.’ Sakuni during his

return journey had enumerated the names of Rfijas who would

help an attempt to upset the suzerainty of Yudhigfchira. The gamb-

ling match which took place in the Sabha (assembly hall) of Duryo-

dhana, was simply an outward ruse. The causes of the collapse

of Yudhisthira’s Samrajya were political. The offering of Argha

to Krsna, followed by the murder of Si^upala
,

51 was, politically

considered, a blunder. A number of states that were already discon-

tented found an opportunity of forming themselves into a coalition

against the Pandavas. The exile of thirteen years which the latter

underwent, followed by the Kuruksetra War, was a consequence

of that deep laid conspiracy .
3 After the war which ended in

the victory of the Pandavas a new digvijya took place. Strong

insistence was laid this time on avoiding bloodshed .
4 For royal

blood special regard was shown .
8 All ruling princes were assured

that their persons and privileges would henceforward be respected.

In the ASvamedha, which was a successful replica of the unsuccessful

Rajasuya, argha-offering was omitted at the instance of Sri Kr§na

himself .
6 Then was the Samrajya re-established.

The Character of Yudhisthira's Samrajya

As was remarked by SiSupala 7 during his speech of protest prece-

ding his murder, they had agreed to pay tributes to Yudhisthira

not because they feared him or longed for his protection or bounty,
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but because his mission was to foster Dharnia
,
principles calculated

to conduce to the advance of humanity. Instances of Samrajya,

established before the time of Yudhisthira are quoted by Sri Krsna,

but the Samrajya of which Yudhisthira was the overlord is the first of

which something beyond its mere name and character has found

record. It was sarvakara , i.e., combined in itself the peculiarities of

all the five forms of Samrajya to which Sri Krsna had referred. It

was designed to fulfil at once the fivefold object of establishing a

Samrajya. It covered the confines of the whole of India and included

besides Afganistan, Tibet, Assam and a part perhaps of China.

It included states of various types, viz., monarchies, republics,

aristoracies 1 and a federation— Sarpgha. Self-determination was thus

its basic principle. Its aim was furtherance of Dharma %

The office of Smrat not hereditary but confined to

monarchical states

From the rapidity with which suzerainty changed hands not

in one dynasty, but among members of different ruling families,

it is clear that the office of Sainrat was not, like that of a king,

hereditary. The doctrine of the divinity of kings was then an

accepted principle of monarchical government, as is clear from

a study of the accounts, given in the Mahabharata, of the origin of

the institution of state. Srl.K^na attached little value to it. When
Bhl^ma took his stand on this doctrine for the vindication of his

adherence to Duryodhana who was clearly pursuing the path of

Adharma
t

Sri Krsna referred to his own conduct in killing Kamsa,

i Among the Rajas who, as a result of the digvifaya of the

Partdavas joined Yudhisthira's Samrayya, a few are characterised as

8renimani the obvious meaning of which is “head of an aiistocracy."

Two passages containing this designation follow :

—
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and said that way lay the path of patriotic duty. 1 This attitude

of Sri Krsoa had, however, as we have seen, been responsible for

deep disaffection among kings, whose mortification on the occasion

of the Rajasuya brought about instant collapse of the Samrajya.

The traditional doctrine was found to be deep-rooted in the nature

of the monarchs. They could not brook the suzerainty of a non-

monarch over a Union of which they were members.

The status of Non-monarchical States

Composed, therefore, as the Samrajya was of various kinds

of states, monarchical, federal, aristocratic and republican, at its

head it was necessary to place a monarch. The states other than

monarchical could only be the members of the Samrajya. This may

explain in part why Sr! ICrsna whose consummate statesmanship

lay virtually at the root of the whole imperial edifice, served as

a minister to Yudhisthira. His own Samgha could not enjoy the

privileges of suzerainty. Non-monarchical states, as they are

described in the Mahabharata, were otherwise, too, on account

of the dissipation of a great part of their strength in the maintenance

of their internal unity, unfit to hold the reins of a Samrajya.

N on-hereditary though it was, the office of the Samrat had, therefore,

to remain confined to monarchs.

For thirty-six years after the Kuru ksetra war Sri Kr§na

was alive.* The death of Yudhisthira took place even later. Till

that event he remained the suzerain of India. As to how he worked

for the betterment of the subjects of his own state we have ample

hints in the Mahabharata, As to what measures he took for the

uplift of the people of the whole of India we find no explicit account

beyond a brief note in an earlier chapter which gives but a clue
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to the capability of Yudhifthira, viz., that he kept the various chiefs

that were under him in peace. This was no doubt one of the

objects of Samrajya. The real story of the Mahabharata has ended

abruptly after the ASvamedha, in other words, with the re establish-

ment of the overlordship. How the fundamental mission of the

establishment of a Samrajya was fulfilled in practice does not appear

to have concerned the ancient chronicler. The description of the

administration of Yudhisthira's own state, too, belongs to the period

when he was simply a king, not yet the king of kings.

CliAMU PATI

Gopala Deva I of Bengal*

Gopala was the first king of the Pala dynasty of Bengal. But we

have, up to now, no inscription of his, no contemporary record whatso-

ever, from which we can ascertain the duration of his reign or the

year of his accession to the throne. Evidences are not, however,

wanting altogether which may enable us to find them out with some

amount of probability. But it seems that these have not as yet been

utilised.

Taranatha (1608 A.C.) is a doubtful witness. Unless he is corro-

borated from other sources, he is not reliable. Now let us see

what he tells us about Gopala. Before narrating the legendary

history of Gopala he mentions that Vimala Candra reigned over

Bengal, Kamarupa and Tlrabhukti. He married the sister of king

Bhartrhari and had a son named Govicandra. After his death Go\d-

candra succeeded him. Govicandra was the last king of the dynasty.

After him there was no king to rule over, the country. Now Gopala

was born at Pundravardhana of a beautiful Ksatriya young woman
who was in liaison with a Tree god. When grown up lie worshipped

the goddess Cunda. He then came to the Vihara of Arya Khasar-

pana and prayed for a kingdom. He received the order to go to

the East. Now for many years there had not been a king in Bengal

and all the inhabitants were unhappy. Then the leaders came

• Read at the 6th Oriental Conference at Patna.
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together, deliberated and chose a king. The elected king, how-

ever, was eaten up that very night by a female Naga who had

assumed the form of the queen of the former king (either Govicandra

or his brother Lalitacandra, according to different versions). In this

way she killed all the elected kings, Gopala was at last elected
;

but instead of being eaten up, he killed the female Naga. He was

chosen as a king seven times in seven days. Then he was made the

permanent king and was given the name of Gopala. He began to

rule in Bengal • then he conquered Magadha. He built the Vihara

of Nalandara, not far from Odantapura. He reigned 45 years.

At this time Sri Ham Deva ruled over Kashmir. 1

Now let us see what we can glean from other source*. It is known

from the inscription of Dharmapaladeva, 2 the son and successor of

Gopala, that Gopala was elected king to remove matsyanyuya
,
i.e.,

anarchical state in which the strong oppresses the weak. This is a

partial corroboration of the statement of Taranatha about the election

of Gopala. About the contemporaneity of Gopala with Harsa Deva of

Kashmir, Taranatha makes a confusion, as Harsa reigned from 1089

to 1101 A.C .
3 But he is not altogether wrong. There was another

Harsa of Kamarupa who has been described as Gaud-Odradi-Kalinra-

Kosalapati

*

(the lord of Gauda, Odra etc, and Kalinga and KoSala) in

the inscription of Jayadeva of Nepal dated 153 of an Era which

might be Harsa Era® 759 A.C. or another Era = 748 A.C/ Now in the

inscription of king Narayanapala Deva 5 the following verse occurs in

praise of Gopala Deva :

jitvd yah kamakari-prabhavam abhibhavam sahvahm prTpa bantim

sa Sriman Lokanatho jayali Dakabalo'nyas ca Gopaladevalij

Here kamakari has a double meaning. In the case of Buddha,

Kamaka means Mara, who is an enemy
;
in the case of Gopaladeva,

Kamaka means king of Kamarupa who is also an enemy. Now
Kamaka (with the pleonastic suffix ka) is allowed in Sanskrit by

the maxim namaikadebagraliana ni namaniatragrahanamP i.e,, the

1 Schiefner, Geschichte des Buddhtsmtis in Indieu, pp. 195 ff.

2 Ep . Ind., iv, 243.

3 Smith, Early History of India
,
4th ed., p. 389.

4 Ind'.
Ant., ix, p, 178 ;

Sylvain L6vi, Le Nepal
,
II, p. 1 70.

5 Ind. Ant., xv, p. 584 ;
Gaudalekhamala

, p. 56.

6 Klratarfuniya

,

i, 24, Mallinatha’s Commentary,

SEPTEMBER, I93I 13
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mention of a part of a name is (same as) the mention of the name itself.

This maxim has been given elsewhere thus : ekadesena samudaydh,* i.e.,

by the part the whole (is to be understood), The use of a word

in a double sense was a favourite rhetorical pastime with many of the

court poets of the Pala kings. Now the use of the name of the

country to denote the king of that country is common in Sanskrit. So

the above verse will mean in the case of Gopala Deva as follows :

‘‘Victory to Lord Buddha a; well as to His Majesty Gopala

Deva, the lord of the world, who obtained perpetual peace by repelling

the attack made by the king of Kamarupa, who was an enemy”.

Thus Gopala was a contemporary of Harsa Deva of Kamarupa.

Perhaps Kasmlra is a misreading for Kamarupa, We should remem-

ber that Taranatha’s mention of the contemporaneity of Dharmapfila

with Cakrayudha has been corroborated by inscriptions.

It follows from the account of Taranatha that Gopala was a suc-

cessor to the throne of Govicandra, after some interval when his queen

was believed to have been living. Now the time of Govicandra can

be ascertained from various sources. The renunciation of Govi-

candra is the theme of popular ballads all over Northern India.

In the .Hindustani version, Goplcand ( = Goplcandra) is the sister's

son of Bhartharl (=* Bhartrhari
),
2 just as in the narration of Tara-

natha, Govicandra's father Viinalacandra has been stated by

TSranatha to have been a contemporary of Dharmaklrti .
3

I tsing

(673 A.C.) mentions Dharmaklrti among the great masters of Buddh-

ism in his time 4 and according to him Bhartrhari died in

651 A.C. 5 According to Taranatha, Bhartrhari and Govicandra

were both converted by Siddha Jalandhar!.
6 Hindi ballads state

the same thing. The Bengali ballads mention Jalandharl as the

guru of Goplcamd ,

7

Taranatha explicitly says that Govicandra

began his reign about the time of the death of Dharmaklrti or a little

later,* According to Vassilief, Dharmaklrti was a contemporary

1 Ramacarita, i, 4, Commentary.

2 Laksmana Dasa, Goplcand Bhartharl.

3 Gesckichte des Bnddhismus in Indien

,

p. 172.

4 Takakusu, A Record of Buddhist Religion

,

p, xxxi.

5 Ibid., p. lvii. 6 Griinwedel —Edelsteinwine, pp. 6r, 62.

7 Durlabha Mallik

—

Govtnda Candra Gita
;
Shukur Muhammad,

Goplcamder Sannyasa .

8 Schiefner, op , tit., p. 195,
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of king Srou-bcan-sgampo of Tibet 1 (died 650).
2 From all these

evidences, the time of Govicandra may be roughly put down
at 700 A.C .

3 Then Gopala was elected to the vacant throne of

Vanga some years after the abdication of Govicandra.

From the inscription of Dharmapala we know that the queen

of Gopala was Dedda Devi, whose son was Dharmapala. 4 Hari-

bhadra, a contemporary of Dharmapala, mentions Dharmapala as

Rajabhatydivamsa-patitaf which I would take to mean descended

by the female line beginning with Rajabhata , and I think Dedda
Devi was a descendant of Rajabhata. The justification ot our

supposition lies in the fact that no other king of the Pitla dynasty

lias been called a descendant of Rajabhaja. From the account of

the Chinese traveller Seng-chi we know that Rajabhata was ruling

in Samatata (Vauga) between 650 and 655 A.C .

6 So Dedda Devi

may be a grand-daughter of Rajabhata. From Bengali ballads

we know that Gopicamd had his capital at MeharkuF or Pafcikara. 8

Now both are adjoining fiscal divisions in the district of Tippera

in Eastern Bengal. This is Pat$ikera of the inscription of Rana-

vahkamalla.* Taranatha makes Chittagong the capital of Govi-

candra. 10
It would be natural that Gopala should enter into matri-

monial alliance with a neighbouring king. Afterwards he seems

to have conquered Samatata and other places bordering on the

1 M. G, A . La Comme
%
Bouddhtsme

, p. 54.

2 The dates of Tibetan kings vary with different authorities.

See L6vi, Le Nepal

,

II, 148.

3 Shahidullah, Les Chants Mystiques de Kanha et di Saraha } p. 28.

4 Ep . Ind IV, p. 243,

5 R. D. Banerji, Bangalar ltihasa
,
pt. I, p. 164.

6 Ibid,, p. 165.

7 Shukur Muhammad, op, cit,

8 Patikanagara in Durlabha Mallik, op, cit,

9 Colebrooke, Misc. Essays
,

II, p. 241. Colebrooke read

paitikeva, • The reading paUikera is of Mr, N. K, BhattaSSli.

Shukur Muhammad, op, cit p. jo. Goddess Cunda was a popular

deity of the locality. (Bhafctafiali, Iconography etc, t p. 13). Is it for

Gopala that her worship became popular there ?

10 Sarat Candra Das, /. A, S, D, } 1898, p. 22 $
Griinwedel,

op, cit.
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Bay of Bengal. This can be gathered from the inscription of

Devapala.

1

Gopala’s encounter with §rl Har§a Deva comes after this

chronologically. Perhaps Sri Harsa Deva occupied Gauda some

time after the king of Gauda had been defeated and killed

by YaSovarman* (circa 730 A.C.). But YaSovarman being engaged

in warfare with king Lalitaditya Muktaplda of Kashmir, by whom
he was ultimately defeated and dethroned 3 (about 740 A.C.), could

not turn his attention to his newly conquered state. Gopala after

having consolidated his power in his own kingdom by conquering

his neighbouring principalities bordering on the sea would naturally

turn his attention to Gauda. This event must have taken place

some time after 740 A.c. If we believe the treacherous murder

of the king of Gauda by Lalitaditya,

4

Sri Harsa Deva’s conquest

of Gauda may date after that event and Gopala's encounter with

him will be a little later. That Sri Harsa Deva was styled lord

of Gauda, etc. in 759 A.c. by his son-in-law does not necessarily prove

that he was then still in possession of Gauda. But even if Harsa was

defeated in battle, Gauda was not then permanently included in the

Pala kingdom. It remained, or soon became, separate from Vanga. When
Vatsaraja, the Gurjara king, attacked the country (circa 770 A.C.) he

took away two royal umbrellas, the insignias of Gauda and Variga. 1

It was left to Gopala's son and successor Dharmapala Deva to annex

1 Vijitya yena jaladher vasundharam vimohitamoghaparigraha iti\

sabaspam udba$pavilocanan ptitiar vanesu bandhUn dadrmr

matangajahll

Gaudalekhamald, p. 33 ;
Ind. Ant., xxi, 254

;

Ep„ Ind XVIII. p. 304.

2 Gaudavaho
,
verses 4 14-4 17.

3 Smith, Ibid., p. 386. Theie is nothing to prove that he

was killed in the battle with Lalitaditya, Kahlana says explicitly

that Yasovarman ‘‘became by his defeat a panegyrist of his (Lalita-

ditya’s) virtues*’ (Stein, RHjataraiiginl
,

IV, p. 144). On the

authority of the Jaina tradition I believe that he reigned at least up

to 75 1 A.C. {vide infra),

4 R. D. Banerji, Ibid., p. 130 $
R, C. Majumdar, Outline of

Ancient Indian History and Civilization
, p. 357,

5 Ind. Ant,, XI, p. 157, XII, p. 160
;
Ep , Ind„ VI, p. 240 ;

R, D,

Banerji, op, cit p, 148,
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Gautfa permanently. Taranatha's statement that Gop5la began to

rule in Vanga and then he conquered Magadha is partially true.

In fact, Taranatha states that Dharmapala conquered Gauda.

1

The end of Gopala’s reign will be some time before 762 A.C.

According to Taranatha the sage Santaraksita died during the

reign of Dharmapala. His death is said to have happened in 762

A.C. 3 We may put down the death of Gopala in 760 A.C. as a good

working date. Now if we accept TSranatha's statement of 45 years'

reign for Gopala, it would commence in 715 A.C.

This is quite in keeping with the facts we have mentioned before.

It will no doubt make Gopala, the king of Vahga, suffer defeat at the

hands of YaSovarman. 3 According to the tradition of the Jainas

4

after the death of Yasovarman, Amaraja ascended the throne of Kanauj

(between 751 and 7S 5 A.C.). Vakpati was the court-poet of Dharma-

pala, king of Gauda
;
afterwards he came over to the court of Amaraja.

There was an old feud between the two kings
;
afterwards they were

reconciled. This narration makes Dharmapala the contemporary of

Amaraja, Their fathers Gopala and Yasovarman may also be

contemporaneous. /
We know from the Ragholi inscription of Jayavardhana II that

the elder brother of his great grandfather killed the king of Paundra. 4

This will be in the beginning of the 8th century. From the

narration of Taranatha wc have seen that Gopala was born of a

Ksatriya mother at Pundravardhana. It may be that Bapyata, the

father of Gopala/ was the unnamed king of Paundra. In the

Ragholi inscription the king of Paundra has been styled urjitavairi-

darauapaiu which is equivalent to khanditarati, the attribute of

Bapyata in the Khalimpur inscription of Dharmapala (verse 3). This

1 Ind. Ant% , IV, p. 366. Dharmapala has been called Vaiiga-

pati in the ins. of Bhoja.

—

Ep. Ind„ XVIII, p. 108.

2 S. C. Vidyabhushana, History of the Medimval School of Indian

Logic

,

p. 148.

3 Gaufyavaho, vs. 819-21.

4 This tradition is found in the Jain works Bappabhaiii Suri-

carita,
Prabandhakoha and PrabhavakacarUa. Vide Gaudavaho

,

Introduction pp. cxxxv ff*.

5 Ep. Ind IX, p. 44. Dr. R.C. Majumdar rightly thinks that it was

followed by the invasions of YaSovarman and Lalitaditya (Ibid., 365).

6 Banaga<ja Ins, of Mahlpala I, verse 12 ; /, A, 8, B*t LXI, 77,
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will explain why Gopala left his country seeking adventure abroad and

why Varendra was called fanakablm (fatherland) 1 by the Pala

kings. One thing however is definite that Bapyata flourished at the

time mentioned in the inscription.

We can thus reconstruct the history of Bengal from 700 to

760 A.C. In the beginning of the eighth century or some time before

7CO A.C., Bapyata was reigning in Pundravardhana and Govicandra

in Vanga. Bapyata was killed by a king belonging to the Saila

Dynasty. About this time Govicandra, king of Vanga, abdicated

and renounced the world. Gopala, the son of Bapyata (perhaps

posthumous) had come to Vanga as an adventurer when he was quite

young, and was elected king there (about 715 A.C,). In order to

strengthen his position he married a princess belonging to the

family of Rajabhata, king of Samatata. Afterwards he conquered

the whole of the sea-board of Bengal. Before he could regain his

paternal kingdom, king YasSovarman of Kanauj invaded Bengal

(circa 730 A.C.). He killed the Saila king of Gauda and Magadha and

vanquished Gopala. Yasovarman set up another king on the throne

of Gauda. Gopala, ambitious as he was, dared not offend Yaso-

varman by attacking his vassal. Now YaSovarman was attacked by

Lalitaditya, king of Kashmir and was defeated. The king of Gauda

submitted to the king of Kashmir and was afterwatds treacherously

murdered. It was probably at this juncture that Harsa Deva of Kama-

rupa conquered Gauda, Gopala attacked Harsa Deva, who was

threatening the peace of his kingdom and defeated him. But he

could not conquer Gauda. 2 He died in about 760 A,p. and was

succeeded by Dharmapala.

Muhammad Shahidullah

1 Kamauli Inscription of Vaidyadeva, verse 4, Ep. lndn II,

P« 348#

2 According to the Rajatarahgini (IV, 42 iff), a king named

Jayanta was ruling in Pundravardhana about 775 A.C. He might

have been a successor of Harsa Deva. It is also stated that he died

childless. Most probably Dharmapala occupied Gauda on the death

of Jayanta and thus united the two royal umbrellas of Gauda and

Vanga,



The Problem of the Mahanataka*

The socalled MahanaUska
%
otherwise known as the Hanuman•

nataka, occupies a unique position in Sanskrit dramatic literature.

Though technically designated a nataka
,
it evinces peculiarities which

justify Wilson's characterisation of the work as a nondescript compo-

sition and which have naturally given rise to much speculation with

regard to its character and origin. It is a very extensive work which

plagiarises unblushingly from most of the known (and probably some

unknown) Rama-dramas and is written almost entirely in verse, with

little of prose. The verse is generally of the narrative or epic, rather

than dramatic, character. There is little of true dialogue
;
there is

no VidTiqaka nor any Prakrit
;
the usual stage-directions are missing

;

the number of characters appearing is fairly large
;
there is a bene-

diction, and ia one recension a curious prarocana-versc, but there is

no true prologue, and all the elements of the plot prescribed by

theory are wanting
;
the number of Act^, at least in one recension, is

beyond the usual limit -

9
in short, this work, though nominally ex-

hibiting a dramatic form, gives one the impression of being a narrative

composition as opposed to the dramatic, and could have as well been

written in the narrative or epic form. It is devoid of all dramatic

action, being rather a collection of poems, descriptive and narrative,

with interspersed metrical dialogues of a crude nature and quasi stage-

directions.

On the strength of these peculiarities Max Muller was of opinion 1

that the work was rather an epic than a true drama, and that it

carries us back to the earliest stage of development of the Indian

drama. This opinion has been repeated more than once by later

scholars but in a somewhat modified form. Pischel pointed out* the

resemblances of this work to Subhata’s Dutaiigada
,
which latter play

was held by him to be an example of the so-called chaya-nataka,

* Read before the XVI It h International Congress of Orientalists

at Oxford, 1928.

1 Jahrbxicher fur wissenschaftliche Kritik, 1846, i, p. 472.

2 In his Das altindische Schattempiel in SBAJV, 1906, pp.

482-502.
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which term he considered to be equivalent to a 'schatlenspiel/

often rendered into English as 'shadow-play.’ This thesis was

further developed by Liiders

1

who would take the DTitangada as the

type of the shadow-play and then deduce that the Mahanataka also

belongs to the same category, of which it is supposed to be one of the

earliest specimens. With this view Sten Konow, 3 Winternitz 3 and
some other scholars appear to agree. But Keith in his recent work

on the Sanskrit Drama reopens the question 4 and throws doubt on

the whole theory of the shadow-play and its alleged part in the

early evolution of the Sanskrit Drama. He refuses to agree with

Liiders in adding the Mahanataka to ‘the almost non-existing list

of shadow-dramas” and suggests that the irregularities of this work

can be explained by the assumption that it was a play never intended

to be acted, and that it was a literary tour de force redacted “in pre-

paration for some form of performance in which the dialogue was

plentifully eked out by the director and the other actors.”

The Mahanataka has come down to us in different recensions. The

West Indian recension redacted by Damodara MlSra has 54^ verses

in 14 Acts and is styled the Harititnannalaka, while the East Indian

or rather the Bengal recension arranged by Madhusudana Misra

5

has 720 verses in 9 Acts® and is named the Mahanataka . Both the

recensions agree in taking the mythical Hanumat as the original

author. In a sense, however, the work may be taken to be anony-

mous, for both the titles are clearly descriptive. Hanumat, as the ally

and servant of Rama, is a legendary figure to whom it was probably

1 In his Die Haubhikas : cin Beitrng zur Geschichte des tndischen

Dramas in SBA W, 1916, pp. 698b

2 Das indische Drama (Grundriss), 1920, pp. 89 90.

3 Geschichte der indischen Litteratur{igio)
%
iii, p. 2^3 j

in ZDMG. }

lxxiv, pp. Ii8f, he supports Liiders, but recognises the difficulties of

the hypothesis.

4 The Sanskrit Drama
, 1924, pp. 33L, 53f„ 269^

5 Liiders has shown that MSS. of this recension are also found

in Western India
;

but this fact makes no difference, and there is no

doubt that it prevails in Bengal.

6 The number of verses vary greatly in MSS. and editions, as

discussed below. The number adopted here is Aufrecht’s ( Bodleian

Catalogue

,

p, 142b).
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found convenient to ascribe a traditional work of unknown or forgotten

authorship
;
while the title Mahdndtaka is apparently not a designation

but a description, it being the later dramaturgic technical term which,

like the term prakarana> indicates a type of a play containing all the

episodes and possessing a large number (usually the number is ten)

of Acts. It is significant that the term is unknown to Bharata and

Dhanika, the two earlier authorities on Dramaturgy. They simply

lay down 1 that in a nataka the number of Acts should not be less

than five and more than ten
;
but the author of the Hahitya darpana

,

who flourished probably in the first half of the 14th century, defines

and explains 2 the term Mahanataka as noted above.

The association with Hanumat is supported by a legendary

account of the origin of the work. The concluding verse in Damodara’s

version states that the work was composed by the Son of the Wind

(Hanumat), but was cast into the sea by ValmTki who deemed it to

be ambrosia
(
ainrta-buddhya

)

and that it was later on recovered by

the good king Bhoja and redacted by Misra Damodara. 3 In his

comment on this verse Mohanadasa explains that Hanumat wrote

this work and engraved it with his nails on the rocks, but to please

Valmlki, who recognised its excellence and anticipated eclipse of

his own Rdmdyana
,
the generous Ape threw it into the sea whence

it was, after ages, recovered by his avatara Bhoja with the aid of

fishermen. 4 The Bhoja-prabandha also records 5 the anecdote

1 Natya-wstra ,
xviii, 28 ;

DasarUpaka (ed. Nir. Sag. Press, 1 9 1 7),

iii. 38. The Rasarnava-sudhakara t ed. Trivandrum, p. 285, agrees.

It is noteworthy that the majority of Dacca University MSS. of

Madhusudana's recension give ten Acts, instead of nine.

2 VI, 223-224, ed. Durgaprasad, 1915, p. 335.

3 racitam anilaputrenatha vdlmlkindbdhan

nihitam ainrta-buddhyd pran maha natal:am yat /

sumati-nrpati'bhojenoddhrtam tat kramena

grathitam avatu visvain misra-damodarena //

4 atreyam katha—pUrvain etena nakhara-tauka ir giri-sildsu

vilikhitam tat tu valnilkina drstamjtad etasyati-madhuratvam ukarnya

ramayana-pracarabheiva-sahkaya hanTirnan prarthitas tvarn etat samudre

nidhehiti
/
tatheti tenabdhau prapitam tadavatarena bhojena sumatina

jalikair (the printed text reads jalaphdnair) uddhrtam iti.

5 Ed. Nir. Sag. Press, Bombay 1921, pp. 7of. Wilson gives a

somewhat different version ( Select Specimens , 2 vols, in onei
Appendix

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1931 x4
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that certain fishermen once found an engraved stone in the Narmada

and brought it to Bhoja who, recognising it to be the work of

Hanumat, made a copy of it and had it put together by his court-

poets. The two lines which were brought to Bhoja occur as the

first two lines of the verse iha khalu viqamah in the Mahanataka (xiv,

49) in Damodara's recension, but the verse is missing in Madhusudana's

redaction. It is noteworthy, however, that the verse is an ordinary

gnomic stanza which is utilised for the purpose of moralising on

the death of Ravana, In Madhusudana's recension, on the other hand,

there is after the benediction a prarocana-verse in which Hanumat

is said to have narrated the story at the direction of Valmiki, and

the concluding verse of each Act states that the work of Hanu-

mat was rescued ( pratyuddhrta )
by Vikrama (ivikramaih ). The

phrase has been explained simply as ‘recovered by means of valour' :

but the commentator CandraSekhara 1 explains that Hanumat having

engraved the work on the rocks threw it into the sea through fear of

Valmiki, but later on he appeared in a dream to king Vikramaditya

who, at Hanumat's bidding, had it fished out of the sea and redacted

by his court-poet Madhusudana. The commentator also refers to

another version of the story, according to which the work is said

to have been stolen by rahasas but recovered later on by the valour

(vikrama

)

of that king.

It is not difficult to see that there is a good deal of mere fable

in these accounts
;
but the tradition, which more or less agrees in

the three versions of the story, certainly suggests the redaction of

an old anonymous work, or at least the writing of a new work with

the embodiment of old matter. Although a considerable number

of verses is common to both the recensions, the one recension cannot

be said to have been derived from the other. On the contrary, it

is probable that each of them was redacted independently from some

lost original, of which the tradition preserves a legendary account.

Of the compilers Damodara and Madhusudana we have no authentic

p. 62). The Bhoja prabandha, according to him, records the anecdote

that a merchant in Bhoja’s reign discovered some verses engraved on

the rocks by the seashore and brought a copy of the first two lines

of one verse. Bhoja travelled to the spot to obtain the other two

lines, and the verse when completed is the one which occurs in

D&modara’s version as xiv, 49 (iha khalu viqamah).

1 On i, 48, ed. Candrakumara BhafcfcacSrya, Calcutta, saka 1796.
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information. In the Bhofa-prabandka the poets, who are called

upon to fill up the deficient verse discovered by Bhoja, are Bhava-

bhuti and Kalidasa
;

but one Damodara is mentioned elsewhere

in the same work as a court-poet to king Bhoja of Dhara, who (if he

were the historical Bhoja) reigned in the second quarter of the nth
century A.D. There is nothing inherently impossible in the report of

a drama in stone-inscription, for such dramas have been discovered

in recent times ; but we have no other historical information about

the source from which both the recensions were derived. We have,

however, enough indication to presume that an essential portion of

the work was probably old and formed the nucleus round which was

woven a large number of verses culled chiefly from various known and

unknown Rama-dramas. This may have been clone in the time of

Bhoja, whose energy in making cyclopaedic compilations is well known

but the process of interpolation, as we shall see presently, continued

for a long time, and verses from comparatively recent Rama-dramas

found their way into the compendium. The question as to which

of the two recensions is earlier is not yet solved, but it seems probable

that Damodara's version, in spite of its 14 Acts, is the earlier, as it

is also the simpler and less extensive redaction. The Vikramaditya

referred to in Madhusudana’s version may have been Laksmana-sena

of Bengal, who appears to have had also nine gems at his court and

to have been known by the title of Vikramaditya. VVe have a verse

attributed to Dhoyl in the Sadukti-karnamrta
,
the first half of which

agrees partially with the verse 101 of Dhoyi’s Pavanaduta 1 and

which makes it probable that Laksmana-sena as a poet and patron of

of poets was known by this time-honoured title.

The comparative antiquity of the Mahana taka is sought to be

established by the fact that Anandavardhana, who flourished in the

middle of the 9th century at Kashmir, and Dhanika who belonged

to the end of the loth century, quote verses which occur in the work.

The three quotations by Anandavardhana in his Dhvanyaloka are,

however, anonymous and therefore not conclusive, the more so because

I khyato yak ca krutidharataya vikra inaditya-goqtiii-

vidya-bhartuh khalu vararucer asasada pratidham.

(Ed. Cintaharan Chakravarti, Calcutta 1926, p. 34, also Introd. p. 7).

See also JASB % 1906, p. 15. In the verse the poet, who lived at

the court of Laksmana-sena, is speaking of himself and his patron, and

there is an obvious pun in the phrase vikramaditya etc.
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the Mahdndtaka is notorious for its shameless plagiarism. The first

verse snigdha-S\a inala-kanti° (Dhv° p. 6 i= Ma/td° M v, 7) is really

taken from the Ratnabhyudaya of YaSovarman 1
;

the second verse

raktas tvam nava-pallavath (Dhv° p. 90 ** Malta* M iv, 35 — D v, 24)

is ascribed to Yasovarman in the Subhaqitavail (no. 1364) and is

probably borrowed from the same drama”; while the source of the

third verse nyakkaro hy ayam eva
(Dhv° p, 153 — Mahd* M ix, 55),

which is cited by a series of rhetoricians, is unknown. Dhanika

quotes five verses which occur in the Mahdndtaka^ but all of them

except one, are given without any indication of their source. The

one exception refers to the verses bdhvor balarn na viditam
(
= Mahd°

M ii, 14»D i, 38) is quoted in the Vrtti on ii, 2 with yathd hanuman •

tidtake
;
but the verse is actually derived from the Bdla-rdmdyana (iv,

60). The fact that one of the remaining verses kapole jdnakyah{** Mahb?

M iii, 54—D i, 19) is also quoted anonymously by RajaSekhara in

his Kdvya-triimumgd (p. 97) proves nothing. A large number of

quotations, mostly anonymous, from the Mahdndtaka is also found in

the Sanskrit Anthologies. Of these the Sdrngadhara-paddhati gives

ten quotations as hanumatah, of whicli nos. 83, 123-125, 128, 133, 3418

and 4066 cannot be traced in any of the recensions of the Mahddntaka .

Only no. 90 (vighttebo vah sa pdydd vihrtisu) occurs as. the second

mangalarhloka of Madhusfidana's recension, and no. 1248 (kurmah

pddotra) is found as vi, 67 in Madhusudana and xiv, 77 in;Dfunodara.

This anthology was compiled about 1363 A.D., and its quotations

only prove, at best,that both the recensions probably existed in the first

half of the 14th century. Even if no great antiquity can be claimed

for the work itself, the presumption is permissible that a fragmentary

nucleus of it existed in the time of Bhoja, or even a little earlier

in the time of Dhanika, from which the later elaborate versions, which

cull verses from the Mahdv\ra-carita
% Bdla-rdmdyana t Anatgha-rdghava ,

Prasantta-rdghava and other known and unknown Rama-plays,

arose in later times and were probably in existence in the 14th

century.

In order to explain the origin of the drama which the Indian

tradition envelops in the mystery of legends, it has been suggested

that the Mahdndtaka belongs to the category of the so-called shadow-

play, a view which envelops it equally in the mist of sheer specula-

1 Journal of Oriental Research, Madras, I, pt. 3, p. 270, fn. i.
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tion, Although it has been held by Pischel and others to connote

a shadow-play, the meaning of the term chaya-nataka, which is

nowhere connected with the Mahanataka but which is used in some
other plays alleged to be of the irregular type, is uncertain. It is

not recognised in any Sanskrit work on Dramaturgy as designating

a dramatic genre, but several dramatic compositions like the Dharma -

bkyudaya of Meghaprabhacarya, the Dutaiigada of Subhata, the Rama-

bhyudaya> Subhadra-parinaya and Pandavabhyudaya of Ramadeva-
Vyasa, have been designated as chaya-nataka in their respective

prastavanas or colophons. Wilson 1 held that the term chaya-nataka

might mean ‘the shade or outline of a drama* and expressed the

opinion that the Dutaiigada “was perhaps intended to introduce

a spectacle of the drama and procession, as it is otherwise difficult

to conceive what object its extreme conciseness could have effected*',

Levi 2 appears to leave the question open, but remarks : “Leur nom est

obscur
;
on serai t tente de l’expliquer par “ombre de drame” si les

regies de la grammaire ne s'opposaient j\ cette analyse du compose

chaya-nataka, Elies admettent du inoins utie explication voisine et

presque identique : “drame it 1'etat d'ombre*. Rajendralala Mitra 3

describes Vitfchala's so-called chaya-nataka as “an outline of a drama'*

and suggests that the Dutaiigada “was evidently intended to serve as an

cntPact to a theatrical exhibition.” Other suggested but rejected

explanations are “a play that is but a shadow, a play in shadow, i.e.

a miniature play."

4

Having reference to the derivative nature of

such plays as the Dutaiigada

,

which incorporates verses from other

plays, it is not impossible to hold that the term chaya-nataka may also

mean “an epitomised adaptation of previous plays on the subject,** the

term chaya being authoritatively used in the sense of adaptation,*

Pischel was originally of opinion 0 that the term might be explained

as “the shadow of a drama” (Schatten von einem Spiel) or “a half-

i Op. cit.
t pp. 81-82. 2 Le Theatre indien

, p. 241,

3 Bikaner Catalogue, p. 251.

4 See Gray in [AOS, xxxii, p. 60.

5 This word chaya is used commonly, in connexion with the

question of borrowing or plagiarism, to denote likeness or resem-

blance between the works of two poets, and chayopafivin is one who

composes poems which are reflections of other poet's works. See

K§emendra, Kavi-kanthabharana ,
ii, r.

6 G'ottingische gelehrte Anzeigen % 1891, pp. 35^f

.
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play” ( halbes Drama ), but in his well-known monograph on the

Indian shadow-play 1 he attempted to shew that the ckaya-nataka was

simply and solely what is known as the shadow-play, in which the

shadow-pictures were produced by projection from puppets on the

reverse side of a thin white curtain.

In order to establish the early existence of the shadow-play in

India it is alleged that this form of the drama is expressly mentioned

by Nllakantha in his interpretation of the term rTipopajvvana occuring

in the Mahabharata xii, 294, 5 : rupopajlvanam jalamaydapiketi

daksinatyequ prastddham
,
yatra sUksma-vastram vyavadhaya carmama-

yair akarai rafdmatyadlnam caryu pradarhyate
i

Mrvpopajwana is well-

known among the southerners as the Ja!amandapika t
in which,

having interposed a thin cloth, the action of kings, ministers etc. is

shown by means of leathern figures." Luders would maintain with

Pischel that rlipopajXvana refers here to the production of shadow-

figures. The term rupopajivin is used by Varahamihira in his

Brhatsamhita

-

y
v, 74, while in the Therl^atha, v, 394 and in the Milinda

-

• paftha, p. 344 occur th^ terms rupparupaka and rupadakkha respec-

tively, of which the last expression is supposed to be identical with

the word lupadakkha found in the Jogimara Cave Inscription, 2 A
suggestion has also been made by Sten Kcnow 8 that the word rupa

used in the Fourth Rock Edict of ASoka, where exhibitions of the

spectacles of the dwellings of gods, of elephants and of bon fires are

mentioned, refers to a shadow-play
;
and that the expression rupaka

as the generic name of the drama is derived from such early shadow-

projections. Indications of such a shadow-device are said to have

been discovered in the Sitabenga Cave which has signs of grooves

in front, meant (it is alleged) for the curtain necessary for a shadow-

play. This theory is further elaborated by Luders, 4 who claims a

high antiquity for the shadow* play on the assumption that it is referred

to by Patafijali in his Mahabha^ya (on Panini iii, 1, 26)* in his men-

tion of the displays of the fSaubhikas or Sobhanikas, and who on this

1 Already cited,

2 Annual Report, ASI, 1903-4, pp. I2$f

:

Luders, Bruchstucke

Vamana, Kavyalankara-sutra
%

iii, 2, 8 ;
RajaSekhara, Kavya-inwtai\isa ,

ch. xii
;
Buddhistischer Dramen

i p. 41.

3 Op . «/., pp. 45-46.

4 In the article already cited.

5 Ed, Kielhorn, ii, p. 36,
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basis would take it, with Fischel, as an essential element in the evolu-

tion of the Sanskrit drama. The existence of the shadow-play in

early India is also supported by the analogy of the Javanese wayang
purwa> a shadow-play usually dealing with the Rama cycle and pro-

duced by puppets of buffalo-leather.

The early evidence adduced for the existence of the shadow-play

in India cannot in any way be taken as conclusive. We are not

directly concerned here with L^deis* hypothesis regarding the Saubhi-

kas
;
but the name ^aubhika or iSobhanika is, at best, an obscure term

which has not been shewn to have any relation to the shadow-play

and which has never been explained in this sense by any authority.

Hillebrandt 1 and Keith 2 have very effectively criticised Luders*

interpretation and suggested more reasonable explanations
;

but

whether we accept their view, or agree with Weber 3 that the re-

ference here is to the pantomime, or even take the explanation

of Kaiyyata (a fairly late commentator) that the £aubhikas were

those who taught actors (natanam vydkhydnopddhydydh), it is clear

enough that there is no real foundation for the view that the Saubhi-

kas discharged the function of showing shadow-figures and explaining

them to the audience. The passage of Nllakantha, again, cannot be

taken as proving conclusively the existence of the shadow-play, for

he might as well be referring to the puppet-shows or maiionette

theatre, of whose existence we have definite record
;
and even if

Nllkanbha’s testimony is not contested, it only proves the existence of

such plays in Southern India (
ddksindtyesu

)
at the end of the 17th

century. It is not yet proved that the Javanese borrowed it from

Southern India, and the fact that some kind of shadow-drama, dealing

with the Rama-legend obtained in Java has in itself nothing whatever

to do with the hypothesis that its analogue prevailed in India, until

it is shewn beyond doubt that the idea was really borrowed from

India. Even as a parallel it is not, as Keith points out, adequate,

“unless and until it can be proved that the shadow-play sprang up

in Java without any previous knowledge of the real drama." Turning to

the passage of the Mahdbhdrata itself on which Nllakantha comments :

1 ZDMG
,

lxxii, pp. 227!
;
also see his Uber die Anfange des

indischen Dramas

,

Miinchen 1914, pp. 6 f, 18 f,

2 BSOS
,

i. pt. 4, pp. 27f
;
Sanskrit Drama

, pp. 33b

3 Indische Studien %
xiii, pp. 488b
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rangavataranam caiva tatha rupopafivanam)

inadya-mamsopa/ivyam ca vikrayam loha-carmanohH

we notice that the term is used in the same context with appearance

on the stage, drinking, eating flesh and other objectionable practices

which degrade the status of a dvija. It is quite possible to argue,

as it has been argued, that the term rnpopajwana alludes to the

deplorable immorality of the actors, who have been stigmatised

more than once as faya-jiva ,
‘'living by the dishonour of their wives,*’ 1

The same explanation applies to Varahamihira’s use of the term

rUpopaflvin for the actor, in close proximity in the text to painters,

writers and singers
;
while the term rUpadakkha or lupadakkha is

capable of other explanations 2 than the highly conjectural solu-

tion of an actor in the shadow-drama. Mrs. Rhys Davids renders

the word rupparTxpaka of the Therl-gatha t v, 394 by “puppet-show, 1*'

and this is probable in view of the fact that in verses 390, 391 of

the text there is a mention of a puppet. Keith has already shewn 3

that the word rupa in Anoka’s inscription, as well as the term rupaka

as the generic name of the drama, can have no reference to the

shadow-play, and the alleged evidence of a shadow device in the

Sitabenga Cave is nothing more than a mere conjecture.

As no definite reference to the shadow-play can, so far, be proved

anywhere in Sanskrit literature, and as the diamatic genre is un-

recognised in theory, no other evidence is left but that derived from

the term cl’Jya-nataka itself, which is used as a descriptive epithet

in the prologue or colophon of certain existing plays. Of these works

the most interesting, if not the earliest, is the Dharimbhyudaya of

Meghaprabhacarya, which is edited in the Jaina-Atmananda-Grantha-

mala Series (Bhavnagar 1918) and of which a brief resume is given

by Hultzch. 4 In the colophon it is styled dharmabhyudayo nama

chaya-natya-prabandhali
;
but in the prologue, the Sutradhara speaks

of actors (sailwtah) and acting
(
abhinaya). There is, however, a definite

stage-direction in it which is said to support its claim to be recognis-

1 The term bilpopaflvana is used »n the preceding verse in the

sense of livelihood by means of some arts.

2 Pischel interprets the word as “copyist/* Boyer as “sculptor/*

Bloch as “one skilled in painting/* while Dr. S. K, Chatterjee suggests

‘•skilled in figures or accounts/'

3 Sanskrit Drama
% p. 54. 4 ZDMG t

lxxv, p, 69.
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ed as a shadow-play. As the king takes the vow to become an as-

cetic, the stage-direction reads yamanikdntardd yati-ve§a-dhdrl putra-

has tatra sthdpaniyah (p. 15) “from the inner side of the curtain is

to be placed a puppet wearing the dress of an ascetic/' A reference

is found here in the word sthdpanlya to the sthdpaka of the regular

drama who is supposed to have been originally “the arranger of

puppets/ 1 We have no information about the date of the play,

but that it is a late and obscure Jaina drama admits of little doubt,

and its evidence as such is of doubtful value. One need not, how-

ever, see in the stage-direction any definite reference to the shadow-

play
;
on the contrary, it is a puppet {putraka) which is directed

to be placed, apparently on the stage, from the inner side

of the curtain, i.e., from the nepathya. It is difficult also to accept

the rather fanciful interpretation of the word sthdpamya , which is

really not necessary, as the simple meaning of the word is that which

is obviously intended. Although the drama styles itself a chdyd-

ndtya-prabandha in the colophon, it is in all other respects an ordi-

nary, if unpretentious play of the usual type, dealing with the Jaina

legend of king DaSrirnabhadra. It is a short play, which consists

of one Act but three or four scenes, with a regular ndttdi, prarocand

and prastdvanx
;
and we have, with the one exception, referred to

above, the usual stage-directions, enough prose and verse dialogues

and some Prakrit prose and verse. There is also the usual bliarata-

vdkya at the end spoken by one of the characters.

It is curious that no such stage-directions are to be found in the

other so-called chdydndtakas t
not even in the DUtdngada which is

probably the earliest of the group and which is upheld by Pischel

and Liiders as the typical specimen. Of these later plays, the three

dramas of Ramadeva-Vyasa, who was patronised by the Haiheya

princes of the Kalacuri branch of Rayapura and who thus belonged

to the first half of the 13th century, 1 are not admitted even by

Liiders to be chdyii -na fakas at all. The first drama, Subhadra-pan-

naya
'2 consisting of one Act but three scenes, has a theme which

is sufficiently explained by its title
;

the second, Rdindbhyudaya

,

3

1 See Bend all in JRAS. y 1898, p. 231.

2 MS of this work noticed in Bendall’s Catalogue of MSS in the

British Museum
,

no. 271, pp. 106 f
;
for an analysis of the play, see

Levi, op . cit. % p. 242.

3 MSS noticed in Bendall, op. cit., 110.272, pp. 107-8
;
in Peter-

I.H.Q, SEPTEMBER, I93 1 15
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also a short play in two Acts, deals with the time-worn topic of the

conquest of Lanka, the fire ordeal of Slta and Rama’s return to

Ayodhva
;

while the third play, Pandavabhyudaya, 1 also in two

Acts, describes the birth and svayamvara of Draupadl. If we leave

aside the self-adopted title chaya-riataka, these plays do not differ in

any respect from the ordinary drama, and there is nothing in them

which would enable us to arrive at a decision with regard to their

alleged character of a chaya-mtaka. The anonymous Haridnta ,

2 which

deals in three scenes with the theme of Krsna’s mission to Duryodhana

on behalf of Yudhisbhira, is regarded as an imitation of Dalahgada

and assigned by Liiders to the class of ckaya-natakas
j
but its story

corresponds to the Dicta vakya of Bhasa, and it resembles in all res-

pects an ordinary play. Even Pischel doubts whether this work

can be rightly considered a chaya-mtaka . These short pieces may

have been meant for some festive entertainments and therefore

makes some concession to popular taste by not conforming

strictly to the orthodox types
j

but the Hariduta in particular

does not describe itself as a chaya-nataka and there is no reason why

we should regard it as such. The Ananda-latika ,

3 again, which

is regarded by Sten Konovv as a shadow-play, is really a dramatic

poem in five sections, called kusumas
,
on the love of Sam a and Reva

composed by Krgnanatha Sarvabhauma-bhattacarya. son of Durga-

dasa Cakravartin. Eggeling describes it in the following words :

'‘Though exhibiting some of the forms of a nataka (and marked as

such outside), the work is devoid of all real dramatic action, being

rather a collection of poetry, descriptive and narrative, with inters-

persed dialogues and quasi stage-directions”. The same remarks

apply to the modern Citra-yajha described by Wilson, who is undoub-

tedly right in pointing out its similarities to the popular yatra. 1

Rajendralala Mitra* also mentions a chaya-nataka by Vitthala, which

son’s Ulwar Catalogue
,
extracts, p. 72 •, Descriptive Cat . of Skt. MSS

in the Govt. Oriental MSS Library, Madras
,

no. 12636, Analysed

by Levi, op% cit. } p. 242.

1 Eggeling, India Office Manuscripts
,

vii, p. 1602, no. 4187

(2353b).

2 Bendall, op. cit. % no. 270, p. 106. Analysed by Levi, op . cit.,

p. 242.

3 Eggeling, op. cit vii, p. 1624, no. 4203 (243).

4 Wilson, op . cit*, pp. 104-7. 5 Bikaner Catalogue
, p. 251.
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he describes as “an outline of a drama founded on the history

of the Adil Shahi dynasty*

;

but of this nothing further is known.

This leaves us with the DUtatigada of Subhafca, which also describes

itself as a chaya-mtaka and which has been definitely cited as a typical

example by the exponents of the shadow-play hypothesis. The play

was produced, according to its prologue, at the court of Tribhuvana-

pala. who appears to be the Calukyan prince of that name, who
reigned at Anahillapafctaka or Anhilvad in Gujrat at about 1242-43 a.D.

It was presented at a spring festival in commemoration of the dead

prince Kumarapaladeva of the same dynasty. The event particularly

commemorated appears to be Kumarapala*s restoration of the Saiva

temple of Devapattana or Somnath in Kathiawad, and the occasion,

as given in one MS (yatrayam dola parvant), was the dol or holi festival

held in the month of Phalguna (March-April). 1 It is a short dramatic

composition in four scenes, the theme being the same as that of

Act vii (MadhusCidana's version) of the Ma/tanataka, which deals

with the sending of Angada2 by Rama to demand restoration of

Sita from Ravana. The work exists in various forms
;
but a longer

and a shorter recension have been distinguished. The shorter recen-

sion has already been edited in Kavyamala no. 28, 1891 (new edition,

1922). The longer recension is given by a MS in the India Office

and is thus described by Eggeling 3
: ‘‘Not only is the dialogue itself

considerably extended in this version by the insertion of many addi-

tional stanzas, but narrative verses are also thrown in, calculated to

make the work a curious hybrid between a dramatic piece (with

stage directions) and a narrative poem. This latter character of the

composition is made still more pronounced by an introduction of 39

(12 + 27) stanzas in mixed metres (partly, however, placed in the

mouths of Rama and Hanumat) referring to incidents which lead to

the discovery of Slta’s hiding-place." This recension must be of later

1 See Bendall in JRA8% 1898, pp. 229-230, also his Catalogs of

Skt. MSS in the British Museum , no. 269, pp. 105-6, and Gray in

JAOS,
xxxii, pp. 58 9. Analysis of the play given by Wilson, op. cit„

pp. 81-2 and Aufrecht, Bodleian Catalogue, p. 139 (shorter recension) ;

English trs, (shorter recension) in Gray, op , at. % pp. 63-77. MSS in

the catalogues mentioned here and below, footnote 3.

2 The word dutafigada is already used in Damodara’s version,

ed. Bombay 1909, Act xi, p. 149*

3 Op, citu vii, no. 4189.
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origin, for most of the supplementary verses are derived from compara-

tively late Rama-dramas. For instance, verses 4 (advlpat parato' pyami)

and 6 (bho brahman bhavata) are taken from Prasantta-raghava, while

verse 5 (yad babhafija janakatmafa-krte), as well as the verse fayati

raghu-vamsaUilakah t occurs in the Mahanataka. The shorter recension

is also in the nature of a compilation
;
and in closing verse, which

is omitted in the longer version, the author says 1 that he has not

hesitated in drawing upon his predecessors for material, his chief

sources being Bhavabhuti, Murari, Rajasekhara and the Mahanataka.

Even such gnomic verses as udyoginam purum-simham upaiti laksmll^

well-known from the Ilitopadeha
,

is found in the work.

Pischel was undoubtedly right in calling attention to the resem-

blance in this and other points between the Dntangada and the

Mahanataka
,
as distinguished from the other so-called chaya-natakas

;

but there is no evidence to establish that either of them is a shadow-

play. The prevalence of verse, more narrative than dramatic, over

the scanty prose, the absence of real prose dialogues and the omission

of the Vidusaka are features which are shared' by the DTUangada with

the other so called chaya-nltakas already discussed, but which are in

themselves not inexplicable. The work, however, is not anonymous

as the Mahanataka
;
there is a regular prologue, as also some stage-

directions
;
the theme is limited

;
and the number of persons appear-

ing is not large, nor is Prakrit altogether omitted. 2 To all

appearances it is an ordinary, if not insignificant, play of the usual type,

composed frankly for some festive occasion, which fact may explain

its alleged laxity or want of strict conformity to the orthodox drama.

The usual prologue consists of the preliminary benediction and conver-

sation between the Sutradhara and the Natl, leading up to the drama.

The drama consists of four scenes
;

in the first, Augada is sent as a

messenger to demand Slta
;
in the second, Bibhlsana and Mandodaii

attempt to dissuade Ravana from his fatal folly
;
in the third, Augada

executes his mission, but on Ravana’s endeavour to persuade him, with

1 sva-nirmitam, kihcatta gadyapadya bandham kiyat praktana-sat-

kavxn iraihj

proktmn grhltva praviracyate sma rasadhyam etat subhatena

natyamll

2 Keith (op. cit. p. p. 56) is not correct when he speaks of the

absence of Prakrit in the DTUa ngada,
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the illusion of md,ya~sita
i that Sita is in love with the lord of Laiika,

Aiigada refuses to be deceived and leaves Rilvana with threats
;
and

in the fourth, two Gandharvas inform us that Ravana is slain, on which

Rama enters in triumph. There is no indication anywhere that it was

meant for shadow-picture
;

and apart from the term ckaya-nataka,

examples of such brief spectacular plays on the well-known themes of

the two epics are neither surprising nor rare.

We have already pointed out that the chaya-nataka is not a category

of dramatic composition and is unknown as such to writers on Drama-

turgy, early or late. These plays, on the other hand, are to all intents

and purposes dramas proper, and may be classified as any other rupnka

or uparupaka . If they lack enough dramatic action, it is a fault which

they share with many other so-called dramas in Sanskrit, which are in

reality dramatic poems
;
and there is hardly anything in them, except

their self-description as cho,ya-mtaka> which would stamp them out as

irregular species. It would seem, therefore, that the term chaya-na\aka
%

as also its equivalent ‘schattenspiel’, refers rather to the product than

the process. Rajendralala’s conjecture that it served as an entr*act to

a theatrical exhibition may be easily dismissed, as there is no evidence

for the existence of such entertainments as would correspond roughly

to the English interlude or the Italian intermezzi. In view of certain

irregularities which may be discovered in such plays, the explanation

that it was ‘a drama in the state of a shadow’ or ‘the outline of a drama’

has been suggested
;
but it is possible also to suggest that it was a

chaya or adaptation of existing works on the subject for a particular

purpose. What the purpose was is not very dear, but there is nothing

to shew that the compositions were meant for shadow-pictures. It is

probable, on the contrary, that these works, produced fcr particular

festivals, were composed as recitable poems which could be sung, or

even (as in the case of the DUtaftgada) as a compilation from previous

works
;
while the peculiarities of form and spirit, partly due to the

nature and occasion of the composition, may suggest that the popular

festive entertainments like the yatra probably reacted on the literary

drama. In any case, we are dealing here with late developments of

the Sanskrit drama, and irregularities, such 'as they are, would not

be out of place. Whatever interpretation may be urged of the term

chaya-nataka, it is at least clear that the hypothesis of the shadow-

play is uncalled for and without any foundation, and it would certain-

ly not be safe to derive from these admittedly late productions

any evidence for the growth of the early drama, or draw any inference
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from them as to the part alleged to have been played by the shadow-

play in its evolution.

Whatever may b€ the case with the Dutangadu and the other

plays, the Mahamtaka is never described as a ch&yd-nataka, and the

shadow-play solution is still more inapplicable to its markedly peculiar

features. That it is a drama of the irregular type, more than any

of the plays mentioned above, is admitted on all hands. One may
go further and say that it is hardly a drama at all. It may at this

point be contended that the chdyd-ndtaka has also no claim to be

considered as a drama proper, and in this sense there is no reason why

the Mahamtaka should not be called a chdyd-ndtaka . It may be

replied that the point still remains that this work, unlike the other

plays mentioned above, has never been so called, and that there is no

authority or tradition for such a description. It is possible to imagine

a small spectacular play being utilised for the purpose of shadow-

pictures, but it is impossible to believe that an extensive work of a

rambling kind, consisting of 9 or 14 Acts and ambitiously compiling

and chronicling the entire Rama-carita, could have been meant for

such an object. There is nothing in the work itself nor in the

trend of its plot and treatment which lends the slightest plausibility

to such a view.

To suggest with Keith that here we have a literary drama, a play

never intended to be acted but meant as a literary tour deforce^ is

not to offer a solution but to avoid the question. In no sense can the

Mahamtaka he regarded as a tour de force x
and its artistic merits,

apart from the descriptive verses which arc mostly borrowed, are

almost negligible. It cannot be argued that its apparently immature

dramatic form and treatment betoken an early age when the drama had

not properly emerged from the epic condition, for, the quasi-dramatic

presentation is not spontaneous but intentional. The work is undoubted-

ly late and highly stylised, and we are here far removed from anything

primitive. That some old matter was worked up into an extensive

compilation is obvious, and it is also admitted that it is not a normal

drama
;
but to explain the purpose of the play and its irregularities by

suggesting that it looks like a literary exercise is to confess one’s

inability to explain it satisfactorily
;
for there are indications, as Keith

himself admits, that the work was meant and probably utilised for

some kind of performance.

It is clear that the Mahamtaka

,

as well as most of the plays dis-

cussed above, belongs to comparatively recent times, so that any data
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furnished by them should be cautiously used for any theory about the

origin and development of the Sanskrit drama. Nor should the

character of such types of plays as the Mahanataka be determined

without any reference to the literary conditions obtaining at the

period in which they could be presumed to have been put in their

present form. Whether we accept the time of Bhoja as the period

when one of the versions of the Mahanataka was redacted, it is clear

enough that we cannot assign any of the versions to a very early age,

nor could it be shewn that it was put together at a time when the

Sanskrit drama could be assumed to have been in its most flourishing

period of development. On the contrary, the assumption would not

be unreasonable that the Mahanataka was redacted at a time when the

classical Sanskrit drama was in its decline, and when at the break up of

the old and more or less stereotyped dramatic literature, such irregular

types as we are considering could easily have come into existence. We
must not also forget that the ApabhramSa and the vernacular literature

were by this time slowly but surely coming into prominence, and that

along with them popular entertainments like the religious yatras, with

their mythological theme, quasi-dramatic presentment and preference

for recitation or singing, were establishing themselves. Having regard to

this fact, as well as to the peculiar trend and treatment of such works

as the Mahanataka
,
we find no special reason to doubt that vernacular

semidramatic entertainments of popular origin must have reacted on the

literary Sanskrit drama and influenced its form and manner to such

an extent as to produce irregular and apparently nondescript types.

It is true that the yatra had little pretension to a literary character,

while the types of plays we are discussing have a highly stylised

form, but it is conceivable that these so-called plays might have been

adapted and composed in Sanskrit for a more cultivated and sophis-

ticated audience on the parallel furnished by the popular yatra. In

other words, they were something like Sanskrit yatras, which exhibit-

ed outwardly some of the forms of the regular drama and had a mature

literary style, but which approximated more distinctly towards the

popular yatra in spirit and mode of operation. As such, these appa-

rently irregular types were not mere literary exercises but represented

a living form of quasi-dramatic performance. This conjecture is

perhaps more in keeping with the nature of these compositions and

the period in which they were probably redacted than the unwarrant-

ed and unconvincing solution of a shadow-play theory.

Turning to the work itself, we find that the Mahanataka gives
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us a form of entertainment not represented by any Sanskrit drama

so far published, in spite of the assertion that the Dutahgada is the

nearest parallel to it. It begins with a benediction in the orthodox

style
;

in Damodara's recension it is set forth within the reasonable

limit of five verses, but in Madhusudana it is prolonged and elaborated

into thirteen verses, a number which is unique in Sanskrit drama.

There is no prastavam or prologue, but in Madhusudana there is

the usual stage-direction nandyante sutrad/iarah , followed by one

verse of prarocana which says that Hanumat himself, at the direction

of Valmiki, is the vaktr of the piece, which deals with the exploits

of Rama, that the actors are all well versed in their art, and that

the audience consist of men of culture,—‘‘rejoice, therefore, O sedate

audience, I shall narrate the story of the Ramayana". 1 The actual

drama does not yet begin, but we have some narrative verses,

four in Damodara and six in Madhusudana, which speak of king

Dasaratha, his three queens, his four sons, Rama's visit to ViSvatnitia’s

hermitage and his early exploits, thus carrying the story rapidly

down to the arrival of Rama at Mithila. There is no agreement

between the two recensions with regard to these preliminary narrative

verses, which fact probably indicates their improvised character.

Mohanadasa, commenting on them in Damodara !

s recension, pointedly

I valmiker upadetatah svayam aho vakta hatiumatt kapih

hrVrlmasya rag/iTidva/tasya caritam satimya vayam nartakah
/

gosthl tavad iyam sa inasta-sumannh-saiighena samvestita

tad dhlrah kuruta pramodam adhuna vaktasmi ramayanam //.

In Kalikrsna Deva's edition the reading is saubhyah (and not mnbhyah)

for saumyah
,
but this is clearly a quaint misprint due the similarity

of the Devanagari letters n and *?. Liiders, however, accepts this

reading and finds in it a reference to the Saubhikas. This is really

an instance of misplaced ingenuity. The other three printed editions

of M's version as well as the eight MSS we have consulted read

saumyuli. We agree with Winternitz (ZDMG, lxxiv, p. 142, fn. 3)

and Keith (op. cit. t p. 272, fn. 1) that saumyah is the correct reading,

which is also accepted by the commentator CandraSekhara. Rama*

tarara. Siromani in his edition of the work explains it as abhinaya-

panditali

,

Jivananda Vidyasagara as sobhanah kusala iti yavat.>— In

giving an analysis of Madhusudana's version here, we are following

Jlvananda's text which is the longest version of this recension.
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states : idariim katha-yojanlya vyakhya-krd aimanah sloka-cotuHtayam

avatarayati. To say that the vyakliyakrt refers to the commentator

or the redactor would be meaningless
;
it probably means the person

who explains, as the adhikarin or yTitrawala does in a yatra
%
the

narrative parts to the audience and thus carries on the thread of the

story.

In Madhusudana we have, after this, five verses uttered by Vaitali-

kas as Rama enters Mithila, which panygerise the hero and his early

exploits, but some of which are borrowed from plays like the Prasanna-

raghava. In these vaiialika-vakyas, 1 which are fairly frequent,

one is naturally reminded of the chorus-like songs (still a feature

of Bengali faints) of the popular yatras

,

which often mark an impor-

tant incident or the end and commencement of an episode. In Damo-

dara’s recension verses of this kind are not mentioned as vaitalika-

vakyas
,
but the narration is anonymous, or at best imagined (as Wilson

puts it) to be spoken by an indifferent person or the poet
;

it is highly

probable that they were uttered by the director of the performance or

his assistant chorus. Then follows the episode of the breaking of Siva’s

bow, in which some agreement is noticeable in the verses of the two

recensions, and the action is carried on by metrical dialogues between

Janaka, Rama, Sita (monologues), Laksmana and others. After some

more narrative verses, which applaud this feat of Rama but most of

which are borrowed from Mahavlra-carita, Prasanna-raghava and other

plays, the first Act ends in Madhusudana, and the second begins with

Rama’s encounter with the terrible ParaSurama, in which the interlocu-

tors include, beside the hero and his rival, Laksmana and Dasaratha.

I Sometimes these verses are put into the mouths of groups of

persons like the Pauras (paura-vakyam )
or even generally attyesam apt

( vukyam ),
as we find them, e g., at Rama’s breaking of Siva s bow,

at the commencement of Rama’s exile etc. Such chorus-like songs

are still a feature of Bengali yairas and are known in modern times as

judirgan ( utex W ). Long descriptive verses, put throughout under

headings like atha ravana ce*ia
y
atha slianvemne rama-cantam % atha

mrga-caritam ,
atha yuddhopakramah etc, were probably utilised in

this way. In Kalikrsna’s edition of Madlnisudana’s version, the editor

puts these descriptive and narrative passages (where they are not

explicitly assigned to vaitalikas or pauras) to the Sutradhara but this

is not warranted by MSS.

UI.Q., SEl’XEMBEK., I93 l
|6
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All this, however, is comprised in Act I in Damodara. The appear-

ance of ParaSurama is described in several narrative verges put into

the mouth of Laksmana, and here for the firht time we meet with two

prose passages in the heroic strain uttered by Parasurama. With some

more narrative verses (which are vaitdlika-vdkyas in Madhusudana)

leading to Sita’s marriage, ends (in Damodara) Act I, which is entitled

Slta-svayamvara . In the course of this we have in Damodara (in

place of Madhusudana’s vaitalika-vakya) descriptive headings over

the narrative verses which are uttered by no one in particular
;
such

as rania-iiatya-varnanam (describing how Rama took ParaSurama’s bow

and threw an arrow stopping the latter’s passage to heaven), slid

ndtyam (describing how on Rama’s drawing Parasurama’s bow, Sita

was apprehensive that Rama might be breaking another bow and

winning another bride) and finally, rdma-vivdha-vanjanam, the

corresponding verses of which are in part vaitalifcaih paihitam in

Madhusudana.

The second Act in Damodara is entirely undramatic, being a

highly flavoured erotic description, with occasional \narma*vacana
t

of

the love-sports of Rama and Sita in a strain which may be an offence

against decency and the drama, but which is approved in poetry and

is in strict conformity with the requirements of a Kavya. In Madhu-

sudana this is taken up as a part of Act II. the first half of which

describes the episode of ParaSurama. The third Act, even less drama-

tic than the first, is mainly descriptive, dealing with the agitation of

Kaikeyi, the exile of Rama, the sorrow of the people and the relatives,

Bharata’s rebuke of his mother, the residence at Pancavatl and the

departure of the two brothers in chase of the false deer. Here in

Damodara the Act III ends, and the fourth Act begins with the descrip-

tion of the chase, in which we have the gestures of the deer delineated

by the well-known verse grivd-bhangdbhirdmam from Sakuntald . This

is followed in the same Act (Act HI in Madhusudana and Act IV

in Damodara) by the appearance of Ravana, abduction of Sita,

Jafcayu’s fruitless attempt at rescue, and the story is carried down to

Rama’s return after the chase to the deserted hut. In Madhusudana,

as already noted, all these incidents are comprised in the third Act.

It is not necessary to follow up the whole story to the end of this

extensive work in the two recensions, for what is given above will

be enough to indicate its general character. Before we comment
on some of its peculiar features in relation to its resemblance to the

mode of the ydtrd, we should like to deal with one very interesting
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point to which Liiders refers but which he presses into the service

of his inevitable shadow-play theory. There are throughout the

play (especially in Damodara’s version) elaborate descriptive stage-

directions, very unlike the brief and pointed directions usual in

Sanskrit plays
j
and these consist of several lines of florid prose and

present a complete picture in themselves. Thus after the death of

Ravana we read : mandodarl sakala-sundara-sundarlbhik parivrtd galad-

avirala-netrajala-pravdhaik slta pater virahdnalena saha lanka-pateh

pratdpdnalam nirvdpayantl hdhdkaram ghora-phutkaraik kurvantl

jhatiti trikutacaldd utpatya samara-bhvivtau mahd-nidrdm gatasya nifa-

prana-nathasya lahkd-pateb carana-kamalayor nipatya. During the

fight between Rama and Ravana, we have : tatrdboka-vanika-sthitn-

vintanatn aruhya janaklm rama ravaaayor yuddham darbayati trijata

sarama caj mandodary api sundari-parivrtd lankdcalabikharam aruhya

pabyatij rudro ’pi samudra-madhye ekena caranenopastInto yuddham

pabyatij devah sarve vimariddhirTidhd nabho-mandala-gata yuddham

pabyantu Very often they are not stage-directions but descriptions

which carry forward the narrative. Thus in the account of Rama's

return to Ayodhya with his newly married bride, the following lines

describe Rama’s love-sick condition as a prelude to their love-sports

which immediately follow :
sarva-lak*anopetdn deva-bhupdla-yogyZiti

meduramanduraya in turagdn avalokya mZirajvarakulita-atta-bhrdntyd

vadhU-putrayor tnangalavalokanayagatasya bhagavatas taraneh ktrana -

via liftas turaga itne svabhZiva-tejasvifias tat-tddanam asodharas tuditah

punah punar bhagavantam bhdskaram druta-gatydstdcalani nayantv iti

buddhva ddbarathirjanaka-putri ca dandaghZttais turagams tadayavtasaj

nibayum praudhaydm bighram avayok sangamo bhavatv ity abhiprdyah .

This clumsy passage is really an expansion of the idea contained in

the previous verse (Damodara ii, i). In Madhusudana ,

1 there is a

fairly long prose passage which would cover two printed pages and

therefore too long for quotation here, in which Rama s search after

Slta and his sorrow are described in the familiar style of the Sanskrit

prose romances. Liiders maintains that these lines of descriptive

prose are really portrayals which correspond to the so-called Janturan

of the Javanese shadow-play, which is sung with the accompaniment

of muffled music
;
and from this he would infer that the scenery in

the old Indian drama was delivered in a similar way.

Apart from the fact, which is ignored by Liiders, that some of

Ed. Jlvananda Vidyasagara, Calcutta 1890, pp. 165-170.
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these descriptive passages are not stage directions, it may be pointed

out that, whatever may be the value of the parallel drawn from Java,

the same feature is certainly noticeable in the Citra-yafiia described

by Wilson. Thus at the end of the first Act of this play, the stage-

direction, according to Wilson, 1 is: “Daksa bows down at the feet

of the gods, and puts the dust from under them upon his head, after

which he propitiates them fully in the spoken dialect, and then

proceeds to the place of sacrifice, reading or reciting the usual for-

mulas, and followed by the Rsis’’ Now this Citra-ya/fia
,
which is des-

cribed as a drama in five Acts dealing with the legend of Dak§a, is

undoubtedly a modern work belonging to the commencement of the

19th century, but it has many striking points of similarity with the

Mahanataka . The dialogue is curiously imperfect, being left to be

supplied in the course of the performance. Passages of narrative

are often interspersed with dialogues and elaborate stage-directions,

and the work has little pretension to a dramatic character. Wilson

rightly notes that it is a valuable example of the manner of the yatras

which follow a somewhat similar plan. But Wilson is hardly correct

in his conjecture that the yatra, which has through ages an unbroken

tradition independent of the literary drama, and which makes still

less pretension to a literary character, follows the plan of such plays

as the Citra-ya/fia
;
on the contrary, such late Sanskrit plays, written

for some popular festival, seem to make concessions to popular taste

by adopting some of the peculiar features of the yatra. of popular

origin. The lengthy stage-directions made up the want of scenic

apparatus in a yatra, as in a play of this type
; while the elaborate

descriptive and narrative passages were recited with a flourish by

the adhikarin or director of the performance, who in this wise unfolds

and sometimes explains the tenor of the play to the audience. Such

highly florid prose passages are also a notable feature of the Katha-

kata in Bengal, which is another mode of popular entertainment allied

to the yatra and the pant calx. Examples of such passages, which be-

came stereotyped as ‘'set passages" in later times, will be found in

Dinesh Chandra Sen's History of Bengali Language and Literature,

2

and we have some specimens of these in tile Dacca University MSS
collection. Dr. Sen thus comments on these passages : “There are

formulas which every kathaka has to get by heart, set passages

1 Op, cit., p. 104.

? Calcutta 1911, pp, 586-87, fn.
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describing not only Siva, LaksmI, Visnu, Kr§na and other deities*

but also describing a town, a battle field, morning, noon and night

and many other subjects which incidentally occur in the course of

the narration of a story. These set passages are composed in Sans-

kritic Bengali with a remarkable jingle of consonances, the effect of

which is quite extraordinary.” It is not known whether the ydtrd

adopted the plan from the Kathakas, who may be regarded as the

descendants of the old Granthikas, or vice versa
;

but it is probable

that it was a peculiar feature of most of these forms of popular

entertainments, and we need not go out of our way in assuming

that it had a direct connexion with the shadow-play, of which the

Indian tradition knows nothing.

Informations about the ydtrds of old times are rather meagre, but

what little we know and what we can surmise about them from the

specimens of comparatively later times confirm our conjecture that

compositions like the Mahdnataka should be explained in relation

to the ydtrd to which it bears a distinct kinship. 1 The name ydtrd

suggests that it might have been originally some kind of religious

procession, by which term it is often rendered
;

2 but we have evi-

dence to shew that in historical times it was some kind of operatic

and melodramatic performance, a Volkspiel
,
with some dialogue and

semidramatic presentation, in which improvisation played a consider-

able part. Its traditional existence is known to us from time immemori-

al, and there is no valid reason to doubt that it probably descend-

ed from earlier festive popular entertainments of a religious charac-

ter.
3 It is uot known whether the yatrx had any direct connexion

1 It must be noted that it bears no kinship to the spectacular

Ramalilfi which prevails in the upper provinces.

2 Cf. Levi, op. cit p. 394 ;
Caland, Een onhekend indisch

Tooneelstuk (Gopala-keli-candrika), p. 8.

3 For an account of the Bengali ydtra and its early history,

see S. K. De, Bengali Literature 1800-1825, Calcutta 1919, pp. 442-54,

Dinesh Chandra Sen's account {op. cit. } pp. 724C), as well as that

given by Nishikanta Chattopadhyaya ( The Ydtrds or the Popular

Dramas of Bengal^ London 1882), is based chiefly on the works of

Kr§nakamal Gosvamin who wrote pseudo-literary ydtrds about

1870-75 A.D., and therefore deals with fairly late specimens, which

are not entirely free from the influence of English or anglici: theatre

in Bengal,
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with the literary drama, but it is probable that it was a continuation

of an old type, while it is a fact that it survived the decadence of

the regular drama into which it never developed, and that its even

tenor of existence was hardly ever modified in form or spirit by

any literary pretensions. The principal elements of the old yatra

seem to be of indigenous growth, peculiar to itself, and there is no

evidence to shew that these elements, which have survived in a rough

way through ages, had anything to do with the theory and practice

of the literary drama. Its religious and mythological theme, no doubt,

raises a presumption of its kinship with the Sanskrit drama,but it really

points to a probable connexion with religious festivities of a popular

character. It is true that a dramatic element always existed, but

the operatic and melodramatic peculiarities prevailed over the dra-

matic. The religious preoccupation of these festive entertainments

expressed itself naturally in song, or in recitative poetry which could

be chanted, and this choral peculiarity threw into shade whatever

mimetic qualities they possessed. Although the realities of scenery and

character were not totally ignored, there was little dialogue, still less

action, and hatdly any analysis or development of character. Every re-

presentation was concerned primarily with the gradual unfolding of an

epic or pauranic theme, a simple story often perfectly well-known to the

audience
;
but the performance was necessarily slow and elaborate,

the session sometimes occupying more than one day, because descrip-

tion, recitation or singing was given preference to mere action and

dialogue, There was no scenic apparatus, and even no regular

scene-division, which appears to have been introduced much later

from the Sanskrit or English drama, and all the details were left

to the imagination of the audience, the Yatrawala or his chorus

or some individual character sketching, explaining and commenting

(by means of elaborate descriptive passages in verse and prose) on the

outlines of the narrative, which was eked out by the principal charac-

ters in metrical or choral dialogues, Some of these dialogues, as well

as most of the chorus songs, were composed and learnt by heart

beforehand $
but they must also have been developed considerably

by improvisation. Wilson compares the yatra to the Improvvista

Commedia of the Italians, the business alone being sketched by

the author, the dialogues supplied by the actors and the narrative

details explained by the Yatrawala or his chorus. The Yatrawala,

unlike the Sutradhftra who sets the play in motion and then retires,

was an important figure in the old, if not in the modern, yatra ; for
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he not only controlled and directed the performance but was always

in appearance, supplying the links of the story by means of the des-

criptive and narrative passages, explaining and expanding it with the

help of his chorus, the actors making their appearance just to impart

enough verisimilitude by their presence and their metrical dialogues. It

was his show and he was the show-master. It is also important

to add that there was in the old ydtra an exclusive preponderance of

songs or recitative poetry, in which even the dialogues were carried on

and the whole action worked out. In comparatively modern yatras, no

doubt, secular themes are admitted
;
the details of the story are more

minutely and faithfully followed • there are less music and poetry

and more dialogue and dramatic interest
;
and even lively interludes

of a farcical nature are introduced to relieve their seriousness

and monotony .
1 But even these improvements made of late years

could not altogether lift the ydtrd out of its religious envelopment

and its essentially poetic or musical structure.

If we bear these characteristics in mind, it will not be difficult

to see that a work like the Mahanataka approximates very closely

to this type. The religious or mythological theme of this work,

its epic or narrative character, the imperfection of its dialogues,

its descriptive passages interspersed with elaborate and vivid stage-

directions, its chorus-like vaita.lika-vd.kyas , its length and extended

working out of the story,—all these peculiarities find a natural

explanation when we consider that these are also the prominent

features of the ydtrd. As the imperfect dialogues and narrative

passages were frequently supplemented, it is not surprising that a

work meant for such performances increased in bulk, incorporating

into itself fine poetic passages from various sources, and different

versions came into existence.

Pischel has already made a very significant remark with reference

to the Dutdngada I hat ‘‘there are almost as many DUtaiigadas as

there are manuscripts”. This remark applies with greater force to

the Mahanataka . The two recensions of Damodara and Madhusudana

have already been distinguished
;

but there is a great deal of dis-

crepancy in the different MSS and printed editions with regard to

the number of verses and Act-division in each of the recensions.

I At the present day, the Bengali Yatra is being entirely mould-

ed by the anglicised Bengali drama and theatre, and is therefore depart-

ing completely from the older type,
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Unfortunately most of the existing catalogues of MSS- give us

little information on this point, for they seldom are so painstaking

as to collate the different MSS or compare them with the printed

editions and register the differences. But in some cases these have

been noted and interesting facts have been brought to light. In

one MS of Damodara's recension, which contains the commentary of

Balabnadra, the colophon to the commentary at the end speaks

of the fifteenth prakaSa, 1 which makes it probable that this

version contained fifteen, instead of the usual fourteen Acts. 2 Simi-

larly in a i\lS, preserved at the India Office
3

, of Madluisiidana's

recension, the last Act (IX), which is one of the longest, is divided

into two, thus giving us ten Acts, probably in conformity with the

Sahitya-darpanikara’s prescription that a mahamtaka should contain

ten Acts. With regard to the number of verses, the MSS vary consi-

derably. According to Liiders 4
,
the Bombay edition of Damodara’s

recension, published in haka 1786, gives 582 verses
;

but the Bombay

edition (Venkatesvara Press) of haka 1831, which we use, gives a total

578 verses. Eggeling’s three MSS at the India office 5 give 588, 570

and 61 1 verses respectively. Keith® gives the number in an Oxford

MS as 557. The Bodleian MS noticed by Aufrecht 7 contains 548

verses, and on comparison of this MS with the Bombay edition of

Saka 1831, it is found that the discrepancies occur in Acts I, III, V,

VI, VIII, IX-XIV. The same kind of discrepancy is also noticeable

1 iti hrl-biilabhadrena viracitayam hrl-ha

n

71vianna /aka-dlpi-

kdyam paficadahah prakdsah (Bhandarkar, I\t.port 1883-84, p. 358).

Kielhorn (Catalogue ofMSS in the Central Provinces ,
Nagpur 1874,

p. 76) gives the number of slokas in this version of Balabhadra as 2654!

In another version by Narayana the number is given as 1760 !

2 One of the concluding verses of Damodara’s recension (xiv,

15) tells us that the number 14 was adopted on the analogy of the

fourteen worlds. It was thus apparently an artificial division.

3 Tawney and Thomas, Catalogue of Two Collections of Skt.

MSS at the India Office, p. 36. With this arrangement, the majority

of Dacca University MSS of Madhusudana's recension agree.

4 Op . cit; p. 705, footnote 5.

5 Op cit, t vii, pp. 1583^

6 Keith, Catalogue of MSS in the Indian Institute at Oxford

\

p. 80.

7 Bodleian Catalogue
, p. 142a.
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in the two fragments noticed by Weber,

1

The following table will

make the differences clear :

Act
Bombay ed. of

Aufrecht
Weber Weber

1831 Saka (fragment) (fragment)

I 53 52 5 i 5 i

11 30 30 34 32

III 27 26 30 26

IV 16 16 16 1 7
V 64 59 — 60

VI 46 45 48

VII 20 20 18

VIII
5 *$ 55 —

IX 41 40
X 24 24

XI 41 42

XII 19 *7

XIII 38 35

XIV 96 87

What is said here of the recension of Damodara applies with equal

force to that of Madhusiidana. Aufreclit’s Bodleian MS gives 720
verses

;
but we have eight MSS of this recension in the Dacca Univer-

sity collection which do not agree with this MS, nor with each other,

with regard to the distribution and total number of verses. The
published editions of this recension will also bear out this point. The
early edition of Maharaja Kallkrgna Deva Bahadur (Calcutta, 1840)

need not be taken as authoritative, for the editor confesses in his

prefatory verses that he has inserted the stage-directions, the titles of

scenery etc., and it is not clear if he has followed any particular MS or

groups of MSS for his edition. This edition* gives, according to the

editor's own numbering, a total of 613 verses. The edition of Rama-

1 Berlin Catalogue, I, p. 163 (no. 552) ;
II, i, p. 15 7 (no *

2 It is remarkable that this edition omits the end verse to each

Act which speaks of Madhusudana as the redactor *, but in the pre-

fatory remarks the editor speaks of Madhusudana as such, and this

leaves no doubt that he followed this recension. For the number and

order of the verses in the Dacca University MSS of this recension,

see Appendix, infra, pp. 57 iff.

1.12,0, SEPTEMBER, 193 * 17
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tarana Siromani, published with his own commentary (Calcutta 1870)

is based (as the editor states) on two printed texts and 9 or 10 MSS,
but it notes few variants and the text is frankly eclectic. It follows

generally, however, the commentator CandraSekhara’s text and gives

a total of 730 verses. In the edition published by Candrakumara

Ilhatfcacarya, which contains the tlka of CandraSekliara (Calcutta 1874)

we have in all 734 verse*. Finally, the edition of Jlvananda Vidya-

sagara with his own commentary (Calcutta 1890), which does not

appear to have utilised any MS but only uncritically copies the

printed editions (chiefly that of Ramatarana Siromani), as well as

draws verses from Damodara’s version, contains the largest total of

788 verses. The distribution of verses in the different Acts may be

shown in a table thus :

Act Kallkr§na Ramatarana Candrakumara Jlvananda

1 43 47 48 59

11 46 52 52 63

m 85 88 89 94

IV 73 72 72 80

V 79 103 100 in
VI in hi 1 16 114

VII 58 72 72 80

VIII 20 37 37 38

IX 98 148 148 149

Total 613 730 734 788

Although Damodara and Madhusudana appear to have made a

final redaction of the work, it is clear that even each of their recen-

sions was in a state of flux. The respective Act-division is more or

less kept intact in each recension (with just two exceptions already

noted)
;

but there was considerable addition or omission of the

constituent verses in each Act, This fate the Mahamiaka doubtless

shares with many other Sanskrit plays, of which different recensions

exist
;

yet with the exception perhaps of the erotic elaboration of

Act III of Sakuntala and the irregular Act IV of the Vikramorvanya ,

the extent of interpolation or omission in the text is never so great

as we find it in the Mahamiaka
; for here we have of each recension

practically as many versions as there are manuscripts. This fact

makes it probable that the work was utilised for some form of perfor-
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mance in which the descriptive passages could be eked out at will,

so that within the fixed outline of the accepted redactions, verses

were added or omitted to suit the performance, the performers, or

the audience, just in the same way as the regular plays were adapted

to the requirements of stage-acting, 9 e g., by the Cakkyars of

Malabar.

Further interesting light is thrown on the question by eight

Bengal MSS of the work, which give us a version not associated

with the name of Madhusudana and which appear to confirm our

conjecture regarding the origin and character of the Mahanataka .

These MSS do not entirely agree with each other in their texts,

some being very short and others comparatively long
; but taken

together there is a substantial agreement, which gives us a version

which may be called the textus simplicior
,
as distinguished from the

tcxtus ornatior of Madhusudana. The finally redacted recension of

Madhusudana, which came to prevail in Bengal and which was doubt-

less based on some such simpler version, regularised the work into

the semblance of a drama, but these MSS tell us a different story.

We have in the following pages given a part of the text edited from

these MSS, in parallel columns with the corresponding portion of the

text of Madhusudana (Acts I and II) as we find it in its longest version

in Jlvananda's edition. A detailed comparison between the two would

be interesting. In Madhusudana, we have at the commencement, 13

benedictory verses (which number appears as 10 in the texts of

Ramatarana and Candra6ekhara l respectively)
;
but in the majority

of our MSS this pseudo-nandl is kept within the reasonable limits

of 4 or S verses. The prarocam vzrse, which names Hanumat

as the author, as well as the direction nandyante sUtradharah
,

is omitted in our MSS and this is obviously an after-thought of

Madhusudana*s as we do not find it also in Damodara’s version.

Curiously enough, our MSS give here an indication of the gradual

process of accretion and expansion. The two MSS marked A and

D incorporate a large number of verses of a narrative or descrip-

tive character from different sources, the latter specially inter-

polating more than once a large number of verses stringed together

from the Anargha-raghava and the Prasanna-raghava* file verse

I Candrasekhara comments on this : natake hloka trayena kloha-

dvayeva va nadl kriyate tnahanatake tu nayam niyama iti bahubhih

blokair nattdlrp karoti.
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next following the benediction affords an example of this process of

amplification which must have already been in existence when

Madhusudana took up the work. This verse (no. 6) is not uttered

by any actor but narrates the beginning of the story by telling

us all about DaSaratha, life three queens and four sons and

corresponds to verses 15-16 of Madhusudana. But this verse is

amplified in four of our MSS by the addition of another verse

which is clearly an imitation of the first, while one MS adds

some more verses thereafter with the heading Rama-caritam. After

this, all the MSS (with the exception of three) plunge directly

into the plot by going straight to the episode of the Slta-svayam*

vara, omitting Rama's early exploits narrated by Madhusudana,

but alluding to these exploits in the opening verse uttered by the

Maithila Vaitalikas, who welcome Rama on his arrival at Mithila.

The episode is briefly sketched in rough outline, and is not such an

elaborate affair as it is in Madhusudana. Satananda speaks in

one verse (borrowed from Balaramayana iii, 27) of Janaka's vow,

Slta is apprehensive in the next, and Laksmana follows up in

two more verses as Rama takes up Siva’s bow. The episode is then

rounded off by a vaitalika-vZikya again, which applauds in six or seven

verses the feat of breaking the bow, which is further praised by

the Tauras and by Lal<smana in single verses respectively. After

this come four more verses uttered again by the Vaitalikas, which

describe Rama's marriage and return to Ayodhya. It is not

necessary to follow up the analysis of the text further, for this

rapid account of what corresponds to the first Act in Madhusudana's

recension and what contains no prose, little action but much more

Vaitalika-vakya, and takes up only 24 verses as against Madhu-

sudana's 59, will give a rough idea of the general character of this

simpler version.

In this connexion attention may be drawn to several points. In the

first place, these MSS give us a shorter and much simpler text, in

which the story is sketched in bare outline without any amplification

of matters of details. Secondly, the prarocam-vzrse, as well as the

verse which occurs at the end of each Act and names Hanumat as the

author and Madhusudana as the redactor, is to be found in none

of our eight MSS, and there is nowhere any mention of Madhu-

sudana or the fact of his having redacted the work. Nor is

there in these MSS any verse or any indication which asso-

ciates the work with Hanumal, Thirdly, the stage-directions are
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generally very simple and take the form of brief indications

like atha lakQMana-vakyatn, atha sita~manasi paribhavanatn
y

atha

vartmani paramramadarmnam etc. There is also throughout no

Act-division, and the work is presented as a continuous whole with-

out any break of Acts or scenes. This is an important fact, which

obviously shews that the work was meant for some kind of conti-

nuous performance like the yatra t which knew of no Act or scene

division. We are told at the end of each Act in Madhusudana's

recension that it was Madhusudana, who arranged the work in the

form of a sandarbha {misra-srl-madhusTLdanena kavinci saniarbhya

sajflkrte etc.). With our new material it would not be unreasonable

to surmise that originally the work existed, as we find it in our MSS,

in the form of a continuous narrative piece furnished with metrical

dialogues, which, however, were hardly dramatic and curiously imper-

fect, being left to be supplied in the course of the performance
;

and that later on Madhusudana redacted some such earlier version

and gave it a semi-dramatic form by regular Act-division, stage-

directions and some prose, and filled out the dialogues and the narrat-

ive and descriptive passages more elaborately. It must also be noted

that these MSS mark quite distinctly the Vaitalika-vakyas or Paura-

vacanas, in which long recitative poems (which were doubtless meant

for singing) were put in the mouths of groups of persons, comment-

ing on an incident or enlarging upon a theme and there can hardly

be any doubt that these were employed in the same way as the

chorus-s :>ngs in a yatra
y
which punctuated the performance in a

similar manner. It is further important to note that in our MSS
the prose passages, whether narrative, descriptive or conversational,

are entirely omitted, a fact which is in keeping with the almost

entirely choral or recitative character of the old yatra. 1 It cannot

be said that these prose passages are frequent or numerous in the

two accepted recensions of Damodara and Madhusudana, but what-

ever prose there is, it must have been added (in deference partly to the

actual practice of the Kathaka and the Yatrawala) in later times

when the, recensions were finally redacted, so as to impart the sem-

blance of a dramatic composition to the work .
2

1 The erotic elaboration of Act II is entirely omitted in our MSS
(with the exception of one MS only, marked F, which places these

verses in another context in Act HI).

3 That our MSS are not mere abridgements or summaries of
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The features noted above are really remarkable and highly signi-

ficant; and from what has been said in the foregoing pages there

is no special reason to doubt that, at least in Bengal, a simpler version

of the work existed, of which the tradition is recorded in these eight

MSS, and which, to all appearance, bears a strong kinship, in general

character and structural similarity, to such works as may have been

utilised for popular festive performances of a quasi-dramatic nature,

in which song and recitation prevailed over real acting and the

drama.

That the vernacular yatra reacted on the literary drama at this

period admits of little doubt. We have referred to the Cttrayajfia

described by Wilson, although it is a fairly modern work from which

deductions for an earlier period would not be safe. Keith really

touches upon this solution of the problem when he suggests that

works like the Mahanataka were composed *'in preparation for some

form of performance at which the dialogue was plentifully eked out by

narrative by the director and the other actors”
;
and he rightly com-

pares such irregular types with the G\ta-govinda of Jaydeva and the

Gopala-keli-candrika of Ramakrsna, both of which can be (and in the

case of Gltagovinda it actually is) enjoyed as lyrical poems or songs,

but which are at the same time capable of ^w^ji-dramatic presenta-

tion. Had more informations about the yatra been available, Keith

would probably have seen its close resemblance to these types instead

of explaining them with the rather facile conjecture that they were

merely literary exercises. In both the Glta-govinda and the Gopala-

keli-candrika , however, we find a sublimated outcome of the simple

the Mahanataka is clear from fact that we have some other MSS
in the collection at the University of Dacca which expressly call

themselves samksepa-tna/ianafakart . It may also be noted in this

connection that two of our MSS of the simpler version (marked A
and B) bear the same date of copying, viz., Saka 1714 (= A.D. 1792)

and appear to have been prepared by the same scribe, Furusottama-

deva Sarman. A was procured from Baghia in the district of

Faridpur, B from Borai in the district of Bogra. But these two

MSS do not appear to have been copied from the same archetype,

as A is more elaborate and has a large number of added verses,

and C agrees with it more closely than B. The scribe was thus

apparently copying at the same time two versions for two of his

patrons,
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Kp?na-yatra, but in the Mahanataka-type we liave the adaptation of

traditional matter for the purpose of such melo-dramatic and operatic

performances. The date of Ramakrsna’s work is unknown, but

it is apparently a late work written in Gujrat. Caland who has

edited it (Amsterdam, 1917) touches upon (p. 8f) its similarity to the

yatra
;
and its parellel to the Swang of North-west India, which, unlike

the regular drama, is metrical throughout and in which the actors recite

the narrative portions as well as take part in the dialogues, is rightly

suggested. But this play in five Acts, with definite stage-directions

and elaborate prose and metrical dialogues, is, like the Gita-govinda
,

a highly fictitious composition which cannot be classified properly

with the type we are considering, although its connexion with the

Mahamtaka is indirectly mentioned tn the prologue. 1 Levi2

mentions a Tamil version of the Sakunlala which may be a near

enough parallel to our type
;
and the influence of the popular theatre

on the fourth Act of the Vikramorvasiya is also probable. To this

category may also belong the Anandadatika already mentioned, as well

as the Nandighosa vijaya noticed by Eggeling. 3 This last-named

work, also called Kamala-vilasa
, is a semi-dramatic entertainment in five

Acts on incidents connected with the ratha-yatra festival (at Puri) and

was composed by Sivanarayana Das a in honour of his patron Gajapati

Narasitnha Deva (of Orissa). But all these works, inspite of the

undoubted influence of entertainments like the yatra on them, can

be similarly differentiated. It is indeed difficult to find a work of

precisely the same pattern as the Mahanataka
,
which thus stands

unique in the whole range of Sanskrit dramatic literature
;
but its

uniqueness makes it an extremely important production which

throws, as no other work can, an interesting light on certain phases

of development of later Sanskrit drama.

We are now in a position to conclude that the origin of a work

like the Mahanahxka is not to be sought in the far-fetched shadow-

play, the existence of which in ancient India is not yet beyond

doubt, nor should any inference be made from an obviously late

work with regard to the early evolution of the Sanskrit drama. With

its highly stylish form the work has nothing primitive about it, nor

can it be assigned to a very early period. It had its origin probably

at a time when the Sanskrit drama was already on the decline. Such

1 p. 44, line 29.

3 op . cit,, vii, p, 1606, no. 4190 (607a),

2 op % cit.
} p. 244.
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irregular types could at this period come into existence, partly through

the influence of such choral and melodramatic performances

as the popular yatra, which were now being brought into prominence

by the gradual rise of vernacular literature. It is not contended, in

the absence of any tradition, that such a pseudo-play was actually

enacted as a yatra. It may or may not have been but it is possible-

to maintain that such works were not mere literary exercises but were

intended for some kind of performance of the type mentioned above.

They were, to all intents and purposes, a kind of Sanskrit yatra

or were meant as such, composed for a more cultivated audience,

who, with the decline and fading popularity of the classical Sanskrit

drama, wanted something which would be an analogue to the looser

yet highly melodramatic and operatic popular entertainments. The

anonymity of the work and the existence of different but substan-

tially agreeing versions are points in favour of our view. We can

also understand why the work is in the nature of a compilation

with just enough nucleus round which borrowed verses could be easily

woven.

In conclusion we should like to point out that the Mahanataka

has not yet been critically edited, nor has all the MSS-material

for such edition been yet properly utilised ; and that such an edi-

tion furnishing a critical text or texts, concordance and other

relevant data is a desideratum. We hope we have been able in

this essay to bring into prominence the importance of the work,

and the ample material which still exists in MSS for a study of

the problems connected with the question of its character and origin.

We regret we have had no MSS of Damodara's recension to utilise

for this essay, but we suspect from our study of the Bengal versions

that the examination of the MSS of the other recension may bring

to the light fresh data.



APPENDIX

In order to enable the reader to judge for himself of the value

of the simpler recension of the Mahanataka given by our MSS, we edit

below a part of the text from eight MSS in the Dacca University

Manuscript collection. For convenience of comparison this text is

printed in parallel columns with the text of Madhusiidana’s recension

as given in Jlvananda Vidyasagara’s edition. Although not per-

fectly authentic, Jlvananda’s text is selected because it gives per-

haps the longest text of this recension. We have, however, compared

Jlvananda’s text with the text of the same recension given respectively

in three earlier printed editions and eight MSS of the Dacca University

collection, and noted the readings given by them. It appears that

Jlvananda had hardly any MS as his authority but simply copied

the text from Ramatarana Siromani’s edition (even noting its alter-

native readings) and uncritically incorporated verses from Damodara's

recension into Madhusud ana’s version.

The specimen-text is edited up to the end of the second and

beginning of the third Act of Madhusudana’s recension. References

are noted where verses are found also in Damodara’s recension, as

well as to such Rama-dramas as Mahcivlra-carita ,
Anargha-raghava

x

Bala-ramayana
,
Prasanna-raghava etc. It is noteworthy that the

majority of MSS of Madhusudana’s recension give it in ten Acts.

Manuscripts

The text of the simpler version (called here “Our Text”) is based

on the following eight MSS belonging to the Dacca University

Manuscripts Library :

A = MS no. 1640, dated in saka 1714 (
= 1792 A.D.). Palm leaf

;

fol. 123 ;
total no. of verses 592 ; 3 lines as a rule on each folio.

The scribe writes at the end : l

II Purchased from Indranarayan Chakravarti, Vill.

Baghia, Dt. Faridpur.

B=>MS no. 1581, dated in Saka 1714 (-1792 A.D.). Palm leaf;

fob 1 14 • verses are not numbered
;

2 lines as a rule to a folio.

The scribe who appears to be the same as that of MS A, writes

at the end :
I jferer W 3*'

18
I.II.Q., SBPTBM BER, 193 I
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H Presented by Bhavadeva Bhattacharyya, Borai,

Dt. Bogra.

C = MS no. 2093. No date, but is not older than the two MSS noticed

above. Palm leaf
;

fol. 61
; total no. of verses 341, but the

MS is incomplete
;
the lines on each folio vary from 2 to 3.

Tliis MS agrees very closely with A, and is probably derived

from the same archetype. Both the MSS belong to Faridpur.

Purchased from Govinda Charan Bhaduri, Vill. Silangal, Dt.

Faridpur.

D=MS No. 406b. no date, but not older. Paper MS
;

fol. 17 only,

and number of verses 159 ;
8 lines to a folio

;
MS incomplete

;

Purchased from Vajrayogini, Vikrampur, Dt. Dacca.

E =MS no. i8c6b. No date, but not older. Palm leaf
;

fol. 73 ;

3 lines to a folio. No. of verses 281 ;
MS incomplete. Presented

by Babu Yasodakanta Chakravarti, Kashabhog, Palong, Dt.

Faridpur.

F=*MS no. 271c. Dated in 8 Caitra, 1139 san
(
= 1732 A.D.). Paper

MS
j

fol. 48 (first fol. torn in places); no. of verses 556 (but

irregularly numbered at the end). The scribe's name does not

occur but he writes at the end : SR *TTST 5 Wiry H

II Purchased from Nalhati, Dt. Burdwan.

G — MSno. 1275. No date, but probably belongs to the same date

as A. Palm leaf fol. 56 ; 3 lines to a folio
;
no, of verses 354 ;

incomplete beginning and end missing. Presented by Tarini

Charan Bhattacharyya of Bijura, Sylhet.

II =MS no. 1364a. No date, but appearance and character old
;

it

belongs probably to the 18th century. Paper MS
;

fol. 17 ;
8

lines to a folio. Incomplete, at the end. The verses are not

numbered. Presented by Peary Mohan Goswami of Lugaon,

Sylhet.

The variant readings of Madhusudana's text are noted from the

following MSS of Madhusudana’s recension, existing in the Dacca

University collection :

A«MS no. so^b. Paper MS. No date, but probably not older than

the 18th century. Fol. 49 ; 7 lines to a folio
;
total no. of

verses 439, but incomplete at the end
;
Purchased from Rohini

Chandra Bhattacharrya, Malatinagar, Bogra.

B»MS no. 619a, Dated in A^acjha, 6aka 1755 (*1833 A.D.). Paper
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MS
;

fol. 98 ;
complete in 10 Acts

;
verses numbered separate-

ly in each Act (except in Act vi, vii where the numbering is

irregular), as follows : 1—47 ;
II—47 ;

III— 96 ;
IV—67 ;

V—
124 ;

VI— 1 25 j
VII—83 ;

VIII—30 ;
IX—90; X—67, Margi-

nal glosses in Acts I and II. The scribe writes at the end :

srrarj 1 'TrTr 1 fafereu

11 In the collection of Yadavesvara Tarkaratna of

Rangpur, purchased by the University.

C = MS. no. 623. Paper MS
;
fol. 82

; 4 lines to a folio : incomplete,

breaking off at verse 39, Act VI. The verses in each Act are

separately numbered thus
;

I—47 ;
II—47 ;

III—95 ;
IV—69;

V— 1 18 ;
VI—39 (incomplete). No date, but the MS seems

to belong to the first part of the 19th century. Occasional

marginal gloss in Acts I and II. In the same collection as

noted for MS, 13 .

D = MS. no. 662. Dated in 6aka 1715 (=1793 A.D.). Paper MS;
fol. 89 ; 5 lines to a folio

;
verses numbered separately in ten

Acts, except Act vii, as follows; I—47 ;
II—47: III—96;

IV—67 ;
V— 119; VI— 129; VII—82; VIII—32 ;

IX—91 ;

X—68. Occasional marginal glosses. The scribe writes at the

end : sgrerorfrs* KhwRUi&wl 1 jwra

11 In the same

collection as for MSS, B and C.

E = MS. no. 1019a. Paper MS; fol. 22
;
total no. of verses 168;

incomplete. No date, but probably belongs to the 18th century.

5 lines to a folio. Presented by Tarachand Bhattacharya and

Nalini Mohan Bhattacharya, Borai, Dt. Bogra,

FoMS.no. 1049. Palm leaf
j

fol. 78; 4 lines to a folio* total

number of verses 479 • incomplete. No date, but not older

than the 18th century. In the same collection as for MS, E.

G = MS no. 1620. Paper MS
j
fol. 77 ; 9 lines to a folio. Complete

in 10 Acts. Total number of verses 718 (excluding the end

verse esa srila hartUmaia), distributed over ten Acts thus :

I—45; II—53 ;
III—89; IV—77; V—103 ;

VI—verses not

numbered
;
VII—verses irregularly numbered

;
IX—90 ; X—60.

Marginal glosses. At the end we have : wf+fl

1 *njr I fcwfsmg a* wmh.ii

Purchased from Sivaratan Mitra of Suri, Birbhua.
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H = MS no. 2322. Paper MS; fol. 67 ;
6 lines to a folio

;
complete

in 9 Acts, The numbering of verses is irregular. No date,

but the MS apparently belongs to the 18th century. Purchased

from Amulyaratan Mukherjee, Majigram, Dt. Burdwan.

Of these eight MSS of Madhusudana's recension, close agreements

of reading as well as numbering and order of verses are to be

found in two groups (i) A,E,F (Bogra MSS) and (ii) B,C,D (Ranga-

pur MSS) ; while G (Birbhum MS) and H (Burdwan MS) stand

apart, This variation according to locality is interesting.

Editions

The following printed editions of Madhusudana’s recension have

been used for noting differences of readings :

KK=*ed. Maharaja Kallkpgna Deva Bahadur, Calcutta, £aka 1762

(
= 1840 A.D.). There is a Sanskrit metrical introduction in

which the editor tells us that he is following Madhusudana's

recension, but that he has inserted proper stage directions of

his own.

RS*ed. Ramatarana Siromani, with his own commentary, Calcutta

1870.

CS = ed. with the $Ika of Candrasekhara by Candra Kumara Bhafcta-

carya, Calcutta, fiaka 1796 ( - 1874 A.D.).

J=ed. Jlvananda Vidyasagara, with a commentary. Calcutta 1890.

Other Abbreviations used in the footnotes

M « Madhusudana’s recension.

Dam,»DSmodara,

s recension, ed. Venktesvara Press, Bombay fiaka

1831 (
= 1909 A.D.).

PR— Prasanna-raghava, ed. S.M, Paranjape and N. S. Panse, Poona

1894.

BR-Balaramayaija, ed, Govindadeva Sastrl, Benares 1869.

AR-Anargha*raghava, ed, Kavyamala 5, Bombay 1894.

Mah?vir*<arita-ed, Nimay Sagar Press, Bombay 1910.
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MISCELLANY

Vyosa

Quotations from Vyosa in illustration of grammatical rules occur*

fairly frequently in commentaries on grammar and lexicons. Some

scholars led away by a mere similarity of sound, have suggested that

Vyosa is merely a scribe's error of Ghosa which stands for ASvagho^a,

but no serious attempt has ever been made to establish the identity.

In the index to the Durghatavrtti, Vyosa and ASvaghosa have been

regarded as the same author and the editor has gone out of his way

to class a genuine verse of Asvagho^a like

vtyim firef&t *pt vi * ?m> suftrtw i

inftwr fr 3ft fain h* i***m u

after which the name of Asvaghosa is distinctly mentioned, with verses

from Vyosa. The late Prof. Srish Chandra Chakravarti in his Intro-

duction to the Bhasavrtti admitted that the quotations from Vyosa

could not be found in the Buddhacarita edited by Cowell but hoped

that when the complete manuscript of the Buddhacarita would be

discovered, “Vyosa and Ghosa might turn up to be the same work/*

A mere glance at the passages quoted from the Vyosa Kavya is

sufficient to show that it must have been a work illustrating rules of

grammar like the Bhatti Kavya, The Ravanar/unlya is such a work,

and practically all the passages quoted from Vyosa are found in the

Ravanar/unlya . It is difficult to say with the materials at our

command how the Ravanar/unlya came to acquire this peculiar designa-

tion, but one may hazard the suggestion that since it illustrates the

rules of grammar, it was as unpalatable as the three bitters faqr* which

is the meaning of the word in Sanskrit.

Kshitisii Chandra Chatterjee



Date of the Mudraraksat*

Having read with great interest the paper of Mr. S. Srlkantha

&astrl on this topic in the VII, 163 sq., I should like to point

out to the author an article which I published several years

ago ( fRAS., 1923, 585 sq.) on the date of ViSakhadatta and

his drama. There I deduced from various arguments that the

Mudrarakgasa belongs to the latest period of the great Guptas, the

reign of Skandagupta. This article apparently has escaped the

notice of Mr, Srlkantha Sastrl
;
nor does he seem to be aware that

not only Speyer and Hillebrandt but also Professor Konovv and Mr.

K, P. Jayaswal (see IA ti xlii, 265 sq.) tried to make ViSakhadatta

a contemporary of Candragupta II Vikramaditya, Neither the

criticism of Professor Keith (cl. Sanskrit Drama

,

p. 204) nor the

attempt of Mr. Srlkantha Sastrl to fix upon the year 397 a.d. as that

of the composition of the Mudraraksasa are strong enough to shake

my belief in the date fixed by me years ago. To single out a definite

year—or even a day—as that of the composition of the drama is

scarcely possible and presents no real interest
;

but there can be

slight doubt that Vi^akhadatta wrote his admirable play only short

time before the catastrophal inroad of the Huns in the late 5th

century a.d.

Jarl Charpentier

Surastra under the Mauryas

In his article, On some points relating to the Maurya Administra-

tive System ,
appearing in the September issue of the It H.Q. (1930),

Dr. U. N. Ghoshal assails certain views about the position of Surastra

in Maurya India expressed in Dr. H.C, Raychaudhuri's Political History

of Ancient India% 1927. Dr. Ghoshal does not agree with the view

held by Dr. Raychaudhuri that the Sura^ras were an autonomous

people under the suzerainty of the Maurya empire.

With 'regard to the argument of Dr. Raychaudhuri—that the title of

of raja borne by Tu§asphaj the ruler of Sura§tra, in the days of Afioka

Maurya, probably indicates that he enjoyed a certain amount of auto-

nomy,—Dr. Ghoshal observes that “Dr, Raychaudhuri himself disposes

of it by pointing to the analogy of Raja Mansingh’s appointment as Suba-

dar of Bfpgal under Akbar'\ Dr, Ghoshal it seems, has missed the true

SEPTEMBER, I93I
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•import of the analogy. It is far from the intention of the author of the

Political History of Ancient India to hold up Tusaspha as a bureaucratic

governor. WhaJt he intends to suggest is that Tusaspha resembled Man-

singh in having the significant title of raja, though holding the position

of a provincial ruler through the favour of a superior authority to

which he owned allegiance. This is apparent from the immediately

following sentence in the Political History (p. 180) : “His (Tusaspha’s)

relations with Asoka remind us of the relationship subsisting between

the Raja of the $akya state and l^enad!.’' The relationship sugges-

ted here is not what is expected between a bureaucratic governor

and the paramount power.

Dr. Ghoshal further observes that Dr. Raychaudhuri’s “whole case

for the alleged exceptional position held by Pusyagupta and Tusaspha

rests upon the authority of a passage in the Arthamstra referring

to the Kamboja, the Surastra, the ksatriya (?) and other corporations

(samghas)”. With this assertion he couples the following interroga-

tion : “Can the reference in the ArthaSastra be safely taken, apart from

any corroborative evidence, to reflect the conditions of the Maurya

period ?
M A perusal of the Political History of Ancient India

, pp.

180, 194 and 197 leads us to the conclusion that Dr. Ghoshal has

not done justice to the author even on this point. The second foot-

note appended to p. 435 of the I.H.Q. by Dr. Ghoshal himself

(misleading as it is in some respects) ought to have convinced him

that Dr. Raychaudhuri has not relied on the uncorroborated evidence

of the ArthaSastra (vide Dr. GhoshaPs paper, I.HQ. , p. 435, fn. 2).

He has accepted the testimony of the work only when it is borne

out by independent sources of information. The Arthamstra couples

the Surastras with the Kambojas who are mentioned in R, E, XI LI

in a list of “various autonomous tribes” to quote the words of Dr.

Ghoshal himself. The status enjoyed by the Kambojas raises a

strong presumption that the Surastras held a position of equal

importance. That they actually did so is rendered probable by two

pieces of evidence noted by Dr. Raychaudhuri on pp. 180 and 197 of

his book. The first is that of the Junagacjh Rock inscription of

Rudradaman, and the second is that of the fifth Rock edict of

Asoka himself. In the Junagadh epigraph Tu§aspha, the ruler

of Sura§tra in the days of Asoka, is represented as bearing the title

of ra/a. The significance of this designation becomes apparent

when it is contrasted with the title amatya used in reference to

Suvi&ikha, the governor of Surastra in the time of Rudradaman himself.
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In the fifth Rock edict of A§oka, the list of ‘various autonomous

tribes* includes the Risfcika Petenikas and the other Aparantas ,

and a student of ancient Indian geography need not be told that

other Aparantas (i.e. Aparantas in the widest sense of the term)

included the Surasjras.

Dr. Ghoshal suggests that the samghas mentioned in the relevant

ArthaSastra passage refer merely to industrial and martial corporations*

But he forgets that one of these “merely fighting and industrial11

corporations, viz., the Kambojas find explicit mention in the list

of ‘Various autonomous tribes included within the limits of the Maurya
Empire”. The name of the Suragtras, is indeed, not clearly given

in the list. But such is also the case with the Gandharas, in R. E.

XIII, and, with the Andhras, Pulindas, Bhojas, etc. in R. E. V. It

should not, however, be overlooked that in the last mentioned edict*

after mentioning the Petenikas, A§oka makes the significant addition

amfie aparata, “with other nations on my western frontier% (Smith), “and

others on the western coast” (Bhandarkar). In view of these words

of Asoka himself one is not justified in saying that the edicts do

not make ‘the slightest reference to the Surastras”.

We now come to the most astonishing of Dr. Glioshal*s assertions.

“The ArthaSastra”, says he, “mentions the Licchivikas, the Vrjikas, the

Mallakas, the Madrakas, the Kikuras
(sic,), the Kurus and the Paflca-

las as examples of samghas. These, however, are not mentioned

by Dr. R. in his description of A§oka*s Empire (Political History,

pp. 19297,, while other tribes like the Kambojas and the SurS^ras

are mentioned in this connection.” Dr. Ghoshal would have done

Well if he had left the Vrjikas out of the list, for they are actually men-

tioned on p. 194. He complains in LH,Q, (June, 1931, p. 387) that

Dr. Barnett “has done scant justice to” him. But does he not lay

himself open to the same charge by making a statement which does

not accord with fact ? As to the Mallakas etc. and the ArthaSastra

statement relating to a plurality of samgha-mukhyas how can he,

of all persons, expect the author of the Political History “to take

a reference in Arthasastra (sic.) apart from any corroborative evi-

dence, to reflect the conditions of the Maurya period* *?

Dr. Ghoshal has not contented himself with mere destructive

criticism. He offers his own solution of the problem presented by

Pusyagupta and Tu^aspha. He says that “the rasfriya Pusyagupta

and the Yavanaraja Tu^aspha after his time held charge of small

jurisdictions falling within the limits of the neighbouring Viceroyalty
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at Ujjainl/' Dr. Ghoshal is a careful writer on ancient Indian history

and we hope that he will produce his evidence for making such a

weighty statement. Meanwhile we may be permitted to point out

that in the Mahabodhivamsa (pp. 98-99) the name of the province

under the sway of the Kuimra at Ujjeni is given as AvantiraJJha and

we know of no Sanskrit or Pali geographical composition which includes

Surnsfcra within Avantirattha. Further, according to the Mahabharata

(XII, 8$, 12) the king in Council has direct relations with the Rasfcrlya,

There is no reference to a Viceregal intermediary. Regarding the

suggestion in the Political History that Pugyagupta was a sort of

Imperial High Commissioner, attention may be invited to the analo-

gous case of the Imperial Calukya officials sent to territories of

subordinate chiefs who “ruled in a dual capacity, that of customs

officer and of a political agent** (Moraes, The Kadambakula
, p. 266).

Bankim Ch. Ray Chaudhuri

A Note on Suresvaracarya and Mandana Misra

The tradition about the identity of Mandana MUra and SureSvara-

earya was introduced into the field of controversy when Professor

Hiriyanna contributed his paper on the subject to the f.R,A.S. t 1923,

(pp. 259-63). The professor has been amply corroborated by Mr. Dinesh

Chandra Bhattacharya, in his article on ‘Mandana, SureSvara and Bhava-

bhuti’, ( I.H.Q.t VII, 2). In a little book, named the ‘Manimafijarl', 1

written by Narayana Pandit, son of Triviknma Pandit, a disciple of

Madhvacarya, ViSvarupa and Mandana are described as different persons.

The writer says that Sankara had a dialectical contest with ViSvarupa,

in which ViSvarupa’s wife, who is not named, acted as judge and gave

her verdict against her husband, who turned a Sannyasin, according

to the terms of the contest
;

that after this, Mandana met Sankara,

and was, in his turn, vanquished. The writer also names, in a different

connection, one Umbaka (Umbeka ?) as a disciple of Kumarila, but

does not say whether he was the same person as ViSvarupa. Much

of the history narrated by this writer, Narayana, is vitiated by

sectarian bia«, but he treads upon sure ground in differentiating the

husband of Ubhayabharat! from Mandana.

Amarnath Roy

1 It is an earlier work than the ‘‘Sankaravijaya** of Madhava»

which identifies Surefivara with Mandana,



Notes on the Nagarjunikonda Inscriptions

I

NaGaKJUNIKONQA AND NaGaRJUNA

The discovery of the Prakrt Inscriptions at Nagarjunikonda re

*

cently edited and published by Dr. Vogel in the Eptgraphia Indiea
,

vol, XX, pt, i, is of great importance to the history of Buddhism.

Importance of the site of Nagarjunikonda

In my note on the '‘Discovery of a Bone-relic at an Ancient Centre

of Maha^'ana*' published in the (1929), vol. V, pp. 794*796,

I dwelt on the importance of the site, Nagarjunikonda, as a famous

resort of the Buddhists of the early centuries of the Christian era,

and probably also, as an early centre of Mahayana. Just as Bodh-

Gaya grew up on the bank of the Neranjara as a very early centre

of Hinayana and a place of pilgrimage for the early Buddhists so

also did Amaravatl (extending to Jaggayapeta) and Nagarjunikonda

on the bank of the Krsna (including its tributary Paler) as a

flourishing centre of proto-Mahayana and Mahayana in the pre-

Christian and the early Christian era and a place of pilgrimage

for the later Buddhists, On the basis of the style of sculptures

and the paleographic data, Burgess, agreeing with Fergusson,

holds that the construction of the Amaravatl Stupa was commenced

in the 2nd century B.C., and enlarged later and decorated with new

sculptures, the latest of which was the great railing erected a little

before 200 a.D,
1

It was some time after the completion of this

Amaravatl Stupa, that the stupas at Jaggayyapeta and Nagarjuni-

konda came into existence, their dates being, according to Bur-

gess and Vogel respectively, the 3rd or 4th century A.D .
3 This

estimate of date is based on paleographic evidences and the mention

of the king called Madharlputa Siri Virapurisadata (
= MatharTputra

Sri Vlrapurusadatta) of the Ikhaku dynasty.3 The inscriptions on the

1 Burgess, Buddhist Stupas of Amaravatl and faggayyapeta

(Arch. Survey of Southern India), p. 112-3.

2 Ep . Ind.% XX, p, 2.

3 Biihler assigns 3rd century A.D. to the reign of king

Purisadata. Ep. Ind,, XX, p. 2, quoting Indt Ant., XI (1882), pp,
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oya/fe<j pillars at Nagarjunikonda contain not only the name of this

king, but also that of his father Vssethiputa Siri Camtamfila and
his son and successor Vasethlputa Siri Ehuvu]a Camtamula.* It appears

from the inscriptions that the principal donor of the subsidiary struc-

tures of the stupa, was Camtasiri, the sister of the king Siri Camta-
mula, and the paternal aunt

( pitucha ), later on, probably mother-in-law,

of the king Siri Vtrapurisadata.* Hence, the time of the inscriptions,

mentioning the names of the kings Camtasiri and Vlrapurisadata,

is the 3rd or the 4th century a d. It should be remembered that the

period mentioned here relates to the subsidiary structures of the main

stupa, and not to the stupa itself—the Mahacetiya, whijh must be

assigned to an earlier period.

Yuan Chwang*.s testimony about Nagarjuna's place of residence

The Buddhistic remains at Nagarjunikonda of Palnad Taluk of

the Guntur District and the Tibetan tradition about the residence

of Nagarjuna at Sri-parvata near Dhanyaka$aka tempt us to trace

some connection of Nagarjuna, the expounder of Madhyamika
philosophy, with this locality, and have, in fact, led scholars to

enter into speculations about the identification of Polo-mo-lo kili

of Yuan Chwang, with Sriparvata.

Yuan Chwang states that from Kalinga he travelled north-

west about 1800 li
( = 300 miles roughly) through hills and

forests and reached southern KoSala, where he found—‘‘an old

monastery with an Asokan tope" said to be the residence of Nagar-

juna.3 He further states that while residing here Nagarjuna met

Aryadeva who hailed from Sengkala (Simhala).* About 300 li

(— 50 miles) to the south-west of the ‘old’ monastery of Nagarjuna

stands the mountain called Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li (rendered into Chinese

by ‘Hei-feng’ meaning ‘Black Peak’ and ‘Hei feng-teng’ signifying

'Black Bee mountain’).* On the authority of Beal and Burgess, and

1 Ep. Ind., XX, p. 3. 2 Ibid.

3 Watters, Yuan Chwnng, II, p. 2CO ;
Taranatha, Geschichte des

Buddhismus (Schiefner), p. 83.

4 Ibid.

5 Watters, op. cit., II, p. 207; Cunningham, Ancient Geography,

new ed., pp. 598fr Varamula giri = Varula = Elura.
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Kulasekhara Alvar and his date

i

Sir R. G. Bhandarkar observes in his Vaisnavism, Saivism and

Minor Religions that ‘there is nothing to show that Vaisnavism had

not penetrated to the Tamil country about the first century after

Christ/' If, as I have attempted to show elsewhere, some of the extant

Sahgam works are not posterior to the second century A.C., we may

make the affirmative statement that among the religions prevalent in

South India in the first century after Christ, Vaisnavism was one of the

most prominent, Tol Kappyam
, which is generally regarded as

supplying the basic grammar for the works of the Sahgam period in

Tamil literature, and consequently as the earliest Tamil work in exis-

tence, has a section devoted to Agaltinai, or the grammar of subjec-

tive life with special reference to love and happiness in the Tamil

country
;
and there we are told that one of the regional varieties of

the Tamil country is Mullainilam or pastoral land, of which the

guardian deity is Maydn or Visnu. In Paripadal
,

a collection of

ancient Sahgam lyrics, which, thanks to the indefatiguable zeal and

labour of the great Tamil scholar, Mahamahopadhyaya V. Svaminatha

Aiyar, has been published though not in its complete form
;
six out of

the twenty two lyrics now available are devoted to che praise of Visnu.

Other evidence from early Tamil literature may also be cited
;
but this

will suffice to show that Vaisnavism was among the accepted religions

of the Tamil population in the first century of the Christian era.

South Indian Vaisnavism has produced great men at different

epochs. In the words of Guizot, ‘no one can say why a great man

appears at a certain epoch
;
that is a secret of Providence, but the

fact is not, therefore, less certain/ The agency of great men has been,

from the earliest days of history, among the most important of the civi-

lizing agencies of the world
;
and among the great men who have contri-

buted to the cultural development of South India, there is none whose

name is more reverently cherished than the Saiva and the Vai^ijava

saints of the Tamil country. These saints come from both sexes

and from all castes, the Paficama included
; and this interesting

fact establishes that Hinduism in South India recognises, not only
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in theory but also in practice, that access to sainthood and spiritual

union with God by way of faith and discipline could not be foreclosed

by hereditary caste disabilities. The Vai§nava saints, who are twelve

in number, are collectively known as the Alvars, a term which literally

means those who are drowned (in devotion to or love of God). As their

writings show, their devotion was of an absorbing character, and in it

they found the fulfilment of life. Their poems, which are among the

most moving and most musical songs of devotion in Tamil, are collect-

ively called Nalayira-Prabandham or the four thousand lyrics of

divine praise.

Kulasekhara was born in Tiruvanci Kalam, the ancient capital of

the Cera kingdom, and the Vafici of the classical Tamil writers. He
is the saint that the Bhagavatam alludes to in the following sloka as

having his birth place in the country through which the 'westward

flowing Mahanada* or Periyar, as it is locally called, runs :

wfaq tffwirrcTST sfaf g ^ 1

ntw®t vdfrft n nrwft 1

(Bkogavata
,
xi, 5. 39-40).

He was the only k^atriya among the Alvars, and was a reigning

king of Kerala. We learn from Perutnal-Tiru-Moli
,
the section of

Nalaytra-Prcbandham consisting of his lyrics, that in course of time

he became, besides being the lord of the Cera kingdom, also Kolli-

Kavalan
,
Kudal-Nayakan and Koli-Kon

;
in other words, he became

the suzerain of the whole of South India, including the kingdoms of

Pandya and Cola, (Vide Perumat-Tiru-Moli, I. 11 $ II. 10 ;
VI. 10

;

IX. 11 ;
X, 11). It is not so much as a victorious warrior and

conqueror of kingdoms that he has been remembered by posterity
;

it is as a Vaisnava saint that his name “shines with prevailing glory

in the world.’* The Bhagavata-Mahatmya ,
which according to Grierson

is of considerable authority, states that Southern India is the

birth place of the religion of Bhakti
;
and even in the birth place of

Bhakti, KulaSekhara’s faith and devotion were regarded as so

great that lie, alone among the Alvars, has been honoured with

the title of Perumal. Even when in the plenitude of regal power

and circumstance, he realized that all vvordly pomp and splendour was

but vanity of vanities and vexation of spirit, and yearned with uncon*

querable fervour to be with God.
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Like all truly devotional people, Kulasekhara Alvar was a mystic.

It has been well said by a writer that mysticism is a temper rather

than a doctrine. It is a state of feeling which shows itself in man's

endeavour to grasp and enjoy the divine essence, and feel the beatitude

of actual communion with the Supreme Being. It is the state of

feeling that one experiences when one realizes that man in God is one

with God in man. To the mystic, God is an experience
;
and his aim

is to become like God and attain the bliss of union with Him. Life

is to him a constant endeavour and aspiration to live in God
$
and

such was it to Kulasekhara Alvar, There is a very beautiful and inter-

esting story told about him. The Ramayana was his favourite study,

and Rama as God incarnate was the deity he adored. One day, when

the court paredit was expounding the portion of the epic which des-

cribes the fight of Rama with Khara and his Raksasa hordes, the king

cried in frenzy : 'My Rama is fighting alone. Rise, my valiant sol-

diers, and march with me, to help him on the field of battle’. On
another occasion, when the portion relating to the carrying away of

Sita by Ravana was read, the king was so much beyond himself

with righteous wrath, that lie exclaimed : ‘How can l rest idle here ?

I shall forthwith cross the ocean, slay the wicked Ravana, and restore

my mother Situ to her lord.' Our critical intellect wili rail at

such exhibitions of emotion as indications of incipient insanity
;
and

that is because the merely intellectual man fails to appreciate or under-

stand the mystic’s intensity of feeling. The man that is proud of

his intellect is unfortunately a stranger to transcendental feeling. He

can chop logic • but what Scheming calls intellectual intuition is un-

known to him. Even to him, however, come periods of life when,

in spite of Ids preconceived derision for spiritual experiences, the

‘mystic germ’ in him asserts itself, William James wiites :

“Especially in times of moral crisis, it comes to me, is the sense

of an link nova something; backing me up. It is most indefinite,

to be sure, and rather faint. And yet l know that if it should cease,

there would be a great hush, a great void in my life.” Let us re-

cognize that intellectual perception can apprehend only material

objects, but spiritual experiences can be apprehended only by spiritual

vision. Kulasekhara wa» drowned in God-love, which alone was real

to him. To him, the patent of kingship *was derived, not from the

prowess of his arms or the extent of his empire, but from lowly ser-

vice rendered to God and His devotees.

Filled with God love a- he was, it is no wonder that Kulasekhara
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yearned, amidst the distracting duties of his kingly office, for

the day when released from his responsibilities as a temporal monarch,

he might consecrate his life entirely to the service and glory of the

Lord in .
'! the humility of devotion and in the hallowed company of

the blessed devotees. In the opening section of the Perumal-Tiru AToH
%

he expresses his longing in these plaintive words :

When will the day arrive for me to see

With melting heart the shining moon-like face

And lotus eyes of Him, the ocean-hued.

Who on the serpent couch in Raugarn lies,

Pannual Tiru - AIolJ, I. 6.

The day did at last come. Ilis infatuation for Vaisnava-bhaktas

which was daily growing in intensity, at last drove his minister to the

verge of despair
;
and with the object of redeeming him, as they

thought, from his religious craze, they adopted the subterfuge of

falsely accusing some Vaianava*, who were the king’s guests, of

theft of a crown jewel. The stratagem failed, however
;

for it is

said, KulaSekhara vindicated his invincible faith in the rectitude of

the Vainnavas by boldly going through the dangerous ordeal of

plunging his hand into a pot containing a live cobra and drawing out

the venomous reptile, without himself sustaining any injury. The con-

duct of the ministers hastened his renunciation. He gave up his ‘power,

pre-eminence, and all the large effects that troop with majesty’, and

exchanged the sceptre for the pilgrim’s staff. He set out for Sri

Rahgam and other holy places, and did not return to his royal city ;

and he passed away in his 67th year at Manniir-Koil, near Iirahma-

desam, a few miles from Ambasamudram, a station on the South

Indian Railway in the Tinnevelli district. It may be that we know

little of Kulasekhara as a king
;
but as a Vaisnava saint, the Ferumal’s

name will burn for ever on the leaf of fame.

II

When did the Alvar live ? Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyengar places

him in the 6th century
;

the late Mr. Swamikannu Filial* assigns

him to the 8th century
;
Mr. Gopinatha Rao and Mr. Ramanatha

Aiyar seek for him in the 9th century, each, however, for a different

reason. The subject obviously requires further examination.

DECEMBER, I93I 9
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Fortunately, epigraphy fixes the lower limit of the Alvar's date.

An inscription of the 18th year of the Coja king, Kulotunga I, i.e.,

of 1088 A.C„ makes provision for the recital, at the Vaisnava temple

at Sri Rangam, of section 2 of Perumal-Tiru-Moli, which begins with

the expression Tettarum Tiral-Teninai, and another inscription of

1050 A.C. belonging to the reign of Co’a Kerajadeva, also provides

for a similar recital from the Alvar's lyrics. At Mannar-Koil

where the Alvar breathed his last, there exists a temple known as

KulaSekhara-Alvar-Koil
; and the mural inscriptions there show that

the temple was consecrated to the memory of ‘Alvar Sri Kulasekhara

Perumal* by one Vasudevan Kesavan of MullappaHi in Malai-manda-

Jam. The earliest of these inscriptions is of the 4th year of Rajendra

Cola, or circa 1015 ;
but we have no materials for saying how long be-

fore that inscription the temple was built. To have deserved the honour

of a public temple dedicated to him in the early years of the nth

century, not to speak of the arrangements made by the Cojas for

the public recital of his devotional lyrics in temples, about the middle

of the century, the A’var's reputation must have been established in

the land a considerably long time before that period. The Bhaga-

vata refers, as we have seen, in terms of the highest praise to the

Alvars, and the latest attempt has been to assign that work to the 10th

century
;
and I am informed of the existence of a Hindi translation

of the work by Bhuali which is said to give the information that the

translation was made in Samvat 1000 or 943 B. C.

There is good reason to believe that the Bhagavata had become

well-known in the begining of the 10th century. It is mentioned

in Alberuni’s list of Puranas
;
and Alberuni's work on India is said

to have been completed in 1030. Abhinavagupta refers to the Bhaga-

vata in his commentary on the Gita and he flourished in the last

decade of the 10th centu.y (Duff's Chronology of India
;

also

J.R.A.S., 1908, p, 59). We may, therefore, conclude that the Alvar's

date was considerably anterior to the 10th century.

Did he live in the 9th century, as Mr. Gopinatha Rao and Mr.

Ramanatha Aiyar say ? The former bases his view on a fancied re-

ference to the defeat and death of a Pallava king at Mamalla-puram

in the words Mallai-Managar. k, Kiraiyavantannai Van Selutti which

occur in Perumal-Tiru-Molt. The reference here is to the death of

Kamsa at the hands of Kr?na
;
and Mallai-Managar here denotes

Mathura, the capital of Kamsa. The words occur in section 7 of

Perutnal-Tiru Molii which expresses the surging emotion of Devak!
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at the sight of her beloved son Krsna who had been lost to her since

the day of his birth, and who after putting to death the cruel Kamsa
had returned to her in her prison and released her. It is strange that

Mr. Gopinatha Rao should have misunderstood the passage as he has

done, and tried to make history, relying on such a hopelessly broken

reed. Mr. Ramanatha Aiyar has rejected the latter’s attempt as

futile
$
but he has himself, as the result of his investigation of the

problem, come to the definite conclusion that the approximate date

for the Alvar is 823-850. The reasoning on which this conclusion

is based may be summarized as follows. The Travancore State

Manual, vol. II (not I II) states, that one Vasudeva Bhafcfcatiri lived

about the beginning of the Kollam or Malabar era, and he wrote

two Kavyas
,

Yndhisthira Vijayain and Tripuradahana, The former

work is seen to have been written when a KulaSekhara was king.

The latter work states that its author was a son of Ravi
;
and

a commentator,* {c% iSth century) identifies 'son of Ravi*

with a Vasudeva. MukuncLi Mala is admitted by all to be Kula-

Sekhara A'var’s work
;
and the verse in that poem that mentions

the author’s name also gives, according to the reading found in

the copy of the work preserved in the Trivandrum Palace Library, the

information that a Ravi was the author’s friend. On these premises,

Mr. Ramanatha Aiyar assigns KulaSekhara Alvar to the beginning of

the Kollam or Malabar era.

It seems to me that every link in this chain of reasoning is weak

and unsubstantial. In the first place, the only authority for the date

is a statement in the Travancore State Manual. Mr. Ramanatha

Aiyar relies on a story given in that work for such an important matter

as the date of the Alvar. There is absolutely no other authority men-

tioned. Then there is no indication at all that the Kulasekhara of

Yudlmthira Vijaya is Kulasekhara Alvar, Naturally one would

expect that in any eulogy of the Alvar, his devotional fervour,

and his irrepressible aspiration to live in God would be the first

qualities to be mentioned
;
but the Kavya tells us nothing about

them, but it takes care to inform us that his terrible battle fields were

extolled by poets as ‘hovered over by vultures.
1 Then again, ‘a son

of Ravi’ who wrote Tripuradahanam waits to be equated with a Vasu-

deva for nearly four centuries, when a commentator comes to our

assistance
;
but who this Vasudeva and this Ravi are, the commentator

does not tell us ;
nor does he tell us the source of his information.

The editor of Yudhi^thira Vijaya in the Kmamala series suggests
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that the author of that woik anti th.e king it mentions belonged to

North India
;

and he notices the fact that a copy of the woik was

discovered in Kashmir, and that a North Indian poet, Rajanaka

Ratnakantha has written a commentary on it
,
but this suggestion of

the learned editor is lightly brushed aside as erroneous, because the

Travancore State Manual says otherwise.

Then, finally there is the link sought to be obtained from Mukun-

dimala, which we are naively told is ‘admitted on all hands to be

the composition of the Cera king Kulasekhara Varma alias Kula-

6ekhara Alvar !* Supposing that a Cera king, IvulaSekhara Varma,

was the author of Mukundamala ,
it would be incorrect to say

that it is admitted on all hands to be the composition of KulaSekhara

Alvar. As a matter of fact, there are even among '.orthodox Vaisnava

scholars several who deny that the Alvar composed Mukundamdld.

For example, Prativadi-bhayankara Anantacarya of Kanci ex-

presses that view in his introduction to his edition of the poem
;
and

he further tells us that many other scholars are of the same view.

This poem has never been regarded as among the canonical books of

the &T Vaisnavas
;
and this omission is inexplicable if the Alvar were

the author. Again the Vaisnava commentators of Ndlayira-Praban-

dhani have freely quoted from Sri Slotra Raltta, Paficaslava, Sri

Rahga Rdfaslava and other slotras to elucidate the verses of

Ndlciyira-Prabandham but they have not quoted from Mukun-

damala which again is inexplicable if the Alvar had written it.

It is also reasonable to suppose that if it was the work of the Alvar,

the Vaisnava Acaryas would have written commentaries on it, as they

have done in regard to Sri Stotra Ratnam . Mnkundavtald is not among

the poems ordained for recital in temples and at religious and other

sacred functions. Divya-sTiri-Carita by Garudavahana, a contem-

porary of Ramanuja, which is more than 9 centuries old and is the

earliest work extant on Sr! Vaisnava hierarchy, mentions only Peru-

mal-Tiru-Moli as the work of the Alvar. It is silent about Mukun *

damala ,
and so too is Vedanta DeSika, who, however, mentions Peru-

mal-Tiru-Moli. Accounts of the Alvar tell us that his devotion to Sri

Rama amounted almost to a frenzy
;
and if he was the author of

Mukundamala , it is reasonable to expect to find in that poem, at

least a few slo/cas in praise of Sri Rama. There is not, however, one

such verse, while we find many verses in praise of Sri Krsna. In one

of the Uokas the author uses the expression Ramanuja to denote

Kj-sna. The allusion is, of course, to Kr§na as the younger brother
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IV

PaSADAKaNAM

In the second Apsidal Temple inscription F, the following words

occur at the end of 1. i :

acariyanatn Kasmlra-Gamdliara-Clna-Cilata-Tosali-Avaramta-Vamga-

Vanavasi-Yava[na] Da[mila- Pajlura- Tarnbaparnni- dlpa-pas[a]dakanam

theriyanain Tambapa[m]nakanam suparigahe, etc.

It has been translated by Dr. Vogel thus: ‘ For the benefit of the

masters and of the fraternities (of monks) of Tambapaipna (Ceylon)

who have converted Kashmir, Gandhara Clna, Cilata (Skt, Kirata),

Avaramta (Sk. Aparanta), Vanga, Vanavasi, Yavana (?), Damila (?)

Palura (?) and the isle of Tainba-pamni (Ceylon)”. 1

The gift has been made by an upasika Bodhisiri for the benefit of

her husband Budhamnika, and of her father, the householder Revata

residing at Govagama, as also for many others.

Our object is to see how far Dr. Vogel is justified in making

such an assertion, unknown in the history of Buddhism, as

that ‘The fraternities of Ceylonese monks had converted Kasmir” 2

and other places named in the inscription. His sole authority

for this statement is the word ‘‘pasadakanam” in the line quoted

above. Childers explains “pasadaka* by ‘causing serenity and

happiness’ and then refers to its use as dipoppasadako thero
(Maha -

vmnsa, XX, 8) which literally means that “the priest who brought

peace or pleasure to the island,” from which Childers gives the secon-

dary meaning “the priest who converted the island.” Childers made

himself quite clear in his notes sub voce pa-ado, but probably Dr.

Vogel did not care to go through them, having in his mind a meaning

which satisfied his new theory. The Pali word for initiation into Buddh-

ism is ‘‘pabbajanam” (becoming a Buddhist monk) or periphrastically,

“saranasllesu patitthapanam ,
’ (Mah. % XII, p. 19). The distinction made

between pasadanam and pabbajanam is made clear in the verses 42 and

43 of the Mahuvainsa (ch. XI I) relating to the mission of Majjhima

to Himavanta :

Visum te pafica ratbhani panca thera pasadayum
,

purisa satasahassani ekekasseva santike

pabbnjimsu pnsadena sammasambuddhasasane.

1 See lip . fnd.
t
XX, pp. 22, 23. 2 Ibid., pp. 7* 23.
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[The five (i, e. Majjhima and his four companions) gladdened

1

the

five kingdoms separately, each of them ordained (lit. brought out from

the world) 100,000 persons, believing (as they did) in £jie doctrine of

Buddha].

In the Mahavamsa
%
it is said in connection with (Vlahinda that he

./as waiting for a suitable time .for “pasadetum Lankadlpam” (XIII,

vs, 2). This passage may admit of the secondary meaning 'for con-

verting the island of Lanka’* but in verse 64 (of ch. XIV), “pasldiinsu

nagara* clearly means “the city people became faithful/*

Without further multiplying the instances of the use of the word

Pasadaka* 4 (for which see P. T. S. Pali Dictionary) I may make myself

clearer by pointing out that in Hinayana (specially Pali) Buddhism,

‘conversion* has no sense unless a person is admitted into the Order.

Anyone, even an animal or a spirit or a Naga may develop faith

(pasada) in Buddha, his Dhamma aud his Sarigha, but that does not

make the being a Buddhist
;

so also any non-Buddhist may be

believers (pasadaka) in Buddhism,but unless and until he is either estab-

lished in the Trisaranas and Pafica-sllas or admitted into the Order

as a Samana, he cannot be called a person 'converted*. Hence, strictly

speaking, “pasadakam** can never mean ''conversion* The entry of any

saint into a country gladdens the hearts of the people of the

country. It is in this sense that the word “Pasadakanam” in the

inscriptions should be understood, and the passage : Kasmlra Tamba-

panni-dvpapasadakanam theriyanam should be translated thus : Those

nuns (not monks, as Dr. Vogel writes, for the word is theriyanam)

who gladdened the hearts of the people of KasmIra»**Tambapannidtpa.

The inscription, I think, refers in a general way to the nuns of all

countries who by their saintly lives bring joy and peace to the people

of the countries visited by them. The reason for glorifying the nuns

only is probably due to the fact t^at the donor is an upasika, and as

such she wanted to eulogize the bhiksunls alone.

Dr. Vogel takes the therxs to whom the gift is made as all be-

longing to Tambapanni, following the grammatical construction of

the sentence, Kasmlra. ..Tambapamnidlpapasadakanam theriyanam

Tambapamnakam suparigahe, etc. He shows no hesitation in re-

marking in the introduction (p 7) that “the fraternities of Ceylonese

1 Not 'converted* as Prof. Geiger translates.

2 Every chapter of the Alahavamsa, is ended by the line “Sujanap-

pasadasamvegatthaya etc.’*
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monks who had converted Kashmir*- the isle of Tambapanni (Ceylon).

But as this statement is not supported by any data, not even by the

Ceylonese Chronicles, one should think twice before coming to any

conclusion. In Sanskrit, the genitive is sometimes used for specifying

(nirdharane) one out of many, and therefore, the passage may very well

be translated as “Among the nuns who have brought joy and peace

to the people of Kasmira...Tarnbapamnkllpa, the gift is made for

acceptance by the nuns of Tambapanni alone.” It has been already

pointed out that Dhanyakataka, Silparvata and other places in

the neighbourhood became very important as holy centres of Buddhism,

and as such they were visited every year by a large number of pilgrims

which fact is borne out by Yuan Cliwang’s records, 1 Hence it may

safely be stated that nuns congregated there from various countries,

and rich devotees hailing from a particular country quite naturally

erected establishments for the residence of monks and nuns of their own

country; in this particular case, an upasika of Ceylon 2 provides

a Caitya hall for the nuns only of her own country.

Another reason why Dr. Vogel's interpretation that

Ceylonese monks (theriya ?) converted the Indian provinces cannot

be accepted is the significant silence of the Mahavamsa about such

a fact of momentous importance to Ceylon. The Mahavamsa
,
on the

other hand, speaks of the conversion of Ceylon and the Indian

provinces by Indian monks and even refers to various centres

of Buddhism in India, 3 wherefrom went monks in large num-

ber to attend the ceremony of consecretion of the Mahathupa

of Dutbhagamani. Hence, Dr. Vogel's rendering of the passage in

question cannot be accepted as correct unless more evidences are

forthcoming regarding the activity of the Ceylonese monks in the

conversion of places in India as far north as Kashmir.

Nalinaksha Dutt

1 Watters, op. cit., II, p. 214.

2 As Dr. Vogel admits that this is a donation of a Ceylonese devo-

tee, cannot Govagama, the home of the donor’s father, be identified

with Gonagama of t he Mahavamsa (ch. VIII, 24), according

to which it was a port of Ceylon where landed Bhaddakaccana,

grand-daughter of Amitodana Sakya ?

3 Mahavamsa ,
ch. XXIX, pp. 29ff. . R&jagaha, Islpatana, Jetavana

vihara, Vesall, Kosambi, Ujjeni, Pupphapura, Kasmira, Pallavabhogga,

AJasanda, Bodhimantjavihara, Vanavasa, Kelasavihara.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 193! 29



The “Webbed Fingers 5
* of Buddha

Dr. Coomaraswamy, writing “on the Webbed Fingers of Buddha*’

(in /.//.(?.» June, 1931 pp. 365-66), refers to an article on 4Le jalalaksana

in Acla Orientalia (vol. VII, 232^.) in which the writer, Dr. Stutter-

heim seeks to prove that the “fdlalakzana" means ‘the thin lines of

rosy light which may be seen between the fingers when they are in

contact, and the hand is held up against the light/ For this interpreta-

tion Stutterheim relies on the well-known verse of the AbhijU'ina-

hakuntala

laying much stress on the words vibhdti and iddharaga
,
and the

simile of the fingers with the petals of a half opened lotus. Dr. Coo-

maraswamy disagreeing with my view and that of Mons. Foucher about

the original significance of jdlalakfana preferred the interpretation of

Stutterheim, I am afraid I cannot accept the interpretation.

In explaining the word Jdlagrathitahguli
,
the force of the word

grathita should not be overlooked and the whole expression should be

interpreted in relation to the poetical comparison of the boy’s fingers

with the petals of a partially opened lotus-flower in the early dawn.
Drs. Bohtlink and Roth correctly take note of these points in their

respective translations of this verse and refer to the fingers as joined.

When the poet purposely makes this comparison, we are to understand

that he has in his mind the idea about the jointure of the fingers,

especially at their lower ends. The expression uiihardga refers to

another of the Cakravarti-lakqanas. Raghavabhafcja, while comment-
ing on this verse of Kalidasa, quotes this from the Puruf*alak$ana

in the Sdmudra

*NT^inf¥*r. stsfq ’TORTff irt* * ^ u

In this verse, as many as four auspicious signs, viz., raktakara
,
grathita-

ngultkara
,
tttrdukara and cdpdhkuhdhkitakara^ are mentioned

;
king

Dugyanta sees only two of these—and these, the first and the second

are the only two that are visible from a distance—and Kalidasa

naturally refers to these very same in a m inner particularly befitting

one of the foremost poets of India.

Again, the early Buddhist texts refer to this sign as Jalakatthapddo

(Makdfiaddna- and Lakkhanaiuttdntas), /didrlgu lihastupado (
Lalita •
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vistara), and as jdla (Mahdvastu—this work does not give us the

full names of all these 32 laksanas and simply refer to them in a

curt manner)
;
the Mahdbhdruta also describes this lak$ana as Jdlapdda-

bhujau (xii, 143, 36 ;
this term most likely connotes the same thing

as Jalahastafiada) while enumerating the characteristic signs of

Nara and Narayana, the two gods and Mahdpuruaas at the same

time. The JCilatak§ana of the toes can certainly not be explained in a

manner in which Stutterheun interprets the same in the case of the

fingers. ‘The feet held up against the light* and thin lines of rosy

light infiltrating through the interstices of the toes in contact with

one another’, would indeed be a curious explanation of the term

jdldiigulipdda or julapdda ! I need hardly point out that it would

be quite unjustifiable to explain the laksana in different ways—once

in its relation to the fingers and secondly in connection with the

toes.

It appears that in Kalidasa’s time, the adventitious sense of

this sign as ‘webbing of the fingeres' (to the poet this was partial)

has already been introduced. So l modify my previous statement

that the misinterpretation of the term did not take place till a period

much later than the 5th century a,d. Buddhaghosa and Dharmapala

refer to the original interpretation of the term in the sense of regular

parallel lines on the fingers and toes of the palms and soles, whereas

the poet refers to the other meaning (the poet is naturally silent

about the toes, for king Dusyanta sees the extended hand of

Sarvadamana and does not look at his feet). I hat the sense of

‘webbing’ had made its appearance as early as the closing years

of the 4th century A*D. is proved by the MadlivcMtxgam* text (Taisho

ed.
;

vol. 1
, p. 393) translated into Chinese by the Kashmeriati

Gautama Sanghadeva in 397-^ a.d.
;

here, this sign was rendered

into Chinese in the following manner—‘the feet and the hands of

the Mahapurusa are netted like those of the /la'asardja—the golden

mallard/ (i am indebted to Dr. 1\ C. Bagclii of the Calcutta

University, for this reference).

Dr. Coomarawamy is definitely of opinion that Buddhaghosa in

his explanatory note on this tak+aiui means the same thing as was

according to Stutterheim meant by the p ^et Kalidasa, But, in the

comment of Buddhaghosa, which was quoted by me in full in my

first article, there is nothing that could justify us in drawing the

above conclusion. The commentator begins with the statement

that this lakaana does not mean that the fingers were joined by a
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web, and that this kind of webbing between the fingers will define a

peculiar kind of inauspicious hand, in shape like that of the hood

of a snake (phanahatthako), which will be a fault in the figure of

the man ( purisadosa). Then he refers to the four (not five> evidently

leaving out the thumb which being in a much lower plane than

the other four fingers cannot have its lines touching those of the

others) fingers of the hand and five toes of the feet which are of uniform

or regular size {ekappamana)
t

their uniformity or regularity being

indicated by the auspicious sign of the /alas which remain touching

each other (altfiamaliliam pativij/hitva titthanti). Lastly, he uses

the simile of the lattice of a window. All this, if it means anything,

Can only mean ‘the fingers and toes are marked with /alas or uniform

and parallel lines as are to be found in the lattice of a window*.

Dr. Coomaraswamy’s other objection against this interpretation

of the lak^ana ‘that the palms and soles of the Buddha, as Maha-

puru?a, being marked with a cakka and so represented in very many

sculptures of an early date, there can be no reference to another

lakkqana in the same places* can be met by saying that the palms

of the hand and especially the soles of the feet are marked by more

than one auspicious characteristic
;

that those of many of the Buddha

images (specially of the Mathura ones belonging to the Saka-Ku§ana

period, and the mediaeval ones) bear not only the cakka
%
but also

nandipada trimla % svastika (and some mediaeval ones, dhvaja
,
yugma-

mlna, padma and such others in addition
;

cf. the inscribed Buddha

image set up by Dattagalla, now in the Indian Museum) on them
;

that these symbols are carved on the palms (rarely) and soles, and not

on the fingers and toes
;

that the reference in the case °f this laks
t
ava

is to the lines on the fingers and toes (in some texts, cf. Lalitavistara )

;

that these could not be shown there by the artist ‘in plastic or pictorial

representations without marring their beauty*
;

that a good many
of the 32 major signs as well as most of the 80 minor ones could not

be plastically or pictorially represented in Buddha figures.

Jitendra Nath Banerjea



Notes on Asoka Rescripts

ETADATHi*—We have seen that although there is a close rapproche-

ment of form between etadatha of P. E. vn and etadattha at Ang, i.

198, the construction of the P. E. passage becomes rather clumsy

with etadatha as adjective. A better use of the word is at Mil. 31,

in an adverbial sense, which also appears to be the sense expressed

by etadatha of the inscription. In the Pali passage the word occurs

as a correlative, or rather, complement of kinti
( ‘how*, ‘in order that

1

)

and necessarily means ‘to that end*, being, therefore, equivalent to

etadatthaya
,
as the following quotation from the Milinda will show :

—

‘‘Raja aha : ‘Kimatthiya bhante Nagasena tuinhakam pab-

bajja, ko ca tuinhakam paramattho' ti. Thera aha :
*Kinti maha-

raja idam dukkham nirujjheyya amiail ca dukkhani na uppaj-

jeyya ti etadattha maharaja amhakam pabbajja, anupada

parinibbanain kho pana amhakam paramattho* ti. ‘Kim

pana bhante Nagasena sabbe etadatthaya pabbajantT, ti’* etc.

etc. [pp. 31 (=6s-’6)—32].

[For the correlation of the terms, cf. also R, E. xin. 1. 1 1 : etaye ca

athaye ayo dhramadipi nipista kiti putra papotra me
(
Shahbaz

-

garhi) ].

The theme of P. K. vn is ‘anulupa dharnma-vadhi'. When ASoka

says etadatha me esa hate (‘to this end has it been done by me’), the

end or intent is ‘that men may conform to this befitting pursuit of

Dhamma' (Imam ca dhammanupatipati anupallpafamiu ti. Cf. the

concluding portion : se etaye athaye iyam hate tatha ca anupatl-

pa/amtu ti. Cf, also P. E. II), And this conforming to the befitting

pursuit of Dhamma is, as the context in P.E. VII shows, calculated

to ensure ‘anulupa dhamma-vadhib The idea of 'vadhi' or spiritual

thriving also runs through etadattha of the Pali passage quoted above

(cf. also Pali pitu-attha, J. iii, 518, which the scholiast explains as

•pitu vadL&hi-atthaya'j.

Thus it appears that etadattha at Mil. 31 is a better parallel than

etadattha at Ang. i. 198 ;
and it is infinitely better than Hultzsch's

bhojanattha
,
for the simple reason that besides being strikingly similar

in form, it agrees with the P, E. term in inner meaning, namely,

‘varjhib ‘furtherance', ‘increase of merit',

Sailendranath Mitra

Cpntinued from the March number, 1931.



Some Notes on Ownership of the Soil in Ancient India

While reviewing my Agrarian System in Ancient India (Calcutta

University Readership Lectures, 1930) in the current number of the

JRAS, Dr. L. D. Barnett has raised afresh the controversy about

the king's title to the soil in Ancient India. His views on this

important question which differ materially from mine are particularly

welcome as they enable me to test the validity of my conclusions. In

the present paper I shall consider the arguments advanced by him in

support of his contention.

Dr. Barnett mentions “two distinct lines of theory and practice’
1

bearing upon the present problem, one tending to establish, and the

other to disprove, the ownership of the crown. It is important to

remember that even in the January number of the JRAS , (p, 166)

Dr. Barnett recorded without any qualification whatever his long-

cherished opinion that “in Ancient India the crown owned the

Jand.
1
' If the array of arguments advanced in my work under notice

has led him now to modify his earlier opinion to the extent just

indicated, it has not been given in vain. Now what are the ‘ two

distinct lines" of evidence which Dr. Barnett claims to bring before us

in his present article ?• They may best be stated in his own words

as follows. “In favour of the theory of Crown ownership of the soil

we have :

—

(a) the express statements of Katyayana, Gautama, Mauu
(with Medhatithi) and Bhattasvamin, (d) the evidence of Megasthenes

and the Chinese travellers, (c) the cases where kings actually resumed

grants of land made to Brahmins (the Bahur grant SII, \\, p. 513 ff.
)
or

reserved to themselves the right to do so in the event of misconduct

(as in the Chammak grant ClI, in, p. 235) and (d) the fact that the

British found no private ownership of land and practically had to

invent it. Against this we have
(e ) the dictum of Jaimini, VI, vii, 2,

that the land is ‘unreserved for all’, sarvd.11 /raiyavisistatva

t

,
which a

series of later writers—Sahara, Madhava and Khandadeva in loco as

well as Nilakantha in his Vyavahara-ntayukha—explain to mean that

the king is not the owner of the soil, but only its guardian
; (/) the

references of the Smrtis and Kautalya to agnations of land, and (g)

the records of such alienations in inscriptions," 1

1 In the above extract there are two ‘very unfortunate
1
slips, caess

for cases and ClI ii for ClI Hi. These have been corrected in my
quotation.
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With regard to the above I may first mention that I have treated

all of them (except c and d) in my work, though my interpretation of

the same is different from that of Dr. Barnett. I shall now consider

these items anew in the light of Dr, Barnett's observations.

As to (
a

)

the “express statements” of Katyayana and other

authorities are not connected with any specific rights of ownership

belonging to the king, but are used (as l indicated in my Agrarian

System) solely to explain or justify the king's right to levy certain

revenues from land. 1 Another proof of the inconclusive character of

these “statements," as I further mentioned, is that Manu, e.g., in the

same context advances for the Brahmanas the still more sweeping

claim to be the owners of everything
(sarvasyadhipatih—a claim which

indeed may be traced back to the Jater Vedic Samhitas). But then,

argues Dr. Barnett, doubtless with an eye to (/), these authorities

introduce the doctrine of royal ownership “cheek by jowl beside the

alienation of real ownership by private persons." Does not this very

fact corroborate our view of the inconsequential character of the state-

ments of royal ownership of the soil mentioned above ? On the whole it

seems that Dr, Barnett has been misled by the supposed analogy of

similar statements of an extreme school of jurists in the feudal ages of

Western Europe.

As to (
b

)

Dr. Barnett quotes a passage from my work ( Ibid p. 78)

to show, as he thinks, that I have ‘ explained away Megasthenes by a

not very probable supposition.” This criticism, I may justly complain,

is extremely unfair to me. For the passage to which Dr. Barnett takes

exception occurs in an altogether different context (Lecture 1VJ where

I attempted a historical retrospect of the various aspects of the Ancient

Indian land-revenue system, On the other hand, while discussing the

question of ownership of the soil in the last lecture (Lecture V), I

admitted in full the evidence of Megasthenes and I brought forward 2

the apparently corroborative evidence of the Chinese pilgrims which I

believe, was explained for the first time in my Hindu Revenue System.

Nevertheless I was unable to accept this evidence as a valid statement

of facts. “Megasthenes's statement/' I wrote, 3 “has not obtained

much credence even from those who believe in the State ownership of*

the soil in Ancient India, while the testimony of the Chinese pilgrims

is only implicit in its character" As Dr. Barnett has not challenged

1 Agrarian System, pp. 9$-9-

2 1bid,

,

p. 98. 3 Ibid., p. 99.
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these arguments, they may properly be regarded for the present as

holding the field.

As to (c) it is difficult to understand the relevancy of Dr. Barnett's

argument. Cases of actual or potential resumption of endowments

of land made by the kings in favour of Brahmanas, as Dr. Barnett well

knows, are altogether exceptional in character. But even if they were

very much more numerous, the conditions of their tenure would apply

only to the fiscal or other rights emanating from the Crown.

As regards (d) it would have little relevancy, even if it were a fact.

For, admitting that the British in the late 18th and early 19th centuries

“found no private ovvership of land,’* it would prove nothing regarding

the absence of this right in the ancient times extending back to the

4th century B. c. and further. As a matter of fact, however, Dr.

Barnett’s statement is altogether disproved by the evidence of some

eminent British administrators who had unrivalled opportunities of

studying the problem during their long and distinguished service in

this country in the early part of the 19th century. Beginning with the

territories comparatively untouched by the Muslim invaders l refer in

the first instance to Col, Wilks whose well-known History of Mysore

contains an extremely valuable chapter (vol. I, ch. v) with the title

Landed Property in India. In the course of this chapter which, as the

author tells us in his Preface, he wrote very early so as to subject it to

“the most rigorous test,” he examines the state of the question in his

own time in the wide extent of the country between the Ghats and the sea

extending from 1334 tat, on the east coast rouud Cape Comorin to 15
0

lat. on the western coast. The result of this luminous survey is stated

by him in the following emphatic words. “We have now passed over

the tract which I had proposed to trace, and, as I hope, have proved to

the satisfaction of every impartial mind the positive and unquestion-

able existence of private landed property in India, After proving its

distinct recognition in the ancient Sasters (sic) or sacred laws of the

Hindoos, we have clearly deduced its derivation from that source, and

its present existence in a perfect form in the provinces of Canada and

Malabar and the principalities of Coorg and Travancore which have

longest evaded the sword of the northern barbarians
;
we have found it

preserved in considerable purity under Hindoo dynasties and compara-

tively few revolutions in Tanjore until the present day
;
we have traced

its existence entire but its value diminished in Madura and Tinnevelly

which had experience of numerous revolutions and had long groaned

under the Muhammadan yoke. In the provinces adjacent and west
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of Madras which had sustained the close and immediate grip of these

invaders, we have shown by ancient documents its immemorial

existence in former times, and even at the present day the right is

generally clear and distinct, but in value approaching to extinction/*

From Southern India we turn to Rajputana which like it has remained

largely untouched by the Muslim invasions. In his classical Annals

and Antiquities of Rajasthan
, Col. Tod whose thorough acquaintance

with his subject few have equalled, writes, “The ryot is the proprietor

of the soil in Mewar. He compares his right therein to the aksav

duba which no vicissitudes can destroy. He calls the land his bapotaf

the most emphatic, the most ancient, the most cherished and the

most significant phrase his language commands for patrimonial

inheritance/ , And again, “Besides the ability to alienate, all the

overt symbols which mark the proprietory right in other countries

are to be found in Mewar, that of entire conveyance by sale or

temporary alienation by mortgage.” 2

Turning to the parts of country which were more or less thoroughly

subdued by the arms of Islam, we find on equally unimpeachable

evidence abundant traces of private ownership at the begim ing of

British rule. Thus Forbes in his valuable Annals of Gujerat called

RasmalaL by the author, writes with reference to a particular class

of land holders in the province. “It is difficult to make out a better

title to land than that which was possessed by the Grassias of

Gujerat,” Malcolm in his valuable Memoir of Central India (1880 vol. II)

writes, “The settled and more respectable hereditary cultivators of

Central India have still many privileges, and enjoy much considera-

1 Similarly Wilks writes in course of his survey of South Indian

tenures above-mentioned, “Private property in Malabar and Travancore

is distinguished by the emphatical word junnum a term having the

express significance of birth-right/* Even with regard to Madras and

the adjoining districts he noted how the Muslim rulers could not but

adopt the vernacular term 'Cawney Atchey’ (sic) meaning ‘independent

hereditary landed property”.

2 These rights have survived down to our own times. Thus we

find in the Gazetteers of the Mewar Presidency (Rajputana Gazetteers

Vol. II, A, Ajmer, 1908) that the bapoti tenure "gives the occupant

rights of mortgage and fale and an indestructible title to the land so

long as he pays the assessments upon it/

I.H.Q, SEPTEMBER, I93 1 30
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tion, their title to the fields their forefathers cultivated is never

disputed while they pay the Government share. In general a .fixed

known rent and established and understood dues or fees are taken

from such persons, beyond which all demands are deemed violence

and injustice.” Even with regard to Bengal we 'find Verelst at the

beginning of the Company's administration writing with reference

to the district of Chittagong that the people possessed the right of

transmitting and alienating their landed property by inheritance,

mortgage, sale or gift. We also find the magistrate of the district in

1801 mentioning “a numerous body of land holders unknown elsewhere

who consider themselves as actual proprietors of the soil/ 1

From the above authoritative list of opinions it follows that the

conditions of land-tenures in India at the beginning of British rule, so

far from proving “the Crown-ownership of the soil* in ancient times,

furnish a strikingly corroborative body of evidence in favour of the

former prevalence of private ownership on an extensive scale.

Coming to the group of points (e), (f) and (g) it appears that while

Dr. Barnett admits ihe validity of the first in its entirety, he thinks

himself justified in whittling down the force of the other two practically

to nothing. He explains the cases of (f) and (g) to refer to '‘alienations

of usufruct” only. At most he is prepared to allow that (f) “was

derived in principle from an early age when the Crown was not yet

universally recognised as the land-owner
.'

* These suppositions are

open to exception on the following grounds :

—

(1) To admit the validity of the Mlmamsa rule expressly denying

to the king the ownership of the soil and in the same breath to interpret

the Smrti law as referring to alienation of usufruct only on the supposed

ground of royal ownership is to overlook the important place which

the Mimamsa occupies as the acknowledged batis of interpretation

on the Sacred Law.

(2) Dr. Barnett's whole case for referring the Smrti rules and the

inscriptional evidence to Cases of alienation of usufruct alone evidently

rests upon his assumption of the validity of his arguments under

( a )» (b), (c) and (d). As these last have been shown above to be

untenable, the conclusion drawn by him naturally falls to the

ground,

(3) By confining the data of the Smyth and Kautilya to cases of

alienations of land alone Dr. Barnett has altogether excluded other

i For references, see Wilks Vol. I, cli, X.
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and equally relevant brandies of the evidence which are absolutely

necessary to consider in forming a proper estimate of their significance.

Such are the ideas of these authorities regarding ownership in general

as well as the essential qualities and attributes of private ownership

of land, which have been duly dealt with in my work. 1 When Dr,

Harnett imagines that (f) “was derived in principle from an early age

when the Crown was not yet recognised as the land-owner” he over-

looks the fact that the authors of the great mediaeval Digests of the

Sacred Law, like Jlmutavahana, Nllakantha and Mitramisra have, next

to the Mlrnapsii authorities, the clearest notion of the concept of

ownership. 8

To sum up the results of the above discussion, Dr. Barnett has

failed to prove out of his first group of points that the Crown was the

owner of the soil while his attempt to whittle down the evidence of

the last two points has met with no better success. From this it

follows that his belief in an ‘‘irreconcileable antagonism* between two

groups of evidences is without foundation. Thus there remains in the

field the view which l advocated in my work, namely, that of the

private ownership of land.

A word may be said finally about the reconstruction of the history

of land tenures in Ancient India that is attempted by Dr. Barnett in

the concluding part of his review. In so far as the Vedic evidence

is concerned I agree with Dr. Barnett that originally the land was held

in private ownership. 3 But I emphatically dispute his assertion that

thereafter the Crown began to claim the ownership of all lands and

that it remained ‘‘the real o.vner of the soil'
1

until the beginning of

‘‘baronial feudalism”. For as I have shown in my work from an

exhaustive and detailed survey of the literary as well as North

Indian epigraphic evidence 4 that while the prerogatives of the Crown

developed side by side with private ownership, this never amounted

to the king’s becoming the owner (in theory or in practice) of the

land. In particular a specific group of rights claimed for the king

in the Artha4astra and Smrtis and refeired to in the inscriptions

formed,, as l showed for the first time, the true counterpart of the

regalian rights of the Crown in Mediaeval Europe and like the latter

served to restrict, but not to supersede, the private rights of ownership.

U. N. Guoshal

1 Agrarian System, pp. 84-89. 1 For references see Ibid., pp. 85-86.

3 For the present I ignore the question whether and how far the

land was held in individual or collective ownership.

4 Agrarian System, p, 81,



Nalanda Stone Inscription of Yasovarmadeva

In the last number of Epigtaphia Indica (vol. xx, part I, p. 37)

Pandit Hirananda Sastrl has published, with a facsimile) the Nalanda

Stone Inscription of the reign of YaSovarmadevd. He has identified

this king with Yasodharmadeva of the Mandasor Inscription on the

ground that the record mentions a temple built by Baladitya at

Nalanda. This Baladitya, argues Mr. Pastil, ‘'must be identified

with the homonymous chief whom Hiuen Tsang eulogises as the

subduer of Mihirakula and the founder of the grand temple at

Nalanda". As Mr. Sastrl infers from the record that '‘it was written

when Baladitya was ruling and when king Ya6ovarmandeva was

holding the reins of soverignty**, he feels no difficulty in identifying

Yadovarmadeva of this inscription with Yasodharmadeva who

was a contemporary of Mihirakula, and, therefore, also of Baladitya.

Mr. Sastrl's argument is vitiated by the fact that the record simply

refers to a temple built by Baladitya, and there is no warrant for the

assumption that Baladitya was ruling at the time the record was

set up.

The palaeography of the record, however, is quite decisive on this

point. Any one who even cursorily glances at the facsimile of the ins-

cription will be satisfied that it cannot possibly belong to the age of

YaSodharman. As this point is not likely to be disputed, I do not enter 1

into a minute and detailed discussion of the subject. Mr. Sastrl

himself admits that the characters of the inscription resemble largely

those of the Aphsad Inscr. of Adityasena. Asa matter of fact, any

one who compares the letters bh
, y, /*, and a of the inscription

will regard it as perhaps even somewhat later than the Aphsad Inscrip-

tion of Adityasena. The reasonable inference is, therefore, to identify

Yafiovarman of the inscription with the emperor of Kanauj who flour-

ished towards the close of the seventh or the beginning of the eighth

century AD. And there is nothing in the inscription which would

induce us to give up this natural inference in favour of Mr. Sastrfs

theory, which is not only in conflict with the plain epigraphical

data, but also forces us to equate YaSovarman with Yadodharman

for which there is no apparent justification. The present record

should, therefore, be regarded as the first inscription of the emperor

Yasovarman who was hitherto known only from literary sources

such as the Rajatarahgini and the Qaudovaho.

p. C, Majumdaj*



Sailodbhava Rulers of Kongada

It is seen from the appended table that the geographical places

in the Kongada-mandala mentioned in the copper-plate grants of the

Sailodbhava rulers, and of Subhakaradeva and DandtmahadevI of the

Kara family are now identified in the Ganjam district or in the neigh-

bourhood of its border. From the identification of the Salima of the

Grant no. 2 with Salia in Banpur in the Puri district, we can deter-

mine the northern boundary of the Kofigada. The hill-ranges runn-

ing from Kaluparaghata towards west seem to have demarked its

northern limit. There is no pass through these ranges of hills which

reach a point in the south-west frontier of the Nayagarah State.

The Mahendra hill which runs towards west from the coast of

the Bay of Bengal in the east, probably formed the southern boundary

line of Kongada. Again the hills, now demarcating the eastern

boundary of the Kalahandi State, may be supposed to be the natural

western limit of the same Kongada.

The Grant no. 2 was issued from the place on the bank of the

Salima. It is, therefore, tempting to localise the capital of Kongada

in Banpur. But there is no place in Ban pur, which would recall the

description of Kongada by Hiuen Tsang. The Chinese pilgrim des-

cribes that the capital of Kongada, 20 li in circuit, is situated on

an angle of the sea and there are many Deva temples. The situa-

tion of Ganjatn, a petty town, where the ruins of temples are found

in large quantity, recalls exactly Hiuen Tsang's description. I,

therefore, think that the capital of Kongada with Ganjam and

should be identified that the place of issue of the Giant no. 2 was a

temporary camp established on the bank of the Salia in Banpur.

The panegyrical text of the Grant no. 4 is a copy of that of the

Grant no. 3 and it contains an additional eulogy of a further genera-

tion. The donor of the Grant no. 4, appears to my mind, was the

son of the donor of the Grant no. 3.

The scholars would no doubt accept my view that the donor of

the Grant no. 5 was the son of the donor of the Grant no. 4, if they

compare the texts of these Grants, The text of the former Grant has

been reproduced in the latter Grant and again an eulogy of a further

generation has been added

.

The text of the Grant no. 5 is a replica of that of the Grant no. 6.

and it, therefore, appears that the donor of the latter Grant is not

different from that of the former Grant.
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The complete set of plates of the Grant no. 7 have not been found,

But the eulogical text of Madhyamaraja of this plate is an exact copy

of that of the king of the same name of the Grant no. 6. Evidently

Dharmaraja son of. the Madhyamaraja of Grant no. 7 is not different

from the donor of the Grant no. 6. We may, therefore, put the

Sailodbhava rulers mentioned in the Grants nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in

the following chronological order,

Sailodbhava (mythical)

I

Aranabhita

Sri Sainyabhlta

I

AyaSobhlta

* I

Sri Sainyabhlta (alias Madhavavarman)

I

AyaSoblnta (alias Madhavaraja I)

Dharmaraja

I

Madhyamaraja II

(Giant No. 7) Ranaksobha Fafctavyalopa

Tailapa Yuvaraja

Madhyamaraja III (Grant No. 7)

The Grant no, 2 was issued in 619-20 A.D. But' the dates of other

Grants are not known. It is stated in the Giants nos. 5 and 6 that

after the accession of Dharmaraja to the throne, Madhava, probably

Dharmaraja's younger brother, raised the standard of revolt to wrest

the regal power from his elder brother and was defeated at Fasika.

Thereafter Madhava sought the aid of Tivaradeva and again fought.

He was also defeated with his ally this time whereupon he passed

his days at the foot of the Vindhyas. This Tivaradeva was no

doubt the same Tivaradeva of Ratnapura in the southern KoSala.

Candragupta succeeded his elder brother Tivaradeva to the throne

and he was the contemporary ruler of Govinda II). We know that

(Jovinda II, the elder brother of Govinda II J's father, was ruling in
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Saka 705 or A.D. 783.

1

Hence the initial year of Govinda Ill’s reign

cannot be supposed to be earlier than 784 A.D. It is recorded in

the inscription that Candragupta was defeated by Govinda III before

the birth of Ills son Amoghavarsa who ascended the throne in' 815-16

A.D.* It is therefore probable that Candragupta suffered defeat by

Govinda III before 800 A.D. In that case, Tivaradeva may be supposed

to have ruled some time between 760-90 A.D.

Dharmaraja was 6th in descent from bis ancestor Aranabhita. If

we now allot 25 years of reign to each of the rulers, who preceded

him, we get altogether (5 X 25 =) 125 years, covered by their reign.

Now calculating from the date of the Grant no. 2 we get 745 A.D.

(620+125) as the initial year of Dharmaraja’s reign. There is now a

margin of 15 years between the result of the calculation of the pre-

ceding para and that of present calculation (t.e. 760 A.D. and 745 A.D.)

which can be alloted to the donor of the Grant no. 2. In that case

Madhavaraja II of the above Grant can be taken as Aranabhita of our

foregoing chronological table. If it be untenable, we may hold that

another generation ruled between Madhavaraja II of the Grant

no. 2 and Aranabhita of the chronolog ical table given before. * The
supposed ruler must have assumed the Viruda AyaSobhlta.

Ihe viruias of this family alternated between Ayatiobhlta and

Aranabhita, or Srl-Sainyabhlta. If Aranabhita of the chronological table

be not accepted as the son of either Ayasobhlta of the Grant No. 2 or

of supposed Aya£obhlta, two further generations, namely Aranabhita

and Ayafiobhfta, would be supposed again to have preceded Arana-

bhita of the given chronological order. This supposition seems to be

plausible, because 75 years reign of 3 supposed generations put the

initial year of Dharmaraja’s reign in 820 A.D. when Tivaradeva was

certainly not alive. It, therefore, appears that the supposition of

one generation is sufficient.

The text of the Grant No. 1 is quite different from that of all

other Grants. The donor of the Grant No. I claims supremacy over

the whole Kalihga while the donor of the Grant No. 2 is indicated

to be a feudatory of SaSarikaraja. I, therefore, hold that the former

1 History of Deccan by R. G. Bhandarkar, p. 117.

2 See E. vol. XIII, p. 253 for Candragupta’s defeat and Ind.

Anft,vol. XU, p. 216 for the initial year of Amoghavar§a,
s reign.

His 52nd year reign falls on Saka 788 or A.D. 816.
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Grant is earlier than the latter. This assertion can also be corrobora-

ted by the palaeography. Madhavaraja I of the Grant No. 2 is

identical with Madhavaraja of the Grant No. 1. We may reconstruct

the complete chronological table of the Sailodhbhava rulers:

Sri Sainyabhita I (Grant No. 1)

I

Ayasobhlta I ( „ )

Madhavaraja I (Grants Nos. I & 2)

i

Ayasobhlta II (Grant No. 2)
1

1

Madhavaraja II (720 A.D.)

I

Ayasobhlta III (supposed)

I

Aranabhlta I

Sri Sainyabhita II

Ayasobhlta IV

Sr! Sainyabhita III (alias Madhavavarman)

Ayasobhlta (alias Madhyamaraja I)

I

Dharmaraja (circa 780 A.D.)

1

Madhyamaraja 1

1

(Grant No. 7) Ranaksobha Fatfcavyalopa

I

Tailapa Yuvaiaja

Madhyamaraja III (Grant No. 7)

VlNAYAK MlSRA



The hair and the Usnisa on the head of the Buddhas and the Jinas

The disposition of hair and the representation of the so-called

Usnisa, 'turban', on the head of the image of the Buddhas and the Jinas

(Tlrthankaras) are the most puzzling questions of Indian iconography.

In an article entitled “The Buddha’s cuda
,
hair, wsrnflrt, and Crown"

Dr. Coomarswamy has dealt with the questions in detail (J. R. A. S.
f

1928, pp. 815-840). Without going over the whole ground covered by

that essay I shall venture to suggest other solutions of the puzzles.

The literary evidence for the hair on the Buddha’s head relied on

by modern scholars is a passage in the introduction to the commentary

011 the Pali Jatakas known as the Nidanakatha which is thus translated

by Rhys Davids :
—

“Then he thought, ‘These locks of mine are not suited for a

mendicant. Now it is right for any one else to cut the hair of a

future Buddha, so I will cut them off myself with sword.* Then,

taking his sword in his right hand, and holding the plaited tresses,

together with the diadem on them, with his left, he cut them off. So

his heir was thus reduced to two inches in length, and curling from the

right, it lay close to his head. It remained that length as long as

he lived, and the beard the same. There wa$ no need at all to shave

either hair or beard any more." 1
-

The Bodhisattva (future Budha) Guatama then threw the hair and

diadem together towards the sky. Sakka received them into a jewel

casket, and enshrined them for worship in a caitya (temple) in the

heaven of the Thirty- three gods.

This narrative reads like an expansion of the legend briefly told in

the Lalitavistara and the Mahavastu
,
and illustrated in a bas-

relief on one of the pillars of the southern gateway (c. 50 B. C.) of the

great stupa of Sand,

2

and in a panel on a corner pillar of the great

rail of the stupa of Bhaihut 5 (c. 125 B. C.). The term cadumaha
,

“worship of hair”, not only occurs in the inscription on the Bharhut

1 Buddhist Birth Stories translated by T. W. Rhys Davids,

London, 1880, p 86.

2 Sir John Marshall, A Guide to Sufin, Calcutta, IQ I ^ , p. 5 L

pi. vi b.

3 Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, London,

J927, pi. xii, fig. 44 ;
Bachhofcr, Early Indian Sculpture, Paris, 1929,

pi 24.
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rail pillar, but also in the Lalitavistara and the Mahavastu. But this

legend is unknown to the Pali Nikayas and must have originated after

their compilation. In the life of Vipassi in the Mahapadana-sutfa of

the Dlgha-Nikaya, the framework of which is the common factor of

the biographies of all the Buddhas including Gautama, it is narrated

that when the future Buddha (Bodhisattva) was driving in a chariot

towards the park he saw a shaven -headed (bhartdu

)

man, a pravrajita

(wanderer) wearing yellow robe. When the Bodhisattva was told by

the charioteer who the shaven-headed man was and had a talk with

the latter, he said :

—

‘‘Come then, good charioteer, do you take the carriage and drive it

hence back to my room*. But I will here cut off my hair and beard

(kesamassum otlretvl\ and don the yellow robe, and go forth from

home to homelessness/ 11

A somewhat different story is told of the renunciation of the

Bodhisattva Gautama in four of the Suttas of the Majjhima Nikaya

(Nos. i6t 36, 85 and 100). The charioteer and the shaven-headed monk

in yellow robe have no place in the narrative. We are simply told :

—

'‘There came a time when I, being quite young, with a wealth of

coal-black hair untouched by grey and in all the beauty of my early

prime—despite the wishes of my parents, who wept and lamented—cut

off my hair and beard, donned the yellow robes and went forth from

home to homelessness/’ *

In the Subha-sutta (99) of the Maijhima Nikaya a Brahman

Satigarava calls Gautama Buddl\a a muylaka samana
,
‘‘shaven-headed

monk/' 8
.
So by the time when the sculptors of Mathura began to

carve images of Gautama Buddha there were two rival traditions

relating to hair on the Buddha’s head : an older one now preserved in

the Pali Nikayas represented Gautama as inundaka or shaven-headed

monk
;
and another tradition preserved in the Mahavastu , the

Lalitavistara and the Nidanakatha represented him as having cut his

hair with his sword leaving part of it intact on the head. The

1 Dlgha Nikaya (P. T. S.), vol. II, p„ 28 ;
Dialogues of the Buddha

translated by T. W. and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, pt. ii, London, 1910,

p. 22.

2 Majjhima-Nikaya (Pali Text Society), Vol. I, pp. 163, 240 ; Vol.

II, pp. 93. 212 ;
Further Dialogues of the Buddha, translated by Lord

Chalmers, Vol. II, London, 1926, p. 115,

3 Mafjhima-Nikaya, Vol. II, p. 210.
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shaven-headed images of the Buddha found at Mathura, Mankuar
and Sarnath represent the older tradition, and the images of the

Buddha with hair on the head arranged in ringlets represent the other

and more popular tradition, because it is found both in Sanskrit and

Pali texts.

Gautama Buddha was not an ordinary monk. He was born with

the thirty-two marks of a Mahapuru^a (superman). These marks

distinguished the Bodhisattva Gautama from the ordinary Arhats.

These mark3 are fully described in two of the Suttas of the Dlgha

Nikdya (Mahapadana-suttanta and Lakkhana-suttanta) and the

Lalitavistara . Two of these marks that relate to the head are uQnlsa-

8irsa,
“having a head like a royal turban/* and pradaksindvarta-kesah,

‘‘having hair (arranged) in ringlets turning to the right.* The com-

mentator Buddhaghosa in his Sumangala-vildsinl (Mahdpaddna-sutta-

vannand) says that the term unhisaslsa (u$ni8adir$a) may be explained

in two different ways either denoting the fullness of the forehead or

the fullness of the head. The fullness of the forehead may be caused

by a strip of muscle (inamsapatala )
rising from the root of the right

ear, covering the entire forehead, and terminating in the root of the

left ear. As a head with such a strip of muscle on the forehead looks

like a head wearing a turban, it is therefore called a turban-like head

or turban-head. The other explanation defines the turban-head as a

fully round head symmetrical in shape like a water bubble.

1

The smooth head without any mark of hair like the head of the

well-known colossal Bodhisattva dedicated by the Friar Bala in the

third year of Kaniska at Sarnath, the head of the Bodhisattva

image from Katra in the Mathura Museum,* the head on the fragment

of the Buddha-Bodhisattva image from Mathura in the Museum of

Ethnology at Munich, 3 and of other images of the same type, shows

slight elevation above the forehead. This elevated part reaching from

the root of the right ear to that of the left appears to me to be

the plastic representation of the inamsapatala , the strip of muscle

on the forehead of the turban-head, spoken of by Buddhaghosa.

1 Indian Historical Quarterly t
Vol. V, no. 4, Supplement, p. 77.

2 Vogel, Catalogue, plate VI 1
;
Coomarswamy, History of Indian

and Indonesian Art,
Fig. 84 ;

Bachhofer, Early Indian Sculpture,

plate 8r.

3 Bachhofer, Early fn.fiqn Sculpturey plate 8?.
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The thick lock of curled hair on the top of the head of the Katra

and the Munich images is curled like the snail shell (kaporda).

Coomarswamy observes, “That the remainder of the head is smooth

does not mean that it is shaved, but simply that ah the long hair was

drawn up close and tight over scalp into the single tress/

1

This single

curled tress is marked by parallel lines indicating individual hairs of

which it consists. If the sculptor had intended to represent hair on

the rest of the head, he would certainly have adopted the same

convention instead of leaving the area smooth. Smoothness therefore

indicates that the rest of the head is clean shaven. One standing

image of the Buddha with smooth head in the Mathma Museum has

a smooth bump .
9 The tress of hair curling like a snail shell on the

top of the head of the images of the Buddha referred to above

evidently represents stkha or top-knot. Gautama prescribes in his

DharmasTitra (iii, 14,23) that an ascetic “may either shave or wear a

lock on the crown of the head/ 8

The artists of Mathura in the Kushan period produced another

type of the Buddha head with short hair arranged in ringlets turning

to the right and a bump or fleshy protuberance on the top covered

by hair arranged in the same way. All the Buddha images of the

post-Kushan period with the exception of the Mankuar image have

a head of this type. The term utnlsa is usually applied to this bump.

Is it correct ? As we have stated above, uqnlsa-slrra, turban head,

is a head which is either round in form like a turban, or has the

appearance of a head wearing a turban even when bare on account of

a strip of muscle covering the upper part of the forehead. Head of

either type is turban like in outline only. A very important part of

the royal turban is the crest. A head, turban-like in outline, but

without crest, cannot be recognised as a turban-head in the strict sense.

Therefore the addition of a bump or fleshy protuberance on the top

was evidently thought necessary to turn the head of a Mahapuruga

to a perfect turban-head. The so called uQntya on the Buddha’s head

is the crest of the u§ni$a and not the u§nl§a itself. So it should be

termed crest instead of u§ni$a to avoid misunderstanding.

The early Jaina literature, so far avail able, does not render us much
help in solving the puzzles relating to the head of the images of the

i J.R.A.S., 1928, p. 827. 2 Vogel, Catalogue
,
plate XV (a)

f

3
Sacred Bpoks of the East

%
Vo!, II, p. 194.
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Jinas. In the Acaraiiga-sUtra it is said that when the Jina Mahavlra

turned an ascetic—

'‘Mahavlra then plucked out with his right and left (hands) on the

right and left (sides of his head) his hair in five handfuls. But

Sakra, the leader and king of the gods, falling down before the feet

of the Venerable ascetic Mahavlra, caught up the hair in a cup of

diamond, and requesting his permission, brought them to the milk

ocean.” 1

In the KalpasTitra it is said that Mahavlra as well as his twenty-

three predecessors did the same—plucked hair in five handfuls and

turned shaven-headed monks. Only the image of one of the Jinas,

Rsabha, the first in the series, is shown as wearing matted locks like

the Brahman Jatila monks carved on the &unga monuments. The

images of the other twenty-three Jinas mostly show heads with bump

covered by hair arranged in ringlets becoming the Mahapuruga. But

images of the Jinas with shaven head are not unknown. Coomarswamy

has published a seated image of the Jina Parsva with smooth head

from Mathura 4 where the different types of the images of the Jinas

were carved for the first time.

Ramaprasad Chanda

1 Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XXII, p. 199.

2 Coomarswamy, The Origin of the Buddha linage fig.



Select Contents of Oriental Journals

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Institute,

vol. XII, pt. iii

Durgacharan Chatterji.— The Problem of Knowledge and the Four

Schools of later Buddhism . Mr. Chatterji introduces his paper

by a paragraph on pramdtr, pratneya, pramiti and pramdna and

then presents an exposition within a short compass of the views of

the Vaibhasikas, Sautrantikas, Yogacaras and Madhyamikas. He
concludes his article by saying that ‘'the first two (schools) admit

the reality of an external objective world which enters into our

cognition, but the last two do not admit such a reality’*.

R. GANGULI.

—

Cattle and Cattle-rearing in Ancient India. He deals

with this topic under the following heads :— Cattle as objects of

great care and religious veneration—keeping and employing

cattle—diseases and their treatment—feeding and stock breeding.

Charu Chandra Dasgupta.—Some Notes on the Adi-Bhahjas of

Khifjmga-Kotta, Earlier Bhafijas of Kh if\jali-Mandala ,
Bhafijas

of Bauda and Later Bhaftfas of Khinfali. According to the writer

there were four different Bhafija dynasties. He deals with the

tables of genealogy furnished by the various inscriptions so far

discovered and edited, concluding his paper by a few paragraphs

on the chronological position of the four Bhafija dynasties.

K. B. PatHaK.

—

finen irabuddhi
i
Kaiyata and Ilaradatta. The object

ot this paper is to show the relative positions of the three commen-

tators mentioned above. By profuse quotations from the Malta -

bha§ya ,
Ka'uikd

,
Bharavi, Padamahjarl and other works Dr. Pathak

fixes the date of Jinendrabuddhi at 700 a.d., and that of Jayaditya

at circa 66 1 a.D. He assigns Kaiyata to the close of the nth

century and Ilaradatta to the 13th century.

S. Srikantha Sastri.— Vidyananda and Sankara Mata. The writer

is of opinion that Vidyananda uses the term ‘Sankara’ in his

Aptapariksd as an epithet of Siva, ‘Sambhu, Mahesvara, etc., and

not for referring to Sankaracarya. He says that ‘‘Vidyananda

criticises not the Advaita of Sankara but a theistic creed of the

MaheSvaras, partly based on the Vaisesika philosophy" He then

proceeds to ascertain the time, identity and the contemporaries

pf VidyanRt)da
f
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N. B. DlVATIA.

—

Certain Fractional Numerals in Gujarati. The writer

shows uDocj,ha (G), didha (M) is derivable from adhyardha
,
diya-

ddka
t
and adhl (G) adlca (M) from ardhatrflya.

D. R. Mankad.— The Arctic Regions in the Rgveda . Mr. Mankacl

is neither a supporter of Tilak’s theory of the Arctic Home of

the Aryans nor an opponent of DasVs view that ‘Sapta-Sindhu*

was their original home. The object of his present paper is

mainly to refute the arguments advanced by Dr. Das in support

of his opinion that in the Rgveda there is no reference to the

Arctic Regions.

A. N, UPADHYE.

—

Kanarese words in De'al Lexicons. The writer gives

a short list of such words with their meanings and philological

notes.

N. B. DivATIA.— The Khazars : Were they Mongols ?

1\ K. GODE.

—

Notes on Indian Chronology : Date of Vicarasudha-

kara of Ranga Jyotirvid—saka 1687 (
= a.D. 1765 )—Date of

“Kankali Grantha* attributed to “Nasirsaha”, a.d. 1500-15 10

—

Dates of the Commentaries on the Tarkabhasa or Tarkaparibhasa

of Ke&wamisra by Govardhana, Madhavabhatta, Balabhadra,

Narayanabhatta and Muraribhatt-i— Date of Jvaratiinirabhaskara

of Kayastha Camunda and Identification of Rajamalla, his

patron.

Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, vol. VI, pt.2

H. \V. BaILEY.— The Word “But" in Iranian . The words But, vXh

and BodZisaf occurring in a passage of the Iranian text of the

BundahiSn have been interpreted here as signifying Buddha, spirit

and Bodliisattva respectively, and their corresponding forms luive

been traced in languages like Sogdiati, Manichiean; Middle Iranian,

and Pahlavi.

L. D. BaRNETT.

—

Pramnai. The identification of the Pramnai

(mentioned by Strabo as philosophers 'addicted to wrangling and

refutation*) as distinguished from the Brahmanas has been attempted

in this note. The view that the word represents the pramanikast

the followers of the various philosophical systems, each having a

distinctive view as to what constitutes pramajia^ has been opposed,

while the position that the word is a corruption of Sramnai

(Bramanas) has been rejected by Dr. Barnett, He thinks that

pramnai signifies the prajhas ,
who, for their exclusive adherence to
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prajha (‘an intellectual and moral attitude’) were disliked by the

Brahmanas.

Jules Bloch.—Akokaet la Magadhi% The author has tried to show

the relation between the ASokan dialects and the Magadhl Prakrt

by taking up the use of final *e* nom, sing, as distinguished from

final o.

W. CALAND.— Corrections of Eggeling's Translation of the Satapatha -

brahtttana. It contains a list of corrections of Eggeling’s English

translation of the Satapathabrahmana in the Sacred Books of the

East Series.

J.\RL CiiAitrENriER.—Antiochus, King of the Yavanas. It is

contended that Amtiyoka mentioned in the ASokan Rock Edict

XIII as the king of the Yavanas is Antiocluis I (280-261 B.C.) and can

be neither Antiocluis III nor Antiocluis II as suggested by previous

scholars. The other four kings named in the same Edict are

identified as follows :

Turamaya = Ptolemy II Philadelphia (285*246 B.C.)

Amtikini = Antigonus Gonatas (276-239 B.C.)

Maka- Magas of Cyrene (C. 3C0-C. 250 B.C.)

Alikasundara = Alexander of Epirus (272-c. 25; B.C.)

The assumption of Prof. Charpentier that Antiochus I is the

Yonaraja mentioned in the Edict has influenced his inference

as to the date of Asoka’s coronation. lie follows Senart

in thinking that all the edicts in their present shape were

issued at one and the same date. As two of the edicts, viz.,

the third and the fourth, record that they were promulgated

when ASoka had already been anointed twelve years, the date

of the Rock Edict mentioning Antiochus falls in the year

12/13 a^cr the abhiseka of Asoka. The death of Antiochus

occurring, as it did, between October, 262 and April, 261 B.C.,

the latest date possible for the issue of the edict will not be

far removed from the date of the demise of Antiochus. The

year of the coronation, therefore, would be calculated by

adding 12/13 years to tin's date pointing to 273 B.C. as the

latest possible date of the abhiseka,

G. CcEDE

s

.—A propos de V origine des chiffres arabes. There are

two theories regarding the ‘'Arabic” figures and place value of

zero. Some affirm its Indian origin while others have tried to find

in it a Western invention. Mr. G. R. Kaye is the supporter of the

second theory, but he lias been refuted by many scholars, notably
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by Mr, W. E. Clark. The presence of these figures in the

Sanskrit inscriptions of Indo-China and Insulindia has led

Mr, Kaye to suppose that they were introduced into India

from the Extreme Orient. This has been criticised by Mr.

Clark, but none of the scholars have cared to ascertain at which epoch

and at what condition the figures with the place-value of zero

appeared in the inscriptions of lndo-China and Insulindia. It

is this desideratum that the present writer removes by collecting the

inscriptions with their dates, and he is inclined to the view that

the figures were in use in India before they were introduced in the

Extreme Orient,

Gabriel Ferrand,— Z>j grands rots du tnonde, Mons. Pelliot has

recently published in the Toung-pao (xxii, 1923, pp. 97-125) an

article entitled “the theory of the four sons of the heavens”,

in which he has collected information from the Chinese sources

and some Arabic texts. The present note is only an addition

to the article of Mons. Pelliot. The following information is

given in this paper from the Chinese and Arabic texts :

(1) 245-250, K’ang T’ai knew China, Ta-ts'in- Orient medite-

rranean and Yue-tche= Indoscythes.

(2) 3rd or 4th century, Che eul-yeou-king mentions China,

India, Ta-ts'in and the home of Yue-tche.

(3 ) 646, Hiuen-tsang cites 4 sovereigns of India, home of the

Iranians, Tokharians, the land of the Turks and China.

(4) 645-67 : Tao-siuan cites 4 kings of China, Persia, India,

and home of the Turks.

( 5 )
&5 1 * the merchant Sulayman knew four kings of Arabia,

China, Byzance and India.

(6) Circa 872-5, Ibn Wahab reports that there are 5 kings, viz.,

of Irak, China, Turks, India and Rum.

(7) nth century (1029-70) AbiVl-Kasim knew five kings, viz.,

of China, India, Turks, Persians, and Rum,

(8) The author of the book of 101 nights announces 5 great

kings but names the following six : the king of the Arabs,

• Persians, Turks, India, Egypt and Rum.

GEORGE A, Grierson.—Conjunct Consonants in Dardic.

E. Washburn Hopkins.—Hindu Salutations .

Hermann Jacobi,—Sind nach dem Sabkhya-Lehrer Paftcatikha

die Puru$as von Atomgrosse ?

A. Berriedale Keith.—The Doctrine of the Buddhat The writer

SEPTEMBER, 1931 3?
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thinks that the doctrine of the denial of Atman presented in the

Pali texts was not propounded by Buddha himself. The doctrines

of retribution and transmigration accepted by Buddha are

Brahminical, conflicting with the Buddhist doctrine of “Nirvana as

the end of striving, and not as the foundation of existence, the

Absolute.” Buddha taught neither annihilation nor selflessness

which were the products of later scholasticism.

STEN Kononv.—-Note on a Kharosthi Aksara . The note deals with the

interpretation of a sign found in the Kharosthi inscriptions

discovered in Chinese Turkestan. The sign has been differently

deciphered to be a compound letter standing for tsa or tsa. Prof.

Konow inclines to the view that the shape of the letter represents th

rather than ts as understood by Prof. Rapson.

L DE La Valle's Poussin.

—

Apropos du Cittavisuddhiprakarana

d1

Aryadeva. Prof, Poussin discusses in this paper some important

doctrinal matters mentioned in the work Cittaviluddhi of Arya-

deva published by Mr. H. P. Sastrl in the f.A.S.B., lxvii, pt. i,

pp. 175-84 (1898).

Sylvain Levi.— Un nouveau document sur le bouddhisme de basse

epoque dans VInde. Prof. Levi secured a fragmentary ms. contain-

ing an account of the rituals of the Tantrik cult of the Vajrayoginl.

The ms. furnishes us with some information about the teachers

and their disciples through whom the cult has been transmitted.

This serves as a source of information to Taranatha's history of

Buddhism. The fragment reproduced in this paper with its

translation gives important information about Nagarjuna.

G. MoRGENSTlERNE.— The Name Munjan and Some Other Names of

Places and Peoples in the Hindu Kush .

Peter S. Noble.—A Kharosthi Inscription from Endere. Notes and

comments are made on the words of the inscription no. 661 in

the second volume of the Kharosthi Inscriptions.

C. M. Ridding.—Professor Cowell and his Pupils.

KaSTEN RoNNOW.— Visvarupa , This is an attempt at ascertaining

the character of ViSvarupa Tvastra on the strength of the Vedic

passages containing his name. The writer concludes : “The name

ViSvarupa, an appellative of Tvastar and of certain serpent demons

alike, must allude to their power over the cattle and its procreative

activities.”

Aurel Stein.—On the Ephedra
%
the Hum Plant, and the Soma . The

view is expressed that although the broken twigs found as
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burial deposits in the various graves of the Lop desert in Central

Asia have been identified to be the fragments of the twigs of

Ephedra known by the name of Hutna in the border tracts of Persia

and Afghanistan, and although the same plant is how used as the

sacred Homa in the rituals of the Parsis of India, Ephedra cannot

be the Soma of the Veda and Haoma of the Avesta, because of its

bitter taste with no exhilerating effects mentioned in those ancient

texts. It is conjectured that the wild rhubarb growing on the

highest portions of the ranges stretching along the border of

Northern Baluchistan and the Afghan provinces of Kandahar and

Ghazni may have yielded the Soma drink of the ancient Aryas.

E. J. Thomas.—Gandhayukti in the Lalitavistara. The item

gandhayukti in the list of arts found in the Lalitavistara and

some other works is, according to the present writer, a ‘half-

Sanskritised Prakrt form* of granthayukti meaning book-making.

The expression should not be taken to signify ‘odour-mixing* as

generally done.

R. L. Turner.— The Future Stem in Asoka .

J. Pa. Vogel.— The Headoffering to the Goddess in Pallava Sculpture,

That the sacrifice of one's own head to a goddess was a well-known

motif both in Sanskrit literature and Pallava sculpture is shown

from stories in works like the Kathasaritsagara, and also from the

figures found in temples like those of Mamallapuram. A figure

kneeling at the feet of a goddess grasping a tuft of hair with its

left hand and holding a sword with the right is interpreted to be

in the attitude of offering its own head to the goddess.

M. dE Z. WlCKREMASINGHE.—On the Etymology and Interpretation

of certain Words and Phrases in the Asoka Edicts ,

A. C. WOOLNER.—The Rgveda and the Punjab. The view that the

principal settlements of the Aryans were in the * country of the

Sarasvatl south of the modern Arnbala and that the bulk of the

hymns of the Rgveda was composed there is controverted here on

the grounds that the phenomena described in the Rgvedic hymns

are equally visible in the other parts of the Punjab. That the

Aryans knew the whole of the Punjab and occupied its best parts is

regarded possible by the writer of the note.

Indian Antiquary* September, 1931

W. H. Moreland.— Notes on Indian Maunds.

SIREN Bonnerjea,

—

Prayascitta, or Hindu Ideas on the Etyidtion of
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Sin. Ill this article, which is continued from the preceding number

of the Journal, various forms of prayaScittas are described

with the remark that the Hindu modes of expiation of sins

reveal their magical character having nothing to do with true

repentance,

A, Venkatasubbia.—Athabhagiye. This is the first instalment of

a paper attempting at an explanation of the word athabhaigye

occurring in Rummindei Pillar Inscription of ASoka,

PraN Nath.— Was the Kautatlya Arthaeastra in Prose or Verse ?

According to the writer the original text of the Artkawstra was in

verse.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. XVII, 1931

G. RAMADAS.—Mandasa Plates of Anantavarmadeva. Saha 913. These

form a set of copperplates of the time of Anantavarmadeva

(which, according to the writer, is not the name of a king but an

imperial title), of the family of the Gangas, The gift is made by

Dharmakhedi of a village called Madhipatharakhanda in Mahendra-

bhoga to an individual called Erukulajadan. The characters of

the inscriptions present a mixture of Nagari, Grantha, Telugu

and Oriya. The part of the inscription is given with an English

translation.

N. TkipaTHI.— The Jaypura Copper-plate Grant of Dhruvananda Deva.

The writer gives only a list of corrections of the reading of the

text of the above grant published in the fBORS> XVI, pp. 457-72.

J. C, De,—A few Observations on the Hindol Plate of Subhakata-

deva.—Mr, De suggests some improvement on the reading and

translation of the above inscription published in the /BORSt
March,

I930» PP*

L, V. RaMaSWami Aivar,—Dravidic Names for 'Palms'. Mr.

Aiyar has shown ‘‘how far one set of Dravidian forms for ‘palmyra'

and ‘palm-like trees* may be regarded as native” and "the connection

between Indo-Aryan tala (palmyra) and the Dravidian forms with

the same meaning.”

Umesa Misra,—Mlmlimsabastrasarvasva of Halayudha. This issue

contains an edition of the text up to the 3rd adhikarana of 2nd pada

of the 2nd chapter,
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1

Journal of the Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society,

vol, VII, nos. i and z

SIR Charles Faucette.—Gerald Aungier*s Report on Bombay . This

is a report of the earliest British administration in India in the

form of a letter addressed by Gerald Aungier, Governor of Bombay,

in 1673 to the Court of Directors of the East India Company in

England. It presents a statistical and descriptive account of the

Island of Bombay, and its inhabitants, fortifications, systems of

government, trade resource etc.

PADMANATHA BhaTTachauyya.—Pahcamahambda in Ra/atarangini .

In support of Sir A. Stein's view that the expression “pancamaha-

sabda” in the Rajataranginl means five offices distinguished by the

term “great,” this note supplies evidences from the work itself and

opposes Dr. S. K. Aiyangar who, on the strength of the evidences

of the Southern usage of the expression, has taken it to mean five

great sounds, i. e., a band playing on five musical instruments,

accompanying a high official.

Printed and published by Sj. Raghunath Seal b.a., at the Calcutta

Oriental Press, 45B Mechuabazar Street, Calcutta.
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The Sea and Land Travels of a Buddhist Sadhu

in the Sixteenth Century

Modern researches have shown that Mahayana Buddhism continued

to exist in India up to quite recent times. Mr. N. N. Vasu, Mm. Hara-

prasada Sastrl and others have pointed out the existence of Buddhist

schools in Orissa and Bengal up to the XVIIIth century
;
the dhantta-

worship in some parts of Bengal and Behar betrays even now its

Buddhist origin. The Bengali literature ot the XVth and XVIth

centuries contains a large number of texts which testify to the

existence at that time of various, more or less degenerated, Buddhist

centres in Bengali countries. Caitanya himself is said to have converted

large communities of Buddhists. If the authenticity of the Karca of

Govinda Das was beyond any doubt, we could prove the existence

of Buddhist schools and pandits in South India at the time of the

great Bengali Vaisnava mystic. His discussion with the Buddhist

pandit Ramagiri and the latter's conversion is in fact reported there, 1

It will not appear out of place to have recourse to a Tibetan source

of the XVIth century which brings in some new information about

these later periods of Mahayana Buddhism and at the same time

gives us an idea of the geographical knowledge of Indian and extra-

I Cf. Karca ed. by D. C. Sen (new edition), p. 2 7. In the

Annual Report on South Indian Epigraphy ending March 1927 an

inscription of 1580 mentions the erection of a Buddhist temple by

the Nayaks of Tanjore.

DECEMBER, I93I X
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Indian countries as it circulated among the Tibetan monks, I refer

here to the biography of Buddhagupta (Sails rgyas sbas pa) the guru

of Taranatha. Taranatha himself collected the materials for his book

from his master during the latter’s travels to Tibet, and embodied

them in a short biographical note called : Grub e'en ou*ddha-gupta\i

mam t'ar rje brtsun Hid &al nas g&an du rail rtog gi dri mas ma spags

pdhi yi ge yan dag pa, the importance of which is chiefly geographical.

Buddhagupta was, as many of the Indian sadhus always have been,

a great traveller. He visited many places in India and even outside

India in far away countries in order to find traces of Buddhism and

of Buddhist remains. We cannot say that his information is always

exact
;
in this kind of writings we cannot expect to find everywhere

that historical preciseness of detail which we demand from modern

authors. These Indian and Tibetan saints lived in a kind of mythical

atmosphere which gives a peculiar colour to all their experiences
;

the truth for them is not about external facts but rather about the

meaning that they have for them or the ideal significance that they

attach to them. Anyhow this biography is the first Tibetan document

that we came across up to now in which information is found about a

large number of countries outside India proper, and in a certain way
it sheds some side-light upon the geographical knowledge and the

trade routes of India in the XVI th century.

The importance of our text for the history of the geographical

notions of the Tibetans seems therefore to be of no little moment.
It is perhaps the only Tibetan treatise, at least to our knowledge, in

which we find a great deal of direct information about some places in

India and chiefly outside India proper which are not usually connected

with Buddhist canonical tradition. This explains why Bio bzan dpal

ldan ye Ses, while writing his Sam-bha-lahi lamyig
t
practically copies

from our text when he mentions countries as a rule not registered

in the canonical literature, proving indirectly that he considered the

little book of Taranatha as the most complete and reliable treatise on
the subject. 1 must also add that the readings of our text are

generally more correct than those of the Sam-bha4alii lam yig
}
which

are therefore to be accordingly modified. 1 Our source moreover shows

I Tfte geographical literature of Tibet concerned with India and
foreign countries has not yet been studied chiefly on account of the

scarce materials available in European libraries. Many of the gsun
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that at the time of Buddhagupta India had not yet forgotten those

great links of cultural relations which Buddhism had established bet-

ween her and far away countries from Africa to Java.

The Buddhist culture of Buddhagupta was exclusively Tantric

;

no mention of a sastra whatever is to be found in his biography.

We must reasonably expect that at a later date, as that of

Buddhagupta, the inter-connection between the Buddhist and Saiva

sects was even greater than it had been before. It must have

been very difficult to draw a line of distinction between tho

followers of the two schools. The Siddha-sampradaya is common to the

Buddhists as well as to the Saivas, and Gorakga is even now a great

saint for both the communities. Characteristically Hindu gods and

ideas were creeping into declining Buddhism. This fact is worthy of

notice because it will help 11s very much when we want to ascertain the

peculiarities of the system of Taranatha, inasmuch as there is no

doubt that, whatever might have been the further developments of

hbum or collected writings of the Tibetan polygraphs contain some

sections geographically very interesting, e,g., the very important

chapters on China included in the writings of the fifth Dalai Lama,

the Satfrbhadahi lam yig edited by Griinwedel and included in the

works of the great Pau-c’en bio bzan dpal ldan ye §es. Glon e’en is said

to have written a general description of India, which I have not been

able to see as yet and which anyhow must be a compilation because

the author never went to India. Geographical information is also

contained in the astrological works such as the Vai dur-ya dhar

po and the Vaidurya gya' set. Nor must we forget the various rnam

far-s or biographical accounts, chiefly, of the locavas or translators

who came down to India. Some of them contain real itineraries

such as the mam Var of Ur gyen pa or of Stag tsan ras pa.

Many a useful information can be gathered from the guides for

pilgrims such as the Jam bu glin spyi bbad (on which see Waddell,

Lamaism
% p. 307 and Proceedings ,

Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1893)

or the other one for the visitors of Nepal : bat yul mc'odtten hp'ags

pa bin kun dan dehi gnas g&an mams kyi sa dkar dag mdor sdus.

I must add to the list the grographical dictionary in six languages

printed in China by order of K’ien lung called Kin-ting si yu tung

wen chi upon which see Von Zach, Lexicographische Beitrdge, I, p. 83

and III, p, ic8 and Laufer, Loan words in Tibetan

,

p. 434#
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his school, he meant to reform and impart a new life to Tibetan

Buddhism. It is quite certain that his meeting with Buddhagupta

exercised a great influence upon the formation of his mind. The

learning and the experience of his Indian guru t and his explanation

of some of the most sacred rituals and a great deal of the exoteric

literature of Mahayana as expounded in India, impressed the young

lama and gave the first impulse to a new line of thoughts. It seems

to me that his coming across Buddhagupta represents a moment of

the foremost importance in the mental and religious evolution of Tara-

natha. Bio bzan dpal ldan ye ses also calls him the disciple of

the Indian yogin (Batn-bha-lahi lam yig, pp. 29, 49). Taranatha him-

self begins his Bkah babs bdun ldan by invoking with great rever-

ence his great guru (,Edilsteinmine , p. 9, cf. p. 1 16) of whom mention

la also to be found in another work by the same author, viz., the Gsah

baht mam Par in which the dream is narrated that foretold his immi-

nent meeting with Buddhagupta. There can hardly be any doubt

that many an information embodied in the Bkah babs bdun ldan Is

directly derived from the teachings of Buddhagupta who is there con-

sidered as belonging to the Gorak§asampradaya. This connection

between Taranatha and the Nathapanthins, though of a specific

Buddhist branch, is worthy of notice. Through Buddhagupta,

one of the last if not the last of the Buddhist apostles into Tibet,

Saivaism more than Buddhism was finding its way into the “country

if the snows.1 * I shall not translate the entire text but shall give

Its r6sum6 rendering into English those portions only which have a

larger interest for us.

Buddhagupta was born in Indralinga near Ramefivara in South

India, in the family of a rich merchant, whose name was Kfsna.

He was initiated into the yoga by an ascetic called in our text

Tlrthinatha, a name which must be corrected into Tlrthanatha

as evidenced by its Tibetan translation hbab stegs mgon po to be

found in the Bkah babs bdun ldan
, p. 16. This Sadhu is said to

have been a contemporary of king Ramaraja, who may be

identified with Ramaraja of Vijayanagara (1542-1565) of Taliko|a

fame or rather with his cousin Ramaraja Vifthala, who was Viceroy

in the South and a contemporary of ViSvanatha, the Nayak of Madura.

It was Tlrthanatha who initiated him into the doctrines of the Siddha

Gorak§an$tha together with two other nathas, Brahmanatha mentioned

flso in the Bkah babs bdun ldan (p. 116) and Kfgnanatha whom
he met in Nor^ Incjia during his pilgrimage to Delhi ($i yikraroa-
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Haridwfir (Ha ri dha ra= Haridvara), 1 He learned and practised the

makabaddha and the svasambaddha mudra (see Gorak§a*samkita, I, 66 ,

67 and HiitHayoga-prad\pika %
Bengali ed., III, p. 111) that is those

special methods of pranayama, which were expounded in the Hajha-

yoga and those Tantras, Saiva as well as Buddhist, which are con-

nected with the same order of ideas. I refer chiefly to the Sahaja-siidhi

class of Tantras which were specially followed by the Siddha-sampra-

daya and through this and its texts exercised a great influence upon

Lamaism. At the time of Buddhagupta it seems that the school

of Goraksa was greatly flourishing in India, though it was divided

into a series of subjects, the peculiarities of which we are not yet

in a position to determine. Their names are presereved in our text,

and so far as l know some of them have not yet been met with in

other sources :

(a) Nathapanthin which has many followers in India even now.

(b) Baksapanthin,

(c) Gopalapanthin.

(d) Pagalapanthin (pa ga la) from pagal (mad man) which may

have been suggested by the strange ways of these yogins,

cf. the Bauis of Bengal perhaps from vatula .

(e) Ayi-panthin.

(f) Colipanthin (tso li), viz., Coliyapanthin (vide Aksaya Kumar

Datta, B/iaratavarviya-upasaka-sampradaya, p. 119),

(g) Hodupanthin (ho du).

(h) Dlwajapanthin (dva za).

(i) Veragipanthin (bhe ra gi) from Vairagin, ascetic. Cf. the

name of Vairaginatha given in the list of the Siddhas up to

Ar> adeva.

(1)

Mangalanathapanthin.

(m) Pathopan thin (pa tho).

(n) Sattanathapanthin (from sapta ?).

There was also another rather dissident sect more strictly Buddhist

called NateSvar'iyogins (nil. te sori) to which Tirthanatha, Bralunanatha

and Krsnanatha, the gurus of Buddhagupta belonged, and which must

therefore also be connected with Tfiranatha.

1 'I he spelling Haiidhfira shows that Taranatha followed the

sp..ken pronunciation and that even Sanskrit names were reproduced

as they sounded in the vernaculars. Cf. also dipa often used in

our text tor dv\pa
t
bheragl for vairagin * natesori for natebvan suggests

a Bengali pronunciation.
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Then the account of the travel begins. From the Himalaya,

where, as we saw, he had been on pilgrimage, he went down to Maru

(Rajputana) and spent some time in Rathor (ra $hor). Then we find

him in Nagaratafca, and in Mulasthana (mo la ta na, Multan) and to

the north up to Kabul (ka bhe la), Khorasan (kho ra sa na) and a

place called in our text ba. ja. sa. na, Gosa, 1 Urgyan, which corres-

ponds, as is known, to Uddlyana of the Sanskrit sources. The ques-

tion concerning the localization of this country has been recently

summarized by Dr. Bagchi in an article which gives the actual state

of our knowledge about this province which played such an important

part in the history of Buddhism and Tantrism.® Without anticipat-

ing the results of my further investigation of the problem in the

light of very important Tibetan itineraries recently found by me
in some Western Tibetan monasteries l shall only say that Buddha-

gupta locates Urgyan, Ucjdlyana in Ghazni. Then he went to Ur-

gyan in the west. The Sanskrit name of the country is Au $i ya na,

but in the original language is Or gyen
;
since the pronunciation

of ta and ra is similar it becomes like Or-ya-na. Now in the

country itself in the language of the Muhammadans (kla klo) it is

known to every body as Ghazni (ga dsa ni). He went to all the great

places such as the cave of Kambala pa, the ruins of the palace of

Indrabhuti,* the mountain Ilo. 4 Then he stopped for one month

in the town of Dhumasthira— in Tibetan, the place of the smoke (du

1 Gosa is perhaps Khost, kuo.si.to, of Yuan Chwang.Bajasan, which

might also be a clerical mistake of the copyist for Bajastan, suggests

Bagistan a town in the province of Khorasan in Persia. It is difficult

to understand how these countries are in the north while Urgyan

is said to be In the west. Did Buddhagupta go to Persia before

and then, after returning to India, proceed to Urgyan ? We should

expect otherwise, east instead of west of Khorasan,

2 Indian Historical Quarterly
,
vol. VI, no. 3, pp. 58off,

3 The story of Kambala and Indrabhuti is narrated in the life of

the eighty-four Siddhas (translated by Griinwedel, Geschichten der

vier und achtxig Zauberer arid in the Bkah labs bdun Idan translated

by the same author.

4 The form Ilora parvata found in the SamJka-lahi lam yig is

manifestly wrong and is not supported by any source. Cf. Edelstein-

mine, p. 58.
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bahi gnas) in the very centre of the country. Generally speaking,

the surface of this valley in the centre of Orgyan which is surrounded

by the ravines and the woods of the mountains is large enough for two

days' march from west to east and for four days' march from south

to north. This country is surrounded by three lakes in the east,

south and north.

1

Then he proceeded to the north to Balkh (Bha.

lag. kha), Kashmir (Kha che) where he visited some sacred places of

pilgrimage for the heretics such as Saradatirthaand Naradatlrtha (na ra

dha),* then he travelled up to Da ra ta bo fca, viz., Dard-Tibetan

country and to Kas ka ra, i.e., Kashgar. The Dard-Tibetan country

must be the district of Kargil (Purig) and Ladak. It is therefore

evident that Buddhagupta crossed the Zojila, visited the district of

Purig which quite possibly was not yet at that time completely con-

verted to Islamism as it is now, went westwards to Leb, a purely

Buddhist country and through the Kardog Pass and Nubra reached

Kashgar. The Sanskritic name for Purig and Ladak shows that

even when referring to countries well-known to Tibetans, Taranatha

strictly followed the information of his guru, preserving the Indian

name of provinces which were under the direct influence of Tibet.

The name for Ladak is, as is known, either Mar yul, or in recent

sources, Man yul.

Back to India he met his guru and passing through Delhi he

proceeded to BhlmeSvara where he stopped for some time in a ruined

temple of Isvara (dbati phyug). After having visited some other

1 The central lake is called Dhanakosa in other sources.—de

nas nub phyogs Orgyen du phebs/
sans kri tahi skad du Au ti ya na/

ran bfin skad du Orgyan zer/ ta dan ra hdon tshul hdra min yod

pas/ (l think that ‘min* is out of place here) or ya na zer ba hdra cig

yod da lta de phyogs ran na Kla klohi skad du grags pa kun

gyi go ba la/ yul ga dza ni zer ro/ grub chen lva bahi na bzah can gyi

phyug pa dan/ rgyal po yin ta bhu tahi pho bran gyi sul dan/ ilo par

ba ta fes bya bahi gnas chen rnams su phebs/ Ur gyan gyi gnas mthil

dhu ma sthi ra ste du bai gnas fes bya bahi gron khyer fig zla

geig tsam bfugs
/
spyir Orgyen gyi gnas mthil der roh dan nags hthug

pos skor bahi dbus na than khor tsam §ar nub du fiin lam gftis tsam/

lho byan du bfi tsam/ gnas hdi £ar dan Iho dan nub rnams mtsho

gsum gyis bskor.

2 On Saradatlrtha cf. Ra}atarai\gi\i\ translated by Stein, II,

pp, 280, 486 and passim. Naradatlrtha is unknown to me,
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small places in the south he staited again for Rajputana (Maru)

where he saw the temple of Hevajra founded by Padmavajra
;
then

we find him in Abu, Saurasfcra, Kaccha (ka tsa), then back again

to Saurastra and properly in Somanatha where he visited the Siva-

liuga and a statue of Virupa. Then he turned his steps towards

the south and peregrinated through Maratha, Khandesh (kha na

de sa), Tam pa la, Vijayanagara (very often in India itself

written Vidyanagara), Karnfita, Triliriga, Trimalla, Kane! (tsan tsi),

Malabar (tna lyar), Konkana, tsa ri dra, Marvar, tsai va la, (corr :

ra for va : Ceralam, Kerala), ni tsa tna sa (but Sam-bka-lahi lam yig :

Nicambara, ni tsa mbra ha), tsan dra du ra, Pancabhratara (parica-bha

ta ra) that is Pancadravida, Cola-mnndala (tsa ra man ta la), (Mora

mantala; Moliyar mandala, Jalamandala, Talamandala, Tondaimandala

(tunfca man ta la), Bhogamalabar, ' alihga.

“Then in Konkana he embarked and went to the west up to an

island called hgro ling in Sanskrit Dramiladvxpa. In the language

of the Muhammadans, the barbarians, and [the inhabitants] of the

small island, it is called la saw lo ra na so (in Sambk : sam lo ra

11a so). In that island the teachings of the guhyamantras are largely

diffused. He he^rd the e from a pandit called Sumati who had

acquired the mystic realizations (abhijna), the mystic power of the

Samvara (tantra)jand of the Hevajra (tantra) and then he learnt

the detailed explanation of the Hevajratantra. This Ilcvajratantra

belongs to the system of the Acarya Padmasambhava. Generally

speaking, the tradition of the fourfold tantra; is still uninterrupted

in that island, and if we except the sublime and largely diffused

Kalacakratantra, whatever is in India is also there such as the (Vajra-)

kllatantra and the Tantra of the dasakrodhas, many Ilcruka-tantras,

Vajrapani, mkhah Id in (Garuda) Mamakl, Mahakala, etc. Then the

sublime order of Hayagiiva which is largely spread in India is to

be found there. Moreover there are many sacred teachings (chos)

belonging to the Tantras expounded by Padmasambhava. Though

the community is numerous, the rules of the discipline are not so

pure. The monks wear black garments and usually drink intoxi-

cating liquors ...Then he embarked again with some merchants

and went to Saukhadvlpa (in Tibetan, dun gliii, the island of the conch-

shell). There he remained some time in a mountain, rich in medicinal

herbs and called bde hbyuii gi gn as (Sambhusthana). There he saw

many men with human face and the nose [big] as that of the elephant

coining from an island called Gajanasa.
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Then he went to the south to the Island Pa la ta, and from there

sailing again towards the east, he reached Simhaladvlpa (Ceylon)

where he remained five years. In a plateau in the country called

Kan ta la(kandi) in the middle of a thick forest there is a cave in a

rock. There the great acarya Santipa, when he went to Simhaladvlpa,

practised the mystic exercises .

1 His name is YasakaraSanti which

in Tibetan means glory-mine-peace.

Where Buddhagupta embarked is not mentiond in our text; perhaps

it was in Goa or in Choul or in Dabul which are known to have been

harbours on the mercantile route on the Koiikana shore. Nor can the

islands that he touched be easily identified for the simple reason that

their names are not to be met with in other sources known to us,

Our difficulty is increased by the fact that the distance is not given

I de 11a koiiku na nas rgy mts'o la nub p'yogs su gru btan nas

byon pas /
'gro gliii ste

/
rgya skad du ta mi do dvipa zes par p'ebs /

Mi la kla klo van yul mt'ai mi dan glih p’ran rnams kyi skad du lam

Io ra na so zer gyin gda /
gliii de na gsari shags kyi bstan pa c'es dar

ba yod/miion ses dan Idan pai slob dpon su ma ti zes bya bai pandita

gcing la bde mc’og dah /
dgyes rdor gyi dbaii gsan nas/ dgyes rdor gyi

rgyud la bsad pa 'h £\\ rgyas su gsan
/
dgyes rdor Mi slob dpon

padma ’byuii gnas kyi lugs yin ciii / spyir gliii de nas rgyud sde

bzi kai bka' ma c’ad pa dan /
k’yad par bla med c’es dar dus 'k’or

ma gtogs rgya gar na yod pa p’an c‘er de na yod
/ p'ur bu dah

k’ro lo bcui rgyud dan he ru kai rgyud man po daii p'yag na rdo

rje dah mk’a ldiii dan / ma mo dah nag po e’en sogs dah rtan mgrin

bla med kyi rigs rgya gar na man ba man po yah de na yod pa

dah / slob dpon pad ma abyuh gnas nas brgyud pai c’os kyah man

bar yod Mug / rnams gos nag gyon pa p'al e’er c'an t'un ba sogs / par

dge Mun man po yod kyah Mul bai lag len dog po med de / dge sloh

adug go/ *de na (read de nas) slar ts’oii pa dah lhau geig gyur

bzugs nas sah k*a dvi pa ste /
duii gi glih du p’ebs / de nas bde adyuh

gi gnas ses bya ba ri bo sman sna ts'ogs skye ba zig Mug / der t'og

cig b£ugs glih de na ga dza na sa zes bya bai glih nas 'ohs pai mi

la sna glah po e'e lta bur yod pa man po gzigs / de nas lho re byon

pa la pa la ta zes bya bai glih du p'ebs /
de nas sar p'yogt su gru btah

bas singa / lai glin du p'ebs te der lo lha tsam bzugs /...... kan ta la

£es bya bai yul zig gi p’u /
nags t'ug po zig gi dbus 11a brag p'ug

Mug / de na slob dpon e'en po santi pas si.ugalii yul du p’ebs pai dus

kyi dhos slob
/ ya§a ka ra Santi bod kad du grags pai ’byuu gnas 1 \ ba

£cs bya ba.

DECEMBER^ 1931 2
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nor the days he spent in the sea are recorded. But if we consider

that he sailed in Kofikana and that he landed at Ceylon we have a

line of navigation which either went along the coast or passed

through the Laccadives
;
but I think that this second alternative

is less probable, because it would imply a rather long deviation .

1

Nor can I suggest any definite identification as regards the first

island alluded to in our text, called Dramijadvlpa, the island of the

Dravidians or Samloranaso
;
we must not necessarily think that this

island is in the middle of the ocean and far away from the coast.

It may as well be one of the small islands along the Konkana country.

One may think of Goa itself where traces of Buddhism are to be

found up to recent times and which was known to Arab sailors

under the name of Sindabur or Sandabur .
3 The mention of

Muhammadan inhabitants of the country does not contradict this

identification because we know that even before the time of Buddha-

gupta they had settled there. What on the other hand we know

from Ibn Batuta about Islamism in the Laccadives seems also

to exclude a priori that we have to search there for the island

Samloronaso spoken of by Buddhagupta as a good centre of Buddhist

studies. All these facts seem therefore to point out that the islands

visited by our Sadhu are to be searched for along the coast from

1 Sankadvlpa.

The Laccadives and the Maldives were known to Chinese sources

as “the islands of the ocean of the streams”. They were not rarely

touched by the ships of foreign traders. Cf. also Ibn Batuta who

speaks of the goods exported from these islands to China, India and

Arabia.

2 I am afraid that the followers of Padmasambhava in black

dress have no connection whatever with Buddhist sects. There

is in fact no trace of such a black colour being used by Buddhist

priests. It is perhaps not impossible that some Christian monks,

probably Portuguese, were mistaken by Buddhagupta for Buddhist

Sramanas. It is to be noted in this connection that even Buddhagupta

does not fail to remark a great discrepancy in the monastic rules

between the usual Buddhist monks and the so-called disciples of

Padmasambhava. Moreover they are clearly said to belong to an

order. Drinking of wine, if now common among the rfiim ma pas

in Tibet seems, so far as we know, to have been not practised in India

except for ritual purposes.
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Goa to Cape Comorin. From there [Ceylon] he went to a small island

called UliAga 1 and then joining some merchants of this place he

proceeded to another small island called Amuga at a distance taking

about one month of navigation from Ceylon. There he embarked on

a big boat having five thousand men on board
;

this is at least the

number we read in the text, but it is evident that we are confronted

either with an exaggeration of the narrator or of the writer or with a

clerical error. No vessel was able to carry more than some hundred

men. After about four months of navigation to the south he reached

a country called Dzha mi gi ri (Jhamigiri).

There are two towns, one in the north and one in the south, the

distance between them being of about seven days for a traveller.

Between these two towns there are three mountains and on the top of

one of them there is a golden cave which spreads light at night.

He remained there one year. In that island there is the throne of

acarya Nagarjuna said to have been used by him when he went there.

There are also many images of the Blessed One and many temples.2

“Thence he joined some merchants going to some small islands

to the east and after one month of navigation he reached an island

in which there was Potala, the king of the mountains. According to

some this is the small Potala. Anyhow it is evidently the Potala

on the land accessible to men. There he visited a rock-crystal cave,

the place sacred to Manibhadrakumara, then the place sacred to

Bhrukutt, the cave of the golden face of the Asura, the place sacred

to Tara and the places sacred to Brahma, Vi§nu, Mahendra, each one

with a self-created temple in the mountain. Moreover he

visited the place where it was possible to have the vision (of the god).

1 For Ulinga Sambhalai Pain yig reads Umalioga, Buddha-

gupta adds that he was the only Indian to be there
;
anyhow, it seems

to me that these two islands, we do not know (in what direction from

Ceylon), must have possessed rather big harbours and been on the trade

route if Buddhagupta was able to embark there on a big ship.

2 Gron K'yer e’en po Iho byan gftis snaA £iA
/

de gfiis re rei

srau bar lam fii ma bdun tsam re ’gro dgos pai lam yod pa / gron

k’yer gfiis kyi par 11a ri Iho byan du gsum tsam £ig ’dug pai geig

gi rtse mo na mts ’an mo *od ’pho bai gser gyi brag c'un du £ig kyan

snan gsuA
/

der lo geig lhag tsam b£ugs Sin glin de na slob dpon klu

sgrub p* ebs pai bzugs k'ri dan bcom ldan ’das kyi rdo sku e’en po

maA po daA lha k’a& maA du yod

/
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He also made the praJak^ina of the mountain. There was the

celestial wood famous as the place of ManjuSrI and the water falling

down from that was really running there. He bathed in this water

and made the pradaksina of the various places round the top and

the neck of the mountain. There are also one hundred mountains

with rock-crystal peaks and caves of diamond the height of

which cannot be imagined. When one comes to this island all im-

purities are so to say purified. The people of this island have no

Buddhist or non-Buddhist religion nor are they Muhammadan. With

the exception of the little ones there are no towns. There is a temple

of Buddha which was made in former times. For protecting the

boundary of the houses there are many yantras made by magical art

which do not exist in India. In this island he saw men whose

body was covered by their ears. They came from other islands”. 1

Jhdinigiri Is one of those adaptations of foreign names to Sanskrit

or pseudo-Sanskrit forms which are so common in the geographical

terminology of India, If we do not take into consideration the word,

giriy mountain, which, just as kuta
f
generally means a hilly country

i de nas ear p'yogs kyi glih p'ran 'gar 'gro bai ts' oh pa rnams

dan lhan gcig gru 6ar dran t'an du btau ste/ zla Jcig tsam p'ebs

pa na/ rii rgyal po ta la ka yod pai glih dup'ebs/ k'a cig 'di

po ta la c'uh ba yin zer ba'h yod/ gah na'h mii 'gro bai spyod

yul gyi po ta la ste 'di k’o nar mhon no/ noi bzan gfon mii gnas

6el gyi p'ug pa dan/ k'ro gfter can mai gnas dah/ Ilia ma

yin gyi sgo gser gyi p'ug pa dan
/

sgrol ma gnas dan/ ts'ahs

pa dan
/

K'yab ajug dan dbah e'en poi gnas ri bo rah abyuh

gi Ilia k'ah dari bcas pa re re/ gzan yah mjal du btub pai gnas p'al

e'er mjal /
ri po ta la hid Ja'h skor ba zig mdzad/ apags pa ajam dpal

gyi gnas su grags pa nam mk'ai hos la nugs ts’al dah/ de nas abab

pai c’u dhos su abab pa yod de/ de la k’rus kyah mdzad gsuh/ po

ta lai ri e'en poi mgul t'ug par nagas sna ts'ogs 'dug pa bskor bar

p'ebs / rtze mo Sel ma rdo rjei brag ri rgva dpahs tsam bsam gyis

mi k'yab pa yod pa gliri dei mi kun la da lta p'yi nah kla klo sogs

grub mt'u’ gah yah med/ mi groh yah t’an t'un ma gtogs mi 'dug/

shon dus bzehs pai sails rgyas pai Ilia k’ah yod 'jam bu glih na med

pa la/ ias las grub pai 'k’rul 'k'or man pos k’yim gyi mt "a* bsruh

ba ’ba’ fig 'dug/ glih 'dir glih gfan nas 'uiis mi rna has !us t'ams

cad gyog t'ub pa man po gzigs/
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and cannot therefore be considered as an essential part of the word (

the element Jhami is left. If we remember the direction of

the travel of Buddhagupta and the duration of his navigation we are

bound to admit that the place where he landed and was called Jhami

must be somewhere in the African shore or near to it. The name
Jhamigiri points out unmistakably to the country of the Zanj, that is,

Zanzibar known also to Chinese sources as Ts'ong pa, which

played a prominent part in the commercial communications of the

period with which our source is concerned
;
but we must not forget

that the “country of the Zanj* was generally called the eastern African

shore. 1 One may object that even the people of Madagascar are in

some Arabian writings referred to under the general designation of

Zanj, the common name for “the black people*
;
but Zanj is nowhere

given as the name peculiar to the island as is the case with Zanzibar

or Eastern Africa. Moreover the country of Jhami is here described

as being rather small, its length not exceeding seven days* journey. On
the contrary, the next island on the south of Zanzibar where Buddha-

gupta proceeded and which is described as being very great seems to

correspond even in its geographical position with Madagascar. If

this identification is, as I think, correct, it will be interesting to note

that at the time of Buddhagupta, Madagascar was known in India as

Potala, though its being considered as the abode of AvalokiteSvara

and heard of as a kind of a fairy-land seems to show that the inter-

course between that island and India was indirect and very rare. It will

not, in this connection, appear out of place to remember that the

researches of Ferrand have shewn that Indian culture left its traces

in Madagascar and that even Sanskrit elements were introduced into

Malgash language through the intercourse of sailors and settlers

from Java. This means that for some time the island was within

the reach, direct or indirect, of Indian culture. It also supposes

that some information of the country reached India. It is quite possi-

ble that in the course of the centuries Potala as the seat of Avalokite-

Ivara shifted to this or that place, according to the beliefs of the

various communities and the spreading of the geographical knowledge
;

but we cannot a priori exclude that Potala of the Buddhist tradition

I On Madagascur .and its relation to India and Insulindia cf.

Gabriel Ferrand Us K'otun louen et Us ancunnts navigations , in Journal

Asiatique 1929. cf. also Journal Asiatique 1924, p. 240 and Enrich-

p$dii drHslantf Madagascar, pp. 64 ff,
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was originally connected with some real island, even if afterwards

the legendary character of the country took the upperhand. In the

present case we are not in & position to establish how an island known

to India through sailors and semi-Indian colonies turned into the

abode of the god. Anyhow we find even in our text mention of some

features which in various and independent traditions are connected

with Potala and Madagascar at the same time. The rock-crystal

cave in the centre of the island may perhaps be connected with the story

told to Yuan Chvvang by some Ceylonese monks, and according to

which some thousand It to the west of Ceylon, there was the “great*

precious-substance-island” where there is a bright shining mountain
;

but we have seen that our text knows of a similar mountain in the

country of Zanzibar already alluded to. As we saw, Potala is the name

of the country, but chiefly of the mountain which is the abode of the

god
;
now according to the Arabic sources in Madagascar there is the

famous mountain of Komr which gives the island its name and from

which the Nilus was supposed to spring forth. We find the same men-

tion of a holy river running down from Potala in our text as well

as in the description of Potala as we read it in Yuan Chwang. The

existence of a sacred mountain and a sacred river seems therefore

to be intimately connected with Potala, or rather the various Potala.

In Potala Buddhagupta embarked again and after a very long

navigation he reached Javadvlpa whose name is translated in our text

as “the island of the barley” (nas). This means that the two places

were connected by usual sea-routes and therefore proves once more

the proposed identification of Potala of Buddhagupta with Madagas-

car, because we know the regular intercourse which took place

between the two islands through the medium of Malasian sailors.

There existed a permanent sea-trading intensified by the Portuguese

linking Java, Madagascar and Zanzibar.

In Javadvlpa he found the followers of the Sravaka Sendhapa

and then he proceeded to a small island in the middle of the sea

called Vanadlpa (Baiika ?) where he >aw the cave of Padmavajra

and found traces of many Tantras. Then he sailed to the north for

Ceylon and afterwards to Konkan.

“There is (in Konkana) a self-created image of Manjusrl in the

middle of a pond. It is called Jftanakaya. The measure of the

body is like a small hill and it represents the god in the reclining

position. Then he saw also the bimbakaya which looks like a rainbow

raising the stupa of the accumulated vapour beyond touch,” “Then
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he embarked again and went to the south to Malabar and to a

country near to it called Sambhudatta where he heard the Buddha-

sancara-tantra and the Samvaravikrldita Haridarisahglti and the

Sahajatattva from the king Hariprabha (p’rog byed *od) who had

forded the ocean of the Vajrayana and possessed all of the vidyas

of the usual siddH<is!n He met again his gurus since he wanted

the abhiqeka in some other Tantric systems, but as money was

required for that, he undertook a collecting tour in Triliriga, Trimalla

and Karnataka, gathering a good amount of donations.

“Then he started again with the purpose of visiting the small

islands of the east
;
so through JarikhancJa and Jagannatha he went

to Khasarpana in Buntavarta (sic) where he spent in prayer about

twenty days Then he went to Tipura and to the highland of

Tipura where there is Kasarahga or Devlkofca. For some days

lie remained in the temple erected by the Mahasiddha Krsnacarya,

Thence he procee led to Ra k'ati and to its places Haribhafija, Bu k’an

and Bal gu. In all these countries there is a great community of

monks and the Buddhist teaching is widely spread. He stopped

there for a long time and heard many treatises of the sutra class

and as far as possible the law of the secret mantras from pandita

Dharm Iksaghosa of the big stupas in the temple of Haribhafija and

equally from the lay pandit Parhetanandagho§a in the country of

Bal gu. Those gurus were the followers of the Mahasiddha Santi-

pada. Then he embarked again and went to the island of DhanaSrT.

In this island also there are very many monks. There is a great

stupa of immense proportion which is called Srimad-dhanyakataka

I de nu kohka nai glin du p’ebs te/ dzna na kaya fes bye ba

mts’oi nan na ’jam dpal gyi sku rah ’byuh sku ts’ad ri c’un tsam

yod po iial stabs su gnas pa dan
/
bimba ka ya z'es bya ba nam

mk’a* la 'ja* ts* on $ar ba lta bu me* od rten gyi gzugs briian Sin tu e'e

ba 2in gsal ba dpal du ba ’k’rigs pa reg pa med pai mc’od rten du

grags pa de yin te/ slai^gru btau nas lho p’yogs su nta lyar p’ebs

Mi dan fie bai yul p’ran §am bhu datta zes bya ba ni rdo rje t'eg

pa rgya mts'o p’a rol soil ba/ t’un moti gi grub pai rtags ci rigs pa

dafi ldan pai rgyal po p'rog byed ’od zes bya ba la sans rgyas mfian

*byor gyi rgyud dah sdom pa rnam par rtsen pa/ dan lhan geig

skges pai de fiid dan hari darii glu dbyahs la sogs pa c’os man du

gaan
/
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or the stupa with the offering or astukakaya . Its basement has the

same shape as the stupa itself, it is surrounded by two rails in stone.

It takes about one day for its pradakqina . On the east there is a very

big town where there is enormous assemblage of merchants coming

from different countries such as China, Europe (p’ren gi) and India.

When he visited the asparsa pratibimbastupa he saw the mandala of

the five kulas with Vairocana as their central essence, in the Jnana-

kayastupa the mantjala of the five kulas with Amitabha as the

central essence, and in Srimad-dhanyakataka the matjdala of the five

kulas with Aksobhya as the central essence. Then together with

some merchants he visited some very small islands such as another

island in the middle of the sea called Potala, the island Paigu, an

island occupied by the Europeans in which many medicinal herbs such

as fati and lest are produced. Sadhadlpa the great Suvarnadvlpa, the

small Suvarnadvlpa, Suryadvlpa, Candradvlpa, Sarvadvipa." 1 Sagara-

I de 11a (read de nas) ?ar po'yogs kyi glin p'rau rnams gzigs

par bfeh nas dsa ri k'anta dan dsa gan na tha rgyud nas bhanga Ur

p'ebs/ y u I bu nta bharta ru k’a sarba na mja 1/ fag iii 6u tsam gsol

la adebs kyin fugs / de nas Ti pu rar p'ebs/ ti pu rai yul gyi

p'u ka sa ram ga'm devi kofcai gnas yod pa mjal bar mdzad cm/ grub

e’en po spyod pas bzans pai gtsug lag k'an du fag fas bfugs/ de

nas ra k’an gi yul gyi nan mts'an ha ri pafija dan bu k'an daft sal

gu mams su p'ebs
/ yul 'di rnams na dge slon gi dge ’dun e'es man

fin/ bstan pa lhag par dar ba yod pas/ yun rin rab re bfugs sin/ ha

ri bhafi jai gtsug lag k'an mc’od rten e’en po fes bya ba fig nas

dharma kfa gho Sa fes bya bai pandita e'en po fig dan de bfin du

bal gui yul du bfugs pai par he ta nanda gho sa zes bya ba dge sfien

pandita e'en po fig la gsan snags kyi c’os kyah ci rigs pa gsan mdo

lugs kyi gfun man po fon flan du mdad bla ma *di kun yan grub

e'en bfi bai fabs kyi slob ma 'ba' fig yin gsun de nas gru btan ste

dha na fir! glin du p'ebs glin 'di na'n dge 'dun Sin du man si fin

dpal dan abras spun nam mc'od rten dpal yon can z^es kyan bya ast

ka ka ya z'es bya ba mc'od rten e'en po no bo sin tu rgya k'yon e'e bai

brag ri mc'od rten gyi dbyibs can
/
p'yi la rdo yi leags ri brag ri adra

ba fiis rim kyis bskor ba/ fii ma goig la bskor ba t'ebs tsam/ far du

grofi k'yer Sin tu e'e ba/ rgya nag da ft p'refi gi dafi rgya gar la sogs

pai yul t'a dad pai ts'ofi pa sin toman bai ts'on 'dus e'en po 'dug

gsun/ dan po rig pa med pa gzugs brfian gyi mc'od rten mjal bar
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dvlpa is further mentioned in connection with the younger Kpm'icarya

Bhubaripa and Bhubamati (bhu ba blo-ldan). We find him again in

India studying Vajrayana at the school of various Siddhas such as

Gambhlmati, Ghanatapa, Siddhigarbha, Betatiksana, Vlrabandha,

Gangapa. After having spent some time in Bodh-Gaya, Banda (bam

dva) where he met the king Kumarapalabhadra, and Brayaga where

he saw the great yogin Subharaksita, he proceeded to Jagannatha,

Tipura and BliTmesvara. “He went again to Bhangala or Tipura

and Ra k'an and he spent in Assam (Kamarupa) about one year.

Afterwards he proceeded to Tibet and went to Lhasa passing

through the monastery of bSam yas
;

then he visited the province

of gTsan where he met Taranatha. Having explained to him various

Tantric texts and rituals, he took leave from his pupil and returned

back to India passing via Kirong (skyid gron) on the Nepalese

Himalayan range. From Nepal he came down to BhanSyaya

(Bhainsi-duhan near Bhinyashedi) in Champaram (Bittiah, tsam ba

rana), the hill Khagenclra and then through Magadha to Bengal and

Tipura. While Taranatha was writing his biography he heard that

his guru was still living in Devlkota or in some other place near it.

These long travels towards the east are not less important than

the previous ones in so far as they not only show a strong survival

of Mahayana Buddhism but also seem to indicate that the sea-relations

with Insulindia were at the time of Buddhagupta not yet inter-

rupted. ,

We can quite easily follow the itinerary of the Indian sadhu from

South India to Orissa where Jarikhanda or Jarakhanda and Jagan-

natha are located. Buntavarta is evidently a corruption for Pundra-

vardhana corresponding to the districts of Bogra and Rajshahi.

Khasarpana cannot be exactly located, but its name seems to

suggest that it is a high mountain. In fact Khasarpana is known

also to Taranatha who takes it to be the seat of Avalokitesvara but

mdsad dus/ rnam shan gtso bor gyur bai rigs Inai dkyil ’k'or dan

dsa na ka ya ni 'od dpag med gtso bor gyur pai rigs Inai nkyil

'k’or dan srl dha nya kafcaka ni ini bskyod pa gtso bor byas pai rgyal

ba rigs Inai dkyil ’k’or du gzigs
/

g£an yan t§ou pa mams dau lhan

cig tu byon pas/
po ta la zer bai rgya mts’oi rdo ri g£an cig dau pai

gui glin dan ja ti dan le si sogs man po skye ba p’ien gis adsin

pai glin £ig dan sadha dill pa dart gser glin e'en po dan gser gliu gi

min can c’urt ba gflis surjadhipa candradhlpa sarvadhlpa.

DECEMBER, 1 93 1 3
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locates it in South India perhaps wrongly identifying :t with Potalakn.

The fact that Pundravardhana indicates the country bordering on

the sub-Himalayan range seems to point out that Khasarpana was a

general designation for the mountains bordering on the north Bengal.

The identification of Tipura with Tipperah ii> self-evident. Kasaraiiga

betrays in its Sanskrit form the name of the Khasi tribes populating

the Khasi lulls, Devlkota is the temple of Kamakhya near Gauhati

one of the greatest centres of Tantiism in India usually included

among the four foremost plthas and connected in the Buddhist tradi-

tion with the Mahasiddha Krsntcarya. Buddhist images on the road

leading to the temple are visible up to now.

Ra k’an is, as known, the general designation for Burma while

Haribhafija is evidently a corruption for Haripunjaya, north of Menam
near Lamphun, Bu k’an, which can also be Pu k’an (because in the

manuscript at my disposal the two letters are often interchanged).

Pu k’an corresponds to Pagan, Pukam, in the Cam inscriptions, T’u

kan of the Chinese travellers and writers It is at the same time the

name of a district and of a town, the ruins of which are still to be seen

on the left side of Irrawaddy. Bal gu, or Pal gu is Pegu in Burma.
The information which Buddhagupta gives about Burmese Buddhism
is of some interest because it is a new proof that even after the

conversion of King Anuruddha of Pagan, the conqueror of Pegu,
Mahayana flourished for long time in Pagan,

DhanaSrl corresponds to Tenasserim, Dahrasari of the Ain-i-Akbaii.

It belonged, as is known, to Siam up to tne middle of the XVUltli

century and it was one of the most important trade centres in the

Par East. It had a Protugucse settlement till 1641. 1 The name

1 p'ren gi = later Sanskrit
: phiraixga

,
Hindi

: p/iaraiigl is not

given in our dictionaries (the usual forms being p'e ran, p'i lin
t
p'a

ran, p'o ran, on which see Laufer, Loan words in Tibetan n. 141) Its

mention here has some importance in so far as it seems to us that

the form was probably introduced into Tibet from India rather than

from Persia. As regards the form p'i lin
,
which is now very common

in Tibetan for “foreign country” or “Europe,* I fully agree with

Laufer that it cannot be considered as the popular pronunciation

of p'yi ghn, but it is quite possible that it took the place of the ori-

ginal p'ren gi under the influence of that form. P'riglinpa is not

only a foreigner but also is opposed to nan pa, “the man of the inside’*
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of the pagoda or stupa which was seen by Buddhagupta near

the town, is worthy of notice
;

in fact Srldh&nyakafcaka was the

name, as it is known, of a famous Buddhist place In Orissa which

was held in a very high estimation by Mahayana schools. It

was after that place that one of the most famous monasteries of

Tibet was called, I mean the dPal Idan hbras spuhs (Mt. Debung)

near Lhasa. On the other side modern research seems to show that

the influence of Orissa was specially felt in Siam. Nor is it out of

place to notice that even our text points out the existence of a land

route connecting Kamarupa or northern Assam with Burma. Un-

fortunately we find no mention as regards the itinerary followed by

Buddhagupta from Gauhatl to Pagan, but it seems to me that the

road must have passed between the Mikir and the Jaintia hills and

then reached Upper Burma through Manipur, This appears to have

been the shortest and the safest since it avoided the violent rivers

of the Lushai hills and the head-hunting tribes of the Nagas. Of

the remaining islands only SuvarnadvTpa may be identified with

Sumatra though the problems connected with this identification are

complicated by the fact that Buddhagupta knows two Suvarnadvlpas,

a small one and a big one. The mention of bSam yas is interesting

in so far as it shows that Buddhagupta went into Tibet via Bhutan,

This is suggested by the previous mention of Assam and by our

knowledge of the roads between Tibet and India. It is generally believ-

ed that the usual intercourse between these two countries took place

along the route, Darjeeling (rdo rje gling) and Gyantze (rgyan tslie)

But this is wrong. This route is a new one as it was regularly open-

ed in quite recent times and acquired its importance after the last

Anglo-Tibetan war. But in former times there is no mention of

it. There are good reasons for its being unknown in older texts.

This road passes through Sikkim, and this country, populated chiefly

by Lepchas, was converted to Buddhism by Lha brtsum e'enpo in

the xviith century. The wild people of the country, the thick

jungle which covered the hills and the absence of any Buddhist

centre are the main reasons why the Sikkimmese road, though

the shortest, was not used up to the end of the xviith century

“the believer,* it implies therefore not only a geographical difference

but also a spiritual demarcation. Cf. in Chinese Buddhist texts nei

and wet.
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when Buddhism was firmly established in the country. In former

times the usual route of the Indian pandits to Tibet or of the Tibetan

locavas to India was through Nepal (Kirong and Kuti) where Marpa,

Ras Ijbyun, Rva locava travelled or through the Sutlej and Kulu as

in the case of Ur gyan pa and Stag gtsan ras pa. Eventually even

the Ladak route through the Zojila was followed, though, it appears

to me, not so common as the other routes. But in all mam thars and

other Tibetan sources accessible to me no mention whatever is to be

found of the Sikkimese route. On the other hand, the fact, that in

our text mention of bSam yas is made, excludes the probability that

Buddhagupta went into Tibet via Nepal, that is, along the route which

he followed when coining back to India as it is expressly stated in our

text. If he had gone to Lha sa by this way he could not have reached

bSam yas without deviating from his road, since we know that

bSam yas is on the road to Bhutan, a country very early converted

to Buddhism and a great centre of Tibetan learning. It was in fact

there that one of the most important branches of the Bkah hgyur ba

sects, that of the hBrug pa, had its origin and wide diffusion.

Anyhow, as stated before, the mention of Assam without referring

to any further movement of Buddhagupta to other places makes us

believe that he started just from there. We know that there was

such a route from Bhutan to Assam through Devangiri and that

this route was largely followed by the Tibetans coming down to

India to visit the place of the Mahaparinirvana of Buddha. It is in

fact well established that according to some Tibetan traditions,

accepted also by the author of the Sant bha lahi lam yig (but the origin

of which we are not yet in a position io trace), KuSinagara was in

Assam. The place seems to be, as pointed out by Waddel, the

village Salkusa some nine miles north-west from Gauhatl on the

northern bank of the Brahmaputra. Unfortunately no mention of

Kufiinagara is in our text, so we cannot say whether the location of

KuSinagara, the place of the Mahaparinirvana, in Assam was current

among the Indian Buddhists of the 16th century.

Guiseppe Tucci



Fire-arms in Ancient India

(i) Introduction

There has been a great deal of uncertainty regarding the nature

of the weapon of offence called agneya-astra
i
frequently mentioned

in the RHmayana and the Mahabharata . Many have taken it to

mean a gun. We shall see that it was no doubt a fiery arm, but

not a fire-arm. The latter L a weapon whose charge is expelled

by fire, while the former might be a fiery arrow. The word,

‘astra/ means a missile, and ‘agneya’, of fire. There was another

weapon called Sataghna, also called fiataghnl, which has been inter-

preted as a cannon. The word literally means a weapon that

can kill a hundred at one time. It was not a cannon originally,

but the name was applied to it in later times. Another weapon

called, nallka, underwent similar change. Originally it was a tubular

arrow, but subsequently it meant a gun. It will be further seen

that there was a large number of weapons of various names, all

apparently belonging to the agneya-astra class. They were all pro-

jected by means of a bow.

(2) Classification of arms

Before we proceed to enquire into the nature of agneya-astra, It

will be well to take a broad view of the ‘ayudlia/ the weapons of

offence in use in ancient India. A well-known classification consists

of (1) astra, which is discharged, and (2) sastra, which is not. This

is the primary classification adopted in the Agni Puruna, and the

Sukra-Nitisara. 1 This Purana as well as the Vasistha Dhanurveda

classify them into (1) yantra-mukta, discharged from a machine, e.g.,

I The editions of texts used in this article are : Puranas, Rama-

yaija and Mahabharata, Calcutta edition
j
Sukranltisara by Jivananda,

Calcutta
; Kautilya’s Arthalastra, Sanskrit Text, (1st edition) by

R» $ama&SstrI. My translations of Knutilya passages differ in many

places from those of the translator, •
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stone from a k^epanl (projector) and arrow from a bow
; (2) hasta-

mukta, discharged from the hand, e.g., stone and javelin
; (3) mukta-

amukta, thrown and brought back, e.g., a spear
;
and (4) amukta,

which never leaves the hand, e.g., a sword, This classification based

on the manner of use of the arms takes no account of the weapons

of defence such as the shield and coats of mail. It should be noted

that there is no mention anywhere of any weapon projected by

means of fire.

Kautilya (p. 101) gives a mixed scheme based on construction

and use. It is as follows :—Heavy stationary engines, e.g., (1) Jima-

dagnya, known also as mahasara-yantra, or simply as maha*yantra,

for shooting heavy and long range arrows
; (2) Parjanyaka, a water

machine, probably a water-tower with hose to put out fire
;

(3) Portable or hand weapons with obtuse or blunt ends, e.g., gada,

a mace, trisula, a trident, Sataghna, explained by the commentator

as “a big pillar with immense number of sharp points on its surface

and situated on the top of fort-walls” 1

; (4) Long weapons with lance-

shaped heads, e.g., sfila, a lance, kunta. a spear, sakti, a heavy dait
;

(5) Bow and arrow
, (6) Swords

; (7; Flat weapons with keen edge,

e.g., kuthara, an axe, paraSu, a scimitar
;
cakra, a disc, &c. (8) stones,

hurled by hand or machine.

(3) Divine Weapons

There was another classification of weapons into ‘divya, divine, and

hnanava/ ordinary. The divya-astras were uncommon weapons deadlier

than the ordinary, the construction of which was known only to a few

who possessed godly power. Divya-astras were also known as ‘mantrika’,

1 This desciiption agrees with accounts found elsewhere. Sabda-

kalpa-druma quotes an authority to say that Sataghn! is a large piece

of stone having iron spikes fixed into it. So also Vaijayantl ko§a.

From the Matsya Purana (ch. 117) we learn that it used to be placed

in large numbers on the tops of fort-walls. Evidently it was let

fall on enemies attempting to climb the wall. But in that case

Kautilya would have placed it in the first class. The Mahabharata

(Drona P.) informs us that it was carried on wheels. It is perhaps

on account of its portability that Kautilya put it under the third

class. It is, however, clear that sataghnl, whether stationary or port-

able, had nothing to do with fire,
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requiring ‘mantra* to be uttered before its use. There was another

class of weapons called ‘asura,
1

demonical, the construction and use

of which were known to the A suras. In later times when guns

and cannons were invented, Sukra classed them as asura. 'I hesc

could neither be placed among the divya-astras, which were secret,

nor with the m inava-astras which were too common. I 11 the above

li t Kautilya lias mentioned only the manava astras. There was

yet a fourth class, the R iksas.wistras, the weapons of the wild

aborigines, consisting of stone and branches oi trees thrown by the

hand. This class was not recognised as worthy of study.

( |) 7he bow and arrow

The bow and arrow were the most important weapons of offence

dating back to the time of the Rg-vcda, and continuing down to the

sixteenth century. They figured side by side with guns for at least

four centuries and are still in use among the aborigines of India who

cannot procure guns for hunting. Books on archery were written in

ancient times and were known as Dhanurveda, the science of the bow.

The science was re ;aide 1 as an offshoot of the Yajurveda and taught

by brahmin experts to their Ksatriya pupi's, who alone could lay claim

to it on account of their military profession. Brhaspati and Sukia,Vi$va-

mitra and VaSistha, Vahampayana and Sarngadhara and perhaps many

others wrote on Dhanurveda, but unfortunately most of them have been

lost, and only one, that by VaSistha, has been lately published. 1 It

is to a certain extent a modernised edition of an older treatise on

archery bearing the name of Vaaistha who was a celebrated teacher

and said to have been the foremost writer on Dhanurveda. Frag-

ments of the science of archery are found in many books, such as

Yuktikalpataru by Bhojaraja, Nltisara by Sukra, The Agni

Parana has given in three short chapters a more detailed account

which agrees in most parts with Vasisfcha. Both of them appear to

have borrowed their accounts from an older source.

The common name for bow was ‘dlianus/ But there were distinc-

tive names. Kautilya calls one made of Tala (Palmyra palm)

I The Sanskrit text has been edited and translated into Bengali

by lsvaia Chandra Sastrl and published by Arun Chandra Sinha,

Calcutta.
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wood a 'karmuka*. of Capa fa bamboo) a 'capV, and also ‘kodnnda’,

of Dhanvan wood (lit. the dhanus wood, Dhaman of our verna-

cular, species of Grezvia and perhaps also of Cordia) ‘druna’, and of

Srnga(horn) a ‘sarnga.* The famous bow of Arjuna was gandfva, so-

called because it bad prominent knots. It was probably made of

bamboo. The bow of f5rikrsna was of horn. The wood of the

Dhanvan tree is flexible and straight-grained and fit for a bow, whence

the name. From VaSistha we gather that the bows were usually

four cubits or six feet long. Hence a ‘dhanus* became a standard

measure of length. The dhanus of the gods were longer. That of

Mahadeva was five and a half cubits long. The horn bow of Visnu

was five feet long. But the horn bows as used by men were a little

shorter. These bows were used by elephant-men and horse-men, those

of bamboo by chaript-men and infantry. Besides bamboo and horn,

metals and other kinds of wood were used in making dhanus. The

metals used are said to be gold, silver, copper and steel.* Perhaps

these were used to embellish the bows. The horn was procured

from buffaloes and a kind of antelope called Rohisa and a wild animal

called Sarabha. 1

i The animal is thus described in the Vasi§tha-c1hanurveda.

“It has eight legs, four of which are upwards. Its horns are long. It

is as high as a camel, lives in toresls and is well known and hunted

after in Kashmir.** It is believed to be a fabulous animal, bftause of

its so-called eight legs. This part of the description is a fiction, but

there cannot be the least doubt of the existence of* the animal whose

flesh was eaten and which furnished horn for bows. The horn of wild

buffaloes may measure more than eight feet along the curve. The

question is what other animal could supply the horn for bows ? It is

obvious, the horn must be holiow, and we should therefore search

among the family of Bovidaec, We gather from other books, that its

eyes are situated higher up the head, it can be seen only in forests

and can dare attack a lion and is strong enough to kill it, ‘siinhaghatin’.

From Rajanigkantu we gather that it looks like a lion (maha-simha),

has enormous horns, black shoulders, (perhaps black hair on the neck),

is very intelligent and lives in mountainous regions. This description

would tempt one to think of bison which might .have been found in

Kashmir. Possibly the name Sarabha was Sanskritized from ‘sar’,

a common name for the deer in use among the natives of the Hima-

layas. The horn of Rohiga and Sarabha need not be very long.
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Of the various kinds of wood, VaSi^ha mentions catidana (sandal),

vetra (rattan cane), dhanvan (dhaman), 6ala, Salmali (Bombax)
%
fiaka

(teak), kakubha ( Terminalia arjuna), bamboo and afijana (?). But

it is difficult to see how efficient and lasting bows could be made

of trees like candana, 6ala and 6aka. Probably they were used in

making maha-yantra, the machine for hurling stones, etc. It may be

noted that Tala (Palmyra palm) is not included in the above list.

Bhojaraja names only horn and bamboo. Agni Parana tells us that

the maximum length of a bow is six feet, medium length five feet

and the minimum length four and a half feet.

For strings of the bow Kautilya mentions fibres of murva (Sattsviera),

arka (Calatropis\ Sana (Crotalari<*), gavethu (Coix\ venu (strips of

bamboo), and snSyu (gut). Va§is$ha recommends silk cord as thick

as the little finger, and in its absence snayu (gut) of deer, buffalo,

and goat, or strips of mature bamboo tied with silk, or fibre. of arka

(Calotropis). Agni Purana mentions cotton thread, munja r

(the rnufija

reed), bhafiga
(Cannabis hetnp

),
and snayu (gut).

Arrows are called *i§u* by Kautilya. The word is derived from

the root ‘i§* to move. The shafts of the arrows were made from

venu (bamboo), Sara (the reed, Saccharum arundinaceum), salaka (thin

stick), dantjasana (?), and naraca (of iron). The points were made of

iron, bone, and wood, so as to cut, pierce and thrust. It is to be noted

here that the word, *bana\ is not used for an arrow. Similarly

Vasi^hi, speaks of 6ara (arrows) and not bana, because sara was the

chief material of the shaft. It is also called kanda, the reed. The

reed measured two cubits or thirty-six inches, and was as thick

as the little finger. The points were given various shapes for pierc-

ing, cutring, etc. They had special forms for opposing and cutting

bana on its way. Naraca was a bana made entirely of metals.

Bhojaraja uses the word bana as a general name for arrows and

"insists on the lightness and stiffness of the shaft, and sharpness

of the point. According to him a naraca is ribbed and the point

is either sharp or rough, VaSi§Jha also describes naraca which is

entirely made of iron, five sided and five feathered. It is said that very

few succeed in shooting a naraca.

It seems agni-bana was the result of fastening to naraca inflam-

mable materials. The modifications of the agni-bana or agneyastra

were known under various names. All were 'divya-astras\ that is

to say, uncommon weapons. Va§i?tha names seven classes of divya-

astras. They were Brahmastra, Brahmadan4a, Brahmasira, Fasupata,
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Vayavya, Agneya and Narasitnha, and we are told that they had

numerous forms. Unfortunately the construction is kept secret. But

they were all known as ‘bana’ and not ‘Sara*, and required careful

handling. Before discharging the arrow, concentration of attention was

secured by repeating Tantrika mantras. As to the effective range

of common arrows, wc are told that for the best archer it is sixty

dhanus or 120 yards, for the next best 80 yards and for the worst

60 yards. But for naraca, the distances should be 8o, 60, and 32

yards respectively. A man who could pierce through metal plates

half a finger in thickness, or twenty-four layers of leather was consi-

dered proficient.

( To be continued

)

Jogesh Ciiandra Roy
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Fa-hien's Parvatagiri, Watters with some hesitation restores it as

Bhramara-giri, and identifies it with Sriparvata, 1 where, according

to the testimony of Tibetan writers, Nagarjuna spent the latter part

of his life. 2 Yuan Chwang, however, does not state clearly that

Nagarjuna lived at Po-lo mo-lo-ki-li, which may have been a Buddhist

establishment built at his instance within the province of Daksina

Kosala. To identify this mountain with Srlparvata, which, if

identified with a mountain near Dhanakataka, must have been

more than 50 miles distant from any part of Daksina Kosala, seems

to me to be wide of the mark.

w

Tibetan and Sanskrit Traditions

Yuan Chwang’s mention of Nagarjuna in connection with Daksina

KoSala and the identification of this country, as suggested by Cun-

ningham, with “the ancient province of Vidarbha or Berar, of which the

present capital h Nagpur”3 reminds us of the Tibetan tradition

which says that Nagarjuna was born of a brahmin family of Vidarbha.

4

The LankavatTira could have been pointed out as the source

of this tradition if the “Vedalyam” of the undermentioned verse®

could have been shown to be a locality in Vidarbha or if the word had

been a variant for Vaidarbha,,,e

1 Watters, op. cit., p. 207.

2 Taranatha, op . cit., pp.71, 81, 303 ;
dPag. bsam. Ifon. bzan,

p, 86 : dPal. gyi. ri = Sr!parvata or Sri&iila.

3 Cunningham, op. cit., p. 595.

4 Taranatha, op. cit., Appendix, pp. 301, 303 ;
dPag. bsaw.

Ijon. bzaft, p. 85 : lho-phyogs-Vaidarbhar-bram, ze/d. rigs. su. //khruus.

5 Larlkavataru, Sagathakam, p. 286 :

fan: ’Jto? 1

11

[At Vedali in the south, there will be the renowned monk known

by the name of Naga, supporter of the doctrine of both existence and

and non-existence].

6 The reading ‘Vedalyam’ of Nanjio, followed by H. P. Sastri,

{Buddhistic Studies ,
ed. by I?. C. Law, p. 853) is not warranted by

the Tibetan version of the verse, which is as follows :

Iho-phyogs Vedahi yul du ni /

dge-slon dpal klan ches gragspa // etc.

See Walleser, Life of NCigarjuna (Hirth Anniversary volume), p. 19.
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The Maftjusrimulakalpii furnishes us with a few particulars about

Nagarjuna corroborating the Lankavatura but does not mention his

birth-place or the chief centre of his activities. It says,

—

wa fas S mim n

sttht

^

f*rg: fan *n: i

trail

nra*) •rmnt fttsir fo^r to tost*: i

fa;^wnunTOfa?t 11

3<sfTTOt ^wsTn i

faqn ii

[In the fourth century after my parinirvana, 1 there will be a monk
known by the name of Naga engaged in doing good to the Faith.

By attaining the Mudita stage (i.c. the first of the ten bhumis)

he will live for 6oo years. He will attain perfection in Mayurlvidya ,
2

That master of the knowledge of the various hastras and dhatus
,

and of the non-reality of all things, will after demise be reborn in the

SukhavatT, and will in due course attain Buddhahood ].

The Ma lhy< i mik- Naga rju net confuted ivith the Ta ntrik-Naga rju tin

The Mahfnkrimnliikalpa, belonging to a date prior to the nth

century a. I ).,
3 has very probably mixed up the traditions relating to

more than one person bearing the name Nagarjuna. It corroborates the

Lahkavatcira 4 when it states that Nagarjuna will be the master of the

1 In the Appendix to Taranatha, of. citt) pp. 301, 303, Wassiljew

writes that according to Sumbum of Toguan chutuktu, Nagarjuna

was born in Vidarbha in the sou di 400 years after Buddha's parinirvana.

See also dPag, sam. Ijort . bzan
y p. 8;

.

2 Nanjio speaks of six MahaniayTiri-Vidyarajhis (nos. 306-311).

The earliest translation, dated 317-420 A.D., is attributed to Fob

Srlmitra, the next in order being that of Kumarajlva. See also As.

Researches , XX, p. 516; R, L. Mitra, Nepalese Buddhist Literature ,

pp. 1 73 » 292.

3 Its Tibetan translation was made in the nth century. See

Csoma Korosi, Asiatic Researches
,
vol. XX.

4 As the passage occurs in the last chapter (Sagathakam) of the

Lahkuvataray the date of the tradition may be taken to be as old as
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doctrine of existence and non-existence and that he will after attaining

the Mudita stage (i.e. Pramudita, the first of the ten bhumis), be reborn

in Sukhavatl, but it omits the prophecy that Nagarjuna will propagate

the Mahayana 1 doctrine of Buddhism. On the other hand, it says that

he will attain perfection in the MayTiri-vidya and will live for 600 years.

To attribute mastery of the Mdyuri Tantra- to the expounder of

Madhyamika philosophy looks absurd on the face of it, hence, it may
be unhesitatingly stated that the Mahjusri-mTdakalpa makes a con-

fusion between the traditions about the Madhyamik-Nagarjuna and

the Tantrik-Nagarjuna, That there was a Tantrik Nagarjuna is

proved by the tradition preserved in the dPag-bsam-ljon-bzah (p. 86),

in which it is recorded that, according to the account of the 84 inaha-

siddhas (grub-chen-gya bshi), one Nagarjuna was born at Kahora, a

part of Kafici, was educated at Nalanda, where he learned the

Sastra?, practised the Siddhis and visualized the goddess Tara.

He lived for some time at Ghantfisaila and thence came to

Sripnrvata.

Of the two traditions mixed up in the MaHjuhr\mulakalpa t
I

think, one originated in the Lankavatdra and the other in the

Mahasiddhi- Vrttdnta. Taking Nagarjuna to be a single person, his

span of life has been supposed to be of 600 years. Taranatha 3 obtained

much of his information from the Mafijithrlmulakalpa and gave

currency to the view that Nagarjuna lived for 600 years, or more

correctly, 529 or 571 years. Though the author of the dPag. bsatn .

Ijott, bzaii 1 has recorded the traditions separately he was not sure

about the fact that there were two N agarjit nas, as he described the

first Nagarjuna as successful in the sadhana connected with the

goddesses Mahamayfirl and Kurukulla. 1 In the Tibetan tradition, how-

the 5th century A. D., because the Chinese translations of this chapter

were made by Bodhiruci (513 /N * ^0 an(^ Siksananda (704 A * See

also f.R.A.S., 1935, p. 835 ,
WaJIeser, Life of Nagarjuna (Mirth

Anniversary volume), pp. 20, 2r.

1 Lanka., p, 286 : irewronroi *

2 This has been pointed out by Dr. B. Bhattacharya in bis Intro,

to the Sadhana maid
,
vol, II, p. xlv.

3 Op. ctt., p. 730. 4 PP* 85, S6

5 For particulars about these Tantrik goddesses, see Dr. B.

Bhattacharya's Preface to the Sudhanamdld ,
vol. II.

I.H.Q, SEPTEMBER, 1931 27
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ever, one Nagarjuna is counted as a Tantrik guru, being the disciple of

Saraha 1

;
hence it is quite possible that the incidents of the life of

the second Nagarjuna have been mixed up with those of the first.

Confusion was further helped by the fact that this Tantrik Nagarjuna

had as his disciple one Kanaripa, who was also called Aryadeva 2

Taramtha's statements utilised for dentangling the traditions

For disentangling these traditions, we may utilise Taranatha’s

division of Nagarjuna’s life of 600 years into three periods, viz.,

200 years in the Madhyade£a, 200 years in the south, and 129 or iji

years on Sriparvata.

3

Taranatha linked up the life-span of the first

Nagarjuna with that of the last, and as the belief in the capacity to

prolong life through Tantrik methods was then current, he did not

think it absurd in any way that a person should live for about 600 years.

Nagarjuna of Madhyadesa was very probably the student of the Prajfia-

paramitas and the expounder of the Sunyata philosophy, while the

Nagarjuna of Srlparvata was born in the south probably 400 or 500

years after the first Nagarjuna and spent the latter part of his life on

1 dPag . sam . Ifon, bzan
, p. 124, based on the account of the 84

Mahasiddhis. See also Sddhanamala
,

II, intro., p. xli. Taranatba

(p. 105) also mentions him.

2 Ibidtl p. 124. It is not unlikely that this is also a confusion made

by the Tibetan writers with Aryadeva of the Madhyamika school.

3 Taranatha, op, cit.
t p, 73.

4 It may be shown from tractions of these two Nagarjunas

that the Madhyamika Nag&rjuna lived in or about the first century

A. D. The second Nagarjuna, whose disciple met Yuan Chwang, may
be placed in the beginning of the 6th century a. d. If the total length

of time from the birth of the first Nagarjuna to the death of the

second Nagarjuna be taken as 529 or 571 years, as Taranatha states,

then the date of the first Nagarjuna is to be taken back to just tht

beginning of the Christian era or a few decades earlier. The
latter alternative fits in with the prophecy as recorded in the Lanka-

vatara and the MaUjubflmulakalpa that Nagarjuna will come into

existence in the fourth century after Buddha’s death. Some may
say that Nagarjuna, the Madhyamika expounder, lived in the first

century B. c. In another paper, this point will be dealt with,
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SrTparvata, converting it into a centre of Tara worship. 1 In all pro-

bability it was the Tantrik Nagarjuna, who was regarded as the great

alchemist.2 Yuan Chwang says that he met a disciple of Nagarjuna 3 and

that the first Nagarjuna lived somewhere in Daksinakosala at a place

consecrated by an ASokan tope, which perhaps will come to light at some

future date. In his Geographical Dictionary
,

4 Mr. Del writes that there

is near Nagpur a place called Ramagiri (mod. Ramtefc) where a temple

is said to have been dedicated to Nagarjuna. Taking into account

all these evidences, it may be stated that the first Nagarjuna had

nothing to do with the Nagarjunikonda, Srlparvata, or Dhanyakafcaka,

and that his activities were confined to Daksina-koSala. The

Sanskrit inscription at Jaggayyapeta recording the establisment of

a Buddhapratinia by the donor and his aspiration to Buddhatva*

cannot but be a record of a comparatively late date and hence its

reference to Nagarjuna carya is evidently to the Tantrik Nagarjuna.

The GandavyUha ,° a work of about the 2nd or the 3rd century

a. D., speaks of Dhfmyakara as a great city of Daksinapatha and

a seat of MafijuSrI, who lived in an extensive forest at

Mfila dhvajavyuhacaitya and converted a large number of Nagas and

other inhabitants of that place, but refers neither to Nagarjuna nor

to $rTparvata. It is in the MaTijmrwiTdahalpa 1 that Srlparvata and

Dhanyakafcaka find mention as important centres of Buddhism, and

hence these should be associated with the second Nagarjuna rather than

with the first.

1 The conversion of a centre of Tara worship into that of Durga

or Parvatl is not uncommon. There is now a Sivadurga temple at

Srlparvata (See De, Geog. Diet., p. T93). This fact has led Beal to

identify Po lo-mo lo-ki li with Sriparvata .

2 This raises the questions, as to the contemporaneity of Nagarjuna

with Satavahana ;
the authorship of the Suhnllekha (JP1 S, 1886) -

f
the

discoverer of the so-called elixir of life, and the identity of Nagarjuna

about whom fresh information has been supplied by Prof. Sylvain

Levi in his article “Sur le Buddhisme de basse Spoque dans 1*1ndd*

in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies, vi, pt. 2. As these

topics fall beyond the scope of this paper, 1 wish to deal with them in

a subsequent issue of the Quarterly,

3 Watters, op. cit. t l, p. 287, 4 Sv. Ramagiri.

5 Burgess, op. cit.
% p. 112. 6 A, S. B, Is., leaf 21b.

7 Mrtvfuxrltnnlaba/pa, pp. 88, 628,
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II

Pamca-Matukas

The pqc^rrqnce of the terms ' Pacanefcayika* ‘Sutantika' Trepilaka
,

SutiUikinl* 'feta/iin', Vin^yamdhara 1 in Barhut, Safict and other ins-

criptions, has been generally accepted to imply that the Buddhists of

the 3rd or 2nd century n.c. had a Tripitaka, one of which was the Sutia

f*itak(i, divided into 5 Nikayas, just as we have it today. Until the

discovery of the inscriptions at Nfigarjunikonda we had not come

across any epigjaphic record specially naming the Nikayas*

Vinayadharas and Samyuktabhanakas of Makavanasaila

On the pillar of an puter railing of the Amaravatl Stupa there is

ai) inscription \yhich describes some nuns as Vinayadharas* , and

another inscription whicji speaks of the monks of Mahayanaseliya as

MahavinayadharasP These two inscriptions distinctly prove the

existencp of 4 Vinayapitak^ at that time.

An inscription on one of the slabs' fount} near the central stupa of

Amaravatl Refers to 3 monk of Mah^vapasaja (iVJahfivanasala-

vathavasa), wfyo was a pupil of the Samyufabhatufca mahatheras

[Samyufabhatukanarn mahath(e)ranam] A
. Burgess translated the word

“Sarnyutabhatuka ,>
as “the brother of Samyutaka/’ The letter “ta"

of "bhatllka ,,
in the plate is distinctly “na." Burgess probably was

not aware of the use of the word 1 bhanaka 1

, a term not rare in the

inscriptions ®, and read it as 'bhatuka.* It is only in the works of

Buddhaghosa,® we find that monks were used to be grouped as

“Dighabhanakas”, “Majjhimabhanakas", <lSamyuttabhflllakas
,,

or

“Anguttarabhanakas”.

Now, the Samyuttabhanakas of the above mentioned inscription

\ Vogel, Efi. Ind., YU l, pp, i 73> \ Bloch, /, A . S. /?., 1898,

pp. 274, 28q ; Stedie, Pali Diet*, $v. LTfoka
;
Luders* List,

2 Burgess, op cit.
% p. 37. 3 Ibid., p. 102,

4 Burgess, op. cit
f , p. 91 (Plate xlvi^i, no. 35), see also p. 105.

5 See Index to Liiders’ List.

b Sunf, Vil.
, p. IS; Visuddhintagga, pp. 74, 76, 77: Align ttara-

bhanaka; pp. 36, 266, 275, 286 : Dlghabhanaka
; pp. 275, 286, 431 :

Majjhimabhanaka
; pp. 275, 431 : San)yuttabbanaka.
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are associated with the Mahavanasala1
. Burgess adopts the reading

‘sfila* for 'sala
1

, and I think, he would have no objection if one adopted

the reading ‘sela.’ From the GandavyUha * we learn that on the

east of the great city Dhatiyakara, there was a great forest called

Vicitranudndh vaja vyTi/ia, So it is very likely that there was a series

of forest-covered hills which went by the name of PurvaSaila or

PurvamahavanaSaila and AparaSaiia or Aparamahavanasaila, and these

are referred to in Nagarjunakonda inscriptions as Aparamahavinasela.3

From what has been said above as also from the Amaravatl ins-

criptions it may be inferred that there were, on the forest-covered

hills near Dhatiyakara, a few Buddhist establishments with a large

number of monks and nuns, the latter being much in evidence as

donors and donees of gifts. The establishments belonged to a

Buddhist sect which had a Pitaka divided into Sutra and Vinaya,

the former having sub-divisions, one of which was the Samynkia ,
4

DlgJia-Mujhima -Nikaya -dhara

It is for the first time in the inscriptions at Nagarjunikonda that

we get the use of the words, Digha, Ufajjhima and ]\latrk7X) in

passages like Dlgha-Maj/i ima-pa\jn)ca-matu ka-osiika-vacakanan 1 and

Dlgha-Majhima-nikaya-dharen
a'

in the Ayaka-pillar C
{

and {,Digha-

Majhima pamda-m[a]tukadesa[/ca-va][c(i^ana 7n]
,t
and “Dlgha-Ma-nigaya-

dharena

”

in the Ayaka pi liar C
Any comment on the expressions <<D^gha-Majhima ,,

or “Digha

MajhimaNikaya-dhara” is hardly necessary except this that

the use of such appellations is not usual in the Pali literature, where

the appellations ‘ 4dhaimnakathika”
t
* “dhammadhara" are very

1 See Burgess, op. cit p. 105.

2 A. S. B. ms., leaf 21a: ^
irepniw iwinmWW 1

3 Ep. lnd%i
XX, p. 4.

4 See infra %
for Digit a and Majjhima.

5 Dhammakathikas
,

according to Buddhaghosa, are really

Abhidhammikas, but he further says tiiat ordinary Dhamma prea-

chers are also called Dhammakathikas. Attha. % p. 29.

Samyutta ,
III, pp. i62ff: See the answer given to the question,

“kittavata nu kho bhante Dhainmakathiko hoti’ti *?

Its use is found also in the Amaravatl and other insc iptions, See

Burgess, op % cit p. 24 and Index to Liiders' List,
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commonly found. The Pali expressions which repeatedly occur in

every Nikaya for referring to the masters of the various branches

of the Buddhist literature are, bahussuta dgatagama dhammadhara

vinayadhara mdtihadharaV and not Nikdyadhara . The slight

difference noticed in the sets of such appellations in the Nagarjnikonda

inscriptions and the Pali texts tends to show that the inscriptions

were concerned with a Buddhist sect which was not exactly the

Theravada (the Pali School) but had a literature and tradition very

similar to those of the Theravada School.

We now pass on to the next expression 'Pama-mltukd* which

also points to the inference that the inscriptional records are concerned

with a sect other than the Theravada. The word 'matuka’ is

evidently a corrupt form of Sanskrit matrka or Pali matika* The

common explanation of matik

a

as given in the Pali texts is Abhi-

dhamma, By the term matikadhara . the Puli texts refer to a master

of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. The interpretation has its origin in

the tradition that Buddha preached Abhidhamma to his mother

in Tavatinisa heaven and gave its matik*
(
= substance or main themes)

to Sariputta among his disciples, and that Sariputta later on expanded

the mdtikds and developed them into the Abhidhamma pitaka
;

hence the Abhidhamma has become synonymous with matiku . The

older of the SarvastivaJa traditions, as preserved in the A-yu-wang

king (
Ahokaraja sUtra) and A-yu wangdchouan (Asokarajavadana

siitra), 2 while giving an account of the First Council, says, that

Mahakasyapa, after completing the recitation of the Vinaya with

the help of Upali, proceeded to recite the Matrka or Mdtrkapitaka .

KaSyapa said to the bhiksus that by the matrka or mdtrkapitaka one

is to understand the following topics : 4 smrtyupastha?ias
t 4 samyak-

pradhanas, 4 rddhipadas, 5 indriyasy 5 balas, 7 bodhyaiigas> astahgika-

marga t
(i.e. the 37 Bodhipakkhiyadhammas

)

as also the 4 Pralisaviviis,

the Samadhis
;
in short, the exposition of the precepts and the dharmas

constitutes the matrka . In the Pali texts also, these 37 Bodhipakkhiya-

1 Majjhima
,

I, p. 223 ;
CV. ill) Aiiguttara

,
III, p. 78 : dullabho

bahussuto, dullabho dhammakathiko, dullabho vinayadharo
;

Attha.
%

p. 15 : Anandatthero hi bahussuto tipitakadharo. For further refer-

ences, see P.T.S. Pali Dictionary, s.v,

2 J. Przyluski, Le Concile de Rajagrha
, pp. 45, 334 ;

cf. Rockhill,

Life of the Buddha
, p. 160: mDo tSutra), Dulva (Vinaya) and

Ma-mo (Matrka).
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dhammas 1 are often pointed out as the essentials of Buddhism.

Though matika came to mean the Abhidhammapitaka in the Pali texts,

its use in its original sense is not excluded. While discussing whether

the Kathavatthu can be regarded as ‘Buddhabhasita*, it is contended

by Buddhaghosa that Moggaliputta Tissa did not compose the work

from his own knowledge but from the matika given by the Teacher

(satlha dinnanayena Uiapitamatikaya deseti
)
2 In support of this con-

tention Buddhaghosa adds that the Madhupindikasuttanta is regarded

as Buddhavacana though it was Mahakaccana’s composition on the

ground that it was only an exposition of the matika given (ihapitama-

tikaya) to him by Buddha. It is also in this sense that we find its

use in the Vinaya texts, but there are a few passages 3
in which

'matika

'

means the PatimokkhaSntta. Later on, however, Matika

more properly Dvematika
,
became a technical name for the Bhikkhu-

patimokklia and Bh iktch nnipatimokkha, 4 Without multiplying

1 Dlgha , II, p. 1 19-120: (Mahaparinibbanasutta) : Katame ca

te bhikkhave dhamma maya abhinnaya desita ? Seyyathldam

cattaro satipatthana, cattaro sammappadhana, cattaro iddhipada, pane*

indriyani, panca balani, satta bojjhang.i, ariyo atthangiko maggo. In

the Majjhima Nikiiya (II, p. 245), Buddha just after enumerating these

asked Atianda if there were any two monks who held different

opinions about them (imesu dhammesu dve pi bhikklm nanavade

ti ?), to which Ananda answered in the negative. This conversation

was concluded by the remark that there might in future be difference

in opinion relating to minor rules of discipline (ajjhajive adhipati-

mokklie) but not to these essentials. 2 Attha„ p. 4.

3 E. g. Vinaya, Mv., I, p. 98 :

Khandhake Vinayc: c’eva Paiivare ca Matikc /

Yathatthakarl kusalo patipajjati yoniso //

See also Vulhusekhara Sastrl, Patimokkhasutta
, p. 12-13 : Naiva

matikaya na padabhajane vuttam (Kahkha-Vitarani Pac. 19), in

which matika means pada, i.e, of the Patimokkhasutta .

Samantapasadika
, p. 18

;
Attha

, p.19 : Pancavidha-patimokkuddesa-

parajikadisatta apattikkhandha-w<7//£a.

4 See Mabel Bode, Pali Literature of Burma
, p. 6. She says in

the footnote that her attention was drawn by Dr. Barnett to a book re-

edited in Burma as Dve-matika
,

which included Bhikkhu- and

Bhikkhum-patimokkha, Kammakammavinicchaya, extracts from the

Parivara and other Vinaya texts, and a Patimokkhuddesa.
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instances, it may be stated that even in Pali literature, Matika

means not only the Abhidhamma-pitaka but also the Patimokkhasutta,

and for the matter of that, the Vinaya Pitaka. Childers in his Pali

Dictionary (s.v. Matika), writes on the authority of Burnouf's

translation of the Saddharma Pundarika, that it means ‘'the list

of the Vinaya precepts, omitting all the explanations and other

details”. The “matuka" of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions may there-

fore be taken to mean both Vinaya and Abhidhamma.

Panca of Pamcamdtuka

Now let us turn to the significance of the numerical adjective

pamca in the expression ‘pamca-matuka/ The Pali Vinaya-Pitaka

is usually regarded as consisting either of 4 parts or of 5 parts thus :

(i) Pdtimokkha
,

(ii) Vibhanga
,

(iii) Khandhakas
,

and (iv) Parivara ,

or, (i) Pdrdjikd
;

(ii) Pdcittiya, (iii) Mahdvagga
;

(iv) Cullavagga and

(v) Parivara .* The latter division is more common, and hence

pamca-matuka may be taken to refer to the Pali Vinaya or a version

very similar to the same.

Much information is now available from the Chinese sources

about the Vinaya texts of the different schools,

1

and a flood of light

has been thrown on them by Mons. Przyluski in his *'Le Concile de

Rdfagrha ”

3

Among the Vinaya texts in Chinese, catalogued by Nanjio, we

notice that four works have ‘mdlrka 9

as a part of their names, viz.,

Sarvastivada-nikaya-vinaya-;«:T// 7̂ , ( 1 132) ;
Mulasarvastivada-nikaya-

1 The corresponding Sarvastivada titles are,— (i) Vinaya-vastu,

(ii) Pratimoksa-sutra
;

(iii) Vinaya-vibhaga
;

(iv) Vinaya-ksudraka-

vastu, and (v) Vinaya-uttara-grantha, see my Early History etc. pp, 283ff.

2 For Dharmagupta Vinaya, see Journal Asiatique
, 1916 ;

and

for the Mulasarvastivada Vinaya, see 1914; also Csoma Kbrosi

in the Asiatic Researches ,
XX summarised in my Early History ctc.

}

pp. 282 ff.
;

see also my introduction to the Bodhisattva Pratimoksa

Sutra (/. H. Q June, 1931).

3 A work though published in 19:6-28 is not widely known even

among scholars writing on the first two Buddhist Councils, the main

source of which are the Vinaya texts of different schools. They

depend for their information on the paper by Prof. La Vallee Poussin

published two decades ago. See Buddhistic Studies (i 9j 0 »
Ch. II :

Buddhist Councils, p. 26.
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inatrka, (1134); Vinaya*;«a/r^3*§astra (1138) of the Dharmaguptas,

1

Mulasarvastivada-nikaya-vinaya-nidana-wu/f/^a-gatha (1140). Of these,

the Vinaya-matrka-bastra furnishes us with the information that

the Vinaya Pitaka (i. e. of the Dharmaguptas) consisted of five

parts, viz. Khanda (kathina, etc.), Matrka, Ekottara % Bhikxu-

Pratnnoksa and Bhikmnx-Pratimokm . * Likewise, we are told that

the Vinaya Pitaka of the Mahasanghikas was also divided into five

parts and that the Mahasanghikas had a particular fancy for the

number ‘five\ specially in connection with the Vinaya, for they have

repeatedly mentioned this number while speaking of the divisions of

the Vinaya rules. 3 We have seen that the inatrka has been used to

denote the Vinaya Pitaka as much as the Abhidhamma
;

hence, the

Pavrxca-imtuka of the N&garjunikoncja. inscriptions may be taken to

mean either a Vinaya Pitaka or an Abhidharma Pitaka, in five divisions,

Now, let us see if any school had the Abhidhamma Pitaka in five

divisions. The Abhidhamma Pitaka, so far as is known to us,

consists of seven texts whether in Pali

4

or in Sanskrit,® and the

Mahasanghikas, so far as the traditions go, did not recognise the

seven texts of the Theravadins as Huddhabhasita,* but had an

Abhidharma Pitaka of their own accordi ng to the testimony of Yuan

Chuang,' who further supplies us with the information that he

himself studied certain Abhidharma treatises of the Mahasanghika

1 Przyluski, op. cit. t pp. 169, 316. ‘ The title P'i-ni mou (Vinay

matrka) indicates that this work is a ntalrka of a Vinaya, and at the

end of the fragment translated, it is written that the Vinaya

appertains to the llaimavata school.

2 Przyluski, op, citn pp. 177, 353.

3 Ibid., pp 212 : “II y a cinq legles de la purete
,>

$ p. 215:

“Dans le Vinaya cinq choses sont relatees
$ p, 216 : “Ilya a cinq

Vinaya"

4 Pali (Theravada) : (i) Dhamtnasaugani, (ii) Vibhauga, (iii)

Kathavatthu, (iv) Puggala Paftnatti, (v) Dhatukatha, (vi) Yamaka

and (vii) Pattbana.

5 Sanskrit (Sarvastivada) : (i) Jfiana-prasthana-sutra with its six

supplements, viz., (ii) Sanglti Paryaya, (iii) Dhatukaya
;

(iv)

Prajfiaptisara (v) Dharmaskandha, (vi) Vijnanakaya and (vii)

Prakaranapada. See my Early History etc., pp, 288 ff.

6 See Dipava^sa, ch. v, 32 38.

7 Watters, op . dt%9 II, pp. 161, 217.

I.li.Q, SEPTEMBER, I93I 28
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school with two monks at Dhanakataka. If it could have been ascertain-

ed that their Abhidharma had five divisions, we would have no

hesitation in stating that the Pamca matuka referred to the Abhi-

dharma Pitaka of the Mahasanghikas. The only Abhidharma Pit tka

existing in five parts, as far as we know, is that of the Dharma-

guptas, whose Vinaya-Pitaka was in four parts, 1 but as the inscrip*

tional and literary evidences do not point to the existence of that

school in this locality, they may be left out of account.

Coming to the Vinaya Pitaka, we find that five of the principal

schools, viz., Theravada, Mahlfiasaka, Haimavata, Sarvastivada and

Mahasaughika had their Vinaya Pitakas in five divisions,

2

and in view

of tire fact that the appropriate place of the Vinaya Pitaka is after

the Nikayas, the term ‘pamca-matuka’ refers, I think, to the Vinaya-

Pitaka and to the one belonging to the Mahasanghikas, because the ins

criptional and literary evidences, as we shall see presently, 5 suggest it.

Ill

Schools of Buddhism connected with Nagarjunikonva

The testimony of Yuan Chwang about the schools of Buddhism

prevalent in Dhanakataka and its neighbourhood is our best guide

in this enquiry. He says that in the twenty monasteries existing

at the time, there were the monks of the Mahasaughika School,

and that on a hill to the east of Dhanakataka stood the PurvaSaila

monastery, and on a hill to the west, the Aparasa’da monastery. 4 The

inscriptions so far discovered in this locality nowhere mention the

name of the Mahasanghikas, as we find in the Karle Caves (Maha-

saghiyas).* The names of schools, rather local schools, that are

mentioned in these inscriptions are :

(i) Hamglii (Burgess, op . cit.
y p. 105).

Ayira-haghana
(Ep . InJ., XX, pp. 17, 20).

(ii) Caityikas (Burgess, op, cit,
, pp, 100, 102).

Cetiavadakasa (Ibid* p. 102).

1 Przyluski, op . nV., pp. 353, 357, 359.

2 Ibid, 3 See infra % p. 649.

4 Watters, op, cit,
%

II, pp. 214, 217.

5 For references, see my Early History etc., p. 243.
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(iii) Apavamahavinaseliya (Ep . Ind XX, p. 41).

Mahavanaseliyana (Burgess, op . dt.
t p. 105).

(iv) Puvasele (used not as a sect but a place-name, see Ep,

lnd,
}
XX. p. 22).

(v) Rajagiri-nivasika (Burgess, op. citn p. 5 3>

Rajasaila {lbidt) p. 104).

(vi) Sidhathikanam
(
Ibid p. 1 10).

(vii) BahusutTya, (Ep . lnd„ XX, p. 24).

(viii) Mahisasaka {Ibid.).

Drs. Burgess and Vogel have drawn our attention to five of the above-

mentioned schools, viz., (1) the Caityikas, comprising (2) the Apara«eli-

yas and (3) Puvaseliyas, and (4) Balutsutlyas and (5) MahUasakas. Of
these the Mahlsasakas need not be taken into account, first because, the

donor who makes the gift to this sect hails from the distant province

of Vanavasa, and secondly because it is a branch of the Sthaviravadins

and not of the Mahasaiighikas. All the other sects mentioned in

these inscriptions arc branches or sub branches of the Mahasaiighikas,

Aryasamgha - Mahasamgka

My first object is to show that the Mahasaiighikas have been here

referred to as Ayira-hamgha or simply, Hamgha, for reasons stated

below. Whenever a sect is named in the inscriptions it is preceded

by the expression ‘Acariyanam/ e.g., Acariyanam Aparamahavina-

seliyanam
;
Acariyanam Bahusutlyanam

;
Acariyanam Mahlsasakanam,

hence Acariyanam Ayira-hamghanam refers to the sect of Ayira-

hamghas or simply Hamghas. In the Chinese titles of the Vinaya

texts, the Mahasanghikas is sometimes shortened to Sanghika, 1

and it is quite natural. The use of the term 'Harnghi* before “galia-

patiputasa Dusakasa’ 151
is significant. Burgess takes Hamghi as a

proper name, whereas, I think, it means cone belonging to the Hamgha

(Safigha) sect/ It is still more significant that a householder (gahapati)

is pointed out as belonging to the sect, a thing rather unusual in

I See Nanjio, 1159 [Pratimoksa-sanghika(san-khi)-vinayamfiIa) l

an extract from the text no. 1119 Mahasaughika (Mo ho-san-khi)

vinaya].

? Burgess, of. cit p. 105. See also pp. 72, 78, 90, 91.
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Buddhism, but it should be remembered that the Mahasafighikas,

as the forerunners of the Mahayanists. were the first Hlnayanists to

give a place to the laity in the Buddhist dharma. The derivation

of the term ‘Mahasangha’, as offered by Yuan Chwang is as

follows,—-“And because in the assembly, both common folk and

holy personages were mixed together, it was called the assembly of

the great congregation”.

1

Hence, we should take ‘Hamgha’ or

'Saingha* as a proper name and a shortened form of Mahasangha.

Then the use of “arya” for “maha” is not uncommon in Sanskrit

or Pali
;
hence “Aryasangha” may well be taken to mean the

‘Mahasangha*.

All the Andhakas (
= Pubbaseliya

,
Aparaseliya

,
Ra/agiriya, Siddha *

tthika) are specifically named in the inscriptions

The Caityikas were a branch of the Mahasanghikas. Probably

a section of the Mahasanghikas attached great importance to the

worship of the stupa or caitya as is to be found in the Mahavastuf

and got the appellation of Caityika. But it is doubtful whether the

Aparaseliyas or Pubbaseliyas were independent sects, though the

commentary on the Kathavatthu attributes to them some differences

of view in regard to doctrine, and psychological analysis. In the Malta-

vamsa 3
it is stated that in later times, some (local) schools came

into existence in India, viz., Hemavata, Rajagiriya, Siddhatthika,

Pubbaseliya, Aparaseliya and Vajiriya.® Four of these sects, viz.,

Rajagirikas, Siddhatthikas, Aparaseliyas and Pubbaseliyas are collec-

tively called the Anclhakas. 4 The members of the Mahasanghika sect,

it seems, came to be known after the names of the hills, on which

they had their monasteries, without probably vital differences in

doctrinal and disciplinary matters. Yuan Chwang remarks that

he saw only the Mahasanghikas in the existing monasteries of Dhana-

kafcaka, and specifically refers to two monasteries, one on the

AparaSila and the other on the Purva§ila, without pointing out that

they were two independent sects. Mrs. Rhys Davids infers from

the statements of Buddhaghosa in h's commentary on the Kathavatthu

1 Beal, Records of the Western Countries, II, p. 164,

2 Mahavastu t II, pp. 362ff.

3 Mahavamsa
} p, 29. 4 Points of the Controversy, Intro,
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that the Mahasahghikas were not actually existing at Buddhaghosa’s

time, Buddhaghosa, however, speaks of the Andhakas as existing

in his time,

1

The inference that can be drawn from these statements

is that either the Mahasahghikas came to be called by their prolonged

residence in the Andhra country as the Andhakas or the four sects that

issued out of the Mahasahghikas were, by their residence on the

hills of the Andhra country, called the Andhakas. To reconcile

the statements of Yuan Chwang and Buddhaghosa, we may say

that the Mahasahghikas residing within the Andhra country were

known as the Andhakas.

Dr. Burgess overlooked the fact that the terms, Rajagiri or Raja'uaila

and Sidhathika* so often mentioned in the Amaravatl inscriptions,

refer in some cases to the local sects as much as the Puvaseliya and

Avaraseliya do. Sidhathika is not in all instances the name of a

person as Dr. Burgess supposes it to be. Except the Mahl&Isakas,

all the sects named in the inscriptions are branches or sub branches

of the Mahasahghikas, hence it may be concluded that the whole

Buddhht establishment at Nagarjunikonda belonged to the Maha-

sahghikas though visitors came there from far off countries 3 for

the great sanctity of the Stupa, containing as it did, the bone relic

of Buddha. 4 It follows therefore that ‘Dlgha-Majhima-Nikayadhara'

or ‘Pamcamatukadesakavacaka,* mentioned in the inscriptions

belonged to the Mahasahghikas or the Andhakas as they were later

on called.

Doctrinal Evidences point to the Andhakas

A remarkable aspect of the Nagarjunikonda inscriptions is the

mention of a few points relating to the Buddhist doctrine, Buddha is

described as jita*raga-dosa-moha (one who has conquered attachment,

ill-will and delusion) and dhatuvaraparigahita (possessed of the excel-

lent dhatu), and the donor expects as a result of his or her gifts merits

which he or she can transfer (parinametum) to his or her relatives

and friends—an article of faith not recognised in the Pali works

1 Points of the Controversy
,
p. xxxiv.

2 Burgess, op.
t
cit. t pp. 101, 103, 104, no.

3 Watters, Yuan Chwang
,

II, p. 214 ;
Manjuh \m alakalpa

, p, 88,

and infra, pp. 652-3.

4 EH.Q vol. IV, pp. 794-6, Discovery of a Bone-relic.
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where attadipa attasarana is the maxim. The fruits expected are (i)

religious merits, for himself, his relatives and friends resulting in

their happiness in this world and the next
(
ubhaya-loka hita sukhava-

hanamya)
%
— a merit which reminds us of the ASokan inscriptions :

esa budha dekhiye iyam me hidatikaye iyammana me pJlatihaye ti and

(ii) Nivana-sampati (nirvanadom) for himself or herself

f

The recording of the view that gifts may bring happiness to all,

but nirvana only to oneself, deserves our careful consideration. The
distinction drawn in this way is rather uncommon and is not made

even in the inscriptions recording the gifts of the Queen of Vanavasi

to the Mahlsasakas 2 or in the long inscription of the Sinhalese donor. 8

This may well serve as an evidence to prove that all the inscriptions

of Nagarjunikoncla except the two mentioned above belong to one

sect, viz., the Mahasanghikas or their sub-sects, or in other words,

the Andhakas.

Then the expresions *dhotuvara parigahita' or 'nivana-sampati-sa wpa-

daka raise the presumption that the Andhaka-conception of Nirvana

was different from that of the Theravadins or their sub-sect the Mahisa

sakas. In the Kathavatthu, there are two controversies (ix, 2; xix. 6), re

latingto the conception of Nirvana as prevailing among the Andhakas.

The one attributed to the Tuvaseliyas is that the Amatapada (** Nir-

vana), is “an object of thought of a person not yet free from bondage*, 4

and the other attributed to the Andhakas is that “the Nibbanadhatu

is kusala (good)” in the sense in which mental states are spoken

as kusala (good) and it is a faultless state. 8 Both these statements

bear the implication that the Mahasanghikas or the Andhakas

conceived of Nirvana as a 'positive faultless state'—a conception which

can hardly be accepted by the Theravadins, who speak of realizing

the Nibbana within one's own self (paccattam veditabbo vififiuhi) and

not of grasping the same as some object producing pure happiness. 8

Hence, the expression nivana-saMpaii-sampadaha (the obtainmen t of

the wealth of Nirvana) cannot be the utterance of an adherent of a

sect other than the Andhakas.

1 Ep. Ind. t XX, pp. 16, 18, 19, 20, 21 : “atano" or uapano. ,#

2 Ep. Ind. % XX, p. 24. 3 lbidt% p. 22.

4 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Points of the Controversy
, pp, 231-3.

5 Ibid., p. 339.

6 See Mafjhima Nikaya
l
Mulapariyayasutta.
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of Balaramaj but the use of the word Ramanuja to denote Krsna is

not, so far as I have been able to discover, found prior to Sritnad

Bhagavat

,

Indeed, it does not appear that even in later works

this usage is common
j
lor the Nighantus and dictionaries do not give

this meaning. In Vaisnava parlance, Ramanuja usually denotes

Lak^mana, the younger brother of Rama
;

and the great Vaisnava

reformer of that name was himself so called, because his actual name

was Lakstttana. The use of the term Ramanuja to denote Krsna

may suggest the inference that Mukundafnala was posterior in date to

the Bhagavat. In an inscription discovered in Pagan
,
which is of the

13th century, Mukundamala is found quoted. In all probability

Mukundamala was composed in the nth or 12th century
$
and I think

that it was not and could not be the work of the Alvar.

The particular verse of Mukundamala , in which the name of the

author is given, is not found in all editions, for example, in the

Brhatstotraratnakara

,

though that collection purports to give the

entire poem. In the editions of the poem by Prativadi bhayaukara

Anantacarya of Kanci, Ilayavilli Srlnivasacarya of
r Kunrapakkam,

and Cinnamu Rahgacarya of Kumbakonam, the sloka, which appears

as the concluding verse of the poem, is given as follows:—

TO faft * fwft fa*

3»*T II

A manuscript in the Trivandrum Palace Library gives the first two

padas thus

to fa* 1

and the passage is explained as meaning that a Brahmana named

Ravi and a Parasava or Variyar called Lokavlra were the friends of

the royal author, KulaSekhara. It seems to me that this reading is due

to the ingenuity of the commentator, who, perhaps, was not able to

understand the passage as it originally stood. In the first place, it is

clear from the various editions of the poem, that there is no means

of determining which and how many of the slokas found in each edi-

tion were really composed by the author; for the editions do not

contain the same slokas nor even the same number of slokas. Thus,

the Trivandrum Palace Library manuscript contains only 24 slokas,

and though each of the printed editions I mentioned contains 40

hlokas , as many as 13 of the verses found in the Trivandrum manus-

cript are not found in those publications. It is also seen that in regard

to (he biotas that are common to all the editions, there are variations
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in reading. We cannot, therefore, say that this particular kloka which

is differently given in different copies and is absent from some editions

of the work, had actually formed part of Mukundamala as originally

composed. The Trivandrum Palace Library manuscript contains after

this sloka another sloka as phalasruti

\

which is not found in the

published editions. We may, therefore, easily conclude that consi-

derable liberty has been taken with the original text by various

persons. But supposing this sloka was in the original Mukundamala ,

I see no reason why the reading found in the Trivandrum manuscript

should be preferred to that given in the printed editions. To my mind

the Trivandrum reading seems to carry with it its own condemnation.

Look at the flagrant ahhlatvam patent in the use of sava in the word

pata-sava ! Again, one of the two persons whom the king proudly

proclaims as his friends is announced to be a piirasava, by name Loka-

vlra. The annotator explains the term Purasava as meaning Variyar,

a caste-name in Kerala. There is no authority for that meaning in

Sanskrit usage
;
and Mukundamala is a Sanskrit work. In Sanskrit

Parasava means the son of a Brahmana by a Siidra woman
;

it also

means a bastard. It is a well-known term in Svirti literature. This

is how Manu explains it :

—

S A II ( ix. 1 78 .

Sir William Jones translates the placitum as follows :
MA son,

begotten through lust on a Sudra by a man of the priestly class, js

even as a corpse, though alive, and :

s thence called in law a

living corpse,” It is evident that man so begotten is a mere corpse

or sava in the eye of the law. It is highly improbable that a

king or a saint to choose him for close comradeship. Further,

the sloka describes both friends as Sruiid/iarau
;

what is the

appropriateness of the epithet when applied to a Para'sava
,
even under-

standing the term to mean a Vdriyar ? The reading seems to me to

be fanciful. My conclusion is that Mukundamala is of no use what-

ever in determining the date of the Alvar. It will thus be seen that

the whole ground work on which the Alvar has been sought to be

placed at the beginning of the Kollam or Malabar era is unsound.

It is possible to aver that the A var must have flourished before

the commencement of the Malabar era. The commendatory verses

in regard to Perumdl-Tiru*Mo\i are written by Manakkftl ftambi,

who according to Vai§nava accounts was born in Kali year 3933
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or 832 A.C. There is no valid reason for rejecting this date, as

Vaisnava hagiology came to be written within a century of this date.

Manakkal Nambi was 50 years senior in age to Ajavandar, whom he

preceded in the spiritual headship of the Sri Vaisnavas. Between

Ajavandar and Ramanuja, there were three generations and Ramanuja

was born in c. 1015. The middle of the 9th century is, therefore, not

an improbable date for Manakkal Nambi
;
and the Alvar, who is the

subject of commendatory verses by the Nambi, must have lived before

the 9th century.

Mr. Swamikannu Pillai, professing to act on the astronomical data

supplied by the Guruparawparas fixed 767 A.C. as the date of A'var's

birth. He seems to have himself rejected this date afterwards
;
but

be that as it may, the postulation of this date ignores the important

historical fact that Kulasckhara, though by right of birth only a king

of the Cera country, was able, as we see from frequent statements

found in Perumal-Tiru-Moli, to acquire overlordship over the Coja

and Pandya kingdoms and other territories in South India. These

statements occur in the closing stanzas of various sections of Perutniil-

Tiru-Moli
;
and a suggestion has been made that these terminal verses

are not the composition of the Alvar, but are additions spuriously

made. This is an unwarranted suggestion. The Alvar has been des-

criptively referred to by the hagiographers as cemcol-inoli-tiurrahcum-

ceppinati i.e., he who spoke the one hundred and five faultless verses -

9

and Vedanta Desika writes, referring to him : Nan-poruUer Titu-

rnoli nut raihtu-pdttu Nauruka enakharul-hei- nalki Nlye
t

i.e. you have

graciously sung 105 stanzas of Tiru-moli of good import. These

citations make it clear that the PerumaPs composition consists of 105

stanzas ; and this number can be obtained only by including the last

stanzas of all the sections of his Tiru-moli. Indeed, it is the practice

of all the Alvars to place their name or mudra in the closing verses

of their songs
;
and we can obtain the 4000 stanzas of Nii/uyira *

Prabatuiham only by including in our calculation all the mudra stanzas.

A similar usage is also seen among the Saiva Nayanmars. I see no

reason, therefore,for regarding the mudra stanzas in Peru?na l~ liru-Moli

which contain the name and description of Kulasckhara as inter-

polations. These stanzas clearly show that the Alvar was, besides

being a king of the Cera country, also an over-lord cf the Pandya, CVa

and Kongu kingdoms.

When was it possible in the political history of South India for

the Cera to have gained ascendency over practically the whole of the
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southern peninsula ? Not certainly in the latter half of the 8th

century, which was the period of Nandi Varman Paliavamalla, Mara

Varman Rajasimha Pandya and Jatila Varman Parantaka Pandya.

It must have been before the 7th century
5

for the Pallavas became

powerful about the close of the 6th or the beginning of the 7th

century, and they maintained their ascendency for a long time
j
and

after the battle of Tiru-parambian, the Col.as under Vijayalaya and

his successors gained ascendency and they further transferred their

capital from Koli or Uraiyar to Tanjore. In the centuries immediate-

ly before the 7th, the position of the Co’as and the Pandyas appears to

have been precarious. After the destruction of Puhar, there was a

civil war in the Cola country, and this led to an invasion by Ceran

Senkuttuvan, who defeated the united forces at Nerivayil, and placed

his relation as the ruler of Cola Nadu. This, as I have endeavoured

to show elsewhere, (I.H.Q . , vol. I) was probably in the 2nd century
;

and since then, for a long time we know nothing of the Colas, with

the exception of Ko-Ceil-Kannan. As regards the Pandyas, the

Velvikudi and Cinnamannar plates help us to get some idea of their

activities from Maran, the victor of Nelveli, onwards
;
but before him,

there is a dark period, which except for the occurrence of two names

after Kadunko, the restorer of the Pandya dynasty after the Kalabhra

interregnum, is a blank. It may not, therefore, be unsafe to conclude

that during the period we are considering, the kingdoms of Pandya

and Cola were insignificant politically and could be overrun by a power-

ful invader. We may thus look for Itulasekhara’s conquest of these

kingdoms somewhere before the 7th century.

The upper limit of his date is supplied by the Alvar himself, for

he quotes in his Tiru-Moli (v. 3) from the well-known Kural (chap.

55, 2) ; and his prosody shows that he came some centuries after the

Sangam period. The guruparatnparas state that he was born in Kali

28, jovian year Parabhava in the month of Masi on Friday, Sukla

dvadasi\ Punarvasu asterism. Perhaps Kali 28 denotes the 28th

year of tl.e Kali century current when the Alvar was born. If so,

Kali year 3628 will suit all the conditions. The year was ParSbhava.

The 12th Masi of that year was Friday
;
and from about 4 A.M.

onward that day, the star was Punarvasu and from 10 A.M. the tithi

was Sukla-dvadasi. The corresponding English date will be 29th

January 527 A.C. Hence we may hold, till a more probable date Is

established, that the Alvar was born on 29th January, 527 and as he

is said to have lived 67 years, his death must have taken place in

594 A. C.

K. G. Sesha Aiyar
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hi

of its* divine

origin,

In the Narayaniya itself (xii, 334-351), which has been called the

Paficaratra Upanisad, we have accounts of the origin of the system

as well as of the name Ekanta-dharma given to it,

yan^ya^accounta
enveloped though these descriptions are in the mist of

legend. In the first place, we have the description of a

direct communication of the doctrine, with its purana

(ancient tradition), its bhavi^ya (future development) and its rahasya

(secret)
,
l to Narada in ch. 339 (hi. io8f.) by Narayana himself, who

vouchsafes to him as a reward for his devotion a vision of his divine

self in «Svetadvipa. The doctrine is described here as “the great

Upanisad (mahopani^ad

)

coming out of the mouth of Narayana himself

( narayana-mukhodgita), connected with {samanvita)

tionoVthe'doc-
^ie ^our ^et^as anc* s liaPed or employed by Samk hya-

line to Narada Yoga {samkhya-yoga-krta)*\ It was named Pancaratra
by Narayana,

by Narada* and was repeated accurately by him

{yatha-srutam) in the abode of Brahma, his father, to the Siddhas

• Continued from I.H.Q . ,
vol. VII, no 2, p. 358.

1 sa rahasya sa-samgrahah in 346, n. The rahasya, of course,

refers to its mysteries or esoteric doctrines, its upanisad
;

but does

samgraha mean “a summary”, an abstract, or does it signify totality

of the doctrines as in the term karma-samgraha in Bhagavad-g\ta
%

xviii, 18 ? An attempt is made to raise the religious teaching, as revealed

to Narada, to the dignity of a Upanisad by an injunction (339, 126)

similar to what is found in some Upanisads (cf. Bvetasvatara Up. t v\ t 22)

that it is parama-guhya (cf. 334, 28), “the essence of all narrations** and

should not be imparted to one who is not a bhakta of Vasudeva (na•

vasndevabhaktaya tvaya deyam kathaftcana ). Also cf. Bhagavadgxta

xviii, 67.

2 tena pafuaratranuhabditam % 339, nr. The phrase anusabdita

is obscure. Does it mean Narada repeated the name which he heard,

or does it signify that he named the Sastra Paflcaratra after the

Paflcaratra devotees of Narayana ? It is declared as naradokta (a/. 137)

in the sense that, although coming ultimately from Narayana, it was

promulgated by Narada to whom it was communicated in Svetadvlpa,

I'H.Q,, DECEMBER, 193! IQ
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assembled there. The account is here called ancient or legendary

history conformable to the Veda (purana*\ veda-sammitam). It is the

essence of all narrations, just as amyta is the essence derived from the

churning of the ocean (&/. 127). Surya, the sun, having heard it on

this occasion, repeated it to the sixty-six thousand r§ts

tradu“™»y
ent or saSes >n Ills train, who related it to the deities

transmission. assembled on the mount Meru. Asita, the great sage 1

having heard it from these gods, told it to the fathers

{pitr\ Bhlsma, who is now telling it, learnt from (the Pitr ?)

Santanu, his father. Its traditional character is clearly acknowledged

here by the statement that this legend, connected with the sages

(ar$eyaw akhyattain ), is ‘handed down in regular succession*’ (param

•

parayagatam , U. 125, 137,141). It must also be noted that later on in

346, io-li and 348, 53 54 we are informed twice in exactly the same
words that the dharma which Narada received with its mysteries and

abstracts from Narayana himself is already told concisely in the

Harigltas (hangltasu ), which (in spite of the plural number) is

apparently intended to refer (as one can presume from 348, 8) to the

Bhagavadgita.

The second account occurs in ch. 335 («/. i6f.) in the course of

Yudhi^hira's enquiry about the strange people in the Svetadvtpa and
Bhlsma’s relation in this connexion of the legend of king Uparicara-

. .
Vasu who, in former times, was a friend of Indra and

Another Account
of its origin in was devoted to Narayana-Hari, Here we are told that

Uparicara-Vuu Uparicara-Vasu in his worship of Narayana followed

NariyapTya
Satvata rule (satvatam vidkim aslhSya\ which

formerly issued from the mouth of Surya (prak surya-

tnvkha-nihsrtam), and offered oblations, with the remainder of which

he pleased the fathers (pity) and the Brahmins, himself partaking of

1 This may be, as Grierson notes, Asita (*Devala), the of

Rg- Veda ix, 5 and 24. See Brhad-devata, ed. Macdoneli, ii, 157, In

the Epic, however, Asita, Asita-Devala or Devala figures as a divine

sage (r?i) who is Siva’s brother-in-law, having married EkaparnS, one of

the three daughters of Himavat and sister of Aparna-Umt. He recites

the Paficaratra to the Pitrs. He is mentioned in xii, 318, 59 in the

list of the teachers of the Twenty-fifth Principle (oddly combined with

Samkhya-Yoga) winch lie teaches to Narada in xii, 274. See

Hopkins, Great Epic, pp. 155^ The story of Asita-Devala and

Jaigft&vya is told in ix, 50,
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what was left over. He owed his kingdom to Narayaua’s favour

(narayana-varat) and considered all he possessed as bhagavata or

coming from the Bhagavat himself. It is again repeated that following

the Satvata rule (satvatam vidhim asthaya) he performed all the op-

tional (kamya

)

and occasional (naimittika) sacrificial acts. The leading

exponents of the Paficaratra system ( palicaratra-vido mukhyah
) used

to eat eagerly the food consecrated to the Bhagavat (<bhagavat-proktam

)

in his house. The narrative proceeds to relate how Uparicara-Vasu

came to be instructed in the system. The supreme scripture (hastram

uttamairi)% apparently of the Paficaratras, was compiled and uttered

with an unanimous mind (eka-matibhik) by the seven

sages (rats) %
known as the seven CitraSikhandins, 1 who

were well-versed in austerities (tapas), and who, after

worshipping Narayana-Hari with penances for a divine

thousand years, were possessed, for the good of the

world, by Sarasvatl.at the direction of Narayana himself.

These sages were Marlci, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya,Pulaha,

Kratu and VaSisfcha
;
with them was also the Svayambhuva i.e. Manu.

The seven holy sages, who are really the seven prabytis 1 personified,

were the receptacle as well as the promulgators of the Sastra, which

is described as connected with the four Vedas (vedaih caturbhih

samitam) and honoured with the sound of the sacred syllable Orn

(ohkara-svara-pUjitam }. They composed the £§astra after considering

the world (lokan) and reflecting well in their minds that this was the

highest good (8reyas) t
this was Brahma (neuter), this was incomparably

the highest well-being (hitarn anuttamam ). The invisible Narayana

within them, after hearing it, was pleased and declared that these

hundred thousand excellent filokas would form the source of the

dharma of the entire course of the world. 3 He further certified

that they were in complete accord with the four Vedas, and that they

determined the path of action
(
pravrtti

)
and inaction

(nivrtti). He

also prophesied that it would be authoritatively taught by Manu

Svayambhuva, as well as by USanas and Brhaspati, of whose teaching

1 Cf. mstram citrahikhandijam 337, 3. It is curious that in

Narada's prose hymn to Narayana (ch, 338), the deity himself is

addressed also as Citrasikhandin.

2 As also in xii, 340, 34-35.

3 kftam hata-sahasram hi hlokariain idam uttawamj

lokadantrasya krtsnasya yastttad dharmdh pravartati //

Revelation of

the doctrine to

the Citra-

fiilchandin* and
their compila-
tion of an
extensive

scripture.
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A third and still

more mythical

account of the

origin in the

NarayanTya
related by
Narada himself.

it would form the basis. Uparicara-Vasu would learn it from his

preceptor Brhaspati, but after Vasu, the doctrine would disappear.

In this strange account which is described as “the essence of all

narratives’", there are many things which are of interest, and we shall

revert to them in their proper places
;

but one notable feature is the

omission of Narada’s name

1

as one of the original expounders of

the system to the world, It is perhaps implied that all these

happened even before Narada visited the Svetadvlpa, the mythical

abode of Narayana, and received an exposition of the system anew

from Naiayana himself. That the system was taught in different ways

at different times is clear from the third account which

occurs in cb. 348, iif. where, curiously enough, Narada

himself is made responsible for the description of the

modes in which the system was taught. It is strange,

however, that in this account also Narada is never men-

tioned as a recipient of the doctrine, until towards the

end where an attempt is made to remove the inconsistency by adding

that the system, whose several appearances and disappearances at

different times are described here, is the same as that which Narayana

himself communicated to Narada in the Svetadvlpa.

Narada is said to have declared this third account before an

assembly of sages in reply to Arjuna’s enquiry, and Krsna-Dvaipayana

having heard it there, explained it to VaiSampayana, who now relates

it to Janamejaya. In this mythical account seven

different births of Brahma are mentioned, 8 and at the

creation of each Brahma, difleient modes of revelation

of the system from Narayana are distinguished, the

dharma having been lost at the end of each Brahma,

(i) At the first mental birth (mdnasain janma) of Brahma

from Narayana’s mouth, Narayana himself performed the rites

of the religion. From him the religion was first received by the

Phenapa (lit. Troth-drinking") sages, who handed it to the Vaikhanas,

3

Seven different

appearances
and dis-

appearances of

the doctrine.

These are :

1 The tradition of Narada's connexion with the bhakti-doctrine

and with the Paftcaratra survives in the ascription to him of the apocry-

phal Ndrada-Sntras on Bliakti and in the Narada-Paficaratra.

2 The seven births of Brahma are also mentioned in 347, 4043*

3 Grierson is inaccurate in translating the substance of the lines

(phenapa r§ayaa caiva (am d/<art/.awi pradpcdiref vatkhdtiasdh phenape-
bhyo dhatmarix tampratipediie\() as “the latter (i.e. Narayaiia) imparted
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and different

modes of its

promulgation
and transmis-

sion.

who gave the teaching to Soma, and then it disappeared, (ii) At the

second birth of Brahma from Narayana’s eye (caiquqmjb

janma)
%
Brahma received it from Soma, who gave it to

Rudra, who in the Krta-yuga taught it to the

Valakhilya 1 sages. Then it again disappeared, (iii) At

the third birth of Brahma from Narayaria's word (ivacikarp

janma\ the sage Suparna received it from Narayana himself. As he

recited it ( parikrantavan) three times (a day),2 it came to be known by

the name Trisauparna, From Suparna it went to Vayu, and from Vayu

to the Vighasin sages, 3 who gave it to Mahodadhi (Ocean ?). It

once more disappeared and became merged (samahita) in Narayana.

(iv) At the fourth birth of Brahma from Narayana’s ear (sravanaja

srqtih) Brahma at the direction of Narayana, received the dharma.

called here by the name of Satvata (348, 29-34) with jts mysteries

0rahasya ), its compendium (samgraha

)

and its aranyaka
,
issuing from

the mouth of Narayana. With it he proceeded to create and arrange

the Krta-yuga, and the Satvata-dharma having been established pervad-

ed the world. Brahma then taught it to Manu Svaroci§a (the second

Manu), who taught it to his son Sankhapada, who taught it to his son

Suvarnabha, the Dikpala. Then the Treta-yuga came, and the

doctrine disappeared, (v) At the fifth birth of BrahmaJ* from

Narayana’s nose (
nasalya-janmani) Narayana recited it himself to

Brahma and the teaching was then handed down in succession from

Brahma^Sanatkumara-VVlrana the Prajapati (at the beginning of

the Krta-yuga)->the muni Raibhya-*his son Kuksi, the Dikpala. It

it to the Vaikhanasas, who drank foam”. Hopkins (Epic Mythology
,

p. 178) is correct, but the dharma is not, from the context, “the tenets

of Narada*.—Narada in xii, 338, 4 addresses Narayana as Vaikhanasa

and Phenapacarya.

1 Candramas (
= Soma) and Valakhilya are Narada’s epithets of

Narayana (338, 4).

2 So Nllakantha. As this difficult vow (vratam) is said to be

rg-veda-pathapathitam (a phrase which is obscure unless it refers to

the general conformity of the doctrine to the Veda), Nllakantha refers

to Rg-veda, x, 114, 3-5 where the word suparna
(
= bird) occurs

;
but

the relevancy of the reference is not clear.

3 Hopkins (0/. r//., p. 179) is perhaps more accurate in regarding

this as a proper name, instead of translating it literally with Grierson

as '‘the B$is who ate the residues of oblations”.
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then disappeared, (vi) At the sixth birth of Brahma from the egg

(anda/a fanmani), Brahma again received it from Narayana’s mouth,

and it was taught in succession thus: from Brahma-*Barhisad sages-*

Samavedantaga Jyestha’-vKing Avikalpana (v. 1. Avikampana). It

then disappeared, (vii) At the seventh and last birth of Brahma
from the lotus (padmafam fantna), which is the present dispensation,

the system was communicated by Narayana himself to Brahma, and

from Brahma it passed in succession to Daksa-*the eldest son of

Daksa’s daughter,Aditya (who was older than Savitr)-*Vivasvat. In

the beginning of the Treta-Yuga, Vivasvat gave it to Manu, who

passed it on to his son Iksvaku, by whom it was spread and established

over the worlds. At the dissolution of the world, it is predicted, the

dharma will go back to Narayana.

This account is obviously mythical, although some of the names may

be traced in Vedic and PaurSnic literature. But to this is added a

further statement which is interesting. We are told2 that this

1 barhi^adbhyas ca samprdptah (dharmah from previous stanza ?)

samavedantagam dvijam/ fyestham namndbhivikhydtarn fyest/ia-saina*

vrato karihH (348, 46). The passage is obscure, but Hopkins' inter-

pretation (Great Epic
, p. 143, followed by Grierson) as “a priest who was

acquainted with (Jyestha) Saman (and) Vedanta
;
his name was

Jyestha” is not convincing. Might not samavedantaga dvija
%
which

qualifies jyestha (a proper name), mean a Brahman who, has mastered

the whole of Sama-Veda).—Hari in this passage is called Jyestha-

sama-vrata, just as Narayana (
= Hari) is addressed as Jyesfcha-samaga

by Narada in 338, 4.

2 yatlnam cdpi yo dharmah sa te pUrvam nrpattomal

kathito hari-gltdsu samasa -vidh i-kaIpitaIt/

/

naradena su-samprdptah sarahasyah sa-samgrahahj

eqa dharmo jagannathat sakqan ndrdyandn nrpa/j

tvam e§a mahdn dharnta ddyo rdjan sanatanah

j

durvijfteyo duskaras ca sdtvatair dhatyate sadd //

(348,53-55)

[It is not clear what is implied by the phrase “religion of the Yatis”

here, as well as in 348, 85 unless the intention is to identify the

Narayantya (as well as the Satvata) faith with the orthodox religion

of austerities. The word Yati, however, is used in the BhagavadgVd

(v, 26) to describe the spiritually purified Yogin, who practises Karma-
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dharma of the Yatis is already given in a compendious form in the

Hari-gltds (plural)
;
that it is the same as the doctrine which was

revealed directly to Narada 1 by Narayana with its mysteries and

compendiums
;

that this great, original and eternal persuasion,

characterised by the teachings of ahirnsa , vyuha,
bhakti

etc. (348, 56f.) is almost incomprehensible and difficult

to practise, but it is always maintained by the

Satvatas
$
and lastly, that it is in fact the Satvata dharma

(<esa te katliito dharmali sdtvatah 348, 84). The obvious

intention of this passage is to emphasise, lest one should

doubt it, that the Narayanlya system is identical with the Satvata or

Bhagavata faith expounded in the Bliagavad-gitl . The intention of

connecting the Narayanlya doctrine with Bhagavatism also appears in

a similar passage (346, 10- 11) which we have already referred to. There

we are told in almost the same words* that the system, which was

revealed directly to Narada by Narayana, with its mysteries and

compendiums, had already been given in a compendious form in the

Haii-glta*. What these Hari-gTtas are 3 is not clear
;

but from 348,8,

which tells us that the religion of the Ekantin followers of

Narayanlya is the same as that recited by the Bhagavat himself to

the cheerless Arjuna in the battle-field of the Kuru-Pandavas, 4 we

can infer a clear reference to the Bhagavadgltd . With this object

in view the traditional succession of the system from Vivasvat to

Yoga and attains the final peace in Brahma. But in Mbh, 348, 5 the

process of emancipation of the Yatis, as well as of the orthodox

students of Vedas and Upanisads, is described as different from, and

inferior to, that attained by the Ekantins.—S.K.D.]

1 It is remarkable that there is no reference in this account to

the promulgation of the doctrine by the CitraSikhandin sages and to

the legend of Upaiicara-Vasu.

2 naradena su-samprdptah sa-rahasyah sa-samgrahah /

e§a dharmojaganndthdt sak§dtt mrdyandn nrpa //

tvam e$a vialun dharmah sa te pUrvam nypottama /

kathito hari-gttasu samdsa-vidhi-kalpitah (j (346, 10-11)

3 Hopkins (Great Epic
, p. 53) suggests, without much ground,

that these were Gathas recited by a divinity.

4 samupjcLhe$vari\ke$u kuru-papclavayor virdlte /

arjune vimanaske ca g%ta bhagavata svayam //

The NffrayanTya
faith declared
in this account
to be identical

with that of
the Sfttvatas

or Bhagavata*.
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Ik§vaku and the prediction of its subsequent disappearance are also

made to confornTto the account of the traditional Handing down of

Bhagavatism from Vivasvat to Ik$vaku and its subsequent loss, men-

tioned by the^Bhagavat himself in Bhagavad-g\ta
% iv, 1*2.

With tjiese declarations must also be connected the stray references

to Satvata as the name of a manifestation (pradurbhava) of Narayana

in the form of Krsna(339, 104), as well as to the Satvata
Other stray and
unconnected
references to

Satvata or

Satvata rule,

supporting this

declaration.

rule (vidhi) which Narayana's early devotee Uparicara-

Vasu is said to have followed (335, 19 and 24).

1

It

is also stated that at the fourth birth of Brahma, this

religion was named and established as Satvata (348,

29*34) with its mysteries, compendiums and aranyakas.

It is curious, however, that in the two places in the same account (348,

29-34 and 348, 53-55) where the Narayanlya system is expressly

identified with the Satvata, two different modes of revelation from

Narayana are mentioned, viz., to BrahmS in the Krta-Yuga and to

Narada in Svetadvlpa respectively. This was admittedly at different

ages, viz., at the fourth and seventh birth of Brahma respectively
, but

in both cases it is not clear why the system is called Satvata. No
particular reason can indeed be perceived except the obvious intention

of establishing the identity of the two systems, even at the risk of

anachronism and inconsistency. The same remarks apply also to the

reference to the satvata vidhi mentioned above in the passages where

Uparicara*Vasu, for no other particular reason, is said to have followed

the Satvata rule in offering oblations and performing orthodox Srauta

sacrifices. The passage is remarkable because it makes a rather un-

warranted and inconsistent attempt to connect the so-called Satvata

rule of Uparicara-Vasu with sacrificial religion. It is unwarranted and

inconsistent because the Satvata-dharma or Bhagavatism (as we have it

in the Bhagavad-gita ) does not inaeed reject sacrifice as sacrifice but

it either pays little respect to it (ii, 42f.), or symbolises it,* or else

subordinates it to its doctrine of selfless work. At any rate, the

1 The phrase satvatarfi vidhim asthaya occurs also independent-

ly in vi, 66, 40, where, however, there is an apparent allusion to the

tyUAtf-doctrine of the Narayarjya (not found in the Bhagavad-glta).

2 The idea that humam life is itself a sacrifice is not new, and

is more than once expressed in the Upani?ads; but such an idea tends

to lessen the importance of sacrifice as sacrifice*
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•Satvata-rule* does not interpret sacrifice in the narrow ritualistic sense,

nor does it prescribe any definite regulations for offering oblations or

making sacrifices. There is hardly any point, therefore, in saying that

Upaticara-Vasu in performing his optional and compulsory sacrificial

acts followed the Satvata rule, which has no direct concern with such

sacrificial acts.

Not much capital, again, need be made of the use of word bhagavat
for the supreme deity : for this is done rarely in the main narrative of

SinJiar mention
^,e Narayanlya (where it is not necessary to make it bear

sltva ta
*
KrVna)

^ie (*enotalion a ProPer name for Vasudevakrsna), 1

and Vasudeva in but chiefly in the somewhat irrelevant and loosely
this account.

fitted digressions in chs.340*342, where the whole topic is

deliberately put in the mouth of the Bhagavat. Nor should the fanci-

ful etymology of the term Satvata
(
as a proper name

)
in one of these

chapters ( 342, 77-78 ) or the inclusion of Satvata ( Krsna ) in the list

of Narayana’s manifestations (pradurbhava) present serious difficulties
;

for the supreme divinity is named throughout Narayana or Hari ( and

in one passage as Visnu, 343, 20 ) and never, except in these extrane-

ous passages, as Krsna or Satvata. In Narada's long list of names and

epithets, neither Krsna nor Visnu occurs as a name. The references to

Vasudeva occur only in connexion with the Vyuha doctrine, and an

etymology is furnished by interpreting the word ( as a name of the

supreme god )
as “ dwelling above (adhtvasa )” or "enveloping all

creatures (sarvavasa)
9’

. The Bhagavad gltd ignores the Vyuha-doctrine,

which speaks of four mystical cosmic forms of Narayana and says

nothing about Vasudeva in this connexion
j

if it was aware of the

legends of Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, it does

not appear to have subscribed to the mystical interpretation of these

persons as related to Vasudeva in successive cosmic emanations.

1 e.g.. 335.

2

4; 339. M2 and 134 ; 343, 22, 54 and 55 ; 344, 12

and 23, It has not been proved that the term bhagavat in the Epic

always denotes Vasudeva-Kr$na and that it does not apply honor!-

fically to other gods, a9 well as to demi gods, sages and respectable

persons of religious merit, The name itself, as we have already

discussed before, was originally perhaps an epithet, like the Buddha.

See Hopkins, /RAS.
t 1911, pp. 727 f.

LH.Q.j DECEMBER, I93I 11
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It is not necessary to anticipate here what our enquiry in the foilow-

Bnt the identi-
’ n» PaSes will attempt to bring out, but it may be stated

^a°rtificiai
ght ReneralIy that tl,e Bhagavatism of the °Gl(a and the

Ekanta-dharma,which Uparicara-Vasu professed or which
Narada observed and received at Svetadvlpa, could not have been in

their origin identical
; nor can the one be said, inspite of many points of

The probable
independent

origin and cha-

ractcr of the

contact, to have been a direct development of the other.

I here are many points of resemblance, but the many
points of divergence are also interesting and significant.

NSr&yanlya

Ekanta-dharma.
As different expressions of a bhaktireligion of an ori-

ginally non-orthodox character, there is of course much
agreement in the fundamental tenet of bhakti with its important impli-

cations
|

but neither is the teaching nor the environment the same in

detail. There is throughout the Narayanlya an anxiety to connect

and identify its Ekanta-dharma with the Bhagavatism of the °Glta
;

but the connexion is, on the face of it, slight and artificial. The pass-

ages where the identity is expressly declared are either loosely joined

to the main narrative by way of addendum or an after-thought ( as in

346, io-ll and 34^,53-5 5), or are introduced incongruously and ab extra

( as in 335 * 19 ar*d 24 ), or are not of such importance as to be taken
seriously. It would at least not be critical to accept them as bearing

undoubted testimony to the original identity of the two currents of an
early bhakti-rellglon, One need not go so far as to hold with Hopkins 1

that the Narayanlyas were originally hostile to the Krsna (or Satvata)

I The evidence adduced by Hopkins
( Epic Mythology

, p, 214 )

is slight and inconclusive. In vii, 17, 31 and vii, 18, 7 the Narayanlyas

( or more accurately Narayanas ) are represented as battling against

Arjuna and Vasudeva
;
but this is because they were Gopas or Gopalas

( apparently a tribe of cowherds
) who were also warriors offered by

Krsna to Duryodhana ( v, 7, i8f.) and accepted by the latter. There
is nothing to show that they were the Ekantins of the Narayanlya.
Ronnow

( BSOS. t v, p. 281) expresses his approval of Hopkins'
remarks and cites in support xii, 339, 101

,
where, according to him,

it is announced that Xar.ivana will send a terrible visitation upon the

Satvata princes and upon Dvaraka**
;
but this is a misunderstanding

of the text, which does nothing more than refer, in a prophetic strain,

to the well-known story of the destruction of Dvaraka and the Satvata
princes, and does not give expression to '‘any Pahcaratra disapproval

of the Kpsna cult.
1 '
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The fabulous
account of the

origin is pro-

bably a testi-

mony to its

high antiquity.

cult, but there is a strong probability that the Narayaniya faith had an

origin which was independent of Bhagavatism, allhough in the end

they were amalgamated and to all appearance presented one system of

bhakti-religion.

The highly fabulous account of the origin of the Narayantya
Ekanta dharma given above may be rightly taken as furnishing extreme-

ly dubious material for a sober reconstruction of its early history.

But even admitting its obviously mythical garb, it would

not be paradoxical to state that this fantastic account

probably bears testimony to the high antiquity of the

faith. It is not unusual in Indian literature to fabricate

piously such legendary accounts where the actual origin

is lost and forgotten in the mist of remote antiquity.

It is possible that the account betrays the common tendency of the

Indian author towards glorifying his system by ascribing to it not only

divine origin but also ancient and unquestionable authority by associat-

ing its promulgation with legendary saints and sages • but it is also

possible that it embodies a current tradition of the actual existence of

the system from time immemorial. Possibly it had no early expounder

whose historicity was beyond doubt, unless it be a mysterious sage

Narayana, semi-historical or entirely mythical, to whom all the three

accounts of origin agree in assigning the honour by raising him to the

dignity of the supreme god of the system. 1 But even if there were

some historical founders of the system, their names apparently perished

and had to be made good by those of frankly mythical personages.

One may indeed legitimately doubt the value of the narrative as an

historical document, but its importance and interest as a document of

culture-history cannot be so easily denied, It does not give us

chronological facts or the exact lines of development,

but it gives us the probable surroundings out of which

the system emerged, as well as the ideas and senti-

ments which produced and shaped it. The Narayaniya

faith could not have been a deliberate philosophical

or historical religion, pi omulgated or preached by a

definite expounder, but it must have grown naturally

out of floating myths and legends and naive speculations, on which

Doubtful his-

toricity of the
account, but
its value in

making an
estimate of the

character of the

religious faith

itself.

I In 349, 68 Narilyana is declared to be the Knower of the entire

Paficaratra (fiaficaratrasya krhnatya vetta narayanah. svayam ; v.

I,' vetta tu bhogavan svayam).
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popular faiths feed and grow, the philosophical doctrines with their

technicalities (such as we find in it) having coalesced with it in com-

paratively historical times. We shall see presently that there is in the

Narayanlya system a curious reconciliation of Brahmanic ritualism,

Upani§adic monism,quasi-Samkhyan dualism and Yogic mysticism with

the popular worship of a personal god in an ardently devotional atmos-

phere and with all its paraphernalia of mythological fancy. But the

speculative side, which is meant to supply a philosophical background

to the religion, is an inadequate medley of varied ideas, sometimes un-

related and incongruous
;

it could not have formed the essence of the

deep and fervid religious feeling on which alone the system bases itself.

For a proper insight into this religious feeling, therefore, we must look

to its mythical side, even if it is bizzare and confusing. The myths

form a part and parcel of its popular theology,and even throws interest-

ing light on its process of absorption of independent philosophical or

religious ideas. Indeed, some points characteristic of the Narayanlya

theology can be best unders ood, not by a reference to its extraneous

philosophical ideas but by a recognition of its popular mythical fancy,

strangely blended as it is with such philosophical ideas.

Two accounts of the teachings of the Narayanlya, as R.G, Bhandar-

kar pointed out long ago
,

1

can be distinguished in the above narrative.

The first gives us the legend of king Uparicara-Vasu

Two mythical and of the partly fruitless journey of the three ascetics

teaching. to the mysterious Svetadvlpa
;
while in the second we

have the story of Narada’s successful visit to the same

island and his vision of Narayana who reveal the doctrine to him. In

both these mythical accounts* the Brahmanic tendency is clear. Apart

from its borrowings of orthodox thcosophical ideas, we
Influence of the

fincj t|ie anxiety of the faith to name some of the ortho-

religion and dox saints and sages, as well as the partly orthodox

cleaHn both. Narayana himself, as sponsors of its theology; it also be-

trays a great respect for sacrificial acts and a clear belief

in austerity (
tapas

)

and yoga
%in spite of its exaltation of bhaktuDozs not

1 Vatfjnavism etc., p. J.

2 Both the accounts are clearly mythical and must be recognised

as such. R. G. Bhandarkar asserts the greater historicity of the second

account, because he thinks it is directly connected with Vasudeva and

and identified with the Gltft religion. But while the religion of

Uparicara-Vasu in the first account is also connected with the SatvaU
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Narayana himself observe the daily rites (534, 19-22) 1 and perform

perpetual austerities at this hermitage at Badarl winning reputation as

khyata-tapas and mahft yogin (346,3; 349,17)? In the cosmic form

in which Narayana appears to Narada he is described (339, 6 10) as an

ascetic and as uttering the syllable Omt the Gayatrl, the four

Vedas and the Aranyaka. 2 King Uparicara-Vasu, one of the legen-

dary patrons and promulgators of the doctrine, is reported to have

been a great sacrificer. He performs not only his optional and

occasional sacrificial acts and offers daily oblations, but under the

superintendence of Brhaspati, arranges a great ASvamedha sacrifice in

accordance with the rules ascribed to the Aranyakas, 3 but without

any offering of sacrificial animals. It is also related that his precipita-

tion to an underground cavern was due to his advising animal sacrifice,

of which the gods were in favour but of which the sages disapproved.

The gods (including Narayana at their head) could not, of course, save

him from the ascetics* curse of * the fall”, but they carried nourishment

to the condemned devotee who was ultimately rescued by Narayana

himself. The seven Citrasikhandins were also well versed in tapas

and received the revelation after performing severe austerities. The

three sages Ekata, Dvita and Trita obtain a vision of Svetadvlpa,

if not of its presiding god, after having performed tapas for a thousand

years, just in the same way as Narada does by his Yoga-powers
(
yoga-

yuktah).

No doubt, these legends are meant to enunciate the Narayanlya

conception of the higher worth of bhakti as a means of divine grace

and the inadequacy of mere tapas and yoga . Nevertheless, they

rule, we have already dwelt upon the slight and external character of

this connexion in both the cases.

1 On whose efficacy he waxes eloquent in cl). 345, which is how-

ever an irrelevant digression.

2 Not so in the Bhagavat's theophany to Arjuna. Narada des-

cribes (343, 6o-6i) that the deity whom he saw at Svetadvlpa was

practising severe austerities there, having constructed an altar, measur-

ing eight fingers* height, standing on one foot, with hands uplifted and

face directed towards the north
j
The popular belief is Yogic powers

must have been at the root of such descriptions.

3 i.e., apparently of the Biahmanas, of which the Aranyakas form

later sections.
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inculcate respect for veda-kalpita vidhi
t

as well as for the efficacy of

tapas and yoga
,
up to a certain point. On the doctrinal side nivftti is

praised and inculcated, but an emphasis is laid throughout on prwrtti

or activity in pious sacrificial works in accordance with the Brahmanic

rule, although it is clearly laid down that animals should not be sacri-

ficed in the Kfta age (340,82) and that bhakti supersedes everything.

Not only in the legend of Uparicara-Vasu 1 but also in the discussion

on pravrtti and nivrtti in ch 340, to which we shall revert later on,

the sacrificial rites are not rejected as sacrificial rites
;
on the contrary,

their necessity to a certain extent is enunciated, and the supreme god

in one passage declares himself pleased with a sacrifice which the gods

arrange in his honour in accordance with the Vedic rules (veda-dystena

vidhina), and lectures on its usefulness. In these tendencies

Popular my-
thical elements

in both are of

greater signi-

ficance.

the influence, either direct or indirect, of the orthodox

Brahmanical religion is evident,® but there is also a

great deal more in the faith which does not come,

either directly or indirectly, from that source, and this

element is certainly of greater significance.

1 R. G. Bhandarkar is right in stating that in the earlier stage of

Narayanlya worship, as indicated by the legend of Uparicara-Vasu, the

religion had not thoroughly emancipated itself from the religion of

sacrifices
;
but it is difficult to maintain his suggestion that in the

second stage it did. In both the stages the connexion is clear.

2 It is not that “reform” on conservative principles began within

die Brahmanical fold (Bhandarkar, op . cit. t pp. 7-8) ;
but more likely,

these tendencies indicate, as we have attempted to explain before,

mutual influence between the hieratic and the popular religion and the

result of an ultimate compromise, [it is noteworthy that even in much

later times Sankara does not admit the orthodoxy of the Paficaratra

system.and yet its orthodoxy is admitted by the recognition of the Epic

itself. It is true that we have no direct evidence of the existence of

popular sectarian religions except at a comparatively later period in the

evolution of Indian religious thought, but it does not follow that the

popular conception of a personal god and all its implications are later

in date to the Brahmanic and Upaniaadic conceptions of a sacrificial or

theosophical religion. Nor is the inference justified that the more vivid

popular faith was merely grafted on the Brahmanic ritual or on its im-

personal and negative theology, thus introducing "a reform" in its out-

of-date ideas,or that the popular faith with its superior vitality absorbed
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One of the most important mythical elements of a popular character

consists of the narratives of the two visits (which practi-

cally agree) to the Svetadvlpa, once by Naiada at the

instance of Narfiyana himself, and again at a presumably

earlier time by the three ascetics Ekata, Dvita and Trita

on their own account. Since the time of Weber who appears to have

started the theory by his critical investigations into the

Krsna legend, 1 the story has been utilised by some

scholars * for asserting the indebtedness, even if veiled,

of early Indian bhakti-religion to Christianity
;
but as

criticism has now shewn how difficult it is to maintain

the theory or attain any certain result, 3
it is not

necessary for us here to advert to it and reopen the contro-

Story of the

visits to the

£vetadvlpa.

Whether it

indicate* Chris-

tian influence

on early Indian

Hhakti reli-

gion.

into itself whatever there was of living force in the other. In all probab-

ility the two lines of religious ideas existed side by side, and the epic

religious systems are the fruits of an inevitable mutual compromise in

which the more human element came naturally to predominate.—S.K.D.]

1 Chiefly in his classical essay on the festival of Krsna’s birth,

Ueber die lit *na-fanrna statin > 1867, pp. 318-324 (Eng. trans. in lA., 1S73-

74, voK iii-iv)
;
also in Indische Sludien, i, p. 400, ii. pp. 166, 398!., Die

Ramattipaniya Upanisad, 1864, pp, 277-78 and Die Griechen in Ituiien,

1890, p. 930. Also Lassen in Indische Alterthumskunde
}
2nd ed. ii,

pp, 11819. The question was revived by Hopkins in his essay on

Christ in India in his India
,
Old and New

t 1902.

2 For references to the literature on the subject see the works of

Raychaudhuri, Hopkins and Garbe, and the articles of Clark and

Ronnow, Hut see especially Grierson (art : “Modern Hinduism and

its debt to the Ncstorians") in JRA*S', 1907, pp. 3 1 7f, also 1A

,

1908,

p. 373 and the article on “Bhakti-Marga" in ERE
,

ii, pp. 459b (some-

what modified); Kenedy in fRAS. t 1907, pp. 481L and 95 if.
;

Garbe, Indien und das Chrislenium
x 1914, pp. 196b and in Die BUdga-

vadg\ta
t 2nd ed., 1921, p. 42.

3 See the fairly fuli summary of (he general question of Christian

influence in Raychaudhuri, op. cit
% pp. 76-97, and the most recent

review in connexion with the SvetadvTpa problem by Clark in JAOS„

39 (1919) pp. 230C and by Runnow in BSOS
,
v, (1929), pp. 253^ lo

addition to the arguments adduced in these writings against the theory

of Christian influence, Jacobi (ERE.
t
vii, p. 196) would exclude Weber's

theory by chronological considerations
$
for the Jaina Canons, which
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versy. Clark and Ronnow 1
, who have recently reviewed

the question in special connection with the Svetadvlpa problem

and negatived the Christian hypothesis on that basis, have,

however, made certain other points clear, which former studies

of the subject obscured, because of the uncritical position they had

assumed either in favour of, or against, the asserted connexion with

Christianity. These two critics have brought forward enough evidence

to demonstrate that the Svetadvlpa is an entirely Indian

conception of a purely mythical land of blessed exis-

tence. They have also drawn attention to certain

peculiar features of this popular mythical conception

which have a direct bearing on some characteristics

of the Narayanlya religion.

The description of the SvetadvTpa as the abode of Narayana and

its strange inhabitants is interesting from this point of view. The

Svetadvlpa or “white island”, where Narayana resides

invisible even to the gods, is conceived as an earthly but

mythical region, situated in the milky sea at a fantastic

distance (32,000 yojanas) to the north of Mount Meru,—

a

mysterious and inaccessible god-land, which is peopled

by popular fancy with .strange supernatural beings and

illuminated by dazzling supernatural lights eventually emanating from

Gearing of this

entirely Indian

conception on
certain features

of the Naraya-
nlya theology.

The Svetadvlpa
represents the

ordinary epic

conception of a
mythical

inaccessible

god-lan d.

are prior to the Christian era, build up their entire hagiology on the

model of the history of Krsna, assuming nine VasuJevas, Vasudevas,

Baladevas and Prativasudevas. It has now been generally admitted that

the word bhakti in its religious application is pre-Christian and that the

ideas that it connotes need not have been a foreign importation. The

theory that the phase of the early bhakti movement originated through

or was influenced by contact with Christian communities in the north-

west of India can no longer be maintained. The only question at

issue is whether Christian ideas, chiefly from South Indian sources,

influenced the much later development of the cult after the

Christian era. On this question the data are scanty and hardly satis

factory. They show parallelism, but do not prove direct influence
;
at

least, they scarcely support the hypothesis of a Christian settlement

with sufficient energy to stimulate a greater religious movement which

had originated and developed independently, See Carpenter, Indian

Thiism (1921) p. 264 n., 521 4,

I References as above.
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1

modi lied by the

NarayanTya
ideas of Bhakti

the deity himself. It is parallel to the Buddhist Sukhavati 1 and the

Puranic Amaravatl or Uttara-kuru, 2 and forms the NarayanTya version

of the popular mythical conception of paradise, where the best of the

NarayanTya devotees live in bliss and have a direct communion with

their object of ekanta bhakti or monotheistic religious

emotion. It is indeed the ordinary epic or puranic

conception of heaven, but the NarayanTya theology of

exalting bhakti over other means of salvation caused

considerable modification. This is clear from the story of the

expedition of the three sages, Ekata, Dvita and Trita (336, 20f.), which

is really the NarayanTya version of a Rgvedic legend with a different

motif, 3 The three ascetics make an attempt to penetrate this inaccesible

god-land by means of extraordinary penance lasting over thousands

of years. They are successful in obtaining a dazzling vision of the

wonderland and of the refulgent devotees who worship*

the god there with great adoration
;

but their princi-

pal object of beholding the deity himself, who is hidden

from them by the effulgence of a thousand suns, is

denied to them. They are informed by a divine voice

that the great god is not to be seen by any one who

does not possess bhakti : ‘‘That god is not to be seen

by one who is destitute of devotion (abfiakta) • that lord, invisible by a

halo of light, can be seen only by those who through long years have

attained a state of exclusive devotion (kamam mahata kaUna eklnti-

tvam up?igataih)'\ The story is obviously intended to inculcate that

neither austerities on which the ascetics depended, nor yet sacrifice by

which Brhaspati sought to obtain the sight of the god, is of any avail.

These means are not rejected up to a certain point, but they must be

leavened by exclusive devotion (ekiinta-bhakti) which alone makes

beatific vision possible. 4

I he only way
of anproac'h
to the deity

through Bhakti
ns illustrated

liy the legend

of the three
sages.

1 Clark, loc cit., p. 233, note 91 ;
Riinnovv, loc, cit., p. 279.

2 Clark, ibid
, p. 228 ;

Ronnow, ibid, pp. 2$6(„ 372.

3 See Ronnow, ibid, pp. 260k

4 In v, 111, 19-20 (story of Galava) the god-land in the north

is declared inaccessible. In xii, 344 > 4 Narayana declares that even

by in/)as and such other means the deity is unattainable. The

earlier way of approach, as is apparent from the description of

India’s Amaravatl in iii, 4C 4'^> "' as through sacrifices and austeri-

ties. The Narayamya discovers a new way of approach through

I.li.y,, DLCBMIiek, 1931 13
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This is one of the central doctrines of the NarayanTya worship.

The point is also evident in the story of Narada's visit to, and vision of,

the deity. A concession is made indeed to the time-honoured belief that

those who have practised much tafias and yoga can win

rtcfry of^lradVs
entranCe and see the holy ,and ( 343. 22 ) ;

but it IS

visit and vision, also expressly stated that Narada was in a happier

position because of his intense bhakti to Narayana by

which alone the vision of the deity was vouchsafed to him (339, 13*344,

1-3). The extreme difficulty of seeing the god is emphasised by the

statements that he is invisible in his essence, not only to the three

ascetics but also to the gods, and even to Brahma who is born from

himself. The privilege of seeing him in certain forms is given only to

the bhakta whom he loves (344, 3), to the Ekantins, to Narada,

Arjuna and Vyasa, 1 who adore him with whole-hearted love and

devotion. Spiritual exercises prepare them to it, but the idea

underlying the whole conception is that the mortal eye is not able

to endure the divine brilliancy, nor even the “eye of knowledge”

which Vyasa attains, but that they must be endowed with c,a divine

eve'*, acquired through bhakti
,
such as Arjuna receives in the BhagavacU

gita xi, 8 for a vision of the cosmic form of the Bhagavat.

The description of the inhabitants of the ^vetadvipa (335, 9-1 1 ;

336, 28*30 * 339, 19 20
; 343, 53f.) who perpetually see, sport with

and worship Narayana with ekanta-bhaktiy
also makes

The inhabitants

of the Sveta-

dvlpa j

the point clear. These Ekantins are, however, described

as strange beings endowed with strange peculiarities.

They are devoid of sense organs (anindriydh, sarve-

ndriya-vivarjitah) and live without taking any food (anasanah, nira -

hardk)
;

but they are said to possess winkless eyes (sfianda-hlndh)%

bhakti. The idea is so firmly established that in other parts of

the Epic (e.g., iii, 163, 17-24) we find that Narayana's abode is

invisible even to the gods and accessible only to the Yatis who

have prepared themselves by bhakti as well as by tafias,
good

works and yoga . Narayana himself explains to Narada (339, 12-13)

that the three ascetics could not see him because he is visible only

to the Ekantika, of whom he praises Narada as the greatest.

1 Vyasa also appears to have visited the SvetadvTpa, wor-

shipped the god (339, 135-136) and received illumination on the

shores of the Milk Ocean after undergoing severe austerities (340,

2J-27).
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heads shaped by umbrellas (chatrakrtibiraah), a white complexion 1

like the lustre of the moon [candra*varcasdh\ voices

pcculiaJuie.
0 like tliat of a mass of thunder-clouds

(meghaugha •

rtinadah),bones and bodies as hard as adamant (rajrasthi-

kayah)% four symmetrical muskas* each {sama-muska-catuqkah)
9 soles

of feet marked by hundreds of lines (ra/ivac-chafa padah),* sixty

white teeth (danta)
% eight tusks {damstra)* and many tongues

with which they lick the whoie sun*face. 8 They always emit a

fragrance and blast the eyes of sinners with their radiance which
is like that of the sun at the dissolution of a yuga. The description

has puzzled many critics
;
but it is frankly fabulous and its fantasies

are eccentricities of popular imagination. The clue
arc the product . . , . . * , , , f ,

of popular is probably furnished by tne further statement that

of^an^manci*
^ the white islanders are ‘‘endowed with all the lakqanas

”

pated or super- (sarva laksana-laksitah) : and Clark and Ronnow are
natural being. *

# .

probably right in regarding these extraordinary

peculiarities as the traditional lak§anas or marks of blessedness of

an emancipated, supernatural or god-like being, 0 or of a Maha-

r Svetah ,
explained by Nllakanfcha as buddha-sattva-pradhanah.

Whiteness of complexion is attributed to dwellers of many mythical

regions in the Epic and has obviously a symbolical meaning
;
see

Clack, op. cit p. 233, note 90. It need not be taken literally as

referring to any white people actually living in the north,-—a supposi-

tion wWh has misled some scholars to imagine a white continent

of Christian worshippers. It must be remembered that Narayana

is a white god in the Krta-Yuga
;

so is Visnu. Whiteness is associa-

ted with light or purity, but it is also the colour of meditation.

2 For the meaning of this obscure term, which literally

signifies a testicle, see Clark, op. ett p. 232.

3 So Nllakanfcha. The other reading is raflvacchada-padah,

‘‘having feet like lotus leaves".

4 Tusk or damstra seems to be mythically associated with

cosmic forms of the divine deity, e.g., in the Boar Incarnation (a

cosmogonic myth) and in Bhagavad-gita

,

xi, 23 and 25,

5 The line is obscure. It reads :
jihvabhir ye vibvavakratarys

lelihyante suryaprakhyam .

6 They are called muni-ganah in 336, 50 and buddhayonayah in

336, 49, as well as tnuktah and jiddhah (see below), ‘liberated* or

‘perfected’*
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purusa. The Lord is also said to possess the same laktanas of

a Mahapurusa ( 343 . 36-38), and the devotees whose appearance is

said to be celestial (divvavayava-rnpa) seem to be either copies

or images. These material characteristics of the white radiant

beings, however, hardly agree (as we shall see presently) with

their immaterial nature. These are, therefore, residues, not very

well fitted into the spiritual scheme, of purely popular fancies of

the god and his god-like saints. Their very grotesque and fabulous

character would easily point to such a popular connexion.

As to their spiritual characteristics, we are told that these divine

beings are high-souled, cleansed from every sin, freed from the

three gunas% indifferent to good and evil, fully awakened (pratibud-

dhah), possessed of auspicious strength (tub/ia-saro-

natureTmV
Ua

petah) 1 and every mark of blessedness. Elsewhere

\vorsh^p°

,,C5 ° f ^iey aie identified with the ‘perfected* (sidaha) or

‘emancipated’ (mnkta) souls. Their worship is

vividly reported (336, 36b) by the three ascetics who visit the

island, and is important from our point of view. When the three

ascetics saw them, their hands were ever joined in repeating prayer

{japatall) to Brahma (neuter), and their faces were turned, some

towards the east and some towards the north. The japa (or

repeating prayers or names of the deity) performed by these high-

souled beings was a mental (Manasa ) japa
,

with which (Narayana-)

IIa>ri became very pleased, since their minds were entirely fixed on

him
(
ekagra-manastvena ). Suddenly there appeared a light like the

effulgence of a thousand suns. 2 The white beings, full of joy, ran

towards the light, their hands folded, uttering the one word namas

(we bow to thee). Then a loud cry was heard, as though they were

occupied in offering a sacrifice {vali) to the great god
;
but nothing

could be seen by the ascetics who were dazzled by the lustre and

deprived of their senses. Only a great exclamation of adoration

was heard : “Victory to thee, O thou of eyes like the lotus-petals !

Obeisance to thee, O Creator of the universe ! Obeisance to thee,

O Hrslkesa, the great Purusa, the Bint-born {pUrvajd) !” The

1 There is no need to read, with Nllakanthn, the specialised

sense of Yogic powers into this phrase, as Rotmow does (p. 270).

2 The supreme god Narayana is also called sahasrarris or

sahasra rods," the thousand-rayed one'*— obviously a distant remini-

scence of Visnu as a sun-god.
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fragrance of celestial flowers was wafted by the unsullied breeze.

These men of the island, the Pancakalajnas, 1 endowed with the

highest love of the god {parama bhakti) and entirely devoted to him,

were worshipping Hari with mind, word and action. Undoubtedly

the god appeared in the place whence the sound arose, but the

ascetics were stupefied by his illusion (inlya) and could not see him.

Then a voice told the ascetics that those white men alone, devoid

of their five outward senses, were able to behold Narayana, that

the great deity could not be seen by one destitute of bhakti and

that hidden by his halo of light, the lord could not be seen except

by those who through long years have come to a state of exclusive

devotion (ekantilva).

There is little of deliberate metaphysics in all this, but a great

deal of genuine religious emotion. The narrative, as well as the

religious sentiment contained therein, is evidently the product of

popular fancy and belief about the existence and godhead of a

personal god, his paradise, his favoured and devoted

risnf of

1

Chris- saints and their emotional worship of love and joy.

ideals

dC3Sand Apart froin other considerations, the superficial

resemblances to Christian ideas and ideals (resemb-

lances which may not be due to direct or indirect plagiarism) need

not be emphasised. The religious beliefs and their expression, in

spite of their similarities, lie on different planes of thought. The
mythical and religious elements in the narrative are entirely Indian

and are already stereotyped in the mass of such mythical descriptions

in the Epic and elsewhere. But several features of
Emphasis on

, . , . . , , ,

Ek«nta-bhak- the N arayantya belief involved therein are noteworthy,

essentiaUy

C

emo-
and they consist of the superimposition of the Nfiraya-

tional nature of mya bhakti and oilier ideas on this general mythical
the worship.

conception. Apart from the extraneous idea of the im-

personal neuter Brahma, to which we shall return later, the emphasis

is laid mainly on ek'uita-bhakti for a personal god. The offering of

sacrifice is indeed mentioned, but the mode of worship is entirely

emotional. The folding of hands, burst of joy, uttering of namas

and hymn of adoration arc all indicative of a personal feeling of

intense affection or love, for which later bhakti theology uses the

i On the meaning of this obscure term see S. K. De in ]RAS
%

I93*. p. 4*5«
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Japa as a
means to

Samildhi and
Bhakti.

words anuraktii ruga or priti. The mention of manasa japa x

is also significant
;
for this japa % in whiqh is involved

the idea of the efficacy of mantra (repetition of holy

words or syllables), form an important element of wor-

ship in later sectarian cults. The mention is not casual,

for in 344, 26, Narada in his worship of Narayana is said to have per-

formed duly a great many japas relating to Narayana (jajapa vidhivan

matran narayana-gatan bahun
), just as Uparicara-Vasu in 306, 64

is said to have performed narayana-japas. Similarly when Yudhisthira

and his brothers became devoted to Narayana on hearing Bhlsma's

narrative, they were engrossed in regular japa (nityam japya-parah) and

uttered the name of Narayana (narayanam udlrayan).
9 The

necessity of meditation (samadhi)
3 for a bhakta is stressed in the

Bhagavadglta . There are expressions in the Narayantya also pointing

to the same direction. The highest devotee is said to be samahita-

manaska (344, 19) or ekantesu samahitah (339, 129) ;
and japa is pro-

bably one of the means for the attainment of such meditative concen-

tration.

4

The qualification of moral purity, in addition to such spiritual

exetcises, is of course demanded, and the highest devotee must be

freed from every sin
;
but the highest qualification that is insisted

upon is ekantitva (334, 44 ; 336, 54 ; 346, I), ckanta-

bhava (336, 28 and 50 $ 339.129; 344, 19; 349, 72)

or ekanta-bhakti ( 348, 71 ),* all of which signify

parama bhakti (336, 47) or the highest love of god and

give the name Ekantin or Elantika (336, 50 ; 339, 13, 20

and 49; 341. 34; 343. 64 \ 348, 1-6, 62 and 68) to Narayana's

devotees and the designation ekanta-dharma (348, 61) or ekanta-

gati (348, 85) to the religion itself. Four kinds of bhakta are

The highest

qualification

needed in A

devotee, viz.

ekanfca-

bhakti.

1 This need not involve any condition of yoga or Yogic

samadhi,
such as Ronnow supposes (p. 270).

2 339, 1 34-I3S* So also Vyasa here, and Brahma in the.

story of Haya*siras in 347, 37.

3 Which may or may not involve technical yoga .

4 The japa of Visnu’s name is inculcated in connexion with

the list of his thousand names (xiii, 149), where of course the names

Narayana, Krsna and Vasudeva also occur,

5 As well as ekanta-gata-buddhi (339, 107 ; 343, 67) and

ekagra-manasiva (336, 37 ; 339, 19).
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distinguished in a passage which, occurring in the course of a long

digression, may however have been expressly meant to conform to the

Glta-doctrine. 1 It speaks of the Ekantikas as the first and best, while

the remaining three
(
not described by any classificatory epithet )

include generally those who do good works for their fruits ( phala-

kama ). This last phrase and description anticipate the central Glta-

doctrine of selfless work dedicated to the Bhagavat
;

but as the

doctrine, unless implied in the very idea of ekantitva , is nowhere so

evident, one may be justified in regarding it as extraneous. But the

best devotees, the Ekantins, with whom we are directly

concerned here, are defined as those who have no other

god (anatiya-devata\C) and whose actions are directed

solely towards Narayana
;
they alone are fully awakened

(,pratibuddha , 341, 45 ;
also 343, 53 and 65 ; 348, 75)

and they are exceedingly rare in the world (348, 62). They are speci-

ally favoured and are dear to the god (343, 53*55 and 65 ; 344, 3),

to whose grace alone {/>rasada) is due their condition of religious

devotion. They ultimately enter the deity and yet live with him

in bliss in his paradise. The characteristics of the ideal devotee thus

detailed are not inaptly summed up in the verse (344, 19) :

samahita inanaska ye nityah samyatendriyahj

ekanta-bluwopngata vasudevam visanti te//

which insists upon spiritual meditation, moral purity and devotional

concentration as three primary requisites, of which the last appears

to be the highest. The word ekantin is often translated by the term

The Ekantin of

the SvetadvTpa
as a type of
the ideal

devotee.

I This passage occurs in the long digression on the etymology

of the Lord's name, which has no connexion with the main narrative.

[The word srutam
,
however, in this passage (341, 33, catur-vidha mama

/ana bhakta eva hi vie srutam) probably indicates that the classification

was traditional. The °Glta (vii, 16) mentions four kinds of bhakta

viz., arta
t

jijTxasu ,
nrtharthin and jnanin ,

of which the jnZxrtin is

supposed to be the best. Such a scheme appears to be independently

referred to in another passage in 339,13°, where, however, only the

arta and fijhasu are mentioned.—S.K.D.]
‘
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•monotheist’ 1

j
but it is clear that the Ekantins are monotheists who

possess not only intellectual conviction or belief, blit

In wh?»t sense also an ethical-emotional attitude of love or devotion,

nionotheht!

** * The ekanta bhakti is not merely intellectual satisfaction,

nor even moral elevation, but emotional exaltation.

This is the centre of gravity towards which all other elements of the

Narayanlya theology move
;
and if we bear in mind this ideal of

emotional realisation we can understand why the systems of Ilhaga-

vatas and Saivas in general are declared elsewhere (xiii, 14, 198) as

"freed from philosophical disputation” {hctn-vldair vinirmuktam\

The characteristics of the ideal devotee, typified by the Ekantin

inhabitants of Svetadvlpa appear aho to be the characteristics of the

emancipated souls in the Narayanlya theology. The
The Kkfintin white men are called not onlv siddha, ‘perfected' (339,

and theological 49) but also inukta
,

‘liberated' (335, 41 ; 339, 25 and

Xraud"sou[.
a

43 > 340, 9). The word ilia (here) employed in these

verses seem to imply both ‘on earth* as well as ‘in

Svetadvlpa/ so that there cannot be any doubt that the mythical

island is the Narayanlya paradise where the liberated souls, housed

in grotesque bodies, go and become the white men, who thus represent

the mythical as well as the theological conception of the liberated

soul. That the ideal devotees, when released, are numbered among

the white islanders appears to be expressly stated, not only in 335, 14

which declares that the lak*anas of the emancipated souls are those of

the white men, but also in 339, 129 which states that the ideal devo-

tee, alter liberation, reaches the Svetadvlpa.

We can now understand why the inhabitants of the mythical god-

1 To render the term ekantin by “Unitarian” (Hopkins, Reli-

gions of India
, p. 413) is inadequate and misleading

;
for here the one

god is a one-god of many forms. We have already explained the

peculiar character of early popular monotheism in which one god

stands at the head, without excluding the possibility of his having

many real forms or of the existence of other inferior deities either

independently or as a part of himself. The emphasis is undoubtedly

on oneness and unit}’, but in practice the early monotheistic religions

allied themselves with an almost endless variety and multiplication

of gods and goddesses of every rank and order,
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land are conceived with grotesque peculiarities and are described as

radiant beings who have no external organs of sense.

An explanation These peculiarities are not mere levities of imagination

pecuHariti?^
6

but represent symbolically the theological ideas of the

Naraynnlya. They are intended to describe the in-

describable, viz., the liberated soul, and are therefore haltingly grotes-

que
;
but they are also meant to emphasise that the manifestations

are entirely spiritual and beyond material description. In the passages

referred to above the ideal or emancipated dev®tee, as well as the

white men, are said “to enter” the deity
;
but in fact they are not

absorbed but dwell like copies or images of the divine person him-

self, who condescends to sport with them.

( To be continued)

Mrinal Dasgupta

King Nanyadeva of Mithila

King Nanyadeva played an important part in north Indian politics

in the first half of the twelfth century A.D. He was of Karnafcic

origin, but founded an important ruling family in Mithila (N. Behar)

and Nepala. Mr. M. Rfimakrsna Kavi has recently published an

account of a Commentary on Bharata’s NafcyaSastra (Chs. XXVIII to

XXXIV, deaMng with music) which was written by Nanya 1 (This book

is hereafter referred to as 'Commentary'). The king must, therefore,

have distinguished himself in arts cf war as well as of peace. Some

passages of the Commentary throw an interesting light on the life

and reign of the great king. Mr. K. P, Jayaswal has contributed an

article on Nanya,® but as he had no knowledge of this manuscript;

and his general view of the political situation of the time is vitiated

1 Quarterly Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society #

October, 1926, pp. 55-63.

a /. B t 0. R. S., vol. IX, pp, 300-310 ;
vol. X, pp, 37-46.

I.Ii.Q„ DECEMBER, 193 1 13
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by a wrong assumption about the chronology of the Sena kings of

Bengal, the subject requires a fresh discussion.

The colophon of the Commentary refers to the author as Sa-1-

Mahasamantadhipati-dharmavaloha -Sri-man-Nanyapati. Here the

title 'Mahasamantadhipati' indicates that Nanya had been a feudatory

chief or viceroy of some king before he assumed the position of an

independent sovereign. In the body of the Commentary, however,

Nanya refers to himself as Mithilewara and Karnalakulabhumna ,

and uses the titles Dhannadharabhupati\ Rajanarayana t
Nrpamalla

,

Mohanainurari and Pratyagravampati

\

In addition to the general and

vague references to his prowess in war, he is specifically referred to

as having ‘extinguished the fame of the king of Malava/ ’defeated

the heroes of Sauvlra,* and ‘broken the powers of Vahga and Gauda/

In order to understand properly the value and true meaning

of these interesting data we must have an idea of the date of king

Nanya,

The Nepalese chronicles have preserved conflicting traditions

about the time of Nanyadeva. But M. Sylvain Levi was the first to

establish, on a satisfactory basis, that the accession of the king falls

in 1097 A.D.

1

This statement, which is found in a drama, Mudita-

kuvalayasva
,
has since been confirmed by a memorial verse, preserved

in the Puruta-Parik*a of Vidyapati,* and is corroborated by a Ms.

written in 1097 in the reign of Nanyadeva. 3 The question may,

therefore, be regarded as finally settled.

The duration of the reign of Nanya i
c

,
however, more difficult to

determine. The Nepalese chronicles assign to him a reign of 50 or

36 years.

4

According to a tradition, preserved in Vidyapati's Puruta-

Patlksa ,• a son of Nanyadeva was a contemporary of king Jaya-

ccandra who ascended the throne in 1170 a.d. If this tradition is to

be believed we shall be inclined to accept the longer period of 50

years. 6 Nanyadeva’s reign may, therefore, be placed between 1097

and 1 147 a.d.

1 Le Nepal
y
vol. II, pp. 197, f.n. 3.

2 /. B. 0. R, 5., vol. IX, p. 304.

3 Fischel, Katalog der Bibliothek der Deutschen Morgenlandischett

Gessellschafty vol. II, p. 8.

4 L6vi, Le Nepal
,
vol, II, p. 220.

5 Purutyi ParV?Ha
% I, 3. 6 But see fn, 2, p. 688 below.
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1

The lower limit of the date of Nanyadeva may, perhaps, be fixed

with the help of the colophon of a book noticed by Bendall.

1

This

colophon, dated Samvat 1076, refers to Tirhut as being ruled over

by “MaharSjadhiraja Punyavaloka SomavamSodbhava Gaudadhvajo

Srlmad-Gafigeyadeva.” Bendail referred the year 1076 to Vikrama

eia and identified the king with Kalacuri Gangeyadeva, father of

Karna. M. Sylvain Levi has expressed his doubts* about this identi-

fication mainly on the following grounds :

(a) The titles ending in “Avaloka'’ are more characteristic of the

Rasfrakutas, and are not known to be used by the Kalacuris,

(b) The title Gaudadhvaja indicates some political authority in

Gauda, and there is no evidence that the Kalacuri king Gangeyadeva

had any pretensions to suzerainty over Bengal,

(c) Kalacuri king Gangeyadeva is not Known, from any other

evidence, to have ruled over Tirhut.

These objections are serious, and to the last point may be added

the fact, brought out by Mr. R. Chanda, 3 that Magadha being under

the Palas and the territory to the west under the Chandellas, it is

difficult to believe that the Kalacuri Gangeya could rule over

Tirhut.

I think the date of the manuscript should be referred to

the 6aka era, and the king should be identified with Gaiigadeva, the

successor of Nanyadeva, according to Nepalese chronicles, 4 The

title Dharmiivaloka and the reference to the conquest of Gaiuja by

Nanya in his Commentary, referred to above, would remove the first

two objections. If this view be accepted, then Nanyadeva must be

regarded as having died before 1154 A.D., when his son was on the

throne.

Nanyadeva originally belonged to Karnafca country. This is

expressly referred to in the Nepalese chronicles and clearly appears

from the title Karnatakulabhvmna occurring in the Commentary

composed by Nanyadeva, referred to above. We know from Deopara

Inscription that about the period when Nanyadeva was tilling in

Mithila, Bengal was conquered by Vijayasena who also belonged to

the Karnafa race. It would appear, therefore, that somehow or other

1 /. A. S. B. %
i?93 » P. *8.

2 Le Nepal,
vol, II, p. 202, fn, 1.

3 Gau^a-rafa-wala, p. 42 fn. 4 Le Nepal, vol, II, p, 220,
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the Katnajas had gained a prominent footing in the eastern part of

Northern India towards the close of the eleventh century a.d.

Various suggestions have been made to explain this sudden

intrusion of the Karnatas as a politic d factor in
.
Northern India.

According to Mr. Jayaswal, "The Karnata settler out of whom the

Simraon dynasty (i.e. of Nanyadeva) arose was either a remnant of the

Rajendra Cola's army as Mr. R. D. Banerji thinks or more likely a

remnant of the Karnata allies of Karna, the Cedi king who

overran nearly the whole of India about 104060 a.d/' 1

Mr. Banerji’s theory of the ‘Cola* origin of the Bengal Karnatas*

should never have been seriously taken by anybody and has been

thoroughly refuted by Prof. S. K. Aiyangar. 3 Mr. Banerji himself

seems to have given it up, as it does not find any place in his discus-

sion on the origin of the Sena kings in the second edition of his

‘History of Bengal'.

As to the second theory of Mr. Jaj'aswal, it undoubtedly finds

some support from the fact, stated in the Commentary (see above),

that Nanyadeva defeated the Malavas and Sauvlras, for Malava was

certainly among the countries conquered by Kama. It must be

remembered, however, that the victorious expeditions of Karna were

over about forty years before the accession of Nanyadeva. As Nanya-

deva was himself the founder of a new dynasty, and was merely a

Mahasamantadhipati to start with, he could not possibly have been

a leader of the Karnatas who accompanied Karna about forty years

before his accession. The long reign of fifty years (which Mr.

Jayaswal also accepts) assigned to Nanyadeva renders the view

untenable.

The most reasonable view seems to be to connect the rise of the

Karnataka power in North India with the victorious military expedi-

tions of the Karrufca emperors Somesvara I and his valiant son

Vikramaditya VI of the Calukya dynasty. We learn from Bilhana's

Vikramankadeva-carita K that Somesvara I (104069 A.D.) stormed

Dhara, the capital of the Paramaras in Malwa, from which king

Bhoja had to flee, and that he utterly destroyed the power of Karna,

l Op. cit.% p. 306. 2 Palas of Bengal,
p' 99.

3 Sir Asulosh Hookerjet Silver Jubilee Volumes,
vol. III,

pp. s6off»

4 Ct Biihler's Introduction to Vikramankadeva-carila.
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king of Dahala. His son, prince Vikramaditya, led victorious expedi-

tions against Gautja and Kamarupa. Vikramaditya VI led victorious

expeditions against Northern India at least twice during his reign.

A record of a.d. 1088 89 speaks of Vikramaditya VI crossing the

Narmada, and conquering kings on the other side of that river. And
another of a.d. 1098 shows that then, again, he was in^Jthe northern

part of the kingdom, on the banks of the Narmada.

1

*

It would thus appear that the two Karnata kings played an effec-

tive part in North Indian politics during the latter half of the eleventh

century a.D. That they had pretensions of suzerainty not only over

the states named above but even over distant Nepala follows from

an inscription of Somesvara III, the son and successor of Vikra-

maditya VI, in which the king is said to have placed his feet upon

the heads of the kings of Andhra, Dravida, Magadha and Nepala. 3

Now there is no record of SomeSvara's military expedition to the

north, and, as Fleet remarks, with the exception of a Southern ex-

pedition, “the records do not seem to mention any campaigns made

by him
;
and his reign seems, in fact, to have been a very tranquil

one," 3 VVc must hold, therefore, that his pretensions of supremacy

over the northern states, whether nominal or real, 4 must have been

derived from his father or grandfather.

The downfall of the Cedi king Karna, and the Paramara king

Bhoja, caused by Somesvara I, must have paved the way for Karnita

supremacy in the north, and ushered in a new epoch in north Indian

politics, An inscription of the Gfihadavala kings definitely asserts

that Candradeva founded the kingdom of Kanauj “when kings

Bhoja and Karna had passed away/’ 5 Candradeva, the founder

of the Gahadavala dynasty, flourished about logo a.d. Within a

decade of that, two Karnata chiefs, Vijayasena and Nanyadeva,

1 Bombay Gazetteer ,
vol, I, part II, p. 452.

2 /. Bo. Br. R. A. vol. XI, p. 268.

3 Bombay Gazetteer, vol. I, part II, pp. 455-6.

4 Supremacy over Nepala is also claimed by the Calukya king

Taila II in his records. But Fleet thinks it is an invention of the

poets. I should rather take it as a belated reference to an old glory,

which had no longer any reality (cf. Bombay Gazetteer
,

vol. I, part

1

1

, p. 43 * )•

5 Cf, Basahi plate of Govindacandra
j

Inci Ant., vol. XIV,

p. 103.
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founded the kingdoms of Gau<ja and Mithila. It is, therefore, permit

sible to hold that the deluge of Karnata invasion, which had swept

away the two mighty kings, Bhoja and Karna, also ushered in the

three dynasties at Kanauj, Mithila and Bengal.

We have seen above that the Karnata emperors of the Calukya

dynasty boasted of supremacy over Bengal, Bihar and Nepala, and of

the three new ruling dynasties, the two that ruled over Bengal, and

Bihar-cum-Nepal, definitely belonged to the Karnata country. 1
It

is, therefore, only natural to hold that, like the later Mahratta princi-

palities of Northern India, the two Karnata kingdoms of Bengal and

Bihar-cum-Nepal were merely off-shoots of the Karnata expeditions

I As to the Gahadavalas, it is not unlikely, though it is difficult

to assert it positively, that they too came from the Karnata country

like those ruling in Bengal and Bihar. I propose to treat this subject in

a separate paper, and must content myself here with only a few obser-

vations. Tradition and inscriptions alike give the appellations Rathor

and Ra$traku{a to the Gahadavalas (cf. Sir Asutosh Mookerju Silver

Jubilee Volumes ,
vol. Ill, pp. 259-66). The Rathors have always

been regarded as the same as Rattas, Rastras and Ra§trakutas, Now

the Ratta country is frequently referred to in the inscriptions of the

eleventh century as Ratfcappadi and it included the Bombay Presi-

dency south of the Vindhyas (Aiyangar, Ancient India
, p. 22 ). The

Rattas of Saundatti (in Belgaum) formed an important clan under

the Calukyas of Kalyana (
Bombay Gazetteer , vol. I, part II, pp. 549^)*

The Gahadavala clan of the Rathors or Rastas may therefore belong

to the Ratta country proper in the Deccan, and Candradeva Gahada-

vala of Kanauj may thus be of Karnataka origin like Nanyadeva and

Vijayasena. It is interesting to note that a Kanarese inscription at

Gawarwad dated 994 Saka (1072 a.D.) in front of the temple of

Dak§ina Narayana refers to the famous town of 'Gavarivada ' (Ep.

Ind.y vol. XV, p. 337 ;
Bombay Gazetteer

,
vol. I, part II, p. 441, fn. 3k

Gavarivada—Gawarwad, may be easily recognised as the origin of the

name Gahadavada of the family, and although it may be purely acci-

dental, we have, corresponding to the Dak§ina-Narayana of the

southern town, reference to 'AdikeSavadaksinamurtP in ail inscription

of the Gahadavala king Candradeva of Kanauj (Ep* Ind.> vol. XIV,

p. 197). I do not press this point further here, and while there is as

yet no positive evidence to show that the Gahadavadas were a Karna-

taka family* the possibility of their being so should not be overlooked,
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in Northern India led by the Calukya emperors Somedvara I and

his son VikramSditya VI. We may note in passing that the title,

Mahasamantadhipati, assumed by Nanyadeva, was actually applied to

the Viceroys and Governors of Vikramaditya VI.

1

We have already remarked above that in the Commentary, Nanya-

deva is credited with victories in Malava and Sauvlra. This is easily

explained if we accept the view propounded above. For we have

seen that the Calukya king Vikramaditya VI conquered the kings

on the northern side of the Narmada river, and Bilhana says that

Vikramaditya VI helped a king of Malava to regain his throne.

Nanyadeva, in his earlier life, probably accompanied one or more of

these victorious expeditions and hence took the credit of victory

in wars against those countries. Otherwise, it is difficult to believe,

that as a ruler of Mithila he could have carried his arms so far to the

west, with such powerful neighbours to his immediate west and

southwest.

Among the other achievements of N&nya, the Commentary men-

tions his victories against Gau<}a and Vahga. This is interesting

in more ways than one. From the Deopara Inscription of Vijayasena

we know that he defeated Nanya.* This has usually been taken

to refer to an agressive invasion of Mithila on the part of Vijayasena,

In the light of the new evidence, it seems more likely, however
,
that

the dissensions between the two Karnata kings took place over domi-

nation in Gauda and Vahga. At the time when Nanyadeva ascend-

ed the throne of Mithila, the political condition of Bengal was

such as to tempt a foreign invader. Ramapala had just put down a

revolt of the Kaivartas and re*occupied Varendra, and the country was

necessarily unsettled. Eastern Bengal was under a new dynasty,

the Varmans, while the Senas were a rising power in Radha or

South-west Bengal, Besides these, there were probably other minor

chiefs all over the country'who enjoyed either full or limited indepen-

dence, such as those mentioned in the Ramacarita. It is quite probable,

therefore, that Nanyadeva, after having settled himself in Northern

Bihar would turn his attention to Gaucja and Vanga (N. and E.

Bengal). The ambition of the Senas, however, lay in exactly the same

direction. Whether the two Karnataka chiefs pursued in concert a

common policy of conquest, and fell out later when the prize was

1 Bombay Gazetteer^ vol. I, part II, p. 450.

2 Ep % Ind,
t
voh I, pp. 305-15.
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within their grasp, or whether they came into conflict because each

wanted the other to leave him alone in what he regarded as his own

sphere of influence, cannot be exactly determined. But the one sure

conclusion that follows from a study of the contemporary records is

that there were two streams of Karnataka invasion that over-

whelmed Bengal, one from north west and another from south-west

under the leadership of Nanya and Vijayasena. Nanya, however,

ultimately failed, whereas Viiayasena succeeded. Foiled in the east,

Nanya turned towards the north and succeeded in conquering Nepal a.

In his elaborate discussion about the general political situation

in North India at the time, Mr. Jayaswal has upheld the view that

Nanya allied himself with the Gahadavala kings against the Senas ;

and further that the Palas in South Bihar also joined this confederacy

against the rising power of the Senas.

1

Mr. Jayaswal has, however, reconstructed the narrative of the

struggle between this confederacy and the Senas on the theory ten-

aciously upheld by Mr. R. D. B merji that Laksmanasena ascended

the throne in n 19 A.D. This view, however, seems untenable, and is

rarely accepted at present by any scholar who has made a special

study of the subject. But even Mr. Banerji, who was the great

champion of this view, maintained that Laksmanasena died before

1170 A.D. This would be hardly compatible with Mr. Jayaswal’s view

that *it was in the time of Nanya’s grandson Narasimhadeva (1174-1205)

that Mithila leaned towards the Sena power and it would be then

that the Laksmanasena era would come into vogue in Mithila'.*

As a matter of fact, there can hardly be any doubt now as to the

true dates of the Sena kings. Since l wrote my paper on this

subject, 3 several scholars have made further contributions to it and

all these confirm in the main the chronology then suggested by me in

opposition to the views of Mr. R. D. Banerji whom Mr. Jayaswal

has taken as his sole guide.

These further contributions of scholars mainly turn on two impor-

tant points : (1) the genuineness of the dates 1082, 1090, 1091 Saka

for Vallalasena's reign as given in Danasagu?* and Adbhutasjgara

;

(2

)

the date given in the colophon of Saduktikarnamrta .

As to (1), reference may be made to the writings of Mr. Chinta-

1 Op. «/., pp. 44ff.

3 /.A,S.B ti 1921, pp. ;ff.

2 Op. ciU % p. 46.
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haran Chakrabarty,

1

and Mr. Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharyya.3 To
these 1 may add another argument in favour of the genuineness of the

dates of VaUalasena found in his literary works. Tin's is furnished

by a “reference in the Todaratianda-Samhita-Saukhya about the posi-

tion of constellation of the Great Bear according to the Adbhutasagara

in the Saka year 1082(1160-61 A.D.) while Vallfdasena was ruling.” 3

Todarananda is 'an extensive encyclopaedia of civil and religious law,

astronomy and medicine, composed by Raja Todaramalla, the celebra-

ted finance minister of Akbar\ 4 The reference in this book to the

dates of Adbhutasagara undoubtedly goes a great way to confirm

their genuineness. As Mr. Chakrabarty has pointed out, the dates are

not merely given in the introductory verse, which Mr. R. D. Banerji

regarded as later interpolation, but that “in the Adbhutasagara itself,

in more than one place, explicit reference is made to the year of com-

mencement of the work, which agrees with what is given in the intro-

ductory verse
;
further, in several sections astronomical calculations

are made from the year when the book was commenced/* In the

face of all these it would be difficult not to regard 109091 Saka

(1168-69 A.D.) given in Danasagara
,
as a date falling.' in Vallaiasena’s

reign.

This view is further confirmed by the date given in the colophon

of Saduktikarnamrta . Mr. Chakravarty has restored the correct

reading of the colophon by a collation of the different manuscripts.

According to this colophon the accession of Laksmana Sena falls in

1 IOO Saka (1178 A.D.) C

As I pointed out in my paper, these dates are in full accord

with the other data known from Indian and Muslim history. Thus,

the probable dates of accession of the first three great kings of the Sena

dynasty may be laid down as follows with a fair degree of certainty :

Vijaya Sena — 1095 A.IK

Valla la Sena —1159 a.d.

Laksinana Sena—-i 178 A.D.

1 ltid. Hist.
Quarterly 1

vol. Ill, p. 186 ;
vol. V, p. 133.

2 Ind . Ant 192 2, pp. I45ff
;

Ind. Hist. Quarterly
,

vol. Ill,

PP. 574 ff.

3 I*. V. Kane, History of Dharmabastra l
vol. I, p. 300.

4 Jbid„ p. 4c 1. 5 Ind. Hist
.
Quarterly

,
vol. V, p. 134*

6 Ind, Hist. Quarterly
,
vol, III, pp. 188-9.

DECEMBER 193 ^
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As in the case of the date of Lakgmana Sena, Mr. Jayaswal has

been misled by Mr. R. D. Banerji into the belief that the Gaha<javala

king Candra of Kanauj helped Madanapala against Vijayasena. 1

Mr, Banerji’s theory rests upon a passage In Ratnacarita (Canto IV,

verse 20) which describes “Candra” as a friend of Madanapala.

There is nothing to indicate that Candra helped Madanapala against

the Sena king, or that he was a king of the Gahacjavala dynasty.

On the other hand, Mr. Banerji's view, that in his wars against Vijaya-

sena Madanapala was helped by king Candra of Kanauj, rests upon

•his theory that LakgmaQasena ascended the throne in 1119 A.D. which,

we have seen above, is untenable.

All the same, the rivalry between the Senas and the Gahadavalas

is undoubtedly a fact. But there is no evidence to connect either

the P5las or Nanyadeva with this struggle. So the picture which Mr.

Jayaswal has drawn of the balancing of powers in Nanya's time does

not appear to have any sure basis to stand upon.

2

On the other hand, Nanyadeva seems to have been effectively

.checked by Vijayasena. According to the Deopara Inscription he was

even taken prisoner by the latter, 8 This serious reverse seems to

have finally shattered his ambition and he left the field free for the

two combatants, the Senas and the Gahacjavalas. According to the

Deopara Inscription, Vijayasena sent a flotilla of boats along the

Ganges with a view to conquer the western regions. 4 This would

hardly have been possible if the ruler of Mithila had not been pre-

viously rendered incapable of rising against him. The scheme of

1 Pilas of Bengal p. 103.

2 Mr. Jayaswal has laid some 6tress on the fact that Malladeva,

a son of Nanyadeva, took service under Jayaccandra of Kanauj.

The story is given by Vidyapati, and according to him, Malladeva was

killed in the war when only sixteen years old (/k i4 .S.Z?., 1915, p. 408).

Now as Jayaccandra ascended the throne in 1170 A.D., Malladeva

could not have been born before 1154 A.D., if VidySpati's story were

true. The death of Nanyadeva would then have to be placed after

1 154 -A;D, He would thus have a reigning period of about 60 years, far

more than the longest period assigned to him in Varatiavalls, Thus

reasonable doubts can be entertained regarding the truth of Vidya-

pati's story, at least, in all its details.

3 Cf. verse 21 4 Cf, verse 22.
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western expansion was steadily pursued by the Senas, though the

strong arms of Govindacandra of Kanauj did not enable them to

reap any immediate success. But the ambition of the. Senas was

realised to a great extent when, after the death of Govindacandra,

king Laksmanasena planted pillars of victory at Benares and

Prayaga, probably some time between 1180 and 1190 A.D. During the

whole of this period the rulers of Mithila, Natiya and his successors,

were negligible factors in north Indian politics. Even their policy of

expansion towards Nepala did not meet with great success. Accor-

ding to M. Sylvain Levi, Nanya and his immediate successors exer-

cised but little real authority in that country.

1

They remained as

local rulers of Tirhut with Simraon as their capital. The only epb

graphic record of their rule is furnished by the Andhara-Thaphi ins-

cription of Srldhara, the minister of Nanya.3

R. C. Majumdar

The Coins and Weights in Ancient India

The intimate connection between the coinage and the weight-

system of a country is well-known. Everywhere the standard unit of

weight for precious metals became the standard unit of value, and

this became ultimately coin when stamped with the royal insignia.

The very names of the coins indicate this relation in good many

cases. 4

In the Manrusamhita is found a table of weight-metres of the Hindus

which have remained almost the same as the basic system of

weights and measures in India up to date. The subsequent alterations

by the Indians as well as the non-Indians may be regarded as mere

superimpositions on the original structure of the great lawgiver.

Still the actual unit of measurement for precious articles in India, is

1 Le Nepal> vol. II, pp. 205, 219.

2 This inscription has been edited by Mr. Jayaswal in f.B.O.R.S.,

vol. IX, pp. 300ff. It does not contain any historical information of

real value.

3 Jevons, p. 35 ;
Kinley, p. 48.
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the traditional rati krsnala (kunj-sced) 1

$
and still the actual weights

in the order of ascending scale bear the names given to them by the

ancient Rai, and indicate the same significance as in his time. The

minute subdivisions of the krsnala, as given below, are used merely

for the purpose of accounting and have no practical significance :

8 Trasa-renu =

3 Likgas *=

3 Rajasarsapas «

6 Gaura-sarsapas =

3 Yavas =

1 Liksa (egg of louse)

I Raja-sarsapa (black mustard)

1 Gaura-sarsapa (white mustard)

I Yava (barley corn)

1 Krsnala (berry, rati)

* • # *

5 Kjrsnalas

16 Masas

4 Suvarnas

10 Palas

1 Masa (bean seed)

1 Suvarna (weight and coin of gold)

1 Niska or Pa I a

1 Dharana 2

As distinct from the above table of Manu, the following may be

considered indicating alterations and super-impositions on the original

structure :

6 Rajikas

4 Magas

2 Tankas

2 Konas

1 Masa, Inina or vanaka

1 Tanka, sala or dharana

1 Kona

1 Karsa

* * *

108 Suvarnas = Surubhusana, pala or dlnara 3

20 Kapardakas (shells or cowries) = 1 Kfikin! (buri, 5 gandas)

4 Kakinls = 1 Pana, kfirsapana or karsika

• # •

16 Panas (puma! of shells) = 1 Bherma of silver

16 Bhermas = 1 Niska of silver

* » *

1 Colebrooke, Prinsep, 1
,
212.

2 Manu VI 1

1

, 131*38, Hopkins & Burnett.

3 Gopala 13ha$$a, 122.
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5 Krsnalas

16 Masas

*

5 Suvarnas

I Masa

1 Kar§a, aksa-tolaka or suvarna

• • *

1 Pala

1

,

3

Manu*s table, quoted above, primarily refers to gold. The subsi-

diary copper-table is similar, but silver has a peculiar table of its own :

2 Krsnalas - 1 Silver ma§aka

16 Masakas = 1 Dharana or purana

10 Dharanas = 1 Satamana3

88 White mustards = 1 Silver masa

16 Silver masas. = I Dharana

It may be granted that primarily from Manu's table of weights

the following table for coins was constructed in ancient India :

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

Pala (gold) = 5X 16x4 - 320 Ratis.

Niska „ = 5X 16x4 = 320 >1

Suvarna „ - 5x16 =80
Karsapana „ = 5x16 - 80 >»

Masa „ =ixs =5
Karsa, krsnala, (karsapana, kahapana,

kahana) of (gold) = 1 Rati.

Satamana (gold) = ico Ratis.

1 Satamana (silver) = 2x16x10
1 Dharana or pilrana (silver) = 2X 16

1 Karsapana ( silver )
=

1 Karsapana (silver) =

1 Niska „ (4 suvarna in weight)

I Suvarna „ *=

320 Ratis.

32 „

80 „

4

32 „

320

80 „

1 Lllavatl.

2 Kau^ilya calls a Suvarnappala (ArthaSastra, p. 127).

3 Kautilya calls a dharana or purana of silver of 32 ratis

a karsapana.

4 Kautilya calls a silver dharana or purana of 32 ratis a Kar§§-

pana.

5 The silver Satamana has also the same weight.
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Most of the above coins had also their sub divisional varistiesi

such as, ardhakar$apana, pada-kar?apana.

It is rather difficult to reconcile the discrepancies in the above

tables regarding the denominations, weights, and basic metals.

According to Manu, silver masaka is equal to 36 gaurasarsapas.

But according to Kaufcilya it is equal to 88 gaura sarsapas. 1 Again

Manu's silver dharana or purana ?s equal to 32 ratis, that of Kaufilya

is equal to 80 ratis and Gopala Bhatta’s dharaija is equal to 24

rat is.

Still there is another variety of the dharana which is equal to

1200 ratis.

Manu’s silver masa is 5 ratis
;

Kautilya’s 5 ratis
;
and Bhat^a's

6 ratis.

5 Kr§nala

6 M5sa

4 Suvarna

10 Pala

I Ma§a.

1 Suvarna.

1 Pala or ni?ka.

I Dharana.

Is it possible to reconcile the discrepancies ? Are they in any

way due to the varying ratios between gold and silver at different

times ? May it be conjectured that when the ratio was 1 : 8, two rati

ma§aka of silver was the unit and when it changed into 1 : 12,

three or six rati masakas had to be introduced as the unit ?

With regard to the coins of gold similar discrepancies puzzle an

enquirer

:

Suvarna (Manu)

Pala (Kautilya)

Karsapana or karsa

Karsapana or karsa

Karsapana 4x8

80 Rati.

80 s

80 „

96 „ (Gopala)

32 „*

Karsapana, karhapana or kahana=i Rati.

* • •

I Pala ... 4 (suvarrja) X 80 CB 320 Rati

Pala 5 X 16 80 „

Ni§ka • • * = 320

Satamana (gold) » • « too „

fSatamana (silver) Ml = 320 „

Ni§ka (silver) ... E= 320 ..

I Bhandarkar, p. 93# 2 Cunningham, p; 4f.
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The suvarna and the kargapana are sometimes identical in

weight in the case of gold, Suvarna, the generic name of all sorts

of gold coins derived from their basic metal, came to be applied

not only to a particular weight of gold (80 rati) but also possibly

to a silver coin of the same weight. ICar§apana, the full-weight

unit of gold money, was also called Suvarna, But there were 96 rati

kargapana of gold, 32 rati kar?apana of silver and I rati karsapanc

kahapana or kahana which was the smallest unit for counting value

as well as the smallest coin (yava-traya-parimita).

The pala and the niska were the two different names of gold coins

of the same weight. The silver coin *of the same weight was called

ni§ka, but strangely its other name was fiatamana.

“In Yajfiavalkya, Ni§ka of silver is mentioned which is equal

to 4 suvarnas or one pala of gold (in weight of course). 1

This is queer, as the mana is a rati, and so the fiatamana should be

100 rati as in the case of gold. The mana in the case of silver

apparently indicates different measure as the masa.

“Mention is also made of silver fiatamana of 5 7*6 grains. As the

word means 100 manas or measures, the single mana must have been

576 grs.-3 ratis spoken of as silver magaka.” 2

Manu’s masa (gold and copper) is five ratis and (silver) 2 ratis,

and Gopala’s 6 ratis.

Prinsep notices four varieties of ma§as of 5, 4, 16
,
2 ratis. Other

varieties have been noticed by other authorities. 3

The ma§a in its importance has been regarded as the second of

the monetary measures in India. It is, like the krsnala, a kind

of seed, and its average weight has been ascertained to be 3*625 grains

and near about that of the silver masa of 2 ratis. But unlike the

kjsnala it has no absolutely definite significance and its weight has

been mentioned as widely different in different cases and by different

authorities.

It may be imagined that while the rati or the kr§Qa la provided

for the primary weight-unit for gold, the masa served the same pur-

pose for silver, the lighter metal. Both the seeds are readily available

in India and are sufficiently uniform in size and weight to serve as

the necessary units. The rati is the sub division of the maga in the case

I Cunningham, p, 47. 2 Cunningham, p. 47.

3 Prinsep, p. 212, Cunningham, Gopala Bha^ta, Raghunandana,

Colcbrooke.
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of silver and there is a nice adjustment between the weights, One

silver masa is about 3*625 grains or roughly 3*50 grains, while a rati

has sometimes been mentioned as 1*83 and on the average as 175

grains, and the 2 ratis are equal to a silver masa. In the case of

gold the masa is five times a rati. The reason seems to be that a minuter

subdivision was necessary for the more valuable metal of which the

primary unit of weight or currency was a rati which was of sufficient

value to serve as a medium of exchange.

Hut there is mentioned another kind of masa of silver, of which

the weight is 8 rati or I4‘64 grains. 1 This may be the quadruple

piece of the silver masa, two rati in weight. This 8 rati masa might

have been the smallest practical unit of silver coin while the 2 rati

piece was a mere weight or money of account. This 8 rati masa was

one fourth of a dharana which was 32 rati in weight. The one rati

gold piece was coined as money,but it may be imagined that the 5 rati

gold masa was much more convenient as money. Similarly the

8 rati silver masa was more prevalent as money than the two rati

silver masa of very low value which might have been useful only

for the purpose of accounting.

But the other varities of masa such as 4, 16, 3, 6 ratis in weight

have also been mentioned.

"According to Katyayana...a masa or pana (is) one-twentieth part

of karsapana in value.*

It is therefore 4 rati ii. weight and one-eighth of a silver dharana

or purana. If there were a 16 rati masa also it was one half of the

punch-marked silver coin so famous in ancient India.

Is it possible that the masa came to be the general name for all

fractional money, particularly in the case of silver ? If so, the full

silver table was :

1 silver dharana or purana = 32 rati (karsa pana)

I’2 0 » — 16 „ (ardha-karsapana)

1-4 = 8 „ (padakarsapana)

1-8 ,, = 4 >.
(masa)

1-16 = 2 „ (masa)

All the fractions of the full weight silver coin (purana or karsa-

pana) came to be called masa, But the word was also applicable

to gold and copper for measuring the fractions of the full weight gold

I N, Orie ntalia.
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Did the ma^a, whatever might be its origin, a seed of 3.5

or 14.6 grains (the small bean or the big bean), come in course

of time to mean a fraction of the standard gold, silver and copper

piece ? The silver masa starts with 2 rati or of the full-weight

silver money, and the gold or copper masa is the same in

relation to the full-weight gold or copper money, and even today

the significant fraction of the rupee is its ^gth part, the anna.

A masa has been called by Katyayana, a pan a. A pana is an

anna or of a kahana (kahapana or karsapana). Thus it fits in

well with the present system in which an anna is i/i6th of a

rupee. But Katyayana regards a pana as 0
- and not - l

ff
of a rupee.

Subsequently, it has been discussed that the karsapana, when of

gold, might have been used indifferently for two different varieties

of weights and coins, 80 rati suvarna and the 1 rati krsnala or

kaisa. The modern kahana, which is equal to 1x16x80 cowries,

is derived from the latter specie, of which the copper value is

equal to 1280 rati, if the ratios between gold, silver and copper

be taken to be 1 : 16 : 80, as mentioned in the Sukra-nlti. A
karsapana has sometimes been designated a karsa or a rati. It

may not be altogether fantastic to imagine that the 80 rati copper

karsapana was so named because it contained 1 pana (80) karsa

In weight and in value (1 rati copper=i cowri). Thus the 80

rati pana
(
copper) was \\ of 1 rati (gold) karsapana or kahana,

and Kautilya's 4 rati pana was only iof a karsapana (copper) and

equivalent to the modern *buri” or 5 gandas or 20 cowries in

the Bengal system of Arithmetic.

We frequently meet with instances of loosely using the same

word for denoting different conceptions. This is a common

error even today, and most probably was much more so in

ancient India, It may be also that in the wridely distant parts

of such a vast country the same name denoted different things.

The word “taka'* has different significance in the different parts

of India in modern times. In the up-countries it is often used

to mean a “Double-pice ,

\ Again a seer weight may be 60, 8o,

100 and 120 tolas, according to the location of the market.

It has been suppose ! that the masa was originally a bean

seed and also that there were two varieties of it, the small one

weighing 3.5 grains and the big one weighing 14.6 grains, both

approximately. If so, how the other sorts of ma^as of 3, 4 , 5, 6(

ratis etc. can be explained ?

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1 93
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“Narada says, a masa may also be considered as -

2Vh of a

kargapana and Brhaspati describes it as y2 of a pala, Hence we

have no less than four masas, not taking into account the masa used by

the medical men consisting of 10, 12 ratis which may be the same as

the jeweller's masa of six double ratis, because it has been explained

as being measured by 8 silver rati in weight, each twice as heavy as

the seeds".

1

This supports the above suggestion that ma§a was a generic

name for all fractional weights.

Finally, it may be said that the masa was a secondary unit and not

the primary one like the rati, and its significance was not so precise

as that of the rati which was the only absolutely and universally

definite weight in the Indian system of weights and coins.

The krgntala or the rati has a unique position in the Indian

system, as the primary unit for the measurement of value as well as

of weight. Perhaps the attractive appearance of the seed, its abundant

and wide supply and uniformity in weight as well as in shape led to its

adoption by the people of India for the above mentioned useful

purposes. The krsnala came to be recognised by the early Hindus

as the “balance or scale of a seed/' and was able to maintain its posi-

tion under the Muhammadans as the surkh or “red/
1

Its weight has

been carefully tested by the European numismatists, some of whom
are inclined to estimate it to be 1.83 grains but the concensus of

opinion is that, on the average, it may be taken to be 1.75 grs. 3

The rati, no doubt, is the starting point in weight measurement

and money-account. It is very significant that unlike the ma§a it has

only one and a precisely definite connotation regarding weight which

makes it serve without any possibility of confusion as the basis for the

monetary and weight calculation of India.

But the rati was not merely a weight. It was also a coin. The

unit of weight, in course of time, became unit of money and more

or less current in the case of gold. Historical evidence may be quoted

to support this view that the one rati piece was current as medium of

exchange in the shape of “scales of gold" or bags of gold dust These

pieces were too small to be counted 3 and were measured in pots, 4

1 Colebrooke, I, p. 531.

2 N. Orientalia
, pp. 10 11, 14, 65 ;

Rapson, p.2 ; Prinsep, I, p.212 ;

Colebrooke, I, p. 529. 3 “Suvarna salakani yava traya-parim\tani.
M

4 N\ Orientalia
, p. 14 $

Cunningham, pp. 7, 21 ;
Colebrooke,

p. 530 ; Bhandarkar, p. 179.
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It may be that the “bags of gold-dust’*, in which revenue was paid

to the Persian Darius, and which have puzzled the ingenuity of the

European numismatists so much, were bags of the star-like krsnala coins.

A rati has also been called a karsa, and the one rati gold star, a

karsapana or the modern kahana of 1280 cowries.

The smallest gold coin in India is the rati. Then comes the maga

of 5 ratis
;
after that the suvarna, the full-weight unit coin of gold,

weighing 80 rati and prevalent as the most widely current coin under

different denominations, such as the suvarna, karsapana. and pala.

The suvarna was a generic name for all kinds of gold coins as well as

bullion. The original significance of the term was possibly the metal

only. In course of time the ideas of a particular weight and definite

inscription were associated with it and it came to mean the standard

gold coin, 80 rati-kargapana. 1

Suvarna was originally simple gold, afterwards, a particular

measure of gold, contained in a bag serving as a convenient

1 Cunningham, p. 7 : “The gold standard coin, the suvarna of 80

rati.” Also Rapson, p. 2.

Bhandarkar, p. 91: “Suvarna being intended as the gold karsapana.”

Yajnavalkya, Smrti
i p. 432 j

Bhandarkar, pp. 103, 184 : “Pieces of

gold in point of value are suvarnas mentioned in the Vedas,”

Cunningham, p. 22 : “The suvarnas gradually became the name of

coins from the original name of weight.”

N. Orientalia
, p. 81. “The Buddhist legends abound in mentioning

suvarnas.”

Cunningham, p. 22 : “The suvarna was a single bag of gold dust.”

Bhandarkar, p. 58 : “Suvarna must denote a coin and not simply gold.”

Yajna-valkya, (Panini office) p.434 : “According to Visnu-gupta

another name of suvarna is karsa”. See also Bhandarkar, pp. 183, 184.

Cunningham, p. 22 :“The gold of India, always noted for its yellow

hue, received its common name suvarna which at last became the

name of a piece of gold’,

Arthamstra
, p. 102 j

Bhandarkar, p. 71 : “Suvarna weighs 80 ratis.

Kautilya gives the same information. Another name of suvarna is karga,

the gold karsapana.”

Cunningham, p. 50 : “Han and hun, the same as son, the spoken

form of suvarna, gold,
1 ’

Bhandarkar, p. 184 : “The Gupta inscriptions may have used suvarija

also synonymously with dlnara,"
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unit of payment
;
then a definite measure of coined gold as money

which following the indigenous method came to be of 80 rati

weight. In course of time all gold coins came to be known as

suvarna irrespective of weight, from the rati krsnala or star to

the pala of 320 ratis or even more. But the full-weight

suvarna coin was 80 rati specifically. Its another name was karsa-

pana, which was also the generic name of all full-weight coins,

irrespective of their basic metals, gold, silver or copper.

Now, the exhaustive list of coins may be given here :

Gold Coins : 1 rati (karsapana)

2 „ (ropaka)

5 »» (masa)

80 „ (karsapana)

80 „ (pala)

Silver Coins : 32 rati (dharana

16 rati (masa)

8 rati (masa)

4 rati (masa)

2 rati (masa)

Copper Coins *. 80 rati (pan a)

40 „

20 „

10 „

5 »,
(masa)

96 rati (karsapana)

loo „ (Satamana)

320 „ (niska)

320 „ (pala)

400 „ (pala)

purana) ••• Karsapana

... ... Ardha-karsapana

... ... Pada-karsapana

... ... & i,

... 1
•* iff »

••• Karsapana
1

... « ft

•** i •»

1
... 3

t

By comparing these three tables some striking uniformity of

principle can be found out. The smallest fraction, except in

the case of gold, is a masa which is always of a standard

coin. The exception in the case of gold may be due to high

value in small bulk and also silver being 16 times lower in value

as mentioned in the Sukra-nlti.

All fractional coins have the general name of masa. All the

standard coins are 16 times the masa. In the case of silver it

is 2x16. One rati silver piece being of too low a value would not

be of practical use, and the 5 rati copper piece was merely money

of account and possibly never coined as actual money. Canakya

mentions the smallest variety of copper coin as pada-karsapana

which was 20 rati in weight and valued at 20 cowries or 5

gandas or a budi which in the indigenous system of accounts

today is regarded as equivalent to 1 pice, The bigger fractional
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coins are the multiples of the smallest masa following the quadruple

principle so indigenous and enduring in the Indian mode of calcula-

tion and measurement. The Satamana is an exception due to its

exotic origin, 1

16 chattacks *= 1 seer

16 panas or bisas « 1 kaliana (paddy)

16 chattacks » 1 cottah

16 panas =» 1 kahana (cowrie)

16 annas « 1 rupee

and so on.

The generic names of all the full-weight standard coins were

kar§apana. Thus the golden suvarna is karsapana, the silver

dharana is karsapana and the copper pana is karsapana.*

It is a mistake to regard the karsapana as merely or pre-eminently

a copper coin, following Manu’s phrase “tamrikah karsikah panah”,

and to conclude from this that copper was the standard of value

in ancient India.

The karsapana was the name of all standard money. It derived

its name from 80 rati which is a pana even now. It was the

mostly current form of coin. The suvarna is much more mentioned

than the pala or the niska. But in course of time the pala also

came to be called karsapana. The dharana has been called karsapana.

It has been regarded as the standard coin (the famous “punch-

marked” one).

The karsapana became kahapana in Pali and kahana in Bengali,

Its symbol is always 1 or a full unit and its fraction is a

(1) pana which is converted into karsapana by multifying the pana

by 4 or 16. The maund is 1, the rupee is 1, and the kahana

is 1, All these are 16 times of the fractional unit and represented by

the symbol 1.

Thus in the metric system the position of the karsapana is

as important as that of the kr3nala.

Two important questions remain to be discussed in connection

with the karsapana :

I. Was the karsapana coin merely or predominantly of copper as

suggested by some ?

I N. Orientalia, p. 12.

3 See Amarakoga, Kennedy, Bhandarkar, p. 391 79> 84* M Orientalia.
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2. Was the golden krsnala coin also called a kargapana with

a very important and particular significance along with the standard

full-weight unit of gold, silver or copper—the suvarna, the dharana

and the pana
J>

There can be no doubt as to the existence of an 80 rati gold

piece. With reference to its metallic basis it was called suvarna

and was extensively mentioned in the ancient literature including

the Vedas. It must have been the full-weight monetary unit and

the standard of value
;
and from both these points of view it was

called karsapana.

“Amarakosa distinguishes between karsapana and pana. Both are

kar§ika, i.e., 1 kar§a in weight* but pana alone as tamrika, i.e., made of

copper. His commentators infer that karsapana was silver. The

author of the Kastka speaks of karsapana as being hafcaka, i.e., made

of gold.” 1

‘‘According to Vi§nugupta another name of suvarna is kar§a,” 3

The karsapana has also been extensively mentioned in the Jataka

literature where it connotes a current monetary unit irrespective of its

metallic basis. 3

In fact, Manu’s Sloka in question refers to only a particular variety

of karsapana, the copper one and in no way denotes the non-existence

of any other variety.4

Thus the specific name of a copper karsapana is a pana ;
and

Amarakosa distinguishes between karsapana and pana. Both are

karsika but pana alone is tamrika.

In fact, Manu’s 6loka can never suggest that the Indian standard

was at any time based solely on the copper karsapana.

The second point to be discussed is what is a karsa. Can the

golden rati or krsnala coin be also called a karsa ?

The word karsapana is apparently a compound of ‘karsa* and

•pana*. Kar§a has reference .to both weight and value, and pana to

number.

1 Bhandarkar, p. 92-3 ;
see N. Orientalia, p. 22 : “There was a

suvarna or golden karga which was simply a suvarna or given weight

of gold, in the form of coin.”

2 Yajfiavalkya, p, 434. (Panini Office Edition).

3 Bhandarkar, p, 50, 78, 80, 81 etc.

4 “Tamrikah kar§ikafc panahf

44A copper pana weighing a kar?a should be known as a pana.**
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The karsapana has been taken to be of 80 rati weight, except in

the case of the silver dharana which came to appropriate the name
common to the other standard coins without any specific significance

either regarding weight or value. The Karsa was practically the

smallest weight used
;

it was also termed raktika.

1

“Thus kar§a

signifies 80 rati as well as one rati.”

Mr, Prinsep in writing about this discrepancy, says : “It is now the

80th part of a pana, but similar discrepancies are common through-

out.” 9

The key to the solution of the discrepancies may be found, as has

once before been suggested, in the loose use of the term to denote

different conceptions. But a method may be found in this particular

case. Karsa is a weight. It is the weight of a coin. It is the weight of

the standard unit of money, the smallest to start with for calculation

and accounting, as well as the fullest to be convenintly used as a medi-

um of exchange. This explains the existence, side by side with 1

rati gold karsapana, 80 rati gold and copper karsapana and the 32

rati silver karsapana.

But what is the significance of the other half of the compound
word, the pana or the apana ?

Pana alone is tamrika or pana is coin made of copper. The pana

was sub-divided into fanams or kas-fanams or more properly panam
is identical with the word pana, now applied chiefly to ascertain

measure of cowries or copper money. 3

The original name of the coin was karsapana, from karsa a weight

and a pana (custom) or use meaning that they were pieces of one karsa

weight as established by use or custom-.karsa of commerce or of

common use or in other words the current karsa. 4

Thus according to Cunningham the second half of the compound
word is not pana but apana. But this goes against the classical view and

can hardly be warranted from the textual use of the term in Manu and

other authorities. It is rafer to use pana in the sense of a particular

number, 80 (rati). Eighty still makes a pana and a copper pana is

nothing but 80 rati. But there is another 80 rati coin associated with

pana, the golden karsapana. Still there is another gold coin the one

rati star-like piece which is also a karsapana because of its value

1 See Colebrooke, p. 531,

2 Prinsep, Indian Antiquities
,
vol. I, p. 212.

3 Prinsep, Useful Table
% p, 18, 4 Cunningham, p, 18.
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being reached through 80 rati of copper. One rati copper, when

cowrie came to be the prevalent medium in petty exchanges, was

equivalent to I cowrie. , It is quite likely that at that time the ratio

of gold, silver and copper came to be established at I : 16 : 80.

Thus i rati gold was equal to 16x80 rati copper or 1280 cowries.

This is today called a kahana, the Bengali word for karaapana or

kahapana,

‘‘The value assigned to the karaapana in the ancient law-book

agrees with that of the kahana of the present day.” 1

There can be.no doubt about the existence of a variety of golden

karaapana of which the value was pana of copper or 1280 cowries.

But was it ever a coined money ?

In the Indian Numismatics are several times mentioned minute

coins of gold, bags of gold or gold dust. Also up to very recent

times actually current gold coins of very small size have been found

to exist.

“Suvarna-salakSni yava-traya-parimitani
,, clearly indicates the

existence of 1 rati gold pieces. In M anu's sytem the krsnala or the

rati was the smallest coin or weight. Long afterwards it was found to

be current as “the minute gold coins of the south, the gold stars, just

like little scales of gold,” Mr. Bhandarkar himself found in the

Piprawa stupa such pieces impressed with symbols, which according

to him, indicate that these might be the kr§nala coins.

Thus the idea that the karsapana had a unique position in the

system of the Indian currency is corroborated. It is the standard and

current money. It is also the money of account and the unit to start

with in the construction of the monetary table.*
1 r

A. K. Sarkar

I Cunningham.

* The following abbreviations have been used in this paper :

Colebrooke for Colebrooke's Essays.

N. Orientalia for Numismata Orientalia
%
Ed\ Thomas.

Cunningham for Cunningham's Coins.

Rapson for Indian Coins .



Fingerposts of Bengal History*

li

Pathan Period
,

c. 1200 1550 A.D.

The word ‘Pathan’ is used here in the popular sense of pre-Mughal

Muslim invaders of India, who were mostly Turks by race and are

called so in the Sanskrit literature and epigraphs of the time. These

Turks had little culture of their own, and long after their conversion

to Islam (

c

. 1000 A.D.) they continued to be rude soldiers who cared

little for art or literature. They have left no literary records and

the only notable monuments of their sway in Bengal are the ruins of

Gaud and Pnnflua which bear the stamp of Hindu workmanship, and

their coins which have the distinction of being practically the first

ever minted in Bengal. No land-grant of their time has come

to light and their inscriptions which were mostly engraved on mosques

are only partially explored as yet. Most of the published ones have been

utilised in R. D. Banerji’s Buftgllr Itihas
,
vol. 2, but few in the Cam-

bridge History. Recently Mr. S. Sharaf-ud-din of the Varendra

Research Society has made a list of over 180 of them for inclusion in

the Inscriptions of Bengal
,

vol. IV. This list has been utilised by

me for some of the points noted below.

Ikhtiyar-ud-din, the founder of Pathan rule in Bengal, came from

Afganisthan and so did several of J)is successors, and there were also

some who came to Bengal from Western India, e.g., Malik Jiwand of

Multan, who has left an inscription at Bangarh. It was in the

Pathan period that Bengal was linked once again with Magadha (or

Bihar, as it was then named). With Orissa or rather the Ganga kings

°f Jajpur, the Pathans were in conflict from the time they entered

Bengal, and the conflict continued, through Caitanya’s days, until at

a time when their rule was about to end in Bengal, the Pathans

secured the northern part of Orissa, and took there refuge from

the advancing Mughals.

Pathan sway in Bengal was centered in West Varendra where the

Malda and Dinajpur Muslims still form distinct racial groups. The

* Continued from p. 457.

I.H.Q.j DECEMBER, 193! l6
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earliest Pathan inscription in Bengal, viz., the Malda one of 1232 A.D.

(which is 10 years earlier then the earliest Muslim inscription in Bihar)

is in this tract, and so also is the majority of their inscriptions and monu-

ments. In this tract also are

(1) Gaud which was their capital till the very end of their rule,

as also

(2) Parnjua, which dates from Ilyas Shah's time, about 1340

A/D. (Banerji, Itikas
,
II, p. 108),

(3) the fort of Ekdala which baffled the attack of Emperor

Eiruz Shah Tughlak, about 1350 A.D. (Ibid., pp. 116-42) and

which is identified with Kasbu in P. S. Bansihari, by Mr.

Stapleton
;
and

(4) Devkot or Bangarb where after an unsuccessful raid into

Tibet, Ikhtiyar-ud-din met with his death 1 and which

figures so largely in the early history of Pathan rule in

Bengal, although the earliest Muslim inscription found in it

does not go beyond 1297 A.D. (V.H\S. Monographs No. 4,

pp. 25-28).

The Pathans appear to have followed the retreating Senas into

the Madhainagar tract. A Pathan inscription (not yet read) has

been found recently at Gulta, five miles south-west of the Bhavani-

pur shrine and said to be the original site of the shrine ( Bagudar

Itikas
i p. 1 14), and some coins of Danujamardana have been found near

Madhainagar itself. Tradition goes that Raja Ganes, identified with

Danujamardana, as will be noted later, had his home in this locality

before he seized the throne of Gaud (Banerji, Itihas, II, p. 187), and

the colossal Sivalinga at Talum and the ruins at Satpada near

it are attributed to the Ek-fakia Bhaduris who dominated this part

of the country in the 17th century and whose line is said to be conti-

nued by the Tahirpur house.

Pathan sway did not spread to the rest of Varendra till about the

middle of the 15th century when there was a Pathan expansion

following on the short Hindu regime of Danujamardana and Mahendra.

I Evidence of this raid through KamaiTipa is furnished by an

inscription dated 13th Caitra, 1 127 Saka, or 27th March 1205 A.D. on

the Kanaibarasi hill on the north bank of the Brahmaputra, opposite

Gauhati town, which reads : Sake turaga-yugmese Madhumasa-trayo-

dasc Katftarupam samagatya Turuska kqayamayayuh * 92 7 i

p- 843)-
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The Pathan coins found at Mahasthfln date from Mahmud Shah's time

(r. 1442-59 A.D.) (V.R.S. Monographs No. 2, p. 32) ;
the earliest Mahisan-

tosh inscription is of 1460 A.D.
;
a Pathan inscription at Kantaduar,

P. S. Pirganj, Dist. Rangpur, (only one half of which has been found

by Rai Bahadur Mritunjay Ray Chaudhuri) records the erection of

a mosque in the reign of Husain Shah ‘the conqueror of the rebels of

Kamarfipa and Kamta' c. 1502 A.D. (Ann. Rep . A.SJ. 1924-25^.89).

The other Pathan inscriptions in Varcndra belong to about the end of

Pathan rule—the Bagha mosque inscription is of 1524 A.D. (Pravasl,

Asvin, 1326, p. 553), the Dhurail Bridge inscription (in Sanskrit) is of

1533 A.D. and the Kusumba mosque and the Sherpur (Bo^ra) dargah

inscriptions are of 1558 A.D.

Pathan away spread early to Daksina Radh, as an inscription of

1298 A.D. (a year after that of the Bangarh inscription) records a victory

of the Pathans over the Hindus at Triveni (Banerji, Itihas
,
II, p. 87),

but it did not extend to Pandua (Hughli) till 1477 A.D.
(Ibid1

, p. 216).

The fi rst notable Muslim to appear in the Dacca area was Emperor

Balban, who went there, in 1283, in pursuit of his rebellious governor

Tughril Khan and met the Hindu Raja Danuj Rai, as already noted.

Some writers think that this Raja is referred to in Hari-Mi$ra's KarikJ

as well as by Klrttivasa ( Vasnmati ,
Caitra, 1337, p. 940). Muslim sway

is said to bave been imposed soon afterwards on East Bengal (Banerji,

ItihoSy II, p. 89) but the earliest Muslim inscription of Dacca does

not go beyond 1457 A.D., while that in the famous Baba Adam's tomb

at Rampal is dated 50 years later.

To the rest of East Bengal, Muslim influence spread even later

and judging from similar legends about its origin every where, it appears

to have been confined at first to isolated pits. The earliest dates

recorded are 1459 A.D. at Bagerhat, 1466 at Bakerganj, 1473

at Chittagong, about 1480 at Sylhet and Lauria (though Ibn Batuta

is said to have visited the pir Shah Jalal at Sylhet in 1340) and about

i486 at Mymensingh.

Pathan sway does not seem to have ever reached South Bengal

and it was there that Pratapaditya (1555-1611, Modern Review
,
March,

1923, p. 316) sprung from the family of the revenue minister of the

last Pathan Sultan, migrated after the downfall of the Pathan Sultanate

and set up an independent state.

The most striking feature of their history in Bengal is that the

Pathans could not establish settled rule. They were no doubt numeri-

cally very weak, and without any superior arms, but they were also
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torn by dissensions themselves—no less than fifty rulers belonging to

ten different dynasties and various races, including Abyssinian and

even Hindu, covered the 300 years of their sway in Bengal. Within

120 years of lkhtiyar-ud-din’s death the kingdom is said to have

broken up into three parts with their capitals at Gaud, Satgaon and

Sonargaon. They were brought under one sceptre by II) as Shah

(r. 1340-58) and the State was raised to prosperity by his son Sikandar

(r. 1 358-89) who built the Adina mosque at Pandua.

But dissensions soon reappeared and in 1417 a Hindu chief,

Danujamardana seized the throne. 1

1

is reign was short, but he

appears to have issued coins bearing legends in the Bengali script

from three mints, Pandunagar, Sonargaon and Chatgram, and to have

been succeeded by his son Mahendra, who is said to have afterwards

turned Muslim. Following Mr. Bhattasali ( Modern Review
, 1929,

January, p. 44), we may take these two Hindu kings as identical with

GaneS and Yadu of Bengal tradition. According to MM. Haraprasad

S'istrT, Vrhaspati, surnamed Raya-mukuta, wrote his commentary on

on the Amarakoqa under the patronage of these two Hindu kings

(Banerji, Itihas
%
II, p. 175).

The Pathans soon recovered the throne, and then ensued a period

of their expansion, as referred to before. The most notable king of this

period was Husain Shah (r. 1493-15 19) who, judging from the number

of his inscriptions had a prosperous reign—raiding Kamta and

Kamarupa (as recorded in his Malda and Kantaduar inscriptions) and

even attacking the Ahoms 1 and carrying on war with Prataparudra of

Orissa (1504-1532). Recently four more of Husain Shah's inscriptions

have been discovered, one in Begu Hajjam's mosque in Patna city

(J.B.O.R.S., 1930, p. 340), one on a mosque near Barh (Patna Dt.),

one at Gadh Mandaran (Hugli Dist.)
(Pravasi , 1326, Jyaistha, p. 133),

and one near Kandi (Mursidabad Dist.) (Sahitya Pari*at Patrika
,

1327, P- 81).

Husain Shah's son and successor, Nusrat Shah (r. 1519-1532) had a

prosperous reign until 1529, when Babar, who had ousted the Pathans

from the throne of Delhi, turned his victorious arms against Bengal,

where the Delhi Sultan's brother, Mahmud Lodi had found refuge.

He advanced as far as Maner, where a peace was concluded. Eight

1 The Ahoms entered the Assam valley about the same time

that the Muslims entered Bengal, and ruled for 600 years, for which

period they have chronicles called
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years after this there was a Pathan revival under Sher Sur who seized

Bihar and Bengal This drew Humayun to Gaud where he is said to

have enjoyed himself for six months. Gaud was named Jannatabad

or Heavenly city by the Pathans. The name occurs on some coins

of Ghiyas-ud-din Azam Shah (r. 1389-96) (Banerji, Itihas, II, p. 155)

and on a canon of Sher Shah which is now in V.R.S. Museum. On
Humayun’s way back, Sher Sur inflicted on him a crushing defeat at

Chausa and afterwards drove him out of India and became Emperor

with the title of Sher Shah. lie ruled for five years only (r 540-1545)

but has left a brilliant record of achievements among which are the

Grand Trunk Road, and the revenue settlement of the empire which

was afterwards incorporated in the Ain-i-Akbari. To him also is to

be ascribed a novel form of inscription in Bengal, vis., on bronze guns,

some of which have been found in Malda and some in western Kama-

riipa (V.R.S. Monographs No. 3) and one recently in the North East

frontier tract of Sadiya (Report 0/ Kainarupa Atiusandhan Samiti,

1931, P- 53 )* With the passing away of tins great ruler, dissensions

again appeared among the Bengal Pathans, and though Sulaiman

Karnam (r. 1564-72) who removed the capital to Tanda, is said to have

seized a part of Orissa (Banerji, Itihas
,

II, p. 367) and to have beaten

back an invasion from Kuch-Bihar (Ibid., p. 368), Bengal finally passed

under Mughal sway with the overthrow and death of his grandson

Daud Shah in 1576. Some Pathan chiefs of local origin Muslim

and Hindu, held out,—one of them, Masunft Khan being dignified

with the title of Sultan in the Chatmahar mosque inscription of

1582 A.D. (Blochmann,
Atn-i-Akbari, I, p, 631) but eventually they

all had to yield to Akbars steady pressure (BhattasaJi, Bengal Past

and Present, 1928, Nos. 71 & 72),

Many places in Bengal—notably Gaud Piindua, Bangarh and

Trivenl—bear witness to the iconoclastic zeal of the Pathans.

Probably the predominance of Muslim population in North-East

Bengal dates from their time. Some of the Muslims in this tract, as

can be easily seen from their features and culture, are no doubt

descended from converted Hindus or foreign settlers of this or a later

period, but from the fact that Pathan sway was so feeble and late in this

area, that we may conclude that the bulk of them owe their origin to

mass conversion of indigenous tribes which had been outside the pale of

Hindu society, by the influence of the firs who were settled

among them and not, as some people suppose, to conversion of

Hindus by political pressure or allurements. This vievy is suported
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by the marked difference as regards physique and culture as

well as social status and wealth, between the Muslims and the Hindus,

and the practical absence, till recent years, of religious ministration and

houses of prayer for the former. The queer tribal names Manquli

and Quanksal of some of the Pathan opponents of Akbar in Bengal

seem to point to their indigeneous origin. We see a parallel to

this process in the present day mass conversion to Christianity of

certain backward tribes in Assam (Pravasl, 1337, Bhadra, p.655),

Chota-Nagpur and North Bengal. 1

Though ever since the end of Hindu rule, the Hindu society of

Bengal has languished for want of royal support and direction, the

Pathan rulers themselves do not appear to have exerted any pressure

on it. In fact, they appear to have honoured the leading Hindu families

of the time with such non-Sanskritic titles as Raya, Majumdar,

Sarkar, Mallick and even Khan. Nor did they close the high offices

of state to the Hindus or make any foreign tongue their official lan-

guage. Their inscriptions are indeed mostly in Arabic language and

Tughra characters, but even as late as 1533 a.d. we find an inscription

in Sanskrit language and Bengali script set up by a Pathan minister

of a Pathan king
(
Uf.Q 1931, p. 17). And it was during the Pathan

period that Navadvip became a noted Hindu centre—to which learned

and pious men flocked from all over Bengal and even from Sylhet,—

where the school of Navya-Nyaya was evolved,—-where Raghunandana

composed his 28 codes of Hindu laws and rites and Ananda Bhafcta

his VallMa-carita (1510 A.D.) and—where Caitanya (1485-1534) preached

1 The ‘communal’ map based on the census of 1921 which faces

p. 149 of the Report of the All Parties Conference
,
1928 shows that

a ‘neutral* zone passses from Dinajpur to Khulna through Malda,

Murshidabad, Nadia and Jessore districts (probably along the Maha-

nanda river and the old course of the Bhairav\ West of this zone

the Hindus predominate with an average of 77 per cent (maximum

88 in Midnapur) and the Muslims also are of a type different from

those in N. E. Bengal. East of the zone, the Muslims predominate

with an average of 73 per cent (maximum 83 in Bogra). Again

a zone of about 65 per cent Muslim passes from Sylhet (53) to Khulna

through Dacca and Faridpur districts (probably along the Surma,

Meghna and Madaripur rivers) and separates two distinct types of

Muslims. An investigation of these figures may throw some light on

Muslim origins as well as on the old hydrography of Bengal.
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his new Vai^navism, while Tantrik literature and practices flourished

in Varendra. It was also in this age that Caitanya and his followers

laid the foundation of modern Bengali literature.

Meanwhile, west of India, the Turks had been overthrown by another

tribe, the Mughals who, described as ‘infidels' by Minaj in the 13th cen-

tury had adopted Islamic religion with Persian culture before the 16th

century when they burst into India and very soon wrested Bengal

from the Pathans, as noted above. Their racial and cultural differ-

ence from the Turks is recognised in Sanskrit writings by their being

designated Yavanas (e.g. Ahom cannon inscriptions in Assam). With

their advent a momentous change was- inaugurated—the Hindu or indige-

nous culture was superseded in Bengal, as elsewhere in Northern India,

by the adoption of a foreign language (Persian) as the official language,

and a foreign (or Persian) culture as state culture, and by the muslim i-

zati'm of the higher state services—and even the centre of government

was shifted from West to East Bengal.

Such is the light which we derive from even a cursory view of these

finger-posts of history. When they are published in a connected and

properly edited form and studied together by scholars they will not

fail to give us an authentic history of Bengal for the somewhat

obscure period of 1200 years which preceded Mughal rule.

Bijay Nath Sarkar

Studies in the Kautillya*

IV

The various aspects of Invasion From the Rear

The circumstances in which an attack is to be made upon a king-

dom from the rear, when the soverign of this kingdom is invading

another king, should be carefully examined to find out the advantage

that accrues from tie rear-attack. The advantages derived from

such invasions from the rear vary a good deal, and unless the circum-

stances are probably weighed, there may be losses or positive disadvan-

tages. An omission to make an attack upon a State from the rear

at a time when the sovereign of the State is engaged in an invasion

Continued from p. 474.
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upon another State ijiay, on the other hand, give an opportunity to

the other sovereign to grow into a very powerful neighbour without

much difficulty if the invasion, upon which he has launched himself,

be not thwarted by a rear-attack upon his State and for that

reason his victory over the enemy in front be comparatively less

difficult. Thus, there are many factors that should be taken into

consideration to decide whether or not a rear-attack should be made.

The circumstances become more complicated when in addition to the

existence of three kings within the range of our consideration (viz

,

a king invading another, and a third king attacking the former from

the rear), there is a fourth, who though inimical to the third king has

entered into an alliance with him for mutual help, and two other

kings, one proceeding to invade the territory of the other. In other

words, two sets of two kings are supposed, and in each set one king

is out for an attack upon the other
;
and two other kings are also

supposed to play a part in the situation. They are ‘natural* enemies

but are now in alliance for mutual benefit. Each of these two allies

is to attack one or another of the two kings, who have resorted to yana

against their respective enemies. One of the reasons for attacking

from the rear is to curb the power of the king thus attacked, it being of

course understood that the kings being neighbours or having States

within the same mandala, the sudden increase of power of one of

them was looked upon as a menance to the existing equilibrium of

power within the mandala and specially to the secure enjoyment of

power by his immediate neighbours. The comparison of the gains and

advantages likely to be acquired by each of the two aforesaid allies

from their respective rear:attacks upon the two kings out to invade

tbeir enemies is the subjc :t-inatter of the chapter in the KautilTya

on par^nigraha-cinta. 1
It also deals briefly with ways and means

by which a king whose State has been attacked from the rear should

try to extricate himself from the difficulty. The principal object of

the chapter is, however, the comparison of the advantages derived

from the rear-attacks upon the States of kings who are already launched

upon invasion upon their neighbouring States. The derivable advantages

may not be palpable, and hence in the choice of the State against

which each of the two allies will direct his activities, one may have

more chances of acquisition of gains than the other. There are also

the dangers, patent or hidden, incidental to all hostile operations

I K.} VII, ch. 13
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between any two states, or peculiar to the circumstances existing

at the time. The consideration of these advantages and disadvantages

derivable by each of the two allies from the rear-attacks as mentioned

above is the principal object of the chapter. It is noticeable that

the existence of the two allies to whom the advantages or disadvan-

tages accrue is not essential to the estimate of the advantages or dis-

advantages or to the consideration of the circumstances from which

they are calculated to issue. For the purpose of such comparison,

mere hypothetical cases comprising a set of three kings (the rear-inva-

der, the invader, and the king invaded) supposed to be in the midst

of varying situations could have served the same purpose without

introducing the complications brought about by the existence of six

kings within our view. Hut perhaps the Kautiliya wants also to make

a pointed reference to the gains or losses likely to accrue to the two

allies from the rear-attacks, and hence what could have been explained

with a lesser amount of complication has to be done with two sets of

six kings.

The circumstances in view of which the Kautiliya offers directions

for the guidance of a king bent on taking to the appropriate course

of action when a neighbouring king inimical to him is out or about to

be out on an expedition against his enemy, are :

i (al If there be two kings, one strong and the other weak, and

it both are out on expedition against their respective enemies, then

of the two kings who are enemies (of the invading kings) in alliance in

the rear, the one who attacks the strong king becomes a gainer, because

the strong king after defeating his enemy in front would have grown

stronger, and consequently could have brought about the ruin of his

rear-enemy if he had not been thwarted during his expedition against

the frontal enemy
,

while the other rear-enemy who attacks the weak

king during his operations against the enemy in front does not make

any gain, because left to himself, these operations alone would have

weakened him further leaving in him no desire to make an attack upon

the rear-enemy.

(b) The other circumstances being the same as above, if the two

kings invading their enemies be of equal strength, the rear-enemy

who attacks the rear of the one who has made preparations on a

vast scale (as opposed to the other who has made small preparations)

becomes a gainer, the reason being the same as given above.

(c) The other circumstances being the same as in (a), if the

strength and preparations of two kings invading their enemies be

DECEMBER, 1931 1/
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equal, the rear-enemy who attacks the rear of the one who brings

all his forces to bear upon the invasion becomes a gainer, because the

capital remains unguarded and the defeat becomes easy.

(d) The other circumstances being the fame as in (a) if, the

strength, preparations, and the numerical strength of the army of two

kings invading their enemies be equal, the rear-enemy attacking

the king out on an expedition against a calamitra (an enemy without

forts) becomes a gainer, while the rear-enemy who attacks the king

invading the territory of a sthitamitra (i.e. an eremy with forts) does

not make any gain, because the king who invades a calamitra can be

easily successful and can turn round to attack his enemy in the rear

after the acquisition of strength by his success, while the other king

wbo attacks an enemy possessing forts has no prospect of acquii ing

additional strength through success as he is sure to be repulsed by

his enemy
;
further, he may come back without waging any war at all

and therefore without having the occasion to suffer any loss of men

and money. He is thus in a position to retaliate if his rear be

attacked.

2 There being the two sets of three kings as supposed already,

the rear-enemy attacking the king who is out on an expedition against

a king who happens to be dharmika (righteous) becomes a gainer,

because an attack from the rear upon such a king meets with the

disapprobation even of his own men.

In similar circumstances, an advantage is also gained by the

king who makes a rear-attack upon another inimical king who is out

on an expedition against his enemy and is unpopular by reason of

being (i) a spend-thrift in regard to patrimony (mulahara), (ii) a squan-

derer of wealth acquired from time to time during his reign (tadat-

vika) or (iii) an accumulator of wealth by oppressing the officials and

relations (kadarya), 1

3 In a similar situation comprising two sets of three kings,

the one who makes a rear-attack upon another who is invading the

territory of the third king who was a mitra (friendly) but has now

turned hostile to him, becomes a gainer because the hostility between

the second and the third king was not likely to last long and hence

he would have turned to fight with the enemy in [the rear (i.e. the

first king) shortly after, had he not been brought to bay beforehand

in the present plight with one enemy in front and another in the rear.

i For the meanings of the terms, see K%% II, ch. 9, p. 69.
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4 In this case the two sets of three kings are there, but

in one set, the p5rgn«graha is attacking a king who is invading a

mitra i.e. one who was friendly but is now hostile to him, while in

the other set, the pargnigraha is attacking a king who is invading

an amitra (i.e. a natural enemy). Here, the latter pargnigraha is

a gainer, because by the ruin of an enemy the invader could have

increased his strength and turned round towards the king who is now

his pargnigraha to fight him perhaps successfully *on account of his

increased power, but by the rear-attack in the midst of his invasion

against his enemy, an effective check can be put upon his power,

reducing him to a weakened position. In regard to the former parg$l-

graha, the state of things is different, because he is attacking a king

who is waging a suicidal war with his former friend whose ruin

would but serve to make the former weak and therefore unable to turn

round to fight against the king who is now his pargnigraha,

J Of two kings (in the two groups of three kings each as men-

tioned already), the one attacking from the rear another king who has

returned unsuccessful (on account of the rear-attack) in his military

operations against a third sovereign though he had expected much gain

from same, or has suffered much loss in that unsuccessful attempt, be-

comes a gainer as contrasted with the other pargnigraha of another king

who had not much expectation of gain even if he had been successful

in his operations against his enemy and has actually returned unsuccess-

ful but has not suffered much ;loss in this unsuccessful attempt on

account of the rear-attack. The point to be noticed in the two cases is

that the former pargnigraha is a gainer, because he had as his neighbour

a strong enemy who could have reduced the inimical king in the

icar to a humble position if he had been allowed to grow stronger

by defeating his frontal enemy without any hindrance being put in

his way by a rear-attack. The thwarting of this powerful king is

therefore a distinct gain to the rear-invader
;
while in the other case,

the king out on an invasion upon his enemy's territory had not

much expectation of gain even if he had been successful and could

not therefore have added much to his strength. Hence, he had not

been so much a menace to the security of position of the pargnigraha

and therefore the rear-attack does not confer upon him a real benefit

as it does in the case of the other pargnigraha.

6 Of the two pargnigrahas of two other kings out on expedi-

tions against their respective enemies, the pargnigraha of the king

who comes back successful in his expedition inspite of the rear-attack
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but has lost much in men and money gains "more than the other

parsnigraha of the king who comes back successful from his expedi-

tion in spite of the rear-attack and has suffered a much lesser loss

in men and money,

7 Of the two parsnigrahas of two other kings out on invasion

against their respective enemies, the parsnigraha of the king whose

enemy is able to cause him much harm becomes a gainer as com-

pared with the other parsnigraha who does not have this advantage.

8 Of two parsnigrahas of two other kings engaged in attacks

upon their enemies, the one who possesses a larger and more efficient

army, and is fighting with a fort as his base of operations, or has his

kingdom situated on either side (parsvasthayin) of that of the king

attacked and is therefore near the yatavya (i.e. the yatavya of the king

whose territory is invaded from the rear) becomes a gainer as compared

with the other parsnigraha who does not possess these advantages. The

advantages enjoyed by a parSvasthayin rear-invader is that being

near the aforesaid yatavya, he can easily combine with him and make

a raid upon the capital (of the king whose rear has been attacked).

9 Of two kings attacking the rear of a Madhyama (a State of

medium power within the mandala) during its hostilities with its

enemy, and coming back successful after such rear-attack, the one

who has been able to alienate from the Madhyama a State friendly

to it, or to convert an enemy of his own into a friend becomes a

gainer than the other.

This also applies to the rear-invader of an Udaslna (i.e., the Super

State within the mandala).

According to the Acaryas, success in both frontal invasion and

rear-attack is achieved through mantrayuddha, i.e., causing losses to

the enemy through secret agents and informants. A face to face

fight in the open field brings about such a loss of men and money

that a victory turns out to be a defeat in reality. Kautilya is of a

different opinion and holds that the enemy should be put down at

any cost. He, however, suggests one or two aspects of the question

which should be kept in view by the two parties engaged in a fight.

If the losses of men and money sustained by both the parties be

equil, then the one who has first fought with the help of the dflsya-

bala (army composed of recalcitrant men) and has lost it, loses less

than the one who has not done so. Should both the parties have

taken to this course, the one who has lost the dusyabala stronger and

more recalcitrant than that of the other is a gainer, The same is the
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case in regard to fights with the help of the amitra-bala and the atavl-

bala. 1

The rear invaders are of three kinds, viz.

(a) Samantas i.e., those kings whose kingdoms are contiguous

to the territory of the king attacked from the rear.

(b) Prs^hatovarga, i.e., those kings whose kingdoms are separated

from the territory of the king upon whom the rear-attack is made

by reason of the existence of one or more other kingdoms.

(c) PrativeSas are those kings whose kingdoms are situated on

either side of the king upon whom the rear-invasion is made.

Antardhi is a weak king with its territory intervening between

those of two other powerful kings. Weak as he is, he is unable to

make a rear-invasion. When attacked, he can be only on the defen-

sive by stationing himself in a fort or a forest.

From what has been said above, it will be noticed that a king can

either be an abhiyoktr, a yatavya or a parsnigraha, i.e., an invader, the

king invaded, and the rear-invader with reference to one who has

already proceeded against his frontal enemy. The following sugges-

tions for the guidance of the aforesaid kings are offered :

As an abhiyoktr, he can have recourse to causing a fight to take

place between his parsnigraha (rear-enemy) and akranda (rear-friend)

and also between his parsnigrahasara (friend of the rear enemy) and

akrandasara (friend of the rear friend). In fiont, he can also bring

about a fight between hisari-mitra (friend of the enemy) and mitra

(friend), and also between mitra-mitra (friend’s friend) and ari-mitra-

mitra (friend of the enemy’s friend).

As a yatavya, he can cause his mitra to attack the rear of his

enemy, and his mitra-mitra to face the akranda of the enemy.

As a parsnigraha, he can reduce his difficulties by bringing about

a conflict between his parsnigrahasara and akranda.

In conclusion, the Kaulillya recommends to every king the sta-

tioning of envoys and secret agents in all the States of his mandala

and thus keep himself and his principal officials informed of what is

going on in those States. It is also maintained in inter-state

relations though inimical measures may have to be taken in

secret.

Narendra Nath Law

1 The amitra-bala is obtained from a former enemy and the

atavl-bala is recruited from the forest tribes (see K„ IX, 2),



On Some Castes and Caste-origins in Sylhet
1

The balk of the sources of information about castes is of the

nature of tradition. The epigraphic records constitute the most

authentic evidence, but their number is very few and the references

contained therein are indirect. The literary accounts, such as the

DharmaSastras (specially, the ParaSara-samhita, and the Vyasa-samhita),

the Puranas (specially, the Brahmavaivartta and the Padma), the Kula-

granthas or Kulapahjikas etc., are vitiated by partiality, fabrication of

facts and lack of historical sequence and criticism. In the genealogi-

cal accounts (vamsavalt) of some of the prominent families of Bengal

and Sylhet we have another source of information, but these accounts

too, in most cases, contain unauthentic history.

Castes and sub-castes are still in the process of formation, and

confusion of castes is but a normal though slow phenomenon

of present day social life. Two typical cases of caste-formation in

the present generation are known to me. In the Jaintia per-

ganah a Brahmana family from the Brahmanbaria sub-division

of the Tippera district settled down some seventy years ago

on a Brahmottara grant of the Jaintia raj. Two brothers only

now survive in the family, and as its habitat is situated in a very

out of the way place, matrimonial relations cannot be easily

effected with other Brahmana families of the same status. The elder

brother set up sometime ago a sort of marital relation with a female

member of the Kumar caste living in the neighbourhood. As a result

of this the family is now reduced to the position of a Varna Brahmana.

In the other case, a ‘Brahmana’ Manipuri of Srimangal has introduced

i The following abbreviations have been used in this paper :

EI»Epigraphia Indica. lA = Indian Antiquary. IB = Inscriptions

of Bengal (V. R. Society, Rajshahi). EH - Smith’s Early History of

India (4th Edition). PI = People of India by Ri ley. VK- Vi§vako§a

by N. N. Vasu. CR-Census Report. SI ^Srlhatfcer Itivrfta by

Acyuta Candra Tattvanidhi. BJI=Bahger Jatlya Itihasa. IHQ =

Indian Historical Quarterly. SH = South Indian Inscriptions by

tfultzscb,
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the Bengali system of naming in his family, inasmuch as he calls him

self a ‘Chatterjee/ In course of the second or the third generation, I

am sure, the family will merge itself into the Bengali Brahmana com-

munity, claiming descent from some mythical ancestor.

Brahmanas

The brfihmanas may be considered under four different sec-

tions viz., the Vaidika with its sub-group, the Sampradayika
;

the Radhi and the Varendra
;

the Varna-Brahmanas
;

and the

Grahavipras or Ganakas. None of these sections with perhaps

the exception of a few classes of Varna-Brahmana claims to have

originated in the district. Most believe themselves to be settlers from

outside.

The Vaidtka-Sampradjyikas are regarded as the earliest of the

Brahmana settlers of Sylhet and the tradition goes that they migrated

from Mithila (North Behar). As a matter of fact they follow the Smrti

of the Mithila school in preference to that of the Bengal school. It is

significant in this connection to mention that the Mithila school is the

older of the two. Three Kulagranthas—Vaidika- c amvadinT, Vaidika-

puravrtta, and Vaidika-nirnaya—written in modern times allege that

a king of Tripura named Adi-dharmapha brought five Vaidika Brah-

manas from Mithila in 641 a.d. in order to assist him in his per-

formance of a Yajna ceremony. The king finally persuaded the

Brahmanas to settle down in Brahmottaras granted by him. This

gift, It is further alleged, ivas recorded in a copper plate now lost. We
are further told that in 1195 a.d. another migration from Kanauj

followed and a king of Tripura granted by a copper-plate charter

extensive lands to one Nidhipati. 1 But there is 110 evidence to show

that the copper-plate ever existed, 2 although it is possible that a

historical background lies behind this tradition. New light is however

thrown on the problem of migration of the Vaidikas to Sylhet by the

1 Babger Jatxya Itihas (Brahmanakanda) by N. N. Vasu, part

II, 185-186; £/., bk. II. pt. I, pp. 56 and 64 ;
Gait's History of

Assam
,
268.

2 S/„ bk, II, ch. I, 67 j
Vaidika-satnasya by Maliendra Chandra

KAvy atlrtha (Silchar).
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discovery of a series of copper-plates in the Paficakhanicja perganah of

the Sylhet district. The students of Indian history are grateful to Mm.
Pandit Padmanath Bhattacharyya Vidyavinod for publishing the

inscriptions in the Epigraphia Indica, The Nidhanpur copper-plate

inscriptions 1 of King Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa, dated circa 650

A.D., record the renewal of the grant of an extensive Brahmottara to

some 200 Brahmanas of different gotras and padavls (family titles) by

king Bhutivarmati, great-grandfather of Bhaskaravarman, about 500

A.D. For reasons stated in the appendix I take it that the inscriptions

relate to the settlement of a big batch of Brahmanas in and about

modern Paficakhanda in Sylhet about 500 A.D. and onwards,2 The

kings of Kamarupa which included Sylhet (see appendix^ seem to have

adopted a systematic policy of inviting brahmanas to their kingdom.

It is apparently for this reason that Kamarupa became a centre

of Brahmanical faith, and the Chinese traveller Hiuen-Tsang,

writing in the seventh century A.D., informs us that the devas

were worshipped there and Buddhism had no hold whatever.3

Now, wherefrom did the Brahmana settlers come ? From an examina-

tion of the names of the donees we come across the following pada-

vls : Gho§a, Deva, Datta, Dama, Sena, Soma, Palita, Kunda, Pala,

Dasa, Bhatfi, Bhuti, Naga, Mitra, Nandi. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar tells

us that most of these padavls are still to be found among the Nagara

Br&hmanas of Gujerat and that the padavt Nagara is to be met with

in the name of a Sylhet Brahmana of the 15th century A.D. 4 We
further note that the tutelary deity of the Nagara Brahmanas was, and

still is, Hafcakefivara.* It is highly interesting to note that in several

places in Sylhet, e.g., at Churkiiai, Paficakhan4a and Guta^ikar

Hafcakesvara-Siva is worshipped.6 Hawakesvara-fiiva is also known as

Hatfa-natha or Hattar.atha-§iva, and I have no doubt that the very

1 £/., xii, 6579 ;
XIX, 115-125, 245-250.

2 After having written this paper I came across Mr* Ghosh's

valuable contribution on the grant of Bhaskaravarman and the Nagara

Br£hma$as published in /. H. 0 ., I93°» No. 1, pp. 6071. I am agree-

ably surprised to find out that our conclusions are materially the same;

there are however certain new matters which I have tried to bring

to light.

3 Watters, Yuan Chwang,
II, p, 186.

4 I. H. Q., 1930- P- 69-

5 Ibid. 6 5/., bk. I, ch. 9, 128.
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name Srlhatta (Sylhet) is derived from the name of this sept-deity of

the Nagara Brahmana*. The conclusion is irresistible that the emperors

of Kamarupa pursued a systematic policy of colonising Sylhet with

Nagara Brfthmanas and thereby introducing orthodox Hinduism 1

in the outlying parts of the empire. The original seat of the Nagara

Brahmanas was the Sapadalaksa (Siwalik) hills in the Punjab and

it is likely that they were settled in Mithiia about the time of

Bhutivarman.

As a matter of fact among the Maithil or Tirhutiya Brahmanas

of Behar there is a section called Nagar.

2

It is thus highly

probable that the Nagar Brahmanas of Mithiia colonised Sylhet.

A section of the Vaidik Brahmanas of Sylhet calls itself Sampradayika.

As far as I know there is no special significance of this expression.

I have therefore a suspicion that it is only a modern literary infiltration

of the long-forgotten significant term Sapadalaksa. Sapadalaksa

Brahmanas, we note, are mentioned in the Karatoya-mahatmva. 8

The Radhi Brahmanas of Sylhet, as can be gathered from the

genealogical accounts of some families, migrated to the district from

Radii (roughly Burdwan and Hooghly). The small community of the

Vlirendra Brahmanas similarly migrated from Varendra-Bhumi (North

Bengal). No definite date can be assigned to these migrations. In a

few cases genealogy takes us back to the 15th or 16th century A.D.

But perhaps the Marhatta raids, popularly known as *Bargir-haiigama\

of the i8th century caused these migrations. The Varna-Brahmanas

are those brahmanas who cater for the religious and spiritual needs

of the so-called depressed classes. This group consists of two sections,

one formed by the selection of certain persons by a parti-

cular caste, and the other is that of the brahmanas who have degraded

themselves to the extent of attending to the needs of the low castes.

This latter class is also known as ‘Patita-Bralmianas’ or sometimes

as Srotrlya-Brahmanas. The Nathas or Yugis (YogTa) who at one

time were regarded as a weaving caste, select even now from

amongst themselves their own priests whom they called Mahantas or

Mahatmas. Some of the Yogi-Brahmanas are now claiming themselves

to be of a different origin and are assuming the padavls 'Sarnia*

1 Cf. Avakirna-varnasrama-dharma-pravibhagaya in line 35 and

prakaaitaryadharmalokah in line 37 of the Nidhanpur Plate of Bhas-

kara-varman (£/., XII, 75).

2 PI.
t 163 ; VK., XV, 405.

DECEMBER, 1931

3 1M.Q., 1930, no. 1, 7a
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'CakravartP etc. Similarly, a body of Mall-Brahmanas are calling

themselves simply brahmanas and are trying to merge themselves

into the higher caste. 1 The small community of the 'Gour-Govindi*

Brahmanas attached to the 'Patar* caste of the Sadar Sub division has

been probably formed by selection. Most of the Varna-Brahmanas

are apparently indigenous. There is no evidence to show that they

migrated here from some other place.

The Grahavipras or Ganakas or Acdryas who pursue Astrology

(including Astronomy) and kindred mystic lore for their main occu-

pation claim to be brahmanas, and are also known as Sakadvlpl

Brahmanas, that is, Brahmanas of £aka origin. According to tradition

Ganaka was born of a Sakadvlpl father and a VaiSya mother. 2 The

Sakas penetrated into India from the North-west from about the

middle of the 2nd century B.c. onwards. 3 The route of migration

followed by the Sakadvlpl Brahmanas from Western India to Sylhet

was probably through Bengal. The Hindu society required and still

requires their services for multifarious ceremonies and rites. In the

caste-scale the Ganakas and Grahavipras occupy a low position among

the brahmanas. As they are claiming rank with high caste brahma-

nas, their number is diminishing.

4

Vaidyas and Kdyasthas

The distinction between the two castes, however wide it

may be in Bengal, is not at all noticeable in Sylhet, and free

marital relations are established between them. This is very

significant from the standpoint of history. The intelligentsia of the

two communities are trying to establish claims to be regarded as

Brahmanas or Ksatriyas*, and in their attempts to study history from

their own particular view-point, important facts of social history have
‘ been either lost sight of or twisted. Thus, inspite of the fact that the

1 CR . (Assam), 1921, vol. Ill, pt, I, 147.

2 VK. % V, 196-197 ;
SI., bk. I, ch. 7, p. 71 ;

Jdti-putdvitta by

Pandit Suryakumar Tarka-sarasvatl (Silchar), 93 ;
Samband/ia-nirnaya

by Lalmohan Vidyanidhi (Calcutta, 1909). 657,

3 B/I. (Brahmana-kanda), bk. II, pt. 4 j IA* XL, 18.

4 CR.% vol. IV, (Assam), pt. 1901, p. 129.

5 VK.
t
III, 578 and XIX, 528, B/I.

f
Kayastha-kandu

;
Vaidya -

fdtir Itihds by Basanta Kumar Sen-Gupta
$ K dyastha Parana by

Sasibhusan Nandi.
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Sena kings of Bengal call themselves 'Brahma-Ksatriyas* 1
, they are

regarded as Kayasthas by one class of writers2 and as Vaidyas by

another class. 3 Now, we note that all over the Punjab, Rajputana,

Kathiawar, Gujerat and the Deccan there is a caste called ‘Brahma-

ksatra, which as pointed out by Dr. D, R. Bhandarkar, was originally

constituted of Nagar Brahmanas/ We may thus regard a section at least

of the Vaidyas and Kayasthas as belonging to the same stock, that

is, Nagar Brahmanas. If the arguments put forth above are sound,

the Brahmanas, Vaidyas, and Kayasthas should be regarded as

originally belonging to the same stock. It is very well-known that the

terms 'Kayastha' and'Vaidya* at one time indicated only two functional

groups of scribes or royal coi rtiers and physicians respectively.

Speaking about Sylhet we thus note that in the Nidhanpur copper-

plate inscription the word ‘Kayastha* is used in the sense of a scribe

or some royal functionary,* and no caste is meant. It is also a matter

of common knowledge that nowhere except in Bengal the Vaidyas

are regarded as a distinct caste, The second Bhatera copper plate

inscription, dated circa nth or 12th century a.d. tells us of one

Vanamfdi-kar, “the light of the Vaidya-vaipsa."0 The expression

‘Vaidya-vamsa* does not necessarily imply ‘Vaidya-jati* or Vaidya

caste, but apparently a family that produced physicians. Inspite of

his family-tradition to be a physician Vanamali, however, served the

king as ‘Raja pattalika’ (Keeper of Royal Documents), an office akin

to that of a Kayastha. In Sylhet thus no clear-cut distinction between

Vaidyas and Kayasthas grew up from historical times. Sylhet was

also unaffected when in the twelfth century A.D. king Vallalasena of

Bengal introduced ‘Kulinism’ to prevent confusion of castes. This

accounts for the reason as to why the Vaidyas and Kayasthas of

Sylhet are looked down upon by the Bengal castes.

The padavls of the Vaidyas and Kayasthas are also to some extent

the same. Thus, to mention a few instances, Sena, Gupta, Dutta,

Nag, Das, Palit, Candra, Kar, Nandi, Kundu, Pal, Dhar, Deva, Som,

1 Or, Karnata-Ksatriyas. IB., Ill, 4 6, no. 2 See p. 72o, n. 5.

3 lbui% 4 EH., 435’436 ;
EI.% XII, ir.

5 EL , XII, 75, line 49 (Cf. Lekhayita in line 50).

6 PA SB., 1880, 153, lines 24-25 ;
Rajapattalikah krti vaidya-

vam§a-pradlpah 6rl-vanamali-karah. I intend to publish a revised read-

ing of the inscription. For a discussion of the date of the Bhatera

plates see EL, XIX, 278.
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Rak§it, Aditya, Indra, Adya, BiiSvas, RajavamSl and Gtiha are looked

upon as both Vaidya and Kayastha titles.

1

It is noteworthy that

most of these surnames with the additional common epithet ‘SvamT

were in vogue among the Brahmanas of Sylhet of about 500 A.D.*

Even now the above-mentioned titles (without the epithet 4Svamf)

prevail among a certain section of the Vaidika Brahmanas of Cuttuck

Midnapur anti the Deccan. 3 This coincidence of padavls or paddhatis

among the Brahmanas, Vaidyas and Kayasthas may be accounted

for thus: originally the same caste, the Nagar Brahmanas, pur-

sued the three respectable professions of priest-craft, medicine and

government service. But the functional differences created a tendency

towards a split specially when people of the Dasa caste (see below)

began to be admitted into the ranks of royal courtiers. The situation

was accentuated by the 'hypergaraous' marriage-custom (anuloma-

vivaha) that, I suppose, prevailed among the Nagara or Vaidika

Brahmanas of Sylhet. We notice that the males of the Maithil or

Tirhut»ya group of Nagar Brahmanas are even now allowed to marry

the females of a lower caste under the ‘Anuloma’ custom. 4 The issue

of such marriages occupy a lower rank than their fathers ‘but a higher

rank than their mothers'. Such a sociological phenomenon may have

slowly taken place through the centuries that passed between circa

500 A.D. and our own times. Movement of families or individuals

from one place to another combined with the drawing up of faked

genealogies easily covered up, as they do now, such caste-origins. The

real padavls, Sena, Datta, Soma, Palita etc., were transferred

from fathers to sons, while fathers themselves retained in con-

tradistinction only the epithet ‘Svami* or its equivalents GosvamI,

1 FAT,, III, 578 (Kayastha) : Vaidya-jatir itihas, vol. I, 233ff. See

also Candraprabha quoted in vol. II, 3.

2 EL> XIX, 121-125 and 248250. Compare the state of things

in Bengal about the nth century A.D. In the Rampal copperplate

of J§rlcandra the padavl of a Brahmana family is Gupta-&irman (IB .,

5, lines. 27-^8). In the Belava plate of Bhoja Varman, dated c, Ilth or

12th century A.D. we find the name of a Rrahnvma family with the

title Deva Samian (IB., 2r, 11. 43-45). See also /. H. Q. t 1930,

No. 1, p. 68.

3 VK. t XIX, 487, 490 ;
the titles in vogue in these places are

Kar, Dhar, Rath, Nandi, Dasa, Pati, Bhadr-a etc,

4 PL
% 215 ;

FAT,, XV, 405.
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BhattScharyya, Cakravartti etc. It is exceedingly interesting to

note that even now a section of the Kayasthas (or Vaidyas) of Sylhet

uses the padavls, SvamI and ‘GosvatnT.
v

In the padavl ‘Purakayastha*

or Turkait’ (meaning the head scribe or chief courtier),

1

which is so

common among the Brahmanas and Kayasthas of Sylhet, there is

probably a survival of the caste affinity described above. It is pos-

sible that the disdples of the Brahmanas mentioned in the Nidhanpur

plates, whatever their caste might have been, assumed the padavls of

their preceptors, who, in contradistinction to their clientele, called

themselves ‘SvamI* or its variants.

Finally, we should note that the migrations of Vaidyas and Kayas-

thas from Bengal as well as close association with Bengal have been

accentuating the distinction between the two castes,

Dasas and their sub-castes

It has b?*en pointed out above that in early times (between circa

500 A.D. and iiooa.D.) the distinction between the Brahmanas, Vai-

dyas and Kayasthas was not acute and was based more or less upon

functional differences. The ranks of the Vaidyas and Kayasthas, on

account of their respectability and professional value, were swelled

by accretions from the lower ranks through the adoption of certain

common padavls, such as, Datta, Dfisa, Sena, In earlier times, I

think, the humbler ranks went by the general name 'Dasa, i.e., of the

’Dasa-kula* which stood in contrast to the Deva kulas or Devas or the

twice-born formed by the above-named three castes. In the 2nd

Bhatera copper plate inscription we read of the ‘conscientious Sri

Madhava the scion of the Dasa-kula* and of ‘SrI-Vanamali-kar, the

light of the Vaidya-vamsa\ 9 In these expressions it is noticeable that

SrI-Madhava does not bear any family surname. We only know that

he belonged to the Dasa caste or clan. He was however an educated

man as the expression 'conscientious* (vivekl) implies. In the

1 The Purakayasthas of Sylhet seem to correspond to the

Jyestha-Kayastha or Prathama Kayastha of the Damodarapur plates

{El., XV), or of the Pala inscriptions (see GaudalekhamalCi ), Compare

also “Mahilkayastha” of the Ramganj Copper plate of ISvaraghofa

(/&. 153, 1. 15).

2 PA8B, 1880, p, 153, line 31 : Vivekl SrI-Madhavo dasakula-

vatamdah
;
and line 35 : VaidyavamSapradlpah Srl-vanamalikarah,

.
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case of 3rl-Vanamali-kar his family surname as well as his family-rank

is mentioned. Evidently there is an indirect reference to their be-

longing to the two ‘kulas, one to the Dasa-kula and the other to

the Deva-kula. An interesting survival of this broad distinction

between the two kulas is still noticeable. In Hindu marriages or

other religious ceremonies either of the expressions ‘Deva* or ‘Dasa

1

is used according as the performer of sucli ceremonies is a twice-born

or not, in connection with the uttering of sacred formulas (mantras).

A Dasa in Sylhet nowadays may be a Vaidya (with the additional

padavi Gupta), a Kayastha, a Kaivartta (or Jalika), a Mahisya

(or Casl-Kaivartta) or Halika. a Saha, and a Sudra. Under what

category then shall we reckon an educated man like iSrl-Madhava of

of the Bhatera plate ? It is thus apparent that the Dasakula or Dasa

clan or tribe or caste was sub-divided into a number of sub-castes

whom we may consider under the following five groups :

1 The wealthy and the educated among the Dasakula sought rank

among the Vaidyas, Kayasthas or even among the Brahmanaa as

Varna-Brahmanas (e.g., the Dasa-Brahmanas). The padavi ‘Dasa*

was and still is a convenient doorway to allow passage to these ranks.

This also explains why a section of the Dasas of Sylhet claims rank

above the Kayasthas.

2 Sahas and Sundis : The trading section came to be called Sahas

or Sahus (Sau) as well as £undis. The words ‘Saha*, *Sahu' are connect-

ed with the words 'Sadhu (and ‘Sarthavaha) implying tradesmen. 1

When the appellations Saha and Sahu, so widely in vogue in Bengal

and other parts of India from early times 3 were adopted by the Dasas,

it was not difficult for the authors of the Kulapanjikas to connect them

with some ancient Indian caste or sub-caste. Thus a section of the

Sahas still carrying on trade call themselves Vaisyas or Vateya-Sahas,

while others identify themselves with the Kayasthas or even

with the Vaidyas. 3 The Sundis 4 occupy a lower rank than the

Sahas, wine-distillation being their main occupation. There is how-

ever a tendency among them to use the padavi 'Saha' and to claim

rank with the Vaisya-Sahas. According to tradition the Sundis were

born of a Vaifiya father and a Tlvara mother or of a Kaivartta father

i The word may have been derived from Sanda (bull or bullock)

as well. See VK. t XXI, 527. 2 VK.
t
XXI, 526.

3 SL, bk. I, ch. 7, 80 $ VJI., VaiSya-KamJa, vol. I, 358-363,

4 Apparently derived from Sunda, liquor (JatipurataUva, IJ2),
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and a Gaiiika (harlot) mother.

1

It is reasonable to think that this

section received accretions from time to time from other parts of

India through Bengal and Assam. 3

3 Casl-Kaivarttas or Mahisyas or Halika or Halua-dasas :

The section that took to cultivation came to be called the

Halikas or Halua-dasas or Casl*kaivarttas or Mahisya-dasas or

simply Mahisyas. As Mahisyas, this section claims descent from

the Mahisaka tribe referred to in the Mahabharata
;

the Mahisakas

however appear to be Mlecchas, that is, non-Aryans. 8 Nevertheless

they were a very powerful caste or clan, and so far as Bengal is con-

cerned they are strongly represented in Midnapur, North Bengal

(specially Rajsahi and Pabna), East Bengal (specially Mymensingh),

Jessore and Nadia. From historical times the Mahisyas occupied

an important position. Students of Indian history are well acquain-

ted with the successful rebellion led by the Casl-kaivartta caste

under Divya or Divyoka against King Mahipala II of Varendra (North

Bengal) about 1080 a.D.

4

One of their royal lines ruled at Tamluk

as late as 1654.* Some of the leading families of Sylhet claim to

represent the old Mahisya caste. It is quite possible that some

migrations took place specially from Mymensingh which is so conti-

guous to the district. Some of the Pfitnis who happen to be culti-

vators are calling themselves Mahisya-dasas to the considerable chagrin

of the educated section. The Jalia-Kaivarttas are also adopting this

padavl. The number of the Mahisya-dasas are apparently on the

increase. The decennial Census operations have been accelerating the

speed of this upward movement.

4 Kaivarttas or Jalika or Jalua-dasa : The Kaivarttas or

Kaivartta-dasas have been following the profession of fishing and,

to some extent, that of boatman. They have their counter-part in

the Mahimals or Maimfds among Muhammadans of the district.

The Kaivarttas are mentioned in ancient Indian literature as of

mixed origin
;
and in the Manusamhita (X. 34) they are given the

epithet 'Dasa.’ 6 From their ethnographical distribution it appears that

I SI., bk. I, ch. 7, 80 ;
VK., XXI, 527.

Z Cf. BfL, Vaisya-Kanda, vol. I, 363.

3 VK, IV, 497 493 ;
XIV, 700.

4 EH., 415-416 ;
Gtiudardjamala , 48.

6 VK., IV, 49S-SOO.

5 VK., IV, 498.
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along with the NamaSudras they were the earliest inhabitants of Bengal

and of Sylhet. 1 A section of the Kaivarttas of Sylhet are gradually

becoming Vaisnavas, a sectarian caste. The Jalikas occupy a lower

rank than the Halikas,

5 Sudras : A non-descript body under the name Sudras or ‘Siidra-

dasas* may also be regarded at belonging to the Dasa-kula. It is

justly pointed out that the term ‘‘Sadra'* is now used ‘to denote a

considerable number of castes of moderate respectability, the higher of

whom are considered ‘clean' Sudras, while the precise status of the

lower is a question which lends itself to endless controversy*. 2 In

Sylhet 166,000 were reported to be Sudras in the census of 1921.*

This large number, we note, was due to many Patnis, Jalia-Kaivarttas

and others having assumed this caste-name. As far as I know some

Nama§udras are also assuming the padavl ‘^udra-dasa.*

A Sudra group known generally as ‘Golams* (domestic slaves) owes

its origin to a sort of concubinage between a high caste male and a low

caste female employed as a maid-servant. These assume the padavls

Singh, Dasa, De, Deb, Pal, Pait, Sena, Dutta, Raksita, Bhandari etc.

and often bear the family cognomen of ‘Puti\ ‘DadP etc. They were

known at one time as Sudras, and though this epithet still survives,

to some extent, the general tendency on their part is to call them-

selves Kayasthas. With the progress of education and culture, the

‘Golam* class is fast disappearing. 4 As compared with the Sudra-dasas,

Kaivartta-dasas or Namasudras the Golam caste is considered ‘clean
1

.

K. M. Gupta

1 CR.
% 1901 (Ethnographic App.). For their transformation from a

tribe into a caste see PL, 126. Cf. the tradition preserved in the ‘‘Datta-

Vamfcavalf’ by Kavi Gopinath Datta of Sylhet (18th century)

:

1 awaraw ita -sites i

c«tt tain 511 cv*. inti l ilscS vifi$ c*if* n* n

paFllft'i'U by CJH (p. 82).

2 PI., 114. 3 CR 1921, vol. Ill, pt. I (Assam), 147.

4 Cf, the Sudra caste of Bengal and the Shagirdpesha of Orissa

(PI. 84). See Sambandha-nirnaya (Lalmohan Vidyanidhi), 209.



The Ohando-Vedanga of Pingala

I Identification of the Work

The date of the work on Sanskrit prosody which is ascribed to

Pingala is uncertain. Weber who made a very thorough and extensive

study of ancient Indian metres assigned it to ‘a period simultaneous

with the close of the Vedic Slitra literature, or the commencement of

the astronomical and algebraical literatures’. His principal argument

for placing this work at such a late date seems to have been that Pingala

treated of highly elaborated metres found in the post-Vedic Sanskrit

poetry.

1

After Weber had dealt with the subject the Bharata-Natyahastra

which deals with metres in one of its chapters came to light. The treat-

ment of Sanskrit metres in this work is less developed than that of the

extant Pingala-slLtras. Both these works have metres under the

three principal heads such as fati, visama (ardhasama) and samavrtta.

But the number of metres which the two works have under these prin-

cipal heads differs very much. Their number in the Bharata-Ndtyabdstra

is much smaller than that in the Pingala-sutras. A comparative table

given below will make it clear. 3

Kind of metre Number in Bharata Nl§.

fdti metres 8

Visama I

(Ardhasama))
,nctres 7

Samavrtta metres 38

In view of these figures one can place Pingala after the JNatya-

Sdstra. This brings down the d<& of Pingala to a time after 400 A.C.-

700 A.C.3

1 Hist, of Ind. Literature ,
London 1914, pp. 6o, 231, and Indische

Studien
,
viii, pp. 173, 178.

2 The Chowkhamba Edn. of the Ndtyabastra has been used for

this table as also the edition of Piiigala-sUtras occurring in a work on

ancient Indian prosody by one A. B. published in 1882.

3 Bharata•Ndtyahastra has been assigned to various dates by

different scholars. Vide Winternitz’s Geschichte der indischen Litera-

ture Band III, p. 8 ;
and S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetic

s

t pp. 23#,

LH.Q., DECEMBER) 1 93 1

Number in Pingala

30

35

76

19
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But such a late date for Pirigala creates one difficulty. Of the six

works which treat of Vedic metres, the treatment of the subject

in the Pmgala-sutra and the Sailkhayanakrauta stitra appears to be

rather crude and inadequate when compared with the rest. Now
such an inadequate treatment of Vedic metres at an age when works

like the NtdanasUtra ^ Tlk-pratikakhya> and Anukramanxs have already

made more elaborate studies of the subject 1 cannot be satis-

factorily explained. That the person who could make an exhaustive

treatment of classical metres should have perfunctorily done his part

while handling Vedic metres does not seem to be plausible.

The degree of plausibility further diminishes when it is remembered

that Pingala's sutras have been traditionally known as the Chando-

Vedanga . One may therefore be inclined to surmise that the treatment

of Vedic and non-Vedic metres in the J ingala-sutra is not

by the same author. And indeed when Weber thought that Pingala’s

chapters II & III on the Vedic prosody were more ancient than the

remaining parts and they might belong to the original Pmgala-

sUtras,
he probably lent support to such a view.2

A careful study of the extant Pihgala-sutra is likely to confirm

one’s belief in the possibility of the dual authorship of the work. The first

thing that will strike a careful observer is that chapters II & III dealing

exclusively with Vedic metres bear no organic relation with the rest of

the work. If they are taken out, chapters I, IV-VIII (excepting the

first seven sutras of the chapter IV) will make a perfect treatise on

metres of classical Sanskrit. The existence of these seven sutras

in chapter IV will be accounted for later on.

Writers on Vedic prosody without a single exception ignore the

rules of sequence (i.e. the scheme of short and long syllables). The

only thing which concerned them was classifying metres according to

the number of syllables in a foot in a stanza and giving names to

them. This latter characteristic is to be found in chapters II and III

of the Pingala-sUtras. They do not at all trouble themselves about the

quantity (shortness or length) of syllables in a pada of any Vedic

stanza. Thus the chapter I of the Pingala-sutra which invents technical

terms to designate different metres of three syllables, and describes

measures used in scanning syllabic verses does not bear any organic

relation to chapters II and III of this work. It may therefore be

1 Weber, Indische Studies viii.

2 Weber, Indian Literature

,

p. Co,
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concluded that these chapters II and III of the Pi'hgala-sUtras consti-

tute the original sTLtra -work of Pingala on Chando^Vedanga (Vedic

prosody). It maybe argued that safaris and paribha$as are always

placed in the beginning and hence these definitions of technical

terms have been, as a matter of course, placed at the beginning of

the work. But this argument probably do~s not apply here. For,

Panini, the author of the very type of sUtra-xorks, has definitions

at the beginning, because they relate to all sections of the work.

So it is to b^ expected tint definitions placed in the beginning of

Pingaia’s work will be related to all the following section*. But this is

not actually the case.

There is, however, one difficulty in our taking the two chapters

as a separate work; for there remain still seven sUtras (in the begin-

ning of chapter IV) which deal with Vedic metres. But on a closer

examination of chapter III one discovers that the six closing sUtras of

chapter III bear unmistakable indications that the author has brought

his subject of treatment (of Vedic metres) to a close with the last

sUtra of the chapter. These six sUtras together with a translation

of them (according to authoritative commentaries) are given below :

61. aditah sandigdkeh—When a metre is doubtful, the first foot

determines it.

62. devataditasca—Also the deity etc.

63. agnih savita somo brhaspatir initravaruna indro visvedevlh—
Agni, Savitr, Soma, Brhaspati, Mitra-Varuna, Indra and ViSve-devah

are respectively the deities of the seven metres (such as Gayatrl etc.,

vide II, I and 14).

64. svarah sadjadayah'—The seven notes such as *adja and the

rest are respectively the notes of the seven metres.

65 . sita'sarahgapisanga-fcrsna-ttlfa-lohitii'gaura varnali—White,

variegated, brown, black, blue, red and golden are the c dours of the

seven metres.

66. agnwesya-kasyapa-gnuta nia -hgirasabhargava-kausika-v'dhisthani

gotranlti—The seers of the seven metres respectively belong to these

seven families.

Now from an examination of the above six sUtras it is evident

that the author ends the treatment of his subject (Vedic metres)

with the close of the chapter HI. Hence the sutras (on the Vedic

metres) coming after this may be presumed as spurious or later
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additions. 1 An examination of the first seven sutras of chapter IV
of the extant Piiigala-sutra also shows that they are not from the

hand of the author of chapters II and III. These seven sutras of

ch. IV simply give the number of syllables that super-sized Vedic
metres like atihakvarx and atyaqti etc. contain. They, unlike sutras
of chapter III, do not give us any information regarding the length

and number of fldas (feet). Hence, they may be regarded as later

additions but still are much anterior to the work on classical prosody
ascribed to Pingala.

Now in spite of all these facts it may be asked why and how the

original Pitigala-sutras came to be dovetailed in a treatise on classical

Sanskrit prosody. 2 The answer would probably be that the author

of chapters I, IV-VIII of the extant Pingala~suira with a view

to claim a greater antiquity and authority for his work and to give

it a wider currency introduced the work of Pingala in his own
work.3

1 Assumption of the existence of new metres is not at all indis-

pensable in dealing with Vedic poetry. An atihakvarl stanza can

be called, according to chapters II and III of Pifigala, the combina-

tion of Gdyatrl and Brhati. Pingala (in chapter III. 61) says that

when the metre is doubtful, the first foot determines it. Similarly

an dtyaqti stanza is a combination of Jagatl and Brliatl (vide

Macdonell's Vedic Grammar for Students
, pp. 444 5). Thus the

treatment of Vedic prosody in the Rk-pratmkhya and similar works,

which deal with metres other than tho.;e mentioned in chapter II

of Pingala, makes no real advance on Vedic prosody.

2 Every one knows that the work

—

sutra-work too—on Prakxta

prosody going by the name of Pingala belongs to a different author

and to a different period. If this work had not been on the prosody of

Prakxta poetry we would possibly have found it along with the Sutra-

work on Vedic and classical metres.

3 Instances of such joining together of works on the same subject

written at different times were mt at all rare in ancient India.

Satyavrata SamaSraml is of opinion that the Nighantu and the Nirukta

proper are two different works. See hu Nituktalocana
, Cal. 1907

p. 15. This has also been made patent by Prof. Skold. And his

suggestion that the PUrva and the Uttara Satakas of the Nirukta were

compositions of different times may not be dismissed lightly (vide his

Hirukta : Its place in the old Indian Literature
,
Its Etymologies

, 1926).
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Therefore it may be concluded that chapters II and III

of the extant Pihgala-sutras constitute the original work of Pingala

on the Vedic prosody. This view is further strengthened by the first

sutra of chapter II which is really the beginning of the work.

For it reads 'chandaW which means that the work is to discuss Vedic

metres.

1

This is an additional reason why one should challenge

the position of chapter I. For, will not the sutra reading 'chandah*

find a fitter place in the beginning of the whole work.* That a

p&da has been defined long after the word occurs in the beginning

of ch. If, in the tenth sutra of chapter IV, very clearly shows

the separateness of the two portions of the work dealing with Vedic

and Classical prosody. Thus it may be concluded that chapters II

and III of the exta.t Pihgala-sutras constitute the original Vedaftga

Chandah-sUtras of Piugala, while the chapters on classical metres

a much later work.

2 The Date of the Work

The study of prosody began indeed very early in India. “The

singers of the (Vedic) hymns,” says Weber, “most naturally have

been cognisant of the metrical laws observed in them.” The technical

names of some of the Vedic metres are found even in the later

stiktas of the Rg-veda. And in the Brahmartas the oddest tricks

are played with them. 3 The earlier portion of the Ratnfiyana (II-VI),

which has been assigned to 400 300 B.C., several times mentions

Chandas as well as the Vedahgas which included them. 4 The mention

of the Siksd
t
one of the six Ve tailgas in the Taittiriya Aranyaka

,

enables us to trace the existence ot a Chando-Vedaiiga even before

5CO B.c.,—a date fixed by Prof. Macdonell as the lowest limit of the

1 In taking the word 'chandas' in the sense of ‘Vedic metre*

one has the authority of Panini who metonymically used the word

to mean the Vedas. That the word subsequently came to be applied

to classical metres does not, however, invalidate this earlier sense.

Also see Macdonell, op . «/., p. 436 f.n. 1.

2 This first sutra introduces the subject. Similar phenomenon is

observed in other sutra-works.

3 History of Indian Lit
,
London, 1914, p. 23.

4 Cf, Macdonell, op. cit.> pp. 307!.
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date of the Brahmana literature.

1

For, there is every reason to be-

lieve that the study of prosody synchronised with, if not preceded,

that of phonetic studies.

But in spite of a very clear indication of the fact that the Vedic

prosody came to be studied during the first half of the millennium

before Christ we do not possess any definite knowledge about any

work of any author of this period. Works (excepting Pingala and

Safikhayana Sr. Sutras) which deal with the Vedic prosody are in

the opinion of scholars to be placed between 500 B.C. and 200 B.C.*

Rk-prdtihdkhya which treats of Vedic metres in much greater detail than

Pingala, is evidently posterior in time to the latter. Vedaiiga Chandas-

sTtiras may be assigned to a period between 600 B.C. and 500 B.C., if not

earlier. But fortunately for us the lower limit of the age of Pingala’s

Vedaiiga Chandas sutras can be pushed further back.

The Nirukta of Yaska explains the etymology of the word pipxlika-

vtadhyd

3

a word which is not to be found in the Vedas but has been

used by Pingala as the name of an irregular metre. And this word is

not to be found in the Rkpratihdkhya . This makes it probable that

Yaska deals with the very word of Pingala and in that case Pingala may

be anterior to Yaska, the author of the Nirukta . This view seems to re-

ceive further corroboration from another fact which is discussed below.

The Nirukta of Yaska mentions *Pdr$addni’ 4 which evidently stands

for Parsada Sutras
,

alias the Rk-pr&timhhya of the £aunaka school.

Now the Nirukta has been placed in 500 b.c
,
i.e., a century earlier

than Panini who according to scholars has mentioned Yaska the author

of the Nirukta . But as we shall see afterwards, Yaska mention-

ed by Panini was probably not the reputed author of the Nirukta

but a predecessor of his, belonging to the same gotra, Hence Yaska

of the Nirukta did not probably belong to so early an age and his

date might be fixed at 400 I* C., if not later by a century or so. This

date for Yaska would place the Rk prdtibdkhya in 500 B.c. 1 Hence

1 Hist. of Sanskrit Literature^ London, 1905, p. 202.

2 Works like the Niddna Sutra
,
Rk-prdtmkhya, Anukramanis of

the Rk and the Yajur veda are assigned to a period between 500 B.C.

and 200 B.C., vide Macdonell

—

Hist. of Sanskrit Lit.> chapter IX.

3 Nirukta
,
ch. VII, 8-9, 6 ;

ch. II, 57.

4 Nirukta , ch. 1, 6, 1. Jivananda ed. Cal. 1891.

5 Macdonell thinks that the Prdtimkhyas in an older form were

known to Panini, See his Hist, of Sanskrit Literature
,
p. 266,
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the Vedanga Chandas-sutras of Pingala will tentatively have to be

assigned to about 600 B.c. 1

The personality of Pingala is more obscure than his time. There

is no means of knowing either his parentage or his native place.

‘‘The name of Paingya,” says Weber, “belongs to one of the sages

mentioned in the Brahmana (Satapatha

)

of the White Yafus and

elsewhere, from whose family Yaska Paingl was descended, and pro-

bably also Pingala, the author of a treatise on metre” 2 From all

that has been said above about the date of Pingala this surmise of

Weber seems to be plausible. The name Panigin which is un-

doubtedly connected with that of Pingala ‘is frequently mentioned

in early writings, and a Paingl-Brahmana must still have been in

existence even in Sayana’s time, for he repeatedly refers to it.* The

Paiiigi-kalp 1 is expressly 3 referred to by the commentator of Panini.

Besides this, Paingin appears in the Kandanukrama of the Atreyl

school where he is described as the pupil of VaiSampayana and the

teacher of Tittiri, 4 and in a Sama Sutra (Anupada Sutra) Paingins

are mentioned as one of the schools of the Rg-veda. 4 All these

facts make it very probable that Pingala, the author of the Vedanga

Chand is- sutras, did flourish at a time in the latter half of the Brah-

mana period when names like Paingya and Paingin were common.

Thus no serious objection can probably be raised against a tentative

date of 600 B.C. for Pingala, The difficulty which the mention of

Yaska by Pingala creates may be explained by the fact that there

is nothing to show that this prosodist Yaska is to be identified with

the author of the Nirukta
>
and moreover, this later Yaska was already

shown to be posterior in time to Pingala.

There is still one objection against the antiquity of Piugala, That in

his Sutras Pingala has expressed numerals by words has been considered

by Weber to be the reason why the work should be of recent origin. 6

1 Sadguru§isya (I2CX) A.c.) the commentator of the Anukramanl

records a tradition to the effect that Pingala was either a younger

brother or a descendant of Panini. This appears to be impossible.

But 700 B.C. has been the date of Panini according to R. G. Bhandarkar.

In spite of this it is not safe to rely on this very late tradition.

2 Weber, op. cit., p, 46. 3 Ibid., p. 46

4 Ibid., p. 41, f.n. 30. 5 Weber, op. cit., pp. 80 81.

6 0p x cit., p. 60.
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But such a reason seems to be futile. For, though he has admitted

that this manner of expressing numerals was peculiar to Indians, yet

he could not cite any positive pi oof to the effect that Indians were

incapable of developing this art at a very early date. That eight

Vasus, eleven Adityas and twelve Rudras were mentioned in the

earlier portion (iii 22, 15) of the Aitareya Brahmana 1 (circa. 800 B.C.)

makes it extremely probable that at about 600 B.C. Indians were in

a position to use rtavah
,
rsayah, vasavah rudrah and adi/yah in the

sense of 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 respectively. There being nothing within

the view to bar this probablity, one may place Pihgala in 600 B.C. at

the latest.

Manomohan Ghose

1 See p. 2 2 of Haug's edition.



MISCELLANY

On the origin of the Aryan word lstaka

"Brick” is of great importance in the history of Indian civilisation

on account of its use in the architecture and the ritual. To search for

the origin of the word ‘brick' would therefore result in throwing some

light upon the origin of Indian civilisation. S. C. Sarkar in his work.

Some Aspects of the earliest Social History of India
1 * 1

,
has tried to

prove that the word is of Dravidian origin. This opinion has recently

been criticised by Otto Stein. 2 My object here is first to give an

exposition of the two contradictory opinions, and then to suggest a new

solution.

In the Origin and Development of the Bengali Language, I, p. 324,

S.K. Chatterji gives °inta-
t
°iniha- t

°itt(h)a- = ista-ka. In Hindi, there

are the forms %nt, 7th and intk. In consequence of this, S. C. Sarkar

sees in istakd a Sanskritisation of it, ita
t
which he connects with the

Dravidian root it\d)a
,

signifying “to dig, scoop out, hollow." From

the same root, he derives the Dravidian name of brick, itti/ca , To the

word ita in the Ath . V., v, vi, 14, 3, he assigns the meaning of ‘clay'

and recognizes the same root in diverse toponymy : Ifcli, Itarsi,

Itawa, etc. From these he concludes that the Dravida of the

Ganges valley have bequeathed to the Aryans the art of manufacturing

and utilizing bricks.

The arguments of O. Stein are as follows : The Dravidian ety-

mology must be rejected, because a root signifying “to dig” could

not have given the name of 'brick.' Dravidian ittikl is without doubt

a loan word from the Indo-Aryan. Lastly, the Indo-European character

of iqtaka is undoubted as is proved by its comparison with the

Avestic ihtya

.

3

1 London, Oxford University Press, 1928.

2 Neuere Forschungen zur altindischen Sozialgcschichle, Rechts-

und Staatsrechtsliteratur
,
in Archiv Orientidni

,
III, i, pp. 6?ff.

3 The diversity, of the etymologies proposed shows the difficulty

of the authors. According to PW ,
iztahU is derived from ya/ ;

others

connect it with
%
auih (cf. Walde, Lat. Etym . JVb %

s.v. aedes
;
Johansson,

IF, 19, 1906, 136). Uhlenbeck tries to explain it by the root *ais.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, I93I 20
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I admit with Sarkar the non-aryan origin of the name of “brick"

and l am disposed to see in iqtaka the Sanskritisation of an ancient

word. In regard to the origin of the word godhnma* I have tried to

establish that the presence of forms comparable in Vedic and in

Avestic is not sufficient to prove the Indo-European character of a

word. On the other hand, O, Stein appears to have reason for his not

accepting the derivation of trtakl from a’.Dravidian root meaning ‘‘to

dig.” It is therefore necessary to search for the origin of the word

in some other direction.

In Pali we have leddu and Udduka, “a clod of earth*’, to which

corresponds Sanskrit le*tu. After proving the absence of aspiration

in Pali, Geiger (Pali, Literaiur and SpracJie
, § 62) gives °le[thu ,

°l{fju —

lestu. The Prakrits offer a large variety of forms : left/iu
,
IcUhnya

letthua} ledhukka, ledu, ledua
,
ledukka

,
lelu (Pischel, Gr. Pkt . Sp. t

§304":. On the side of Sanskrit ledn, we find aga'n ne*[u. The words

lodujloda have, in any case, the same sense, and the Prakrits

further present us with a series of words lodha
,
loUhaka etc. (Pischel,

ibid.). I have often observed that the mutability of forms is an index

to the non-aryan origin of words
$

in this case, their multiplicity is

really amazing.

The Santali, one of the well-known Munda languages, lias exactly

an adjective letko, “sticky, adhesive, as some kinds of clay” and a verb

letkom
,
"to stick to, to adhere/ To these, one can add lete leU "soft, mud-

like, moist”
;
Ida “dusty, covered with mud or dust, to plaster, to

smear’* (Campbell, Santali-English Dictionary ). The existence of

a root common in Munda, viz. lei
%
accounts for the Indo-aryan

word leqtu t etc. signifying “clay, clod of earth.*’ 3

It is well-known that the drop of the initial is frequent in the Indo-

aryan words of non-aryan origin. 3 The change from le§tu to le$[a can be

regarded as regular 4 and by aphxresis it becomes esta. Ista- can be a

Sanskritisation made upon a Middle-I ndian form with e (cf. letthu
, etc.).

Lastly, the transition of "clod of earth” to "brick’* semantically does

not present any difficulty.

1 Rocznik Orientalistyczny
, VII, pp. i25ff.

2 Cf. the compound lostumaya, "made of clay, earthy,**

3 Cf. Let Udumbara
, JA,, 1926, 1, pp. 26flf.

4 Bui. de la Soc. de Lihguis(ique
t XXXI, ii, pp. 47fif. °Le$ta is to

le*tu as losta to lo*tu.
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7

There can be no doubt about the non-aryan origin of the root Ut
,

if we compare Santali leta “to plaster, to smear,” Mon let “to plaster,

to smear," and Semang lit-lut “smeared''
; Santali lete lete ‘ soft,

mudlike, moist,” Malay Hat “soft, malleable" • Semang te' Hat “soft

earth, clay,” Malay tanah liat “clay”
;
Khmer dei it “clay” and Khmer

it “brick.” One may, however, raise the objection that the modern

Mundas are not aware of the use of bricks. To that my answer

would be that it is due to the fact that these people, impoverished

as they were being driven back by the Aryans, have been in decadence

for a long time. Nothing prevents us to hold that the degenerated

Santals are the descendants of the people who built Harappa and

Mohen-jo Daro. In Indo-China, the Chams are in an analogous situation.

They have also a word akiak for designating brick, but they have

forgotten the art of manufacturing those large and solid bricks, with

which their ancestors constructed so many admirable monuments. Here

and there, however, through impoverishment resulting from foreign

invasion, the ancient technique has disappeared.

If one admits that Sanskrit istaka is non-Aryan, it is undoubtedly

necessary also to assign the same origin to the Avestic istya. The

conclusion that may be drawn therefrom is that we must suppose the

existence of a common linguistic substratum both in India and in

a part, at least, of Iran. I hope to show later on that this hypothesis can

account for a large number of facts,

Jean Przyluski

r

An Inscription of Asoka discovered at Yerragudi

More than two years ago, we learnt of the discovery of an inscrip-

tion of Asoka, the great Maurya emperor of India, at a place named

Yerragudi in the Kurnool District of the Madras Presidency. Since

then, I have never seen it edited. Some days ago, I found a photo-

graph of the inscription in the Telugu Magazine Bharatl (Sep-

tember, 1929),
1 published from Madras There were some notes by

Mr. Mallampalli SomaSekhara Sarnia on the find and the findspot of

the inscription.

1 Professor D. R. Bhandarkar of the Calcutta University kindly

lent me a copy of this issue,
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This inscription is not altogether new. It is only another version

of the so-called “Minor Rock Inscriptions/' which have been found at

seven different places in Northern and Southern India. The three copies

found in the north are at Sahsaram in the Shahabad District, Bihar,

at Rupnath in the Jubbulpore District, Central Provinces, and at

Bairat in the Jaipur State in Rajputana. In the Deccan they have

been found at Siddapur, at Jatinga-Ramesvar and at Brahmagiri, all

close to one another, in the ChitaJdrug District of Mysore. Another

Southern version was discovered in 1915 at Maski in the Raichur

District of the Nizam's dominions. So, our version found at Yerra-

gudi, not very far form Maski, is the eighth version of the “Minor Rock

Inscriptions/' At Maski and the three places of Northern India,

however, only the first part of the epigraph, i.e., the so-called ‘‘Minor

Rock Edict I", is engraved.

The left side of the first part of the inscription is in an extremely

poor state of preservation
;
but the second part is in a much better

condition. Unfortunately the letters are so carelessly engraved that

it is extremely difficult to follow the lines, which are at some places

hopelessly confused, (cf. 11 . 8-12). There is the other great difficulty that

after one line is finished, sometimes the next line is not begun from

the usual place, but from a place below the middle of the preceding

line or from about the end of it. Now, the letters of these sub-lines

are sometimes hopelessly mingled with the letters of the “next'' line,

begun from the usual place (cf. 1 . 8 ,
where “Ta” of “Anita" is engraved

below “Am"
;
the sub-line beginning with“cakaw

etc. should, I think, be

the continuation of the line ending with “Anita.")

I have deciphered the lines as follows 2—

I

1 Devanam piye [hevamaha] (sa ka na ?)

2 * • * * vasan [i] kho tu * si sa pa u ka ha pa ?)

3 husa || Satirekam [tu kho] Savachare yarn maya Samghe

upayi...

4 misa

1

manisa * * (le ka ca * ma ite kapame vadhatliitc ?)

1 From a comparison with the words of the other versions it

is clear that the word should be “asmisa"
;
the missing 4‘a" seems to

have been the last letter of the preceding line.
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5
•••••• devehi te dani misibhuta II Pakamasa hi

6 • * mi * * (dhatame e khuyeki savane apamaya ?}

7
• * • sakiye vipule svage aratayeva 11 Athaya iyatn

8 [sa] vane savi [te] 11 Atha khudakamahadhana 1 imam pacaka

mevu || Amta,

8a (caka gi thi ravivunajame ?)

9 Iyam pakama ho [tu] vipule pi ca vadhasita aparadhiya

diyadha...

10 * ke anapitaviyc hcvam Devanam devanam piyane vasavuya...

II

12 matapitusu...

13 sitaviye |l Hcvam garusu sususitaviye II Pranesu dayitaviye 2 II

saca vataviye ll Na ?

14 susuma || Dham ma [gu] na pavatitaviya II Hevam tuphe ana-

payatha Devanainpiya vacanena he

15
0
tha hathi

0
rohani karanakani ygaya cariyani Bambhananiva

tuphe hcvam...

16 tha anavaslniya
0

sa porana pakiti II Iyam sususitaviye apa-

cayanaya va acarisa va me...

1 The word, used in other recensions relatively with “Khudaka,”

is “maliat” or “mahatpa,” has been taken by some scholars to mean

“superior officials.” As “mahadhana” (wealthy) cannot possibly mean

•‘superior official,” the reading of this version, I think helps us in

understanding the passage correctly^

2 Ini. 18 I have read ‘Pranesu dayitaviye” (one should be kind

to living creatures) where Drs. Hultzsch and Bhandarkar always

read “Pranesu drahyitavyam.” (respect for living creatures should be

made firm). In this photograph “dayitaviye” is quite clear and

Hultzsch
1

plates support this reading, (cf. Plates in the Corp. Inscr.

Indicarum vol. I) The duplication of the word ‘'devanam” in 1 . 10

is I think, due to the engraver's inattention. Another interesting

feature of the epigraph is that almost in every line we find reversed

forms of letters, like “la” “pa” etc., which are thought to be remini-

scences of the old practice of writing Brahml also, frem right to left

like her sister Kharogthi.
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17 Yasa yathacarana acariyasa natikani yatharaham natikesu

pavatitaviye || Hosa pam ?

18 (am) tevaslsu yatharaha pavatitaviye yarisa porana pakiti n

Yatharaha—yalha iyam

19 arokaip siya n Hevam tuphe anapayatha nivesayatha ca || Arnte

vasini hevam de (-?)

20 tiya pana ayapi °ca II

Dines Chandra Sircar

Bodhicitta vivarana of Nagarjuna

Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt has published in the Indian Histoticol

Quarterly
,
(VII, p. 259 ff.) the ‘Bodhisattva-Pratimoksasutra

1

with an

interesting study on it. Ill's editon of the text is based on a

manuscript preserved in the Cambridge University Library. Dr.

Dutt has rightly pointed out that the last leaf of the text has no

bearing on the Pratimoksa-sutra and seems to contain the beginning of

a new text.

The opening line bears testimony to such a hypothesis— Naino

Buddhaya Bodhicittavivaranam vaksye . The title of the text was evident-

ly Bodhicittavivarana. It is preserved in the Z?stan ^gyur in two

Tibetan translations. There is besides the Tibetan translation of a

commentary attributed to Smrtijrianamitra. The work is attributed

to Arya Nagarjuna (Jtlu .rgriib).

(i) Byau chub sems kyi ^grel pa zes bya ba

—

Bodhicittavivarana

naina t
composed by Arya Nagarjuna and translated by Gunakara of

India. Cordier—Catalogue II, p. 135 ;
Rgyud ^grel, 142, 5.

(ii) Byah chub sems kyi /<grel pa, Bodhicittavivarana
,
composed

by Nagarjuna, and translated by Jayananda of KaSmlr, Rgyud //grel,

142, 6 ;
Ibid, p. 135.

(iii) Byau chub sems kyi 7/grel pa’i nam par bSad pa

—

Bodliicitta-

vivarana-tlka, commentary on the work of Nagarjuna composed and

translated by SmrtijfianakTrti, 7?gyud hg rel, 142, 34, Ibid, p. 141.

The first translation, that of Gunakara, is not a literal one and is

oftentimes only explanatory while the second, that of Jayananda

closely follows the text. As regards the date of the text it is for the

present impossible to say whether the author is the same as the gieat
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founder of the Madhyamika philosophy or a later personage of that

name. The style and the quality of the Sanskrit in which the' text

is written would not go against its attribution to the authorship of the

famous Nagarjuna. But the absence of any reference to it in the

works of Santideva, particularly in his chapters on Bodhicitta
,
may go

against such an antiquity of the text.

The commencement of Jayanancla’s translation is as follows :

Da nas byan chub kyi sems sgom pa’i ’grel pa b3ad par bya’o | bcom
ldati ’das kyis chos thams cad sems kyis rnam parbrtags pa’o^es

|
gsuns

pas ri zig sems ni de hid kyi rah bilin ci zig 2es hes par rtog pa rcan I

dnos pa thams cad dau bral ba phuh po khams dan skye inched dan gzuh

dan *jan ba rnam par spans 1. ches bdag med par mham hid pas 1. rau sems

gdoh nas ma skyes pa I, ston pa hid kyi rah bzin no I, £es gsuns so |.

smras pa *di yi don ci yin ze na brjod pa dhos po dan bral zes te !.

I
‘ Hinmi fwaft (?) 1

fir [<|r*WTr3?r*ni*

This is sufficient to point out to the close agreement of the text

and the translation of Jayananda. The text deals with one of the

most iinpotant Mahayana doctrines. The discovery of the complete

manuscript of the text will, therefore, be eagerly looked for.

P. C. Bagchi

On the antiquity of the name “Kasthamandapa

or Katmandu”

According to the Nepalese VamSavalls the ancient name of Kat-

mandu was Kantipura. It was founded by king Gunakamadeva who

ascended the throne in the Kali year 3824= 72; A.D. Later on in 1595

A.D. the name of the city was changed into Kasthamandapa during

the reign of Laksml-Narasimhamalla. The legendary portion of the

tradition says that a certain citizen had cherished the desire of building

a temple with the wood of a single tree for the use of the wandering

ascetic*. During the procession of Matsyendranatha he suddenly

discovered the Kalpavrfaa in person, got hold of him and asked for

the boon. The Kalpavrk^a became pleased with him and he thus
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succeeded in building the temple with the wood of a single tree. 1 The
said temple is still shown in front of the old palace of the Mallas at

Katmandu. It is still used by wandering ascetics.

Though it is a pure legend the date 1595 A.D. had to be retained

for want of further information about the name of Katmandu. During

my last stay in Nepal I came across a manuscript in the Darbar

collection which contains some information about the name of the

city.

It is the ms. of the Lakzahomavidhi of Saivacarya Tejabrahma. Its

colophon runs thus :

Sure fiwrwiftnft

I

*

2

The city of Kastamandapa is no other than Ka§thamancjapa, the

confusion made by the copyist being a very common one in the

Nepalese manuscripts. The name Kasthamandapa, therefore, had

come into use already in the Nepal era 531 i.e. 1411 A.D., 200 years

before the time of LaksmI Narasirnha Malladeva.

The name Kantipura was also in use at that period as is evident

from the colophons of mss, 8 Thus it seems probable that both the

names, Kantipura and Kasthamandapa were simultaneously in use

during a certain period and subsequently the former became more

popular and the latter fell into disuse.

P. C. Bagchi

1 S. Levi, Le Nepal
,

I, pp. 52-54.

2 The Late MM. H. P. Sastrl in his Catalogue of Palm Leaf and

Selected Paper Mss . belongining to the Durbar Library
,
Nepal 1 1

, p. 48

has also described these mss., but the colophon as given there contains

a number of mistakes

—

“Srlj’astu samvat 531 Vaihakhasya Sitanava-

rnyam tithau likhitarnidam Srlhastamandapa nogate SrVDhlmadatta

somabarman o-alikhit.

3 See SastrT, ibid.
t p. 190 Parthivarcana Cudamani (copied in 1715)

Nepale bahupithatnanditabive Kantipurx rajate
; p. 196 Pujakalpalata

(copied in 1669 A.D Kantapurir raja Pratapamaller Guru Narayana

Bhahuker puthi”
\ p. 233 Pitrbhakti TaranginI (copied in 1674 A.D.)—

Kantipur nagare likhitaiyx .



Identification of Brahmottara

( mentioned in the Ntdhanpur plates )

As the Nidhanpur copper-plate inscriptions form an important

landmark in the early social and political history of Sylhet and the

editor is disposed to believe that the donated land lay not in

Sylhet but somewhere in North Bengal, a discussion on the issues

raised seems necessary. 1 The Brahmottara was situated in the

Candrapurl-Visaya and was named Mayura-Salmalagrahara. 2 In

the description of the boundaries we come across the names, Ganginika

or GahginI and KoSika. 3 For reasons stated below we are convinced

that the grant relates to a place in and about modern Paficakhancja

where the plates were discovered.

First, it is well-known that the find-spot of a copper plate charter

is almost invariably the locality of the grant made therein.

Secondly, it is true that the charter was issued from the Maharaja-

dhiraja’s camp at Karnasuvarna and the word 'GanginV occurs in

another inscription, referring to a locality in Karnasuvarna, but it does

not follow from this that the grant under consideration should there-

fore belong to a region near Karnasuvarna. It is noteworthy that in

North Sylhet which includes the perganah of Pancakhanda, there are

at least nine or ten places named Candpur (Candrapur) within a

radius of about 20 miles from the headquarters station. This raises

a presumption that the ancient Candrapurl-Visaya, that i<, the

division or district of Candrapurl included a portion of the modern

district of Sylhet. The river ‘Kosika’

4

is very likely represented by

the modern KuSlyara which passes by Pancakhanda, the findspot of

the plates. 1 There is also a place called ‘Ganginl* (colloquially,

Gangnl) on the river KuSiyara in the same perganah and near Nidhan-

pur. About six or seven miles from Pancakhanda there is also a watery

marsh called ‘Gangnl-vil.* The inscriptions nowhere state that

I See ante, pp. 718 ff. 2 £/., XIX, 118. lines 5 7.

3 El, XII, 75, lines 45 and 47 with footnote 19. I accept the

reading Kosika. El, XIX, 120, lines 53-54.

4 Ibid.

5 The name KuSlyara may have resulted from a combination of the

names KoSika and Barak, names of the same river at two different

places (Kosi+ Bara -Kuslyara).
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GanginI was a river and not a 'vil\ During the rainy season such ’vils*

(also called locally ‘haor’s, if sufficiently big) become vast sheets of

water. When the water recedes at the end of the season, considerable

quantity of land becomes available for cultivation. This is apparently

referred to in the expression ganginy-upacitaka kgetram.

1

As to

the name of the village 'Mayura-sahnalagrahara 1

it is well-known that

in making an 'agrahara* grant (i. e., grant to Brahmanas) a new name
was sometimes given to the village or villages alienated. 3 Such a

name is, therefore, likely to exist in documents only. But even then

analogous names are still to be met with in North Sylhet. Thus in

the Bhatera copper plate inscription we read of Mahurapura (modem
Maurapur). 3 A village named ‘^imulia' also exists here. On the

strength of similarity of place-names thus we may take it that the

grant relates to a locality in Sylhet.

But why should Maharajadhiraja Bhaskaravarman issue the edict

from Karnasuvarna (part of North Bengal)? It appears that while

the emperor was camping here very possibly about 650 A.n.

4

,
Maha-

raja-Jyesthabhadra,® the local governor who had apparently the

Candrapurl-visaya under his control, informed his suzerain about the

loss of the charter granted by Bhutivarman.® The emperor according-

ly issued his commands to the Visayapati or Visaya-nayaka Sriksi-

kunda and other officials (adhikaranas) of Candrapur! to renew and

execute the grant in the then prevalent scripts which were different

from those of Bhutivarman's time. 7 This interesting picture of

an well-ordered administration (where the official gradation was

Maharajadhiraja, Maharaja, Visayapati or Visayanavaka and the

Adhikaranas which included the Nyayakaranika, Vyavaharl, Kayastha,

Bhandagaradhikrta, Mahasamanta, etc.) shows us that the emperor

1 XIX, 120.

2 £/., XV, 7oflf. (pt. II)
; #//., Ill, 307 note 1 ;

S1L, II, no. 76 ;

S//. t
III, no. 205. This subject is discussed in detail in my forth-

coming work, 'Land-system in South India between c. 800 A.D. and 1200

A.D.’ (Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot),

3 EL., XIX, 281, line 30. 4 El., XII, 66.

5 Bhaskaravarman as Jye?thabhadra’s sovereign had the title

'McharSjadhiraj’ (El., XIX, 118, line 4).

6 EL, XIX, 1 18 lines 7 and 8. I accept the reading Maharaja

Jye^habhadravijnaptya (Ibid., 121, footnote 2).

7 Cf. EL, XII, 76, line 54.
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need not have been present on the spot of the grant, especially as it

was a mere renewal of an old grant and it could have been carried out

from anywhere. Thus the order issued from the camp at Karnasuvarna

does not signify that the locality of the grant should be sought there.

Thirdly, was Sylhet included in the empire of Kamarupa ? Apart

from the evidence of the find-spot of the copper plates there is a tradi-

tion widely prevalent about the inclusion of Sylhet, Tippera and part of

Mymensingh and Dacca in Kamarupa, and people point to certain places

in these districts as king Bhagadatta's place, 1 The boundaries of the

empire of Kamarupa as given in the Yoginl-tantra, 2 a work of a very

late date no doubt, seem to include Sylhet. To explain it away as

indicating the scriptural region of Kamarupa is not sufficient There

is every likelihood of the tradition having historical and political

background. I fail to find the mention of Srlhatta in the Yoginl-tantra

as an 'independent political entity* as the editor would have us believe. 3

The name occurs in the Yoginl-tantra, Uttarakhanda, Patalas i

(p. 1 12), 2 (p. 1 19), 6 (p. 179) and 9 (p. 215), but in none of these places

any political entity is implied. The contention that Hiuen-Tsang. by

referring to Shihlichatolo meant the independent kingdom of Srlhatta

4

has to be given up as being absolutely devoid of reason in view of Mon.

Finot*s revelations.® From a ninth century Tantra Manuscript we learn

that Matsyendranatha (Mtnanatha) was an inhabitant of Candradvfpa

(Eastern Bengal) and from an nth century commentary on a Tantra

we note that the Saint came from Kamarupa
(
LH.Q. , 1930, no. I, pp.

178-181). This discrepancy can be explained by taking Eastern Bengal

(Candradvfpa) as belonging to the Empire of Kamarupa. It should

be remembered that Matsyendranatha lived much earlier than the 11th

century A.D. (probably in the 9th century A.D.).

As to Paficakhanda belonging to the kings of Tripura in 641 A.D .

6

it is to be noted that the copper-plate grant that is alleged to

have been issued never saw the light of day. T Even if we take it

1 EL, 68 ;
SI, Bk. II, Ch. I, 10-11.

2 Jivananda (Calcutta) edition, 30. Cf. XII, 68, footnote 1. Jiva-

nanda reads Kunjagirih in place of Kanjagirih. 3 EL, XII, 68.

4 Cf. Watters, Yuan Chwang, II, 188-189
;

EL., XII, 67 ;
JRAS

1920, i-6. 5 Sec/RAS., 1920, 451-452.

6 El., XII, 67 ;
SI, Bk. II, Ch. 4, 56 note.

7 Vaidik-samasya ;
SI,, Bk. II, Cl). 5 notes pp. 67*73# Indian

Historical Quarterly, 1930, No. 1, 64-66.
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for granted mat a king of Tripura made a grant in 641 A.D., it does

not preclude the possibility of the emperors of Kamarupa possessing

Paftcakhanda about 500 A.D. (the time of Bhutivarman), losing it about

640 A.D. and regaining it a few years after. As to the argument that

the name ‘Srlhatta* is not to be met with in the Nidhanpur plates, all

we may say is that Srihatta was not yet an independent Slate, and the

name, if existent at all, did not signify much. The first mention of

Srlhatfca as an independent state, as one may say in the existing state

of our knowledge, probably occurs in the Bhatera copper-plate inscrip-

tion of about 1049 A.D.1 It is also to be noted in this connection that

the name ‘Srlhatta* apparently originated from the name of Hatta-

natha-Siva or Hatake§vara-6iva, the sept-deity of the Nagara-Brahmana

settlers of Sylhet. The Nidhanpur plates need not thus mention Sri-

ha$$a. For other points of interest see Mr. J. C. Ghosh’s paper in the

Indian Historical Quarterly, 1930, No. 1 (pp. 60-71).

K. M. Gupta

Merada

Merada means the fire proof earthen superstructure of ordinary

thatched houses in rural tracts in Orissa. A temple of this structure

was constructed in a certain village in the Atagada Zamindari of the

Ganjam District in the midst of forests. The temple was constructed

with such huge stones that one wonders how such huge stones

could be raised to such a height. As the temple was constructed

like merada or fire proof earthen superstructure of an ordinary thatched

house, it was known by the name of Merada. There are three big

pedestals in the tempie. The temple was occupied temporarily by

the three idols from the celebrated temple of Jagannath of Puri,

during the time of the Musalman invasion. The Musalman invader was

Muhammad Taki Khan who was the deputy governor of Orissa. He
interfered greatly with the worship of the temple of Jagannath at Puri

during the time of Ramacandra Deva, the Raja of Khurda, who ruled

from 1732-1743 A. D. The idols were therefore removed temporarily

from Puri to Merada. The removal of these idols entailed a loss of nine

lakhs of rupees per annum from the revenue of Orissa, this being the

amount collected from the pilgrims visiting the shrine. During the

l EL, XIX, 280, lines 5 and 29.
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time of the Musalman invasion, Ramacandra Deva not only removed

the three idols from Puri to Merada, but himself took shelter in

Rummagoda (fort) in the Atagada Zamindari for years under the

Atagada king Jagabandhu alias Jagannatha Haricandana who was the

Nawab of Northern Ganjam under the Mughals collecting the land

revenue from Khallikote, Dharakote, Shcrgad, Bodogad. Surada Mohuri,

Biruli, Palur, Aska etc. of the Zamindari parganas. On the death of

Muhammad Taki Khan in the year 1734 Murshid Kuli Khan succeed-

ed him as the deputy governor of Ori sa under Muhammadans. At the

instance of Raja Jagabandhu alias Jagannath Haricandan the ruler of

Atagada, Murshid Kuli Khan induced Raja Ramacandra Deva to bring

back and reinstate the three idols at Puri. Thus the three idols were

brought back to Puri and were reinstated in the Jagannath temple at

Puri. Though the Idols were removed from Merada temple yet the seats

of the three idols are still worshipped regularly up to this clay by the

priests appointed by Raja Jagabandhu alias Jagannatha Haricandana of

Atagada. A hamlet known by the very same name of Merada was carv-

ed out from the neighbouring forest and its income was set apart for

the conduct of worship in the Merada temple. Raja Jagannatha Hari-

candana was the 19th ruler of the Baghale dynasty of the ancient

Atagada Zamindari ruling from 1732 1748 a.D. For his act of extreme

piety in thus offering shelter to the glorious Orissan idols as well as

the king of Orissa or KhurJa, the Raja of Atagada was honour-

ed greatly by the kings of Orissa, or Khurda.

Mr. Sewell in his list of Antiquarian Remains in the Presidency of

Madras
,

vol. I, p. 3 mentions Merada and gives a very short but

incorrect note thereon. The temple is thus of some antiquarian

interest.

Lakshminarayan Hariciiandan Jagaoeb

Origin of the Lotus-capital

I have read carefully Mr. Mitra’s reply to my note on this subject,

but am not convinced by any of his arguments. I will discuss here

only a few points, as the problem will be taken up in relation with the

whole environment in my contrib ition to the forthcoming Survey of

Persian Art.

First to make a few corrections. I did not say that “the lotus

supports of (the chamfer reliefs) at Bharhut had been meant
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to represent pillr.rs” (p. 215 of Mr. Mitra’s paper), but that both

the pillars and the chamfer reliefs illustrated the use of the lotus as a

support. As to the variations from the standard form, I am very far

from denying that the Maurya architects “were fully alive to the deco-

rative significance of the bell capital’*
;

decorative variations on the

simpler themes of the Plant style are fast developing in early Indian

art, and such subordination of meaning to ornament is a part of the

normal development that takes place in any art. I did not say that

the Vedic lotus symbolism had a direct bearing on the animal stan-

dard*, but only that the lotus must have been used as a general support-

symbol in and before the Maurya period
;

I think it is only in connection

wPh Srl-Laksmi that the early use is definitely iconographic. My view

has nothing to do with a “world lotus.” As to the fact that the lotus

is not mentioned in connection with any of the dhvaja-stambkas
,

or the

military standards, this is only what we have to expect on my theory,

which regards the lotus capital as simply the termination of a shaft,

and not as a cihna. My view would rather lead one to suppose that

such a termination may have been found on all or any of the Epic

animal standards carried in a battle
;
and this is precisely so in the case

of the two garuda-standards borne by equestrian figures at Bharhut.

I did not say that the lotus capital was a form “of west Asiatic

origin” at some pre-Achaemenid period
;
lotus motifs may have been

common to India and Assyria before the fall of Babylon, without

necessarily being of Assyrian origin in India. Incidentally I may

remark that M. de la Vallee Poussin not long since expressed views

which coincide with mine to this extent, that “the differences between

the Asokan and Persian capitals are sufficiently marked to exclude

idea of direct imitation,” and though the prototype may have

reached India from the west, it had already assumed in India “an

Indian form destined to become (qui sera) that of the Asokan period.” 1

The differences between Indian and Persian columns and capitals,

just alluded to have been emphasized elsewhere; 3 here I shall refer

only to one aspect of this side of the question. The practice of buil-

ding up tall stone columns by the superposition of cylindrical sections

shows that in Persia we are dealing with a mason’s, not a carpenter's

tradition
;
this method had been practised lung ago in Egypt, but it

1 L'Inde aux temps des Mauryas
, p. 161.

% Chanda, The Beginnings of Art in Eastern lndia
%
Mem. ASI., 3a
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never reached India. On [the other hand, the two dominant types of

the early Indian column, viz. the smooth cylindrical monumental form

and the octagonal (chamfered) constructional type with square base,

are immediate rcpioductions of wooden forms, and show no knowledge

of masonry technique, such as could have been learnt from Persia.

Thus the masonry tradition of Persia in the fourth century B.c.

represents an art technically far in advance (aesthetic judgments are

here beside the mark) of the carpenter’s tradition in India in the third

century B.C. Are we to infer that India was taught by Persia to

work in stone, explaining the absence of direct imitation by an invoca-

tion of Indian “originality” ? No doubt Maurya India may have been

well aware that stone had bem used for building purposes in other

countries, let us even suppose that the idea of using stone at all pro-

ceeded from this knowledge. We are forgetting our material. Persian

masons may have b^en expert in the working of limestone, but how

could they have handled the sandstones of the Ganges Valley, which

arc so hard as to put even the best modern tools to a severe test, and

yet in early India were wrought with exquisitely finished surfaces, and

sharpest detail ? It is far more plausible to connect the early ue of

stone in India with the discovery of steel
;

there is good reason to

think that steel may have been invented in India
;

archarological

evidence takes us back to the second century B.c., and literary evidence

to the fourth, when Alexander, amongst other valuable gifts, received

from the Malloi and Oxydrakai of the Panjab, a hundred talents of

steel. Thus provided with the necessary tools, the Indian vaddhaki
,

who had been hitherto a tacchaka or woodworker, and sometimes a

bricklayer, ttlhaka vaddhaki
,
now began to function also as a mason,

sili-vaddhaki. There is nothing to show that he had reason to, or

actually did, adopt new formulae or methods of construction
;
on the

contrary, all the architecture shows the cleaicst signs of its immediate

origins in carpentry.

Finally, I present one a priori consideration. Alexander had des-

troyed Persepolis in 331. Under the Seleukids new Hellenistic

fashions came into vogue. A§oka came to the throne in 272. The

contradiction consequently found in the current theory has been neat-

ly stated by A. W. Lawrence in the new Encyclopedia Britannica,

under Persia
,
Archaeology ,

as follows :

“the Achaimenian palace was imitated (in India) during the

Hellenistic age, while in Mesopotamia and Persia it was ignored in

the fashion for 1101161113111.’
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Mr. Mitra's theory requires, apparently, that Asoka should have

sent his architects to the ruins of Persepolis, burnt down more than

sixty years earlier, there to obtain material for the construction of

“period architecture*
1

in India. On the other hand, if an architecture

related to the older art of Western Asia had already been current

in India before the Maurya period, it can be well understood that

it might have survived there, longer than in Persia.

Ananda Coomaraswamy

The Gudimallam Lingam

Attention was first called to this magnificent and in some respects

unique example of Indian stone sculpture by the late T. A. Gopinath

Rao in his Elements of Hindu Iconography, 1914- 15, (see also Indian

Antiquary
,
XL, 191 1, pp. 104.1 14). In my History of In iian an l Indo-

nesian Art
, p. 39, I endorsed Mr. Rao’s view that it should be dated

in the first or second century B. C. Now Mr. A. II. Longhurst, in his

Pall iva Architecture
,
III (Mem. ASI.),40, p. 2{, dates it not earlier than

the temple in which it is now enshrined, i.e. eighth or ninth century

A.D. A difference of nearly a thousand years is rather serious, especially

in the case of such an important figure, and one with such strongly

marked characters.

There can be no doubt that the earlier dating is approximately

correct. I will first ask the reader to compue the Gudimallam liiigam

with the pillar relief J2 in the Mathura Museum
j

the two sculptures

are respectively figures 66 and 59 in my History . Not merely are both

figures stylistically related in the closest manner, but both are suppor-

ted by a crouching dwarf Yaksa valiana like that of the well-known

figure of Kupiro Yakkho at Bharhut: The Mathura figure has, in the

lunette above, a representation of a scene from the Mahibodhi Jataka,

and this fact alone would suggest a pre-Gupta date. I11 any case, the

6unga style of both figures is unmistakeable
;
not only is the treatment

of the folds of the drapery still archaic, as at Bharhut, but nothing is

more characteristic of late vSnuga art than the peculiar manner of re-

presenting the sexual organs as if nude, though really covered by the

dhoti, cf. figs. 54, 57, 58, 60 in my History. The fact that the libgam

rises directly from the earth, without any definite representation of a

yom\ is an additional evidence for the early date,

Ananda Coomaraswamy



Gopala

The chronology of the Fftla kings is a knotty question, and has

baffled the skill of many scholars. Our object here is simply to state

a few facts for the consideration of scholars.

Gopala is the founder of the Pala dynasty. His grandfather is

described as ‘the progenitor of the foremost line of kings*. His

father Vapyata is said to have 'embellished the earth with massive

temples, and became famous as the destroyer of adversaries*. He
himself is described as ‘the crest-jewel of the heads of kings*. He
was made king by the people to put an end to the lawlessness under

which the people of Bengal were then groaning. He married

DaddadevT, ‘a daughter of the Bhadra king* (Ep. Ind. t vol. IV,

pp. 243-254).

It appears that Gopala was no common man, nor his family a

common one. As Daityavisnu is said to be ‘the progenitor of the

foremost line of kings*, we may presume that kingship commenced

with his son Vapyata. He was, perhaps, a samanta king. Gopala

seems to have succeeded his father before he was made by the

people the king of Bengal. He must have given some proof of his

capacity to govern a country, otherwise, the choice of the people

would not have fallen on him. In the Khalimpur grant of Dharmapab,

mention of only two names of the predecessors of Gopala, the founder

of the Pala dynasty, led Mr. R. D. Banerjee to the hasty conclusion

that the family must have been of humble origin, as they could not

remember more than two names of the ancestors of the founder

(A.S.I1. Memoir
,
No. V, p. 45). Vijfianesvara in his commentary on

the verse 318, chap. I of the Yajnavalkya-Samhita writes “karpasike

pate phalake va atmano vamSiyan pra-pitamaha-pitamaha-pitrn bahu-

vacanasy-arthavattvaya vam6a-vlryasi ut-adi-gun opavarnana purvakam

abhilekhy atmanam ca &c.** i.e. in the grants only the exploits

of great-grandfather, grand-father, father, and of self are to be

recorded. This, I think, makes Mr. Banerjee’s remark unwarrantable.

We have seen that DaddadevI has been described as 'Bhadrat-

maja.' Kielhorn translated it as the daughter of the Bhadra king

meaning thereby that the queen*s father was the king of the Bhadra

country. Mr. A. IC. Maitra objected to this translation, saying that it

had no historical allusion. It simply means that Kuvera s w *e Bhadra

was the daughter of Bhadra (
Gaufya-lekhatriulQ

, p. 20n.), but he did not
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refer to any Purana or Itihasa. It may, however, also mean that

DaddadevI was the daughter of a person whose name or surname

was Bhadra. And that the latter was the case we shall presently see.

In the Nidhanpur copper-plate grant of Bhaskaravarman (Ep . Ind.
%

vol. XII, p. 79) we find an officer named Gopala as the ‘issuer of

hundred commands and the receiver of five great sounds* (ajfia*6ata

prapayita prapta-paftca-maha§abdah iSrl-Gopalah ). Generally the

samantas are honoured with pailcamahasabdas vol. V, p. 354),

so this Gopala was a samanta under Bhaskaravarman. The occasion

for the mention of Gopala’s name in the charter seems to be

that he was the samanta of the district to which the donated

land belonged. In another portion of the same grant {Ep.

Ind.t vol. XIX, p. 1 18), we find in line 8—‘Maharaja Jyesfcha-

bhadra vijfiapya.* As the construction is faulty, the editor of

the plate, suggested two alternative readings : (1) ‘Maharajena

jyesfchabhadran vijnapya* i.e. Maharaja having informed senior

respectable persons
; (2) ‘Maharaja-Jyesthabhadra-vijnaptya* mean-

ing at the request of Maharaja-Jyesthabhadra (p. 121, 11. 2). The

editor seems to have preferred the first reading. But we are inclined

to think that the second one is more appropriate. Firstly because, it

necessitates a small change in a letter only, while the other reading

requires changes in the case-endings of two words. Secondly, the

officers who are to be informed according to custom had already been

so notified in the previous lines. It was unnecessary, therefore, again

to inform the Jyesthabhadras. The fact seems to be that while

Bhaskaravarman was at his camp at Karnasuvarna, the applicant

Brahmins approached Maharaja Jyesthabhadra, who was, as the epithet

Maharaja indicates, the Samanta of Karnasuvarna, and requested

him to bring to the notice of Bhaskaravarman their grievances. And

it was at his intercession that Bhaskaravarman ordered the renewal

of the grant.

Can this Gopala be the founder of the Tala dynasty, and his

queen DaddadevI, a daughter of this Jyesthabhadra ? It is not at all

unlikely that Gopala, himself a Samanta, married the daughter of

another Samanta, under the same overlord. That there existed a

Bhadra family of Samanta kings in the sixth century also at Karna-

suvarna is proved by the Bappagho§avata grant of Jayanaga. The

object of the grant was to specify the bounds of a certain village

named Vappagho§avafca granted to Brahmavlrasvamin by the

Samanta Narayanabhadra. The record is of the reign of Maharaja-
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dhtraja Jayanaga who was then residing at Karnasuvarna. On
paleographic grounds it has been ascribed to about the latter half of

the sixth century a.d. (Ep, Ind
,,

vol. XVIII, pp. 60-64).

It may be presumed that Bhaskaravarman occupied Karnasuvaina

alter the death of Harsa and after the usurper Arjuna was defeated.

So the grant was made some time after 650 a.d. If our identifica-

tion of Gopala is correct, he was perhaps the chosen king of Bengal

after the death of Bhaskaravaman, when probably the kinglessness

(matsyanyaya) prevailed. This may help to fix an approximate

starting date for the Pala dynasty.

Jogendra Chandra Ghosh

Early Capital of the Gurjara Pratiharai of Mahodaya

Where was the capital of the Gurjara Pratiharas of Mahodaya
before they established themselves at Mahodaya or Kanauj from

the time of Bhoja I ? Some scholars thought that it was at Bhinmal

in south Rajputana. 1 But Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar 2 and with him

Dr. R. C. Majumdar 3 hold that it was in Ujjain. In coming to

this conclusion they have relied on the following two verses :

—

(1) Hiranyagarbham rajanyair-Ujjaya(i)nyam yad-asitam /

Pratlharlkrtam yena Gurjar-es-adi-rajakam J/g

(Ep, Ind,
} vol. XVI 1

1

, p. 243)

(2) Sakes-vabdasate?u saptasu di§am pafic-ottaresuttararn

Pant-Indrayudha-namni Krisna-nrpaje Sr!-vallabhe daksinam /

Purvam Srimad-Avanti-bhubhrti nrpe Vatiadi(dhi)raje' param

$aurya(ra)nam-adhirnan(jale (lain) jayayute vlre Varahe' vati //

(Jinasena's HarivamSa-Purana, 66, 52)

Commenting on the first verse Prof. Bhandarkar writes :
—“Verse

8 tells us that Indraraja was succeeded by Dantidurga, who, as the

next verse says that when in Ujjain the various K§atriyas performed

ceremony, namely, of the great gift of Hiranyagarbha, made the

Gurjara and other lords his door-keepers (pratiharas). The verse

evidently means in the first place that Dantidurga either perform-

ed or took a prominent part in this Hiranyagarbha ceremony

1 f,R,A,S, t 1909, p. 57 ;
Smith's Early His, Ind, t p. 378.

2 Ep. lnd, %
vol. XVI II, pp, 2389. 3 Hid,

,
p. 102,
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in Ujjain, And this receives confirmation from a stanza occurring

in the Dafiavatara Cave temple inscription at Ellora 1
. This inscrip-

tion gives Maharaja-Sarva as another name apparently for Danti-

durga, and claims that in that very Ujjain, in order to enjoy a diver-

sion with other princes, he instituted a inahd-ddna worthy of kings, and
poured all kinds of wealth and precious stones on the supplicants. There
can, therefore, be no doubt that Dantidurga had gone to Ujjain and
performed the Hiranyagarbha ceremony. Secondly verse 9 of our
grant also implies that at Ujjain was then ruling a Gurjara dynasty

called Pratihara. There can be little doubt that this must be the

Pratihara dynasty that became supreme after seizing the throne of

Mahodaya. We know for certain from epigraphic records that their capital

became Mahodaya or Kanauj from the time of Bhoja I onwards. But

we did not know with certitude where they were actually ruling before

they became rulers of Kanauj. And it was a mere surmise when some
scholars thought that it was Bhilmal or Bhinmal in South Rajputana.

Our grant, however, enables us to say definitely that their original

seat of power was Ujjain. It also enables us to interpret properly the

third line of the stanza so often quoted from the Harivamda of

Jinasena. We can have no doubt now as to the correctness of Dr.

Fleets translation, * which makes Vatsaraja king of Avantl. This

Vatsaraja, of course, is the Vatsaraja of the Imperial Pratihara

dynasty, and the Jaina HarivamSa may be regarded as strengthening

the inference that the Pratiharas were established at Ujjain and not

Bhilmal before they transferred their capital to Kanauj”,

Now let 11s see how far Prof. Bhandarkar is right in his conclusion

that the Pratiharas were established in Ujjain before they transferred

their capital to Kanauj. He admits that ‘Dantidurga either performed

himself or took a prominent part in* the Hiranyagarbha ceremony at

Ujjain. But from the Ellora inscription referred to above it

is clear that he himself was the performer of the mahd-ddna. This

being so, is it not natural that he would perform it in his own dominion ?

This receives confirmation from the same Ellora inscription which

slates that Dantidurga among other countries conquered Sindh and
Maiava. Ujjain was the capital of the latter. If he himself was not

the performer of the mahd-ddna
, the fact that he made the other

kings his door-keepers loses its force. Further it should be remembered

1 Arch . Surv, West. Ind%) voJ. V, p. 88.

2 E/>. Ind.% vol. XVIII, p. loa.
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that the verse was written to eulogise the exploits of Dantidurga and

not of other kings. We may also point out that if Ujjain was the

capital of the Gurjara-Pratihara king, it is difficult to believe that he

should be made a door-keeper in his own capital. Taking Ujjain to be

not within the dominion of Dantidurga, does it prove that it was the

capital of the Pratihara king ? It may, in that case, be the capital of

any other king present at the ceremony. So the verse relied on by

Prof. Bhandarkar does not at all help us to arrive at the conclusion that

Ujjain was the capital of the Gurjara-Pratihara kings before they

established themselves at Kanauj. On the other hand pratiharikrita7\i

and Gurjaresa indicate that the Gurjara-Pratihara king was prominent

among the invited royal guests. And Gurjaresa means not only the lord

of the Gurjaras but also of the Gurjara country, which included the

present Rajputana and also a portion of modern Sindh. In fact the

earliest inscription of this dynasty, viz, the Buchkala inscription

(V, 872) was found in Rajaputana but not in Malava (Ep. Ind.,

vol. IX, pp. 199 ff).

Prof. Bhandarkar relied on the HarivaniSa of Jlnasena as a confirma-

tory proof. Although he now accepts the translation of Dr, Fleet, he

gave a different interpretation 1 before. Dr. Fleet translated it as

follows:—“In the north, Indraudha; in the south, Srlvallabha
; in

the east, Vatsaraja, king of AvantI (Ujjain)
;
and in the west, Varaha

or Jayavaraha, in the territory of the Sauryas,” According to this

translation Vatsaraja is the same person as Avanti pati. If so, why
tirpe has been used after bhiibhyte. Both the words mean king, and

therefore one is redundant. This alone is sufficient to show that two

different persons were meant. Now we shall give Prof, Bhandarkar's

interpretation wherein he differs from Dr. Fleet '“In the east, the

illustrious king of AvantI
;
in the west king Vatsaraja

;
(and) in the

territory of the Sauryas, the victorious and brave Varaha/1 Looking

at the construction and the order of the stanza, Prof. Bhandarkar’s

interpretation seems to be preferable. It appears that the poet

after naming the kings which ruled in the four directions from the

place of his residence at Vardhamanapura (modern Wadhawan

in the Jhalavad division of Kathiawar), lastly named the king and the

country of his seat, where he wrote the book, It was formerly in

Saura^ra (Bomb. Gaz. vol, I, pt. I, p. 176). This country of the Sauryas

is perhaps Saura-ra§fcra i.e. Saurastra. This Var&ha might be a

I Ef* Ind.
t
vol. XVIII, p. 102,
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predecessor of the Capotkata prince Dharanlvaraha, who issued a

charter from Vardhamana in Saka 836. (Ind. Ant, vol. XII, p. 193).

The country to the west of Sauraatra, which was ruled by Vatsaraja,

Is perhaps Sindh, which is though not exactly in the east, is

In the north-east. We need not be precise about the directions given

by Jinasena, for Kanauj, the country of Indraudha was not exactly

in the north but in the north-east. And it is corroborrated by the fact

that Vatsaraja was driven by Dhruvaraja to the deserts (Maru-

madhyam). 1 This Maru has been interpreted by scholars to be

Marwacj, But we think ‘Ma^-madhyam’ here means 'into the deserts*.

He was perhaps driven to the deserts of Sindh, a continuation of

the deserts of RajaputSna. That it was at one end of the quarters is

corroborated^ the words—‘Kakubham prante sthitam.’ 2

Even if the interpretation of Dr. Fleet is accepted, it proves at

best that AvantI was temporarily occupied by Vatsaraja. Any how

the evidence adduced is not sufficient to warrant the conclusion

that Ujjain was the early capital of the Gurjara Pratiharas.

In conclusion, we would bring to the notice of the scholars that

the word pratiluirlkrtam in the first verse might have a second mean-

ing, besides the ordinary meaning given by Prof. Bhandarkar. Among
other meanings the word pratihZira has the meaning, ‘an agreement

for return of assistance, alliance, confederacy.* (Wilson). So it may
be that Dantidurga formed a confederacy with a view to withstand

the Arab expeditions from Sindh, which he most probably apprehend-

ed as he conquered that province also. There are evidences to show

that the Arab raids took place before and after Dantidurga (753 A. D.).

Dr. Majumdar has shown that the Arab expeditions mentioned

in the Nausari plates of the Gujarat Calukya PuJakeSiraja took place

between 731 and 738 A. d. 3 We also know that the overthrow of

the Valabhi dynasty was due 1.0 these Arab expeditions some time

after 766 A. D., the last known date of this dynasty. 4 It is not at

all likely that the Arabs remained idle during the intervening period.

It can, therefore, be presumed that Dantidurga assembled the princes

at Ujjain with the main object of forming the confederacy, under the

plea of the Hiranyagatbha maha-dana.

Jogendra Chandra Ghosh

1 Ep, Indy vol. VI, p. 242. 2 Ibid,

3 Ep, Ind. %
vol. XVII I, p. 93, 4 Gupta, Insetirp . 173.



The St Thomas Tradition and Recent Discovery in Travancore

Scholars have been divided in their opinions as to the scene of

the evangelistic labours of St. Thomas the Apostle, in India
;
and

numerous attempts have been made to demonstrate, beyond possibility

of question, that, if the Apostle came to India at all, he could not

possibly have avoided Malabar
;
and the Christian community of the

west coast claims St. Thomas as its founder
;
and its existence can be

traced back to the early centuries of the Christian era. There is the

evidence of an early Muhammadan writer that Mani, the founder of

Manichacism (born 215 A.C.) visited India to spread his rival creed

and succeeded in winning some Christians over to his faith
;

and the suggestion has been put forward recently whether there

cannot be some association of the well-known Manigramakars with

the Malabar Christians and the Manichaeans. Apart from the

strongly-rooted Malabar tradition of the Apostle himself having

propagated the faith on the west coast and founded seven churches

in the neighbourhood of Cranganore, there is another tradition that

St. Thomas himself set up stone-crosses for worship in the above

seven churches and that when the Saint was actually praying in front

of one such stone cross, he suffered martyrdom from the enemies of

his faith. The Cross came to be popularised as a symbol of Christian

salvation only in the reign of the Emperor Constantine the Great and

representations of crosses are not found in the Roman catacombs

older than the fourth century A. D
$

and stone-crosses could not

consequently have been fixed by the Apostle himself about the

middle of the first century a.d, There have been discovered, till now,

three altar-crosses bearing an almost identical Sassanian-Pahlavi

inscription, viz., one which was discovered by the Portuguese on the

St. Thomas* Mount in 1547 and fixed up in the wall of the church on

it
;
and the other two originally belonged to the ruined church

of Cranganore and have been set up on either side of the entrance

into the sanctum of St. Gabriel's Church at Kottayam, According1

to the Travancore Archaeological Series, VII, i, which was recently

published, a similar bas-relief cross with a Pahlavi inscription,

was discovered recently at Kadamarram, a village in the Kottayam

Division, embedded in the wall of the sanctum of the Jacobite-Syrian

Church of that place. This new tablet resembles the cross on St.

Thomas Mount and the bigger one at Kottayam in its sculptural
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details, being of the Greek type, with fleur-de-lis extremities, equal*

armed and standing on a pedestal of three steps. It is flanked by

two detached pilasters with two couchant makaras (fish-monsters) on

their capitals and supporting a semi circular belt arching above the

cross. The portion containing the Pahlavi writing, is a narrow ribbon

of stone rising from either extremity of the base and enveloping in

an arch the top of the cross and its halo-circle. The inscription has

been deciphered by Dr. Sir J. J. Modi of Bombay, thus—

I, a beautiful bird from Nineveh

(have come) to this (country).

Written Mar Shapur.

I, whom holy Messiah, the forgiver,

freed from thorn (affliction).

The reference to the bird, appropriately agreeing with the sculptured

detail of a dove hovering, as a symbol of the Holy Ghost, over the

upper limbs of these crosses, and the reading of Mar Shapur in the

middle short sentence are the two new departures in Dr. Modi's

reading from the previous readings of the inscriptions on the other

crosses. If accepted, this reading will become an important landmark.

Mr. A. S. Ramanatha Iyer, the Editor of the Travancore Archaeological

Series ,
in this part, says that tin's Mar Shapur who is said to have

landed in Quilon in 825 a. D. and erected churches, may be identical

with Maruvan Sapir Iso who has been prominently mentioned in the

Kottayam Copper-plate Charter of the time of King Sthanu-Ravi (cir,

A. D. 870). The date of the Kadamarram Cross thus becomes

definitely computable as the end of the 9th century, i.e.
t
about two

centuries and a quarter later than the earlier Kottayam and St.Thomas*

Mount Crosses which have been assigned to about the middle of the

7th century
;

and it might well be possible that the cross was

the one set up by Maruvan Sapir Iso in the Tarisa' alii Church,

which is mentioned in the Kottayam Plates. Fossil ./ owing to

some vicissitudes, the cross drifted into the Kadamarram Church

at a later date.

The ornamentation of the Cross, as well as that of the St. Thomas

Mount and Kottayam Crosses was evidently designed by Indian

sculptors who were permeated with Hindu architectural traditions
;

and the Pahlavi inscriptions were also engraved by them under

instructions from their foreign Christian employers, The sculptural
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background of these crosses is consciously Hindu in character
;
and

“in their familiar setting these crosses did naturally evoke a readier

acceptance from the converts, recent or otherwise, for whose adoration

they were perhaps consecrated at the time." The discovery of

this Kadamarram Cross may be regarded as indicating an important

landmark in the history of Christianity as it grew up in the Malabar

Coast.

C. S. Srinivasachari

t.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1 93
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REVIEWS

INDICES AND APPENDICES TO THE NIRUKTA by

Lakshana Sa«up, M.A., D. PHIL. Pp. 76 + 393. Published by the

University of Punjab, Lahore, 1929.

The work under review is the last of a series of volumes by the

same author on Yaska’s Nirukta, the oldest Indian work on etymolo-

gy, philology and semantics. Professor Lakshan Sarup undertook

the study of the Nrikuta more than fifteen years ago in Oxford and

published in 1920 his introduction to the Nirukta’. In the same year

appeared for the first time his complete English translation of the work

with exegetical and critical notes. Constant and diligent work by

the Professor has resulted in the publication of three other volumes

on the same subject
:
(i) an edition of the Nighantu and the Nirukta,

(ii) Fragments of the commentaries of Skandasvamin and Mahesvara

on the Nirukta. and (iii) the present volume—Indices and Appendices.

We are promised that other fragments of the commentary of Skanda-

MaheSvara will be published in due course.

The value of the Nirukta in the history of philological specula-

tion in ancient times is admitted on all hands. Its importance

from the point of view of exegesis and grammar is much greater. Its

worth as the oldest specimen of Sanskrit prose of the classical type

is also by no means negligible
;
yet until recently Yaska’s Nirukta failed

as an independent subject of study to attract the attention of a sufficient

number of competent scholars who could concentrate their mind and

energy on this particular subject. No doubt the editio princeps of the

Nirukta without any Sanskrit commentary but with valuable notes of

the editor was published at Gottingen as far back as 1852 by that great

Vedic scholar Rudolph Roth, a id since then there have appeared

various editions of the work including those of the Bibliotheca Indica

(edited by Satyavrata Samasraml with the commentaries of Deva-

rajayajvan and Durgacarya on the Nighantu and the Nirukta respective-

ly), the Anandasrama Sanskrit Series (edited by Rajwade with

Durga’s commentary', the Bombay Sanskrit and Prakrit Series (only

first seven Books edited by Bhadkamkar with Durga's commentary)

and the Venka$e$vara Press Series (edited by Sivadatta with Durga’s

commentary). Besides the edition in the Bibliotheca Indica, SamaS*

ram! brought out a dissertation on the subject called the Niruktalocana

dealing with various topics connected with the date, contents, author-
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ship and commentaries of tiie Nirukta, This was the condition of the

Nirukta literature when Professor Sarup was engaged in its study..

At present the works of Dr. Sarup together with that of Professor

H, Skold who has recently published his work. The Nirukta
,
Its Place

in Old Indian Literature Its Etymologies , form a comprehensive

study of the problems connected with the Nirukta.

Dr, Sarup's edition of the Nighantu and the Nit ukta is certainly

an improvement upon those of his predecessors including Roth who
had to work with scanty materials at his disposal at a time when

the modern Vedic scholarship itself was in its infancy. Dr. Sarup

has adopted the text of the shorter recension in his edition instead of

the* longer one accepted by Roth and others, and has adduced evidences

to prove that his text represents the original work of Yaska. Durga

seems to have followed this recension
;
but as there are passages in

Durga’s commentary which lend support to the opposite view, the

text of this commentary should have been critically edited along

with the Nirukta.

Dr. Sarup has brought out for the first time the fragments of the

commentaries of Skandasvamin and Mahesvara on the Nirukta. He
thinks that MaheSvara’s notes are a ilka (sub-commentary) on the

bhasya (the commentary) of Skanda. Put these notes are too fragment,

ary to enable one to come to a definite conclusion.

The volume of Indices and Appendices to the Nirukta contains

an elaborate Introduction dealing mainly with the dates of various

scholiasts
;
three Indices—‘Index to the Nighantu, Index to the quot*

e l passages occurring in the Nirukta, Index Verborum to the Nirukta;

a list of Etymologies of the Nirukta; six lists of passages of the Nirukta

quoted in six different works and two lists of quotations occurring

in the Niiukta,

As to the dates of the scholiasts it must be stated that in some cases

the conclusions reached by Dr. Sarup can in no way be regarded as final,

With the growth of our knowledge consequent on the new discoveries

of Mss., dates of some of the commentators are expected to be fixed

with more precision. Even now some of the conclusions of Dr. Sarup

are being controverted. Skandasvamin, about whom Dr. Sarup (p. 28)

could only make a general statement that he was earlier than the

first half of the I2th century A.D., is now assigned by Dr. C. Kunhan

Raja ( see Journal of Otiental Research
,
vol. V, pt. iv, p. 325) to about

600 A.D, on good grounds. Since the publication of Dr. Sarup s work,

a portion of the Rg*veda with the commentaries of SkandasvSmm and
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Vefika{amadhava has been published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series.

Another recension of Skandasvamin’s commentary as also a second

commentary by Madhava (other than Venkatamadhava) is expected

to come out shortly.

As a result of the publication of these new matenais we have now

at our disposal definite proofs showing that Madhava who is taken for

Venkatamadhava by Devaraja in his commentary is really a different

person.

The indices appearing in Dr. Sarup’s work betoken a good deal of

labour and are very useful. As regards the list c5 f etymologies, the one

appearing in Prof. Skold’s work is more helpful to the Vedic students

on account of its exhaustive character covering not less than 180 pages.

In conclusion, I want to refer to a passage in the Nirukta which

has been made the basis of some divergent inferences by scholars.

This passage relates to Kautsa declaring the meaningless character of

some of the Vedic Rks. From this it has been concluded that the

volume of heterodox views was large in Yaska’s time, and there-

fore it had to be given a place in the text (vide Dr. Sarup’s Introduc-

tion to the translation of the Nirukta, pp. 7 iff.). In regard to this infe-

rence it may be said that the introduction of purvapaksa and uttarapaksa

was a common practice in Sanskrit literature in order to put before

the readers all the aspects of a question. Hence the existence of a

large volume of opinion adverse to the Rks does not necessarily

indicate the existence of a large number of people holding the same

opinion. 1 Another inference that has been drawn from the same

passage is that a long time intervened between the Rsis and the early

interpreters of the Vedas. This also does not stand on a solid footing

as has been pointed out by Dr. Sarup ( Ibid.).

The Nirukta with its commentaries is a store-house of materials from

which many a gap in the history of the stages of Vedic interpretation

can be filled up. Much work has been done in this direction by Euro-

pean scholars like Roth, Ludwig, Pischel and Geldner. The indices and

appendices provided in Dr. Sarup's work will prove helpful to those

who will be willing to utlise the text further for this purpose. This, we

hope, will be attractive enough to scholars to turn their labours to

this field from which additional valuable results may be expected.

D. Bhattacharyya

I See “Was Kautsa a Sceptic f” by K. M. Shembavnekar in the

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute
,
vol. XII, pt. 1.
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SAliKHYA OR THE THEORY OF REALITY (a critical

and constructive study of I§varakrsna’s Samkhyakarika) by J. N.

Mukherji, M.A. Published by S. N. Mukherji, M.A., 5/1, Nepal Chandra

Bhattacharya Lane, Calcutta, xii+6+102 pages,

In this thought-provoking tieatise on Samkhya philosophy, the

author presents an able exposition of a school of thought, which is a

bold departure from the traditional Samkhya. At the outset, the

author falls foul of the commentators Gaudapada and Vacac pati MiSra

who, he thinks, have in many places, sacrificed reason at the altar of

tiadition and religion. The author asserts that the first 52 Karikas of

Ifivarakrsna contain the essence of Samkhya philosophy, while the

remaining Karikas 53-70 are later additions because the themes in the

two portions are inconsistent. The traditional Samkhya as expounded

by Gaudapada, Vacaspati MiSra and others, and followed by the

present day writers is based rather on the last 16 Karikfis than on the

first 52, The object of the author is to give a logical interpretation

of the philosophy embodied in the first 52 Karikas untrammelled by

the influence of the ancient commentators, who were, according to

him, Sanskritists rather than philosophers. He wants to show that

the outlook of the true Samkhya philosophy is logical, and not

naturalistic, psychological, theistic or dualistic, A systematic explana-

tion of the world of everyday experience is its object and not to

propound a theory of the origin of the universe or ascertain the means

for attaining salvation.

In this new interpretation of Samkhya philosophy, pessimism {duly

kha

)

has no place, and henc^, according to the author, the original

Samkhya teaches us to welcome worldly life and not to seek retirement

from the world. In the 1st Karika, the author suggests that dulikha

should be replaced by bandha which means "erroneous view of the

reality” (p. 6).

The Reality, according tothi author, is not the Purusa or the

Prakrti alone but the unity of Vyakta, Avyakta and Jna, the three

constituting a dynamic order. This dynamic order comprises innumer-

able unit*?, each of which is an individual with his world. The Reality

is, therefore, a "world of man-worlds” The author distinguishes Jfia

from Purusa, taking the former to s'gnify the Vyakt'wya ktajfia or the

‘system of man-worlds* and the latter a linga-puru*a or an individual

with the world of his own. To the author, therefore, Jna is one while

Purusas are many. Avyakta, according to him, canno. exist without
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Vyakta, and Jfta though virtually one, becomes many by combining

with Avyakta when each of which should have the appellation of

Purusa or Litiga-Puruga.

Unlike other schools of Indian philosophy, Samkhya, according to

the author, does not teach that Avidyd
i
Mdyd, or Vdsana is the cause of

the evolution of the world, and hence knowledge in Samkhya does not

mean the removal of Avidya, Knowledge, he says, consists in

Puruga’s (i. e., Lingapurusa’s) capability to construct the personal-

objective order and ultimately to distinguish Jfla from Avyakta, i.e.,

to ascertiin the differences in a unity and not the complete separation

of Puruga from Pradhana as the traditional Samkhya asserts.

Coming to Satkdryavdda
%

the author rejects the interpretation of

Vacaspati that the effect pre-exists in the cause, and explains it as

the causal-objective process. He means to say that Vyakta is real

as much as its cause the Avyakta, and Satkdrya signifies that “the

Paficabhautika causal-objective order is real/* The author really

strikes a new key when he says that real, according to Samkhya,

is not the unchanging and unchangeable but that change, if it be

systematic, is real.

In Chapter III, he disapproves the comments of Vacaspati on the

Karikas dealing with Pramdna , on the ground that Vacaspati ' has

been totally misled by the Nyaya phenomenology of knowledge’'.

This he has tried to show in the course of his explanation of Percep-

tion, Inference and Aptavacana. To him, Pramanas are “modes by

which the necessary and universal objective order is constructed”.

The twenty-three tattvas, according to the author, are not so many

elements into which a being is analysable but constitute the individual

and his world. Each individual in Samkhya (as it is in Vijftanavada), is

a man-world, an instance of subject-object or unity in continuity. The

distinctive feature of this philosophy is that there are as many worlds

as there are men-worlds and it is this feature which, he says, has given

rise to the common erroneous notion that the Purugas are innumerable.

The author has substantiated his new interpretation of Samkhya by

commenting on the Karikas from his new standpoint. In this, how-

ever, he has laid himself open to the charge that in his comments he

has been more a philosopher than a Sanskritist.

The author has tried to draw support for his own theory from

conflicting comments of Gawjapada and Vacaspati Misra on tathd ca in

KSrikaii. Gau^apada while commenting on these two words writes

“anekam vyaktam ekara avyaktam, tatha ca pumfinapyekah”. But
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the same Gaudapada again writes while conmmenting on Karika

18 : tasm&j janmamaranakarananam pratiniyamat purumbahutvam

siddham**. The author wants to make Gaudapada consistent by hold-

ing that Gaudapada means by 'puman’, in karika II, the Jna which,

according to the writer, is the “transcendental unity” while by puruza

in karika 18 Gaudapada means ‘Liuga-Purusas’ which is an 'empirical

instance of unity* (p. 6o). The distinction the author wants to

draw between Tuman’ and ‘Purusa* is, however, unwarranted by any

of the Karikas.

We appreciate the author’s independent way of thinking, and

not following, without any question, the comments of persons who

were certainly not infallible. The commentators might have been great

Sanskritists, but at the same time, it is a fact that their minds were

so moulded by the influences of their time, e.g., an unquestioning

respect for tradition, that it is on most occasions futile to expect

from them a radically new view-point. It is difficult to see eye to

eye with the author about the meaning of the Samkhya Karikas, but,

in any case, we welcome efforts to make interpretations that may be

bold departures from the traditional groove but are kept within the

bounds of reason and probability.

N. D.

BHAVA-PRAKASaNA of &iradatanaya, edited with an introduc-

tion and indices by Yadugiri Yatiraja Svami of Melkot and K. S.

RamasvamI Sastri ^iromani. Pp. 77, 2r, 410. Gaekwad's Oriental

Series. Baroda 1930.

Although a late work, the Bhava-prakaha or Bhava-praka'xana. of

Saradatanaya, who belonged probably to the middle of the 13th

century, is by far the most exhaustive and remarkable of Jater

treatises on Dramaturgy, Rasa and kindred topics. The work has

been edited with great care and scholarship from four South Indian

manuscripts. 1 Although a commentary on this work appears to

I The present reviewer possesses a copy of the ms. of this work

through the kindness of K. Rama Pisharoti of Cochin State. It agrees

substantially with the manuscript B of the edition. A careful

collation could not yet be done, but the present reviewer hopes to

publish such material differences of reading as he may notice in the

ms. in his possession.
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exist, no commentary is given here with the text. One of the editors,

His Holiness Yadugiri Yatiraja Svaml of Melkote (Mysore), is already

well-known for his Sanskrit scholarship and for his learned editions

of the Tapasa-vatsanija (from the imperfect Berlin ms.) and of a

part (chs. 22-24) of Bhoja’s Srhgara-prakasa. The value and accuracy

of this edition of the B/iava-prafcasa are thus guaranteed by the

names of its editors, but this value is also enhanced by the addition

of full indices and a fairly comprehensive introduction in English on

the author and his work, his date, his indebtedness to earlier authors,

special points of interest in his work, and its place in the history of

the Rasa school. The work consists of ten Adhikaras, treating

respectively of Bhava (I), Rasa (II-III), the Hero, Heroine, their

adjuncts etc. (IV-V), ^abda and Artha (VI), Nafya and Itivrtta (VII),

the ten varieties of the drama (VIII), Nrtya (IX) and Nrtya-prayoga

(X). There are references to a very large number of dramas and

dramaturgic works, some of which are now lost. Among the

dramas cited are Amrta-mathana (Samavakara), Indulekha (VlthI),

Udatta-kufijara (Ullopyaka), Kalikeli (Prahasana), Kusuma§ekhara

(Ihamrga), Krtya ravana, Keli-raivata (Halllsa), Gahga-bhagiratha

(Utsrstanka), Tarakoddharana (Dima), Tripura-mardana (Preksanaka),

Devi-parinaya, Vali vadha (Preksanaka) Devl-mahadeva (Ullopyaka)

Nandimali (Bhana), Nala-vikrama, Nrsimha-vijaya (Preksanaka), Padma-

vatl-parinaya (Prakarana), Pantjavananda, Manikya-vallika, Tarahga-

datta, Madalekha, Gahga-tarahgika, Ramabhyudaya, Menakana-

husa (Totaka), Ramananda
(
3rigadita\ Sakti-ramanuja (Utsy^tah-

ka), Vlnavatl (Bhanika), Vrtroddharana (Dima), Srhgaratilaka

(Prasthana), Sugrlva-kelana, Marlca-vahcita, Vakula-vithT (VlthI),

Sagara-kaumudT(Prahasana), Sairandhrika (Prahasana) and Stambhita-

rambhaka (Totaka), Among the authors and works on dramaturgy, we

find the names of Aiijaneya, Kohala, Drauhini, Padmabhu (Brahma ? as

the creator of Natyaveda), Matrgupta, SadaSiva, Subandhu and

Har?a. A Svapna-vasavadatta is also quoted, but the passage has

been already discussed in connexion with the Bhasa-problem by

K. Rama Pisharoti in BSOS ,
iii, p. 639. While the latter half of

the Bhavaprakaha deals with the topics of dramaturgy, the first

five chapters are devoted to the more general subject of Rasa and

Bhava, and are therefore interesting for their bearings on general

poetic theories. Although the work borrows very freely ideas and

passages from earlier treatises, and is always careful in stating

previous opinions, there is yet considerable independence of treatment,
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even if marked originality is rare except in matters of detail. As
some of the previous works utilised by the author no longer exist,

and as there is an attempt to present the subject in a clear and com-
prehensive form, the work deserves a close study and occupies an

important place in the history of Sanskrit Poetics.

S. K. De

MEGASTHENES en de INDISCHE MAATSCHAPPIJ by
Barbara Catharina Jacoba Timmer, pp. 325, H. J. Paris, Amsterdam

1930.

The importance of Megasthenes tor the history of India cannot be

overestimated, and yet little has been done to clear up the mist which

shrouds the person and writings of that Greek ambassador since the days

of Schwanbeck, who collected all the scattered fragments of the writings

of Megasthenes. Almost every writer on the subject has tacitly taken it

for granted that the text of Megasthenes as handed down by later

historians is in every way dependable. The authoress of the volume

under review has, therefore, earned the gratitude of all Indologists by

this penetrating study, the purpose of which is to determine in which

way Megasthenes collected materials for his book on India and how

far we can rely on the text as it has come down to us.

The first part of the book is wholly devoted to text criticism.

The authoress has collected all that is known about the person of

Megasthenes. The few passages that she has brought together relating

to this point, however, do not yield much information of value.

Excepting Arrian, Anab. v. 6, 2, no other passage gives any new

information about Megasthenes. Here Arrian suggests that Megas-

thenes came to Ind ia several times and our authoress seems to

favour this idea, although neither Megasthenes himself nor any other

later author has spoken of such a thing.

In the second chapter of the first part, which is very important for

the purpose of the whole study, the writer has tried to find out wnich

authors have had direct access to Megasthenes and which of them

have quoted him only indirectly. Our authoress comes to the conclu-

sion that Diodoros, Arrian, and Strabo have used Megasthenes directly

and are therefore more or less dependable. However, here too, in our

opinion, a more critical attitude should be taken, e.g., Arrian Ind. v. 3

says of Megasthenes, that he has been with Sandrakottos, the greatest

1
’

lg of the Indians, and also with Porus, who was still more powerful.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER I93I 24
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Such a statement is wrong because Porus could never have been

more powerful than Candragupta Maurya. The Rchwanbeck reveals

another difficulty viz., that even the text of Arrian has not been

handed down to us in its original form. Moreover, we shall have

to consider that Megasthenes* text might (or must) have undergone

much mutilation and distortion during the period separating him

from the later historians.

In the third chapter of the first part, our authoress has tried to

reconstruct the original arrangement of the contents of Megasthenes*

work and in the fourth she has given some very fruitful general ideas

regarding the criticism of Megasthenes. By comparing Megasthenes

with contemporary Indian sources, the writer rightly points out that

in the latter, the Indian society is represented as it should be and not

as it actually was. Megasthenes too is not free from this foible, but

his idealisation is more in the nature of uncritical generalisation.

In the second part of the work, which covers by far the greater

part of the volume, our authoress is on fairly familiar ground. Here

she has dealt in detail with the fragments of Megasthenes about the

customs and the social organisations of India. Fragments relating to

the magnitude and nature of India as well as those on divine service

and mythology have been left out of consideration. On every point

falling within the plan of the work, the writer has collected the frag-

ments of Megasthenes as handed down by Greek and Roman writers

and has added to each a Dutch translat ; on. Then follow detailed

discussions on the point in which all relevent Indian sources have been

used. Naturally, the Kautiliya and the Smrtis have been very much

requisitioned and the Buddhist literature too has been given all due

consideration.

In short, this book is hard to beat “in iibersichtlichkeit” and a glance

at the mass of foot-notes in almost every page will convince the reader

that the writer has spared no pains to bring the work into line with

the latest researches. It ought to be carefully studied by every student

interested in the social history of India.

Batakrisiina Ghosh
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Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

vol. xiii, pt. i (Oct., 1931)

PRALIIAD C. Diwanji.—KfsrutkutUhala Nataka, This analysis of a

manuscript of the Kr$nakutuhala A/ataka shows definitely that

the work is not a composition of Madhusudana Sarasvati, the

famous author of the Advaitasiddhi as has been believed up till

now. The poet of the same name who wrote this drama was a son

of Arundhatl and Narayana of the Sandilya, Gotra and a disciple of

Krsna SarasvatT, while the author of the Advaitasiddhi is known
to have been a son of Purandaracarya Mi§ra of the KaSyapa Gotra

and a disciple of ViSvesvara Sarasvati.

K. B. Patiiak.—The Text of the fainendra-vyakarana and the Priority

of Candra to Pujyapada.

A. N. Upadhye.

—

Subhacandra and his Prakrit Grammar.

B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma.—'An Attack on Sri Madhvacurya in

the Saurapuruna. The scurrilous description of Madhvacarya and the

adverse criticism of his systems as found in the 39th and the 40th

chapters of the Saurapuruna have been regarded as spurious

interpolations showing historical blunders and metaphysical untena-

bility.

Durgaciiaran Chatterji.—-Buddhist Logic (an introductory survey).

A. N. UPADIIYE.—

•

An Old Prefatory Gloss on Intopadesa .

.—Authorship of Svarupasambodhana. The Svarupasambo-

dhana
t

a short discourse on the Jaina concept of the path of

Liberation, is here fathered upon Mahasena against its traditional

ascription to Akalahka.

P. K. GODE.— The Bharata-Adibharata Problem and the Ms. of Add
bharata in the Government Oriental Library , Mysore. Some data

bearing on the Bharata-Adibharata problem have been recorded

here and the information has been given that the manuscript des

cribed to be a copy of the Adibharala deposited in the Mysore

Govt. Oriental Library really a fragmentary copy of Bharata’s

(Va tyatid sir, t

.
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Bulletin of the School of Oriental Stu e»,

London
,
vol. vi, pt. 3

S. K. DE.—

i

Shagavatism and Sun worship , Without denying the

influence of the solar myths or solar cults on the Paficaratra religion

or Bhagavatism, the writer opposes the arguments put forward by

Grierson in favour of his theory that the Monotheistic Bhakti-

doctrine of the Bhagavata religion is a direct development of or was

originally connected with the Sun-worship.

T. N. Dave,—Notes on Gufratl Phonology.

dian Antiquary, October, 1931

W, H. MORELAND.—Notes on Indian Maunds, The Southern maund

forms the subject-matter of this instalment.

KALIPADA Mitra .—The Gaydanr Festival and its Parallels. This

continued paper begins with a description of a cattle festival held

in Bihar every year on the day following the Diwall in the month

of Kartik. The principal item of the festival is the killing of a pig

(tied with cords) by setting cows on it.

AnaND Kouls—Lalla-vakyani (the wise sayings ( Lai Ded.)

Hira Lal.—Place Names. This is an attempt to unravel the mysteries

surrounding some names of places in the Centra! Provinces of India,

In this portion of the an.de, it has been shown that some place-

names are related to the names of trees or a combination of

names of trees and animals coupled with some terms indicating

water* The names noticed here owe their origin to Gondl, the

principal language of the Dravidians living in the Central

Provinces.

Ibid., November, 1931

W. H. MORELAND.—Notes on Indian Maunds, Delhi Maunds have

been dealt with in this instalment of the article.

A. Benkatasubbiah.—Athabhaglye. This continued paper concludes

with the suggestion that the word athabhaglye occurring in the

Rummindei Pillar Inscription of Asoka may have a reference to the
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possession of the following eight objects of enjoyment viz., nidhi%

nikqepa, /ala, pd§dna, ak$inl
t
agdmt\ stddha and sddhya . That they

may be the meaning is inferred from a scrutiny of a few later

inscriptions, containing the expression a§tabhoga-te/assdwya,

HlRA Lal.—Place Names. This part of the article deals with the

names of the villages derived from a variety of causes, e.g* the nature

of the sites they occupy, the temples of gods they possess, and the

names of castes of the people dwelling there,

Ibid, December, 1931

W. H. MORELAND.—Notes on Indian Maunds. It treats of Agra

Maunds.

KALIPADA Mitra.— The Gayaddnr Festival and its Parallels. This is

the second instalment of a paper continued from the October

issue of the Journal. It contains a description of the Soharai

festival of the Oraons and mentions some other instances of festivals

held in different parts of India in which the pig sacrifice forms

an important item, similar to that of the Gayaddnr Festival of Bihar.

JOGENDRA Chandra Ghosh,—Padihdrs. The author is of opinion

that the Padihara clan of Rajputana is of foreign origin.

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society,

vol. VI, pt. i (July, 1931)

C. NARAYANA Rao.—A Study of the Telugu Roots.

M. Rama Rao.—Political History of the Kdkatxyas. This portion deals

with the reigns of Rudra, Mahadeva and Ganapati (1158 1261 A.D.).

L. V. RamaSWami Aiyar --Dravidic Word-Studies.

A, Subbaraya Chetty.—New Light on Tippu Sultan. The writer

expresses the opinion that Tippu was a “broad-minded benevolent

ruler, animated with the noble ideals of religious toleration and

national unity*' and was not a religious fanatic as some have des-

cribed him to be.

K, VENKATAPPAYYA.—Education in Ancient India. This is a small

portion (2 pp.) of a continued article dealing with the system of

education prevalent in the Buddhist period and showing that

the curriculum of study adopted at the Buddhist seats of learning,

as described in the early historical records, did not differ much

from the curriculum adopted in the Brahmanical institutions.
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R. SUBBA Rao,— The History of the Eastern Gaiigas of Kalifiga, Conti-

nued.

Journal of the American Oriental Society,

vol. 51, no. 3 (September, 1931)

George YV Briggs.— The Indian Rhinoceros as a Sacred Animal.

It has been shown that the rhinoceros is known in India from

very early times, and the literary references and the customs

current even now suggest the sacred character of the animal.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. XVII, pt. IV (December, 1931)

Jivanji Jamshedji Modi.—&akastan% the Country of the Sahas : Its

Possession by the Ancient Persians . From references to the name

of Sakastan'in the ancient literature of Iran as also the occurrence of

the word Saka ir. the Behisstan inscription of Darius (d. 445 B. C.),

the writer reaches the conclusion that Sakastan or Seistan on the

frontiers of the ancient Hindustan “was under the *;-vay and

influence of the ancient Iranians for a long time anterior to

160 B.C.”

JADUNATH SarkaR.

—

A Contemporary Picture of the Mughal Court

in 1743 A. D. Nineteen sheets of news-letters (containing 36 days’

occurrences) of the Imperial Court of Delhi, 1743, during the

reign of Muhammad Shah have been translated here into English.

These letters deposited in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris

furnish us with a vivid picture of ihe lifeless condition of the

Mughal Court of the time and contain details of some important

events connected with the Maratha history.

Sarat Chandra Roy.— The Effects on the Aborigines of Chota-Nagpur

of their Contact with Western Civilisation ,

Sarat Chandra Mitra,— Further Notes on the Kolarian Belief about

the Neolithic Celts.

K. P. Jayaswal.—Purina Coin and the Date of the Mlnava-Dhartna-

blstra. It has been suggested that the Purina coin mentioned in

Manu but unknown to the Pali Buddhist canon and the Kaulillya

was so called from the time when a new style of coinage with royal

names on the coins was introduced in Magadha and the Mid-

country under the Suugas. So the term indicates indirectly the time

of the Manava Dharmasastra.
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,» ,—Kumaramatya. The object of the note is to show that

the expression Kumaramatya occurring in the Hindole Plate refers

to the position of the grantee on whom the dignity of a kumara

(prince) was conferred, though he did not come of the royal stock.

„ .—An Exact Date in the Reign of Aeeka. A traditional

account of the redistribution of Buddha's relics by A§oka is

recorded by Yuan Chwang. He says the relics were redistributed

all over India at a time when the face of the sun darkened. M.

Robert Razy {Journal Asiatique % 1930) suggests that the darkness

of the sun indicates a solar eclipse. T. R. Von Oppolzer calcuiat"

ing the dates of solar eclipses for over thirty centuries in his Kanon

der Finsternisse points out the 4th May, 248 B.C. as the date

of a solar eclipse. So the writer of this note takes 248 B. C. as

the year when the relics were distributed by Asoka throughout

his empire.

S. PatN AIK.—*Additional Notes on the Sobhanenvar Inscription of Sri

Vaidyanaiha .

R. Ch. Panda.—Note on an Oriya Copper-plate Inscription of Rama -

chandra Deo
,
Saha 1 728.

A. BaNErji-SaSTRT.—Two Brahnn Seals from Buxar. The legends ot

these two private seais in Magadhi Prakrt read Sadakana'sa * nd

Hathtkaba
% their script suggesting, according to the writer, a

pre-Mauryan date for the seals.

Umesa Misra.—Mimamsadistrasarvasva of Halayudha . This instal-

ment of the edition begins with the last portion of the 3rd Adhi-

karana of Book II, pada ii and ends with the beginning of the

4th pada of the 2nd Book.

Journal of Indian History, vol. X, pt. ii (August, 1931)

S. KrisiinASWAMI AiyaNGARr—Abul Hasan Qutub Shah and his

Ministers , MaSauna and Akkamta . An analysis of the historical

data of the time of Abul Hasan, the last Sultan of Golkonda,

who appointed tw~ Brahmana brothers as his chief minister and

controller of the military administration, shows that neither was the

ruler incompetent as ordinarily supposed nor was the ministers

guilty of maladministration as hitherto believed. The overthrow

of Golkonda resulting in the absorption of the kingdom into the

empire of the Mughals under Aurangzeb was, according to the
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writer, due to “the machinations of a greater power, fanatic in the

extreme in regard to a Shiah sovereign and his Brahraaga minis-

ters”.

K. M. Shembavnekar.—A Puzzle in Indian Epigraphy. The

expression Malavaganasthiti occurring in the Mandalsor Inscrip-

tion has been given here a new interpretation. It signifies ‘the

system of reckoning (time) prevalant in the Malava country'.

The authority of a koha has been cited in support of the writer's

view that gana in the expression means ganana (reckoning) and

has no reference to a tribe or clan with its republican constitution

of government. In the light of this new interpretation of the

word gana, the theory that the Vikrama Era was founded

by Malava clan in commemoration of its republican form of

government has been opposed. Evidences have been adduced to

prove that king Vikramaditya of the Hindu legend was an histori-

cal personage with his capital at Ujjayanl and founded the era

which bears his name. Arguments have been put forward

against the view that the era, because of its mention in the earlier

inscriptions without the founder's name, can be taken to have been

adopted and designated by Candra Gupta II of the Gupta dynasty.

C. S. SRINIVASACHARI.—'The Historical Material in the Private

Diary of Ananda Ranga Pillai (1736-61).

Saileswar Sen.— The Historical Origin of the Distinction between

Svarthanumana and Pararthanunuina .

George M. Moraes—SindabUr of the Arab Writers. The object of

this paper is to show that the identification of the town of Sindabur

(mentioned by the Arab writers of the Middle Ages) with Candra-

pur as suggested by Colonel Yule is confirmed by facts now

brought to our notice in connection with the history of Konkan.

Journal of Oriental Research, vol. V, pt. iv (Oct.-Dcc., 1931)

K. A. Subrahmanya Iyer.—Some Mote Nyayas , Four ‘popular

maxims' not included in the Lauhikanyayaiifali compiled privious-

ly by Colonel Jacob have been explained here.

N. Venkataramanayya.—A Note on Sri VirUplkta. Regarding the

reason why the emperors of Vijayanagara used to affix the words

Sri Virupak§a to their damnusasanas instead of their names, the

writer thinks that because Harihara and Bukka fought a battle

and saved the kingdom from an external invasion with the help
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of the money belonging to the temple of Virupak^a, the god was

supposed to have become the legal owner of the state and there-

fore the name of the god was affixed to every document.

N. AYYASWAMI Sastri.

—

Bhavasamkrantisutra. This MahSyana text

is restored from the Tibetan version with an English translation.

It deals principally with the transitoriness of Kartnan and its

relation to rebirth.

T. R. Chintamani.— Some Minor Works of Sri Citsukhacarya . Cit-

sukha’s Adhikaranamafijarx a short compendium of the adhi-

karanas (sections) of the BrahmasUtra is edited here for the first

time.

P. S. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRI.—History of Grammatical Theories in

Tamil and their Relation to the Grammatical Literature in Sans-

krit.

T. N. Ramachandran.—

•

The Banns . The paper deals with the

history of the people called Bana or VanarSyars who played an

important part in South Indian politics either as officials or as

feudatories of the ruling powers.

C. KUNHAN Raja.—Madhava : an unknown Bha$yakara for the llg-

veda . The Adyar Library of Madras possesses a fragmentary

Rg-veda-bhd,$ya by a Madhava, who is different from both Sayana-

Madhava and Venkata-Mad hava, two other known commentators

of the Rg-veda. As pointed out by Dr, Raja, Devaraja quotes

from this Madhava in the Nighantu-bhasya, but wrongly identifies

with Venkafa Madhava. The writer inclines to assign this new

Madhava to a date anterior to 600 A.D., and expresses the inten-

tion to bring out an edition of the available portion of the bhcisya.

M Hiriyanna.—Inta-siddhi : an Old Advaitic Work . This is an

account of the Iqta-siddhi
,
a Vedanta treatise in eight chapters

referred to by Madhusudana Sarasvatl. The limits to the date

of the work have been fixed between 850 and 1050 A.D. It is

being edited in Gaekwad’s Oriental Series.

T. N. Ramachandran.—Note on the Madras Museum Plates of

Bhaktirafa.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, I931 *5



Obituary Notice

The death of Mr. Rakhal Das Banerji has removed one of the

leading figures in the field of Indian Archaeology, He was born on

the 13th April, 1 885, and educated in the Presidency College, Calcutta.

When studying for the B. A. degree he came under the influence of

Mahamahopadhyaya Haiaprasad SastrT, c. I. E., then Professor of

Sanskrit, and was later on introduced to Dr, Theodore Bloch, then

Superintendent of Archaeology, Bengal Circle. Mr. Banerji attached

himself to Dr. Bloch as an honorary worker and accompanied him in

his tours of exploration and co-operated with him in his excavations.

Mr. Banerji obtained his B. A. Degree in 1907 and was appointed to

compile a Catalogue of the Archaeological specimens in the Lucknow

Provincial Museum. His researches in the Lucknow Museum enabled

him to make important epigraphical discoveries that formed

the basis of his first two important papers,— (1) “Scythian Period of

Indian History 2

* published in the Indian Antiquary
,

vol, XXXVII,

1908, pp. 25-75 j
and (2) ‘*New Brahml Inscriptions of the Scythian

Period
,,

(Epigraphia Indica
,

vol. X, pp. 106-121). Soon after the

death of Dr. Bloch, Mr. Banerji was appointed Excavation Assistant

to the Director General of Archaeology in India in February, 1910

and attached to the Archaeological Section of the Indian Museum.

The Archaeological Section was placed under the control of the

Director General of Archaeology in India in December, 1910. In

November, 1911, Air. Banerji was promoted to the grade of the

Assistant Superintendent of Archaeology, In this capacity Mr.

Banerji worked in the Indian Museum till he was appointed Superin-

tendent of Archaeology, Western Circle, Poona, in August, 1917*

During his service in th<*. Indian Museum he contributed a large

number of papers to the Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society

0/ Bengal, the Epigraphia Indica and the Annual Report of the Archeo-

logical Survey of India. Two of his most notable publications of this

period are “The Palas of Bengal" published in the series of Memoirs

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Vol. V, No. 3), and his ‘‘History of

BengaPin the Bengali language in two volumes.lt was also while work-

ing in the Indian Museum that Mr. Banerji collected materials for his

Monograph oh “Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture** now

in the press.
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As Superintendent of Archaeology of the Western Circle, Mr.

Banerji began the excavations at Mohenjo-Daro in the Larkana

District in Sind in 1922-23. The story of the excavation is thus

told by Sir John Marshall in his monumental work Mohenfo Daro

and the Indus Civilization (pp. 10 )

:

“The site had long been known to district officials in Sind, and

had been visited more than once by local archaeological officers, but

it was not until 1922, when Mr. R. D. Bonerji startec to dig thf re,

that the pre-historic character of its remains was revealed,

“His primary object was to lay bare the Buddhist reimii ^,and it was

while engaged on this task that he came by chance on several seals

which he recognised at once as belonging to the same class as the

remarkable seals inscribed with legends in an undecipherable script

which had long been known to us from the ruins of Harappa in the

Panjab. As it happened, the excavation of Harappa itself had at my
instance been taken up in the year previous by Rai Bahadur Daya

Ram Sahni and enough had already been brought to light to demons-

trate conclusively that its remains, including the inscribed seals, were

referable to the Chalcolithic Age, Thus, Mr. Banerji’s find came at a

singularly opportune moment, when we were specially eager to locate

other sites of the same early age as Harappa. Mr. Banerji himself

was quick to appreciate the value of his discovery, and lost no time in

following it up.

“With the hot season rapidly approaching, Mr. Banerji's digging

was necessarily very restricted, and it is no wonder, therefore, that his

achievements have been put in the shade by the much bigger opera-

tions that have since been carried out. This does not, however,

lessen the credit due to him. His task at Mohenjo-Daro was far from

being as simple as it may now appear. Apart from the discoveries at

Harappa, which he had not personally seen, nothing whatever was

then known of the Indus civilization. The few structural remains of

that civilization which he unearthed were built of bricks identical with

those used in the Buddhist Stupa and Monastery, and bore so close

a resemblance to the latter that even nowit is not always easy to

discriminate between them, Nevertheless, Mr. Banerji divined, and

rightly divined, that these earlier remains must have antedated the

Buddhist stuctures, which were only a foot or two above them, by

some two or three thousand years. That was no small achievement

!

Naturally, some of his conclusions have required modification— it
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could hardly have been otherwise—but in the main they have been

proved by, our subsequent researches to be remarkably correct.

“For another reason also Mr. Banerji’s work at Mohenjo-Daro is

deseiving of special recognition
;

for it was carried through in the face

of very real difficulties, due in part to lack of adequate funds, in part to

the hardships inseparable from camp life in such a trying climate. With

the comfortable quarters for the officers and staff which I took steps

to have erected at Mohenjo-Daro between 1925 and 1927, exacavation

there has become a very much easier aind more pleasant task than it

was in the first three seasons, when Mr. Banerji and his successors

were- living under canvas. The fact that two out of these three

officers—Messrs, Banerji and K. N. Dikshit—completely broke

down in health before their labours were finished is proof enough of

the many privations they had to cndure.,,

111 health compelled Mr. Banerji to leave the Western Circle in

May, 1923 on long leave. During his tenure of office as Superintendent

of that circle, he compiled two important monographs, Bas-

reliefs of Badami that has been published as one of the Memoirs oi

the Archeological Survey of India (no. 25) and The Haihayas of

Tripuri and their Monuments (M.A'.S.f no. 23). In June, 1924, Mr.

Banerji was placed in charge of the Eastern Circle of the Archaeological

Survey of India and held charge of the Circle for ever two

years till his retirement in August, 1926. His most notable

work in the Eastern Circle is the clearance of the great

Buddhist temple at Paharpur, The excavations at Paharpur were

inaugurated by the Director General of Archaeology in India in 1923

at the instance and with the financial assistance of Kumar Sarat Kumar

Roy of Dighapatiya, President of the Verendra Research Society, and

the work was placed. under the charge of Prof, D. R, Bhandarkar. Prof,

Bhsjdarkar worked for one- season only and cleared a part of the

rampart of the old fortified city.

After his retirement Mr. Banerji was appointed the Nandi

Professor of Ancient Indian History at the Benares Hindu University

and held this appointment till his death in 1930. His comprehensive

History of Orissa in two volumes written during this period has appear-

ed after his death. All the writings of Professor Banerji are inform

ative and singularly free from bias. His memory will ever remain

associated with the epoch-making discoveries at Mohenjo-Daro and

Paharpur,

Ramaprasad Chanda
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Aningyam

Aningyam is the name of a small work hitherto not published.

It is one among the works on Vedalaksana (works describing the

characteristics of Vedas). The present work has been written with

reference to Taittirlya school of the Black Yajurveda . Aningya

means undivided (words) or avibhakta (pada). It does not mean

a single (word) or asamasta (pada), because a m pound-words

(samasta) like ‘Sacipati* ‘Brha^pati* etc. are consideted among

the words ot Aningya. The derivation of the word is as follows :

ingyate vibhagcnoccaryate 1 ifingyam
;

na ingyam aningyam. From

this derivation, it is easy to understand that the name of the

work given is something significant. 8 Aningya words are numerous

and all of them are not the subj ct matter of this work. But

it is intended only to give a clear idea in a conclusive manner

regarding the words which will give doubt whether they are aningyas

or liigyas.

The work contains 99 verses in different metres. It is divided

into two parts
;
the former describing 49 general rules regarding the

•v^rds of aningya in 24 verses, and the latter giving a list of the

same words in Sanskrit alphabetical order, which are dishevelled in the

Vedic text, and not included in the general rules of the first part

(with some exceptions), in 75 verses.

In making an edition of this work, I have consulted three Mss.

(two in palm-leaves and one in paper), which belong to the Oriental

Mss. Library of the Theosophical Society at Adyar, Madras. The first

is a paper Ms : (No. 20. G. 21. T I*), written in Devanagarl script,

and contains the text and a commentary also. But it is full of

errors, and omissions of passages (of commentary) and verses (in

the text) in several places. The second is a Ms. of the text abne,

written in Grantha script. The last (No. xxil. B. 39. 49) is also

in the same script, and mostly resembles the first in correctness. But

the commentary is slightly different. These are designated as

A.B.C. respectively. As the condition of the Mss. is unsatisfactory

1
1 ViHitigtna iilyat*' itiucryam . Vide ‘‘Vaidikflbharana of “1 aittirlya-prfttiG&khya on

> itra
< 4Nrtn.lpadavad iiigyani asapkhyvtm

*

- VhIi verst part i. a-id virsc 75 "i part !1
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it is not possible for me to give a commentary on the text in a

correct and complete method, from the Mss. So, after a careful study

of these Mss. I have added a tlka to the text.

Esanirigyapadanam padavl sandarSita viSuddhadhiya/

Devamanlsisutcna Srlvatsaiikena Taittiriyanam//

From this closing verse, we understand that one ^rivatsanka

son of DevamanTsi is the author of the work. There is no doubt

that these two names which occur in this verse are ficticious and not

original. But this verse is to be seen at the end of the commen-

tary in two Mss. and at the end of the text in another Ms., hence

there is difficulty to infer, whether Srlvatsahka is the author of the text

alone or the comentary or both.

I am greatly indebted to Dr. C. K. Raja, M.A., PH.D. for allowing me

to use the Mss. of the Adyar Library.

ANINGYAM
Srlhayagrivaya namah.

Muniinanasamantlianamathitagainasagamt./

Uditaya narno bhuyad amrtaya murarnye//l//

Gugatrayavilnnaya jagattrayuvidhayine/

Srutitrayadrse sasvat puratrayama(the) namah//2//

Namaskrtya vinetarnm vighnanam anusisyate/

Aningyam ingyas&drsyad yat sandebaspadam padam//3//

Sruti-sruc-chabda*nirdistam vikrtam capadatmakaifc/

Syad ananyavad

‘Sruti’, 'srut\ ‘sabda*, ityesam anyatamena nirdi&tam, yac chabda-

rupam tad apadatmakair varnaih
(
pratyayadibhih )

vikrtam kincin

nyunadhikabhavena kificid anyathabhutam api ananyavat syat anyatha

na bhavati (aningyam bhavati).

yatha—atithisrutih (vide *p. 2. v. 8).

ayusasrutih (p. 2. v. 12).

ajisrut (p, 2, v. 1 2).

arttasrut (p. 2. v. 13).

udumbarasabda (p. 2. v. 21).

tuparatvota^abdau (p. 2. v. 34).

I P.—part. V.— verse.
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tasmat tupara (p. 2, v. 34) (vikrta).

tavatllj samvatsarasya (p. 2. v. 33).

pautudravan paridhln (p. 2. v, 47).

ankar5dyak5radi ca yat padam//4//

Ankaradi va akaradi va sat vikrtam, tad api ananyavat syat (anin-

gyam bhavati).

yatha—anamayac ca me,

anamlvo bhava nah.

anapa vyayantah.

aparavapistham (akaradivikftam),

avimuccyamanah.

Bhir-bhyam-bhyas-subhir arvag obhavam hrasvabhag

adlrgham ca/

Nityarp vihaya nengyam

‘BhihVbhyamVbhyah’, ‘su'ityetais saha ebhyo'rvak purvam obhavam

hrasvabhag adlrgham ca nityam vihaya varjayitva bhavati nengyam

na vigrahyam bhavatlty arthah. Atra obhavaSabdena visarjamyavikara

obhavo nirdiSyate. Tasyaiva sambhavat. Hrasvabhaksabdena W//5-

dav uttare vibhage Jirasvam vyafijanapara)iyx iti atravagrahadhikare

yasya dlrghasya hrasvavidhanam asti tad ucyate. AdirghaSabdena

dlrghad anyahrasvam vyahjanam cocyate. Plutasyiibhavat. Atah

parisesyad arvag dlrgham eva nengyam iti gamyate. Nityagrahanam

apavadavisaye'py esam aningyata yatha syad iti. Ato vavader api

vavadadbhir ity atra Rudre$u ca svabhyah hvapatibkyas ca ityadtnain

pahcasakaaranam api nanihgyata syat, CaSabdo nengyam ity anuvartta-

yati. Etac ca samapteh.

yatha—mavam janghabhih.

mana uSriyasu.

santanubhis somo rudrebhih.

Vavadini vihayeti kim ? vipaksebhih. Sam ahobhyam. amhobhyah.

Hrasvabhak—ratribhih. dvabhyam citibhyam. osadhlbhyah.

Adlrgham—samabhih. bhanubhih. marubhih. prastotrpratihantr-

bhyam,

Arvag iti kim ? su agrayago jinva.

1 See sutra i. AddhySya iii. 0! “Taittiriya-prati&kbya”.
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go gls sura dundu oeti bhisrutya||5||

BhiSrutya saha ‘goh*, 'glh\ ‘sura', 'dundu' ityetani nengyani bhavanti.

yatha—agne gobhih.

girbhih nabhah.

surabhir vasanah.

surabhino mukhu,

surabhlni viyantu.

duudubhir vavadlti.

ya dundubhau,

d und u bh in sam agh na n t i

.

Arvak sarvam suua

'Su' ityanena saha arvak sarvam nehgyam bhavati.

yatha—puro yavanam ajisu. pasusu.

inesiau. paSlsu. citfsupa.

tadvat syadi-smadyaksarair avi
/

Syadyaksaraih smiidyaksaraih saha tadvat purvavat arvak sarvam

vi' ityetasmad anyan nehgyam bhavati.

yatha—yad apa syad upa dadhati.

avasyur asi uvasvan.

agues tvasyena.

katamasmai parasmat,

Avlti kim ? visyutam iti vi syutam.

Vaikarfidipadam vaisijavaisvSyuk

'Vaisna', 'vaiSva' ityetabhyam ayuktam vaikaradipada.n nehgyam.

yatha—ta vai dehyo'bhavan. vaibhltaka idhmah.

yad vai kahkatam. vaibhudhaya.

VaisnavaiSvayug iti kim ? vaisna varunTm. vaidvadevlm amiksam.

vaisvakannana ni juhoti.

sasuhudi ca //G//

‘Sasaha’ ityevamadipadam nehgyam.

yatha— sasahyama prtanyatah.

vajesu sasahat.

prtanasu sasahim.

Saukaradi

Saukriradipadam nehgyam bhavati.
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yathl—sauvarcanasah. sauSravasaya. sautramanya yajeta.

sauhardena, te saudhanvanah.

saparyftdi

Saparyadipadam neftgyam.

yatha—saparyantah puru priyam,

sa url sapary at.

niyaviyamayadi ca

/

‘Ntya*, *v!ya', ‘amaya’ ityevamadipadam nengyam.

yatha—va esa nlyate, mrtyave niyamanam.

vasya jyogamayati, amayavT.

Traikar&di

Traikaradipadam nengyam.

yatha—yat traidhatavlyam.

Indraya trafatubhaya.

kukunuli nnso-g< . '’nlam \um //7//

Nasogopoyutain vinu kukaradi nengyam.

yatha—kusrvinda AudJalakih. kulayinau*.

Nasogopoyutam vineti kim ? kumbhlnasah, kulagopo yat.

Aratyadi ca

Aratyadipadam nengyam.

yatha—arfitlyantam. aratlyato hanta. arati va.

vavftdi

Vavadipadam nerigyarn.

yatha—vavadato abhriyasya. vavata ja-r t«m vu.asane,

vavasatth. vavrdhanah.

jasabdayuk prathadi ca/

jaSabdayuk 'pra^ha* ityevamadipadam nengyam.

yatha — mitrain prathistham. prathima ca. prathimanam.

ye aprathetam. uru prathasva. dhannani prathamani.

JaSabdayug iti kim ? prathamaja rtasya.

DhurvStisthSdikan)

‘Dhurva*, ‘atiRiba’ ityevamadipadam nehgyam,

vatha—dhurva dhurvantam. asmam* dhurvati. vay;.n

dhurvama. yajiiayatisfchamana, yajfiam

pratyati atisthipam.
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Sasthau turyau difcyau vyathadi ca//8//

'Sasthau', ‘turyau*, ‘dityau’, ‘vyatha* ityevamadipadam nengyam.

yatha— sasthau hi ca me. turyau hi. dityau hi.

dityaubhyasta rudranam, avatan ma vyathitam.

Id upadyaksaram tac ced ekavyanjanaraadhyagam/

Yasya padasyadyakaarad anantaraksaram Ikaras tad Idupadyaksa-

ram. Tac copadyaksaram ekajatJyayor vyafijanayor madhyagatam

cet nengyam.

yatha—ajijipata. avivarata. amimadanta pitarah. atltrpanta.

Idupadyakaaram iti kim ? eaam navavadhanam, anupurvain viyuya.

MeghaslkSdisabdau ca varjayitva dvitIyakau//9//

‘Megha', ‘elka* ityevamadiSabdau dvitlyakau varjayitvanyat sarvam

nengyam bhavati.

yatha—meghayisyate. slkayisyate.

Varjayitva dvitlyakav iti kim ? meghayate, Slkayate.

Mamadi
‘Mama* ityevamadipadam nengyam.

yatha—mamateyam te agne. adhi mamahanah. mamakanam.

caikatayadi trikarn

Nengyam.

yatha—ekataya svaha. dvitaya svaha. tritaya svaha.

idrfm iti trikain/

Idrnadipadam trayam nengyam.

yatha— Idrri vai rastram. anyadrh, etadrn.

Trikarn iti kim ? pratidrh.

Pratnathadicatuskam

Nengyam.

yatha—pratnatha. purvatha visvatha, imatha.

Catuskam iti kim ? jjyesthatatim.

cedrsayadicatusruti|j//lO
'/

Idr§adaya& catusruto nengyah. IdrSaya. kldrsaya. tadrsaya. sadjfiaya.

yatha—mrdata Idrse.

sadrSam kramati. tasmat sadrslnam.

Cntusrutir iti kim ? vi sadrSaya. su sadrsaya.
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Rudresu ca dvitly&disv astasv anupasargayuk/

Bhave-mate-karaya-nye-blilksi^a-go-purva-vastvayuk//ll//

Apancasaksarafr sabdafo

RudraikadaSanuvakesu dvitTyadisv astasv anuvakesu anupasargayuk

upasargayuktad anyat. Upasargah pradayah. ‘Bhave\ ‘mate’, ‘karaya’,
r
nye*, ‘bhlk^na*, ‘go* 'purva*, ‘vastu' ityetais cayuk apancaksarah asada-

k§ara§ ca yas 6abdas sa nengyah,

yatha—vabhluSaya vi vyadhine. rohitaya sthapataye. mantrine

vSnijaya. bhuvantaye. kakubhiya. namo girisaya sarika-

raya ca. jjyesthaya. kanisthaya.

Upasargayug iti kim ? satr.vrdhvane. atapyaya. aladyaya.

Apancasaksara iti kim ? harikesaya. hiranyabahave.

nisa-sQ-sas-sahadayah/

Nlpyayudhasavaslnavaty5varyadisabdavat//12//

Tesu dvitlyadisv astasu (

nisa\ *su\ ‘sah\ ‘salia* ityevamadayah sabdah

‘nlpya’, ‘ayudha*, ‘afiava’, ‘asina’, ‘avatya’, ‘avaryfd ityevamadisabdavad

vikrta api aningya bhavanti.

yatha—nisadebhyah. sudyaya ca. surmyaya ca. .^pinjarah,

sahamanaya. nlpyaya ca. ayudhine ca. a§ave ca. aslne-

bhyah. avatyaya ca. avaryaya ca.

Ikaradav im avapopasamnyud-

viprayug ya sa srutih prothate ca/

Ikaradav amtvake ‘Im* fava ‘apa’ ‘upa’ 'sam* ‘ni*
f
ut’ fvi* ‘pra’ ity-

etair ayukta ya srutis sa ca prothate Srutis ca nengya bhavati.

yatha—palayitaya svaha. asisyate svaha. prothate svaha. pro-

that as£vah.

Im avadyayug iti kim ? Ikrtayetlhkrtaya svaha, ava krandate svaha.

apa anaya svaha, upa ramsyate svaha. nisannaya svaha. nivis^aya svaha.

utthasyate. vi ikaisyate. pra bhotsyate.

Ordhve pakse dafcvntftdav adadir

hitva’ retaskaya ca pragate ca//13jj

Datvata ityanuvake urdhve pakse aretaskaya apranate iti ca hitva

adadir akaradisrutir neiigya,

yatha—apranaya. alomakaya. alomaka amedhya. anasthikaya

svaha. tasmad anasthikena.
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Urdhve pak§e iti kim ? arunvate svaha.

Adadir iti kim ? prajananaya svaha.

Hitva' retaskaya capranate ceti kim ? aretaskaya svaha. apranate

svaha.

EkSksaradyaditpiirvam m&namSnaBrud antakam/

Bahi^ satopasargSyug vin5 sat?n5nam ifcy api//l4//

Ekam evaksaram adih purvam yabhyani manamanaSrudbhyam

akara ikaro va yabhyam ca purvas te tathokte. Ekakgaradl aditpurve

va manamanaSrutav ante yasya padasya tat tathoktam. ‘Bahih', 'sata*

ityetabhyam upasargaiS cayuktam satmanam iti padam vina yad eka-

ksarad yad itpurvamanamanasrudantakam tat padam nengyam bhavati.

yatha—bhumanam. somanam. premanam. sahasa gahamanah.

ahfnTyamanah. mahimanam. jarimanam.

Ekaksarad iti kim ? tfivanmanam syat.

Bahifi Satopasargavug iti kim ? bahih pavamanah. satamanam bha-

vati.

Vina satmanam iti kim ? yah satmanam iti sa atmanani cinute.

Srtam dasa puro daksa svaga tvad upasargayuk/

Vihaya tarasabdantam

‘Srtam
1

, ‘dasa', ‘purah*, ‘daksa
1

, ‘svaga', ‘tvat* ityetair anupasargais

ca yuktam vihaya tarasabdantam padam nengyam bhavati.

yatha— te vayam tarpayitarah, daditaras syama. janitaram

agre.

Srtamadi vihayeti kim ? srtam karttarah. dasa hotaram apasyat.

pura etarah. asya daksah. yajilasya svagakarttaram. tvatpitarah. ava

gamayitarah. upa gatarah. prati harttarah.

tatha tavyasrudantakam // i 5//

Tavyasrudantakam padam purvavad upasargavutam vihaya neii-

gyam bhavati srtamadibhir yogabhavat.

yatha—agniS cetavyah. adhvarttavyah.

(Jpasargayug iti kim ? na pravastavyam.

Suprayug vatnsasabdftntam

«Su\ ‘pra* ityetabhyam ayuktam vamsaSabdantam padam nengyam

bhavati.

yatha—jaksivamsah. papivamsab.

Suprayug iti kim ? su vidvamsab* vitenire pra vivUivamsam.
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aauyuk clsrud antakam/

‘Su* ityanenayuktam cidrudantakam nengyam bhavati.

yatha—pracT. pratTcl.

Asuyug iti 1dm ? su prfid. su pratlcl.

DhrtSntnv isthayanlantasabdav anupasargakau//16//

Dhrtantau pracayantau ‘istha*, ‘yanta* ityevamantau upasargarahi-

tau ca aningyau bhavatah.

yatha—yavasam pathisthah. Subhatn gamisfchau. avrka nSrami-

sthah. bhuyistbam te. kayu Sacisthaya. abhivajayantah.

diva patayantah pathibhih. parayanta. abhrayantl.

Dhytantav iti kim ? aja asi rayistheti rayisfchah. kucaro girisfcha iti

giri sthah. amitra yantam.

Anupasargav it i kim ? a yajisfcha, svasti abhivarttayantah. SatiTm

ana pa vyayantab.

Nissamvyuktherinavlrasa^ punjayuk trieatussvaram/

Etaikadyapi v&so’ntam

4 N ih’,
rsain’, 'vi', 'uktlia', 'lima’, 'vlrasah\ 'purna’ ityetair ayuktam

tryaksarain caturaksaram va ‘eta’, ‘eka’ ityevamadi ca aso'ntam padam

nehgvam bhavati.

yatha—maghavanam. sutasah. atandrasah. kitavasah, apsnsa-

tlah.

Nir adyayug iti kim ? nih yasah. sam itasas ca nah. vi sikhasah.

ukthaSasah. Irma antasah. su vlrasah. purnamasah.

Tiicatussvaram iti kim ? tu vimraksaso divyah. avidustarasah,

tatha yamsasrud antakam//17//

Yfunsasrudantakam padam tatha pilrvavat trieatussvaram cen nen-

gyam bhavati.

yatha—bbuyamsah asurfih. atho iti raghiyamsah. paksau dnV

ghlyamsah.

Stau-masyautam

‘Stat', 'masi* ityevamantam padam nengyam bhavati.

yatha—parastac ca. avastac ca. minlmasi. carfimasi.

svata-svanta 9mata-9inantasrad antakam/

'Svata*, 'svanta^mataV^manta' ityevamSrudantampadam nefigyam

bhavati.
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yatha—plpivamsam sarasvatah. suryaya tva bhrajasvate. paya-

svattr osadhayah. sarasvatau homau. urjasvantam.

vivasvantam. jjyotismate. havismantah. jjyotismantah.

Tvata-tvanta-syata-syanta midantam nopasargayuk//l8//

‘ Tvata’ 'tvanta* ‘syata* ‘syanta* ityevanisrudantam na ced upasarga

yun nengyam bhavati.

yatha— Indrasya vai marutvatah. marutvantam vrsabham. sta-

nayisyate. khanisyantah.

Nopasargayug iti kim ? vayave ni yutvate, ni yutvantam. sam pro-

syate. para bhavisyantah.

Tavai-tave-mahai mahe mahi-dlivainantakam tathS/

‘Tavai’, ‘tave*, 'mahai\ ‘mahe*, ‘mahi\ ‘dhvanV ityevamantarn tatha
;

purvarp na ced upasargayun nengyam bhavati.

yatha—yatavai. jivatave. asnavamahai. sapamahe. saksimahi.

sundhadhvam.

Tatheti kim ? anu etavai. prati dhatave. sam avadyamahai. anu

arabhamahe. sam adhadhvam.

Ukasrudantakam yad apyabhavukopasargayuk||19//

Bhavuka§abdena upasargais ca yuktad anyad yad ukaSrudantakain

tad apt nengyam bhavati.

yatha—urvarukam iva. gavlthukam carum.

Pra^-vagayug ag ag aAft aii an bain cen na catussvaram/

‘PrarV, 'vak* ityetabhyam ayuk 'ak\ 'alt', ‘aiV, ‘aiV ityevamantarn

padam caturaksaram na cen nengyam bhavati.

yatha—anusak jujosat. prak. apak. adharak. visvau. parati.

Pran vagayug iti kim ? su prari. su vak.

Na catussvaram iti kim ? asma driyak. upa avasrak.

Tvfin-sftclantam

#Tvan*, ‘sad* ityevamantarn padam nengyam bhavati.

yatha—cikitvan. marutvan. turasaj. rtaaat,

sasopefcam vi-vad-van-inan-inadanfcakam//20//

Sakarena ^akarena va samyuktam *vp, ‘vad\ ‘van', ‘man*, ‘mat* ity-

evamantam padain nengyam bhavati.

yatha—raksa vl raksasl. ahgirasvat. urjasvan. payasvan,

ayu^man.
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Sasopetam iti kirn ? sail pratnavat, amSumadyat. gamSn agne,

idavan esah.

ClnSacSncasvindntasrat

‘Clua
1

, 'afica’, ‘afica', 'svina’ ityevainantaSrun nengyain bliavati.

yatha—pratlclnam vrjinam. paraclna mukba. visuclnan vyasya-

tam. patamfi pratyancam. tiryancam. parfificah. nama-

svinah. manasvine.

tvantam mahyubhiyug vina/

‘Mahi*, ityetabhyam yuktam vina tvantam padani nengyain

bbavati.

yatha—uditva. mathitva.

Mabyabhiyug vineti kim ? antariksatn malii tva. abhi satva.

Apidvadis ca saihkhyasrud vihaya par«miprayuk//2l/

Tara', *ni', *pra* ityetair yuktam vihaya samkhyavacinl srutir nengya

bbavati. Apidvadis ca sa nengyaiva. Apidvadis ceti vacanam saiu-

kbyantaradeh samkhyasabdasya parisamkhyanartham.

yatha—yad vimsatih. trinisat. catvariipSat.

Vihaya paraniprayug iti kim ? para ardhaya svaha. niyutaya svaha.

Apidvadis ceti kim? pancadaSa samidhenih. caturvimsatim anu bruyat.

Agre bhaga bhagtisrud giri hari sam anlkorjabhadradri

vrtr&varttinn asasu rapsinn uda sndha sahasa

dims svadha tana rupa
f

Deva tvam dannvo vad urn puru mahaso vajinl vaja visva-

st’uj jatasrud vasa vasv rta ghrfca sata

gatvagni mitra tri lukn//22
jj

Pate mate saci si pi satyn caksanaksa plt-iyo rayi risi

candra cariui/

]31mvo uglie’ dhvara inagha yajfia vahanapranltayo huta

tama tign-a ni pra nih//23//

Ebhir yuk tain hrasvabhag yak baliusvar

yodudantam devatadvamlvakam ca/

H itva ^arvnin nicam anyasvaram cen

iiicam tac capy evam evohanIyam//24//

'Agre*, ‘blvig.V, ‘bhagaSrut’, ‘giri’, ‘hari’, ‘sam’, ‘antka', ‘Cirja’, ‘bhadra’,

Iri’, ‘vrtra*, ‘.ivarttin', ‘asa\ ‘hsu*, ‘rnpsin’, 'uda', ‘sadha’, ‘sahasa’, ‘dhuh'

adha*, ‘tana*, 'rupa’, ‘deva*, ‘tvam\ ‘danavah’, ‘vad*, ‘urii*,
,puru ,

l
'urii', ‘piiru’,
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‘mahasah*, ‘vajinl', 'vaja7vi§vasrut\ ‘jatasrut*, ‘vasa*, ‘vasii’
,
‘rta*, ‘ghrta’,

'$ata\ *gatu\ *agni\ *mitra\ 'tri\ *loka\ ‘pate’, 'mate', ‘suci', ‘fiipi', *satya\

*caksana’, ‘akga\ ‘pltayah*, ‘rayi\ 'risi*, 'candra', 'carini\ 4bhavah,

l 'ughe\

‘adhvara’, ‘magha’, 'yajna\ ‘vahana’, ‘pranltayah’, 'huta’, 4tama\ ‘tigma
1

,

*ni’, 'pra',
<nih\ ityetair yuktam hrasvabhag avagrahayuktam bahva-

kaaravad okarantam ukarfmtam ca padam devaiadvandvasabdam ca

varijayitva anyad anudattam sarvam neAgyam. Evam sarvatronneyain.

yatha—Indranardabuda. ahe daidhisavya. pitarah pitamahah.

aSvam ayufijan. enasah papayiata, abhicakaSihi, kim

asman krnavat. etan me gopaya. anamitraya suvadli-

vam. aim vlrayadhvam.

Esam dhvamantatiam upasargayogasaiika sarvagrahanena nivaryate.

Ebhir yuktam hitveti kim ?agre puvah. agre guvah. janusa su bhagah.

bhaga Isanah. sivam giritra tarn, tat hari. sam idhana. su anlka. urja sa-

ne. krnavad bhadrasoce. aratlva cid adri vah. vrtrahana jusetham. agne

bhyavarttin. deva afiapalah. aparn napad afiu heman. visrpo virapSin.

agna udadhe. prthivyas sadhasthad agnim. sahasavan paristau. dhur

saha. prabhrtasya svadha vah, namasta atana. vaca vi rupa nityaya.

prthivi devayajani. prajapatis tvam vedayam. marutas su danavah. suvo

vat. visno uru krama. puruhutayamani. divo vi mahasah. vajesu vajinl-

vati. vajino vajajitah. visvavare. jatam jatavedasi. vasam vasa pavanah.

vasunltha yajnaih. rtam rtapah. ghrtam ghrtapavanah. fiatakrtvo yu-

yam. gatuvidah. agnlt. mitram aho. evatrinaman. lokakrtau. agne

grhapate. anvidam anumate tvam. bhusaSucipfih. sipivista havyam.

satyta te. vicaksanah. agne saliasraksa. devah sapitayah. rayivah suvl-

ram. yusmakotlriSadasah. ubhe suScandra sarpisah. stomasastvavicarini,

subhavah. k&mam kamadughe. svadhvara. antaryaccha maghavan.

yajuair va yajfiavahanah. yad agne kavyavahana. sadata supranltayah.

agne ghrtenahuta. tubhyantl arigirastama. satigma jambha. avabhrtha-

nicankuna. prayajyavastiradhvam. nirte vUvarupe.

Hrasvabhag avagrahayuktam hitveti kim ? suddha yuvah. omasa§

carsan’dhrtab.

Bahusvaryodudantam hitveti kim ? adabdhayo. asltatano. su krato.

Devatadvandvakain hitveti kim ? Indragnf. IndrabrhaspatT. Dyava-

prthivi.

Anyasvaram cen nlcam tac capyevam evohanlyam iti kim ? Kvacin

nlcatvena df§$am padam anyatra nTcSd anyair udattadibhir yuktam

cet tac capy evam eva neAgyam iti uhanlyam.

yatha—gopaya nah svastaye. chandamsyfisan.

Harih om,
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Athanarnitranyatarainbarlsasruto’vadkisnaSsvataro’navadyam/

AvSkayankaakain asusudantixvay5tavly5a avatad

avadhyam//l//

Apasprdhetam apabh5grhitasrud abhyaaeb&m arapa arepab/

Apiprayam ciipsarasasrud asyasy apasyuvo’nulbaijiam

asravantIm//2//

Avatbasabdo’pasavo’pasavyasrud asvako’didyubad apnavanab/

Apadyamananbarabo’pavibr&v aparain auvipam apesase ca//3//

Anustuyaniftrto’nistakabhistlr abbistaye’bhlravo’bblvato

’bhibbyai/

Aneuasanehasftaagasavartbisruto’po’repasSv anya-

bh5flgUBtbam//4//

Alajo’tkSs&cchavakaarud avoc5m5justanist&h/

Ababhuno’vasrago’nasvan adadrmbanfco’nadvabaarut//5//

Ajagarasabdo’vadyad aramatir apuvayate* puv&yeba/

Apasur akaparasyan5sfrkeo5nyake’nyake|i5m ca//6//

Aredatavaro’vatasrut5v apUpam a6kupam/

AreijavoVakSvrk5va95pasaarubo’gadam//7//

Ahirasantam asunvantam adibsantam ayacibain/

Anavararn anarvSpain abharvaijo’biblii8rubib//8//

Adhvaryanbo’nbam (a ? ajyaksmayasmayamlvasabdavab/

Adhvaryosrud abhlke’todhy aksitangharisabdavab/yo//

Ajarebhir anljanam avama oavamo’vamain/

Acchalabhir abhisunam asnuvltasamanba ca//10//

Aplcyosrlvir anyasSm anasan naparlsu ca/

Avare’pravatavatavibasrud a$avo’dhainaro//ll//

Anamitra—Anamitrain ca me.

Anamitraya suvadhvam.

Anyatara—AnyataramS ca na.

Anyatarasyanhah.

Ambarlsa— Ambarlsad annakamasya.

Ambarlae vai.

Avadhisma—Avadhi§ma raksah.

Asvatara—ASvataro’tyaplavata.

Anavadyam—Anavadyarn yuvanam.

Avakaya—Samudrasya tvavakaya.
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Ankanka— Ankankah chandah.

Asusudanta—Asugudanta yajftah .

1

Avaya—Susmin navaya.

Ataviyan—Tamasam atavTyan.

Avatat—Avatan ma nathitam.

Avadhyam—Akrnod avadhyam.

Apasprdhetam—Yad

2

apasprdhetam.

Apatha—Apathena pratipadyate.

Apathat.

Agrhlta—Agrhlta dronakalaSah.

Yasyagrhlta abhi.

Abhyasetam—RodasI abhyasetam.

Arapa—Arapa* edhate.

Arepah—Tanur arepah.

Apiprayam—Apiprayam codaua.

Apsarasa—Osadhayo’psarasah.

Apsarasau sarpah. Apsarasau yatudhauah .

4

Asyasi—Perum asyasy arjuni.

Apasyuvah—Apasyuvo vasanah.

Anulbanam—Anulbanam vayata.

Asravantlm—Asravantim aruhema,

Avatta—Svagakrttyai catur avattam.

Havir vai catur avattam.

Pasavas catur avattam.

Apasavah—Rsabhasyapasavo vai.

A pasavya—A paSavyo' 8 pasuh

.

Asvakah—Sasasty asvakab.

Adidyutat—Pradidyutat,

Apnavanah—Savlmanlyam apnavanah.

*Apadyamana—*A padyamana prthi •

.

Antaratah—Payayaty antaratah.

Apavitrau—Yad ubhav apavitrau.

,
Aparam—Aparam praplavante.

Anvlpam—Yad anvlpam tisthan.

ApeSase—Peso marya apesase.

i C yajniya 2 C vijno yad apaspri 3 C pam edha

4 C nanam 5 C vyam apa. 6 C thivT.

* Apadyamaneti padam manantam apy upasargayuktaSauka ma
bhud iti gi'hitam.
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1 Anustuya— 8 Anu^tuya krnuhi.

Anisfcrtah—Vardhatam te anistrtah.

Anistaka—Eso ,

nistaka 8 ruhutrim.

Abhistlh—Prtana abhistir upasadyah.

Abhisfaye—Sumr^Ikam abhistaye.

Abhlravah—Abhlravo 4 vidve.

Abhlvatah—Abhlvato 5 vrstya.

Abhittyai—Pari dadamy abhittyai.*

Anenasa—Karotu mam anenasam.

Anehasa— Anehasam sufiarmanam.

Anagasa—Svaritram anagasam.

Suvatad anagasah.

Avartti—Avarttim papmanam.

Manyuna yad avarttya.

Apa— Samyor arapah.

Arepa T—Samokasav arepasau.

Anyatba—Na by etesam anyatba.

Angustham—Sarvasv angustham.

AJaja—Alaja antariksah.

Atikasa—Atlka&an karoti.

Atlkasas tad vai.

Acchavaka—Tam va etam acchavakah.

Acchavakayanadvaham.

Avocama—Avocama kavaye.

Ajusta—Guhatam ajusfca ,

8

Anista—Anista^devata asan.

Ahabhuna—Ahabhuna rsih.

AvaSrbga—Avasrrigo bbavati.

AnaSvan—Yadi nasvan upavaset.

Adadrnihanta—Adadrrnhanta pfirve.

Anadvaha—Trayo'nadvahah.

Anadvaham agrldhe.

Anadvahau varum.

Ajagara—Palayajagarah.

Ajagarena sarpan.

Avadyat—Mitram alio avadyat.

1&2 C fthuya.

5 C bhlpato.

7 C pafeu.

3 C ka uhutim.

6 C dadyfun abhityai.

8 C Jtii.

4 C vidrc.
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Aramati— Aramatir vasuyuh.

Apuvayate— Evasyapuvayate.

Apuvayeta—Apuvayeta saumyarca.

ApaSuh—ApaSur bhavukah.

Akfiparasya—Te’kuparasya vace.

AnaSIrkena—Anaslrkena yajiiena.

Anyake—Nabhantam anyake same.

Anyakesam—Nabhantam anyakesam.

Aredata—Aredata manasa.

Avara—Manojava avarah.

Avaraih parais ca.

Avafca—Sificamaha avafcam.

Evavatesu.

Apupa—Ekastakayam apupam.

Ankupam—Ankupam chandah.

Arenavah—Arenavo vitatah.

Avaka—Avakam anupadadhati.

Saro'vakah.

Avaka asramisfchah.

Avrka— Avrkebhir varuthaih.

Avrka rtajnah.

Avasa—Deva avasagamam tu.

Tenavasena parah.

Avasena dhimahi.

Avasaya padvate.

PateVasam karoti.

Pitur yathavasah.

Apasa—Apasacchinasmahi.
Bhuvo devanam karmanapasa.

Agadam—Me agadam krti.

Ahimsantam —Prajabhyo ’himsantam.

Asunvantam—Asunvan tarn ayajamanatn.

Aditsantam— Aditsantam dapayatu.

Ayacitam—Tisrdhanvam ayacitam.

Anavaram—Ete ’navaram aparam.

*Anarvanam—Anarvanam 2 rathe 6ubham,

Atharvana—Atharvano bhrgavah.

i&a C nir.
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Atithi— Indrasya ghUrmo atithih.

Yathatithaya agataya.

Adhvaryanta— Adhvaryanto asthuh.

Antam*—“Yadantam amangaram

Nantam avahantlh.

Ayakama—Ayak§mam ca me.

Ayaksma mSvah.

Ayasmaya—Ayasmayam vicrta.

Amlva—Asmadyuyavam anamlvah.

Anamivo bhava nah.

Adhvaryo—Ghrtavatlm adhvaryo.

Adhvaryo veh.

Abhlke—Nisiktam dyaur abhTke.

Abhike ci u

Atodhi—Yad ato Vdhyarcitarah.

Aksita— Aksito’sya ksittyai.

Aiighari—Angharir asi.

AiJghare bambhare.

t Ajarebhih—Ajarebhir nanadadbhih.

Anljanam—Ijanad anljanam.

Avama—Avama ya madhyama.

Avamah—Avamo bhavoti .

5

JAvamam -Yo vai stomanam avamam.

Acchalabhih— Acchalabhih kapifijalan.

AbhlSunam—AbhlSunam mahimanam.

Asnuvlta—Yad asnuvltandho clhvaryuh.

ASamanfca—Yajfiam asamanta devah.

Aplcya—Priyas strlnam apTcyah.

Asrlvi— Asrlvi chandah.

Anyasam—Kseme'nyasam.

AnaSan—A nafian vv avasph « rj
a n

.

Aparrsu—Ye aparlsu pasyan.

1 A Dandra. 2 C ma.

3 C niinta. 4 C ta. 5 C /obhi.

* Adhvaryo iti nlcain apt bahusvaryodiidantam iti grhitam.

f Ajarebhir ityetad ajetyatra vibhagasarikfi ma bhud iti grhitam.

Evam idrSesu drasfcavyam.

+ ‘Avama cavamo,vamam ,

iti rupatrayam avamasabdasyarthah,

evam IdrSesu drastavyam.
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Avara—*Avara iksavah.

Apravata—ASvataro 1 nyapravata.

Apravata tasyanubhavaya.

Avata

—

8 Nanvannavatah.

Avita—Tabhir noVita bhava, DhinSm avitryavatu.

Anavah—Anava§ ca me.

Adharaam—Asmad avadhamam.

A.tmftmusyftya^5r§eyainik9agne 3
yy ayusasru tife./

Am&i45jisrud Stiiara ara^yadityasabdavat//12//

Apta4jlgarttim Srbtisrud 5 vinarbtor arfctayasrutih

/

Apyanam &svinasvabthasrut&v SspSbram apsyatha//l3//

AvithStharva^ias caka6 ftklmr fttibhyasabdavat/

Avinnfivasrud asduatn 5s£dyajyattasabdavat//l4//

Apyam antySyanas cayan 7 anantodabbarn asani

/

Asanyad anasanas casibimne 8casyam asuya//l5//

Ambanara fthuvaddhyai casamahai cabhur9 aksisub/

Atigirasy anbariksa 1 °s casasa^as ll usuksa^ib//16//

Anrbhur 1 9 anrcur apayitayOr ayinam

ayava 13 ayavase ca/

Asibain 14 asiram asuramaradanasur

agrayai^asrutir 15acchab// 17
||

Asandyevadakam uvir aguendra indriyavy api

/

Atma—Atma prajapatih.

Amusyayana—Amusyayanam anamitraya.

padaikadese—Amusyayanasyamnadyam.

A musyayano’syam.

Araeya—Catvara arseyah.

Ar»eyam vrnlte.

Amiksa—Piyuaa amiksam astu.

'Apravata* ityetan nlcam api prayuktasaiikanirasartham g^hltam.

I C cotya. 2 C van. 3 C neya.

4 C tagl. 5 C tafir. 6 B.C cukha,

7 B yan nanat. 8 A cnsyam. 9 B cahur.

10 B kfa£. 11 A nas casu. 12 B.C rhu.

13 B apava. 14 B ta fi*i. 15 C arccha.
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Agney 1
1—Agney Ts trigfcubhah.

Ayu§a—Ayuso’ntah.

Ama—Tasmad amapakvam uhe.

Ama supakva

2

maireyah.

Anda—Vyuddham andam ajayata.

Andabhyam svahii.

Aji—Dhanvanajin jayema.

Ajitn dhavanti.

Puro yavanam ajisu.

Afcnarah—Etam vai para a^narah.

Aranya—Indriyam va aranyam.

Ya 8 aranyah

Aditya—Adityam garbham.

Adityebhyo bhuvadvadbhyah.

Apta—Tesam evaisapta,

Ajigarttim—SunahSepam ajlgarttim.

*Artta—Arttain vai.

Yajnasyaiva tad arttya.

Arttava—Arttavo’dhipatir asit.

Tad arttavanam arttavatvam.

Apyanam—Varsistham apyanam.

Aavina—Advinam dhumralalamam.

Tad aSvinlr upa.

Asvattha—Asvatthe patre.

AsvatthI havirddhanah ca.

Aspatra—Aspatram juhuh.

Apsyatha—Atha pravapsyatha (nengyah).

Avitha—Tvam sakhyam avi(6a*)tha.

Atharvanah—Dadhyann atharvanah.

Aka*—Ma akaSyati.

Akhu—Akhus te rudra pasuh.

Atithya—Atithyain grhnlyat.

Atithyasya kriyate (nengyah).

Avinna—Avinnah pu?a.

Avinnau mitravarunau.

1 C ncya. Example according; to this reading “Agne yam a^akapalam'^

1 C merayah. 3 c yad ara.

# Vina rt tor iti kim ? Arttim.

4 C Y'lha. ^ C Kha.
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Ava—Suruco vena avah.

Avam devanam.

AGunam—Asunam vrlhlnam.

A§a—A6a disa aprna.

Samid diGam a§aya.

Adya—Adyam asyannam.

Nadya prajapateh.

Agner anadyam.

Ajya—Ajyam asi.

Yad ajyena.

Atta—Attah somah.

Asurattah sindhuh (nengyah).

Apyam—Apyam va esah.

Antyayana—AntyayanaS ca.

*Ayan—Suvargam lokam ayan.

Asani— Srlnisa asani.

Asanyat—Asanyan ma mantrat pahi.

Anasanah—Suvar anaGanah.

ASitimne—AGitimne svaha.

AGyam—Tasmad dvasyam.

Asuya—Asuya patanti.

Ambanam—Ambanam carum.

Ahuvaddhyai Ahuvaddhya ubha.

Asamahai—Asamaha evemau.

^Vbhuh—Abhur asya nisangathih.

Aksisuh—Yad aksisur d ivyam,

Angirasi—Urg asyarigirasy urnamradah.

Antariksah—-A laja antariksah.

Asusanah—Rtam a§usanah.

A§u6uksani—Tvam aSuSuksanih.

Anrbhu*—Na vasuny anrbhuh. 9

Anrcu—Yad anrcus tena.

Apayita—Anaptasyapayita.

Ayo—Ayos tva sadane.

Ayinam—Syenam ayinam.

Ayava—Pratibhiisat 4
yayavah.

_\

* Anantodattam iti kim ? Ayan pra candramah, adyasvaram cen

nlcam tac capity asyapavado’yam.

i C ahuli. Example of this reading—Fnavihuh, Sahfthuh, etc.

a C nrhu. 3 C ni'hu. 4 C jantya.
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Ayavase—Ayavase ramante.

A$itam—Agito bhavati.

Asira—Afiiram abanayati.

Asura—Namasura asit,

Arat—Arac cid dvegah.

Are asme ca.

Anasu—Mahimanam anaSuh.

Agrayana—Yad agrayanam grhltva.

Acchat—Acchac chandah.

Asandl—Asandl sadayati.

Adakam—Adakam khadena.

Avih—Aviskrnu§va

,

Agnendrah—Agnendrah krsnalalamah,

Indriyavl—Indriyavl paSuman.

Istarga—Isjargo vai.

Istaka—Istaka upadadhati.

llanda—Ite istake ilandam bhavati.

Idavatsarena—Idavatsarena namaskaromi.

Itjenya—Agnim idenyo gira.

Devam iide'nyan.

Udaryena—Nabba udaryena.

Udara—Udaram sadah.

Samudram udarena,

Upasti—Stomasyopastir bhavati.

Upastim kurute.

U6ija—Acchidra uSijah,

USijam kavikratum.

Udara—Srlnam udarah.

Urvaram—Urvaram prabhindanti.

Utsa—Utsam uhrate.

Udlca—Udlca utsrjati,

Usniha—Usniha chandah.

Brhaspatir usnihah.

Upahatnum—Upahatnum ugram.

Upanahau—Karsni upatiahau.

Note—(i) Anudattam iti kim ? udyata ity ut yate svaha. Ayam

apy antyasvarara cen nlcam ity asyapavadah.

(3) ‘Uditam*, ‘udita* iti rOpadvayagrahanara anyatrefigyatvar*

tham. Ut itau. Ut hut aya svaha.

4
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Upaka—Upaka a rocate.

Uparis$at—Uparistad anayati.

Uparena^Prthivlm uparena drmha.

Uttaredyu—Uttaredyur upati§thate.

Ubhayadat—Nirvape ubhayadat.

TJdanka—Udankah saulbayanah.

Udrinam—Udrinam since aksitam.

Ubhayatah—Ubhayatah prati tistbenti.

Udaka—Sthalayodakam (?).

Udyate—Vyakrta vag udyate.

Uditam—Purvam evoditam.

U§asanakta—Yona u§asanatka.

Ulukhalam—Ulukhalan ca

Uccavacan—Uccavacan hi

Udavartah—Udavartah prajah.

Udita—Tasya bhaga uditah.

Udumbara—Urg va udumbarah.

Udumbarenorjam.

Usmanya—Usmanya pidhana.

Urnayu—Imam urnayum.

Urmini—Rtavarir urmimh.

Rnadhat—Rnadhat sa jivat.

Rkvata—Rkvata ganena.

Rdudarena—Rdudarena sakhya.

Rtustha 1—Rtustha yajfia yajfiiyena.

Rtviyat—Tasmad rtviyat.

Rksama—Jagatya rksamam rksamat,

Rkmiyani—Sad rkmiyani.

Rtvija—Rtvijas ta enam.

Devam rtvijam.
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jahrsSijas ca 1 jabbrrfuja c a jambhayoh//30//

JanatS jlvatusruj jamadagnijatnadagnyau 3
jahakafo /

Janita jlmutasruj janima janjabhyate jaritre ca //31//

Juhuraijain jujusaiy*8 jyestliajarayusrutau 4 jantibram ca
/

Jambllena janitvair jaye'nyasyapi jlvanasthayai //32//

Jahrsanah—Jahrsano'yam vajam.

Jabhrrana 0—Jabhrrana 7 caranti,

Jambhayoh—Tams te dadhami jambhayoh.

Janata—Viryena janatam eti.

Jlvatu—Jlvatum na maramahe.

Jivatave jlvanasthayai .
8

Jamadagni—Jamadagnih puatikamah.

Jamadagnya 9—Palitau jamadagnyau .

1

0

Jahaka—Jahaka samvatsaraya.

Janita-—Yo nah pita janita.

Jlmuta—Jlmutasy eva.

Jatravo jimutan.

Janima—Janima vivakti.

Jafijabhyate—Yaj jafljabhyate.

Jaritre—Mrda jaritre,

Juhuranam—Juhuranamenamenali.

Jujugana—Juju§ana ghrtacl.

Jyestha—Jyesfchas ca mantrah.

Jyesfcham putram.

Jyaifthyam ca me,

Jarayu—Jarayu tad eva tat.

Jarayuna.

Janitram—Agner janitram asi,

Jambllena—Aranyam jambllena.

Janitvaih—Bhinada urjanitvaih.

Jaye'nyasya—Taj jaye'nyasya.

Jlvanasthayai—Jivatave jlvanasthayai.

t C jarbhurS

4 C sruto

8 C nasyfiyai

2 C gniyau

5 B C nasyilyai

9 & 10 C gniyau

3 C jjyaifthyaja

6 & 7 C jarbhuriX
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Tattvaya tSvabasrut tadrk tvastlroatl tuvismaijLasam /

Tredhg ca tetijgnas tatrsaijas tarakas 1 tanayitnob 7/33//

Turaiiyatas turlpasrut trasadaayus tamasvarlb /

TUparatvotasabdau ca tristubhasrut taritratah //34//

Tattvaya—Tattvaya savita dhiyah.

Tavata—Tavato varunan.

Tavati samvatsarasya.

Tadrk—Tadrg eva tat.

TvastTmatl—Tvasttmatt te.

Tuvismanasam—'Tuvismanasam,

Tredha—Sa visnus tredba,

Tetijanah— Svadhitis tetijanah.

Tatrganah—Tatrsano ajarah.

Taraka—Taraka asthani.

Tanayitnoh—Tanayitnor acittat.

Turanyatah—Ivatas turanyatahu

Tur!pa—Tan nas turlpam, Tvastre turipaya.

Trasadasyuh—Trasadasyuh paurukutsyah.

Tamasvarlh'—Tamasvarlrundatlh,

Tupara—Yat 2 uparah.

Tasmat tupara.

Tvota—Manasa tvotah.

Sadhanyas tvotah.

Tristubha—Agneyis trisfcobhah.

Tri^ubha pari dadhati.

Taritratah—Sahorja taritratah,

Didyudduhitarasabdau draviijasyur drslkavab /

Dflslkabhis ca devaccyg dSbyt^has ca davidyutat //35//

Darvida devika devatasabdavad-

draghuyg dldhitim dldivam9 dldivSn /

DvSparo 8 du§taram dustarltur drsad-

dyumnaduryasruto* danda$Qka 5Srutib //36//

Dyutfino dadhlco daridradvitlya°srutib

i C kafi ca ta

5 B ram

2 C yat tupa

6 C tau

3 C dfityauhai ca

7 C kflSru

4 C vim

8 C yUru
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Didyut—Didyud varsan.

Duhitara—Duhitara asati. Suryasya duhita.

Dravinasyu—Dravinasyur vipanyaya.

DrSIkavah—Te ye bahya drslkavah.

Duslkabhih—Du^Ikabhir hradunlm.

Devaccya-Devaccya krpa,

DatyMlhah—Daty^uhas te.

Davidyutat—Davidyutad adhaspadam,

Darvida—Darvi 8date vayavya,

Devika—Devika nir vapet.

Devata—Agnir devata.

Draghuya—Draghuya ca me.

Dldhitim— Dldhitim ukthasasah,

Didivim—Gopamrtasya dldivim.

Didivan—Dldivam sadat.

Dvaparah—Dvaparo yanam,

Dustaram—Dustaram astv ojah.

Dustarituh—Dustaritur adabhyah.

Drsat—Drsac copala ca.

Dyumna—Dyumnam citrasravastamam,

Dyumnasya prasaha,

Durya—Duryan adityah.

Durya dyavaprthivyoh.

Dandasuka—DandaSukas tarn samam,

Dyutanah—Dyutanas tva.

Dadhlcah—Dadhlco asthabhih.

Daridra—Daridrara nllalohitam,

Dvitlya—Dvitiyorddhamasanam,

Ya dvitlya yajfiam tabhih,

dhaijika ca dhnvjl*y5ms ca dhestfiS./

Dhanika—Nijalgullti dhanika.

Dhrajlyan—Vata iva dhrajlyan. 5

Dhesfcha—Usate dhestha.

Nftr&Samsafiabdo naveda navagvS

napStko napatam ca naksatrflSabda^//37//

I & a C tyauha 3 c d« te 4 c jlraffm 5 C jW.
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Naktosasa 1 naktaya navyasesrun-

narasamsa 9sruanido nannamlti/

Naiyagrodho nanadan ultanrim^a-

srunnlvara nathitasrun nabhantam//38//

Nlharasrun nahana nanda 3ghuna nlksanara ca nllamgoh

/

Nlmimanutanasabdau naivarasrun nilayata nyaukuh//39//

Niskavam niskase niskevalyam nisaiiga 4 thir nlvil
\f

Nistarkkyam uisty 5 ayai nyagrodhasrun naramdhisasruc ca//40//

NaraSamsa—Narasamsena vai.

NaraSarnsasyfiham

,

Naveda—Na veda yaSasvatlh.

Navagva—Na vagvava navananti.

Napatkah—Napatko vai.

Napatam—Apannapatam.

N aksatra—Kyttik anaksatram.

Yam naksatrani,

Naktosasa—Naktosasa samanasa,

Naktaya—Dadrse naktaya.

Navyase—Suvitaya navyasc.

NaraSamsa—Pitrnam narasarasah.

Narasamsena stomena.

Nidah—Druho nidah.

Nannamlti—Nannamlti viSvah.

Naiyyagrodha—Naiyyagrodha audumbarah.

Nanadat—Nanadad rasabhah.

Nl fa—Nltasu daksinasu.

Nrmnasya—Nrmnasya manha,

Nivarah— Nlvaras ca me,

Nathita—Avatan ma nathitam,

Nabhantam—Nabhantam anyakesfim,

Nlhara—Nlharena pravrtah.

Nlharaya svaha.

Nahana—Nahana vyasyan,

Nanda®ghuna—Anandam nanda°ghuna,

i CsSn&ktSoa

4 3 gadhir

2 B Srudo

5 C styffya

3 C dathunS

6 A thunf}
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Nlksanam—Yan niksanam.

Nllangoh—Nilangoh krmih.

Nlmima—Daksinam na nlmima.

Nutana—Nutanena 1 srk.sTmalii.

Purana ye ca nutanah,

Naivara—Naivaram carum.

Nilayata—Sa nilayata.

Nyanku—Pitvo nyankuh.

Niskavam— Niskavam adan.

Nifkasa—Niskasa udayanlyam.

Niskevalyam—Niskevalyam uktham.

N isaiig ath i—Abburasya n isangath ih

,

Nlvi—Nlvir osadhinam,

Nistarkkya—Ni^tarkkyam badhnati.

Nistyaya—Nistyaya saha vasati.

Nyagrodha—Nyagrodhas camasaih.

Nyagrodhena vanaspatin.

Narandhioah—Narandhisah pro 2dyamanab.

Prfcsutlh purifcata prtanyatalj 3 prusnate prsafcayah pariskrlah
/

Patvane paramatain prfcanyavah paspase 4 patayis^u

payavail //41//

Praugam prayasalj prajapator hrdayenapi

5

pitamahasrutili
/

6 Paramesthipatatri^Lnsratih prfcanS 7 hy esu ca

pundarisrajam //42//

Patangana 8 pisaugasrutil.i parvateyl paracah pratlcisrutih

pakalaya
/

Purandhilj purodasasalxlab paristau prdakuh parake ca

paplulanena //43//

ParyariparySrinl parayisijuh 0 pauruseyasrutil.i pravrsa

parvatilv 10 /

Prosisyatepi pratlpam 11 pratlkasrutili pravrtasya srutih

prasacaya //44 //

t C sakji

2 C ‘Prohy’

4 U *8c ca pa’

6 C ca pa’

3 C 'ffasru'

to C *tis ca

3 B ‘yavah’

5 C ‘ncti’

7 B C #nu jye?u’ ^
<j B C nu^rutih pau’

11 C ‘pratikam pratTpa’
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PrSyasoibbisrufa prftkagau prSSrftgaSrut pQrvedyus ca /

PQtudrufirub prasnam pracchat

1

prattapratnasruc ca

patblsam //45 j)

Pr&Q&yanab pisazigilS pravahaijih pilippilS
/

Praiyyaftgavam priyangavab 9 pSvIrayl pavlravam // 46 //

Prem&jam prSfliiae preija pretS paufcudravasrutib3 /

PurUravab

4

paruccbepBh paramasrub pravabvitl //47 //

PrSbah purodSsinyas ca parayah paplyaslsrubib /

Posayibnu ca plvSnah pavaka pajasasrubib // 48 //

Prac&b prak^asrutih plak&nh

Prtsutlh—Prtsutir martyanam.

Puritata—Antariksam puritata,

Prtanyatah—Sasahmama* pptanyatah.

Prusnate— Prusnate svaha,

Prgatayah—M arutam prsatay ah.

Parigkrtah—Viprodutah6 pari§krtah.

Patvane—Syenaya patvane.

Paramatam—Paramatam gamayati.

Prtanyavah—Ye prtanyavah.

PaspaSe—Vratani paspase.

Patayisnu—Patayisnu arvan,

Payavah—Ye payavah.

Praugam—Praugam uktuam,

Prayasah—Mandrasu prayasah.

Prajapater hrdayenapi 7—Prajapater hrdayen&pi pakgam*

Pitamaha—Pitamahah punyah,

Pitarah pitamahah.

Paramesfchl—Paramesthi adhipatih.

Paramesthino va esa yajfiah.

Patatririah—Syenena patatrino vrsna.

Prtana hyeSu 8—Ugrahah prtana hyesu. f

i B C 'ttam pra* 2 C 'vam pa

3 B *va£rutiV 4 C 'puru*

5 C •hyfim*

6 C 4dutah

8 C ‘najjyefu

7 C 'oapi*

9 *najjyc8u’
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Pundarisrajam—PurKjarisrajam prayacchati.

Patangam—Patayantam patafigam.

Juhva patangan.

Pi§anga—Pi§augas trayah.

Parvateyl—Dhisanasi parvateyl,

Paracah—Ye paracah,

Paraclbhis stuvate.

PratlcI—Yatpratlco rakgamsi hanyuh.

Praticl dik.

Pakalaya—Pakalaya svaha.

Purandhih—Purandhir yosa,

Puro<Ja§a—Purodafiam agfcakapalami

PurodaSena vai,

Parigtau—Saliasavan parigiau.

Prdakuh'-Pj'dakuh pracl namasi.

Parake—Asya rajasah parake.

Paplulanena—Paplulanena vasah.

Paryari—Paryarlva hy etasya.

Paryarinl *-Paryarini bhavati.

Parayignu—Virudhah parayignavh.

Accbidram parayignu m.

Paurugeya—Paurugeyo vadhah.

Paurugeyena daivyen a.

Pravrsa—Visvedevah pravrga.

Parvatih—Parvatir vettu.

Progigyate—Prosisyate svaha.

Pratlpam—Pratlpam tigthan.

Pratlka—Bhavati pratlkam yad varml.

Sa tvam agne pratlkena.

Pravfta—Pravrta jalpya ca.

Pravrtasya ratrim.

Prasacaya—Prasacaya svaha.

PrayaScitti—Prayascittir ye pagum.

Prayascittim aicchat.

PrakaSau—Praka§av adhvaryave.

Prafirnga—Prasriigam alabheta.

Prafirngo bhavati.

Purvedyuh—Purvedyuh prakrSmati.

Putudru—Putudruvattav at.

Tam putudrau.
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PraSnam—PraSnamai tarn.

Pracchat—Pracchac chandah.

Pratta—Pratta vai gauh.

Pratna—Tam pratnathau,

Pratna rsih.

Patblsam—Arvantam patblSam.

Pranayanah—Vasantah pranayanah.

Pisangila— Kimsvid asld pisarigila.

Pravahani—Pravahanir akamayata.

Pilippila—Aslt pilippila.

Praiyyangavam—Praiyyangavam carum.

Priyangavah— PriyarigavaS ca me.

Pavlravl—Pavlravl kanya.

Pavlravam—Langalam paviravam.

Premanam—Premanam eva.

Pranine—Pranine svaha.

Prena—Srstva prena nu.

Preta—Prsneh preta.

Pautudrava—Yat pautudravah. Pautudravan paridh

Pururavah—Pururava ghrtena.

Parucchepa—Paruksepo ’
1 bhyavadat.

Parama—ParamaS catusfcomah.

Parama va esa vag.

•Pravatu—Pravatim ahna.

Pratah—EkadaSa pratah.

Purodaainyah—Purodafiiny d upakhadah *.

Parya—Yat parya yunajate.

PaplyasI—PaplyasI praja bhavati.

Paplyasa ca.

Posayitnu—Adha posayitnu.

Pivana—Plvanah putrah.

Pavaka— Pavako asmabhyam.

Agnaye pavakaya.

Pajasa—Vi pajasa prthuna.

Pracah—Tanyat r 8 pracah

Praksa—Sa prakso bhavati.

Plaksa—Tat plakgasya. PlSksa itldhmah.

C 'pohyava' 2 C 'pasadah’ 3 C ‘yat pra*

Note—Etan nicam api prayuktasamka mi bhud iti gjhltam.
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phaligam phalinlsrutfy, /

Phaligam—Phaligam ravena.

Phalinl—Phalinlr aphala uta.

Phalinyo 11a osadhayah pacyantam.

Brhaspatisrutis tadvad bandhuta balbajasruhifr //49//

BSrhaspatyasrud balaka bahisthad bainbharisrud

bramhanuechamsine ca
/

Barhisyasrud barhatasrud balaksl

•Brhaspati—Dhatta Brhaspate.

Bandhuta—Bandhuta vacobhih.

Bandhutam veda.

Balbaja—Balbaja udatiathan.

Balbajan api.

Barhaspatya—Barhaspatyas caruh.

Barhaspatyam sitiprstham.

Balaka—Saurl balaka.

Bahisfchat—Dvau dvau bahisfchat.

Bambhari—Bainbharir avasyuh. Amghare baijibhare,

Bramhanacchamsine— Bramhanacchamsine vasa^I.

Barhisya—'Barhiayam dattam bhavati,

Barhata—Barhato vai fiukrah.

Balak|I—Balaka! tah sarasvatyah.

f; bhratrvyasrud bhesajasrud bharibhrat //50//

Bh&landano bharadvSjo bhura^yusruc ca bhauvanah
/

Bhaiivayario bhisajyanto bhaisi ajyam api bhamifcah //51//

Bhratrvya—Bhratrvyo bhavati.

Agner bhratrvyah.

Abhratrvyo yad Indraya.

Bhesaja—Bhesajam gave.

Asmabhyam bhesajam,

Bharibhrat—A rusam bharibhrat.

Bhalandanah—Bhalandano'gneh.

i B 'nyafifu' 2 B C ‘sajyam’

• Note—Etan nlcam api pateyuktam iti grhltam. Patigrahanan)

api Bfhaspatir nab parUyadiavaningyatvartham.
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Bharadvaja—Bharadvaja r$ih.

Bhuranyu—Madhyamaruhad bhuranyufc.

Arugam bhuranyum,

Bhauvana—BhauvanaS ca bhuvanas ca.

Bhauvayana—Bhauvayano vasantah.

Bhisajyantah—Tad bhigajyanto bhitayo.

Bhaiaijyam—Tredha bhaigijyam. 1

Bhamita—Kudra bhami3 tavadhlh.

MalaftgS madirS mudga manda madhyamaSabdavat
/

Mamattu ca raanlsa^am 3 nauskara rnSrutasruti^ //52//

MSrjallyamanotayai 4 marutvatlyasruto matasnSbhyatn
/

Madhyandine maghoul 5 madhyandinamatarisvasa-

bdau ca //53//

Mithuya mrdayantasrun mumucana madayisQavo madgulj /

Mahima 6raatintamasrun mahina manthllavo

malimlusrut //54//

Mastiskasrun maspas& m&mspacany& m&navyasrun

rofthinam madayadhyai /

Malarigah—Malangas tuparah.

Madirah—Madira madayisnavah.

Mudga—Mudgas ca me.

Manda—Manda va§ah.

Madhyama—Vi madhyam^m SrathSya, Madhyama
upayati

Mamattu—Mamattu nah.

Manlsanam—Manlsanam prarpanalj.

Mugkara—Ye muskara.

Maruta—Maruto’si marutam.

Maruta phalguh.

Marjallya—Hotrlyo marjalfyah.

DasyomarjalTyam.

Manota—Sahaso ya manota.

Manotayai havigah.

2 C ‘tova*

4 C 'yam mi’

6 B C madinta'

t C ‘jajyam*

3 B'm mu’

$ B fni syima’
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Marutvatlya—Marutvatiyam uktham.

Marutvat!ya§ ca me,

Matasnabhyam

—

1

Sarvam matasnabhyam.

Madhyandine—Grisme madhyandine,

MaghonI—MaghonI justir asi.

Madhyandinam—Madhyandinam savanam.

Madhyandine savane.

MatariSva—Brhaspatir matariSva,

Matarisvano gharmah.

Mithuya—Mithuyakarbhagadheyam,

*Mrdayanta—Bhavata mrdayatah.

Mumucanah—-Yatha bandhan mumucanah.

Madayisnavah—Madira madayisnavah.

Madguh—Udro madguh.

Mahima—Samvatsaro mahima.

•Matintama—Indriyavan matintamah.

Mahina—Mahina viSvaSainbhuh.

Manthilavah—Ka§o manthilavah.

Malimlu—Ye janesu malimlavah.

Malimlum jambhyaih.

Mastiska— ASanim mastiskena,

Mastiskaya svaha.

MaspaSa—MaspaSa kuru yam,

Mamspacanyah—Mamspacanyah.

Manavya—Manavyo hi prajah.

Mahina—Mahimnam datram.

Madayadhyai—Saha madayadhyai,

YusmSnlto yadrso yatujOna 3 y8vad yajniya8 yajnasrud

yav8gQh //a 5//

Yayavaro yunajate yuv8no4 yajafchnsrutilj /

Yovupyeta yajafcrasrud yuktvaya pi ca yavyudhah //56//

Yugmanltah—Yusmanito abhayam.

YadrSa—Yadfse punah.

i C •Sarvam’ 2 C *nam ya'

3 B C 'jflSya yajftiyafiru’ 4 B *nam ya’

• Note— I Etad dhrtantam na bhavatlti grhltam.

• Note—2 Etat tamayuktam iti grhitam.
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Yatujuna—Yatr.junan jamim,

Yavat—Yavaa evasya pianah.

Yavanto vai.

Yavad etat,

Yajfiiya—Yajfiiya yajfiiyam puccham.

Yajfia-—Yajfiiya yajfiasya stotre.

YavagQ—Yavagu rajanyasya.

Yayavarah—Tasmad yayavarah.

Yunajate—Yunajate dhiyas tab.

Yuvanah—Etam yuvanam.

Yajatha—Yajathaya sukratuh.

Yajatha yad eva.

Yoyupyeta—Yoyupyeta strtih.

Yajatra—Amuficata yajatrah.

Samyajatrair angani.

Yuktvaya—Yuktvaya manasa devan.

Yavyudhah—Ailabrdayavyudhah.

Riikmantam nklhayisyaino rajanyasruc ca rukmate /

Raivatasrub

Rukmantam—Rukmantam svena.

Radhayisyama—Yad imam radhayisyama iti.

Rajanya—Rajanyo'bhitah. Rajanyaj jayamanat,

Rukmate—Rukmate purodaSam.

Raivata—TrayastrimSaya raivataya.

Yad Indraya rairataya.

lapsudino lop&so 1 lomasnsrutib //5 7//

Lapsudinah—Urukramaya lapsudinah.

Lopasah—Lopasah simliah.

Loma§a-~Loma§arp vai nama.

Pa§avo lomasah.

Vatsatarasrud varivo varima vasatlyarl varatrisrut 3
/

Vipravipascicchabdau vivesavardhrS^aso varatriis ca //58//

Vlditavadabavanaspativanaspatyasruto vasavyasrub
/

VSsisthas ca vanisthur yasya^ir vistapam vyacisthain ca //59//

t a fMi«’ 9 a 'trsfru’
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Vrsadamso vidusasrud visuijLasya vidlgayo vid&nasrub
/

VividSno vidathasrud vidhuro vispatniyai visUcasrut //60//

Vayavyavaisvaaaravlryavidya 1 vasantavasantikavar§ika8rut /

VrtvSya valmlkavarahasabdau vltho vapavyaghravarl-

yaslsrutib 9
//61 /

VSsavo vamsago vahaso vayavo vasyaslsabdavad vlrudho

vlratam /

V&ghabo varttika visvato vis'pafcisruc ca vacyayano

visvavltasrutih //62//

Vatsatara—Dasabhir vatsataraih. Vatsatarl daksina.

Varivah—Sakhabhyo varivah.

Varima—Varima ca me.

Vasativarl—Vasatlvarlr abhavan .

3

Tad vasatlvarlnam.

Varutri—Var utrayastvetyah a.

Viprah—Vipro dutah.

Vipra viprasya.

Vipascit—Brhato vipascitah.

Bhrajamano vipascita.

Vivesa—Vivesayan ma.

Vard hranasah—& ti kakal vardh ranasah

.

Varatra—Sam varatra dadhatana.

Vldita—Tigmam ayudhain vlcjitam.

Vadaba—Pumamsam vadabah.

Tasmad vacjabad dviretah.

Vanaspati—Vanaspatir devalokam.

Ye vanaspatlnam,

Vanaspatyah—Adrir asi vanaspatyah.

Vanaspatyah khalu.

Vasavya— Bahubhir vasa (vyaih ? khyaih),

Vasisthah—Vasisfcho ha satyahavyah.

Vanisthuh—Vanisthurandhabheh .
4

Vasyasfci--Vasyastir asi.

Vistapam— Bradhnasya vistapam.

Vyacistham—Vyacistham annam.

2 13 'srut
1

4 C ‘dh&hely

t C 'vast’

3 C Wat’
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Vr§adatpSa—VfsadamSas te dhatuh

Vidu§a—Vidu$a ete dhayah,

Vidusa bahispavamanah,

Visunasya—Visunasya caruh.

Vidigayah—Kikidlvir vidigayah.

Vidanah—Hotrsadane vidanah.

Rabhasam vidanam.

Vividanah—Vasu vividanah.

Vidatha—Akseti vidatha kavih.

Vidathe antaresam.

Vidhura—Vidhureva rejate.

Vi§patniyai—Tasyai viSpatniyai havih.

Visuca—Visucinani tasya.

Visuca evasman.

VigucI praharati.

Vayavya—VayavySh karyah.

Vayavyam Svetam.

VaiSvanara—VaiSvanaro nah.

VaiSvanaram dvad asakapalam.

Virya—Indriyara vlryam.

Viryani samarabhya.

Vidya—Vidya vai dhisana vidyabhih.

Vasanta—Vasantas saraagah.

VasantayasJakapalalj.

Vasanti—Vasantikav j*tu.

Varsika—Var§ikav rtu.

Vftvaya—Tunya vrtvaya.

Valmlka—Yad valmiko’gnim purisyam.

Varaha—Varaho*yam.
Vltho—Vitho ghftasya.

Vapa—Yad vapagram o§adhlnam

Vapam ekah,

Vyaghra—Sa yatha vyaghrah,

Vyaghrenaranyan.

VarlyasI—Varlyaslm evasmai.

Vasava—A yasmin sapta vasavah.

Vamsaga—TigmaSpigo na vamsagahi.

Vahasa— PratiSrutkayai vahasah.

Vayavah—Vayavastha

.

VasyasI—Vasyaslm samsadam.
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Vlrudha—Vlrudhas ca me.

Vlratam—Vlratam pahi.

Vaghatah—Murdhn or viSvasya vaghatah.

Varttika—Varttika nllarigoh.

Vifivatalj—ViSvatah paribhur asi.

Vispati—Jyesfho viSpatih.

Ena vifipatina.

Vacyayana—Hemanto vacyayanah.

Visva—ViSvam ca me.

Amjtani vi§va.

Vita—Vltam ghrtasya.

SuarftseQyaip sisriyaijah saravyah sabdau saghnam sa-

radasruc chavartati ]

SrSyanfclyam simsumaras asamlvan sabdas saudhyUs

sambarasya svitifig&h // 63//

Sakuntikft saya^dakas sravasyavas ca susruv&n /

Sikhandasaisirasrutis saclpatis ca sitputah //64//

Sunassepam sunaslra slrsaj^iyS susmiijasrutih /

Saulbayanas saraayifcos sardalaya ca susrnayarn 7/65//

Sauceyas sosucanas ca sisanas 3saradasrutih /

Subhitam sarabham sryai§tbyam sre§thasyaoi&ka-

sabdavat //66//

Svitanas sarathas 4 sv&tra 5 saijnibre sakvarasrutih /

Saijdaya

Susru^enyam—Suarusenyam manusyeb hyah

,

Sisriyaimh—Kakubln Sisriyanah, Si$riyanam

vane vane.

Saravya—Siva Saravyaya.

Tasya tisrah Saravyah.

Sagmam—Sagmam no vacam,

Sarada—Saradav rtu.

Prsnayas trayaS 6aradah.

Savartta—Savarttanuvaddhyena.

Srayantlyam—Srayautlyam bralimasama.

Sim§umarah—Sindhos aimSumarah.

I B 'gmun'

5 B C 'Ut*

6

4 B ‘surudhah

2 C 'Aiml'

5 B C 'ttoMttui
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£amlvan—Dhunifi samivau.

{Samlvato bhaminah.

Sutidhyuh—Uvasvam cchundhyu^.

Sambarasya—Damhitafi 1 Sambarasya,

•Svitiriga— Saumyas trayaS svitirtgah.

Sakuntika—Iyam yaka sakuntika.

Sayandaka—Sa3 jaya Sayandakah.

Sravasyavail—Sravasyavo ghrtasya.

Sudruvan— Sufiruvan gramanlh.

Sikhanda-— Indragnl Sikbancjabhyam.

Sikhandebhyas svaha.

6aisira—Saisirav rtu.

&ic!pati—Kytva Saclpatih.

Sitputa—lb-baspatayc Sitputal.u

Stmahsepam—&unahsepam ajTgarttih. 8

Sunasira—SunasIraSunam.

Sirsanya - &Irsanya rasana. J§tr^anya nkjpatah.

Susminah—Anamlvasya susminah.

&aulbayana—UdankaS saulbayanab.

Samayitoh —Yajamanasya fiamayitoh,

Sardulaya—Sardulaya rajfie.

Susmayam—Madam ca Susmayam.

Sauceyah—SarvaseniS Sauceyah.

Sofiucanah—Prthuna soSucanah.

SiSanah—SiSano vrsabhab.

Sisano’gnih.

Sarada—'•Saradam rtunam.

Sarada tvartuna.

Subhitam—Subhitam ugravtram.

Sarabham—Sarabham aranyam.

Sryaisthyam-'Sryaisfchyam samananam,

Sres^ha—Yac cbrestho bbavati.

Syamaka—Yac chyamakah.

Syamakam carum.

Svitanah-—Sa Svitanas tanyatah.

Surathalj —Sura 4 tbas candragrah.

Svatra—Svatrastha.

I C *djrr

3 C 'tim'

2 C
4 C 'rutha'

-
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Samitre—Samitre.Samita.

Sakvara—Saptapada 6akvarT.

Yad indraya SakvarSya,

Saniya—Sancjaya tva.

scxJaSosruo oa

So^jasa—Vajras sodaSah.

Indr&ya tva sotJaSine*

Na vai sodaSi.

susava samayS svarib //6 7//

Svasrlyas svara^am 1 sagdhis svas&rasrut sasasti ca /

Sanutas sanitS sakhyam sakhayas salilasrutih //6 8//

Saceran sftkaras s\icy& sutanSm sumoay&srntih /

Salilvrkl sinlvall samanyasbbavarasrutib 3
//69//

Samana saraane samyak soinendram sanagas suvanasrut 8
/

Srnjayaii srinaraa sange sftyujyam sadhuya ai§asantih //70//

Su§upus‘i3 susuv&i?asam&vabl svarusadasyasainudriya-

sabdavat /

Svadayita ca sanemisavlmanisthavimatas sarirasya

sanisyavab //7l//

Satrasyardhya sagarasusirasvftras&raugnsftbdas

tfabdas subdh&n sanavabha sakrb svainkrbas 4 samakrbarp

ca /

SnSvanySbliyam savanasadanasvftdusabdas sanlyftn

sarnlkaya 5 svadibasuvibaavasbisabd&a avapantam 1/12/1

S&dharaijam sardigrdim Q saheyas &alavrkebhyas ca

sarlsrpebhyatt /

Sarhakrtya sutyS stanayibnusabdSs svSttam samftnafcra

samaaya saftkah //73//

Sfthantyagavitraaapafcuasunrbasrubo 7

Su§ava—Yam te sufjava,

Samaya—Samaya viprktah.

B C *rfi£ru’

B ‘vaky’

C *tfi$ iibdl iruto'.

i C *nilp iindhul?'

3 C *frutiV

5 B C 'tarsi’ 6 B C #8»bh«

2

4

7
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Svarih—Svarur amatrah.

S vasilyah—Svasriyo suranam.

Svaranam—Somanam svaranam.

, Sagdhi—SagdhiS ca me. 1

Svasa—DevanSm asi svasa.

TrimSat svasarah.

Sasasti—SasastyaSvakah.

Sanutah— Sanutar yuyotu.

Sanita— Sanitasi saneyam.

Sakhyam—Marto vrnlta sakhyain,

Sakhayah—Avase sakhayah.

Sakhayam parisasvaja.

Salilam—Salilam chandah.

Saceran—Raksarpsi saceran.

Sukarah—Indraya rajfie sukarah.

Siicya—Sucya chidyamanaya.

Sutanam—Pradivas sutanam.

Sumnaya—Dhlra devesu sum nay a.

Salavrkl—Sa Indras salavrkl.

Sinlvall—Sinlvall paurnamasl.

SinTvalyai carum.

Samanya—Samanya rco bhavanti.

Sthavara—Varunagrhlta vai sthavara.

Yas thavaranam.

Samana—Te acaranti samana.

Samane—Jya iyam samaiie.

Samyak—Amrtam amrtena samyak.

Somendram—Etam somendram.

Sanaga—Sanaga rsih.

Suvana—Su^anas somah.

Sfftjayan—Yat sj'fijayan,

Sfmarah—Aranyaya srmarah.

Safige—Samatsu vytraha(?).

S5yujyam— Devatanam sayujyam gacchati.

Sadhuya—Rupam kfnotu sadhuya.

SiaasantI—Srngani siaasantl.

Su§upusa—Susupu§a indriyam.

Q ' sindhuh—sindhucchandab’
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SusuvSna—Varunarp su?uv3ijam.

Difias suguv5ijena.

Samavati—Tathan 1 samavati.

Svaru—Svarum yGpasya.

Svarum ayajflavefiasaya.

Sadasya-—Yavanto vai sadasyftli.

Sadasyan eva tat prlijati.

Samudriyam—Balam asi samudriyam.

Svadayita— Pavayita svadayitS,

Sarnemi—Sarnemy asmat,

Savimani—Savlmani hiranyapanih.

Sthavimatah—Sthavimato bahih.2

Sarirasya—Vi bhrajamanas sarirasya.

Sani^yavah—Medhasa ti sanifjyavah.

Satrasyardhya—Satrasyardhyahavanlyasya.

Sagara—Sagaras suraekah.

Sagaro vajrino nftmastha.

Susira—Yad venos su^iram,

Su^irabhir bhavati,

Svara—Svaram svarat.

Saranga—Sararigas trayah.

Sabda—Sabdas sagarah.

Subdha—Tan subdhan yat.

Sanavatha—Sanavatha purusam.

Sakrt—Sakrdyatva manasa.

Svamkrta—Svamkrto'si.

Samskrtam—Tan nas samskrtam.

Snavanyabhyam—Santatim snavanyabhyam.

Savana—Madhyandinam savanam.

Madhyandine savane,

Sadana—Sadanani krtva,

Arnave sadanc s!da.

Svadu—Svadoh.

Svadlyah.

Svaduna.

Saniyan—Praccta amutas saniyan,

Sarnikaya—Sarnlkaya tva.

t C *UtH&inAn’ a C 'barfety
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Svadita—SvaditSni vak§at«

Suvita—Suvitan no astu.

Svasti—Rayim nafiate svasti.

Spacjyas svastih.

FramuficS svastaye (?).

Svapantam—Svapantam vai dlkgitam.

Sadharanam—Sadharanam kurutc.

Sardigrdim—Sardigjdim paravadhlt.

Sabhcyah—Sabheyo yuviL

Salavjkebhyah— Indro yatln salavfkebhyah.

Sarlsypcbhyah—Sarlsrpebhyas svSha.

Samskrtya—Sarlram eva samskrtya.

Sutya—Sutya sampadyate.

Sutyara sampadayati,

Stanayitnu—Arvftn tena stanayitnuna.

Svatta— Svattam citsadevam.

Samanatra—Tasmat samanatra.

Samasya—Manas samasya ucjhyah.

Sankah—Isudhis sankah,

Sahantya—Agnim eva sShantyam,

Agnaye sahantyaya.

Vi£vaj itsahantyah.

Savitrah—Savitram agrayanat.

Savitrani juhoti.

Sapatna—Sapatnam durmarayum.

Pranudanas sapatnan,

Sunjta—Yajfio vai sunyta.

Yo vai sfin^tayai,

havi?yam ca hallksTjasabdah1
/

AHeraantahofcrIyahira$raayasruto 8 haimantikasruo ca

hikain hiragmayam 4
//78//

Havi$yam—Yad dhavisyam rtufiah,

Hallkwah—tJlo hallkfgafc.

Hallk§nan pspavatena.

» B C '(Util’ a B -haima*

3 B C tytya Iruto* 4 B 'wwkvtim
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Hemanta—Grlgmo hemantah.

Hotrlya—Hotrlyo marjallyab.

Hiranmaya—Hiranmaycna savita.

Yonir hiranmayl.

Haimantika—Haimantikav

Haimantika avaliptah,

Hika—Rajahikam bhuvananar*

Hiranmayam—Hiranmav' * ma dakgina*

• PrapaftoatYftd anidgy&n&na difimfttram iha darsitam /

Atonuktaip ca yabkinoid unneyaqi baa manlsibhit //75/

# Note—After this the following is written in A and C :

•E$anifigyapadanaqa padavl sandarSita l subhagadhiya/

Devamanl§isutena firlvatsankena taittirlyanlm//

After this C. reads :

Bindud ur I ipivisargavlcika-

pahktibhedapadabhedadu§anam/

Hastavegajam abuddhipruvakam

kgantum arhatha saralkgya sajjanah//

firl gurubhyo namah.

i C viiuddhadhiyi.





The Scripts on the Indus Valley Seals

WITH AN APPENDIX

(containing extracts from the Sumerian and Indian literature

throwing light upon the words occurring in the Inscrip-

tions of the Indus Valley, Elam and Crete)
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The Scripts on the Indus Valley Seals

i

Prefatory

The paramount importance for the history of ancient Indian civili-

:ation of deciphering the signs, or scripts, engraved upon the large

lumber of seals found at Harappa in the Punjab and Mohenjo-daro

n Sindh, as also in Tran and Sumer, had long impressed itself upon

my mind. I made up my mind to try and see whether I could

iiscover a clue. I was encouraged from the beginning by my old

English friends, and received much help from them. Messers. Sidney

Smith and Gadd of the British Museum were good enough to

give me advice, and Prof. S. L. Langdon kindly allowed me to

go through a manuscript in which he had already pointed out

that the Indus script appeared to be in some way connected with

the Brahml script of the Asokan period. This view encouraged me

greatly because I had come to the same conclusion though working

on different lines. My researches have convinced me that what have

previously been regarded as pictographs or ideographs are actually

letters or monographs based on characters {Ak$ard). I published my
first note in the July (1931) issue of the ]RAS. As I proceeded with the

work I found more and more grounds for the view that the signs on

the Indus seals as well as on the inscriptions of Elam and Crete, are

merely monograms and could be deciphered if we knew the language

in which they are written and the phonetic value of the syllables. As

I gained further experience of the signs, I gradually began to

improve my readings of the inscriptions, If I venture to suggest a

system for deciphering these inscriptions, my only excuse is to

invite the co-operation of other scholars. There is for solution a good

number of technical questions regarding the monosyllabic nature of

the language, phonetic complements, dtngtr (god) signs, and the

order in which the different syllables in a complicated monogram

should be combined as well as others concerning the monograms

and the symbols of gods and goddesses which appear to have been

borrowed by the Indus people from their neighbours. Though

the latter are few, still their origin may prove to be of great value.
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I am confident that the Brahml script, as far as its origin is concerned,

has nothing to do with the Phoenicians. Nor was it imported from

Asia Minor. Similarly, the scripts of different parts of India

cannot all be traced to the Brahml of the Asokan period. It

would be as absurd to do this as to derive all the Prakrta languages

of India from the Prakrta of AS oka’s time. The origin of the Brahml

script current in the different provinces of ancient India probably dates

from pre-historic times. Some of the characters appear to be closely

connected with symbols which were used as far back perhaps as

4,000 B.C. They are closely connected with the proto-Elamite signs,

and their phonetic values would not appear to differ very much.

II

The Signs on tiie Indus Seals and their Classification

on a Syllabic Basis*

A close examination of the Indus signs discloses that they may

be much reduced in number, provided the radical signs and the

strokes are indexed separately. When this is done, the strokes show

a remarkable resemblance to the vowel signs used in the earliest

Brahml writing of southern as well as northern India. We find the

same type of resemblance between the Brahml consonants and the

radical signs of the Indus script. In my paper in the /RAS.
t

I

have attempted to show that the signs on the Indus seals could be

classified on a script basis, and when reduced to their simple forms

they showed a remarkable similarity with the characters known as

Brahml. I prepared a key also for the guidance of scholars interested

in the decipherment of the Indus script. For the last six months I

have been struggling to identify the signs on the Indus seals with the

help of the proto-Elamite inscriptions. During this interval about 500

punch-marked coins were also examined. One of them contains in pure

Indus seals script an inscription reading ni (na)-Rama-Raghu-Dusuludat

and one of much later date, an inscription which reads Sri-Ratna-

* lam thankful to the publisher Mr. Arthur Probsthain for kindly

giving me permission to publish the hand-sketches of scripts and

other portions of the illustrations contained in the Mohenjo daro and

the Indus Civilization .
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Jattikl . Symbols or monograms of the Lord Krsna are nume-
rous.

The sign occurs frequently in the Indus inscriptions. On

the Nal pottery we also find a somewhat similar sign, , In

Babylonia a like sign in a reversed position, like
, was consi-

dered one of the most sacred symbol? of the Earth-goddess. Prof.

Langdon writes in his Semitic Mythology that “the supreme

importance of this goddess is obvious by the place and nature

of her symbcil among the emblems of the gods. On Fig. 51 her

throne follows those of the trinity, Anu, Enlil, Ea, and supports

a curious object, a broad band shaped like the Greek letter

n n Omega inverted. On one throne, where it follows the sym-^ s

bols of Marduk and Nebo (first two symbols in third register here),

this band lies flat on the throne with ends coiled inward, not out-

ward as here. On other monuments, the Omega symbol stands

alone without a throne, and in a position exactly like Omega.

This symbol is called markasu tabu
,

‘the great band* of the Esikilla,

‘holy house/ The word markasu ‘band/ 'rope' is employed in Babylo-

nian philosophy for the cosmic principle which unites all things, and is

used also in the sense of ‘support/ the divine power, and law which

hold the universe together. It is employed more often of the god,

the first principle, water, Enki-Ea, and of his sons Marduk and Nebo*'.

(p. 109).

In the Minoan inscriptions the symbol is given the pictorial form

of a cow’s head [ see ME. p. 168 (p. 89 G) ]. A similar symbol,

like occurs widely in the Vedas. The old Vedic school pro-

nounces it gum. This pronunciation has no direct connection with

any known script of modern times. It led me to take the radical

sign as ga
,
and the remaining two circles as representing the

vowel sign u . A careful examination of the northern script of the

early period seemed to support the conclusion. The following table

may give an idea of how far the .identification of the Indus sign

with go is borne out by the Brahml scripts current in different

provinces. The reference numbers within brackets refer to Buhler’s

Tables, and the other numbers to the Tables given by Burnell

in his South Indian Falaography.
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Table I

Showing how the Indus sign u may be identified with ga.

.A A | I U 0 0 Ml E
- 1 « oO.

,

x rs & (\ ?? ^
m (\ % 7\

i? ??

FO*

^ A R ^

tx rt r? ^ r?

XT A A>

^ K h
[no (\ C? (\ Ct ft

[P3A 0»

Vedtc \ > 9P

uy- v V/

Prot0 - E ^

Pu'nctf-n\aAKM>Cm\t -

V ^ Vi

The identification of na with three lines is also based on a compara

tive study of different scripts current in India. The same method

was applied in finding out the values sa,fa> rat lay etc. Besides the

identification of consonants, I have done my best to identify the vowel

signs
;
but here there is much still to be done. Further it may be

noticed that the sign E occurs frequently on the Indus seals, but

there it does not give satisfactory results if taken asja> whereas in

the case of the punch-marked coins this value seems to be applicable.

I still hope to solve this difficulty with the help of the proto-Elamite

inscriptions. Comparative tables upon which the identification of certain
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Indus signs is based are given below. The numbers in brackets refer to

Biihler's Tables, the other numbers refer to the plates in Burnell’s

South Indian Paleography,

Table II

Showing how the Indus signs ^ and
p|

may be identified

with s, and the signs ^ and ^ with sa.

NA T 1 V) 0 0 E
- -\ 0,4 O.vni

1 a A*

m ft

w *m * K fit

A \* *
Cm] A hi

ft

Ir\otuS:

ft A
*
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Table III

Showing how the Indus signs

|

an<* ma^

be identified with r and /.

A A. t T U G 0 AO

W 5 7
m

in

im

t y -fi &
? a.

i

•jj * fU 1|

[mi ),t x r*

*m \ I \

INDUS:-
7,7,

r\fi
Table IV

Showing how the sign E !„found on ^the punch-marked coins

may be identified with fa.

A A I I 0 0 0 AVJ

S'* ^ ?!

If?

nr e Q
n l ['

•y e

un e t §
£ b

me l> e* £
r

cz t ^ e' E
v

y, ^

E')
x

41

*
xnpvs- £
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Table V

Showing how the three big lines and the three small lines found

on the Indus seals may lie identified with na ( ? ) and na respectively.

A A 1 1 \J V) 0 AVI E M
I T T ->U y •

H cp Onf

TS * # <**?

m
2D <rn

20 3- y
nu Slit* 3- r
tun x ^

l£

*

nan

OfO

m iVi ojfifxn ^ ^ (j* ih

gt Hi rm ill

sa m rm rm m]

Indus: • m 'lo, m m
I <!}

5

By means of the identifications indicated above, 1 was able

to read some of the inscriptions on the Indus seals. As I procee-

ded 1 found that the seals contained the names of gods and goddess-

es some of which are well-known in Sumerian mythology and

some in the Pauranika and the Tantrika cults of India. The

application of these identifications to the reading of the signs on

some of the punch-marked coins convinced me that the method

I was following could not be altogether wrong. The progress made

in this direction may be seen from the following tables. The work is,

however, still far fmm bsing complete, owing chiefly to the paucity of
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materials available. It takes much time to examine the punch-

marked coins thoroughly, as they have to be cleaned carefully

before an accurate facsimile can be prepared. The syllabary and

the system of indexing or classifying the signs upon which my
decipherment of inscriptions on the Indus seals* is based are given

in the following tables (Tables VI and VII). For purposes of

transliteration, the Sumerian and Sanskrit equivalents have been

noted beneath.

Table VI

Indus vowels, consonants and *god signs.’

"1

1 t I h s 6

\jyu?m m-w
<ft>. °°»a ' >C ’

y o «jiS on nn

A A AH \ j u o Cl aO

s' f 3 * §
MS&h

to it i? 13 m *.> to ; . , v

4 =
••‘v^ • *«TU\n 5 +*

'i.l <•» iron mu -4-ro

Li Kit} RX M Nl NA
- *jc; v* * ?»• t •

51 55 31 JH 55 56 57 58

u ^ 6 snx
A,HEO j 6 0 <%

G&. JA. TA7 KX LA VA VA BA S

jV * A & & Z c? vf S
d

(w.h]

3 S 15 33 31 ? 5T H 3 ? 3S

n A 0~Q •« * ^'U'

S SA SA SA s HAw OA NA

[?.ll \
FA

0 0 0 e DtMGHU do- $IQ*t

S

* 9 * * w ^
* VvV.fflrf%



Table VII

Indus signs
} with components and decipherment suggested.

Notes.—(i) The small Roman figures in the first column represent

my serial numbers.

(2) The large Roman figures in the second column refer to

the numbers in the sign-list in Sir John Marshall's volume

Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization.

xm )

3TSD \) l )
HW

jtZHJ '/) v )
" +1H

rim j )*_) %%
Y SE | 5)1 If

mm
in() 3*

sr L 0 0‘
31+S

TS LI ($)Q + W *

9 III <J()*
3** 1*

®LX
vfe Oi W11

"SUM*]®*
wm § 0 =

bb.®- q 0*

2£S®"$'’0x £
3i+

Etray "^"(S)xUS
+

wiffi ^ 0° n

'SD®5 ^ 0 8

anWQQ 00 33+31

t^p i\ p 'vr

'jafflr ^ P,P ;;
5

,r

‘UFOCoor

Am *

»<? "(t'Ovfo.
n V m AA iwifc

r Sr sat

jas <^ <> ^ r»\

®A ^ ^,fc

ar * owm

^ f ^ f7*

\j==** 3

SB
cexM Hi

A ‘A A *‘ +3°+ |3m k A
|A» I A' y+ 35+ 5

-

in*! 5-*W*»
to • Xi *A » 5-

H* % ?B®

U+'OVrr
ggcbw jv V-

V̂v^ v?4*

Jn <\/y^
CC0! Will urn IU5”

CT

snvuiiiu

c?w m
uj~

IB*

tffl
~

£31^
L'zra

JSBT ft
LIX

mini H>*'nlb

1^1.
IfrtH + lb

rnm(\Mjt/fc)

YSp |g»

IKIIl
l«W7

[n-ti* +<0

^ ibii+H-t:

n 0 6

wgjA n 1»+***
• w ^ ' *
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III

Ancient Indian Punch-Marked Coins

Before discussing the decipherment of the inscriptions of the

Indus basin as well as those of other countries it is desirable to note

a few facts regarding the punch-marked coins which have been

found throughout India in considerable quantities. These coins

are many thousands in number. The British Museum alone

has a collection of more than two thousand. For the history

of India they are probably as important as the finds in the

Indus basin. My researches lead me to assign these coins to differ-

ent, and probably widely separated, periods of history. Some of

them appear to contain monograms prepared from the syllabic signs

current in the later period in Elam. There is a good number of

punch-marked coins which bear signs found in the Indus script.

The following table will show how the sign gu or go in the Indus

script has been preserved on the punch-marked coins.

Table VIII

BT.W.Cl-TflNOtl ^r.t^V-TB.NO.T ftr. M.CLTQ No l 8r.lAC l -HI NO.'t

Br.M.Ci.IDtfo.S No& Bv.M.a.lp no l-g

^
6r.MCiN0.17.l-M

8r. /vl-anTNaiJ.
Set afro. ho. |<)-i J.

ivv(i.?.GF.
/ *. a.*

a b»>.

Vbo ff-

m-SS'
2
- tn

fir. M-Cll-G-l
VoU-a. • /Ya.(<>

\r

2
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There is a large number of coins in the British Museum which

bear the ‘homo-sign* found in the Indus script
;
and one homo-sign

on a punch-marked coin is exactly the same as those on some of the

Indus seals. The following table shows some examples of such

signs.

Table IX

Howo-signs asfound on the punch-marked coins

&r. M. x-Vftr.

NQ.fc*

&

Br.w. a.3.Q.a-

v4r>-3- Nt>-$6

* sc

BrM.Ci-a*C.i-vVr.

$• No- 58
3 63

fc.n\a 2 .G.I fa,
<V No- 60.

fit*. M- CL. “3.Or I. \iar

[1 No 51

i
'Uf*

Rr. M. a. 0-G Ji-

v'd. C-rA'ib Var. ft • No .V}

A certain number of punch-marked coins appears to suggest inter-

course between India and the western world. Sir Arthur Evans has

discussed in his work on the Minoan script a peculiar type of homo-

sign which he found to be a popular item on the Egyptian pottery

as well as on that of Asia Minor. The following comparative table

will give an idea of the importance of the punch-marked coins.
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Table X

The homo-sign as found in Asia Minor compared with similar

signs found on punch-marked coins

tOPIlAH ClMWPtK

cuiNBMt w ** i&nptian vjjrnnn wnm. ^wy» SlmoUk\ . *****
41 * indimwiu* 1WfM ? 1

p MT7r8 H
C^UflDlR

IMPRESSION NMiM*
l
n DJWASTJ

f N,

CNIMCENREAN Onwkehman
UNTOlO UNlOlD&SM,
S)BK\1kCKETF NO SOS

[tAE.P. UHl)

1

%*NOSlKNCOiN
TlPtC. 480 B-c

1HE MthOlfMJR

URl^OWAO aW *1CtM**N

SyOKrt* CKUfc

P^BIonPE 0>
o« lentOio atw nu>" cmh(B*Q

on Indian- Punch- iv\*rk£D* corns

8T.M.Cua.G nv’4re«- er.M.Cl.R.GTI.Var. C.16 Br.M.ei.a.GIlva.J’.C. 14
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The following punch-marked coins contain what I read as Ins-

criptions,

Table XI

Punch-marked coins which appear to contain inscriptions.

P.T 0>

V

y>*/Ov

*3*

5£X<;

535«

P.T

*0 '

%

vy,

A*

? U|

P? Tjj :'fe„TT.>^

x CfSf.

ft

£ Miff
1 ^

Note .

?.T. p-efe^-* to tht jlrunti tMutifn Mf mi
\fftinvr>v

\

Bf. M • Te^/r5 ft tfa oettutUn 0^ mt coin* in ttu British Museum.

IV

DECIPHERMENT OF THE LINEAR INSCRIPTIONS

(a) Decipherment of about eighty Indus Inscriptions

Before taking up the decipherment of the Indus inscriptions it

may be pointed out that there are a few signs, the phonetic values

of which have yet to be ascertained, In some cases the Indus ins*

criptions do not help because the sign occurs only once or twice in

them. The method usually followed by me hitherto in identifying

doubtful signs has been to compare them with the signs found in

the proto-Elamite inscriptions, Fortunately the script of the Indus
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basin Is not wholly isolated. It appears to have characters derived

from the proto-Elamite script.

It may be added that wherever a is given in the decipherment, its

value is uncertain. Similarly the value of r is doubtful. If the sign

in question were read as h it would give a known word. Signs form-

ed by either one or two big lines sometimes seem to represent % or

l respectively, and sometimes a and 5. When these lines are small

they always represent the sounds i and I. Similarly there occurs in

some cases a very small stroke, I have taken this to represent h %

The sign occurring in seals Nos. 199, 1 88, 135, etc., which has been

deciphered as sarr or sarra would be more intelligible if it could be

read as sri. One bent stroke would in that case represent r and

another 1 ;
but I cannot be sure about the latter. Difficulties of this

nature will have to be cleared up by future workers. Much depends

upon the values to be assigned to the small strokes. Other technical

points I shall discuss in a subsequent article, in which I shall attempt

to edit the rest of the Indus inscriptions hitherto published. The

decipherment of some eighty inscriptions now proposed will serve,

I hope, to show the practicability of the system adopted, (See

Table XII).'

K The numbers in the Table refer to the numbers on the plates

if! Sir John Marshals Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization ,
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Table XII

Selected inscriptions on Indus seals and sealings, with proposed

decipherment in Roman characters.

n\$jr mini b, k m Y \w 53/ Y k Y lUl

a
'<ivi-NIH SlNA * SINN ^SNNA-Ciflj SU41

im Y un <54 OC #
SuRA-TSAR 144 V OC

$1-NIMSA& GVJ'SMW K-ma 1
YJJJj GG-SARR^^

3 *4 ^ SiNA*d ‘NA
!5M*NAGM5fV A BAU-SAN-^ GO MINIMI-- NfV ..

QOjyoKK-Mrl*A-

m-NlN\m-1SAR ISAHklSAR^ GMSA m'K
d, ^KtMAHH] i$M4i\

MINISAR

*> ^ <§
u$ 1°' V 911 v ft fj\ H38 na Rf uum Yf $

St-S5NM^R CG-^-VA* GO 6u NiNAtt GG-NULSlN GCl- S>MINIMA

K-|SaR. IGVl-mnVAHl N\Un-I$f?
'* »SNR [G0-K\NIN\MM]

V45 =IF V ”0
,

MS* V Att 7 ' y’iV,’ £^ »m V ft £ irft »*° '/)

CiO-NlNAMSAR GVJMNSINGU^ »S»-N|NI»J-M- G O-BU mMS*Au> GO NIN GO El
nagm cgmmosa *s ah

«*7 V$ *» «<» VO »7 1/\l •«-» 4 \\\V>» _

GO-SASi GOR taK-SAS* Gti SN ^'GIRIV^ ISA NAGAA
VoV>ww THh MnnO^KC
GOlA Nl 'ViVH.uK MAh Gu-Swama- GuNINNIN GOR

\Sak Et

MVK'j’i n <?». ".0 33 V <)' $< >«!(£§ 'VNtXi

G&NURASiV ISANM S/\K oO-NlNSAK^ NIU*] SARRA NURk- SaRRA
ISANA 15»-nA

j N\NSALA fAfcNKlMLM} LNl° B * SA * R *3

>* l^OP $ "b H ’ ^OC $

NMSASARRr OIU-SKRRK- DU-SaRRa-MA DU- SARRVKa NIN-DV) S&RRA
ISAR MAMkC^J

|V0 Mil (" III MM it- SB ^ HI

"*GO-$ai* » fuR ilammp, Ri$i iSSVRk

4» E # <SC J»s 1 ui ,|0i v/u S'? $ V, aw H ^
Nl- iSaR-nO* to'A-GAhl MiJ) *SAR- GMjA OUjSARRArAH DOVAR-SlNNA

n\a- SaRRA
JO
1-M Y IV,

3« Y .w'^sgv 5 V p ^
3»a Mmo ft ACf *x»

SI-NNA SlNI-1 SAISA- GU-lllA <C- N|WA 6UGUR-NU
H *" mag\jr

silf /jft'AV,
W5 v 0 Cfc 14 V C1 V#6® mV oc^VaP

|1J5
MI-GO- SINlSA GO-$AR-i$A G\3 a Bo-iaiJ. GO^inni-SA Gu-SARRJV

NIMl BRA fAA-1-tSAR. SI-3SANAIO Mfc-GuRiSA

^’V/KSDIinyO ^^III"0 2i =vf

&ti'?SSA NA<i£. Gi3-S|VA-G6- ISA MA NAl Gfl-StSAlSA- G6TSA-ISAR-
ClTSA R»SA[ISAH}n\A Sar. Sini-Tsar ISA-NAGESA

ilVV?)!r%''5 i Y 1" "0 IM 3 is V^-K *'$* 10

<ji3-Rl-NINI-lv\G SI- NI-ISAR IS AR- NAG ESA- G&-ISAR-UA- &U-USAR-NI
rH\Ayi$f\H »SaR N*R»SANHSWIA

1 >4 ^ m. "0 •« jr vyft'frtf!)?

MNISA-ISAR-llE G^IISAR-MA isa-ma-nhsar Gu-Ttofij -o6 OSAR/^i‘
l SI NlA- Nl- TSAR'S 6v- VARfttUN. [AIJJ-MA6AD-

nw-vanAJ luAcy
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The decipherment of the Indus inscriptions given in the above

Table contains only the names of gods and goddeses worshipped

by the Indus people. It seems that in Sumer, as in India, a god

was hardly ever named without some particular epithet. Even

in modern times we always ^ay Lord Kfsna, or Bhagavan Buddha,

etc. Removing the epithet, we have the actual name of the god

or goddess left. The tradition in this respect seems to have

been much the same in Sumer as in India. For instance, the god

Lila that appears in the Sumerian pantheon under the name En-

Lil, appears in the Indus inscriptions as Go-Lila. If we under-

stand the words go and en to be epithets we- can identify the god.

The following words often appear before the names of gods and

goddesses :

—

(i) go
; (2) nin, ni

; (3) nun, nu, no
; (4) nana

,
nanar\ na j (5) en

,

ena • ( 6 )
zsj, isar, isara % isana ,

isan, tsi
,
isani

; (7)
gurt guru ( 8 )

ina
;

(9)
gulci. (For the meaning of these words see Appendix, Extract

No. VIII).

If the meanings of the words as given in the Appendix be

taken into account it will become easy to recognise the proper names

of geds and goddesses occurring in the Indus inscriptions. The

following comparative table may give some idea of the links between

Indian mythology aud that of the western countries.

Indus inscriptions as Names of gods and Names as fonnd in Names as found

deciphered by me goddesses probably Sumerian mytho- in Indian litera-

referred to logy ture

123 d. Gu-nin-sina Nin-sina Ninsinna Niclna

229 Sini-isar Sini Sin Sinl-vali

3 Isal-Nagesa- Nagesa NageSa

ma-ninini-isar Ninini Innini ......

ninisar Ninisa

80 Sissnah-suresar Sissna SiSna

463 Gu-nina-isar Nina Nina (Naina)

217 Gu-sasi Sasi

460 Gula-ni Gula Gula Gula

405 Gu-nura-si 5 u-isana Gunura (Gunura)

479 Ni-isa-wr^srih) Sarra ? Sara Sara
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Indus inscriptions as Names of gods and Names as found in Names as found

deciphered by me goddesses probably Sumerian mytho- in Indian litera-

referred to logy ture

No.
)

xlix > Gu-sam Sa or Gu-sam (Samgu) Sangu or

T. 45 ) Sango

46 Ni*isar-//0 (Gana) Ni?a or Gana Gana or

Naga

243, 249 Sinna Sinna Sin Sina

H. 1926) Ni-gu-sinisa- Sini Sini-vall

1235/ nini Nini Inni (Naina)

541 Gu-issa-nagesa go-issa (GorTsa,

Nagesa Go-isa-

Nagefia)

97 Guri-nini-mu-

isisih Guri Gaurl

1 5 Ninisa-isara-ila-i Ila-isa

sanbhu Bhu ...... Sanbhu, Sambhu

76 d. Sini-isana Sini Sin Sini-vall

246 Sini-isar Sini Sin Sini-vall

84 d. Bau-san-isar-isar Ban Ban Bhu, Sa

Sa Bhusa

201 Gu-si*vah Siva ...... Siva

224 Gurlila-sasi Lila, Sasi Lil Sasi, Lila

2o8 d. Gu-lifa-mah Lila Lil Lila

91 Isana-isar Isana T&Ina,

I§ana

96 Diu-(Du)-sarra- Diu-(DuLsarra Dusar

mu-isar

41 1 Ena (Ea-na) Ena Ea Ena

202 Ma-gah-i ? (Maga,

Ma-Gei)

Ge Maghi

39S Sini-isa-V. magur Sini, Magur Magur, Sin Sini-vall,

Maghona

245 Gu-sar*isarra Isarra, Sa Isar Srl§a

(Siva,

556 Gu-siva-gu-isah-ma Siva, Guisah <Gori6a,

CGo*I§a

157 Sini-isar Sini Sin Sini-vall
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Indus inscriptions as Names of gods and Names as found in Names as found
deciphered by me goddesses probably Sumerian mytho- in Indian litera-

referred to logy ture

I Gu-lisar-mama- ? .
Gulisa Gorisa,

Gaurlsa

220,270 Si-na Sina Sin Sina

154 Gu-sarra-itia Sarra (Sri) Sara Sara

414 Gu-ninini nagesa-mah Ninini, Nagesa Innini Nagesa

211 Gu-bu-ninah-mara-isa2 Bu, Nina, Mara Nina, Baul Bhu, Nina,
Mara

7

>

Isi-ninih-ma-nagesa

(ganesa)

Nini, Nagesa or Ini, Nina

Ganesa

Nini,

Nagesa

Ganesa

236 Gu-se(sah) Sa Sa, §a

188 Gula-sama-sarra- Sama-sarra Samasa Camasa

83 Gii'Ninsara-Ninsala Ninsara,

Ninsala

N insar Sara-ni

158 Du (Deva, Dyu)-sarra

(sri)-me (mah)-isar

Du-sarra (Dvu-

sri, Deva-sri)

Dusar

472 Ilamma Ilamma (Ilamma)

476,477 Isar-ga-ga Gaga Gaga Gargara,

Ga, Gagana

5 Gu-Lila Lila Lil Lila

(Lllesa)

H Gu-rf. Bu-mtt (a)-mz-'a)- Bu-marni, Bau, Ma-bhu,

isar Bu-ma Mami Bhumi,

Bhuma

19 Isa-ma-na-isar Ka Na

>43 Isah-nagesah-mah-isar Nagesa •••><* Nagesa,

Mahesa,

Mahisa

537 Sisnna (Isa-sina)-gu-

sura (sri)-isar

Sisnna &i§na

7 Sinna (Sinnisa) Sinna, Sinnisa Sin

316 d. Mah (Ni-Mah, Mah) Mah Mah Ma

466 Gu-nin-sina-isar N in-sins Ninsinna Niclna

267 d. Gira Gira Gir Girija, Gir

433 Gu-sivah-mah-isar Siva Siva,

Mahe§a

>35 Ni-sarra-///#/* (me) ni Malmi Mana, Meni, Mana

Mena
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Indus inscriptions as Names of gods and Names as found in Names as found
deciphered by me goddesses probably Sumerian mytho- in Indian litcra-

referred to logy ture

269 Du (Ud)-sarrarmah Udsarra Udsar Mah (Can
dra-inas)

383 Risi Risi Risi

447 Du-sarra-mah-mu-sarra Dusarra-mah Dusar Mali, Doaa

382 d. Nitii (Ninisi, Sinini) Nini, Sini Inni, Sin Sini (Nin,i)

126 Gii'sinni (sinini)-sasi- Sinni, Sasi Sin Sir.I

isana

22 Gu-Sesa-isa-sini-isar Sesa, sini Sera, sin Sesa, Sini

78 Gu-isar-i!a-isar I!a El I la, 11a

122 [Gu-anu (nu)-iluih (lulih) Guru, Iluih Ilohi Guru, Anu
gu-nu ? or d. Gu-d, luh

gunu ? ]

Anu

199 Gu-sarra (sri'-mah Sarra Sat a £ara

468 Gu-nura-ma-mrt (i)-i ana Gunura, Gunur (Gunura)
Matni

374 Gu-ri (si)-nini-mah Gori, Nini Inni Gauri, Nina,

Naina

160 Gu-si 8 (Nin)-gu-Ela Ela or I la El Ila

168 Isa-na-ge-i Gei, Naga Ge Gir, Naga

234 Gu-Ninnin-gur (h)-Ela Ninnin, Ela Inni, El 11a, Nina,

Naina

Nu (sini) *ra-sarra Nura Nur, Sara Sara

350 N iu-du-sarra-m a-mah Nindu, Sarra
,
Dusar Indu, Mah

169 Issu (va) ra Issura,

Issvan
Isar ISvara

244 Du-va (u)r-Sinna Duvar, Sinna Duvar,
Sin

Sina, Sina

440 Rw-Gur-Nu (Guruna) Bu, Gurnu, Bu, Gurnu Bhu, Guru-
Na Na

107 Gu-sarra (sri)-ma-

gu-risa

30 Gu* i- sa-isa-ah-nagesa Nagesa Nagesa

10 Gudisar-Nin-nirisa- Gulisar, Inni Gaurlsa,

isana Ninnirisa Go-isa

24 Gu*lisar-mah-ma*gur- Golisar, Magur, Gaurisa

ila-lu Magur, Illlu Illu

Note.—For details in connection with the above names, see

Appendix.
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The names of gods and goddesses occurring in these inscriptions

have been arranged according to Sumerian and Indian mythology,

and the references bearing on these names have been appended. What

relation the language iepresented by the Indus seals inscriptions bears

to Sanskrit must bj left to competent scholars to decide.

(6) A glance at the proto-Elamite and Minoan inscriptions

As far as my researches go, I am inclined to regard the script of

Elam as having been the original source of the Indus as weil as of the

Minoan script. There is no doubt that the proto-Elamite script is

more complicated than that of the Indus valley and of the Minoan

seals. Want of time has prevented me from devoting more attention

to the decipherment of the proto-Elamite inscriptions, which appear

to be very important. These inscriptions appear to be written accord-

ing to a syllabic form of writing, in which each character represents

a syllable. According to this system the name Visnu would be

written Va-i-sa-na-u. It must be clearly stated that the proposed

decipherment of the proto-Elamite and the Minoan inscriptions

given in the tables below is purely tentative. I have added in another

column some Sanskrit words which seem to bear a resemblance to

some of the proto-Elamite and the Minoan words as deciphered by

me. It would be quite premature to suggest that a linguistic connec-

tion has been disclosed
;
but if such connection is shown to exist

as a result of further research, no documents could be more important

for the cultural history of the ancient world than those discovered by

the French mission in Elam and by Sir Arthur J. Evans in Crete.
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Table XIII

Proposed decipherment of certain proto-Elamite inscriptions

BV-VA-5- S^U-SE$lv*\

w
nmk- UlK-ISA-5R\-SRC

fl lj±3 ^ 1! BARR^^r^'NOlj

K LkW J

^ ^rFr"

WRPI.JT,I3^ oti&TWiVlJ

ft N® B\i* B\)k MK Hi- df\NKV V w ran ten mkvi
BU- BU-A-BARRAI^ ..

•i- >pr. - NI Nl-NiA NK NI SINNA

MP.Pi-E-»r,f

6 13 ®a

8U- BARRah^/^i
*£-

MP. Pl.w, 3o

1 W"

6m 5<&%£?&
NWHSfc NMlNIM-tSMliNHSA-

mini-nun

ftjfa -fift *ix- cA^- ^r<dP^a

1Y»P* PL.BT, i|t|*.
MP-Pi..YnJ, Jtjz

H:\15! 'lC<nj^ft-7T.Tt<nj

V 0800 fl© 5 Sfl1 oaosO ft i*
M

NI-NINi- j-H NM

hmuM8
£1 ®jjc*

BARRA/i/^-N/tl/\^

o fi ft C(C co
iVT LA
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Table XIV

Proposed decipherment of certain Minoan inscriptions

Reference Inscription Tentative
decipherment

Suggestions
Roman Devanagarl

pi.i.p. t. e. "ifk

Pl.I.P. i.c. •

pi I P 3, n- T > CL «

fi.x. Ra.c.

Pi.i.P.a. €. ^i<-j

PUP' a % ?Jcj

Pi.r.P.b.a.

pi.i pfc.«. l
Pi. i-Po - a

Pi. 1. p. it t
Pl.t- P. I'- c ? fE}

Pl.I,P.t.S $+
Me. P.lfa'i Q

ME-P.lbl ^
me.p.im y& & ^

ME.P.I63

MB. P. 163

d GyRatuy^GuRyt'f-

1 OR- JSa 1. GfcS*

SM.ll-l Siu

<Ti«TT»)a fr|T

SA '-Ri S 'R ‘ (frtf ,1^ 4
S»(A)SM-SAR S'SA »SAR

Vl*tsARu Vl-'^RU

VARMU-fV^SH)! VARAL VI S7NI- fcT[4 )q^5P: 5?.

•SaR-SVRA SA- 5URKfviAH^V tn?7
”*

ll-SASI-Bo tf-SASl-BRU T£

SOMA-
<t

- SOMA-iiSA- ^tq.^ fuRJt:

_ ? ISSANAB 1

SuflA.u SURO

SISP-IAVI SISA-RAVI ^.-^171%.
lAMAA-NAMA MANIA- NAN A

Bu - SijRA [Nltt 6"y swRA-Wa
,0^.

jACNM-MAl N\ftL^tMA7 &R
SASl SASI yi$r

MIIA-VMSA ISIAVISA
ftfbctsf

Ul» -V*= ISA [till- VISA 3

NA-I-NA NINA

ISSAR-VUPA
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Reference Inscription Tentative _ Suggestions

decipherment rtoman Devanagarl

ME. P. 163 o'

n-53^.

vasu[vi ism t^ri^i'T^r
IAE . P. 164 x Jb oj^o na-sinCni-nisa)

VP.- so '

ME P. I«>4 « sfe "»A
UlA ISSA-IA

ME.P. 16** A Sir,'A; SAM

ME.P.lif -V
^ *v

SlVRKfV &\-N>

MSPIW
*v«

0 Sr.Li[«R]A

ME. R 164

Hit.

Yu

ISAltV \
l L i ‘j A

WE P.I6?

tP.iftO

wn.p.it?

(P-6U>

ME-P. lb S"

(.P > €)

ME-P 166

(J- So * >

»»

jKr * jO

me P- n»
LPloito!)

ME.P.17‘1

CPI«8)«)3

X Vfijp ni-ss-vuevvj «a si - va ia I-iffe.

1/ fe:

5AS/VM

— ... n W Nirhftl-M-

sir/- ISA-N« ?
.

7Tp I fvih

jh'iJia #?n-h

l^i^R^TT^

n y siNWn mi> simi ma i?»ft-Hid>'Tii

w MiNMtA-w-WNl-fwwn- 55^^"A * 1( 5
SA-NlN^ ILftNISA MHl’^ C

,

, „* r.iWu N.cmiS.1 .-fWrftKM'* 1

S'/°0 ^BWSASl
SASA c5A£l3Tm

t«3

£il > Y, ** VI MAMA-*- SI-MI NANA- *' SMI ITH? L'TT 37 T0 IV
^oi y «=,<. -J M h.-niliv-A©

TTtl

nir Kw*vi\Wt

00

X. j.t'
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V

The Indus Culture

The question naturally arises, what new light would be shed by

the decipherments proposed in Table XII? It appears that a new

era in the whole field of research will be started if the system of

decipherment suggested can be established to be on the right lines.

As illustrating my meaning 1 may cite the following few points,

further research in regard to which is likely to yield far-reaching results.

(1) In the Appendix it is shown how some of the Indian gods

like Sina t Sinii
Nina

,
Bhu

y
Lila

%
lla

,
1sata

,
etc., bear names similar to

certain Sumerian gods and goddesses. This opens a new vista.

(2) The Vedic as well as the l auranika pantheon will have to be

re-examined. When the decipherment of the proto-Elamite inscrip-

tions is accomplished, we shall be in a better position to understand

the origin of the Indo-Aryan languages and of the system of writing

which has been handed down to later generations.

(3) Hitherto the punch-marked coins of India have not played

a part in building up the history of our motherland. This is a field

in which the Archaeological Department of India can help much. It is

for consideration whether an officer conversant with the details of

the proto-Brahml script should not be deputed to prepare a correct

and complete sign-list, which could be circulated among scholars

interested in the work of decipherment. On examining the punch-

marked coins in the British Museum, I was much impressed with

their value and the important part they may yet play in elucidating

the early history of India and the development of the Brahml

scripts
j
and I hope the few examples I have cited in this paper

will suffice to justify this view. My researches have tended to

convince me that the history of the Brahml script goes as far back

as 30004000 B. C., and that its origin is ultimately connected with

that of the proto-Elamite script.

(4) The cults of Siva and the Mother-goddess had already been

shown to be very old. It is interesting to find them current as

far back as *000 B. C. In the Puranas it is clearly mentioned that

the worship of Siva at one time extended throughout Jambudvlpa :

but this statement was little credited. Sir Aurel Stein, in his Archeo-

logical Tour in Gedrosia, referring to figures of humped bulls (the

vahana of Siva) which he discovered in large numbers at several

prehistoric sites in southern Baluchistan, writes as follows :
—“Consider-
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ing the numbers of these representations of the humped bull and the

uniformity of the type throughout all Chalcolithic sites of Markan

and Jhalawan it seems difficult not to believe that this animal was,

like its Indian counterpart, the ‘Brahmani* bull, an object of popular

reveience, if not of actual worship. If this assumption is right the

temptation is obviously great to seek some connexion between that

prehistoric worship of the population which occupied the extreme

western marches of India before the ‘Aryan* invasion of Vedic times,

and the great r&le played by Siva's bull in the Indian cult from a very

early period. There is scarcely any indication of such a cult to be

found in the oldest Vedic literature. This might lead us to infer that

it was an inheritance from much earlier times to which the autoch-

thonous population of northern India with its deeply rooted archaic

bent has clung notwithstanding the great transformation brought about

in its civilization, racial constitution and language by the triumphant

invasion of its northern conquerors. But the subject touched upon

is too wide and at present still too speculative to be pursued here

further in what is meant for a plain record of antiquarian facts”.

Memoirs of the Arch . Stir, of India
,
No. 43 (1931), p. 161.

That the Indus inscriptions when deciphered according to the

system ' evolved by me should present the names of gods and

goddesses well-known to Sumerian mythology was a matter of

astonishment to me, specially to find many of these names in the

Vedas. (See the extracts from the texts given in the Appendix). The

connection between the Indus basm culture and those of countries

much further west seems to be corroborated to some extent by the

view expressed by Mr. Ernest Mackay in a paper published in the

Antiquity. He writes : “The close association of the dove with the cult

of the Mother-goddess in Crete, Sumer, and elsewhere in the Near and

Middle East, in Sardinia, and even further west, together with the

fact that so many models of this bird are found at Mohenjo-daro,

leads us further to believe that the goddess whose semi-nude, be-

jewelled pottery images are such a feature of Mohenjo-daro and

Harappa was also a Mother-goddess. The great respect in which the

dove is held even at the piesent day in Northern India by Muhamma-

dans and Hindus alike is quite possibly a survival of this cult. Perhaps

there was a closer connexion than we at present know of between the •

Sumerian goddess Ninkharsag and the goddess of the Indus Valley

people”. {Antiquity, Dec, 1931, p.467).



APPENDIX

I

Names of gods and goddesses occurring in the Indus inscriptions

I Go-nin-sina (12?) ;
Gu-nin-sin (466)

SlNA (220) ;
SlNA (270) ;

SlNNA (243) ;

Sinna (249) ;
Sinna (7)

;

Sin (12) ;
Sin (91 ) }

Sini (537) j
S1NU76)

;
SINK395);

SlNI (229) ;
SlNI (382) ;

SINI (22) ;
SlNI (126)

SASI (217); Sasi (224)

d. Ma-Gur (3) ;
GUR-Ma or d. SIN-GUR-Ma (3)

d. Mn-Gur (3) j
Sin-Gula (459)

I Ud-Sarra (96) ;
Du Sarra (158) ;

Ud-Sarra (350) Du (Ud ?)-Sarra (447)

;

Du-Wara (244)

1(b) El (40)

E (I f) Lorn

EXTRACTS

( * )

Sin

“In Accadian it is the Sumerian name of the Moon-god which is

invariably used from first to last in their inscriptions, namely Zu-en,

commonly pronounced Sin. There is no doubt at all concerning the

Sumerian derivation of this name. It occurs twice in Himyaritic

inscription written S-i-n, clearly the god Sin, where it cannot possibly be

an Arabic name, but an importation from Uabylonian

the name Sin is the origin of the word Sinai, Mount Sinai, which

occurs in early documents of the Hebrew scriptures, not earlier than

1000 B.C. ; then this mountain range in the extreme north-western

part of Arabia and especially its principal mountain, Horeb, connected
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with the worship of the Hebrew gods Yaw and Eldhim, must have been

an ancient North Arabian centre of Moon worship, and the name

itself is taken from the Sumero-Babylonian Sin, after the name had

been transmitted to Arabia, and replaced some older Arabic name for

‘moon* as the name of these mountains. In any case this Sumerian

name of the Moon-god was known to the Hebrews
$

for it occurs in

the names Shenazzar (sixth century) and Shinab, king of Admah
and the Canaanitish cult of the moon was actually favoured by the

kings of Judah before the reign of Josiah”. {L. 8., pp. 5*6).

(
2 )

lnnana t Nantia ,
Nannar% Ma t Magurt

Magula-anna

“The Sumerian Moon-god, Sin, originally Zuen, ‘Knowing lord,’

belongs like Utu to the Enlil pantheon. The original and oldest

name was Nanna, or Innana, “Lord of Heaven/' and written ideo-

graphically ses-ki, ’brother of the earth/ The Accadians by false

etymology with their word nannaru
,

'light/ always called this god

Nannar. Besides these two titles, which are based upon the moon

as a luminary and on his character as god of divination or deity by

whose appearances and relations to the stars, omens were derived

(Sin), there are other titles, of which the following are of most impor-

tance : Udsar, 'the crescent/ the 'new-moon/ hence also ‘god of the

Boat/ Ma, Magur, and Magula-anna, ‘Great boat of Heaven/ ‘As

god of the new moon the title Asimur is common/'—

(

L.S.
, p. 152) ;

for

further information, see L.S., pp. 153-154.

( 3 )

Vhusara
,
Esh-shara

,
Outturn

“Babylonian influence becomes particularly prominent in the great

Nabataean kingdom whose principal capitals were Petra and Damas-

cus and whose history can be traced from their first mention by

Ashurbanipal in the middle of the seventh century B,c. to their

absorption into the Roman Empire in 106 A.D. They were a North

Arabic race who used the Aramaic script, and their principal male

deity is Du6ura, rendered into Greek as Dousares, and identified by

the Greeks with Dionysus, The name means ‘he of Shara* (dhu sard ),

i.e., “he of the mountain range es/i-shard,' at Petra, and he is a Sun-

god according to Strabo."—(£.£., pp. 15-16).
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( 4 )

Dusares

' As an Arabian Bacchus, Dusares is a Greek and Roman deity

;

as a god of Fertility, represented by a baefcyl, he is a local Arabic
Earth and Sun deity

;
and, as son of virgin Earth-goddess, he is a

Babylonian deity,”— (£.£., pp. 17-18).

( 5 )

Ishtar

See L.S., ‘Maid of S 11, as cow,' 97, 395 11.25. "Symbol, a star with

seven or more rays, 150. As female principle of Anu in founding

government, 167 and in the highest heaven, 173. Weeps for destruction

of men, 220. Story of her love for Gilgamish, 256 ft,"

w

( 6
)

Sin

See the myth concerning the birth of divine calf Amarga from the

cow or the Maid of Sin the Moon-god.—Z,S., pp. 96-97.

( 7 )

Ilah, II, El, Eluhim

"According to D. Nielsen the South Arabian deity Ilah, or II,

which is also the common Semitic word for 'god,' and corresponds

to the Hebrew and Aramaic deity EL ;
Elohim is one of the names

of the Moon-god,’’—-L.fi,, p, 5.

(A)

(1) According to Dohtlingk und Roth f. 1) N. eincr

Gottin, welche fruchtbar macht und die Geburt erleichtert

Wreft awnft TBr. 1. 7. a, 1 HT Ri'fl't

I

trfl WT •

See also in the same dictionary the words

TOnTTW, WHWHM
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(2) According'to Monier-Williams “fofarsft SinlvalT, f. (of doubt-

ful derivation) N. of a goddess (in RV. described as broad hipped,

fair-armed, fair fingered, presiding over fecundity and easy birth, and

invoked with Sarasvatl, Raka etc.
;
in AV. she is called the wife of

Visnu
;
in later Vedic texts she is the presiding deity of the first

day of new moon, as Raka of the actual day of full moon), the first

day of new moon when it
t
rises with a scarcely visible crescent, RV.

&c.
;

N. of a daughter of Artgiras, MBh.
;
of the wife of Dhatri and

mother of Dar£a, BhP.
;
of Durga L.

;
of a river, Mark P.—Kuhu-

$anti, f. N. of a religious ceremony (for averting the evil effects of

being born on Sinlvall and Kuhu days), Samskarak.” [A Sanskrit

English Dictionary']. He writes about Sina “ftp! 2. Sina, provision,

store f, m Sinlvall, Kasikh

(B)

(1) See Bohtlingk und Roth for fin, foft, fitforefrr:, (fot, <0*1,

firPrtrj, fiiPwrw, fipfaw, ftphj etc.

(C)

Sinlvali

—I _ ^ ____ .

WnWTTO £***§*> WBi I

ww fsrorjrt iftn

*TT wrrj: 6fRT WJ I

tfo finfanw aitaH trcu

wwfyi

**1 Le., Rpm Hl|l faf i e , ft*f Wlfl.

*«rv> 1

(E)

Afaghl .

wft *'the day of full moon in the month of Magha'* [M. Ws.] see

^lso inw ifiprr, JinnsRr, w, jttoki, otwh, hwt, incn^i
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(F)

Dnsarra
[ ]

dosha
t
m. evening, darkness (only Bhp., where personified

as one of the 8 Vasus and husband of night, vi, 6, 11, 14)” [M. VVs.]

V— ‘Raz-ra:, mfn. (v^ra)—n. brightness, splendour” [M. Ws]

(G)

Ndtidnam Nand Nammdari.

•TRT»t 3T 3 ^—557^ W^- t

traffim gw^rfeeff * ar 1—^7^ *.m V

srci^ft «yisfl— s*.

II

Names of gods and goddesses occurring in the Indus inscriptions

II Bu (211) ;
Bu (14) ;

Bau (84)

Ma (374) ;
Ma (199) ;

Ma (414)

;

Ma (374) I
Ma (433) ;

d. Ma (316) ;

Ma (158 ; 269) ;
Ma (202)

Mama (468) ;
Ma-Ma-a (14)

;

Mama (350)

Mar (208) ;
Maar (21 i)

Ninini or Innini (3);

Nin-Nin (234)

Gaii (202)

;

Gu-Lila (224)

EXTRACTS

( 1 )

“The order in the official Assyrian theogony places the Earth-

mother-goddess dingir-Mah immediately after the Earth-god Enlili

and she was in fact his sister. The supreme importance of this

goddess is obvious by the place and nature of her symbol among

the emblems of the gods. On Fig. 51 her throne follows those of
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the trinity, Anu, Enlil, Ea, and supports a curious object, a br

r

band shaped like the Greek letter
,
Omega inverted. On

throne, where it follows the symbols of Marduk and Nebo (firs

symbols in third register here) this band lies flat on the throne,

ends coiled inward, not outward as here. On other monument

Omega symbol stands alone without a throne, and in a pOon*.

exactly like Omega. This symbol is called markasu rabU% “the great

band", of the Esikilla, '‘holy house”. The word tnarkasu
t
“band*

,4rope” is employed in Babylonian philosophy for the cosmic princip.s.

which unites all things, and used also in the sense of “support”, the

divine power and law which hold the universe together. It is em-

ployed more often of the god of the first principle, water, Enki-Ea,

and of his sons, Marduk and Nebo. Ninlil, wife of Enlil, frequently

identified with Mali, ruled the constellation Margidda, Ursa Major,

the wagon star, which was also called the “band of the Heavens”,

because it remains fixed at the pole of the Heavens”. (£.S„ p. 109).

( 2 )

Ninatttta
,
Nininni

,
Innini, Artiru

%
Ninasianna

,
Ninsianna

,

Ninsinna , Ninisinna, Gula

*‘The Earth-goddess, as female principle of An, received the title Nina-

nna, Nininni, Innini, but, as goddess of child-birth, Nintud, Aruru,

Ninhursag, Ninkariaka, and as the planet Venus, Ninanaslanna, Ninsi-

anna, Ninsinna, Ninisinna, ‘‘Heavenly lady, light of heaven”
;

as

patroness of medicine she was Gula,” (L.S., p. 91).

( 3 )

Ninanna,
Inning d.MaA

•‘In religion and mythology of even greater importance than these

three heads of the trinity, Anu, Enlil, and Enki, is the Sumerian

Mother-goddess, whose character was so manifold that she became

many distinct goddesses. The great and ubiquitous cult of the

virgin Earth-goddess in Canaan, Phoenicia, and Syria seems to have

been entirely borrowed from Babylonia. As already suggested,

the primitive name of this Sumerian goddess seems to have been

Ninanna, Innini, “Queen of Heaven*, but the pictograph first used
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to write her name represents a serpent twining on a staff. The

name probably rests upon the primitive identification with the planet

Venus, and upon the theological principle that she was created by Anu,

the Heaven-god, as his female counterpart. Three main types of the

Earth-goddess, together with their minor manifestations, are clearly

recognizable, Innini, the Semitic Ishtar, Mab, ‘ the mighty goddess,’*

Accadian Belitili, “Queen of the gods/' and the underworld goddess

Eresh-kigal.

The order in the official Assyrian theogony places the Earth-mother

goddess dittgir-Mah immediately after the Earth-god Enlil, and she

was in fact his sister.** (L.S., pp. 108109).

( 4 )

Gula, Bau
%
Nin-mah, d. Mali, Ninhur-sag

,
Ninmea, Nunu sesntea, Nesu

“After the multifarious activities of the Earth-goddess were appor-

tioned to the three major types, for Mah or Belit-ili was reserved in

particular the protection and increase of animal life. It was she who,

in the teaching of the great theological school of the cult of Enlil and

Ninlil of Nippur, created man from clay, and her salient character

is the goddess of child-birth. Under a minor form (Gula) she became

the patroness of medicine. Essentially an unmarried goddess, her

minor types, Bau, Gula, became wives of the sons of Enlil, Ningirsu

Ninurta, as Erishkigal became the wife of Nergal, son of Enlil, The

official pantheon gives forty-one names for dingir-Mah
,
among which

the scribes indicate five as the most important, These are Ninmah,

“Mighty queen**, Ninhursag, “Queen of the earth mountain**, Nintur

( dialectic Sentur ), “Queen, the womb”, Ninmea, or Nunusesmea,

“Queen who allots the fates,** and Ninsikilla, “the pure Queen.** Under

the last title she was the wife of her son Nesu (dialectic Lisi). The

god Nesu is known almost entirely by his star Antares in Scorpio,

which was also identified with Nebo.** (L.S. , pp. 109-1 10).

( 5 )

Amru% Mama, Mami

•'Among other titles which appear in the myths are Arutu, Nintud,

"Queen who bears,** Amatudda, “Bearing mother/* Amadubad, ‘Mother

who opens the lap (womb)/* and Mama, Mami/* (£,S., p. no).
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( 6 )

Mar, Ninmar
,
Bau

"The Sumerian Earth-mother is repeatedly referred to in Sumerian

and Babylonian names as the mother of mankind—Ninmpr-ama-dim,

'‘Ninmar” is a creating mother
;
Amanumunzid, ‘‘the mother legitmate

seed (has given)
$
Bau-amamu, *'Bau is my mother.* (Z.S., p. 12).

( 7 )

Aruru
,
Gula

,
Ishtar

, Asdar

According to Professor Langdon the doctrine of Mother-goddess

is thoroughly accepted in Babylonian religion. "A poem has the line :

'All creatures with the breath of life are the handiwork of Aruru/ and

a prayer begins : "O Gula, the mother, bearer of the dark-headed

people," In early Accadian, this mythology is already firmly esta-

blished among the Semites, although it does not appear to belong to

their primitive religion. Ummi-tabat, ' My mother is good,* Ummu-
tabat, "the mother is god* occurs in the fifth century in Babylonia.

Asdar-ummi, ' Ishtar is my mother”; the latter name is common in

Babylonia. Belit-umma-nu, "Belitis is our mother 1

', has the same

meaning as “Sarpanit is our mother/1
Istar-ummi-sarri-ni, '‘Ishtar is

the mother of our king’*
;
Mannu-ki-ummi, 'Who is like the mother ?*

(£.$., pp. 12-13).

( 3 )

"In West Semitic this mythology is apparently almost unknown. In

Canaanitish there is only the Phoenician name 'Am, ’Ashtart, "the

mother is Ashtoreth.” In Hebrew there is no evidence at all. But

names of deities in Phoenicia like Melk- 'Ashtart, at Hammon near

Tyre, Eshmun- ’Ashtart at Carthage, 'Ashtar-Kemosh, of the Moabites,

clearly prove that the mothor-goddess of the West Semitic races held

even a greater palce in their religion than the local gods of their most

important cults,* (L.S

,

p. 13).

< 9 )

Ininnit Enlil
,
Lil%

Aruru, Gula, Bau, llani, Ninlil\ Zatnama

"The entire mythology of Astarte goes back to the Sumerian

Ininni-Ashdar-Ishtar, goddess of Venus and mother, wife, and lover
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of the Sumerian dying god Tammuz. This is inextricably united

with the other fundamental Sumerian mythological concept of the

Earth-god Enlil, father of mankind, and his sister the Earth-goddess

Aruru* Gula, Bau, Ninhursag, Nintud, commonly called in Babylonia

B&lit-ilani “Queen of the gods”. In certain cults she is also the wife

of the Earth-god, as Ninlil, wife of Enlil, at Nippur, or Bau, wife of

Ningirsu, son of Enlil, at Lagash, or Zamama, son of Enlil, at

Kish”, (£. 5., p. 14).

(10)

Innini
5
Nittsianna

;
Ge

;
Uranus

“In Western Semitic religions ‘Ashtart represents the Sumero*

Babylonian Mother-goddess, Gula, Bau, Aruru, etc., rather than

Innini-Ninsianna-Ishtar, who is both Venus and the Mother-goddess.*

In Canaanitish religion ‘Ashtart is not the planet Venus. That is

clear by the Greek identifications of this goddess with G3
,

the earth,

sister of Uranus, in Sanchounyathon, and the regular identification of

Astarte with Aphrodite, who is never identified with the planet

Venus”, (Z. 5., p. 15).

(A)

Ma

1 1 q l ^ \\

Maki

“heaven and earth” [M. WsJ

B/iTv

R: [Gayatrl hymn]

Bau*ma

is one of the nine Grahas

(B)

Ni-ma-ifyi, Ni-rni-tna-i$a, Ma-na g%

wajftaHHWnft<nW sfcnwt *3m
ftiNr * Kurrft 11 $ 11
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(C)

BhUma, BhUnti, Shu*

a

'JFi *lf^> *5* all these words occur frequently :r. the Rgveda. For

compare the following verses :

IfT *£ sftRrj f$rj I

qft^fw^gsrrn M*. » ii

See also ? I e, I

Bhutan

See Rgveda, M«0,* J i W*,* i *,<•»,* ; t, m,\ ;

Ill

Names of gods and goddesses occurring in tlie Indus inscriptions

SISSNA(8o)
;

Sl’\VA(2IO) ;

NAGA-ISA(4 I 4 ) ;

gaga(476,477)

EXTRACTS

(A)

Si&na

It is mentioned in the Rgveda that Indra destroyed hihna-devas.

wfiwwt II * II

Cur

* UTS* I’? 3 * et^TT *T% loifa: I

(B)

Siva

The word fa* occurs many times in the Rgveda and the Yajurveda,

Examine the passages with a view to see whether it could be taken for

a proper name in certain places.
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For fa* see Rgveda.

*10. JT?^. *0 . qjIR.

C n V9 * 5

X W X l* W X°

X \ 99 58 t*

\ \ e 8

8 u K ! 9 U 5

V X «; 99 U 8

V. s. W,X 99 *5 5

\ *

II 8* 99 *

99 *

Gaga

Ga-ga :—messenger of Ann (see L. S p. 298)

Ga

H : V ga ... m. a gandharva or celestial musician 11 [M. Ws.]

‘‘if X, ga ••• N. of GaneSa” [M. VVs.]

Gand

HU ! ‘ Garni ••• a single attendant of Siva, ... N. of Gan^S it . troops

or classes of inferior deities ...” [M. Ws.]

Gaga-m, Gaga-na-i&varX

rfforoftfarrerasirat. u u is V*-V; u

Go-isa

Go-isa occurs frequently in the Indus inscriptions. We find similar

words occurring in the Rgveda.

litart: \ j'® » j

Gaurl

The word also occurs in the Rgveda. Examine the following

stanza.

»rkt 11 €, \r, 5 u
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IV

Names of gods and goddesses occurring in the Indus inscriptions

Sarra (154) ;
Sarra (199)

;

Sarra (136) j
Sarra (188)

;

Sara (479) ;
Sara or Sala (183)

;

Sarra (96, 158, 269, 447).

Isar
;
Issura (169)

ISUM ;

Ninsar (3) ;
Nl P-SARRA (135) ;

Nin-sara (83)

;

Nin-sala (83)

;

Gu-nura (468) j
Nura-Sarua (136) {

d. Gira (267)

EXTRACTS

(1)

Ishura
,
Asaru

•‘Marduk owes his prominence in Babylonian religion and his wide

influence upon West Semitic mythology entirely to the political

importance of the city Babylon, which became the capital of Sumer

and Accad after the Sumerians had almost entirely disappeared. In

the ancient pantheon his title was Asar, of unknown meaning, but

certainly a minor deity of Eridu, where the ideogram employed in

writing his name also had the value ishura
,

a name of the Grain-

goddess. His augmented title Asarri was commonly pronounced

Asaru, and explained as 'the bestowcr of husbandry*. By origin a

vegetation deity and son of the Watergod Enki of Eridu, his sudden

appearance at Babylon under the new title Marduk as a Sun-god is

still unexplained”. (L S,, p. 155).

(2)

Gira, Ira
%
Irra

“Under the title Gira, Ira, Irra, Nergal appears in a long Accadian

myth known as ‘King of all habitations' or the ‘Series Irra/ said

to have been revealed by night to a scribe KabtHlani-Marduk...MMM ,..
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It was Ishum, messenger of Irra, who revealed the poem to this

scribe”. (Z.S., p. 137).

For characteristic of Ishum see L.S., p. 148.

( 3)

Gir, Girra

Gift Girra, title of Nergal (early), 93. Word means ''fire,” 136.

Mythical poem of Gira, 137 ff. See also Irra.

(4)

Nina, Nana, Ishara, Istar

L. TI. “It is probable that Nina gave rise to the name Nana, who

is on this assumption ultimately identical with Ishara, but a divergence

in pronouncing the name gave rise to a distinction in attributes.

Under the name Ishara the Sumerians retained the ophidian aspects

of the old water goddess, and under the name Aranu they retained her

as a patroness of flocks and irrigation. At any rate in the period of

the dynasty of Ur, Ishara and Na-na-a are distinct deities. The name

which appears more often is Nana, and she became under this title

one of the most important of the deities”, (p. 48)

(5)

Es-Ha , Es-Ha-Ita, Esha
,
Nana

,
Ishara

,
Scorpio

L. TI. * Hommel is, I believe, correct in assuming that the ideo-

gram for Nina was also pronounced 6s-ha, but the form 6s-ha-na

probably arose by adding an ‘heaven’ to esfta
,
as in the case of Gestin

y

Vsumgal, and many other deities who had been identified with stars.

The evidence for the pronunciation Nina is too strong to be rejected,

and if Nana be a corruption of Nina the evidence is conclusive. The

Sumerians pronounced her name both ways, viz. Nin-a, ‘lady of

waters' which survived as Nana, and Esha, ‘goddess of the fish-house',

i.e. the sea
;

after the identification with Scorpio she became Ishana
,

•Heavenly goddess of the fish-house’, a word which survived as

Ishara”. (p. 47)

(6)

Ishara
,

Nina-Ishara
,

Scorpio

L. TI. “In any case Ishara is a water deity, even in her astral

form, since the constellation Scorpio is called ‘Ishara of the sea*,
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and in the chapter on the ophidian deities we shall find her connected

with the python of the sea. Nina-Ishara is, therefore, a type of Mother-

goddess connected not only with fresh water but with the ocean as

weir. (p. 48)

(7)

Serak, Sahan, Sah'an, Siru

L. TI. “The Sumerian word for serpent is rnus, but the theo-

logians give the pronunciation of the ideogram, employed in writing

the name of this god, as Seralt, which the Semites translated by

Sahan or Sah'an, a word for fire. For some obscure reason, the serpent

god became a fire-god, for not only was Ningishzida also a sun-god,

but a seal cylinder represents the god Siru with rays from his should-

ers’*. (p. 120)

( A )

Sara

fallT

faiit *n*rt sf*raf *jffafcn*.ti X 11

flfrwwirw fan 11 * 11

fawr fart Tsret wfmnn. 1

• •*« ••• ••• ll II

faur TO=n fart fast *rct?snn»*.i fcrro 11 * 11

fam ?m<rn*R.i ?rtiTo u ^ u

fam fart TOfnmni tfae u v u

fam mren fart 35 i

t-M,* ; X V X-'i

According to the hymns quoted above the fathers of JR were <1Wf,

fini, TO(, and , He was also termed «r, as is clear from

JITSt l His mother was sfirft the earth-goddess. Whitney has translat-

ed JR. as ‘reed/ The meaning ‘reed’ is not convincing.
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IB)
Sera

The following hymn of the Atharva-veda throws further light on

the Sumerian serpent-god Serah'. In the hymn cited below Sera-

bhaka is clearly mentioned as .

wi gmf mg mm: gmfii 1

ms pi amt it a: tnfrtmt mi Tmmmr n \ 11

jtfsre gmrf o I o 11 * ||

srtaangsfte gmf ° 1 0 w ^ 11

wqtgsrigmfoioimi

wfir gm? mg mm: gmffa: 1 o it * 11

;pra? o 1 o it ^ u

O I 0 || \* H

msfa gmf mg mm: gmrfa: 1

amm amt it a: insaaa mr ar?mmt 11 c u

wi^ 1 v ^8. t-c

( C )

Gir-lba
,
Gir-iba

f*rffarr frrferr n^.

% \*r\*

(
8
)

“Very primitive seals represent a male deity whose upper parts

are human, but whose lower parts are a long coiled serpent, undoubted-

ly the serpent deity Mush, whose Accadian names Sherali, ‘grain’,

‘vegetation’, and Shahan, ‘fire’ clearly reveal his connection with

the generative powers of the earth and the heat of the sun”. (£.£.,

P. 90).

(9)

Anu, Ninsar

“When Anu had created the heavens, He created the

Corn-goddess, the goddess of flocks and wine, Ningishzid, Ninsar

as those who enrich the fixed sacrifices p. 104),
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( 10)

Nurra

Nurra is the god of potters (see L.Sn p. 105),

(11)

Ea

Ea is the god of all mystic learning and the Mummu or creative

Word p. 104).

(12)

Gu-nura

L. TI. ‘‘For Gunu as a grain, see Ungnad Orientalische Literature

zeitung* 1912, 447 ;
Jastrow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyricns,

vol. lit 713.” (p. 11).

L. TI. “Tammuz occurs once again in the same list as Damu of

the floods, where his consort is named Gunura, probably a type of

Nina, since Gunura is the daughter of Ea (SBH. 93, 6). She is called

‘sister of Damu* in Zimmern, Kultlieder
, 26, ii, 13” (p. 53),

( 13 )

Gunura in Bhagalpur

I have learned from a reliable authority that a goddess named

‘Gunura,* or ‘Gunuray* is worshipped in the district of Bhagalpur.

From the description given to me it appears that she is an agricultur-

al goddess connected with fertility.
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V

Name of a goddess occurring in the Indus inscription

Meni U35)

EXTRACT

( i )

Meni

“A goddess of Fate, whose name is based upon the verb m-n-w,

or m-n-j, can be traced throughout Semitic mythology. She appears

in Hebrew as Men! in the post-exilic accusation of Deutero-Isaiah :

‘As for you who abandon Yaw, forgetful of my holy mount,

Preparing for Gad a table, and filling for Meni spiced wine.’

Etymologically, the form Meni is masculine, but the deity is a goddess

and belongs also to the Assyrian pantheon, where Ishtar has the

titles ‘goddess Minu-anni/ ‘Minu-ullu/ she who ‘apportions unto

men sanction or denial.*—

(

L.S.
,
p. 21).

( 2
)

Manajja

“The Nabataean goddess Manawatu, plural of the form Manat,

hich occurs in Thamudic, i.e,, before the Nabataean period, conse-

quently belongs to the old South Arabian pantheon. The Coran

writes the name Manatun
;
and manijjat

,
plural vianaja , is an ordinary

Arabic word for ‘fate/ ‘death/ Also Zawwa-almanifiat
i

‘the

shears of fate/ supports the evidence from early Arabic and Naba-

taean inscriptions for assuming that the Arabian Mother-goddess was

a goddess who fixed the fates of mankind, of cities, and of nations."

—

{L.SU pp. 20-21 ).

(3)

“In Assyria, at least after the ninth century B, C„ and in Baby-

lonia, perhaps from the early period, Ishtar was regarded as the

goddess of F under the title Shimti, a word for ‘‘fate" peculiar to

the Accadian language/*—(L.S*, p. 3i).

6
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(4)

“AH Mother-goddesses in Babylonian religion appear in this rble as

Moira, and Bau is addressed, ‘Fate of kings, Lady of Adah.’
”

(A)

Mem

itft: WIWT ft HT mTHICT %ftft HT II EJWP* t*. V l> —
emm i sprafom ($)—*«.

rlfttmw# I (V)—

H

(B)

Mena-ka

i«TCT W53H HFHft II ^ II

I H'H II

VI

Names of gods occurring in the Indus inscriptions

San (84) ;
Sama (37) ; Gu-SAM (No. XLIX. T. 15)

Nl-SAR-GANA or NI-ISAR-GANA (46) ;
MaHISAR (143)

EXTRACTS

(!) •

“Shamask, Sun-god, 2; Shamsu, 2, 4; Samsu, 377, n. 7. As
female, 4. Rising, fig, 36. God of Justice, 139, 150” etc.—

(see L.S., p. 450).

(2)

Gadd : Sangu, a class of priests.
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(A)

Mahim, Srltn
, Sam, Ga

dira^rifii

fira^i: ^Rifira: n \ n

ti* if * to: q^n * u

“if <f 4 flJiiw i if if"

if if tnraft if if

p- #1 it

In the above text i) and 4 seem to be the same as srlm (of the

punch-marked coins) and sarri (of the Indus inscriptions) respectively.

Change of sa into ha is not very uncommon. It may be noted that in

many of the punch-marked coins is written Ht.

(B)

Sa

<r-snw *%iTft ! <n>: i i

Ibid., p. 23.

(C)

Ha

f! ftw) rNPt *IHIM)4>lsfi*%l>lfd: I I

Ibid., p. 2i

(D)

Mara

Mara a well-known god in the Buddhist literature.

VII

Names of gods and goddesses occurring in the Indus inscriptions

lLAMMA (412) ;

d. SlN-GUR (3) i

SjN-GULA (459)
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EXTRACTS

(I)

\Ind. Ani, t voL i88\ % pp. 245, 246]

41As far as I can ascertain, the worship of Hinglaz

1

seems to have

been the most widely extended of all in Western India. The present

Admiralty Chart of the Persian Gulf shews a temple of Hinglaz on

the Mekran coast which seems to be a well-known landmark. Tod 9

speaks of this as a favourite resoit for pilgrims among the old Rajputs,

and also refers to a place of the same name in Rajputana, which was

taken by Lord Lake’s army. 3 Coming down to the Dekhan we find

in the Kolhapur State a MamlatdarVdistrict called Gadh Hinglaz, so

named from the headquarter station, which derives its name from a

shrine of the goddess. From a recent paper in this journal 4
it appears

that Hinglaj is the favourite goddess of the Talirajas.”

“Yellamma or Ellemma is a very favourite goddess in the Canarese

country, and judging from the company she keeps, or rather from the

classes that worship her,* she is not a very reputable one. In a list of

the wandering tribes of Kolhapur given at p. 130 of the work above

quoted, she is described as the patron goddess of no less than three of

these tribes, viz., the Dombaris, the Gols and the Ganthi-chors

I subjoin a cutting from a newspaper regarding a temple of this

goddess, which I find in a note book. Is the extraordinary practice

therein referred to still kept up ? I remember reading of a similar

practice observed by women in Maisur or Kodag (Coorg) which is

noted by Mr. R. H. Elliot in his Experiences of a Planter
,
but I

have mislaid the reference :

—

"A Hindu Temple is the; Jat Jahagir.—A correspondent of a

mofussil paper states that there is a temple of the goddess Ellamma

about a mile distant from the town of Jat, in the Jat Jahagir. An

1 It seems possible that Hinglaz may have been not an indigen-

ous, but an imported deity, introduced by the Kshattriyas.

2 Rajasthan
, vol. II, pp. 5 and 572 (Madras reprint),

3 Ibid* p. 658. 4 1A
%
vol. IX. p. 280.

$ She is the same as Renukad$vl of the Mara(has etc, Ed., IA,
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annual fair is held in honour of, this idol at which about ten thousand

people assemble. It has been held there for the last fourteen or fifteen

years. Fifteen years ago a Mali or gardener set up the idol 0 and

began to cheat the people by stating that it had appeared there of its

own accord. Both men and women visit the temple and worship the

idol. The very strange fact regarding this worship is, says the writer,

that the worshippers, before commencing their worship, strip naked,

apply powdered sandal wood, to their whole bodies, put on the orna-

ments they may have, hold a small branch of the tiimb tree in their

folded hands, and leave their places of residence to visit the idol. After

visiting the idol, they go round the temple for a certain number of

times. They then leave the temple to bathe in a neighbouring tank. After

bathing, they return to the temple, worship the idol and return borne.”

(<Extract from a manuscript note by the late

Mr. Robert Sewell, /. C. S.)

“BOUNDARY GODS. 1—Ellamma or Eilai devata worshipped

largely through >ut the whole of southern India. The Tamil Brahmanas

do not join in this worship: So in the Tamil districts the non-brahmin

population alone worships these gods or goddesses. In the Telugu and

Kanarese districts, mostly in the latter, the Brahmanas join very largely

in this worship. Every village has a goddess which has a special name

or is called after the village. Patniamman is the goddess of Negapatam
;

Mundakakanni for Mailapur
;
Hosuramman for Hosur, etc. Sudra

priests enjoy manyamst grants of land, for the worship of the village

goddess. Whenever epidemics break out, or once a year before the

agricultural operations commence, the Boundary Goddess is worshipped

on a large scale. The villagers assemble near her temple and conduct

worship for several days— 10,12, 20, 22, as their funds afford, and on

the last or closing day, sacrifice of animals is largely made. At mid-

night the cheif priest starts with cooked rice and blood mixed

together and goes on distributing these in small balls throughout the

I The principal shrine or temple of Ellamma is at Ugargol near

Saundatti in the Belgaum district, and is certainly a very old one, and

so probably is the idol. It would be interesting to know the details of

its history within recent times. Ed., IA.
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village. Before starting on this expedition, the priest gets himself

shaved completely and starts naked. On his return he bathes and

gets a new cloth,

‘•When epidemics occur, the Mariyamman's image, in the form of

a palm-leaf image or mud image, is dragged in a village and left at the

end at the boundary-limit of the village; then the adjoining village takes

it up and drags the chapper in that village and leaves the same at the

end of the village. Thus the god or goddess is worshipped in every

village on all special occasions.”

Man or Manna

Professor Langdon writes :

“An incantation for child-birth contains this same legend of angels

descending from heaven with jars of oil and water to lave the body

of the ‘hand-maid of the Moon-god', when in pain she bore the divine

calf Amarga *This myth of the water of life, bread of life, plant

of birth, and probably that of the plant of life, also current in Sumerian

mythology, is surely the origin of the manna in Hebrew mythology

said to be the exudation of the tamarisk. Yaw rained bread from

heaven, which the Israelites called man during their wanderings in

Sinai
$

it must have occurred to a people familiar with this Babylonian

myth to call the food so miraculously sent by nature ‘bread from

Heaven'.” (L.S.
, p. 96, 97).

VIII

Words occurring in the Indus, proto-Elamite and Cretan Seals :—«•

(0

Gu
}
Go

t
Gau

Go has got many meanings in Sanskrit literature. In the Indu

inscriptions it seems to convey some lofty or exalted sense. In

Sanskrit go-lota means heaven. The most popular name of the god

Mahadeva is GaufAa% This word occurs frequently in the Indus

inscriptions, It may refer to a similar god,
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(
2

)

AY#, AY

According to Mr. Gadd, nirt means “lady, mistress (beltu)
;
but car

also be masc. lord, cf. d.nin-gir-su.” (SRB p. 189).

In the Vedas instead of niti the word tti is frequently used in sor

cases in the sense of 'lord/ Hitherto this meaning of tti has not been

generally recognised. The common custom is to connect it with the

predicate. A careful examination of Vedic passages shows that this

practice is not always satisfactory
;

in some cases it spoils the meaning

and in others it makes iti practically superfluous. In the Atharvaveda

we find mention of Arbudi and Nyarbudi. The prefix tti in Nvarbudi

seems to have the meaning of ‘lord/ The following passages may be

examined :

ft *TRt uiqqfa jyirat srfNra i

wlh'J.Jti II k

ftf sroft...sprats i v •i

ft*W: WTOT ,SRTftl $. ?o, l

ft^t nupOT ?»,

Ni [Bhurnt]

See Itgvedn : ?. kk- « ; * kk- V< ; U. ? ; t. tkA i

?• $5 , ? ; »• k j

»• k?- #•

( 3)

Nutt, Nu, No

According to Mr. Gadd, nun means "prince, lord (rubu)
;
adj. great,

noble, goodly” (SRB., p. 189). In the Vedic literature the words nu and

no occur. They are generally taken as personal pronouns, I have

seen many passages in which the meaning ‘lord’ gives better sense.

On the punch*irarked coins the so-called ‘elephant sign’ reads to me

something like no or nun.
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(4)

Nana, Nanar, Na

According to the Sumerian mythology the words nana and nanar

denote some lofty ideas (see Appendix, Extract no. 1-2) In the

Pauranic and Tantrik cults Na is a proper name of the god Siva.

for u u u

p. ?•

Samskrta Press, Calcutta, 1913.

Originally it may have had some similar meaning. I have not been able

to go into the question fully for want of time. The word nana is

current in Indian languages, and in Hindustani nana is applied to the

mother's father. What is its origin ?(see also Appendix, Extract no. I-G)

(5 )

En, Ena

According to Mr. Gadd, en means “lord (belu)
;

adj. noble
;
abstr.

Nam-en, lord-ship (belutu)/' The word ena occurs frequently in the

Vedas. There are passages where it may well be taken in the above

sense.

(6)

Isa
,
Isar

,
Isara

,
Isan , lsana ,

1st, Isani

These words are current in the Sanskrit language under slightly

different forms. For the meaning of these woids current in the

Sumerian mythology, see Appendix, Extract no. IV-5.

(7)

Gur, Guru

According to Mr. Gadd, the meaning of gur when used as an

adjective is ‘huge', ‘mighty/ The meaning of guru in Sanskrit is exactly

the same.

(8 )

Ma, Mu
,
Mo

According to Mr. Gadd, “MA 2-E, MA 2
. I, indep. pers. pron. 1st

sing. I2.-M 2
, suffixed pers. pron, 1 st sing, indir/1 (SRB,,p 187).
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Sumerian mu and the Sanskrit mo and ma do not differ materially in

their meanings.

(9)

Gnla

In the Sumerian language gnla means ‘great’ or ‘mighty*. It occurs

in the Veda?, but its meaning is not well understood. Lord Kr§na is

called Gida-'keSa. The following passages may be examined :

*, n,

.

(
10)

Sisa

According to Mr. Gadd, si-sa means “straight, just” (SRB.
y p. 190.

see ST). It occurs frequently in Cretan as well as in Indus inscriptions.

The following passages may be examined :

mfireafrft *ngsr siwwwfa iragji \ u

qtarcreni rftaTfnsnsft i

ffW »r srra^t^jp ‘hjj^kmh, 11 * 11

•«. *** •••

d fwmt 11 « 11

t H-

g* as V firaraara u } 11

afc&wnrcr sr° *fi> e, 2°

fw'.nwi*^ ii s. u

df«fl«*IWH$T« \, so *i® *, %° \K\

artg/wrcft’ ?«m *nat . ftWhwfuf! ii

afa*tain*na*rrwi $to no vs, 113 vs, ?o v^vs

iWHT fa *1 Vi ^ 5 fa»

W«wfal X*- ^ X
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r«I>

ra

Slsara. in. N. of a mythical dog (the husband of SaramS), Tar

Gr.”~M. Ws,

( 12)

1hbisa

“ISftfiw IllblSa, as, m (> N. of a demon conquered by Indra, Rv. i, 33,

1 2."-—M. Ws.

(13)

Sarabha

‘TO Sarabhciy m. a kind of deer or (in latter times) a fabulous

animal."—M. Ws.

Sima

(1) fa*Pron. UnAdis. i. 143 ( fa* )...$«*. fa*

Sayana on Rv. 8. 4. 1 [Bhotlingk and Roth]

(2) See Fohtlingk and Roth for ftRT,

fMjjp* etc. On Bhotlingk and Roth write

was bedeuten konnte Werke nicht anfeindend Tait. Ar. 1. 9. 3”.

(3 ) ftWi. Sim&, mfn. (prob. connected with I. Sama
j
abl. Simas-

maty dat. Sima'sntai, voc. St’ma [Padap. Sima, Rv. viii, 41 ]; n. pi
,

Sime) all, every, whole, entire (according to some-^sj^; accord-

ing to others= atman, 'one's self') Rv. [M. Ws. A Sanskrit-English

Dictionary.]

ABBREVIATIONS

L. S. = Semitic Mythology by Professor S. H. Langdon (1931).

L. TI. =Tammuz and Ishtar by Professor S. H. Langdon.

ME. = Scripta Minoa by Sir Arthur J. Evans (1909).

MP. = Memoires de la Mission Archelogique de Perse, Tome XVII
Mission en Susiane sous la direction de MM. R. de

Mecquenem et V. Scheil, Textes de Comptabilitd proto*

Elamites.

Rv. =Rgveda,

GADD. = A Sumerian Reading Bcok by C. J. Gadd (1924).

^ MISSION ^t icm i. rfT.'lvM ^
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Abdulla Khan, powerful leader,

488f.

Abdur Rahim, Subedar of Multan,

491

Abhidhamma Pitaka, 642 ff.

Abhidhana-ratna-mala of HaM-
yudlia, 457

Abhijnana-sakuntala, jalalaksana

in, 654
Abhinavagupta, commentator of

Nafcyasastro, 190, (648) 728

Abul Maali, usurper of Kabul,

486f.

Acaryas, 390, 399, 468 (714) 794

Adhaka, a unit of measure for

grains, 27fn.

Adideva. minister, and grand-

father of Bhatta Bhavadeva,

453

Adi-dharmapha, king of Tripura,

(7*7) 797

AdiSesa, 7 hoods of, 499 fn.

AdiSura, 455

Afganisthan, (703) 783

Afzal Khan, 362

Agastya, uncle of Vi§avanatha,

339
Agni, Kumara a form of, 314^.

Agni Purana, reference to Sattaka

in, 170

Agricultural implements, construc-

tion of> 22-23

Ahobalapancjita, nephew of one

Madhavacarya, 89

Ahobaliya, Telugu grammar, 89

Ahoms, 435, (706) 786

Aitareya Brahmnna, 311, (734)

814

Ain-i-Akbari, 435

Ajatasatru. 310

Ajayasimha, son of Laksmana-

simha, 298 fn.

Akbar, 192, 435, 486ff., (708) ; 788

attack on Citod by, 287

Akranda, 404

Akrura, son in-law of Ahuka, 525

Alamgir (Aurangzeb), 56

Alamkara and Gunas distinguish-

ed, 58ff.

Alarkand, Arabic translation of

Khandakhadyaka of Brahma-

gupta, 147

Alauddin Khilji, 46f.
;
causes of

Citod expedition 299-300 ;
con-

quest of, 2gof.
;
his expedition

to Citod, 299 ;
Hindu and

Moslem sources for the chro-

nology of the expeditions of,

294 295 ;
rearrangement of the

chronology of, 295-96

A1 Fazari, writer of Sind-hind, 149

Ali Mardan Khan, Persian Gover-

nor, 493

Allahabad, Bell-Capitals at, 2i6f.

Allahabad-Kofam pillar, edict on,

4SSff.

Alvars, meaning of, (645) 725

Amarakosa, 315

Amaravatl, 633(1*,
j
reliefs of, 224 ;

stupa of, 640
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Ambabai temple, i9Sf.

Ambanganga, river in Ceylon, 361

Amir Khan, Governor of Kabul,

497

Amir Khusrau, 248k

Amitagati, autlior of Dharmaparl-

Icsa, 5 1
5ff

Amitra, considerations for attack-

ing, 470

Amoghavar§a, son of Goviiula III

667

Anandacandra, king of Tamra-

pafctana, 38flk

Ananda latika, dramatic poem, 548

Anandavardhana, author of Dhva-

nyaloka, 541

Ananta Gumpha, decoration of,

224

Ananta-Narayana, temple of, 445

Anavasita-Sandhi, meaning of, 399

Ancient India, Coins and Weights

in, (689) 769—(702) 782 ;
culti-

vation in, .19-27; Fire Arms

in, 703-8 ;
Notes, on owner-

ship of soil in, 658 63

Amjal, Valgnava poetess, 423

Andhakas, 524 ff.

AndhradeSa, 335, 340; Dharma-

mitra of, 447

Anga, 152

Anunyasa, authorship of, 418 9

Anuruddha, king of Pagan 70c

Anudasanaparva, Skanda in, 318

AparaSaila, 641, 646

Apastamba Sulva sutra, 422

Arakan, Candra dynasty of, 37-

40, kings reigned in, 37

Aranabhlta, ancestor of Dbarma-

raja, 667

Arjuna, 242 ;
pilgrimage of, 248-50

Arms, classification of 703f.

Arthasastra. 38if., 385-6, 389^.

60,631
Arthavyakti, explanation of,

7°-7i

Aryabhata, astronomer, I44ff.

Aryabhata II, wiiter of Maha-

siddhanta, 147

Aryadeva, 634, 638

Arjuna, 353, 353 fn., 372k

Aryavarta, boundaries of, 164

Asaf Khan, ?on of Itmad Dola,

192

Asana, various forms of, 392-93,

39$

Asaua Simliakosa, Simhala king,

1 53

Ashrafpur, discoveries at, 445

Asita, sage, (656, 736

ASmaparanta Country, 157

Asoka, 193-5, 367k, 1749) 829k,

events contemporaneous with

150*6
;

rock edicts of, 458f. ;

Schism pillar edict of 369 ;

Tusaspha’s relation with, 630

Asoka Rescripts, notes on, 193-5

Asrafpur, discoveries at, 439

Assam, 439k ;
land route from

Bhutan to, 702

Astronomy, Buddhist priests

prohibited from studying, 141-

42 ;
studied by Jaina priests,

141

Asvaglio.sa, 381 fT., 628

Asvapati Kaikeya, ksatriya

teacher, 310

Asvatarasvi, Budila, brahmin

disciple of Janaka Vaideha,

310

Atisamhitafc, meaning of, 405
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Ati sandhi, 255

Aurangzeb, 494 ff.

Avadanas, 156

Avalckite6vara, 693 f.

Avantivarman, 163 ff.

Avafaras, 331-2

AyaSoblnta, 667

Babar, 4$ iff.

Bakslmi Banu, wife of Ibrahim,

486

Balacandra,' son ot Simhacandra,

39

Baladeva's pilgrimage, 248-50

Baladitya 440!. ;
temple built by,

664

Balaki, brahmin teacher, 310

Balakrlcja, Visvarupa’s commen-

tary on Yajnavalkyasanihita,

305L • cow-killing in, 3c6 7

Balaputra, king of Sumatra, 446

Bala-sri, mother of Gautamlputra,

H7ff.

Bagri, a division of Bengal, 436

Bahadur Shah, Sultan of Guzrnt,

287

Balban, emperor, 456

Baiikim Candra, 436

Bapyata, king of Pundravardhana,

536

Basarh Capitals, 21 off.

Begar%
forced labour, 56

Bell capital, Assyrian origin of,

226 ;
origin of, 213-45 morpho-

logy of, 216-8
;
Persian origin

of, 226-7 ;
theory of (he colla-

teral origin of, 236-8
;
signifi-

cance of, 222-4

Beluchistan, 489

Bengal, 699 ;
divisions of* 436 ;

(1793-1858), Economic Con-

ditions of, 475-80 ;
Gopala-

deva, ruler of, 530-6

;

•Kathakata* in, 558 ;
land-tax

in, 478-80 ;
Moslem influences

on, (709) 789 ;
use of non-

Sanskritic titles in, (708) 7885

RaglnPs march through* 440 ;

Vijaya^ena, ruler of, (761) 681

Bengalee Brail manas, divisions of,

436

Bengal History, Finger-posts of,

435 57, (703) 783 -(709) 789 ;

four periods in, 437 f.
;
Guptas

in, 439 *

4- J
Moslems in, 457 ;

Palas in, 446-50 ;
Senas in,

4H-7

Bernier, 475 f,

Bhaddakaccana, 653 fn. 2

Bhadra, Buddhist monk, 159

Bhadra, wife of Kuvera, (751) 831

BhadrabahavTya Snmhita, Jaina

astronomical work, 1 39f.

Bhadrabhahu, preceptor of Candra-

gupta, 139

Bhagadatta, king of Pragjyotisa.

5H (745), 825

Bhagavad-glta, 95, 96 n., 97b, 358,

(656 j 736 ;
Vyuha doctrine ig-

nored in, (663) 743

Bhagavadajjukam, 187 ff.

Bhagavat, derivative meaning of

98 fn.

Bhagavata, Abhinavagupta refers

to, (648) 728

Bhagavata Mahatmya, (645) 725

Bhagavatism, 96 fn.

Bhagavat! sTitra, date of, 141

Bhagavrtti, 413-19

BhagyadevJ, daughter of Tunga

and wife of Rayapala, 449
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Bhakti, in the Epic, 345-6 ;
Jctpa

as means to, (676) 756 ;
sense

devotion and erotic mysticism

in relation to, 346 ;
idea of

prasada and prapatti in, 346

Bharata, 380 ff.
; Samrafc, 524

Bharata and the Gunas, 77

Bharata-NafcyaSastra, 188

Bharatavakya, 165 ;
Bhagavad-

ujjukam and, 187-90
;

note

on, 1 90-1

Bharatcandra, poet, 451

BharatltTrtha, disciple of Vidya-

tlrtha, 85-7, 91

Bhamaha, see Bharavi

Bh&ravi, posterior to Bhamaha,

167-8

Bharhut, Garuda-dhvajas in,238fn.;

figure of Kupiro Yakkha at,

(750) 830 ;
lotus supports at,

(747) 827^ lotus symbols in,

214-6

Bhatrhari, king, 530, 53 2 ; £ram '

marian, 414 ;
an author, 413b

Bharukaccha, 154

Bhasa, 329

Bhaskara (astronomer) 146

Bhaskaravarman of Kamarupa,

439ff-

Bhaskaravarman, [ 744 ) 824, (752)

832f.
;
Nidhanpur grant of,

439f-

Bhasvati, work of Satananda, 14S

Bhafcfca Bhavadeva, persecutor of

Buddhism, 453

Bha$ta-Narayana, author of Venl-

samhara, 452

Bhavabhuti, 304-5, 307-8, 329, 541

Bhavanaviveka, Mandana’s work,

303 f-

Bhavaprakafia 1 7 1 ;
work of

Saradatanaya, 190, (765) 845

Bhavyarambhin in Kaujiliya, 472

Bhiksuni-Pratimokaa, 259

Bhiksunl-Vibhanga, 259

Bnilmal (or Bhinmal), place name,

(753) 833^

Bhilsa, 1 5f.; Persian Inscription

at, 56

Bhlmasirnha, husband of Padmi-

nl, 300

Bhlmesvara, 689

Bhlsmaka, king of Vidarbha,

525

Bhoja I, 541, 833 (753)f.

Bhoja-prabandha, 539ff.

Bhojaraja, an astronomer and

king of Dhara, 148 ;
an author,

70 5
f.

Bhojavarman, plate of. 438

Bhumicchidranyaya (in KaufcilTya)

significance of, 385-86

Bhumisandhi (in Kautillya). 394-

95

Bhurisresthika, birth place of poet

Bharatcandra, 451 ;
Bhursat

identified with, 451

BhuvaneSvar, Ananta-Vasudeva

temple at, 452*53

Bhutivarman, (744) 824 ;
great-

grand father of Bhaskaravar*

man, (718) 7Q8f.
;

king of

Kamarupa, 443

Birbhum Rajahs, Zemindari rights

of, 476

Bodicitta-vivarana 285 ;
work of

Nagarjuna, 740 (820) 741

(821)

Bodh Gaya, 699, figure of Indra

at, 5i3f.
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Bodhipakkhiya-dhammas, 642 3

Bodhiruci, 636 n. 4

Bodhisattva, bronze image of,

442f.

Bodhisattva bhfimi, 261

Bodhisattva-Pratimoksa-sutra, 259-

286
;

probable age of, 261-

2 ;
contents of, 265*8 5

text

of, 269-86

Bodhisattvavadana-kalpalatS, work

of Ksemendra, 454

Brahmagupta, author of Brahma-

sphujasiddhanta, 147

Brahmasiddhi, authorship of, 301 f.

Brahmana-sarvasva, work of

Halayudha, 457

Brahmanyadeva, meaning of, 318

Buchana^ (Dr. Francis), his acti-

vities in India, 425-7

Buddhas, head of, hair and Usnlsa

on, 506 n., 669-73

Buddha, "webbed finger’ of, 365-

6, 512 n., 654*6

Buddhaghosa, ‘Usnlsa’ explained

by, 500 ff.

Buddhagupta, Taranatha’s guru,

684 ff.

Buddhakapala, Buddhist deity,

128-9

Buddharakshta, 305

BuddhasancSratantra, 697

Buddhavatara, image of, 332 fn.

Buddhism, geographical extent of,

368

Buddhism in India, Taranatha’s

History of, 150-60

Buddhist schools, 368*9

Buddhist vihara, landgrants to,

445

Bukka, 78 fn., 80

Burma, land-route connecting

Kamarupa with, 701

Brahmottara. identification of,

(743) 823-(746) 826

Burma, Mahayana in, 700 j
Visnu

temple in, 331

Caitanya, 245, 457, 683

Cakra, meaning of, 401

Cakrayudha, contemporary of

Dharmapala, 532

Calamitra, rendering of, 401

Calcutta, Bose Family of Sutanuti

in, 476

Calicut, Manadeva Raja, 334, 337,

34i
.

Cambodian Ramayana, Mani-

mekhala in, 173-4

Campaka*pura, town, 518

Camunda, 128

Canakya, 164, 166-7, (698) 77

8

Candra, Gahadavala king of

Kanauj, (688) 768

Candradvlpa, seat of Brahmanic

culture, 308

Candragupta, 164 f., 392, 439 ;

bfother of Tlvaradeva, 666

Candraprajfiapti, Jaina astronomi-

cal work, 139 ff.

Candrapurl visaya, 443, (743) 823

Carvakas, 130 fn., 134

Casl-Kaivarttas, account of, (725)

805

Ceylon and India, Ganga in, 358-62

Chakesadhatuvamsa, MaiiimekhaU

in, 374

Chando-Vedanga, identification of,

(727) 807 (731) 811 ;
date of,

(731)811—(734)814
Charsad, Buddha statute from,

509
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Chausa, battle of, (707) 787

ChSya, meaning of, 543 fn.

Chayanafaka, interpretations on,

543ft

Chittagong, capital of Govicandra*

533
Clna-Tara, identified with Ekajata,

2ff.

Cltod, First SSka of, 287-300

Citrasena, personification of sakti,

129

Citra-fiikhancjins, Narayana reveal-

ed to, (657) 737 ff.

Citra-yajfia, drama, 558

Dhanyakara, city, 641

DhanaSrl, 697 ;
identification cf,

700

Dhanyakafaka, 639^, 697^, 701

Dharmabhyudaya. work of Megha-

prabhScarya, 543, 546f.

Dharmaditya, 444
Dharmakirti, 532

Dharmak§aghosa, 697

Dharma-mahamatras, 463

Dharmapala, 532^, 655 ;
copper-

plate of, 437 ;
king of Bengal,

446 f.

Dharmapala Deva’s inscr., Gopala

mentioned in, 531

Dharmaparlksa, work of Amita-

gati, sisff.

Dhoyl, author of Pavanaduta,

457 ;
court-poet of Laksmana-

sena, 54ifn.

Dlgha-Majjhima-Nikaya-dhara,

64 iff.

Dik§it, age of the Vedas fixed by,

* 3»

Diodorus and Strabo, land-revenue

passages in, 387 9

Dlpafikara, 448, 454
Divine Weapons, 704-5

Drama, features of Saftaka form

of, 16973

Dramiladvlpa, 690, 692

Dravidian, notes on, 176-86 ; R -

sounds of, 176-8

Durvinlta, contemporary of Bhara*

vi, 167

Dutangada, work of Subhata,

537ft

Dui(hagamant, MahSthfipa of,

653

Dvaidhlbhava, 25 3f., 396 ;
some

advantages of Sandhi in, 254

Dvaravatl, capital of Anarta,

533

Dvyartha-kvaya, 435

Dacca, Balban at, (705) 785

Daddadevi, wife of Gopala, (750)

830f.

Dakgina KoSala, 6350*.

Dakginapatha, 639

Damodara, Chittagong plate of,

438

Damodara Mi§ra, 5388*.

Danuj Rai, Hindu Raja, (705) 785

Dandin, 57C, 329

Dandopanata, 468

Daiyjopanayivrttam, English ren-

dering of, 403-4

Dantidurga, successor of IndrarS-

ja, (753) 833ft

Danujaraardana, king, (704) 784ft,

(706) 786ff.

Danuja Rai, Hindu Raja of Sonar*

goan, 456

Dadavatara Temple (Pagan), Surya

Icon from, 331-333

Dadakrodhas, Tantra of, 690
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DaSaratha Adavadi plate of,

43»

Daud Shall, la^t Pathan king of

Bengal, (707) 787

Delhi Empire (pre-Mughal period),

administration of, 41-54

Devapala, Munger plate of, 437

Devapala, Somapura vihara foun-

ded by, 446

Devlkota, place name, 697, 699 ;

’ identification of, 700

Early Visnuism and Narayanlya

Worship, 93-116, 343-58, (655)

735-(679) 759

East Bengal, Muslim influence in,

(705 ) 785

Ekantins, characteristics of, (672)

7 52f.
;

religious system of,

357-8

Ellora, Skancla mentioned in a

relief at, 3C9

Emperor Muhammad Shah, an

inscr. dated in the reign of,

410-12

Epic, ‘bhakti’ in, 345-6 ;
on

Visnuite or Vaisnava sect in.

344 ;
Visnu-worship in, 97f.

;

113, US. 343

Fa Hien, 503b ;
Tamluk men-

tioned by, 443

Firuz Shah Tughlak, (704) 784

Gopala Deva of Bengal, 530-6

Gahadavalas, 449b
;

matrimonial

Union of Varmans with,

400

Gajanasa, island of, 690

Gandavyfiha, 641 ;
Dhanyakara

mentioned in, 639

Gandhara, Buddha images in,

500fif.

Ganga, 315, 361 ;
significance of,

35 8 ft*.

Gangadeva, successor of Nanya-

deva and identified with Gan-

geyadeva, (681) 761

Gangadevl, wife of Vlrakampana,

338-9

Gangadhara, father of Visvanatha,

339

Gangeyadeva, father of Karna,

(681) 761

GanginT, location of, (743) 823f.

Garuda, 438, 690 ;
Visnu associated

with, 219 ;
as a yaksa, 219 fn,

Garudavahana, contemporary of

Ramanuja, (650) 730

Gaud, 433, (683) 763f., (704) 784,

(706) 786f.
;

conquered by

Ilarsadeva, 536

Gautama Sahghadeva, translator

of Madhyamagama, 655

Gautarmputra, 1
1
7ff.

Gaya, a Buddhist centre, 44.9 ;

Krsnadvarika temple inscr. at,

449 ;
Vanadeva inscr. at, 449 ;

Visnupada temple at, 449

Ghoswara, Buddhist shrines at, 447

Gita, date of, 311-12
;
Skanda in,

3ii

Glta-Govinda, 457, 568f.

Goa, a Buddhist centre, 692-3

Gonagama, port of Ceylon, 653

fn. 2

Gopacandra, 444

Gopala, king of Bengal, 446^,

530f.,( 75 i) 83 i-(753) 833

Gopala III, son and successor of

Kumarapala, 448

Gopala-keli-candrika, work of

Ramakr§na, 568
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Gopikabhifeka, author of, 340

Goraksa-sampradaya, 686

Govicandra, son of Vimala Candra,

530. S3 2f*

Govindacandra, Gahadavala king,

449
Govindacandra, king of Kanauj,

(689) 769

Govindacandra Haricandau, Ins-

criptions of, 34-6 ;
a short

account of, 34L

Govinda III, regnal year of, 667

Govincla Das, Karca of, 633

Govagama, 653 fn. 2

Gudimallam Lirigam, (750) 830

Guhilotes, a tribe of Kajputana,

298fn.

Gulta, Pathan inscr. at, (704) 784

Gunas, Dandin’s conception of, 57-7

Gunabhinivesa, rendering of, 392

Gunakara, translator, (740) 820

Gunavarman, king of Campaka-

pura, 518

Gupta coins, 437, 439

Guptas, capital of, 441 2 ;
religion

professed by, 44!

Gurava Misra, Pala minister, 447

Gurjjaras, Palas defeated by, 447

Gurjara Pratiharas, (753) S33ff

Gwalior State, Persian inscriptions

in, 55-6

Haidar Kasim Kohbar, 486

llaimavata, 6\6

Halayudha, minister of Laksman.v

sena, 457

Halua-dasas, account of (725) 805

Ilanuman nafcaka, same as Maha-

nataka, 537ff.

Haridatta, author of Padmaman-

jari, 417

Hardwar, location of Venkafcacala

from, 245-53

Haribhafija, temple of, 697

Hari Ghosh, minister of Vallala-

sena, 456

Harihara II, 78ft.

Harikela, a place name, 453c.

Harinegamasi, identified with

‘Nemaso* in Mathura plate, 313

Harivarma, king of Bengal, 453

Harsa, king of Kamarfipa and

contemporary of Gopala, 531

Harsadeva, king of Kashmir, 531

Hastisaila, 246

Hatakesvara-Siva, (718) 798

Hayagrlva, 690

Heruka tantras, 690

Hevajra, temple of, 690

Hevajratantra, 690 ;
Lamas in, 7

Hlna-sandhi, 253f.

Hlnayana Buddhism, 'conversion*

in, 652

Hindu Revenue System, some

technical terms in, 384*9

Hiranyagarbha, gift of, (75 3) 833 f.

I linen Tsang, 443, 798 (71S] ;

Kongada described by 665 ;

Samatata visited by, 443

Humayun, 484^, (707) 787

H nnas, 166

Husain Shah, inscriptions of, (706)

786

Ibn Batuta, 692, 692fn.

Ikhtiyar-ud-din, 435, 449 ;
founder

of Pathan rule in Bengal, (703)

783 ff-

India and Hellenistic countries,

cultural relation between, 227-9

Indian art, Persepolitai influence

on, 231-2



Indian Astronomy, a short chrono-

logy of, 137-49 ;
foreign in-

fluence on, 148-9, 164, 3 1

1

Indra, author of Anunyasa, 418

Indrabhuti, palace of, 688

Indralinga, birth-place of Buddha-

gupta, 686

Indrapala grant, ‘uparikara* men-

tioned in, 384-5

Indus Valley culture, 42iff.

Institutes of Akbar, nine of the

Siddhantas mentioned in, 141-2

l9laka, origin of, (735) 815 (737)

817

Itmad Dola, father of Nur Mahal,

192

Jacobi, date of Mahavlra’s death

fixed by, 140

Jaggayyapeta, stupas at, 633

Jahangir, 492ff.

Jaintia perganah, Brahmana fami-

ly settled in, (716) yg6t

Jalalakkhana, meaning of, 366

Jalandhara, centre of Tantrik

activity, 5

Janaka-Vaideha, Ksatriya king, 310

Jarasandha, Bhojas defeated

by, 525 ;
Samrajya of, 524-5

Jatavarman, Yadava family of,

45 1

Jayaccandra, king, (680) 760, (688)

768 fn.

Jayadeva, Glta-Govinda of, 457,

568f.
j
inscr, of, 443

Jayanta, king of Pundravardhana,

536fn.

Jayadratha Yaraala, Sataka, III,

text of, 12-15

Jayananda, translator of Bodhi-

cittavivarana, (740) 82of.

Jayanaga, king, 439, 44a, (753)

833

Jayadratha Yamala, TSntrik

schools mentioned in, 5ff.

Jayatunga var§a, 445

Jinas, hair and Usnlsa on head of,

669-73

Jlvasiddhi, Lagna in the opinion

of, 169

Jflanakasyapastupa, 698

Jyo$isa Vedanga, earliest Hindu

astronomical work, 1 38f.

Kadalvanan, epithet of Vi§nu,

370f.

Kahora, birth place of one Nagar-

juna, 637

Kaivarttas, 447L
;
account of, (725)

805 f.

Kalacakratantra, 690

Kalamukhasor Kapalikas, 131, 133

Kalidasa, 36sfn., 541. 655

Kaluvak^, mother of Tlvala, 459,

462

Kalyanadhana, technical term of

revenue, 389

Kamala-vilasa, work of Sivanara-

yana, 569

Kamandakl, Buddhist nun, 305

Kamarupa, 443, 448, (683) 763,

(718) 7p8f., (745) 825, Brahma-

pala dynasty in, 450 >
centre

of Tantric activity, 5 ; inscrip-

tions of, 437L

Kamarupasasanavall, 443

Kanaripa, disciple of Tantrik

Nagarjuna, 638

Kanau j, capital of Maukharis, 442

;

Ra^trakuia families settled n,

450

Kandahar, 482ff.
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Kanhoji J&lhS, deshmukh of Bhor,

362

Kantideva, persecutor of Buddh-

ism, 454 ;
plates of, 438

Kantipura, ancient name of Kat-

mandu, (741) 82 if.

Kapalikas, Lokayatas and, 1 25-

37 ;
Ramanuja’s account of,

131-2

Karavira-Mahatmya, 199

Karca, work of Govinda Das, 683

Karna, a Calukya king, 199 242 ;

a Cedi king, 449, 45 if.
;
Malava

conquered by (682) 762 ff.

Karnamrtam, work of LllaSuka,

327

Karnasuvarna, 435^, 442, 444,

(743) 823. (745) 82s. (753)

832

Karpuramaftjarl, 170

Karsapana, (693) 773ff.

Karttikeya, 3i4ff.

Karttipura, identified with Kuma-
on, 440

KaSika, 41 5f., 41 9f.

Kashmir, 489f., 653, 706 n. (650)

730 Anandavardhana flourished

at, 541

Kasikavivaratiapaficika, 413, 418

Kasthaman<Japa (or Katmandu),

name of, on antiquity of 741

(82i>—742 (822)

Katantraparidigta, work of Srlpati-

datta, 417

Kathavatthu, 643^ ;
age of, a few

evidences on, 367-70 ;
traces

of MahSyanic influence in, 369

Katmandu, Mallas at, 742 (822)

Katyayana, 65 8f.
;
Ma$a as under-

stood by, (695)775

Ko^alipada, discoveries at, 444
Kaumudl-mahotsava, 164

Kausikl, identified with Kosi,

250

Kaufciltya, Studies in, 464-74

;

(709) 789^715 ) 795 ; dvaidhl-

bhava in, 253-8 ;
English tran-

slation of 389-410 ;
weapons

mentioned in, 704f.

K’ien lung, Chinese king, 684fn.

Kirtivarman, a Candel king, 451

Kolts, Hindu weaver class at Bhil-

sa, 56

Kondana, date of Maratha acquisi-

tion of, 363-4

Kohgada, Sailodbhava rules of,

665-8

Korigad a* man^ala, 668

Kohkana, 6goff.

KoSika, location of, (743) 823

Kotwal
,
function of, 49

Kriyasarigrahapafljika, 262

Krsafiva, 380#
Krsna Visnu in the form of, 152

Krsna, river, 633

Kr§nacarya, 697

Krsnala, (696) 776fif.

Krsna MiSra, author of Prabodha'

candrodaya, 45

1

Krenanatha, author of Ananda-

latika, 548 ; follower of Siddha-

sampradaya, 686

Kr$na-Vasudeva worship, 343ft.

Ksara, technical teVm of revenue,

389

Kgatrapa Ku$ana pillars, decora-

tion of, 224

Kubjika-tantra, 2-3

Kulapafijis, 435f.

Kumaragupta, 439, 441
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Kumbhalga<Jh Prasasti, an ac-

count of the first Moslem in-

vasion of Citod, 28 8f.

KulaSekhara, problem of, 319,-30

KulaSekhara A[avar, 321, 342;

date of, (644) 724—(654) 734

KumaradevI, wife of Govinda

Candra, 449
Kumarapala, son of Ramapala,

448

Kumarapalabhadra, a king, 699

Kumarapaladeva, a Calukyan

prince, 549

Kumarila, 304, 325^

Kuntibhoja, king of Malava, 524

Kusumapura, i64ff.

Kufiinagara, location of, 702

Laghu-manasa, work of Munjala,

147

LajjadevI, wife of Vigrahapala I,

449

Lakkhana Suttanta, thirty-two

signs of Buddha mentioned in.

499. 512

Lak§manasena, king of Bengal,

448f„
1 5 5 f (686) 766f.

Lak^manasimha, successor of

Ratnasimha, 298f.

Laksmj, 158. 164, 443*4

Lak^rm Narasimhamalla, king, 741

(82t)f.

Laksmlnatha, 445

Lalitaditya Muktaplda king of

Kasmlr, 534

Lalitagiri hill, Matrka images on,

436

Lalla, a disciple of Aryabhata

146

Lamas, language of, 9f.
;

origina-

lly Tftntrik adepts but later on

converted into goddesses, 8

practices of, 6f.

LangalavenI, fort of, 34ff.

Lafca, brahmanas from, 452

Leddu, derivation of, (736) 816

Leh, Buddhist country, 689

Lha-mo
,
Tantrik goddess, 7-8

LllaSuka, 334L, 339L ;
contempora-

ry of Kulasekara, 327f.

Lokanatha, 444L
;
copper plate of,

439

Lokavlra, friend of Kulasekhara,

(651)731

Lokayatikas and Kapalikas, 125-

37

Lotus-capital, origin of, (747) 827-

(750) 830

Lotus supports morphology of,

216-8

Kaverlpattana, 1 78L

Kavya-mimamsa, work of Raja-

sekhara, 542

Kavyasamhara, meaning of, l88fn.

Kelaniya, town in Ceylon, 361

Kerala, 335 f. ;
Kulasekhara of,

319-30

Kefiava, a Sena king, 456

Khalimpur grant, 444, 446, 448ff.

Khasarpana, 530 ; seat of Avaloki-

teSvara, 697, 699k

Khiraj, 478

Khorasan, 481, 484

Madagascar, 695 ff.

Madanapala, 447ff.. (681) 768

Madanotsava
,
Lokayatika festival,

136

Madhainagar grant of Lak§anasena

45Sf-

Madhava, younger brother ot

Dharmaraja, 666
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Madhavacarya, 336 ;
Vidyaranya

and, 82-3, 88-92

Madhavavarma, Ganjam plate of,

444

Madhava-Vidyaranya theory, ori-

gin of, 78-92

Mudhasudana Mima, 538ff.

Madhurya (guna), explanation of,

65-8

Magadha, ancient Tala head-

quarter, 446ff#

Mahajanakajataka, Man! mekhal.i

in, accounts of, 174

Mahamayurl, goddess, 637

Mahana, Ra§trakufca chief of

Anga, 449ff.

Mahanataka, Problem of, 537-626

Mahapurusa, identified with Visnu-

N&rayana, 348, 351

Mahapuruaa-laksanas, 499f., 654

Mahusangha, note on, 647-8

Mahfisanghikas, 370. 645 ff.

Mahasena, 3 1
3ff«, six headed figure

of, 499 fn.

Mahasthana ( = Paundravardhana',

discoveries at, 439

Mahasthangarh inscr., 451

Mahavamsa, 369, 65 1 ff. centres i«f

Buddhism mentioned 111,653

Mahavira, 313, death of, 140

Mahayanists, Pratimoksasutra oi,

260

Mahendrapala, 450 ;
Magadha

conquered by, 447 •

Mahlpala, Bangarh grant of, 447

MahiSasaka, 64^

Mahisyas, account of, (735) 805

Mahmud Lodi, (706) 786

Mahmud Shah, Dhorail inscr. of

the reign of, 17-8

Mahodaya, Early Capital of Gur-

jara Pratiharas of, (753) 833“

(756) 836

Mailadeva, son of Nfuiyadeva,

(688) 768 fn.

Mallia plates, 339, 442

Mandana, Suresvava and Bhava-

bhuti : the Problem of their

Indentity, 301-8

Mandana Misra and Surcsvaracar-

ya, note on, 632

Manimanjarl. work of Narayana

Pandit, 632

Manima&jarlbhedinl, 81

Manimekhala, information about,

J 73'
5 , 37 if.

Manjusriimllakalpa,

Maugalam Nambhutiri, name of

Vilvamaugalam Svamiyar, 341

Mantrasakti, meaning of, 465ft).

Manure, Parasara on, 18
;
prepara-

tion and application of, 18*22
;

Brhatsamhita, Agnipurana,

ArthaSastra etc. on, 20-22

Manusamhita, weight-metres in,

(689) 769ff.

Masa, varieties of, (693; 773 ; im.

portance of, (^93) 773 ff.

Malsyendranatha, (741) 821, (745)

825

Maukhari dynasty, ISanavarma of,

440

Mauryan art, Hellenistic influence

on, 234-6

Megasthcnes, 387, 6586, (767) 847k

Meghaprabhacarya, author of

Dhannabliyudaya, 543

Meherunnisa and Jchangir, note

on, 191-2

Merada, (746) 826-( 747 ) 827
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MihirakUla, i66, 664

Mir Kasim, 479

Mithila, king Nanyadeva of, (679)

7S9-(689 ) 769

Mohammed Ibn Ibrahim Al-Fazari

translator of Brahmasphuja-

siddhanta, 147

MuditakuvalayaSva, drama, (680)

760

Mudra raksasa, residence of the

author of, 163*4

Mudrarak§asa, date of, 163-9, C29

Mughals, 480 ; Frontier Problem

of, 481-98

Muhammadans, land-holding under,

475

Muhammad Adil Shah, Sultan of

Bijapur, 362

Muhammad Shah, Mughal em-

peror of Delhi, 4 1

1

Muhammad Taki Khan, deputy

governor of Orissa, 826 (745f.)

Muhammad Tughlaq, Delhi Em-

pire during the reign of, 44fif.

Mukundamala,work of Kulasekhara,

(650) 730ff,

Mufijala, an astronomer, 147 8

Murshid Kuli Khan, deputy

governor of Orissa, (747) 827 ;

Nadia Conquest of, 435

Nagara Brahmanas, original seat

of, (7 *9) 799

NagSrjuna, 693 ;
Bodhicittaviva-

rana of, (740) 820; date of,

638 n.
;
place of residence of,

634-6

Nagarjunikoncja inscr., notes on,

633 53 ; Andhaka schools men-

tioned in 648 9 ; doctrines in,

649-50 ;
pav&eamnlukas men-

tioned in, 6406 ;
Schools of

Buddhism mentioned in, 646-8

Nahapana, date of his reign dis-

cussed, 118*24, extent of his

kingdom, 121

Nalanda, 441, 446f., 637 ;
plates

discovered at, 437, 439, 443^ ;

temple at, 664

Nanaghat Cave inscr,, ‘Camdasu-

tanam* in, 412

Nanyadeva, king of Mithila, (679)

759flf.

Narada 501 ;
Narayaniya and,

(655 ) 735 f- (658) 7i8f, (67 1)

752f„ (696) 776

Naradatirtha, a heretical teacher,

689

Nara-Narayana, 349, 35off.

Narasimhadeva, 569 ;
grandson of

Nanyadeva, (686) 766

Narayana, 161-2, 347, 351, 501,

explanation suggested of, 348-

9 ;
origin and history of, 346-

7 ;
significance of the compo-

site origin of, 354-5

Narayanabhadra, samanta, 4 (4

( 752) 832

Narayana Datta, minister of Laks-

manasena, 456

NSrayanapala, king of Bengal,

446 fif

Narayana Pancjit, son of Trivikrama

Pandit and author of Maiji-

mafijarT, 632

Naraynntya, antiquity of, (665)745

;

bhaktiin, (671) 751 ;
Christian

ideas in, (669) 749; historical

backgrounds of, 101-11; Ekanta-

dharma in, (664) 744f.
;
teach-

ing of, (666) 746f, ;
uparicara-
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vasu in, (656) 736k
j
worship

in, 343 f-

Nastikas, identified with Lokaya-

tikas, 132

Nafcasutras, 380?.

NafeSvarlyogins, 687

Nat-hlaung Kyaung temple, Visnu

Sflrya icon in, 331

Nathapanthins, 686ff.

Natyadarpana, Sattaka defined in,

171-2

Najyasastra, problems of, 380-83

Neminatha, inscribed image of, 439

Nidhanpur grant, 444
Nidhanpur plates, Brahmottara

mentioned in, (743) 823

Nighantu, 378 ;
Nirukta different

from, (730) 810 fn.

Nirukta, (760) 840 ;
see Nighantu

Nrsimha, commentator of Surya-

siddhanta, 147

Nurjehan, 192

Nur Mahal, daughter of Itmad

Dola, 192

Nusrat Shah, son and successor of

Husain Shah, (706) 786

Nyayakandall of Srldhara, com-

mentary on VaiSesika Philo-

sophy, 45

1

Ojas, note on, 72-3

Pabbajja and Upasampada, in

later Buddhist works, 262-5

Padmapada, older than Sankara,

326

Padmap^dacarya, disciple of San-

kara, 335, 341

. Padmanabhasvami, worshipped as

god, 335

Padmasambhava, abbot of Nalan*

da, 446, 690

Padmavajra, founder of Hevajra

temple, 690, 696

Padminl, Alauddin demands

surrender of, 297-9

Paddy, two kinds of, 25-6
;

plan-

tation of 26 ;
water in the

growth of, 26*7 ;
reaping and

storing of, 27

Pagalapanthin, 687

Paharpur, a centre of Jainism,

441

Pairigin, pupil of Vaisampayana

and teacher of Tittiri, 733

(813)

Palas, coins of, 437 ;
image-

making under, 450 ;
transi-

tion from Gupta period to that

of, 442-6

Paji, original form of Pali, 379

Pali Vinaya Pitaka, divisions of,

644-5

Pamca-Matukas, 64off.

Pancaratra, 347 ;
origin of, 355-

7, religious system of, 3

5

7-3

Paficatantra, date of, 166 ;
versions

of, 5 1 5 f-

Panini, 38of., (729) 8og(.

Parasara, author of Jyutisa Sainhi-

ta% 142

Patavala, Ra?trakuta chief, 4,9

Pasadakanain, Notes on, 651-3

PataBjali, Skanda mentioned by,

312. 315

Patikara, capital of Gopicand,

533

Pathan Sultans, coins of, 437

Pathan period, inscriptions of,

437

Pavanaduta, work of Dhoyl, 457 »

54i
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Paundrnvardhana, identity of,

435 ff.
;
Nandi family in, 45 i

Paulina Siddh.\nta, not derived

from the works of Pan Ins

Alexandrinus, 1,41

Permanent Settlement (1793),

475ff-

Piugala, Chando-Vedfmga o! (72?)

S07— (734) 814 ;
Taraka men-

tioned by, (733) 813

I’mgala-siitr.is, 727 (8o7)fl.

Pinfikim
( = present Pcm.er). 240*

50

PischeJ, Chaya naf-nka interpreted

by. 543 f-

Planting, Brhat Samhit.i and

Aghipurana on, 25

Ploughing, rules about, 23

Prabhakara, 320, 324 k
;
disciple of

Aryabhata, 146-7

Prabodhacandrodaya, 451;
4

i‘u-

ruska’ in, 452

Prajnaparamitfis, 638

Prakrstaprakrtamaya, meaning of,

171

Prasada, explanation of, 63k

Poetry and its embellishments,

5 7 ff.

Potala, identified with Madaga-

scar, 6o5fk

Pulumayi, 1:7 ff.

Punjab, Jayapfda dynasty in, 450

PuntJravaidhana, birth place of

Gopala, 530, 535

Puranas, Topography in, 245-53

Purnagiri, centre of Tantrik acti-

vity, 5

Pusyagupta, 630, 632

Purusakaram, work of Yilva-

mangalasvamin, 336

Purusamectha, Narayana’s perfor-

mence of, 347

Pre-Mughal Period, administra-

tion of Delhi Empire in, 41-54;

army during, 46-9 ;
function

of Kotival in, 49; Land revenue

in, 41-3 ; merits and demerits

in the administrative system

of, 51-4 ; Provincial adminis-

tration in, 43 6 ;
system of

Dak-Chauki in, 49 ff.

PurvaSailas, £41, 646

Oueen’s Donation Edict, 458 63

Radha, 436, 45i;Savarna and

Vandyaghatlya brfihmanas in,

453

Rfijabhala, king of Samatata, 533

536 ,

Raja Gane'k home of, (704) 784

Rajasekhar.i, 172-3, 542

Raj 1 Mansingh, Subadar of

ltengal, 629

Rakinls, female Tantrik goddesses,

81 .

Riimabhyudaya, work of Yaao

varinan, 542, 545k

Kfumcarita, 435, 448, 566

Ramadcvi, Cillukya princess and

queen of Vallalascna, 455
Ramapa la, 436, 4^ff.

Ramariija, king of Vijayanagar

and contemporary of Tlrtha-

natha, 6S6

Ramaraja Vifcthala, Viceroy in

South India and contemporary

of Visvanatha, 686

Ramftvatl, capital of Ramnpala,

4A 417

Rambhamanjarl, work of Naya-

candra, 172
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Rannadevi, daughter of Paravala

and wife of Dharmapala, 449
Rantivarman, i63ff

Rastrakfitas, Palas defeated by,

447

Ratnasimha, son of Samarasimha

and ruler of Mevad, 290!.
;
his

surrender to Alauddin, 292-3

Reviews : An account of the dis-

trict of Purnea, 425-7 ;
Bhava-

prakasana of Saradatanaya,

(765) 845—(767) 847; Die

KuHerum den Persischen golf

und Hire ausbreiting, 421-2
;

Indices and Appendices to the

Nirukta, (760) 84c—(762) 842 ;

History of Kerala, 201-7.

History of Pre-Musalman

India, vol. 1,196-8; History

of Rajputana, 420 2f
;
Megas-

thenes en de Indisehe Maots-

chappij, (767) 847—(76 ) 84S

Notes on Shri Maha-Laksm!

Temple, Kolhapur, iqS'ZDG
;

Samkhya or the Theory of

Reality, (763) 843—(76;) 845 ;

Studies in Tamil literature and

history, 423-4

Rg-veda, Rudra 10,3134; Visnu

in, I02f.

Rudra, 31 3k, 5o8fn.

Rudradfiman 122
;

Junagadah

Rock inscr. of, 630

Riipa in Asoka's inscr., 545

Sabhar, ancient capital in East

Bengal, 443-6

Sadgurudisya, comme stator of

AnukramanI, (733) 813 fn.

Sadika (in aBharhut inscr.) means

music or dances, 169

Sadukti-karnamrta, Dhoyl men-

tioned in, 541

Sngaradaita, a merchant, 52ofif\

S.lgaradvlpa, 698 9
S:ihas, trading section in Bengal,

(724) 804E

Sahaja siddhi, class of Tantras,

687

Saliitya-darpana, Mahanataka ex-

plained in, 539

Sailodbhava rulers, chronology of,

665
,
668

&iiva Samayacaryas, biographies

of, 423

Sakas, mentioned in Miulrarakansa,

Western Ksatrapas identified

with, 166

Sakyarambhin, 472 ;
English ren-

dering of, 397

Saladda Naga, minister of Vijaya-

sena, 456

Satnacaradeva, 414 *
plates of,

439

Samadhi (a guna), note on, 75 6

Samata (a guna), explanation of,

64f.

Sammoha Tantra, enumeiation of

Tantrik Zones and its litera-

ture in, 3-5

Samrat, nature of the office of,

5 2 3-9

Samudragupta, Copper-p'ate grant

of, 437fr., 442

Sam udri k asastra, 5 02 f.

Sanivara (tantra), 690

Samyuttabhfinakas, 640^.

Sanatkumara, identified with

Skamla, 309/?“.

Sandhi, 25 3f., 393^

Sangams, origin of, 423^
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Safikara, ;9f., 301, 324^ 339, 341,

632

Sanskrit dramas, types of, 188-9

Santarak?ita, 535 ;
author of

Tattvasamgraha, 446
Santicandra-gana, commentator of

of JambudvTpa prajftapti, 141

Saradatanaya, author of BhSva-

prakaSa, 171, 190, (765) 84gf.

Sarngadhara-paddhati, 542

Sarvastivada, 646

•SaSarika, king of Bengal, 439, 442,

444

Satakarni, king of Dak§inapatha,

122

Satananda, 566 ;
Indian Calender

maker, 148

iSatapatlia Brahmana, io5
;
Nara-

yana in, 347

Satavahanas, I20f
$
639fn.

Sattaka, form of Drama, 169-73

Satvatas (
= Bhagavatas), same as

NarayanTya faith, (66 1) 741—
(662) 742

Senas, 4S4f., (685) 765 ;
image-

making under, 456 7 ;
growth

of literature under, 457

^enkuttuvam, Cera king. (654) 734

Setu, meaning of, 385

Shahjahan, 493ff.

Shahji Bhonsle., life long friend of

Randaula, 362

Shaibani Kh5n, Uzbegs under,

48 iff.
;
death of, 484

Shivaji, early supporter of, 362 4

Siamese Ramayana, story of

Manimekhala in, 372-3

Siddhantas, short account of

different works under the

name of, 141-5

Siddha-sampradaya, 68sff.

Siddhantafiekhara, work of Mufl-

jala, 147

Slla-bhadra, abbot of Nalanda,

445

Silalin, Natasutras of, 38off.

Sllaparikatha, work of Vasuban-

dhu, 28 33 ;
Tibetan text of,

29-31 ;
Sanskrit reconstruc-

tion of, 31-32

Silasthambhas, 215, 222

Simhapura, 452

Sindabur ( « Sandabur), another

name of Goa, 692

Sindh ind, an Arabic translation

of Brah masphufcasiddhanta,

147

SiSnadevas, I25ff.

SiSupala, king of Cedi, 524, 527f.

Sita, technical term of revenue,

389

£iva, disciple of Skanda, forms of,

162, 309, 316

Sivanarayana Dasa, emperor of

Kamala-viliisa, 569

SkaiHa-Karttikeya, some note on,

309-18

£lesa, explanation of, 62-63

SmrtijfianakUti, author of Bodhi-

cittavivarana-tlka, 740 (820)

Soil, question of, ownership of,

387, 6$8f.

Solomon's explanation, story of,

297

Somagiri, courtier of Prabhakara,

330

SomeSvara I, Karnataka emperor,

(682) 762U

Somesvara III, son and successor

of Vikramaditya VI, (683) 763
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Sridhara, author of Nyayakanda-

lf, 451 ;
minister of Nanya,

(689) 769

•Srldharasena, patron of Bhatti,

414

SrlKrsnakarnamjta, author of,

338-39

Srlparvata, 634, 637f.
;
location of,

249

Srlpur, Laksamana temple inscr.

at, 447

SrlSaila. 252-53

Si^tidliaracarya, writer of the 17th

century, 414

Standard enblems, various beliefs

relating to, 241 f.

St. Thomas, 837 (757)

Strabo and Diodorus, land reve-

nue passeges in, 387-89

Subhadra parinaya, drama, 547

Subhafca, author of Dutangada,

537,543

Madras, account of, (726) 8ou

Sukumarata (a guna), explanation

of, 69-70

Sura-family, 455

Sura Singha. king of Bikaner,

192

Srl-harsa, king of Kamarupa, 443

Sura^tras, in Anoka’s Edicts, 630^.

Surya image, of, 322f.

Suryaprajfiapti, date of, 139-41

Surya-Varma, 447
SureSvara, 32CL ;

disciple of San-

kara, 30if., 335 ;
note on Man-

dana MiSra and, 632

Suvarnadvlpa, identification of,

701

Suvarnamukharl identified with

Suvarnamuklil, 246-47

Svaha Skanda-Karttikeya, origi

nated from, 315

Svamiyurs, birth place of, 340-42

Sveta, significance of, (673) 753

Svctadvlpa, 501, (655) 735f-> (672)

75 2f.
;
story of, (C69) 749 f-

Svetaketu, 310

Sylhet, Brabmanas in, (717) 797

—

(720) 800 ;
Vaidyas and

Kayasthas in, (720) 800— (723)

803 ;
Dasas and their sub-

castes in, (723) 803—(726) 806;

Castes and Caste-origins in

Syllhet, (716) 795(726) 8o5

Tadatvika, explanation of, 401

Taittirlya Aranyaka, 346f.
; Nara-

yana in, 350

Talakkulattur Bhatfcatiri, astro-

loger of Kerala, 336

Tamil Grammars, description of r-

sounds in, 178-81

Tanjore, Nayaks of, 683 fn.

Tantra, foreign elements in, 1-16;

four important centras of, 5

Tantric Stories, 515-22

Taranatha, 637C, 699, disciple of

Buddhagupta, 684^

Tantrakhyayika, date of, 166

Tantrapradipa, work of Maitreya

Raksita and different from

Anunyasa 418-19

Taxila, Aramaic inscr. of, 228

i cheon Pei, old Chinese astrono-

mical work, r4i

Thibaut, date of Composition of

Suryaprajflapti surmised by. 140

Tikkanna Somayajin, court poet of

a Telugu-Cocja chief, 339

Tikkaya, identified with Tikkanna

Somayajin, 339
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YaSovarman, 440f., 534C ; a Can-

del king, 451

Yasovarmadeva, Nalanda Stone

inscr, of, 664

YaSovarman, YaSodharman not to

be identified with, 664

Yeryagudi, inscription of ASoka

discovered at, 737 (817)—740

(820)

Yudhigthira, character of SamrS-

jya of, 527-8^ Samrajya of,

523-33

Yudhisthira Vijaya, KulaSekhara

of, (649) 729 ;
patron of Pra-

bhakara, 320

Yuktikalpataru, work of Bhoja-

raja, 705

Yusuf Khan, Sultan of Kashmere,

490

Wais Mirza, Babar’s cousin, 484

Western Kgatrapas and Andhras,

chronology of, 1 1 7-24

Wilson, Chayftnataka interpreted

by, 543

Zahar%
Hebrew Cabalist compen-

dium, 149
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